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BOOK 1.

THE PATRIARCHS,

CHAPTER I.

FIRST INHABITANTS OF PALESTINE.

[An Oriental Migration.]

The History of Palestine, and of the Hebrew people, may be most conveniently commenced

with the call of Abraham, which, according to Hales, took place in the year of the world 3258,

after the deluge 1062 years, and 2153 years before the birth of Christ. (')

The ages which had passed since the deluge, concurring with the still long duration of

human Hfe, had again replenished with people the regions around the original seats of the

human race. That great event, the confusion of tongues, which occurred 600 years after the

deluge, must have greatly accelerated, and even compelled, more energetic movements than had

previously taken place.

The descendants of Shem appear to have extended themselves gradually over the regions east

and north-east of the river Tigris ; the children of Japhet spread themselves into Asia Minor,

whence it was their ultimate destination to be impelled into Europe, and to fill the length and
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breadth of that continent. The posterity of Ham remained in chief possession of Mesopotamia

;

they also formed settlements at the head of the Persian Gulf, in Arabia, and in Canaan ; they
established empires in Assyria and Egypt; and, as their numbers multiplied, they advanced
into Ethiopia, and other remoter parts of the African peninsula.

The history of Japhet's race is a blank in the early accounts of the Scriptures ; and that of
Shem's is little more. The sacred historian confines his notice to one family of Shcm's
descendants; and the intercourse of that family with the races of Ham, is the circumstance
which evolves far more information concerning their early history and condition than we
possess concerning any of the other descendants of Noah. From all that history tells, they
appear to have been the first authors of the arts of civilisation and social life. But remem-
bering the other races of which authentic history takes no occasion to speak, this need not
be positively affirmed. That, however, very important advancements had, even in this remote
age, been made by the posterity of Ham, appears very plainly in the early intercourse of the

Hebrew patriarchs with Egypt.

A division of the posterity of Canaan, the youngest son of Ham, left the Arabian shores of
the Red Sea, and settled in the country whose history we have undertaken to write ; and they

gave to it the name of their father, from whom also they are, collectively, called Canaanites.0
They manifestly were not very numerous at the time this history opens. They did not by any
means fill the country, but lived dispersed, in detached and independent clans, and, contented

with the use of such lands around their towns as they needed for their own subsistence, they

beheld without jealousy powerful emirs, even of the race of Shem, establish themselves in the

plains and feed their cattle in the vacant pastures. The time for territorial contests had not

yet come ; and probably the settled Canaanites regarded the presence of the Bedouin sheikhs

as an advantage, relieving them from the need of attention to pastoral affairs, by affording a

ready market where they might obtain milk, butter, cheese, meat and skins, in exchange for

their surplus corn and other vegetable produce ; and they appear to have been quite sensible

of the advantages of an open traffic with the pastoral chiefs.

It might be easy enough to work out a plausible and ingenious account of the social condition

of the Canaanites at the time when Abraham came among them. But as this must be purely
conjectural, or founded on circumstances which did not occur till four or five centuries later,

during which it cannot be doubted that great changes took place in their civil and political

state, we shall avoid such a course, and confine ourselves to the slight notices which may be
gleaned from the history of Abraham, with the very few more which the histories of his son
and grandson offer.

Their language was the same as that of Abraham and the other patriarchs, who at all

times speak to them without the mediim* of an interpreter. This was also true ages after,

whenever any communication took place between the descendants of Abraham and the
Canaanites or the Phoenicians.

They were divided into a number of small independent communities. Every town Avith a
small surrounding district, and proba1)ly some dependent villages, appears to have been a
sovereign state, acknowledging the control of no superior, but being in alliance with its neigh-
bours for common objects. The vale of Siddim alone, the area of which does not exceed that
of one of our smallest counties, is known to have contained five of such states. It ajjpears to
have been the plan, as the population increased, to establish new cities and new states on
ground not jjreviously appropriated; in which case the tendency to consolidate numerous
small states into a few large ones would not, in ordinary circumstances, arise till the country
was fully peopled. We may well be astonished at the prodigious number of small states

which the Hebrews found in Palestine on their return from Egypt ; but we do not, with
some, infer that they were equally numerous in the time of Abraham. On the contrary, it

rather seems to us that, in the long interval, the towns and states went on increasing with the
population. That towns and states were as numerous in choice localities, such as the fertile

vale of Siddim, in the time of Abraham as in that of Joshua, we can well understand ; but
not so in the country at large. It seems also that the states, though fewer, were not larger at
the former date than at the latter, the extent of ground which they divided being proportion-
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ably smaller. At both periods the states of the Canaanites suggest a comparison to our own

boroughs, consisting of a town, with dependencies of fields, and perhaps villages.

And the comparison perhaps holds further ; for the meleks or kings of those tiny kingdoms

do not appear to have been more than chief magistrates, or patriarchal chiefs, with very

limited powers. The mayors of our boroughs have probably greater civil power than they

had. Indeed, it has more than once occurred to us to doubt whether these meleks had any

independent civil power, and whether they were not regarded merely as the military com-

manders of the people in time of war, and at all times the agent of their public transactions

with other states. The real power, civil and political, of these small states seems to have

remained in the body of the adult male population, and practically, it may seem, in the elder

portion of it, from that deference which was paid to seniority in those early times. When
Simon and Levi, the sons of Jacob, proposed on certain conditions an alliance with Hamor,

the Canaanitish prince of Shechem, the latter was well pleased with the proposal, but would

not conclude on what answer to give until he had consulted the citizens in the gate. The

same tenor of conduct always appears when occasions arise. In some cases so little notice is

taken of the melek, that it may almost be doubted whether particular states had any such

functionary. A public transaction about a transfer of land with such " a mighty emir " as

Abraham was well calculated to require the presence of any prince which the Hittites of

Hebron might have had, but no one appears in the accoimt of that transaction. Abraham
bows to "the children of Heth;" he addresses his proposals to them, and they reply to

him. If the Hittites had a king, he was doubtless present ; and if so, the manner in which

he was overlooked, or in which he is included without distinction as one of " the children

of Heth," strikingly illustrates the position of the rnelek in these small communities. The
only other alternative seems to be that the Hittites of Hebron had no king in the time of

Abraham.

All the states in the vale of Siddim had kings, and all we know of them is that they were

the military leaders in war. From the answer of the king of Sodom to Abraham, waiving all

claim to the goods which the patriarch had recovered from the Mesopotamian spoilers, without

any reference to the wishes of his people in this matter, we may infer that, as might be ex-

pected, the melek had higher powers in all warlike matters than were allowed to him in the

affairs of peace. The only other act of a Canaanitish king which we meet with implies nothing

in this respect. This was the act of Melchizedek, the king of Salem, who brought refreshments

to Abraham and his party when he returned from the slaughter of the kings.

The mention of this remarkable person leads us to observe that there is not in Scripture the

least indication that the Canaanites were idolaters in the time of Abraham, or indeed at any

time before the house of Israel went down into Egypt. The king of Salem is expressly

declared to have been a priest of the Most High God ; and whenever suitable occasion offers,

it appears that the Canaanites knew and reverenced the God of their fathers. It is true that

they knew not this God as Abraham knew him ; and it is more than likely that, with some

exceptions, such as that of Melchizedek, they had sunk into that state of indifference, and of

ignorance concerning God's character and attributes, which was but a too suitable preparation

for that actual idolatry into which they ultimately fell. But that there was any positive idolatry

in the time of Abraham, or before the patriarchs left the land, we see no reason to conclude.

If we look at the remarkable case of the destruction of Sodom and the cities of the plain, we
cannot fail to observe that idolatry is nowhere alluded to as one of the crimes for which the

inhabitants were punished. They were punished because they were "sinners before the Lord

exceedingly," and because there were not among them any righteous or just men. What the

character of their sins was we know. The repugnance of Isaac and Rebekah to the marriage

of their sons with Canaanitish women, has often been alleged as a proof that tney were by

that time become idolaters, even by many who allow that they were not such in the time of

Abraham. But the cited case proves nothing whatever, and could only have been adduced

from that ignorance of the manners of the East which is now in a course of removal. The
ideas of the patriarchal emirs required that their sons should marry into their own families,

and this would have been frustrated by marriage with Canaanites. If this argument for the
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idolatry of the Canaanites be applicable to the time of Isaac's latter clays, it must be equally

applicable to the time of Abraham, for he was as anxious as Isaac could be that his sou

should obtain a wife from the house of his fathers in Padan-aram. But this argument is used

by those who confess that the Canaanites were not idolaters in the days of Abraham.

We have little information concerning the social condition, arts, and occupations of the

Canaanites at this early date. That "the Canaanites by the sea," that is, the Phoenicians,

had already taken to the sea, and carried on some traffic with the neighbouring coasts, is

very likely, but more than we can affirm. But we know that the people of Canaan lived

in walled towns, in the gates of which public business was transacted. They cultivated the

ground ; they grew corn ; and, as they had wine, they must have cultivated the vine ; which

they probably did upon the sides of the hills, terraced for the purpose, according to that

fashion of vine culture which has always prevailed in that country. Some find in the Perizzites

a body of Canaanitish pastors, moving about with their flocks and herds, without any fixed

dwelling. But as all this is founded upon a doubtful etymology, we shall lay no stress upon it.

Doubtless the Canaanites had cattle, and paid some attention to pasturage ; but the presence,

in their unappropriated lands, of pastoral chiefs like Abraham, who, by making it their sole

pursuit, enjoyed peculiar advantages in the rearing of cattle, and could offer the produce of

their flocks and herds on very easy terms to the settled inhabitants, was likely to prevent

the latter from being much engaged in pastoral undertakings. Of their military character at

this early period we know little, and that little is not much to their advantage. They were

beaten in every one of the warlike transactions of this age which the Scriptures relate, or to

which any allusion is made. Doubtless every advdt male knew the use of arms, and was liable

to be called upon to use them when any public occasion required.

They had arrived to the use of silver as a medium of exchange, and that the silver was
weighed in affairs of purchase and sale involves the use of the scale and balanced beam. In

what form they exhibited the silver used for money we know not with any certainty ; they

[Egyptiiin Ring-Mouey.]

[Egyptian Scales.]

certainly had no coined money ; for even the Egyptians, who were far before the Canaanites

in all the arts of civilisation, continued long after this to use circular bars, or rings, of silver

for money ; and, most likely, the silver money of the Canaanites bore the same form.

The description of the burying-ground which Abraham bought for 400 shekels of silver of

Ephron the Hittite, may perhaps inform us concerning the sepulchres in which the Canaanites

liked to bury their dead. It was a cave in a spot of ground w ell planted with trees.

Seeing that there will hereafter be frequent occasion to mention by name the several tribes
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of Canaanites inhabiting the land, and that some of them are historically connected with the

early history of the Hebrews, it will conduce to the clearness of the ensuing narrative, if, in

this place, these tribes be enumerated, and their several seats pointed out.

While the whole of the nation, collectively, bore the name of Canaanites, as descended from

Canaan, there are occasions in which the Scriptures apply the name in a special manner to a

part of the whole. Thus in Gen. xiii. 8, we read, " the place of the Canaanites, and the

Hittites, and the Amorites, and the Perizzites, and the Hivites, and the Jebusites;" and so in

other places, except that the Girgashites are sometimes also named. We know that there

were many tribes not included in this list of names, and the question is, to which or to what

portion of those unnamed, the name of Canaanites is here given. The qu.estion is thought a

perplexed one, and there appear some serious objections to all the explanations which we have

seen. We therefore satisfy ourselves with the notion, that this is merely a method of summary

statement to avoid the frequent repetition of a long list of names : that, first, " the Canaanites"

are put for all those clans not intended to be particularly enumerated ; and then follow the

names of those tribes which were best known to the Hebrews and of the most importance to

them. Tliis view is confirmed by our observing that the tribes not named, and which we,

therefore, suppose to be included under the name of Canaanites, are precisely those most

remote from the early Hebrews, and with whom they had the least to do. That they are in

other texts described as situated " at the sea," corresponds with the same intimation. In a

general sense it will, under this explanation, be found to embrace, primarily, those several

branches of the posterity of Canaan which settled on the northern coast, and were, collectively,

known in general history as the Phoenicians. The matter appears to have been thus under-

stood by the Seventy, for they render ''J^JDn O^D of Josh. v. 1, by oX Bao-iXtTe rrjg (^oivIkijc,

or " kings of the Canaanites (which were by the sea)," by " kings of the Phoenicians
:"

and many ages after, the names were interchangeable ; for the woman whom one Evangelist

(Matt. XV. 22) calls " a woman of Canaan," is called by another (Mark vii. 26), " a Syro-

Phcenician woman."

Whether the families of Canaan, in migrating to the country to which they gave his name,

were headed by his sons, from whom they took their own distinguishing names, or removed

after their deaths, does not by any means appear. The question does not seem of much
importance, except as it might help to fix the time of the first occupation of the country ; and

we allude to it merely that no forms of expression which we may incidentally use, should be

considered to involve the expression of any opinion on the subject. There is, however, suffi-

cient evidence that the Canaanites had been a good while settled in the land, and we are

repeatedly assured in Scripture that the Hittite city of Hebron was founded seven years before

Zoan in Egypt.

The Hebrew patriarchs, during their sojourn in Canaan, never approached the borders of

the Phoenicians, and, consequently, they are not mentioned in the history, unless imder the

name of Canaanites. Indeed, we should not have been assured that the Phoenician tribes were

descended from Canaan, were it not for the genealogy in Gen. x., which gives us a list of his

sons, and assures us that all their families settled in Canaan. In this list the name of Sidon

occurs first, as that of Canaan's first-born son. He was the father of the Sidonians, the chief

of the Phoenician tribes ; and the great, commercial, and very ancient city of Sidon, the mother

of the still greater Tyre, was called after him. The list includes other names which cannot

but be considered as those of families which, along with the Sidonians, history comprehends

under the Phoenician name. Such are the Arkites, the Sinites, the Arvadites, and the

Zemarites, whose territories seem to have extended along the coast, northward from the to"\^ai

and territory of Sidon.

The ancient Phoenician city of Area probably took its name from the Arkites, and, therefore,

will serve to indicate their situation. Area stood nearly midway between Tripoli and Tortosa,

and about five miles from the sea, among the lower ranges of Lebanon, fronting the sea-board

plain. Here, in a situation commanding a beautiful view over the plain, the sea, and the

mountains, Burckhardt found ruins, which he supposes to be those of Area, consisting of large

and extensive mounds, traces of ancient dwellings, blocks of hewn stone, remains of walls,
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and fragments of granite columns. To the north was a liill, apparently artificial, still bearing

the name of Tel Arka, and on which tlie temple or the citadel probably stood in former

times.

In the parts adjoining was an ancient city Ijearing the name of Sin, and which, in con-

nexion with other circumstances, may be thought to indicate the situation of the Sinites. This

city had, so far back as the time of Jerome, long been ruined by war ; but the site on which it

once stood still retained this ancient name.

[Aradus.]

The Arvadites are said liy Josephus to have occupied and given their name to the small

island of Aradus, called Arvad and Arphad in the Scriptures,* and the inhabitants of which are

by Ezekiel mentioned along with the Sidonians, as taking an active part in the maritime

commerce of Tyre. This island, which is about one leagiie from the shore, and not above a

mile in circumference, idtimately became the port and chief town of this enterprising and

prosperous section of the Plui^nician ])eople ; and there was a time when even Romans

regarded with admiration its lofty houses, built with more stories than those of Rome, and its

cisterns hewn in the rock. All this, except the cisterns and some fragments of wall, lias

passed away ; b\it Arvad is still the scat of a town, and, being a mart of transit, its inhabitants

are still all engaged in commerce. Though the island was the favourite seat of the people, as

their wealth and ])eace were there safe from the wars and troubles of the continent, and their

shipping needed not to hazard the dangers of the coast, they were by no means without pos-

sessions on the mainland, for their dominion along the shore extended from Tortos^,t which

lay opposite their island, northward to Jcbilce. They were, therefore, the most northcrnly of

the I'luenician people.

+

The Zemarites are mentioned next to the Arvadites, and, correspondinglv, they are usually,

and with sullicient reason, placed next to that people, southward, on the coast, where, twenty

miles to the south of Antaradus, and four mdes to the north of Orthosia, close upon the shore,

was a town called Zimyra, to the site of which the name of Zumrah is still given.

The Arkites, Sinites, Arva-.lites, and Zemarites, are scarcely mentioned historica//;/ in the

Scriptures : and were it not for the tenth chapter of Genesis, it woidd be unknown to us that

• 2 Kings xix. 13; Ezek. xxvii. 8.

t .Tose))li. Antiq., i. 6, 2. Str.ibo, Geci^., v. 15. I'ocooUi

+ Also Tartous, anciently .\nt.ira(liis.

Volnoy, ii. 148. l{uekin^'ll.ln^s ' Aral) Tribes,' 5S.i.
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they claimed a common origin with the other inhabitants of Canaan. Indeed, their territory

can scarcely be considered as within the limits of Canaan Proper ; and their distance, as well

as their being ranked in the general Phoenician body, with which the relations of the Jews

were neutral and sometimes amicable, secured them a happy exemption from that notice in the

Sacred Records which wovdd have resulted from such hostile acts as took place between the

Jews and the other Canaanitish tribes.

This much may at present suffice concerning the Phoenicians, whose historical importance

is of later date than the times of which we now more particularly treat.

Next to the Zemarites, the Hamathites are mentioned in the list through which we are

passing j and, on several accounts, we were disposed to include them in the preceding state-

ment as one of the Phoenician tribes ; but, as our information concerning the Phoenicians

makes it difficult to regard them otherwise than as a people inhabiting the coast, which the

Hamathites did not, it seems as well to notice them separately.

Their situation is determined, without any difficulty, by that of the city of Hamath or

Hamah, so called after them, and which, after having borne the Greek name of Epiphania,

imposed upon it by the Macedonian kings of Syria, has now resvmied its ancient name. It

is situated sixty miles inland from the Mediterranean, eastward from Antaradus, and not less

than 100 miles to the north of Damascus : it was, therefore, distant from the country known
to the patriarchs ; and, although its territory appears to have reached to some extent south-

ward, it was not involved in those wars which attended the conquest of Palestine by the

Hebrew people. Yet, although scarcely more noticed, historically, in Scripture than the

kindred tribes which have already passed under our notice, it happens that the name of

Hamath is of very frequent occurrence there. This is because the territory of the Hamathites

lay on the extreme northern border of the Promised Land, whence " the entering in of

Hamath" is often mentioned as a point to which the extreme line of northern boundary was

drawn. But this boundary appears to have only ceased to be nominal during the reigns of

David and Solomon, whose dominion, doubtless, extended to the borders of Hamah, if it did

not include a part or the whole of the Hamathite territory.

Hamah is one of those few very ancient towns which still exist as places of some note. It

is situated on both sides of the Orontes ; and is, for that country, a well-built and comfortable

town, the population of which is estimated at 30,000. The town has still, in one sense, a

territory, being the seat of a district government, which comprehends 120 inhabited villages,

and over seventy or eighty which have.been abandoned.*

We have taken the names of the above tribes in the order which their relative situations, in

the north, rendered the most convenient. The remainder we shall go through in the order in

which the Scriptures enumerate them.

This brings us to the people called " the children of Heth" and the Hittites. They were

settled in the southern hills about Hebron and Beersheba. The Hebrew patriarchs had their

encampments much in that part of the country, and appear to have lived on good terms with

their Hittite neighbours, by whom they were treated with respect and consideration.

The Jebusites, who are more noted in later history than in that of the patriarchs, were seated

among the hills to the north of those which the Hittites occupied. Their territory extended to

and included the site of Jerusalem, of which, indeed, they appear to have been the founders

;

but whether before or after the date at which this history commences, we have no means of

knowing. But, in a later day, we find them there in a city which they called Jebus, from

which it was not until the time of David that they were entirely expelled. That they were

able to maintain their post so long in the very heart of a country which the Israelites had

subdued, warrants the conclusion that they formed one of the most powerful of the Canaanitish

clans.

t

The Amorites appear to have been the most powerful and widely spread of the Canaanitish

nations. The prophet Amos poetically describes the strength and power of the Amorite, by

telling us that his " height was like the height of the cedars, and he was strong as the oaks."

* A larger account of Hamah is given in ' Tlie Pictorial Bible,' under Num. xiii. 21.

t Gen. XV. 19; 2 Siun. v. 6; 1 Chron. xi. 4.

VOL. I. C
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It is, indeed, likely that here, as is certainly the case in other places, such as Gen. xv. 16, the

Amurites are taken, by a synecdoche of eminence for all the Canaanitish tribes ; but by this

fact their superior importance is just as strongly intimated. As this sometimes renders it

doubtful whether the proper Amorites may be particularly intended or not, and as they were,

moreover, of a remarkably encroaching disposition, it is not quite easy to fix their original

seats with precision. It would seem, however, that they were first settled among the moun-

tains to the west of the Dead Sea and of the southern part of the Jordan. While the Israelites

were in Egypt, the Amorites crossed the Jordan, and, dispossessing the Moabites and Ammon-
ites of the country between the rivers Jabbock and Arnon, established there an independent

kmgdom, which the ensuing history will bring conspicuously under our notice. The original

seats of the tribe to the west of the Dead Sea and the Jordan were not, however, vacated

;

but the old and new settlements, separated by the river and the lake, do not appear to have

had any dependence on each other. Indeed, it may be important to bear in mind that, in

the early ages of which we speak, when the pressure of circumstances drove forth part of a

tribe to seek new settlements, the now familiar idea of the necessary relations of dependence

and subjection on the part of the offset towards the government of the original body, was one

that never entered the minds of either. It was a discovery of later ages. This had its advan-

tages ; but it had the counterbalancing disadvantage, if it be one, that, seeing that the sepa-

ration was in every way effectual, and that the emigrants had no right to look to the parent

body for protection and support, they were obliged at the outset to be heedful that their own
separate resources were adequate to the objects they had in view. Hence, emigrations by
tribes or sections of tribes seeking new settlements were only made by large bodies of men,
which contained in themselves every provision then thought necessary for independent

existence, conquest, self-protection, and self-support. This cause and this effect acted recipro-

cally on each other, the effect reacting to perpetuate the cause by which it was produced.

The strong and vigorous offsets, expecting no assistance and intending no subjection, took care

to put themselves above the need of help ; and that they did so, prevented the parent state

from entertaining any notion that assistance might be called for, and, as a consequence, that

subjection might be proper. This was the state of things at the beginning. Colonies had

thus no infancy or adolescence, during which it was needful that they should lean upon the

parent's supporting arm, till they grew to the full stature of a nation. Yet the several

branches of the same family were not unmindful of one another. The relations of the several

states springing from the same source, to each other, and to the parent state, appear in general

to have been those of friendship and alliance, with a greater readiness to coalesce for common
purposes than was usually shown among unrelated tribes.

This statement, though intended for larger application, is introduced here for the immediate

purpose of showing how there came to be an independent Amoritish kingdom in the country

beyond Jordan. It might even appear from Josh. v. 1, which speaks of "all the kings of the

Amorites which were on the side of Jordan westward," that there were several Amoritish

monarchies west of the Jordan ; but we rather incline to think that this is one of the passages

in which the Amorites are named by a synecdoche of eminence for all the kingdoms not

included among " the Canaanites which were by the sea" (tlie Fha-nicians) which the context

mentions. And yet we think there were several distinct little royalties among them ; for if

there were thirty-one kingdoms in so small a territory as Palestine, at the time of the conquest

by the Hebrews, it seems unquestionable that several of them must have been in the hands of

the Amorites, as they were certainly one of the most numerous and important of the families

by which the country was originally peopled.

But at the time of the Helirew conquest, the Amorites had not only extended eastward

beyond the Jordan, but westward, towards the Mediterranean. The allotment of Dan, and the

western portion of that of Ephraim, extended over the ])lains and valleys west of the central

hills, and their western border approached as near to the sea as the ])revious occupation of the

coast by a powerful people would allow. But we learn from a very instructive passage* that

• .TiKlgesi. 34—36.
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both the tribes had to contend for this portion of their domain with the Amorites. The

Ephraimites, though the most successful, were not able to drive them out, as was their object,

but were obliged to be content with making them tributary : but the Danites were entirely

kept out of the plain by the Amorites, and obliged to confine themselves to the mountains, in

consequence of which a body of them were ultimately compelled to seek out a remote settle-

ment in a part of the country unappropriated by any kindred tribe.

We have been drawn into these anticipatory details by the desire of making the position of

this important member of the Canaanitish family clearly understood. It will, however, be

borne in mind that much of its relative importance was the growth of a later age than that at

which this history commences. Then their place seems to have been among the hills bordering

on the west the valley of the Jordan, which valley then included the vale of Siddim, afterwards

the Asphaltic lake. Consequently their territory closely adjoined that of the children of Heth

in one part,—so closely, indeed, that it is not easy to see whether Abraham when encamped at

Mamre was a nearer neighbour to the Hittites or to the Amorites. Hebron was not quite a

mile from Mamre, and was in the hands of the children of Heth ; but Mamre itself was so

called after a living Amorite chief of that name, who evidently abode there, or thereabout

;

for he, with his two brothers, Aner and Eschol, were friends and confederates with Abraham,

and joined him in his noted expedition in pursuit of the four kings who had carried Lot away

captive. After this, it seems somewhat remarkable that the only hostile transaction (excepting

the sad affair at Shechem) in which any of the Hebrew patriarchs appear to have been

involved with the people of Canaan, was between Jacob and the Amorites. The circumstance

is not historically recorded, nor would it have been known but for the allusion which the

patriarch himself makes to it when bestowing his dying blessing upon his favourite son,

Joseph, to whom he gives one portion above his brethren, which portion, he says, " I took

out of the hand of the Amorite with my sword and with my bow."*

Of the Girgashites very little historical notice is taken : indeed we know little more of them

than that their name occurs in the list of the nations by which the country was occupied.

It is supposed that they were seated along the upper Jordan, and more particularly upon the

eastern borders of the lake of Gennesareth. This conclusion is founded chiefly on the fact

that this district continued, even in the time of Christ, to bear the name of " the country of

the Gergesenes." That we do not meet with them in history among the nations which warred

against the Hebrews, the Jewish writers account for by telling us that they evaded the contest,

as one from which they had no hope, and emigrated to Africa, where they ultimately settled

in a country which from them took the name of Gurgestan.

The Hivites, also called the Avim, are said to have been originally settled in the advan-

tageous district afterwards occupied by the Philistines ; on their expulsion from which by that

people, they were unable to obtain situations for the whole of their body, and therefore

separated, one part of them settling to the north of the Jebusites, in what afterwards became

the finest portion of Benjamin's lot, and where, on the return of the Israelites from Egypt, they

were in possession of the " great city " of Gibeon, and other important towns. The other

portion withdrew to the more vacant territory beyond Jordan, and established itself about Mount

Hermon. Some think that the Hivites originally on the coast were wholly destroyed by the

Philistines; and that these other settlements—the existence of which is undisputed—had

been previously established, and remained undisturbed by that event. But the account which

we have given seems to result more clearly from a comparison of the several texts which bear

on the subject.

t

We have now gone through the list of the families which are expressly described in the

tenth chapter of Genesis, as being descended from Canaan, and as occupying the country

which received his name. Tlie list is very valuable, if only as enabling us to know, when the

name of any clan occurs, whether or not it belonged to the common Canaanitish stock, or was

derived from some other source, which knowledge sometimes throws a light upon the transac-

tions in which we find them engaged.

• Gen. xlviii. 22. f Dent. ii. 23; Josh. ix. 17; x. 2; xi. 3; xiii. 3.

c2
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The promise made to Abraham, that his descendants should possess the land in which he

was a stranger, gave occasion for the introduction of another enumeration of the clans among
whom the country was then divided.* This list differs in several respects from the former,

and requires examination.

It omits the names of the Sidonians, the Arkites, the Sinites, the Arvadites, the Zemarites,

and the Hamathites, as does every other and later list ; but, as we have already suggested, they

are probably included under the name of Canaanites, which first occurs in the list we are now
reviewing, as the name of a section of Canaan's descendants. The name of the Hivites also

does not occur in this list ; but we shall presently find an account for it.

The names in which this list coincides with the former are those of the Hittites, the Amorites,

the Girgashites, and the Jebusites.

The new names are those of the Kenites, the Kenizzites, the Perizzites, and the Rephaim,

besides that of the Canaanites, to which we have already alluded.

By a process which a note at the end of this chapter (^) explains, we arrive at the conclusion

that the Kenites were descended from a branch of the family of Midian, the son of Cush.

The Kenizzites not being mentioned in the list of those nations whom the Hebrews

ultimately overcame at the Conquest, it is probable that in the interval they either migrated

or were absorbed by some other tribe. Their situation is unknown, and the only inference

which looks moderately probable is that which, from their being named between the Kenites

and Kadmonites, supposes that they occupied some part of the country beyond Jordan. In

that case, it is supposable that they were expelled or absorbed by the Midianites, Moabites,

Ammonites, Amorites, or Bashanites, among whom the east country was found to be divided

when the Hebrews arrived from Egypt.

As the Hivites are not noticed in this list, though their name occurs in others of later date,

and we know historically of their continued existence as a people, it has been rather generally

supposed that they are here denoted by the name of Kadmonites. The reason for this is, that

the word Kadmonites means Easterlings, or people of the East-country ; and we know that

some of the Hivites were settled under Mount Hermon, in the north-east. But if we do not

consider ourselves bound to account for the omission of the Hivites, and still lay stress upon
the signification of the name of Kadmonites, it might seem quite as well to understand this as

a general term for all the tribes then occupying, or rather living in, the country east of the

Jordan. As none of these became of historical note, it might not seem needful to mention

them more particularly—^the less so as they were all superseded, and other nations, with whom
we are made well acquainted, filled their place, at the time the Israelites arrived" among them
after their years of wandering in the desert. Indeed, from the facility with which Midian,

Moab, Ammon, and others, were able to establish themselves " in the east country," it would
seem to have been very thinly occupied in, and for some time after, the age of Abraham.
The existence of few settled communities in it are intimated ; and its chief inhabitants were
doubtless the dwellers in tents, who must early have been attracted by the rich pastures which
Gilead and Bashan offered to their herds and flocks.

The Perizzites are not named in the original list, in Gen. x. 15— 18, of the families

descended from Canaan : it is, however, generally concluded that they were real Canaanites,

and that the name they bore is rather to be taken as characterizing their mode of life than as

indicating their descent. But, even so, interjireters are not quite agreed as to the mode of

life which the name of Perizzites indicates. Calmet,t influenced by an erroneous etymology
of the word, which makes their name to denote a dispersed people, thinks that they were a

pastoral people who traversed the land of Canaan with their flocks, without any fixed

habitations. But in Hebrew the word pera~oth denotes villages, or hamlets, in the open
country, in opposition to walled towns ; and hence Perizzite, when used otherwise than as a

gentile name, describes a dweller in the open country, an inhabitant of such villages, that is, a

peasant. Hence the reasonable enough conjecture of Wells J and others, that such of tlie

Canaanites in general as lived not in well-frequented towns and cities, but in villages and

hamlets about the country, were comprehended under the general name of Perizzites, that is,

» Gen. XV. 19—21. i Hist. (!. I'Ancicn Tost, tome i. Gl. t <^i«0S- of the Old Test. Pt. i. ch. 8. 51.
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villagers or rustics, to whatever particular nation they belonged. The Sacred History notices

their presence about Bethel (Gen. xiii. 7), in the northern part of what became the inheritance

of Judah (Jud. i. 4, 5), and in the hilly woodlands of central Palestine (Josh. xi. 3; xvii.

15—18) ; but the incidental indications of history cannot be supposed to show all the localities

of such a people. That they were a less polite and civilized people than those who dwelt in

towns, is probable from the analogy of circumstances ; but we abstain from introducing that

peculiarly unfavourable character of them which, without any historical warrant, some writers

have ventured to draw on the strength of that assumption.

There is happily no difficulty in finding the situation of the Rephaim in the time of Abraham,

since we are expressly told (in Gen. xiv. 5) that they abode near Ashteroth Karnaim, or rather,

perhaps, about the site on which that city afterwards stood. This was near the eastern border

of that portion of the country beyond Jordan which after fell to the lot of the half-tribe of

Manasseh. "But," as old Fuller observes, " though here was their principal nest, we find

some of their feathers scattered in other places." He alludes to the "valley of the Rephaim"

near Jerusalem, through or by which the boundary-line between Judah and Benjamin in after-

times passed; and to another in the tribe of Ephraim.* As, however, we do not find them in

these situations till the time of Joshua, it is reasonable to infer that the clan, or some sections

of it, had, intermediately, migrated thither from their original seats east of the Jordan.

The long list through which we have attended the reader has not yet exhausted the names of

the clans seated in and on the borders of Palestine. A few names are added to the list of

border-tribes in the brief account which is given, in Gen. xiv., of the expedition of Cliedor-

laomer and his allies. Happily the passage precludes uncertainty by specifying not only the

names of the people, but the situations which they occupied. We are told that the invaders

" smote the Rephaims in Ashteroth Karnaim, and the Zuzims in Ham, and the Emims in

Shaveh Kiriathaim, and the Hivites in their Mount Seir, unto El-paran, which is by the

wilderness. And they returned, and came to Enmishpat, which is in Kadesh, and smote all

the country of the Amalekites, and also the Amorites that dwelt in Hazezon-tamar." In

this passage all the names, except those of the Rephaim and Amorites, are such as have not

previously occurred.

In the preceding page the conjecture has been offered that the term Kadmonites, or

" Easterlings," was probably used as a general name for all the tribes east of the river Jordan;

and it may then be said that the names of the Rephaim, the Emim, and the Zumim, were

those of particular tribes comprehended under that general denomination. At all events it is

certain that they were all seated in the country east of the Jordan.

As to the Rephaim, our previous statement shows that they were in the country which

afterwards formed the kingdom of Og king of Bashan. With respect to the Emim, we have,

in Deut. ii., very clear information. Moses, speaking to the Israelites while they were in the

plains of Moab, before crossing the Jordan, and looking back to the times of which we now

treat—times anterior to the existence of even the founder of the Moabites, says, " the Emim

dwelt therein (in the land of Moab) in times past, a people great, and many, and tall, as the

Anakim; which also were accounted giants, as the Anakim ; but the Moabites call them

Emim." From this it is clear that in the patriarchal times they dwelt in the country which

the Hebrews found in the occupation of the Moabites when they marched through it on their

way to the Jordan.

The Jewish writers, with the greatest probability, conclude that the Zuzim of Gen. xiv. are

the same as the Zamzummim of Deut. ii. From the mention of them in the latter chapter,

they appear to have been a very similar people to the Emim. Speaking of the land occupied

by "the descendants of Ammon, the brothet of Moab, Moses observes, on the same occasion

as that which supplies the former statement, " That also was accounted a land of giants

;

giants dwelt therein of old time ; and the Ammonites called them Zamzummim ;
a people

great, and many, and tall, as the Anakim; but the Lord destroyed them before them; and

• Compare Josh. xv. 8; xvii. 15; and 2 Sam. v. 18. Our public translation, however, instead of preser\ing Rephaim as

gentile name, translates it into "giants "—"the valley of the giants"—" the land of the giants."
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they succeeded them and dwelt in their stead." This information concerning the Emim and

Zumim is verj' clear, and needs no elucidation ; and as they are not again mentioned in the

patriarchal history, and were destroyed before the Hebrews arrived from Egypt, we shall not

have any future occasion to notice them, imless in connexion with some inquiry concerning

giants, which the progress of this work will render necessary. At present it is only requisite

to direct the attention of the reader to the fact that there is no force or meaning in the plainest

and most literal language, if the passages which we have cited do not state that there were

some gigantic races among the early generations of men. Here and elsewhere, however, we

are informed of their destruction or gradual extinction; so that of " the races of the giants,"

only a few individuals, and they of one family, appear to have remained to the time of David.

But we must not anticipate an inquiry reserved for a future page.

The history of the Horitcs in Seir is very similar to that of the people of whom we have

just spoken. They occupied the mountains of Seir in the time of Abraham, but were ultimately

dispossessed by the descendants of his own grandson, Esau, the father of the Edomites, who
will, hereafter, often come historically under our notice. This information w^e also obtain from

Deut. ii., where we are told that the Lord destroyed the Horites before the children of Esau

which dwelt in Seir ;
" and they succeeded them and dwelt in their stead." A slight variation

in the phraseology of this statement, as compared with the others, intimates that when the

Edomites extirpated the Horites, they had previously dwelt among them : and, correspond-

ingly, we find that Esau had established himself, as a powerfid chieftain in Seir, by the time

that Jacob returned from Mesopotamia ; and the further information, now given, intimates that,

when his posterity and retainers felt themselves strong enough, they rose against the old inlia-

bitants, overthrew them, and established their own sovereignty over the mountains. It seems

possil)le to collect from the remarkable but obscure details in Gen. xxxvii., that the Edomites

lived in a part of Mount Seir in independence, under a government of their own, for some time

before they were able to establish their dominion over all the mountains ; or, in other words,

there seems clear intimation that the Edomites and Horites divided the possession of Seir

between them until the former became strong enough to add the portion of the Horites to their

own, reducing the whole to their single dominion. It is also a very singular circumstance

that the chapter to which we refer gives an account, not only of the posterity of Edom, but of

that of " Seir the Horite :" from which last phrase it would seem that Seir, from whom the

mountains generally took their names, was no other than a very eminent man among the

descendants of Hor. It is a very striking instance of the tenacity wuth which the most ancient

names cling to the sites on which they were originally imposed, that, while the names of Esau

and his descendants cannot be recognised in those which any of the sites and conspicuous

points in these mountains bear, the older names of Hor and of Seir himself are well preserved

to this day. Now, as in the time of the patriarchs, the range, or a most important part of it,

bears the name of Mount Seir, in the softened form of Mount Shera, and now, as in the time

of Moses, the most conspicuous summit—that on which Aaron died—bears the name of Mount

Hor. A thousand similar instances occur, in which the new or repeatedly altered names,

imposed by successive conquerors and overthrowers, are quite forgotten, and the venerable old

patriarchal names, which the first inhabitants of the earth bestowed, are alone remembered by

the people of the land.

The mention of the Amalekitcs in the accoimt of Chedorlaomcr's expedition would not, to

the general reader, appear to suggest any difficulty. But a difficulty has arisen from the

incompatibility of this fact with the received opinion concerning the origin of the Amalekites.

'No person of the name of Amalek is mentioned in Scripture save a fjrandson of Esau;* and

therefore it has been concluded that this Amalek was the founder of the Amalekites; and the

difficulty which is ofTcred to this conclusion by the fact that the Amalekites arc mentioned as a

people many years before even Esau, the grandfather of this Amalek, was born, is got over by

the convenient conjecture that the Amalekites are mentioned proleptically in the time of

Abraham, and that "the country of the Amalekites" means no more than the country which

the Amalekites ultimately occupied. To such a hypothesis we should not at all object, if wc

• (icn. xxxvi. 12.
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saw any real necessity for it,—tliat is, if some fact or circumstance mentioned in history could

not be understood without such an explanation. But this is very far from being the case in

the present instance. Here we have a simple historical fact recorded, and there we have a
conjecture founded on the mere occurrence of a name ; and that the fact should give place to

the conjecture, instead of the conjecture being held untenable, because incompatible with the

fact, is a course which appears to require much stronger reasons than any which can be adduced
in the present instance. Indeed, were the alternatives opposing facts, instead of conjecture

opposed to fact, the collateral evidence which must decide between equally balanced alter-

natives seems far more in favour of the earlier origin of the Amalekites than of their descent

from Esau, and renders it a far more reasonable conclusion that Esau's grandson was named
after the founder of a neighbouring people, already powerful, than that he was himself the

progenitor of a nation so proverbially powerful as the Amalekites were at the time that the

Israelites departed from Egypt. As this people make a considerable figure in the following

history, it has seemed proper to make these observations on their origin, on which subject

some further information may be found in the second note. Such particulars as are known of

their history will transpire in the course of the historical narrative. And it is only necessary

to add in this place that the territory which they overspread appears to have extended from
the heart of the Sinai peninsula northward, along the borders of the desert towards the southern

frontier of Palestine.

In the early history of Palestine there is no people, after the Hebrews, who come more
frequently under our notice, and in whose proceedings we take greater interest, than the

Philistines. Their importance is indicated by the simple fact that the country derived from

this people the name of Palestine, which it had acquired as early as the departure of Israel

from Egypt. In the notice of the Hivites it has been already shown that the Philistines were

not one of the original nations of Canaan, but they obtained a settlement there by the expulsion

of the Hivites. Their previous history has been a subject of much discussion, and offers a

matter of curious inquiry, to which we shall not be inattentive ; but we find that a subsequent

page will afford a more suitable opportunity than the present for the introduction of the obser-

vations which a careful examination of the subject may enable us to offer ; and what we may
then state will become much clearer to the reader through various particulars which the course

of the narrative will intermediately require us to produce.

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.
(') "Chronology," p. 3.— Some of the dates

given in the text will not fail to strike the

reader as very different from those to which
he is most accustomed, as occurring in the

margin of our Bibles. They are derived from

Dr. riales. As this computation adds no less

than 1407 years to the age of the world, and as

it involves the necessity of considerable trouble

in its application to historical uses, it will easily

be believed that we have only determined to

adopt it after very anxious consideration and

strict examination of the evidence on which it

stands.

But although it is now first adopted formally

in a regular history, such of our readers as

have paid the least attention to the subject will

not regard it as a very startling innovation.

The question between the shorter and longer

chronologies has been so often and so largely

discussed, and the evidence in favour of the

longer has acquired such strength, and has,

lastly, been so clearly set forth by Dr. Hales,

that only the disposition to acquiesce in that

which has received the sanction of time and of

general use, together with the labour which
the alteration involves, can adequately account
for the retention of the shorter system by his-

torical writers, some of whom have, indeed,

not retained it without recording their convic-

tions in favour of the computation which, in

practice, they were too indolent or too timid to

adopt. Its historical adoption now, in a work
of this nature, does not require much courage,

nor can be regarded as a measure of doubtful

propriety : for we believe the time is fully

come, ill which no writer need be anxious for

anything more than the solid truth of that

opinion or system to which he declares his

adherence. And for the present question in

particular, it is so far fortunate, that no point

of faith is involved in the shorter clironology,

and that those who have disputed its claims
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and advocated its rejection, have all been, to a

man, persons of eminent orthodoxy. This is

particularly the case with the distinguished

chronologer and eminent scholar by whom the

claims of the longer system have been eluci-

dated beyond all possibility of future observa-

tion ; and those whom some fanciful and sus-

picious speculations of Dr. Hales may have

induced to examine his chronological prin-

ciples more guardedly than they might other-

wise have deemed necessary, will feel propor-

tionate satisfaction in rising from the inquiry

with the most entire conviction that his con-

clusions, with resijoct to the Scriptural chro-

nology, have been founded on a rock, and can
never be overthrown. To ourselves it will be
a particular satisfaction, if our adoption of the

larger computation helps in any degree to

bring it into more general use, seeing that

there are few studious men who do not now
accept its guidance in their private historical

or chronological researches.

As there will probably be among our readers

some who have bvit little acquaintance with

this really important subject, a slight explana-

tion may be considered necessary.

Our information concerning the age of the

world, and of the interval between the diifcrent

great epochs in its history, is necessarily de-

rived, in the earlier portions, entirely from the

materials which the Scriptures supply. The
first information is supplied by genealogies,

which ascend as high as the first man. They
tell us at vvhat age he begat a son, how long

after he survived, and the number of the years

he lived : the same information is supplied con-

cerning his son, and so on through many gene-

rations. By adding these particulars together,

we have a clear and unciuestionable estimate of

the whole duration of time over which they

extend ; and as we know the ages of particular

persons, we also know the date of svich events

as arc said to have occurred in some particular

year of their lives. Information of this kind

comes down to the more proper historical data,

in which we compute time by adding together

the particulars which inform us, successively,

of the durations of captivities, wanderings,

reigns, and governments. If, in the same time,

genealogies occur, and the intervals between

two great events happen to be specified, these

are valuable materials whereby to test or cor-

roborate the deductions from historical data.

It is by this process that the duration of the

interval between the creation and the birth of

Christ, and the respective dates of the various

events which that grand interval embraces,

have been determined.

The process is clear enough, but not so its

particular applications and developments. We
are, midoubtedly, to follow implicitly the Sacred

Scriptures; but the difficulty is in ascertaining

what the Scriptures really do state, and in col-

lecting and combining the information which

they intend to convey.

At the outset there is this great difficulty,

that the present Masorete copies of the Hebrew
Scriptures differ very greatly from the Septua-

gint and from Josephus. The Samaritan Pen-

tateuch differs from the Hebrew in some im-

portant particulars ; its estimate of the ante-

diluvian generations is shorter than even that

of the Hebrew; and, although its estimate of

the postdiluvian is higher, the resulting effect

leaves it with the Hebrew as affording an

estimate more than 1000 years less than that

which the Septuagint and Josephus require.

The two latter do not exactly coincide, but they

approach so nearly, and so easy to detect and

remove the cause of difference, that their tes-

timony may be regarded as one. But to ex-

plain all this the more clearly, we must give

the reader some idea of the discrepancies and

analogies of the various computations, before

that period at which they came to an agree-

ment. This is best done by stating the in-

tervals which they respectively place between

certain marked epochs. We have included the

computation of Archbishop Usher, foimded on

the Hebrew text, as his account is that which is

most generally received, and has been adopted

in our Bibles.
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In this tabic the Samaritan and Septuagint

accounts are extracted from tables in the valu-

able Preface to the Ancient Universal History,

and the others are derived from Hales, with

the addition of the " intervals." The materials

for comparison which the table offers are well

worthy of consideration. It will be seen that

the Samaritan makes a much nearer general

approximation to the Hebrew than to the Sep-

tuagint or Josephus ; it makes a much shorter

estimate of the interval between the creation

and the deluge than any of even the Hebrew
accounts ; but, on the other hand, it gives a

computation of the interval between the deluge

and the call of Abraham so much longer than

that of the Hebrew, as very nearly approxi-

mates to the generally longer reckoning of the

Septuagint and Josephus. It is important to

observe that the Hebrew stands alone in its

brief estimate of this most important period.

The astonishing difference of 1748 years be-

tween the highest and lowest accounts, con-

tained in the Table, of the era of the creation,

will appear a very strong discrepancy
;

yet

these are by no means the extreme points at

which that era has been estimated. Alphonso,

King of Castile, reckons the date of the crea-

tion at 6984 B.C., and Rabbi Lippman computes
it at 3616 B.C., the difference being 3370
years

!

The reader will already have discovered that

those who follow the Hebrew text, as it now
stands, are not at all agreed in the computa-

tions which they found upon it. The lowest

estimate from this source has just been given

;

the highest is that of the Seder 01am Sutha,

or ' Small Chronicle of the World,' published

about A.D. 1121, which dates the creation b.c.

4359.

Now, taking the Hebrew and the Septua-

gint as the representatives, respectively, of the

shorter and longer estimates, it is quite evident

that one of them must have been corrvipted.

It is also clear that this corruption took place,

not only after the birth of Christ, but after

Jerusalem was destroyed ; for Josephus clearly

testifies that when he wrote, towards the end
of the first century, the Hebrew and the Sep-
tuagint were in perfect chronological accord-

ance; and, at a somewhat earlier date, Philo

gave his valuable evidence to the same effect.

The motive by which such a corruption may
have been induced is easily found. The Jews
had a cherished tradition that the Messiah was
to appear about the middle of the sixth mil-
lenary age of the world : at that time Christ
did, in fact, appear, according to the longer
chronology, and that this, their own tradition,

was alleged against them by the early Christians,

supplied a motive for the Jews to tamper with
VOL. I.

the Scriptural genealogies, whereby they might
contend that he appeared much before the ex-

pected time, and show that they still had ground
for expecting the Messiah. That the Jews had
this tradition we know ; and we also know that

their writers have often availed themselves of

this argument, founded on the present state of
the Hebrew text. That, in their bitter enmity
to Christ, they would not much scruple at siich

a proceeding, we can learn from contemporary
authorities (Justin Martyr, for instance), who
distinctly charge them with altering or erasing

passages in their Scriptures which the Chris-

tians were in the habit of adducing to prove
that Christ was the Messiah foretold by the
prophets.

If, then, the Jews desired to alter the gene-
alogies, it was much easier for them to do so

in the Hebrew than in the Septuagint. The
copies of the former had become scarce during
the wars, and the comparatively few remaining
copies belonged to the synagogues or were in

the hands of learned Jews, the Hebrew of the

Bible being then a dead language; whereas
the Septuagint being in a living language,

extensively understood, the copies were nu-
merous, a great number of them in the hands
of Christians, and many, probably, even in the

libraries of the curiously-learned heathen. The
Jews could hardly at that time falsify the Sep-
tuagint, but they could the Hebrew, and then
appeal to its superior authority to throw dis-

credit on the Septuagint. And that this was
actually done appears from the statement of

Eusebius, that, even so late as his time, the

longer chronology had not wholly disappeared

from the Hebrew Bibles ; some of which then
had the shorter and others the longer account,

agreeing with the Septuagint. The Hebrew
text, as it now stands, also offers not a few in-

ternal evidences of alteration, some very conclu-

sive instances of which Dr. Hales has pointed

out.

But it may further be shown that the He-
brew chronology is irreconcilable with proba-

bility and fact. Eusebius well remarks, " The
error of the Jewish Hebrew text is evident

from this,—that it makes Abraham and Noah
contemporaries, which is inconsistent with all

history ; for since, according to the Hebrew
text, there Avere not more than 292 years from

the flood to the birth of Abraham, and since,

according to the same text, Noah survived the

flood 350 years, it follows that he lived to the

58th year of Abraham."

To this judicious remark Hales adds :—

•

" Upon this supposition, idolatry must have

begun and prevailed, and the patriarchal go-

vernment have been overthrown by Ninirod

and the builders of Babel, during the life-time
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of the second fo\inder of the human race, and

his three sons, Shem, Hani, and Jajjhct.

" If Shem Uved until the 110th year of Isaac

and the 50th year of Jacob, why was not he

inchided in the covenant of circumcision made

with Abraham and his family ?—or why is he

utterly unnoticed in their history ?

" How could the earth be so populous in

Abraham's days, or how could the kingdoms

of Assyria, Egypt, &c., be established so soon

after the deluge ?" This last difficulty was

strongly felt by Sir Walter Raleigh, who, in

his 'History of the World' remarks, "In this

patriarch's time all the then parts of the world

were peopled ; all nations and covmtries had

their kings ; Egypt had many magnificent

cities, and so had Palestine, and all the neigh-

bouring countries
;

yea, all that part of the

world besides, as far as India: and these, not

built with sticks, but of hewn stone and with

ramparts ; which magnificence needed a parent

of more antiquity than th(jse other men have

supposed." In another place he forcibly ob-

serves, "If we advisedly consider the state and

countenance of the world, such as it was in

Abraham's time, yea, before his birth, we shall

find it were very ill done, by following opinion

without the guide of reason, to pare the times

over-deeply between the flood and Abraham
;

because in cutting them too near the quick,

the reputation of the whole story might per-

chance bleed." And it has bled. The sagacity

of this accomplished man did not erroneously

anticipate that "the scorners" would not fail

to detect and make the most of the great and

serious difficulties which the shorter chrono-

logy creates, but which by the longer compu-
tation are wholly obviated.

After all this, we trust it will be felt that we
have done well, and taken a safe course, in

adopting the longer account for the present

work ; and we do not regret that the explana-

tion which thus became necessary has afforded

an opportvinity of bringing so important a sub-

ject under the notice of many whose attention

may not hitherto have been directed towards it.

It only remains to state why the reckoning

of Josephus in particular has been chosen.

It is perhaps scarcely necessary to remind
the reader that the account of that great his-

torian is not a system of his own, but a state-

ment of the interpretation, received in his

time, of the account which the Scriptures

gave. The Scripture is still the authority

;

and Josephus is the witness of the testimony

which it bore before any disagreement on the

subject existed, and when the accounts of the

Hebrew and the Septuagint symdiroiiized. The
system is that of the Rible, and Josephus be-

comes the agent through which its uucor-

rupted statements maybe recovered. His par-

ticulars evince great skill in reconciling ap-

parent discrepancies, and in eliciting that

which, when clearly stated, appears at once to

be the sense which the Scriptures convey, and

which is in perfect agreement with every fact

and circumstance which it records. Besides

this, he gives sums and results collected from

the Scriptures ; and how important such ma-
terials are as tests, and as means of comparison

and verification, no one who has given the

least attention to such subjects needs be told.

It is true that his numbers also have been much
corrupted, in order to bring them into agree-

ment with the Hebrew account; but, happily,

enough of sums and dates escaped the general

spoliation, to afford materials for the detection

of the alterations, and the restoration of the

original numbers. In some c;ises, where the

sum had been altered, the particulars sufficed

to render the alteration manifest ; but more
generally a number of sums which, having

been stated incidentally, had escaped the

general havoc, evinced the alteration of the

details, and at the same time offered a firm

basis for the restoration of the original edifice,

which had been disfigured in some parts, and

demolished in others, to the grievous injury of

the builder's reputation. The beautifully con-

nected chain of analytical and synthetical argu-

ment, by which Dr. Hales has effected this

restoration, may, as one of the finest pieces of

reasoning we possess, be recommended to the

admiration even of those who feel but little

interest in the subject to which it refers.

(^) " Canaanites,'' p. 4.—In stating that

the original settlements of the descendants of

Canaan were on the Arabian coast of the Red
Sea, we have adopted the well-supported opi-

nion of Professor Jalin.* The necessary state-

ment on this subject has the incidental merit

of giving a much clearer and satisfactory ac-

count of the Amalekites than it is possible

otherwise to obtain. This very learned and

acute Biblical archeologist says :—" The Ca-

naanites frequently occur in the Arabian poets,

historians, and scholiasts, under the name of

Amalekites (ImUkon and Amalikon), as a very

ancient, numerous, and celebrated people, who
inhabited Arabia before the Joktanites, and

some of whom removed to Canaan, whence

they were expelled by the Hebrews. Hero-

dotus also says that the Phoenicians (who are

the same as the Canaanites) originally dwelt

on the coasts of the Red Sea, whence they

* Hililische Archaologie, tli. ii., b. 1 ; Politisclie Alt.T-

tlmmcr, sect. 4. Wien., 1824 This (the historical) piu-tioii of

Jahu's K'rPiit ^^rk on Hiblical Antiiinitios; has been translated

in Ameiira, and reprinted in this rountry. under the title of
" The History of the Hebrew Cummiiiiwealth."
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emigrated to the Mediterranean, and there en-

gaged in navigation to distant countries.* We
are informed in Genesis that when Abraham
arrived in Canaan the Canaanite was then in

the land ; a plain intimation that the Canaan-

ites had emigrated thither not long before.

The enumeration of the Canaanites among the

Amalekites who inhabited Arabia Petrsea, but

made distant excursions into other countries,

is also an indication that Arabia was their ori-

ginal residence.-)-

The Canaanites who remained in Arabia

formed a numerous people, of whom, in the

seventh century, there were distinguished

families still in existence. They could not be

descended from Amalek the grandson of Esau,

as they are spoken of long before his time as

inhabiting the southern borders of Canaan.

Balaam calls them one of the most ancient

nations, and their king the most powerful

monarch that he knew. For the offence of

attacking the rear of the Hebrews in their

march through Arabia Petrsea, they received

immediate punishment, but those Hebrews
who attempted to penetrate into Canaan, con-

trary to the command of God, they defeated,

and formed an alliance in later times with the

Moabites and Ammonites, and also with the

Midianites, against that people. They were

vanquished by Saul, by David, and finally by

the Simeonites, in the reign of Hezekiah.

Being nomades, and subsisting principally by

tillage, they led a wandering life, though we
find them, for the most part, on the southern

borders of Palestine.

(^) " Midianites, Kenites," &c., p. 12.

—

The inference that the Kenites were a family

of Midianites is derived from the circumstance

that Jethro, the father-in-law of Moses, is

called both a Midianite and a Kenite. And
then as we know that one nation of Midianites

were descended from a son of Cush, they

could not be a subdivision of the Kenites, but

the Kenites of them. But there are two Mi-

dians, and two nations of Midianites mentioned

in Scripture, and the question arises to which

of these Jethro, who is also called a Kenite,

belonged.

The older nation, which alone could have

existed in the time of Abraham, is so con-

stantly associated in Scripture with the Cush-

ites (" Ethiopians " in our version) as to sug-

gest that they were descended from Cush, the

son of Ham, through some one of his de-

* Herodot. i. 2; compare Justin, Frag, x^•iii. 3; Abulfede,
Descript. SjTia, p. 5.

t Gen. xi. 10—26; Pocock, Specimen Hist. Aiab., p. 30;
Herbelot, Bible Orient., t. i. p. 215; Reland, Pates, p. 82;
Gen. xii. 6, xiii. 7, xxvi. 34, xxviii. 8; Num. xiii. 29; Psa.
Ixxxiii.; compare Deut. iii., JdsU. xii. and xiii. 2—32.

scendants who was called Midian. It is true
that no such name occurs in the list of the

sons and grandsons of Cush which the tenth
chapter of Genesis contains ; but we are
scarcely to suppose that this list gives the

names of all the first fathers of mankind ; and
the founder of the Midianites may have been a
great grandson of Cush. As it is scarcely

worth while to enter into all the arguments for

the existence of a race of Cushite Midianites,

we may state that the evidence for the fact is

so clear, that the conclusion has generally been
formed and admitted on its own grounds, with-

out reference to any controversy or discussion.

The later Midianites were descended from
Abraham himself, through his son Midian by
his second wife Keturah. Now, although the

Kenites were a Midianitish people, it is evident

they could not be from this family, seeing that

they are named in Scripture many years be-

fore even Midian their founder was born. And
this, by the by, is an argument for the exist-

ence of a race of Cushite Midianites before

Abraham's son existed.

To weaken this argument it has been, how-
ever, alleged that the Kenites are, in the list

under review, named proleptically, as a people

who should be in possession of a territory at

the time when Abraham's posterity should

arrive to take possession of the Promised
Land. But an easy answer is found to this in

the fact that no instance of a proleptical in-

sertion occurs in any of these lists. The case

indeed is so much the reverse, that all the

apparent discrepancies between the lists arise

from there being nothing in them either pro-

leptical or retrospective. In all cases we are

furnished the existing names of the clans ac-

tually in occupation at the time the list is

given. Hence every fresh list is indicative

of the changes which had taken place since the

previous one was supplied. If a name has

been changed, the old one is dropped and the

new one given : if a name once current has

been lost, from whatever cause, it is omitted

in the new list ; and if a new name has arisen

by division, intrusion, or change of place, it

fails not to be inserted. It will therefore

appear most unlikely that the name of the

Kenites should form the only exception to this

general course of proceeding.

Furthermore, that the Kenites mentioned to

Abraham were not his own descendants pro-

leptically named, might, at the very first view,

be suspected from the fact that all the tribes

whose lands were promised to his posterity

were descended from Ham, and that a branch

of his own descendants should be included, or,

in other words, that one branch of his descend-

ants should take aM ay the lands of another
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branch, might not have seemed very desirable

to him. If tlie inheritances of Moab and

Anaiion were respected for the sake of Lot's

relationship to Abraham, how much more
would the inheritance of Midian be respected

as that of the immediate son, though not the

heir, of the great ]mtriarch.

To this we may add tliat the Abrahamic
Midianites settled to the cast and south-east of

the Dead Sea, between Moab and Edom

;

whereas the principal locality of the other

Midianites was on the Red Sea to the south

of Edom ; and it is there to whom, historically,

the name of Kenites is also given ; and that

these were Cushites is, in addition to what we
have already said, strongly intimated in the

fact that the daughter of Jethro, a great man
among the Midianitish Kenites, is called a

Cushite also, by Aaron and Miriam. (Num.
xii. 1.)

It appears that they occupied, or rather

were in the country extending from the south

of Palestine into Arabia Petraea and the borders

of the Red Sea. The intimations to this effect

are not very precise ; and this may be partly

because the Kenites appear to have been a

roving pastoral people, not dwelling in towns,

and therefore more dispersed than the proper

Canaanitish tribes. At the Hebrew conquest

we find a very distinguished Kenite, Heber,

living in tents in the very heart of Palestine,

much in the same way, apparently, that the

Hebrew patriarchs did befure, and as the

Arabs do now in the same country, and the

Eelauts in Persia. No doubt this was the

case with other clans of the same people, and

that, too, at a late date : for the kindness of a

Kenite family to Moses, during his exile, was

only not an ultimate benefit to that family, but

secured frc^n molestation such of the tribes as

chose to submit to the Hebrews. Such of

them as did not, jjrobably joined the Edomites

and AmaJekites; for we know that it was their

practice to associate with more powerful tribes

in times of difficulty, by which means their

distinct existence was in the end lost. From
the tO]) of the mountain to which the king of

Moab called Balaam to view and curse the

camp of Israel, that prophet was able to view

the place of those Kenites who held aloof from

the Hebrews. He mentions them along with

Amalek and Edom, and intimates that they

abode in caverns: " He looked upon the Ken-

ites . . and said. Strong is thy dwelling place,

and thou puttest thy nest in a rock."* But it

is rather uncertain whether we are to infer

from this that those of the Kenites who were

near the Dead Sea and Seir sought the limited

shelter which people of their habits required

in the caverns which abound in the mountains

of that neighbourhood, in preference to living

in tents; or that they had taken refuge in

them under the pressure of existing circum-

stances, when they were in dread of the He-

brews. The former seems probable enough,

particularly since the caverns are described as

their " dwelling places."

As merely relating to so obscure a people as

the Kenites, the remarks we have hazarded

might seem of undue length, but will not

appear to be the case when it is recollected

that the subject has necessarily involved an

exposition of our views concerning the Mi-

dianites, who are of much more importance

than the Kenites alone, and more frequently

mentioned in the History of the Jews.

* Num. xxiv. 21.



CHAPTER II.

ABRAHAM.

[Bedoiiin Encampment.]

At the time which we have already indicated, the postdiluvian fathers had long been dead.*

While they lived, and while the flood and its causes were still fresh in the memories of men,

the knowledge of the one true God appears to have remained clear, and uncorrupted by the

devices of the imagination. The wild undertaking at Babel was a strong act of human madness

and of daring pride ; but, although it proceeded on most mistaken notions of the character and

power of God, there is no indication that any measure of idolatry was involved in that strange

deed. The ensuing confusion of tongues may have tended, in its ultimate effects—by obstructing

communications between the several tribes of men—to obscure the knowledge of the facts and

doctrines which Noah and his sons had transmitted from the times before the flood. It could

have had no immediate and direct effect ; but it is easy to see that in time it must have put

the several tribes in a better condition for forgetting that knowledge which had ceased to be

the common property of one language. Judging from the slight indications which the

Scriptures offer, as well as from the analogous facts which it records, it would seem that the

principles of social and moral conduct were corrupted much sooner than the abstract belief in

the unity and providence of God : but the former corruption, doubtless, hastened the latter, it

* This results from the chronology we have chosen. According to the shorter ;icco\int, the sons of Noah were alive long after

the call of Abraham, and Noah himself had died but a few years before.
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being not more true that "a reprobate mind" results from the dislike of men " to retain God

in their knowledge," than that the pre-existence of the reprobate mind produces that dislike.

It is rather remarkable that the same country which witnessed the mad speculation of the

builders at Babel and the primitive tyranny of Nimrod, is also that in which the first

corruptions of religious opinion appear to have arisen. When the early inhabitants of Chaldea

beheld, in their most beautiful sky, " the sun when it shined, and the moon walking in bright-

ness," their hearts were " secretly enticed" to render to the creature the worship and honour

due only to the Creator. This is the testimony of all antiquity, which mentions no idolatrous

worship as of earlier date than that of Chaldea. And this is also, indirectly, the testimony of

Scripture. In all the history of Abraham there is not the least intimation of the existence of

idolatry or any idolatrous usage among any of the various peoples in whose territories he

sojourned. It is clearly intimated of some of them that they worshipped Jehovah, and it is

implied of others in the manner in which they mention his name : but that idolatry was

practised in Chaldea before Abraham departed to the land of Canaan, and even that Abraham's

fiunily, if not himself, participated in that idolatry, is clearly stated by Joshua in his charge to

the Israelites, when he says to them, " Your fathers dwelt on the other side of the flood

[Euphrates] in old time, even Terah the father of Abraham, and the father of Nachor : and

they served other gods." (xxiv. 2.) This settles the question as to Terah himself; and the

Jews have a tradition which, as usual, improves considerably upon the scriptural intimation,

by stating that Terah was not only an idolater, but an idolatrous priest, and a maker of idols.

This conclusion appears to have been founded on the impression that the teraphim, the

earliest manufactured objects of superstition mentioned in Scripture, took their name from

Terah ; a conjecture that has seemed the more probable from the fact, that the teraphim are

first brought under our notice as being in the possession of that branch of Terah's descendants

which remained in Mesopotamia. But it is enough to know that before the time of Abraham,

or, at least, in his early years, " other gods" than Jehovah were served beyond the great

river, and that the family of Abraham concurred in that service. But that idol worship, in

the restricted sense, as meaning the worship of images, was then known, is not very probable,

and is, at least, incapable of proof. Men do not suddenly fall into so low a deep as this. The

sun, the moon, the host of heaven, were the first of those " other gods" which attracted

their admiration, secretly enticed their hearts, and, first, divided, and, in the end, entirely

engrossed their reverence. To imafjes they had not yet descended ; or, if they had " teraphim,"

it may be well doubted that these were idols for worship, in the usual sense of the expression.

It may also be questioned whether, at this time, even the servers of other gods beyond the

Euphrates had altogether ceased to serve, according to their own views, the God of their

fathers. The first steps from good to bad are, not to reject the good, but to join that which

is bad unto it. To forget God, and formally to deny him, were impossible as first acts of

corruption. The first act of the mistaken mind was, doubtless, after the knowledge of his

character and attributes had become faint, to regard him, not as a God at hand, but as a God

afar off"—removed too far from them by the ineffable sublimity of his essence, to be reasonably

expected to concern himself in the small affairs of this world and its ])eople. Yet, feeling

that the world needed that government which they deemed Him too high to exercise, they

imagined that, far below him, but far above themselves, there might be agents by whom the

government of the imiversc was administered, and to whom even man might make the smallest

of his wants and his humblest desires known without presumption. Seeking these agents, they

looked first upon the sim,
" tluit, with surpassing t;lovy crowu'd,

Look'tl from liis sole dominion, like the god

Of this new world,"

and deeming that they had found in him the chief of the agents which they sought, he became

the object of their admiring reverence. To the sun was added the moon, and, in time, the

principal of the stars ; and he who has considered well the human heart, can readily conceive

that the originators of this intermediate worship may have imagined that they did God service,

that it magnified his greatness, and shewed a humbling sense of their own insignificance
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before him, when they intrusted to inferior hands the interests which they held to be much
below his attention, and Avithdrew themselves afar off from the effulgence of his presence.

But under such a system, or under any system which takes from the Almighty the government

of the world, the honour due to him must need sink before long into a simple recognition of

his existence ; and even this truth must in the end fade from the general mind, and exist only

as a cold speculative dogma, known only to the higher theologians,—a secret, whispered, in

mystery and fear, to the chosen few, in groves, and caverns, and solitary places. All true and

living worship can only come from the heart which is moved by love, hope, gratitude, or

fear, and can only be rendered to one from whose beneficence blessings are hoped or have

been received, or from whose anger evils are feared ; and to make the Almighty other than

this, under whatever self-deluding pretence of enhancing his glory, was really to render his

sovereignty barren and nominal, and, as far as man might, to depose him from his kingly

throne—the heart of man—and take his glory from him. Therefore, God, knowing this

inevitable result, at all times, rejected with indignation the agents or helpers to whom men
were willing to ascribe some part of that honour which he only could claim. Hence, the grand

interdiction on this subject, which he gave in later days to the house of Israel, struck at the

beginnings of the evil. It said not, "Thou shalt have no other god instead of me;" but,

"Thou shalt have no other gods before (or loith, or besides) me."

The worship of other gods having thus been established, and God, foreknowing that it would

overspread the earth, in such sort that he would be almost forgotten among the race which owed

to him the breath of life, delayed not to take such measures as seemed best to his wisdom,

to preserve his testimony among the nations until the arrival of that " time of refreshing "

which he had pre-determined, and the coming of which he made known with increasing dis-

tinctness as its date approached. To this end he determined to make one nation the steward

of those great truths which were to become mysteries to the world at large—his unity, his

supremacy, his providence, and to whom the hope of a future great deliverer might be com-

mitted. His unity he would impress upon them by repeated declarations, and by the abhorrent

rejection and punishment of all attempts to associate other gods with him : his supremacy, by

the overthrow of idolaters and their idols, and by the demonstration that the powers of nature

were the creatures of his will ; and his providence—^his universal rule, for w-hich nothing is

too high, and from which nothing is exempt—at first, by occasional appearances, and, at last,

by abiding manifestations of his presence among them. Thus to keep ever before them the

truth that he was a God at hand and not a God afar off, and to compel them to remember,

not only that " he is, but that he is a rewarder of those that diligently seek him," he would

constitute himself the Legislator and King of this peculiar people—as a Legislator, he would

give them a code of laws which should keep them apart from all other nations till the object

was accomplished ; and while, as a King, he directed all pubhc measures, and rewarded public

virtue and punished public guilt, he would make it manifest that his care extended to the

meanest of his subjects, and that while he dwelt among them in his high and holy place, he

was not less present with the man of humble and contrite spirit.

To accomplish these objects, the Almighty did not see fit to make choice of any existing

nation; but to give a nation existence, and to watch over it from its birth, subjecting its

infancy to his guidance and instruction, and forming its character and condition yvith. a view

to the great final objects of its being.

Separately from these considerations, the history of this peculiar people cannot well be

imderstood. To write their history is one chief part of the duty we have undertaken ; and that

history is first the history of one man, then of a family, and then of a nation.

In the district of northern Mesopotamia which is called in Scripture " Ur of the Chaldees,"(')

being apparently the large and fertile plain of Osroene, dwelt a wealthy pastoral family, de-

scended, in the line of Heber, from Shem the son of Noah. The living head of this family was

that Terah whom we have already found occasion to name. This man had three sons, Haran,

Nahor, and Abram. Of these sons the last-named was the youngest, having been borne by

Terah's second wife, fully sixty years later than Haran his elder brother. f) Haran died pre-

maturely in the land of his nativity, leaving one son named Lot, and two daughters called
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Milcah and Sarai. According to the custom of those times, the two surviving sons of Terah

married the daughters of their dead brother ; Milcah becoming the wife of Nahor, and Sarai

being married to Abram.(^)

Abram, the youngest son of this family, is the person—the one man—with whom the history

of the Hebrew people commences; for on him the Almighty saw proper to confer the high

distinction of setting himself and his future race apart among the nations, in fulfilment of the

great object which we have already indicated.

The fame which this appointment has brought upon the name of this great patriarch has

produced much anxious inquiry into that part of his history which transpired before our more

authentic and undoubted records introduce him to our knowledge, which is not until he was

sixty years of age. Tlie traditions of the Jews and Arabians speak much of his early life ; but

our certain information offers only the few facts of parentage and connection which we have

just supplied.

It thus also occurs, in many other cases, that such traditions supply much information which

the Scriptures do not offer ; and it then becomes an anxious question to the historian, how far

they may be accepted as materials for history. That they are not to be wholly disregarded,

may be inferred from the circumstance that the Scripture does itself sometimes make allusions

to facts, concerning persons and events of former ages, which the Scriptural accounts of them

do not preserve, while yet these facts are alluded to as matters of current knowledge. It

is, however, the peculiar felicity of a historian of the Jews, that he has for the basis of his

narrative materials of unquestioned truth, which it is not needful for him to test, but only to

understand. He is thus furnished with an unerring standard of historical verity, by which his

information from other sources may be tested. That the information offered by the Jewish

and other Oriental authorities is not to be found in the Bible, does not necessarily prove it to

be untrue. It was not the object of the Sacred writers to relate every historical event, or every

circumstance of the events which they do relate, and still less every incident in the lives of

those persons of whom they speak ; and that there existed among the Jews not only oral

traditions but written documents of ancient date, containing particulars which the sacred

narratives do not afford, appears very clearly, not only from the express references which the

Scripture writers make to such documents as supplying further information, but from the

incidental allusions—as to things well known to the Hebrew nation—to events and circum-

stances of which the historical narratives of Scripture give no account, and which are often of

such ancient date, at the time allusion is thus made to them, as to show that they could only

then have existed in the knowledge of the people through oral traditions or written documents.

The truth of the accounts which they afford is substantiated, in the particular instances, by the

allusions thus made by the sacred writers to them, and which also reflect a high degree of

respectability upon the source from which they were derived. (^)

If these documents and traditions had been preserved in their original forms, they would

rank on the same level with the first rate materials of general history ; but, considering the

superior and peculiar authority of the sacred narrative, only as second-rate materials in a

history of the Jews. But they have long been lost ; although, probably, a considerable

number of those details which the sacred historians did not find it necessary to embody in

their compendious accounts, are preserved in the history by Josephus, and possibly a large

proportion of them may exist, mixed with and disguised by enormous absurdities and matters

of no value, in the traditions preserved in writing by the Jews and the Arabians. It may
be well to remember, that many accounts which come before us, as oral traditions committed

to writing, must be regarded as having been originally derived from written documents, after

the loss of which many of them survived as oral statements ; and in this state they certainly

received many disguising exaggerations, additions, and dislocations, before they were ulti-

mately re-committed to writing in the very repulsive form in which they now come before us.

This is not, indeed, the account Avhich the Jews themselves give ; for they allege that all their

traditions were originally oral, and never existed in writing until they were put into the form

in which they now appear. This may willingly be conceded of the mass of them, which are

many degrees worse than useless; but to those who are disposed to carefidly consider the
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subject, it will manifestly appear that they may be expected to contain a portion of the facts

transmitted from those older and more authentic sources from which the scriptural writers

appear to have drawn their accounts, and to which they distinctly refer those who desire more

extensive information. We know, on the authority of Scripture, that some part at least of this

more ancient information existed in writing ; but as we are not sure that some of the allusions

in Scripture may not be to facts contained in those oral traditions, it may be expedient to

remind the reader that, from a variety of circumstances, the difference between oral tradition

and wTitten statement, as historical authority, is far less important in the east than in Europe,

and, even in the east, was far less important anciently than now. On these grounds we should

be disposed to consider even oral ancient tradition as not necessarily excluded from historical

notice, and, although we should scarcely be inclined to assign it a tithe of that pre-eminent

value which the Jews claim for it, we shall sometimes consider it our duty to explore this

class of materials, in the hope of finding a few of those further details which may have existed

in the old documents or traditions to which the sacred writers occasionally refer. The mass

of these statements, as they now stand, are so suspicious, that it will, in most cases, be neces-

sary, in the first instance, to presume that even the most plausible and needful of them are

untrue, until, after a careful examination, the facts which they offer appear to be not only not

contradictory to the standard narrative, but, while in themselves desirable for the completion

or elucidation of the biblical accounts, are in circumstantial agreement with the facts which

those accoimts record, and are in no wise opposed in spirit to them. Even the statements

which, after having been already sifted by Josephus, are admitted by him into his narrative,

must be subjected to the same process. And when we are privileged to possess one standard

narrative in which implicit confidence may be placed, the common rules of historical criticism

leave it far from difficult to estimate the value of the other reports which come before us ; and

this is easier still, when the agreement or disagreement of these reports with the spirit and

manners of the age to which they refer becomes another element of our consideration.

We have a very general suspicion of all the traditionary history which applies to the age of

the patriarchs, whether we find it in Josephus, in the Rabbins, or in the Arabian historians.

But, subject to this reservation, it may be desirable, for the information of the reader, some-

times to state the particulars which they offer, if only to mark the contrast between their inju-

dicious elaborations and the simple and unaffected truth of the standard narrative.

Most of the traditions which refer to the early life of Abram, turn upon the religion of his

family. All we know from Scripture on this subject is, that Terah served other gods beyond

the Euphrates, and there is not much reason to doubt Ijut that Abram and the other members
of Terah's family were brought up in the same service. That, as some allege, Abram stood

alone as the sole worshipper of the true God, among an idolatrous people, and in a family of

idolaters, and that therefore he became the special object of the Divine choice and favour,

does not appear to us a very probable or a very necessary explanation. It is enough, and it is

far more probable, that he felt unsatisfied with the things which he had been taught, and with

the practices which were followed—that he had an incpiiring mind, and sought after the true

God, if haply he might find him ; and we know that when he had found him, he manifested

his satisfaction and joy by the most implicit and memorable obedience to every dictate of " the

heavenly vision."

The Jewash traditions undertake to decide the question whether image worship had com-

menced at this early date, by assuring us that Terah was himself a maker of images. And
they proceed to inform us that, when God had enlightened Abram's mind, he took an oppor-

tunity of burning and destroying all the idols in his father's house ; and, it is added, that

Haran attempted to snatch the idols of his father from the fire, but was himself surprised by

the flames, and perished with his gods. They thus account for the premature death of Haran,

which the Scriptures only notice without explaining.

We are further told that for this act Abram was accused before Nimrod, and was condemned

to be burnt ; but that his Divine Protector miraculously withdrew him from the flames. These

traditions are told ^\'ith some variations ; but are in substance verj' ancient, and to this day are

articles of firm belief among the Jews, Christians, and Moslems of the East. The word Ur
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means, in the Hebrew, Fire, and it is alleged that this last incident in tlie histon- of Abram is

indicated in that passage of Scripture which tells us that God brought forth Abram from Ur

(or the Fire) tjf the Chaldees.

The excellent historian of the Jews, Josephus, could not but be well acquainted with all the

current traditionary legends concerning their renowned forefather : but although belonging to

a sect (the Pharisees) Avhich cherished " the traditions of the elders " with unusual zeal, he in

general makes but a very guarded use of them ; and in his history of Abram omits all the

particulars which we have now stated. But in this instance, at least, the omission appears

to have been rather from ])rudential considerations than from actual disbelief; for it is not

difficult to discover the very traditions which he allowed to influence his view of the religious

character of the patriarch. He very properly omits any notice of image worship ; ])ut tells us

that the people of Abram's native country were worshippers of the heavenly bodies, and pos-

sessed much knowledge of astronomy, with which science he intimates that Abram himself was

well acquainted. He tells us that the patriarch was of a most sagacious and superior mind,

and possessed an eloquence the most persuasive. He had obtained, and endeavoured to give

to others, a much purer idea of God than in his time prevailed ; and he was the first to teach

that the sun, the moon, and the host of heaven had no power of themselves, but were subject

to a superior power by which their movements were regulated. The Chaldeans and other

inhabitants of Mesopotamia would not hear this doctrine; and, when they raised a tumult

against the preacher of it, he deemed it proper to leave the country, and by the command, and

through the assistance of God, he went to sojourn in the land of Canaan.*

This account contains nothing, that we can perceive, contrary to Scripture, though it offers

information which Scripture docs not contain. Nothing in it is more remarkable than the

C(im])lete omission of all mention of Nimrod, who figures so conspicuously in all the Rabbinical

and Oriental accounts of the patriarch, and whose presence wovild alone suffice to nullify-

them all : for, according to the just view of Scripture chronology which the historian took,

Nimrod could not well have been the contemporary of Abram, ])ut, according to ordinary

circumstances, must have been dead long before his birth.

The Arabian traditions of Abram's early life do, in some of their details, conform very

strikingly to the view which we have taken of his religious character ; and although replete

with preposterous incidents, and imentitled to historical notice, are curious and characteristic

in themselves, and are also interesting as showing the notions which a large division of the

human race entertain concerning the early life of the great patriarch whose memory the

Moslem unites with the Christian and the Jew to cherish. On these grounds we have embodied

the substance of these traditions in a note at the end of this chapter. (')

It is seen that all these stories and traditions concur in intimating that Abraham had, in his

own countrv, brought enmity and opposition upon himself, by the open expression of opinions

contrary to the corruptions of religion which there prevailed. To the same eff"ect is the old

account preserved in the apocryphal l)ook of Judith, where the irritated Holofernes is repre-

sented as recpiiring information concerning the Jewish people from all the neighbouring princes.

On this subject the descendants of Lot might be suj)posed to be better informed than any of

the others ; and, accordingly, Achior, " the captain of all the children of Amnion," is repre-

sented as coming forward to furnish the required intelligence, which he does in a slight sketch

of the history of the Hebrew nation, which, bi ief as it is, contains some facts not recorded in

the Scrijjtures. At the outset, he says, " This people is descended of the Chaldeans ; and

they sojourned heretofore in Mesopotamia, because they would not follow the gods of their

fathers, which were in the land of Chaldea. For they left the way of their ancestors and wor-

shipped the God of heaven, the God whom they know : so they cast them out from the face of

their gods, and they fled into Mesopotamia, and sojourned there many days." (Judith v. 2

—8.) This statement woidd be curious and interesting if we could rely \q)on it as embodying

the traditions of the Ammonites on this subject, seeing that Amnion, their ancestor, was the

son of Lot, who was Abram's nephew, and the companion of his migration from IVIesopo-

tamia. But, from certain turns of expression, which arc not in keeping with the character of

* Aiiti(|. 1. i. c. 6.
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the speaker, it is evident that the speech is put into his mouth by the narrator, and actually

exhibits a Jewish tradition, worthy of notice as the oldest on this subject which exists in

writing. Its information is not at variance with that which the Scriptures give, while it

coincides, in substance, with the later statements of Josephus, and with the resulting effect of

the less authentic traditions and tales of the Jews and Arabians.

We see, then, that all accounts out of Scripture, and not therein disagreeing with Scripture,

state that Abraham was of purer faith than his countrymen, and on that account left or was

obliged to leave his native land. This may be true or not ; for although Scripture states his

proceeding as the result of an immediate command from Heaven—we know not, from the same

authority, what previous enlightenments, what line of conduct, what difficulties, what past or

present thoughts—^prepared the patriarch to receive and to be guided by the Divine command.

There were such, doubtless ; and even the command has the tone less of an original suggestion

than of an authoritative interi^osition to decide a question which " the father of the faithful
"

had entertained, but found it difficult to determine.

It is not clear from Scripture that the father and surviving brother of Abram had by this

time been brought over to his religious views. Its slight intimations seem to imply that they

had not : nor does their going with him, when he departed from Ur of the Chaldees in obe-

dience to the heavenly call,C) necessarily imply their participation in his religious sentiments,

since various other considerations are supposable which might have influenced them, and they

might even have recognized the authority of that Divine Being who spoke to Abram to

direct his and even their owti course, without being convinced, as Abraham was, of his ex-

clusive claim to honour and obedience.

So the whole house of Terah departed with Abram, from the land of the Chaldees, and

proceeded until they arrived at " Haran," or, more properly, " Charran C) (as in Acts vii. 2),

where, for some cause not declared to us—but probably the increasing infirmities of Terah,

together with the temptations of a rich pastoral district for their flocks and herds—they were

induced to abide many years. After fifteen years, the father of Abram died in Haran, at the

then reasonable old age of 205 years. C)

Abram was then at the ripe middle age of seventy-five years, when the Divine command,

made to him fifteen years before, was renewed, with a slight but significant variation of its

terms. The first command required him to leave his country and his kindred, or his natural

connections, in the general sense, and was not considered necessarily to involve a separation

from his immediate family ; but the second call was more precise and stringent, requiring him

to leave not only his country and his kindred, but also his " father's house." The Divine

intentions being confined to his posterity, which as yet had no existence—for he had no child,

his wife being barren—it was judged right to isolate him completely from all such natural and

social ties as might interfere with this object. This was hard to bear and God knew that it

was ; and, therefore, although it was designed that his faith should be tried to the uttermost,

and made manifest as an example to his posterity and to the people of future ages and distant

lands, these trials did not come upon him in one overwhelming demand, but were made

successive, after intervals of repose,—rising one upon another, as his trust grew progressively

stronger in that Great Being, the special object of whose care he had become. We shall see

this throughout the history of this patriarch.

When the patriarch received his first call, the circumstances in which he was then placed,

and the privilege of being still permitted to remain with all those who were, by natural ties,

dearest to him, probably made the commanded migration indifferent or even desirable to him,

and therefore no promises with reference to the future are held forth to encourage his

obedience. But now, when he seems to have been more prosperously and happily situated,

saving the recent grief of his father's "death, the command to depart is accompanied, for the

first time, by that high promise which was destined to cheer and bless his remaining life.

This call and the annexed promise are thus given in the scriptural narrative :
—

" Then the

Lord said unto Abram, Depart from thy land, and from thy kindred, and from thy father's

house, unto the land which I will shew thee. And I will make of thee a great nation, and I

will bless thee and make thy name great, and thou shalt be a blessing ; and I will bless them

E 2
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that bless thee, and curse them that curse thee ; and in thee shall all the families of the earth

be blessed." (Gen. xii. 1—3.)*

The land to which he was to go is not named, either on this or the former occasion ; but

the difference in the form of expression may have sufficed to intimate to Abram, that the

comitry appointed for his sojourning would now be more distinctly indicated to him.

So Abram separated himself from the household of Nahor, his only surviving brother,

and departed, not at that time knowing the point of his ultimate destination, but relying upon

the guidance of the Divine Being whose command he was obeying. Lot, the son of his dead

brother Haran, and brother to his wife Sarai, joined himself to him. For this no reason is

given, but may be found in the fact, that, while Abraham remained without issue, Lot was his

natural heir ; besides, it appears that Lot entertained an exclusive belief in the God of Abram,

which there is some ground for suspecting that Nahor and his household did not. Lot had a

household and property of his own, and the united parties must have formed a goodly pastoral

company, such as may still be often met with crossing the plains and deserts of the east in

search of new pastures. We are told that they went forth " with all the substance they had

gathered, and the souls they had gotten in Haran," which last clause applies to the " little

ones" of their households—being the children which had been born of their slaves during the

fifteen years of their stay in Haran.

Those who are, from reading or travelled observation, conversant with the existing manners

of the Asiatic pastoral tribes,—as the Arabians and the Tartars,—can easily form in their

minds a picture of this great migrating partv- LTnder the conduct of their venerable emir,

and the active direction and control of his principal servants, we behold, from the distance, a

lengthened dark line stretching across the plain, or winding among the valleys, or creeping

down the narrow pathway on the mountain-side. That in this line there are hosts of camels

we know afar off, by the grotesque outline which the figures of these animals make, their tall

shapes and their length of neck ; and that the less distinguishable mass which appears in

motion on the surface of the ground is composed of flocks of sheep, and perhaps goats, we can

only infer from circumstances. (^) On approaching nearer we find that all this is true, and
that, moreover, many of the camels are laden with the tents, and with the few utensils and
needments which the dwellers in tents require ; and if the natural condition of the traversed

coimtry be such as to render the precaution necessar}', some of the animals may be seen

bearing provisions and skins of water. The baggage-camels follow each other with steady and
heavy tread, in files, the halter of those that follow being tied to the harness of those that

precede, so that the foremost only needs a rider to direct his course ; but nevertheless women,
children, and old men are seen moimted on the other burdens which some of them bear. These
are slaves, retainers, and other persons not actively engaged in the conduct of the partv, and not
of sufficient consccpience to ride on saddled dromedaries. Such are reserved for the chiefs of
the party, their women, children, relatives, and friends, and are not, unless it happen for con-
venience, strung together like the drudging animals which bear the heavier burdens.

For the youths and men of vigorous age, the slaves and shepherds, there is active employ-
ment in directing the orderly ])rogress of the flocks, and in correcting the irregiilarities, frisk-

ings, and breaches which sometimes occur. In this service they are assisted by a stout staff,

crooked at one end,—the origin of the pastoral and episcopal crook,—which, however, is but
sparingly used by those most accustomed to the flocks, their familiar voices being in general
quite sufficient to control and guide the sheep ; and of their voices they make no stinted use,

but exert them lilierally in the incessant utterance of loud cries and shouts, reproaches, warnings,
and encouragements. The feeble of the Hock are very tenderly dealt with ; the progress of the

whole is but slow, on account of the lambs, and the ewes great with young ; and some of the
shepherds may be seen bearing in their arms the weaker lambs of the flock, or those which
had been lately yeaned. The men engaged in these services are on foot, though a few of the
principal may be on camels, or, preferably, on asses, if there be any of those animals in the
troop. The whole conduct of the Oriental shepherds supplies many beautiful allusions and

• Tlie pass.age is here given as translated by Dr. Ilalos, more precisely Ihati in our pulilic version. Tlie .Uiren-nce between the
lirst and seeond calls is pointed out in a note (already referred to) at the end of this chapter.
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metaphors to the sacred writers of the Hebrews,—as where the prophet says that the good

shepherd " shall gather the lambs with his arm, and carry them in his bosom, and shall gently

lead those that are with young." (Isa. si. 11.)

We have introduced this short description of the pastoral migrations with the view of

enabling the reader to form some idea not only of this migration of Abram and Lot, but of

the various other removals which are so frequently mentioned in the history of the pastoral

patriarchs.

Nicolas of Damascus, an ancient author cited by Josephus, states that Abram, coming

from the country of the Chaldeans, ichich is above Babylon* with a large company, tarried for

a season at Damascus, and reigned there, before he went into the land of Canaan. He adds

that the name of Abram continued to be very famous in all the region of Damascus, in

which there was still a place called Beth-Abram (the house of Abram). Justin, in his ex-

travagant account of the origin of the Jews, also numbers Abram among the kings of

Damascus.! There is nothing hi Scripture to countenance this story, which is probably based

on some tradition that Abram encamped for a while near Damascus, in his way to Canaan :

even this we do not know ; but it seems not luilikely, as that city lay on the most convenient

route from Haran to the land of Canaan, and as the subsequently favoured domestic of the

patriarch, whom he on one occasion describes as having been "born in his house," is, in

another, called by him Eliezer of Damascus.

The history in Genesis gives us no account of this journey, which is the same afterwards

made by Jacob, and the longest ever made by the Hebrew patriarchs. We are only told, with

inimitable brevity, that " they went forth to go into the land of Canaan ; and into the land of

Canaan they came." It would, to us, have been interesting to follow the route which was on

this occasion taken. But, in our existing want of information, it is only necessary to observe

that some writers tell us needlessly of the frightful deserts which Abram crossed J in this

journey. But we need not necessarily conclude that the present great desert of Syria was a

desert then. And, if it were, seeing that flocks of sheep cannot, like a herd of camels, be

conducted across a parched desert, destitute of herbage and of water, as the deserts of Syria

and Arabia are, during summer, it will follow that the transit was made, if at all, in the early

spring, when, from the recent winter and vernal rains, the Syrian desert, at least in its northern

part, becomes a rich prairie, covered with fragrant and nutritive herbage. ('") But no situation

which has been assigned to Haran requires that the patriarch should at all cross this desert

in journeying from thence to the land of Canaan. Proceeding westward from beyond the

Euphrates, he would skirt this desert on the north, and then turning southward he woidd follow

the course of the mountains which border it on the west, being with, little interruption, most

of the way in the enjoyment of the fine pastures and abundant waters of the plains and valleys

which border, or are involved among, the Syrian mountains.

Arriving at last in the land of Canaan, the patriarch was arrested by the rich pastures of

Samaria, near the mountains of Ebal and Gerizim ; and in the beautiful valley of Moreh,

which lies between these mountains, and where the city of Shechem was not long after founded,

Abram formed his first encampment in the land.

Not long after his arrival, the Lord favoured the patriarch with a more distinct intimation of

his intentions than any which he had hitherto received, by the promise that he woidd bestow

on his posterity the land into which he had come. From this time forward Abram and the

other patriarchs were constantly taught to regard the land of Canaan as the ftiture heritage of

their children.

Abram testified his gratitude and adoration by building there an altar imto Jehovah, who

had appeared unto him. We are by this instructed that Abram even then knew God by this

his high and peculiar name—that ifiystic name on which many have so largely written, and

* A valuable geographical intimation this, by the way, showing how the name " Chaldee," and "land of the Chaldeans,

was anciently applied.

t Nicol. Damascen. in Joseph. 1. i. c. 8; and in Euseb. Prsepar. 1. ix. c. 16; Justin, 1. xxxvi. c. 4.

t Voltaire, and other sceptical writers of his school, found on this circumstance several shallow objections to the Scriptural

account of this migration, which evince nothing but their ignorance of even the existing usages of the Orienfctl nomades. Tliey

have been ably answered by the Abbe Guenee, in his ' Lettres de quelques Juifs Portugais, Allemands et Polonais, a M. de Voltaire.'
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on whicli not a few deep, or ingenious, or simply absurd, spccidations liave Ijeen founded by

Christians and by Jews.(")

As this is the first act of religious service which is mentioned in the patriarchal history, and,

indeed, the first recorded since the act of worship and sacrifice performed by Noah when he

came forth from the ark, it deserves to be attentively considered. It is observable that we meet

with no mention of temples or ecclesiastical structures in this age. The Sabsean idolaters, from

among whom it appears that xVbram came, did n(jt until a very long subsequent age, worship

their gods in temples made with hands, but presented their offerings and sacrifices u]ion altars

erected in the open air. Our information concerning the religious practices of the Canaanites

is little more than negative ; but there is nothing in the Scriptures, or in the civil or religious

state of society in this early age, which renders it probable that they, or even the inhal>itants

of Egypt, had buildings set apart for religious service. Egypt ])robal)ly had the first temples :

and from history wc should infer that the earliest in at least LowTr Egypt—which ahme is the

Egypt of the early Scriptures—was that at IIelio])()lis; and, through the measure of progress

which has i)cen made in deciphering the sculptured hieroglyphics of the old Eg\^tian monu-
ments, we now know that this temple was originally founded by the first Osirtasen, upwards of

three centuries later than the time now under our notice. This monarch also built a temple
in the province of Crocodilopolis : ])ut before his time, this new branch of learning has not

ascertained that any temples existed in Egy])t.* It may seem, therefore, that the practice of

the j)atriarchs to render their religious rites at an open altar was the general practice of their

time. It appears that they created an altar of heaped stones, or earth, at every place where
they purposed to remain encamped any considerable time, as well as at other places where
God vouclisafed to manifest his presence to them. And many were the memorials of this kind
—altars dedicated to Jehov.vh—which the Hebrew fathers erected, at different places, while
they were " strangers and sojourners" in the Promised Land. We think it may be collected

that at such altars sacrifices were not regularly or periodically offered, but only on extraordi-

nary occasions ; but the facts which the Scriptures furnish concerning the religious observ-

ances of the ])atriarchs are few, and these few it may be best to notice as they occur.

It may further be observed, that in all the patriarchal history there is not, in any nation, the
mention of a priest—uidess it l)e in the singidar instance of Melchizedek, which will presently

engage our notice. Besides this, the first distinct mention of priests, as a body of men set

apart for the service of religion, occurs, like that of temples, in Egypt, a good while after the
times which now engage our attention. Priests, however, no doubt existed befi)re temples;
and under some complications of religious service, with which we are unacquainted, they may
have existed in the time of Abram. In the patriarchal practice, however, which appears to

have been that in general use, the functions, which were in after-times considered priestlv,

appear to have been discharged by the eldest, or first-born of the family, and that this indeed
was considered one of the most valuable privileges of his seniority. Our Talm\ulical inform-
ation on this subjecL is in entire conformity with Scripture. It tells us that before the taber-

nacle was erected, ])rivate altars and high places were in use for sacrifice. When the children
of a family were to offer a sacrifice, then the father was the priest : but when the sons of a
f:miily were met together to offer sacrifice after they came to be themselves fathers of houses,
having families of their own, and were separated from their father and their fixther's house

—

their father not being present with them—then the eldest son was the priest or sacrificer for

himself and his brethren.

f

A i)astoral chief has no other alternatives than cither to remove frequently to the new pas-
tures which his flocks and herds re([uire, or, retaining his household long in one place, to send
forth his flocks, under the charge of trusty persons, to distant pastures. Tlie former was the

course which Abram took. Ilis next recorded removal was al)out twenty-four miles fi-om the

• Sco Wilkinson's ' Aiirioiit Iv-yptiiins,' vol. i., cli:!!). 2. Tliis v,ilu:i1)lc writer, in liis hi^t<)ri(^ll oh.iiitiTs, farnislios some vory
impurtunt E^'yiitiiir. dates and laets, wliieli wMl lie uselulto ns ; but , as in his relercnces to supposed contemporury incidents ill

•lewish liistory, lie makes use of the common l'>herian ehronoloj,'y , which wc do not.wc shall be obliged to make our own appli-
cations and conclusions. In the present instance he necessiirily allows no more than an interval of 180 vears between .\l)raham's
visit to Kf,'yptand the reifrn of Osirtasen I.

t Tract. Melikim in Mishiia, 14; Hereshith Rabba, fol. 7, cited in .Shuckford, book v. p. 255.
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plain of Moreh, southward, towards the vale of Siddim, where the valleys of the hilly country

north of the plain of Jericho offer fine and luxuriant pasturage. In this district the patriarch

pitched his tent near a mountain on the east of the place then called Luz, but to which, in a

later day, Jacob gave the name of Bethel.* There also the patriarch " built an altar to

Jehovah, and called upon the name of Jehovah."

When the exhaustion of the pasturages rendered further removals necessary, we learn that

his progress was southward.

In those days there arose a famine in the land of Canaan, doubtless caused—as scarcity

usually is caused in that country—by one or more seasons of excessive drought. It is the

peculiar felicity of Egypt that its soil does not need local rains to awaken its productive powers,

which are called into most vigorous operation by the periodical overflowings of the river Nile.

There may be scarcity even in Egypt, for the river sometimes fails of its due redundance

;

but this happens but rarely, and when it does occur, the causes which produce it are to be

found in the droughts of that remote country in which the river rises, or which it traverses in

the early part of its course. Bvit as these remote droughts which stint the water of the Nile

and produce scarcities in Egypt—which has itself no adequate rains in its lower country, and
none in its upper, to compensate for this want—are seldom so extensive as to have any serious

influence in the countries which border on that land in which the river terminates its course,

it follows that there is seldom any coincidence between the scarcities of Western Asia and

those which occur, with comparative rarity, in Egypt. Thus that singular country has, in all

ages, been regarded as the granary of Western Asia, not only from the extraordinary fertility

produced by the periodical inundation of its soil, but from the circumstance that it might be

expected to fvirnish a supply of corn at the very time Avhen other countries were consumed
with famine—producing droughts.

It is interesting to learn that this was the state of matters in the time of the patriarchs, who
on all occasions looked towards Egypt, whenever a scarcity of corn was experienced in the land

of Canaan.

So now, Abram, being in the south of the Promised Land, heard that there was corn in

Egypt, and determined to proceed thither with his household. Josephus adds that he also

wished to ascertain the religious sentiments of the Egyptians, and to teach them or to be

taught by them ; which is consistent enough with the traditionary history of Abram's earlier

life, but has no warrant in Scripture.

Arriving on the borders of Egypt, the patriarch had an opportunity of making comparisons

between the Egyptian women and his own wife, greatly to the advantage of the latter. She

appears to have been a very fine woman ; and, under the present circumstances, her compara-

tively fresh complexion, as a native of Mesopotamia, gained by the contrast with the dusky

hue of the Egyptian females. It is true that Sarai was at this time sixty-five years of age

;

but this age is not to be estimated by the present standard of life, but according to the standard

which then existed, by which the wife of Abram could not seem to her contemporaries of

more advanced age than a woman of thirty or thirty-five appears to us.

Knowing the attraction of his wife's beauty, and being perhaps aware of some recent cir-

cumstances in Egypt which were calculated to awaken his apprehensions for the result, the

heart of Abram failed him, in the very point in which the hearts of all men are more weak
and tender than in any other, and he resolved to take shelter under an equivocation. He
therefore said to his wife,—" Behold now, I know that thou art a fair woman to look upon.

Therefore it may come to pass, when the Egyptians shall see thee, that they will say, ' This

is his wife : and they will kill me, but they will save thee alive.' Say, I pray thee, that thou

art my sister : that it may be well with me for thy sake, and that my soul may live because

of thee." (Gen. xii. 11, 13.) This was accordingly done; and we are instructed by this,

and other similar incidents, that the men who figure in the history before us as the best and

holiest in aggregate character, were not such immaculate representatives of ideal perfection as

shine in common history and romance, but are true human beings, " compassed about with

* This ueigUboiuhood has not mucli been visited by modern travellers. liauwolff (ed. Kay, p. 317) was there, and says that

some old ruins of stone are pointed out as markinj^' the spot where Abram pitched his tent. Bethel, which still bore the iwme of

Bethizella, was situated about half a league to the west of this, at the foot of the hill, in a \ery fertile district. We shall pre-

sently have further occasion to notice Bethel.
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infirmities," as all men are, and tempted, as all men are, by their passions, iloulits, or fears
;

and by such temptation too often drawn aside from the right path. The whole of the sacred

book offers to us not a single character exempt from temptation ; and it tells us of only One
whom all temptation left " without sin."

It ajjpears that Abram did not over-estimate the efllect which the beauty of Sarai was likely

to produce upon the sensitive Eg\"i)tians. The attractions of the fair Mesopotamian stranger

>vere speedily discovered, and became the theme of many tongues. She was at last seen by

some of " the princes of Pharaoh ;" and the report of her beauty becoming, through them, the

talk of the court, soon reached the ears of the Egyptian king.

[Princes of Pluiraoh.]

In Europe the tendency of civilization is to procure increased respect from the governing

powers for the personal liberties and privileges of the people, and for the rights of property

and the sanctities of private life ; but this rule has ever been reversed in the East, where the

most civilized nations have always been those in which the natural immunities of man have
been the least regarded, and in Avhich no natural or social privilege existed on which the sove-

reign despotism might not, if it so pleased, lay its iron hand freely. Here we have a very

early instance of this. Egypt had doubtless at this time reached a higher point of civilization

than any other country of which the sacred history takes notice—and here we read of the first

act of despotism which that history records. Abram was, in the first place, afraid that he
should be slain for the sake of his wife, for which reason he reported her as his sister ; but no
sooner did the reputation of the beauty of this alleged sister of a powerful emir—a stranger

taking refuge in the country—arrive at the ears of its sovereign, than he sent to demand her
for his harem. This is what the sovereigns of the most " civilized" Oriental states often do,

as a matter of royal right, when stimulated by the sight

or rumour of a beautiful female among the sisters or

daughters of their subjects; and the present case is a

remarkable evidence of the early existence of this most

offensive privilege of Oriental despotism. It is evident

that the patriarch had no appeal from the authority

which made this grievous demand ; and yet could not

himself have been a willingly consenting party. That

Abram was not the subject of the Egyptian king, but a

newlv-arrived stranger of distinction, rendered this a

still stronger act of despotic poAver than it might other-

wise have seemed ; and it was probablv from this con-

sideration that Pharaoh sought to pacify or propitiate

the patriarch by making him valuable presents, suitable

to his condition as a pastoral chief—such as " sheep,

[Egyptian M:ui-Soivaut.] ftud oxcu, and lic-asscs, and men-servants, and maid-
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[Egyptiau Mai<i-Seivauts.]

servants, and she asses and camels." Some reflection has been made upon the conduct of

Abram in accepting these presents ; but those who are acquainted with the usages of the East

know that he dared not refuse them.

So Sarai was taken to the house of Pharaoh. C^) This lamentable result of his weak equivoca-

tion did not so far rouse the patriarch's faith or courage as to make him avow the actual

relationship between her and himself. But at this juncture it pleased God to interfere to

prevent the evil consequences, which human means could not well have averted, by inflicting

on Pharaoh and his house " great plagues because of Sarai, Abram's wife." What these

plagues were we are not clearly told ; but probably some grievous disease, of such a nature as,

joined to some intimation to that eff"ect,* rendered it manifest to him that the infliction was

intended to prevent or punish his designs upon the wife of another man. On this, the king

sent for Abram, and after rebuking him with some severity for the dissimulation of his conduct,

which had placed all parties in a dangerous position, desired him to take his wife and leave the

country, at the same time giving orders to his people to facilitate his departure.

Seeing that the early condition of Egypt is a subject of great historical interest in itself, as

well as from the early connection of the Hebrews with that country, the visit of Abram to it

awakens our curiosity, and makes us studious to collect all the information which the account

of that visit furnishes or indicates. The facts are few compared with those which transpire at

a subsequent date ; but these few are valuable.

We observe, in the first place, that this visit of Abram settles the question whether this, the

lower part of Egypt, was then dry.f It was dry, and inhabited by an industrious agricultural

population, who extracted from the soil so much more food than sufficed for their own subsist-

ence, that, as previously noted, the country had already become the asylum of those who were

oppressed by famine in other countries.

The impression which the account of the transactions in which Abram was engaged in Egypt

affords, is very diff'erent from that which we receive from the account of his dealings with the petty

sovereigns and states of Canaan. With them, Abram and the other patriarchs treat very much
as with equals—as in the instances of the kings of Siddim, the king of Gerar, and "the children

of Heth," not to mention the comparatively late instance of the aff"air between Jacob's family

and the prince and people of Shechem. In all these cases the patriarchs are treated with

deference and respect ; and give free utterance to their sentiments, even those likely to be most

unpalatable. But before Pharaoh, Abram, when reproved by him, answers not a word ; and

* Josephus says that the intimation came from the priests or diviners whom the king consulted ; and that the infliction consisted

of a sedition as well as of a bodily disease. But most commentators, having regard to the similar aflair with Abimelech, suppose

that Pharaoh received this intimation in a dream or vision.

t Scripture furnishes another and most conclusive fact on this question, by informing us that Zoan, or Tanis, in Lower Egypt,

was a city so proverbially ancient, that Moses indicates the autiquity of Hebron by telling us that it was built seven years before

Zoau in Egyjit. (Num. xiii. 22.) Now Hebron existed when Abram arrived in Canaan, and we do not know that its d.ite was

then recent.

VOL. I. ¥
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if tlic royal gifts wliich he received from the king of Egypt testified the consideration to which

the foreign emir was entitled, it was the consideration of a superior to one whom he wished to

benefit. We direct attention the rather to this circumstance, as Ahram had a feeling in the

matter of presents whicli led him, on every other occasion with which we are acquainted, to

decline those which were offered to him ; for which, on one of those occasions, he assigns to the

king of Sodom the dignified reason,—" I Avill not take anything that is thine, lest thou

shouldest say, ' I have made Abram rich.'
"

In short, the idea which we derive from the account of this remarkable affair, is that Lower

Egypt was even then a great and flourishing kingdom, ruled by a powerful and magnificent

monarch, invested with many of the characteristics by which an Oriental despotism has in all

ages been distinguished, and surrounded by courtiers, who made it their prime object t(j

minister to his tastes and passions. It will also be noted that this monarch was thus early

distinguished by the title of Phrah, or, as we spell it, Pharaoh, which in all subsequent ages

was borne by the native sovereigns of Egvpt, and which is the Egyptian name for the sun,

applied by way of eminence to him whom his subjects regarded as the chief of men.* It may,

moreover, not be unimportant to observe that slavery existed at this time in Egypt, as it did also

in other countries. This is shown by Pharaoh's gift—men-slaves and women-slaves—to Abram
;

and if, as might be suggested, a foreign dynasty ruled then in Egypt, it is not impossible that

at least some of these slaves may have been native Egyptians. Hagar "the liondwoman," of

whom we shall presently read, was probably one of these women-slaves ; and she is called an
" Egyptian."

It would be a valuable piece of information to know what king or dynasty reigned in

Egypt at the time of Abram's visit. But the sacred narrative does not mention any king of

l\gypt by his proper name till after the time of Solomon ; and the Egyptian chronology at, and
for some time after, this early date is still involved in much uncertainty and confusion, not-

withstanding the light which has been thrown on the general subject by the progress made in

deciphering the hieroglyphic inscriptions. But all the information from this source which has

lately transpired, or with which further inquiry has made us acquainted, tends greatly to con-

firm the view of the matter which we have had occasion to state in another place.

f

One of the liest established Aicts in the very early history of Egypt is, that its lower country

was for a long series of years (260) under the dominion of a race of pastoral nomades, while

the upper country continued subject to the native sovereigns. This great fact has abundance of

incidental confirmation, although many particulars which it might be most desiral)le to know
remain in obscurity, and among these is the date at which the pastoral dominion in Egypt
commenced or terminated. In the work to which we have referred, we have shown the strong

probability that it had l)ecn put an end to before the time of Joseph ; and in confirmation of

this we may now adduce the testimony of Mr. Wilkinson, who, from the state of the earliest

monuments, and from the information which they afford, conceives that the irruption of the

pastors was anterior to the erection of any building now extant in Egypt, and long before the

accession of the 17th dynasty, J that is, in the earlier periods of Egyptian history, previous to

the era of Osirtasen I. The monuments of that monarch satisfactorily prove that in his reign

and that of his second successor, the Egyptians had already extended their conquests over some
of the tribes of Asia, and were coni^e(|uently free fniin any enemies within their own valley.§

This writer also suggests, as a question, whether the dominion of the shepherd-kings, as they

are called, in Egypt, may not have been overthrown l)y this Osirtasen. Now this king was,

as Mr. Wilkinson conceives, coeval with Josepli, and must, at least, have been nearly so ; and

•-"
I li.ivo fi<M|iiiMitly li:i(l ocr-.L^i,,ii t-i iKilirc llic line luc.iiiiiii; :iucl imri.ort of tliis name. I sliall tlicrel'ore only obsorvo, tint i|

is written in Tlehrcw, I'lnvili. n^^lS. !"(! is taken from the Kiryptiiui word Tire, or I'lirc (prononnceil I'lira), sij,'niryin,s tlie sun,
an.l roiiresented in liieroglypliiis l)y the liawk ami gl<il)e, or sun, over the roy.il l>anners. It was throu-h the well-kiiown system
of analo^'ies that tlie kin?,' oljtjiined this title, beins^ the chief of earthly, lis tlie smi was of he.ivenly, bodies. Hut the word is not
derived from, or related to, Ouro, 'kin^',' .is .Toseidins sniiiioscs (' Antiq.' viii. c. 6). Phouro is like Pharaoh; but the name is

Phrah in Hebrew, .ind Pharaoh is an unwarraiiti'd cormiition."—Wilkinson's ' .\neient Ki^ pti.ms,' vol. i. \i. -13.

+ ' Pietorial llible,' notes to Gen. xxv. 34, and Kxo.l. i. 8.

i The 17th dynasty commenced B.C. 1051, and was introduced by Osirtasen II. The first Osirt^iscn belonged to tlic IGth
dyii.xsty, and Wilkinson thinks he be(,'.in to reijin about B.C. 1/40, and reigned I'ortv-three years.

§ Wilkinson, vol. i. ch. 1.
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it is not a little remarkable that in concluding, from the evidence of monuments, that the

pastor-kings were expelled before the accession of Osirtasen I., he obtains exactly the same

conclusion as that to which Hales and Faber arrived, when, on purely historical data, they con-

ceived that this great change took place before, but not long before, Joseph was made governor

of Egypt; Hales fixing it about the year 1885, b.c. This coincidence of independent tes-

timony, taking different lines of evidence, is very important ; and its use for our present

puq)ose is, that if the pastoral dynasty was extinguished before the time of Joseph's exaltation,

it must have existed at the time of Abram's visit to Egypt, 185 years before, seeing that the

conquering nomades occupied the country 260 years. No one supposes that their dominion

had terminated before the visit of Abram ; and that it had not, is indirectly evinced by the

sacred narrative itself. In the time of Joseph's government every nomade shepherd was

detested at the Egyptian court, in consequence of the oi)pressive and humiliating dominion

which a race of pastors had exercised in the country. Of this we hear nothing in the time of

Abram ; although, if this race had then recently been expelled, the manifestations of that

hatred must have been more manifest and lively in his time than nearly two centuries later.

The result of all these considerations tends to intimate that one of the shepherd kings reigned

in Lower Egypt at the time of Abram's journey to that country ; and this conclusion, while it

serves to explain some differing circumstances which we find in the Egyptian court as described

in the respective times of Abram and Joseph, throws considerable light upon the picture which,

from these accounts, the mind forms of both ; and more especially illustrates the fact that,

while the family of Jacob found favour at the court of Egypt, and was admitted into the country

only for the sake of Joseph, Abram found no difficulty of access to the country, and was treated

with consideration by the court in that very character—as a pastoral chief—which was regarded

with abomination by the native government of a later day.

The fragments of Manetho indmate that the conquering nomades, while in occupation of

Egypt, gradually adapted themselves to the customs and practices of the native Egyptians,

while they were careful to maintain their alliance with their kindred tribes of the desert. And
as this process of adaptation must have been in operation not less than seventy-five years, at the

time now tinder our notice, we need not wonder that the reigning king bore the Egyptian

sovereign title of Pharaoh, and that the external aspect of the court was probably not very

different to what it might have been under a native prince ; always excepting the sympathy

between it and the desert nomades, as contrasted with the hatred of the ensuing native dynasties

towards the same race of people.

The degree of attention which has here been given to this interesting subject, while not

unsuitably subjoined to the notice of Abram's sojourn in Egypt, forms a necessary introduction

to the whole history of the Hebrew intercourse with that country.

By the time that the patriarch returned from Egypt to the land of Canaan, the scarcity

which had driven him thence appears to have ceased. He retraced his steps through the

southern part of the country, and at last arrived at the place between Bethel and Hai, where
his tents had been before, and at the altar which he had formerly built upon one of the neigh-

bouring hills he again enjoyed the satisfaction of " calling upon the name of Jehovah."
Since Abram and Lot were formerly encamped in the same place, their svibstance had been

greatly increased. We are now told that " Abram was very rich in cattle, in silver, and in

gold." The royal gifts of the king of Egypt had, no doubt, contributed considerably to the

increase of his previous stock of cattle ; and as the precious metals are mentioned among
the articles of his wealth immediately on his return from Egypt, they were most likely

obtained in the same country, either by the gift of the king or from the sale of the produce

of his flocks to the towis-people. This is, indeed, the first occasion on which the precious

metals are mentioned, in all history, as articles of property and wealth—that is, as shown by
subsequent transactions—as the representatives of value. Lot, who had hitherto been the con-

stant companion of Abram's migrations, was also rich, having great possessions of " flocks,

and herds, and tents." That he also is not said to possess silver and gold is a rather remark-
able omission, and may be significant. k 2
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Their united pastoral wealth was so arcat that it became manifest that the two parties coukl

not remain together much longer. There is not, indeed, any scarcity of water in the district

in which they were then encamped ; but the land unappropriated by the Canaanites in that

part of the country was insufficient to furnish free pasture to all their flocks and herds ; and

hence quarrels about the choice and rights of pasture arose between the shepherds of Abram

and Lot, who were probably more zealous about the separate interests and rights of their

masters than they were themselves. Lot, however, does not in his general character appear

to have been at all indift'crent to his own interests ; and the generous and disinterested pro-

posal which Abram made to prevent all future difference or difficulty, looks very much like

an answer from him to some remonstrance or complaint which his nephew had been making.

He said, " Let tliere be no strife, I pray thee, between me and thee, and between my herds-

men and thy herdsmen ; for we be brethren. Is not the whole land before thee ? Separate

tlivself, I i)ray thee, from me : if thou wilt take the left hand, then I will go to the right; or

if thou wilt depart to the right hand, then I will go to the left." In the life of a Bedouin

pastor, the concession of a choice of pasturage to another chief is the most extraordinary act

of generosity which he can ])ossil)ly show, in consequence of the large interests which are

involved ; and, under all the circumstances, it becomes almost sublime when the claims of the

party to whom the concession is made to the right of election are only equal or, as in the

present case, inferior to those of the conceder. An English grazier may have some idea of

this, but it is only by a Bedouin that it can be fully appreciated.

Lot made no scruple of availing himself of the advantage which his uncle's liberal proposal

gave to liim. From the lieights on which they stood, the vale of Siddim off'ered a most inviting

prospect. It was well watered everywhere—which alone is a great advantage to the possessor

of flocks and herds—which, with the exuberant vegetation which resulted from it, wdth the

prospect of fair cities here and there, gave it the aspect of a terrestrial paradise. The low,

broad, and warm valley, fertilized by the fine river which passed through it, also suggested a

resemlilance to the rich valley of the Nile, from which they had lately come. Lot, beholding

all this, made choice of all the plain of the Jordan for his pasture-ground, and soon after

removed to it with all his possessions. We are told that " he pitched his tent towards Sodom "

—or, made the neighbourhood of that city his head-quarters, not probably caring so much as

Abram miglit have done about the depraved character of the inhabitants ; for he could not

well liave been ignorant of the fact that the men of Sodom were notoriously " wicked, and
sinners before the Lord exceedingly."

Now at last, by the operation of circumstances, without any immediate command from God,

Abram was brought to that state of complete isolation from all his natural connexions which
the Divine purpose, to ])reserve liis future race aj)art and mnnixed, rendered necessary. But
aUhough this present separation, which left the patr'arch, more completely than before, alone

in a strange land, was not immediately caused by the Divine interposition, no sooner had Lot
taken liis de])arture than the Lord again manifested his presence to Abram, to cheer and
encourage him 1)y the renewal, in more distinct terms, of the promises formerly made to him.

To the childless man was promised a posterity countless as the dust—the future inheritors of

the land in which he dwelt—which land he w^as now directed to traverse, in its length and
breadth, to survey the goodly heritage of his children, and to take, as it were, possession of

it in their behalf.

In obedience to this direction, Abram broke u]) his cam]) near Bethel and departed, pro-

ceeding first towards the south. His next encampment was formed about a mile from the

town of Arba (afterwards called Hebron), in the fair and fertile valley of Mamre, where lie

})itched his tent under a terebinth tree, which became in after ages famous for his sake.

The patriarch was still at this place when his history brings us acquainted with tlie first

warlike transaction of which any record remains.

It appears that, in this age, the Assyrian ])ower predominated in Western Asia; and we
should not wonder if it be idtimately discovered that even the " Shepherd-kings" of Egypt
were Assyrian viceroys, which discovery would throw great light on several circumstances in

the lives of the patriarchs. Be this as it may, we learn that some years before the dale at
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which we are now arrived, an Assyrian force had crossed the Euphrates, and made extensive

conquests in Syria. This force appears to have been composed of detachments from the

several small nations or tribes which composed or were subject to the Assyrian empire, each

commanded by its own melech or petty king. Of these kings, one named " Chedorlaomer,

king of Elam," probably Elymais, appears to have been left viceroy of the conquests west of

the Euphrates. This chief, in the end, resolved to carry his arms southward, and to this end
took with him, not only the warriors drawn from his own clan, but those commanded by three

other of such " kings," namely, Amraphael, king of Shinar (or Babylonia); Arioch, king of

Ellasar; and another called Tidal, who, from his title, " king of Goim," or, if we translate

the word, " of peoples," may seem to have ruled a mixed people or union of small tribes.

Although the history only requires the mention of the vale of Siddim, we think it wrong to

infer from thence that no other district of southern Syria was involved in the consequences of

this expedition. The intermediate country, particularly on the coast of the Jordan and the

country beyond, possessed the Horim of Mount Seir, probably experienced its effects, although

we only read that the four commanders made war with the five petty kings of the plain, being

Bera, king of Sodom ; Birsha, king of Gomorrah ; Shinab, king of Admah ; Shember, king

of Zeboim ; and the imnamed king of Bela, afterwards called Zoar. Being defeated, these

five kings were made tributary to Chedorlaomer, whom we have supposed to have been vice-

roy of the Assyrian conquests, west of the Euphrates ; and in this state of subjection they

remained twelve years. But, in the thirteenth year, some unrecorded circumstances en-

couraged the kings of the plain to withhold their tribute, in which act we may reasonably

conclude that other districts of southern Syria concurred. The year following, Chedorlaomer

and the kings that were with him undertook a new expedition to punish the revolters ; and

that they did not proceed at once against the kings of the plain, but went to the countries

beyond the vale of Siddim, and only noticed it on their return northward, seems to us to give

a very clear sanction to our conclusion—that other neighbouring districts were also subjugated

by the Assyrians thirteen years before, and participated in the revolt of the thirteenth year.

And this conclusion is further strengthened by the fact that the mere incidents of this expedi-

tion would seem to have been far more important than what we must otherwise suppose to have

been its sole or principal object. Coming from the north, the Assyrian commanders traversed

the country east of the Jordan, overthrowing in their way the gigantic races by which that

coimtry appears to have been inhabited. The river Jordan at this time flowed on in a

widened stream, beyond the vale of Siddim to the eastern ai'm of the Red Sea ; and continuing

their progress southward, along the eastern borders of that river, the invaders smote the Horim
who dwelt in the caverns and fortresses of Mount Seir. Where they crossed the Jordan we
know not, but we next find them returning northward along its western border, reducing the

tribes who inhabited the verge of the wilderness of Paran, on the south of Palestine, namely,

the Amalekites, and such of the Amorites as abode on the south-western borders of the vale of

Siddim. Arriving at last at that vale, the five kings by whom it was ruled went forth to give

them battle. But they were defeated and fled. Now the vale of Siddim was of a bituminous

nature, and its surface was in consequence much broken up into deep pits and fissures, into

which a large number of the natives who had been in the battle were, in their flight, driven

by the victors. Those who escaped, knowing that the towns off'ered no safety, fled to the

neighbouring mountains. The conquerors then proceeded to ravage the cities of the plain.

In this they met with no opposition, as all the adult population fit to bear arms had been

defeated in the battle. They took all the moveable property and provisions and departed,

carrying away with them as captives the women, children, and other people whom they found

in the towns. That they did not burn the towns and destroy the people, indicates that the

usages of war were less barbarous in-this age than they afterwards became—perhaps, because

war was as yet a new thing, and human life continued to be regarded as a thing too precious

—even to those who held it in their power—to be needlessly sacrificed.

Among the prisoners was Lot, who, it appears, had relinquished the custom of dwelling in

tents, and the peculiar character of a nomade shepherd, and had taken the first step into the
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usages of settled life, ])y dwelling in a fixed abode, in a town, sending forth his shepherds to

the pastures with his flocks and herds. The evil city of Sodom was that in which he had his

residence; and for this choice of an abode he suffered on more than one occasion. As a

stranger, he liad ])rol)ably not been exi)ected by the king of Sodom, or had declined, to go

forth to the Imttlc ; and his servants, who alone could have rendered his aid of much conse-

quence, were probably abroad with his cattle.* Be this as it may, Lot, with his family and

goods, were among the spoil with wliicli the concpierors departed, northward, frcjui tlie vale of

Siddim on their homeward march.

Tiie news of this calamity, Avhicli had befallen his nephew, was borne to " Abram the

Hebrew " ('') i)y one of those who liad escaped. The patriarch was then still encamped in

the valley of Mamre; and he acted on this occasion with all the decision and promptitude

which attend all the operations of a nomade chief. He instantly called out all of his people

who were able to bear arms,t and in whom he coidd most confide,—these were the servants

who were " bom in his house " or camj), than which they knew no other home, and were

attached to their master as to a father. The number of these was 318; and when we make

a proportionable addition of slaves bought bv himself J in the C(mrse of his life, and those

presented to him l)y the king of Egvpt—on whose naturally weaker attachment to him the

patriarch did not on this occasion make any claim—we obtain a much clearer idea of his

wealth and the extent of his establishment than without this incidental statement we shoidd

have 1)een able to realize.

Three Amoritish chiefs, Ijrothers, by name Mamre (from whom the valley took its name),

Eshcol, and Aner, who were friends and allies of Abram, joined him with their clans ; and

we need not su])pose that they did this entirely out of regard to the patriarch, as is usually

stated, seeing that they also had an interest in the matter, for the tribe to which they l)elonged

liad, as we have seen, been smitten by the Assyrians.

The four nomade chiefs, having united their forces, hastened in pursuit of the four conquer-

ing kings, and overtook them about the place which was in after-times called Dan, near the

sources of the Jordan. The assault was exactly in such style as still prevails among the

Bedouin tribes, which avoid, whenever possil)le, a clear open fight with a superior or even an

etpial force, but rather seek their object by siulden surprises and unexpected attacks; oppor-

tunities for which are easily found by the neglect, even to infatuation, of employing sentinels

and scouts. So Abram, overtaking by night the force which he p\irsued—or rather, probably,

delaying till the night season his advance upon them—divided his pco])le so that they might

rush in at once upon them from different quarters, and by overturning the tents and creating

all p()ssil)le confusion, suggest to the enemy, tluis roused from their rest, exaggerated ideas of

such numerous assailants as it nmst be hopeless to resist. The slaughter, as such affairs arc

managed by nomades, is not generally great, and was probably the less on the present occa-

sion, from the fear which the ])ursuers must have been in, of injuring, in the darkness of the

night, those whom they came to deliver. Struck with a ])anic, the Assyrians fled, leaving

beliiud them all their spoil ; and, lest they should have leisure to reflect and rally, Abram
chased them about eighty miles, as far as a ])lace called Hobali, to the north of Damascus.
Many writers have ])ointed out this transaction as one of the most improbable in the

Hebrew history; but it is one wliich a person acquainted with the usages or even the history

of the East receives without the least hesitation. The ease with which a very large body of

men nuiy be thrown into a panic by the night attack of a very small one is familiar in all

military history. But the present case needs not such illustration. It rather appears that we
form too exalted a notion of the force of the invaders, arising, perhaps, from the ideas of

power and magnificence which we connect with the title of " king." But what the kings of

• .Tosoi-lms s:iys lip dill assist llio kiiifi of Sodom : l)ut this is not (•oiiiitciiaiiccd by tlio ScrivHiral narrative, wliicli appears to

indicate Uiat only those wlio remained in the tomis were carrie<l awa\- liy tlie invaders.

+ Wlionever this expression, " ahle to bear arms," is used in tlie early chapters of the history, it must always lie uudiTslood to
mean ,all the adult males not dis(|ualilieil by sickness, accident , or ane.

*

Anion;; nomade tribes, to Uiis day, every male is versed
in the us.' olaruis from childhood, anrl takes his part in the military operations of his tribe. This also continues to be the case,
even in the first sla^'i'^ of scllled life.

X That Abram had purcha-eil slaves appears in (icu. xvi.l2.
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this age usually were, and what the general extent of their power, we have already seen ; and

even in our owti day, too much stress would not, in another case, he laid upon a title which is

given equally to the lord of a few hamlets in Africa and to the sovereigns of England or

France. Whether the four kings were themselves suhject to some greater power for which

they acted, as we conceive, or were independent, as some suppose, and only confederated for

tlie purposes of this expedition, the conclusion as to their own condition of petty sovereigns,

commanders of their own clans or districts, remains the same, and gives us no reason to sup-

pose that the forces which they conducted were very numerous, or more than relatively

formidable. Their strength arose from their association ; and then was not such as the five

petty kings of the plain were a;'raid to confront, or the four nomade chiefs to pursue. There

is nothing to suggest the idea of a considerable army, either in the circumstances of the time

—or even of the present time in the same country—or in the exploits which were performed,

which are such as have been performed by small troops during the feudal ages, in Europe, or

by a still smaller fjrce of Bedouins or Toorkmans in our owti day, dashing like a storm over

a large tract of country thinly inhabited by people dispersed in small and distant ctmimunities,

with no defence but in themselves, and allowed no time to combine in resistance. If the

forces of the three Amoritish brothers bore any proportion to that of Abram, the whole pur-

suing party may have consisted of 1000 men; and if we go so far as to suppose the invading

kings had 1000 each, making 5000, the defeat of such a body by 1000 Bedouins in open

fight is very far from being without example. And Abram's victory over Chedorlaomer was

won, not in open fight, but by a sudden surprise in the night season.

This distinguished action of the patriarch was most acceptable to the native states : for

even those which do not appear to have been immediately affected by the expeditions of the

Assyrians, could not but regard their progress and success with apprehension ; and the great

respect with which Abram is ever after this treated by the natives, may, perha])s, in a con-

siderable degree be regarded as the effect of his conduct on this occasion.

The king of Sodom—who had, with his escaped people, come down from his mountain

retreat, when the Assyrians withdrew from the plain they had desolated—now hastened to

meet and salute the returning conqueror. They met in the valley of Shaveh, otherwise called

the King's Dale, which is supposed by most writers to be the same as the place afterwards

known as the valley of Jehoshaphat, on the eastern side of Jerusalem. The king of Sodom,

deprived of all his sidistance, had no refreshment to offer the delivering force, which may
well have been exhausted by the pursuit and return through a country which the enemy had

already desolated. But what was on this occasion necessarily wanting on the part of king

Bera, was abimdantly supplied by the spontaneovis and hearty liberality of a neighbouring

prince, whose name, Melchizedek (the just king), is honourably indicative of the estimation

in which his character was held, in an age when the names which men bore were made

significant of the qualities for which they were most distinguished. He was king of a place

called Salem, which has been generally conceived to be the original of the svibsequently

renowned city of Jernsalem ; although some authors have preferred the authority of Jerome,

who says that Salem was a town near the famous ford over the Jordan at Bethshan or

Scythopolis, which still, even to this time, preserved this name, and the inhabitants of which,

fondly cherishing the tradition which placed Melchizedek among its kings, went so far as to

point out the ruins of a large building as the remains of his palace.

This INIelchizedek, king of Salem, on the approach of Abram and his men, went forth to

meet them with an ample supply of victuals.* He was, like Abram, a worshipper of the

Most High ; and as, in that age, the chief, whether king or pastoral sheikh, discharged all

such priestly offices as were then in use : he was also, like Abram, the priest of the Most

High to his own people, and, as such,"he, with great propriety, invoked the blessing of God

upon the chief to the wants of whose weary people he so liberally ministered. The patriarch,

much of whose conduct on this occasion was manifestly influenced by a generous care of his

* " Brcnd and wnne " in the sacrod nairative ; but it is well known that, in the Hebrew idiom, bread and wine, beinij at the

hea<l of meats and drinks, sbind for all kinds of vietnal Ileuco .Tosephus describes this as a kingly entertainment.
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own reputation, acknowledged tlie seasonable and al)undant refreshment which the king of

Salem had afforded, by bestowing on him a tenth part of the booty he had won ; thus acting,

as was said of him on another occasion, " as a king to a king."

It is to this day a law of the desert, that if one tribe defeats another whicli has plundered

a third, the conquering tribe is bound to liberate the persons belonging to the latter, but is

entitled to retain all the booty which has been won, without distinguishing, imless it so

please, to which of the parties it originally belonged. Conformably with a similar practice,

the king of Sodom proposed that Abram should retain all the property, but restore to him all

the persons he had recaptured. To this proposal the patriarch replied,
—

" I have lifted up

my hand* unto Jehovah, the most high God, the possessor of heaven and earth, that I will

not take from a thread even to a sandal-thong, and that I will not take anything that is thine,

lest thou shouldest say, I have made Abram rich." He mentioned such of the retaken

victuals as his young men had already eaten as the only exception; and, with very proper

delicacy, left his three Amoritish friends, Aner, Eshcol, and Mamre, at liberty to retain that

share of the spoil which custom allowed to them, and which it does not appear that they

were incited by his example to decline.

Abram returned to his encampment in the valley of Mamre, and Lot returned to his abode

in Sodom.

It appears very likely that the patriarch was troul)led by some apprehensions of the return

of the Assyrians, in greater force, to avenge their defeat : for to some such fears would seem

to have been addressed the encouraging words which the Divine voice afterwards spoke to

him :
—" Fear not, Aliram : I am thy shield, and thy exceeding great reward." But the

heart of the patriarch was then faint from the thought of promises long postponed, and hopes

long deferred, and he ventured to give expression to his feelings, and asked. Where was his

ho])e of reward, when posterity was still withheld from him, and he saw no other prospect

than that he should have to adopt his house-born servant, Eliezer of Damascus, as his heir.

Tliis, while it hints the existence of a custom of adoption still very common in the East, is

remarkable for its omitting to notice any claims which Lot might be supposed to have in

preference to Eliezer, and, perhaps, intimates that the estrangement between the uncle and

nephew was greater than appears ; or that some usage or custom, which we cannot detect,

operated to oppose the succession of Lot when the separation of his clan from that of Abram
had taken place.

The Lord only rebuked this distnist by new promises. He assured him that no adopted

son, no blood relation, sliould be his heir, but his own very child : and again he was drawn

forth and hnde to look on the stars of heaven, and count them if he was able ; for his seed

should be as numero\is as they. On this, Abram's wavering faith in the Divine promise was

strengthened ; and he again believed. The Lord then ])roceeded to remind him tliat he had

been brought from a far coimtry to inherit the land in whicli he dwelt ; and was assured that

he should inherit it indeed. His faith again started at this, and he asked, "Whereby shall I

KNOW that I shall inherit it?"

In those days, when men woidd make a most solemn covenant with each other, they pro-

ceeded thus :—they took one of every kind of beast or bird used in sacrifice—being a heifer,

a she-goat, a ram, a turtle-dove, and a young pigeon. The beasts they divided, and laid the

pieces opposite each other, at such a distance that a man covdd pass between them ; but the

birds, being small and of the same kind, were not divided, but j)laced entire opposite each

other. Then the party making the agreement or covenant passed between the pieces, de-

claring the terms by which he boimd himself to abide. As this was the strongest and most

sdenm method Abram knew of contracting a binding obligation, God thought proper to make
xise of it on this occasion. The patriarch was directed to make the customary arrangements

;

and having made them, he remained till evening watching the carcases, to protect them from

injuries by beasts or birds. " And when the sun was gone down, a deep sleep fell upon

Abram; and lo! horror and great darkness fell upon him." Then it was that God made a

• That is, " I hive sworn."
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larger and more distinct declaration of his intentions than the patriarch had hitherto received.

He was informed that his early descendants shoidd be afflicted four hundred years in a strange
land, after which they should be brought forth from that land with great riches, to take
possession of the promised country, the utmost limits of which, even to the Euphrates, were
now defined, and the existing nations specified whose domains they should possess. Many
reasons might seem obvious for the delay of which Abram is now first warned ; but the only
one assigned on this occasion is, that the iniquity of the nations to be dispossessed was " not
yet full;" by which we are disposed to understand that they had not yet cast God utterly

from their knowledge, into whatever errors of practice and opinion they had fallen. To
Abram himself it was promised that he should be gathered to his fathers in peace, and buried
in a good old age. The sun was now set, and it was dark, when the patriarch saw a cloud
of smoke, like that of a furnace, accompanied by a flame of fire, pass between the severed
parts to ratify the covenant; and by that fire the victims were probably consumed.

Sarai, the wife of Abram, desired a son no less fervently than her husband. But she had
been considered barren before she left Mesopotamia ; she was now seventy-five years of age

;

and she had waited ten years since their hearts were first gladdened by the promise of an heir.

She therefore thought the case was hopeless as regarded herself; and began to reflect that,

although a son had been promised to Abram, it had not been said, and did not necessarily

follow, that this son should be the fruit of her own womb. Explaining these views to the

patriarch, she prevailed upon him to resort to a custom of the time, of which there are still

some traces in the East, under which the man takes a secondary wife, whose children become
his undoubted heirs, equally with any other children he may have ; and if the woman is the

slave or attendant of the chief wife, or is provided by the chief wife, the children are, in a
legal point of view, considered hers : and, in the same point of view, the condition of the

actual mother remains unchanged, though in practice it necessarily sustains some modification

from the operation of the feelings arising from the connexions which are formed, especially

when her children are grown up. The female whom Sarai proposed to Abram as her sub-
stitute was her own handmaid, a woman of Egypt, named Hagar, who may be supposed to

have been one of the female slaves w^hom the king of Egypt gave to the patriarch.* ('^)

[Womt-n of Egypt. Lower Class.]

• It IS not imlikply that Hagar had been given to Sarai as her personal attendant wliile she was in Pharaoh's harem, and tliat
slie was allowed to retain her as such when she departed.

VOL. I.
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In due time it was known that Hagar had conceived ; and the prospect of becoming the

mother of Abrara's long-promised heir had a mischievous effect upon her mind, leading

her to treat her mistress with disres])ect. Sarai, tlirough whose preference and management

all this had been brought al)out, was stung to the quick by this treatment, and complained of

it to Abram with some sharpness, insinuating that, without some encouragement from him,

Hagar durst not be so impertinent to her. The patriarch himself, rcs])ecting the rights of

his wife, and displeased at Ilagar's presumption (which those who know anything of Oriental

women of her class, will believe to have been very coarsely and offensively manifested), re-

minded Sarai that the Egyptian was still her bond-servant, and that her authority was suffi-

cient to prevent or punish the treatment of which she complained. Being thus assured that

he would not interfere, Sarai proceeded to a more unsparing exercise of the powers with

which she was invested, tlian the raised spirits of the Egyptian bondmaid could hrook ; and

she therefore fled, directing her course towards her own country. It is a terrible and perilous

thing for a woman, alone and on foot, to pass the desert which lies between the land of

Canaan and Egypt ; and we know not how one might do it and live. Nor did Hagar accom-

plish this enterprise ; for she was as yet but upon the borders of the desert, and was tarrying for

refreshment and rest by a well of water, when an angel of God appeared to her, and persuaded

her to return and submit herself to her mistress ; encouraging her to obedience by the assurance

that the child she then bore in her womb would prove a son, whom she was directed to name

Ishraael [God attendeth], because the Lord had attended to her affliction. She was also

assured that this son should be the parent of a numerous race ; and that while in his cha-

racter, as typifying that also of his descendants, he should be wild and fierce as the desert ass

—

his hand against every man, and every man's hand against him—he should never be expelled

or rooted out from the domain which God would give to him.* Thus instructed and en-

couraged, Hagar returned to her master's camp in the valley of Mamre ; and in due season

broiight forth a son, to whom, in obedience to the angel's direction, Abram gave the name of

Ishmael.

• This is the best iuterprL'tatiun we can i;ivo to tlie expression, " and in tlie face of all his brethren shall he dwell."

[Urfah— I'r of the Chuldees.J
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.

0) Ur of the Chaldees, p. 23, the birth-

place of Abraham, has been generally regarded

as a town ; but such Orientalists as have of late

years had occasion to express an opinion on

the subject, have been rather disposed to regard

it as the name of a district. As such, there is

little reason to question that it is that which
the text indicates, as it comprehends both the

towns in which the names mentioned in this

part of the history have been sought. Of these

one is the town called by the Syrians Urhoi,

and by the Arabians Orfah, or Urfah, which
the Moslems firmly believe to be the Ur of the

text ; and the Jews and Christians of the coun-

try acquiesce in this conclusion. This town is

situated at the foot of the mountains of Os-

roene, at the head of the great plain which
was formerly so called, and is still a place

of some consideration. Having in another

place (' Pictorial Bible,' note on Gen. xi. 28)

given the substance of the somewhat detailed

account of this town which Buckingham sup-

plies, we shall content ourselves with intro-

ducing the slight but clear general view of it

which an earlier traveller took. Cartwright

says, "The air of this city is very healthful,

and the country fruitful. It is built nearly

four-square, the west side standing on the side

of a rocky mountain, and the east part trendeth

into a spacious valley, replenished with vine-

yards, orchards, and gardens. The walls are

very strong, furnished with great store of artil-

lery, and contain in circuit three English miles,

and for the gallantness of its sight it was once

reckoned the metropolitical seat of Meso-
potamia.* This traveller, as well as one who
preceded him, RauwolfF, heedless of the analogy

of name, regards Urfah rather as representing

Haran than Ur. Although we think, ourselves,

that a district is probably denoted, we have in-

troduced a view of the town of Urfah, not only

from respect to the common opinion, but be-

cause we suppose it was built within, and took

its name from, that district.

C) Abram the youngest of Terah"s Sons,

p. 23.—From the text. Gen. xi. 26, " Terah lived

seventy years, and begat Abram, Nahor, and
Haran," if that text stood alone, it might appear

that Abram was the eldest son and Haran the

yoimgest. But a little farther on we learn

that Terah was 205 years old when he died,

and that at the same time the age of his son

Abram was 75 years, whence it follows that his

father was 130 years old at his birth. Thus it

is seen that Abram was not born till GO years

after his eldest brother, who was born when
Terah was 70 years old ; and the length of the
interval makes it probable that he was the

youngest rather than the second son. It must
therefore be understood that the putting of his

name before those of his brothers in the sacred

text is by way of eminence and preference

rather than of seniority, even as in the enu-

meration of Noah's sons, the name of Shem
occurs first, though Japhet was the eldest.

That Haran rather than Nahor was the eldest

of the three is not positively affirmed, but

appears more than probable from circum-

stances, particularly from the fact that Nahor
married one of the daughters of Haran, and
Abram appears to have married the other.

This last circumstance renders it likely that

Nahor, as well as Abram, was a child of Terah
by a second wife. That Terah had a second wife

appears from Abram's statement to the king of

Gerar (Gen. xx. 12) that Sarah was the [grand]

daughter of his father, but not the [grand]

daughter of his mother, implying that Terah
had two wives; and seeing that Abram was
born so very long after his eldest brother, it

almost necessarily follows that he was the issue

of the second rather than the first marriage.

The statement of the Arabian historians,*

who make Terah to be the grand-inther of

Abram, and tell us that his father was called

Azar, a lord in the court of Nimrod, would
obviate some of the difficulties to which this

note refers, but, for obvious reasons, the solu-

tion which it offers cannot be accepted.

O Sarah the niece of Abram, p. 24.—We
are sensible that some of our readers, who
have been accustomed to regard Sarah as

Abram's step- sister, will be surprised to see her

described as his niece. The text which bears on
the subject is, " Abram and Nahor took them
wives ; the name of Abram's wife was Sarai

;

and the name of Nahor's wife Milcah, the

daughter of Haran, the father of Milcah, and

the father of Iscah." (Gen. xi. 29, 30.) Now
as there is an evident obscurity in this, arising

from the introduction of the name of Iscah, it

is well to see what the Jews understand on the

subject, particularly as it is one in which they

take a pecviliar interest, while it involves no

matter which their prejudices are likely to

distort. They understand that " Iscah " in the

text is but another name for Sarai ; and con-

formably to this, Josephust takes no notice of

* D'Herbelot, Biblioth. Orient., 12, 13.

t Autiq., 1. i. c. 7- sect. v.

G 2
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the name of Iscali; but simply informs us that

Saraiand Milcah were tlic dauc;htcrs of Ilaran,

and became the wives of their uncles Abram
and Nahor. (.'ircumstances seem so highly in

favour of this explanation, that it might be

accepted on its own merits, apart from the

Jewish testimony in its favour.

We need not point out how much the text

we have cited improves in clearness if we sub-

stitute the name Sarai for I scab, on the under-

standing that the two names belong to the same
person, or rather that Iscah M'as the name
originally borne by the woman who was after-

wards* called Sarai. That Nalior married one

of his brother llaran's daughters, suggests the

probability—strengthened by the manner in

which tlie two marriages are here mentioned

—

that Abram married the other. If this conjec-

ture be not correct, it is not easy to sec for

what reason it should be so carefully noted that

Haran the father of Milcah was also the father

of Iscah; and if Iscah be not the same as

Sarai, Iscah (which name never again occurs)

is the only member of this family concerning

whom we have not very particular information,

and with whose matrimonial, connexions we
are not acfjuainted. And again, if Sarai be not

the same as Iscah, the silence here observed as

to her descent, when that of two other women
is given, would seem a most singular omission,

as it could not be but a great satisfaction to the
Jews to be acquainted with their maternal as

well as their paternal descent. According to

the conclusion we have adopted, this informa-

tion is conveyed ; and these reasons have been
deemed so satisfactory by the Jews themselves

tliat the 'I'argmn of Jonathan, Jarchi, and other

Jewish writers of the first reputation, allege

that by " Iscah" Sarai is hereto be understood,

and that consequently Abram's wife was by
birth the daugliter of his half-brother Haran.

C) Early Historical Documents, p. 24.

—As the view stated in the text, concerning
the existence of early liistorical documents to

which the sacred historians refer, may not be
familiar to all our readers, and is apt to startle

those to whom it is new, it seems well to

strengthen the statement by tlie insertion of
the following passages from the 'Introduction

to the Critical Study and Knowledge" of the
Holy Scrii)tures,' by the Kev. T. II. Home,
vvljich also, as is seen, comprehends the view

• Probably on licr marriauo, lor lh<- ii.imi' mo:ins "my mis-
tress," or " my Imly," or " inartami'," ami a name of this sort,

in an ;igc when names were really significant, w;is mort; likely

to be borne by a married woman than a (,'irl. Besides, it is

observable that, il' the above interpretation be accepted, the
sacred writer calls her Iscah iis a daii'jhter, l)ut ,'Jarai as a wife.

The .Tews say that the name of Iscah was changed to Sarai on
account of her beauty ;uid liousewifery.

taken by the discreet and pious Matthew
Henry.

" It is evident from an examination of the

historical books that they are collections from

the authentic records of the Jewish nation

;

and it should seem that although the substance

of the several histories was written, under the

divine direction, when the events were fresh

in memory, and by persons who were evidently

contemporary with the transactions which they

have narrated, yet that under the same direc-

tion they were disposed in the form in which
they have been transmitted to us by some
other person long afterwards, and probably all

by the same hand and about the same time.

Nothing, indeed, is more certain than that

very ample memoirs or records of the Hebrew
republic were written from the commence-
ment of the theocracy, to which the authors

of those books very frequently refer. Such a

practice is necessary in a w^ell-constituted state.

We have evidence from the sacred writings that

it anciently obtained among the heathen nations

(compare Esther ii. 23, and vi. 1); and there is

evident proof that it also prevailed among the

Israelites from the very beginning of their

polity (see Exod xvii. 4), Hence it is that we
find the book of Jasher referred to in Josh. x.

13, and 2 Sam. i. 18, and that we also find such
frequcmt references to the Clhronicles of the

kings of Judah and Israel in the books of

Samuel and Kings, and also to the books of

Gad, Nathan, and Iddo. This conjecture is

further strengthened by the two following cir-

cumstances, namely, Jinl, that the days when
the transactions took place are sometimes
s])oken of as being long since past ;* and,

secondly, that things are so frequently men-
tioned as remaining to this day (as stones,t

names of places,;); rights and possessions,^^ fus-

toms and usages ||), which clauses were sub-

sequently added to the history by the inspired

collectors, in order to confirm and illustrate it

to those of their own age. The learned com-
mentator Henry, to whom we are indebted for

these hints, thinks it not unlikely that the his-

torical books, to the end of Kings, were com-
piled by the prophet Jeremiah, a short time

before the ca])tivity : he founds this opinion

uj)on 1 Sam. xxvii. (5, wh(>re it is said of Ziglag

that 'it pertaineth to the kings of Judah unto

this day ;' which form of expression, lie very

justly remarks, commenced after the time of

Solomon, and consequently terminated at the

'he tliat is now called a prophet• Thus, in 1 Sam. ix. 9,
'

was hefuretime called seer."

+ See .losh. iv. 9; vii. 2(); viii. ^29; x. 27; 1 Sam. vi. 18.

% See Josh. v. 9; vii. 2i;; Jud;;os i. 2G ; xv. 19; xviii. 12;
2 Kings xiv. 7-

§ See .Indices i. 21 ; and 1 Sam. xxvii. 6.

II
See 1 Sam. v. 5; and 2 Kings xvii. 41.
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time of the captivity. The remaining five

books, from Clironicles to Esther, he thinks it

still more probable were compiled by Ezra the

scribe, some time after the captivity ; to whom
uninterrupted testimony ascribes the comple-

tion of the sacred canon."

This is nearly as much as we have alleged in

the text, and in some respects more. What we
further think is, that many of the facts which
were recorded in these contemporary docu-

ments, and which the sacred writers did not

include in their accounts, might be preserved

in the traditionary knowledge of the people

after these original documents were lost. And
further, we are disposed to extend the exist-

ence of such documents back to an earlier date

than the commencement of the Hebrew polity.

The very same sort of internal evidence which

is produced in the above extract, may be ad-

duced to show that the author of the book of

Genesis only gives the substance of larger in-

formation which existed in some form or other.

Some of this information transpires in long

subsequent ages, showing that portions of it,

at least, were still preserved. Thus the martyr

Stephen assvunes it as known t(j his audience

that Abraham was called by God from Ur of

the Chaldees; but this important fact is not

recorded in Genesis, which only mentions the

call from Haran, fifteen years later. Again,

whoever reads carefully the commencing chap-

ters of Chronicles will, from among the lists

of apparently dry names, collect several very

curious and important facts relating to times

which had become ancient when that por-

tion of historical Scripture was digested in

its present form, and which are not included

in those earlier portions of Biblical history

which treat of the times in Avhich the circum-

stances which thus transpire occurred. For
instance, it is evident that, at that time, other

information existed than the Pentateuch con-

tains respecting the condition and proceedings

of the Israelites during their sojourn in Egypt.
The very remarkable circumstance which oc-

curred in the lifetime of Ephraim, the son of

Joseph, which is incidentally mentioned in

1 Chron. vii.21— 23, and there only, would alone

suffice to render this manifest.

C) Arabian History of Abram, p. 26.—The
particulars concerning the birth and youth
of Abram which are believed by the Arabians,

have been collected in a book called Muallem.
These stories concerning the patriarch are ob-

viously very ancient; for most of them are

alluded to in the Koran as circumstances which
were already matters of common knowledge
among the Arabians.

We are told tliat Nimrod, who then reigned

in Babylon, was one night astonished to see a
star rise above the horizon whose light ex-
ceeded that of the sun. He consulted his

diviners as to the meaning of this strange
appearance, and they assured him, Avith one
voice, that it signified the approaching birth

of a mighty prince. Terrified at this, the
tyrant gave such orders as he thought calcu-

lated to prevent the accomplishment of this

event. But Adnah, the wife of Azar, a lord of

Nimrod's court, conceived, and when her time
drew near to be delivered, she hastened to a

secret cave, and there brought forth her son.

After a while she left him in the cavern, the

entrance to which she well secured, and, re-

turning to her hvisband, informed him that her
child had died in the birth.

Adnah often returned to the cave to visit her
hidden babe, and to give him the breast ; and
on all these occasions she found him sucking

the ends of his fingers, and discovered that

those of one hand furnished him with honey,

and of the other with milk. The mother was at

first astonished at this wonder; but her as-

tonishment soon yielded to joy that it had
pleased Providence thus manifestly to make
her infant the special object of its care. Her
astonishment and satisfaction were greatly in-

creased, when she found that her child grew
and ripened so quickly, that at the end of five

moons he had every appearance of a boy five

years old, and his mind was still more ad-

vanced.

As this pi-ecluded all apprehension of his

coming under the operation of the decrees,

which Nimrod had aimed at the existence of

the eminent person whose then approaching

birth the star had so lately indicated, Adnah no

longer hesitated to acquaint her husband with

all these circumstances, and Azar saw that he

might safely avow such a child to be his son.

The father hastened to the cavern in which

his son lay, and regarded him with much ad-

miration and affection, and bestowed many
caresses upon him. On his return, he declared

to the anxious mother his intention to remove

him to the city, Avith the vicAV of ultimately

introducing him to Nimrod, and placing him

at court.

It was tOAvards evening Avhen Adnah AA'ent to

the cave to conduct her son to the city of

Babylon. In proceeding across the plain, they

passed herds of oxen, camels, and horses, and

flocks of sheep. The child, to Avhom, having

been from his birth confined to the cavern, all

the things Avhich he saAV Avere ncAV and strange,

asked his mother the name of whatever at-

tracted his attention ; and, in reply, Adnah fully

instructed him in the names, qualities, and

habits of the creatures which they passed.
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At last he inqiiirod who it was that had pro-

duced so many different beings; and was told

by his mother that there was nothiniz; in all the

world which had not its creator and lord, on

whom it depended. "If that is the case,"' said

Abram, " who placed me in the world, and on

whom do /depend ?'' " On me," replied Adnah,

without hesitation. "Then who is your lord?"

continued Abram ; and his mother answered,

"Azar, your father, is my lord." Abram did

not rest satisfied with this ; but proceeded to

ask, "And who is my father Azar's lord?" and

being told that it was Nimrod, he still wished

to know who was the lord of Nimrod ; but his

mother, finding herself rather pressed for an

answer, said, " You ovight not, my son, to

search into these things too closely, for they

are dangerous for you."

In this time, when Nimrod reigned in Chal-

dca, the men of his empire worshipped divers

gods. Some adored the sun, others the moon
and the stars; and while some bowed themselves

down before images, in which they recognised

the presence of some divinity, others acknow-
ledged no other divinity than Nimrod himself.

Abram continued, during the night, on his

way across the plain to the great city ; and
as he went he indulged mentally in those in-

qiiiries which his mother had wished to re-

press, lie looked up to the sky and beheld

the stars, and the brightest of them all was
Venus, whom many in that country adored.
" Surely," he said within himself, " this must
be tlie god, the lord of the world:" but, after

a while, the beautiful luminary set and dis-

api)eared, and, after some f\u-tlier reflection,

Abram said, " This cannot be the master of the
universe ; for it is not possible that he should be
subje(;t to such a change." His attention was
next attracted by the moon, which soon after

rose in the full, and he exclaimed with rapture,
" Jk'hold now, the divine creator, the god, aj)-

pears !" But as time passed, he saw this planet
also sink to the horizon and disappear; on
whicdi, with still greater disappointment, he
made the same remark as before. The rest of
the night was sjient by him in deep thought,
and when, in the morning, he arrived before
the gates of Babylcjn, and beheld nuiltitudes of
people ])rostrate in adoration before the rising
sun, "Wondrous orb," he thought, "thou in-
dee<l mightest easily be taken for the creator and
lord of all nature, to which thou bringest light
and strength

;
but I doubt that thou also wilt

hasten to thy decline, and vanish even as the
lesser stars ; and how then canst thou be my
creator, my lord, my god,—and where is Hei""
When Azar presented his son to Nimrod,

the monarch was seated upon an elevated
throne, around which were ranged a great

number of handsome slaves of both sexes.

Abram soon inquired of his father who that

personage so much elevated above the others

might be ? and was answered, that he w-as the

lord of all those persons which he saw around

him, and whom they all acknowledged to be

their god. Upon this Abram attentively re-

garded Nimrod, who was of stern and dis-

agreeable countenance, and said to Azar,
" How is it that he whom you call your god

has mad{> his creatures more lovely than him-

self, seeing that the creator must needs be of

a more perfect nature than his creatures?''

This was the first occasion which Abram took

to disabuse his father of his idolatry, and of

preaching to him the imity of God, the Creator

of all things, who had revealed himself unto

him. The zeal which he testified on this and

other occasions excited the choler of his father,

and in the end drew him into great strifes with

the courtiers of Nimrod, who refused to ac-

quiesce in the verities which they heard from

the yovmg prophet. The rumoiu" of these

disputes at last reached the cars of Nimrod
himself; and this proud and crviel prince threw

him into a burning furnace, from which, never-

theless, he came forth in safety, without having

sustained the least damage from the flames.

In the circumstances thus related there is

something of character and something of

Orientalism which renders the account pleas-

ing, regarded simply as a fiction. This is not

the case with the unmeaning and unimaginative

hyperboles of the Talmud, which tells us, for

instance, that Abraham was taller than all the

giants, being as large and as strong, and re-

quiring as much food as seventy-four common
men: the rabbinical authorities differ, how-
ever, about his paces, one set assuring us that

his every pace measured three miles, while

another set allows that the feet of the patriarch

did not span more than one mile at each step

he took.

It will be seen, however, from what we have

stated in the text, that the accoiuits which tlie

Jews and the Arabians respectively give of

Abram's early life coincide in some of the

principal details.

(*') The first and second Calls of
Abram, ]>. 27.—The first call is not noticed

in the Old Testament, nor the second in the

New. The history in Genesis merely relates

that Terah took Abram and the other members
of his family, " and they went forth from Ur
of the Chaldees to go into the land of Ca-
naan ; and they came to Haran and dwelt

there." liut St. Stephen, in the discourse

which occuj)ies the seventh cha])ter of tlic

Acts, supplies the antecedent command,

—
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" The God of glory appeared to our father Abra-

ham while he was in [at Ur of the Chaldees]

Mesopotamia, before he dwelt in Charran, and

said unto him, Depart from thy land and from

thy kindred, and come hither to a land which

I will show thee. Then departing from the

land of the Chaldees he dwelt in Charran."*

The second call is given in the Old Testament

after the account of this removal to Haran,

and of Terah's death there after fifteen years.

" Then the Lord saidf unto Abram, Depart from

thy land, and from thy kindred, and from thy

father's house, unto the land which I will show

thee." Gen. xii. 1. The difference between

the two commands is obvious, and is pointed

out in the page to which this note is appended.

It will be observed that Abram himself was

sixty years of age when he left Ur of the Chal-

dees and seventy-five when he left Haran and

proceeded to the land of Canaan.

C) Charran, p. 27.—" Charran," as given

by St. Stephen, is the proper reading of this

name, and is, therefore, different from the

name of Abram's brother, which is truly spelt

Haran. The site of this place is very question-

able. Most writers on Scriptural geography
identify it with the place called Charrae by the

Greeks and Romans, and renowned in history

for the defeat of Crassus. But we are inclined

to think that this identification is scarcely

compatible with that which finds Ur in Urfah:

for not only is this Charran in the same plain

with Urfah, but is actually, at almost all times,

visible from it, being distant not above eight

hours' ride to the south ; so that a removal to

this distance hardly corresponds with the his-

torical intimations which refer to it. There
are three other sites to which different writers

refer the Charran of our history. One is

Oruros, on the Euphrates, about fifty miles

below the embouchure of the Chaboras; the

second is Harce, about twenty miles to the

E.N.E. of Palmyra; and the third Carrae, about

thirty-eight miles N.E. from Damascus. All

these places would, however, be out of the way
in proceeding from Urfah to the land of Ca-

naan, excepting the one near Damascus, which
on many grounds we should hold to offer the

preferable claim, were it not that the account

of Jacob's journey to the same place expressly

informs us that Haran was in Mesopotamia,
on which ground the site, with the mention of

which we commenced this note, must still be

* The versions and most of the particulars in this uote are

from Hales.

t This call is injudiciously confounded with the former in

the English Bible.incorrectly rendering the Hebrew, "Now the

Lord had said to Abram, Get thee out of thy country," &c.

—

Hales.

held to have a little the preference, notwith-

standing the objections which apply to it, as

none of the others answer to this condition.

We think it very likely that the site of Ur, and
more than likely that the site of Haran, is yet

to be found.

(") Primitive Longevity, p. 27.—We need
not remind the reader that the age of man
before the deluge made a near approach to a

thousand years ; but, after that event, rapidly

declined to the present standard (which it

had certainly reached before the time of Da-
vid), at which it has remained unaffected but

by local influences. Many reasons have been
given for the antediluvian longevity, and for the

subsequent abridgment of human life ; but they

all fail in some point or other, excepting that

which, proceeding on the observation that air

is the agent by which, under all circumstances,

the duration of life is most affected, infers that

the superior purity of the air before the deluge

—or, more properly, its superior fitness for the

conservation of the living principle in man,

was the operating cause of the long duration

of antediluvian life ; and that the gradual but

quick contraction of man's life, which after-

wards took place, was probably owing to

some signal deterioration, caused by the deluge,

in the wholesome properties of the primitive

air. How the deluge may have produced such

a change is another question, into which we
need not enter.

At the time this history opens, the duration

of life was about threefold that to which it

ultimately fell ; and, notwithstanding the

gradual abridgment which took place, it re-

mained twofold till about the time of the de-

parture of the Israelites from Egypt. Terah

himself died at the age of 205, which must
have seemed but a reasonable old age, as it is

considerably within the age attained by any of

his ancestors, except his own father Nahor,

who died prematurely at 148 years of age. But
the operation of the abridging influence is best

shown by figures, thus :

—

Years of Life.

Noah 9.50

Shem 600
Arphaxad 438

Salah 433

Eber 464
Peleg 230

Reu 239

Serug 230

Nahor 148

Terah 205

Here we see that Noah, nearly two-thirds of

whose life had passed before the deluge, lived

as long as an antediluvian: whereas his son
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Slicm, most of whose life passed after llie

deluge, has one-third of the average duration

of antediluvian life struck off from his. His

son Arjiliaxad was born two years after the

flood, and therefore may be taken to represent

the first generation of entire postdiluvians,

whose term of life is made one-third shorter

than that of the semi-antediluvians, and (in

two generations) is reduced to one-half that of

the pure antediluvians. A rest at this ])oint of

reduction was allowed for three generations,

after which the existing term of life was again

halved, reducing it to a quarter of the antedi-

luvian term. After three more generations,

another reducing process commenced, not, as

before, by abrupt halving of the previous term of

life, but by a gradual reduc^tion, which in about

500 years reduced the previous term of 230-40

years to about one-half, or 120 years; and in

about 500 years more, we find that this term

also had been nearly halved and brought down
to the present standard ; for at that time it is

that David said, " The days of our years art'

threescore years and ten ; and if by reason of

strength they be fourscore years, yet is their

strength labour and sorrow." (Psa. xe. 10.)

The progress of the abridgment may be illus-

trated by a few more figures. Abi-aham died

at the age of 17o, being 40 years less than his

father's age ; and yet he is said to have died
" in a good old age ; an old man and full of

years:" in like manner Isaac, who lived to 180,

is said to have been " old and full of days ;"

and if these expressions do not embody the

ideas of a writer who, from living in a later

day, when the term of man's life* was much
shortened, naturally considered these as ex-

treme old ages, we should be entitled from
them to conclude— as was probably true after

all— that a man was in those days called old,

with reference to the age at which his con-
temporaries, rather than his predecessors, died.

The patriarchs were very sensible that the
term of life was undergoing abridgment. Thus,
when Jacob stood before the Egyptian king,

and was asked his age, he replieil, " The days
of the years of my ])ilgrimage are PiO
years: few and full of evil have the days of

the years of my life been, and have not
attained unto the days of the years of the life

of my fathers in the days of their pilgrimage."

He lived to 147 years. His son Levi lived to

137 years; and another of his sons, Joseph,
only to 110 years. Amram, the son of Levi,

lived to exactly the same age as his father

;

and Moses and Aaron, the two sons of Anuam,
both lived to 120. Our information of the
steps by which life declined to " threescore

years and ten" before the time of David, is less

distinct.

But we principally wish to remind the

reader of the ])robability—or rather the moral

certainty—that the seasons of life, its child-

hood, youth, maturity, and age, were distributed

over the whole period of life, however long, in

much the . same proportions as at present : so

that the prime and old age commenced later

and ended later than under a more abridged

term of life. Thus we should not suppose that

when the term of life was 140 years, a man of

seventy was constitutionally older than one of

thirty-live is now. This seems so obvious as

to require little argument ; and we are not

disposed to discuss the question even were
argument needed. But we may just observe

that there is not wanting much positive proof

in favour of this view. Thus we see those

whose ages when their eldest son was born is

recorded, are only in one instance under thirty

— and that one instance is in the case of a man
(Terah's father) whose whole age little ex-

ceeded half the average of his time. We see

also that none of the Hebrew patriarchs had a

son before he was forty. And when we take

into account the general disposition to early

marriages in the East, this may show that the

age of manhood was reached much later than

it has been since ; and the activity and vigour,

mental and bodily, which these same persons

evince at an age far passing the present ex-

treme term of life, shows that constitutional

old age began late in proportion. The admira-

tion which the beauty of Sarah excited when
she was near seventy years of age also affords

a strong corroborative illustration. The sub-

ject is one of considerable interest, and deserves

a more attentive consideration than it can hero

obtain.

(°) Flocks and herds, p. 28.—We may
take this opportunity of correcting some pre-

valent impressions respecting the flocks and
herds of the Bedouin shepherds We believe

there is some such notion as that they have
numerous herds of oxen as well as flocks of
sheep, and that they traverse the desert with
them at all seasons. This is not correct. The
Arabian Bedouins have no oxen: sheep and
goats are very common among them ; but very
ancient families among them have often only

camels. The Hebrew patriarchs had oxen;
and the difference requires some attention, the
rather as some curious considerations are in-

volved. In the first place, the Hebrew fathers,

though nomades, and imbued with the ideas

and practices of that class of people, were not
desert nomades, but, for the most ]mrt, lived in

the open parts of a coimtry already settled and
partly cidtivated. Neither, as we have already
shown, had they any occasion to cross deserts.
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unless the comparatively short one between

Canaan and Egypt. They were not, thus, of the

class of Bedouins who are constantly moving

into and from deserts, or between places which

deserts separate. Hence, we imagine, proceeds

their possession of oxen, which are not animals

suited to live in, or to cross, such deserts as those

of Arabia, and which, tlierefore, form no part

of the wealth of a modern Bedouin. There

must, however, have been something more

than this to cause the difference ; for the same

is true of the sheep, which is, however, con-

ducted across deserts, by taking advantage of

those times of the year when even the desert

ceases to be destitute of water and green

herbage.

The patriarchs, in trafficking with the people

of the towns and villages near which they lived,

might have found an advantage in the posses-

sion of oxen which the Bedouin of the desert

wants. But as even those Bedouins, who are

somewhat similarly circumstanced with the

patriarchs, do not keep oxen, there must be

still some further reason for the difference.

Perhaps there has been some change of appe-

tite or use as to animal food. The patriarchs

ate the flesh of the ox and calf; and the same

was very commonly eaten in the nation which

sprung from them. To entertain a stranger, or

to make a feast, " a calf tender and good," or

" the fatted calf" was slain; whereas now a

sheep or goat, a lamb or kid, serves the same

purpose. In fact, the present Orientals rarely

eat beef, and a calf is never killed. Seeing,

therefore, that the Bedouin does not like the

flesh of the ox or the calf, that his other

animals supply him abundantly with milk,

hair and hides, while he has no need of horn,

and lacks opportunity of turning the products

of the ox to profitable accoimt ; seeing also

that he has no need of its labour, and that its

wants and habits are not well suited to his way

of life—it may appear that inducements are

wanting to the care and maintenance of so

large an animal. Strictly speaking, the

camel is, in fact, the only domestic animal

suited by nature to cross the deserts during the

summer and autumnal heats, not only from its

power of abstinence from water, but because

desert herbs, which other animals do not like,

form its choice food ; and because, while other

domestic herbivorous animals require herbs

juicy and green, the camel delights in herbage

dried and parched by the sun, such only as the

deseits offer during the season of heat. Flocks

of sheep and other animals must be taken into

or across the deserts in the spring, before the

heats have dried the vegetation which has been

excited by the rains of winter and early spring,
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if not before the water left in pits and hollows

has been absorbed by the hot air ; for while the

herbage remains juicy and green, all the cattle

of the Bedouins can do without water, except

the horse. Under this condition of the desert,

Bedouins with flocks of sheep not only pass

through it, but encamp in it during winter and

spring; but in svmimer and autumn they seek

plains and valleys unconsumed by the extreme

drought which pervades the length and breadth

of the desert.

In speaking of the nomades of Western Asia

as not now possessing herds of oxen, it ought

not to be forgotten that those of Eastern Asia,

—the great Tartar races,—do possess oxen, and

make much use of them. This is not the only

instance in which the developments of patri-

archal life, as exhibited in the books of Genesis

and Job, more strongly reminds us of nomade

life among the Tartarian, than among the Ara-

bian, races. The general analogy—the practices

in which all agree—are so considerable, and the

proximity of language and place gives such a

preponderating advantage to the Arabian Be-

douins, that it is seldom necessary to go further

in search of illustration of the patriarchal usages

or habits of life ; but when this does become

necessary, one is tolerably certain to find the

additional elucidations in the customs of the

nomades of the Tartarian deserts. In the pos-

session of oxen the Tartars more resemble the

patriarchs than do the Bedouins: they have

such uses for this animal as the patriarchs had.

They eat more animal food than the Arabians,

and like the flesh of the ox ; they also employ

it as a beast of burden ; and (which is perhaps

more to their purpose) they prepare from its

milk, for use during winter, a sour beverage

called griut, which it does not appear that they

are able to obtain from the milk of any other

animal.

('") Page 29.—The information respecting

the characteristics of the desert in the time of

spring, which was at first designed for this

place, it is now judged better to reserve for the

text of a future chapter.

C) The name of Jehovah, p. 30.—Some

of the Jewish ideas with reference to the in-

effable proper name of God, are excusable on

the ground of extreme reverence ; but others

are merely ingenious trifling, or trifling not

always ingenious, nor always reverent. Our

own theologians have fallen in with some of

the Jewish notions on this subject. Most

Christian translators of the Old Testament,

including our own, generally abstain from in-

troducing the name in their versions, putting

H
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" tlic Lord " instead of Jehovah, in this follow-

ing the example of the Jews, who, to avoid any

attempt to pronounce the Name, read 'JIK,

Adonai, instead of it ; and of the Seventy, who
sat down the word kJj;«5 in lieu of it. The

Jewish notion in this matter is explained in

the Talmud, on the authority of R. Nathan ben

Isaac, who is reported to say, " In this world

thinj^s are not as in the world to come. In this

world we write the name of God with the letters

TDTV (Jehovah), and read '';]1^< (Adn/iai) ; but

in the world to come we shall both read rniT'

and write milV"*
However, as the meaning of some texts of

Scripture is involved in the use of the proper

name, it is well that more recent translators

seem generally disposed to retain the word
" Jehovah" in their versions. Although the word

is now thus spelt, it does not afford the right

spelling, and it is doubtful that the true pro-

nunciation can now be recovered. For it will

be observed, that while the abstinence of the

Jews from pronouncing the word on any occa-

sion was alone sufficient to occasion its loss,

there is this further circumstance, that even

in writing it, in the Hebrew copies of the

Scriptures, the Masoretes did not attempt to

give the word its original and proper vowels,

but transferred to it those of the word Adonai,

from which results the now usual spelling and

pronunciation of " Jehovah." The word
Klohi)n, God, is also sometimes substituted for

it, as well as Adonai.

With all this, the Jews have rather been

averse to the writing of the name at all, unless

on very particular occasions ; and have substi-

tuted for it various abbreviations and devices,

to some of which high n.ystical qualities have

been assigned. Thus, for instance, the myste-

rious name is sometimes written with two "• >,

and sometimes with three jods inclosed within

a circle, thus but this last very ancueut

form has been relimpiished, and one of the

jods is often ex])unged in old examples, in con-

sequence of some resort having been made to

it by Christians in demonstrating the doctrine

of the 'I'rinity.'l- The Jews are quite aware

that the true pronunciation of the word is lost,

and regard it as one of the mysteries to l)e

unveiled in the days of the Messiah. They
hold, however, that the knowledge of the

N-ame does exist on earth, and he by whom
the secret is acquired has, by virtue of it, the

powers of the world at his command ; and they

account for the miracles of Jesus by telling us

• T. Dab. IVsachim, fol. 50; apud l::d/.aiili tracUit. Talm.
Avoda Sara, sivc de Idololatria.

t ' IJaitoIuccii Bililiothfca Ma;,'iia R.:il)l)iiiica,' pars. i.p. 643.

that he had got possession of the ineffable

name. Rightly understood, they seem to mean
that he who calls upon God rightly, by this

his true name, cannot fail to be heard by him.

In short, this word forms the famous tetra-

grainmaton, or quadrilateral name, of which

every one has heard. Some imagine that this

was the same Tir^aKrvi which the Pythagoreans

knew, and by which they swore ; and that a

knowledge was abroad in the world that the

true name of the true God bore some such

form as Jehovah may be traced in the Jah,

Jao, Jevo, Jove, of the heathen.

It is remarkable, and we are unable to find a

reason for it, that the Jews, who so carefully

abstained from the utterance of this ineffable

name, yet took particular pleasure to join that

name to their own in a somewhat shortened

form ; in the beginning of a proper name they

employed it as Jeho, as in Jehoshaphet, Jeho-

ram, &c. ; and at the end, as Jah, as in Mica-

jah, Eli-jah, &c. ; and sometimes in the very

same name, either form is taken indifferently,

thus:—Jeho-ahaz, in 2 Chron. xxi. 17, isAhaz-

jah in 2 Chron. xxii. 1 ; and so Jehoiachin, in

2 Kings xxiv. 8, Jechon-jah in 1 Chron. iii. 16.*

As a specimen of the ingenious trifling which

we have mentioned, we may adduce the remark
of Lightfoot, who tells us that twenty-six is

the numerical value of the letters in the sacred

name, and very seriously connects with this

information the remark, that, when Sihon and
Og were conquered, there had been twenty six

generations—from Adam to Moses,—" and ac-

coi-dingly does Ps. cxxxvi. rehearse the du-

rability six and twenty times over, beginning

the story with the creation, and ending it in

the conquest of Sihon and Og."t But enough
of this.

(—) Abraham's Equivocation, p. 31.—This

was not a subject which the fertile fancies

of Aljiahain's rabbinical descendants were
likely to leave unimproved. Accordingly, we
have a Talmudical story, which tells us that

on approaching Egypt, lh<' patriarch put Sarah

in a chest which he locked \\\), that none might
behold her dangerous beauty. " But when he

was conu; to the place of paying custom, the

collectors said, ' Pay us the custom." And he

said, ' I will pay the custom.' They said to

him, ' Thou carricst clothes.' And he said, ' I

will pay for the clothes.' Then they said to

him, ' Thou carriest gold ;' and he answered
them, ' I will pay for my gold.' On this they

said to him further, ' Surely thou bcarest the

finest silk ;' and then he replied, ' I will pay

• Li;,ditfoot, Harm, of tlie Four Evaiif,'., in Matt. i. 11.

t
• Harmon, of the Old Tostamcnt,' Num. cli. xxi.
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custom for the finest silk.' Then said they,

' Certainly it must be pearls that thou takest

with thee ;' and he only answered, 'I will pay for

pearls.' Seeing that they could name nothing of

value for which the patriarch was not willing

to pay custom, they said, ' It cannot be but that

thou open the box, and let us see what is

within.' So they opened the box, and the

whole land of Egypt was brightly illumined by

. the lustre of Sarah's beauty."*

C^) The Tkrebinth-tree of Mamre, p. 36.

—It is generally understood now that the

word usually rendered plain in our version,

means a terebinth (or turpentine) tree ; and as

the word is plural in the present case, the

text would mean that Abram encamped under

the terebinth-trees of Mamre. The fact that

the site in which the trees grew is actually a

valley or plain enables us to combine both in-

terpretations. The ancient celebrity of an old

terebinth-tree in this valley, under the shade of

which Abram was believed to have entertained

the three angels, has been given in the ' Pic-

torial Bible' (note on Gen. xiii. 18). Morison

says that at the time of his visit an old tree was
still pointed out as that to which this statement

refers ; but, with his usual good sense, he indi-

cates the improbability that the tree should

have remained standing for 3500 years, and

wishes his informants had been content to state

that this tree occupied the same ground, and

that, from age to age, care had been taken thus

to mark a site so distinguished. After a long

interval, the neighbourhood of Hebron begins

to be again visited by European travellers ; but

we do not find that any of them take notice of

the valley of Mamre or of the trees which may
be growing there.

C^) The Hebrew Name, p. 38.—The name
of Hebrew, on this occasion first given to

Abram and afterwards borne by his descend-

ants, has been very commonly supposed to

have been derived from Heber, the fifth in

descent from Noah. " But it is hardly pro-

* • T. Bab. Beieshith Kabba,' 40 ; cited in ' Stehelin's Tra-
ditions,' ii. 88.

bable that Abraham would call himself by this

name, rather than by that of any of his ten

predecessors ; and we rather think that it was
given him by the Canaanites, because he came
thither from the other side of the Euphrates

;

the word 1^^, Heber, signifying, in the

original, the other side, whether of a river, sea,

or any other thing ; in which sense some
people are called transmarine, transalpine, and
the like. What seems to confirm this etymo-

logy is, that we do not find that he was called

by this name, till word was brought him of his

nephew Lot's misfortune, so that it is likely the

messenger inquiring for Abraham of the inha-

bitants, might describe him by the word ''mi?,
Hibri, or one that came from the other side of

the river. However, after Jacob had received

the great name of Israel, Abraham's descend-

ants preferred that of Israelites to that of

Hebrews, though the neighbouring nations

still called them by the latter."
—

' Ancient Uni-

versal History,' vol, iii. p. 24.

C*) Hagar, p. 41.—The Jewish tradition (a

marvellously unlikely one) is that Hagar was
a daughter (by a concubine, as some say) of

Pharaoh, who, seeing the wonders wrought on
account of Sarai, said, "It is better that my
daughter should be a handmaid in this house-

hold, than a mistress in another," and, there-

fore, gave her to Sarai.* The Moslems, in

virtue of her being the mother of Ishmael,

treat her name and memory with great respect.

They allege (what in a limited sense is true)

that she was the legal wife and not the

concubine of Abram ; and that Ishmael, by

his seniority, had a great advantage over Isaac,

which, say they, is indeed evinced by the

difference of their inheritances—Arabia, which
fell to the share of Ishmael, being a much
more extensive and rich country than the land

of Canaan, which became the portion of his

younger brother. They believe that Hagar
died at Mecca, and was bm-ied within the

outer enclosure of the temple of the Kaabah.f

* Targum Jonath. and Jarchi in Gen. xvi. 1 ; Bereshitli

lliibba, p. 40, 2 ; Pirke Eliezer, c. 26.

t D'Herbelot, Biblioth. Orient, in Hagar.
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CHAPTER III.

AliRAIlAM AND ISAAC.
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[Vt\-n. with Camels.]

After the birth of Ishmael thirteen years passed away, during which it woukl seem that

both Abram and Sarai were well satisfied to rest in the conclusion, that the son of Hagar was

the long-promised and divinely-appointed heir of the patriarch. They had the less doubt of

this, seeing that Abram was now on the verge of 100 years old, and the age of Sarai was only

ten years less. It was at this time that Abram was again favoured with a manifcstatit)n of the

Lord's presence ; and no sooner did he hear the Divine voice, than he fell upon his face, and

remained in tliat most reverent of postures while it continued to speak to him. He was

reminded tliiit there was a covenant of God witli him, that he should be the father of many
nations. And, as a sign of this, he was directed—according to a custom, which has to this

day remained common in the East, of changing the name to render it significantly applicable

to new developments and circumstances—to call himself no longer Abram (liicjh father), but

Abraham (ftillicr of a myllitudr). On this occasion the Lord's communications to the patriarch

were unusually full and explicit, and cleared up nuich which remained previously uncertain—thus

corroborating an observation already made, that at every fresh appearance to him, he received,

not only confirmations of what had been already promised or foretold, but an addition to his

previous knowledge. So now, while the promises as to llie future Hebrew race are confirmed,
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Abraham now fust learns that he is to be the father of other races-many races
;

for, lest he

should suppose that the plurality applied to the subdivisions in the race ot the ^eir of the

promise he is told
"

I will make thee exceeding fruitful, and nations shall come out of thee.

He is further assured of the permanency-the continuing effect to lu^ P-ff
y-«^ ^^^

J^^-
nant made with him,-that He, Jehovah, would not only be his God, but the God of the

chosen race to spring from him, and that the land in which he was a stranger should be their

™nent possession. To be as an enduring and ineradicable token of this covenant, sealed

fn their flesh, the rite of circumcision was instituted, and directed to be exercised not only

upon Abraham himself and his son Ishmael, but upon all the males of his household, whether

they had been born in that household or obtained by purchase or gift from strangers. And

this was to be, in all future generations, of Abraham's descendants, the perpetual sign of a

perpetual covenant, insomuch that he who did not receive the sign m his Aesh should be

regarded as an alien to the covenant, and disentitled to any share in ^ts benefits^ In all

future time the rite was to be administered on the eighth day from the bir^h of the child,

probably because (as in the case of animals destined for sacrifice under the law) a child was

Jiot conlidered perfect, or cleansed from the impurities of its birth, until seven days had

""'mSX has been directed to the institution of this rite and the objects connected

with it : but we will not here detain the reader with the view of these matters which we are

ourselves disposed to take, but rather refer him to a note which is subjoined to this

'^Tfter the directions which were given in the matter of circumcision, it pleased God to

furnish the first distinct intimation that Sarai was to be the moa.er of the heir of he pro-

mises. In the first place, and introduced by the words, " As or Sarai thy wife -he is

directed to call her no longer Sarai [or vuj princess, appropriatively] but Sarah [or pnncess,

indefinitely and at large] ; the reason for which change is given or implied m tl- ™n-|^;^^ Y"

fullowing promise :-" And I will bless her, and give thee a son also of her
:

yea I will bless

her, and% le shall be a mother of nations ; kings of people shall be of her." The ideas thus

pre ented to the mind of Abraham were so new and strange to him, after he had been so long

resting in the conclusion that Ishmael was the promised heir, and had so thoroughly dismissed

all expectation of issue by Sarah, that he laid his face still closer to the gi'ound, and laughed

within himself, as he thought of the confirmed barrenness of his wife and the old age of both ;

yel less, probably, as being incredulous or doubtful, than as being struck by the singularity of

such circumstances.*
i .i. i, <- 4.„i.„„ „„

But then, as our affections are engaged by that which we know, and he heart takes no

cognizance of ties which do not yet exist, the mind of Abraham turned to his living son

sSmael, whom he knew and loved, and whose claims to the inheritance of the promise he

etrat' the time to have considered ,uite sufficient, or, rather, his anxious"j P^^;^ ^

had found a rest in Ishmael, and that rest he was, perhaps, not quite willing to have disturbed

by tit question of inheritance being again laid open. He therefore, ventured gen^ to inU-

mate his willingness-even his desire-that Ishmael should be regarded as the heir of the

"rom by whispering, " O that Ishmael might live before thee!" But God in answer to

This renewed the declaration of his purpose, that the promised heir must be born of Sarah

and'assured him that she should bear him a son indeed ; and then, at once to commemorate

and gently rebuke the secret laughter of heart with which he had first received this intima ion

itwa^sdirLtedthatthe name of Isaac Uaughter] should be given to this -"'
-^^^^^^^^^

.vithin a year was distinctly promised. But although the Lord had
f;;^y^^f^^^^^^^^^^^

unborn son was he with whom the Divine covenant would be
^^'f^^^^'""^^^^^^^^^^

regard for Ishmael was respected, ancr his anxiety for his welfare satisfied, by the assurance

. So^e interpreters tell us that he laughed for joy, in spite of the ideas which^^^^^^^^Z^!:^!
his laughter. Nothing is move preposterous and revolting than these constant

-"^-I'*;J° "^^It renders them true human

sacred lucrative employs freely in drawing the characters of the most f^vvoured sa ts -"^ b^ h.ch t

^^^^^^^^^^

portraitmes of beings with whose feelings we can sympathise, beca.u^e they are natu.al and «e can imaci.ta

for instance, was a good and true-hearted man, but surely he was not more than a man.
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that lie should be blessed abundantly in the usual objects of a Bedouin chief's ambition and

desire,—he should be multiplied exceedingly, the honoured founder of twelve tribes who should,

collectively, form a great nation.

We have dwelt particularly on this most remarkable act of intercourse, principally on

account of its historical imjjortance ; for the Divine intentions—which are so largely developed

on this occasion—are not to be treated as incidents, but as tlie great animating and guiding

principle in the early Hebrew history ; but also on account of the very beautiful manifestation

which it offers of that condescension to human feeling, that gentleness and that tender consi-

deration, which the Hebrew Scriptures ascribe to the Lord of the Universe.

During the heat of the day the interior of the tent is usually close and oppressive ; and the

Bedouin likes then to sit near the entrance, on the shady side—that, while protected from the

sun, he may enjoy the comparative freshness of the open air. Abraham was sitting thus,

about three months after this transaction, when he saw three strangers approaching, who bore

the a])pearance of wayfaring men. Exactly as a Bedouin would do at the present day, the

patriarch no sooner saw them than he hastened to press his hospitality upon them. For the

reason we have just stated, he did not ask them into his tent, but invited them to sit under

the shade of his terebinth-tree, until victuals should be got ready for them, and water brought

to refresh their feet and cleanse them from the dust of travel. To be allowed thus to entertain

strangers is the first personal ambition of the less-corrupted Bedouins; and so sincerely do

they feel that they are the favoured parties, and so deep the shame to them of having their

hospitality rejected, that we are not—as our differing customs might suggest—to suppose that

the patriarch on this occasion proceeded in a manner unusual to him ; although there was that

in the dignified appearance of one of the three strangers, which, while it led Abraham to single

him out as the proper person to be addressed, may have induced him to accost him as " my
lord," and to " bow himself towards the ground" more reverently than was his wont. This

dignified stranger graciously accepted the invitation of the patriarch, and desired him to do as

he had said.

The manner in which Abraham proceeded to provide an entertainment fur the strangers,

and the expedition with which this appears to have been accomplished, afibrd us much
instruction, and serves to show very clearly that the main usages of nomade life are un-

changed to this day. The preparation of bread, even to the grinding of the corn, is the exclu-

sive work of women ; and as the bread is made merely as the temporary occasion requires,

and none is ke])t in hand from one day to another, a baking of bread alwavs attends the arrival

of a stranger. Abraham, therefore, hastened into the tent to Sarah, and desired her to make
ready quickly three measures of fine flour, and to knead it and bake cakes upon the hearth.

He then hastened to the herd, and took from thence a calf, " tender and good," which he

gave to one of his young men to slay and dress ; and this indicates the antiquity of another

Bedouin custom, of slaying an animal for the entertainment of a stranger arrived in the camj)

;

and also shows that even then the Orientals had no objection to meat which had been cooked

before the vital warmth had departed from it. (f) Abraham had only promised to bring " a

morsel of bread to comfort their hearts;" but now, with the bread, he brought the calf, with

some of those preparations of butter and milk, for which pastoral tribes have in all ages been
renowned. Having brought the meat, he sat not down with them to partake of it; but,

according to a still-subsisting method of showing respect, he stood by his visitants under the

terebinth-tree while they ate. (')

Sarah remained in the tent. The women do not generally make their appearance on such

occasions; and it is considered in the last degree impertinent for a stranger to take notice of

their existence, or to make any incpiiries about them. Abraham must therefore have been

not a little startled when the seeming principal of the strangers abruptly asked him, " Where
is Sarah thy wife?" and that the stranger should know her by a name so recently imposed,

may well have increased his surprise. He answered, shortly, " Behold, in the tent." On
which the stranger, by declaring that Sarah should in nine months become the mother of a

son, revealed his high character to the patriarch ; and, accordingly, he is, in the remainder
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of the account, distinguished by the ineffable name of Jehovah. As they were sitting

just outside the tent, Sarah herself, who was within it, heard what passed, and she laughed

incredulously to herself, knowing well that not only had she ever been barren, but that she

was past the time of life at which all the women of her day ceased to bear children. On this

the Lord asked why she had laughed, and why she was incredulous ; for was there anything

too hard for the Lord ? and he ended in repeating the terms of the assurance he had just given.

Sarah, being afraid, and knowing that no one could have heard her laughter, ventured to deny

that she had laughed ; but was stopped by the rebuke, " Nay, but thou didst laugh."

Soon after, the strangers arose, and departed, directing their course towards the vale of

Siddim; and Abraham went with them a part of the way. As they proceeded, the Lord

condescended to make known to him the object of the present motion towards Sodom ; which,

speaking after the manner of men, as one who needed to examine and inquire before pro-

ceeding to judgment, he does in these words ;
—" Because the cry of Sodom and Gomorrah is

great, and because their sin is very grievous; I will go down now and see, whether they have

done altogether according to the cry of it, which is come imto me; and if not, I shall

KNOW." The other two then went on in advance towards Sodom, while Abraham remained

alone with the Lord. The patriarch knew what interpretation to put upon the last ominous

words ; and the character of the inhabitants of the plain was too well known to him to permit

him to cherish a hope for them, as matters now stood. He therefore, having himself had

large experience of the Lord's tender mercies, ventured, although feeling that he was but

" dust and ashes," to draw near and speak to him on their behalf. It was not possible, he

knew, but that the Judge of all the earth should do right ; and, therefore, far must it be

from him to slay the innocent with the wicked. But, yet more, the patriarch urgently

desired that, for the sake of only a few just men in Sodom, the whole city might be spared.

He named fifty ; but after this request had been granted, his recollection of the intense cor-

ruptions of Sodom made him anxious to reduce the number to the lowest possible limit ;
and

therefore, by successive petitions, all readily yielded to him, he gradually brought down the

number to ten, for the sake of which small number of righteous men the Lord declared that

even Sodom should not be destroyed.

The Lord then departed on his way, but not—at least not in bodily form—to Sodom ;
and

Abraham returned to his tent in Mamre.

It was even-tide when the two angels came to the town of Sodom. Lot was then sitting at

the gate, and, influenced by those old Bedouin habits of hospitality in which he had been

brought up, he advanced to meet them, and after proper testimonials of respect, such as Abra-

ham before had shown, he invited them to become his guests for the night, after which they

might rise early in the morning and pursue their way. There were in those days no such

caravanserais, or lodging-houses, as now aff'ord house-room to friendless travellers in the towns

of the East ; and, therefore, in at first declining the kind ofleer of Lot, they expressed an in-

tention of spending the night in the street. But he pressed them greatly, so that they at last

yielded, and went with him to his house, where "he made them a feast, and baked unleavened

bread, and they did eat." After they had supped, and before they lay down, the house of

Lot was surrounded by a great mob, composed of " both young and old, all the people from

every quarter," which large expressions are no doubt designedly employed, to acquaint us

with such universal depravity in Sodom as rendered her unable to furnish the ten righteous

men on whom her salvation depended. The object which thus assembled them together—

the abominable outrage they contemplated on Lot's angelic guests—exhibits a degree and shape

of moral guilt of which we could have had no previous idea when told, in general terms only,

that "the men of Sodom were sinners before the Lord exceedingly." Lot, whose Bedoum

notions of hospitality required him to incur any sacrifice, and risk any danger, rather than that

any evil should befall those who had come under the shadow of his roof, went out to the mob,

shutting the door after him ; and after expostulating with them on the enormity of the conduct

they contemplated, endeavoured to pacify them by the offer of a revoking alternative, which,

while it shows the sense he entertained of the supreme obligation of his hospitable duties.
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emphatically illustrates the difficulty in which he was placed, and his sense of the character

of the ]»eople with whom he had to deal. Nothing can, more strikingly than this last act of

their history, evince that the measure of their iniquity was indeed full to overflowing. So far

from listening to Lot, they were enraged at his interference, and after reviling him as an inter-

meddling stranger, attempted to lay hold of him, with the threat to deal worse with him than

with his giiests. It was now high time for the angels, w'hom Lot w^as entertaining unawares,

to interfere hy the exercise of the powers with which they were invested. As the mob pressed

on, not only to seize Lot, but to break the door open, the angels opened it themselves, and pull-

ing Lot into the house, shut it again. They then smote the brutal mob with distorted vision,

whereby objects were presented so falsely or confusedly to their sight that they fancied they

saw the door where it was not, and did not see it where it was : thus were baffled all their

attempts to find the door, in which, vmknowing what had befallen them, they madly per-

severed until they were wearied out. The angels then told Lot, that if he had any natural or

acquired relatives in the town whose lives he wished to preserve, he must hasten to remove

them with him from the place ;
" For," said they, making known their character and their

avenging mission, " we are about to destroy this place : for great before Jehovah is the cry

of their" [its ])eople's] "guilt; and Jehovah hath sent us to destroy it." On this Lot went
into the town to the men, to the husbands of his married daughters, to exhort them to flee

with him from the doomed city. But they received his communication and warning as an

idle jest.

When the morning dawned, the angels hastened Lot to depart with his wife and two
unmarried daughters, that they might not be consumed in the ruin which hovered over the

guilty city. Lot appears to have been attached to a place in which he had lived so many
years

; probably he had much property to leave in it ; and, above all, his married daughters

were left there with their infatuated husbands. (^) All these things made him linger as one
reluctant to depart; and, perceiving this, the angels laid a gentle restraint upon them, taking
them by their hands, and leading them forth beyond the city. One of tliem then charged the

party to hasten for their lives, and not to make any stay in the plain, or even to look behind
them, till they reached the mountains on the borders of the vale; from which it appeared that

the Divine judgment was not to be confined to the town of Sodom, but that the other cities of
the plain were to be involved in its doom. Lot looked forward, and seeing that the moun-
tains to which he was directed to escape lay at a considerable distance, ventured to entreat to

be excused from so far a flight on so urgent an occasion, and that the near town of Bela might
be allowed him for a refuge. Tliis request involved a desire that this town should be pre-

served, in excuse for which liberty, he pleaded the smallness of the place ; whence, his request
being granted, it was afterAvards known by the name of Zoar [wm//]. This town being spared
for his sake, he was directed to hasten thither; for that the impatience of the Divine indigna-
tion could not be appeased till he arrived there safely. So they hastened down the valley ; and
the sun had not yet risen when they entered Zoar. Then the destruction, sudden and over-
whelming, came ; and not only did it overthrow and devour the cities of the plain, and all

the inhabitants, and the growth of the ground, and every living thing, but it cut ofl" the
Jordan in its course, and absorbed the very plain itself: the surface of which, once blooming
like another Eden, no man has beheld since that day ; but, instead thereof, a bitter, sul-

phureous and fcctid lake, the Lake of Death, which has from that hour to this remained one
of the wonders of the eartli.

The examination of the agencies which it pleased God to employ in eftccting this great
overthrow, and the description of the existing As])haltic Lake, are su])jects which need not
interrupt the present narrative, as they more suitably belong to the other division of this work.
It suffices now to mention, that when Abraham, who was prol)ably roused by the shock and
noise of tliis terrible convulsion, got up early that same morning, and hastened to the place
where he had interceded with Jehovah, " he looked towards Sodom and Gomorrah, and
towards all the land of the i)hiiii, and In-hcld, and lo, the smoke of the country went up as
tlie smoke of a furnace." 'V\w\\ he hut loo well knew that lie had judged all too favourablv
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of Sodom, when he had reckoned that at least ten righteous men might 1)e inclosed within its

walls. Although he had not expressly named Lot in his intercession, he doubtless now felt

very anxious for him, as it could not yet he known to him that in this great destruction the

Lord had remembered Abraham, and had delivered his nephew from the overthrow of the

city in which he dwelt.

And yet all the party which left Sodom were not saved. The destruction, as we have said,

commenced the instant that Lot entered Zoar ; and his wife, who, too curiously or incredu-

lously, lingered behind, regardless of the strict injunctions which had been given, suffered the

dreadful consequences, by being involved in that destruction which extended to the very border

of the city which had been given to Lot for his refuge. She was overwhelmed and smothered

in the spray of the igneou^s and saline matters which filled the air ; and wliich, gathering and

hardening around her, left her incrusted body with some resemblance to a mass of rock-salt.

Lot tarried not long in Zoar ; but removed to the mountains to which he had at first been

directed to escape. We are told that he was afraid to dwell there ; but whether on account

of the danger and annoyance from the unwholesome vapours and mephitic effluvia proceeding

from the combustion of the plain, or from the apprehension that the town Avould be swallowed

up by the increase of the waters which were collecting in the basin of this inclosed plain, are

alternatives left open to conjecture :* but whatever moved him to it, the resource which he

adopted was less out of the way, at that time and in that place, than it seems to us ; seeing

that probably it had been his yearly custom, while living in the vale of Siddim, to remove

during the season of heat to the mountains, and to abide there in one of the cool caves they

ofi'ered, perhaps in the very cave to which he now resorted. To live thus in caves during

summer has ever been a favourite practice, wherever such caves are to be found, in this

region ; and if Lot had some property remaining, his condition was not so much altered but

that it was as natural, or more natural, that he should take this usual course, than that he

should go and claim the hospitality of his kinsman Abraham, which some needlessly wonder

that he did not do. And that he had property is more than likely ; not, indeed, as some

preposterously conceive (from finding that he had wine in the cave), that he and his

daughters had escaped from Sodom laden with provisions, wine, and other necessaries, but

that his flocks and herds were out with his servants and shepherds, beyond the limits of the

ruined plain ; and their return to him afforded the means of obtaining from the townspeople

whatever provisions or other goods he required.

In his caverned retreat a new and unexpected evil befel Lot. His daughters, like all

eastern women, and especially all women of Bedouin parentage, looked upon the possession of

children as the best and brightest hope of their existence ; but they saw none on earth whom
they might expect to marry. They knew not that any of their father's family and connections

existed, to become their husbands ; and the example of their sisters, who had perished in

Sodom with their husbands, made them afraid, if willing, to entertain the notion of a mar-

riage with Canaanitish husbands. They therefore most wickedly managed, on two successive

nights, to intoxicate their father with wine, and in that condition, and without his clear know-

ledge of what was done, to procure issue by him. A son to each daughter was the result of

this transaction. The eldest daughter gave to her son the name of Moab [from a father],

and the younger called hers Ben-Ammi l-son of my people}, which latter name, intimating the

mother's satisfaction in the fact that the child was a son of her own race, corroborates the

view we have taken of the motives by which the women were influenced, and which seems

to us far preferable to the notion that they supposed that all the inhabitants of the earth,

except their father and themselves, were destroyed in the overthrow of Sodom. We do not

see how it is possible that they could have entertained any such impression. Be this as it may,

the sons which were born to them were the progenitors of the Moabites and Ammonites,

—

* The Jewish WTiters have a tiailitiou that Zoar, though temporarily spared for the sake of Lot, was destroyed within the year

alter Sodom. Josephns seems to say, that while Lot was at Zoar the place was destitute of inhabitants and provisions; but tliis

appears incredible \inder all the circumst;inces. If there were no people in Zoar, what became of them, how were they destroyed,

since the general destruction did not commence till Lot had entered Zoar?

VOL. I. I
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nations well knuwn in a later age for their enmity to the house of Israel. Thus much of Lot

of whom the sacred history takes no further notice.

Not long after the destruction of Sodom, Abraham removed from the valley of Mamre,
where he had lived so many years, and proceeded southward, towards the desert border of

Palestine, and encamped * near a place called Gerar, between Kadesh and Shur. What
occasioned his removal at this particular juncture does not appear ; but it has been with

sufficient plausibility conjectured, that he could not bear the stench which at that time arose

from the sulphureous lake where the cities of the plain had been.

This is the first time we read of any place called Gerar, which, it appears, lay in what was

even then known as the land of the Philistines ; or that any mention is made of a people of

that name as occupying any part of the country. But they now were settled in the country of

which Gerar was then the capital ; for although the Abimelech who reigned at that place is

only called " king of Gerar " on the present occasion, his successor, of the same title, who
reigned there in the time of Isaac's manhood, is distinctly called "king of the Philistines."

It thence results that the remarkable people of that name had already arrived in the country,

seeking a settlement ; and finding the settled people, w hom, coming themselves from the south,

they first met with in the land of Canaan, to be in possession of a fine and fertile territory,

from which they deemed themselves strong enough to expel them, they made the attempt, and

succeeded in it. All this is clear ; but there are some questions connected with the origin

and early history of the Philistines which claim from us some such attention as we have given

to the subject in a note. C*)

Abraham had not long been at Gerar before an incident occurred remarkably similar to that

which had some years before happened in Egypt. Uncorrected by the experience he had then

gained, and still tormented by the fears by which he had then been influenced, the patriarch

gave out, on his arrival at this strange place, that Sarah was his sister. As, according to a

still subsisting custom among the Bedouin nations, unmarried females go unveiled, while

betrothed and married women are heedful to screen

their beauties from the eyes of strangers, Sarah

was obliged to dispense with her matrimonial veil,

the better to support the character of Abraham's

sister. Hence she w^as the sooner seen by Abime-

lech, the king of Gerar, or by those who described

her to him ; and the consequence was, that he sent

and took her to his harem. For this act, he and

his household were smitten by the Lord, as Pharaoh

had before been smitten ; and in a dream he learnt

. wherefore this infliction came upon him, namely,

because he had taken away the wife of another

man. In extenuation, Abimelech, who, as an

Oriental king, did not see any harm in taking

away a man's sister without his or her consent,

alleged his ignorance of the more intimate rela-

Womiu Vfikd.]
^JQj^ between them, and protested that in the in-

tegrity of his heart and the innocency of his hands he had dune this. His anxious inquiry,

" jF.novAH, wilt thou also slay a righteous nation?" possibly intimates an apprehension of some

such avenging calamity as that by which the cities of the plain had been lately overthrown
;

while at the siime time it manifests his knowledge of the true God by his peculiar name ; and

of Him, the answer of the heavenly vision leaves it unquestionable that Abimelech was a wor-

shipper. His excuse was admitted ; he was informed that Abraham was a prophet, at w hose

])raycr, when his wife shoidd be restored to liini, the fatil malady by which the king's liouse-

* Wc s;iy "encamped;" hut as the text is that "lir sojonrnoil r>/ (Jinar, " «i' 'lo iint t>rl assured hut that he iiu^dit at first ha\c

lived in the town, as Lot had lived in Sodom.
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hold was visited would be removed. The king gat up early in the morning, and told all this

to his wondering servants. He then sent for Abraham, and remonstrated with him, rather

impressively, for having concealed the true relationship between Sarah and himself. To this

the patriarch could only allege his fear of being slain for her sake, in places where he supposed

the fear of God did not exist ; taking care to add, that he had not untruly stated the near con-

nection by birth, although he had concealed the nearer ties which existed between them.

Abimelech then made the patriarch liberal gifts of sheep and oxen, and men-servants and

women-servants ; and told him that he was at liberty to dwell in any part of the land which he

pleased. On returning Sarah to her husband, the king took occasion to administer a very

graceful reproof, telling her that he had given her "brother" a thousand shekels weight of

silver, with which he might purchase for her such a veil as it became a married woman to

wear.*

The joy, so L.ng expected, and so long delayed, came at last; and at the date specially

appointed'by God, being exactly one year from the time that Abraham entertained the angels

under the terebinth tree, Sarah gave birth to a son. To this son the name of Isaac was given,

with a joyous feeling t which suggested to Sarah a more pleasant application of the name than

in the circumstances which gave the first occasion for it. She nourished the infant from her

own breast, probably not less than three years ;t and a great feast signalized the day on which

the heir of the promises was weaned.

In consequence of the changes and modifications of feeling and expectation which the event

quite naturally occasioned, the birth and growth of Isaac did not bring unmixed satisfaction

to the family of Abraham. Sarah, a woman on the verge of old age, unexpectedly gratified

with a son, naturally enough threw the whole force of her affections upon him, to the gradual

neglect and ultimate dislike of Ishmael, to whom, as her actual blessing, she appears to have

been considerably attached before her greater blessing in Isaac came. Of Hagar's feelings

we know nothing positively, but from our previous knowledge of her, we can readily conclude

that it was with no pleasant impressions that she saw the consequence of her own son, now grow^

ing up to manhood, much diminished, and many of his expectations superseded by the young

stranger. The mind of the rough youth himself appears to have been somewhat irritated by

the comparative neglect into which he had fallen ; and he seems to have occasionally mani-

fested unkind feelings towards the child by whom this had been unconsciously produced.

The patriarch himself appears to have been the least altered of the three. The sturdy cha-

racter of Ishmael was not likely to be displeasing to a pastoral chief; and while the heart of

Abraham was large enough for both his sons, each of whom he was willing to see in the

several stations which Providence had assigned them before their birth, it is probable that

his first-born still possessed a higher place in his affections than the infant Isaac had yet

won.

An occasion soon occurred on which the operation of these different feelings was manifested.

At or not long after the great feast which Abraham made when Isaac was weaned, Ishmael

grievously offended Sarah, probably not for the first time, by some derision or ill-treatment of

the young heir, to which Hagar appears, in some way or other, to have been a party. The

wrath of Sarah was warmly excited, and she passionately insisted to Abraham that Hagar and

her son should both be sent away, declaring that " the son of this bondwoman shall not be

heir with my son, even with Isaac;" which is probably levelled at some intention which

Abraham w^as known to entertain of dividing his actual property between his sons, leaving to

Isaac the heirship of those higher hopes which belonged to him. Such an intention was in

itself so proper and customary, that in a later age it was applied to such cases by the law of

Moses. The demand of Sarah was very grievous to the patriarch. But God, who on a

* M:aiy different interpretations of Abiraeleeh's speech to Sarah have been given, and after a careful examination of them all

we adhere to this (which has already been given in the ' Pictorial Bible,') as the only one which appears to us to receive illustra-

tion from the ideas and usages of the East.

+ See p. 53. Now Sarah says, " God hath made me to laugh, so that all that hear shall laugh witli me."

X It is still very common in "the East to suckle a child for two or three years ; and tliat this w.as the practice among the Jewish

women appears from various instances. If, as we suppose, the physical developments of children were protracted in proportion to

the then longer duration of the whole term of life, Isaac may very possibly ha\ e been considerably mor than three years old when

weaned.

I 2
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former occasion intcriiosed to prevent a separation, and obliged Hagar to return to the mistress

from Avhom she had fled, now indicates his high approval of the course which the displeasure

and passion of Sarah had suggested. This difterence of procedure is evidently another in-

stance of the operation of the divine intenti<jn of keeping the chosen race alone and apart from

even collateral combinations. Yet He, who knew well the nature of those affections which

He has implanted in man to bless and cheer his existence, gave not his sanction to this harsh

requirement without words of kindness, followed by the renewed promise—" And also of the

son of the ])ond\voman will I make a nation, because he is thij seed."

To mark the alacrity of obedience which the patriarch ever manifested Avhen his cause was

indicated l)y a clear command from God, we are told that " he rose up early in the morning "

to set forward the bondwoman and her son upon their way. We are not told of the explana-

tions and farewells which passed on this occasion ; but it is preposterous to suppose there was

anvthing harsh in this dismissal. We doubt not that Abraham's household knew that he was

in tlie habit of receiving directions from God, by which his measures had been at all times

directed ; and that he had trained up all belonging to him into the habit of feeling that when

such a direction had been received, nothing further remained to be considered. Abraham may
or may not have told Hagar of Sarah's demand and her cause fir it ; but, cpiestionless, he did

tell her of the Divine command, of the necessity which it imposed upon him, and of the pro-

niise with which it was attended ; and Hiigar's own submission, on a former occasion, to a

command from the same supreme authority, sufficiently intimates that she could not but feel

the o])ligation of oi)edience under which her master lay. Furnished with a skin of water and

with such provisions as travellers take with them, she departed with her son from the tents of

her lord, and his father, and wandered in the desert of Beersheba. Here her supply of water

was soon spent ; and tlie young Ishmael, less inured than his mother to privations, grew faint

from thirst and weariness, and seemed likely to perish in the deserts which were his promised

heritage. There was no remedy but water ; and water his mother saw none, and expected

not to find there. The case was hopeless in her eyes. That the lad might not die in her

sight, she laid him down under the shade of one of the desert shrulis, and withdrawing herself

to some distance, she sat down upon the ground and wept aloud. The moans of the child and

the cries of his mother were not vniheard in heaven ; and the ])itying voice of the angel of God

called to her, saying, " What aileth thee, Hagar ? Fear not ; for God hath heard the voice of

the child where he is. Arise, lift up the lad, and hold him in thy hand ; for I will make of

him a great nation." Tlie attention was thus guided to a distant well, to which she hastened

to fill her vessel, and returned to give the lad drink. All was well with them then. Tliey

soon after met with a party of Bedouin pastors to whom they joined themselves, and remaining

in the deserts, Ishmael soon distinguished himself by the expert use of the favourite weapon

of that early age, the bow—" he became an archer," and accpiired a character in conformity

with that which the Divine predictions had assigned to him. In the East the mother usually

takes all but the entire direction in the marriage of her son ; and, agreeably to this usage,

as soon as Ishmael l)ecanic of jiroper age, Hagar procured a wife for Ishmael out of the land

of Egypt, to wliich she herself belonged. AVe may now leave them and return to the tents of

Abraham.

Tlie sjiecial and marked interference of Providence to protect the sanctities of Abraham's

tent made a profound impression on the king of Gerar ; and tliis was not weakened when he

noticed the growing power and wealth of the patriarch, and how all things prospered with

him : and now, after several years, seeing that Abraham seemed disposed to remain in his

country, he deemed it prudent to enter into a formal alliance of amity with him. Reverting

to the recent expulsion of tlie Avim fnmi this country by his own people, he was probably not

without fear that the Hebrew elan might ultimately become powerful enmigh, and if so, might

probably not want the inclination, to expel them in their turn. Hence, jierhaps, the careful

terms in which this, the first treaty on record, was couched. Abimelech, attended l)y Phichol,

the chief cajitain of his host, proceeded to Abraham's camp, and thus addressed him :
—" God

is with thee in all that thou doest. Now, therefore, swear unto me here by God, that thou

wilt not deal falsely uiih mp, nor with rmj son., nor vith my son''s son ; but according to the
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kindness that I have done unto thee shalt thou do unto me, and to the land wherein thou hast

sojourned." The remarkable brevity of this first of treaties, while it is precise even to redun-

dance, combined with its fine comprehensive character, renders it really inimitable. Its

reliance upon the common sense and common honesty of men is also beautiful. It merely

states the principle of an engagement—" thou wilt not deal falsely with me,"—and thus ex-

presses a healthy and refreshing confidence that men would interpret rightly the particular

acts in which false dealing might seem to be involved. Thus worthily does the first chapter

in the history of human treaties open.

Abraham readily consented to enter into this engagement ; but before doing so, took the

opportunity of seeking of Abimelech an explanation and clear understanding on a matter of

infinite concernment to himself, and by which his rights as a pastoral chief were very seriously

affected. To dig a well is, imless under very peculiar circumstances, the most arduous and

important work which a person in such situations undertakes : and the benefits of such a work

are so highly appreciated, that the property of it becomes vested in the person by whom it

was dug and in his heirs for ever.* While his clan are encamped near it, no parties not

belonging to him can draw its waters without his leave. As we are getting into much men-

tion of wells of water, it is desirable that this law on the subject should be clearly understood,

as it tends to throw some light on subsequent transactions and disputes.

Now Abraham had dug a well near his encampment ; and of the use of this the " servants "

(probably the herdsmen) of Abimelech had violently deprived him. As men seldom act

without some reason, or show of reason, which is deemed satisfactory to themselves, it may
seem likely that Abimelech's people doubted the right of Abraham to apply the law of the

desert to the common lands of an appropriated territory, and to claim the exclusive possession

of the well he had dug in such land. If their view had been just, however, it could only have

entitled them to a share of the water, and not have justified them in assuming that exclusive pos-

session which they denied to the party at whose expense the benefit had been secured. But

taking into account some transactions of rather later date, we incline to think that the cause of

all the differences about wells which we read of in the history of Abraham and of Isaac, lay

deeper than this account supposes, and must be sought in a country more similarly circum-

stanced than the open deserts to that in which the patriarch was at this time sojourning. The
best analogy is offered by Persia. There all waste land—that is, all lands which are unculti-

vable from wanting the means of irrigation—are called " God's lands ;" and although the king

is regarded as the general proprietor of the soil, such lands are free for any uses to which they

can be applied ; and whoever procures the means of irrigation, becomes the proprietor of the

land which he thus renders cultivable. Now, as among the immemorially ancient usages of

the East, none are more ancient than those which relate to the occupation of land, it is not too

much to suppose that a similar usage to this existed in the time of Abraham ; and, if so, it is

easy to conclude that the anxiety of the Philistines about the wells dug by Abraham arose from

the apprehension that, by the formation of such wells, he would be understood to create a lien

in the lands in which they lay, and would acquire an indefeasible right of occupation or rather

of possession; and it might seem to them inconvenient that so powerful a clan should acquire

such a right in the soil of so small a territory as that which belonged to them. Hence also

their care, when Abraham afterwards left their part of the country, to fill up the wells which

he had dvig ; and hence also the renewed and more bitter strife with Isaac when he, on

arriving there, proceeded to clear out these wells and to dig new ones himself. That Isaac

also pursued cultivation to some extent in the lands for which he had thus secured the means

of irrigation, is a remarkable corroboration of the view we now take ; as he certainly might in

this way, but we know not how he could otherwise, acquire such a proprietary right as could

alone entitle him to cultivate the soil.f-

* Tliat is, as long as it is kept in good condition. If it gets out of repair or clioked up, and remains in this st;ite for any length

of time, tlie property in it is transferred to the tribe or person by whom it is restored to a sej-viceable condition.

t We are indebted for the principle of this explanation to the kindness of Sir John M'Neill, the present ambassador to the

Persian Court. The suggestion was given too late to be made available in the notes to the corresponding portion of the ' Pictorial

Rible.'
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Abimelcch, in reply to the complaint of Al)raliiun respecting the well, declared that the

conduct of his servants had not been sanctioned by him, and that, indeed, this was the first

time he had licard anytliing of the matter ; and he made no objection to the proposal of

Abraham, that tlie recognition of his (the patriarch's) right to the well should form a part of

the proposed covenant. This proposal, thus represented as the sole matter for which Abraham

himself took care to provide in a solemn engagement with the king of the Philistines, is,

perhaps, as striking an indication of the supreme importance of water in those eastern coun-

tries as can anywhere be f()und. Both parties then swore to the covenant, the terms of which

have thus been stated ; and as a memorial of the transaction, and in particular of his acknow-

ledged right to the well, the patriarch gave to the place the name of Beer-sheba

—

the Well of
the Oath. This imposition of commemorative names upon places was the principle of various

methods which were resorted to in these earliest ages, to perpetuate the memory of events and

contracts, in the absence of those written documents which were afterwards found more suit-

able for such purjioses. We shall observe this often as we proceed.

The convenience of the situation to one having large possessions in cattle, together with the

good understanding between him and the king, invited Abraham to remain many years at

Beer-sheba ;* and contemplating, that, unless God otherwise determined, he should be likely

to spend the remainder of his days in that place, he planted a grove of trees, and built under

their shade an altar, at which he might with his household worship God. Such an oratory as

this—the noblest and most beautiful of any—gives the first recorded instance of a place set

apart for religious service. This, and most of the other patriarchal practices and ideas con-

cerning trees, survived to a long subsequent age among the Druids of our own country ; and
in their peculiar regard for the oak the Hebrew patriarchs Avent very far with them. Disre-

garding the abominations and corruptions which uUmiately became connected with this and all

other religious appropriations, let us acknowledge that when the fathers of the world sought

for whatever was most noble and beautiful on earth, that they might connect it with their more
fixed worship of God, and made choice of trees for that purpose, they decided under the full

influence of the simpler, and—on account of their simplicity—the finer impiilses of our nature.

In the love of the patriarchs for trees, tlicre is a feeling for something more than the grateful-

ness of their shade,—something which, in the view of many, gives to their character an under-

standable point by which a respect and sympathy is secured for them, which even their virtues

might not win : for we know that none but a good man can truly love a tree, and none but a

pure mind can remain open to that peculiar class of impressions which only the presence of a

tree can make. (^)

The Jewish doctors count up ten trials of Abraham's faith and obedience. t Nine of these

we have told. The tenth and last was of all these the most terrible, and from which, propor-
tionably, the character of the patriarch came forth with the greater splendour—with the re-

splendence of gold refined in many fires. He had dwelt many years in Becrslieba, and his

son Isaac had reached tlie age of twenty-five years, when the astounding command came, that

he was to immolate this son—the heir of the promises—as a sacrifice to Jehovah. It being
the design of God to render the patriarch an eminent example to all his future posterity of
unquestioning obedience, wliereby he might worthily claim the title of " The Father of "the
Faithful," every circumstance was acciunulated which seemed calculated to render obedience
more difficult to him. Even in the requirement itself, the proposed victim is indicated by a

variety of tender appellations, rising in their value by an admirable climax from the first to

the last, every one of which must have entered like iron into the soul of the patriarch :
" Take

now thy son, thine only son, whom thou lovest, Isaac—and offer him there fi)r a liuriit-oflering

up-on one of the mountains which I shall tell thee."

We do not imagine tliat the idea of a fiither sacrificing his son to God as a burnt-ofi"cring

was new to Abraliam. In after times we know it was but too common ; and it appears pro-

• He was there twenty-six years, accordini; to the Jews.

t 1. In quitting his native country. Chaldea; 2. his flight to Egypt from famine in Canaan ; 3. the first seizure of Sarah, in
Egypt; 4. the war for the rescue of Lot; 5. his taking Hagar to gratify Sarah ; 6. his circumcision; 7. the second seiznro of
Sarah in Gerar; 8. the expulsion of Ishmael ; 9. the expulsion of Hagar ; 10. the sacrifice of Isaac. Hales.
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bable that in those times which Ue beyond the reach of our knowledge, the notion had Crept

in, that the life of a son, and especially of the eldest, the only, or of a very dear son, was the

most valuable and precious ojffering in their power to present, it must needs be the most

acceptable and meritorious in the eyes of the gods they worshipped. Hence, as the most

sensible of the Jewish writers conjecture,* Abraham understood that this highest sacrifice by

which, as he knew, the heathen manifested their zeal for their false gods, was required of him

as a test of his zeal for the true God. But how he could reconcile such a command with the

promise of a numerous posterity through this very Isaac might not appear very evident, did

we not learn from the New Testament,t that so confident did he feel that this promise would

and must be accomplished, that he believed that God would restore Isaac again to life after he

was sacrificed. Curbing, therefore, the force of his paternal emotions, he, with the usual

alacrity of his obedience, "rose early in the morning," and made the necessary preparations

for the journey and for the sacrifice, directing the ass on which he usually rode to be saddled,

and the wood required for a burnt-offering to be cleaved. He then departed with Isaac,

attended by two of his young men. On the third day they arrived within a distant view of

the place, which God had appointed for this awful act ; and it proved to be that Mount

Moriah on which, in after ages, the temple of Solomon was built ; and this site was probably

selected with a prospective reference to that circumstance, as well as to the mysteries of which

the neighbourhood was to be the scene in ages to come.

Here, while the place was still some way oft', Abraham alighted from his ass, and fearing

lest the young men might be disposed to interfere, or, perhaps, apprehending that the act

which he was about to execute might, through such witnesses, be drawn into a precedent, he

directed them to remain there with the ass, while he and Isaac went yonder to worship. The

father and son passed on in silence, Isaac bearing the wood which, unknown to him, was

destined to consume his own body, and Abraham taking the knife and a vessel containing the

fire with which the wood was to be kindled. (7) As they thus proceeded, it occurred to Isaac

to ask the natural but, under the circumstances, very trying question,
—" My father. Behold

the fire and the wood : but where is the lamb for a burnt-offering?" To this Abraham only

answered, " God will provide himself a lamb for a burnt-offering, my son." But as they

proceeded, or when they arrived at the top of the hill, the patriarch must have explained to his

son that he was himself the victim which God had provided ; and that the pious and dutiful

youth then bowed in submission to the will of Gud and the desire of his father, is evinced by

the circumstances : for any act of compulsion was morally impossible by an old man of 125

years upon a vigorous youth of 25 years, whose strength is evinced by his ability to carry all

the wood required for such a sacrifice ; and his submission must have been founded on the

conviction that his father was right in that which he was doing. The altar was built ; the

wood was disposed properly upon it ; Isaac laid himself down upon the wood
; I and lest the

weakness of the flesh shoidd shrink in this fiery trial, he submitted to be bound : and then the

patriarch—with feelings which a fond father can understand without any description, and

which none else would understand if described—lifted up his hand to smite the life which was

doubtless far more precious to him than his own. The trial was complete. The uplifted arm

was arrested, and the intense feelings of that solemn moment were calmed in an instant by a

most welcome voice from heaven, which cried :
—" Abraham ! Abraham I lay not thine hand

upon the lad, neither do thou anything unto him : for now / know that thou fearest God,

seeing that thou hast not vnthheld thy son—thy only son—from Me." And as the patriarch

heard these words, his eyes fell upon a ram which had been caught in a thicket by its horns,

and joyfully recognizing in this the victim which God had provided for a burnt-offering, he

hastened to offer it on the altar in the place of his son Isaac ; and never, surely, from the

beginning of the world till now, was a" religious act performed with such released feelings as

those which attended this sacrifice. In memory of this event, and with a happy allusion to

* Philo, for instance. t Heb. xi. 19.

I In all sacrifice the victim was slain before being laid upon the altar : we arc, therefore, convinced in our own minds that this

fact furnishes another instance of Isaac's cheerful submission, and that to assist .Abraham's intention as far as in his power. In-

disposed himself properly upon the altar, sparing his father what might ha\e been an after difTiculty.
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his own amhiguous answer to tlie question of Isaac, as well as to its most unexpected accom-

plishnient, he called the name of that place JAHOH JIREH,*

—

the Lord will provide.

This act of perfect ohcdience heing consummated, it pleased God to reward the faith he had

thus proved, and not found wanting, hy the renewal of all his former promises, in terms so

express and so strong, and confirmed by the highest of all possible sanctions—"By Myself

I have sworn,"—that the patriarch could not but receive it as a firm and settled matter ; and

hence it does not appear that any further promise was made to him during the remainder of

his life. Cheered by this promise, Abraham returned happily to Beersheba with his son, whom

he had, as it were, received again from the dead, and who must now have become all the

dearer to him, for the signal proof he had given of his pious resignation and filial piety.

After this twelve years passed away, during which we only know that Abraham received

news from Mesopotamia, informing him that the family of his brother, Nahor, was in a flou-

rishing condition, and that he had many children, and some grand-children. During this time,

it appears, also, that Abraham removed his camp from Beersheba to his old station in the

valley of Mamre, or at least to some place near Hebron. Here, at the end of the twelve years,

Sarah died, at the age of 127 years ; and it is remarkable that she is the only woman whose

age, at the time of death, is mentioned in the Scripture. At this time, and probably from

the time of her becoming a mother, Sarah occupied a separate tent from that of her hus

band.t And now, when her death was annovmced to him, he left his own tent, and sat-

down at the door of hers, " to weep for her," this being the mode of proceedhig which custom

required.

The death of Sarah raised a new question, which hitherto there had been no occasion to

consider. It has been an ancient custom among the Bedouin tribes, not to bury their dead

just where they happen to die, but to have a burial-place within their respective territories, to

which they bring the bodies of such of the tribe as die within its district. In conformity with

this custom, Abraham now wanted a suitable burial-ground, appropriated to the special use of

his family, and in which the remains of all of that family who died in the land of Canaan might

be laid. He therefore applied to the Hittites, dwelling in Hebron, to obtain the permanent

grant of a piece of ground proper for this purpose. The account of the interview is curious

and interesting, from the light it throws upon the position of Abraham and the manners of the

time. The wealthy and powerful patriarch appears to have been popular with the Hittites, or

was rather, perhaps, regarded by them as one whom it was their interest to oblige. He was

received w'ith great attention and respect, and when his wish was understood, the choice of all

their sepulchres in which to bury his dead was readily and freely offered to him. On this the

good patriarch rose up and bowed to the children of Heth, and then proceeded to explain more

clearly the object he had in view. He wanted a family burial-place, for a permanent posses-

sion ; and there was a field, called Machpelah, well planted with trees, and with a good cave at

the end of it, which would exceedingly well answer his purpose, if the owner, one Ephron,

then present, could be induced to sell this property to him. This person, without waithig to

be pressed, readily, and with much tact, answered for himself :
—" Nay, my lord, hear me

:

the field give I thee, and the cave that is therein. I <jii'<' it thee; in the presence of the sons

of my people [as witnesses] give I it thee : bury thy dead." Now this looks very fair; but the

readiness of the nuui, the tone of the whole speech, with the parade of " give—give—give,"

so much reminds us of certain passages in oiu" own Oriental ex])erience, that Ephron and his

speech find no favour in our eves. AVe are convinced that, with all this apparent generosity,

the man had a keen eye to his own interests, and saw clearly that it might be a more profit-

• Dr. Hales, whose view of Uiis transaction we have iiiuch followed in the piccedini; paragraplis, considers that .Tahoh is, pro-

bably, more nearly than Jehovah, tlie true reading of the awful name of God. How the true pronunciation was lost l)y the Jews,

we have shown in a note at p. 49. " lint," says Dr. Hales, " the true pronunciation had been fortunately preserved in several

of the heathen classics, accordin^' to the pronunciation of those foreigners who had early intercouise with the Israelites .and after-

wards the Jews. Thus the Clnsian Oracle (founded after the Trojan war), in answer to the in(iuiry, ' Wliich of the gods is he to

be reckoned who is called \.W.':" uttered a remarkable response, preserved Ijy Macrobius, of which this is part :

—

'l'^aX,io TOM 'TavTcaii ivdTov ©jov ifi/mv lAfl,

Learu that the (;od supreme of all is JAO.' "

t This is shown In Gon..\.\iv. ("v-
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able thing to lay the emir luider an obligation, than to sell him the ground outright. Besides,

if Abraham was, as seems to be the case, a much more important i^erson than Ephron him-

self, he could not have received this land as a present, according to the usages of the East,

without making a more considerable present in return. It seems to us that Abraham quite

understood all this. He rose, and, after bowing generally to the congregation, addressed him-

self particularly to Ephron, and insisted on paying for the field with money ; and this person,

seeing him resolute, at last named the price. " It is worth four hundred shekels (weight) of

silver ;" but still, in exact conformity with the character we have assigned him, he takes care

to add,
—" What is that between me and thee ?" As he had thus been brought to name a sum

in the presence of so many witnesses, Abraham immediately weighed out the quantity of silver

he required ; and thus closed the bargain, with a degree of address, which shows that he was a

judge of character, and knew how to deal with such persons as Ephron. The act of purchase

included a specification of the property thus transferred, so precise and lawyer-like, as to make

this primitive deed of conveyance a perfect model of its kind ;* while it seems to intimate that

the patriarch felt the necessity of precision in dealing with a person of Ephron's character.

Thus was acquired the first possession of the Hebrew race in the land of Canaan—that pos-

session a sepulchre.

There is not in the East any grief like the grief of a mother for her son, or of a son for his

mother; and there were circumstances calculated to give peculiar intensity to the mutual at-

tachment of Sarah and Isaac. The grief for the loss of his mother, acting upon the quiet and

passive character of Isaac, must have been very strong; and it was probably the sense of

privation and continued distress which he manifested, that put it into the mind of Abraham,

about three years after Sarah's death, of providing a wife for his son, who was then about

forty years of age. In meditating such an object, a Bedouin chief would naturally first think of

keeping up the family connection, by seeking for his son a wife from the household of his

brother ; and, in fact, the young man is held to have the first claim to the hand of any female

which the house of his uncle will supply. To the influence of such feelings was, in the case of

Abraham, added an anxiety to keep pure and unmixed the race which God had chosen. This

explains the strong interest which Abraham and the other patriarchs took in providing wives

for their sons from among their own connections. On the present occasion, Abraham called

his trusty old servant, Eliezer of Damascus, and made him take a solemn oath, to go to the

family of his brother Nahor, in Mesopotamia, and bring thence a w^ife for Isaac, if one willing

to come could be found there
;

giving him entire authority to conclude the marriage—which,

in itself, is a remarkable illustration of the ideas on which Oriental marriages are usually con-

cluded.

Eliezer departed with a train suitable to the importance of his mission, and calculated to

impress a proper notion of his master's consequence upon those to whom he was going,—con-

sisting of ten camels, with a proper proportion of attendants, and with valuable presents for

the damsel and her friends ; it being then, as now, the custom of the East to purchase the

bride from her friends at a high price, as well as to make presents to herself, instead of the

bride bringing a dowry to her husband.

It would seem that Nahor's family still lived in the town (Charran) where Abraham left it.

Like Lot in Sodom, they lived in a house—and, so far, had relinquished the character of the

pure pastoral nomades who dwell in tents, although the flocks were stdl sent out to distant pas-

tures under the care of the younger branches of the family, and of shepherds, whose mode of

life was like that of the Bedouins. Or, which is as likely, if not more so, the head establish-

ment lived in a house only from the latter end of autumn to the spring, spending the rest of the

year in tents—a practice which still prevails among some of the pastoral tribes of Western

Asia.

How many days Eliezer's journey took we know not : but it was towards evening when he

* " The field of Ephron, which wasin Maclqiolah, which was before Mamre, tlie field, and the cave which was therein, and all

the trees tliat were in the field, that were in all the borders round about, were made sure unto Abraham for a jjossessiou, in the

presence of the children of Heth, before all that went in at the gate of the city." Gen. xxiii. 17. IS-

VOL. I. K
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arrived in the vicinity of his place of destination. His intimate acquaintance with Bedouin

habits tlien suggested to him the measures which seemed best calcuhited to ensure the ohject

of liis journey. In tliat age, as now, the duty of drawing water from the wells devolved upon

the young women of ever}- Bedouin household ; and the sheikh's own daughter is not above

taking her share in a service wliich is not by any means considered degrading,—so much other-

wise, indeed, that the young women had much enjoyment in meeting at the well, and talking

together of their small affairs. When Eliezer reached the well, the time of the evening had

ncarlv arrived at which the females are wtmt to come forth to draw water ; and he knew that

among them he might expect to see the destined bride of his young master. He therefore

allowed his camels to kneel down, in their usual posture of rest, resolving to remain there, as

one w]io tarried for leave to give water to them ft'om that well. While thus w-aiting, he prayed

to the God of his master Abraham to give him good speed that day ; and, being deeply im-

pressed Avith the responsibility of the duty he had undertaken, he ventured to propose a sign

whereby the kindness of her disposition should be made to indicate the female appointed to be

the wife of Isaac. He w'as yet speaking, Avhen the young women came to discharge their

evening duty. To one of them his attention was particularly drawn, by her great beauty; and

as she was returning from the well, with her pitcher on her shoulder, he ran to meet her, with the

rc([ucst that she would allow him to take a draught of water from her vessel. She said, " Drink,

my lord ;" and, with the utmost alacrity, lowered her pitcher from her shoulder to her hand,

[Girl giving; ili-iiik to a tliirsty Traveller.]

to give him drink. When he had finished, she hastened again and again to the well, emptyino-

licr pitcher into the trough, to give the camels water ; while the admiring stranger pondered in

his mind whether this, being the sign he had required, did not sufliciently indicate the future

Iiride of his master's son. To assist his conclusions, he took from his treasures a nose-jewel

and a pair of bracelets, both of gold, and presented to lier, asking, at the same time, whose
daughter she w^as, and whether her father's house afforded room where his party might lodge.

To his great joy, her answer proved her to be the very woman of Avlioni Abraham had already

heard in Canaan—namely, Rebckah, the daughter of Bethuel, one of the sons of Nahor. She
also told him, not only tliat there was room for his party, but also chopped straw and corn for

the camels. Tlie good old servant now convinced that he had found the right person, bowed
his head, and blessed, aloud, the God of Abraham, who had thus led him to the house of his

master's brethren. No sooner hud these words fallen from him, than Rebckah ran home to

tell all this to her friends.

i\\ this time Nahor does not seem to have been alive—at least his name does not appear
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in any part of this transaction ; and although Bethuel, the father of Rebekah, still lived,* the

management of all affairs appears to have fallen into the hands of his son—the keen and

active Laban,—^who no sooner caught the meaning of his sister's hurried statement, and saw

(as the narrative is careful to add) the valuable presents which had been given to her, than

he hurried forth, and warmly invited Eliezer into the house. There, with the usual prompti-

tude of Eastern hospitality, a meal was ready for him and his companions by the time they

had attended to their camels and washed their feet. But the faithful servant was too much

interested in the result of his mission to sit down and eat before he had declared his errand.

This he did in a precise and simple narrative of what has already been related,—in which,

however, he, with much address, was mindful to let his audience know of Abraham's great

wealth, and of the prosperity with which he had been favoured. So Laban, in his own name,

and that of Bethuel, declared that the visible traces of Divine direction in this matter left them

without an answer ; and then, without taking the trouble to consult Rebekah, added,—" Behold,

Rebekah is before thee ; take her and go, and let her be thy master's son's wife, as the Lord

hath spoken." On this the overjoyed steward bowed his head in thanks to God. Then he

drew from his store of precious things, ornaments of gold and silver, and costly garments, and

gave them to the elected bride ; and also to her brother and mother he made the valuable

presents which they were entitled to expect. The next morning Eliezer rose early, and, rather

unexpectedly, required permission to return to his master with the bride. They wished him

to tarry a few days ; but as he persisted, and Rebekah professed her willingness to go at once,

no further opposition was made.

Women in the East consume but little time in preparing for even an extensive journey

;

and Rebekah being soon ready, was dismissed by Laban with the very characteristic Oriental

[Women on Camels.]

blessing,—" Be thou the mother of thousands of millions, and let thy seed possess the gate of

those which hate them." The nurse is a very respectable and influential personage in an

* Josephus says he was dead; aud some otlier writers follow him, beinfj evidently unable to reconcile the prominent part

taken by Laban with tlie supposition that liis father was pri^nt. But as the sacred text intimates that a Bethuel was actually

there, aud as no instance occurs in all Scripture of a son beariiic; the same name as his father, we prefer to think that tlie father

was himself alive, and either from imbecility, or some other cause, had relinquished his share in the activities of life to his sharp

and energetic son.
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Eastern hoiiscliold, and often accompanies the young female she has nourished to the new
liome which marriage gives her, and where she becomes her chief adviser and confidant.*

So now, Rehekali's nurse and some of lier damsels were sent with her. They were moiuited

on camels, and departed, Eliezer and his men leading the way.

It was eventide when the party arrived in the neighbourhood of Abraham's camp ; and

the contemplative Isaac had walked forth into the fields to meditate, and was the first to dis-

cover the advancing camels. He walked, on to meet them ; and his destined bride observing

liim a])proach, asked Eliezer who he was ; and hearing the answer,—" It is my master,"

—

she (hsmonntcd from her camel, and enveloped herself in the veil of a bride,—by which Isaac

might distinn'uish her from the others, and would know that the mission of his servant had not

been unavailing. Having learnt from Eliezer all that had taken place, Isaac took Rebekah to

the tent of his mother, Sarah, which belonged to her as the chief woman of the tribe. He
loved her, and she became his wife. Then, first, he began to feel comfort since his mother's

death.

All the circumstances of this ex])edition are, like others in the patriarchal history, eminently

illustrative of the condition of life to which they belong ; and they abound with such strong

and finely-discriminated traits of character and natural feeling, that the writer who wishes to

leave upon the mind of the reader distinct and characteristic impressions of the ages and

the conditions of life through which his history leads, may well be reluctant to submit the

details which lie before him to the curtailment and condensation which his limitations may
require.

Soon after Isaac's marriage, Abraham, remembering that he was to be " the father of niauij

nations," took to himself a second wife, Keturah, who was ])robably one, perhaps the chief, t)f

the handmaids who had been " born in his house, or bought with his money." By her he

had six sons, Zimran, Jokshan, Medan, Midian, Ishbak, and Shuah ; all of whom before his

own death, thirty-seven years after, he sent with suitable allowances into the comitry east and

south-east of the Promised Land, where they became the founders of Arabian tribes, some of

which are often noticed in the Jewish annals, and some remaining traces of whose names may
to this day be discovered in Arabia. Thus Abraham disposed of his sons by Keturah in his

own lifetime, lest at his death they should be disposed to interfere with the superior claims of

Isaac, and, probably, lest any of them should settle in the land of Canaan, which was that

son's destined heritage.

While thus Abraham was becoming the father of many nations, the beautiful wife of Isaac

proved to be barren. "Of all the patriarchs," says Bishop Hall, "none made so little noise

in the world as Isaac; none lived either so ])rivHtcly or so innocently : neither know I whether

he approved himself a better son or a husband ; for the one, he gave himself over to the knife

of his father, and nu)urned three years for his mother; for the other, he sought not to any

handmaid's ])ed, but in a chaste forbearance reserved himself for twenty years' space and prayed.

Rebekah was so long barren." t After this she conceived, and brought forth twins, whose

fi)rtunes were predicted before their birth; for their struggles, as if for superiority, in her

wond), engaged her attention, and she entreated God to show her what this might mean. The

answer was, that two nations, two manners of peo])le, were in lier womb; and that of these

the one people should be stronger than the other, and the elder should serve the younger.

When they came into the world, the first-born exhibited a very hairv appearance, on which

account the name of Esau \Juury'\ was given to him
•,X

the other had hold of his brother's heel

in the birth, and received the name of Jacob \Jit'cl'\ from that circumstance. Characteristic

instances, these, of the manner in wliich, as now, among the Bedouin tribes, names were im-

posed upon children with reference to any unusual ai)[)earancc they exhibited, or anv little

incident that occurred at the time of their birth.

• This is Uio more fii'i|iiiMiUy tlic c.isc wIkmi llir liiisb.inil's .ibdilo is ilistiiiit Troiii tli.it of the bride's jmreiits. Kroni lier iii-

fliioncc, often misdirected, over the yomif; woman's mind, the nurse is seldom in mueh favcjur with the husband.

t 'Contemplations.' Hook iii. cunt. 1.

X The name ^sYiK is most fienerally ajjplied to liim iiersoiially ; but his deseendauls are always invariably cxWaX Edomilcs,

from his other name.
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Nothing further is recorded of Abraham till he died,* at the age of 175 years, " an old man
and full of years." His body was deposited beside that of Sarah in the cave of Muchpelah,

which he had bought of Ephron the Hittite ; and it is very interesting to note that the wild

son of Hagar united amicably with the placid Isaac in rendering the last of duties to their

common father ; and as the act of burial in the East very speedily follows death, this leaves us

to infer that Ishmael had been summoned from the desert to receive the dying blessing of the

patriarch.

As this is the last occasion in which Ishmael is personally produced by the sacred historian,

he takes the opportunity of stating as much of his further history as the objects of his narra-

tive required. It amounts to this, that the son of Hagar was the father of twelve sons,t who
were the founders of as many tribes, which took their names, and which abode in the northern

parts of Arabia, and on the borders of Egypt, Syria, and the Euphrates. That these tribes did

not all take to the nomade life, and dwell in tents, appears from the mention of their " towns

and castles." Ishmael himself died, at the age of 137, "in presence of all his brethren."

The Jewish writers have claimed fur him the distinction of being the founder of the Arabian

nation. But there were Arabians before Ishmael ; and the amount of his claim is doubtless

that which the Scripture allows him—that he was the father of twelve Arabian tribes, and

forms but one of the chief stocks from which the Arabian nation is descended. (**)

Esau and Jacob were fifteen years of age when their grandfather Abraham died. J As the

lads grew up, they manifested characters as different as those of Ishmael and Isaac had been.

Esau was the Ishmael of this generation, Init Jacob was not the Isaac. Esau cared little for

the more quiet and inactive duties of pastoral life, but he was abroad in the open country,

where his careless and impulsive character found a congenial, because active and excitable,

employment in Inmting and shooting down with his arrows the gazelles and other wild animals

which that region offered.§ Jacob, on the other hand, was a plain and quiet man, not taking

any interest in such hunting excursions as those of his brother, but remaining for the most

part at home among the tents, and acquiring much knowledge of the shepherd's imostentatious

and humble duties. The character of Esau, rather than that of Jacob, is the one in which a

Bedouin father is most likely to take pride ; and hence it is no wonder that Isaac had much
more regard for Esau than for his brother, the more, perhaps, as the former was enabled to

show his father frequent and acceptable marks of his affection and respect by bringing for his

eating the more choice game that he had killed. Isaac was also willing to regard his first-born

as the heir of the promises ; for although we see no reason to agree with those who think that

Rebekah did or could conceal from him the communication concerning them which she had

received from God before their birth, yet that communication, as interpreted with the bias of

his affection for Esavi, might not seem to him very clearly to establish the divine intention to

assign to his youngest son the same preference which he had himself obtained over Ishmael.

But this intention seemed very clear to Rebekah herself, who interpreted the Lord's answer to

her by the light of her own affection for Jacob. He was her favourite. She proved a some-

what crafty and imscrupulous woman, and Jacob's natural disposition, till he got advanced in

years, lay rather in the same direction ; and besides this bond of sympathy between them, his

more gentle and congenial character, together with his being more constantly at home, naturally

recommended him to a higher place in his mother's affection than that which the more bois-

terous and careless Esau occupied. Jacob knew from his mother the superior destiny which

* R. C. 19/8.

t Nebajoth, Kt'dav, Adbcel, Mibsham, Mi^hma, Dumah, Massa, Hadav, Tema, .Tetiir, Naphish, and Kedemah. Of the tribes

despeuded from them, which took their names, the two first are tliose which oftenest occur in the Scripture, and that probably

from their being situated nearest to Palestine. The tribe descended from Nebajoth are the Nabatha?an Arabs of classical history.

All the tribes descended from Ishmael are called collectively Ishmaelites and Hagarenes in Scripture.

% Tlie Ijook of Genesis puts the death of Abraham before the birth of his grandsons. But the order of circTimstances in that

book is nut always chronological ; and by comparing ages, it becomes certain that the birth of Esau and Jacob took place several

years before Abraliam's death.

§ Esau evidently hunted on foot; and even the gazelle, proverbial for its swiftness, may be hunted on foot. For that animal

cannot lortg sustain the rapidity with which it commences its flight. Man can run much longer than the gazelle can flee with

speed; so that although the utmost exertion of his speed is much inferior to that of the gazelle, an Arab lad will often succeed,

indeed seldom fails, by perseverance, in running down th it fine creature.
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awaited him ; ami, at her suggestion, kept himself on the watcli for an opportunity of getting

from Esau a formal transfer or relinquishment of the higher natural claims which he might be

supposed to derive from the accident of a few minutes' earlier birth. Such an opportunity was
not long wanting.

Jacol) was one day preparing a savoury pottage of lentiles, which, or the mode of preparing

which, was a novelty in that part of the country, having been lately introduced from Egypt.*

While he was thus occupied, Esau came in from a severe day's hunting, famishing with

hunger, and faint from fatigue. Under such circumstances the coarsest fare would have
seemed pleasing to him ; but the savoury smell and tempting reddish appearance of the

pottage was absolutely enchanting. The uncivilised or semi-civilised man is a child in his

appetites at all times ; and the hunger of such a man is a madness C). Jacob was too sharp

a youth not to know this, and he did not over-estimate the importance of his pottage when, on
Esau's begging passionately for a share of " that red—that red " f (not knowing its name), he

demanded his birthright as the price of the indulgence. We incline to think that he had
before been teased on this point, at less favourable moments, and had resisted ; but now he

was in the state of one who would deem all prospective benefits and privileges cheap, in com-

parison with the present good of a cup of cold water. He therefore exclaimed fretfully,

—

" Behold, I am at the point to die, and what good will this birthrifjht do me ?" Seeing his

brother so ready to take the bait, Jacob was not content with a mere oJdF-hand agreement,

but to make the bargain secure would not part with his pottage, tdl it was confirmed by oath,

Esau then got his mess ; and surely " there was never any meat, except the forbidden fruit,

bought so dear as this broth of Jacob." I

This transaction has raised much inquiry concerning the nature of those privileges—the

birthright—which Jacob coveted so highly, and which Esau so lightly bartered away. Taking
the question generally, the privilege of the first-born seems to have been that he became the

acknowledged chief or head of the tribe or clan, and in that character (l^ut some dispute this)

was its authorised priest and sacrificer, and that he had a title to the first consideration in the

last blessing of the father, and to a portion of the inheritance twice as large as that which any of

the other sons received. So much generally ; but in the particular instance, there were other

])rivileges which were then supposed to be annexed to primogeniture, but which did not ulti-

mately prove to be so : these were, the promised Divine care and blessing on the chosen race,

the inheritance of the land of Canaan, and the instrumentality of bringing a blessing upon all

the families of the earth. Now the cpiestion is, whether it was the temporal or spiritual heritage,

or 1)oth, the transfer of which Jacob obtained from his brother, and this is a question beset with

considerable difficulties. Upon the whole we are inclined to free Jacob and his mother from the

suspicion of mercenary motives, and to consider that they regarded only the spiritual heritage

—the heirship of the promises—as being intended for Jacob ; and that of this only they

wished Esau to relinquish any claim which he might be supposed to derive from the priority

of his birth. We can easily understand how such a man as Esau might " despise " this birth-

right, and ask contemptuously what good it would do him ; but even he was probably not

insensible to the benefit of a double share in Isaac's rich possessions. The reasons on which
this conclusion is founded cannot be stated in this place, as they in some measure anticijiate

the historical narrative ; but a note at the end of this chapter contains some further observations

on the subject. ('")

About this time, or soon after, there was a famine in the land of Canaan ; an.d Isaac appears

• Wn obt-iiu this conclusion from tlu- circumstance that the mess was manifestly strange to Esau, anil, by reason of that

strangeness, appeared to him the ^reiler delicacy,—compareil with the fact on which Austin founds his conclusion that they were
Kgypfian lentiles, namely, that Egnit was famous for the lentile, and the preparation of it. It had two sorts, one darker
than the other, and both greatly prized by the ancients. And how common and favourite a di:-h lentile pottage was, appears

from the ancient paintings of that country, which represent persons engaged in preparing it over a lire. In these, the prep;u-ation

is represented as being made in a pot, which rets upon a metal stand or tripod ; the fn-o burns on the gi-ound, and the cook stirs

tlie pot with a stick as it boils. August, in I's. xlvi. ; Plin. Hist. Nat. 1. xviii. c. 31 ; Wilkinson, vol. ii. No. 2/7, di;. 9.

+ Hence he got for a name the word he had used, Edam (red). Hut although we are told this, his proper name of Esau is that

which he usually be;u-s when mentioned personallv ; but hi^ posteritv are alwavs called Edomites.

I Bishop Hall.
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to have had some thought of going down into Egypt, as his father had done before. But the

Lord appeared to him, and forbade him to go thither, or to leave the country which, for Abra-

ham's sake, had become the destined heritage of his seed ; and, on this occasion, all the pro-

mises made to his father were renewed to him in terms very full and distinct. He then went

to Gerar, where another Abimelech than he who made the covenant with Abraham reigned,

and another Phichol was captain of the host. These were evidently not proper names, but

the official titles which the kings and military commanders of the Phdistines bore. While

Isaac tarried here, an adventure occurred remarkably similar to that which his father had

met with in the same place, in consequence of his denial that Sarah was his wife. Indeed,

the circumstances which happened to Abraham in Egypt, to the same person in Gerar, and to

Isaac also in that place, have so much resemblance, and are, in themselves, so unlikely to have

occurred to the same persons, that were one authorized to judge the book of Genesis by the

common rules of historical criticism, he might be inclined to think that the compiler of the

book, having before him three different accounts of the same transaction, was led, from the

differing circumstances which he found in them, to consider that the statements referred to

three different transactions instead of one. As, however, this explanation is not admissible,

we proceed to observe that although Isaac, like his father before him, gave out that his wife

was his sister, she was not taken from him, nor was he molested on her account ; but when

the king accidentally discovered that Rebekah was really Isaac's wife, he sent for him and

charged him with this disguise. He made just the same excuse as his father ; and the king,

after pointing out the danger which might have ensued, gave strict charge to his people,

declaring that " he that tovicheth this man or his wife shall surely be put to death,"—a rather

superfluous injunction, ire should think, but, in fact, curiously illustrative of the ideas of the

Orientals and their attitude towards foreigners. This also will be noted as the first instance in

history of a king holding the power of life and death.

Isaac remained a long time in this neighbourhood ; and, after a while, he began to pay

some attention to agriculture, being probably induced thereto by some existing scarcity, or the

apprehension of one approaching, and the virgin soil rewarded him that same year a lumdred-

fold. The principle on which he might cultivate the soil in the Philistine territory has been

explained in a lately preceding page ; and the manner after which the soil is actually cultivated

in some parts of Western Asia by tribes of nomade pastors, will in another place be eluci-

dated. (") Here, in every way, Isaac prospered very greatly,—or, in the cumulative language

of Scripture, " The Lord blessed him : and the man waxed great, and went forward, and
grew, till he became very great ; for he had possessions of flocks, and possessions of herds, and
great store of servants."* This great prosperity excited the envy of the Philistines, and they

were especially jealous of his operations in husbandry, for the reasons which we have lately

had occasion to state. They therefore hastened to fill up with earth the wells which had

been dug by his father, and on whicli Isaac's own claim to conduct such operations rested

;

and, to crown all, the king himself desired the patriarch to remove himself to a greater

distance, as his people could not bear to see a stranger thriving better than themselves upon
their own soil.

For the sake of peace, Isaac accordingly departed, and naturally thought of resorting to the

wells which Abraham had digged in the remoter parts of that territory. He foimd that these

had already been filled up by the Philistines after the death of Abraham, and he proceeded to

clear them out, and to restore to them the names by which his father had called them. He
does not appear to have been interfered with in these operations. But when he proceeded to

dig new wells the case was changed. His people, digging in the valley of Gerar, found a fine

spring of water, and proceeded to form a well ; but a warm dispute arose about it between his

shepherds and those of Abimelech, the latter declaring the water to be theirs : on wdiich Isaac,

ever disposed to peace, gave it up to them, after imposing upon it the opprobrious name of

Ezek {contention}. Proceeding farther, he dug another well : but aboiit this the same strifes

arose with the same result ; and the patriarch left upon this well the name of Sitnah Ihatred].

About the next and remoter well which his people digged there was no strife, and he gave it the

* Gen. xxvi. 12—14.
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name of Relioboth [roo)7i] :
" For now," said he, " tlie Lord hath made room for us, and ue

shall be fruitful in the land." Having thus provided a well—for his cattle were sent to

pasture in this district—he removed his head-quarters to Beershcha, where he had himself

been born, and which was, in his later years, the favourite station of his father. ('^)

On the night of his arrival at that old and honoured station, the Lord appeared to him in a

dream, or vision, and conveyed to him the highest possible comfort and encouragement in the

words, " Fear not, for / am uiith thee;" and then renewcil his promise to him—to bless him,
and to multiply his seed for xVbraham's sake. Then Isaac built an altar there, and worshijjped

the Lord; and his purpose being conhrmed to remain for some time among the scenes of his

boyhood, he proceeded to establish his camp, and to dig a well—or, more probably, to clear

out that which his father had digged there.

Abimelech reflected that Isaac had not been very kindly treated by himself, and that his

conduct had encom-aged the harshness of his servants, by which the patriarch had been obliged

to make this more distant removal; and, ai)prehending that he might harbour feelings of re-

sentment on this account, he determined to go to liini and renew the covenant of peace which
their fathers had made. So he went, accompanied hy Ahuzzath, his friend, and by Phichol,

the commander of his forces. Isaac, to make them feel that he was sensible of the injuries he
had received, gave them but a cool reception ; but, nevertheless, entertained them handsomely,
and, on the following day, consented to enter into the desired covenant. This matter was just

concluded, when Isaac's men brought him word that they had reached the spring in the well
which they were clearing out, on which he significantly bestowed upon it the name, the Well of
the Oath [Beersheba], wliich his father had given it, on nearly a similar occasion, a hundred
years before. Indeed, it is astonishing liow similar, almost to identity, the history of Abraham's
dealings with the Philistines is to the account of Isaac's intercourse with the same people.

Being now on the borders of the Hittites, into whose districts Esau's huntings often led him,
Esau soon formed such connections as led to his marriage with two women of that nation, Judith
and Bashemath, liy name. He was then forty years of age, which, as already remarked, seems
to have been tlie established age of manhood until the time of Moses.* This proceeding was
a great grief of mind to his father and mother, who were, as usual, very anxious that their sons
should strengthen the family ties, and keep the race unmixed, by marriages in their own family.

Their feelings in this matter became one of the natural instrumentalities whereby God effected

his purpose of keeping the chosen race apart and separate ; and, doubtless, formed one of the

reasons, so to speak, why a Bedouin family, in which such feelings are always strong, was in

the first instance selected for this great object.

Esau, however, did not separate himself from his parents; and he still retained the cliicf

place in the affections of his ftither, who continued to regard him as the heir of the promises.

He was probably unacquainted with the sale of the birthright, which was a transaction too little

to the credit of any of the parties concerned to make them anxious to tell him of it ; or, if he
did know it, lie may have regarded it as a mere youthful trick—the eflect of fatigue and hunger,
to which no importance was to be attached. When, therefore, at the age of 137 years, Isaac's

eyesight had failed, and other infirmities of age had grown upon liim, he imagined that the day
of his death could not be far distant, and prepared to confer ujjon his first-born, in a formal
blessing, that full inheritance of the promises made to Abraham, which he desired him to

possess, and which he unadvisedly deemed himself qualified to bestow. As this matter involves

some points of difficulty, a little explanation may not be unacceptalile to the reader.

As these were not days of written documents, it appears to have been the custom for fathers,

when they found their last days aiiproaching, to assemble their sons, and bless them, or, in other

words, deliver an oral will, in which, mixed with matter of retrospect or anticipation, each was
told what he was to do and to inherit. In the family of Abraham, quite a new and interesting

application of this custom arose, since the heritage comprehended objects over which the father

had no control, and benefits which he did not himself possess, and could not, as of himself,

bequeath to others. Therefore the jiatriarchs could not i)roi)erly, on their own authority, de-

clare the appropriation of the blessings ])romised or bestowed in tlic covenant made with Abra-

• Coiniiarc ICxoil. ii. 11, Acts vii. 23.
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ham ; though, if they had so chosen, tliey might probably, on their own responsibihty, have

declared whatever appropriations they deemed fitting of the actual property—the flocks and

herds, the silver and the gold—which they then possessed. For this reason—to anticipate the

history a little—Jacob himself, in his old age, appears to have disposed of his actual property

in the usual way ; but no notice is taken of it in Scripture, which is, however, very particular

to tell us how, before his death, he assemljled his twelve sons to declare to them what God had
shown him, respecting the distribution among them of the heritage of promise.

Now, to return, Abraham is not recorded to have performed any such act of blessing ; and

the reason is plain,—he provided for all his sons in his own lifetime, and had nothing further

to say, to them concerning the property remaining with him, and which belonged to Isaac.

And then, as to the heirship of the promises, there was nothing whatever for him to declare

on that point, and the divine will had repeatedly declared its appropriation to Sarah's son.

But, in the present instance, the case was different. Isaac had two sons; the claim of tlie

eldest of whom to the secular heirship was unquestionable ; which of them might inherit the

promises of the covenant was less certain : but, in the absence of any positive direction, Isaac

might infer that in this case, and thenceforth, it was to follow the course of nature, and form a

part of the brilliant heritage of the first-born. He appears to have made this inference, and to

have concluded himself authorised, without any special direction from God, to deal with the

whole heritage under that impression. If his partialities had led him to prefer Jacob, he

would have hesitated to alter, on his own authority, what was considered the course of nature

;

but in regarding his favourite Esau as the heir of the covenant, there seemed no responsibility

of alteration, but only the confirmation of that which nature appeared to have appointed, and
Avhich God had not seemed to him to set aside.

On whatever views Isaac proceeded, he certainly acted on his own authority when he said

to Esau,—" Take thy quiver and thy bow, and go out to the field, and take me some venison

;

and make me savoury meat, such as I love, and bring it to me, that I may eat, that my soul

may bless thee before I die." This did not escape the ears of Rebekah, who, finding that

her husband was at last about to bestow on Esau what she herself considered the due of Isaac,

immediately, with the ready ingenuity peculiar to her sex, thought of a device whereby this

plan might be frustrated, and the important blessing diverted to the son she better loved. She
proposed this plan to Jacob; but even he was startled at its boldness, and urged some
objections ; but as these were not objections of principle, and only arose from fear of the con-

sequences of detection, they were easily removed by his mother, who was very willing to take

all the consequences on herself, and he then submitted to her direction. He went and fetched

two good kids from the flocks, with which Rebekah hastened to prepare savoury meat, such as

Isaac loved. She then produced a dress belonging to Esau, for Jacob to put on ; and when he

was clad, fastened about his hands the skins of the goats, to imitate the hairiness of Esau ; and

then she gave him the savoury mess, with bread, to take to the blind old man. This was a

deservedly anxious moment to both Jacob and his mother ; for they had two fears,—one, lest

Isaac should detect the imposture, and the other, lest Esau should return before all was over.

But all took effect according to their wish : for although some probable doubt about the fitness

of his own course made Isaac guarded and suspicious ; and although his ear, sharpened by

blindness, enabled him to detect the difference of the voice, and the quickness of the assumed

Esau's return excited his surprise, the feel and fresh smell of the dress which Jacob wore,

and the hairiness of his hands, lulled his doubts, and he received the savoury mess which the

deceiver brought, and afterwards drank the wine which he offered. Then he said, " Come
near, now, and kiss me, my son;" and when Jacob went near to kiss him, he said, " See,

the smell of my son is the smell of a field which Jehovah hath blessed : therefore God give

thee of the dew of heaven, and the fatness of the earth, and plenty of corn and wine : let

people serve thee, and nations bow down to thee : be lord over thy brethren ; and let thy

mother^s sons bow down to thee : cursed be every one that curseth thee, and blessed be every

one that blesseth thee." There can, we imagine, be no doubt that Isaac intended thus to

convey to Esau the blessings of God's covenant with Abraham : but from the want of pre-

cision in the terms Avhich he employs, it may be questioned if he well understood what those

VOL. I. L
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blessings really were. Nor would this be much marvel ; for, if the truth must he tokl, Isaac

appears to have been rather a weak and rather an obtuse person : nor had his mind been

enlarged by much intercourse with God ; for Jehovah, who had appeared often to his

fatlier, and did hereafter appear many times to his own son, manifested his presence to him

only twice. The clause, " be lord over thy brethren," may seem to indicate his knowledge of

the intimation which had been made to Rebekah before the birth of her sons,
—

" the elder

shall serve the younger,"—and to lie designedly in counteraction of the impression which

it had made. The expression, " Let thy mother\s sons bow down to thee," has also a very

invidious look, and seems as if levelled, with no good will, at Jacob, the mother's favourite.

The design having thus succeeded, Jacob left his father ; and he had scarcely departed when

Esau returned from his hunting, and, with the game he had killed, prepared such savoury

meat as his father loved, and bare it to him. We may imagine the consternation of Isaac

when the well-known voice of his beloved son exclaimed, " Let my father arise, and eat of his

son's venison, that thy soul may bless me." He trembled very exceedingly, and said,

" Who?—where is he who hath taken venison and brought it to me, and I have eaten of all

before thou comest, and have blessed him,

—

yea, and he shall he blessed.'''' The turn in this

last clause is very remarkable, and seems to intimate that the patriarch received a sudden

conviction, which he had half suspected from the first, but had been unwilling to entertain,

that Jacob was the heir of the promises. Whether this conviction was the result of some

sudden act of mind, or that inspiration and direction from above, acting upon his mind, for

which he ought, in the first instance, to have waited before he undertook to assign the heir-

ship of the covenant, may ap])ear doubtful to many ; but the latter seems the more probable

alternative, as it is manifest that ])resently after he spoke of what he did not previously know,

and of what he could not possibly know but through the spirit of prophecy.

The impetuous Esau was aghast at this intimation ; he cried, with a great and exceeding

bitter cry, and said to his father, " Bless me, even me, also, my father! " To which Isaac

could only reply by reminding him that his brother had come with subtilty, and taken the

blessing intended for him. This called to Esau's mind his earlier wrong ; and adverting to

the double meaning of his name,* he said, " Is he not rightlv named Jacob ? for he hath

supplanted me these two times;" but again he returned to the single point in which his hope

lay, and exclaimed, " Hast thou not reserved a blessing for me ?" Tliis must have reminded

Isaac, perhaps with some compunction, that in blessing, as he supposed, his first-born, he

had not, intentionally, kept in view any Idessing for his youngest son. Now, convinced of an

overruling control which prechulcd him from recalling the blessing he had unknowingly

given to Jacob, he answered, " Behold, I have made him thy lord, and all his brethren have

I given to him for servants, and with corn and wine have I sustained him : and what shall I

now do unto thee, my son ?" But Esau, fairly overpowered, and incapable of taking in any but

one broad idea, persisted in his right to an e(piivalent blessing, if not exactly the one intended

for him,—" Hast thou but one blessing, my father ? bless me, even me, also, my father

!

And Esau lifted up his voice and wept." The blind old man must have been deeply tried not

only in witnessing this affliction of his son, but to feel that his wishes and hopes for him had
been brought to nothing. But then, or just before, he received such a clear impression or vision

as to his son's future lot as enabled him to gratify his wish. " Behold, thy dwelling shall be

remote from the fatness of the earth, and from the dew of heaven ;t by thy sword I shalt tliou

live, and thou shalt serve thy brother: but the time will come when thou shalt prevail, and
shalt break his yoke from off thy neck." We shall see the fulfilment of this in due season.

§

• Jacob means a supplanter, as well as a heel.

t Tills is the reverse of our current version ; and while the text allows this interpretation , it is best to adopt it, as otherwise

the same Messing is thus far f;ivcu to Esau as to .lacoli, while, in fai-t. it was not true that the posterity of Edom possessed a
t(UTitory that ran well he considered fertile. This is the interpretation of Iloubigant, Le Clerc, Castilio, De Vence, Purver,
Koothroyd, and others.

t We agree with those who think th it "on thy own desert" is a better translation than " by thy sword," of *lll"in /}? ',

but although this translation is more in unison with the version of the first claiise which wo have adopted, still, as it h:i-s no his-

torical bearing, we shall not needlessly interfere witli our generally excellent public version.

§ 'I'he subjection of the Kdomites to the Israelites did not lake place till the time of David; and their foretold <leliveranee

Occurred in the time of .Tehoram, when thoy revolted from the kings of .ludah, and were able to maintain their independence.
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All the parties were more or less to blame in this curious transaction. Isaac, for acting

without due authority, and, as indicated by his conduct, with doubt that he was doing right.

Even Esau cannot claim much of our sympathy in his too late clamour for a benefit which he

had so childishly and lightly bartered away ; and as to Jacob and his mother, if they had

supposed the blessing due to Esau, their plots to deprive him of it would have been crimes of

a deep dye ; but as they believed the youngest son to be by the appointment of God the heir

of the promises, they had better have left Him to effect his own purposes in his own way and

his own time, without seeking to promote his objects by such paltry and needless devices.

Jacob's craft, his lies, and his heartless impositions will always bear a very bad look ; and his

conduct leaves such an impression upon our minds, that it takes a long while before we get

reconciled to him ; and it is not till after he has passed the river Jordan, on his return from

Mesopotamia, that he obtains our respect. These clever operations proceeded on the prin-

ciple of doing wrong to prevent wrong, or to obtain good.

Isaac was too much humbled by the consciousness of his own share in the wrong-doing,

and by the certainty he now possessed that Jacob was the real heir of the blessing he had

obtained, to harbour any resentment, or to make any complaints ; on the contrary, while

Esau was still the beloved of his heart, he began from henceforth to take unusual interest

about one whom he now recognised as the peculiar object of the divine favour. But as for

Esau, his resentment was fierce and deep, and only to be appeased by blood. He knew that

all the blessings promised to Abraham must descend in the line of Isaac, who had no sons

but himself and Jacob ; and, therefore, while in slaying his crafty brother he would gratify

the hatred he now felt towards him, he inferred that he should by the same act become the

heir of all. Him, therefore, he determined to destroy ; but out of regard to his father, whom

he sincerely loved, he determined not to execute his purpose while he lived,—the rather that

his end seemed then, to himself and others, to be at no great distance,—though he actually

lived above forty years after these trying events.

The blunt and open character of Esau disqualified him from keeping his own secret. His

intention transpired, and was reported to Rebekah ; who was seriously alarmed, and proposed

to Jacob that he should proceed, secretly, to her brother Laban, in Mesopotamia, and remain

with him a little while till Esau's resentment should subside. On this the safety, not of one

only, but both her sons, seemed to her to depend. For although we do not learn of any

judicial tribunals which could have undertaken to punish Esau for the act of murder he con-

templated, there is no dovibt that he would have been amenable to the fatal and resistless

operation of the law of Their, or blood-avenguig, which existed from the most early ages, and

which still, by its action upon the fears of the wild tribes of the desert, and indeed of all the

less civilised tribes of western Asia, from the shores of the Red Sea to the Caucasian mountains,

keeps in check their fiercer passions, and makes them backward to shed blood. By this law

the nearest relative of the slain party is bound to pursue the slayer, and to rest not—never to

let his purpose sleep—till he has exacted life for life and blood for blood. In the present case,

if Esau had effected his intention, after the death of his father, the duty of the goel, or blood-

avenger, Jacob having no children of his own, would have devolved upon the eldest son of

Ishmael—that brother of Isaac having, at this time, himself been dead several years ; and that

this duty would be inexorably executed, the purely Bedouin habits of the Ishmaidite race must

have rendered uncpiestionable. Hence the anxiety of Rebekah lest she should lose both her

sons in one day, for at the least, Esau must have taken to flight—must have become a fugitive

and a vagabond, like Cain, the instant he slew his brother.

In proposing the plan of Jacob's journey to Mesopotamia to Isaac, his wife thought it right

to spare him this new trouble ; and therefore she merely stated what was doubtless one of the

reasons which made the journey the more desirable in her eyes, though it was not the only one

or the principal. She reminded him of the marriage of Esau to the daughters of Canaanites,

and what a serious calamity it would be if Jacob, now the recognised heir of the promises,

should be led to follow his brother's example. As his shrewd wife suspected, Isaac caught at

this, aud himself proposed the very plan she had herself arranged. He sent for Jacob, and

charged him not to take a wife from among the Canaanites, but to proceed to Padan-Aram

L 2
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[Mcsupotaniia], and thtre seek a wife amoiiij; his c(nisins, the daughters of Labaii, his mother's

brother. He ended with the broad and clieerful rceognition of Jacob as the heir of the pro-

mises, and blessing him as such.

When Abraham sent his servant the same journey to get a wife for his son Isaac, there were

ten camels, and servants, and precious things ; but now the son himself sets forth, alone and

oil foot, with no other equipment than the staff which he carried in his hand. The secrecy

wliich the rcseiitment of Esau rendered necessary accounts sufficiently for the difference.

Esau, who was probably absent on one of his huntings when Jacob departed, learnt in

due time, probably from his father, where and on w hat errand his brother was gone ; and

seeing from this how distasteful his own marriages had been to Isaac, he, thinking to mend the

matter, and, to ingratiate himself with his father, went and married one of the daughters of

It^hiiuiel. This is usually described as one of the hasty blunders of Esau : but we do not see

that it was. According to Bedouin usages, this was the most proper marriage he could form,

and, in fact, the hand of Ishmael's eldest daughter was due to the eldest son of Isaac as a

matter of right, and, as to religious belief and practice, the house of Ishmael was probably at

this time as pure, and probably more so than that of Laban. The necessity for sending to

Mesopotamia for a wife only existed in the case of Isaac, who otherwise must have married a

woman of alien race. But now there were grand-daughters of Abraham, through Hagar and

Keturah—nearer in blood and, at least, as suitable for wives to the sons of Isaac as w-ere the

daughters of Laban, the resort to whom now by Jacob does not prove that no other resort was
lawful, but was the result of circumstances, among which may be reckoned the fact that Isaac

himself had been supplied from tlience, together with the natural partialities of Rebekah for

her own family in Padan-Aram. If no other course w-ere proper in this generation, neither

would any other have been so in the next; and yet not one of Jacob's twelve sons took a wife

from the house of Laban. After that, the question became simplified ; for the sons and
{laughters of these twelve sons could and did intermarry. But notwithstanding this view of

the matter, exonerative of Esau, it was doubtless for wise purposes that while the heirship of

the promises was still vested in a single person, that person should be compelled bv circum-

stances so to marry as to obviate all danger of that intermixture of the chosen line with even
proximate tribes, which it was a part of the divine plan to prevent.

Datks.—We are now arrived at the year of the world 349.5, the year before Christ 191(5 •

the year of Isaac 1.37, the year of Esau and Jacob 77.

[Oiicntiil Slu-phcids.]
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.

(') Circumcision, p. 53.—Although the his-

tory of this very remarkable rite has received

much attention, and vast quantities of writing

have been expended upon it, it would be hard

to say that it is not fairly entitled to all the

notice it has obtained. Even were it less pro-

minent in all the history of the Jewish people,

the importance which a large partof the world,

even to this day, attaches to a rite in itself so

singular, would render it a subject well worthy

of consideration.

The first point, and that which has provoked

the largest measure of discussion, is involved

in the question, —Whether the rite of circum-

cision, as commanded to Abraham, was an

original institution, and its existence among
other people is to be assigned to this source, or

that it, previously to this institution, existed in

any other nation with, or without, the know-
ledge of Abraham ? On this question the dis-

putants join issue ; the argument being better

balanced, or less capable of decision than those

who have given little attention to the subject

would imagine. The popular opinion on the

subject will be fovmd generally to amount to

this—that the rite of circumcision was founded

on the occasion to which the text refers, and

that it was peculiar to the Jews till the time of

Mohammed, who adopted that and many other

practices from the Hebrew ritual, and that to

these two denominations it is now confined.

All these opinions are wrong, except the first,

and that remains an open question. The others

are not likely to be entertained by many of the

readers of this work, and therefore need engage

but little of our attention. It may suffice to

observe that the rite of circumcision was not

in later times peculiar to the Jews, inasmuch

as not only does history mention the Egyptians,

Ethiopians, and other nations as being circum-

cised, but the Scripture itself speaks of the

Egyptians, and also of the Ishmaelites and
Edomites, descended from Abraham, and the

Moabites and Ammonites, descended from Lot,

as nations circumcised in flesh, though not in

heart;* and Jerome, in his comment on the

text from which we derive this information,

says that the Ishmaelites of the deserts con-

tinued in his time to be circumcised. He had
opportunities of knowing what he states, and
li\ed two centuries before Mohammed. That

* Jer. ix. 24.

legislator merely adopted into his religious

system the rite which had been imraemorially

practised among his countrymen, and the use

of which, if he had so desired, he might have

found it difficult to eradicate ; and that the rite

is at this day observed not only by Jews and
Moslems, but by Christian and Heathen na-

tions, we shall have occasion to show before

this note is concluded.

In returning to the question, whether the

rite of circumcision existed among other

people, we must refer to the passage which
has already been adduced from the prophet

Jeremiah, and examine the list of circumcised

nations which he gives. The case of the

Ishmaelites and Edomites is easily dismissed,

as it is evident that they might derive the

rite from their forefathers, the son and grand-

son of Abraham, who were unquestionably cir-

cumcised. The case of tlie Moabites and Am-
monites is rather more difficult: as Lot had
separated from Abraham many years before

the covenant of circumcision was given to that

patriarch. It seems very likely, however, that

Lot did circumcise his sons, Moab and Am-
nion : for he had lived near enough to know
all that occurred to Abraham, and could not

well be ignorant that the rite had been insti-

tuted, and the manner in which its non-observ-

ance had been denounced ; and the circumci-

sion of his sons would, on account of his near

relationship to the patriarch, seem to him a

very proper method by which to perpetuate a

connection of which he had every reason to be

proud, as well as to exempt his heirs from

the operation of those exclusions denounced

against the uncircumcised. This probability

is strengthened by the fact that Isaac was

born nearly at the same time with Moab and

Ammon ; and Abraham's circumcision of the

infant on the eighth day, was well calculated to

lead Lot to execute the same rite upon his two

sons. Whether this be correct or not, it can-

not be disputed that the Moabites and Am-
monites were in a condition to derive their

circumcision in some way or other from the

Hebrew institution ; and therefore they may,

like the Ishmaelites and Edomites, be set aside

as no parties in the discussion. The question

then lies between the Jews and the EgyjJtians

;

for the inner question, whether the Ethiopians

or the Egyptians had it first, is of no present
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importance here ; but most readers, with the

light now possessed, will hesitate little to pro-

nounce that circumcision came to the Egyptians

through Ethiojiia, if it was 7iot imitated from

the Hebrew institution.

Perhaps in sjjcaking of circumcision in con-

nection with Egypt, one would ratlier say that

it existed in that country, than that the Egyp-
tians were a circumcised people. Among them

it was by no means uni\ersal, as it was among
the Hebrews ; and appears to have been only

obligatory upon the i)riesthood, and on those

who sought access to their mysteries and

sciences. Thus understood, the existence of

the rite is of such high antiquity among them
as very fairly to raise the question whether they

or the Jews had it first. The amount of the

information obtainable from the Greek his-

torians is, that the rite existed from the earliest

times among the Egyptians and Ethiopians
;

that it was disputed with which of these nations

it originated ; but it was vuiiversally considered

that the Jews and other western Asiatics which

exercised the rite, had derived it from the Egyp-

tians ; and so much indeed was this the feeling,

that even so distant a people as the Colchians

w^ere regarded as an Egyptian colony merely

on the ground that circumcision existed among
them.* In short, it seems never to have en-

tered the minds of the classical writers but

that the Egyptians practised circumcision be-

fore any of the people of western Asia among
whom it was also found. Rut their opinion on
this point is not of much value ; for, seeing that

the oldest of them lived a thousand years after

Moses, the times which seemed to them ancient

and immemorial, may have been modern as

compared with the time of Abraham ; and its

existence or not before his time, is the question

under review. Unless, therefore, the claim

they make for the Egyptians is supported by

collateral corroborations, it cannot by any
means stand. Such corroborations may be
found in the unlikelihood that the Egyptians
would borrow such a rite from the Hebrews;
and, secondly, in the probability that it existed

before the command concerning it was given
to Al)raliam.

It \\ill be borne in mind that Egypt appears
to have long been a settled and even a civilised

nation at the time when the father of the
Hebrew race took refuge in that country from
famine ; and that it was soon after his return
from thence that the command concerning cir-

cumcision was given. When this iirst act of
intercourse took place, circumcision did not,

therefore, exist on the part of Abraham ; but

'* IIi'ni(l,)tiis, ii. 3R, 104; llicul. Si.-iil. i. W, iti. ;J2 ; Strulio,

xvii.
i>. IIW.

if it did exist on the part of the Egyptians, he

could not fail to know it, not only because his

visit to that country, but because afterw'ards

he had in his household persons who knew the

usages of Egypt better than himself— being the

men-servants and women-servants he had re-

ceived from Pharaoh. And that the Egyptians

then practised this ceremony, is rendered pro-

bable l)y the consideration that the Egyptians,

who were even at this time an important nation,

afterwards became more important, and that

their system of rites and usages was fixed and
settled, and was confided to the charge of men
who, of all others, hated change and innovation

the most, by, and long before, the time that the

Hebrews were in a condition to make any im-

l)ression upon the Egyptians, or could be sup-

l)osed by that proud people to have any prac-

tice which was worthy of their adoption. This

could not have been before the time of Solo-

mon ; and who supposes that the Egyptian

system woiild then have admitted such a rite

as circumcision if it had been till then ex-

cluded ? When Jacob went down into Egypt
with seventy souls, the males were undoubtedly

circumcised ; but were the Egyptians then, or

during the ensuing bondage, hkely to adopt so

marked and distinguishing a practice from a

people who were "an abomination" to them as

pastoral nomades, and whom they afterwards

brought into hard and bitter bondage, and treated

as slaves ? That, of all the people on earth, the

Egyptian priests should be those who would
then, or after (and certainly not before) adopt

this rite from a people so adverse in all respects

to them, and circumstanced as the Hebrews
were, seems almost the most unlikely thing-

possible to happen, in the regard of one who
possesses but the faintest notion of the cha-

racter of the Egyptian hierarchy. Their system
was then at least established; and, after the

establishment of their system, their aversion to

all change, and especially to the adoption of

foreign rites and customs, was perfectly pro-

verbial. The disposition of the Hebrews was
exactly the reverse; and it would be difficult to

find in all history a jjcople who were more dis-

posed to the adoption of foreign manners and
ideas (Egyi)tian, especially), or more prone to

disfigure, by alien rites and opinions, the form
and substance of that noble system of faith and
worship which they received amidst the thun-
ders of Sinai.

When the Israelites, having long discon-

tinued circunK;ision in the desert, were on the

point of entering the promised land, they were
circumcised, and God said, "This day have I

rolled away f/ie reprnach nf E<iti])t from off

you.'' Prom this Le Clerc, MicluR'lis, and
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others, are clear that the Egyptians had the

rite of circumcision before this time, and that

they reproached the Israelites for the neglect

of it into which they had fallen. We note this

passage ; but, as interpretations are very dif-

ferent, we shall ourselves lay no stress upon it

in the way of evidence.

Seeing, then, the unlikelihood that the

Egyptians should take this rite from the He-

brews, let us inquire whether there was any pro-

bability that the observance existed before the

use of it was commanded to Abraham. And,
in the first place, was it necessary that it should

be an original observance ? Since so much has

been said, first and last, about the analogy be-

tween circumcision and baptism, we shall be

allowed to ask, why it was more necessary that

circiuncision than that bai)tism should, as a

rite, be divinely originated ? Yet everybody

knows that baptism was in most extensive use,

among both Jews and Heathen, long before it

was adopted as the seal and symbol of the

Christian faith. But although not original, as

a rite, baptism was original as an institution,

and as such—as the sign of a series of meanings,

associations, and symbols—it was and is peculiar

to the Christians, although the simple rite, Avitli

a different series of meanings and applications,

may be, and is, still in use among nations which

are not Christian. So, possibly, of circumcision.

In both cases the institution is everything, the

rite in itself nothing : and the institution

would be original, even if the rite had existed

from the beginning of the world. Thus the

Hebrew circumcision was a sign and seal of

God's covenant with Abraham ; and as such, it

was peculiar to him : so it would have been if

the sign had been a peculiar cut of the hair, or

of the beard, or the excision of a finger-joint

—although other nations may before and after

have performed the same operations, as the

sign of something else, or of nothing. If this

illustration may dispose the reader to allow

that there is no theological objection to the

previous existence of the observance, he will

allow due weight to the following consider-

ations bearing on the probability of this cir-

cumstance. They are taken, with abridgments,

from Michaelis:

—

" When we consider the style of the seven-

teenth chapter of Genesis, it does not look as if

the command it contained regarded a surgical

operation altogether new, and before unknown,
and one, too, so painful and dangerous as the

circumcision of adults proves. Abraham is

merely commanded to circumcise himself, and
all the males of his house. Now, although we
have among us circumcised Jews, such a com-
mand would not, perhaps, even now be under-

stood by many Europeans, unless a description

was annexed. . . . Circumcision may be

performed in more ways than one. The present

Jewish mode is actually different from that of

the Mohammedans, Egyptians, and Ethiopians.

But so little is said by God in the first passage

where circumcision is instituted, that we cannot

so much as know with any probability what
species of it he commanded

;
yet Abraham

must have understood him, and, consequently,

the meaning of the term must at that time have

been clear, from the practice it expressed.

Should it be said, that God may have given to

Abraham a description of the surgical process,

although Moses has omitted it, because it was
sufficiently known in his time, it still remains

incomprehensible how it could have been, as is

expressly mentioned in Gen. xvii. 26, 27, in

one and the same day performed upon the

whole house of Abraham, to which even some
years before there belonged, exclusive of chil-

dren and bought servants, 318 born servants,

capable of bearing arms. This, we should

think, must have required the employment of

persons perfectly accustomed to the operation.

If they had no such operators, the business could

not have been dispatched so expeditiously, for

the person who was to perform the operation

must necessarily have first learned it by re-

peated trials. And how can we, without sup-

posing a great miracle, of which, however,

Moses says not a word, imagine that if all the

servants of Abraham were previously uncir-

cumcised, they Avould all have submitted to so

painful an operation, at his mere command ?"

After enforcing this, by supposing the un-

doubted resistance which would be offered to a

nobleman who should order several hundred
peasants (serfs) to be circumcised in one day,

he goes on to infer that some of Abraham's
servants must have been already circumcised,

and that, by their help, he enforced obedience

upon the rest. " But if so, circumcision could

not have been very uncommon at that time
among other nations besides the Egyptians."

We think the reference which Michaelis

makes to the case of the Shechemites very

strongly to the purpose. When the prince of

Shechem wished to marry Jacob's daughter,

Dinah, her brothers insisted, as a necessary

preliminary condition, that he and his whole
city should be circumcised ; adding, as a reason,—"We cannot do such a thing as give our

sister to a man uncircumcised. It would be

a reproach imto us." "This," observes our

author, " would have been quite ridiculous, if

Abraham's family had been the only one on

earth then circumcised. Others would perhaps

have laughed at thcni ; but no one would have
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deemed it a reproach to Ihcm to let a daughter

marry a man uncircumciscd. To her lover,

however, the proposal was so far from appear-

ing ridiculous, that he persuaded all the males

of his city to submit to circumcision along

with himself." Michaelis also conjectures from

John vii. 22, that circumcision even existed

among Abraham's own forcfatlun-s. If this were

true, it would offer a very satisfactory reason

for Lot's probable circumcision of Moab and

Amnion ; but the reasoning on which this is

founded, though the fact itself may not be un-

likely is too weak to build upon.''

Now, we have no particular feeling for the

Egyptian part of the question ; but seeing that

the question has been made to turn principally

on the point, as between the Jews and the

Egyptians, it may be well to direct attention to

the circumstance, that, whatever tends to show
the prol)ability that the rite existed at all before

Abraham, is favourable to the prior claim of

that most ancient people.

But although it tluis seems probable that

other nations, and in particular the Elgyptians,

had this rite before Abraham, it by no means
follows that the nation which had it first gave

it to all the others. In the instance of Abra-
ham himself,—although he probably knew the

rite as previously existing,—we know not that

he or his posterity would ever have adopted it,

unless they had been commanded to do so

;

and, on the other hand, if, as some will persist

in believing, the operation was not previously

known, we should see no reason to conclude

that all the nations among whom it has since

existed, have received it from the Abrahamic
institution. As to the Israelites themselves,
no nation that had it Avas ever likely to borrow
it from them—not assuredly the Egyptians
or the Ethiopians. In the days of their glory

the Jews had no intercourse with distant na-

tions ; and now that their glory has departed
from them, and that their dispersion has given
a wide knowledge of the rite to the world,

what nation has there been which was likely

to take from a race so despised or hated, a rite

so painful and so peculiar ? The Mahomme-
dans have done more than they to diffuse cir-

cumcision, and their circumcision may cer-

tainly be traced, through the Arabians and
Ishmael, to Abraham

; and the extension of
the Moslem dominion and influence, on the

-t)ne liand, with the presence of Jews on the
other, makes it difficult to find original indica-

tions of the rite among other nations or races

;

because in making such inquiries one feels

aware of the difficulty of excluding the pos-

•'' Micliiiolis ' Commont.irios,' vol. iii., ;iit. 18G.

sible influence of either the Moslems or the

Jews ; at least the possibility of svich influence

puts a ready answer into the mouths of those

whose habits of thinking indispose them to

receive the position we would wish to esta-

blish. But, nevertheless, let us consider that

to the Jews and Moslems circumcision is emi-

nently a distinguishing religious rite, so that

he who is not born in those religions is con-

sidered to ado]it the one or other when he is

circumcised, and unless he be circumcised he

has no part in them. Neither Jews nor

Moslems present circumcision in any other

light to the heathen ; nor do the heathen

among whom they happen to dwell ever view

it otherwise than as the distinguishing initia-

tory rite of the Moslem or the Jew. It is,

therefore, not very likely that the heathen

should, under any circumstances, borrow the

grand religious rite—apart from all the cir-

cumstances and ideas connected with it—of

Jews or Moslems, both of whonr regard all

idolatry with loathing and abhorrence ; and

the antipathy which they are at no pains to

conceal, seems far more likely to excite in the

minds of idolaters an aversion to circumcision,

as the symbol of religion most opposed to their

own, than to recommend it to their adoption.

Under such circumstanc^es we should not ex-

pect that any would adopt circumcision but

those who received with it the faith and the

name of the Israelite or the Mahommedan

:

and this conclusion is supported by fact ; for

no instance is on record in which any nation

or body of men have adopted circumcision

from the Jews in ancient or modern times, or

from the Moslems, even in those countries

where they have reigned over the heathen,

vinless as a sign of their adoption therewith of

the Jewish or Moslem faith. If therefore we,

in ancient or modern times, find circumcision

among the heathen, we ai'e scarcely warranted

to infer that they derived it from Jews or

Moslems, even if we find that they knew the

rite well as practised by those peoples ; but still

less if they could know it thus but slightly, or

not at all ; and least of all, if, while they have

the rite, the ideas which they connect with it

are entirely different, and all the circumstances

are different, and nothing but the naked rite is

similar.

But where do we find the conformities which
wovdd indicate a common origin ? Among the

Egyptians, the rite was incumbent only on the

priests, and on those who proposed to devote

themselves to those mysteries and sciences

which partook of a religious nature ; not that

thorite itself was considered religious, or had
any such ideas connected with it, as the Jews
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entertained, but because circumcision, in their

hot climate, was held to contribute to the bodily

cleanness required of those who approached

the gods, for which reason they also shaved

all the hair from their bodies. It was also

known that circumcision was a good prevention

of a painful cutaneous disorder (called a car-

buncle), to which the uncircumcised were much
subject in that climate. Apion, an Egyptian,

who had written against the Jews, sneering at

their circumcision among other things, is an-

swered by Josephus, that the Egyptians them-

selves were circvuncised ; but that all of them

were not so, appears from his adding, that this

Apion himself was obliged to be circumcised in

his old age, on account of an ulcer. And for

these reasons, many of the common Egyptians

were circumcised, although the rite was obli-

gatory only on the class we have indicated.

It also appears that the Egyptians did not

perform the rite xmtil the age of puberty, and

that they circumcised females as well as males
;

and, upon the whole, the differences in every-

thing, except the simple surgical operation,

were so very great, that the learned Origen,

himself a native of Egypt, and well acquainted

with its usages, was unable to see anything in

common between the Jewish and Egyptian

observances.*

We do not know for certainty that the

Egyptians employed flint-knives in perform-

[Egyptian Flint-kiiivos.]

ing the operation of circumcision ; but as -they

generally used such knives for incisions on the

* Strabo, 1. xvii. ; Philo. .Tiul. de Circiimcisione, 810 ; Jo-

seph, contra Apioi), ii. 13 ; Clement. Alexaurl. Stromata, 1. i

;

Origen in Rom. ii. 13, et .Tcrem.ix. 24 ; Ambros. 1. ii. fie Abra-

ham, c. 2.

VOL. I.

human person, it is more than likely they used

them for this service. It is hence remarkable

that, while the Hebrews were in, and again

when they had lately left, Egypt, we read of

their employing flint-knives in circumcision,*

and such are employed by many of the Oriental

Jews to this day. This may be supposed, for

obvious reasons, to have been adopted, as an

indifferent practice, from the Egyptians, and

was generally relinquished when their example

ceased to operate ; for the Jews hold, in prin-

ciple, that any instrument of any material may
be employed. This small analogy, which is

only curious in an antiquarian point of view,

and not affecting the claims of either party to

the origination of the rite, is the only one we
can find.t

Of the Ethiopian circumcision we know
little, save the fact that it was immemorially

ancient in the time of the earliest Greek

writers. The Abyssinians are, we suppose, to

be regarded as an Ethiopian people, although

the ancients generally, when speaking de-

finitely of Ethiopia, mean a country nearer

Egypt. That the Abyssinians ultimately

adopted Judaism is certain ; and if they are

included in the statement which refers to the

circumcision of the Ethiopians, they must have

possessed the rite long before the earliest of

the dates to which their conversion is assigned,

the fact being, probably, that their conversion

was much facilitated by their previous posses-

sion of this rite. That they did not get cir-

cumcision originally from the Jews, seems to

be intimated by various circumstances ; such

as their including females in this rite, which

the Jews never did ; and by their continuing to

retain the rite after their adoption of Christi-

anity,— for national and immemorial habits are

there retained with most tenacity under all

changes, whereas habits of foreign and recent

introduction are relinquished with comparative

ease. All great legislators have known this

;

and instead of attempting to extirpate such

habits root and branch, have rather moulded

them into conformity with their own system.

$

In like manner to the Abyssinians, the

Copts, who are generally regarded as the de-

scendants of the ancient Egyptians, and who

never passed through Judaism to the form of

Christianity which they now hold, retain cir-

cumcision as the relic of an ancient national

usage, to which they do not profess to attach

any religious meaning, and which they are at

* Exod. iv. 25 ; Josh. v. 2, in the original.

t Herodot. ii. 86; Maimonides, M. Nevochim.i. 16; Hil-

chot Milah, c. 2, sec. 1, and c. 264, sec. 1; Pfeiffer, Diibia

Vexata, cent. ii. loo. 46.

X See, passim, the various particulars concerning Abyssinian

circumcision in Purchas, Bruce, Salt, and Gobat.

M
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some pains to reconcile with their Christian

profession.*

The prevalence of circumcision in tjie African

continent is indeed remarkable. \Vc find it

cverywliere, from the Mediterranean coast to

the Cape of Good IIojic, and from the coast

of Guinea to the Arabian Gulf. We find it

not only amoni;- the Moslems of the nortli, but

amoiip; the heathen of the south and west, and

among tlu; Christians of the north-east. Among
the heathen nations we find the time generally

different from that of the Jews and Moslems;

hardly any of them regard it as a religious

ceremony ; but it seems to be looked upon

much in the light of a surgical operation, per-

formed in the most convenient way, and un-

{•onnected with any particular observances. If

asked why they perform this operation, the

answer generally is, that their fathers always

dill it, and they ought to do the same, or that

it is good for them ; and in those cases where

they might have known something of Moslems,

never does the most ignorant Fetisli worshipper

allege that the rite was borrowed from them.

In some of these nations the females also

are circumcised—a custom almost peculiar to

the circumcision of Africa, and of Avhich the

Jews never dreamed. These are general con-

clusions from the whole ; but circumcision,

among even the African heathens, offers so

many differing details in the respective nations,

as alone militates against the idea of a common
origin, and still more when any comparison is

made between theirs and the Jewish and Mos-
lem forms of the rite.f

A sort of circumcision was found existing

among some of the native tribes of America,

particularly in Yucatan, and on the shores of

the South Sea, which, with other circum-

stances, led some writers to think they had
found in these nations the lost tribes of Israel,

but which the plain good sense of the present

day rather attributes to the spontaneous sug-

gestions of physical convenience.

All that has been said on this subject also

applies with much force to those traces of the

custom which may be found in Asia apart from
the profession of the Moslem faith.

One observation it may be desirable to make,

• Lane's ' Modern Kg\ ptimis,' ii. 310.

+ The limits of a note, and the length to which this has
-already run, precludes us from stating tlie details of these

usages; l)ut for the tjenefit of the reader who may be disposed
to examine tlie subject, we give the following references to the

facts we ha^e collected, and on which the abo\e conclusions

are founded.— ' Voyages to Western Africa,' in .\.<tlev's collec-

tion, 17-16, vol. ii. 187-8, 542, G41 ; vol. iii. pp. 21, 25. ' Ilist.

Gen. des Voyages,' viii. 601 ; Ludolpli. Hist. .i:thioi)ioa,' 1. ii.

c. 1 ; Hurd's ' Hist, of Religions Kites," 300; and (from Kol-
ben on C'alVraria) 395, 412, 414 ; Oldendorp's ' Ilist. of Mis-
sion tu the C'aribbee Islands,' 129, 297-8, in Miehaelis.

which is, that it is exclusively in warm climates

that the rite is found, unconnected with the

Jewish or Moslem faith ; and from this and

all the preceding statements the rpiestion arises,

whether there is not something in the residts

of a high temperature which suggested to dif-

ferent nations, without the necessity of deriva-

tion from one to another, the removal of the

part which is separated by circumcision. We
think it was so ; and, more, we think it was for

such reasons that a rite in itself so iiseful and

wholesome—though strange to our northern

ideas—was chosen as the seal of the covenant

with Abraham, in preference to any other act

which might have served the same purpose

without being equally useful.

Some of the uses have already been in-

timated,—such as cleanliness, and the preven-

tion of a dangerous and painful disease. Dr.

Russell, the physician of our factory at Aleppo,

assured Niebuhr of the usefulness of the rite

for those purposes, and explained how the

uncircumcised were subject to distressing tu-

mours from which the circumcised were wholly

free. The traveller has more on this subject,

offering valuable confirmation of the statements

of Josephus and Philo-Judseus ; and affording

other instances in which the operation becomes

physically convenient, and, in many cases, ne-

cessary in the East. That circumcision was

held to conduce to a more numerous posterity

we know from Philo, but the means of obser-

vation we still possess may render the fact itself

very doubtful. Miehaelis talks of a great natu-

ralist who thought there was also a moral vise

in circumcision, inasmuch as it tended to make
more difficult, though not absolutely to prevent,

a secret wickedness to which Oriental youth

are very prone : but he knew not that a very

eminent Jew, Maimonides, had long before

stated this as a principal benefit of circum-

cision.*

Thus understood, we obtain another illustra-

tion of a policy very common in God's dealings

with th(> Hebrews, by which some act, in itself

medically or morally usefid, is made compul-

sory, by its adoption for some symbolical or

ceremonial purpose. Thus is magnified the

wisdom and beneficence of that great God
whose service was never made to require any

act hurtful or of no use to his servants.

{^) Use of Anim.m. Food in the E.\st, p.

\A.—This is only one out of luany instances in

Scripture which show that the practice of the

Asiatics was, in the earliest times, similar, in

this respect, to that which still juevails

'* ' Reasons of the Laws of Moses, from tlu- More Xeroihim of

Maim(mides,' by .lames Townley, D.D., p. 331.
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throughout Asia, and which is entire]}' oppo-

site to our own. In Europe few persons can

bear the idea of eating meat the cookery of

which had commenced before its fibre has

hardened, and the warmth of life has tho-

roughly departed from it : but in tlie East the

meat is considered best wliich is cooked the

soonest after Ufe is extinct ; and the Orientals

regard with aversion that which lias been kept

so long before dressing as ours usually is. In

no case is meat which has been killed in the

morning kept undressed till the ensuing day,

although if killed in the evening—which is

rarely the case—it may be kept till the day

following. The law of Moses even took up
this matter as one of police ; for seeing that

there were seasons when, in consequence of

ample peace offerings, animal food would be

most abundant, and a great temptation would

arise to the reservation of part for future

consumption, it interfered and directed that

all should be consumed on the same day, and
that if any of it were left, it should be de-

stroyed by fire. The reason of all this is plain.

The heat of the climate produces the appear-

ances of decomposition in animal substances

with amazing rapidity, and about the same
time which in our climates would be required

to pass before meat is considered yi7 for eating,

would in the East be so much too long, as to

render it disgustingly unfit for food. So there

is reason on both sides, with some allowance

for the disposition which exists everywhere to

carry practices into extrenies. It will thus be

seen that, in such cases as the present, the

practice is not to be uirderstood as resulting

from the urgency of the occasion, but is quite

in the line of the regular practice, according to

which even those who, on particular occasions,

slaughter their own meat for a regular meal,

or a pre-determined feast, postpone the slaugh-

ter till near the time when the cooking must
be commenced. One consequence of this prac-

tice is, that meat in the East is always what we
should consider over-done : for it is only by
over-dressing that meat so recently slaughtered

can be rendered tender and fit for use.

C) The Food of Angels, p. 54.—Josephus,
in his version of this incident, says not that the

angels ate, but that they itiade a show of eat-

ing. The Targums of Jonathan and Jarchi

convey the same intimation. This is evidently

founded on the old notion that angels, being-

spiritual creatures, could not eat or assimilate

the food fit for a being so much more gross as

man. It is evident we cannot know how they
proceed in their natural condition, but there

appears no reason why they might not eat the

food of earth when they took the form of men
— unless they took the form of an imperfect
man, which is not very likely. We prefer to

take literally the Scripture statement that
" they did eat." Milton, who was well ac-

quainted with all the dreams of the rabbins
and the schoolmen on the subject, honestly
laughs at their useless speculations, and, after

alleging that

—

" Wliatever was created needs

To be sustaia'd aud fed,"

tells US of his archangel (Raphael) and Adam,
that

—

" Down they sat

And to their viands fell ; nor seemingly
The angel, nor in mist, the common gloss

Of theologians ; but with keen dispatch

Of real hunger."

The reader who will take the trouble to ex-
amine the full report of the rabbinical notices

concerning angels which may be found in

the first volume of Bartoloccio's 'Bibliotheca

Magna Rabbinica,' will see a remarkable ana-

logy between their speculations and those of
the Angelical Doctor,* and others of the scho-

lastic craft.

(^) Lot's Married Daughters, p. 56.

—

There is another very current interpretation,

which supposes that, instead of reading of Lot's
" sons-in-law, which [had] married his daugh-
ters," we should read, "which were to have
married his daughters;'' that is to say, that

he really had no daughters, and that the per-

sons called his sons-in law were only betrothed
to the virgin daughters who continued to li\'e

with him. But we have followed the view of
our translators, as judging it to agree best with
all the circumstances. Thus we see that when
Lot was ordered by the angels to hasten liis

departure, he was told, "Arise, take thy wife

and thy two daughters, which are here,'' &c.,

which seems clearly enough to intimate that

there were other daughters not there—his
married daughters— whom he could not take.

The supposition that married daughters were
left behind, to perish in the overthrow of the

city, does also afford a satisfactory and touch-

ing explanation of Lot's lingering reluctance to

leave the city, of his wife's wistful loitering

behind, and even of some parts of his pre-

served daughters' conduct in the cave.

C^) The Philistines, p. 58.—In pages 34,

35 of this work, and in the ' Pictorial Bible,'

under Gen. xxv. 34, and Exod. i. 8, we have

taken some notice of a race of " Shepherd

Kings,'' who made an irruption into Lower
Egypt, and held that country in subjection 260

* Thomas Aijuinas.

M 2
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years. We liave expressed our reasons for be-

lieving that the period of their rule commenced
before Abraham, and ended before Joseph

;

consequently, that a shepherd king reigned at

the time of Abraham's visit, and a native prince

at the time tliat the house of Israel went down
into Egypt. We have now to intimate our

persuasion that tliis intrusive dynasty, being

expelled from Egypt, ])roceeded northward,

and, settling in the country from which they

expelled tlie Avini, became the " Philistines
"

of the sacred Iiistory.

As tlie limits of our work Avill allow ns

but little space for the investigation of the

origin or history of even those nations which

the history of the Hebrews must bring mu(;h

under our notice, we must abstain from some
truly curious matters of inquiry connected with

the history of this people before their incursion

into Egyi)t, and confine ourselves to those

])oints which may contribute to the illustration

of our leading narrative. And in fulfilling even

this limited object, we must take the liberty

of assuming some points which those of our

readers who have a general acquaintance with

the subject will know to be little open to dis-

pute, and which those who have not may very

safely take for granted.

That the Philistines came from Egypt seems

to be now very generally agreed. The Bible

states repeatedly that they came from the

country of Caphtor, and that this means

Lower Egypt is now very rarely called in ques-

tion. Now from Lower Egypt only two people

could come, as a people, either the native

Egyptians (say a body of them fleeing from

the Shepherds), or the She])herds when ex-

pelled by the Egyptians. They Mere not

Egyptians ; because there is no record that the

Egyptians did at any time seek a refuge in the

land of Canaan. When oppressed in Lower
Egypt, their retreat at all times was Upi)er

Egyi)t, and there is positive record that this

was their resort on the invasion of the Shep-

herds. Besides, although the Philistines look

like a people who had been in Egypt, and who
had been under the operation of its civilising

influences, and although they remained in the

close neighbourhood of Egypt, nothing ever

transpires iu their subsequent history to con-

vey the slightest intimation that the Egyptians

ever recognised them as brethren. If they liad

been Egyptians, they might have returned to

their own country after the shepherds were
expelled, or, at least, we may vviih tolerable

certainty infer that they would have hastened

to claim kindred Avith, if not to put themselves

luider the protection of, the powerful parent

state. But so far are we from liearinu,- any-

thing of this, that in fact the Egyptians and

Philistines are never mentioned together in all

Scripture, except to intimate that the Egyp-

tians acted against them, including them, with

the Jews, among the enemies in that part of

Syria against whom they sometimes warred.

They were less connected with Egypt than

even the Jews, to whom that country had been

the house of Ijondage ; there is never the

slightest intimation of any alliance between

these near neighbours ; the Philistines never

assisted the Egyptians in their wars ; they

Avere never helped by Egypt in any of their

diiBculties, nor did they resort to that country

in any of their troubles. It is clear that the

Philistines had no claim to the Egyptian name,

though they bear the marks of a people who
had been in Egypt. It would on these grounds

appear to us strongly probable that they were

a remnant of the intrusive shepherds: and this

lirobability strengthens into a conviction when
to this negative evidence is added that of a

l)ositive character which we now proceed to

adduce.

In the history of the expulsion of the shep-

herds, which is given by Manetho, in a precious

fragment preserved by Josephus,* we are told

that the native Egyptian princes ultimately

rose against tlie intrusive tyrants, and after a

tedious warfare drove them out of the rest of

Egypt, and shut them up in Avaris.t But,
despairing of success, the Egyjjtians concluded
a treaty with them, and they were suffered to

depart unmolested from Egypt, with all their

households, amounting to 240,000 souls, and
their cattle. Accordingly, they crossed the

desert, and went and settled in Palestine. Ma-
netho's account is clear in this point ; though
at first view an awkwardness and uncertainty

is prodiiced by his confounding them with
another shepherd race (the Israelites) who ar-

rived not (historically) very long after the de-

parture of the Shepherds, and who, after a

stay of almost equal duration, de})arted to the

same country. Now among the early inhabit-

ants of Palestine, before the Jews, there was
no nation that can for an instant be supposed
to have come from Egypt, or whose identifi-

cation with the Shepherds can be even sus-

• ('(mini Ajiiim, i. ]4.

f This is previously desciibod by MiiiU'lho ;is an old city iu

Iho Siiito uonu!, coiivenifiitly situated on the uoitli side of the

liub.istic canal of the Nile. One of the sheiiherd kings, anx-
ious to secure the casteni part of the country against any in-

vasion from the Assyrians, who were then very powerful, re-

built this city, and fortified it most slion,!,'Iy, and garrisoncil it

with 2-iO,U0O soldiers. To this place he used to come in sum-
mer to furnish them with corn and pay; ;ind lie disciplined

them so carefully, that they became a terror to fureiijuers. This
place was afterwards called Pelusium, where tliey liad collected

all their cattle and plunder, and besic;:^eil tlieiu with an armv
of JtiU.OOO men.
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peeled, save the Philistines, whose situation,

in the part of the country nearest to Egypt,

would alone direct attention to them in the first

instance, apart from any other considerations.

All the information which Mr. Wilkinson

could obtain concerning the date of the

building of the Egyptian pyramids, led him to

conclude that they were built about the year

2120 B. c, a sufficiently close approximation to

Hales, whose historical comparisons gave him

the date of 2095 B.C., as that at which the

first pyramid began to be built. According to

both accounts, therefore, they were erected

about or a little before the time of Abraham's

visit to Egypt, about 2077 b. c. Now, Hero-

dotus, who was allowed by the priests—who
held the keys of knowledge—to take some
transient and obscure glimpses into the his-

tory of those ancient times, lets out the fact,

that at the time the pyramids were erected, a

shepherd called Philitis fed his flocks in that

country, and that his name was given to those

renowned erections. How remarkably does

this, in its incidental way, corroborate our

former conclusion, that the Shepherds were in

Egypt about the time of Abraham's visit ; as

well as our present argument, that these Shep-

herds were the Philistines ; and how much is

not this last position confirmed when we learn

that the word Philitis means a shepherd, and

Philistines are shepherds ; while the word Pales-

tine or Pali-sthan—which first their own district

in Canaan, and afterwards the whole country

took from them—means Shepherd-Land. As the

Philistines appear, before the Biblical student,

more as warriors than as shepherds, it may be

well to remind the reader that these two cha-

racters are, in the East, perfectly compatible

;

and that, in fact, whatever they became in

later ages, they were noted for their cattle in

the days of the patriarchs, and during the

sojourn of the House of Israel in Egypt. This

will appear from the disputes between the

herdsmen of Isaac and Abimelech, as well as

from the circumstance that while the Israelites

dwelt in the land of Goshen,* a party of

Ephraimites undertook a truly Bedouin ex-

pedition across the desert to drive off the flocks

of the Philistines of Gath.t

All the particulars which we know of the

Philistines are in entire agreement with this

explanation, and none are opposed to it. A
people who had ruled Lower Egypt for 260
years may be expected to exhibit some. cha-
racteristics in their institutions and manners
similar to those which we encounter in Egypt.

* Tliirty years before tlie exodc according to the Chaldcc
Jlaraplirast.

t 1 Chrou. vii. 21.

Abraham and Isaac were never in apprehen-
sion about their wives, except in Egypt and
in the land of the Philistines, and in both
(countries the king took Sarah to his harem.
The kings of the Philistines had a title or

official name, Abimelech, used precisely as the

name of Pharaoh was in Egypt ; and the kings

in the time of Abraham and Isaac had such an
officer as a " captain of the host," a functionary

we shall not at this early date meet Avith else-

where, vuiless in Egypt, nor yet such a military

organization as the mere existence of such a

functionary implies. This officer is also named
on the same Egyptian principle as his master

:

the chief captain of the host was Phichol in

the time of Abraham, and is still Phichol when
Isaac visits the Philistine territory, a hundred
years later. In short, their whole appearance
offers that mixture of pastoral and Egyptian
habits which we should expect the shepherds

from Egypt to exhibit ; and in the same degree

in which such of their usages as we can ascer-

tain are in agreement with those of the

Egyptians, in that degree do they differ from

those of the native Canaanites, M'ith whom they

are never seen to have any feeling or interest

in common, even on those occasions when all

the inhabitants of the land might be expected

to unite as one man in resistance to the in-

vading Israelites, and when, in fact, powerful

confederacies were formed for that purpose by

the native princes. The Philistines were the

most inveterate enemies which the Hebrews
in Canaan ever had ; and yet in their wars we
find them proceeding as a distinct people, with

separate interests of their own,— acting by

tliemsehes and for themselves, assisted by
none, and never assisting others.

(") Worship in Groves, p. 62.—The use of

groves as places of primitive worship is natural

and easily understood, though it could only have

arisen in an early state of society, or be pro-

served where society remained in a primitive

condition. It was the thought of a people

who had not made any advances in architec-

ture—who dwelt in tents or in huts—and who,

while they did not feel that these dwellings

were unsuitable or inaderpiate for themselves,

could not but be sensible that they were so un-

impressive, that it seemed revolting to associate

with them, in any more formal service of wor-

ship, the idea of that God who fills all nature

and of whose grandeur they had no unworthy

notions. They, therefore, preferred to seek

intercourse with Him, and to render Him
their service amid the vastness of his own
creation, and under the shadow of those an-

ient woods, which insensibly inspire us with
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awe, and fill us with reverential feelings, which
turn and vent themselves upon whatever has

been customarily before the mind as the proper

object of its reverence. Happy when that ob-

ject is God ! — as it was to the patriarclis. There
is no doubt that men had this use for groves,

almost universally, before any temples existed;

but it is not so clear to us that, as some sup-

pose, groves were used for religious purposes,

before even altars were known. But Noah
(;onstructed an altar as soon as he left the ark

;

and this use of groves must, therefore, have

been antediluvian, if it existed before altars:

and this is certainly more than we know. It

is certain, however, that, under the operation

of the ideas we are tracing, altars were placed

in the groves ; and the next step was probably

to build a hut near at hand to contain the im-

plements of sacrifice ; and when men had be-

gun to build in their groves, the idea of a cha-

pel or oratory for use in inclement weather,

and when the trees were, in winter, bare of

foliage, would naturally have been suggested.

When, at last, the increased resources of con-

structive art, coupled with a weaker and more
humanised idea of God, led men to entertain

the bold idea of rearing fabrics—" temples

made with hands"—which might make im-

pressions on the mind worthy of his worship

and service, the influence of old habits and old

associations still operated. Most nations took

care, when in their power, to plant groves

around these buildings, for the must part with

an enclosing ditch, hedge, or wall ; and these

gro\es were not only consecrated to the gods
in whose honour the temples in the midst of

them had been built, but were themselves places

of sanctuary for criminals who fled to them for

refuge.

As to the corruptions which became, in the
end, associated with groves, and which led

Moses to prohibit them very strictly, and to

connnand that the groves which were found, in

the land of Canaan, consecrated to idols, should

be cut down,—another opi)ortunily will be af-

forded us of considering this ])art of the sub-

ject. Meanwhile, we only wish to call atten-

tion to the point alluded to in the text, re-

specting some points of analogy in this matter
between the practices and the ideas of the
patriarchs and those of the Celtic Druids.
Among them we seem to find preserved, down

. to a late date, many of the ideas and practices
wliich equally belong to the patriarclial ages,

and which are doubtless to be regarded as

relics of the religion which was common to all

men in the first ages, and which they carried
M-ith them to the several places of th(>ir dis-

persion. In process of time these primitive

institutions were in almost every country woe-
fully corrupted, or indeed lost, in various mo-
difications of ceremony, idolatry, and unbelief.

The Hebrew patriarchs doubtless exhibit in

purity the religion of anterior ages, and what
had been the sole religion of mankind : and
thus he who studies the history of religious

notions and practices is supjjlied with a test

wliich enables him to ascertain the traces of

this primitive religion, which may have been
preserved in different and distant nations.

Now we know not of any peoi)le who pre-

served, mixed with many and awful corrup-

tions, so many traces of this ancient religion

as existed in the Druidical institutions and re-

ligion of the Celtes. It is true they had idols,

and that many wild notions were entertained,

and many horrid rites practised by them ; but,

amidst all, they believed in one supreme Being,

to whom all other gods were far inferior. His
symbol was the oak, and him, exclusively, they

worshipped amid the groves. They ne\ er had
images of him, or erected temples to him ; and
Tacitus, speaking of the Senones, who were a

branch of the Celtes, and had the same reli-

gion, tells us that its principle consisted in the

acknowledgment that the Deity whom they

worshi])ped in the groves— the God without

name—was he who governed all things, on
whom all things depended, and whom all be-

ings were bound to obey.

There are other resemblances which would
render our position more clear if we could
bring them inio one view. But the purpose of

the present note does not require this; and
there are parts of the subject to which we sliall

again have occasion to refer. We need only
now observe that these remarkable analogies

between the patriarchal (or say the Hebrew)
and Druidical religions are late discoveries of

our own day, but the antiquity and wisdom of
the Druidical religion, and its conformiiies

with that of the Jews, were adduced so long

ago as the time of Celsus in opj)()sition to what
tliat writer was pleased to consider the no-

velties of the gospel.

(^) Portable Fires, p. G3.—The text offers

the first occasion on which a fire for use is

directly nunitioned. It is not easy to see

why the fire should have been carried to the

spot where it was to be used, instead of being
kindled there. Were the difficulties in kin-

dling a new fire in tliat early age so great

that it was more con\enient to carry a fire

from one place to another? Some think it

])ossible that it was not in those days con-

si(l(>re(l right to kindle a fire on an altar but
from the fire of another aliar, and ihat, for this
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reason, this fire had been brought all tlie way

from the altar at Beersheba ; but this would

imply that the fires upon the patriarchal altars

were kept up constantly, which we very much

more than doubt. We are not inclined to

suppose that the fire was brought from Beer-

sheba at all ; but rather conceive that a halt

had lately been made, when a fire had, as

usual, been kindled, either for warmth (if the

halt had been fur the night*), or to dress their

victuals; and that when they left, Abraham,

knowing the remaining distance to be in-

considerable, judged it best to take some of

the live embers with him. The Orientals at

this day are much in the habit of carrying

fires about in vessels for various purj)Oses ; and

this is sometimes for a whole day, and from

day to day dviring a journey : but this is chiefly

in Persia, to supply the servant with the means

of lighting his master's pipe when required, in

which case the fire is contained in a small

vessel of iron, which hangs by a chain from

the servant's saddle to about two feet from the

ground. In this case as in that of Abraham,

our habits would lead us to say, " How much
easier it would be to kindle a fire at once,

when needed, than to bear it about all day -^

but in practice, and with the bad igniting ap-

paratus which the Orientals employ, it is not

found to be so. The vessels in which fire is

carried maybe of different shapes and sizes, ac-

cording to the use for which it is required ;
but

in general they are small, and, as in the cited

case, borne suspended by a chain. Our itine-

rant tinkers (who, as being for the most part

gipsies, are of Eastern origin) carry about their

fires much in the same fashion.

C) The Ishmaelites, p. 69.—^We know not

whence the strange opinion arose that the

whole Arabian nation is descended from Ish-

mael, and that, consequently, the names of the

Ishmaelites and Arabs are co-extensive, unless

from the Chaldee and Arabic paraphrasts,

and from other Jewish writers, whose his-

torical authority, at all times of the least pos-

sible value, becomes a perfect nullity when

open to any obvious influence, such as the

wish to represent Abraham as the father of so

great and wide-spread a nation as the Arabians.

The whole testimony of the Oriental writers,

and all the inferences deducible from the

sacred narrative, are opposed to this conclu-

sion. The Arabians have a history anterior to

Ishmael ; and it would be preposterous to sup-

pose that Arabia, even to its deserts, was not

occupied before his time.

* The Bedouins never, unless under very peculiar circum-

stances, halt for a night without kindling a fire, even in

summer.

According to the Arabian writers, Arabia was
ocucpied a few generations after the Flood by

the successive settlement witliin it of variously

descended tribes, all of whom ultimately gave

way to the races from which the present Arabs

claim to be descended, either from being de-

stroyed by them or lost in them. These latter

proceed from two stocks, of which the most

ancient is that of Kahtan, the same who is in

the Bible called Joktan, a son of Eber ; and

the other that of Ad nan, who descended in a

direct line from Ishmael. To the posterity of

the former is given the distinguishing title

of eminence, al Arab al Araba* that is, the

genuine or pure Arabs ; while those of Ish-

mael receive that of al Arab al Mostdreba,

meaning naturalized or mixed Arabs. But
some writers, who wish to be more precise,

apply the first and most honourable title to the

more ancient and lost tribes to which we have

alluded, while the descendants of Kahtan ob-

tained the name of Motareba, which likewise

signifies mixed Arabs, though in a nearer

degree than Mostdreba ; those who acknow-

ledged Ishmael for their ancestor (through

Adnan) being the more distant graft. Con-

sidering the origin of Ishmael, it is no wonder

that those supposed to be descended from liim

should have no claim to be admitted as pure

Arabs ; but as he is alleged to have contracted

an alliance with the Jorhamites,t who pos-

sessed Hejaz, by marrying the daughter of

their emir Modad, whence, and by subsequent

intermarriages his descendants became blended

with them into one nation, their claim to be

regarded as Mostareba is beyond dispute.

There is considerable uncertainty in the

descents from Ishmael to Adnan, which is the

reason why the Arabs have seldom attempted

to trace their genealogies higher than the

latter, whom they, therefore, look upon as the

founder of their tribes. The accoimt of this

Adnan does not commence, however, till 122

B.C. ; so that the uncertainties extend over a

period of about 1800 years. This is a very

awfvd circumstance at the first view, but the

line of descent is not compromised by it, not-

withstanding. The uncertainties refer merely

to the numbers and names of the generations

which fill the interval, and arise from the con-

tra(;ted manner in which genealogies, extend-

ing over a long series of ages, were necessarily

kept. Thus they do not specify all the gene-

rations from A to Z, in this way :
—

" Z, the son

of Y ; Y, the son of X ; X, the son of W," and

so on up to A : but knoAving it to be a matter

of perfect notoriety and unquestionable truth

* Equivalent to " A Hebrew of the Hebrews" among the

Jews.

t Descended fi-om Jorham, a son of Kahtan.
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that Z is descended from some eminent ances-

tor, say S, and that it is etiually notorious and

imquestionablc that the remote ancestor of

tills S was M, and that M was descended from

G, and G from A,—they may omit the inter-

mediate ancestors, through whom Z descended

from S, and S from M, and M from G, and G
from A, and state the matter thus :—" Z, the

son of S, the son of M, the son of G, the son

of A ; and thus it may occur that not only the

names but even the numbers of the generations

between A and Z may, in the course of time,

become involved in great uncertainty through

their not being given in detail in the genealo-

gies, while the truth yet remains certain and

miquestionable, that Z is descended from A
through G, M, and S. Hence it is not ques-

tioned that Adnan is descended from Ishmacl,

and a certain number, eight or ten, of illus-

trious names are mentioned to mark out the

line of descent, while the names of the mass of

intermediate ancestors is lost, and even the

nmnbcrs of their generations may be a subject

of fair dispute without the main question

being touched. It is, therefore, surprising to

sec some able writers so much in the dark as

to imagine that, because the Arabian writers

give us only some eight or ten names to mark

the line of descent, they were absurd enough

to suppose that that eight or ten generations

sufficed to cover the long interval between

Ishmacl and Adnan. We have dwelt on this

subject the rather because this Arabian manner

of proceeding suffices to clear up some diffi-

culties which the Hebrew genealogies offer.

It must not be inferred that the Arabs un-

dervalue the descent from Ishmael in com-

parison with that from Kahtan, on account of

their apyilying to it a less honourable designa-

tion. This is by no means the case ; for, on

the contrary, they set a high value, like the

Jews, on the pri\ ilege of being descended from

Abraham ; and this distinction is, in the eyes

of the modern Arabs, greatly enhanced by I he

circumstance that Mohammed belonged to this

race, and gloried in being descended from

Ishmael and Abraham.

Of the personal history of Ishmael the

Arabians give a highly embellished account,

which it is not necessary in this place to re-

peat. In those circumstances which seem most

entitled to consideration, as not incmnpatil)le

with his Scriptural history, we are somewhat

inclined to suspect that they apply to him

actions and events which really belong, if they

are at all real, to some of his descendants.

For instance, that Ishmael ever was in

Ilqiaz, or formed any important connections

there, seems to us very doubtful ; but there is

nothing in this that might not be very probably

true of one of his descendants, after the tribe

had increased, and had formed alliances among

the Arabs of the Kahtan races. We, therefore,

attach little weight to the statement of his

marriage to the daughter of the king of the

Jorhamites, though we should not be prepared

to doubt" it merely on the ground that the

S<'ripture tells us that he married an Egyptian

woman, since his Arabian wife might liave

been the second. In fact, much that the

Arabians tell us about Ishmael proceeds on the

grievous misconception that Abraham himself

lived in Ilejaz, and that there all the events

of his later history took place.

The account of the descent of numerous

Arabian tribes from Ishmael is not open to the

same doubts or difficulty, and is, indeed, so

clear in itself, and so universally acknowledged,

that the object of the present note has not

been to prove this, l)ut to indicate the his-

torical certainty that all the Arabians could

not, and did not, claim to be descended from

him.

(^) Greediness of Uncivilized ]\Ien, p.

70.—Tlierc is nothing better calculated to im-

press the mind with a due sense of the true

dignity which civilization confers upon the

liuman character, than a little practical ac-

quaintance with uncivilized or savage races.

The beast of prey sees no other object in exist-

ence than to seek food, to gorge himself with

it, if he finds enough for the purpose, and to

sleep till that which he has eaten is digested.

Thus, also, it is with such jieople ; and it is offen-

sive to the civilized man to have these mere
animal aims and ends of existence pressed

constantly upon his notice. We hear of the

abstemiousness of the Iledouin, for instance

;

and he may be abstemious from necessity, but

he cannot be temperate. While there is any-

thing for him to cat, he will eat for ever ; and

when all is gone, he can remain longer in a

starving condition— in this also like a beast of

prey — than can the civilized man, who is ac-

customed to a regularly recurring and tem-

perate meal, and who thinks little or nothing

of his food except when he actually takes it.

But among the people of whom we speak,

every one seems to be at all times in a con-

dition to eat voraciously of whatever he can

obtain ; the safest way to his heart is through

his stomach ; there is nothing he will not do

for those who fill him with good cheer, nothing-

he will not undertake for the prospect of an

indulgence to his appetite before him ; and we
are well ])ersuaded that there are few who
would resist the temptation of sacrificing al-

most any amount of re\ersionary benefit for

the present enjoyment of a mess of pottage.
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We find a passage in Mr. Stephens' "In-

cidents of Travel " strikingly confirmatory of

these observations, and Avith reference to the

same people (the Bedouins), Avhom we have

had more particularly in view, he says, " Their

temperance and frugality are from necessity,

not from choice ; for in their nature they are

gluttonous, and will eat at any time till they

are gorged of whatever they can get, and then

lie down and sleep like brutes. I have some-

times amused myself with trying the variety

of their appetites, and I never knew them
refuse anything that could be eaten. Their

stomach was literally their god, and the only

chance of doing anything with them was by

first making it a grateful oflFering. Instead of

scorning luxuries, they would eat sugar as

boys do sugar-candy ; and I am very sure that

if they could have got povind-cake, they would

never have eaten their own coarse bread."

These things are, however, not peculiar to

the Bedouins, but belong to all people till they

become civilized Such people live only for

the present. Enlarged forethought is exclu-

sively the virtue of civilization, and we are

thoroughly persuaded that among the uncivi-

lized people of different countries there would

be thousands of voluntary candidates for sacri-

fice upon the altars, if it were well understood

that, as among the ancient Gauls, the victim

would, for a whole year previously, be fed on

the choicest dainties of the land.

By the way, it seems to us that not only do

these observations bear on and illustrate the

conduct of Esau, but that of Isaac himself.

He "loved Esau because he did eat of his

venison ;" and the whole account of the bless-

ing is rendered painful to us by its being so

much mixed up with the history of "the savoury

meat which he loved," and through which his

Avhole plan for blessing Esau was marred.

But all this would appear wonderfully natural

to a Bedouin ; and, indeed, the introduction

into the sacred narrative of characteristics not

in themselves amiable, but so true to nature

and cii"cumstances, must bring strong evidence

of its verity to every unprejudiced mind.

C^") Isaac's Blessing, p. 70.-—That the bless-

ing which Rebekah and Jacob were so anxious

to obtain, and to obtain which was the object of

their strange plots and devices, was rather the

heirship of the promises than of the temporal

preferences which were held to be the due of

the firstborn, is confirmed in our minds by the

following considerations, which we copy from
Dr. Hales.

" That their principal object was the spiritual

blessing, and not the temporal, was shown by

VOL. I.

the event. For Jacob afterwards reverenced
Esau, as his elder brother, and insisted upon
Esau's accepting a present from his hand, in

token of submission ; Esau also appears to

have possessed himself of his father's property

during Jacob's long exile ; 1. from his coming
to meet him, on his return homeward, with so

large a retinue as 400 men; 2. from his saying

'Ae had enough,' when he wished to decline

Jacob's present ; 3. from Jacob's making no
claim upon him for the division of the patri-

mony, saying that he also had enough ; and, 4.

from Esau's removal to Mount Seir with all

his substance, which he had gotten in the land

of Canaan ; thus relinquishing to his brother's

family all future title to the possession of that

land by establishing himself elsewhere. Gen.
xxxiii. 3— 14, xxxvi. 6, 7.*

(' ^) Cultivation by Nomades, p. 71 •—When-
ever we seek a comparison fur the situation

which the pastoral })atriarchs occupied in Pales-

tine, we find nothing that seems to us so strictly

analogous as the position of the Tartar tribes

in Persia. Cultivation is never practised by

the purely desert nomades ; but when pastoral

tribes wander in tlie plains and free pastures

of a settled (-ountry, there are many circum-

stances which may lead them, in a thinly-

peopled district, to turn their attention to agri-

culture, with the view of raising such produce

as they require for their own subsistence ; and

this is particularly the case when their range

is limited to a district in which the winters are

attended with any considerable degree of cold.

Under such circumstances the Eelauts in

Persia build villages of luud—well known as
" Tartar villages,"— and cultivate the sur-

rounding soil. They retire to these villages

on the approach of winter, and when summer
draws near, they betake themselves to the

plains, which form the summer pasture-

grounds of their flocks, and live there in

tents, but leave behind them at the village a

sufficient number of hands to attend to their

fields, and gather in the produce in its season.

They have evidently taken a first step towards

exchanging the condition of the shepherd for

that of the cultivator.

We do not offer this as a ])recise resem-

blance of the usage into which the Hebrew
patriarchs fell ; but it offers some illustration

of this mixed condition, and suggests the

nearest analogy Avhich can, perhaps, be found.

The patriarchs certainly did not live in vil-

lages or houses ; but even this appears to have

been the case with the family stock which re-

mained in Mesopotamia, to whose condition

* • Analysis of Chronology,' ii. 133.

N
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the analogy may, perhaps, be still more close

than to that of the ])atriarchs in Canaan.

C^) Beersheb.v, p. 72.—In the last number
(for April, 1S39) of the ' American Biblical

Repository,' we liave just had the great satis-

faction of perusing a very valuable and in-

teresting ' Report of Travels in Palestine and
the Adjacent Regions, in 1838; undertakenfur
the Illustration of Biblical Geography by the

Rev. Prof. E. Robinson and Rev. E. Smith;'

in which we find a notice of the discovery of

the site of Becrsheba, about thirty miles to the

south of Hebron. Our readers will not fail to

be gratified at being enabled to obtain the

view, conveyed in the following description, of

a place of such great interest in the history of

the patriarchs:

—

" After crossing another elevated ])lateau,

the character of the surface was again (dianged.

We came upon an open rolling country ; all

around were swelling hills, covered in ordinary

seasons with grass and rich pasturage, though
now arid and parched with drought. We now
came to Wady Lebu ; and on the north side of

its water-course we had the satisfaction of

discovering the site of ancient Beersheba, the

celebrated border city of Palestine, still bear-

ing in Arabic the name of Bir Seba. Near
the water-tfourse are two circular wells of ex-

cellent water, nearly forty feet deep. They
are both surrounded with drinking troughs of

stone, for the use of camels and flocks ; such

as doubtless were used of old for the flocks

that then fed on the adjacent hills. Ascending
the low hills north of the m ells, we found them
strewed with the ruins of former habitations,

—the foundations of which are distinctly to be

traced. These ruins extend over a space of

half a mile long by a quarter of a mile broad.

Here, then, is the place where Abraham and
Isaac and Jacob often lived ! Here Samuel
made his sons judges; and from here Elijah

wandered out into the southern desert, and sat

down under the rethem, or shrub of broom,

just as our Arabs sat down under it every day

and every night. Over these swelling hills

the flocks of the patriarchs roved by thou-

sands : we now only found a few camels, asses,

and goats."



CHAPTER IV.

JACOB.

[Harvest iu Palestine. Caua.]

Jacob proceeded on his long journey to Mesopotamia, making, in tlie first place, for the fords

of the Jordan, which river his course obliged him to cross. On the second or third evening *

he arrived in the neighbourhood of a town which bore the name of Luz, on account of the

numerous almond-trees which grew there ; and here he determined to spend the night.

Having procured from the neighbouring town such refreshments (including oil) as he needed

for his present relief and for his use in the morning, he lay down to rest, placing a stone under

his head for a pillow. (') He appears to have been in a dejected state of mind, occasioned by the

recent separation from his mother and father, the prospect of the toilsome journey before him,

and the uncertainties of his future lot. But now he was cheered by a dream which conveyed

to him a lively notion of the watchful providence of God, and assured him of the Divine pro-

tection. He beheld the similitude of a ladder, which seemed to connect earth with heaven

;

and on this ladder he saw the angels of God descending and ascending, proceeding on and

returning from the missions entrusted to them by One who appeared above, and who, at last,

spoke to Jacob himself, and, after announcing himself as the Jehovah of his fathers,

Abraham and Isaac, proceeded to recognize him as the heir of the promises, and to renew to

him, in express terms, the covenant made with Abraham ; and then, mercifully compassion-

ating his depressed state and forlorn condition, the Divine vision added,—" And, behold, I am

with thee, and will keep thee in all places whither thou goest, and will bring thee again into

• The distance was about 60 miles, and this could not be travelled in less than two days, and might ta.ke three. Thirtj- miles is

considered a good dav's journey for even a mounted traveller.

N 2
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tliis land: for I will not leave thee until I have done that whieh I liave spoken to thee of."

Jacoh, who had not hefore heen favoured with any manifestations of that Jkhovah of whose
greatness and goodness, and of whose especial regard for their race, he had often heard Ahra-

liam and Isaac speak, awoke with deep awe, and exclaimed, " Surely Jehovah is in this

l)lace, and I knew it not." And then he added, with some terror, " How dreadful is this place •

Surely this is none other than the house of God, and this the gate of heaven." In allusion to

what he said on this occasion, the place was thenceforward called Bethel [the house of God']

by himself and his descendants, in which name the more ancient one of Luz was soon

lost. (0
Jacob arose early in the morning, and his first act was to set up, or plant on one of its ends,

the stone which had served him for a bolster. Upon the top of this he poured some of his oil,

and in doing so, vowed a remarkable and characteristic vow which cannot be adequately repre-

sented but in its own language :
—" If God will indeed be with me, and will keep me in the

way that I go, and will give me bread to eat and raiment to put on, so that I may return to

my father's house in peace,—then shall Jehovah be my God ; and this stone which I have set

vp for a 'pillar shall be GocVs house : and of all that thou shalt give me I will surely give the

tenth unto thee." The allusion to the meaning with which the stone was set up is very inter-

esting, as it offers the first historical trace of a custom of placing erect stones as memorials

and evidences of different events and actions,—of victories, providences, vows, contracts, boun-

daries, and sepulchres. In some of these meanings—and more especially as votive and sepul-

chral memorials—this old patriarchal custom exists everywhere to this day, either in actual

usage or in traces of one extinct ; and hence, although the Druids preserved this custom also,

it cannot be called druidical,* distinctively, like some other of the old Hebrew usages con-

cerning stones, which we find at a later day almost confined to the Druids.

Jacob's declared intention of devoting to God a tenth of the substance which might be given

to him, probably means that he would expend that proportion in the building of altars, in

offering sacrifices, and in the performance of such other acts, if any, in which the patriarchal

religion allowed men to consider that they rendered God service.

Jacob proceeded on his journey, and in due time arrived at the famous old well of Charran,

where Eliezer had first seen Rebckah. Here he found some shepherds of that place waiting

with their flocks. Being himself well versed in all the usages of pastoral life, he was struck

that they did not at once water their flocks ; but on inquiring the reason, was told that dif-

ferent flocks were entitled to water from that well, and that the well coidd not be opened till

they were all on the ground, or rather, till all the shepherds of those flocks were present. Con-

tinuing to talk with them, he learned that they knew Laban, that he was well, and that his

home flock was kept by his daughter Rachel, for whose presence they were then actually

waiting before they opened the well. While they were thus in talk, Rachel came with her

sheep, and the kind stranger—the forlorn son of a wealthy house—hastened to render a mark
of civility and attention which was probably not less acceptable to her than Avere the orna-

ments of gold which her aunt had received from his father's servant at that place ; with the

ease of an accomplished shepherd, he removed the stone from the mouth of the well and

watered her flock for her ; and when he had done this, he drew near to her and kissed her,

and told her, with many tears, that he was her own cousin, the son of Rebekah, her aunt.

Rachel ran to bear these tidings to her father, who instantly hastened to meet his sister's son,

and eml)raccd him, and kissed him, and brought him into the house. The reception which

Laban gave to one who came in so humble a guise, raises the generally miamiable and self-

seeking character of Rebekah's brother considerably in our esteem, and satisfies us that, within

certain limits—which soon enough appear,—he wished to show all possible kindness and just

treatment to Jacob. His tone did not alter when he imdcrstood how matters really stood with

Rebekah's son :
" Surely thou art my bone, and my flesh," was his emphatic answer to his

• As wo shall liavo <)PC;ision (o use this word, to .avoid the necessity of circumlocution, we may .ts well intimate at once that,

.altlioutih in strict propriety it could not be so vised, wo shall employ it to express those cuitoms of the old Ilibrews which the druid-

ical religion preserved in a long subsequent age.
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nephew's etatenient, which probably conckuled with an intimation that Isaac did not know

there was any other object in Jacob's journey than to obtain a wife from the house of Nahor.

Amono- people of such habits of life as we are now describing, it would be a reproach to

any man, when on a visit, not to take his full share in the occupations and pursuits of the

family ; and the estimation in which he is held will be proportioned to the disposition and

power which he manifests of making himself useful to his friends. Jacob accordingly exerted

himself, during the first month of his stay, with such good effect as made a strong impression

upon his uncle, who was too shrewd a man not to perceive that, probably from his having

spent all his life in tents, and latterly in active superintendence of his father's flocks, Jacob had

such a very superior knowledge of pastoral affairs as would render his services of much value.

Therefore, at the end of the month, he spoke to him, observing that since he seemed likely to

make some stay, he was unwilling to take advantage of their relationship to receive the benefit

of his assistance without price ; but was anxious to make him whatever recompense he desired.

Now Jacob during his stay had not been unobservant of Laban's two daughters. The eldest

of them, Leah, was afflicted with a disorder in her eyes, but seems in other respects to have

been an agreeable and sensible woman. The other, Rachel, whom he had first seen at the

well, was very beautiful, and as she participated in the care of the flock, there were more

points of sympathy between her and Jacob, and he saw more of her than of Leah, who, as the

eldest daughter, was much engaged in the household affairs. On all these grounds it was

natural that the heart of Jacob preferred Rachel ; indeed, he loved her deeply.

To the fair, and even liberal proposal of Laban, his nephew therefore made answer, that he

only desired that Rachel might be given to him for wife ; and that, seeing he had not where-

with to pay for her the price * which custom required, he was willing to give his services for

seven years, as an equivalent. Laban readily closed with this proposal ; and the arrangement

thus made, is, to this day, not unusual in Syria with young men who have nothing but their

services to offer the family from which they desire a wife.

Usage required that a month should pass between the formation and completion of such an

agreement ; and when the month w^as expired, Jacob demanded his wife. On this, Laban

assembled a large party of his friends, to keep the wedding-feast, which, it seems, even at this

early date, lasted durhig a week. On the first evening, Laban led his veiled daughter to the

chamber of her husband, which was left in darkness : thus it was not until the morning that

Jacob discovered that the wily Laban, instead of giving him his beloved Rachel, had brought

him his less favoured daughter, Leah. This was enough to tlirow a meeker man than Jacob

into a passion ; but, on being reproached with his conduct, Laban coolly answered, that it was

not the custom of the country to give the younger daughter in marriage before the elder. This

is so conformable to Oriental ideas, that it is very likely to have been true ; but it was his

duty to have told this to his nephew when the agreement was made, instead of forcing upon

him, for a wife, a woman he did not wish to marry, in the place of one whom he tridy loved.

But his real object was to get rid first of his least attractive daughter, as well as to secure a

longer claim upon the valued services of his sister's son. Accordingly he added, that, when

he had completed the matrimonial week due to Leah, there would be no objection to his taking

Rachel also, provided he would undertake to serve another seven years for her sake. Cir-

cumstanced as he was by the guile of Laban, Jacob was compelled to agree to this ; and we

are touchingly told that the further seven years which he served for Rachel, " seemed to him

but as a few days, for the love he had to her."

To Jacob's former indifference towards Leah, was now added the disgust which her evident

participation in the fraud practised upon him was calculated to inspire. But it turned out

that Leah had a ground of exultation over her favoured rival, in the fact that she bore four sons

to her husband, while her sister was barren. Finding this to be the case, Rachel bethought

herself of giving to Jacob her handmaid, named Bilhah, whom she had received from her

father on her marriage, under the notion that the children which this woman might bear would

be counted as hers. It will be remembered that Sarah had given her handmaid, Hagar, to

• Lest any raider slioiild be offeudod at the use of this word, we may mention that this is the corrert and formal term for the

consideration which the bridei;room is obliged to make to the family from which he takes a daughter or sister.
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Abraham, under a similar idea. The plan so far succeeded, that Bilhah became the mother of

two sons, both of -whom received from Rachel names expressive of her exultation. Leah,
finding how her sister's plan answered, and that she had herself ceased to bear children, per-

suaded Jacob to take also her handmaid, Zilpah, and by her he had two sons; then Leah
herself recommenced bearing, and had two sons and a daughter. At last the cries of Rachel
herself were heard in heaven ; her womb was opened, and she conceived, and bare a son

—

Joseph, the favoured and beautiful, who fills so large a ])lace in the history of the patriarchs.

Thus the fourteen years passed away, during which Jacob must have been much disturbed by
the bickerings and hcari-burnhigs of his wives; and at the end of which he found himself the

father of eleven sons and a daughter.*

Jacob's full term of service being now expired, he apj)lied to Laban for leave to return to

the land of Canaan with his wives and children. But Laban begged him to prolong his stay,

" for I have found by experience," said he, " that Jehovah hath blessed me for thy sake."

This gave Jacob the opportunity of hinting that he fully knew the value of his own services

to his uncle, whom he reminded of the comparatively small extent of his pastoral property on
his own arrival, and how amazingly it had since been increased—not, indeed, through his

exertions, though nothing had been wanting on his part,—but through the Lord's blessing

on his account. He added that it was now become his duty to provide for his own house

also. In answer to this, Laban intimated his willingness to grant him whatever remunera-

tion for his future services he might himself require. Jacob then made the extraordinary

proposal that, seeing shepherds were usually paid for their services from the produce of the

flock, his payment should consist of all tlie 'dark sheep and all the pnrty-coloured goats

which might hereafter be born in the flocks under his care, after all the animals so coloured

in the existing flock were separated and committed to other hands. As the proportion of

animals of such colours is in all cases small in a flock of Western Asia, and as the ordinary

physical chances for the propagation of those colours seemed to be diminished by the proposed

separation, Laban readily agreed to a plan which seemed so advantageous to himself. He
made the stipulated separation, and gave the separated flock to the charge of his sons, direct-

ing them to keep at three days' distance from the pastures which Jacob frequented.

But Laban had soon occasion to find, if he had not found it before, that his nephew was,
fully a match for himself in craft. The terms of the agreement, as Laban understood them,
must have been, that hazard, operating with certain drawbacks, would adequately remunerate
Jacob for his care of the flock of which his uncle was the proprietor. The intention, there-

fore, with which Rebekah's sori made his proposal, as indicated by its subsequent execution,

speaks far more in behalf of his superior knowledge of the shepherd's art, and is much more
in unison with his early operations upon Esau and upon his own father, than it is moral, or, in

any sense, honest. His profound knowledge of the habits of the animals which form the

pastor's wealth, put him in possession of the fact, that the powerful thirst which, in those

warm climates, the animals necessarily feel by the time they are brought to the wells for

water, makes the time of drinking one of the highest excitement to them, as manifested by
the disposition which, in the proper season, they then show to the act of propagating their

kind. This state of excitement lays their imaginations open—so to speak—to receive im-
pressions from the slightest and apparently the most inadequate causes; and that when
the impression has been received, it may operate upon the colour of the issue of those ani-

mals in which colour varies, few physiologists will (picstion. To avail himself of his know-
ledge of these facts, Jacob took rods of the poplar, hazel, and plane, and peeled white streaks

in them by laying bare the whiteness of the rods. Thus prepared, he set them in the troughs

from which the flocks were watered ; and the umisual appearance at that well-known and

favourite place could not fail to draw their attention strongly at that most exciting time

—

when they drank and also coupled—which we have indicated. The result was, that the

* It may l)e useful to add lipre their names, witli the years of their birth (stated with reference to the age of their father) an-

nexed, as settled by Dr. Hales, that the reader may he clearly aware of their relative ages. By Leah—Reuben, 78, .Simeon, 80,
Levi, 82, Judah, 83; by Bilhali— Dan, 84, Naphtali, 85 ; by Zilpah—Gad, 8G, Asher, 87; by Leah again—Issafhar, 88, Zebulon,
89, Dinah, 90; by llachel—.To.seph, 91, lienjamiu, 104. We add the name of Benjamin to complete the liNt, though he waa not
born till some years after th(! date at which we are now arrived.
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young which were conceived under such circumstances were of the colours which Jacob

required, and which he was entitled to set apart as his own property ; and as he only tried

this operation upon the stronger animals of the flock, leaving the weak ones to the course of

nature, it happened that not only did his share become very large, but the stronger animals of

the flock were his, and the weaker Laban's.

This transaction has been a subject of various and warm discussion. The natural adequacy

of the cause to produce the assigned eft'ect has been denied l)y parties entirely opposed to each

other,—by sceptics, who endeavour to throw doubt on the truth of the scriptural narrative, and

by truly pious persons, who believe that the result proceeded from a miraculous interposition

of Divine power, and that the operations were in themselves nothing but as sanctified and

directed by God. To both parties we would say, that we much doubt whether they and the

authorities on which they depend knew so much of the nature of sheep and goats as did Jacob,

who for nearly a century had hved constantly among the flocks ; and that a denial ought to be

made with diffidence which is founded on observations made in European countries, where, for

the most part, the animals themselves are so differently circumstanced, and their natural cha-

racteristics less actively developed than under the skies of Syria and Mesopotamia, and in the

broad and warm plains in which they feed, and under the modes of treatment to which they

are subject there. And to the latter we would beg to remark, that we are not told that God

did direct Jacob to take this course ; and the deep reverence with which we regard that great

and holy name makes us shrink with intense repugnance from such attempts to exonerate

Jacob at the expense of making Him a party in this most fraudulent proceeding. It is by such

things as this—by attempts to clear the characters of the eminent persons of Biblical history

from all stain, by connecting the Divine sanction with their most weak or culpable actions—that

more real and vital injury has been done to the cause of truth than by all the sneers and in-

sinuations which avowed scorners of revelation ever uttered. For ourselves, this proceeding

seems to bear, from beginning to end, the aspect of a complicated and well-planned piece of

dishonesty. The proposal was Jacob's own, when Laban left him the choice of his own terms
;

and the very singularity of it suggests that he was well aware that he possessed the means of

obtaining a far greater benefit from it than any one else could have supposed likely, or than

would have been possible under the operation of ordinary circumstances ; and the real dis-

honesty of employing artificial means for his purpose, is greatly enhanced by his measure for

securing all the stronger animals for himself, and leaving the weak to the original owner of the

flock. The real excuse for Jacob, and for many of the unseemly actions into which some most

venerable persons in the Hebrew history did at times fall, lies in this—first, that those eminent

persons whom we fondly picture to ourselves as somewhat more than men, were men only, and

often, as in themselves, very weak men ; and, secondly, that they were Orientals ;—for it must

not be concealed, that in the East, however pure may be the religious principle, and lofty the

religious feeling, and however strong the pride of honour, there is now, and ever has been, such

a weakness of the moral sense as is not Avithout much pain and difficulty comprehended by

those w^ho have from infancy breathed in a moral atmosphere which Christianity has purified,

and which, by its insensible influences, keeps in a state of moral heakhiness even those who

have not found therein the breath of life.

We are thoroughly convinced that, at the present day, there are, in Western Asia, and, least

of all among the Bedouins, very few men, even among persons of character and station, who

would not to the end of their lives make their boast of such splendid exploits in overreaching

as those which passed between Laban and Jacob. They would be incapable of seeing any-

thing more in them than evidences of their own ability and cleverness ; and their auditors,

labouring under the same incapacity, w^ould, to a man, listen with deep interest and admira-

tion. The story of Laban's cheating Jacob into taking the wrong wife would be received with

rapture; and Jacob himself would be regarded rather with contempt than pity, until the story

of his dealings with the sheep and goats intrusted to his care, which would not fajl to be heard

with shouts of delight, should turn the scale of admiration in his favour.

Now, from this time forward, Jacob "increased exceedingly," and in the course of about

six years, he "had much cattle, and men-servants, and women-servants, and camels, and
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asses." This prosperity excited the envy of Laban's family, and his sons were heard to sav,

" Jacob hath taken away all that was our father's ; and of that whicli was our father's hath

he gotten all this glory." Laban, also, as might be ex-

pected, looked much less pleasant than in former times.

Jacob, therefore, began to think it high time for him to

return to the land of Canaan ; and any doubts on the

subject were removed by a Divine command to that effect.

As he suspected that Laban would not let him withdraw

unmolested with all the substance he had acquired, he

resolved to go away without notice ; and as his uncle

was absent at a sheep-shearing, the opportunity was too

fiivourable to be neglected. But first he consulted his

wives, calling them forth into the fields, that they might

not be overheard. He stated the matter fully to them,

and had the satisfaction of finding that they entered

entirely nito his views. He therefore hastened his pre-

parations for departure, in the course of which Rachel

managed to secrete the small superstitious images, called

Teraphim,(') which belonged to her father. This she

did, most probably, for the ])urpose of continuing in the

strange land to which she was gohig, that superstitious

use of them, oil reference to them, in which she had been

brought up.

vVU being ready, Jacob mounted his wives and children

upon camels, and sped away toward the Euphrates with

his flocks and herds, and all his substance. Having

crossed the great river, he ]uirsued his way for several

days, until he arrived at the mountains of Gilead, where he pitched his tent, and resolved to

spend the lime usually allotted to rest.

[Toraphim ?]

«P4ei-c>t_ -^^
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Laban did not hear of Jacob's flight until the third day after he started ; but no sooner did

he learn it, than he called together the men of his family and household, and commenced a

rapid pursuit. That he persisted in this pursuit for seven days, during which he traversed

all the distance from Chairan to the mountains of Gilead, shows the inveteracy of his purpose,

which, it seems, was to take from Jacob all the property with which he had departed. But

the night before he overtook the fugitive in Gilead, God appeared to him in a dream, and

warned him, saying, "Take heed that thou speak not unto Jacob either good or bad." This

changed his purpose entirely ; for such an injunction as this, even Laban dared not disobey ;

but being now, as he knew, so near to his fugitive son-in-law and daughters, he determined still

to follow and seek an interview with them.

When they met, some strong recrimination passed between Laban and Jacob. The former

professed especial indignation that his daughters had been hurried away, "like captives taken

with the sword, " and that no opportunity had been allowed him of giving one farewell kiss to

them and their children, and of sending them away with music and with songs. And after

declaring that only the vision of the past night prevented him from making use of the power

he possessed, he added, with some heat, " And now though thou wouldest needs be gone,

because thou sore longedst after thy father's house, yet wherefore hast thou stolen my gods ?"

Jacob, who was really ignorant of Rachel's theft, disavowed all knowledge of his teraphim,

and declared that any one in whose possession they were found shovdd be put to death. He
also told Laban to go with his friends and make a strict search everywhere, to convince him-

self that there was nothing in the camp which he could justly claim for his own. His uncle

took him at his word, and proceeded to make a very strict search. It seems that tents had

only been pitched for the accommodation of the women and children, and that each of Jacob's

wives had her separate tent. Laban went into each of them ; but as he entered that of Rachel

the last, she had an opportunity of hiding the teraphim under the pack of her camel, and seated

herself upon it, as Bedouin women often do when enjoying rest on a journey : and when her

father entered, she, with much more art than decorum, accounted for not rising to receive him,

by such a statement as to her condition, as she knew woidd not only excuse her in that, but

would induce him speedily to leave her tent. The plan answered ; and Laban returned with a

confession that he was unable to find that for which he sought. On this, Jacob, who before

had been more disposed to excuse than vindicate his retreat, took a high tone in his turn.

He stated how long and faithfully he had served Laban—fourteen years for his two daughters

and six years for his cattle, and alleged that his wages had several times been altered, when
it was found that the agreed mode of payment proved more productive than had been foreseen.

There are many traits in the preceding statement illustrative of the manners of that age and

state of life ; and one further passage is too descriptive of the condition and duties of an eastern

shepherd to be other than literally given :
—" That was torn of beasts," Jacob said, "I brought

not unto thee : I bare the loss of it ; of my hand didst thou require it, whether it was stolen by

day, or stolen by night. Thus was I; in the day the drought consumed me and the frost by

night j and my sleep departed from mine eyes." Laban did not attempt to answer; but gave

a change to the subject by saying, that although he considered all he saw to be his, yet, as a

father, he had no desire to interfere with the prosperity of his daughters and their children.

He then proposed that they should enter into a covenant of future peace ; and the mode in

which it was formed and established will seem singularly interesting to those Avho inquire

into old usages and the ideas connected with them—particularly those to which the name of

Druidical has been assigned. Jacob, as he had done at Bethel, set up a tall stone on its end
;

and he also directed his people to collect large stones to form a heap. They all sat down then,

and ate beside or upon this heap ; it being a very early and still subsisting custom for those

who entered into a friendly covenant to eat and drink together. And as it was also customary

to impose significant and commemorative names upon the stony memorials which were erected

on such occasions, Laban, in his Syriac dialect, imposed the name of Jegar-sahadutha upon
the heap ; and Jacob called it Galeed, both of which names have the same meaning of,

THE WITNESS HEAP ; but to the erect stone, the name of Mizpeh, the watch, or watch-
VOL. I. o
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TOWER was given. The significant application of these terms is derived from the manner in

which they were employed by Laban. " This heap is witness," he said to Jacob, " between
me and thee this day," and, with reference to the erected stone, " Jehovah watch lietween

me and thee, when we are absent one from another." After thus establishing these stony

evidences, Laban, as the elder and superior party, continued to state the terms of the covenant

;

whicli were,—that Jacob should treat his daughters kindly, * caul not take any other uives
besides t/ie?n, which last is a remarkable and significant stipulation which will not escape the

reader's special notice. " Behold this heap," continued Laban, " and behold this pillar,

which thou hast set up between me and thee, let this heap be a witness, and this pillar be a

Avitncss, that I Avill not pass over this heap, and this pillar to thee, and that thou wilt not pass

over this heap and this pillar to me, for harm." Laban then invoked the God of Abraham,
and of Nahor, to judge between them ; and Jacob called upon the Revered One of his father

Isaac.

In the account of this transaction the Idea of the erected stone and the heap being icitnesses

is so repeatedly produced, as clearly to evince their intention. These memorials belong to an

age in which written bonds and contracts were unthought of, or, at least, were not in use among
the people with whom the early Scriptural history makes us acquainted. If one in those days

saw a stone or a number of stones arranged in such a manner as to suggest that they could

not have l^een so })laced by accident, he, knowing the custom of his own time and country,

Avould be aware that the erection was intended as the monument of some covenant or vow,

and he would respect it as a sacred thing, not to be disturbed or injured by him. The name
which it bore would suggest the object of the erection, and if he desired further information,

he would seldom fail to learn, from the people near the place or in the district, the traditionary

account of the occasion on which the name had been imposed, and, consequently, the par-

ticulars of the transaction which the name and the erection were designed to commemorate.
Thus these stones were more effective witnesses or memorials than the inhabitants of a highly

civilized and densely-peopled country would, at the first view, be inclined to suppose.

Jacob slaughtered some sheep in the evening, and made a feast for Laban's party and his

own. They spent the night together among these mountains, which thenceforward took the

name of Gilead; and Laban set out in the morning on his return to Padan-Aram.

No sooner was Jacob relieved from the anxiety which the apprehended pursuit and actual

appearance of Laban had occasioned, than his mind was much pressed by the recollection of

the danger that might still be apprehended from the old resentments of his brother Esau,

who, as he knew, had already established himself in the land of Seir, where he had be-

come the chief of a powerful clan. But when he next formed his camp, after journeying

among the mountains of Gilead, he received much encouragement from the vision of another

great camp near his own, from which the angels of God approached towards him.t This he

rightly interpreted as an assurance of the Divine protection, and memorialized the event by

calling the place Mahanaim.J He then, with re-assured heart, proceeded to take such

measures as the occasion seemed to recpiire ; and in all these his profound knowledge of cha-

racti!r, and his consummate tact in acting iq)on it, arc manifested with singular force. He
determined to send messengers to announce his arrival. The distance, which could not well be

/e.^fthan 100 miles, would alone be a strong indication of his respect for, and his wish to stand

well with, his brother; and he took great care that his messengers should not injure the effect

of this measure by their mode of stating their errand, but instructed them in the form of

words which they were to employ, everv syllable of which was admirably calculated to assure

Esau that he was very far from pretending to any personal superiority in virtue of his pur-

chased birthright, but, on the contrary, looked up to his elder brother whh great respect ; and

lest he should imagine that he was returning as a needy adventurer to claim a temporal inhe-

• This wassuperlluons as to R.u'hel ; but I,;il):\ii probably Taiicieil tliat lie hail cause 1o fear least Leah shoulrl be treated with

neglect or injury when absent from the- j)rol('cti()ii which his presence alloriU'd. Ihit we think better of Jacobthan Lal)an ilid, and

believe him to have been incai)able of treating,' Lcali unkindly.

+ To this the Psalmist appears to allude:—"The angel of the Lord encampctli round about tlicm that fe;ir him."
I'sa. xxxiv. 7-

X The [two] camps.
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ritance, and to devour the substance of their common father, the men were particularly

charged to expatiate on the wealth which he had acquired in Padan-Aram.*

The messeno-ers returned in due time without any verbal answer from Esau, but with the

alarming announcement, " We came unto thy brother Esau, and also he cometh to meet thee,

and four hundred men with him."

Apprehending that Esau could not be coming with so formidable a force without the most

hostile intentions, Jacob was much distressed at this intelligence. He cried to God for protec-

tion, in a most feeling and even pathetic address : and then, with his usual prudence and decision,

proceeded to take such measures as the emergency seemed to require. In the first place he

divided his company and possessions into two bands, between which he purposed to place a

wide marching interval, that if any purposes of injury or vengeance should be manifested by

Esau on meeting the foremost division, the chance of escape might be left open to that which

remained behind, and which contained all that he held dearest and most valuable. Nor was

he insensible of the effect which a preceding exhibition of presents might have in mollifying

the heart of Esau, and in preparing him to receive his brother favovirably. He therefore

set apart a most noble present of 200 she-goats and 20 he-goats, 200 ewes and 20 rams,

30 milch camels with their colts, 40 heifers and 10 steers, 20 she-asses and 10 foals,—which

list, while it suggests some idea of the large pastoral wealth which Jacob had acquired in

Padan-Aram, is particularly valuable from the indication which it offers of the numerical pro-

portions of the animals by which that wealth was composed. The milch camels and their

colts were especially valuable. The animals thus selected—which, we may be sure, were the

best and finest of Jacob's flocks and herds—were to go first of all, and were divided into

droves with intervals between them, not only to make the more imposing display, but to

afford opportunity for a succession of pacifying operations upon the temper of Esau. For the

chief attendant with the first drove was carefully taught by Jacob how to deport himself and

what to say, thus :—" When Esau, my brother, shall meet thee, and ask thee, saying, ' Whose

servant art thou ? and whither goest thou? and whose are these before thee?' Then thou

shalt say, ' They are thy servant Jacob's : this is a present to my lord Esau ; and behold he

also is behind us.' " The leaders of the second and following droves were instructed to give

exactly the same answers. This being arranged, they were ordered in the evening to cross the

river Jabbok and proceed on their way. But Jacob himself remained still on the other side

the river, with the reserved division, till some hours after, when, while it was still night, he

arose, and passed all the party over that stream. When he was left alone on the other side,

there came to him, in the form of a man, an angel, or rather, as Hosea (xii. 21) tells us, the

same Divine person who had appeared to him at Bethel, and engaged for some time in a per-

sonal struggle with him. The stranger withheld himself from overcoming, or, indeed, allowed

himself to seem the weaker party ; but at last he stretched forth his hand and struck the hollow

of Jacob's thigh, when the sinew instantly shrank ; and thus he made his superhuman power

known to the mortal with whom he strove. He then said, " Let me go ; for the morning

dawneth :" but Jacob, who at this critical moment of his life felt the need of strengthening and

relief, answered, " I will not let thee go, unless thou bless me." On this the stranger told him

that his name should be not only Jacob but Israel,! because as a prince he had power with

God, and with men also should prevail. He also blessed him, after refusing to acquaint him

with his name. Thus Jacob was taught that, as he had not been conquered in this contest, so

neither should he be overcome by the difficulties Avith which he was then threatened.

Jacob departed from that place as the sun rose, and found that he halted on his thigh which

had been smitten ; and in memory of this, even to our own day, his descendants have abstained

* Jacob thus charged his messengers :—" Thus shaU ye speak unto my lord Esau,—' Thy servant Jacob saith thus: I have

sojourned with Laban and stayed there until now. And I have oxen, and asses, flocks, and men-servants, and women-servants ;

and I have sent to tell my lord, that I may find favour in thy sight.' " We are persuaded that the carefully guarded terms of

respect, "thy servant," " my lord," were purposely intended to assuage the bitter feelings which seem to have been created iu the

mind of Esau by the knowledge that Isaivc in the blessing intended for him, but which his brotlier had received, had made Jacob

" lord over his brethren ;" Isaac himself had told Esau that, iu saying, " Behold, I have made him [Jacob] thy lord."

t One who has power with God.

o 2
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[River Jiibbok— Zerka.]

from eating the part which contains that sinew which, under the angel's hand, shrunk in the

tliigli of their forefatlier. How long his lameness lasted we are not told ; hut it seems more

proliable that it soon passed away, than that it continued to the end of his life, as some

suppose.

Jacob had not proceeded far on his way, when he saw his brother approaching in the distance

with his 400 men. He then hastened to separate his several wives and their children in such

a manner as might most contrilnite to the safety of those who were dearest of all to him.

The two handmaids and their children went on first, then, at some distance, Leah and her

children, and, last of all, Rachel and Joseph. Jacob himself then went on before them all,

and, as he came near enough, he walked forward and bowed himself very low, and then went

on and bowed again, and this repeatedly—after the fashion in which Orientals still approach a

superior—\mtil they met. With wliat purposes Esau set out to meet Jacob no one can know.

They may have been stern. But he liad already passed the reverent liarbingers of Jacob with

their presents ; and, now that his long absent brother approached thus humbly towards him,

the heart of the sturdy hunter melted within him, all old resentments passed away, and, obeying

the kindly impulses of his own generous nature, he ran to meet him, and embraced him, and
fell upon his neck, and kissed him. And they both wept.

Afterwards, in answer to Esau's inf|uirics about the droves which he had met, Jacob very

anxiously, and in all sincerity, pressed llieni upon his acceptance : for he seems not to have been

yet relieved from his apprehensions ; and he was well aware that for a superior to receive a

present from an inferior, was a well-understood pledge of friendship, whereas to decline such

an oflering, or to return it after it had been received, was a common mark of dissatisfaction.

. Esau at first refused this costly gift, alleging that he already had enough ; but, being much
urged by Jacob, whose real feeling he probably penetrated and wished to relieve, he consented

to take it.

Esau, taking it for granted that they were to go to Mount Seir, proposed to proceed on the

journey. But this was no part of Jacol)'s plan, whose destination was the land of Canaan.

He, therefore, without saying this, evaded compliance with his l)rotlier's pro])osal, by alleging

the necessity which the presence of young children, and of the Hocks and herds with yovmg,
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imposed upon liim of proceeding very slowly ; " For if men should overdrive them one day,

all the flock will die." He, therefore, begged Esau to go on before, at his own speed, and

promised to follow gently after. His brother yielded to the force of these reasons; but he

still proposed to leave some of his men with him, to guide and protect him on the way. But

Jacob, who dreaded such turbulent protectors, whose presence wuuld also interfere with the

execution of his plan, and who only wished himself fairly rid of the whole party, excused himself

from this also, and at last Esau departed with all his people, fully expecting that Jacob would

soon rejoin him in the land of Seir. But he was no sooner out of sight, than Jacob turned his

course westward towards the Jordan.* Why he did not cross that river and enter the land

of Canaan, and why he allowed several years to pass before he went to his father, we have no

means of knowing. But when he arrived at a favourable situation, about five miles from the

eastern bank of the Jordan, he made preparations for some stay there, by building for his own

household one of the easily constructed houses

of that time, with numerous sheds or booths for

his people and cattle. From this circumstance

the site took the name of Succoth, or booths,

which was continued to a town built in a later

day on that spot.

It is thought that Jacob did not remain at

Succoth more than six months before he crossed

the Jordan and entered the land of his future

heritage. He arrived safely in the neighbour-

hood of Shechem, where he made his first stay

in that land. As all the land about that city

was by this time appropriated and had become

of some value to the inhabitants, he was obliged

to furchase the ground on which his camp was

formed for the value of 100 lambs. (*) Here

he built an altar, and called it the altar of El-

elohe Israel :t and here, in long after ages,J

was shown, and still is, a well which was dug by him and bore his name.

Here Jacob spent eight years in much prosperity, and greatly respected by the people of

the land. By that time his only daughter Dinah was about fifteen years of age, when, in

an evil hour, she went into the town, to see the finery of the women, during some festival

which the Shechemites celebrated. On this occasion she was seen by Shechem, the son of

Hamor the prince of the place ; and he, being mvich struck by her great beauty, took her to

his house, and defiled her by force. Yet after this " his soul still cleaved to her, and he

loved her, and spoke kindly to her ;" and, anxious to secure this treasure to himself, as well

as to appease the resentment which the damsel's family would be sure to entertain, he begged

his father to go and intercede with her's, that Dinah might become his wife.

Jacob was greatly distressed when he heard what had befallen his daughter, who still re-

mained in Shechem's house. But his sons were then out with the cattle ; and as, among the

Bedouin races, when a father has children by different wives, the full brothers of a woman are,

more than her father, the especial guardians of her welfare, her avengers if she is wronged, and

her punishers if she errs, he made no answer to Hamor's proposals till his sons came home.

They were greatly enraged when they heard of what had happened to their sister. But

Hamor proceeded, with considerable address, to place his overtures in an advantageous light.

He dwelt on the deep affection with which his son regarded Dinah, and did not forget to

expatiate on the advantages which would "result to them from so close an alliance with the

* Some tliink that Jacob really did intend to visit his brother in Seir •nheu he promised to do so. But tliis is not the impres-

sion which any one spontaneously recei^•es from the Scriptural narrative ; and tlie more common notion, wliich we have embodied

in the text, is certainly more in unison with Jacob's general character, and agrees well enough with all his dealings witli

Esau.

t The mighty God of Israel. % Join iv. 5.

[Booths or Sheds.]
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Shechemites. They could intermarry, he said; and, while they might enrich themselves by

establishing a free tratfic in their pastoral produce with his people, they would be at perfect

liberty to acquire whatever possessions in that town and district they desired. Shechem,who

was himself present, was careful to add, that he would readily pay for the damsel whatever

dowry or gift they might name, and this was, according to Bedouin habits, an exceedingly

liberal proposal, and more likely to be satisfactory than all the rest put together. The brothers

of Dinah alfected to be appeased by these liberal offers : but in reality they nourished in their

heart purposes of large and terrible revenge ; and the readiness with which they conceived on

the instant a deep-laid plot for effecting their purpose will seem most surprising to those who
do not reflect how much the inventive faculties are sharpened by the necessity for prompt

decision, combined with a thirst for blood. They answered, that they could not give their sister

to an uncircumcised man ; neither was it possible for them to form such marriages with the

Shechemites as Hamor proposed, unless every man among them were circumcised. With
this answer Hamor and his son returned to their town, and proceeded to the gate—the

place of concourse—where they proposed a general circumcision as the only means of se-

curing the advantages which might be obtained by forming a close connection with Jacob's

wealthy tribe. These advantages were stated so strongly, that the people gave their full

assent to the proposal, and were accordingly circumcised.* Now the third day after the ope-

ration is that in which those who have been circumcised are the most distressed by their

wound. This fact was well know n to Jacob's sons ; and, therefore, on the third day, when
the Shechemites were all in pain and quite unapprehensive of danger, Simeon and Levi, the

full brothers of Dinah, collected such of Jacob's people as they covdd persuade to join them,

and entered the city, where they put Hamor and Shechem and every male to the sword

;

after which they went and took their sister from Shechem's house, and returned with her

to the camp. Their terrible object was accomplished. But then the other sons of Jacob

entered the city to plunder all its wealth. They stripped the slain of their vestures; they

made plunder of everything they could find in the houses ; they made the women and small

children captives ; and they drove off all the cattle belonging to the Shechemites which they

could find in the town and its surrounding fields.

Jacob expressed his just abhorrence of this most unprincipled and barbarous deed ; and he

continued to retain a deep sense of it, long after all apprehension of the consequences which
might be expected to result from it had passed away. Even on his death-bed he spoke of it

with indignation and regret.

In the first instance Jacob saw great cause to fear that the inhabitants of the surroundino-

districts would unite and fall upon him, to avenge this horrid massacre. But his doubts

resi)ecting the course it might be best to take were relieved by a Divine command to proceed

to Bethel, and dwell there, and erect an altar in that place to God, who had there appeared

to him when he was on his road to Padan Aram. This reminded him of the vow which he

had made on that occasion ; and in obedience to that stricter devotion of his household to the

Lord's service which his vow imposed, and that he might the more becomingly approach a

place to him so venerable, he conmianded that all the idolatrous or superstitious figures and
symbols which had been found among the spoils of Shechem, or which belonged to any of his

people, should be given up to him. Among these were probably the stolen teraphim of Rachel

;

and mention is made of ear-pendants, intimating that this favourite oriental ornament had
already been turned to superstitious uses, probably by being worn as amulets, and bearing

the figures of idolatrous symbols—perhaps of the sun or moon.f He did not destroy these

-things, as might have been expected, but buried them secretly under an oak which grew near

Shechem. By his direction also his household purified themselves and put on clean apparel

;

and this the first recorded instance of the religious use of outward purifications of the person

or attire.

• For some remarks on this trans;iction, see before, p. 79.

+ Tlie Targiira of Jonath;ui interprets the text by jKirapUraje thiis—" The earrings which had been iu the ears of the iuhabitauU
of tho city of Shechem, in which was formed the likeness of their idoli."
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Tliey arrived at Bethel in safety, and there Jacob hastened to buikl an altar to the God Mho
answered him in the day of his distress, and was with him in the way which he went. After

this, the Lord appeared to him, and confirmed to him and his heirs the heritage of the

promises made to Abraham, and the change of his own name to Israel. On the spot where

God then appeared to him he set up another memorial stone, and shed thereon drink-offerings

and oil.

Deborah, the old nurse of Rebekah, died during the stay at this place, and was buried

with all honour, untler an oak, which, from the lamentations made on that occasion, was

called "the oak of weeping." Reliekah herself was before this dead; and it was after her

death, probably, that Deborah went to Jacob, in order to be with his wives, who were her

countrpvomen.

No long stay was made at Bethel, and from thence Jacob proceeded southward, to see his

father, whom he had left at Beersheba, Init who was now in the valley of ^lamre, near

Hebron. He journeyed slowly, and probably encamped several times on his way, although we
read of only one encampment, which was at a place not far from Ephrath [afterwards

Bethlehem], where a flock tower, erected by some former pastors, offered its safety and

convenience. Such towers still exist, and are still erected. From its summit the desert

shepherds hold their watch af;\r, and within its walls they deposit, in dangerous times, their

moveable goods, with their women and young children, if they do not themselves resort to the

shelter which it offers. Such are the watch-towers—the Mizpehs—which the Scriptures so

often mention.

^:^6sL*

[Tower in the Desei-t.] [llachel s sepulchre.]

"\ATiile Jacob tarried at this place, his beloved Rachel fell in severe labour, and died after

she had given birth to a son, on whom, in her sorrow, she imposed the name of Benoni,*

—

which sad name, but too well calculated to bring to mind the loss he had sustained, Jacob in

the end changed to Benjamin.t Here, where she died, Rachel was buried; and her afflicted

husband erected over her grave a tall stone as a monument. This was long after kno's\^l as

" the pillar of Rachel's grave;" and its place is now supplied by the modern Moslem struc-

ture of which a representation is annexed. J

• Son ofmy sorrow.

+ Son ofmy right hand, i. e. one dear to me ; but the Samaritan has Beujamim, "son ofdays, " i. e. of his father's old a^e.

i We have no doubt that the original erection by .lacob was mereh' the most tall and shapely stone which could be found in the

neighbourhood. Tlie site seems always since to have been marked by some sepulchral erection or other. That which now exists

is such as those with which Sheikhs and other persons of note are honoured. Its date we cannot lind, but it is certaiuly modern.

Tlie structure which the travellers of tlie 16th and 17th centuries figure and describe, had the same general shape, but it was open

.

in arches, on all sides. The best figure of it is in " .Vmico's Tratt;\to delle Piante e Immagini di Sacri Edifi/.i di Terra Santa."

1620. And this was not very ancient, for the travellers of the 13th century (.as Brocard) describes Rachel's sepulchre as a

pyramidal monument.
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During Jacob's stay at this place another calamity befel him ; for Reuben availed himself

of the opportunities which his father's grief afforded to corrupt Bilhah, the handmaid whom
Rachel had given to her husband, and who had borne him two sons. Jacob heard of this

shameless act ; but it does not appear that he took any pul)lic notice of it, although it made
a deep impression upon his mind, even to his dying day, and it cost Reuben his birthright

in the end.

Soon after this, Jacob departed from this sad place, and proceeded to join his aged father

in Mamre. None of the circumstances of the interview are told, nor know we any particvdars

of the intercourse between them during the sixteen years they spent together. At the end

of those years Isaac died, at what was even then considered the good old age of ISO years.

Esau was then present at Mamre, having probably been sent for as his father's last hour

approached; and he joined with Jacob in the last solemn duty of depositing the remains

of their parent Avith those of Abraham and Sarah in the cave of jMachpelah. We read not of

any difference between them respecting the division of the inheritance. Esau probably, by

this time, understood that Jacob did not consider that the old transactions between them
disturbed his claim, as the first-born, to a double portion of his father's substance ; and for

any other than present advantages, a man of his character was not likely to be much con-

cerned.* The previous property which the two brothers had acquired, now increased by

their respective shares of Isaac's wealth, was so great, that it was found impossible for them
to remain together, as the land was unable to sustain their flocks. They therefore separated

peaceably. Esau returned to the land of Seir, leaving Jacob encamped in the valley of

Mamre.

The sacred historian, whose example we have followed, conducts the life of Isaac to its

close before he commences the long history of Joseph, although its earlier scenes took place

not long after Jacob's arrival at Mamre. This story of his beloved son is so intensely

interesting ; it is so surprising, and withal so natural ; it is so perfect,—every minute detail

bearing so importantly on the ultimate result, that the most simple story in the world might,

in one point of view, be taken for a laboured production of such consummate skill as would,

in a fiction, immortalise its author's name ; and the whole is withal told with such unaffected

simplicity and natural pathos,—that through half the world the story is impressed from very

infancy upon the hearts of countless thousands, and its circumstances are in every place as

familiar as household words. While the Jew takes pride in the glory of Joseph, and the

Christian admires the wisdom and power of God which his history displays, the Moslem is

never tired of calculating the personal qualities which he ascribes to him—his form polished

as the box-tree and erect as the cypress,—his locks falling in ringlets,—his forehead shining

with immortal beams,—his eyebrows arched, and his eyelashes shading his sleepy eves,—his

eyes beaming mildness, the eyelashes darting arrows,—his lips smiling and shedding sweets,

his words " dropping honey,"—and his pearly teeth, between his ruby lips, like the lightning

playing upon a western sky.f

A story thus familiarly known, and which cannot be told in other words than that of the

original historian, without great injury to its force and beauty, it does not seem desirable

to relate more in detail than may be necessary to carry on the historical narrative, unless

when it offers circumstances which seem to need explanation, or which appear calculated to

throw light upon the manners and institutions of the time.

There were many obvious circumstances wliich might concur in rendering the first-born

of his Rachel particularly dear to Jacob. He Avas the offspring of many jirayers, his birth

^had been the subject of unbounded joy, and his father had ])clield him as the constant object

of maternal tenderness to his beloved wife. Wlien she died, Joseph was also probably the

only one of the household who could fully sympathise with Jacol), and mingle tears with him
;

• See on this subject before, p. 89.

+ .Toseph is the Ailonis oftlie Moslem Kast ; and liis name is used to express the perfection of maseiiline beauty. The
Arabians, Persians, and Turks, have epics an<l oth.'r poems founded on liis story. The epithets in the text are from the Mu.s-
nuwee of tlic Persian poet Jami, on tlu' subject of .Joseph ami /.uleikha(^Potiphar's wife). Another of the great Persian poets,
Firdousi, has also a poem on the same subject.
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for to the others Rachel appears to have been more an object of jealousy than love. It seems

also that Joseph was distinguished above all his brethren by his wisdom and his engaging

disposition, if not by his superior beauty. These causes had their full effect. Jacob did

love Joseph exceedingly; and was at so little pains to conceal his partiality, that he bestowed

upon him a much finer dress than any of his brothers wore—" a coat of many colours." The

other sons of Jacob, some of whom were not much older than Joseph, seem, upon the whole,

to have been a wild and headstrong set of men, with less respect for their father than we

usually find in the East. They were displeased at his partiality for Joseph ; and their con-

sequent dislike of the youth himself grew to absolute hatred when they learned to regard

him as a spy upon them, from finding that, on his return home, after having been out with

them in the distant pastures, he was in the habit of telling his father about their evil courses.

Joseph also began to have dreams, which

were easily interpreted to promise to him

some future superiority over them all ; and

these dreams, which he freely related to

them, served much to strengthen the aver-

sion with which he was already regarded

by his brothers. Even Jacob himself be-

came grave when one of these dreams

seemed to intimate, that not only his other

sons, but himself, should, at some future

day, bow down before Rachel's son. That

dream, in which Joseph thought himself

engaged with his brothers in binding sheaves

in the harvest-field,* may possibly intimate

that Jacob had begun to follow the example

of Isaac in paying some attention to agri-

culture.

It seems very likely that, while Isaac lived, Jacob was careful to keep his flocks at a distance,

under the care of his sons, lest, if his own and his father's were together, Esau, when he came

to claim his inheritance, might be led to fancy that his brother had already enriched himself

out of Isaac's property. Be this as it may, it is certain that, whenever we hear of Jacob's

flocks and herds, they are always at some place distant from the valley of Mamre. So now,

two or three years after his arrival at that place, we find his sons with the flocks northward,

near their former station at Shechem. And, as they had been for some time away, Jacob re-

solved to send Joseph, who was at home, to inquire of their welfare and bring him word again.

He went.

When he approached, his brothers knew him afar off" by his coat of many colours, and

said one to another, " Behold the dreamer cometh !" and, after some conference among

themselves, they came to the resolution of murdering him, and of telling their father that he

had been slain by some wild beast. " And we shall see," said they, " what will become of

his dreams." But Reuben, whose own recent crime against his father made him unwilling

to be a party in bringing any new grief upon him, affected a horror of shedding a brother's

blood, and proposed that they should rather cast him into a deep pit, near at hand, which had

been dug to receive and preserve the rain-water, but which at that advanced season of the

summer was exhausted. They agreed to this proposal, with the view of leaving him there to

perish ; but it was Reuben's intention to return in their absence and deliver him, to restore him

safe to his father.

Joseph had not been long in the cistern before his brothers observed the approach of a caravan

of Arabian traders, who were on their way to Egypt, bearing to the markets of that already

civilized and already luxurious country the spices and perfumes of the distant East. They knew

* The annexed cut exhibits tlie early Egyptian process of binding sheaves, which was probably not different from tliat used in

Syria. See also the engraving at the head of this chapter.

VOL. I. P

[Hiuding Sheaves.]
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that such parties were always glad to buy up slaves in their way, for the same market ; and

therefore it occurred to Judah that it would be more profitable to sell him than to leave him

to perish, while by thus disposing of him they might get rid of him etTectually, without

loading their consciences with his death. To this the others readily agreed. They there-

fore drew Joseph out of the pit, and offered him to the Ishmaelites, who agreed to give

twenty shekels wciglit of silver for him ; and, the bargain being comi)letcd, they departed

witli him to the land of Egypt.

3S*

?-^ .

^ Ti k:\ w ^^v. >r

H'% ^4 ^-
k

[Ik'doiiius and Travellers bargaining for a slave.]

Re\iben was not a party to this transaction, as he happened to be absent at the time ; and

he was greatly afflicted, and, according to the oriental method of expressing passionate grief,

rent his clothes, when he returned to the cistern to deliver Joseph, and found him not there.

He went and told his brothers; but, whether they acquninted him with what h;ul taken place,

or left him in the persuasion that Josejjh had been killed or stolen unknown to tlicm, we are

not informed. We only know that they slew a kid and dipped in its blood the envied dress

of which they had stripped their brother when they cast him into the ])it ; and they sent it to

Jarol), saying they had found it in that state, leaving him to judge whether it was his son's

robe or not, and to draw his own inferences. He knew the many-coloured coat ; and drew,

.IS they desired, the inference, that some evil beast had devoured his beloved son. "And
Jacob rent his clothes, and put sackcloth upon his loins, and mourned for his son many days.

And all his sons and all his daughters rose up to comfort him; but he refused to be com-

forted; and he siiid, ' Fcjr I will go down into the grave unto my son mourning.' "

Before the sacred narrative follows Joseph into Egy])t, it relates a remarkable incident in

the history of Judah, whicli contributes to illustrate the ideas and manners of that remote

age, and of the condition of society mider which the patriarchs lived.

At some undefined time previous to Jacob's removal to Mamrc, Judah had contracted

a friendship with a certain native of AduUam called Hirah ; and while on a visit to this

person he fell in love witli the daughter of a certain Canaanite, whose name was Shuah,
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and married her, and by her had three sons, Er, Onan and Shelah. When the first of these

became marriao-eable—long after Joseph was sold to the Arabs, his father provided a wife

for him in a woman of Canaan named Tamar ; but he died prematurely, being cut off for

some unnamed wickedness, without leaving any children by her. Now a custom of that

country and state of life,—which was afterwards adopted into the law of Moses, and operates

throughoiit the Jewish history,—recpiired that what was deemed the greatest of all calamities,

the death of a man without children to carry on his name and race, should be obviated by its

being made incumbent on the next brother of the deceased to marry his widow, with the

understanding that the first-born son of this union should to all intents and purposes be

regarded as the son and heir of the man who died childless. This duty was often very

unpalatable to those on whom it devolved. It was so to Onan, who, according to this custom

was obliged to take Tamar in order " to raise up posterity to his brother;" and he, knowing

that the issue would not be regarded as his own, took a very criminal method of averting

the designed result. For this he died, in some such sudden and marked way as evinced that

his death was a punishment from God. It then became the duty of the third son, Shelah, to

become the husband of Tamar ; but Judah, who began to be afraid for his only surviving son,

was glad that his extreme youth justified him in desiring Tamar to withdraw to her father's

house, and remain there as a widow, till Shelah should be of sufficient age. She waited

accordingly ; but observing that her father-in-law made no sign of being willing to let his

son discharge the obligation under which he lay, she thought of a plan whereby she might

not only remind him of his neglect, but might, perchance, realise. that high and happy con-

dition of a mother, after which Ave have seen all the patriarchal women longing with intense

desire.

Judah had lately buried his wife ; and after the days of mourning were over he went to

Timnah with his old friend Hirah, to overlook the sheep-sliearing which w^as in progress at that

place. Tamar being aware of this presented herself to Judah's notice, on the way, in the guise

of a harlot, and as such he was betrayed into an unlawful connection with her, whereby, in the

end he became the father of two sons. He had promised her a kid, and as security for it left

with her his staffs, his bracelets and his signet ring ; but when he sent the kid, to redeem his

pledge, the harlot was no where to be found. But three months after he heard that Tamar

was with child ; and, probably, not displeased at being thus released from his fears about

Shelah, at once said, " Bring her forth and let her be burnt 1" She was brought forth : but

when she produced the staff, the bracelets and the signet, with the declaration that the owner

w^as the father of her unknown child, her stern judge was put to confusion : but the first and

uppermost feeling in his mind seems to have been, that all this had justly befallen him for

withholding from Tamar the husband she was entitled to claim.

Besides the remarkable practice, and the ideas involved in it, on which this transaction turns,

the details bring the manners of the time very vividly before us, and evince the antiquity of

usages which still exist in the East. The distinctive dress which harlots wear, and whicli

Tamar assumed for the occasion, the idea of leaving a pledge more valuable than the price,

to assure the payment of a price ; the use of such ornament as a bracelet, and of such an

instrument of authentication as a signet ; and, above all, the existence of a capital punishment,

and that punishment burning, for criminal conduct in a woman, with the authority assumed

by Judah of directing the infliction of that punishment, are all facts of great interest to those

who like to inquire into the origin or early history of usages or public notions.

The patriarchal history may here be said to conclude, although the personal history of the

patriarchs is not concluded. We are now about to direct our view to scenes very different

to those w^hich have hitherto engaged our chief attention. Therefore, although the history of

Joseph might be included in the history of the patriarchs,—for he was a patriarch himself,

and his father and his brethren still live,—we shall regard him as their harbinger in Egypt,

and avail ourselves of the change to conclude this first book of our history.

It is now usual at the conclusion of a book of any history, to ofler general remarks on tlie

p 2
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usages and customs of the period which that book embraces. We have nothing of the kind to

offer. We have rather endeavoured to enliven our leading narrative by making it self-expla-

natory of the traits of society and character which it brings under our notice. This has not

always been an easy operation ; and sometimes it has been necessary to throw into notes, at

the end of the several chapters, larger illustrations and discussions than the text could have

been safely made to comprehend. This, indeed, has not been the sole use of the " Supple-

mentary Notes ;" for they have not only enabled us to keep the text more clear from digressive

matter, but also, by allowing us to explain things as they occurred, have left no need for

those separate dissertations on particular subjects which we might have otherwise deemed

it necessary to annex to the several books of this work. This plan it is still our intention

to pursue, believing that we shall be the most likely thus to succeed in impressing upon our

readers the idea which, from much study and some eastern travel, we have ourselves been

enabled to form of the modes of life and developments of character which pass under our

review.

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.

[rillows of stone anil Wood.]

(') Jacob's Pillow, p. 9L—Jacob's use of a

stone for a support to his head during sleep,

seems a resource which might be suggested to

any one under similar circumstances, and whi(;h,

therefore, no one has thought it needful to ex-

plain by any reference to ancient customs. Yet

it is possible that in his case the resom-cc was all

the more natural and obvious to him from its not

being then customary to use any other pillows

than those of some hard substance—such as

stone or wood. When we find that such hard

pillows or head-stools were in use among so

comparatively luxurious a people as the Egyp-

tians, it seems but reasonable to infer that their

more hardy neighbours of the desert had no

softer rest for their heads. The frame of the

Egyptian head- stools is shown in our wood-

cut, in which the specimens arc of wood,

excejjt the foremost, which is of alabaster. It

is singular that the most costly and hixurious

are the hardest, being of stone or hard foreign

woods. Those which were employed by the

inferior classes were of connnon soft native

woods, such as the sycamore and tamarisk,

and sometimes even of earthenware. It is not

easy to see how the head could rest comfortably

on pillows of this shape and height ; and it is,

therefore, likely that their ancient use should

be explained by their existing use among the

Abyssinians, who rest the neck rather than the

head upon them.*

(^) Bethel, p. 92.—The following brief but

interesting notice of the site of Bethel has

lately been afforded by Professor Robinson.

After telling us that the site now bears the

name of Beit-Tn, he proceeds to state that,

—

" It lies just east of the Nablous road, forty-

five minutes N.E. of Bireh. Here are ruins

of very considerable extent, and among them
the foundations of several churches, lying on

the point of a low hill between two shallow

wadys, which unite below, and run off S.E.

into a deep and rugged valley. This was evi-

dently a place of note in the early Christian

ages, and apparently also in the days of the

Crusades. It is now entirely uninhabited;

except that a few Arabs, probably from some
neighbouring village, had pitched their tents

here for a time. In the western valley we
spread our carpets, and breakfasted on the

grass within the limits of what was once an

immense reservoir. We obtained here from

the Arabs butter of excellent quality, which

might have done honour to the days when the

flocks of Abraham and Jacob Avere pastured

on these hills."

—

American Biblical Repository,

April, 1839, p. 42U.t

• Wilkinson, ii. 204. Univ. Hist. xv. 84.

f Tlic Viiluabli! nu^moir from which this is extracted, and of

which we have written more puticuhirly in the hist note to the

preceding chapter, has since been reprinted, in a greatly abridgetl

form, in the ' .Journal of the Geographical Society,' vol. ix. pt.

2, p. 295-303.
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f) Teraphim, Talismans, and Amulets,

p 96 —Our information concerning the tera-

phim, so often mentioned in Scripture, is so

perpleKed by confused statements and doubttul

conjectures, that it is not quite easy to arrive

at any tolerably clear notions on the subject.

The name, even, has excited considerable

discussion. The word is allowed by all the

Jewish rabbins to be not Hebrew ;
and, seeing

that we first meet with the word, and the

objects denoted by it. in Syria, beyond the

river, it is more natural to look for it in the

Syriac language than in the Arabic, in which

its etymology has been more generally sought.

Now in Syriac the word, in its singular form,

{.mn teraph,) means, according to Bar Bahlul,

an inquirer, which very well agrees with the

use of teraphim as oracles.

From the narrative in the text, it is mani-

fest that the figures were of small size, other-

wise Rachel could not so easily have removed

them or have concealed them so readily m or

under her camel's furniture. Yet the story in

1 Sam. xix. has been thought to show that a

teraph was as large as life,-or, at least, that

such figures sometimes were so in the end,

although those of Laban were small. Ihis

may have been true ; but, in our view, the in-

cident in question does not make this mamfest.

That same passage is also the only one which

is adduced to prove that the teraphim bore a

human form ; and although we think that they

did it is not clear to us that this is evinced by

MichaVs contrivance to screen her husband

from the wrath of Saul. It is, however the

most received and probable opinion that those

images were wholly, or in part, human. From

the intimations we have been able to collect,

we infer that some of the common forms ot

the teraphim were not unlike those of the

analogous Egyptian figures represented m our

cut at p 96. For although the images among

the ancient idolaters, which we conceive to

have been strictly answerable to the Scriptural

teraphim, sometimes bore animal heads on

human bodies, we defer to the opmion that

the teraphim always had human heads; al-

thouo-h it is allowed that the human form was

rarely if ever, complete—the general figure

being' that of a bust, or else of a sort of ter-

minus. Yet there may be reason to suspect that

these figures might bear almost any form which

the caprice or fancy of the maker assigned to

them. The instance of Mioah's teraphim eJudg.

xviii.) is the only one in which the materials

are mentioned. In that case silver was em-

ployed ; but we are not to infer that they were

always of silver, or even of metal. The figures,

like those of analogous character elsewhere.
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were probably often of carved wood, or even of

earthenware; but probably not of stone. Of

course, no attention is to be paid to the very

silly story of the rabbins, who inform us that a

teraph was formed of the head of a first-born

son, plucked off from the neck and embalmed
;

under the tongvie of which was fixed a golden

plate, with the name of some false deity en-

graven thereon ; and that the head, thus pre-

pared, and deposited in a niche or upon a

bracket, gave vocal answers to the questions

which were proposed to it.

The objects which these figures were sup-

posed to represent, and the precise point of

view in which they were regarded, are also

questions involved in some doubt. That they

Avere not public idols, but mere private pro-

perty, and for domestic use, is clear from

almost every instance in which they are men-

tioned ; and hence some have inferred that they

were small private images—representatives of

the larger idols worshipped in the temples.

But this is reasoning from later knowledge

concerning the household gods of the Romans

;

and it is not clear to us that teraphim were not

honoured before there were any larger idols,

or any temples. We know, indeed, of instances,

as in that of Laban and Micah, in which the

owners of the teraphim fully recognised the

supreme power of Jehovah, and, in the case of

the last, laboured under the delusion that these

figures were certain to bring down His bless-

ing upon the house in which they were con-

tained. In this use of them there can be no

difficulty. We have not only the examples of

the Roman household gods—the penates and

lares,—\)Vit, in our own day. the tinsel-covered

picture of the Virgin or St. Nicholas, conspi-

cuously displayed, receiving marks of respect,

and with the lamp kept constantly burning

before it,— which may be seen in every

Russian shop or cottage, and without which

no house would be held happy or prosperous—

affords as good an illustration as could be de-

sired, not only in fact but in principle.

But, besides this, it was more peculiar to the

teraphim that they were consulted as oracles.

This appears constantly in the Bible,* and is

confirmed by the mention of teraphim in con-

nection with the arts of divination.t But in

what manner the responses were supposed to

be conveyed, when reference was made to

them, to forctel what was to come or to dis-

cover what was hid or lost, we are not told,

and it is useless to conjecture. Many writers

on the subject tell us that the superstition con-

» Compare Judges xvii. 5; xviii. 5. 6, 14-20
;
E^k. xxi.

21 ; Zech. x. 2 ; Hos. iii. 4.

t 1 Sam. XV. 23.
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ccrning talismans, with wliich the whole East

is still infatuated, may be traced to the tera-

phim. We should rather say that they may

be traced to the common principles in which

these and a thousand other superstitions had

their origin; and these principles are easily

detected, whatever disjmte there may be about

details. All of it seems to us to result as

plainly as possible from the operation of those

views which we have explained in a preceding

page (21 et seq ). When men, without disavowing

the supreme Lord of all, undertook to relieve

Ilim from the care of their own small affairs,

which they transferred to inferior agents,

they ere long thought of attracting and fixing

the beneficent attention and influence of those

agents, by placing in their houses, or by at-

taching to their persons, certain symbolical

or representative figiu'es, which they appro-

priated to their determined use with such

rites and astrological or other observances as

they judged suited to the purpose. They are

then the symbols, and draw to him the bene-

volent attention of those powers which are

deemed to stand between man and that great

and awful Being, Mhom he thinks he cannot

decorously trouble with the relatively small

concerns of his family and home. The \m.c-

tical tendency of this to become a low idolatry

in the end, we need not indicate.

Under the view we have taken, such things

as talismans and amulets will be regarded

much in the light of teraphim to be worn upon
the person; and, therefore, a slight notice of

these instruments of superstition may very

suitably be added in this place, to anticipate

the separate statement concerning them which

might otherwise be necessary. That such

things were known, even in patriarchal times,

is manifest from the instance of the ear-rings,

which, being instruments of superstition,

Jacob obliged his people to deliver u]i to him,

and which he buried under the oak near

Shechem. And it is now also well understood

that Moses alluded to the previous use of

talismans and amulets when he connnanded
the Israelites to bind his words for a sign upon
their hands, and that they should be as frontlets

between their eyes.*

It is in confirmation of the views we have

stated in a preceding i)age, concerning tin;

prior antiquity of reference to tlie heavenly

1)odies, as the agencies or influences by which
the Supreme ])ower was administered over
this world and its pe()])le, that talismans were
first, and for the most part still are, connected
with astral influences, and were constructed on
astrological i)rincii)les. They most usually

• i;.\uil. xiii. y ; Deul. \i. 8, \i. 1».

consisted of figures, of vaiious metals and

sizes, cast under certain constellations, and

bearing the representative figure of the sun

or moon or of some planet, or else were

charged with certain astrological symbols and

characters ; and also of stones, more generally

engraved with such characters or representa-

tive figures on the surface, than cut, in mass,

into symbolical forms. Yet in the case of the

talismanical scarabaeus of the Egyptians, the

stone itself was cut into the figure of the sacred

beetle, the symbol of the sun, while its under

surface was charged with figui'es cut in intaglio,

of solar, lunar, and astral symbols and charac-

ters. The figures of beetles and hawks, whicli

the Egyptians engraved in emerald and jasper,

are noticed by Pliny ; and w^e learn that be-

sides the general virtues attributed to them,

they were more particularly held to inspire

the soldier with courage and to protect his

person in the day of battle, and also to defend

children from the malign influence of the
" evil eye." As there is little reason to doubt

that the Hebrews learnt the use of these very

things in Egypt, if they were not previously

known to them, and that they, therefore,

may be counted among the objects of idolatry

and superstition, against which many of the

injunctions and prohibitions of tho Mosaical

law were levelled, there is a double projiriety

in offering specimens of them to the reader's

notice. And while they are recommended to

[l^gjlitiaii Scav:iL!i-i.—liacU and side views.]

his attention as specimens of the earliest talis-

manical figures which now cxisl, and which
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[Egyptian Scar;ibrei.—Engraved vinder suiTacea.]

unquestionably must, at some time, have been

known to the Hebrews, the fact will not be

overlooked that they also offer the earliest

specimens of engraving on stone ; which

curious and difficult art the Hebrews certainly

did bring with them from Egypt. The shape

which these articles bear, and the engravings

with which they are charged, Avill spontane-

ously suggest to the reader that they might
have been used as seals or signets ; and to this

use it seems that they were in fact applied,

although other engraved stones were also used

for that purpose. In like manner, while we
believe that the old Babylonians engraved

cylinders, which have lately engaged so much
attention, were astral talismans ; there appears

also to be reason to conclude that they were
used as signets. These talismanical stones

of the Babylonians seem to have exhibited a

horoscopical representation of the constellation

of the heavenly " aspects,'' i;nder which the

parties who owned them were born ; or, as we
would venture with some diffidence to suggest,

of those happier " aspects," chosen by them-

selves, under Avhich they would have desired to

be born, and the favourable influences of which
they, by means of these talismans, hoped to fix

and concentrate upon their own persons. And
these horoscopical representations, if used as

signets, would serve as much to identify the

party to whom they belonged as a proper
name, and still more than the crests which we
engrave upon our seals.

It is remarkable that the higher class of

talismans among the Orientals were chiefly

engraved stones, whereas, in general, metallic

figures, of which we first took notice, were
little more than simple amulets ; and that the
reverse of this was the case among the classical

ancients, who set the highest of all value u])on
the talismans of Samothracia, which were made
according to the rules observed in the cele-

brated mysteries of which that island was the
seat. There were bits of metal on which cer-

tain astral figures and symbols were engraved,
and which were usually set in rings.

Now the reader will be prepared to see how
the principle on which the ancient talismans
were constructed, agrees with that which the
more judicious Jewish writers * assign to the
teraphim, which as they tell us were figures in

the human form, constructed under certain con-
stellations, the favourable influences of which
were then thought to be contained in them.
The history of talismans is large and ciuious

;

and it will be understood that we have only
stated such facts as seemed necessary for the
purposes of the present note.f

Amulets require little separate notice as

[Egyptian Amulets.]

* Such as Aben Ezra, Maimouides, and R. Eliezer.

t It may, however, be desirable to specify the several kinds
of talismans which finally came into use. 1. The astronomical,

or rather astrological, which were charged with celestial signs,

accompanied with intelligible characters. 2. Magical, which
bore monstrous figures, mysterious words, and names of un-
known angels. 3. Mixed, containing both celestial signs and
strange or barbarous words, but nothing otherwise supersti-

tious or any angelical names. 4. Sigilla planefarum, marked
chiefly with Hebrew numeral letters, and used by the framers

of horoscopes and fortune-tellers to throw a mystery over their

.arts. Other magical figures, bearing Hebrew names and cha-

racters, models of which are given by Agrippa. The tivo last

are of comparatively modern invention, and have little claim to

be regarded as talismans. The third is doubtful ; and the two

first are the only proper subjects of antiquarian research. The
first and most ancient is that on which our oliservations have

chiefly borne.
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they were but a lower kind of talisman ; and

most of such consideration as they require has

been involved in the preceding statement. It

is difficult to say where the line between the

talisman and the amulet should be drawn. But
they were not generally considered so much
connected with astral influences as the talis-

mans. They were, in fact, for the most part,

wliat we call " charms," intended to guard

against special evils and particular diseases.

Their forms were as much diversified as their

objects among the ancient idolaters. Almost
every different kind of gem had its virtue as an

anmlet: and besides these, amulets among tlie

Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans, and, we may
conclude, among the Syrians, often bore the

form or ornament for the person, such as crowns
of pearls, necklaces of shells, gems, coral, &c

;

with the heads and figures of gods, heroes, lions,

horses, dogs, rats, birds, fish, and various gro-

tesque and obscene objects. The annexed en-

graving offers specimens of some of those whicli

were in use among the ancient Egyptians.

The Jews became much addicted to the use

of amulets, especially for the prevention or

ciu'e of diseases— and, indeed, their "medical"

practice consisted of little else. " There were
hardly any people in the whole world," says

Lightfoot, " that more used, or were more
fond of amulets, charms, mutterings, exorcisms,

and all kinds of enchantments." For some
while before, and ever since, the time of Christ

this has been true ; and the use of them was

n(jt discouraged by the ecclesiastical rulers.

Iheir only difficulties respected the use of

them [probably in common with other curative

measures] on the sabbath-day ; and the decision

was, that a man should not go abroad with his

amulet on the sabbath, unless it had been pre-

scribed by an approved " physician"—that is,

by one who was known to have cured at least

three persons previously by the same means.

Their amulets were sometimes certain small

roots hung about the neck ; but more generally

certain « ords in writing—being, in the simpler

forms, extracts from the law supposed to be

applicable to the case ; but often mysterious

names and characters, disposed according to

the rules of cabalistic art—frequently within

the well-known hexagonal figure called the

shield of David, or, the seal of Solomon. This,

with smne other Jewish practices, appears to

have arisen from the misapprehension or gross

perversion of the passage in the law* to which
we have already referred.

From their example the Christians adopted,

among other amulets, the use of written charms,

consisting, for the most part, of words taken

from the gospel—which practice is not yet

wholly extirpated from some rural districts of

our own country. And the same example
probably led the Moslems to that most exten-

sive use of written amulets, composed generally

of sentences from their Koran, which we now
find every where among them.t

(*) Antiquity of ComEo Money.—p. 101.

The word in the original is kesitah, rendered
" pieces of money" in our authorised version

of the Bible, but " lambs" in the margin.

The word is rare, and only occurs in three

places:— here ; in the retrospective reference

to the transaction which is given in Josh. xxiv.

32; and in Job xlii. 11. All these references

therefore apply to about the same time. The
conclusion of many critics is, that they were
pieces of money stamped with the figure of

a lamb or sheep—perhaps as being of the

current value of that animal —and consequently

that an advance to coined money had been
made since the time Abraham weighed out

400 shekels of silver as the price of the field

of Machpelah. But this seems to us so in-

credible, that we know not how the notion

could enter the mind of any one who possessed

the slightest acquaintance with the subject.

We disbelieve it utterly, and for the follow-

ing among many other reasons.

Fii'st, it will be observed that all the versions

whose testimony is of any value—being the

Septuagint, Samaritan, Syriac, Arabic, and the

Latin Vulgate, render the word by " lambs;"
to which we may add that the marginal read-

ings, in our own version, happen to be very

generally preferable to those in the text.

• Dent. vi. 7, 8.

t For further inforniiitioii on the subject ofTeraphini, the

reader may be recomiiiendeil to consult, Selden, De Diis

Syriis Syntag, 1G29; .Turieu, Histoire Criti(|U<' des Dogmes,
pt. iii. cli.4; Carpzov, IX'Tcrajihimis, in Apparatus Historico-

Criticus, 174S; Dicteric, Antiq. niblicao i. 271, 272, 555,

Banier, Mytliolojiy and Fables of the Ancients, U. Tii. oh. 6;
Calmet, Dictionary, in the word " Teraphim :" Taylor, On Tera-

phim in "Scripture Illustrated;" Jahu Riblisehe Archrrolofjia.

iii. 504. On the subject of Talismans and Amulets, much
information may be found in several of the above, as also in

Lijzhtfoot, Heb. and Talm. Exercit. in Matt. xxiv. 22; Eu-

cyclop. Methodiquc : Anticiuities; art. Talismans; Towuley,

Disserfcition viii. prefixed to " Reasons for the Laws of Moses,

from the More Nevochim of Maimouides ;" and Lane's Modern
Egyptians, vol. i. ch. 11.
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History offers no indication that coined

money existed anywhere in the east or west,

till upwards of a thousand years after the date

of this ti-ansaction, and it offers much evidence

that none did till then exist ; and it is utterly

incredible that the Hebrews or the Canaanites,

not only in the time of the patriarchs, but at any

subsequent date in their history, should have

had stamped coin before near and distant na-

tions, many of them more civilized, and nearly

all of them more commercial than themselves.

In fact, the invention of marked or stamped

money is not one, as far as we know, for which
an oriental origin has been claimed. Gold and
silver in ingots, bars and rings, delivered and re-

ceived by weight, were the general instruments

of traffic among the nations of Western Asia,

and even the Egyptians, down to a date con-

siderably after that at which we know that the

Greeks were in possession of coined money

;

nor among any of these do we find any coined

money till we can historically prove that they

were in a condition to learn the use of it from
the Greeks. This is singularly the case with

the Jews, among whom we find not the least

trace of money coinage till so late as the time
of Simon Maccabaeus, to whom the Greek king
of Syria, Antiochus Sidetes, granted the privi-

lege of coining money.* It seems indeed suf-

ficiently clear that although they might for

some time before have had some slight ac-

quaintance with coined money as a cmious
foreign invention, they did not know it as a

practical matter until after their national exist-

ence had been extinguished by Nebuchad-
nezzar. And then, for some centuries or more,

they were in too dependent a condition to have

any money of their own, but used that of their

successive masters and their neighbours, until,

under the Maccabees, they rose again to such
national importance as led them to desire a

coinage for themselves. Even after this, how-
* 1 Mac. XV. 6.

ever, foreign money, first Greek and then
Roman, was that which they chiefly employed
in their dealings.

To return to Jacob.—If the preceding state-

ment shows the improbability—even the ab-

surdity, of alleging that he paid stamped money
for the field he bought at Shechem, it only

remains to ask whether he actually gave a
hundred lambs, or as much silver as was worth
a hundred lambs. We have not much objection

to the latter alternative, but we see not what
necessity for it is created by the fact that

silver had already become a medium of ex-

change, when we know that then and for a

very long time after it was only used for this

purpose under circumstances in which barter

would have been impracticable or less con-

venient. The Shechemites had land, and
Jacob had sheep ; and if they wanted his sheep
as much as he wanted their land, it was the most
natural thing possible for him to give and them
to take his sheep for their land, even though
silver was known as a medium of exchange.

Otherwise there must have been an interme-

diate process ; and the money paid by Jacob

would have been the amount which he had ob-

tained by the sale of a hundred lambs, or their

equivalents in other cattle, in some other

place. Where the direct operation was equally

acceptable, it would be preferred to this inter-

mediate process. The present is not the only

fact which illustrates or bears on this. Jacob

himself required cattle, not silver, as the wages

of his service with Laban ; and cattle were the

only presents which he offered to his brother

Esau. His son Judah offered Tamar a kid as

the price of her sin. Even Solomon paid the

Tyrians, not in silver, but in corn and oil for

the workmen and timber which they supplied

:

and in the long-subsequent case of Hosea's

purchase of a wife for five shekels weight of

silver and a measure and a half of corn, we
see the one process helping out the other.
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These qualities are too rare and valuable in a newly-purchased slave to escape the master's

notice. Joseph's conduct engaged Potiphar's attention and won his esteem ; and when he

moreover found that his slave was blessed with singular prosperity in all his undertakings, he

raised him to his confidence, and, in the end, he intrusted the management of all his concerns

to him, making him steward, not only over

his household, but over his lands. In this

honourable station—which in the East is one

of more authority and power (even when held

by a slave) than anything in our own state of

society would suggest—the son of Jacob might

have been tolerably happy ; and doubtless was

so, save when his mind wandered to his father

and his father's tents.

He had been ten years in the service of

Potiphar, and had reached the fine age of

twenty-seven years, when it happened that his

extreme comeliness attracted the attention of his

master's wife. Finding him insensible to her

slighter seductions and overtures, she at last

came to declare to him plainly her criminal

desires ; and this she did one day, when all the

family were from home, in so very passionate a

manner, that Joseph, not deeming it safe to stay

and plead, as he had been wont to do, his

[Egj'ptian Stewards.]

obligations to his master, and his duty to his God, abruptly

withdrew, leaving in her hand his outer garment,* of

which she had laid hold.

As might be expected, the love of Potiphar's wife was

turned to bitter hatred by this affront, and she resolved to

be the ruin of the man by whom her advances had been

repelled. The means by which this might be effected

would readily occur to the sharp invention of a resentful

woman. She raised a terrible outcry ; and, when those

who were within hearing hastened to the spot, she

declared that Joseph had made an attempt upon her

virtue, but when he heard her cries he fled, leaving

behind him his mantle. The promotion of a foreign

slave, descended from a class of men hateful to the

Egyptians, to the chief authority in the large household

of Potiphar, was calculated to raise the envy and jealousy

of other members of that household. This the woman

knew, and, artfully appealing to feelings so well calculated

to make their ears greedy for a tale to his disadvantage,

she said, " See, he [Potiphar] hath brought in an Hebrew

unto us to mock us."

When the good man himself came home, she related

to him the story of the guilty impudence of the " Hebrew

slave," with such passionate earnestness of indignation, [Egyptian Lady.]

* This was a kind of narrow mantle or skirt, covering the back and reaching to about the middle of the leg In the sculptures

and paintings of ancient Egypt it is almost always seen as worn by overseers and stewards, and appears to have been a part ot

their distinguishing dress. From the manner in which the lower part of it only is brought into view, it is manifest that it was

only used as the outer covering for the back.

Q 2
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that no doubt of its truth could he suggested to his mind, especially as the evidence of the

cloak lay before his eyes. In most cases an Oriental master would, under such circum-

stances, put his slave instantly to death; and, as Potiphar's resentment must have been

all the greater for the esteem in which he had held Joseph, and the entire confidence he had

reposed in him, we agree not with those who think that such feelings now operated in

preventing him from slaying the slave he supposed so unfaithful, but are rather disposed

to conclude that in a country which was so subject to law, and whose government was so

completely organised as that of Egypt, no master, not even of Potiphar's rank in the state,

was allowed to inflict death even on a slave. The measure he took was to send Joseph to

the prison in which the king's prisoners were kept, and which was probably under his own
direction as chief of the royal police. Here " his feet were galled with fetters ; the iron

entered into his soul."*

But the horrors of this imprisonment were soon mitigated through the kindness of the

keeper, who was won by his engaging disposition and his abilities to release him from his

chains and commit all the other prisoners to his charge. As imprisonment has rarely been

used among the ancient or modern nations of the East as a punishment after trial or judg-

ment, but only to detain men in safe keeping until they have lieen tried, or until it has been

determined what to do with them,—it is rather difficult to account for Joseph's long imprison-

ment of three j-ears, but by supposing it the result of his master's indecision, encouraged by the

opportunity, which his official post afforded him, of keeping his slave imprisoned without

question or interference from other parties. We have no doubt that, when Potiphar sent

Joseph to prison, he intended to take further measures, but many circumstances may be

supposed which were calculated to prevent the fulfilment of this intention. We incline to

imagine that he soon found cause to suspect the truth of his wife's story ; and it is possible

that Joseph had given a true account of the matter, which, on further reflection, his master

may have been rather disposed to believe.t But then, while, on the one hand, he could not

inflict a further and final punishment, or bring him to trial—if trial was necessary to a further

punishment; on the other, a proper regard to his own peace and honour would prevent him
from restoring Joseph to his former place in his household. Joseph was his slave, and he

could not liberate him without also relinquishing his property in him, to which, or to the other

alternative of selling him, he may have seen objections whicli we do not see, unless in the

desire of keeping close the story of his wife's conduct. He probably therefore satisfied himself

with acquiescing in the favourable treatment which Joseph received in tlie prison from the

keeper. It must not be forgotten that this officer was Potiphar's own subordinate, and that

he was himself the superior functionary who was responsible to the king for the prisoners

;

and it follows from this that, when it was found that Joseph's talents for business might be

turned to account in the management of the prison, he was still, in fact, serving his old master,

and indeed rendering services of such value as might alone suffice to account for his not being

sold or manumitted.

Joseph had been about a year in the prison when Potiphar % received into his custody two of

his brother officers of Pharaoh's court, the chief butler and the chief cook, who had given the

king some cause of deep offence ;§ and he, willing to show them all the attention which his

duty allowed, recommended them to tlie especial care of Joseph.

Anciently, as now, tliroughout the East, the utmost attention was paid to dreams ; and the

interpretation of them became an art, in wliich the ingenuity of many inteUigent minds found

* Psalm cv. 18. WeshoulA scarcely have imagined that fetters of iron were thus early in u.se, but for this express statement.

-)- The Uible does not say that .Joseph did give any account of these transactions to his master, and .Tosephus says that he tlid

not. But, as we afterwards find .Joseph making interest with tlie chief butler to get his case laid before the king, (a circumstance,

by the by, which the historian omits,) it does not appear likely that lu^ s.iid nothing to undeceive his master.

X The Scripture history does not name Potijihar ; but, as it distinguishes the party from the keeper of the prison, and gives the

very same title which had previously been assigned to Potiphar, we have no doubt it is the same person, unless, indeed, .Joseph's

master had died during the year, and another had taken his oflice ; and this does not seem likely, as then some change would
probably have taken place in his slave's condition.

§ The paraphrast Jonathan makes their offence a design against the life of the king.
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much mistaken exercise in the attempt to assign a vital meaning to the fantasies of dreamy

sleep. Hence every one sought an interpretation of whatever dream made sufficient impres-

sion to be remembered ; and he became most uneasy for whose dream no interpreter could be

found. We shall see many instances of this as we proceed.

One morning Joseph observed that the countenances of the two great officers were more

downcast than usual, and on asking the reason they told him that it was because they could

procure no interpretation of the singular dreams with which their sleep had been visited. He
then desired to hear their dreams ; and, knowing their superstitious notions, took the oppor-

tunity of hinting that the interpretation of dreams, when they were of any importance, did

not depend on rules of art, but, to be true, must be suggested by God, who thus sometimes

saw fit to convey warning and admonition. The dreams themselves, being pictures of actual

circumstances, are, so far, illustrative of the usages of the Egyptian court. The butler's

dream shows how a grape-sherbet (not " wine ") was made for the royal drink. He beheld

a three-branched vine, full of ripe clusters, which he seized, and pressed their juice into

Pharaoh's cup, which he then delivered into the king's hand. Joseph told him that this

dream signified that in three days Pharaoh would come to a decision on his case, and

would restore him to his former office. " And when it shall be well with thee," continued

Joseph, " think on me, and show kindness, I pray thee, to me ; and make mention of

me to Pharaoh, and bring me out of this house. For, indeed, I was stolen away from

the land of the Hebrews ; nor have I done aught here for which I should be put into a

dungeon."

The chief cook was encouraged by this interpretation to tell his dream also. He had seemed

to bear on his head three trays ; the uppermost

contained all kinds of baked meats for the king's

table. But, as he passed across the court of the

king's palace, " the birds of air "t came and stole

them from the basket. This dream was inter-

preted by Joseph to signify that in three days

the king would decide upon his case also

;

but, instead of restoring him to his post, would

cause him to be hanged on a tree, where the

birds of the air should come and devour his

carcase. I

All happened as Joseph had been enabled to

foretell. On the third day from that the king's

birth-day occurred ; and we are instructed that

even at this early date birth-days were celebrated

with rejoicings. Pharaoh made a feast for his

great officers ; and it being, seemingly, customary

for him to distinguish the occasion by acts of

grace and favour where they could be worthily

bestowed, he now pronounced his decision re-

specting the two great officers then in prison.

The chief butler he pardoned, and restored to his place, but, having found no ground for

clemency in the case of the head cook, he commanded him to be hanged.§ To this account

[ Egyptian with a Tray of Meats on his liead

* It will be seen that in this cut the man is in the act of removing the tray from his head, and has knelt down for the purpose.

+ Kites probably, which much infest eastern cities, and are of surprising boldness. Stories are constantly told of their seizing

and bearing off meat, even from the heads of men, when carried through the open air.

t We note with sorrow such a practice as this among the Egyptians, which was wisely and humanely forbidden to the Jews by

the law of Moses. This prohibition offers further evidence that the practice previously existed. But before we reflect upon the

civilization of the Egyptians, for their leaving the bodies of criminals to rot, or to be devoured before the public eye, let us re-

collect that we, who claim so high a place among civilized nations, have only within the present century abolished the same

horrible practice.

§ The execution of the chief baker at this time is as natural as the liberation of the other; for the king had been led by the

occasion to consider and decide on botli tlieir cases.
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the sacred historian adds the significant announcement—" Yet the chief hutler did not re-

member Joseph, but forgot him."

After this two years passed away, and Joseph still remained in prison.

At the expiration of that time the king of Eg\i3t himself had two remarkable dreams by
which he was greatly troubled. It is still usual for the cattle in the hot valley of the Nile,

when they are driven to the water, to enter the stream and stand there as long as they are

allowed, solacing themselves in the cool wave. Pharaoh thought that he was standing on the

bank of the river, when he beheld seven beautiful fat heifers come up out of the water, and

feed in a meadow. After a while there came up at the same spot seven of the leanest and
most ill-conditioned heifers that the king had ever seen, and stood beside the others on the

river's brink ; and, in the end, the seven fat and beautiful heifers were devoured by them.

The king awoke : and when he again fell asleep dreamed that he saw spring up, on one

stalk, seven good and plump ears of corn ; and after that sprang up seven other ears of corn,

thin, and blighted by the east wind ; and by these the first were devoured. As these dreams
appeared to have a certain significance and analogy not common in dreams, the king was, in

the morning, more than even usually anxious to have them interpreted ; but none of the in-

terpreters and diviners—none of the "wise men," who customarily gave the interpretation of

his dreams—were able to assign any satisfactory meaning to them; and their failure

brought to the mind of the chief butler the dreams of himself and the chief cook in the

prison-house, with the exact accomplishment of the interpretation which Joseph had given.

Of this he gave the king a brief but clear account : and Pharaoh, happy in the prospect of

relief from the unusual trouble of an uninterpreted dream, sent an order to the chief of the

royal police to release Joseph, and send him to the palace. When this order arrived, Joseph
was just allowed time to shave his head and beard,* and change his raiment, and was then

hurried off to the royal palace, and presented

to the king. The sovereign said to him, " I

have had a dream, and no one hath been able

to interpret it. Now I have heard say of thee,

that when thou hearest a dream thou canst in-

terpret it." But the fiiithful Joseph, not will-

ing to encourage even a kingly delusion, an-

swered, " It is not in me ; but may God give

to Pharaoh answer of peace." Then the king,

without further parley, related his dreams
;

and Joseph told him that they had both the

same signification, which was, that seven years

of exuberant plenty were coming, and that they

would be followed by seven years of the se-

verest scarcity ever known— so severe that the

land would be consumed, and the preceding
years of plenty be utterly forgotten. This
principle of the dreams being explained, the

connection of both of them with the river ob-
viously suggested to all who heard the dreams and their interpretation, that the years of
plenty woidd resvdt from an unusually favourable succession of those inundations by which
the valley of the Nile is fertilized ; and that the ensuing years of scarcity wt)uld be caused l)y

the failure of its waters to rise to the fertilizing limit.

Jose])h, perceiving at once how the exuberant supplies of the seven fertile years might be
so husbanded as to meet the deficiencies of the seven years of scarcity which were to follow,

proceeded to state his views in this matter to the king, and advised that some discernino-

and wise man should be invested with full powers to give effect to the measures whicli he had

[Egyptian King on his Throne]

* The Egyptians shaved botli tlif lioail ami Ii.mkI. A iik

liavo l)('(Mi oonsidcied indocimt to apiioar iiiislia\cn hoCoii' thi

II 111 pn-

kill-.

Ill would 111' liUidy to ncirloct (his practice: hut it
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suggested. The king, struck not less by the

interpretation ofhis dreams than by the wisdom

of the plans by which Joseph proposed to avert

the evils which that interpretation threatened,

asked the great persons then present, " Can

we find another man like this, in whom is the

spirit of God ?"* And on their assent, he ad-

dressed Joseph, saying, " Forasmuch as God

hath shown thee all this, there is none so dis-

creet and wise as thou art. Thou shalt be

over my house ; and to thy word shall all my
people be subject ; only in the throne will I

be greater than thou." And then, after a

pause, he proceeded more formally to invest

him Avith this high office. He drew the signet-

ring from his finger, and placed it upon the

finger of Joseph, conveying to him, by that

act, the highest powers he could delegate,

saying, as he did it, " See, I have set thee over

all the land of Egypt." He then ordered him
to be arrayed in vestvires of fine muslin

—

such as only royal and high persons wore

;

after which he placed, with his own hands, a

chain of gold about his neck. And, it being

usual to promulgate with high pomp and
ceremony such acts of royal favour, and make
known the authority which had been con-

ferred, the king commanded that Joseph, thus
nobly arrayed, should be conducted in grand
procession through the city, in the second of
the royal chariots ; and that men should go
before him to cry, " Bow the knee."

There is much in all this which is calculated to instruct us in the extreme antiquity of

* We wish this to be marked as an intimation that the kings of Egvpt were in the liabit of asking
consent ol their council to the course they proposed.

at least formally, the
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customs which still exist, and of ideas which still prevail in the East. Here we see not only

the signet-ring, hut its employment as the sign and symbol of authority, delegated by him to

whom it belonged and for whom it was made. In those days, when not the manual signature,

but the impression of the signet-ring, authenticated every royal act and command, there was
nothing, unless a due regard tf) circumstances, to prevent the holder of the royal signet from
doing whatever he pleased in the king's name. Then the dress not only gives the seal of high

antiquity to the Oriental ideas concerning dresses of honour, but even to that bestowing an office

by such a dress, which is not quite abandoned in Europe, and the former prevalence of which
is indicated by our very words, ^'invest'' and " inre^iiture." The chain or collar of gold is

still used, almost everywhere, in courts, as a badge of honour ; and, in the higher cases of its

use as such, it is even now fostened about the neck by the sovereign hand. Of the procession

of honour, analogous examples rem.ain among ourselves—although the public taste is becoming
too refined to receive from their imposing circumstances those impressions which, in their

LSi<:net-Ilinf,'s of Ancient Kgyi^t.*]

institution, they were intended to convey. All these actual circumstances, and others which
they imply, serve to evince how little this most ancient court was wanting in those conditions
of splendour and ceremony with which, in other countries and later ages, the sovereion state
has been surrounded. The whole transaction may be instructingly compared with the
account which the Scripture givesf of the promotion of Mordecai by the Persian kino-.

When Joseph returned, and again stood before the king, Pharaoh more strongfy still ex-
pressed his own view of the powers he had conveyed to him. " I am the king/' said he,
reserving his royal authority ;

" but without thee shall no man lift up his hand o?'foot in all

the land of Egypt."

It has never been unusual in Oriental countries for foreign slaves to rise to the highest offices
in the state ; and there have been countries in which none but such persons could rise to them.
But, from the view of Egyptian society which we have been enabled to realize, we are led to

• This cut represents different seal rin<,'s of ancient Egj-pt, ami are very rurious, not only as such, but for the specimens of
.•incient seal-enj^-aring which they offer. It will be observed that in some of the specimens the stone is a cube engraved on each
of its four sides, and made to revolve in the ring, so that any of the inscriptions might be used at the option of the possessor.
The hands in the centre of the engraving are copied from a mummy-case in the British Museum, and are those of a female. Tliey
serve to show the manner in which fmger-rings were worn, and the awkward profusion in which they were exhibited by the
women of ancient Egypt. The bracelets will also eng.ige the notice of the reader, as illustratin the principal form of an ornament
so often mentioned in the Scriptures.

t Esther, vi. 4-11.
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suspect that such promotion of a foreigner and a slave could at no time be very usual in

ancient Egypt, where all the avenues to power and influence in the state were zealously guarded

by the priesthood, wliich would little brook the intrusion of any one not of their order—much
less a foreigner—into the high office which had been bestowed on Joseph. The system may
have been less rigid at this time than it afterwards became : but that it operated to some extent

we see in the measures which the king—although he already had the consent of his council—

•

deemed it prudent to take, to confirm Joseph in his high place. That his foreign origin

might not be constantly presented to the mind of the Egyptians, by his strange, and, to them,

barbarous name of " Joseph," the king bestowed upon him the high-sounding and signifi-

cant Egyptian one of " Zaphnath-paaneah."* And that he might establish him in his position,

by securing him the countenance and support of the priestly order—which was indispensably

necessary to him—the king got him married to Asenath, the daughter of Potipherah, the chief

[P'eniales of Priestly Families.— Official Dresses.]

priest of On, better known by its later Greek name of Heliopolis—the city of the sun. This

city was in all ages a sort of ecclesiastical metropolis of Lower Egypt—the prime seat of the

sacred mysteries and higher science of the country ; and was, as such, the fountain from

which the Greek philosophers and historians were allowed to draw the scanty information

which they have transmitted to us. For these reasons, as well as because the sun, which was

there worshipped, was, as in other idolatrous systems, one of the first, if not the chief, of the

gods—and in Egypt the rank of the priests was proportioned to that of the gods to whom they

ministered—there can be no question that the priest of On, into whose family Joseph married,

was one of the most eminent and influential of his illustrious order. The marriage was, there-

fore, doubtless a great temporal advantage to Joseph, w hatever may be said of it in other

respects.t By this marriage Joseph had two sons, Manasseh and Ephraim, before the years of

famine came.

• The revealer of secrets.

t We know too little of the affair to feel authorized to pass a very decisive judgment upon it. We shall, therefore, only ob-

serve that, in the strong remarks which some divines have made on the subject, it appears to have been entirely overlooked that

Judah, the only other of Jacob's sons of whose marriage we know anything, married a woman of Canaan, and tliere is e\ery

reason to conclude that all his brothers did the like. It does not appear that any of them went to Padan-Aiam for wi\ cs ; and

how far it may have been preferable for them to have married among the descendants of Ishmael, Midiau, and Edom.is another

question.

VOL. I. R
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Soon after his elevation, Joseph made a prdgress throughout the land, in order to acquaint

himself thoroughly with the materials with which he had to work, and to determine the par-

ticular arrangements which might be necessary to give effect to the measures which he con-

templated. These measures do not appear to us to have been well understood or appreciated,

although considerable attention has certainly been given to them ; and they, indeed, deserve

the best attention, whether we look upcm them as forming, together, one grand operation, the

several acts of which were made, with statesmanlike skill, to bear on one another in working

out the important result which his view embraced; or whether, without attributing to him so

much political foresight as to have seen all the results from the beginning, we confine our

attention to the consummate ability with which his course was taken under the circumstances

which necessarily arose. There has been much objection, not less to the principles than to

the details of his procedure—arising, we are persuaded, from the inveterate habit of measuring

all things by our own standard, without adequate reference (if any) to, or allowance for, the

very differing ideas which grew up, and seemed reasonable, under other systems of govern-

ment, and under other public notions than those by which our own ideas are formed and guided.

We are far from saying that the proceedings of Joseph are not to be explained or justified by

the severe rule of estimate which is formed by the application of our own ideas of government

to measures of Oriental policy ; but we are not willing that J(jscpli's character as a statesman

should suffer in consequence of the application of such a standard to a crude and erroneous

view of his position, and of the circumstances under which he proceeded. In our own view,

the character of Joseph stands so high, and he appears before us with hands so clear from any

taint of political iniquity, that we are willing his conduct should be tried by the severest rule

which can be found, as long as the facts of his procedure are thoroughly vmderstood. Brought

up at first imder the tents of his father, in a spirit of order and combination ; and then well

exercised in affairs of detail, and in the management of men, while in charge first of a noble

household, and then of a prison,—the providence of God had furnished Joseph with more than

ordinary trail ing for the high place to which he was now called. Our own task is to detail

his proceedings in that place, according to the view which we have taken, and to offer such

remarks upon them as may seem necessary ; and if the result contributes in the slightest

degree to the vindication of one whose public character we highly value, our satisfiiction will

he very great.

In his tour of survey, Joseph directed the construction of immense granaries in the principal

[Egyptian (iiauary. j*

cities, and established proper officers, who were charged with the duty of buying upt one-fiith

part of all the corn produced during the seven years of plenty, within the surrounding district,

* From tliis cut it .iiJiicars tliat the ^'raiiaiics in Egypt consisted of a series of vaulted clianibers; and as the men are engaged

in carrying the corn up the steps to the top of these vaults, it is evident that the corn \vas ca.4 in through an opening at the top,

wliich does not appear in the engraving—just as coal is thrown into our cellars from the street.

+ It is usual at this day, and has, we believe, always been so, for the government to buy up, at a fixed and fair valuation, a

proportion of the produce of the land from the cuUi\ator; and, by the present government, the whole produce is tluis sometimes

taken up.
—

' Lane's Egyptians,' i. 158.
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the borders of which met those of other districts, for wliich other cities with pubhc granaries
were the centres of collection. The whole land was thus, for the piirp;)se of the collection

divided into districts, prol^ahly of nearly ecpial extent. The corn thus collected was to be
stored away in the granaries for use during the years of famine. All this was done. And

[Storing Corn.*]

let it be observed that in originally recommending this plan to Pharaoh, Joseph did not, even

to him, propose the aggrandisement of the royal authority as any motive for, or probable

effect of his operations, but only that " the people of the land might not perish through

famine."

Those years of famine came at the appointed time. It appears that the dearth was very

general, and not by any means confined to the valley of the Nile. Syria, at least, was not

visited by the rains, the want of which, in their season, kept back for seven years the ferti-

lizing inundations of that river. When the pressure of the famine began to be felt severely

by the people—or, in the strong language of the sacred historian—" When all the people of

Egypt began to famish, they cried to Pharaoh for bread." The king referred them to Joseph

;

who now understanding that the proper time was arrived, opened his well-filled granaries, and

sold not only to the Egyptians, but, with some restrictions, to foreigners, such corn as they

required. When their money was all spent, they again came to Joseph, and with that deter-

mined manner which the knowledge that there was corn to be had was calculated to give, said,

" Give us bread ; for why should we die in thy presence, though the money fail ?" The

vizier, knowing that the subsistence of their cattle must, vmder these circumstances, be a

matter of great difficulty to them, offered to give them corn in exchange for their cattle.

This offer was cheerfully accepted ; and Joseph, by bringing the flocks and herds together,

and subjecting them to a general system of management and subsistence, was doubtless

enabled to preserve them at a less expense to his stores than would otherwise have been

practicable. It is on this occasion that we first read of horses, which are named among the

cattle which the Egyptians exchanged for corn.

By this means the people secured subsistence for another year ; but in the year following

they had no cattle left to offer for corn. They therefi)re came to Joseph, and offered—freely

offered, be it remembered,—to transfer their lands to the king, and to place their persons at his

disposal, provided they were supplied with food while the famine lasted, and with seed to sow

the land, when it again became cultivable. Their stipulation for seed to sow the land, in the same

breath that they otter to sell their lands and services to the king, seems to us to give their pro-

position a very different appearance to that in which it is usually represented. Does it not

clearly intimate that they expected still to remain in occu'pation of the land ? For Avhat cause

had they to be anxious about seed, if they had no land in which to sow it ?—or what cause, if

they expected no longer to derive benefit from the labour they bestowed upon it ? One who

views himself as one " sold"—a slave or a serf, makes no anxious stipiilation fur seed to cul-

tivate his master's fields ; for he knows well that his master will look to that, and will take

* This curious subject shows the section of a granary, to wliic^i the grain is in the act of being transferred after it has been

winnowed. Tlie clerk, seated on the heap, writes down the number of the measures boine to the gran;iry, seemingly from the

oral report of the man who stands on the ground with raised hands.

R 2
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care that his lands shall be cultivated. When they therefore said, " Buy xis and our lands,"

it must be evident that they are to be understood in some such sense as, that, in consideration

of their f^imilies beiim; maintained during- the famine, they woidd relinquish their freehold right

in their lauds, but regard the king as supreme proprietor of tlie soil, and cultivate it as his

hereditary tenants or farmers, paying him, in acknowledgment of his claim, such a i)roportiou

of the produce for rent as the justice of Joseph might determine. And if their proposition is

to l)e imderstood in some such way as this, then the same sense must be assigned to Joseph's

acceptance of it, in the name of the king, and also to the terms of his answer, echoing their

own words, when he said, " Behold, I have bought* you, this day, and your land, for Pharaoh."

His character has paid too dearly for these words : although the sense in which he really used

them, and in which he understood them to be used by the applicants, is, quite conformably to

the view we have here taken, evinced by the agreement which he actually made. This was,

tliat they were to remain in occupation of tlie lands of which Pharaoh had become the sovereign

proprietor ; and that they were to pay him, as yearly rent, one-fifth part of the produce, in lieu

of all other charges and imposts to which it may have been subject. Thus Pharaoh became

the sovereign proprietor of the soil in Egypt, and thus the former proprietors became his

tenants—" servants," the text indeed says, for the word "tenant" does not occur in all the

Bible ; and those whom, from the ])articulars offered, we recognize as tenants, are called

" servants" there. That this is the case in the present instance—and that the people became

tenants, paying a produce rent and not serfs or slaves,—is so self-evident from terms of the

compact, that no agreement or explanation seems needful to make it clearer. And we are to

remember, that a tenant in the East

—

and more especially in Eijypt—has, even in his worst

estate, tliat of the fellah, enjoyed almost a freehold right in his land, from which he could

not be removed by the proprietor, and which he might transmit to his heirs, and might even

alienate it by gift or sale to a stranger ; although, in the last case, he had to obtain the per-

mission of the proprietor and to pay him a fine. The proprietor could only resume the occupa-

tion of the land or introduce a new tenant when the last died without heirs.

t

If we could be well aware of the position in which those Egyptians stood before Joseph's

regulation took effect, we should very pro])ably find more and stronger reasons for exonerat-

ing the minister of Pharaoh from the charges which have been brought against this part of

his conduct.^ The sovereign in almost every country of the East has, from the most remote

times, been regarded as the paramount proprietor of the soil. The tendency of Oriental ideas

is decidedly to regard him as such : and, even under the Jewish theocracy, God, as the King

of the Hebrew people, was mindful to instruct the Israelites that the land was his,§ which

they held of him as hereditary tenants, much in the same way as that in which, under the

regidation of Joseph, the Egyptians held their lands of Pharaoh ; the offerings and tithes

which they gave for the suppiu't of His worship, being, in one point of view, regarded as a

produce-rent, paid to him for tlie land. It is likely, therefore, that the subject had before this

been mooted among the Egyptians, and that tliey only took this occasion of expressing their

acquiescen'.-e iu a matter which had in former times been talked of and considered. Their

doing so nniv had the advantage of giving them the appearance of a claim for subsistence out

of the public granaries during the famine: while the substitution of a settled produce-rent, in

* Part oC (iiir mistakes in Uicsu matt(!rs proooods from our S'^ '"fl =i riijid l^uioix-an form to loose and motai'liorical Oriental

oxprcssions. 80 ol' tlie words to 6«// ami sell; whicli to our oars do not sound pleasantly in snchtransactions.bnt wliichare applied,

orientally, in an indefinite, lax si^nse, to many circumstances in which we should not use them. Thus a wile is said to be boutjlit

and the sum or presents delivered by the bridegroom is her price- Vet she is not therefore a slave : she has rif,'hts and privileges,

and knows how to claim and exercise them.

- t (Jreat and oppressive alterations have been made by Mohammed Ali. Hut we lielieve these are still flu- formal rights of the

Egyptian fellah, though they have been made barren of good to him. Kespecting the land-tenure in Kgypt, see ' Keynier, i)e

I'Kcouomie I'ubli<iue et Kurale des Egyptiens,' p. 9G, &c. ; ' Ileeren, Policy and Commerce of Ancient Nations,' sect. iii. c. 2

;

Silvador, Ilistoire des Institutions de Moise, iii. 343.

X .\s by I/ueher, for instance, thus:—" When Pharaoh king of Egypt possessed himself of Uie money, cattle. ,and l.amls of his

people, 6.V f/it' harbarims cuunsel <if a stranger, whom he had made his minister, and who had espoused the daughter of the high

priest of the sun, he toucheil not the possessions of the priests : and, while the people chose ratlier to make themselves slaves than

perish witli famine, the ministers of the alt^irs felt nothing of the public miseries, and were furnished with corn in abundance."

Ilerodote, lom. ii. p. 237.

§ "The land shall not be sold for ever; for the land is mine : for ye are strangers and sojourners with me."— Lev. xxv. 23.
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place of the various and fluctuating, and therefore harassing, contributions which they had

made to the support of the government, and for the conduct of wars and pubhc works, may have

seemed to them a very adequate compensation for the merely nominal relincpiishment of their

independence. There can be no doubt that the immediate effect of this measure was to

substitute a produce-rent of one-fifth in the place of all other exactions ; and that Joseph's

acquiescence in their plan was acceptable to them, and the terms considered favourable, may

be seen from the gratitude with which it was received :
—" Thou hast saved our lives," said

they ; " let us find favour in thy sight, and we will be Pharaoh's servants."

One who writes on these matters is much tempted to digress into the history of the land-

tenures of Egypt, as made known to us by Herodotus and Diodorus. But our limits do not

render it convenient, nor is it necessary for our purposes, to take notice of more than the book

of Genesis specifies. It may suffice to mention, that the facts of these later historians may be

easily shown to be in unison with those which our earlier account supplies, while the essential

spirit is perfectly the same. It appears, then, that the history of these transactions exhibits the

sacerdotal aristocracy as a distinct body of landed proprietors from those with whom Joseph

had to deal. Now these proprietors did certainly at a later day, and, from circumstances, we
judge it to be sufficiently certain that they did before, farm out their estates to cultivators, or

hereditary tenants, who paid them a produce-rent, and were exempt from any charges to the

support of the state. This being the case, the people of Egypt, when they offered to give up

the property in chief of their lands to the crown, and to become its tenants, had already before

their eyes an example of the operation of that system under which they were willing to be

placed; and, considering the splendour of the Egyptian court, and the cost of its establishments

and undertakings, and the taxation upon the independent landowners which was necessary to

support them, we may have reason to more than suspect that they had little cause to feel their

condition superior to that of the tenants of the hierarchy, with their single payment of a cer-

tain and moderate rent, which rose or fell with the abundance or scarcity of the season. Upon
the whole, therefore, while they no doubt knew that their proposition would be acceptable to

the king, we see ground to conclude that the operation would on their part be regarded under

any circumstances without repugnance.

Among the settled nations of the East, it has always been the disposition to identify the

state with the king, and for every one to consider that in serving the king he serves the state

;

and therefore any regard for the liberties of the people is, perhaps, a thing impossible

to an Oriental. We have no wish to attribute it to Joseph; it being quite sufficient to

satisfy us, if the statements which we have offered tend to acquit him of that political injus-

tice which has been laid to his charge. We think he acted fairly ;—not unmindful of the king's

interests, on the one hand, nor, on the other, desiring to take an undue advantage of the

people's wants.

Only two items of the charge against Joseph remain to be noticed. When this bargain had

been completed, we are told that, " As for the people, Joseph removed them into cities from

one end of the borders of Egypt even unto the other end thereof." Whence it has been most

strangely imagined that he removed them from their original seats to distant towns ; whereas,

it plainly enough means no more than that, having now vuidertaken to feed the people from

his granaries, he desired them to remove from the open country in every district, where all

agricultural labour was at a stand, to the cities of these several districts in which the granaries

were situated, for the convenience of distributing the corn to them. This was done throughout

all the country.

The other charge is, that, while he thus dealt with the people, he took care to court the

favour of the priestly aristocracy, with which he was himself connected by marriage, by not

interfering with their possessions, but supplying them freely from the public stores with such

corn as they required. The answer to this is, that the facts are true, but the inferences wrong.

The priests were from time immemorial entitled to receive an allowance of provisions from

the government, the rents of their lands being applied to the support of the temples and the

public worship; and certainly it would not have been just to deprive them of their subsistence
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when their own lands lay unproductive. Besides, the priestly nobles fdled all the high offices

of state, were constantly about the king as his counsellors and companions—the king himself

being high-priest by virtue of his office : and, as Joseph must have been assured, the

manifestation of any disposition to interfere with their privileges would most certainlv be

abortive, and would probably be the signal for his downfall ; while the kind and beneficent

relations which subsisted between the priests and the people, who regarded their lands as a

property devoted to sacred uses, would probably have rendered such an interference as little

pojjular with the mass of the Egyptian community as with the aristocracy. Under such

circumstances, we see nothing so very blamablc in tliis part of Joseph's contluct.

We have given more space to this matter than the mere wish to justify Pharaoh's vizier

would have obtained. But it happens that this justification involves the statement of illustra-

tive facts and principles, which will hereafter, and in various forms, come frequently before us,

and which will be much the better recognised and understood from the statement which has

now been given.

Tlie desire to preserve the connection of the narrative has led us on to the end of the years

of famine. But now, in resuming the history of Jacob, and in connecting it with that of his

dear and well-remembered son, we must go back to the second year of the scarcity.

The famine began to be felt very severely in the land of Canaan, when the news came that

strangers were allowed to buy corn in Egypt. Jacob heard it, and determined to send his

sons to bring a large quantity.* He detained with him only his youngest son Benjamin, the

only son of his beloved Rachel now remaining to him, and who had succeeded to the place in

his father's tenderest affections which his full-brother Joseph had once occupied. Benjamin
was at this time twenty-six years of age. Jacoli's sorrowful remembrance of Joseph's loss

made him reluctant to trust his Benjamin from home, especially on such a journey ;
" Lest,"

said he, " some mischief befall him on the way."

Among the foreigners who came to buy corn in Egypt were the ten sons of Jacob. It

seems that, although the Egyptians themselves covdd purchase their corn of the officers whom
Joseph had appointed for the purposes of the distribution, no strangers could obtain corn until

they had received the special permission of Joseph. The sons of Jacob therefore presented

themselves at his audience ; and now, fulfilling at once the dreams which in their anger

they had vainly endeavoured to frustrate, they bowed themselves before him as "the

[Uowiiii; before a Public OITicer.J

• This is apparent from liis soiiiliii',' so lartje a party. That there were no more asses to bear the eorn than there were men, is

a common but surpassingly straniie notion. One man can manai;e several beasts of burden, and doubtless each of Jacob's ten

sous had several under liis charu'e.
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o-overnor of the land." Twenty-two years had passed since they sold him for a slave. He

was then a mere lad of seventeen, and now had reached the staid age of thirty-nine ; a great

change had therefore taken place in his personal appearance, and they could scarcely have

known him under any circumstances, much less now, when he appeared hefore them as a great

Egyptian lord, surrounded by every circumstance of honour and distinction, and speaking to

them through an interpreter. Little could they think that this was he whom they must have

supposed, if alive, to be the slave of some Egyptian master, whose cattle he fed, or to the

humblest' of whose household wants he ministered. But they were recognised by Joseph;

and seeing only ten of them, all of whom he knew,* and that the one wanting was he whom,

from his youth, he would have guessed to be the son of his mother, he appears to have

apprehended that they had sacrificed him also to their jealousy of their father^s only remaining

favourite. He therefore acted so as to learn from them the prosperity of his father's house,

and also the fate of his brother, without making himself known to them. He put on a harsh

manner, and "spake roughly to them," charging them with being " spies, come to see the

nakedness of the land."

To conceive the full force of this charge, and to appreciate the terror and distraction it was

calculated to produce, it is necessary to recall the attention of the reader to the operation of the

circumstances which have been related in a preceding pagef—the reign of the shepherd-race

in Egypt, their expulsion, and their settlement in Palestine under the name of the Philistines.

The period of their intrusion was still remembered keenly by the Egyptians ;
and, on their

account, every tent-dwelling shepherd had become such an abomination in their sight that they

^vould not even eat with him. For this aversion the oppressions to which they had been sub-

ject imder this foreign and barbarous rule, would alone sufficiently account ; but, besides this,

the valley of the Nile was bordered by pastoral tribes, who were not only objects of dislike to

the Egyptians, on account of the vast difference in their modes of life, but on account of their

continual aggressions upon the inhabitants of the more exposed rural districts. Always on the

watch for prey and for opportunities of spoliation—we cannot doulit that the Egyptians would

regard the pastoral tribes around them with that mixed dislike and apprehension of which

they are to this day the objects in every settled country to which they are neighbours. Thus,

then, while the Egyptians had the general cause of dislike towards the pastoral nomades, they

had also the particular cause of having been recently under the iron yoke of a shepherd-race;

and, while their experience was calculated to make them suspicious of shepherds generally,

they had particular cause to be apprehensive of those shepherds who, after their expulsion

from Egypt—with great cost and difficulty—had withdrawn into Palestine, where they had

been ga'thcring strength, and had perhaps already made some aggressive forays into the most

exposed border-district of Egypt, to which they were still the nearest neighbours. Now

Jacob's sons were not only nomade shepherds, but they came from Palestme—from the very

borders of that territory which the dd Philistine enemies of Egypt at this tmie occupied.

Hence that they were spies, come to seek openings for future aggression, was a most obvious

suspicion of an Egyptian to entertain ; and the men's hearts must have quaked within them

when they heard the charge, and perceived the force with which it bore upon them. They

protested their innocence; and, in their anxiety to repel the charge, they entered into a par-

ticular detail of the circumstances of their family : in which they afforded him the information

he desired—namely, that his father was alive and well, and that his brother Benjamin was at

home with him. Anxious to see his brother, and to assure himself that their statement was

true, Joseph made his appearance the test of their sincerity:—" Hereby shall ye be proved:

By the hfe of Pharaoh, ye shall not go from hence unless your youngest brother come hither.

Send one of you, and let him fetch your brother; and ye shall be kept m prison, that your

• He could uot Lave kuo^n Teujamin tenonaUy. had he been present, as he was a me.e infant of three or four jears wlien

Joseph was sold,

t 34, 35; also in the fifth note, p. 83-85.
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words may be proved, whether there be truth in yoii : or else, by the life of Pharaoh, surely

ye are spies." These repeated asseverations, as observed bv Dr. Hales,* indicated strong

emotions of resentment at the remembrance of their cruelty ; and his conduct in the end

proved it, for he " put them all together into ward for three days." He made them taste for

three days the sufferings he had undergone for three years, and probably in the very same

state prison. But the third day his anger cooled, and he reversed the former sentence, and

dismissed them all but one, Simeon, whom he kept as a hostage for the appearance of Ben-

jamin. From the tried cruelty of Simeon's disposition, in the perfidious massacre of the

Shechemites, he had probably been the most active against Joseph himself.

The remorse of conscience and compunction of mind which they felt on this occasion, and

not only felt but expressed in his hearing, not knowing that he understood their dialect, quite

disarmed the remaining resentment of Joseph. The trouble of Simeon and his detention in

Egypt brought, in a lively manner, to their remembrance their dealings with Joseph, and the

Egyptian bondage into which they had sold him. And they said one to another—" We are

verily guilty concerning our brother, in that we saw the anguish of his soul, when he besought

us, and we would not hear: therefore is this distress come upon us." And Reuben answered

them, sa^dng, " Spake I not unto you ? saying. Do not sin against the lad ; but ye would not

hear me. Therefore, behold, an account of his blood is now demanded." Joseph could not

stand this. He turned away from them, and wept. But, still firm to his purpose, he re-

turned, and after causing Simeon to be put in bonds before their eyes, he dismissed them

;

but as a delicate token of his good will, he restored their money in their sacks, and gave them
provision for their journey home.

On their return home, they told their father all that had befallen them. His pathetic com-

ment was—" Me ye have bereaved of my children. Joseph is not, and Simeon is not, and ye

would now take Benjamin away. All these things are against me." The offer of the more

earnest than sagacious Reuben to undertake the responsibility of Benjamin's safety, with the

addition, " Slay my two sons if I bring him not to thee," ministered little comfort to the

afflicted patriarch, who persisted—" My son shall not go down with you ; for his brother is

dead, and he only remaineth : if mischief should befal him by the way in which ye go, ye will

bring down my grey hairs in sorrow to the grave." Tims the matter rested for the time;

for as Jacob would not part with Benjamin, and his sons would not go without him, they re-

mained luitil all the corn which they had brought from Egypt was consumed. Then the

question was again opened ; and, at last, Jacob was obliged to consent to allow Benjamin to

go with them—encouraged, probably, by his confidence in Judah's address and force of cha-

racter. For he was the spokesman on this occasion, and solemnly engaged to be surety for

Benjamin, and to " bear the blame for ever " if he did not restore him safe to his father.

Havhig given his consent, Jacob added such advice as his long experience in the world

suggested. They were to take not only the money required for the corn they now wanted,

but also the former money which had been returned to them— perhaps by oversight; and, in

order to mollify the mysterious " Lord of the country," of whom he had heard so much, it

would be Vv^ell if they took a quantity of the choice products of the land of Canaan, which
were known to be most acceptable in Egypt,—being balm, wild honey, spices, myrrh,

pistachio-nuts, and almondsf—as such a present and tribute of respect as great men were
then, as now in the East, in the habit of receivhig from those who sought their favour. I^ast

of all, as one still reluctant, he said, " Take also your brother, and arise, and return to the

man. And may God, the Almighty, give you favour before the num, that he may send away
your other brother and Benjamin. But if I be bereaved,—bereaved I am."
They went, and arrived in Egypt. One morning they made their way to the place where

* In this and the following paraKrai>li his coudeiisod account of the circumstances has been mainly adopted,

t For remarks on all these products see the notes to the ' Pictorial Bible ' on (ieu. xxxviii. and xliii. Some of tliem will be
further noticed in the Natural History of this work.
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Slay and make ready."]

Joseph daily transacted his business concerning the sale and distribution of the corn. When
he saw them, accompanied by a youth whom he guessed to be his brother Benjamin, " the

son of his own mother," he directed " the ruler of his house " to take them home to his

dwelling-house, and to slay and make ready
;

for it was his intention that they should dine

with him at noon.* The steward did as he

was ordered, and took them to his master's

house. This proceeding occasioned consider-

able alarm in the minds of Jacob's sons, who
thought that perhaps some pretext was sought

against them, for making them bondsmen and

taking away their asses, in connection Avith the

money which was due for the last supply, and

which they had found returned in their sacks.
They, therefore, spoke to the steward, stating how the matter really stood ; and he, who
probably knew how they were related to his

master, and what were his intentions towards :^a^fe^ -:^^*-
them, answered them kindly, assuring them

^;==^ r.s,=s=:-^r:-:'^-^^

that nothing was on that account imputed to %
them. He also produced their brother Simeon

;

^ Isl-

and after having brought them into the house, —-^

gave them water to wash their feet, and pro-

vender for their asses.

When Joseph came home they brought him
their present, and bowed themselves down
reverently before him. " And he asked them
of their welfare, and said, ' Is your father well,

the old man, of whom you spoke ? Is he yet

alive ?' And they answered, ' Thy servant,

our father, is well ; he is yet alive.' And
Joseph said, 'Blessed of God be that old man.'f

And they bowed their heads and made obeisance.

And he raised his eyes, and saw his brother

Benjamin, the son of his own mother, and said, ' Is this your younger brother of whom you
spoke unto me?' And he said, ' God be gracious unto thee, my son.' And Joseph made
haste (for his bowels yearned towards his brother), and sought where to weep ; and he entered

into his chamber and wept there." I

He then washed from his face all trace of tears, and returned to them, mastering for a while

his strong emotions. He commanded dinner to be brought ; but as it was an abomination to

an Egyptian to eat with a tent-dwelling shepherd, Jacob's sons were seated apart from Joseph

and his Egyptian guests. They were also placed according to their seniority, at which they

were greatly astonished, for some of them were so nearly of an age, that this discrimination

implied a more intimate knowledge of them, in some quarter, than they could suppose that any

one there possessed. When the small round tables were brought in with the provisions,

Joseph conferred on Benjamin a truly Oriental mark of esteem, by heaping the table which

was placed before him with five times the quantity of food which the other tables bore.(')

After the dinner they drank wine together and were merry.

* This conveys several indications of Egyptian usages, at least in great fiimilies ;—that they dined at noon,—that meat was not
bought of butchers, but was slaugliteicd on the premises, at least when au entertainment was to be given; and that this was
done only just before the meat was to be cooked. All these are still subsisting usages. The cut shows the method employed by
the Egyptians in slaughtering cattle for food. Beef was their favourite animal food. Tliey rarely ate mutton ; which is a most
remarkable circumstance, when we consider how prevalent the use of mutton has been in tlie East, and that, in fact, it is, in a

warm country, so much lighter and more wholesome than beef.

t This beautiful clause is not in the present Hebrew text, but is preserved in the Samaritivn and Septuagint.

t Gen. xliii. 27—30.

[Eg)ptiuu liuiise-]
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[Egjiitians at Meat.]

Joseph had one more trial in store for his brothers before making himself known to them.

He wished to make their C(mdnct towards Benjamin a test of the present state of their feelings,

and of such repentance of their conduct towards himself as would make them shrink from

allowing harm to befal one whom their father so tenderly loved. "With this view he directed

his steward privately to introduce his silver drinking-cup into the month of the youngest

brother's sack ; and when they were at some

distance from the city, to pursue them, and

after a thorough search, to bring the pretended

thief back to him. All this was punctually

executed : and when the cup was found in

Benjamin's sack, they were very far from

manifesting any indifference—very far from

pursuing their way, and leaving him to that

slavery in Egypt, to which, in by-gone years,

they had consigned his brother. They rent

their clothes in bitter anguish, and all returned

to the city.

When they re-appeared before Joseph they

fell on the ground before him ; and not seeing

how Benjamin could be cleared from what

must seem so plain a case, they only answered

Joseph's reproaches by declaring that Benja-

min and they were all his slaves. To this

Joseph answered that such was not his inten-

tion : only he with whom the cup was found

should become his bondsman ; but as for the

rest, they might return in peace to their father.

Now was the time for Judah—he at whose

proposal Joseph had been sold for a slave, on the one hand, and who, on the other, had become

the surety that no harm should befal the son of his father's right hand,—now was his time to

redeem his character, and full nobly did he discharge that duty. We cannot give his speech

entire, nor need we ; for who has not often turned to that most perfect pattern of natural and

affecting eloquence which was ever delivered. It will be remarked that, with great address,

he abstains from any reference to the crime. He does not acknowledge it ; for that would

[Ef;yi)tian Wine Cups.]
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have been to reflect upon Benjamin : nor does he deny it ; for that would have been to reflect

upon the justice of Joseph. But all his efforts were directed to move his pity for their father

—for that old man of whom they had spoken to him. He touched on every circumstance

which could evince the strength of that old man's love towards Benjamin, and dwelt much on

the difficulty with which he had consented to part with him. Jacob had said, " Ye know that

my wife bore to me but two sons. And the one went from me, and I said. He is tom, torn in

pieces ; and I have not seen him since. And if ye take this one also from me, and mischief

should befall him, then will ye bring down my gray hairs with sorrow to the grave." " Now,
therefore (continued Judah), when I come to thy servant, our father, and the lad be not with
us—It will be, when he seeth that the lad is not with us, that he will die ; for his life is

bound up in the life of the lad. Thus will thy servants bring down the gray hairs of thy

servant, our father, in sorrow to the grave." He concluded in announcing the favour he
sought, which was, that Benjamin might be allowed to return to his father, and that he might
himself remain a bondsman in his stead.

If all this touches us so deeply, how must not Joseph have been aff"ected ! He could no
longer act a part in such a scene as this,—he could refrain himself no longer, but wept aloud,

and made himself known to them, crying, " I am Joseph !"

Who shall adequately realize or describe the profound emotions of that hour ! The brethren

of Joseph lay dumb before him. The quick sense of their wrong against him, and the dread
of his remembering vengeance,—the sensible evidence which they had of the power and
splendour of him whom they sold a naked slave to the Arabians,—and the sudden and keen
perception that all their old malice against him had but worked out the fulfilment of the high

destinies, the mere thought of which had moved their hate and envy, and made them heedless

of " the anguish of his soul," when he entreated the mercy which they refused :—all this,

with the complication of circumstances in which they were now placed, overwhelmed them,
and held them mute, in astonishment and remorse.

Perceiving this, Joseph addressed them in words of kindness and encouragement, desiring

them to be no longer angry with themselves, but rather to admire the overruling providence

of God, through which all things that had seemed evil and hard to bear, had worked together

for great good to them and to himself. He further opened to them the plan he had in view
for their benefit. As the famine was still to continue for five years, it would be best for them
to return home and fetch into Egj^it their father, with all their households and possessions

—

that they might all be sustained in comfort near him, and not come to poverty. Being thus

reassured, his brethren rose from before his feet; and he kissed them all, and wept upon them.

The rumour had reached the king that Joseph's brethren were come ; and it is a pleasing

evidence of the esteem in which he was held, and the regard which he had conciliated, that a

domestic incident which was calculated to be a satisfaction to him, was highly agreeable to

Pharaoh and all his court. The monarch sent for him, and authorized him to express the

kindest intentions towards them, and the utmost anxiety for their welfare. He, as well as

Joseph, saw that it would be best for them to come to Egypt, and he had the consideration to

direct that they should be well supplied with provisions for the way, and that they should be

furnished with carts, (^) in which the aged Jacob, with the women and young children, might

[Carts from Egyptian Slu1i>Iuius,1

s 2
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[Modern Syrian Carts of Ancient Form.]

[Catts of tlie T lit vr ^om.l(les ]

pas's from Canaan to Egypt with more comfort tlian by the more ordinary means of convey-

ance. All this was (lone; and, in dismissing them for their journey, Joseph gave each of them

two suits of raiment, Init distinguished his own brother Benjamin by the present of live

dresses, with the addition of three hundred shekels-weight of silver.

We may be suic tliat this journey home was performed with much more speed than the

I'ornier. Then tliey had to tell their father of one son taken from him, and another demanded;
now tliey l)ad to accpiaint him with the recovery of one who had long l)een lost, and for whom
he had never ceased to mourn. Joseph had charged them to tell his father of " all his glory

in Egypt ;" and so eager were thev to tell it, that, as they drew near the canq) at Mamre,
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they hastened on before the carts, and told him—" Joseph is yet alive, and he is governor

over all the land of Egypt !
" At this most unexpected and surprising news, " Jacob's heart

fainted, though he believed them not." They therefore told him all the particulars; and by

the time they had done so, the carts had come up to confirm their story. Then the spirit of

Jacob revived, and he said, " It is enough. Joseph, my son, is yet alive. I will go and see

him before I die."

He soon departed ; and, on his way to Egjrpt, paused at Beersheba to offer sacrifices at the

altar in that place. There he was favoured with a dream, in which God removed any doubts

he might have felt about the ultimate consequences of the important step he was now taking,

by assuring him that his sojourn in Egypt was a part of the divine plan concerning his race,

which should there be fostered into a great nation, and then brought forth from thence. Thus

encouraged and relieved, Jacob proceeded on his way, and at last entered Egypt with his

sixty-six descendants,* accompanied, no doubt, by a large retinue of slaves and shepherds.

Joseph, without having, as yet, consulted the king, had, in his mind, fixed upon the land of

Goshen as their future abode—not only as being best suited to a pastoral people, but as being

that which the Egyptians would, from various circumstances, be the most willing to see in

their occupation. This being a border district in the direction of Palestine, was the first part

of Egypt which Jacob reached ; and he then sent Judah onward to the capital to acquaint

Joseph with his arrival. On learning this, Joseph entered his chariot, and sped to meet his

father. Thev met. Joseph threw himself upon the neck of his dear old father, and wept

upon his neck a good Avhile. " Now," said the greatly moved Jacob, " Now I can die, since

I have seen thy face—since thou art still alive !

"

After the first emotions of this meeting had subsided, Joseph proceeded to explain to his

brothers the further measures Avhich were necessary. He intended himself to go and

announce their arrival to Pharaoh, after which he would introduce some of them to the royal

presence, and they were instructed what answers to return to the questions which the king

would be likely to ask. He did not conceal from them that " every shepherd was an abomi-

nation to the Egyptians;" and his instructions were skilfully framed with a reference to that

state of feeling.

So he took with him five of the most comely of his brothers, and returned to the capital.

He first himself went to the king to inform him that his father's family had arrived, with all

their flocks and herds, and were now in the land of Goshen, awaiting his commands. His

brothers were then introduced ; and, on being asked what was their occupation, they, as they

had been taught, answered, that they were shepherds, as all their fathers had been. They

[Overseer of Cattle.+]

* TI\ese were all his descendants who went down with him from Canaan to Eg> pt. The number seventy, given elsewhere, counts

iu, besides, .Tacob himself, with Josevh and his two sons who «tne already in Eg\-pt; and the number seventy-Jive, in the New

Testament (Acts vii. 14), excludes these, but adds to the sixty-five the nine wives of Jacob's eleven sons, the wives of .Tudah

and Simeon being at tliis time dead. These results are displayed more largely by Dr. Hales, who derives tliem from a critical

examination and comparison of the passages which bear on the subject.

t The central figure, of largest size, is the overseer, who, attended by his clerk, receives accounts of the herdsmen, whose

postures manifest great respect. The one who lies on the ground, at the clerk's feet, has probably committed some

olTence from which he seeks to avert punishment. Tlie overseer is followed by a servant who bears his bow and arrows and the

stool to assist l\im in ascending and alighting from his chariot. The other servant bears a pair of sandals and an axe.
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added, that they liad come to sojourn in Egypt, for in the land of Canaan the drought had

been so severe that they could find no pasture for their flocks ; and concluded with a request

that they might he allowed to remain among the pastures of Goshen. On this the king turned

to Joseph, and told him that the whole land was at his disposal ; to place them in the best part

of it—in Goshen, if that district seemed the most suitable for them. He also desired him, if

among his brothers there were men of sufficient ability, to make them overseers of the royal

cattle, an employment which their previous habits and qualifications rendered the most suitable

for them.

Joseph's ])lan fur the benefit of his family having thus happily succeeded, he introduced his

fixther also to the king ; but whether immediately after or not, is not quite clear. The patri-

arch respectfully saluted Pharaoh, in acknowledgement of the consideration and favour with

which he had been treated ; and the king, much struck by his veneralde appearance, entered

into conversation with him, particularly inquiring his age. Jacob's answer was impressive :

—

" The days of the years of my pilgrimage are a hundred and thirty years : few and evil liave

the days of the years of my life been, and have not attained unto the days of the years of the

life of my fathers in the days of their pilgrimage." After some further conversation, probably,

Jacob again saluted Pharaoh, and withdrew from his presence.

We are now to regard the Israelites as in that pastoral district, on the eastern border of the

Delta, which the Scriptures call " the land of Goshen :" and it may not be unimportant to note

the sound and far-sighted policy which induced Joseph to fix on that district for them, and to

procure the grant of it from the king. Reverting to the information already given concerning

the shepherd-race, which, not long before this time, had held Egyi)t in subjection, we may
now further remark, that this land, on account of ofl"ering the best pasture-grounds in I^wer
Egypt, had been their principal settlement, and that in which they maintained themselves for

some years after they had been expelled from the other parts of the country. Having been
not long vacated, and but little wanted by the Egyptians for the pastoral purposes to which it

was more properly applicable, it seems to have lain at this time waste and unoccupied. It

was therefore a district, the (occupation of which by the Hebrews dispossessed no one, and
which, from its peculiar character, the Egyptians would see in their occupation with as little

ill-will as they were capable of feeling towards a shepherd race ; while its situation on the

borders would tend, in a great degree, to keep them apart from the Egyptians, and prevent

the disputes and interferences, as well as the idolatrous contamination, which might be
expected to arise in any situation which would have involved them more among the natives.

There were also circumstances which might have rendered not only tolerable, but highly

agreeable, to them, that the Hebrews should occupy this district. " It stretched along the

Bubastic, or Pelusiac branch of the Nile, and formed the eastern barrier of Egypt towards

Palestine and Arabia, the quarters from which they most dreaded invasion ; and the ' naked-
ness ' of which they soon had the satisfaction of seeing in a short time covered by a brave

and numerous people, amply repaying, by the additional security and the resources which
they gave to Egypt, the hospitable reception which they experienced, and the indulgence
which was now extended to them."* These considerations were of esjoecial importance, when
Egypt woukl seem not yet to have recovered the exhaustion \\liich necessarily followed its

convulsive efforts to expel the hated race.

The seven years of famine were, in Egypt, succeeded by abundant and seasonable years

;

for the wonted overflow of the great river was not withheld, and therefore the soil offered all

its rich products in great plenty. After having been cherished by his son during the remainder
of the famine, the aged Jacob lived to sec twelve of these fruitful years. Then, seventeen

years from his arrival in Egypt, the partial failure of his sight, and decay of his bodily powers,

gave him warning that the day of his death could not be far ofl". He therefore sent for his son

- IIal«, 11. lip. 141, nij.
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Joseph, and expressed an earnest desire to lie with his fathers in the cave of Machpelah, and

engaged his son to promise, by oath, that his remains should not be buried in Egypt, but

carried to the promised land.

Joseph left his father, satisfied with this assurance, and returned home; but he was soon

recalled by the intelligence that Jacob had fallen very ill, and seemed likely to die. This time he

took with him his two sons, Manasseh and Ephraim. When Jacob heard that he was come, he

exerted his remaining strength, and sat up in the bed to receive him ; and the cheerfulness

and force of expression with which he spoke to him, and, afterwards, to all his sons, shows that

the inner lamp continued to burn brightly in him, however much his outward lights and powers

had grown dim. He dwelt on the glorious promises of God to him, especially at Bethel, and

made mention of the death of Rachel, for whose dear sake—which had first recommended

Joseph himself to his peculiar love—he now proposed to give him a very strong mark of his

regard. This was, to bestow on him, through his two sons, Manasseh and Ephraim, a double

portion—the portion of the first-born—in that rich inheritance which awaited his race. Pro-

perly, they would only divide as grandsons the single share of their father ; but he would

adopt them among his own sons—and as such they should each receive a full portion, and be

counted heads of tribes, even as Reuben, or Simeon, or any other of his sons. As Jacob could

not see clearly, he had not hitherto observed that the lads of whom he spoke were present with

their father ; but now, perceiving that there were some persons with him, and being told who

they were, he desired them to be brought nearer, that he might bless them. He kissed them,

and embraced them ; and said, tenderly, to Joseph, " I once thought that I should never

see thy face; and, lo ! God hath shown me also thy seed." In causing them to kneel before

their reverend grandfather, Joseph placed the eldest, Manasseh, opposite his right hand, and

Ephraim opposite his left ; but Jacob crossed his hands, placing the right upon the head of

the youngest, Ephraim, and the left upon the head of Manasseh ; and when Joseph attempted

to rectify what he supposed a mistake, his father persisted, telling him that he acted by the

divine direction : and, in proceeding to bless them, which he did with great fervency and

devotion, he not only preferred Ephraim to Manasseh, but gave him much the larger and

nobler blessing. And how exactly this prophetic blessing of the two tribes, which Ephraim

and Manasseh founded, the ensuing history will show.

After this, the aged patriarch, feeling his strength fail, and that the hour of his death

approached, called all his sons together, that he might, severally, by that prophetic impulse

which was upon him, tell them "what should befall them in the latter days." This he did in

a noble poem—the most ancient which any language has preserved—describing the several

characters of his sons, and the distinguishing features of their future possessions in the pro-

mised land, in language replete with the most beautiful and natural imagery, and alternately

tender, pathetic, and stern. With what force and varied images does he, for instance, describe

the sufferings and the glory of his beloved Joseph, and pray

—

" May the blessiugs of the heavens from above.

The blessings of the low-lying deep.

The blessings of the breasts and of the womb.

The blessings of thy father and thy mother.

With the blessings of the eternal mountains.

The desirable things of the everlasting hills,

Abound and rest upon the head of Joseph."

Jacob concluded with repeating to all his assembled sons the charge which he had already

given to Joseph, separately, concerning his burial in the family sepulchre. He then laid him-

self down on the bed in which he had hitherto sat up, and gently died. And when Joseph

saw that his father no longer lived, " he fell upon his face, and wept upon him, and kissed

him."

For a person in Joseph's station not to embalm his father, would have been considered a

very heinous omission by the Egyptians, among whom he lived, and to whose general ideas

and habits of life he conformed. The necessity of taking the body to Canaan would also

recommend the adoption of this process. Joseph therefore " commanded his servants, the
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physicianp,(') to cnilialm his fatlicr," acordinL:: to the fasliion of the country, and doubtless in

the most ehil)orate and costly of tlie various processes employed.

As the eml)alminii took a considerable lime, it appears to have been customary for the

Egyptians to mourn for the dead while this operation was in progress, and till the body was

deposited in its sepulchre ; but not after tiiat, as in other nations where death was sooner

followed by interment. The mourniiitr for Jacol) lasted seventy days, and out of respect for

the father of Joseph, it was a public mourning among the Egyptians.

After tliis, having obtained tlie king's consent, Josej)!! set forward to take the remains of

his father to tlie sepulchre in Canaan, according to his promise. He was attended, not only

by his own and his father's family, but by the chief officers of the royal household, and the

grai;dec8 of the kingdom, who, in honour to Jo. eph, bore him company, and took a part

in all the solemnities of his father's funeral. The cavalcade consisted of a great number of

chariots and of hursemen, "so that they made a very great host." The principal persons

were doubtless accompanied by their servants and followers, probably with some appearance

of military array, for protection on the road. If our frequent preceding statements are right,

the enemies thev had most to dread were the Philistines, close to whose border, if not through

whose country, thev must have passed if they had taken the shortest and most obvious route

to Mamre ; and we imagine that the a])prehension of an attack from that people explains a

circumstance which no one has taken the trouble to notice, as requiring explanation, namely,

that they went a great way about, across the desert, and by the way of Edom and Moab, and
incurred the necessity of crossing the Jordan—for some reason which does not otherwise

appear. In fact, the latter part of the route coincided with the latter part of that which, two

centuries after, the Hebrew host took to avoid " the way of the Philistines." And, as it was,

tlieir way, till they entered Canaan, lay through the lands of tribes descended from Abraham
and Isaac, who would be likely to respect the funeral solemnity of the patriarch.

After they had passed the Jordan, and had marched about three miles beyond it, into the

l)lain of Jericho, they came to the large open threshing-ground of Atud, which, being level, and
enclosed by a low wall, offered a convenient situation for a halt, and for the commencement of

those funeral solemnities which they had made so long a journey to celebrate. Hitherto thev

had been making a journey ; now, having entered the land, they commenced the funeral

solemnities. During these seven days " they mourned with a great and very sore lamen-

[Piirt of iiii E!,'}-ptian FiiiicmI Prooc.-;sion, with .ictji of mourning.]

tfttion
; and in this act the Egyptians were, from their greater numbers and more marked form

•of wailing,* so conspicuous, that, when the inhal)itants of the land witnessed the mourning in

the Hoor of Atud, they said, " This is a grievous mourning to the Egyptians ;" and hence the

place afterwanls bore the name of Abel-Mitzraim.t There may have been some policy in

commencing the funeral observances so innnediately on entering the land of Canaan ; for it

• When i( h.i> i imlilic inoiiriiin;;. .is for ,i kiiii;, thry went alxiiil twin- a-iliiy in rumpanics of two or tliiee hundred, uttering
diilcliil lanK'iit;ition aii<l chanting tlic pr.iiscs ol' tlie deoeaseil in niournfid \er,se. Diodoru;', i. 05.

t The mourning of the Egyptians.
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served to make their object known to the inhabitants, who might else have imagined that so

formidable a company came with no peaceable intentions ; and, attention being thus early

drawn to their object, the people of the country, in all the way they had still to go, would be

reminded that the sepulchre, to which the remains of the patriarch were thus honourably

conveyed, belonged to a family absent in Egypt.

From the threshing-ground the cavalcade proceeded in solemn march to the vicinity of

Hebron, where the sons of Jacob had the satisfaction of depositing the body of their father

beside those of Abraham and Sarah, Isaac, Rebekah, and Leah, in the cave of Machpelah.

They then returned to Egypt.

While their father was alive, Joseph's brethren knew themselves to be secure ; but now that

he was dead they felt themselves wholly at his mercy, and concluded that he really hated them in

his heart for the wrongs they had done to him, and would not be long in requiting them for

their evil deeds. So much more ready was he to forgive than they to believe themselves forgiven ;

and so hard is it for a generous nature to be understood. They therefore sent a message to

him, saying that Jacob, before he died, had told them to send to him, humbly confessing their

sin against him, but entreating him to forgive the trespass of the servants of his father''s God.

We incline to think that this was an invention of their own ; as it seems far more likely that

Jacob would himself have charged Joseph on the subject, \i he had entertained the suspicion

that he still harboured resentment. Either way, the terms in which the message was conceived,

and the force of its concluding expression, were well calculated to operate upon Joseph's heart.

" If Joseph had been rancorous, this deprecation had charmed him ; but now it resolves him

into tears."* And when his brothers themselves came in and threw themselves at his feet,

crying, " Behold, we are thy slaves
! " he comforted them and spoke kindly to them,

assuring them of his entire forgiveness and continued protection, and directing their attention

away from themselves and their offence to the contemplation of that providence of God which

his whole history, including that part of it, so strikingly manifested, and of which he himself

constantly exhibits the most lively sense.

Joseph survived his father fifty-four years ; but nothing further of his public or private

history is told us. He died at the comparatively moderate age of 110 years, but lived to see

the great-grand-children of Ephraim and the grand-children of Manasseh. But before his death

he sent for his brothers, and, expressing his conviction that God certainly would, as he had

promised, lead them forth in due season from that country, and give them possession of their

inheritance in Canaan, he strictly charged them not to leave his bones in Egypt, but to bear

them away to the promised land, when the time of their departure shovdd come. The usages of

Egypt made the accomplishment of this duty easy. His body was embalmed, and kept in a coffin

or mummy-case, ready for that day which no man at that time living was destined to see. C)

[A Mummy lying in its Casc.]t

* Bishop Hall, b. iii. Cont. 5. ....
t The group in this cut is taken from a long piece representing the ceremonies of Egyptian burial. The mummy lies ni its

case upon a lion-shaped couch, as just before its removal for interment. Tlic bofly of .loseph was probably kept in this manner,

if not for the time deposited in a sepulchre. The women in the cut, in mournint; postures, are probably the wife and nearest

ffmale relative of the deceased.
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To conclude tlie history of Joseph, it may be as -well to add here, that, -when the house of

Israel at last departed from Egypt, tlie promise made to him ^vas not forgotten. They took

his body with them, committing it to the care of the tribe of Ephraim, who bore about the

precious charge many years, in all their wanderings, till they were enabled to deposit it in

its appointed place, being that piece of ground near Shechem which Jacob bought for a hun-

dred shekels of silver from the Shechem ites, and which he bequeathed a little before his death

to his son Josepli. This ?pot was included in the heritage of Ephraim ; and there, in a later

day, a noble monument was erected to the memory of Joseph, which still existed in the time

of Jerome.

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.

{') Sl.werv in Egypt, p. 114.—Tlie first

slaves were, doubtless, prisoners taken in war,

who became the property of the cajjtors. These

at last found it advantageous to dispose of the

services of their prisoners to others, who had

not known them in war, or who knew nothing

of them as enemies. In this began the trade

in slaves. By the time to which we are now-

arrived, a step further, indeed the fiiual step,

had been made—that of buying up as slaves

any persons offered for sale, not taken in war,

or in any way offensively known—but solely as

a trading speculation ; the purchased person

being conveyed to a distant market and sold at

a profit. How rapidly this traffic grew, is

strikingly intimated by one of the laws of

Moses, which forbade any one Hebrew from

stealing another, and selling him to a stranger.

Egypt has always been, and is to this day, a

great market for slaves. And, as the form of

the phrase " sold liim to Potiphar " might

suggest that this was a private transaction be-

tween him and the Arabian dealers, we liave

used the expression " exposed him for sale '' in

the text, in order to convey the impression

which we ourselves entertain, without question,

that Joseph was offered for sale in the public

market, and was there purchased for Potiphar.

The slave-markets were probably not very dif-

ferent from that of Cairo, the modern metro-

polis of Egypt, the scenes in which have so often

been described by modern travellers; although

we would fain hop(! that the revolting traffic

was in ancient times conducted with more

appearance of decency and humanity than is

-now witnessed. The following extract from

Mr. Wilkinson's valuable work on the ancient

ICgyptians embodi(>s most of tlic information

on this subject wliieh can be collected from the

remains of that remarkable people :

—

"Tlie captives brought to Egypt were em-
ployed in the service of the monarch, in build-

ing temples, cutting canals, raising dykes and

embankments, and other public works ; and

some, who were purchased by the grandees,

were employed in the same capacity as the

Memlooks of the present. Women slaves were

also engaged in the service of families, like the

Greeks and Circassians in modern Egypt and

other parts of the Turkish empire ; and, from

finding them represented in the sculptures of

Thebes, accompanying men of their own nation

who bear tribute to the Egyptian monarch, we
may conclude that a certain number were

annually sent to Egypt from the conquered

provinces of the north and east, as well as

from Ethiopia. It is evident that both white

and black slaves were employed as servants.

They attended on the guests when invited to

the house of their master ; and, from their

being in the families of priests, as well as of

the military chiefs, we may infer that they were

purchased with money, and that the right of

possessing slaves was not confined to those who
bad taken them in war. The traffic in slaves

was tolerated : and it is reasonable to suppose

that many persons were engaged, as at present,

in bringing them to Egypt for public sale,

independent of those who were sent as part of

the tribute, and who were probably at first the

property of the monarch. Nor did any diffi-

culty occur to the Ishmaelites in the purchase

of Joseph from his brethren, nor in bis subse-

quent sale to Potiphar on arriving in Egy])t."

—Ancient Egyjdiayis, i. 403.

(^) Potiphar's Office, p. 114.—Tlicre lias

been rather an amusing diversity of ojiinion

respecting the offices which were borne by

Joseph's master ; and as, in tlie text, we have

given him a new title, it may be necessary

to advert slightly to the subject. Our own
excellent translators exhibit more than usual

doubt in this matter. In the text they call

him "an officer of Pharaoh, and captain of tlie

guard.'' But to the word " officer " they add
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the marginal note " Heb. eunuch; but the

word doth signify, not only eunuchs, but also

chamberlains, courtiers, and officers. Esth. i.

10." We find, in fact, that the Septuagint

translates the word DHD saris, by eunuch,

and the Jews generally believe that Potiphar

was actually an eunuch. The word does, in-

deed, mean an eunuch in its primary signifi-

cation; but, seeing that such persons were

generally employed about the royal palaces,

and intrusted with their interior administra-

tion, the word came to signify a courtier, or

palace officer, whether an eunuch or not. We
are seldom able, when the word occurs in

Scripture, to decide whether the original idea

is retained or lost. The present seems to be

one of the clearest cases ; for that Potiphar

was not an eunuch seems to be proved by his

being married, although we must confess that

this fact is not perfectly conclusive. It is,

however, certain, from the sculi)tures, that

eunuchism existed in the most ancient times

in Egypt.* But, as we concur with our trans-

lators in this matter, we may turn to the other

of Potiphar's titles, which is that which we

have altered. In the text of our Bibles it

stands "captain of the guard," for which, in

the margin, not less than three alternatives are

offered to us—" chief of the slaughtermen, or

executioners ; or chief marshal.'"

The first is the literal meaning of the original

words, and the others, as well as that in the

text, are interpretations assigned to them.

Other meanings have been given to them, such

as " chief of the butchers," and " chief of the

cooks." Now we have no objection to any of

our Bible interpretations, separately taken

;

but none of them so taken will suggest an idea

of Potiphar's probable office; and for this pur-

pose it is necessary to combine in one as many

as possible of the several ideas which these

interpretations convey. For this purpose we

have chosen to call Potiphar "chief of the

royal police," not because the title quite

answers this condition, but because it offers

the only intelligible combination of terms we

can invent to describe an office of which

Europe has no knowledge. We collect it

thus :

—

He was undoubtedly the chief of the

executioners ; but this is a high office in the

East, as a court office ; for such executioners

have nothing to do with the execution .of the

* See the plate in 'Description de I'Egypte, Antiquites,'

tome ii. pi. 12. This evidence, witli which he ought to liave

been acquainted, quite nullifies the superficial cavils of M.

Reghellini, who, in his elaborate ' Examen du Mosaisme et du

Cluistianisrae,' displays twice the malice, without half the

ability, of Voltaire or even of Paine.

awards of the law in its ordinary course, but
only with those of the king. It is thus an

office of great responsibility ; and to ensure

its proper, and, if need be, prompt execution,

it is intrusted to an officer of the court, who
has necessarily under his command a body of

men, whose duty it is to preserve the order and
peace of the palace and its precincts, and to

attend and guard the royal person on public

occasions; and, under the direction of their

chief, to inflict such punishment as the king
awards upon those who incur his displeasure.

He thei'efore, in this sense, may be called

captain of the guard, or chief marshal, which
last we think the best of the interpretations,

next to that which we have ourselves chosen.

Further, it appears that this officer had, ad-

joining to or connected with his house, a round

building,* in which the ^m^'5 prisoners— those

who had incurred the royal suspicion or dis-

pleasure—were detained in custody till their

doom should be determined. A functionary

who combined these various duties in his

person cannot perhaps be better described

than by the title which we have given to him,
" chief of the royal police."

If the view had been adopted that Potiphar

was an eunuch, it might be mentioned as a

remarkable coincidence that the chief of the

black eunuchs under the Arabian khalifs was

the royal executioner, and the head of the in-

terior police of the palace. The personage so

well known in Arabian tale, Mesroor, the chief

of the black eunuchs to the Khalif Ilaroon

Er-Rasheed, and, with the vizier, the constant

companion of his rambles, was at the head of

the interior police, in which character he was,

officially, the royal executioner. Thus the

vizier says to 'Alii ed-Deen,—" He who was

speaking to you, and who has just now retired,

is the Prince of the Faithful, Haroon Er-

Rasheed, and I am the Vizier Jaafar, and this

is Mesroor, the khalifs executioner."'!-

(^) Egyptian Eating, p. 129.— The usages

of the Egyptians in the matter of eating, as

collected from the examination of the repre-

sentations which occur in the painted tombs,

throw considerable light on this and many

other passages of the early Hebrew history and

law. And this not only on those passages

which afford distinct allusions to Egyptian

customs, but from the indications which are

offered, that many of them were adopted by the

Hebrews ; and not only by analogy, but by

* The original words denote that the prison was round, and

appears to have been a round-honse or round-tower—terms

which some translators have employed.

t Lane's ' Arabian Nights,' vol. ii. p. 276.

x2
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anta,2;oiiisin ; for there is no doubt that niaay

of the regulations on this subject, wliich arc

contained in the law of Moses, are designedly

levelled at Egyptian usages in eating, wliich

were not considered suitable for the Hebrew
people. We shall, therefore, in this note,

collect from Mr. Wilkinson's large and very

interesting statement on tlie subject * such

particulars as seem in this point of view of the

most importance.

As shown by the text to whiLh tliis note is

a})pended, and confirmed by the antiquities, an

Egyi)tian dinner consisted of a considerable

number of dishes, and the meat Avas killed for

the occasion, as at the present day in eastern

and troj)ical climates. If it was an entertain-

ment to whicli guests were invited, tliey were
in the interval amused with music and the

dance, or passed the time in conversation.

In the mean time, the kitchen presented an

animated scene ; and the cook, with many as-

sistants, was engaged in making ready the

dinner. An ox, kid, wild goat, gazelle, or

oryx, and a quantity of geese, ducks, widgeons,

quails, or other birds, were obtained for the

occasion. Pork was not eaten ; and the use

of nmtton for the table is never indicated,

and this confirms the testimony of Plutarch,

who tells us that the flesh of the sheep

was used for food in only one of the Egyptian

nomes.t Beef and goose constituted the

principal part of the animal food throughout

Egypt ; but the flesh of the cow was never

eaten.

That a considerable q\iautity of meat was

served up at those repasts to which strangers

were invitetl, is evident from the sculptures,

and agreeable to the customs of eastern nations,

whose azoonia, or feast, prides itself upon the

quantity and variety of dishes, in the unsjjaring

profusion of viands, and, wherever win(; is

permitted, in the freedom of the bowl. An
endless succession of vegetables was also re-

quired on all occasions, and, when dining in

private, dishes of that kind were in greater

request than joints, even at the tables of the

rich. We are therefore not surprised to find

the Israelites, who, by tlu-ir long residence

there, had acq\iired similar habits, regretting

them equally with the meat and fish + which

tliey " did eat in Egypt freely ;" and the ad-

vantages of a leguminous diet are still acknow-

ledged by the inhabitants of modern Egypt.

This, in a hot climate, is far more conduci\ e to

health than the constant introduction of meat,

which is principally used as a flavour to the

vegetables cooked witli it ; and if, at an eastern

• Ancient Egyptians,' ii. 35

t Pint, dc Isifl.s. 72.

-100.

X Num. \i. -), 5.

feast a greater quantity of meat is introduced,

the object is rather to do honoiu' to the guests,

who, in most covuitries, and in all ages, have

been welcomed by an encouragement of excess,

and a display of such things as show a desire

on the part of the host to spare no expense in

tl.e entertainment. The same custom prevailed

with the ancient Egyjjtians ; and their mode
of eating was very similar to that now adopted

at Cairo, and throughout the East ; each person

sitting round a table, and dipping his hand
into a dish p>laced in the centre, removed on a

sign made by the liost, and succeeded by others

whose rotation depends on established rule,

and whose number is pre-determined, accord-

ing to the size of the party or the quality of

the guests.

Among the lower orders, vegetables con-

stituted a very great part of their ordinary

food ; and they gladly availed themselves of

the variety and abundance of the esculent

roots growing spontaneously on the lands irri-

gated by the rising Nile, as soon as its waters

had subsided : some of which were eaten in a

crude state, and others roasted in the ashes,

boiled, or stewed ; their chief aliment consist-

ing of milk and cheese, roots, leguminous,

cucurbitaceous, and other plants, and ordinary

fruits of the country. Among these vegetables

there is one which requires particular observa-

tion. This is the onion, which, Juvenal says,

the Egyptians were forbidden to eat ; but

Plutarch restricts this abstinence to the sacer-

dotal order. That onions were cultivated in

Egypt is proved by the authority of many
writers, as well as from the sculptures. Their

quality was renowneil, both in ancient and
modern times ; and the Israelites, when they

left the country, regretted " the onions," as

well as the cucumbers, the melons, the leeks,

the garlick, and the meat,* which they " did

eat" in Egypt. The sculptures frequently

represent the priests as laying bundles of

onions upon the altars for offerings. They
were also introduced at private as well as

public festivals, and brought to table M'ith

gourds, cucumbers, and other vegetables. The
onions of Egypt were mild, and of an excellent

flavour, and were eaten raw, as well as cooked,

by persons both of the higher and lower classes.

In slaughtering for the table, it was cus-

tomary to take the ox, or whatever animal liad

been ciiosen for the occasion, into a coiu't-yard

near the house, to tie its four legs togetlier,

and then to throw it upon tlie ground,-!- in

which position it was held by one or more
persons, while the bulclier, sharpening his

• Num. .\i. 5, and K.\od. x\i. 3.

+ hifc Ihi- cut :it p. 120.
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broad knife upon a steel attached to his apron,

proceeded to cut the throat, as nearly as pos-

sible, from one ear to the other, sometimes
continuing the incision downwards along the

throat. This is the manner in which animals

are still slaughtered throughout Western

Asia; and, no doubt, generally among the an-

cient Hebrews ; for we suppose the striking

off of the animal's head at once, as described

in the ceremonies for the expiation of an un-

certain murder,* had a significant reference to

the particular occasion, and was not used in

slaughter for the table. Among the Egyptians
the blood was frequently received into a basin,

for the purposes of cookery. This was re-

peatedly forbidden to the Israelites by the law
of Moses ;t and the reason for the urgency of

the prohibition is found in the necessity of

preventing them from adopting a custom
which they had constantly witnessed, or ra-

tlier, probably, from continuing one which
they had practised, in Egypt. Nor is this cus-

tom less strictly denounced by the Moham-
medan religion; and all Moslems look upon
this ancient Egyptian and modern European
custom with unqualified horror and disgust.

After this the head was taken off, and the

animal skinned, commencing with the leg and
neck. The first joint removed was the right

fore-leg or shoulder, whether for the table or

the altar ; and it is remarkable that this first-

separated joint is that which, under the law of

Moses, became the due of the priest in all

peace-offerings.$ The other parts followed in

succession, according to custom or convenience.

Servants carried the joints to the kitchen on

wooden trays, and the cook, having selected

the parts suited for boiling, roasting, and other

modes of dressing, prepared them for the fire

by washing, and any other preliminary process

he thought necessary. In large kitchens the

head-cook had several persons under him, who
were required to make ready and boil the water

of the cauldron, to put the joints on spits or

skewers, to cut up or mince the meat, to pre-

pare the vegetables, and to fulfil various other

duties assigned them.

The mode of cutting up the meat was so

different from ours as sometimes to prevent

our recognising the exact part which the

sculptures intend to represent.

The same mode of slauglitering and prepar-

ing the joints extended to all the larger ani-

mals ; but geese, and other wild and tame
fowl, were served up entire, or at least only

deprived of their feet and pinion joints. Fish

* Deut. xxi. 4, 6.

+ Lev.xvii. 10, 11, 14, &c. ; Dent. xii. 16, 23 ; xv. 23.

t Lev. vii. 32.

were also brought to table whole, whether
boiled or fried, save that the tails and fins were
removed.

We cannot follow our authority into the
details of the cooking operations; but must
return to the party which we left waiting for

their dinner. Sherbets* and other light re-

freshments were handed round to the assem-
bled guests, while the meal was in prepara-
tion.

Dinner, as we have seen in the text, was
served up at noon ; but it is likely that the

Egyptians, like the ancient Romans and modern
Orientals, and, indeed like ourselves, for our late

"dinner" is such, had a full supper in the
evening. The table, as shown in the cut at

p. 130, was very similar to that still used in

Egypt and Western Asia, being a small stool

supporting a round tray on which the dishes

were placed, together with loaves of bread,

some of which were apparently not unlike

those of the present day, flat and round, as our

crumpets, and others in the form of rolls or

cakes sprinkled with seeds. Occasionally

each guest had a table to himself, as seems to

have been the case in that entertainment of

wiiich the text takes notice.

The tables, as at a Roman repast, were occa-

sionally brought in and removed with the

dishes on them ; sometimes each joint was
served up separately, and the fruit, deposited

in a plate or trencher, succeeded the meat at

the close of the dinner ; and in less fashionable

circles, particularly of the olden time, it was
brought in baskets, which stood beside or under
the table, of which two instances are offered

in an engraving. The Egyptians, like the Jews,

were particularly fond of figs and grapes. The
sycamore fig was highly esteemed. Fresh

dates during their season, and in a dried state

at other periods of the year, Avere also brought

to table, as well as a pi'eserve of the fruit still

common in Egypt and Arabia.

The guests sat on the ground, or on stools

or chairs ; and, having neither knives nor foiks,

nor any substitute for them, they ate with

their fingers like the modern Asiatics, and,

like them, invariably with tlie right hand.

Spoons Avere introduced when soups or other

liquids required their use, and perhaps even a

knife was employed on some occasions to

facilitate the carving of a large joint, which is

sometimes done in the East at the present day.

• Mr. Wilkinson says " wine," and we dissent with extreme

diffidence ; but, from the large size of the vessel which is of-

fered, and from other circumstances, we judge that the before-

dinner beverage was not wine, but so'.iie pleasant acidulated

driulv or sherbet, such as the dreams whicli Joseidi interpreted

in prison, seem to represent the king himself as taking before

dinner.
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The preceding facts will make the parti-

culars in the cuts which we have introduced*

more clear to the reader ; but it may be de-

sirable to specify that in the last and largest

engraving, the first and last of the men arc

taking up figs to eat, the third pulls off the

wing of a goose, the fourth applies an entire

joint to his mouth, the fifth and seventh are

eating fish, and the sixth drinks water from an

earthen vessel.

C) Carts, p. 131.—The Egyptians had no

chariots, except perhaps war-chariots, suited

to bear such a journey as this, and they would

have been most unsuitable for the present

puri)os('. Besides, the word for a chariot is

different from that which is here employed,

although a wheel-carriage of some kind or

other is certainly indicated. To indicate that

carriage we have taken the word " cart," as pre-

ferable, upon the whole, to that of "waggon"

—

partly as being less definite. But it docs not

appear that the Egyptians had any carts, or

any wheeled carriages save cliariots of war,

and light curricles for civil use. The Nile

and the numerous canals offered such facilities

for carriage and conveyance by water, that the

vise of carts and waggons does not appear to

have been thought of. Carts are indeed re-

presented in the paintings and sculptures of

that ancient country ; but not as being in use

aiuong the Egyptians themselves, but by a

j)eople with whom they are at war, apparently

a nomade people of Asia, and who are repre-

sented as escaping in their carts. Such are

those represented in our first wood-cut—none

of which are Egyptian, though all copied from

Egyptian remains. The hindermost of these

is rather a chariot than a cart, though its body

has a cart-like shape. Now, we infer that as the

Egyptians had no carts of their own ; those

Mhich were sent for Jacob were such as they

had either taken in war from a people by

whom they were used, or had been left behind

by the intrusive slie])herd-race. As having

been used by a pastoral people, they would

seem to the king particularly suitable for the

removal of a pastoral family. In connection

with preceding statements, and with the con-

jecture just offered, it deserves to be noticed

that the next instance of carts which occurs in

tlfc Scriptural history is found among the

Philistincs.-i- The second of our engravings

represents the only kind of Avhcel-carriage

now used in Syria, and that chiefly for agri-

cultural purposes. The third reiiresents the

carts of the Tartar nomades of (Central Asia,

• At i);ij;i's lis, 12J, ami 130.

t 1 Sam. vi. 7-

whose usages have been already mentioned by

us as offering many remarkable resemblances

to those of the patriarchs and the early pas-

toral races with which the early Bible history

makes us acquainted.

C) EciVPTiAX Physicians, p. 13G. — From
this it appears that the art of embalming was

regarded as a branch of the medical profession.

We shall not here add anything on the subject

of embalming to the information which has

been given in different parts of a former

work.* But, as the first liistorical mention of

physicians occurs in this place, and as the

Jews appear to have derived from the Egyp-
tians the very little they ever knew of medical

science and practice, the following particulars

on that subject may be usefully introduced.

They are condensed chiefly from a larger

statement by Mr. Wilkinson.-i-

We su])pose that Joseph's " servants, the

pliysicians," were rather those who were em-
ployed by him as occasion required, than en-

gaged exclusively in liis service. There is a

peculiar propriety in the use of the plural

" physicians," for no family in Egypt could

manage with the services of one only. Matters

were so arranged by the Egyptians—and He-
rodotus regarded it as a proof of their great

attention to health, and of their wisdom—that

no doctor was allowed to practise any but one

branch of the profession. Some were oculists,

who only studied diseases of the eye ; others

attended solely to complaints of the head

;

others to those of the teeth ; some again con-

fined themselves to complaints of the intes-

tines ; and others to secret and internal ma-
ladies: accoucheurs being usually, if not always

women.

The previous study for the profession con-

sisted in acquiring an acquaintance with the

rules established and the ])ractice followed

by their ancestors ; for it was believed that,

while much danger might ensue to patients

from rash experiments, few persons could be

capable of introducing any new treatment

superior to that which had been sanctioned

and ai)proved by the skill of the old practi-

tioners. Hence a doctor was adjudged to be

guilty of a capital offence if his patient died

under any other medical treatment than that

which i)recedent warranted.

The medical profession, as a body, was jiaid

by the government ; but they were not Ihei i'l>y

])reclu(led from receiving fees, excejit on a

foreign journey or on military service, when
patients were visited free of expense.

• ' The Pictorial IJiljlo."

t Ancieut Kgyptiaiis,' iii. iWO-Si)/-
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These particulars have been preserved by

Diodorus,* who further informs us that the

Egyptians held most diseases to arise from

indigestion and excess in eating, and therefore

had frequent recourse to abstinence, emetics,

slight doses of medicine, and other simple

means of relieving the system. It is also

stated by Herodotus that the inhabitants of

the corn country physicked themselves for

three successive days every month— submitting

to a regular course of medicine, in the way of

prevention. The employment of numerous

drugs in Egypt has been mentioned by sacred

and profane writers ; and the medicinal pro-

perties of many herbs which grow between

the Nile and the Red Sea is still known to the

Arabs, though their application has been but

imperfectly recorded and preserved. " O
virgin, daughter of Egypt," says Jeremiah, " in

vain shalt thou use many medicines, for thou

shalt not be cured.'"t And Homer$ describes

Egypt as " a country whose fertile soil pro-

duces an infinity of drugs, some salutary and

some pernicious ; where each physician pos-

sesses knowledge above all other men."

The members of the profession were very

numerous. Herodotus says (ii. 84) that every

place was full of them ; and Pliny, at a later

date, confirms his testimony. The last-named

writer also takes notice of their skill, and

intimates that they examined bodies after

death to ascertain the nature of the diseases of

which they had died.§ The medical skill of

the Egyptians was well known in foreign

countries, and must have been quite familiar

to the Jews ; and the physicians to whom
Asa resorted were probably of that country.

Dreams, as we have recently seen, were

regarded by the Egyptians with religious

reverence ; and they believed that the prayers

of the devout were often rewarded by the indica-

tion in them of the remedies which their case

required ; but it seems that this and magic
were only a last resource, when the skill of

the physician had been baffled, and all hope of

recovery by human means was lost; and a

similar superstitious feeling led them to

present votive offerings to the temples for

the same purpose. The Jews were, however,

disposed to reverse this order, and to look to

the physician as the last resource.

C) Joseph's Coffin, p. 137.—The body of

Joseph was, doubtless, dealt with like those of

Egyptians of rank. Under this treatment,

the body, after being embalmed, was com-

pletely swathed with strips of linen [some

* 'Bibliotheca'.i. 82.

t Odyss. iv. 229.

+ Jer. Ixvi. 11.

§ Hist. Nat. xxi. 5.

think cotton] cloth, of various length and
breadth, and was then enclosed in an envelope

of coarse, or sometimes of fine, cloth. In Mr.

Davidson's mummy the weight of the band-

ages, including the outer sheet, was 29lbs.,and

their total length 292 yards ; and in another,

Mr. Pettigrew's, the cloth weighed SSJlbs.

;

and the one examined at Leeds was in no part

covered with less than forty thicknesses of

the cloth. The mummy thus prepared, with

its envelope, presents the appearance of a large

mass of cloth, somewhat resembling the ge-

neral outline of the human figure. The
mummy was thus prepared by the embalmers,

and in this state consigned to the coffin-makers,

who, in the first instance, enclosed it in a case

of a strong, but flexible kind of board, some-

thing like papier mdche, made by gumming
Avell together several layers of hempen or

linen cloth. This was formed into the shape

of the swathed mummy, which was inserted

into it by means of a longitudinal slit, on the

under side, reaching from the feet to the head,

which was stitched up after the insertion of

the mummy. This case is, in most instances,

lined, and covered with a thin coating of

plaster, with the representation of a human
face on the upper part. This was then intro-

duced into a coffin of sycamore wood, made

sometimes out of one piece of wood, and either

plain or ornamented within and without, with

representations of sacred animals, or mytho-

logical svibjects. Besides this there is often yet

another wooden coffin, still more highly orna-

mented, and covered with paintings secured

by a strong varnish. The upper part of both

these cases is made to represent a human
figure, and the sex is clearly denoted by the

character of the head-dress, and by the presence

or absence of the beard.

The last covering of all was a sarcophagus

of stone, which, from its heavy additional ex-

pense, could only, it may be supposed, be used

for kings and wealthy people. These stone

coffins consist of two parts,—a case to contain

the body, formed of one piece of stone, open at

the top, and a lid to fit the opening. Some of

them are comparatively plain, while others—of

which there are examples in the British

Museum, and one, of alabaster, in the Museum
of Sir John Soane—are elaborately sculptured

with hieroglyphics and figures of men and

animals,* forming not the least astonishing

monuments which we possess of Egyptian

industry and art.

This brief account of Egyptian coffins we

» In the most remarkable of the sarcophagi in the Museum,

the superfice sculptured is more than 100 ieet square (Frencli),

and the number of characters exceeds 21,700.
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liavo drawn from the more extensive statement

in tlie instructive chapter on ' Mummies,' in

the ' Egyptian Antiquities," of the ITsoful

Knowledge Society ; and is chiefly intended to

give the requisite explanation of the figures in

the annexed engraving, whicli offers specimens

of all the different varieties of the Egyptian

mummy cases and sarcophagi.

It seems not unlikely that tlie remains of

Joseph were kept in a stone sarcophagus while

in Egyjit, and were taken out and removed in

one or more wooden coffins, when the Israel-

ites departed from Egypt. An Arabian writer,*

who could, however, know no more about it

than we do, entertained the same impression,

and states that the remains of Joseph were

deposited in a marble coffin, and cast into the

Nile,—the last particular being derived from

one of the wonderful stories of the Rabbins,

concerning the preservation of Joseph's body.

Their most common account is, that the coffin

of Joseph was at first deposited in the royal

* Patricides, p. 24,

. viii. !>. 379.

ipiul Ilottiiii: 0]ii-nt:il.

sepulchre ; but that, when the Hebrews de-

manded lea\e to depart, the magicians came to

the then reigning king, and told him that, if

he was minded to keep the Hebrews in his

dominions, the best course would be to conceal

the body of Joseph in some place where they

could not possibly find it, as they would cer-

tainly not leave the country without it ; and
tliat, in pursuance of this advice, it was sunk
in the bed of the Nile, and tliat a miracle was
effected, to enable Moses to recover it, and

carry it away.* Another accoiuit alleges that

the coffin was deposited in the treasury of the

kings, in consequence of a prediction by the ma-
gicians, that if the Hebrews got possession of it,

and carried it away, Egypt would be involved

in a multitude of calamities.t The truth })ro-

bably is, that the sarcophagus, containing the

body of Joseph, was kept in a sepulchre in the

land of Goshen, in charge of his family, and
that no difficulty was experienced in its re-

moval when the time of deliverance came.

» Talra. Bab. Sotah, c. i. fol. 13. 1. Tai-um .louatb. in loc.

t Ti'st. xii. Patiiarcli.'c, in Simeone.

[Muniniy (?asps anil MiiMc Sanopliai,'!.]
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THE BONDAGE.
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[Eelauts in Persia.*]

The history and chronology of the period immediately following the death of Joseph is in-

volved in great obscurity, which there is only some faint hope of seeing dispelled, through the

information which is in the course of being painfully collected from the graven monuments of

ancient Egypt.

The interval between the death of Joseph and the birth of Moses is set down by Dr. Hales

at 65 years. The history of this period is given by the sacred writer in a very few words.

He commences by enumerating, once more, the sons of Jacob, and then informs us that they

and all the men of their generation died before the affliction of the Hebrews in Egypt coni-

* In this cut the woman in tlic forei,'round is cmiiloyed in baking bread at the very usual kind of oven—a hole in the ffiouiid.

Tlie other women are weaving. Both are the principal employments of women among pastoral tribes, and were such among the

Hebrews; and we make no question that tlie oven in the one case, and the loom in the other, are of just the same sort as they

employed, it will be remembered that the hangings for the tabernacle were woven, by the women, in tlie wilderness.

VOL. I. l^
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menced. Stephen appears to intimate (Acts vii. 16) that they were all taken to be buried in

the ground at Shechem, but whetlier immediately after death, or whether their bodies were

kept, like that of Joseph, to be carried thither at a future day, we are not told. The re-

markable increase of the Israelites in Egypt is then described with a remarkable amplification

of terms :
—"Tlicy were fruitful, and increased abundantly, and mvdtiplied, and %va.\cd ex-

ceeding mightv, and the land was filled with tlicm." That God had promised this, sulficiently

acounts for it : and, acting as usual through nat\iral agencies, he had placed them in a land of

abundance, lincly watered, and under a warm climate,—in a coiuitry where the females, both

of the human species and of animtds, have ever been reputed to exceed all others in fruilful-

ness. It can also be shown that the children of Israel now married very early, while llie

duration of life still greatly exceeded that to which it has since fallen. All these circum-

stances contributed more or less to the important result, and, together, adequately account for

it, williout the need of that directly miraculous aid which the Jewish writeis claim ; but

which we know was never needlessly employed when the Divine blessing upon existing causes

sufficed for the re(piired etl'ect.

There is one matter, concerning which further information than we possess would be very

gratifying: this is respecting the precise situation which Joseph's family occupied after his

death, and how far it was affected by the high station their father had occupied, and by

their maternal derivation frona a distinguishexl family in Egypt. Born in that country and

))r()ught up in courts and palaces, under an Egyptian mother, their pastoral relatives from

Canaan must at first have been strangers and foreigners to Ephraim and Manasseh. And
from this the question arises, at what time and under what circumstances, the family of Joseph

threw aside their Egyptian character, and joined themselves to their pastoral brethren in

Goshen. We find no answer to this : but we may be sure that Joseph taught his sons to

regard the prospects which that connection opened, as more truly glorious than any which

Egypt could offer to them. The intermediate position and parentage of this family was

probably for a time made instrumental in confirming the advantages which the Hebrews

enjoyed in Egypt ; and when circumstances arose which compelled them to take a more

determined position, as Hebrews or as Egyptians—if they had not spontaneously d(jne so

before—we know, from the result, that they hesitated not to iniite themselves to the sojoin-ners

in Goshen. All the positive information concerning them which we can find is contained in

the genealogies with which the books of Chronicles open. From this source we learn that

Manasseh had no children by his wife, Init the son of a Syrian C(jncid3ine was his heir.* The
only other circumstance wjth which we are thus made actiuainled relates to the tril)e of

Ephraim, and is interesting as showing, not only that tliis tril)e entered into the Bedouin

character with great spirit, but as perhaps evincing that the Hebrews in Goshen understood

and entered into the Egyptian policy, as against the Philistines, with which the occupation of that

land had been assigned to them. A body of ICphraimites, headed by the sons ofZabad, the

sixth in descent from Ephraim, undertook a kind of frcebooting expedition into the land of the

Philistines, with the innnediate view of driving off the cattle belonging to the peo})le of (ialh
;

but they were resisted by the Philistines and repulsed Avith much slaughter, and Zabad lost all

his sons.t This was exactly such an expedition as Bedouin pai-Un-s are at this day prone to

undertake ; and, considering that it was mulertaken in the most bitter davs of the " bonday^e,"

it lays open certain infeiciices which we shall presently deduce from it: while it may prol)abIy

have been entered upon witli the view of convincing the Egyptians that no such good under-

standing existed between them and the Philistines, as appears to have been made one of

the reasons or pretences for their oppression.

Towards the latter end of the interval between Joseph and Moses we are told that "another
king arose who knew not Joseph." In such a country as Egypt, this, with the resulting eon-

secjuences, nuist imply something more than the mere succession of one king of the same

* 1 Cliioii. \ii. 1-1.

+ 1 Cluou. vii. 21,22. In Ilic lext, as it stands, the n.iim- of i;i)ln-.iim has Ixm'II siil)s(ilutt'a for tliat of Zal)a(l in (ho vi-rsc.

" Aiirl I'-pliraini thoir faUicr mourned many days, and his Ijicthien came to oomloit him." It is imi.ossiblc that Ephraim shoidd
then have been ali\e to mourn over the seventh generation ol'his descendants. Head 'Zabad,' and all becomes intelligible.
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family to another,— it must imply a change of dynasty ; and not only such a change, but that

the new dynasty was not native to that kingdom which Joseph had saved, and the condition of

which was still materially affected by the measures he had taken. This has been so strongly

felt, that there has been a general disposition to consider that the change consisted in the in-

trusion of the shepherd-race, to which " the king who knew not Joseph" belonged. But this

conclusion is no longer tenable : for a close examination of the historical evidence demonstrates

that the shepherd-race had been expelled from Egypt before the time of Joseph ; and this is

confirmed beyond dispute by the graven testimony which the old monuments of that country

now oifer. The new dynasty must, therefore, be sought in another quarter.

After an anxious survey of the thick clouds which hang over the chronology of this period,

for some rav of light which might guide through its utter darkness, we turn away as disap-

pointed as all our predecessors. Nothing, therefore, remains for us but to make such

accommodations, and so to balance the various difficulties, as to obtain the result which, without

being certain of its truth, seems the best and the most probable under all the circumstances.

It has been our earnest desire to avail ourselves of the facts, few though they be, which

the long and well-directed researches of Mr. Wilkinson have enabled him to collect from the

graven muniments of Egypt. But it has also been our purpose to use the dates which are

assigned by Hales to the principal events recorded in the Scriptures ; and how it is possible

to use both is a question of serious difficulty,—seeing that the chronology of Hales differs

considerably from that in common use, which Wilkinson has adopted,—from which it neces-

sarily happens that circumstances, which apply very well under the received chronology, lose

their Scriptural connection when the dates of Hales are applied to them. To illustrate this

by an example. According to Wilkinson the reign of Osirtasen I. commenced in 1740, b c,

and continued for at the least 43 years. Now, according to the common Bible chronology,

which Mr. Wilkinson adopts, " the arrival of Jacob"* took place in the year 1706, whence

he necessarily infers that this Osirtasen is the " Pharaoh " whom the history of Joseph makes

known so favourably to us. But, according to Hales, this date for Jacob's arrival is wrong,

and should be 1863 ; so that then the arrival of Jacob would appear to have preceded the com-

mencement of Osirtasen's reign by 123 years, whence it would result that this monarch,

instead of being the patron of Joseph, and he who gave to the house of Israel a possession in

Egypt, would turn out to be the very king " that knew not Joseph," and he Avho commenced

the oppression of the Hebrew race. Here is a very grave difficulty, which is not at all

lessened by the fact that " the names and era of the monarchs before Osirtasen I. are uncer-

tain. Very few monuments remain of a date prior to his reign; but the names of many kings

occur in the sculptures as his predecessors."f

Now the scriptural dates of Hales are too clearly established, for their relinquishment or

modification to be thought of, even for the sake of the benefit which might be derived from

the Egyptian facts collected by Wilkinson. Yet these facts are so much more in agreement

with the Hebrew history of the time than any information we previously possessed, that,

while still adhering to our preference of Hales's dates, we should sincerely regret this con-

sequence of that preference. The only course by which an accommodation could be effected,

would be by carrying back the reign of Osirtasen to the time Avhich Hales assigns to the ele-

vation of Joseph ; thus erasing the discrepancy of 123 years. To most of our readers this may

seem too bold and unwarrantable an operation : but to those who know the uncertainty in which

the profane chronology of those times is involved, and the ease with which centuries are bandied

about by the chronologers | to suit their occasions, nothing would seem easier than to make

such an alteration for the sake of accommodating circumstances.

• Mr. W. has " arrival of Juscph" in both his ' Egypt and Thehes ' and ' Ancient Ei^Ttians.' But this is a pilpahle slip of

the pen for Jacob.

t ' Egj-pt and Tliebes,' 509, note.

i Mr. Wilkinson himself furnishes an instance of this. In his ' E-ypt and Thebes," being restricted by the low date

ascribed bv the common chronology to the Deluge, he gives to Menes the date of 2201, yet wishing he could carry it higher. In

his later worli, he does carry it higher, raising the date to 2320; while Hales, whose widening of the Interval relieves him from

any fear of interfering with the Deluge, goes back so ftir, in this same date, as 2412. If Mr. W. had taken the siime <late .lUd

had raised those that follow iu proportion, his date for the reign of Osirtasen would nearly sj-nclirouise with that which Hales

gives to Joseph's elevation.

u 2
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It must not for an instant be supposed that Mr. Wilkinson's collective dates have the

authority which they would have, if taken directly from sculptured monuments. This is

very far from being the ca?c. His best materials for a chronolf)2;ical table consist of names

of kiiiii?, with the duration of their reigns, as given by the sculptures. If we had an unbroken

and complete series of these names,—if we could be certain that tliey did not sometimes, like

tlic duration under particidar circimistances of royal reigns in the Bible, run into one another,

—

and if the new branch of learning which involves the right understanding of these inscriptions

were in a more advanced state,—it might be easy to obtain some certain results by rcckiming

the intervals backward or forward from any nscrrlained point. But as none of these conditions

are answered ; and as, above all, the want of a complete series of these names and eras makes

it necessary to help out the calculation by including the estimate of average durations, as well

as by introducing an intcr]:)retation of the differently interpreted eras of Manetho, a tolerably

fair aj)])roximati()n is the most that can be expected. And when we further consider that no

fixed ])oint from which to reckon back, in the construction of a chronological talde from these

materials, occurs earlier than the contemporary reigns of Shisliak and Solomon ; and that in

the backward computation, with the check of the vulgar era for the Deluge, there is the con-

stant dis])osition to " pare the times to the quick," from the fear, avowed by Mr. Wilkinson,

of interfering with that event,—then it may appear that even such a difference as 123 years

does not offer an insurmountal)le obstacle to the adoption of Mr. Wilkinson's historical data.

In introducing his chronological table, he says himself, " the contemporary reigns of Shishak

and Solomon afford the earliest fixed epoch for the construction of a chronological table ; but

reckoning back the number of the years of each king's reign, either according to Manetho,

the dates on the monuments, or the average length of their ordinary duration, we may arrive

at a fair approximation But I offer this table with great deference, and shall willingly

yield to any opinion that may be established on more positive and authentic grounds."*

Upon the whole, we incline to think it possible that, through the constant operation of a

disposition to narrow and keep down the intervals, in reckoning them backward from Shisliak,

from the fear of ultimately getting into too close an approximation with the Deluge, Mr.

Wilkinson may very w^ell be supposed to have lost the century which is wanting to make tlie

times of Joseph and Osirtasen synchronise, and to produce a correspondence between the

Egyptian and Hebrew history of the ensuing years. The preceding explanation is designed

to excuse or jiistify this assumption, which offers the only available alternative on wliich we
can proceed without entirely foregoing the benefit of that correspondence of events which he

has indicated. Bat this is still a course to which we are rather constrained by the urgency of

circumstances, than one which, had any other alternative been open, we should willingly have

chosen.

Now then, assuming that, notwithstanding the difference of dates, Osirtasen I. really was,

as Mr. Wilkinson conceives, the Pharaoh whom the history of Joseph makes so favourably

known to us, we may proceed to state that this monarch belonged to a dynasty of Tanites

—

taking its name from Tanis, the Zoan of the Hebrew Scriptures. The information con-

cerning this and the other sovereigns whom we have to mention, is derived from the sculptured

scenes of war, or of regal, civil, or domestic life, which belong to their several reigns. With
respect to Osirtasen I., Mr. Wilkinson observes, "If the name of this monarcli was not

ennobled by military exploits ecpial to those of Remcses, the encouragement given to the arts

of peace, and the flourishing state of Egypt during his rule, evince his wisdom ; and his

pacific character satisfactorily accords with that of the Pharaoh who so generously rewarded

the talents and fidelity of a Hebrew stranger." It is important to notice that, whereas in

former times Egypt appears to have been divided into two distinct states, eacli of which liad

its own king, the whole had, in or before his time, been consolidated into one monarchy :

for the title, "lord of the upper and lower ccmntry," affixed to his name, evinces that Osirtasen

was the sole monarch of the Thebaid and Lower Egypt ; as does also the presence of his

name on a colonnade of the great temple at Karnak. There were two other kings of this

dynasty, both of the name of Amun-in-gori ; and it terminated some years before the death of

* IC-ypt and Tlicbes," 50C, 50/.
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Joseph, who may, with great probability, be supposed to have taken the opportunity of retiring

from public life ; although as the succeeding dynasty was of Memphis, and could not be

unacquainted with his services, and with the true character of the circumstances under which

the house of Israel obtained a dwelling-place in Egypt, it is not likely that the change made any

alteration in their position. Of the kings of these two dynasties, after Osirtasenl., the most

remarkable were Amun-m-gori II., in whom the Tanite dynasty terminated, and Osirtasen II.,

with whom the Memphite dynasty commenced. " Independent of the encouragement given

by them to the agricultural interests of the country, they consulted the welfare of those who
were employed in the inhospitable desert ; and the erection of a temple and a station to

command the wells, and to serve for their abode in Wady Jasoos, proved that they were

mindful of their spiritual as well as temporal protection. The breccia quarries of the Kossayr*

road were already opened, and probably also the emerald mines of Gebel Zabara."t The
Memphite dynasty lasted 7 1 years, terminating 60 years after the death of Joseph, and four

years (according to Wilkinson) before the birth of Moses. The next dynasty was of Thebes,

and, as such, may be concluded to have been comparatively ignorant of the transactions in

Lower Egypt in which Joseph took so conspicuous a part.

The scriptural narrative goes on to tell us that " there arose a new king [or dynasty]

over Egypt, who knew not Joseph." Now this new king is regarded by Mr. Wilkinson as

Amosis, the first monarch of this Theban dynasty. He says,—" Amosis or Ames was the

leader of the eighteenth dynasty ; and the period of his accession and this change in the

reigning family strongly confirms the opinion of his being the new king who knew not Joseph.

And if we consider that he was from the distant province of Thebes, it is reasonable to expect

that the Hebrews would be strangers to him, and that he was likely to look upon them with the

same distrust and contempt with which the Egyptians usually treated foreigners. They stigma-

tised them with the name of impure Gentiles ; and the ignoble occupation of shepherds was

for the Jews an additional cause of reproach.^ Indeed, it is possible that the Jews, who

had come to Egypt on the occasion of the famine, finding the great superiority of the land of

Egypt, both for obtaining the necessaries of life and for feeding their flocks, may have asked

and obtained a grant of land from the Egyptian monarch, on condition of certain services being

performed by them and their descendants.§ As long as the Memphite dynasty continued on

the throne, this grant was respected, and the only service required of them was that agreed

upon in the original compact. But on the accession of the Theban family, the grant being

rescinded, and the service still reqviired, they were reduced to a state of bondage ; and, as

despotism seldom respects the rights of those it injures, additional labour was imposed upon

this unresisting people. || And Pharaoh's pretended fear, lest in the event of war they might

make common cause with the enemy, was a sufficient pretext with his own people for

oppressing the Jews, at the same time that it had the effect of exciting their prejudices against

them. Aff'ecting, therefore, some alarm at their numbers, he suggested that so numerous a

body might avail themselves of the absence of the Egyptian troops, and endanger the safety

and tranquillity of the country,^ and that prudence dictated the necessity of obviating the pos-

sibility of such an occurrence. With this view they were treated like captives taken in war,

and were forced to undergo the gratuitous labour of erecting public granaries and other

buildings for the Egyptian monarch. Tliese were principally constructed of crude brick ; and

• ITsually spelled " Cosseir." + ' Ancient Egj-ptians,' 1. 45.

i We are not clear that Mr. W. penetrates the real reasons of the Egyptian antipathy to tent-dwelling shepherds. These have

been explained by us in p. 35. There were grounds for this antipathy common to all the Egyptians, without any referenoe to

the intrusive shepiierd dynasty ; .and although the rule of that dynasty was confined to Lower Egypt, there can be no doubt that

Upper Egypt was sufficiently inconvenienced, by their occupation of the lower country, to give intensity to even their hatred of

the shepherd name.

§ Some of them were tillers of the land as well as shepherds: for, besides their labour " in mortar and in brick," they were

employed in " all m.anner of s-erviee in the field." (Exod. i. 14.) And in Deut. x. 11 we find this expression, " Egypt .

where thou sowedst thy seed, and wateredst it."

II
The Arabs, whenever they become settled in villages on the banks of the Nile, meet with much vexation from the Turkish

authorities, and the Turks are always anxious they should fix themselves in villages, in order to get them within their power.—

Wilkinson.

H From Exod. i. 10, it is evident that he did not fear their obtaining possession of any part of Egypt ; but of tlieir committing

depredations and then escaping out of the country.

—

IFUhinsnn.
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that such materials were commonly used in Egypt wc have sufficient proof from the -walls and

other buildings of great size and solidity found in various parts of the country, many of Avhich

are of a very earlv period ; and the bricks themselves, both at Thebes and in the vicinity of

Mem])his, bear the names of the monarch who ruled Egypt during and prior to the period to

Avhich I am now alluding. Tlie crude brick remains aliout Memphis are principally pyramids

;

those at Thebes consist of walls enclosing sacred mommients and tombs, and some are made

with and others without straw. IMany have chopjied liarley and wheat straw, others bean-

halm, and stubble ;* and in the tombs we find the process of making them represented among

the scidptiircs. But it is not to be supposed that any of these bricks are the work of tlie

Israelites, who were never occupied at Thebes ; and although Josephus affirms that they were

engaged in building pyramids as well as in making canals and embankments, it is very

improbable that the crude brick pyramids of Memphis, or of the Arsinoite nome, were the

work of the Hebrew captives."

The idea of Mr. Wilkinson, that there was an original agreement for certain services to be

performed by Jacob's family and their descendants, is, as far as we know, a new one. We
do not tliink that this, under all the circumstances, as recorded in the book of Genesis, is very

likelv ; unless to this extent, that there was animdcrstood condition,—that the Hebrews were to

guard tliat i)art of the open frontier committed to them, against the intrusion of other shepherd

races, and especially against the Philistines. In fact, although the Hebrews themselves knew,

from prophecy, that they were to make a considerable stay in Egypt, and grow there into a

nation, it is not clear that the Egyptians themselves had at first any such expectation or in-

tention, and without it they were most unlikely to stipulate for any services to be performed.

The family of Jacob came to be nourished during the years of famine ; and a district was

assigned them, in which they might stay with their flocks and herds. Their longer stay was

probably not expected. But when the years of plenty came, the influence of Joseph, joined,

probably, to the experience of the usefulness of their presence on that frontier, would prevent

the attempt, or perhaps even the wish, to recpiire their removal : and it was only Avhen,—under

a new dynasty, which cared little for the services which Joseph had rendered to the state,

—

the length of their stay seemed to intimate that they were likely to become a fixed part of the

population, and when the rapid increase in their numbers brought their position strongly

before the government,—that any strong measures were taken with them, or any attempt

made to exact services from them. The Egvptian government was right in directing its at-

tention to a subject of this im])ortance, with the view of taking such measures as the

security of the covmtry might seem to require. But the measures which it did take—how-

ever right in abstract policy— were wrong and bad, becaiise they were unjust. The Egyptians

had no right to require from the Hebrews any services but such as agreed with their condition

as a free pastoral people ; and the customs of the East indicate that the only just and pro])cr

condition they could have imposed was that of militarv service, whenever such service might

be required. The conditicm of tlie Hebrews in Egypt bore much analogy to that of the Eelauts,

or wandering clans, of Persia ;t and wc have some plain indications that their character was not

very dissimilar—being, in fact, that which belongs to all tribes similarly circumstanced. Persia

alone now offers " the anomaly of a large portion of the people witli nomadic habits, existing

separately from the rest, yet residing in the lieart of the communitv, of which they form a

constituent ])art, and svjyplyivij tin' princijxil mi/itari/ force of (lie roinift-i/ These various

tribes are bold and free as their brethren of the mighty steppes, from whom numy of them-

selves have sprung, warlike, rude, cpiarrelsome, eager for plunder, despising the pacific

drudges that occupy the cultivated tracts and cities in the ncigh))ourhood of tlieir wild haunts

—wandering, almost at will, over pathless deserts, like the wild ass in his plains,—idle and

profligate, yet hospitalde and generous. "^ There is good reason to conclude that the bad,

not less than the good, points of this most true portraiture belonged to the Hebrews of this

lieriod. We grievously mistake if we regard them as a race of innocent and simple shepherds,

• Exod. V. 12. Some bricks wprc made by the oppressed Hebrews " with stubble instead of straw."

+ See the cut at tlie head of this chavtcr. t J. 15. Frazcr's ' Tcrsia,* 360.
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piping and singing beside the streams, or under the shadow of some tree or rock. Not this

but the very reverse, is the character of the Oriental shepherd. And, as Oriental shepherds
it is certain that the character of the Hebrews must have offered much which could not but
be, and actually was, highly distasteful to the Egyptians : and it is not by any means unlikely

that some acts of theirs—very natural to them, but very disagreeable to the Eo-yptians may
have brought the anomalous position of the Hebrew people very strongly under the notice of

a government not disposed to regard their proceedings with that indulgence which they had
previously received.

Upon the whole, the matter seems to have been one which really required the best attention

of the government. But this is all : for, unless on the ground of necessity, " the tyrant's plea,"

the measures which were taken admit of no palliation or excuse. They might have been
required to vacate the territory which they occupied, and retire into the desert ; or the oblio^a-

tion of military service might have been justly exacted from them, not only in the defence of
the frontier on which they were placed, but in any war which the Egyptians undertook. To both

these courses it appears that they saw objections; and their objections to the last of them may
be conjectured from the fact, that the Eelaut tribes of Persia, without relinquishing their own
habits of life, have been able to take the government of the country—for the kings of Persia

have, for more than a century past, been chiefs of some of those tribes ; and the hereditary

aristocracy of the country is formed by the general body of those chiefs. Yet the Eelauts of
Persia compose scarcely a fourth of its population. This, therefore, while it shows the objections

which the Egyptians might have to employ the pastoral Hebrews in their military operations,

may convey an intimation that the apprehensions of the Egyptians, however unfounded, were
not so entirely chimerical, or so merely pretended, as some writers imagine.

The course which the Egyptians determined to adopt was to remove the anomalous con-

dition, by compelling them to relinquish their mode of life as tent-dwelling shepherds, and to

fix them down as cultivators of the soil, in that land which had originally been granted to them
for pasturage. It appears to have been also calculated that the severity of the assimilatin,"-

operations upon a free and proud people, unaccustomed to labour, and hating the " pacific

drudgery " to which they must be reduced, would have much effect in breaking their spirit

and in keeping their numbers down. It was in the first place required that they should make
bricks, and with them build towns and villages. The principal towns, Pithom and Rameses,
were to be strong places, probably intended to be held by Egyptians to enforce the new opera-

tions, as well as to furnish secure places to which they might bring, and in which they might
treasure up, the proportion of corn and other produce which was to be paid to the king. For
this, certain ofiicers were made responsible ; and hence it was made imperative on them to

enforce the measures by which only the required amounts could be realized. The situation of

these " treasure cities for Pharaoh " is not well known ; but all accounts agree in giving them

a place in the land which the Hebrews occupied. Before, also, the land cuuld be well brouglit

into cultivation, it was necessary to cut canals, to construct dams, and to execute most of the

other works which have been already enumerated. Undertakings so hateful as these to a

Bedouin people, we know can only be executed by sheer compulsion and under immediate

superintendence and control. The Egyptians evidently knew this to be necessary, especially

when not only the work but its object was detestable. The execution of the royal orders was

therefore confided to men, " task-masters," who were charged with responsibilities which

made them exact very strictly the services required. Thus " the Egyptians made the cliildren

of Israel serve with rigour : and they made their lives bitter with hard bondage in mortar,

and in brick, and in all manner of service in the field ; all the service wherein they made

them serve was with rigour."

It is not to be supposed that such a people as the Hebrews, and so numerous as they had

now become, submitted very patiently to such measures as these, or that the coercion wliich

was necessary to their execution was unattended with expense and difficulty. Finding this,

and observing that the more the Israelites were oppressed the more they nudtiplied and spread,

the king determined to take effectual measures to prevent their increase, and ultimately to
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ensure their extinction. To this end orders were given to the midwives to destroy all the

male children at the birth, preserving the females—probably with a view to their being

ultimately employed in the domestic service, or taken into the harems, of the Egyptians, who
on more than one occasion appear to have much admired the comparatively fresh complexion
of the Hebrew women. But the midwives paid no attention to the command ; and when they

were charged with tliis neglect, they excused themselves by alleging that the superior vigour of

the Hebrew women left no occasion for their assistance, and w-ithhcld the opportunity of obedience

from them.* On this the enraged king hesitated no longer at a more open exhibition of his

murderous design, and commanded his people to see that every male Hebrew child which
might thereafter be born was thrown into the river. What horror then hung over the house
of Israel, to which the alistract love of oftspring Avas an absorbing passion, and all whose
future hopes depended upon and were connected with the possession of a immerous issue!

Yet now, at this very time, when men in their weak counsels proposed utterly to root up the

vine of Israel, which had already spread out its branches so widely and borne such abundant
fruit,—now, it pleased God to call into existence the future Deliverer, and to make the very

evils to which his infancy Avas exposed the means of his preparation for that liigli office which
was in a distant day to devolve upon him.

There was one Amram, a son of Kohath and grandson of Levi, who had been blessed with
a daughter, Misraim, and a son, Aaron, before this time of deep affliction came. Another s(m

was born soon after the promulgation of the king's murderous edict. Under that edict those

parents who would avoid the greater horror of seeing their new-born babes torn from them,
and destroyed by the rude hands of the Egyptians, chose rather themselves to commit them to

the broad stream tenderly and with tears. But the infant born to Amram proved so very
fine a child, that his mother was struck with a more than ordinary reluctance to allow this

office to be discharged. It was postponed from day to day for three months, during which
his existence was kept carefully concealed. But at the end of that time, finding that it was
not possible to hide him longer, and aware that a discovery would bring ruin upon others who
were as dear to her, she determined to resign him to the providence of God. She took one of

the common baskets made from the papyrus, and strengthened it, and rendered it impervious
to the water by coating it on the outside w^th bitumen and inside with the slime of the Nile.

When the babe had been laid in this frail bark, it was placed among the flags which grew
upon the river's brink, and the young Miriam, then about nine or ten years old, was left t.)

watch at a distance, to see what might befall her infant brother.

Now, in the good providence of God, it happened that at this time the king's daughter
came down with her maidens to bathe in the river. As they walked along its bank the

princess perceived the ark, and sent one of her damsels to bring it to her. When she saw
the child, its beauty and its tears touched her heart ; and, although she knew that it must be
one of the Hebrew children whom her father had doomed to destruction, she determined to

preserve it. The little girl, who had now drawn nigh, pcrceiviiig that she was moved to com-
l)assion, ventured to ask, " Shall I go and call to thee a nurse of the Hebrew women, that siie

may nurse the child for thee ?" And no sooner did she hear the blessed answer, " Go," than
she ran to make her anxious mother the hajipiest of women, by calling her to be the nurse of
her own lost child. " Take this cliild," said tlie king's daughter to her, " and nurse it for

me, and I will give thee tliy wages." And only a mother can understand, in all their depth,

the feelings of relief and thankfulness with which Jochebcd yielded obedience to this

command.

When the child needed a nurse no longer—probably when he was about three years of age
—he was taken home to the house of the i)rincess by whom he had been saved. The Jewish
traditions give to her the name of Thernnitliis, and undertake to tell us that she had long

* This was perhaps partly true. At this day the Jewish mothers in Egypt go to tlie syuafe'onuo ou the eiylilh tlay, when the
child is circumcised, to claim the privilege of taking tlie child in her arms and laying'him down on the alt;ir or table of the
operator. " In conversing with them," says Dr. Richardson, " on the danger an<l impropriety of requiring such a service of the
mother, they jussured me, that it never was attended with any incouvenieuce, and that it was a practice which mothers would on
no account gi\e up."—Travels i. b9.
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been married without being blessed with any child.* Therefore, " the good lady did not

breed him up as some child of alms, or as some wretched outcast, for whom it might be

favour enough to live ; but as her own son,—in all the delicacies, in all the learning of Egypt.

Whatever the court or school could put into him he wanted not."t She gave him the name

of Moses, from some Egyptian words signifying " taken from the water;" and possibly not

without reference to the name Amosis which her father bore.

As the young Hebrew, thus in very infancy honoured and distinguished, does not again

come under our notice until forty years of age, we may pass the interval in inquiring into the

intermediate state of the Hebrew people.

The murderous edict against the infants of Israel does not seem to have continued long in

force ; but we are unacquainted with the considerations which led to its repeal. It may be

that the people of Lower Egypt generally, were not prepared to go to this extent with the court

in its measures against the Hebrews, and that the murmurs of their outraged feelings were

heard and respected : or it may be that "Thermvithis " had interest enough with her father to

induce him to recall his barbarous edict. But as the birth of Moses appears to have taken

place in the latter end of his reign, it seems as well to suppose that the accession of a new

king was attended with a change of policy towards the Hebrews, which involved the preserva-

tion of their children's lives, and which to this extent may have been influenced by the sister

of the new monarch. We conceive, however, that in resolving to spare their lives, it was

determined to make those lives a valuable property to the state. Amunoph I., the new sove-

reign, bears the character of " a great encourager of the arts of peace ;"t which implies that

he much engaged himself in the internal improvement of the country. For the works and

undertakings, in which such improvements consist, hands were necessan' ; and as Egypt does

not appear, for a hundred years previously, to have been engaged in any important wars

which might have supplied the captive hands usually employed in such undertakings, the

destruction of the Hebrew children could not but have seemed to the king a prodigal waste of

a power which he much wanted and could well turn to profitable account. From a careful

comparison of small circumstances, which it would be tedious to state in detail, it therefore

appears to us that at the time, or soon after, the order to destroy the Hebrew children was

withdrawn, the attempt to assimilate them, or to fix them down in Goshen as cultivators

attached to the soil, was also relaxed, though probably not quite abandoned ; but that, instead

of this, certain proportions of the people were, in periodical rotation, drafted off for the public

service, and dispersed in bodies throughout Lower and Middle Egypt, if not to more distant

parts of the kingdom, to labour under the inspection of Egyptian officers. It is useless to

inquire very minutely into the particular description of their services, or of the places where

they wrought,—to ask whether they erected this fabric, or laboured in that quarry or this mine ?

—it is enough to know that they were employed "in all manner of service" for which human

thews and sinews were required. To render their services more valuable, many of them

were, according to Josephus, compelled to learn handicraft employments, that they might

exercise them for the benefit of their oppressors. And a confirmation of this, and, indeed,

of the view we are generally taking, may be found among the genealogical lists of names

with which the Chronicles open : for there we are told of one set of families, of the tribe of

Judah, who were engaged in the manufacture of cotton, and of another set, of the same

tribe, who were " potters, employed by the king in his own work."§ From the same source

we learn that one family of this tribe went and settled in the land of Moab, but in the

end returned again to Egypt,|l—an extraordinary circumstance, only to be accounted for by the

recollection of the intense desire with which even the Israelites in the wilderness longed for

the plenty and comforts of that rich" land, and were with difficulty hindered from returning

* This seems probable enough in itself, a.id more Ul.ely tliau that as an unmarried woman she should propose to adopt this

child as her son. Such acts of adoption are, in the East, almost confined to those who are married and have no children li^.t,

if married, we do not hear of her husband, is not in the least a difficulty ; for the husband of a princess is, howev er h.(jh his

rank, a mere cipher in the East, and she is absolute mistress of him and all that belongs to him.
_

+ Hall, • Contemplations,' b. i, cont. 2. t Wilkinson's • Ancient E^ptians, .. 50.

§ I Chron. iv. 21,23. 1 Chron. iv. 22.
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thither. It is more than probable that many of the Hebrews were also employed in cultivating

the crown lands ; for it is certain they were employed in agriculture, and the Law assumes

them to be well acquainted with agricultural operations. And now, while we justly reprobate

the unprincipled system under which a free people were thus, by severe compulsion, reduced

to servile labour, we must not be unmindful that it was a part of the Divine plan concerning

them, that they should be broken from their nomade habits and established in a settled com-

munity. A lariie proportion of the laws in the Mosaical code are expressly adapted to this

end. And the case being such, it is obvious that their harsh Egyptian training in agricultur<i

and the arts of settled life, must have tended very greatly to facilitate that transition,—a transi-

tion so rare and so exceedingly difficult, that perhaps nothing less than the strong compulsion

now imposed, could have brought them into an adequate state of preparation for it. Thus was

every step in the history of this remarkable people—even their afflictions and bondage—made

instrumental in working out their special destinies.

As we have already intimated, by the use of the words " periodical rotation," we do not

suppose that the same men of the Hebrews were kept constantly employed in the public

service. All probability and analogy woidd rather lead us to conclude that the whole of the

Hebrew population, excepting the women, the chief persons in each tribe, the old people, and

those who were too young for labour—which exceptions probably will in most cases amoimt to

about three-fourths of the whole of any population,—were divided into gangs, which served in

rotation ; the individuals of each gang being allowed to return to their families in Goshen when

their period of service had expired, and to attend to their own affairs until their turn came

round to take the place of another relieved gang. It will be seen how well this explanation

agrees with and illustrates the position which they seemed to occupy in Egypt when the time

of their deliverance approached.

Amunoph I. was, according to both Manetlio and the sculptures, succeeded by his sister,

Amense ; but as her husband seems, in her right, to have wielded the regal powers, under the

name of Thothmes I., she is passed over by some of the old copyists of Manetho, and in the

sculptures her reign is included in his. Now, as the patroness of Moses was the daughter of

Amosis and sister to his successor Amunoph, we shall scarcely be thought too bold in hazarding

the conjecture that slie was the very princess who, with her husband, succeeded Amunoph.
We have already stated the tradition and the probability that she was married but had no

son ; and, as a confirming circumstance of identity, it may be mentioned that this Amense and

Thothmes I. were themselves succeeded in like manner as they had succeeded Amunoj)h,

—

that is, a queen occurs, named Amvm-neit-gori, whose reign is included in that of a king,

Thothmes II., who appears to have been her husband, suggesting that Amense and

Thothmes I. left no son, but were succeeded by a daughter jointly with her husband.

Further, the fortieth year of Moses, when he comes again imder our notice, coincides

exactly with the accession of Amense and Thothmes I. ; and this coincidence is not only

corroboratory of our conjecture, but helps to throw light upon the circumstances which wc
have now to consider.

Moses was brought up as the adopted son of Pharaoh's daughter, and as such was instructed

in all that " wisdom" of the Egyptians which was the admiration and a proverb of all sur-

rounding nations. The value of the education which he received need not be lightly estimated.

For let it be recollected that then, and long after, Egypt infinitely surpassed all other nations in

moral and physical science, in knowledge and in art; and let it be borne in mind that—" If

a philosopher sought knowledge, Egypt was the school,—if a prince required a physician, it

W'as to Egypt he applied,—if any material point perplexed the decision of kings or councils,

to Egypt it Avas referred."* It may, therefore, be reasonably inferred that the information

which Moses acquired, and the powers of mind which were in him awakened and cvdtivated

by the education he received, went to prepare him, in no unimportant degree, for the high duties

which ultimately devolved upon him ; and to this education may safely be attributed much of

that superiority of personal and mental character over the men with whom he had to deal,

* ' I'-itypt .111(1 Thebi's,' xii.
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which Moses never fails to exhibit. It may safely be said that no man among the Hebrews
was, or could be, so well fitted as he was for the arduous task of forming into a nation a body

so disorganized and so depressed in mind and character by long servitude.

As Moses grew up he was well acquainted with the remarkable history of his own birth

and preservation, and with the history of his people. He could not be ignorant of the future

prospects of the race to which he belonged ; and he must have known that their bondage in

Egypt was limited to a certain number of years, the term of which might seem to be at no

great distance. The objects and views of the Egyptians in their oppression of the Israelites

could not but be intimately known to him ; and Stephen, speaking on the authority of old

traditions,* seems to intimate that the high hope of becoming their deliverer was not a

stranger to his heart. Indeed, what we see so clearly, could not be entirely hidden from

himself,—that, if they were to be delivered, there was no man who, from his peculiar position

and attainments, seemed so obviously designed and prepared by Providence to act in their

behalf. He was forty years of age, when circumstances compelled him to take his course as a

Hebrew or as an Egyptian. If, as we have suggested, his Egyptian benefactress had just then

with her husband ascended the throne, it may easily be supposed that this event could not

but have some effect on his position. They possibly felt that they could no longer, in their

public station, and with a view to the condition of the Israelites in that country, continue to

him their conspicuous favour and support as a Hebrexc ; and may, therefore, have required

that he should submit to a formal act of naturalization and adoption to constitute him legally

an Egyptian. To this there were, in his place, the highest temptations of honour and grandeur

which could well be offered. But Moses heeded them not. He took his part with the

despised and afflicted bondsmen. He " refused to be called the son of Pharaoh's daughter,

choosing rather to suffer affliction with the people of God, than to enjoy the pleasures of sin

for a season."t

[Moses and the Egyptian.]

* Actsvii. 23—25. t Hebrews xi. 24, 25.
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After this refusal, the court was no longer a place for him. And it then entered his mind
to go among the Ilehrews ;* seemingly, that he might make himself personally acquainted with

their condition, and ohscrve whether there was spirit enough left in them to hail the hope of

deliverance, and make an effort to realize it. Grievous were the sights he saw. The degrad-

ation of the hlessed seed of Abraham, his brethren, filled his patriotic heart with grief;

while the oppressive conduct of i)altry officials, who were set over their burdens, roused him to

indignation. These feelings moved him, in one instance, to a deed which determined his

future course. Going forth one day, he saw a Hebrew atrociously maltreated by an Egyptian

officer, and, kindling at the sight, he interposed, and delivered the Israelite, by slaying his

oppressor. Knowing the consequences of a discovery, he hid the body in the sand ; and since

no Egyptian had witnessed the deed, he concluded that the secret w^as safe, and that no danger

need be apprehended. Hebrews had seen it, but they could not betray him ;—nav, rather,

it seemed likely that so decisive and I^dUI an act, which put him entirely in their power, and

evinced his hatred of their oppression, woidd suffice to manifest to them that, although hitherto

brought up with, and living among the great ones of Egypt, he was now ready to take his

stand, decisively, with them, and for them. It was, if they so pleased to regard it, the first and

kindling act of a revolt against their tyrants, and which, when they understood that he had

laid aside his greatness in Egypt for their sakes, was likely, had they but spirit, to draw their

attention to him as the man by whose hand God might deliver Israel.t But they had no spirit

:

they understood him not. Op])ression had already done its work ; and of nothing were they so

much afraid as of any circumstance which might involve the displeasure of their masters: and
so that tliey " did eat meat to the full," blows were easy to bear, during their times of service,

and labour light. There was also a want among them of that sympathy of the part for the

whole, which is another natural consequence of an enslaved condition. The individuals who
were, from time to time, maltreated, groaned, indeed : their bodies groaned, but not tlieir

souls. And the others who beheld it, were only glad it was not their case ; and when, in turn,

it became their case, endured it, looking forward to their time of holiday in Goshen. Moses
himself was, perhaps, the only man of their race who felt an enlarged sympathy for the

general body of the Hebrew people. This representation of their case and character is fairly

deduced from the various facts, occurring at different times, which l)ear upon it ; and the

statement of it now will enable their occasional acts and sentiments, both in Egypt and after-

wards in the desert, to be better understood.

Moses had soon occasion to see something of this. The day after that in which he had
slain the Egyptian, he walked forth again, and observing two of the Hebrews striving together,

he kindly and gently interp(jsed to reccmcile them, saying, " Sirs, ye are brethren : why do ye
wrong one to another?" On which the one who was the most in the wrong thrust him away,
sharply answering, " Who made thee a ruler and a judge over us 1 Wilt thou kill me, as thou
didst kill the Egyptian yesterday ?" This was enough to satisfy Moses of their general state of
feeling, while it assured him that the manifestation uf his own disjjosition to act for them against

the Egyptians, and between them to iiroduce union among themselves, was received with dislike

and api)rehension, ratlier than with gratitude and confidence. It is, moreover, likely that this

disclosure had taken place in the presence of some Egyptians; and, on all accounts, it was full

time for him to look to his own safety. Moses was now, probably, under the displeasure of the

court ; and if he were still in some favour, he knew that the sovereign could not, with any show
of decency, interfere to save a Hebrew from the consequences of slaying an Egyptian—and that,

too, unikM- circumstances which offered to the IIe])rews an example of insubordination, and was
Cidculated to rouse them to revolt. To understand tlie full extent of his danger, it slioukl be

recollected that tlie Egyptian laws against those who deprived a man of life were inexorably

severe. To slay even a foreign slave was a crin)c i)unislied with death.]: How much rather, then,

when a freeman was slaughtered; and how nuich more, still, when an Egyptian was slain bvone

.\i:ts vii. 23.
t Acts vii.

X (^ompiiif tliiswitli llie absolute power of till' aiicifiil (JiToks ;iii(l Koiiiiiis, :uia tlio nunluni Orientals over the lives of tlieir
slaves. Ileiice I'olipliar .hired not touch the life of .loseph, under circumstances of ai,'i;ravaleil olVeuee. as seemed, which would
have led any but an Egyptian master to have slain him on the spot.
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of a foreign race. So far, Indeed, were their ideas in this matter carried, that, to he an accidental

witness of an attempt to murder, without endeavouring to prevent it, was a capital offence,

which could only be palliated by bringing proofs of inability to act.* Aw'are, therefore, of

the effects of such a disclosure as that which had been made, flight was the only alternative

now open to him who had refused to be called the son of Pharaoh's daughter. He fled. It

was well that he fled so soon : for the death of the Egyptian by his hand having transpired, it

soon reached the ears of the king, and was probably related to him with every circumstance

of aggravation by the jealous courtiers, who may be supposed to have been glad of this

opportunity of completing his ruin. The effect was that the king resolved not to screen him

from pvmishment, but gave orders for his apprehension.

But Moses was already beyond the reach of pursuit. He journeyed eastward upwards of

two hundred and fifty miles, and only began to deem himself safe when the deserts of

Arabia Petreea and both the arms of the Red Sea were between him and the Nile. In the

country of Midian, on the remote border of the eastern gulf, the travel-worn and thirsty

fugitive sat down, one day, beside a well of water, for refreshment and for rest. Here he

met with an adventure very similar to that of Jacob in Padan-Aram. Water was scarce in

that region, and the well by which Moses sat seems to have been the common property of

the people in that neighbourhood. While he was there, the daughters of Jethro, the sheikh

of a Midianite clan, came to give water to their father's flocks. They were busy in drawing

water and discharging it into the troughs for the cattle to drink, when the shepherds of other

flocks came also to the well, and rudely thrust away the women to serve their own cattle first.

Moses, as might be expected from him, flew to their relief, and not only drove back the

churlish shepherds, but watered the flocks of the damsels for them. This led to his introduc-

tion to the hospitalities of the family to which they belonged ; and, in the end, he consented

to remain with them, and undertake the charge of the flocks, which he could lead far off, to

greener pastures and more abundant waters than could be supplied by the immediate neigh-

bourhood to which the female shepherds were confined. Moses could not be long among
them without manifesting the superiority of his character and knowledge ; and so much were

the family to which he was now attached pleased with him, that Zipporab, one of the daughters,

was given to him in marriage ; and by her he had, in the course of time, two sons, the eldest

of whom he called Gershom,t and the younger Eliezer.J

Here he remained forty years, forgotten, probably, by both Hebrews and Egyptians, or

remembered only as a tradition ; and himself but little heedful now of what he had been, or

of the high designs which had passed through his mind ; and brought up, as he had been,

amidst the throng of cities and the pomp of courts, we may easily believe that the solitary

deserts and unfrequented vales, to which he now was wont to lead his flocks, had charms for

him, by contrast, which he would not willingly have relinquished to return to the scenes and

circumstances of his earlier life. That splendid dream offered many points for that meditation

for which he had ample leisure : and the various knowledge which his education had supplied

gave him ample materials for thought. With the history of his fathers, the patriarchs, whose
manner of life was like his own, he was well acquainted ; and when his mind turned to the

condition of their offspring in Egypt, he could not but feel that the day of their deliverance

approached, and looked forth to see from what quarter it might come. But, personally, he
had nothing to do with it. They had rejected and betrayed him ; and he knew them to be
incapable of any exertion to free themselves. Doubtless, God wovdd free them ; but after

what manner and with what instruments God might work, he knew not. Besides, forty years

had made some change in his character, as it does make in the character of all men.
" During his long exile, Moses was trained in the school of adversity for that arduous mission

which he had prematurely anticipated ; and, instead of that flaming zeal which at first

actuated him, he at length became ' very meek abuve all the men that were upon the face

* Diodorus Siculus, i. 6.

+ Gershom means, " a stranger here; because," said Moses, " I am a stranger in a foreign land."

X Tins name means, God my help; " because," lie said, " the God of my father liath helped me, and delivered me from the

sword of Pharaoh."
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of the earth.' (Num. xii. 3.) And no man, indeed, had greater trials or more occasion for

meekness, and liis hiwiilifij was equal thereto. His backwardness afterwards to undertake

that mission to which he was destined from the womb, was no less remarkable than his

forwardness before."*

"We will now note what happened during these forty years in Egypt.

The prince, Thothmes I., at the beginning of whose reign Moses fled from Eg}-}:)!, reigned

twenty-seven years. " Some buildings of his time still exist ; but the second of that name has

left little to mark the history of his reign. Between these two monarchs appears to have

intervened a queen (Avhom Mr. Wilkinson calls), Amun-neit-gori, and who has hitherto given

rise to more doubts and questions than any other sovereign of this dynasty. But whether she

Avas only regent during the reign of Thothmes II. and III., or succeeded to the throne in

right of Thothmes I.,t in whose honour she erected several monuments, is still uncertain, and

some have doubted her being a queen. The name has been generally erased, and those of the

second and third Thothmes are placed over it ; but sufficient remains to prove that the small

temple of Medeenet Haboo, the elegant edifice under the Qoorneh rocks, and the great

obelisks of Karnak, with many other handsome monuments, were erected by her orders,

and the attention paid to the military caste is testified by the subjects of the sculptures. ";}:

Leaving this princess, and the question how and in what character she operated in the reigns

of Thothmes II. and III., we may proceed to state that the reign of the first of these princes

lasted ten years, and that, consequently, the fortieth year from the flight of Moses fell in the

reign of his successor, Thothmes III., Avho is, therefore, to be regarded as the Pharaoh so

celebrated in the history of Israel's deliverance. That deliverance is placed by Mr. Wilkinson

in the fourth year of his reign. Until towards the end of these forty years, the condition of

the Hebrews seems to have remained mvich as it had been before Moses left. That it had not

grown worse, and was such as we have represented it, appears to be shown from the fact that

the Ephraimites were in a condition to undertake that expedition against the Philistines which

proved so disastrous for them, and to which we have already alluded.§ But Thothmes III.

appears from the sculptures to have been an enterprising prince both in the arts of war and

peace. He was a great improver and builder ;—a character which could not but operate

unfavourably for the Hebrews by creating a great demand for labour. It may seem, indeed,

to have been a sort of rule that the best kings for the Egyptians were the worst for the

Hebrews. Heavier exactions upon their services appear to have been made : the tasks

required from them were more onerous ; and the alternating periods of rest allowed to the

several gangs of workmen were probal)ly abridged, if they did not entirely cease. Never was

their bondage so bitter—their afiliction so heavy as now. Their lot became too hard even

for their tried patience to bear any longer. But none of their cliiefs seemed disposed to ri^k

the consequences of moving for the deliverance of Israel ; and in themselves they found no

help. What then could they do ? They bethought them of crying to God,—to the God whose

promises to their fathers oftered a large inheritance of hope. They did cry : and God heard

them.

At this time ]\Ioses had led his flocks round the eastern arm of the Red Sea into the

peninsula of Sinai, and penetrated to the green and w^all-watered valleys which are involved

among the mountains of its central region. He was near the mountain of Horeb, when he

beheld befi)re him a thorn-bush on fire, a circumstance not in itself unusual in that region
;

but the wonder was that the bush continued to burn without being consumed, and without any

subsidence of the flame. Moses advanced to view this strange sight more closely ; but, as he

drew- nigh, he heard a voice, from the midst of the burning bush, calling him by his name.

Astonished, he answered, "Here am I." Then the voice cried, "Approach not hither. Pull

* II lies, ii. 1H4.

t We have our<elvos .ilre:iily liiizirdi-d il as tho most probable conjecture, that she was tlic ilauiilitor of Tliuthmes I. and
Amense, and that, as in Ihc previous case, her husband ascended the tlironc with lier under tlie name ot Thothmes II. ; the
succcedin;,' monarch, Thothmes III., wouhl tliei' appear to have been their son,—which tact would account for the appearance of
her name in his reign also. We can see no explanation which seems so fully to ni;ree w ilh circumstances as this.

t ' Ancient Egyptians,' i. 52. § Pago 146.
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[Chapel of the Burning Bush.*]

thy sandals from thy feet: for the place whereon thou standest is holy ground." The haring

of the feet, thus required, was a mark of respect, cjmmon to all Oriental nations. The voice

then said, " I am the God of thy fathers, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the

God of Jacob." Then Moses hid his face in his robe ; for he was afraid to look at God : and

thus, barefooted and with veiled face, he stood to receive the Divine commands. The voice

now said, " I have surely beheld the affliction of my people who are in Egypt, and have heard

their cry on account of their task-masters ; and am come down to deliver them from the hand

of the Egyptians ; and to bring them up out of that land unto a good land—a land flowing with

milk and honey. Lo, as now the cry of the sons of Israel hath come unto me, and I have also

seen the oppressions with which the Egyptians oppress them : come, now, therefore, and I

will send thee to Pharaoh, that thou mayest bring my people, the sons of Israel, from the

land of Egypt."

Moses heard this announcement, as regarded himself, with surprised and unwilling ears. " Who
am /," said he, " that / should go to Pharaoh, and that / should bring the sons of Israel from

* Pococke speaks of a bush planted in the garden by the monks, which they affirm to be the real one in which God appeared.
" There is uo sign of this at present," says Mr. Arundale, who has furnished the drawing for the present engraving. This is true

;

and Pococke must have misunderstood the monks, who certainly never pointed out any such bush to the older travellers any more
than they do now. They have always described this chapel as covering-the site of the burning bush. It seems to be now in the

same state as when seen by Morison ; and from his accouut it appears to have been built by the Empress Helena over the spot

which tradition indicated as that on which the burning bush had stood, and, consequently, preceded the erection of the convent

itself and the great church by Justinian. It adjoins tTie church, and is counted the most holy spot iu Sinai. The walls are

covered with mosaics and old Greek paintings, and from the ceiling are suspended thirty silver lamps (presented to the chapel

by different persons at differeut times), which are all alight during the celebration of Divine service, which, in this chapel, is

every Sunday and on the feast days of the Virgin. The precise spot which the bush is supposed to have occupied is marked by

an oblong slab of white marble, over which is an altar sustained by four small columns, also of white marble. From under the

table of this altar are suspended three small lamps of silver which are kept always burning.

That this marks the site of the burning bush is doubtful enough ; but a degree of curiosity and interest still attaches to the

structures and memorials by which, amidst these solitudes, men have sought to commemorate the remarkable events which

occurred in thorn.
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the land of Egypt ?" lie bowed to the sufficiency of tlie answer—" / will be with thee ;" Imt

still was most reluctant to undertake an enterprise, the difliculties of which were well known to

him. Great as the difliculty was of dealing with the Egyptians in such a case, that, to a man of

his knowledfi-e, appeared so much less arduous than the task of securing the confidence and

support of the Israelites themselves—slaves in heart, as he knew them to be—and of making

them true to their own cause, that the other was quite lost and forgotten in it. Even after he

had been told how he was to proceed ;—that he was, on his arrival in Egypt, to asscmlde the

elders of Israel, and announce his mission to them, with the assurance that they woidd l)elieve

him,—his mind still dwelt on this most serious point. " Behold," he said, " they may not be-

lieve me, or hearken unto my voice ; for they may say, Jehovah hath yiot appeared unto thee."

Then, to give him the confidence he so nuich wanted, as well as to enable him to vouch to

the Israelites his divine commission, the Lord empowered him to work three sigTial wonders,

—

the first, of turning his rod into a serpent, and of restoring it again; the second, of making his

hand leprous as snow, when he first drew it forth from his bosom, and of restoring it again,

when he next drew it out ; and the third, of turning water taken from the river Nile into

blood.

He was also instructed how he was to act with the Egyptians ; but, as his proceedings were

in strict conformity with those instructions, they will presently come before us in another

shape. But Moses was now eighty years of age ;—and, although this was probably not more

than equivalent to the age of sixty years in our own days, the fire of his youth had subsided ;

and, accustomed as he had been for forty years to a quiet and solitary life, he felt sincerely

reluctant to embark anew in scenes of trouble and difficulty, by undertaking the high but

arduous emprise now imposed upon him. The self-confidence of his earlier life had also

passed away ; and he was deeply sensible of his own inadequacy to meet the requirements of

such a task. This he ventured to intimate, dwelling particularly on the fact that he was not

an eloquent man, and that his slow and impeded utterance would divest all his statements of

any weight which they might otherwise claim. Even the answer, " I will be with thy

mouth, and teach thee what thou shalt say," did not satisfy one who so anxiously desired to be

excused ; and, without making any more objections, which he found so well answered, he

distinctly begged that the Lord would be pleased to transfer his choice to some one more

competent than himself for such high service. But the divine purpose was not thus to be

moved. He was told that his brother Aaron, who possessed all that eloquence which he deemed

so necessary, woidd come forth to meet him as he approached Egyi)t, and would be most glad

to see him once more; lie could act as the spokesman of his brother, wlio, through him, could

deliver, with all due solemnity, the messages with which he might be charged.

Moses no longer withstood the divine appointment. His hesitation and resistance had been

that of a man who was but too well aware of the heavy duties of the high ofi^lce to which he

was called, and who knew that they must be discharged, and was determined to discharge

them. So, henceforth, we hear no more of doubt or difficulty. The youth of his mind was

renewed ; and, from that day to the last of his protracted life, all its powerful energies were

devoted to the deliverance and welfare of Israel.

Now Moses departed from "the mount of God," and returned to Jethro. He made him

not acquainted with his high mission, but rccpiestcd,—" I^et me go, I pray thee, to my

brethren in Egypt, and see if they be yet alive." Jethro answered, " Go in peace." But

before Moses went, it pleased God to relieve him from any apprehensions of personal danger

^ from the cause which had occasioned his flight from Egypt, by conveying to him the assurance

that all those were dead who had sought his life.



CHAPTER III.

THE DELIVERANCE.

[View on the River Nile.]

Charged with the highest and most ard\ious mission ever confided to a mortal, Moses de-

parted from the shores of the Red Sea to return to the hanks of the Nile. His wife and two

sons were with him, riding upon asses. (') But at the caravanserai, on the way, Moses was

threatened with death because he had left his youngest son uncircumcised ; and Zipporah,

understanding this, and perceiving that her husband was so smitten as to be unable himself

to execute the act of obedience, took a sharp flint, and herself performed the operation. She

was, however, so much annoyed by this occurrence, that she returned with her two sons to

her father.*

As the future Deliverer advanced towards Egypt, Aaron received the divine command to go

forth and meet his brother in the wilderness. They met, and embraced each other ; after

which Moses made Aaron acquainted with all that had happened to him, and the commission

which he had received. They then proceeded together to the land of Goshen.

It appears that the patriarchal government still subsisted among the Hebrews, not having

• That she went, in the first instance, with Moses and aftorwards returned to lier father appears from a comparison of Exod. iv.

20, and xviii. 2. Howell ingeniously conjectures that the occurrence took place, not on the journey to Egypt, but on the journey

from Hoveb to Midiau ; and that Moses left his wife and sons there with .Tethro before departing for Eg\-pt- But we fear the text

will not allow this somewhat desirable explanation.
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been interfered with, or, certainly, not destroyed bv the Egyptians. Under this form of

government, the chief authority—such as a father exercises over his grown children—was

vested in the heads of tribes, and, subordinately, in the heads of clans, or collections of

families. As these were generally men well advanced in years, they are called collectively

" elders " in the Scriptural history. On arriving in Egypt these ciders were assembled, and

the elocpient Aaron declared to them ^\ liat he had heard from his brother, and the errand on

which he was now come. They concluded by displaving the marvels which Moses had lieen

authorized to work. Tlie people, who, as we have seen, had already been l)rougl>t to look to

the Lord for their deliverance, recognised in this the answer to their supplications. " They

believed : and when they heard that the Lord had visited the children of Israel, and that he

had looked upon their ailliction, they bowed their heads and worshipped."

Moses and Aaron then proceeded to follow, to the letter, the instructions which had been

given in the mount.

They went to the court of Pharaoh, and were probably attended by the more influential of

the elders, although we oidy read that the two brothers entered the presence. It also appears

that the mission produced so much excitement among the Hebrews, that many of those en-

gaged in labour left their work to watch the result.

On appearing before the king, Aaron announced that Jehovah, the God of the Hebrews,

had appeared to them, and had sent them to require the king to allow the Israelites to go into

the wilderness, to hold a feast to Him there. Pharaoh was doubtless astonished to receive this

demand. He replied, "Who is Jehovah, that I should obey his voice to let Israel go? I

know not Jehovah, neither will I let Israel go." But the brothers stdl insisted on their

demand, explaining, more particularly, that they wished the people to go three days' journey

into the wilderness, there to offer sacrifices to their God ; and intimated that the Israelites

might expect to be visited by "the pestilence and the sword," unless they were obedient,

which, reflectively, hinted to the king himself that he might expect to be punished if he pre-

vented their obedience. To this the king deigned no answer, but dismissed them with a

severe reprimand for putting such wild notions into the heads of the people, and calling away

their attention from their work, to which they were all commanded to return.

That same day, the king, affecting to attribute this application to the too idle life which the

IIe])rews were allowed to lead, determined to bring down the rising spirit by making their

l)urdens heavier upon them. "Let there be more work laid upon the men," he said, "that

they may labour therein; and let them not regard vain words."

Hitherto, those who laboured in the brick-flelds luul been furnished all the materials for

their work, not only the clay with which the bricks were formed, but the straw witli whicli

they were compacted ; but now it was ordered that they should no longer be furnished with

straw, but should collect it for themselves, while the same number of l)ricks should be exacted

which they had formerly been required to supply. Tliis was a grievous alteration ; seeing that

much of the time which should have been employed in making the bricks was now consumed
in seeking for straw. And this burden must have become more heavy every dav, in propor-

tion as the straw- thus hunted up became scarce in the neighbourhood of the brick-lields. It

became at last necessary to employ stul)ble instead of straw. This was a common enough

resource when straw could not be easily procured ; and old sun-dried bricks, compacted with

stul)l)le instead of straw, are at this (hiy found not only in Egypt but in Babylonia. Under
all tliese circumstances the work could not he done—the required tale of bricks could not be

•given in to the taskmasters.

It appears that under the Egyptian taskmasters there were Hebrew " officers " in charge of

each gang of labourers, and who were personally accountable for the work which the gang

had to perform—the taskmasters themselves l)eing responsible to the government for the work

of larger bodies of Hebrew bondsmen. Yet the Hebrew officers had access to Pharaoh as

well as the Egyptian taskmasters, and when he issued any orders respecting the " burdens "

of the Israelites, it was his custom to send for both. Nevertheless, the taskmasters finding

the refpiired number of bricks was not ])roduccd, ordered the Hebrew officers to be beaten.
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asking the while, " Wherefore have ye not fultilled your task in making brick, both yesterday
and to-day, as heretofore?" The ancient sculptures and paintings seem to convey the inti-

mation that Egypt was as much governed by the stick, hi ancient times, as Persia or China is

now, and the manner of its application appears also to have been similar. That the Hebrew
overseers should be beaten, was quite natural under such circumstances. They knew that the

[Egyptian Bastinado.]

Egyptian taskmasters could afford them no relief, if they had been so minded ; and they there-

fore repaired in a body to the king himself, to make their troubles known. They complained

of the impossible tasks now imposed ; and of being beaten for deficiencies which they could

not possibly prevent. But the king was inexorable ; and, as we imagine, with a design to

turn the Hebrew people from their new objects, and to alienate their minds from Moses, he

took heed to remind them of the cause of their increased burdens, saying, " Ye are idle, ye

are idle : therefore ye say, Let us go and do sacrifice to Jehovah." If his object were such,

he succeeded very completely. As they left the king, they met Moses and Aaron; and began
charging them as those who were the authors of all the calamities they suffered. Moses did

not deem it advisable to make any answer to them; but to God he represented, with great

sorrow, how much otherwise than improved the condition of Israel had been made by the

steps which had been taken. In reply, the Lord renewed his promises of protection and deli-

verance in the strongest and most encouraging terms ; and intimated that, since they now
saw the inadequacy of merely human means, or of their own resources, to effect this great

deliverance, and that the Egyptians would only through compulsion let them go; they

should now see with how " a stretched-out arm," and with what " great judgments," He
would bring them forth from under the burdens of their oppressors.

Moses repeated all this to the Hebrews. But, " from anguish of spirit and from cruel

bondage," they heeded him not. In the first instance they had been willing enough to be

delivered—they had sighed for deliverance—but then it must be deliverance by miracle, not

through any exertion or any suffering of theirs. They were poor spiritless slaves, as Moses had

found them forty years before ; and now their chief concern was about having offended the

Egyptians, and made their own position worse, through having given their sanction to the
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proceedings of Moses. And so depressed were they in character and heart, that they shrunk

from the,degree of exertion and enterprise which must necessarily attend so great an operation,

and began to think that their present condition—even the condition of bondage, but with safety

and with suflScient food—might be better than that which was offered to them. They said,

" Let us alone, that we may serve the Egyptians ; for it is better for us to serve the Egyptians

than to die in the wilderness." *

This confirmed the fears which the previous experience of Moses had led him to entertain

;

and the result was so discouraging to him, that when directed to appear again before the king,

and to renew the demand which had been followed by such disastrous consequences, he ventured

to propose the very natural objection that since even his own people would not attend to him,

how could he expect that the king of Egypt would hearken to him,—the rather since he was

destitute of the advantages of an eloquent or ready utterance ? He went, however, after having

been reminded that his brother Aaron, who possessed these qualities in a very eminent degree,

liad been given to him for a spokesman. At this second interview, the king, as had been fore-

told, demanded of them whether they could not show some sign or woniler—some miracle—in

proof of their commission. On which Aaron threw down his staff upon the ground, where it be-

came a serpent before them all. This gave occasion to perhaps the most extraordinary contest on

record. The strange God of the Hebrews required Pharaoh to let the Israelites depart; while

the priests of his own gods—who doubtless had their share of profitable interest in the labours

of the bondsmen—insisted that this could not be allow-ed, especially as the assigned reason for

the journey was to perform a service for which they would have been stoned if it were per-

formed in Egypt. Under these circumstances, the king concluded that unless this strange

God, of whom Moses and Aaron spoke, and from whom they professed to derive miraculous

powers, were able to give them the power of working greater marvels than could be effected

by his own priests and magicians, who professed to derive their powers from the gods of Egpvt,

he should be jvistified in paying no attention to a demand, just in itself, but suspicious and

dangerous as viewed through the policy which the Egyptian government had followed. This

contest was not provoked or sought by Moses and Aaron : it resulted from, or rather was
imposed upon, their acts by the king ; for whenever a wonder was wrought, Pharaoh set his

" wise men " to do the like. If, by illusion, they succeeded in producing the same appearance,

the king was satisfied—his heart was hardened in the course he was pursuing : but if they

failed, then his heart was hardened still. Or it may be that the magicians of Egypt, who
wrought such seeming wonders "by their enchantments," did so by the profession of superior

and deep arts, rather than by the pretension to immediate empowerment from the gods : and if

so, the neutralizing effect on the miracles wrought by IMoses would be equal or greater, inas-

much as it might then be pretended that his wonders, like theirs, were wrought through his

being "learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians." Perhaps it was partlv to preclude such a

notion that most of the wonders were wrought, not by the hand of Moses himself, but by his

brother Aaron, who had not, like him, received an Egyptian education

These things having occurred to the king, he sent for " the wise men and sorcerers of

Egypt." They, by their arts, performed the same marvel, or, at least, appeared to do so.

They threw down their staves, of which every one became a serpent. It is not necessary to

suppose that any supernatural influence was exerted, or that any real transformation took

place. We may mention generally, that by their transcendent art and their s\q)erii)r acquaint-

ance with the properties of matter, the Egyptian ])riestlii)()d excelled all the ancients in the

production of those effects and illusions \\hich were inseparably and essentially connected with

every system of Pagan worship ; and by which the well-instructed priests were enabled to

beguile and hold in bondage the minds and senses of the ignorant multitudes. AVhile

this may account generally for the sui-prising imitations by the Egyptian " wise men "

(who were, unqucstional)ly, members of the priesthood), of the miracles wrought by the

hands of Moses and Aaron ; their ])resent feal seems particvilarly easy of explanation

• This answer is preserved in the Samaritan, hut nut in our ricsent Ilohrru- Hihlos and Ihp translations from it. That it was
given, liowfver, appears from a retrospective reference to it in Exod. .\iv. 12.
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when we recollect that ancient Egypt was, as modern Egypt now is, very famous for its

serpent-charmers. These personages can and do perform operations with and upon ser-

pents, which still seem prodigious to the uninstructed and almost to instructed minds. At

their command their well-trained serpents will seem to sleep, or to become torpid and lie as if

dead : they will come at the call of the " charmer," who without fear will keep them hid in

the folds of his garment, or allow them to twine around his neck. They are also skilful

jugglers, and able with great address to substitute one object for another.* Such men might,

without much difficulty, do that which the " wise men " of Pharaoh did ; but by which of

their many tricks it was eifected it is not needful to inquire. They might have brought live

serpents, and adroitly substituted them for their staves. And although Aaron's serpent swal-

lowed up the other serpents, showing the superiority of the true miracle over the false, it

might, as Dr. Hales remarks,! only lead the king to conclude that Moses and Aaron were

more expert jugglers than Jannes and Jambres, who, as St. Paul informs us + from Jewish

traditions, were the chief of their opponents. This miracle was therefore abortive, with regard

to its effect upon the king ; and, as the same excellent writer observes, " his incredulity only

resembled the incredulity of the Israelites themselves, when the same miracle was wrought

before them ; and it was not considered as decisive even by the Lord, when he supposed they

might not be convinced until the third miraculous sign, as was actually the case.§ In both

cases, therefore, the reality of the transformation might be doubted by Pharaoh as well as by

the Israelites, on the supposition that it might have been the effect of legerdemain."

After this commenced the famous plagues, growing more awful and tremendous in their

progress, whereby God designed to make Pharaoh knoio that which he confessedly knew not

—that the God of the Hebrews was the Supreme Lord ; to give evidence to the world of his

power and justice ; and so to exercise judgment upon the Egyptians for their oppression of

Israel, that the very gods they feared and the elements they worshipped were made the instru-

ments of distress and ruin to them.

As it is of some importance to imderstand the time of the year in which these plagues

occurred, it may be well to adduce the following statement on the subject from Dr. Hales. It

is the most satisfactory we have met with.

" The season of the year, and the commencement of the plagues, is nowhere specified, but

both may be collected from the history. The exode of the Israelites, after the tenth and last

plague, was about the vernal equinox, or the beginning of April, on the fifteenth day of the

first month, Abib (Exod. xii. 6) ; but by the seventh plague of hail, the barley was smitten

;

but not the wheat and nje of later growth. For, according to the report of modern travellers,

Heyman and Hasselquist, the barley harvest in Egypt is reaped in March, and the wheat in

April ; and Le Brun found the whole to be over at Cairo upon the nineteenth of April. This

agrees with the account of Moses, that ' the barley was in the ear,' though not yet fit for

reaping; but 'the wheat and the rye were not grown up.'H This judgment, therefore, must

have happened about a month before the exode, or in the beginning of March, before the

barley harvest, so early as to leave room for the three succeeding plagues ; and if we count

backward two months, by the same analogy, for the six first plagues, it will bring the first

about the beginning of January, or commencement of the winter season ; at which tmie the

river was lowest, and its waters clearest."^

The river Nile was one of the chief gods of the Egyptians, and as such was honoured with

feasts, and sacrifices, C) and rites of ceremonial worship. The king went forth one morning to

its banks, perhaps to render some act of homage ; and was there met by Moses and Aaron,

Avho, after repeating their demand, and being again refused, announced, in the name of

Jehovah, the act they intended to perferm—and the object—" In this thou shalt know that I

am Jehovah." Then, in the presence of the king and his servants, the prophet lifted up

his wondrous rod, and therewith smote the river; and at once its holy and most wholesome

• M. du Bois-Ayme, Notice sur le Sejour des Hebreux cji Egypte, in ' Descript.de I'Egj-pte,' viii. 108. Salgnes, ' Des Erreurs

et des Prejiiges repandus dans la Societe,' ii. 255. . „n it

t Analysis,' ii. 167. t 2 Tim. iii. 3. § See Exod. iv. 8, 9. compared with iv. 30, SI.

II
Exod. ix. 31, 33. If

• Analysis,' ii. 167, 168.
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waters were changed into blood, than which nothing covdd be more abhorrent to the Egyptians,

as we have already intimated.* All the waters of Egypt were derived from the Nile, and

upon all these waters the change operated. Not only were all the numerous canals and re-

servoirs Avhich were fed liy the Nile, filled with this bloody water, but cvcti that u-hicJi hat I

been freserved in vessels of wood and stone for domestic use. This last circumstance is j)ar-

ticularly mentioned in the sacred narrative, as if purposely to evince the miraculous nature of

the transaction ; and has therefore been carefully overlooked by those who have sought to

explain this and tlic other plagues by tlie operation of natural and (in Egy])t) ordinary causes.

This calamity cuntinued for seven days, during which all the fish that were in the river died

in the corrupted and nauseous waters. Many of these fish were worshipped by the Egyp-

tians; and fish, generally, formed a large and principal article of diet to them. This was,

therefore, a great and complicated calamity while it lasted. The Egyptians loathing now to

drink that water which they prized beyond all things, and held to be more pleasant and sa-

lutary tlian any other which the earth could offer, began to dig the uround in the hope of finding

pure water. They did find it; and this gave the priests an opportunity of imitating the

miracle on a small scale. Nothing could be more easy than by chemical means to give a

blood-like appearance to the water of some of the wells thus fijrmed, or to water taken from

them. But this was enough to satisfy the easy conscience of Pharaoh ; and we are told that

"even this he did not lay to heart."

When, therefore, according to their instructions, Moses and Aaron again bore to Pharaoh

the message, " Thus saith the Ijord, Let my people go that they may serve me," they were

again refused. On which Aaron, under the direction of Moses, smote once more the river
;

when, lo I the sacred river, together with another

of the Egyptian gods—the frog'.f
—

"^vas once

more made the instrument of their punisli-

ment. Myriads of frogs came up from the

river, and from all the canals and reservoirs

which it fed, and overspread the land. No place

was free from them— from the hut of the ])casant

to the palace of the king. Even though the

frog were a sacred creature, a people so scru-

pulously clean and nice as the Egyptians, must

have been terribly annoyed to find that the un-

seemly reptiles penetrated to all places, pol-

luting their choicest food and most costly fur-

niture. They found them everywhere— in their

ovens, in their kneading-troughs, and even in

their couches and beds.

This marvel also the Egyptian priests ma-

naged on some small scale to imitate ; l)ut as

they could do nothing to remove the nuisance,

Pharaoh began to be somewhat troubled. He

sent for Moses and Aaron, and begged them to

entreat Jeuovau to remove the frogs, in which

case he would no longer refuse to let the He-

brews go to render Him sacrifice. Accord-

ingly, at the time appointed by himself, " the

morrow," the frogs died away from tiie

houses, the villages, and the fields, " and they

[Egyptian Couchfs.e)] gathered them together in heaps, and the land

§ The IVo- wiis om- ol' Ihc sacvc.l animals consucratoa to tlic hUii, and ,:oi.siaoiv<l a. au u-mblc.ii ul' tl.c Dixiuc in»iiiiatiuii in its

inflations.
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stunk with thcni." But when the khig saw there was respite, he again hardened his heart,

and refused to let the people go, regardless of the promise he had made.

Therefore Moses and Aaron were commanded to smite the dust of the earth, from which

instantly arose myriads of gnats,* or mosquitoes, an insect plague well known to Egypt during

summer, but from which the country is free vmtil nearly three months after the time at which

this plague must have been inflicted. As these most insatiable and persevering insects form

by far the greatest annoyance and distress—because the most unintermitting—to which life,

in warm climates, is subject, the prospect of being exposed to it three months earlier than usual,

and of being thus deprived of their usual season of relief, must have been almost maddening

to the Egyptians—especially when the insects were produced in such multitudes as on this

occasion. It seems surprising to find that the priests were unable to imitate this miracle

;

but, perhaps, the smallness of the object may, in some measure, account for this, as it may
have prevented that handling and management to which serpents and frogs were subject.

However, this time they confessed that there was something in this beyond their art and

power—that it was no human feat of legerdemain, but that they saw in it the finger of a god,

or the supernatural agency of some demon. This was, indeed, the only excuse by which they

could hope to cover their own failure; and the acknowledgment was of no immediate value,

since it did not ascribe the power and the glory to Jehovah, the only true God. They were

not themselves prevented by it from continuing to attempt their emulative wonders ; and the

heart of the king remained unmollified.

Hitherto, it appears, the plagues had been common to the Egyptians and the Hebrews.

We can easily understand that the latter were included in these visitations, to punish them

fur their participation in the idolatries of Egypt, and for their unbelief. But as this may
have contributed to prevent the Egyptians from seeing the finger of the God of the Hebrews

in particular, in the calamities with which they had been visited, a distinction was henceforth

made, and the land of Goshen was exempted from the plagues by which the rest of Egypt was

desolated.

The next plague, being the fourth, is of rather doubtful interpretation. The word by

which it is described denotes a mixture, whence some suppose that it consisted of an im-

mense number of beasts of prey, of various species, by which the land was overspread.t But

it seems better to understand that every kind of annoying insect is intended. In the pre-

ceding plague there Avas one species—now there are many. There are, however, reasons

which might suggest that the Egyptian beetle is rather intended. It is not said that the

priests even attempted to imitate this plague. But whether so or not, the annoyance was so

great that Pharaoh sent for Moses and Aaron, and proposed a compromise which had oc-

curred to him—namely, that they should offer to Jehovah the sacrifices about which they

were so anxious in their own land of Goshen, without going away into the wilderness. But

Moses, with great presence of mind and clear truth, replied, that the worship of Jehovah

required the sacrifice of animals which the Egyptians worshipped, and never offered in sacri-

fice
; (0 and that the Egyptians w ould certainly rise upon the Hebrews and slay them if any

attempt to offer such sacrifices were made in their presence. On these grounds he insisted

that the Israelites should go three days' journey into the wilderness, as the Lord had com-

manded. The king saw the force of these reasons; and while he gave a reluctant consent

that they should go into the wilderness, he stipulated that they should not go very far away.

In this, and still more clearly in subsequent circumstances, the king indicates his suspicion of

the truth—that,under this excuse, the real wish and intention was to ensure the opportunity of

an unmolested march to such a distance as might aflPord the Hebrews an opportunity of making

their escape altogether. It is well to be just even to Pharaoh, by thus intimating that the

real question before him—as well understood by both parties—was not merely the ostensible

matter, whether the Hebrews were to be allowed a week's holiday, to go and hold their feast

in the desert—but, really, whether the useful and customary services of the Hebrews were

* See Pictorial Bible on lixod. viii. 16, for the leivson ou which this iuterprctation, rather than that of " lice," is chosen.

t So the Targiim of Jonathan; also Jarchi and Aben Ezra.
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henceforth to be dispensed with altogether, and a serious public loss and a great disturb-

ance of existing relations be incurred. This was the Egyptian view of the question ; with

the further circumstance, that there seemed cause to apprehend that the Hebrews, if allowed

to acquire an independent position, might ultimately resolve themselves into a very dangerous

adverse i)ower on tlie frontiers—whether in the desert as pastoral nomades, or as a settled

people in Palestine. Viewing the matter thus, as the Egyptian king unquestionably did, we

may cease to wonder that he " hardened his heart " so often. For we are firmly persuaded

that there is not now any state having bondsmen, however acquired, which would consent to

part with them, under such circumstances, with much more readiness than did the king of

Egypt, or which would require much less urgent compulsions than those to which that mo-

narch ultimately submitted. No doubt the Hebrews had a right to be free, and no one could

justly detain them in bondage ; but, again, to illustrate the position of that monarch, let us

recollect that he had not brought them into bondage. They had laboured for a century in the

public service ; whence the king, or few Egyptians then living, had ever known them other-

wise than as bondsmen, and few, if any, Hebrews then living could remember the days when

Israel was free.

Moses expressed his readiness to intercede with Jehovah for the removal of this i)laguc

;

venturing to add the caution, " Let not Pharaoh deal deceitfully any more." But no sooner

had this calamity passed, than the king, heedless of this admonition, and of his own word,

contimied his refusal to allow the departure of the Israelites.

This second breach of faith brought down a judgment more deadly than any of those which

had preceded. This was a grievous murrain, by which numbers of the different kinds of

cattle kept by the Egyptians were slain, while no harm befell the flocks and herds of the

Israelites in Goshen. This distinction had been predicted to Pharaoh, and he sent to assure

himself whether it had taken place. Nevertheless, his heart still remained unsoftened, and he

still refused to let Israel go.

The infliction with which this obduracy was punished consisted of an ulcerous inflammation,

of the most painful and violent description, which broke forth not only upon man, but upon

such of the cattle as the murrain had spared. As this ulcer a])pcared upon the scrupulously

clean persons of the priestly "magicians," as well as upon others, their humiliation was so

great that they slunk from the scene, thus relinquishing even that languid show of rivalry and

opposition which they had lately manifested. This was the sixth plague.

The seventh was introduced with unusual solemnity. Moses was charged to make the

usual demand of the king—"Let my people go, that they may serve me;" with the addition,

" For else I Avill, at this time, send all my plagues on thyself, and on thy servants, and on thy

people; thai thou mayest know that there is none like me in all the earth." The king was

further reminded that Jehovah could stretch forth his hand, and cut off him and all his people

with pestilence : but he had been preserved, that, through these repeated exhibitions, the power

of the God of the Hebrews might be evinced, and his name declared far and near. The

visitation thus announced, and the time for it fixed,
—"to-morrow, about this time," and

which came on at the appointed time, when Moses lifted up his rod towards heaven,—con-

sisted of such a storm of hail as had never before been known in Egypt, accompanied by

terrible thunders, and by lightning " that ran along the ground." Seeing that rain is exceed-

ingly rare, and hail almost unknown in Egypt, so formidable a hail-storm as this, predicted as

it was, was one of the greatest marvels that could be produced in such a climate as that of

Egypt. A heavy fall of snow in July would not, in our own country, be so great a phenomenon

as a heavy hail-storm at any time in Egvpt. And this storm was so heavy, and the hail-stones

of such prodigious size and weight, that it killed man and beast, broke tlie trees, and destroyed

the standing crop of flax and barley ; the wheat and the rye escaped, as their condition of growth

was less advanced. This has already l^een stated (p. 165). All these effects had been foretold
;

and the i)rediction was mercifully coupled with the advice that those who believed, and feared

the word of Jehovah, should place their servants and cattle imder shelter liefore the ap-

pointed time arrived; and the efi'ect which had been prcjduced upon the Egyptians is shown
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by the fact that many of " Pharaoh's servants " did believe in what must have seemed so

exceedingly unlikely, and caused their servants and cattle "to flee into the houses." There

was no hail in the land of Goshen.

This visitation was so dreadful that it made considerable impression upon the king, who

sent hastily for Moses and Aaron, and plainly confessed, " I have once more sinned. Jehovah

is righteous, and I and my people are wicked. Entreat Jehovah (for it is enough) that

there be no more mighty thunderings and hail ; and I will let you go, and ye shall stay no

longer." Perhaps he sincerely felt and intended this at the time ; but Moses, who knew his

heart far better than it was known to himself, plainly intimated that he placed no reliance on

this promise, although he engaged to obtain an immediate cessation of the storm.

He was right in his anticipation ; for when the old demand was renewed, the king re-

peated his refusal. Then the arrival of an army of locusts was announced, which should

destroy every green thing that the hail had spared. In announcing this visitation, mention is

made of one very important object of this series of wonders, in addition to those which have

been already noticed ; this is, that the faith of the Israelites might be confirmed—that they

themselves might be convinced of the supreme and universal power of the God of their fathers,

—"That thou mayest tell in the ears of thy son, and of thy son's son, what I have wrought

in Egypt, and my signs which I have done among them ; that ye may know that I am
Jehovah."

The threatened infliction seemed so appalling to those about the king, after the loss and

ruin which the preceding plague had occasioned, that they ventured to remonstrate :
—

" Knowest

thou not yet that Egypt is ruined?" was the emphatic question which they connected with

their advice that the Israelites i^hould be allowed to depart, rather than that such ruinous

inflictions should be brought upon the land. If his own courtiers and counsellors were of this

opinion, the king could not but infer that, in the course he was pursuing, he was no longer

supported by the general opinion of the Egjqitian people, who now lamented his obstinacy,

and had become desirous that, as the least of many evils, the claim of the Israelites should

be granted. After so much time had passed, and so many calamities, one after another, had

befallen the whole of the Egyptian people, we may easily understand that the whole attention

of both nations was entirely engrossed in watching this great contest, and in speculating on its

probable results. Probably all labour was intermitted, save that necessary for present sub-

sistence ; and it is not to be imagined that the labour of the Israelites in the public service

was now enforced. Released from their burdens, they unquestiona1)ly congregated in Goshen,

where alone they could be exempt from the miseries which afflicted the Egyptians ; and where

they would be in readiness, as a congregated body, for the simultaneous move which was, on

their part, the hoped result of the contest. They covild not but have gradually acquired con-

fidence in their God and in his prophet, as they thus sat watching the progress of events, and

witnessed the gathering dismay of the Egyptians.

The king, perceiving the feeling which was entertained by his own people, sent to have

Moses and Aaron brought back ; and to make their ulterior intentions manifest, he asked,

" Who of them were to go, and who to stay ?" and when Moses, in reply, said plainly

that their wives, their children, their cattle, and all that they had, must go with them, the king

was highly provoked, and upbraided them for their intentions, which, though professedly con-

cealed under the show of holding a feast to the Lord, were transparently manifested, by this

demand, to contemplate nothing less than an escape from Egypt altogether. He said that the

original demand was that the men only should go, and to that he was now ready to agree ; but

he would consent to nothing more. On which he commanded Moses and Aaron to be thrust

from his presence.

Then came the locusts. Taking for their api)earance the very latest date which the history

will allow, the arrival was so much earlier than usual, as to render it a circumstance not to be

expected in the ordinary course of events ; and Ijesides this, it should be observed that, although

locusts are common in Arabia, they appear with comparative rarity in Egypt ; the Red Sea,

forming a sort of barrier against them, as they are not formed for crossing seas, or for long

VOL. I. Z
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flights. Yet, on the present occasion, tlie locusts were enabled, by the aid of a " strong east

wind," to cross that sea from Arabia; and this is another remarkable circumstance, as the

winds which prevalently blow in Egypt are six months from the north, and six months from
the south. To those whom reading or travel has made acquainted with the appearance and
ravages of these destructive vermin, the notice which the Scriptural narrative here takes of

them will seem remarkably striking and true :
—" The locusts went up over all the land of

Egypt, and rested in all the coasts of Egypt. Very grievous were they : before them were no
such locusts as they, neither after them shall there be such. For they covered the face of the

whole earth, so that the land was darkened; and they ate up every green herb vpon the earth,

and every tree, the fruit of which the hail had left ; and not any green thing remained on the

trees, or on the herbs of the field through all the land of Egypt." As we are told that the

locusts ate up every green thing which the hail had spared, the young crop of wheat and rye

must be included. This calamity was so very ftninidable, that Pharaoh delayed not to send

for JMoses and Aaron. He avowed to them his fault, and begged for one reprieve more. He
obtained it by means of a strong north-westerly wind,* which in one night so completely

swept the locusts away into the Red Sea, that not one could be found in all the land of Egypt.

But when relief had thus ])een given, it appeared that the king would not allow the Hebrews
to take their families and flocks, though he was still willing that the 7nen should take the

desired journey into the v\ilderness.

Therefore a new and most extraordinary plague was brought upon the land. In this land,

where even a cloud seldom throws an obscuration on the clear face of the heavens, there was
for three days a thick darkness,—a darkness which, in the emphatic language of Scripture,
'^ might be felt,"" and which, we are told, prevented the people from seeing one another. Con-

sidering the rarity of any obscuration in the valley of the Nile, and that the sun was one of the

chief of the gods the Egyptians worshipped, their consternation may be partly imagined, and

is strongly represented in the Scriptural narrative, bv their total inaction,
—"No one rose from

his place for three days." All this while the Israelites in the land of Goshen enjoyed the

ordinary light of day. As we have no intimation of the agency employed in producing this

remarkable darkness in Egypt, while the Hebrews had light in their dwellings, we must be

content to leave this miracle in the characteristic obscuritv in which, more than any of the

others, it is involved.f

This visitation, so well calculated to appal and terrify the Egyptians, compelled the king to

relax his previous determination. He now declared himself willing to let the men and their

families go, but he wished to keep the flocks and herds as security for their return. Moses
represented that they were going for the express purpose of offering sacrifices to Jehovah, for

which cattle would be necessary, and it could not be known till they arrived in the wilderness

what number of cattle would be required. Therefore he declared in the most peremptory

manner, " Our cattle also shall go with us ; there shall not a hoof be left behind.'' But the

proud king was determined not to relinquish this last and only point of security which would

remain to him. Moses, perceiving his obstinacy, proceeded to deliver his last and most awful

message from Jehovah, which cannot be given in language more condensed or half so ex-

pressive as his own :
—" Thus saith Jehovah ; About midnight will I go out into the midst

of Egypt ; and all the first-born in the land of Egypt shall die ; from the first-born of Pharaoh
that sitteth on the throne, to the first-born of the maid-servant that is behind the mill ; and
all the first-born of cattle. And there shall be a great cry throughout all the land of Erjypt,

- such as there was none like it nor shall be any more. But against any of the children of

Israel shall not a dog move his tongue, against man or 1)easl : that ye may know how that

Jehovah doth make a diff'erence between the Egyptians and Israel. And all these thy servants

[the councillors and nobles then present] shall come down unto me, and bow themselves unto

* Hob. a ^rn-u-inil, mcinius t\ wind 1)l(nvin2 from the Meditpiiano.-in. This is, of course, ii wostcily wind in Syria; and lienrc

the word is usuaUy regarded as ((luivalcnt to wcstorlv wind. IJul a wind lilowin^; from the sea must be norlliwcsterlv in

i-Kyvt.

f Some eonsidovations on tlie subject may lie found in tlie riitnri.il liible,' note on Kxod. x. 2.3.
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me, saying, " Get thee out, and all the people that follow thee. And after that I will go

OUT." Such a message delivered in so high a tone did not fail to exasperate the haughty

king, who exclaimed to Moses, in sentences rendered abrupt by passion, " Get thee from me.

—Take heed to thyself.— See my face no more :—for in the day that thou seest my face thou

shalt die." To which Moses, with most impressive solemnity, only answered, " Thou hast

spoken well. I will see thy face again no more." He then went out from the presence of

Pharaoh in great anger, and withdrew finally from the court to join his own people m the

land of Goshen.

His presence was necessary there to make the needful preparations for that departure which

he now saw to be close at hand. And here it will be observed that the judgments exercised

upon the Egyptians, with the manner in which their own affairs had been made of such

absorbing importance, had, for the present, made the Israelites very tractable, and disposed

to receive and follow the directions of Moses with attention and respect. It also appears

that after what had passed, Moses was now held in great honour among the Egyptians them^

selves, and that not only by the mass of the people, but by the chiefs and nobles of the court.

This was natural. Probably they would have made a god of him, if he had been one ot them-

selves and had acted with them or on their behalf.

It had been usual with Moses to announce a plague only the day before it came ;
but on

this occasion four days elapsed, a circumstance which may probably have lulled the fears

which the king could' not but have at first entertained from the awful threat of one whose

words had not hitherto in any one instance fallen to the ground.

Among the Hebrews in Goshen the most important circumstance of this time was the insti-

tution of the Passover. It was peculiar to this institution that it was founded to commemorate

an event which had not yet occurred, and that so arranged that it was in the act of being

celebrated for the first time, at the very instant when the event occurred which it was destined

ever after to signalize. The institution was therefore established with a prophetic reference

to a coming event—that event being the one of which Moses had spoken to Pharaoh—the

destruction of the first-born of Egypt.

More precisely, the Passover was ordained for a perpetual memorial of the deliverance of

the Israelites from the destroying angel, when he passed over or spared the houses of the

Israelites, but destroyed the first-born of the Egyptians.

Each family had been previously required, at the beginning of the month Abib (which from

henceforth was made the first month of the sacred year), to take a lamb .without spot or

blemish upon the te7ith day of the month, to keep it up, and to kill it on the fouHeenth,

between the two erenings.f They were to roast it entire, not breaking a bone of it,^and to

eat it in haste, with bitter herbs and unleavened bread, standing, with their loins girded, their

sandals on their feet, and their staves in their hands, after the manner and posture of hurried

pilgrims about to set forth instantly upon a long journey, through a dreary wilderness, towards

a pleasant land where their toil and travel was to cease. And they were also required to

sprinkle the blood of the paschal lamb, by means of a bunch of hyssop dipped therein, upon

the lintel, or head-posts, and upon the two side-posts of the doors of their houses, to save them

from the destroyer, who, seeing this token, would pass over their houses without entering to

smite the first-born. When these instructions were delivered, " the people bowed their head

and worshipped, and went away and did as Jehovah had commanded," and waited in their

houses for the catastrophe which was to work their deliverance.

+

The tremendous night was not long delayed. While the Jews were celebrating this newly

instituted feast—at midnight—the destroying angel went forth in a pestilence, and smote all

the first-bom in the land of Egypt,—"from the first-born of Pharaoh, that sat on his throne,

to the first-born of the captive that lay in the dungeon ; and all the first-born of cattle." And

• Exod. xi. 3.

t The former of which began at the ninth hour, and the latter at the tweU'tli, or sunset.

t Exod. xii. The clear though very brief account of the institution which we luuo given is, witli slight alterations, liom

Hales, ii. 180.
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there was a great cry in Egypt—lamentation and bitter weeping— for there was not a house in

Avhich there was not one dead.

The effect of this dreadful blow was exactly such as Closes had foretold. The king, his

nobles, and the Egyptian people, rose in sorrow from their beds that niglit. The shrieks of

the living, with the groans of those about to die, breaking in upon the stillness of the night

—

the darkness of wliich must greatly have aggravated the horror and confusion of that hour

—made the people fancy they were all doomed to destruction, and that tlie work of death

would not cease till they had all perished. The king himself was filled with horror and alarm.

Without truly repenting his obduracy, he bitterly lamented its effects. It appeared to him

that the only method of arresting the progress of the destruction was to send the Hebrews

instantly away—in the fear that every moment they tarried would prove the loss of a thousand

lives to Egypt. He therefore sent to Moses and Aaron by that very night—that hour—to tell

them, " Get you forth from among my people, both ye and the children of Israel ; and go and

serve the Lord as yc said ; take also your Jiocks and herds, and begone; and bless me also."

And the Egj^ptian people also, says the Scriptural narrative, were urgent upon them, to send

them away in haste ; for they said, " We are all dead men." In their anxiety to get them

off, lest every moment of their stay should prove the last to themselves or those dear to them,

the Egyptians would have done anything to satisfy and oblige them. This favourable disposi-

tion had been foreseen from the beginning, and the Hebrews had been instructed by Moses

to take advantage of it, by borrowing ornaments of precious metal—" Jewels of gold and

jewels of silver," with rich dresses, from the Egyptians. On the principle that, " all that a

man hath he will give for his life," there can be no doubt but that, under circumstances which

made tlicm consider their own lives in jeoj)ardy, and when the losses they had sustained were

calculated to make their finery seem of small value in their sight, the Egyptians were quite as

ready to lend as the Hebrews to borrow. The women also were authorised to borrow

from the Egyptian females : and we may easily believe that their exertions added much to the

large amount of valuable property which was extracted from the fears of the Egyptians. With

whatever understanding these valualde articles were given and received, the ultimate effect is,

that in this final settlement, the Hebrews received something like wages—though, as such, m-

adequate— for the long services they had rendered to the Egyptians. (')

[OniaiiiiMits of Kgyiili.iii l-'i iiialis. " .le«cls ol' gold and iewfls of silver."]
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So eager were the Egyptians to get them

off, that, between persuasions, bribery, and

gentle compulsion, the whole body had

commenced its march before daybreak, al-

though it was not till midnight that the first-

born had been slain. They had no time

even to bake the bread for Avhich the dough

Avas ready ; and they were, therefore, obliged

to leave it in their dough bags, which they

carried awav, wrapped up in their clothe*,

with the view of preparing their bread when
an opportunity might be offered by their fir«t

halt. Hurried as they were, they forgot not

the bones of Joseph, which they had kept at

hand, and now bore away with them. On
thev marched, driving before them their cat-

lle and their beasts of burden, laden with

their moveables and tents ; and themselves,

some, doubtless, riding on camels, some on

asses ; but, from the great number of these

required for the women and the children,

most of the men doubtless marched on foot

Thus, laden with the spoils of Egypt, they

went on their way rejoicing, leaving the

Egyptians to the things which belong to

mourning and the grave.

We are told that the number of the Is-

raelites who on this eventfid night commenc-
ed their march was " about six hundred thou-

sandmen on foot, besideswomen and children
''

The description of " men on foot " denotes, as

elsewhere appears, men fit to bear arms, ex-

cluding therefore not only those who are too young, but those who are too old for such service.
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As this prime class of the community is usually in the proportion of one-fourth of the wliolc

population, the result would give nearly two millions and a half as the number of the posterity

of Jacob. This number is so very high, that it has seemed incredible to many. We must con-

fess, that it is difficult to realise the presence of so vast a host, with their flocks and herds, and

to form an idea of the immense area they would cover, were only standing-room given to them,

much more where encamped under tents ;—and when we further consider the length and breadth

of their moving body on a march, as well as the quantities of water they would require, we may
be tempted to conclude that a much smaller number would amply justify the promises of

God, and would render many circumstances in the ensuing portion of their historv more easy

to be imderstood. Besides this, the ancient manner of notation afforded temptations and

facilities for the corruption of numbers, whence it happens that the most disputed texts of

Scripture, and those in which, as the copies now stand, there are palpable contradictions, are

those which contain numerical statements. We are not insensible to these considerations, and

have endeavoured to assign them all the weight which they are entitled to bear. But seeing

that the present number, high as it is, has some support from collateral evidence, and from

the considerations to which we have already adverted, and, above all, reflecting that the pre-

sent number is a positive circumstance, whereas all alteration could only be conjectural,* we
deem it the best and safest course to take the number as we find it in the present copies of

the Pentateuch. But besides the descendants of Jacob, there was a large "mixed multitude,"

which went out of Egypt on this occasion. Who they were is not clearly stated j but it would

appear that the mass was formed of foreign slaves, belonging to the principal persons among
the Hebrews, with a good number, probably, belonging to the Egyptians, who were glad

to take the opportunity of escaping with the Israelites. Besides this, there were manifestly a

considerable number of Egyptians of the poorer class, who perhaps expected to better their

condition in some way, or had other very good reasons for leaving Egypt : indeed, as it did

not turn out that the Israelites were anything the better for their presence, we are free to con-

fess that we think it likely they were chiefly such thieves, vagabonds, adventurers, and debtors

as could no longer stay safely in Egypt.

The circumstance that Moses was so well acquainted with the number of the Israelites

Ll'.i,'\ l:li;iii Rc^istialiou or Census.]

• So conjectural that whik- some strike olVone ciplicr, reducing 600,000 to 60,000 ; others are not content without taUinj; oir two,
tlius reacliing tlie certainty to the very convenient and manageable number of 6,000. Anollier conjecture has been tliat the 600 000
includes all the poimlation, and not merely the men lit to bear arms; but tliis is precluded by the terms of the text, " bes'iilcj

women and children."
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before they left Egypt, intimates that an account of their numbers had not long before been
taken by the Egyptians. That ingenious people employed very early, if they did not invent,

the practice of taking a census of what is called the effective part of the population ; and from

them, unquestionably, the Israelites, under the direction of Moses, adopted this useful custom.

In all such enumerations, in ancient times, the women and children were not included, and

their number is never stated. But probably they were able to form an estimate of the pro-

portion which the numbered part of the population bore to the whole ; although their conclu-

sions in this matter must have been more uncertain than our own, which have been founded on

repeated actual enumerations of portions of tlie entire population which were never included

in the ancient enumerations.

The point from which the Hebrew host started on their march was Rameses, one of the

"treasure cities" which they had built for Pharaoh in the land of Goshen, and which seems

to have become the chief place in the territory they occupied. The difficulties in tracing their

march begin at the very first stage. We have given our full attention to the subject, with

the advantage of consulting all that has been said upon it since the appearance of the early

parts of the ' Pictorial Bible,' in which all the questions connected with the general subject

(including the passage of the Red Sea) were fully considered as they arose. The result of

this reconsideration is a determination—taken with all deference to the advocates of other

alternatives—to adhere to the views stated and expounded in that work. We have reason to

know that these views have been satisfactory to many who have carefully studied the subject

;

and we have found that in attempting to remove or obviate the details which, in the first in-

stance, might seem most liable to objection, we have only encumbered ourselves with new
difficulties, more serious than those which we sought to remove. Under these circumstances it

is our design to assume historically that which has been stated argumentatively in the ' Pic-

torial Bible '—without, however, precluding ourselves from the use of such facts as have since

then been acquired, or of svich considerations as have resulted from more recent thought.

There are two preliminary questions, satisfactory information on which would much assist

us in understanding the early part of their journey. The first is, the situation of Rameses,

from which they started ; and the second, the point to which their journey was, in the first

instance, directed. On the first point no very satisfactory information can be obtained. It

is, indeed, not quite clear that any particular locality is intended, or whether the land of

Goshen, in the large indefinite sense, may not be denoted by "the land of Rameses." But

some information is reflected upon the first by the answer to the second of these questions,

which answer is, that the destination which was in the first instance contemplated, was doubt-

less the wilderness of Sinai. The land of Goshen appears most evidently to have bor-

dered on, if it did not include, part of the tract over which the nearest and most convenient

road to the peninsula of Sinai from the banks of the Nile has always passed. This is nearly the

line in which, in after ages, a canal was made connecting the Nile with the Gulf of Suez

;

and that, while it is the nearest route, it is the only one which offers a supply of water, is a con-

sideration which doubtless as much recommended it in ancient times to those going from

Egypt to Sinai or Arabia, as it does now recommend it to the great caravan of pilgrimage

which yearly journeys from Cairo to Mecca. The route of this caravan is the same, as far as

the head of the Gulf of Suez, as one would take which proceeds to the Desert of Sinai. We
shall therefore presume that this ivas the route taken.

If the Hebrews were to have gone direct to take possession of the Promised Land, their

nearest road would have been " by the way of the Philistines ;" that is, by the usual route

from Egypt to Gaza. But the Philistines were, unquestionably, the most powerful and war-

like people then in Palestine, and there was already some ill-blood between them and the

Israelites,* and would be likely to offer a most formidable opposition to them at the very first

step of their progress. The Hebrews were in fact altogetlier unfit to face such enemies, or

any enemies whatever : they were not yet even fit to be a nation ; and, therefore, instead of

being at once led to their promised heritage, it was the Divine will that they should be con-

* .Spp i)a^e 146.
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ducted into the Desert, there to be trained, disciplined, and instructed, so as to fit them fur

their future destinies. Moses knew that their first destination was the wilderness of Sinai ; for

when the Lord appeared to him in Iloreb, it was announced that the bondaged children of

Abraham should he brought to worship God in that very mountain.

The Hebrews left Rameses and proceeded on their way. And now it appeared that the

Lord provided against their going astray, by placing a miraculous column of cloud to go

before them by day and mark out their road; while by night it became a column of fire

and gave light to all the camp. This was important, also, as evincing that Moses was
not acting by his own authority, and that however highly he was entitled to their confidence

and respect, they had a mure unerring Guide and a more exalted Protector.

Their first day's journey brought them to Succoth. "We relinquish the notion which we
once entertained that Succoth may have been at or near the place (Birket el Hadj or Pilgrim's

Pool) where the great pilgrim caravan encamps and makes its final arrangements for its

journey. We think it, upon the whole, more likely tliat the point from which the Hebrews
departed in tlic first instance may have been in that neighbourhood. Succoth, therefore, must
be sought somewhere about a day's journey in the direction towards Suez. The name
denotes tents or booths, and it is useless to seek its site, as the name appears only to denote a

place where caravans passing that way usually encamped.

Their next resting-place of which we are told was " Etham, on the edge of the wilderness."

But in this, as in other cases, we are not to suppose that the places which are named are the

only places at ^\hkh they rested ; and in the present instance the distance may suggest that

this Etham was the third rather than the second encampment. The halting-places of caravans

are in these desert regions so much determined by tlie presence of wells, that in connexion
with the circmnstance of its being situated " on the edge of the wiLlerness," there is not much
difficulty in concluding that Etham is represented by the modern Adjeroud, which forms the

ftp-U.
*- r'f^-'-

~

Ti£5:*S^^,

[Adjeroud]

third stage of the pilgrim's caravan, and where there is an old fi)rtress, a small village and
copious well of indiiierent water. This place is about eleven miles to the north-west (,f

Suez. The neighbourhood seems indeed to be on the edge of the wilderness : for what M. du
Bois-Ayme says of Bir-Suez (which he identifies with Etham) is true also of Adjeroud, that,

in effect, it ap^jcars to be towards the extremity of the desert : fi)r from hence the sea is seen
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to make a bend to the west, and by joining the high chain of Mount Attaka to terminate the

desert to the south. The journey to this point had been for the most part over a desert, the

surface of which is composed of hard gravel, often strewed with pebbles

They had now arrived near the head of the Red Sea, and also, as we suppose, at the limit

of the three days' journey into the wilderness for which they had applied. It is, therefore,

evident that their next move must decide their future course, and convey to the Egyptians a

clear and decisive intimation of their intentions. If they designed to do as they had all along

declared to be their only wish, they would stay at this place and proceed to celebrate the

feast to Jehovah, of which so much had been said : but, if they intended to escape altogether,

they would resume their journey, and, passing by the head of the Red Sea, strike off into the

desert. And here God, who knew that the king of Egypt had so far recovered his consterna-

tion that he was determined to pursue and drive them back, if they made any move indicating

an intention to escape, directed a move which must have been most unexpected to all parties,

and which could not to any indifferent spectator have seemed the result of the most gross and

fatal infatuation.

About the head of the Gulf of Suez a desert plain extends tor ten or twelve miles to west

[.Suez from the nortb-oasl]

and north of the city of that name. On the west this plain is bounded by the cliuin of Attaka,

which comes down towards the sea in a north-easterly direction. Opposite Suez this chain is

seen at a considerable distance, but, as we advance southward, the mountains rapidly approach

the sea, and proportionately contract the breadth of the valley ; and the chain terminates at

the sea, and seems, in the distant view, to shut up the valley at Ras-el-Attaka, or Cape Attaka,

twelve miles below Suez. But on approaching this point, ample room is found to pass

beyond; and on passing beyond we hnd -Ourselves in abroad alluvial plain, forming the mouth

of"the valley of Bedea. This plain is on the other or southern side nearly shut up by the

termination of another chain of these mountains, which extend between the Nile and the

western shore of the Red Sea. Any further progress in this direction would be impossible to

a large army, especially when encumbered witli flocks and herds, and with women, chil-

dren, and baggage ; and this from the manner in which the rocks, the promontories, and

Vdi I
'2 A
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the cliffs advance on the western shore. And, besides, any advance in this direction would be

suicidal to a body desiring to escape from Egypt, as they would have the Red Sea between

them and Arabia Proper, and could only get involved among the plains and valleys which
separate the mountain-chains of Egyptian Arabia.

The valley of Bedea, wliich opens to the Red Sea in the broad plain to which we have

brought the reader, narrows as it proceeds westward towards the Nile. It forms a fine road-

way ])etween the valley of the Nile and the Red Sea, and, as such, has in all ages been one of

the most frequented routes in all the country, l)eing traversed by all parties and caravans which
desire to proceed from the neighbourhood of Cairo, or places to the south of Cairo, to Suez, or

to places lying beyond tlie head of the gulf.

Now, the Hebrew host being at Etham, and their next step from thence being of the utmost

importance, they Avere directed, not—as might obviously have been expected—to pass round

the head of the gulf into the Sinai peninsula, but to proceed southward, between the moun-
tains of Attaka and the we.sttrn shore of the gulf, and, after passing the Ras-el-Attaka, to

encamp in the plain into which the valley of Bedea opens. The more thoroughly any one

makes himself acquainted with the topography of this region, the more obvious and reason-

able, we are persuaded, will seem to him this explanation of the text
—" Turn and encamp

before Pi-ha-hiroth [the mouth of the ridge], between Migdol and the sea, over against Baal-

zephon: before it ye shall encamp by the sea." As the names Migdol and Baal-zcphon are

not now recognisable anywhere al)out tlie head of the gulf,* no facts or inferences can be
deduced from them ; but an important confirmation is derived from the circumstance that we
are told that, in consequence of the move which was made, the Hebrew host were shut up
between the sea and the mountains, without any means of escape, unless through the sea, when
tlie retreat in the rear was cut off.

Many have thought they found cause to wonder at this extraordinary movement, which
placed the Hebrews in a position of such inextricable difficulty, forgetting tliat this was the

very purpose of God, that the prospect of an extraordinary advantage might tempt the Egyp-
tians on to their own destruction, and bring them within the reach of those agencies by which
Cjod intended to act against them. The wonder which the reader may feel is exactly the
wonder which the king of Egypt felt, and by which he was led on to his ruin.

The movement was made; and the thousands of Israel encamped in the plain of Bedea.
The days which had passed had given the Egyptians time to recover from some portion of

their panic ; and their first feeling, of unmixed horror and alarm, gave place to considerable
resentment and regret, on the king's part, that he had so suddenly conceded all the points
which had been contested between him and Moses, and had allowed them all to depart ; and
as for his subjects, such of them as had a profitable interest in the labours of the Israelites

would, to some extent, join in the king's feelings, as soon as their bondsmen took any course
to intimate that they intended to escajjc ; and the same intimation would not fail to alarm those
who had "lent" to the Hebrews their "jewels of silver and jewels of gold," and who by this

time had found leis^ure to think that they had too easily parted with their wealth. Thus it

seems that the course which the Israelites might take after their arrival at Etham was re-
garded with much anxiety by the Egyptians, who took care to be informed of all their move-
ments.

When, therefore, the king heard not only that they had taken a decisive move from Etham,
but, through some astonishing infatuation, had so moved as to become " entangled in the
land," and "shut in by the wilderness," he hastened to avail himself of the extraordi-
nary advantage winch they had placed in his hands. " He made ready his chariot, and took
his peo])le with him." He mustered not less than six hundred chariots, which are said to be
" all the [war] chariots of Egypt." This is in correspondence with the sculptures, whicli
show that the Egyptians made great use in war of such chariots as our first cut exhibits. A

• M>gd,.l was probably „ towfr. us the n.-ime imports, an.l may scmii to baxv hivn ,m llu- nin.,ntaiu.> wlii.^h \wm in th,' vallcv
Bna-zephon. meaning Ihc Northern Baal or Lord, would seom U. l.aM- b.rn a (own or lomilc siluato.l somc^xvl,,-,.. in ll„. i.lain 'n\-

Medea, or over against it on the eastern shore of the sea.
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large body of infantry* was also assembled, and the pursuit commenced. Their light, unen-

cumbered march was, no doubt, much more quickly performed than that of the Israelites to

the same place.

One of the citations in Eusebius from the lost history of ]\Ianciho, the Egyptian priest,

says, " The Ileliopolitans relate that the king, with a great army, accompanied by the sacred

animals, pursued after the Jews, v:ho had carried off xcith them the substance of the Egyp-

tians."-\ This takes notice of two facts not mentioned by Moses, but not at all disagreeing

with his statement, namely, that, for their protection against the God of Israel, the Egyptians

took with them their sacred animals, by which means the Lord executed judgment iipon the

[bestial] gods of Egyi)t, as had been foretold (Exod. xii. 12) ; and then that to recover the

substance which the Hebrews had "borrowed" was one of the objects of the pursuit.

We do not agree with those who think that the king of Egypt came upon the encamped

Hebrews through the valley of Bedea, in the plain at the mouth of which they were encamped.

As he was so glad to find how they had " entangled themselves in the land," he was not likely

to take a course which would deprive him of all the advantages derivable from their apparent

oversight. This he would do by coming upon them through the valley of Bedea, for this

would have left open to them the alternative of escaping from their position by the way they

entered ; whereas, by coming the same way they had come, he shut up that door of escape

;

and, if thev fled before him, left them no other visible resource but to march up the valley of

Bedea, back to Egypt, before the Egyptian troops. That this was really the advantage to

himself which the king saw in their position, and that it was his object to drive them before

him back to Egypt through this valley, or to destroy them if they oft'ered to resist, we have not

the least doubt : and it is unlikely that he would take any road but that which would enable

him to secure these benefits.

The Egy])tians, being satisfied that they had secured their prey, and that it was impossible

for their fugitive bondsmen to escape but by returning to Egvpt, were in no haste to assail

them. They were also, themselves, probably, wearied by their rapid march. They therefore

encamped for the night—for it was towards evening when they arrived—intending, probably,

to give eff"ect to their intentions in the morning.

As for the Israelites, the sight of their old oppressors struck them with terror. There was

no faith or spirit in them. They knew not how to value their newly-found liberty. They
deplored the rash adventure in which they had engaged ; and their servile minds looked back

with regret and envy upon the enslaved condition which they had so lately deplored. Moses
knew them well enough not to be surprised that they assailed him as the author of all the

calamities to which they were now exposed. " Is it because there were no graves in Eijypt,"

said they, " that thou hast taken us away to die in the wilderness? Is not this the wor(i that

we did tell thee in Egypt, saying. Let us alone, that we may serve the Egyptians ? Eor it

had been better for us to serve the Egyptians than to die in the wilderness." This is one

s])ecimen of a mode of feeling and character among this spiritless and perverse peo])le of

which Moses had seen something already, and of which he had soon occasion to see much
more. One might be disposed to judge of their feelings the more leniently, attributing them

to the essential operation of personal slavery in enslaving the mind, l)v debasing its higher

tones of feeling and character, did we not know that the same characteristics of mind and

temper constantly broke out among this remarkable people very long after the generation

which knew the slavery of Egypt had passed away.

Moses did not deign to remonstrate with them or to vindicate himself. It seems that the

"Divine intention had been previously intimated to him; for he answered, with that usual

empliasis of cxjjression which makes it a pleasure to transcribe his words,—" Fear ye not

:

• These must he inlended hy " his army," as (Ustin<,'uished from his " chariots and horsemen." Our hist cut, composed from
Egyptian sculptures and i)aiiitin<,'s, sliows E^-yplian sohliers wifli the eiiuipmeuts and arms of different corjjs. The man in tin-

foreground with the round studded shield is, liowcvcr, not an Egyptian, but belongs to a nation, the soldiers of whicli are often

seen lighting as auxiliaries along with those of Egypt. A native Egyptian soldier, if he has any shield, has it round at the u]iper

end and scpiare at the lower. 'Hie charioteer in the background is known to be a king by his head-dress.

+ ' I'r.Tp. Evang.' lib. x. cap. 27-
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stand still, and see the salvation of the Lord, which he will show to you this day : for the
Egyptians whom ye have seen to-day ye shall see no more again for ever. The Lord shall
fight for you, and ye shall hold your peace." They wxre pacified by this for the present;
but there is good reason to suspect that, if measures of relief had long been delayed, they
would have given up Moses and Aaron to the Egyptians, and have placed themselves at their
disposal. But measures of relief were not long delayed. When the night was fully come,
the Lord directed Moses to order the people to march forward to the sea ; on their arriving at
which the prophet lifted up his rod upon the waters, over which instantly blew a powerful
east wind, by which they were divided from shore to shore, so that the firm bottom of hard
sand appeared

; offering a dry road in the midst of the sea, by which they might pass to the
eastern shore. At that instant also the pillar of fire which had gone before the Hebrews to
guide them on their way was removed to their rear, and, being thus between them and the
Egyptians, it gave light to the former in their passage, while it concealed their proceedings
and persons from the latter.*

It thus happened that some time passed before the Egyptians discovered that the Israelites
were in motion. When they made this discovery, the king determined to follow. It is by no
means clear that they knew or thought that they were following them into the bed of the sea.
Considering the darkness of the night, except from the light of the pillar, with the confusion
of ideas and indistinct perceptions of a people who had not been on the spot long enough to
make particular observations, and most of them probably roused from sleep to join in the
pursuit, it seems likely that they felt uncertain about the direction, and supposed that they
were following some accustomed route by which the Israelites were either endeavouring to
escape or to return to Egypt. They may even have thought they were going up the valley of
Bedea, although that actually lay in an opposite direction. Anything, however improbable,
seems more likely to have occurred to them than that they were passing through the divided
sea

By the time the day broke and the Egyptians became aware of their condition, all the
Hebrews had safely reached the other side, and all or nearly all the Egyptians were in the
bed of the gulf; the van approaching the eastern shore, and the rear having left the western.
The moment of vengeance was come. They found themselves in the midst of the sea, with
the waters on their right hand and on their left, and only restrained from overwhelming' them
by some power they knew not, but which they must have suspected to have been that°of the
God of the Hebrews. The marine road, ploughed by the multitudes which went before them,
became distressing to them ; their chariot-wheels dragged heavily along, and very many of
them came off from the cars which they supported. The Lord also began to trouble them
with a furious warfare of the elements. The Psalmist more than once alludes to this. He
exclaims, " The waters saw thee, God, the waters saw thee, and were afraid :" and then
speaks as if every element had spent its fury upon the devoted heads of the Egyptians. The
earth shook; the thunders rolled ; and most appalling lightnings—the arrows of God— shot
along the firmament ; while the clouds poured down heavy rains, " hailstones, and coals of
fire."t It deserves to be mentioned that this strife is also recorded by the Egyptian chrono-
loger, who reports, " It is said that fire flashed against them in front."

By this time the pursuers Avere thoroughly alarmed. " Let us flee," said they, " from the
face of Israel, for Jehovah fighteth for them against the Egyptians." But at that instant the
Lord gave the word, Moses stretched forth his hand over the sea, and the restrained waters
returned and engulfed them all.O'^)

This stupendous event made a profound impression upon the Hebrew mind at large. From
that day to the end of the Hebrew polity, it supplied a subject to which the sacred poets and
prophets make constant allusions in language the most sublime. Its effect upon the generation

* According to a well-know-n optical effect, by which we can see by night all that stands betsveen us and the light, but nothing
that lies beyond the light. No doubt the pillar gave good light to the Egyptians themselves, but did not enable them to see the
Israelites. In like manner the Israelites, doul)tless, could not see the Egyptians. A little attention to a matter so perfectly
obvious would have spared us some speculations, such as that which gives the pQlar a cloudy side and a naming side, &c.

+ Psalm xviii. 13—15; Ixxvii. 16, I7.
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more immediately concerned was very strong, and, although they were but too prone to forget

it, was more abiding and operative than any which had yet been made upon them. When
they witnessed all these things, and soon after saw the carcases of those who had so lately been

the ol)jects of such intense dread to tlicm, lying by thousands on tlie beach,—" They feared

the Lord, and believed the Lord and his servant Moses."

In the sul)lime song which Moses composed and sang with tlie sons of Israel in com-

memoration of this great event—their marvellous deliverance and the overthrow of their

enemies—he, with his usual wisdom, looks forward to important ulterior effects, to secure to

the Hebrews the benefit of which may not improbably have f)rmed one of the principal

reasons for tliis remarkable exhibition of the power of Jehovah, and of liis dL-teruiination to

protect tlie chosen race. These anticipations, which were abuudan.ly fuliilled, are contained

in llie following verses:

—

" The nations shall hear Uiis and tremble;

Anguish shall seize the inhaljitants of Palestine.

Then shall the princes of Edom be ama/.eil

;

And dismay shall possess the mi;,'hty one> of Moal).

All the inhabitants of Canaan shall melt away ;

Fear and terror shall fall upon them :

Tliroufjh the f^reatness t)f thine arm
Tliey shall become still as a stone,*

t'ntil thy jieople ))ass over [Jordan], O .Tehuvaii,

Until tliy people pass over whom thou hast rcdeenn'il/'t

Oil this occasion the first instance is offered of a custom, learnt most probably in Egypt,

and ever retained by the Hebrew women, of celebrating with dances and timbrels every

remarkable event of joy or triumph. They were now led by Miriam, the sister of Moses and

Aaron ; and they seem to have taken part as a chorus in the song of the men, by

answering :

—

" Let us sing unto the Lord, for he hath triumphed gloriously,

The horse and his rider hath he tlirowii into the sea."

As the timbrels of the women were doubtless Egvptian, and the dresses of those of superior

rank were probably Egyptian also, we have considered that a similar dance of females, from

Egyptian sources, would form a satisfactory illustration.

"< mm
[Dance of I'Vmales with Timbrels.]

That is, " Shill be petrilied." ' Kxod. xv. 14— lO
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It will appear, from the opinion we have been induced to entertain respecting the place in

which the Israelites encamped, and from which they departed, on the western shore of the
gulf, that we concuf with those who regard Ain Mousa * as the place, on the eastern shore,

where they came up from the bed of the sea, and where they witnessed the overthrow of their

oppressors. We shall not here add anything to the consideration by which we have in

another placet endeavoured to support this conclusion. («) That the site is thus distin-

guished in the local traditions of the inhabitants of Sinai, the name alone suffices to indi-

cate; and, although undue weight should not be attached to such traditions, it would be wrono-

entirely to disregard them when they support or illustrate conclusions otherwise probable.
We shall, however, content ourselves with adding, descriptively, that a number of green
shrubs, springing from numerous hillocks, mark the landward approach to this place. Here
are also a number of neglected palm-trees grown thick and bushy for want of pruning. The
springs which here rise out of the ground in various places, and give name to the spot, are
soon lost in the sands. The water is of a brackish quality, in consecpience, probably, of the
springs being so near the sea ; but it is, nevertheless, cool and refreshing, and in these water-
less deserts aifords a desirable resting-place. The view from this place, looking westward, is

very beautiful, and most interesting from its association with the wonderful events which it has
been our duty to relate. The mountain chains of Attaka, each running into a long promon-
tory, stretch along the shore of Africa ; and nearly opposite our station we view the opening

—

the Pi-ha-biroth—the " muuth of the ridge," formed ]}y the valley in the mouth of which the

Hebrews were encamped before they crossed the sea. On the side where we stand, the access

to the shore from the bed of the gulf would have been easy. And it deserves to be men-
tioned, that not only do the springs bear the name of Moses, but the projecting head-land

below them, towards the sea, bears the name of Ras Mousa. Thus do the Cape of Moses and
the Cape of Deliverance look towards each other from the opposite shores of the Arabian
Gulf, and unite their abiding and unshaken testimony to the judgments and wonders of that

day in which the right hand of Jehovah was so abundantly " glurified in might."

[Aiii Mousa.

J

Till' FdUiUains of Mo t ' I'ictoiial l(il)lc,' note i.n Kx(m1. xiv. 2.
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.

C) The Journey of Moses, p. 16L—The
original narrative speaks but of one ass, " set

them upon an ass ;" but, as it seems prepos-

terous to suppose that there was but one ass

for them all, it is likely that, as often happens,

the singular is here put for the plural ; and
that tlie meaning is, " lie set every one of them
upon an ass." We do not recollect any modern
instance of asses being employed in a journey

across this desert, whereas the present is far

from being the only ancient instance. In fact,

there seem to have been, in very ancient times,

greater facilities for travel across this desert

than at present. Perliaps it was not so deso-

late as now ; although even now we believe

that during the winter and early spring it

might be crossed on asses. Then there seem
also to have been caravanserais in districts

where no one now expects to find such a con-

venience ; and that the way across this and
other deserts was comparatively safe appears
from numerous instances, such as the journeys
of the patriarchs to Egypt, those of Eliezer

and Jacob to Mcsopotomia, and this of Moses
to Egypt from the eastern gulf, with his wife

and two children. Indeed, if there were no
attendants with this party, it would seem that

the wife of Moses returned to Midian with her

two sons, unaccompanied by any man. We
think it very possible, however, that there may
have been attendants, although the Scriptural

narrative has no intimation to that effect.

However, the absence of any acts of robbery,

or of the fear of any such acts, from those who
crossed the deserts in all the early Hebrew his-

tory, is a remarkable circumstance when we
consider the acts of constant violence upon
travellers which now take place, and the strong

apprehensions with which a journey across any
of the Arabian or Syrian deserts is now re-

garded.

It is not expressly said in the leading nar-

rative that Zipporali returned with her two
sons to her father. But, as no notice of her

presence is subsequently taken, while we find

that her father brought her and lier sons to

Moses when he was in the Desert of Sinai, this

shows that she did leave, and no occasion for

her leaving seems so likely as that wliich the

text suggests.

(-) \VoRSHu> OF THE NiLE, ]). lU5.—Tlic Nile
seems to have been regarded by the ancient

Egyptians very much in the same liglit as that

in which the Ganges is viewed by the Hindoos.
It was not only a sacred river, but a god—and
not the least of the gods. The Jewish writers

believe that the Nile was the chief of the

Egyptian gods, and their testimony has not

wanted the support of heathen writers. But,

if so, Ave should suppose it was only considered

the chief of the terrestrial gods. This is im-
plied indeed in the very context of the passage

in which Heliodorus* tells us that the Egyp-
tians paid divine honours to the river, and re-

vered it as the first of their gods ; for, he adds,

"They declared him to be the rival of Heaven,
since he watered the earth without the aid of

clouds or rain." The principal festival of the

Nile was at the summer solstice, when the in-

imdation commenced ; at which season, in the

dog-days, by a cruel idolatrous rite, the Egyp-
tians sacrificed red-haired persons, principally

foreigners, to Typhon, or the power that pre-

sided over tempests, at Busiris, Heliopolis, &c.,

by burning them alive, and scattering their

ashes in the air for the good of the people.

f

Hence Bryant conjectures that these victims

may have been chosen from among the Israel-

ites during their stay in Egypt. Perhaps so, if

they could find a red-haired man among the

Israelites.

As to the qualities of the Nile water, to

which there is one allusion in the text, the an-

cients and the moderns are entirely of one
voice on the subject, declaring it to be the

most pleasant and nutritive water in the world.

Plutarch is puzzled to know why it should be
so, but confesses that it was so ; from him,
also, we learn that the Egyptian priests re-

frained from giving it to their bull-god. Apis,
on account of its fattening properties.

It was also lield that tliis water ga\e fe-

cundity not only to the soil which was watered
by it, but to all living things which jjartook of

it ; whence it happened, as we are told, that

the Egyjjtian women produced, frequently,

two or three children, and sometimes six,

i-even, or even eight children at a birth !

—

wliich extraordinary fact (?) some of the old

theologians failed not to adduce when discours-

ing of the astonishing increase of the Hebrew
race in Egypt. It is much more certain that

• ' Ktliiop,' lib. ix.

t Plnt;iich, 'Isis »'tOsir,' i. 383. This author sroms in one

I'laco to intimate that the Nile was identilicd with Osiii^.
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the water of the Nile was very pleasant and

refreshing?, whence the anecdote of Pescennius

Niger, who, when his soldiers, in Egypt, com-

plained of wanting wine, exclaimed, " What

!

crave yoii for wine, when you have the water

of the Nile to drink ?"

It seems that none who had been accustomed

to the Nile water could consider any other

tolerable, and that it was highly prized even

by foreigners. The following- instances are

from a note in Savary :
" Ptolemy Philadel-

phus, marrying his daughter Berenice to

Antiochvis king of Syria, sent her water from

the Nile, which alone she could drink iAthe-

TifBus). The kings of Persia sent for the

waters of the Nile, and sal ammoniac (Dino,

Hist, of Persia). The Egyptians are the only

people who preserve the water of the Nile in

sealed vases, and drink it when it is old with

the same pleasure that we do old wine (Arts-

tides Rhetor)."

Of modern testimonies that of Savary him-

self may suffice :—" The waters of the Nile, also,

lighter, softer, and more agreeable to the taste

than any I know, greatly influence the health

of the inhabitants. All antiquity acknowledges

their excellence; and the people, certainly^

drink them Avith a kind of avidity, without

being ever injured by the quantity. Being

lightly impregnated with nitre, they are only a

gentle aperient to those who take them to ex-

cess. I will not say, with many WTiters, that

they make women prolific, and give strength

and plumpness to the men: the faithful his-

torian ought to stop where the marvellous be-

gins, and relate only what he can warrant." *

C) Egyptiax Couches, p. 166.—As the text

speaks only of Egyptian couches, we shall con-

fine our attention to them. The finish and good

taste displayed by the Egyptians in articles of

domestic use—and especially in household fur-

niture—speak strongly of the advance which

that people had made, at a very remote period,

in the arts of civilization. In our engraving,

the central specimen is that which will engage

tlie most attention. The others, usually dis-

tinguished as " lion-shaped couches," were

those on Avhich the bodies or mummy-cases

of the dead were commonly deposited, thougli

not exclusively appropriated to that use. Mr.

Wilkinson, speaking with a particular reference

to such as that exhibited in our middle speci-

men, observes :
—" Their couches were of wood,

with one end raised, and receding in a graceful

curve ; and the feet, as was often also the case

with their chairs, were fashioned to resemble

those of some Avild animal. But, although tlie

* • Letters on Egypt,' ii- 19S.

Egyptians had couches, they do not appear to

have reclined ujion them more frequently than

modern Europeans, in whose houses they are

equally common ; and, indeed, we have autho-

rity, both from the sculptures and from sacred

history, for believing that the Egyptians, like

the early Greeks and Romans, were accus-

tomed to sit at meals : for, as Philo justly ob-

serves, when Joseph entertained his brethren,

he ordered them to sit according to their ages,

the custom of reclining at meals not having

yet been introduced.

The couches appear also to have been in-

tended as bedsteads; and it is not impossible

that they were used to sleep upon at night,

and, in the day-time, a rich covering being

substituted for the bedding, they were readily

transformed into an ornamental piece of furni-

ture ; and the presence (>[' the head-pillow

placed upon it, and the steps at the side for

ascending it, argue strongly in favour of this

supposition ; nor is the custom unusual in the

East at the present day." 'Ancient Egyp-

tians,' ii. 200, 202.

(') The Abomixation of the Egyptians,

p. 167.—We think this may more particularly

refer to the cow, which more generally than

any other animal was reverenced by the Egyp-

tians as the representative of Isis. This animal

was never sacrificed by them ; but we all know
how common a sacrifice the heifer was among
the Israelites. Other animals were worshipped

in particular districts, such as the sheep and the

goat, and the inhabitants of those districts

would have been offended to see them sacri-

ficed ; but, as an instance in which all Egyp-

tians would have been offended, the cow may
be preferably adduced.

(^) The "Borrowed" .Jewels, p. 172.—

Much learning and labour have been bestowed

on explanations of this transaction. The most

general improvement which has been sug-

gested is, that we should assign the sense of

" ask," or " demand," to the word which most

versions translate into " borrow ;" and the

meaning will then be, that the Hebrews availed

themselves of the consternation in which they

saw the Egyptians, to deniaiul these valuable

articles, in compensation for the long service

thev had rendered. In this explanation one

little circumstance is forgotten, which is, the

probability that these precious articles were

obtained from persons ^^ho had never any

direct benefit from, or interest in, their ser-

vices. It seems to us that not so much as is

commonly supposed is gained by this altera-

tion We prefer to adhere to the more re-

2 B
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cei'v'ed view of tlie case ; because that seems
more in ap;reemcnt with all the circumstances

which surround the transaction. Tlie expla-

nation proceeds on the notion that the Israel-

ites had avowed their intention to escape ; for,

had it been presumed that they intended to

return, it would have been a piece of the

grossest and most fatal madness in them to

" demand " this valuable property from the

Egyptians in a compulsory manner. But their

intention to withdraw altogether was never
avowed while they were in Egypt. Moses
never avowed it. Even when rather closely

pressed on the subject, he persisted, at least by
implication, that there was no other object than
that of holding a feast to Jehovah at the dis-

tance of three days' journey into the wilder-

ness, and the ulterior intention was not dis-

tinctly avowed by the move which was made
from "Etham on the edge of the wilderness."

This, therefore, only being the avowed object

of the Israelites, it must have seemed perfectly

natural to the Egyptians that they should wish

to appear as richly attired as possible at the

great feast they were about to celebrate : and
as natural, that they should borrow^ such articles

as they, in their state of bondage and poverty,

did not possess. The consternation they were
in at the death of their first-born, and their

liaste to get the Hebrews away, precluded

nmch deliberation. But by the time the Israel-

ites moved from Etham there had been leisure

for reflection, and they manifested their sense

tliat the substance with which they parted on

that occasion had only been lent, by the haste

which they made to recover it, as soon as they

became assured that the Hebrews intended to

escape.

(") The Destruction of the Egyptians,

p. i81.—We have already stated the conclusion

of Mr. Wilkinson, that the exode of the Israel-

ites took place in the fourth year of the reign

of Thothmes III. But this king reigned thirty-

nine years, whereas it is the received opinion

that the king at this time reigning was

drowned in the h'cd Sea with all his host.

Mr. Wilkinson is not staggered by tiiis ; but

contends that we have no e\ idcnce that the

Pharaoh of the sculptural narrative was

drowned on that occasion. The ]x)in; will be

"best stated in his own words :
—

" It is in the fourth year of Thothmes III.

that I suppose the e.\odus of the Israelites to

liave taken place, and the wars he vmdertook

and the inoiunnents he erected must date sub-

sequently to that event. Indeed there is no

authority in the writings of Moses fur sup-

posing tliat Pharaoh was drowned in the Red

Sea : and, from our finding that, wherever a

fact is mentioned in the Bible histin-y, toe do

not discover anything in the monmnents that

tends to contradict it, we may conclude that

these two authorities will not here be at vari-

ance Avith each other. And in order to show
that in this instance the same agreement exists

between them, and to prevent a vulgar error,

perpetuated by constant repetition, from being

brought forward to impugn the accuracy of the

Jewish historian,* it is a pleasing duty to exa-

mine the account given in the book of Exodus.

According to it, Pharaoh led his army in pur-

suit of the fugiiives, and overtook the Israelites

encamping by the sea beside Pi-ha-hiroth,

before Baal-zephon. The Israelites having

entered the channel of the sea. the army of

Pharaoh, ' his chariots and horsemen,' pursued

them, and all those who went in after them

were overwhelmed by the returning waters.

This, however, is confined to the chariots and

horsemen, and all the host of Pharaoh that

came into the sea after them ; and neither

here nor in the song vvhich Moses sang on the

occasion of their deliverance, is any mention

made of the king's death, an event of sufficient

consequence at least to have been noticed, and

one which would not have been omitted. The
authority of a psalm can scarcely be o])posed

to that of Moses, even were the death of Pha-

raoh positively asserted, but this even cainiot

be argued from the expression, he ' overthrew

Pharaoh and his host in the Red Sea,' since

the death of a monarch is not the necessary

consequence of his defeat and overthrow."'

After this, ]Mr. Wilkinson would ^n'obably be

glad to know that some of the Jewish traditions

allege that Pharaoh himself was preserved from

the overthrow in the Red Sea, and subsequently

extended his power into Assyria. His own fur-

ther statement concerning Thothmes III. is,

—

" The departure' of the Israelites enabhnl

Thothmes to continue the war with the northern

nations with the greater security and success,

and it is not impossible that its less urgent

jirosecution after the time of Amun-rii gori II.

was owing ])artly to the sojourn of the Jevvs in

Egypt. At all events, we find evidence of its

being carried on by this monarch with more

than usual vigcnu' ; and, in consequence of the

(Mironragenient given to the arts of peace, the

records of his successes, sculptured on the

moavuuents he erected, have been ]neserved to

the present day. He founded numerous build-

* 'I'liis is Ji little t<K> stioiii. If tbcip wcie any (linpiPiicc, its

inoi'cr I'fl'ect would he to throw a doubt over tlie inicrpretation

of till' liieroglj pliics in the jiarticular instance, or on the date

whieh has been assigned to the reij;n of this king, and not to

• imiiMi;n tin- aconraey of the .lewish historian."
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ings ill Upper and Lower Egy])t, and iu those

parts of Ethiopia into which his arms had

penetrated ; he made extensive additions to the

temples at Thebes ; and Coptos, Memphis, He-

liopolis, and other cities in different parts of

the country, benefited by his taste for archi-

tectural improvement. In many of the monu-

ments he founded, tlie style is pure and elegant

;

but in the reversed capitals of a columnar hall

behind the granite sanctuary at Kornak, he has

evinced a love of change consistent neither

w ith elegance nor utility, leaving a lasting me-

morial of his caprice, the more remarkable as

he has elsewhere given proofs of superior

taste."

If this be so, verily the cliaracter which he

has wrought for himself in stone corresponds

quite well with that which Moses has given to

him.

(^) The Passage of the Red Sea p. 183.

—

We introduce a note here, not for the purpose

of discussing the subject in all its bearings, or

even to vindicate or expound the views we have

taken, bvit to state a few particulars which it

seems undesirable to overlook.

All the points of the inquiry are included in

the three questions,— 1. Where the Israelites

crossed the Red Sea ; 2. By what route they

arrived at the place" where they encamped

;

3. And by what route they were followed by

the Egyptians to the same place.

As to the place of the passage over the Red

Sea, there are two principal opinions;—one

that it was near Suez, and the other that it was

at Ain Mousa. There are alternatives which

place the passage even higher than Suez and

lower than Ain Mousa, but they do not seem to

demand much attention. In so far as the ques-

tion is one of orthodoxy, involving the belief

or disbelief of miracles, Ain Mousa is the or-

thodox alternative, and Suez the sceptical. To
cross at Ain Mousa without a great miracle

would be impossible, whereas the passage near

Suez reduces the miracle just to that size

which even a sceptic may receive. Hence not

one sceptical writer has placed the passage at

Ain Mousa, although some believing writers,

in the innocence of their hearts, and not seeing

the snare laid for them, have followed those

sceptical travellers, French or German, who have

placed the passage at Suez. As most of the

really able travellers, from Niebuhr downward
to near our own time, who have visited this

quarter, have been of sceptical dispositions, it

does certainly happen that there seems a pre-

ponderance of valuable testimony in favour of

Suez. But on a close examination tlie ani)nus

of this testimony appears, as well as tlie want

of correspondence between this position ant

those indications of locality which the Scripture

narrative offers. As to the animus, it is indi-

cated in the manifest wish either to diminish the

miracle, without giving offence by denying it

absolutely ; or else by the full denial of the

miracle, by finding a point where a passage

might be made across the end of the gulf with-

out any. To the first class belongs Niebuhr,

who is one of those Avho fix the place of pas-

sage near Suez, avowing, as his reason for the

preference, "that the miracle would be less if

they crossed the sea there than near Bedea.

But whosoever shovild suppose that the mul-

titude of the Israelites could be able to cross it

here without a prodigy would deceive himself,

for even in our days no caravan passes that Avay

to go from Cairo to Mount Sinai, although it

would shorten the journey considerably.* The

passage wordd have been naturally more dif-

ficult for the Israelites some thousands of years

back, when the gulf was probably longer,

deeper, and more extended towards the north ;

for in all appearance the Avater had retired, and

the ground near this end has been raised by

the sands of the surrounding desert.+
"

This avowed intention to depreciate the

miracle, with the decorous admission that there

was a prodigy in the matter, and that the pas-

sage at this place was more difficult formerly

than now, has much of the tone of a superior

mind making a difficult concession to vulgar

prejudices. For our own part, we do not wish

to hear of small miracles, which leave us doubt-

ful whether there be any miracle at all. If

we are to have miracles, let them be decidedly

miracvilous, and let not our veneration for the

Divine character be offended by exhibitions of

the Almighty as laying bare His holy arm to

remove the small remaining difficulty which

these theorists leave Him to execute. Even

this show of leaving Him something to do, out

of respect to his claim of having done all, has

been relinquished by less scrupulous writers,

as M. du Bois-Ayme, M. Salvador, and others.

The statement of the former of these writers

has been adopted with some softening by the

latter.

If the reader looks at a map of the Red Sea,

he will observe that the head of the Gulf of

Suez is formed first into a somewhat circular

basin by the projection of the opposite capes of

Attaka and Mousa, about Avhich point we sup-

pose the Israelites passed. But this basin does

not terminate the gulf; for at the northern

extremity there is a long and narrow inlet,

* Two leagues, as ajnicars fiom the account of Bunaiaitu'i

attempt to cross at that jilace.

\ ' Voyage en Arabie," 363.

2 B 2
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wliicli lias the appearance of a broad river.

This inlet is about four miles long, by the

average breadth of somewhat more than one

mile.* The town of Suez is at its mouth, and
the alleged place of passage is placed by some
quite near to it, but by others about a mile above.

The tides rise between five and six feet. But, al-

though this be the average height to which the

tide rises, the waters sometimes rise ten or

twelve feet during tempests, when the south

wind blows. When the tide is at the lowest, the

gravelly beach on each side is left dry to a vast

extent, and although the middle, or lowest, part

of the bed is never without water, it is then

fordable, and in some places may be passed

dry-foot. Now the theory is, that Moses,

who had long fed his flocks on the borders of

the sea, was well accjuainted with these facts,

and availed himself of them. He led the Is-

raelites across when the tide was low, knowing
that the tide would return upon the Egyptians

if they ventured to pursue,—although some
allow the further benefit of one of those tem-

pests caused by the south wind.

But, in the first place, so opportune a tem-

pest woidd have been little less than a miracle

by itself. According to Moses, there was tlie

agency of a strong east wind to clear the pas-

sage : according to the theory, no wind was
wanting to clear the passage ; but a south wind
would have been very serviceable for the op-

posite purpose of destroying the Egyptians.

However, as it is evident that where the He-
brews crossed the simple collapse of the waters

was sufficient to overwhelm the Egyptians,

some anecdotes are given us to show that per-

sons may be in danger of drowning even at

this place of passage. Among others, there is

one of Bonaparte, who, returning one day from

the Fountains of Moses, took it into his head
to shorten his route some two leagues by riding

across at this place instead of going round the

head of the inlet. This was at the beginning

of the night : and as they were passing the tide

rose so very ra])idly that no attention was at

first paid to it, and Napoleon and his suite

were exposed to great danger. Yet all the

while they were attended by natives of the

neighbourhood for guides.

If this Avere the place where the Hebrews
^crossed the sea, there was no apparent need to

cross it at all ; and, altho\igh to a party of tra-

vellers it might be a pref(>rable course, it could

• We have marked off Uie following measurements on the

great map [mile and a half to an inch] in the Atlas to the
' Dcscript. del'Egyvte-' Length, four miles ; l)read)h,at Suez,

three-quarters of a mile; between Suez and the alleged place of

passage, one mile and a half; at the alleged place of passage,

one mile; nhnre that Ihe average breadth is somewhat under a

mile.

not be so by any means with so immense and
encumbered a party as the Israelites. There
was nothing, properly speaking, to compel
them. For, so far from being " shut in by the

wilderness," or "entangled in the land," or

pent up between the mountain and the sea,

there was nothing at the point of passage indi-

cated to prevent them from taking almost any

other alternative ; whereas, at the valley of

Bedea, no other alternatives but the passage of

the sea or the return to Egypt were open, and

there all the conditions apply, not one of which

is applicable to Suez. It ought to be enough

to say, that the passage of the gulf at that place

was unnecessary. Besides, it is not likely that

the host of Pharaoh would have followed there.

If this passage existed at all, it must have been

well known to the Egyptians. They could not

have entered unknowingly, as they might have

done at a passage in a new and unexpected

situation ; and, knowing it, they were far more
likely to drive round the head of the gulf, and

fall upon the Hebrews on the other side, than,

for a trifling advantage, to risk the danger of the

returning tide—which danger it is impossible

that they should not have known. In this

place, and, to a body equipped for much more
rapid motion than the Hebrews could make,

they had less inducement than the Israelites to

pass through the sea, while their danger was
much greater.

One otlier point cannot fail to strike us, on

a little attention. The travellers and others

who contend for the passage near Suez do so

on the ground of the facilities which it now
offers for such a transit, while, with one voice,

they allow that, from conclusive appearances, it

is manifest that the sea was wider and deeper

at this extremity, and extended farther, than it

does at present. But, if that were the case,

their argument is lost ; for how can they tell

what extent of miracle was necessary to enable

an army to pass at this place thirty-five centu-

ries ago ?— Perhaps as great as at Ain Mousa.

But it is not hence to be supposed that, if the

passage at Suez was wider and deeper for-

merly, so may the sea at Ain Mousa have been.

If it were necessary we should not object to

this conclusion, btit the fact is, that the q\ies-

tion of diminution only affects the northern

extremity at and beyond the inlet, and not the

main channel of the stream.

Much of the discussion on this subject was

raised by Michaelis, who sent to Niebuhr, then

in Egypt, his celebrated queries, one of which

proposed to him to inquire on the spot,

" Wh(>ther there were not some ridges of rock

where the water was shallow, so that an army

might at particular times pass over? Secondly,
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whether the Etesian winds, which blow strongly

all the summer from the north-west, could not

blow so violently against the sea as to keep it

back in a heap, so that the Israelites might

have passed without a miracJer

Niebuhr answered there was no such shoal

;

and this it is important to know. But then he

enters into the question respecting Suez, and

the conclusions offered, and the tone of ob-

servation adopted, really do very little credit to

that most able and upright traveller.

A copy of these questions was also left for

Bruce, to join his inquiries \ and his spirited

and sensible answer does him very great ho-

nour.*
" I must confess, however learned the gen-

tlemen were who proposed these doubts, I did

not think they merited any attention to solve

them. This passage is told us by Scripture to

be a miracAilous one ; and, if so, we have no-

thing to do with fiatural causes. If we do not

believe Moses, we need not believe the transac-

tion at all, seeing that it is from his authority

alone we derive it. If we believe in God, that

He made the sea, we must believe he could

divide it when He sees proper reason ; and of

that He must be the only judge. It is no

greater miracle to divide the Red Sea, than to

divide the river Jordan.

"If the Etesian wind, blowing from the

north-west in summer, covild keep up the sea

as a wall on the right, or to the south, of fifty

feet high, still the difficulty would remain of

building the wall on the left hand, or to the

north. Besides, water standing in that position

for a day must have lost the nature of fluid.

Whence came that cohesion of particles which
hindered that wall to escape at the sides? This

is as great a miracle as that of Moses. If the

Etesian winds had done this once, they must
have repeated it many a time before and since

from the same causes. Yet Diodorus Siculus,

lib. iii. p. 122, says, the Troglodytes, the indi-

genous inhabitants of that very spot, had a

tradition from father to son, from their very

earliest ages, that once this division of the sea

did happen there ; and that, after leaving its

bottom some time dry, the sea again came back,

and covered it with great fury. The words of

this author are of the most remarkable kind.

We cannot think this heathen is writing in

• Besides the authorities citeii, see Hales's ' Analysis,' i. 389

—396 ; Salvador, • Institutions du Maise,' i. 42—48^ and the

foUowin Memoires in ' Descript. de I'Egj'pte',—Roziere, ' De
la Geographic Comiiaree de la Mer Rouge;' Le Pere, ' Me-
moire sur le Canal des Deux Mers;' Du Bois-Ayme, ' Notice

sur le Sejour des Hebreux in Egypte;' Morison, liv. i. c. 14;

Thevenot, 311.

t Dixid'irus indeed attributes this to an " extraordinary high

tide." The fact, however, that " the ground was bare to the '''r;/

bottom of the giilph," is admitted by this curious tradition.
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favour of revelation : he knew not Moses, nor
says a word about Pharaoh and his host, but
records the miracle of the division of the sea
in words nearly as strong as those of Moses,
from the mouths of unbiassed, undesigning
pagans.

" Were all these difficulties surmounted,
what could we do with the pillar of/ire ? The
answer is. We should not believe it. Why,
then, believe the passage at all ? We have no
authority for the one, but what is for the

other. It is altogether contrary to the ordi-

nary nature of things, and, if not a miracle, it

must be a/u6/e." (p. 244-246.)

It is without any surprise, but with sincere

regret, that we have seen Professor Robinson
take the same view of the question, on the
spot, with Niebuhr and others. We were pre-

viously prepared to feel assured that he would
do so ; for being acquainted with the thoroughly
German education of his mind, and knowing
tliat he had some years previously published a

paper* to prove from Niebuhr, Burckhardt,

&c., that the Hebrew host passed the sea near
Suez, we anticipated that he would be unable
to see anything there likely to disturb his fore-

gone conclusions. For these reasons we with-

hold from his opinion in this matter that weight
which we should be quite disposed to ascribe to

it on any other subject.

The question of route to the Red Sea is of

comparatively small importance. All those

who contend for the passage near Suez agree
in making the Hebrews come from Egypt,
and Pharaoh to pursue them by the same, or

nearly the same, route as our own, as far as

Adjeroud. But those who place the passage

at or near the valley of Bedea, differ as to the

route by which they bring them thither. Some
take them through the valley of Bedea, of

which route we have spoken above (p. ISO).

But that is not the most suitable or usual route

towards Sinai, from the quarter in which the

land of Goshen appears to have been situated
;

and we have seen that the pilgrim caravan, al-

though it leaves at a point so much more to

the south as Cairo, does not journey by this

valley, but nearly by the route which we have

supposed the children of Israel to have taken.

Father Sicard, a Jesuit missionary, who was

intimately acquainted with all the localities, in

an able and ingenious article on the subject,t

suggests the only hypothesis which can sup-

ply a reason for their passing through this val-

ley. He supposes that the "wilderness" in

which the Israelites ostensibly sought to hold

• In the ' American Biblical Repository,' 1832.

t In the ' Memoires des Missions dc la Compagnic de Jesus

an Levant,' torn. vi.
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their festival, and to wliirh Pharaoh expected

them to go, lay between tlie valley of the Nile

and the Gulf of Suez, the approach to which

lay in this valley of Bedea. It was, therefore,

expected that, after proceeding the requisite

distance in this valley, they would turn south-

M-ard into the deserts, which are at this day

named the deserts of St. Anthony or of the

Thebaid; and that it was when, instead of

making this turn into the desert, the Hebrews

went straight on through the valley to the Red
Sea, that the Egyptians became convinced that

they intended to escape. This is an exceed-

ingly good explanation, and if we were to

change the view we have taken, it would be to

adopt this. Even in that case, liowever, we
should differ from him in making Pharaoh

jjursue through the same valley. We observe,

with surprise, that even those who bring the

Israelites to the mouth of the valley of Bedea

by the route which we have followed, make
Pharaoh come upon them through that valley

from the banks of the Nile ; but this, vmder all

the circumstances, would have been, as we
have already explained (p. 180), a sort of infa-

tuation into which he was not likely to fall.



CHAPTER IV.

SINAI.

[A \ alley in Sinai.]

The Israelites, now relieved from all fear of the Egyptians, probably made some considerable

stay at Ain Mousa. The district was then regarded as " the wilderness of Shnr," a name of

wide extent, a clear trace of which is still exhibited in the present name of Sdur.

When they departed, their road lay over a desert region, sandy, gravelly, and stony, alter-

nately. On their right hand their eyes rested on the deep blue(>) waters of the gulf so lately

sundered for their sake ; while on their left hand the mountain-chain of El Ruhat, stretching

away to a greater distance from the shore as the pilgrims advanced. In about nine miles

they entered a boundless desert plain, called El Ati, white and painfully glaring to the eye.

Proceeding beyond this, the ground became hilly, with sand-hills near the coast. In all this

way, which it took them three days to traverse, they found no water ; but then at last thev

came to a well, the waters of which were so bitter, that it bore the name of i^.Iarah [Biltin-tiess].

That name, in the form of Amarah, is now borne by the barren bed of a winter torrent a little

beyond which is still found a well, bearing the name of Howara, whose bitter waters answer

to this description. Camels will drink it ; but even the thirsty Arabs never drink of it them-

selves ; and it is the only water on the shore of the Red Sea which they cannot drink. This,

when first taken into the mouth, seems insipid rather than bitter ; b\it when held in the moutli

a few seronds it becomes extremely nauseous. This well ri?es withhi an elevated mound
surrovmded by sand-hdls, and two small date-trees grow near it.*

* Lmil r.indsav, ii. 2u.3.
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The Hebrews, unaccustomed as yet to the liardships of the desert, and having been in the

habit of drinking their fill of the best water in the world, were much distressed by the scarcity

of water in the region in which they now wandered, and they were disappointed of the relief

they expected from this well ; they murmured greatly against Moses for having brought them

into such a dry wilderness, and asked him, " What shall we drink ?" On this Moses cried

to Jehovah, who indicated to him an unknown tree('), on throwing the branches of which

into the well, the waters became sweet and fit for use.

Departing from thence, they soon found the country become more mountainous and pic-

turesque ; and when thev arrived at Elim, the cheerful presence of twelve wells of water and

seventy palm-trees engaged them to encamp. This spot is, with sufficient probability, sup-

posed to be the same as that which now bears the name of Wady Gharendel, which is the

largest of all the torrent beds on the western side of the peninsula. It is about a mile broad,

and extends away indefinitely to the north-east. This pleasant valley abounds in date-trees,

tamarisks, acacia, and the shrub rflivrhud ;* but the springs are too distant from the common
route to be visited by travellers.

Soon after the Hebrew host left Elim, they entered the " wilderness of Sinai, which is

between Elim and Sinai," which w-e interpret to signify the rocky desert—yet not without

pleasant valleys here and there—which extends from below Wady Gharendel to the borders

of the Upper Sinai, or, more precisely, to the neighbourhood of Wady Feiran and Mount
Serbal.t By this time a month had passed since they left Egvpt, and the provisions on

which they had hitherto subsisted began to run short. On this, as usual, they murmured
against their leaders, in such a style, that we can scarcely help regarding them as being, at

that time, a body of the most gross and gluttonous slaves with which history makes us ac-

quainted. " Would to God," cried they, " we had died by the hand of the Lord in the land

of Egypt, when we sat by the fleshpots, and when we did eat bread to the full ; for ye have

brought us forth into this wilderness to kill this whole assembly with hunger." Exod. xvi. .3.

[Wady GlianMirlc-1.]

• I'c;/ miiin ri'tiisum.— I'"uisUal.

+ Wady Mokattc)), of whirh :i rcinosnulafion has bcon givon (p. liv ), is oiii- of the valleys of this distiici, and ihroii^jh il

most (onimoii route lies.
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It may seem strange that a people who possessed flocks and herds in abundance should

utter such a complaint. But it is true that there are, at this day, few people who eat less

animal food than the pastoral tribes of Western Asia ; and to them the slaughter of a pro-

ductive animal seems an act of extravagance almost culpable, unless performed to furnish an

entertainment for friends or strangers. The animal food which the Israelites had eaten in

Egypt was derived from the Egyptians, not from their own flocks and herds : merely as a

pastoral people they would not have felt the want of flesh-meat ; but, having now been accus-

tomed to it in the service of the Egyptians, they felt an inclination for it,—but not at the

expense of their own flocks and herds. In short, it may be well to understand that meat is

upon the whole regarded as a luxury, rather than as a usual article of food, among the pastoral

tribes, and even, although in a less degree, among the settled communities of Western Asia.

The want of corn formed a fairer svibject of complaint ; for some kind of grain is necessary

even to a Bedouin, and must have seemed particularly necessary to those who had all their

lives eaten bread to the full in the country where corn was the most abundantly produced.

The reply to their complaint was, that they should that very evening have meat to eat, and

in the morning bread to the full. But they w^ere reminded that the miraculous gratification

of their wants by the power of Jehovah might also evince that He had heard their murmur-
ings, which, although immediately levelled at Moses and Aaron, were in reality murmurings

against him, and implied distrust of his power and his care. To confirm this, they were

directed to look towards the wilderness, where they beheld the efi"u]gence or glory by which he

tnanifested his presence, beaming forth from the cloud which went before them and rested

with them. It proved, however, that the meat—the luxury—and which they had other means

of obtaining—was supplied only this time and once again the next year ; whereas bread, or

rather a substitute for it, which they could not otherwise have obtained, was supplied to

them constantly from that time forward.

Poultry and feathered game have in all ages been favourite articles of food in Egypt. The

Egyptians were expert fowlers, and had the art of salting for future use some of those birds

of passage which are plentiful at one time of the year, and not at all seen in the other part.

Among these birds quails Avere not the least esteemed. They are plentiful in Egypt from

about the middle of autumn to the beginning of summer, when, that and the adjoining

countries becoming too hot for them, while the more northern countries have ceased to be too

cold, they take wing, and proceed to the north, or north-west, or east, their immediate course

being much determined by the direction of the wind, which at the time of their flight in the

late spring blows generally from the south.

Now God, at the time fixed by himself, supplied the Hebrews with food—the food they

desired—through such a flight of quails. He gave the wind which directed the course of an

enormous flight of these birds over the camp of the Israelites, where, wearied with their flight

across the Red Sea, they flew so heavily and low,* that it was easy for the people to capture

immense numbers of them. Thus were they, for the time, abundantly supplied with the

sort of food they had been taught to value in Egypt ; and the arrival, exactly at their

camp, of this immense flock of quails, might have sufficed to convince even their obduracy

that they were indeed the special objects of care to an Almighty protector and guide.

But this was not all ; for the next morning there was a fall of dew around the camp ; and,

when the dew had dried up, the ground was found to be covered with a small and shining

substance, small as the particles of hoar-frost, and in shape like coriander-seed. The Hebrews,

who had never before beheld such a substance, asked one another, "What is it ?" [Man-hu ?]

from which question it took the name of Manna. Moses answered their question by telling them

that this was the provision of bread which the Lord had promised, and of which every man

* They always fly low, and under such circumstances much lower than usual. The facility with which quails may bo caiiture<l

after being thus fatigued was well known to the ancients, and several anecdotes on the subject have been pre erved. One is, that

of the exiles whom King Actisanes banished to Rhinoculura, where they were like to have been starved if they li.id uot betliou^ht

them of making long nets ot slit reeds, and placing them several stiides along the shore, whereby they were enabled to catch the

quails which came flying over the sea in large flocks, and thus secureil for themselves an ample stock of provisions. Diod,

Sic. i. 5.

vol,, r. 2 c
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was directed to tske the quantity of a homer * for each member of his family. They did so.

Some gatliered more and some less ; hut, as the whole was afterwards measured out at the

rate of a homer to each person, " he who gathered much had nothing over, and he who
gathered little had no lack."t They were then fully instructed in the nature and use of this

marvellous food. They were told, indeed they saw, that all of which remained ungathered
dissolved in the heat of the sun and was lost. They were also informed that the quantity col-

lected was only intended f(jr the food of the current day, and that if any of it were kept till

the next morning it would corrupt and breed worms. Notwithstanding this, some of the

people did, out of curiosity or precaution, save some of it, which in the morning was found
to be in a condition so stinking and full of worms as to be entirely unfit for use. And yet it

was directed that a double quantity should be gathered on the sixth day ; for the seventh day
was henceforth to be observed by the Israelites as a day of rest from all labour, and on that

day no fresh m.anna would be supplied. That day they were to live on the surplus quantity

which they collected the day before ; and it proved that the quantity thus kept for the sabbath

[Pouuiliiig ill n Mortar.]

g5fe©®?^&,5

[I!akinf,'.(a)]

remained sweet and wholesome, notwithstanding that it corrupted if kept more than one day

under ordinary circumstances. In preparing this matter for use, they found that they could

deal with it much as with grain. They ground it in their hand-mills, or pounded it in

• About five anil one- loiith pints.

+ We know not how some persons have magnified this into a separate miracle ; for it seems quite evident, from the text, that

the equal distribution was the result of measurement. As we believe this supply of food to have bi'eu miraculous iu the strongest

and fullest sense, we feel all the more free in rejecting the unnecessary miracles which some interpreters are constantly finding in

th(! most ordinary matters. We believe tliat there is no clear instance in which God exercised extraordinary powers to elVect

results which might be produced by the powers of nature, or by ordinary circumstiuices or measures of conduct.
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[Kneading.]

mortars, kneaded it into dough, and baked it in one kind of pan-oven, or iifon one of

another kind, according to the processes of preparing bread, which, as appears from our

engravings, were used in Ancient Egypt, and

are still preserved in the East. It was thus

made into cakes, which is the form usually

given to Oriental bread ; and these cakes were

found to taste like the finest bread made with

honey, or, as described in another place, with

oil.*

Such was tlie substance, and thus was it

supplied, which formed " the staff of life " to

the vast Hebrew host through all their long

stay in the wilderness. (^)

From the station in the wilderness of Sin which these transactions made so memorable, the

Israelites continued their journey over a sandy and stony region, intersected by the beds of

numerous torrents, which are perfectly dry, except in the season of rain, when some of them

are of very considerable depth.t Except at that season water is scarce ; and by the usual and

nearest route, which is generally supposed to be that which was taken by the Israelites, occurs

only at two places before reaching Wady Feiran. These places we incline to think were the

stations Dophkah and Alush, at which we are told the host rested between the Desert of Sin

and Rephidim.J The first of these is at Wady Naszeb, where the neighbourhood of a well of

good water, combined with the shelter of a large impending rock,§ makes the most favourite

resting-place which this wild region offers. The other may have been at Wady Boodra,

where there is a spring of good water, which, being somewhat aside from the common road

and often choked with sand, has escaped the notice of most travellers.
1|

Tlie next rest of the Israelites was at Rephidim, where no water could be found. The
determination of this station and of the two preceding is connected with an inquiry concerning

the true situation of Mount Sinai, from which they received the law, and before which they

remained so long encamped ; for Rephidim was the last resting-place before reaching the base

of that mountain.

The more diligently we compare the accounts of Scripture with the statements of travellers,

the more entirely we are convinced that the mountains now pointed out as Horeb and Sinai

could not possibly be the scene of the transactions which the Hebrew history records. How
these high interior mountains, surrounded by narrow ravines and valleys, in which it is impos-

sible that the host of Israel could have remained encamped with the room and comfort which

they manifestly enjoyed, is not a question which requires consideration in this place. But it

is probable that, when attention began to be strongly directed towards Sinai, during the first

fervour of the spirit for pilgrimages, and when it was determined to build a convent in this

place, tlie present spot was deemed the most eligible for the establishment, and that there-

fore the monks successfully endeavoured to direct attention to it as the sacred locality. In this

they were no doubt powerfully aided by the discovery of the pretended remains of St. Cathe-

rine upon the summit of the mountain which has since borne her name. It is to her honour

that the convent is dedicated. H(jwever this be, more than one of our more inquiring travellers

(') have been struck by the unsuitableness of the alleged Sinai to be tlie scene of the circum-

* Comi)are tlie ar.coiints of this mauna given in Exod. xvi. 14, 23, and Num. xi. 7-9.

t Tliere is Wady Taibe, for instance, the depth of which ii said to be in winter pijual to the height of two men.

J Num. xxxiii. 12, 13. The list of names in this chapter contains many stations om.ilted in Exodus.

§ This voclv
—" the Rock of the Pilgrims "—has been already represented in this work (p. xlvi). The rock seems for ages to

have allin-ded a shelter to pilgrims and travellers. " Shady spots like this," says Uurckhardt, " are well knowu to the Aral)s

;

aud, as the scanty foliage of the acacia, the only tree iu which these valleys abound, affords no shade, the}' take ad\antage of

such rocks, and regulate their journey in such a way as to be able to reach them at noon, there to take their siesta." The reader

conversant with the Scripture will remember the satisfaction with which the " shadow of a great rock iu a desert laud" is men-

tioned. Isa. xxxii. 2.

II

" We walked on some distance to a well, whicdi we found full of sand. Hussein scooped it out with his hands, and the water

rose : all of us drauk. I never tasted anything so delicious, always excepted the water of the Nile, to which no other beverage is

comparable ; but then I was very thirsty, for the day was by far the hottest I had yet travelled on What a blessing water is!

None can appreciate it who has not thirsted in the desert." Lord Lindsav, i. 273.

2 c 2
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stances we shall presently relate. In tliis belief we have sought for a mountain in this region

which might be open to none of the objections to which the other is liable. We think that we
have found this in the INIount Serbal which has been described and represented in a preceding

page (lii—liv).

The grandeur of this mountain is not exceeded by that of any other in Sinai; indeed, its

grandeur is, in appearance, the greatest, seeing that it raises its ecjual height from lower ground,

in more distinctness and fulness of separate form, and in majesty more single and apart, while

around it, instead of narrow ravines, it overlooks broad and rich valleys and ample plains, in

which even so immense a host as that of Israel might remain conveniently encamped with all

their flocks and herds. And besides this, such are the manifest tokens in the caves whicli

have been formed, and in the inscriptions with which its sides are charged, that Mount Serbal

was in ancient times regarded as a holy mountain; that even Burckhardt allows tluit this was
probably considered the " Mount of God," before that distinction was applied to the mountain
which now bears it, and which he thinks is justly entitled to it. We recommend the subject

to the more particular inquiries of those who feel any interest in it ; and, meanwhile, we shall

probably be thought entitled to assume the probability we have wished to establish.

But if Mount Serbal was the Smai, then the station Repliidim, where the host of Israel

thirsted before they came to Sinai, must also have been before Mount Serbal ; and then,

reflectively, if Rephidim was before Mount Serbal, the greater is the probability that oMount

Serbal is Sinai. But Rephidim was certainly not at the place where it is now fixed, which is

in about the most impossible situation that can be conceived, and where no one in his seiis-es

would have dreamed of looking for it, unless the monks of St. Catherine's convent had found

it convenient so near at hand. It is high up the central cluster of mountains in the ravine or

very narrcnv valley, El Erbayn,* which separates the summits of St. Catherine and the so-

called Sinai. As there is not one circumstance of probability or of congiuity with the sacred

narrative in this position, we shall waste no words to disprove it, but ccjntent ourselves with

intimating that there is no part of this central region in which a miracle to produce water

would not have been grossly superfluous, so abundant are the natural springs. Seeing, there-

fore, that Rephidim could not be here, that no man need feel thirst after he has entered or

passed the beautiful and well-watered valley of Feiran,t u'hkh extends before and leads to

Mount Serbal, we have concluded that Rephidim must have been at some point before that

valley was reached.

In this place the people, unmindful, in the agonies of their thirst, of the experienced mercies

of God, began to murmur so loudly against Moses and Aaron, that unless immediate relief

were aff'ordcd it seemed l.kely that they would be stoned by the now fierce multitude. Moses
cried to God, who told him to take the elders of the people on with hini as witnesses, and smite

with his rod a rock in Horeb, from which streams of water should then miraculously flow to

give drink to the people. This was done ; and to commemorate the transaction Moses imposed

on the place the names of Massa [Teniptaltnn'] and Meril)ah [Contenlion^-l

We have not hitherto heard of the inhal)itau!s of the Sinai peninsula, or understood how
they were aflected by the recent transactions, or with what feelings they regarded the advance

of the vast Hebrew host into the finest part of the country. We now hear of them.

It appears that not only the peninsula, l)ut the adjoining deserts towards the south of

Palestine, were in the occupation of an extensive and powerful tribe, of Bedouin or semi-

Bedouin hal)its, called Amalekiies. The fine valley of Feiran was then, doul)tless, as now,

the principal seat of those who occupied the peninsula ; and, indeed, the Arabian historians

preserve the tradition that the valley contained ancient settlements and towns of the Amalekites.

There are some ruins of an old city, which they say was /^aran or Paran, and that it was

• Noticed at p. 1 of tlie Pliysieul Ilstoiy. Iloie thoy show the rock struck by Mosos, of wliich a renrusentatiou lias been givtn

in
J).

Iviii.

t Which name is uiuloubtedly the same as P.iraii, a name which Scripture applies to Mount Sinai. Now tliis \aUey. still

bearing tliis name, extends in lr(mt of Serbal. Lord Lindsay has a line description of this valley, i. 275-281

.

X
" Because of the contrntion of the Lsraelite.s, and because they li'iiij ted the Lord, s;i\ing, Is the Lord anion:; lis or not ':"—

lixod. xvii. 7-
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founded by, and belonged to, the Amalekites ; and they affirm that the numerous excavations
in the mountains near, were the sepulchres of that people.*

"''>:',K

[Wady Foii-an.]

These Amalekites determined to resist the further progress of the Israelites, who had now,
as we have supposed, reached the very borders of their chief settlements in Wady Feiran.

Their knowledge of the wealth with which the Hebrews were at this time laden—the spoils

of Egypt,—probably tended the more to excite and strengthen this resolve. That they should
venture to assail such an immense body as that of the Hebrews may, at first, seem strange

;

but we are to consider that they probably looked upon them as a confused body of spiritless

slaves—as, in fact, they were,—debilitated, morally at least, by their long bondage in Egypt;
and they had doubtless military experience enough to know that the numbers of a host com-
posed like this, and encumbered with women and children, flocks and herds, did not render
them the more formidable.

When the hostile intentions of the Amalekites were discovered, Moses, well acquainted

with the courage and discretion of his personal follower, Joshua, whose name now occurs for

the first time, resolved to confide to him the conduct of this first military action. He was
directed to form a chosen body from the whole host, and with them give battle to the Amale-
kites the next morning. When that morning broke, Joshua advanced against the enemy,

while Moses ascended a hill with Aaron and Hur, that he might view the battle, and pray to

the Lord for success in this first essay of arms. He lifted his hands in prayer as the armies

met, and Amalek was unable to withstand the force of the Hebrew onset. Moses ceased his

prayer, and Amalek prevailed ; but when the prophet again hfted up his faithful and clean

hands, Joshua was again the stronger. Seeing this, he determined to continue in prayer

;

but, when weariness overcame him, Aaron and Hur brought him a stone on whicli he sat,

while they sustained his uplifted arms until the setting of the sun, by which time the Amale-
kites were completely routed. It was thus that God convinced the Hebrews that tlie glory

of this victory was due to Him, and not themselves—to his favour, and not their strength.

Bitter was the doom pronounced from Heaven upon the Amalekites, for this first act of

hostility against the chosen people, in their most weak and unorganised condition. And to

* Makvizi in BurcUhardt, p. 617.
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understand it clearly, we should recollect that this act was one of defiance against the Power
by which they were protected : for the Amalekites had seen before their very eyes tlie

wonders wliich tlie L'jrd had wrought for tliis people in the Red Sea and in tlie desert ; and

the aggression was, therefore, in every way stronger than that of any jjeople with whom, in

after days, the Hebrews were engaged hi warfare. They lilted up their swords against the

Israelites, in the very presence, as it were, of that mighty Protector, the mere report of whose

deeds struck terror into the hearts of nations, later in time and remoter in place, who had

only heard of those things by "the hearing of the ear." For this their doom was abiding

enmity and ultimate extirpation; and very noticeable are the terms in which it is expressed—
showing the superior importance whicli was now attached to written testimonials :

" Write

this for a memorial in a book, and rehearse it in the ears of Joshua, that I will utterly put out

the remnant of Amalek from under heaven." To impress it upon tlie people that their deli-

verance was due to God, Moses erected an altar, at which their thanks might be publicly

acknowledged, and the memory of their deliverance perpetuated : and the name which he

impos^ed upon it, Jehovaii-Nissi [Jkiiovah is my Banner],* made it a memorial of their

obligation to extirpate Amalek.

[HfiUmin Eiic.imiimcnl \:t a Valley <if Sinai. i]

This victory enabled the Il-brew host to advance, and encamp in ])e!'.ce in llu- wilderness at

the foot of "the great mountain," which they did on the first day of the third month from
their leaving Egypt.

This was the point of their immediate destination : in this place they were to behold the
glory of their God, veiled in clouds,—to hear His voice amid the thunder,—to see His glances
in the lightning,—and to feel the ])ower of His right arm when it shook the mountains (").

No soon'jr had they arrived at this place than the operation for which ihey were brou.-ht

* " Ik'fiaiise this sliall Iju known as my baniioi- of Um war uliicli .Ikhc vam w ill lia\e uilli An:a'.fk, iVoii

tion."— E.\o(l. xvii. If).

t The vaUcy is Wudy Sheikli.

L'noration to "Ciuia-
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there, of forming them into a peculiar nation, commenced. The first measure was to obtain

from the Israelites a distinct and formal recognition of the supreme authority of Jehovah, and
the promise of implicit obedience to it. Moses, who had gone up into the mountain, returned
to the Israelites, with instructions to say to them, in the name of God, " Ye have seen what I

did unto the Egyptians, and how I have borne you as on eagle's wings, and brought you
hither unto myself. Now, therefore, if ye will indeed obey my voice, and keep my covenant
then ye shall be to me a peculiar treasure above all people. For though the whole earth be
mine, yet ye shall be to me a kingdom of priests, and a holy nation."* As they were unac-
quainted with any other priests than those of Egypt, the words in the last sentence probably
conveyed to them the impression that from among the nations of the earth it was proposed to

set them apart to his peculiar service and honour, in like manner as the hierarchy of E^-ypt
was set apart as a distinct and honoured caste from among the Egyptian people.

The cheerful and ready answer of the people to Moses, " All that Jehovah hath spoken
we will do," was gladly reported by him to the Lord, who then answered that on the third

following day He would appear in glory upon the mountain, in the sight of all the people, to

deliver in person the laws to which he required obedience. Against that time the people
were to purify themselves, and wash their clothes, that they might appear worthily before

their King. Moses bore this intelligence to the people, and it was arranged that they should

on that day come forth from the camp, and stand, in an orderly manner, around the base of

the mountain ; and barriers were set up lest any rash persons should break through to look

upon Jehovah, and so perish.

The eventful day arrived, being the fifth day of that month, and the fiftieth after the departure

from Egypt. The morning was ushered in with terrible thunders and lightnings, and a thick

cloud rested upon the mountain-top. There was heard a sound like that of a trumpet, but so

exceedingly loud that the people trembled greatly. They were then drawn out, and stood

around the mountain, "to meet Avith God." They found the mountain wholly enveloped in

fire, and smoke, and thick darkness ; for God had descended in fire upon the mountain, w hich

quaked beneath his feet. No figure or similitude appeared, but a Voice was heard from

amidst the thick clouds, giving utterance to the words which form the Decalogue. So awful

and tremendous was the scene, that all the people, and even Moses himself,t feared exceed-

ingly and trembled—the more especially when they heard that Voice which they had not

deemed that mortal man could hear and still live. They drew back from the mountain, and

entreated Moses that they might no more hear what they had heard, or see such things as

they had seen ; and desired that he would himself draw nigh, and hear what else Jehovah,

their God, might say, and report it to them, and they would be obedient,—" But let not God
speak to us, lest we die." They then retired still further from the mountain, and Moses

advanced to the thick darkness where God was. Then the Lord said to him, " I have heard

the voice of the words of this people which they have spoken unto thee : they have well said

in all that they have spoken. O that there were such a heart in them that they xcould fear

Me, and keep my commandments ahcays, that it may be xcell with them, and with their

children for ever ! For I will raise them up a Prophet like unto thee, and will put my words

into his mouth ; and he shall speak unto them all that I shall command him : and it shall

come to pass that whosoever will not hearken to my words, which he shall speak in my name,

I will require it of him." After he had heard these tender expressions, which so strongly

exhibit God in his paternal character, and this promise, which is replete with significance to

those who believe that Jesus Christ is the " Prophet " therein foretold, Moses returned to the

people to dismiss them to their tents ; after which, as required, he returned to the mountain,

to receive from the Lord the fundamental laws and institutions by which the chosen people

were in future to be governed ; and which will, presently, receive from us such attention as

our limits will allow us to bestow.

* Exod. xix. 4-6.

t It may be important for some persons to note that neither Moses and Aaron, nor any other persons, were present upon tlie

mountain from wliicli the Voice spoke. Moses did go up in the first insUince, but was sent down again to the people, and was

with them when tlie Decalogue was delivered.
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On this first occasion Moses received a number of civil laws ; and as they referred chiefly

to the seltled life which the Israelites as yet had only in prospect, the promise of the heritage

in Canaan was renewed, with the intimation that no sudden expulsion of the present inhabitants

of that land was within the Divine intention ; but that thev would be expelled by degree?, in

proportion as the increasing population of the Hebrews might enable them to occupy the lands

vacated by the Canaanites.

Moses returned to the camp to make this communication to the people. They promised

obedience to the laws, which he then communicated to them. Then Moses ivrote down all

the words which the Lord had spoken ; and, the next morning early, proceeded to build an

altar at the foot of the mountain, and to set up twelve stones, corresponding to the number of

the tribes. After sacrifices had been offered upon the altar, Moses took the book in which he

had written down laws and promises which had already been received, and read them aloud

to the people ; and when they had again declared their formal assent to the terms of this

covenant, he took the blood of the sacrifices, and sprinkled it over them, saying, " Behold the

blood of the covenant which Jehovah has made with you concerning all these things."

After this, Moses, as he had been directed, ascended again into the mountain, attended by

Joshua, and accompanied by Aaron, Nadab and Abihu (two of his sons), and seventy of the

elders of Israel. They entered not into the thick cloud ; but, although they paused far below

it, they were allowed to obtain a glimpse of that glory of the God of Israel which the cloud

concealed. That which they beheld was but—speaking after the manner of men—the place of

His feet, but it appeared " a pavement of sapjjhire, like the body of the heavens for bright-

ness."

They ate together, there upon the mountain, on the meat of the peace-offerings which they

had lately sacrificed, and on which the people were feasting in the plain below.

Moses was then called up into tlie clouded summit of the mountain. Before he went he

desired those who had come with him to remain there until his return, and then proceeded,

with Joshua, into the cloud. To the people in the plain, the higher part of the mountain

seems at this time to have exhibited the appearance of being invested by a thick and dark

cloud, while from the very top arose a large body of " devouring fire."* For six days Moses

and Joshua remained under the cloud; but on the seventh day Moses was called to the very

top, to which he went, leaving Joshua, probably, below. He there received instructions for

the establishment of a priesthood, and the construction of a tabernacle, with laws concerning

the Sabbath, and some other matters ; and, in the end, he received two tablets of stone, on

which God had written the words of those ten principal laws which he had previously pro-

claimed in the hearing of all the people.

Moses remained in the mountain forty t days, during which he was divinely sustained, so as

to feel no need of food. This long stay was probably unexpected by himself, and certainly

was so by the friends he had left below, who, after some stay, how long we know not, grew

tired of waiting longer, and returned to the camp. As the time ])assed, and nothing further

was heard of Moses, the people became anxious and alarmed, and at last concluded that he

had perished in that " devouring fire " that shone upon the mountain-top. Having, as they

deemed, lost the leader, in whom they appear to have had as much confidence as they were

capal)le of giving, they seem to have conceived that they were at liberty to construct their

religious and civil system according to their own fancies ; or, pci'haps, surrounded, as their

course was, by difficulties which they had not energy to meet, they contemplated a return to

Egyptjt calculating, perhaps, that a voluntary return, together with the death of their

• TliMt is, fire in action, flaniini;, ra^'ing.

( Tlie IIi'l)icw3 often use a doteiininate number to express an indeterminate one. " Forty," in particular, is much used to

express " many," witliout any intention to say, precisely, how many. W'hether the word is used in its determinate or indetermi-

nate sense in this instance, we, of course, do not know.

X This seems to be intimated by Stephen (Acts vii. 39, ut seq.), and appears highly probable in itself. The Jewish writers

attribute the whole of this last alTair to the iutlucuce and the representtitions of the Kgyptian va^ibonds—" the mixed multi-

tuile "—who went up with the Israelites. Tliis may have had something to do with it ; but there is so little to exonerate Aaron
and the people for their several shares in the transaction, that .Tosophus, always jealous for the honour of his nation, omits all

notice of it.
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deliverer, would procure them a favourable reception in that country. The first act which
occurred to them would have seemed a very suitable preparation for such a movement •

at

any rate, it exhibited strongly the Egyptian tendencies of their minds—the effects of that
influence which, whether for good or (as in this instance) for evil, a civilised and accomplished
people must always exercise upon any less accom])lished and civilised people with whom thev
are, or have been, in contact. To appreciate this influence properly, in the case of the
Hebrews, is to obtain the key to much which might otherwise seem obscure in the early
national history of that people.

The Israelites had but lately heard God, from amid the lightnings, forbid that anv imao-e

should be made for worship ; and although tliat Voice, which " shook the heavens " had
filled their souls with dread, and might still seem to ring in their ears, they now applied
tumultuously to Aaron, saying, " Up, make us a god to go before us ; for as for this Moses, the
man who brought us up out of the land of Egypt, we know not what is become of him."
Perhaps these expressions were not intended to be disrespectful to Moses, thouo-h from the
difference of the Hebrew idiom they may seem so to us. At all events, in applying to Aaron
(icho had not yet, that they knew, been appointed to the priesthood') they recognised the
authority which Moses had delegated, during his own absence, to him and to Hur. It is not by
any means to be understood that the demand which they made, conveyed a rejection of
Jehovah, the God of their fathers, whose wonders they had so lately witnessed, and by whose
bounty they were still fed from day to day. It appears very evident from all that passed, that

what they wanted was a symbolical representation of him, after the Egyptian fashion, a
consecrated image to which they might render worship. Their minds were too gross to take
in the idea of God apart from an image which might seem to embody and concentrate his

presence. Even the sensible manifestations of his presence which Jehovah had affbrded, and
which was indeed still before their eyes, was not suflScient for them. Thev must have a

representative image ; but this God had strictly forbidden, knowing how easily the toleration

of any image might lead them into the worship of other gods. All this was well known to

Aaron : yet, wanting the moral courage of his brother, and fearing, perhaps, that a refusal

from him might lead them to transfer to another that authority which they were at present

.^1 IP tip

lAMj

^nV'

^!ii

[Apis.—Tl-.e (Jolrten Calf.]
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disposed to recognise in him, he had the culpahle weakness to comph' with their desires.

But he required that they should contrihute the ear-pendants of the women and chiklren,*

possihly calculating that the reluctance of the women to part with these ornaments might

occasion delay or difficulty ; hut, if so, he was mistaken. The ear-pendants were promptly

collected, and given to him. He gave them to the founders (Egyptians, prohahly), who very

rpiickly transformed them into a golden image, bearing the familiar figure of a calf—or rather

a young l)idl,—no doubt in imitation of the Egyptian Apis, without the example of which this

was not the representative symbol of the Deity which they were the most likely to have found.

In setting up this idol, Aaron was careful to keep it in the minds of the people that it was

hut a symbolical figure of the true God. He recognised it with the words, " This is thy God,

O Israel ! that brought thee out of the land of Egypt," and proceeded to proclaim a feast to

JEHO^AH for the next day. On that day a large majority of the people concurred in offering

burnt-olferings t and peace-ofFerings J before the "golden calf," vipon the altar which Aaron

had caused to be made ; and after the unhallowed sacrifice, they rose up for singing and

dancing, and wanton play, according to the practice of the Egyptians in some of the services

of Apis, or rather of Osiris, whom the bull Apis represented.

At that very time Moses, still in the mount, was commanded to descend to the people, in

language which made their sin and the Divine indignation known to him. He hastened

down, and in his descent was joined bv the faithful Joshua, who had waited patiently for him.

As they went down together, the noise from the camp reached their ears ; and Joshua, whose

ideas were of a military character, suj)posed it the sound of war. But Moses answered, " It

is not the shouting for victory, nor the howling for defeat, but mirthful songs that I hear."

When they came near enough to notice the calf and the dancing before it, the anger of

Moses was so excited, that he threw from his hands the tablets of stone which he had received

from God, and brake them in pieces beneath the mountain, intending, probably, thereby to

intimate that, in like manner, the recent covenant between God and them was broken on their

part, and, in consequence, rescinded on His. Then he advanced to the golden calf, which

they had made, " and burnt it in the fire, and ground it to i)o\vder, and strewed it upon the

water, and made the Israelites drink of it,"—thus adding disgust to ignominy ; for gold thus

treated is of a most abominable taste (").

After thus destroying the idol he proceeded to the punishment of the idolaters themselves.

He stood at one of the entrances to the camp and cried, " Who is on Jehovah's side ? Haste

tome!" and in answer, all the men of his own tribe—that of Levi—gathered around him.

These he ordered to go from one end of the camp to the other, sword in hand, and slay every

one who persisted in his idolatry, without favour or affection either to their neighbour or their

brother. They obeyed him ; and 3000 men fell that day by their hands. Nor was this all

;

for the Lord sent plagues among the people, to punish them further for this great offence.

It was on this occasion that Moses was enabled to manifest his love for his people by his

urgent intercessions Avith the Lord on their behalf; as well as the nol)lc disinterestedness of

his own character, by his refusal of the tempting offer from God to adopt his family in their

room, and to " make of him a great nation." He prayed that the Almighty would " blot

him out of his book,"§ or take his life away, unless He would forgive " the great sin of his

people." In the end he prevailed with God, not only to receive them again into his favour,

l)ut to rescind the intention which had ])een intimated of withdrawing His own presence

from them, and of sending an inferior angel to conduct them to the land of promise, and to drive

out the Canaanites before them. It is but just to add that the intimation of this last purpose

threw the Israelites into the utmost grief and consternation; and they remained, as mourners,

* It. (Iocs not appear that tlie mon woro oar-rings; ncitlier ilid tlic men among the Kgyptiuis, altliougli tliis ornament was

common enoiigli amoni; various semi-eivilised and barbarous nations of Asia and Africa.

•) " liurnt-o/ferings
,"—Ofl'eriiigs entirely consumed upon the altar.

J
" Peace-offerings."—OlVerings in wliicli cerUiin parts only were consumed on the altar, the rest being eaten by tlie ofTerers.

§ One of several allusions in tlie Scriptures to tlie register-books, in which the names of all the living were entered by the

scribes, and scored off at their death. MeUiphorically, Ciod is supposed to have such a book—the book of the living,—and to be

blotted out from it is to have the life taken away.
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-without tlieir ornaments, until it was recalled. During the same time also Moses removed his

own tent out of their polluted camp ; and only from time to time went thither to make known
the commands of God.

When the Lord had pardoned his people and received them again into his favour, He com-
manded Moses to hew two tahlets of stone, like those which he had broken, and to present

them to him on the top of the mount. It was also promised to him that, according to his

humble request, he should there obtain a fuller view of the glory of the Divine presence than

he had hitherto enjoyed ;—as full a view as mortal man could see and live, but infinitely

short of the actual glories of His presence and His throne. Accordingly, as directed, he

repaired to the mount with the tablets in his hands, and hid himself in a cleft of the rock.

The Lord then descended upon the mountain in a cloud which hid the glory of his presence

entirely from the people below, but which, as it passed by the place where Moses lay, enabled

him to see as much of that glory as flesh and blood could bear : but what he did see, he, with

proper and reverent reserve, abstains from describing ; only we know that as the veiled glory

passed by, a Voice was heard proclaiming, " Jehovah, Jehovah, a God merciful and

gracious, long-suffering, and abounding in goodness and truth. Keeping mercif to a thousand

f/enerations ; forgiving iniquity, transgression, and sin ; and not altogether destroying : visitin"-

the iniquity of the fathers upon the children, and the children's children, unto the third or

fourth generation."

Moses again remained forty days in the mount, withovit meat or drink. At the end of that

time he received back the tablets of stone, written over with the same words which the

broken tablets had contained—the ten commandments ; and this was probably intended as

a token of the renewal of the covenant between God and the Hebrew people. Moses knew
not that he had received a ray of that surpassing glory which had shone upon him, by

virtue of which his countenance beamed with such heavenly light that Aaron and all the

people, when he came down, were afraid to approach him. This light remained upon his

countenance, and was so dazzling, that he found it convenient to cover his face with a

veil in his general intercourse with the people, and appeared unveiled only when he drew

near to God to receive His commands, and when he repeated those commands to the people,

in whose eyes his authority and importance were, doubtless, much enhanced by this splendid

peculiarity in his personal appearance.

During this stay of Moses in the mount, a visionary pattern of the tabernacle or portable

temple, which he had formerly been directed to construct, was exhibited to him, and he was

commanded to carry into effect the instructions he had received, all proceedings thereon having

been prevented by the late unhappy circvimstances.

The plan of the new establishment was highly acceptable to the Israelites, and they entered

into it with great eagerness and zeal. It held out to them the prospect of a splendid

temple, with costly utensils, and with a numerous priestly caste, the chief of them gorgeously

arrayed, to present incense, and offerings, and sacrifices. A splendid ritual they had been

accustomed to admire and (as we learn from various intimations) to imitate in Egypt ; and

this admiration and imitation had but lately led them into a very great sin. The new
establishment must therefore be to some extent regarded as a concession to the notions of a

people, who, like all others at that time, were incapable of understanding that purely spiritual

worship which God himself would have counted of the most value. It is, indeed, easy to see

that a people circumstanced as the Israelites were, and imbued as they were with Egyptian

notions, might be the more easily kept in the right way through a splendid ritual directed to the

proper object ; while, by a rigid interdiction of all these ceremonies, and acts, and apparatus of

worship, which existed in other nations, such a people would stand exposed to very great

danger of being corrupted or drawn aside from their own more severe and simple system. As

matter of mere human policy, therefore, it was, in the first instance, probable that such ritual

institutions would be given to this people. But although we see that there was in these

institutions much of concession to the ineradicable notions of the people for whom they were

2 D 2
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designed, they were so framed as to comprehend great uUerior objects, and to realize the

largest amount of religious and political good which could possibly he derived from them.

As it is necessary that these institutions should, in the next chapter, engage a portion of our

attention, we have only alluded to the subject here, in order to explain the uncommon satisfac-

tion which the Israelites manifested on this occasion. No sooner were they made acquainted

with the materials which would be required for the works of the tabernacle and its contents,

and for the dresses and ornaments of the priests, than they poured in, with the most profuse

liberality, whatever suitable articles they possessed : so that in a very short time Moses was

obliged to have it proclaimed throughout the camp, that no more oflerings were to be made for

the sanctuary, as there was already enough, and more than enough fur every purpose. The lists

of the articles contributed is very interesting, not only as showing the large quantity, but the

nature and quality, of the wealth in their possession, and all of which they had probably brought

from Egypt. These consisted chiefly of articles in brass, silver, and gold, intended to be

melted down for the service required, together with precious stones, costly woods, rich stufi's,

skins, oils, incense, and spices. The women were eminently distinguished on this occasion.

They contributed their personal ornaments and trinkets ; while their mirrors, of polished brass.

[Metal Mirrors.— Eiiyiitian.]

were given up to form the brazen laver. Among all pastoral nation?, the duty of fi)rming into

cloth the wool of the sheej), and the hair of the goat, devolves ujion the women, and forms the

])rincipal occiipntion of their lives ; and on the present occasion tlie women of Israel were

busied in spinning, twisting, and weaving * the clothes required for the hangings of the taber-

nacle.

When we consider that all the oflerings were voluntary, with the exception of the small sum

of half a shekel of silver, levied u])on every male above twenty years of age, and yet find that

the whole contribution of qold and sUixr only was worth about 185,000/. of our money, we

shall have a strong idea, not only of the willing zeal of the Israelites, Init of the sjilendour of

the small fabric on which so much wealth was expended.

* Till! niaiincr in wliiili wca\iiiv; i^ cirricd im by the women of pastoral tribes is shown in the cut at page 144. Our present

(•111 er.liiliits the iiiterniedi.ile iirceess oC wimliir.' tin- varn.
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The practical director of all the work was an ingenious man of the tribe of Judah Bezaleel
the son of Uri, the son of Hur ; and with him was Aholiah, the son of Ahisamach, uf the tribe

of Dan, " an engraver, and designer, and embroiderer in blue, and in purple, and in scarlet

[Winding the Yarn.]

and in cotton." It is so far satisfactory, that these curious, and, for the age, interesting works
were not executed under the direction of Egyptians, although it is not unhkely that the skill of

such of that nation as were in the camp was made available in some of the practical operations

;

but there can be no question that Bezaleel and Aholiah had been instructed in E^ypt in that

knowledge which qualified them for the service they undertook. No one will, at the present

day, contend that the Hebrews could know anything of the finer arts, but what they had learnt

of the Egyptians during their sojourn and bondage in Egypt. And in this point of view the

costly and ingenious works which v. ere executed in the desert throw much light upon the state

of the arts in that early age among the Egyptians, while they illustrate the extent of the

obligations of the Israelites, in the liner arts of life, to that ingenious people. The information

thus supplied is perfectly in agreement with that which the sculptured and painted remains of

ancient Egypt now offer to us.

Such was the earnestness of all parties, that the tabernacle, with all its rich furniture, and
costly apparatus, together with the splendid dress of the high priests, and the robes of the

common priests, were all completed in less than six months. The tabernacle was erected, and
all things connected with it disposed in proper order on the first day of the second year of the

departure from Egypt. The Levites were then set apart as a sacerdotal and learned caste, like

the priestly caste in Egypt ; and out of this caste the family of Aaron was solemnly consecrated

to the higher offices of the priesthood—Aaron himself being appointed the high priest. When
all was finished, the glory of the Lord filled the tabernacle ; and the more public and outward

sign of his presence, the pillar of cloud—that pillar which became a blaze of fire by night

—rested upon it. The setting of the whole in order probably occupied a week ; for it was not

until the eighth day of the month that the regular services of the splendid ritual were com-
menced by the new high priest, who then offered upon the great altar the various kinds of

sacrifices which the law required. In token of divine acceptance and complacency, a fire

darted forth from that " glory " which represented the Lord's presence, and consumed the

burnt offering. When the people saw this, " they shouted, and fell upon their fiices." It was
afterwards directed that the fire thus miraculously kindled should be kept up and employed in

all the sacred services.

It seems to have been shortly after this that the chiefs of each trilie came, on successive

days, and appeared before Moses and Aaron with a very considerable offering for the sacred

service, contained in six carts, each drawn by two oxen—in all, seventy-two carts. The
offering of every chief was precisely the same, consisting of a silver platter, weighing five pounds
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five ounces, troy ; a silver sprinkling basin, of about three pounds, and a golden incense pot,

of about five ounces. Besides this, their offering contained fine flour and incense, together

with several animals, for a feast-offering. Their donations were received by Moses and Aaron,

and set aside for the service of the tabernacle.

Not long after this a grievous calamity befel the priestly family. Nadab and Abihu, the two

eldest sons of Aaron—those who were with Moses in the mount—went into the tabernacle to

offer incense, having in their censers common fire, instead of that hallowed fire which had been

miraculously kindled on the altar of burnt offering. This neglect was punished by a fire

[perhaps lightning] from the Lord, which struck them dead on the spot, without injuring their

robes, or the exterior of their persons. This may seem harsh ; but it was obviously necessary

at the commencement of these institutions that their sanctity should be protected, and the

highest reverence for the divine presence inculcated, at whatever cost. " Holy will I be

accounted," said the Lord on this occasion, " by those who approach me ; and before all the

people will I be glorified." Aaron was silent. Moses ordered the bodies of his nephews to be

carried outside the camp, and burled without any mimrning or fiuieral ceremony. It is probable

that the sin of Nadab and Abihu was caused and aggravated by drunkenness ; for, immediately

after this the Lord spoke to Aaivn, forbidding that he or his sons should drink wine, or strong

drink, when they were to officiate in the tabernacle, lest they died ; suggesting that Nadab and

Abihu had done so, and had died for it. All these circumstances appear to have occurred in the

first month of the second year of the departure from Egj']^)t.

At the beginning of the next month, Moses was directed to take a census of the adult male

population— that is, of the men above twenty years of age, fit to bear arms. The reason for

this probably was, that the last census (which enabled the historian to state that the number of

such persons who left Egypt was 600,000) had been taken by the Egyptians, and was perhaps

some years old. Moses and Aaron were assisted in this undertaking by twelve persons of

consideration—heads of families—one from each tribe. The result of this census is valuable,

from the information it gives of the relative numerical importance of the several tribes ; thus,

—

Reuben 40,500

Simeon 59,300

Gad 45,650

Judah 74,600

Issachar 54,400

Zebulon 57,400

Ephraim 40,500

Manasseh 32,200

Benjamin 5,400

Dan . . 62,700

Asher -41,500
Naphtali 53,400

Total .... 603,550

But as the Levitcs were not destined to bear arms, they are not included in this comi)utation
;

but from an enumeration of that tribe taken for another purpose, we learn that the males above

a month old did not exceed 22,273, so that the number of adult males of that tribe could

hardly have been one-half that of the lowest of the other tribes.

-When the population had thus been numbered, a regular organization of the camp was

instituted. Tlie whole host was formed into four great divisions, each consisting of three tribes,

and taking its name from the principal tribe. These were to encamp, under their several

banners, so as to form a hollow scpiare, in the centre of which was the tabernacle, immediately

around which the Levites were to encamp. The east side of the stiuare was formed by the

camp of Judah—containing the tribes of Judah, Issachar, and Zebulon: Ephraim, witli

Manasseh and Benjamin, was on the west: on the north were Dan, Asher, and Naphtali; and
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on the south, Reuben, Simeon, and Gad. This beautiful and orderly arrangement attracted

the admiration of strangers, as we may gather from the exclamation of Baalam,—" How
goodly are thy tents, O Jacob, and thy tabernacles, O Israel

!"

It was also directed that in their removals the eastern division should first leave the ground,

followed by the southern division, and that by the tabernacle, while the west and north divisions

were to succeed in the rear. The removal of the pillar of cloud Avas to be the signal for their

removal, and its resting for their rest.

During the protracted stay at this place, Moses was favoured with frequent intercourse with

God, in which he received the body of laws which bear his names, and which were delivered not

in any regular or systematic form, but as occasion seemed to require or suggest. At first Moses
received the command from the Lord upon the mountain, under the circumstance of great

solemnity, which we have recorded. After his second stay of forty days upon the mountain, it

does not appear that he again repaired thither to receive the divine commands. The next

form in which these awful interviews were conducted commenced before this last visit to

Sinai, and appears to have continued until the erection of the tabernacle. After the sin in the

matter of the golden calf, Moses, it will be remembered, removed his tent at a considerable

distance from the camp, and called it the Convention tent. He seems to have resided there for

a time ; and if we rightly collect the meaning of the sacred narrative, after this sin had been

forgiven, he returned to live in the camp, but left this tent standing, under the charge of Joshua,

who was always there. Wherever Moses went to consult the Lord, or to receive his commands,
he proceeded to this tent ; and when he entered the tent, the pillar of cloud descended and

stood at the door, while the Lord spoke therefrom to Moses. Whenever Moses left the camp
to proceed to this tent, the people came to the doors of their own tents, and followed him with

their eyes vmtil he entered the tent ; and when they saw the pillar of cloud come and settle at

the door, they all arose and worshipped, every one at the door of his own tent.* After the

erection of the tabernacle, Moses entered it whenever he sought counsel of God ; and then he

heard a Voice speaking to him from between the cherubim above the ark, in the most holy

place.

It seems to have been about this timet that Jethro, the Midianite, the father-in-law of

Moses, found out that the famous prophet through whom the Lord had delivered Israel from

the bondage of Egypt, was no other than the husband of his daughter. No sooner did he learn

this than he set forth, with his son Hobab, to convey to him his wife and two sons. They

were all received very affectionately by Moses, who took his father-in-law to his tent, and gave

him a full account of all which had occurred since their separation. And when the old man
heard of the wonders which had been wrought for the deliverance of Israel, he blessed Jehovah,

and acknowledged that he now knew him to be greater than all other Gods. This sort of

expression may imply that he had previously rendered him a divided worship, and, after all, falls

short of the true Hebrew belief. That there was no God but Jehovah, was that belief; but we see,

always, that the highest point of doctrine which even the best of men, not Hebrews, could reach,

was, that Jehovah was the greatest of the Gods. Among the great differences of opinion and

shades of belief, this was a broad and important distinction. In accordance with this conviction,

Jethro delayed not to present to Jehovah burnt offerings and other sacrifices ; after which

Aaron and the elders of Israel came to pay their respects to the father-in-law of Moses, and to

eat with him of the feast offerings.

During his stay in the camp, Jethro was much struck to observe the fatigue and anxiety

which Moses underwent in sitting all day surrounded by a crowd of people to hear their

complaints, and to settle their differences, according to the statutes which had lately been

promulgated. He warned him that this labour Avas too heavy for him, and that he could not

* Exo'l. xxxiii. 71^-

+ The chapter which records this visit (Exod. xviii.) is placed between that which records the airival at Rephidim and the

victory over the Amalekites, and that which records the encampment at Sinai, suggesting that Jethro came while the Hebrews

were at Rephidim. But Lightfoot has shown, from the clearest internal evidence and the historical connection, that the account

of Jethro's visit is not related in the order of time—which order would have given it the place which we assign it in our narra-

tive.—See Lightfoot's ' Harmony under A. M. 2515.'
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with safety continue to perform it alone ; and his judicious advice was, that he should commit

their common and daily affairs to faithful and just men, who should, according to their ability,

be appointed to act in regular subordination over the subdivisions of the people into thousands,

hundreds, fifties, and tens,—Moses himself withdrawing into the more high and distant place

of one before whom only mutters too difficult f )r the decision of the inferior judges were to be

brought.

Moses saw the wisdom of this advice, and proceeded to act upon it. He stated to the people

his inability to bear the burdensome charge of them and their contentions, and directed them

to make choice, in their several tribes, of persons of known Avisdom and prudence, whom he

might appoint to be their rulers. They answered, " The thing which thou hast spoken is

proper for us to do ;" and afterwards, in appointing the persons of whom they had made
choice, he gave them an admirable charge, and instructed them fully in the duties thev were

I. nerform.*

Knowing they were about to journey into the wilderness of Paran, Moses was very anxious

to engage his brother-in-law, Hobab, not to return to Midian with his father, but to remain

and act as the guide of the Israelites through tlie wilderness ; for although the guidance of

the cloudy pillar was sufficient to indicate their general course, and the places for their

encampments, it does not appear that its directions were so minute as to render the services of

a person acquainted with the country of no value, especially in pointing out the places where

water and fuel might be ol)tained. Hobab at first manifested some reluctance, which was at

last overcome by the assurance that he should freely participate in the benefits which the Lord

had promised to Israel.

* Compare Exod. xviii. with Dent. i. 9-18. From the ninth verse of tliis hist passage it appears that the institution was
proposed to the people, ami adopted at tlie very time tliat tlieir a]iproacliiiig departure I'rom Sinai was made known to them. Tlii<

of course confirms tlie place we have assigned to tlie transaction in our narrative.

[Present lulwbitants of Sinai.]
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.

(*) Name of the Red Sea, p. 191.—As

the common and not iinreasonable conclusion

among the uninstructed is, that the gulf takes

its name from the red, or reddish hue of its

waters, it is satisfactory to find that the actual

appearance is that of a deep blue. Very various

have been the reasons assigned for this name.

All agree that the waters are not red. Some,

however, allege that there are parts which

appear red, owing to a red sand at the bottom
;

while others conclude that the name is owing

to a red appearance in the coral reefs which
aboimd in this sea. But we do not know that

the surfaces of rocks, even of red coral, exhibit

much of a red appearance. The more received

explanation supposes that the sea took its name
from the Edomites, who at one period had
settlements on the^Elanitic Gulf. Edom means
red; and if it took from the Edomites the

name of " the sea of Edom," it was natural that

the Greeks should render this into the Eryth-

raean Sea, which has the same meaning—of

Red Sea. It is certain that, in the time of the

Hebrew kings, the Red Sea was considered as

being in the land of Edom.* But the Bible

never gives it the name of the Sea of Edom,
but always calls it Yam Suph (C]1D D"*) the

Reedy Sea ; and there are some grave objec-

tions to the conclusion that the Edomites gave

the sea the name it has so long borne. If a

physical reason for the name could be found, it

would be much the best to resort to that for an

explanation. We have seen that there is no

appearance in the tvaters to suggest a cause for

the name ; but it may seem to have been very

possibly suggested by the predominant red

appearance of the porphyry and granite which
compose the higher mountains that bound, on
the right hand and on the left, that portion of

this basin with which the ancients were best

acquainted.

C) The Unknown Tree, p. 192.—So we
have called the tree which was shown to

Moses, and whereby the bitter waters of Marah
were made fit for use. The question connected

with this operation is,—whether the effect pro-

ceeded from the inherent virtue of the tree in

sweetening bad water ; or that it had no such

virtue, and that the effect was purely miracu-

lous. In support of the former alternative, it

* 1 KiiifTS, ix. 26; 2 Chron. viii. 29.

may be asked why the tree should have been
pointed out and used at all, unless it had a

curative virtue ? And to this the answer may
be found in nvimerous instances in which God
manifests a purpose of working even his mi-

racles in accordance with the general laws by
which he governs the world, and for that

purpose disguising the naked exhibition of

supernatural power, by the interposition of

an apparent cause ; while yet the true cha-

racter of the event is left indisputable, by the

utter inadequacy of the apparent cause, to

produce, by itself, the resulting effect. This
tends to show that the tree, or portion of it,

need not be supposed, from the mere fact of

its being employed, to have had an inherent

curative virtue. It had not necessarily any
such virtue ; and that it positively had not such
virtue, seems to follow, or, at least, to be ren-

dered more than probable by the consideration

—that, in the scanty and little diversified vege-

tation of this district, any such very desirable

virtues in a tree, or part of a tree, could

scarcely have been undiscovered before the

time of the history, and if they had been dis-

covered, could not but have been known to

Moses ; and the divine indication of the tree

would not have been needful. And, again, if

the corrective qualities were inherent, but

were at this time first made known, it is in-

credible that so valuable a discovery would ever

have been forgotten ; and yet it is manifest that

in after-times the Hebrews had not the know-

ledge of any tree which could render bad water

drinkable ; and the inhabitants of the desert

have not only not preserved the knowledge of

a fact which would have been so important to

them, but have not discovered it in the thirty-

five centuries which have since passed. This

is shown by the inquiries of travellers, some

of whom were actuated by the wish of finding

a plant which might supersede the miracle.

Burckhardt confesses that, after numerous in-

quiries, he could never learn that Arabs were

acquainted with any plant or tree possessing

such qualities ; but he regrets that he omitted

to make this inquiry at ^Marah in particular.

Lord Lindsay, remembering this regret, did

make particular inquiries at that place. " I

asked whether they had any means of sweeten-

ing bad water ; and he mentioned the mann, a

gum that exudes from the tamarisk tree, and

the juice of the homr berry. The ho?nr plant,

2 E
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and tarfah, or tamarisk tree, grow in great

abundance in Wady Gharandel. The former

bears small, red, juicy berries, which they

squeeze into water : the mann has a strong

aromatic taste, like turpentine. One of our

guides had a piece of it, which I tasted : they

keep it in casks, melt it when required, and

spread it on their bread like honey. Some
liave taken it for the miraculous manna—too

absvud an ojiinion to be confuted. Are we to

imderstand that the effect produced on the

bitter waters of Marah, by casting in the tree,

showed to Moses by the Almighty (or ' some-

thing of a tree,' as the Arabic version runs),

was also miraculous? If not, it has been sug-

gested that the mann or the homr juice may
have been the specific employed. The homy-

is, however, a mere shrub, and had the whole

valley for miles round been full of tarfah trees,

or homr bvishes, there would scarcely have

been enough to sweeten water sufficient for

such a host as that of Israel. Moreover, the

Israelites were here within a month after the

institution of the Passover, at the vernal equi-

nox, whereas the mann harvest does not take

place till June. This alone, I think, must
decide the qviestion in favour of the miracle.''

This traveller goes on to tell us that the He-
brew name of the tree in question was alvah,

whence he is led to conclude, from the analogy

of the names, it might be identified with the

species of acacia to which the Arabians give

the name of elluf. But all that is said on this

point goes for nothing, as it happens that the

tree is not called in Hebrew alvah, nor is any
name gi\-en to it, but it is indicated simply as

yj? aitz, a tree. His concluding observation

is more correct :
—

" Whatever the tree was, it

can have had no more inherent virtue in

sweetening the bitter well of Marah, than the

salt had, which produced the same eftect when
thrown by Elisha into the well of Jericho.*"

Tliis leaves little to be said. As Lord Lind-

say proposed his question to an Arab who
could not apprehend his precise object, through
an interpreter, who probably apprehended it

as little, there can be no doubt that the answer
applies to the svipposition that he wanted to

know how a cup of bad water might have its

unpalatcableuess disguised, so as to be made
drinka])le ; and it is much the same, in effect, as

"might be given in this country to a similar

question,—" Put a little sugar, or a little lemon-
juice into it." Probably the Bedouins use both

of the articles mentioned—being a sweet and
an acid—in making a kind of sherbet. It will

not do to think of the Hebrew, as squeezing

* Liiids;.v.i. 263-5.

the juice of little red berries, or as mixing up

a vegetable gum in the well of Marah, even if

a sufficient quantity of either could have been

procured to sweeten water enough for the

thousands of Israel. This, therefore, being

the only case in which the Arabs of Sinai have

been brought to mention the only articles

known to them as used for the indicated pur-

pose, does the more abundantly prove that they

know no tree answering to the description

which, without the miracle, it would be ne-

cessary to require. In this, as in many other

dealings with the miracles, it is easier to

understand and believe the miracle itself, than

the best explanations which have been

given.

The Jewish writers, generally, are so far from

looking for any inherent virtues in the " tree,"

that they, contrariwise, affirm that its natural

quality was rather to make that bitter which

was sweet, than to sweeten that which was

bitter. The Targums call it the bitter tree

Ardiphne, which luost of the Hebrew inter-

preters take to signify the same to which

botanists give the name of Rhodo-daphne, the

rose-laurel.

(^) Baking, &c., p. 194.—We consider the

three cuts which we give here to be very in-

teresting : as they doubtless convey nearly all

the information we need concerning the

pounding, kneading, and baking, mentioned

in the early Scriptures. They may require

some little explanation.

" Pounding in a Mortar."'—This shows the

form of the pestles and mortars, and the mode
of using them in pounding any articles in large

quantities. The scene in the lower compart-

ment of this cut reminds one who has been

in the East of the manner in which rice is

husked and cleared. The mortars in the cut

are probably like those now employed, hollowed

blocks of wood. The pestles are different from

those now generally employed, but the manner
of use, by men striking alternately, is the

same. We see also that the sieve was, in

those remote times, used when necessary, to sift

that which had been pounded in the mortar.

'' Kneadingy—Yrom this we see that dough
was kneaded either by the hands, or by the

feet— that mixed with the hands being in a

more fluid state than that kneaded with the

feet. The cut is of additional interest, from its

indicating the very probable forms of the

" kneading-troughs," in which the Hebrews
took their dough with them from Egypt.*

These kneading-troughs appear to be made of

* l£xo(l. xii. 34.
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rushes, or palm leaves, and therefore very

portable.

" Baking.]''—This cut is very variously in-

structive :

—

a and e are ovens ; a man is cleaning

out that at a, and the one at e is alight, and
nearly ready for use, the ascending points at top

represent flames. Ovens of this shape are still

used in Western Asia, though not exclusively.

They are sometimes of brickwork, and some-
times of stout earthenware, daubed with mud
or plaster, to retain the heat. No doubt the

Israelites had such when in their more settled

state, but probably not in the desert; for

although those of earthenware are portable,

they are inconvenient to remove, and liable to

injury. But the mode of baking at d, upon a

propped pan, or plate of metal, under which a
fire is kindled, is so simple, and the apparatus
so portable and lasting, that it is still much
employed in halving those thin cakes into

which the western Asiatics like to make their

bread. This is probably the "pan " mentioned
In Lev. ii. 5, 7 ; but whether the " oven " of
verse 4 be that which we have just noticed, we
cannot say. There are other ways of baking

;

but the only other convenience like an oven
which they were likely to possess, would be a pit

dug in the ground. The men at b and c are

making dough into cakes, and the man at / is

bearing the cakes upon his head to the oven.

Unquestionably, the Hebrews were in Egypt
well acquainted with all the processes which
these cuts exhibit.

(*) Miracles .-—The Manna, p. 195.—
Seeing that all the miracles of the Old Testa-

ment must necessarily pass historically under
our notice, we are very anxious to be rightly

understood on the subject; and the manna
affords a very favourable opportunity for ex-

planation. And yet we have but little to say

which will not have been anticipated by any
one who has paid a reasonable degree of atten-

tion to the manner in which the miracles

which have already occurred has been related,

and to the remarks which have incidentally

been made.

It will have been seen, then, that our dispo

sition is, and has been, not to multiply miracles

after the sort in which this has been done by
many more zealous than wise friends of reve-

lation. In all cases we allow the miracle with-

out question, which is distinctly claimed to be
such in the Scriptures, and where the circum-

stances clearly indicate that a miracle was
necessary,— we say "necessary," because we
are persuaded that the Almighty has almost

invariably chosen to act through natural agen-

cies and under the laws which he has imposed

on nature, whenever they are adequate to
produce the required result. But there is

another class of events which are not expressly
declared to be miracles in the Bible, but which
many interpreters conclude to be such, from
the appearances which they take and from the
circumstances with which they are connected.
To these we shall apply the rule of necessity

also
; and if we find that a miracle was indis-

pensable, we shall believe that a miracle took
place, not else. This is because we believe it

is one of the beautiful peculiarities of the
Bible, that it has none of those gratuitous and
barren wonders which form the mass of the

pretended miracles which the various systems
of false religion produce. While therefore we
despise the feeling which induces many who
are afraid to deny miracles absolutely, to nibble

at the great miracles with the view of reducing
them to almost human probabilities : we
lament, on the other, that opposite feeling

—

wrong in a right direction—which leads many
good people to. magnify into miracles all

events which are in the least degree removed
from the course of every-day experience.

As much of all the confusion of statement

incident to the subject arises from confusion of

ideas, or rather from the want of distinct ideas,

it would be well if we had distinct terms for

describing or rather for distinguishing—
1. Miracles of Fact.

2. Miracles of Time.

3. Miracles of Circumstance.

And in that case we think it might be found

out that many persons who have been set

down as unsound in this test matter of mira-

cles, were, in fact, without its being perhaps

clear to their own minds, only uncertain about

the class to which one or more particular mira-

cles should be referred.

We may as well define that by Miracles of
Fact we would mean events which are different

from the ordinary course of nature, such as

raising the dead, dividing a sea or a ri\er, or

causing the advancing shadow to recede. By
Miracles of Time we mean events of which it

was foretold that they would occur at a parti-

cular time, and which did accordingly occur.

In some cases it might be doubtful whether

the event were a miracle or not, but for the

precise correspondence in time with the inti-

mation previously given. This is as much a

prophecy as a miracle, and might be called a

Pr01 hecy-Miracle. By the third class,

—

Mira-

cles of Circumstance—vve would be understood

to denote the application of ordinary circum-

stances to effectuate purposes so special and

determinate as to evince the interposition of a

Divine power. Many of the Old Testament

2 E 2
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miracles are of this class, and if they occurred

in our own day, would probably be called

rather " over-ruling providences" than " mira-

cles." But in truth every marked act of

over-ruling providence is a miracle. Thus
we have three terms which we shall take the

liberty to employ when determinate expres-

sions are required. These are—Fact Miracles,

Prophecy Miracles, Circumstance Miracles.

With reference to the second of these, it is

not, perhaps, necessary to observe that the

prophecy, though sufficient of itself in parti-

cular cases to constitute a miracle, may be and

frequently is connected with both the other

classes of miracles.

The history of the manna, to some obser-

vations on which we have not unsuitably pre-

fixed these remarks, seems to us very remark-

able. We incline to think it the greatest of

the Old Testament miracles, and the one that

least admits of even a plausible explanation

on natural principles. Yet there is not, for

this very reason, one of the miracles which
more vigorous efforts have been made to

explain, all ending in most egregious failure.

In fact, this is not one miracle, but a most
astonishing combination of many. It was
a regular supply of food—a substitute for

corn — during nearly forty years; it fell

around the camp of the Israelites regularly,

in all places and at all seasons during all their

removals ; the supply was regularly intermitted

one day in every week, compensated by a

double supply the preceding day ; it became
unfit for use if kept to the next day, and yet

once a week it might be kept for two days;

and when the miracle was about to be discon-

tinued, as no longer necessary, a pot full of it

was directed to be laid aside , and preserved

as a memorial to future generations. And
all these marvellous circumstances are

not mere abstract qualities of the manna,
declared to reconnnend it to our admi-
ration, but are historical facts,—facts in-

separably involved with the history of a

people.

It, therefore, would seem, as we have inti-

mated, to be an attempt of no connnon
hardihood to bring this particular miracle, or

rather this closely compacted set of miracles,

-within the limits of a natural probability. Yet
this attempt has been made by several very
able writers; and on this stone they have all

stumbled. No one of them has ventured to

look fairly througli it in all its circumstances,
and some have got rid of it in some such quiet
way as this:—"The maima is still collected

from trees which may have been formerly very

numerous in the neighbourhood of Mount
Sinai.''*

The case is as stated in the extract given

from Lord Lindsay in the second note. In

some of the valleys of Sinai grows a species of

tamarisk, from which exudes a substance to

which the Arabs give the name of mann, and
which is alleged to be the manna by which the

Hebrews were sustained in the wilderness.

We have compared the various accounts of the

appearance, qualities, and use of this substance

with that which the Scripture gives of the

manna, and the result is that the differences in

all these points are great and irreconcilable,

while the faint resemblances are not at all

peculiarly offered by this product, but are such

as are offered by numerous other substances

similarly produced. It is clear that what has

led to its being taken for the manna is first,

that the Arabs call it mann, and second, that it

is found in the peninsula of Sinai ; but for this

no one would ever have fancied for a moment
that it was, or had any relation to, the manna
of Scripture. Now with respect to the name,

it will be recollected that the food bestowed on

the Israelites took its name from their previous

ignorance of it leading them to ask one another,

" What is this ?" and if, therefore, the Arabs

in giving the name of mann to the product in

question, have in view any reference to the

manna of the Israelites, it must be derived

from their conclusion that it was the same

article with which that people were fed; or

else from their merely giving to a product

useful and agreeable in itself, the name of

mauna in the way of honour and ])raise,

without any notion of its being the same sub-

stance. If the name of mann, as applied to

this substance, be not merely an accidental

coincidence, by which no reference at all to

the manna of the Hebrews is intended, the

latter would seem the most probable conclusion

;

for it should be carefully noted that the iden-

tity is entirely a fancy of European travellers,

not one of whom alleges that the Arabs them-

selves, who name it mann, even hint at any
connection between it and the mauna of the

Scriptures.

It is clear, from the very name, that the

Israelites were j)reviously unacquainted with

the substance which they called manna ; and it

is strongly implied in the connnand to preserve

a vessel of it for a memorial, that it would be

seen by them no more : for to preserve a

specimen of that which nature continued

abundantly to })roduce, would have been absurd.

In considering this matter, it appeared impor-

• ' Scjour dc'S Ilobreux en Egyiilo,' 132.
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tant to ascertain the particular species of tama-

risk to the product of which the Arabs give

the name of mann. Fortunately, Burckhardt

gives the Arabic name tarjah. Now this is

the tamarix gallica ; one of the plants which

M. Delisle* sets down in his list of those

which grow spontaneously in the valley of the

Nile, and also in his list of those which are

common to Egypt, Barbary and Syria. It also

occurs very frequently in Arabia Petraea and

Mesopotamia. There is, in fact, scarcely any

product which could have been better known
to the Hebrews before and after their wan-

dering in the desert. They could never

have been at a loss to know what it was;

and any attempt to persuade them that it

was a miraculous supply of food from heaven

could only have occasioned laughter and dis-

gust.

But even if the produce of the tarfah were

the manna of Scripture, it would be impossible

by the help of this bright discovery to get rid

of the miracle. The Hebrews began to get

their manna in May, and continued for forty

years to have it fresh every day, excepting

Saturdays ; but the tarfah only yields its pro-

duct in July and August. And then the

quantity afforded by a single shrub is so in-

considerable, that it baffles imagination to

conceive the forests of tamarisks which would

suffice to supply the wants of the Hebrew host

wherever they went. Above all, when they

remained a year in one place, as in the neigh-

bourhood of Mount Sinai,—where grew the

tamarisks that could afford them subsistence

all that time ?

However this subject be dealt with, if we
explain away the miracle related by Moses, we
practically require one as great, or greater, to

fill its place. We are, therefore, content to

take this matter as we find it in the scriptural

narrative.

(') Mount Sinai, p. 195.—We long since

contended that neither Mount St. Catherine

nor Mount Mousa could be the Sinai of Scrip-

ture. We are therefore pleased that this con-

clusion has since received the support of Lord

Lindsay's testimony ; the rather as his intimate

acquaintance with all the Biblical statements

renders him a more competent judge on such

a question, than many travellers of higher

scientific pretensions. This is not a question

of science. The following is the substance of

his statement, pruned of various considerations

concerning the preferable claims of a Jebel

Minnegia, of which no one ever heard before,

* Memoire sur les Plautes (lue cioissent spoutauemeat en

Egypte,' in ' Desciipt. de I'Egypte,' tome xis. 23, et seq.

and which was certainly never regarded, like

Mount Serbal, as " the Mount of God."
" I have said that neither Jebel Mousa nor

Jebel Katerin answer the Scriptural description

of Sinai. . . . There is not space enough
in the narrow precipitous ravines from which
alone the peaks are visible, or in any other

plain or valley in the whole district for the

people to have encamped with such regularity

and comfort, as it is evident they did (Exod.
xxxii.), nor for their having removed and
stood afar off, as they had apparently ample
space to do, when trembling at the thunderings

and lightnings,— nor, after the golden-calf

idolatry, for the tabernacle * to have been

pitched without the camp, afar off from the

camp, when all the people rose and stood, every

man at his tent- door, and looked after Moses
till he was gone into the tabernacle.

" Moses went up to the ' top of the mount,'

and God came down upon Mount Sinai, ' on

the t(jp of the mount,' and the glory of the

Lord was 'like devouring fire on the top of

the mount,' 'in the eyes of the children of

Israel,' ' in the sight of all the people.'

Neither Jebel Mousa nor Jebel Katerin are

visible from the plains." We very much wish

that Lord Lindsay had ascended Mount Serbal,

and given us his opinion of its suitableness to

be the scene of the events recorded in the

Pentateuch. His knowledge that this was

anciently considered as the Mount of God,

might have recommended this as a preferable

course to that of selecting a new mountain,

or rather hill, the claims of which he does not

make by any means clear.

C) God or Moses ? p. 198.—There is a large

class of sceptical men of whom it would be

harsh to say that they sit in the (diair of the

scorners. They are too thoughtful and too

candid to deny that Moses was a great and

good man, that he was actuated by truly gene-

rous and patriotic motives, and that his mea-

sures and conduct were eminently wise and

noble. Indeed, they exalt rather than dis-

parage his character. Their argument requires

him to be great. They are convinced that the

facts which the history relates are true ;— that

Israel was delivered from the hard and bitter

bondage of Egypt by his instrumentality ; that

the multitudes of Israel were fed with manna
in the wilderness ; that the law was delivered

from Mount Sinai;— all this they believe ; but

in all this they see only Moses and refuse to

see God. That Moses professed to act but as

he was directed by a superior Power, from

* Not the tabernacle. See our own btutenieut of this matter.
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whom he received the laws which lie promul-
gated, and to whom he sedulously ascribed the

glory of all events, is what the persons of

whose sentiments we speak very willingly

admit ; and although they believe this to have

been a mere i)retence, they do not blame him
for it, but approve it rather. They regard it

as a wise measure for procuring more respect

and attention, more obedience, from an unruly

and ignorant multitude, unable to appreciate

liis character and plans, and insensible of what
was really for their good, than could be ob-

tained without the appearance of the superior

sanction of a Divine Being, who took a peculiar

interest in their affairs ; and without the belief

that laws given for their government in future

time, came from one who was able to enforce

them and to punish all disobedience to them.

They remind us that other great reformers

and law-givers, Minos, Lycurgus, Zoroaster,

Mohammed, felt this necessity and acted on

it : and with them they compare Moses ; but

allow that he was greater than they, seeing

that it devolved on him to form a nation out

of the most intractable materials on which a

great mind ever undertook to operate. The
retirement to the wilderness of Sinai, there to

receive, on the cloud- invested summit of " the

great mountain,"' from the hand of God, a

system of imperative law, is thus compared
with the revelations which other legislators

professed to have received in the mountains of

Ida, and Hara, and Azerbijan.

Let not the men whose ideas we are endea-

vouring 10 represent be misunderstood or un-
duly reprobated. They deny not God, but they

doubt that he took that active part in the laws

and proceedings of the Hebrews which their

history represents. They are not blind. Their

eyes are open ; but they see men only as trees

walking ; and where they might see God they

can see the man Moses only.

The motive which such speculators suppose

really engaged Moses to lead the people of

Israel to the mountains of Sinai, is well and
ingeniously develoi)ed by M. du Bois Ayme* in

these words:—"All the people who inhabit

the environs of Mount Sinai believed that God
dwelt there. High moiuitains have always

been regarded as the habitual residence of the

gods. And this is very natural. There is none
^of us who at the feet of these enormous masses,

does not realize the feeling of his own weak-
ness and unimportance. And the result is

solemnizing, and much disposes the mind to

the reception of religious impressions. Moun-
tains are also ihe iheatre of many appalling

* 111 his ' Notice suv !o Si'Joiir <les UcLrcux en ICgyjilf,' in
• Descripl. de TEgjiitc,' viii. 133—]35.

phenomena ; and fear not less than gratitude

has given to men their first notions of the

Diviitity. It is from their summits that the

devastating torrents are precipitated ; it is in

their bosom— to the noise of explosions which

shake and subvert the earth—that are pre-

pared the reddened stones, the melted minerals,

which, in rains of lire and floods of lava, come
to swallow up or overturn whole cities ; it is

over their summits that the winds move with

utmost force—that the dark clouds gather

under terrible and fantastic forms—and that

the thunder bursts with highest grandeur,

amid the lightnings, and seems to convulse the

valleys.*

"It was by the spectacle of such a storm as

this, that Moses hoped to strike the imagination

of the Israelites, and to confirm them in the

belief of his intercourse with God. Nothing
similar had been seen by them under the skies

of Egypt, sparkling with light during the day,

of the most beautiful azure during the calm
nights, and never obscured by any cloud ; and it

was therefore easy to foresee that the Hebrews
would be struck with a religious terror the

first time that they saw the lightnings plough-

ing the dark clouds, and heard the thunder

rumble upon the high mountains, where the

echoes augmented and prolonged the sound .t

Then the clouds presented to them forms the

most monstrous and grotesque ; and their mobi-

lity and their metamorphoses have often in-

flamed the imaginations of weak and ignorant

men : the first have regarded these as the signs

of heavenly wrath, and the others as their gods

or the shadows of their ancestors. With the

thunder all nations have armed the Lord of the

universe ; and we find that, notwithstanding

the progress of science and the extension of

education, very many people still regard it

with superstitious dread. A great sound gi\ es

the idea of force ; and the imagination turns

it into the angry cry of a powerful and irritated

being.

" Moses had long watched his flocks in

* " When I rcvid to tlic Institute of Cairo my 'Memoir'
upon tlie i),iss.!f,'e oi' tlio Hed Sea !)y tlie Israelites, and upon
their sojourn at the loot of Mount Sinai, I anuouneed tliat tliis

mountain was an extinct volcano: the large volcanic stones

uliicli I had seen in the vessels which arrive at Suez from Tor,

«ith tlie descriiuion which Moses j;ives of the appearance of

God upon Mount Sinai, had suggested this opinion to me. IJut

after the re.:dnig of my ' Memoir.' MM. Coulelleand De Hozieic

went to the Coment of ISIount Sinai; and they found that the

mountain was granitic, and ijf'ered no traces of a volcano."

Very good ; but our author unhapi)ily mars this by adding,—" A storm, alter all, agrees quite as well as a volcanic

eruption with Ihe recital of Moses." Indeed! that must be a
singular description which e<pially well answers to such diller-

ing phenomena.

t " During the four or live years I passed in Eyi/jit I only

once heard a thunder-irlap, and then it was so feeble that se\e-

ral persons who were with me took no notice of it."'
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Sinai, and had been a witness of the sublime

effects produced by storms upon the high

mountain of that name. The recollection of

that which he had observed probably engaged

this able man to make these phenomena sub-

servient to his designs."

On these views this writer proceeds to exa

mine the passages which refer to the intercourse

of Moses with God in the mount. But having

indicated the principles of his explanation, we
need not follow observations which may easily

be anticipated. And we have not noticed them
to this extent, so much on account of the rank

or character of the persons who entertain such

views, as because it happens, in this age of

fluctuating principles and halting opinions,

that, in reading the biblical narrative, many
persons, who wish to think rightly and dread

to think wrong, get loose and vague notions

into their minds similar, in kind, to those

plainly avowed in the extract we have

adduced.

As it is to some extent the duty of an his-

torian to vindicate the disputed points of his

history, we might be tempted to enter into a

detailed reply to such statements and impres-

sions, if our limits allowed and if we thought

it necessary. But we do not. Yet lest we
should seem to off'er poison without the anti-

dote, we may remark :—That in all this state-

ment about the design of Moses in leading the

Hebrews to this place, it is fatally forgotten

that although such phenomena as are de-

scribed may have been new to them at this

time, they subsequently became familiar to

them ; and the reaction would have been

dreadful when they ultimately discovered, as

they could not fail to do, that Moses had been

imposing natural phenomena upon them for

supernatural manifestations of the Divine

presence.

On the miracles we will not lay any stress, as

persons who take such views as those which

we have stated, necessarily must manage to re-

solve them into a skilful use by Moses of the

operation of natural causes, known to and fore-

seen by him. The miracle which least admits

of this treatment is that of the manna, to which

therefore we have directed attention in a sepa-

rate note.

To our minds, there was ample and reason-

able cause for leading the Israelites into a

situation of the greatest safety that could be

found, that they might there receive the

organization, the doctrines, and the laws

which might fit them for the high destinies

which lay before them.

But our answer in chief to all this and every-

thing of the kind—indeed the all-sufficient

answer, and the only one which we should seri-

ously think it worth while to make, would be
by a reference to the principle, the design, the
system of the Hebrew history. This design

we have sufficiently for our purpose announced
in a preceding page ;* and we have therefore

only now to remark that Moses was not the

autlior of this system ; it must have originated

with One who saw the end from the beginning,

and who dies not, as Moses died. Moses was
not necessary to this system, but God was. The
system commenced long before Moses was
born ; and it went on, steadily and surely, long
after he was dead, and we see not the end of it

yet. He was but an incident in that system,

and we have no evidence that he even knew
those ultimate results which it was left for time

to develop. If he was permitted to compre-

hend the whole of that marvellously connected

design, one section of which it was his destiny

to carry on, no measures taken by him could

have ensured the gradual development of that

design and its extension into remote ages, or

have supplied that series of demonstrations by

which the system was carried on through and

by circumstances which were all necessary,

but Avhich did not exist, and, unless propheti-

cally—that is unless through God— could

not have been imagined in the time of

Moses.

It seems therefore to us that the attempt to

exclude God from this portion of the Hebrew
history, to make Moses the sole deliverer and

legislator of the Israelites, is purely the result

of imperfect and crude views of parts of that

history, without any comprehension of it as

an entire and designed whole. In the pro-

vidence of God it is probable that the history

of every nation has a design, if it could be but

discovered ; but as it cannot be discovered, the

results seem to be determined by fortuitous

circumstances. The history of the Hebrews is

not, however, even in appearance, when viewed

as a whole, fortuitous ; and it is the only his-

tory in the world that does not even seem to be

so. The design of that history is repeatedly

avowed, is open and complete. To view the

history without reference to this most distin-

guishing peculiarity, and without cognizance

of the complete design which is as its living

soul,-—is to look upon a dead carcase from

which the vital spirit has been taken, and

which may then easily seem to possess none

but earthly elements. That design requires

God in every part ; and to write the history of

the Jews without God is as if one were to

write the history of the heavens and omit the

sun.
• Page 21—23.
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C) Destruction of the Golden Calf, p.

202.—As there is not the least question but

that all which was known to the Hebrews of

the metallurpc arts at this early time, had

been acquired in Egypt, the making of the

golden calf may be taken in evidence, amply

confirmed by their existing monuments, of the

very great skill in those arts which the Egyp-
tians had attained. But the destruction of the

same image, in the manner described, is a still

more striking evidence of this. The art of thus

treating gold was a secret, probably, but known
to Moses, in virtue of his perfect acquaintance

with all the sciences which the Egyptians

cultivated. Goguet, remarking on the subject,

observes that those who work in metal know
that this is an exceedingly difficult operation.

" Commentators have been much perplexed

to explain how Moses burnt the golden image,

and reduced it to powder. Most of them offer

only vain and improbable conjectures. But an

able chemist has removed every difficulty on

the subject, and has suggested this simple

process as that which Moses employed. In-

stead of tartaric acid, which we employ for a

similar purpose, the Hebrew legislator used

natron, which is very common in the East.*

The Scripture, in informing us that Moses
made the Israelites drink this powder, sliows

that he was perfectly acquainted Avith all the

effect of his operation. He wished to aggra-

vate the punishment of their disobedience

;

and for this purpose no means could liave been

more suitable : for gold, rendered potable by
the process of which I have spoken, is of a

most detestable taste." +

To this, from Goguet, it may be well to add

that the operation of the acids, which act upon
gold is much assisted by the metal being pre-

viously heated. In this we see the reason why
Moses cast the golden image into the fire in

the first instance.

* Stahli,. Vitull. aureus, iu Opusc. Chym., Phys., Medic,
p. 585.

\ 'Origine des Lois,' epoq. ii. liv. ii. chap. 14.

The Chapter which is now conchuled brings the history to

The year of the world 3165

The year before Christ 1646
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There never was a people whose history had such inseparable connection with their laws and

institutions, and such necessary dependence on them, as in the case of the Hebrews. Tjie

Hel)rew people and the Mosaical code bore the relation of agent and of instrument for the

pin-poses of the great objects for which the descendants of Abraham were set apart among the

nations ; and for these same objects the peculiar code was not less necessary than the peculiar

people. The history of the Hebrews is the history of a system, of which the men so called

were only a part. The whole must henceforth be regarded in intimate connection, and

therefore it becomes very necessary that the other part—the Law—should be clearly under-

stood.

But on account of the involved and disjointed manner in which the details are exhil)itcd in

the books of Moses, it is not easy for even very diligent readers of the Bible to acquire clear

and connected ideas of the whole system. We have, therefore, judged it expedient to devote

the present chapter to such a review of this code as may render the further portions of our

history the more clearly understood. To this we now proceed, and shall endeavour in our

way to develop the principles of the Law, and to incorporate such explanations r.s our limits

will allow.

VOT.. T. 2 F
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A comprehensive view of the system may be taken under the three principal heads of

—

I. RELIGION.
II. GOVERNMENT.
III. GENERAL LAW.

With such divisions and sub-divisions as may seem convenient. Tluis

—

I. RELIGION may be divided into Dogmas and Regul.\tions.

1. Dogmas.—These comprehend the ideas concerning God and his government which were

communicated to the Hebrews ; and, for the sake of preserving which, ripening in the workl,

the Hebrews -were set a])art as a peculiar people, and the ^vhole ritual system was organized.

Or, perhaps, it will be clearer to continue, as before, to describe them as measures taken to

•preserve in the world that knowledge of God which was possessed by the first men, and which

had at this time all but disappeared under the operation of idolatry and polytheism, by which

the whole earth may be said to have been overspread. It is as levelled against these errors,

and against the mistaken views of the Divine character in which the world was already

lost,—or rather as designed to guard the chosen race from their most contagious influence,

that most of the great body of the Mosaical law is to be understood.

The positive doctrines are few and simple ; but their massive grandeur becomes apparent

when we duly estimate their bearing upon the problems which perplexed the ancient world,

and contrast them with the frivolities of doctrine and worship which characterised all other

systems of belief.

The whole system of a plurality of gods, of whatever kind, was precluded by the grand de-

claration that Jehovah, who delivered the seed of Abraham from Egypt, was the only God in

heaven or in earth.* His eternity and self-subsistence is not obscurely intimated in such

names as Jehovah, I am, I am that I am, when the force of the original terms is appre-

hended, and seems also to be assumed as a matter known from of old.t That God was tlie

Creator of the heavens and the earth—of all nature and of all beings, + was, in those days, a

truly grand and distinguishing doctrine. We are taught it from our infancy ; and, therefore,

to recognise its importance and grandeur, as a peculiar doctrine of ISIosaisni, it is necessary to

recollect that for more than 1200 years after Moses the ancient mind was unable to form the

idea of a God so exalted in character as to be an agent in the formation of the imivcrse.

Some of the most mentally endowed men of ancient times fell far short of this and other im-

portant doctrines, which were matters of familiar knowledge to everv man, woman, and child

among the Hebrews ; and this fact aft'ords a most emphatic answer to the question—" Canst

thou by searching find out God? Canst thou find out the Almighty unto perfection?"

Anaxagoras (who came to Athens b.c. 456) was the first who taught that the world was
ortjanised or constructed, by some mind or mental being, out of matter which this philosopher

supposed had always existed. This opinion was adopted and enforced by Socrates, Plato, and

others. But Aristotle supposed the world to have existed eternally in its organised form
;

while the Epicureans held that a fortuitous concurrence of atoms was the origin of all things.

Thus we see that the most capacious intellects could grasp no higher doctrine than the exist-

ence of a supreme architect or framer of the universe out of materials which existed before

all time ; and this, after the Hebrews had for ages entertained the belief in a Supreme Creator

of all things. No other people believed in an act of creation, properly so called. Thev were

likewise taught that this Supreme Creator was also the Governor of the world,—a doctrine

which, although as familiar to the Hebrews and to ourselves as the other, was equally incom-

^ prehensible to the ancient mind. Even those of the old philosophers who believed in the ex-

istence of a Supreme Architect [not Creator] of the world, were far from thinking that the

world was practically governed by him. They held the opinion of an animating principle in

matter, originating with the Supreme Framer, by which the material world was governed.

Things of minor importance, especially those which influenced the destiny of man, were

» Kxod. XX. e, .S; Dent. iv. 35, vi. 4, xxxii. 39. t Doiit. xxxiii. 2/. % (n-n. i.
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referred by all classes to the government of many (jods, who were accordingly the objects of
worship, and not the Supreme Architect.

Further to estimate the supreme importance of these two doctrines that Jehovah was the
Creator of the universe and the sole Governor of the world, it is necessary to recollect the

prevalence of the belief in national or tutelary go:?ls ; the tendency to which belief is constantly

manifested in the Old Testament, by the disposition of the heathen to regard Jehovah as

merely the national God of the Jews, on a level with their own national gods;§ and there is

strong evidence that the chosen people did themselves, at times, fall into this opinion. Hence
there is visible a constant anxiety to impress upon the Hebrew mind the universalitv of the

Divine attributes, these being among the greatest of the great truths which they were destined

to preserve. Moses calls him by the name Jehovah who created heaven and earth,* and who
sent the deluge.t Abraham and Melchisedek address Him as the Most High God, who
created heaven and earth. J He is acknowledged by Joseph to be the all-wise Governor of

the universe.§ He calls himself Jehovah who is always the same ;11 who both predicted and
performed those wonders in Egypt and in Arabia, which proved him to be omniscient and
omnipotent;^ who is the author of every living thing;** who is invisible (for the descriptions

which represent him as appearing at times in a bodily form are symbolical) ;tt who is the Lord
of heaven and the earth, and everything in them ; and the Friend of strangers as well as of

the Hebrews. J J Moses everywhere exhibits him as the Omnipotent; the Ruler of all men;
One who cannot be swayed by gifts and sacrifices, but who is kind and merciful to the

penitent.

On the question—" Whether the character of Jehovah, as represented by Moses, is that

of a Being inexorably just ?" we are happy to introduce the following observations of Professor

Jahn :—§§
" God is often represented by Moses as a just Judge, who punishes with severity those who

are wicked and disobey his commandments. The inconstant, stiif-necked and intractable

people with whom Moses had to deal could not be restrained from vice, nor brought into sub-

jection to the laws, without holding up such a representation. Such a representation was the

more necessary, because Jehovah was not only the God, but, in a strict sense, the King
of the Jews, whom it behoved, consequently (in order to render due protection to the righ-

teous), to condemn transgressors, and make them objects of punishment. Had it been other-

wise,—had he not defended the good from the attacks of the bad, or had free pardon been offered

to all the guilty,—all his laws, as a King, would have been useless. Still, although what has

been now said be true, the statement which some have made, that Moses has made God an

inexorable Judge, and that only, is utterly untrue.

" The original promises to the patriarchs, which were so often repeated to their descendants

;

the liberation from Egyptian bondage ; the laws enacted in the wilderness ; the entrance

granted to the Hebrews into the land of Canaan ; are deeds of kindness which prove the

beneficence of God.|||l Hence it is often inculcated upon the Hebrews to exhibit gratitude

towards God ; and the fact also that they were expressly commanded to love God, is at least

an implied admission of his kindness and beneficence."If^ Moses calls God the Father of his

people, the merciful, the clement, the benign, the faithful Jehovah, who exhibits, through a

thousand generations, the love of a Parent to his good and faithful followers ; who forgives

iniquity and transgression, but to whose mercy, nevertheless, there are limits, and who visits

the sins of the fathers on the posterity to the third and fourth generation.***

"The infliction of punishments, even to the fourth generation (j,. e. by means of public cala-

mities, the consequences of which would be experienced even by posterity), a principle which

appears even in the fundamental l.\ws,'|'-|-'|' has given offence to many, who are either unwil-

* Gen. i. ; Exod. xx. 8—12, xxxi. 17 ; Deut. iv. 3. i Deut. vi. 17. % Geu. xiv. 18—20, xvii. 1, xviii. \6-2b.

§ Gen. xxxix. 9, xlv. 5,1. 20.
i|
Exod. vi. 3. H Exo. vi. 7, vii. 5, x. 1,2, xvi. 12, xxix.46; Deut. iv. 32—36, x. 21.

** Num. xvi. 22, xxvii. 16. -ft Exod. xxxiii. 18—23 ; Deut. iv. 12—20, 39. Xt D^-'"*- x- l-^- ^^

§§ • Bil)lische Aichseologie,' sect. 205. Illl
Deut. vii. 6—9, viii. 2—20, ix. 4—8, x. 1—11.

HH Deut. vi. 4, 5, 11, 12, 15, 22. *»* Deut. viii. 5, sxxii. 6 ; E.xod. xx.xlv. 6, 7 ; Num. xiv. 13; Deut. \ii. 9, 10

ttt lixod. XX. 5, 6.
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ling or unable to perceive that the prospect of misery falling on their posterity would be a real

source of punishment to the parents, who, it may be observed, were, in that age,. particularly

solicitous about the well-being of their descendants. We learn, nevertheless, from various

passages, that the punishments due to the fathers were not so much designed to be really

inflicted on their posterity, as to remain to them warnings, that if they trod in their fathers'

footsteps, they would expose themselves to the same evil and fearful consequences ; and that

when they had done evil, their only course was to repent. That such would be the case, the

deep and serious evils of the Babylonish captivity gave them so clear a proof, as to preclude

all subsequent doubts on the subject : they repented of their evil ways, and, as Moses himself

had predicted, became the constant worshippers of God."*

In representing these as the doctrines which the Hebrew people were instructed to believe,

and for the sake of preserving which among them the whole system of law was instituted, we
have endeavoured to show how important these first principles were, and how necessary their

preservation, in the state and tendencies of religious opinion which in those times prevailed.

Tlirough the doctrine of Christ, our own religious knowledge is so much in advance of that

which the books of Moses communicate, that when its amount is thus nakedly stated, and

found to consist of the most plain and simple elements of our own belief, we are rather apt to

wonder that higher mysteries are not found in a system so elaborately produced and guarded

with such care. But these plain facts were high mysteries to the world at large. And if we,

nourished, as we are, by the strong meats which our advancing age requires, feel the inade-

quacy for our sustainment of the milk with which the infant was satisfied, let us remember that

what is as the food of infants to us was as strong meat to the world at large. The church lay

a naked infant in the wilderness. God sent Moses to feed it—not with the strong meats of

adult age—but with the milk which was best suited to the infant state. As the child grew, one

prophet was sent after another to strengthen gradually her nourishment, and to direct her

attention forward to that time when One would come to admit her to the stronger food and

more sober raiment of her adult age and perfected growth. He came ; and let not the gene-

rous diet by which she has since been nourished make her unmindful that this strung food,

by which she now lives, would have been unsuitable to her, and could not have been borne by

her in her earlier state. Her " nursing fathers " gave her food as she was able to bear it.

The point of view which we therefore take is, that the religion of the Mosaical dispensation

is to be regarded not otherwise than as offering the elementary principles which alone the

people were then in a condition to receive. These laid a broad foundation for whatever might

afterwards be built thereon. But our present concern is exclusively with the Law of

Moses ; and we have had to consider only what that law taught, without anticipating the

developements which the later prophets gradually supplied, and through which the Hebrews
ultimately arrived at some stronger and clearer opinions than they could have derived from

the bot)ks of the law alone.

After this limitation of our present object, it is only necessary to advert to the absence in the

books of Moses of any notice of the future existence of the soid, or of a future state of rewards

and punishments, which appear of such high importance to ourselves, that any religious

syt^tem seems incomplete without them. That traces of these doctrines may be collected from

the Hebrew Scriptures we have no doubt. The references to them and to others grew

clearer in the times of later prophecy ; and in the time of Christ, and long before, the Jews
certainly did believe in the immortality of the soid and in a state of future rewards and
punishments. Nearly all nations have believed this; and the belief of the Hebrews may be

traced, ])rol)ably, like theirs, to original primitive traditions, before the sons of Noah had

corrupted their way. If these doctrines were known to Noah and his sons, they were of too

intimate concernment to man himself to be ever forgotten, into whatever fanciful ideas of God
and his government men might fall. The references to these doctrines which have been traced

in the sacred book, are rather i)assing references to existing ideas, than authoritative declara-

tions from God. There is nowhere any distinct information conveyed—least of all in the

* I.uv. .\x\i. 20-25; Duiit. iv. 28—31, xxx.l— l<i.
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books of Moses—nor in any one passage are the prospects of a future life held forth to deter
from sni or to encourage holiness. No other motives were placed before the ancient Hebrews
to pursue the good and avoid the evil, than those which were derived from the benefits and
calamities, the rewards and punishments, of this life.

Why, on these important points, the Hebrews were left to the limited and obscure ideas of
their patriarchal fathers admits, we think, of a very satisfactory answer :—

There ivas something to satisfy the minds of those few whose hearts were ardently drawn
forth beyond the things which belong to this life; while the people at large—whom it was
the object of the system to act upon in a body, and keep them toqether as standing witnesses to
certain doctrines—were not of a disposition to be acted upon by the remote considerations of a
future life, and of results which could not be sensibly manifested to them ; while the plan of
acting upon them through the hope of present good, or the fear of present evil, was suited to
the temporal and temporary character of the whole svstem, and, more particularly, to the
position which it pleased God to take as the King of the Hebrew people, and as 'a king
bestowing on his ftiithful subjects present and manifest evidence of his favour, and inflictino-
on wrong-doers present and manifest tokens of his displeasure. In fact, it seems to u^^s

that the distinct promulgation of this spiritual doctrine would have been an anomalous
feature in a system altogether temporal, and which even required the exhibition of temporal
sanctions.

The distinct and prominent exhibition of this doctrine was therefore most fittingly reserved
for the developements of a more spiritual system. It was reserved for Jesus Christ " to
bring life and immortality to light." The broader doctrine which He taught had no temporal
sanctions

: it refused to allow the servaiits of God to look any longer for the temporal benefits
which were offered under a temporal system ; but while it led them rather to expect outward
trouble in this life, from the conflict of adverse principles, it directed their view with all
possible distinctness to a state of reward and glory—a treasure—an inheritance—a home-
beyond the grave.

2. Regulations.—The regulations which were made to preserve and enforce the dogmas
to which our attention has been directed may be comprehended under the terms of Injunclions
and Inslilutions.

i. Injunctions.—i:\\Q posterity of Abraham were, long before the time of Moses, set apart
for the great object of preserving and transmitting the true religion, as contained in the doc-
trine that there was but one God, the Creator and Governor of the universe, and that he only
ought to be worshipped. By the time the Israelites had grown into a people, idolatry and
polytheism had become universal ; very many of the chosen race had become tainted with
these errors

; and it was very evident that the Hebrews could no longer live in the midst of
nations given to idolatry, without the danger of becoming like them. They were, therefore,
assigned to a particular country, the extent of which was so small, that they were 'obliged, if
they would live independently of other nations, to give up, in a great measure, the life of
shepherds, and apply themselves to agriculture. The miracles which attended their deliver-
ance from Egypt, their journey to their new country, and their entrance there, brought them
back to the faith of their fathers, by affording them convincing evidence that the God who h;id
taken them under his peculiar care was intleed All-powerful and Omniscient, and that the
gods of Egypt and of other nations were nothing before Him. With this also must have come
to the mass of the people the conviction that Moses, through whom all these wonders had been
predicted and performed, was indeed His messenger. This conviction was necessary to engage
them to receive those laws and institutions, without which, surrounded as they were by nations
who regarded idolatry as conformable to right reason, their religious integrity could not well
have been preserved. All these laws and institutions were, with differing intensity, concen-
trated upon the great object of moulding their habits and ideas, and of engaging them in such
l)ursuits and relations as ni'ght form and maintain their character as conservators of the true

religion.
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To secure these objects, God, in the first instance, proposed Himself, through Moses, as

King to the Hebrews, and was accepted in that character by the united voice of the people.

This was evidently with the design that the obedience which they rendered him as King

might become in some measure identified with the reverence to which he had a right as God
;

and while tliey yielded the former, they would be the less likely to withhold the latter.

Accordingly, the land of Canaan, which was destined to be occupied by them, was declared to

be the land of Jehovah, according to the Oriental notion of sovereignty which makes every

monarch the supreme proprietor of the soil. And that this was not to be a mere theoretical

sovereignty, but a practical one, was sliown by the demand that they, as hereditary occupants

of the soil, should pay to the sovereign proprietor a rent of two tithes, such as the Egyptians

paid to their king.*

It was then, and not before this, his character as their immediate Ruler was recognised

—

that God promulgated from the clouds of Mount Sinai the prominent laws for the government

of the people, regarded as a religious community, which we find in the twentieth chapter of

Exodus. The subsequent developements and illustrations of these laws they received, at their

own desire, through Moses. The rewards which should accompany obedience, and the punish-

ments which should be the lot of the transgressor, were at the same time announced ; and the

Hebrews promised by a solemn oath io ohcy.'f

Prufcssor Jahn, whose views we have, to a considerable extent, followed in this branch of our

inc[uiry, proceeds to observe :

—

" Since, therefore, God was the Sovereign of Palestine and its inhabitants, the commission

of idolatry by any inhabitant of the country, even by a foreigner, was a defection from the true

king. It was, in fact, treason ; it was considered a crime equal to that of murder, and was,

consequently, attended with the severest punishment. Whoever even encouraged idolatry was

considered seditious, and was obnoxious to the same punishment. Incantations, necromancy,

and other practices of a similar nature, were considered equally nefarious with idolatry itself,

and deserving an equal punishment. Any one who knew a person to be guilty of idolatry was

bound by the law to accuse that person before the judge, although the criminal were a wife, a

brother, a daughter, or a son.

" The law, with the penalty attached to it, as we may learn from other sources, had refer-

ence only to overt acts of idolatry : it was rather a civil than a religious statute ; and the judge

who took cognizance of the crime, whilst he had a right to decide upon the deed, the undeni-

able act, in any given instance, evidently went beyond his promise if he undertook to decide

upon the thoughts and feelings of a person implicated, independently of any overt commission

of the crime.

I

" It has been observed that the law was not so much a religious as a civil one. The dis-

tinction is obvious. A religious law has reference to the feelings ; and those laws, conse-

cjuently, which command us to love God, to believe in him, and to render him a heart-felt

obedience, are of this nature.§ It should be remarked that the severe treatment of idolatry,

of which we have given a statement, was demanded by the state of society at that period,

when each nation selected its deity, not from the dictates of conscience, but from the hope of

temporal aid. It was an age when idolaters were very numerous, and when nothing but

the utmost severity of the laws could prevent them from contaminating the soil of the

Hebrews."

The fact, tliat the repression of idolatry among the Hebrews was one great and principal

object of the law, throws light on many of the precepts and injunctions of which it seems,

"otherwise, dillicult to discover the meaning or to define the object. Many of these injunc-

tions must, probably, always remain obscure, from our ignorance of the idolatrous practices to

which they refer. Maimonides, in his excellent treatise, the ' More Nevocliim,'' ac(juaints us

with many su])erstitious or indecent practices of the ancient idolaters which were understood

to have been aimed at by particular injunctions and prt)hibitions of liie Musaical law. Tiie

* Exoil. xix. 4-K ; Lev. xxvii. 20—34 ; Num. x\ iii. 21 , 22; Deiit. xii. 17—19. xiv. 22, cl scq. ; xxvi. 12—15.

t Exod. xxi.—xxiv. ; Dent, xxvii.—xxx. % Deut. xiii. 2— 9, xvii. 2—5. § Dcul. vi. 4—9, x. 12, xi. 1, 13.
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actions to which he refers were deemed parts of the Avorship of the heavenly bodies, whicli
being placated by certain performances, or words, or suftumigations, granted their worshippers
whatever they desired. And, therefore, it followed that, under the principles which we have
exhibited, a pretension to astrological or magical powers, and the exercise of the correspondino-
acts and rites, was equivalent to an avowal of idolatry, and was hence to be capitally punished.
And because such acts were very commonly performed by women, the law was careful to

specify, "Tliou shalt not suffer a ^citch to live;"* and because men are naturally inclined to

exercise clemency to women, it was again expressly enjoined, " A man also, or a ivoman,
shall be put to death."f Here is particularity of specification with respect to women which, as

Maimonides remarks, is not to be found either with regard to the profanation of the Sabbath
or any other precept.

There were also many evils which the professors of magical and other such arts believed
themselves able to avert through the powers of the heavenly bodies and other idols ; among
these were the expulsion of noxious animals, the protection of plants from injuries, the

prevention of hail, and such like. Now it will be observed, that the evils which these

persons professed to avert by their idolatrous arts, are the very evils which are, for the

most part, denounced to the Hebrews as the punishments which idolatry would bring upon
them. J

To the prevention of idolatrous associations may also be attributed a variety of small

regulations not easily explicable on other grounds. Among these is the prohibition to " round
the corners of the head " (i. e. to shave off the hair), or to " mar the corners of the beard ;"

§
because the priests among the idolaters were thus accustomed to poll and shave themselves.

Maimonides alleges that the same reason exists for the precept which forbids the wearing of
" garments mingled of linen and woollen," it having been customary for the priests of the

idolaters to wear robes of mingled linen and wool, as well as to wear on their finger a ring of

mixed metal; and this doubtless with reference to certain planetary or symbolical combina-

tions, which were judged appropriate to the act or object of idolatrous worship. And as also

there were acts of worship in which the priests of idols were obliged to wear the dresses of

women, and others in which women wore the armour of men, it was comprehensively enjoined

in the law that " the woman shall not wear that which pertaineth unto a man, neither shall a

man put on a woman's garment. "||

Many of the injunctions or prohibitions which bear on agricultural practices are supposed

to be in the same manner levelled at idolatrous or superstitious practices, and designed for the

discouragement of idolatry by rendering repugnant to the law some of those acts which it

required. By these and similar prohibitions, a large class of idolatrous superstitions were

rendered incompatible with the profession of obedience to the law ; and could therefore only

be practised in opoi disobedience to its commands. The good policy of this precaution, with

such a people as the Hebrews, is unquestionable. This applies, indeed, to x^ost of the pro-

hibitions which have already been specified, as well as to some which we now proceed to

notice.

The law which prohibits the use of the three first years' growth of fruit-trees, may very

possibly have arisen from the circumstance that it was usual to offer one half of such first

fruits to idols, and to eat the other half in the idol temples : for this reason also, as may be

supposed, it was directed that the first fruits allowed to be used—those of the fourth

year—were to be eaten before the Lord in the holy place.^ It appears also to have been very

common to perform certain magical rites and sprinklings, with the view of causing the trees to

blossom and bear fruit earlier than usual ; and this prohibition may seem to have been partly

intended to remove all occasion or temptation to such acts—as, of course, it was useless to

attempt to accelerate the production of fruit which could not be eaten, especially as the trees

in Palestine generally afford fruit naturally by the third year. The grafting one tree upon

another of a different kind is forbidden in the law,** and apparently for similar reasons, as the

Ex.xl. xxii. 13. t L'"v. XX. 2

§ Lev. xix. 27. !|
Dout. xxi

t See, for example. Lev. xxvi. 22 ; Pent, xxxii. 24, xxviii. 33, 39, 40.

i. 5. «[ Lev. xix. 23, 25. *» Lpv. xix. 19.
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act suggested the symbolical accompaniment of most unseemly proceedings, by which, among
tlie ancient pagans, the operation was disgraced and made aliominable. On account of tliis

also, it would appear that it was declared unlawful to mingle seeds, or to sow them together;*

as well as because the heathen expected some particular benefits to the harvest or the vintage

from such admixtures, which always had a symbolical reference.

There are some, indeed, who find in these regulations good rules for agricultural processes

and effects. But the Hebrews co\dd learn agriculture without being taught of God or of

Moses. And it seems far more likely, and far more in unison with the great objects of the

Mosaical law, that these operations were forbidden as common in their nature and design

with other rites which the Gentiles believed to possess particular power and influence, and
wliich, in various degrees, belonged to or tended towards idolatry.

On the same grounds the Hebrews were forbidden to cut their persons, as the heathen often

did in the transports of their religious excitement, or of their grief: neither were they to mark
their bodies with such stigmata as those which the heathen employed superstitiously, or for

the purpose of marking themselves as the votaries of particular gods.f And not only were
they thus carefully excluded from idolatry and all its circumstances, but they were excluded

from having any doings about an idol in the way of business, or to receive anything belonging

to an idol into their houses. J And the reason is plain :—if a man received an idol, or some-
thing belonging to it, even for the purpose of breaking it up, he would be very likely to fall

into a snare, if it happened that some good befell him while the " abomination " was in his

house, or that he throve well upon the money which the sale of the broken up or melted

materials produced.

That their oaths might not be taken in the name of false gods, it was directed that they

should swear in the name of the Lord ; but false or vain swearing by that great name were

strictly interdicted.§ Blasphemy of that holy name was punishable with death,|| not only as

an offence against God, but as an overt act of rebellion and sedition against him in his kingly

character. And not only were idolaters, and those who invited to idolatry, individually to be

punished with death ; but if a town or city turned to strange gods, that town was to be

considered as in a state of open rebellion against the authority of the sovereign, and it was
the bounden duty of all the people, after careful inquiry, to subject that place to a solemn
ban or curse, and utterly to destroy it as an accursed thing.

1"

But stringent injunctions and prohibitions oflCcred not the only considerations which were
presented to the minds of the Israelites to keep them faithful to the God of their fathers.

They were not only informed of the obligations of gratitude and obedience which all men
owed to him as the Creator and Governor of the world, but were reminded of their peculiar

and multii)lied obligations by which they w-ere themselves bound to devote themselves to him.
They were accordingly commanded to love God with all the heart, and mind, and strength;

not only as the governor of the universe, and the benefactor in mmiberless ways of all man-
kind, but to love him as their own especial deliverer and friend, from whom they had received

so many distinguished favours and the promise of others in time to come. And as the result

of such gratitude and obedience, tliey were required to obey his laws, and for this additional

reason, that without such obedience they would not merit a continuance of the kindness of

God, nor be worthy of receiving further benefits from his bauds.**

ii. Riles and Inslilullons.—As our attention now turns to the svn-vey of the rites and
institutions which God judged suitable for the Hebrew i)eople—and first, to those which were
connected with his worship—we are arrested by a i)reliminary question of considerable interest,

and by which much discussion has first and last lieen provoked. This is, to what extent the

ceremonial observances, and especially the forms and apparatus of divine worship, were
similar to those of the Egyptians; and if a similarity existed, whether the Hebrew or the

Egyptian system should be charged with imitation of the other ?

* Dout. xxii. 9. t Lev. xix. 2/, 23. % Heut. vii. 26.

§ Kxofl. XX. 7, xxiii. 13; D<-ut. v. U, \ i. 13, x. 20.
||
Lev. xxii. 1 1, ef sci/. *! IViit. xiii. 12—18.

** Exo<l. XX. 2; Lev. xi. -15, xxv. 38 ; Deut. iv. 32—40, v. 24—28, vi. 4, b. 12, 13, 20—25, vii. G—ll, viii. 1—6, 10— IH. ix. 4,

5,x. 12,xi. 1, 13, 14,xxvi. 1— 10, xiii.4, 5, xxxii. G. .Talin.sert. 13/.
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That a similarity did exist, in some particulars, was early discovered by those scholars uho
had made themselves acquainted with as much as could formerly be known (throuch the
reports of Greek and Latin writers) of the Egyptian rites and institutions. jVLiimoiiides

although a Jew, and an ardent advocate of the divine origin and anti-idolatrous object of the
Mosaical system, notices this similarity, and attributes a designed imitation to that system on
grounds which he explains and justifies. The same view has been ably elaborated and sus-
tained by various writers, among which are Sir John Marsham, and, above all, the eminently
learned Spencer, in his great work ' De Lecjibus HebrcEonim ;' and after him by Moses Low-
man and others.

Another class of Biblical divines seemed to start with pain at the idea of such an imitation,

and consider it a point of religious duty to contend for the originality of every pin of the
tabernacle, and of every thread in the dress of the high-priest. They have argued either

that there was no such similarity in the opposite party alleged, or that, although some similar-

ities may be found, they must be accounted for by the supposition that the Egyptians borrowed
from the Hebrews ; or that all the analogies which can be discovered were originally derived
from patriarchal usages or tradition. On this side occur such names as those of Witsius,
Meyer, and, more lately, of Dr. Woodward and Dr. W^ait ; and it may be observed that the
views of the great majority of writers who have occasion to notice the question take this

direction.

Now this question has continued to be argued entirely upon its original grounds. The
advocates of the alleged imitation have gone on illustrating the arguments of Spencer, or

adducing further proofs from eminent writers ; and their opponents have proceeded copying

Witsius, or following his line of argument and evidence,—both parties appearing to be utterly

unconscious of the new sources of evidence which have been opened within the last fifty years,

and by which the state of the question has been entirely altered, from one of argument to one

of fact. These sources are found in the ancient paintings and sculptures of Egypt, which, as

our readers are aware, exhibit, with great minuteness of detail, not only the usages of that ex-

traordinary nation, in peace and in war, but portray all the rites and ceremonies of their religion,

with all the acts Avhich were performed, all the utensils which were employed, and all the dresses

and ornaments which were worn by the Egyptian priesthood in the services of their gods.

Now, with reference to this last class of subjects, it is clear that they must afford ample mate-

rials for settling the question as to similarity at least. For one who has made himself acquainted

with the minute descriptions of the tabernacle, the utensils of worship, and the priestly attire,

which are given in the books of Moses, will easily be able to recognise the resemblances or

differences which the Egyptian monuments offer. The result will set the question at rest by

establishing, beyond all further dispute, that verij important similarities do exist, and can be

denied by no one without betraying great ignorance of what he ought to know,—we say

ought, for surely every one ought to seek all attainable evidence on the question which he

undertakes to decide.

That the similarity docs, to a very considerable extent, exist, is very certain ; but how that

similarity was produced is another question. We see not, ourselves, how to avoid the conclu-

sion that some Egyptian practices were admitted into the Hebrew ritual.

In the first place, the points in which analogies have been found are too numerous and too

peculiar to have been the result of accidental coincidence.

They could not have been derived from the common origin of patriarchal practice ; for that

had no ritual from which such analogous usages could be transmitted.

Those who suppose that the Egyptians copied the similar practices from the Hebrews, fix

upon the time of Joseph's power and popularity, as that when such imitation was most likely

to have taken place. But it is forgotten that the Hebrews had then none of those ritual

observances for the Egyptians to imitate, nor, indeed, till after they had left Egypt. It would

be difficult to assign any subsequent date to the imitation. The Hebrew ritual, as exhibited in

the wilderness, was not likely to be w ell know n to the Egyptians ; or, if known, was it at all

probable that this proud and highly civilized people would imitate the ritual of their escaped

VOL. I. 2 G
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bondsmen, against whom their minds were probably in a state of high exasperation ? And,
after the Israelites had entered the Promised Land, it was not until the time of Solomon that

the Hebrew ritual exhibited a sufficiently imposing appearance to attract the attention of the

Egyptians. The intercourse which then existed between the two countries, and the marriage
of the Hebrew king to an Egyptian princess, would point to this reign as by far the most
favourable date for such an imitation. But then—the sculptures and paintings from which
we obtain the knowledge that analogies did actually exist, date much earlier than the time of
Solomon—some of them, even earlier than the departure of the Israelites from Egypt. This,

as we take it, is conclusive against any imitation of the Hebrew ritual by the Egyptians.

Such an imitation would indeed be most improbable on almost every ground on which it

could be considered. The Egyptians were an old nation, long organised in all its institutions,

including—we have not the least reason to dou])t—its religious institutions and ceremonies,

long before the Israelites received their ritual system ; and since their hatred and absolute

prohibition of innovation and change in all that they had organised has been in all time noto-

rious, the supposed imitation would, d 'priori, be most unlikely, even were their relations with
the Israelites equal and amicable, which they certainly were not.

As only visible things were capable of being so represented as to furnish that positive proof
of similarity to which we have adverted, we shall not insist upon similarities which do not
admit of this degree of proof; although, certainly, since the existence of these establishes the
general principle of accommodation, the existence of other instances, not susceptible of the
same kind of proof, becomes the more probable, when properly supported by other consider-

ations.

We have now only to state the considerations which may be presumed to have determined
that degree of accommodation to Egyptian usages which we shall presently endeavour to sub-
stantiate. And in the first instance it may be well to hear Maimonides :

—" As at that time the
universal practice and the mode of worship in which all were educated was, that various
kinds of animals should be offered in the temples in which their idols were placed, and before
whom their worshippers were to prostrate themselves and to burn incense ; and as there were
also certain persons set apart for the service of those temples (which, as has been already
shown, were erected in honour of the sun, and moon, and (jther planetary bodies), therefore

that Divine wisdom and providence of God, which so eminently shines forth in all his crea-

tures, did not ordain the abandonment or abolition of all such worship. For it is the well-

known disposition of the human heart to cleave to that to which it has been habituated, even
in things to which it is not naturally inclined. To have decreed the entire abolition of all

such worship would, therefore, have been the same as if a prophet should come and say, ' It

is the command of God, that in the day of trouble ye shall not pray, nor fast, nor publicly

seek him ; but your worship shall be purely mental, and shall consist in meditation, not in

action.' On these accounts the Creator retained those modes of worship, but transferred the

veneration from created things and shadows to his own Name, and commanded us to direct our
religious services to Himself." This learned Jew then goes on to illustrate by examples the
view he takes; and this view seems just in itself, while it is amply confirmed by evidence
which did not exist, or rather had not been brought to light at the time he wrote.

That, during their sojourn in Egypt, the Israelites liad departed very widely from the i)atri-

arclud faith, and that the pomps, processions, and imposing ordinances of that country liad

usurped a powerful influence over their minds, is not only likely in itself, but is demonstrated
by the sad aftair of the golden calf, and by subsequent manifestations of a tendency towards
the idolatries of Egypt. Now the worship of Egypt was full of rites, ceremonies, and
apparatus, which, while they were considered as in themselves suitable, were also made sym-
bolical of hidden mysteries, as was the case with the rites of all pagan systems. Now the
symbolical or typical natiu'c of the Hebrew ritual is allowed on all hands, and is in the fullest

sense admitted hy the present writer. Yet we know not that any one has alleged that the

heathen borrowed their ^!/inbo/i::(tlio>}s from the Jews, although the similarity is as great in

this as in any other matter.
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Thus the Hebrews, in their defection to the religion of the Egyptians, had necessarily become
habituated to a highly ceremonial and symbolical worship, whereby their minds may well be
supposed to have been incapacitated from wholly returning to the plain and simple system of

their fathers. The apostle Paul manifestly assigns the origin of the law to some defection of

this nature. " Wherefore, then, serveth the law?" he asks; and answers, " It was added
because of transgressions

.'''*

In this state of the case, and after the people had unecpiivocally evinced their tendencies by
the feast of the golden calf, it seems natural and probable that a ceremonial and symbolical

form of worship should be conceded to them—as like as might be, in its mere external forms,

to that which they were predisposed to follow—but directed to wholly different objects, and
carefully purified from all that might, even in remote tendency, lead to idolatrous or unholy

associations and practices. Such a course was in unison with those accommodations to the

ideas and prejudices of the people, of which other examples might be produced. We may the

less hesitate about this, when we reflect that the law, as a whole, was only intended for a par-

ticular people, and for temporary purposes ; and we have only a right to expect to find that it

was good and suitable for its immediate objects. This made it the best under all the circum-

stances
; and a system better absohdely—as having larger objects, and as being adapted to all

times and all people— would have been unsuitable and bad for the limited pui-pose of the

Mosaical Law. The principle of accommodation and concession in this law is frequently

affirmed in the New Testament ; and God himself, by one of the later prophets, speaks of its

inadequacy for general and final purposes with great force of expression. He says, " I gave

them statutes which were not [absolutely and generally] good, and judgments whereby they

shoukl not [abidingly] /a'e."f Yet so prone has the Christian world generally been to consider

the Mosaical Law as something more than relatively good, something more than perfectly

adapted to a limited object, that this text has been made the subject of numerous elaborate ex-

positions, most of which serve only to demonstrate a great unwillingness to receive the Avords

in the obvious and simple meaning which we have indicated.

Then, under these considerations, regarding the Hebrew ritual as an accommodation

to the prejudices and dangers of a people who, as a people, were obviously not prepared

to receive moral precepts and religious doctrines apart from the ceremonial observances

and symbolical appendages in which the greater part of the world had then agreed to enve-

lope them, we shall see occasion to admire the wisdom with which the system founded

on this concession was adapted to their condition and capacities, and was moulded into a

safeguard against idolatry, and made an instrument of assisting that separation of this people

from all others, which was one of the essential conditions of their existence as the cliosen

race. Tlie manner in which its circumstances were framed to shadow forth the more

broad and spiritual dispensation which was to follow, invested it in some degree with a spi-

ritual character, of which we shall hereafter take some notice. And then, in order to keep the

nature of the community constantly in view, all the ceremonial institutions had reference to God,

not only as the sovereign of the universe, but as the king of the nation. The Israelites were

taught to feel that the tabernacle was not only the temple of Jehovah, but the palace of their

King ; that the table supplied with wine and shew-bread was the royal table ; that the altar

was the place where the provisions of the monarch were prepared ; that the priests were the

royal servants, and were bound to attend not only to sacred but also to secular aff'airs, and

were to receive, as their reward, the first tithes, which the people, as subjects, were led to con-

sider as part of the revenue which was due to God, their immediate sovereign. Other things,

of a less prominent and important nature, had reference to the same great end.J

The engravings, by which the immediately ensuing statements are illustrated, are derived

entirely from Egyptian sources. Most of our readers know that the ecclesiastical antiquities

of the Hebrews are usually illustrated, not by representations of anything known and real, but

by pictures which embody such ideas as the artist is able to form from the descriptions wliich

* Gal. iii. 10. t Ezek. xx. 25.

t Exod. XXV. S, 9; Lev, xxi. 0. 8, 17; Num. xxviii. 2; Dent, xxiii. 4; compavo Ezek. xliv. 7. Jaliii, sect. 214.

2 G 2
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he reads. Hence they have no antiquarian value ; and arc indeed little better than mere orna-

ments to a book, and quite as likely to mislead as to instruct. Feeling this, we were anxious to

secure a set of illustrations more real and more instructive ; but Ave saw not clearly how this

advantage might be secured, until, happeuing to turn over the elaborate engravings in the

great work on Egypt, we were much struck by some apparent analogies which occurred to us,

and by which we were led into the inquiry which has resulted in the conclusions already stated,

and in conformity with which we are enabled to offer the corroborations and illustrations

which follow. The number of these might have been greatlv enlarged ; but it has been

judged proper to reserve a portion for the illustration of Solomon's Temple. These engravings

illustrate not only analogies but iJlfferences, for reasons which will appear ; and, altogether,

we trust they will be found to explain, and show the reason for many very precise regulations

and directions in the Law, which generally create little interest in the Christian reader.

The part of our subject which now lies before us may be conveniently comprehended under

the heads of

I. Sacred Persons. 2. Sacrt;d Places. 3. Sacred Things. 4. Sacred Tunes. 5. Sacred

Acts.

1. Sacred Persons.

L The Jewish nation may, in one point of view, be regarded in a sacred character, or as

a holy people. As the seed of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, set apart to preserve and transmit

the true religion, they were, as a body, consecrated to God, and on this ground are often

called "holy," and were considered to sustain the relation of priests to the Lord, and as being

entitled to be called a sacerdotal nation or a nation of priests.* This holiness of the Jewish
nation—as understood in its proper application to their separation and consecration to the

Avorship of the true God—was continued, or perpetual, even though, as often happened, there

existed, at times, great moral corruptions. Nevertheless, they were constantly exhorted to

maintain a purity of life and conduct, corresponding with their calling and the title which
they bore; and as they were called a holy people, so to be the professors of holiness.

f

2. The Levites.—Under the patriarchal system of worship, the first-born was entitled to

exercise the functions of a priest. This indicates the peculiar propriety with which God de-

manded the appropriation to Himself of the first-born in Israel, although the immediate occasion

was oftered by the destruction of all the first-born of Egypt, while those of Israel were pre-

served, in memory of which the Lord required that the first-born, thus distinguished, should be

set apart for Himself. Afterwards, however, the whole tribe of Levi was taken in lieu of the

first-born, by a solemn act of substitution. On that occasion it was found that the number of

the first-born exceeded the Levites by no more than 273. The character assigned to the tribe

was two-fold:— 1. As servants or ministers of God in the public ordinances of religion.

2. As his servants in a civil or political caj)acity, that is, his servants or officers, as King or

ruler of the state. It is in the former only of these relations that we shall now attend to them.

From this tribe (of Levi) Aaron and his posterity were consecrated for the priesthood, to

whom a nearer access was given to the throne of God in the Holy of Holies. The rest of the

Levites performed religious duties of an inferior kind : Ijut for the more menial employments,

bringing water, splitting wood, they were allowed servants, wIkj were assigned for the labours

of the sanctuary.

The high-priest sustained the highest office in the tribe, being regarded as the head both of

the priests and Levites. Separate duties were allotted to all of them,—to the menial servants,

the Levites, the priests, and the high priest; and the duties of one were not allowed to interfere

with those of another.

1. Servants.—These did not belong to the Lcvitical tribe, nor were necessarily Israelites.

They had their origin as a separate class of the community, from a religic.us practice among
the Hebrews of devoting by a vow themselves, a son, or a servant, to services of such a kind.

It was in reference to this practice that the law recorded, in Lev. xxvii. ]— 8, was enacted,

• Exoil. .\ix. fi; Lev. xi. 44, 45, xix. 2, XX. 2fi; Deut. \ ii. G, xiv. 2, 2), xxvi. 10. xw iii. 0.

t Kxod. XX. 2G, &c.; Lev. xi. 45, xix. 2. xx. 7, 8, 2(5.
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and which fixed the price at which a person who had thiis devoted himself might be redeemed.

As the price of redemption was low, and might be reduced by the priest to suit the circum-

stances of the party, it is probable that the alternative thus ufFcrcd was generally taken, as

Joshua found it expedient or necessary to appropriate the services of the Gibeonites as

" hewers of wood and drawers of water."* The number of these servants was greatly in-

creased in the times of David and Solomon ; and after the captivity they became a very con-

siderable part of the population, and were called (by an honorary name that was anciently

applied to the Levites) Nethinims, a word which signifies given, or devoted, that is, to the

service of the temple and sanctuary. f This employment, however it may have been originally

regarded, was in later times considered highly respectable.

2. The Levites.—The solemn ceremonial with which the Levites and their posterity were

set apart to the service of God, the priests and the tabernacle, is fully described in Num. viii.

5—22. After this, it became their duty to render such assistance to the priests as might be

required. They kept guard around the tabei'nacle, and subsequently around the temple. In

the journey through the wilderness, it was their duty to transport the different parts of the

tabernacle, and the different sacred utensils that belonged to it ; to see that both the tabernacle

and temple were kept clean ; and to prepare the supplies of wine, oil, &c., for the sanctuary.

They had the care of the sacred revenues ; and, subsequently to the time of David, were re-

quired to sing in the temple, and to play upon instruments. In the more recent times they

slew the victims for the altar; for the people generally, having for a time discontinued it, had

become unskilful in the performance of this service. By the original appointment of Moses,

their regular period of service seems to have been from thirty to fifty years of age ; but as in

another place he dates their admission at twenty-five years, it has been concluded that they

served five years in the lighter duties of the office, before they were admitted to the more

laborious and responsible services. But it does not appear that they w^ere at fifty exonerated

from all further service ; for although they were exempted from all laborious employment,

they remained with those more actively employed, and continued probably in discharge of the

easier occupations, and instructed the young Levites in the duties of their office. J

When the Israelites were settled in Palestine, and the tabernacle was no longer carried

about from place to place, as it had been, the service of the Levites underwent much change

and became considerably lighter ; in consequence of which, David, in re-organizing their body

for the service of the temple, fixed the commencement of their service at the earlier age of

tAventy years.

§

The Levites were divided into three distinct families, in consequence of, and according to,

their descent, from the three sons of Levi, namely, Kohath, Gershon, and Merari. These

families had distinct parts of the tabernacle and of its furniture during the march through

the desert.

The new organization which they received, and the new duties which devolved upon them

when the temple w^as erected, will be noticed in the proper place ; and their very important

civil position will engage our attention under the next general licad of Government.

The Levites were not enjoined to wear any particular dress. But we learn that those who
removed the ark in the time of David, as well as those who were singers and musicians in

Solomon's temple, were arrayed in white robes.
||

3. Priests.—From among the Levites the family of Aaron was chosen to act as priests to

minister at God's altar, and to fill that important place in the theocratical government which

will hereafter require suitable notice. It illustrates the nobly disinterested character of Moses,

that, although he had sons of his own, he was content to see them remain undistinguished as

simple Levites, while the family of his brother received this high and permanent distinction.

Aaron had, at the time of this appointment, four sons, Nadab, Abihu, Eleazer and Ithaniar,

who, together with their father, were consecrated to the priesthood. Not long after, the two

* .Tosh. ix. 23-27. t Num. iii. 9, viii. 17, lil. xviii. G.

X Num. iii. 1— :5('), iv. 1. 30-33, 42, 40—49, viii. 23—26. § 1 Chron. xxiii. 24—27; 2 Cliiou. vxxi. 17; Ezr.i iii. 8.

II
1 Chron. XV. 27 ; 2 Chron. v. 12.
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first Avere destroyed, as already related (p. 206), for offering strange fire before the Lord • and
there remained only Eleazer and Ithaniar, in whose posterity the family of Aaron was distin-

guished into two branches, which ultimately formed a numerous body.

The manner of their original consecration is fully described in Exod. xxix. and liCv. viii.

and need not here be repeated. Moses officiated on that great occasion, Aaron was inauo-u-

rated as high-priest with the same ceremonies as his sons, with the addition that he was
arrayed in his official robes, and the sacred oil poured upon his head, whence he is distin-

guished as the anointed* Eight days were occupied in the various ceremonies whereby the

priestly caste was for ever set apart from the other Israelites, so that there was subsequently

no need for the further consecration of themselves or their posterity.

f

It has been disputed whether the ceremonies of consecration were practised at the accession

of every high-priest to his office. The texts cited belowj seem to favour the affirmative.

The ointment or oil with which the high-priest was anointed is described ; and there is a
receipt for making it in Exod. xxx. 23—25.

Not only a descent from Aaron, but a freedom from all bodily defects, was requisite to

qualify a person for the sacerdotal office.§ The Jewish writers enumerate a hundred circum-
stances, any one of which excluded a person of sacerdotal race from the priestly ministrations.

Such as were thus incapacitated from the higher services of the priesthood were employed in

cleaning the wood that was to be used for the altar ; for great nicety was exercised in the

choice of this wood, as it was thought unlawful to use any that was in the least degree rotten

or worm-eaten. Moses gave no direction as to the employment of such persons, but directed

that they should enjoy a full participation in the secular privileges of the priesthood.

There are several regulations tending to enforce the personal purity of the priests and the

purity of their race. They were forbidden to contract ceremonial defilement, H and therel>y

render themselves unfit for the discharge of their duties, by contact with the dead ; but with

great indulgence to human feeling, they

were allowed to contract defilement on ac-

count of a father, mother, son, daughter,

brother, or unmarried sister. Even for

these, however, they were forbidden to

manifest the usual Oriental tokens of vio-

lent grief by making baldness on their

heads, or mutilating their beards, or cutting

their flesh, or rending their clothes.

Their women also were to be examples of

purity. A priest might not marry a Avoman

who had ever been unchaste, nor one who
had been divorced. Whether he might

marry a Avidow or not has been disputed

;

but the probability is that he might marry

the widow of another priest.^ If the daugh-

ter of a priest was guilty of unchastity, she

Avas to be burned ;** whereas the laAV pro-

vided no punishment for the unchastity of

an unaffianced female in ordinary life. ^i. Egyptian Priestesses. ft]

» Lev. iv. 3. 5, 16, vi. 15 ; Psa. cxxxiii. 2. f Exod. xxix. 35—37 ; Lev. x. 7; compare Acts xiii. 2, 3 ; Kom. i. 1.

X Exod. xxix. 29; Lev. xvi. 32, xxi. 10; Num. xxi. 26—28, xxxv. 25. § Lev. .x.xi. 16—24.

II
The Rabbius understand that the priest contracted defilement if he approached within four cubits of a dead body, or entered

the house where it lay, or followed it to the grave, or discharged any act of mourning.
1[ Compare Lev. xxi. 13, and Ezek. xliv. 22.

** Probably her body, after being stoned to death. Burning alive does not seem to have been a Hebrew punishment.

tt See also the cut at the head of this chapter, in which Egyptian women are represented engaged in their customary seniccs

in the Egyptian worship. That cut is not literally copied from Eg>-ptian sculptures and paintuigs, but has been carefully com-

posed from them for the purpose of general illustration.
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These regulations about the women of the priests deserve the more attention from the fact that

the wives and daughters of the priests were not employed in sacred ministrations, as among the

Egyptians, and in other heathen nations ; and it is very possible that this severe punishment
was designed effectually to prevent the way being opened for transferring into the worship of

the true God the abominable rites of the heathen, who often worshipped their gods by un-

seemly acts, and made brothels of their groves and sacred places. The reality of this and
similar ilangers is manifested by the actual profanation of the temple in this fashion, under the

wicked reign of king Manasseh.*

The priests were also forbidden to drink wine or any intoxicating liquor when they were to

exercise their sacred functions ; and this is supposed to have been occasioned by the fate of

Nadab and Abihu, whose error is concluded to have been occasioned by drunkenness.

As high functionaries in the court of the Great King, many of the duties of the priests

were of a civil nature. Those which more properly belonged to them in their sacerdotal cha-

racter were to pronounce the benediction upon the people, -j- and to conduct the whole service

of the holy place. Theirs was the business of sacrificing, with all its rites, in all offerings

upon the altar of burnt-offerings. The government and ordering of the sanctuary and of the

house of God lay upon them. They kept the table of shew-bread properly supplied ; they

attended to the lamps of the golden candelabrum every morning ; and at the same time they

burnt the daily incense, that any offensive scent from the dressing of the lamps might not be

discerned. It was their duty to keep up the fire upon the brazen altar, that the fire originally

kindled from heaven might never be extinuuished. It was their office to make the holy

anointing oil. And they blew the silver trumpets at the solemn feasts, and also before the ark

at its removals.

While they were few, there was enough occupation to employ them all ; but when they

had become numerous, they were divided into twTnty-four bands, or courses, each of which

undertook weekly, in rotation, the sacred services. But this regulation belongs to the time of

David.

The priests ministered at the altar and in the holy place with covered heads and naked

feet, like the priests of Egypt; but these indeed have ever been, throughout the East, circum-

stances of respect. Their services were, in most respects, the same as those of the Egyptian

priests, as, indeed, necessarily resulted from the fact, that the Lord recpiired from them most

of the observances which they had learned to regard as acts of becoming worship, but always

took care to draw the line distinctly between the good and the evil, the use and the abuse.

They were hence also required to be as scrupulously clean as the I^gyptian priests ; they were
to bathe themselves with Avater daily, before they commenced their ministrations ; before their

original consecration they were also ordered to shave their persons completelv, Init it does

not appear that they were required to keep themselves thus constantly shaven, like the

priests of Egypt. Indeed, we know that they wore beards, which the latter never did :

but although they were forbidden to shave their heads, they were not allowed to appear

with long hair at the time of their ministrations, and the high-priest, whose presence was
always necessary, was not allowed to let his hair grow at all, but had it cut close, t)nce every

week. I

In ord.nary life, when not engaged in their sacred duties, the priests were dressed like t)ther

Israelites of good condition ; but, like the priests of Egypt, they had a peculiar dress, appro-

priated to their sacred ministrations. This dress was kej t in the wardrobe of the tabernacle,

• 2 Kings xxiii. 7 ; Lev. x. 9.

" t " The Lord bless tlioe .-ind kci'i) thte; The Lord make his face shine upoii tliee, and be gracious unto tlioc ; The Lord lift

uj) his couutenance upon thee, and give thee peace," Num. vi. 24—26. lu practice, the priest whose duty it liappened to be,

stood so as to be seen by all the people, and pronounced the blessing with outspread and uplifted liands, and his face turned to-

wards the congregation. See this attitude below in cut 5.

X Compare Lev. xxi. 5, and li/.ek. xliv. 20. We are inclined to suspect that the reason «by, altbou^^h their hair was kept
short, it was not sha\en, was that they might not be induced to wear wigs, &e., like the Egyptians, which might with other cir-

cumstances have suggested or tended to the use of such syinlmlical masks, representing the heads of beasts, birds, ike, as

were on some occttsions worn in their ministrations by the priests of ligyi't. The retention of the beard would also be an obstacle

to this.
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and was put on by the priests before they commenced their actual duties, and afterwards

returned to the wardrobe.*

As the priestly dresses of all kinds are abundantly represented in the sculptures and paint-

ings of ancient Eg-ypt, they afford a favourable opportunity for testing the opinion that a

certain degree of assimilation to Egyptian forms of service was tolerated by the law, and also

of detecting such differences as suggest a reason for the minute directions concerning dresses

which are given—namely, to exclude matters that were objectionable, as being idolatrously

symbolical, or as tending to idolatry or superstition, by preventing everything from being used

which was not described. The Hebrews Avere at this time acquainted with no other forms of

ritual worship, no other priestly institutions and attire, than those of Egypt, which were so cal-

culated to strike, and did strike, their imaginations deeply ; and there can be no doubt that if

left to themselves in the establishment of their ritual, they would have followed the Egyptian

model, their tendency to which continued for a long time to be very strong. We shall now
be able partly to see with what wisdom this tendency was met, and limited, and guided, by

their new ritual being adapted, so far as it might with usefulness or safety, to the notions they

had imbibed. We may easily believe that if this had not been done—if they had been con-

fined to a system more simple and austere, when all the world had fallen into pompous cere-

monials—the probabilities of their being drawn aside into idolatry would have been increased

beyond calculation. In more ways than one did God deal with the Israelites as a parent deals

with his child,

5 6 7 8 9

[2. Egyptian Priosts.]

The dresses of the Egyptian priests were various, according to the god they served and the

office they exercised. In Israel there were but two dresses, that of the priests and that of tlie

• Exo(\. xxviii. 4—43; Ezek. xliii. 14, xliv. 19. The Jewish WTiters speak much coucerniug the priestly robes, but with par-

tic\ilar reference to the temple, where doubtless the usages in this matter were the same as in the tabernacle. We learn from them

that a priest could not officiate without his robes, evidently to preclude him from wearing any other, with superstitions or idola-

trous symbols, neither could he wear this beyond tlie sacred precincts. AATien the priests arrived to take their turns of duty, they

put off their usual dress, washed themselves in water, and put on the holy garments. While they were in the temple, attending

upon their service, they could not sleep in their sacred habit, but in their own wearing clothes : these tliey put oft' in the morning,

when they went to their service, and, after bathing, resumed their official dress.

VOL. I. 2 II
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high-priest. We shall see whether, among the dresses of the former, we cannot iUustrate or

explain the latter. The description of the priestly dress which is given in Exod. xviii. is

rather defective, prohahly from most of the articles being then so well known as to need no

particular description. It is, however, partly assisted by the notices in Ezekiel, who, from

the comparison, manifestly describes such raiment as the priests of the first temple actually

wore. Josephns may assist in some points of difficulty, but he is to be resorted to with

caution. He was a priest himself, and could well describe what was worn in his time, and

was then understood to have been prescribed by Moses ; but it is possible that some of the

particulars may have been of later introduction.

In the first place, it is to be observed that all the priestly garments were to be of linen.

No wool was to form or enter into the texture of the garments in which they ministered.

Cleanliness was assigned as the reason for this.* Tliis was exactly the Egyptian practice.

The priests of that country were of all people the most studious of personal cleanliness. They

wore linen robes ; and although their outer garment, when dressed in their ordinary attire,

was, as among the other people, a kind of woollen mantle, they were obliged to throw it ofl"

before they entered a temple.f Neither might any person be buried in woollen, nor, in fact,

are any mummies found enveloped in other than linen or cotton. The dress of the Hebrew
priests consisted of four articles :

—

1. Drawers of linen.—This piece of dress was fastened round the loins, and descended so

as to cover the thighs,t reaching to the knees, as the Jewish writers understand. The
decency of their service was given as the express reason for this, and Maimonides suspects

there may have been some view to the prevention of such obscenities as attended the worship

of Baal-Peor. Now such drawers were commonly
worn in Egypt. The sculptures and paintings of that

country constantly present us with figures of work-

men and servants who have no other article of dress

than a kind of short kilt or apron, sometimes simply

bound about the loins and lapping over in front.

Others have short and loose drawers ; and a third

kind, fitting closely and reaching to the knees, ap-

pears in the figures of some idols—as in that which
we have annexed. All these were worn by the priest,

in common with other persons of the upper classes,

imder their other robes. This last sort seems to

have been peculiar to the gods and the priests, whose
attire was often adapted to that of the idols they

worshipped. There was this difference, that in Israel

drawers seem to have been peculiar to the priests
;

whereas they were, of their different kinds, worn by
all classes in Egypt.

2. The tunic.—This is called a coat in our version.

It is scarcely more than named by Moses. We must,

therefore, resort to the Jewish writers, who describe

it as a long robe, fastened at the neck, and reaching

to tlic ancles, with sleeves reaching to the wrist. This description answers very well to the

priestly tunics which are shown in some of the figures we have had engraved, excepting that

the full sleeves do not reach below the elbow ; and considering the sort of duties the priests

had to perform, particularly in attending to the fire of the altar, and in preparing the victims

for sacrifice, we may be inclined to doubt the information which tells us that their sleeves

reached to the wrist. Indeed, tlie Egyptian priests in some of their ministrations, found it

so convenient to have tlic upper ])art of their persons free, that they wore an ample robe or

[3.—Dniwers and Girdle.]

i lU-ruaotiis
. 37,81;

* Exod. xxviii. 39, 40, 43, xxxi.x.

also riutarch, de Is. ct Osir. 4.

-29; comp;ire Kzck. xliv. 1".

t Exod. xxviii. 42; Lev. vi. 10; Ezck. xliv. 18.
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skirt, bound round the waist, and descending over the apron to the ancles, and also sustained
by a strap which crossed the breast from the shoulders ; and occasionally the priest who offered
libations and incense * wore a long full garment, reaching from below the arms to the feet

supported over the neck by straps.

f

3. The girdle.—This is briefly described by Moses as " a girdle of fine linen, and blue
and purple, and scarlet, and needlework j" | by which we are to understand that it was
embroidered in these various colours with the needle. The supplementary description of
Josephus and of Maimonides differ considerably ; but as the former was the older writer,

and ought, as a priest, to know best, we prefer his statement. According to him § it was a

hand's breadth in width, woven in such a manner as to exhibit the appearance of a serpent's

scales, and was ornamented with various flowers, embroidered with the colours mentioned.

It was worn a little below the breast, encircled the body twice, and was tied in a knot before.

The extremities of the girdle hung down nearly to the ancle ; and the priest, when engaged in

some of his sacred services, flung the ends over his left shoulder, that he might not be impeded
by them.

For this article of priestly attire we perceive that we have not provided all the illustration

it is capable of receiving from the antiquities of Egypt. There is, however, sufficient to show
that some classes of the Egyptian priesthood wore girdles of the form and in the fashion

described. For examples, hanging down in the manner described, we may refer to the cuts

marked 7 and 14 : the former of these is also a specimen of one

richly embroidered ; and if any stress is to be laid on the im-

bricated appearance of the girdle which Josephus mentions, that

may be seen very strikingly in cut 3. The annexed figure of a

priestly scribe offers a clear and interesting example of both

tunic and girdle. In other examples the girdle has greater length.

4. The mitre, or turban.—This head-dress of the priests, called

a "bonnet" in our version, will best be described in connection

with that of the high-priest, for the sake of showing the difference

between them.

Girdle and Tunic]

The High-Priest.—The political functions of the high-priest,

as, so to speak. Vizier of the Great King, formed a very im-

portant part of his character ; but in this place our attention is

confined to his sacerdotal office.

The high-priest was so important a personage among the

Israelites, that the changes and modifications of the office will

come under our notice historically, and need not in this place

occupy our attention. According to the law, the office of high-priest was made hereditary in

the eldest branch of the family of Aaron, when the person who legally stood next in the

succession laboured under none of the disqualifications which the Law specifies. The office

was also to be held for life. The circumstance under which, first the one, and ultimately

the other of these regulations was nullified, it belongs to the History to relate.

The high-priest was under the same restrictions as the other priests, and under some which

were peculiar to himself. It appears that the common priests might marry widows ; but the

high-priest could marry none but a virgin. He could not marry even the widow of his

childless brother, although this was an imperative obligation on all other Israelites.]] He
was not allowed to manifest any externa] signs of sorrow for the dead, not even for those near

relatives whom the common priests were allowed to mourn.^ The usual acts of mourning

* See figures 2, 3, of Cut 2.

+ Ibid. fig. 4 : the robe which covers the priest from neck to heels at fig. 5, Cut 2, is seen only in processions; and this may,

perhaps, be the woollen cloak already mentioned, since that was only laid aside in entering temples.

J Exod. xxviii. 29. § Antiq. iii. 7-

II
Deut. xxi. 7—15. The Jewish writers also inform us that, in practice, he was allowed no more than one wife. But there was

nothing to prevent him from marrying again when his wife died.

*i Deut. X. 6.

2 II 2
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were such as would have disquahfied him, ceremonially, for duties which no one had power

to discharge for him ; and hence the necessity for this restriction. Besides, it was the

ohvious object of many of the distinctive regulations to which he was subject, to keep con-

stantly before the mind of this great personage, and before the minds of the people, that he

was the priest of God, and, as such, soleinnly separated by peculiar duties and obligations

from all other men.

The sacerdotal duties of the high-priest were such as required his daily presence at the

sanctuarv- He might perform himself, with the assistance of the priests, those duties in

sacrifices and offerings, and benedictions, which have just been ascribed to the priests

—

bein"- such as they mujht execute without his active participation. But it was his great and

peculiar privilege, that the most solemn acts of service could be performed by him only. He

was, in some sort, the mediator between God and the people,—to appease the divine anger, and

make atonement for the sins of the whole nation. In exercise of this office, he alone was

privileged to enter the most holy place,—to burn incense, and sprinkle the blood of tlie

sacrifices before the mercy-seat. This was only once in the year,—on that great day called

the Day of Atonement, of which we shall speak in another ])lace. The sacrifices were on this

day offered by the high-priest with his own hand ; and, altogether, he had more employment

on this than in any other day of the year, or perhaps than on all the rest put together. His

daily duty was to offer, at his own charges, the " meat-offering " [of cakes made with oil and

fine flour], morning and evening, upon the altar.* This was quite distinct from the daily

[animal] burnt-offering, which the common priests might, and usually did, offer. It was also

the duty of the high-priest to take the counsel of God, on occasions of importance or difficulty,

by Urim and Thiimmim, which, however, was rather a political duty, as chief minister of the

Great King, than a sacerdotal one.

These, and the other duties resulting from his civil position, and the superintendence and

direction of the affairs of the sanctuary, so much engaged the time of the high-priest as to

render him, perhaps, the most occupied person in the Hebrew commonwealth.

Now, we can treat of his dress on the same principles as those on which the raiment of the

common priests has been described.

On the great Day of Atonement he wore a dress entirely of white linen, and very similar to

that of the common priests—probably as his employments were more arduous and active than

on any other, and seemed to require a lighter dress.

His official dress as high-priest consisted of the following articles :

—

1. Drawers.—The same as the priests.

2. Tunic.—This, also, is commonly said to have been the same as that worn by the

other priests ; but we doubt it : for, first, the tunic which the priests wore was their outer

garment, whereas the tunic of the high-priest was Ids inner garment. The first was likely to

be loose, as we have regarded it, and the latter close. Besides, the names by which they are

described are different ; and the term which describes the inner tunic of the high-priest

denotes an inferior quality to that which denotes the outer garment of the priest. We observe

that, when the Ea;yptian priests are represented with more than one robe, the inner one is often

a close shirt with short, or sometimes long, sleeves ; and to this the inner robe of the high-priest

seems to answer.'j"

3. The Bonvet, or Mitre.—This article must have been understood from the terms which

were employed to denote it, as the Law gives no account of its form or appearance, l)ut merely

mentions that it was to be of linen. AVe must, therefore, resort to the account given by

Josephus, who first describes the mitre of the common i)ricst, and then adds what was peculiar

to that of the high-priest. " Upon his head he [the ordinary priest] wears a cap not brought

to a conical form, nor including the entire head, but still including more than the half nf

it. It is called a mitre, but its make is such that it resembles a crown. It is made of

thick swathes ; but the contexture is of linen, and it is folded round many times, and

sewed together, besides which a i)iece of fine linen covers the whole cap from the upper

*
I ev. \i. 10 T.i. 1 'V\\\< shirt is nut miii-li >luiun in llic cuts ui- 1i:im' iulrodiici'il.
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part, and reaches down to the forehead, and conceals the seams of the swathes which
would otherwise appear unseemly. This adiieres closely to the head, that it may not

fall off during the sacred service." A little farther on, he adds, — "The hioh-priest's

tiara, or mitre, was like that of the other priests, only it had another of purple, or violet

colour, ahove, and a crown of gold of three row's about that, and terminating above in a

golden cup, about the size of the joait of the little linger." To the untravelled reader, that

may suggest the idea of a turban, to which biblical writers are in the habit of referring for a

comparison ; but to one who knows that there is no sewing, no seam in a turl)an, nor any

[5. Kgyptian Mitios.]
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envelope as described, it will not suggest tliat comparison ; but may be rather supposed to

denote the construction of a stiff cap, formed by bands of linen wound over and sewed on

another, and the whole made to present a smooth and even appearance.

In this point of view it may appear to have been similar in general purpose and make to

the head-cap, divested of the superior ornaments, in the annexed engravings (5) ; but it is hard

to say which of them it may have most resembled in shape. It was not conical ; and this

stipulation concerning the priest's bonnet, as distinguished from the mitre of the high-priest,

doubtless indicates that to have been conical. The predominance of the conical form in the

Egyptian mitres is shown by our cut. We do not imagine that the mitre of the Jewish high-

priest ivas like any of these. They were too much charged with the emblems and symbols uf

false gods to remain mialtered. But we think they show that the Hebrew mitre was something

of the same kind, with the same arrangement of parts, and equally imposing. Here is first

the cap for the head ; then, above that, another cap, or towering ornament, of different colour,

often of a conical shape, terminating sometimes in a cup or calyx. This is supported by a

golden border, generally representing horns, and generally ornamented with a figure of the

sun. Both these were idolatrous symbols, the one of the moon and the other of the sun. Tlie

golden crown, of which Josephus speaks, appears to have been of late introduction. But we

may see that the Egyptian symbols, denoting the idolatrous appropriation, were very markedly

displaced by the plate of gold which the law directed to be tied, with a blue lace, in front

of the mitre, bearing the appropriative words, TDTTb l^Tp, HOLINESS TO JEHOVAH.
Although, therefore, we think that the mitre cannot be identified with any of our specimens,

it Avas a head-dress much of the same class, and not differing more from those of the Egyptian

priests than these differed from one another.

4. The Mantle, or, as it is called in our version, " the robe of the ephod," was worn over the

inner tunic or shirt. Except in colour and ornaments, it seems to have differed little from a

robe of the same name worn by tlie more wealthy of the laity. This of the high-priest was of

sky blue. At the top, surrounding the neck, it had a strong binding of woven-work, that it

might not be rent, and the bottom had a kind of border or fringe, composed of tassels made
of blue, purple, and scarlet, in the form of pomegranates, interspersed with small bells of

gold, which gave a tinkling sound when the wearer moved.*

Tlie further descriptions of Josephus and other Jewish writers w(ndd intimate that it was

without sleeves, having a hole or slit on each side to put the arms through.f He adds, tliat it

reached to the feet, contrary to the usual pictures, which, for the sake of showing the under

tunic [which appears to us to have been a plain skirt], make it come but little below the

knees. The description agrees, in general terms, with the

general character of the Egyptian ouler robes represented in

our cuts. It is true they have all sleeves ; but if we are to

insist, from Josephus, that the mantle had no sleeves, then we
may mention that there are instances at Thebes of priests

wearing over the shirt a loose robe which is sleeveless, and

which exposes the sleeves of the inner tunic. To us the

descriptions suggest the notion of an abha, an outer article of

dress common among the Arabs of Syria and Arabia,:}: and is

also, after them, much used hy the townspeople. This is fre-

quently represented in our illustrations from modern Oriental

sources. Josephus also describes it as all of one piece, like

our Saviour's robe,§ which is another characteristic of tlie

ahbn. We will not, therefore, contend that this was an

Egyptian article of priestly dress. The Hebrews may have

worn something of the sort before and after in ordinary life.

» Exod. xxviii. 31—34.

% Rut not r\mon<; those of Egypt and Barb.ii y, who usr tlip V.wgc fohlin;; Imrno

t Antiq. iii. "
§ .lolin xix. 23.
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But if they had sometliing answering to the abha, so had the Egyptians ; and it happens
that the robe which exhibits this correspondence (6) agrees better with the description than

does the abba now in use. It has, for instance, a deep fringe, which the abba wants.

And here we may observe that the fringe of bells and pomegranates was obviously

intended as a priestly substitute for the fringe bound with blue ribbon which all the Israelites

were enjoined to wear. Now of this fringe we may remark, that there are many traces of it

among the dresses represented in the Egyptian remains. These fringes were only the ends

of the threads composing the woof, left to prevent the threads from unravelling. The blue

ribbon which the Hebrews were directed to add would, of course, strengthen it, and prevent

it from rending.*

5. The Ephod.—Another peculiar portion of the official

dress of the high-priest was the ephod. This was a very rich

and splendid piece of dress, and is also one of those which is

the most particularly described, although more with reference

to its materials than to its form.-j' It was a kind of brocade,

made of byssus and gold thread interwoven, and adorned (in

figures of some kind, probably) with scarlet, purple, and blue.

The accoimts given of it by different writers, even among the

Jews, vary greatly. Josephus, who, of course, knew what was

worn in his time, calls it a short coat, and gives it sleeves,

which no other authority assigns to it. Jerome compares it to

the short Roman cloak called caracalla, but without the hood.

Calmet makes it to have been a sort of sash. The more gene-

ral account, however, supposes that it was,' at least, originally,

without sleeves, and consisted of two pieces, of which that

behind reached from the shoulders, downward, to below the

buttocks [others, nearly to the feet], while the front part

descended quite or nearly to the loins. If this description

might be relied on, the dress would, in its general purpose

and proportion of descent before and behind, answer to, and

[7. Ephod and Girdle.]

[8. Ephod and Censer.]

probably be intended to supersede, the leopard-

skin, which, as shown in cut 7, was sometimes

worn by the highest order of Egyptian priests

when engaged in the most important functions

of their service. But while we are thus prepared

to meet this alternative, if any, on rabbinical

authority, and insist on this form of the ephod, we
are ourselves more disposed to complete, from Jose-

phus, the brief indications of the text, and then,

we apprehend the result will offer something very

like that curt and very splendid outer robe, which,

as shown in cut 8, and in that which has been placed

at the head of this chapter, was worn by priests

of the highest rank, when discharging their most

sacred functions. It was worn even by the sove-

reign when engaged, as high-priest, in offering

sacrifice or incense to the gods. It has the merit

also of providing explanations which have been

found in no other form of the ephod which has

* Tliis is the obvio\is secondary effect. The primary reason

assigned, that on looking at this fringe the Lord's commandments

might be remembered, has so little apparent connection, that it c.iu-

not be explained without supposing that the Egyptians, or others

wlio used the fringe, connected some superstitious ideas with it.

t Exod. xxviii. 9—12.
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been suggested. This is in the " shoulder-pieces,"* the use of which commentators have

been sorely perplexed to make compatible with the form they assign to the ephod. Accord-

ing to our proposed illustration, it is not only explicable, but necessary. It is seen that the

robe as represented is properly a rich skirt or apron, varying in length, but generally reaching

from below the paps to the knees. In this form it must have had some support, in the shape

of straps or braces to prevent it from slipping down. Now this support it actually received,

either in straps passing over the shoulders (as in fig. 4 of cut 2; see also cut 3), when the

priest wore no collar ; but when a collar was worn there were straps connecting the collar

with the ephod, which thus obtained the requisite support. Here, then, we have the shoulder-

pieces, which have occasioned so much difficulty, and which, in the dress of the Jewish high-

priest, bore, immediately on the shoulders, two onyx stones, set in gold, on which were en-

graved the names of the twelve tribes, six on each stone, in the order of their birth. -j- In its

immediate use, this ornament, perhaps, served as a button to connect the strap behind with

the strap before [for there seems to have been no collar], or else to cover the point where this

junction was there made by other means.

The prohibition of idolatrous and superstitious images and figures must greatly have modi-

fied the appearance of this article of ceremonial dress ; for, in the Egyptian specimens, we see

it highly charged with all kinds of idolatrous figures and symbols, and even with scenes of

human immolation.

6. The curious (jirdle of the ephod was of the same substance as the ephod itself,^ doubtless

corresponded to that rich and narrow girdle which passes round the ephod, at the loins, in

the Egyptian examples which we offer.

7. The Breastplate.—This splendid ornament consisted of a piece of the rich brocade of the

ephod. It was a span square when doubled, which it was, to strengthen it to bear the precious

stones which were set in it. These stones were twelve, of as many different kinds, each bear-

ing the name of one of the tribe of Israel. They were arranged in four rows, of three in

each row. This magnificent piece of jewelled work was worn upon the breast, over the

ephod. It had at each corner a gold ring, from the two uppermost of which went two golden

chains of wreathed work, to connect it with the shoulder-pieces of the ephod, while, from the

rings below, similar chains joined it to the girdle of the ephod.

In this we see an adaptation and correction of an Egyptian custom, under which the

higher Egyptian priests wore a large and splen-

did ornament upon the breast. It was gene-

rally an idolatrous symbol—often a wingctl

scarabaeus—the emblem of the sun, as in the

annexed example, in which we even see the

connecting ring and chain, although only, in

this instance, to fasten it to the girdle.

8. The Urini and Thummim, by means of

which the high-priest obtained responses from

God was certainly either connected or identical

with the breastplate, and, on account of it, that

ornament itself was sometimes called the breast-

jjlafc of judgment. Some writers, whose

authority is now much followed, think that the

urim and thummim§ was merely a sacred lot,

afforded by three precious stones contained in

a i)urse or l)ag, formed by the lining or interior

of the breastplate. According to this conjec-

[0 Bit stpidtc] ture, on one of the stones was engraven ]^, i/es;

• " It shall li:ivc tlie two slioulitiT-pieccs thcifol' joined at the two t'd^'cs thereof, ami so it shall be joined together," li.xod.

xxviii. 7.

+ Exn 1. xxviii. 9, 10.
X Exod. xxviii. 8.
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on the other ^<7, no ; the third being destitute of any inscription ; and that the question was

to be proposed in such a form that an affirmative or negative answer might suffice. Then the

answer was determined by the stone which the high-priest drew forth, the blank stone inti-

mating tliat no answer was to be given. This seems better than the dreams of the rabbins,

who teach that the answer was conveyed by the supernatural irradiation or development of

such of the letters graven on the breastplate [contained in the names of the twelve tribes]

as were needed to spell out the answer. According to this, it follows that the t/rm ayid

thummim was no other than the breastplate itself, and, although the subject is one of consi-

derable difficulty, we are rather disposed to concur in that opinion. But the notion as to the

manner in which the response was given by this breastplate appears to us the most

awkward and improbable contrivance that can be imagined. It seems more likely, and much

more seemly, that the breastplate merely qualijied the high-priest to seek and to receive an

answer when he presented himself, wearing it, before the inner veil of the tabernacle, and

that then the answer was conveyed to him in an audible voice, from the mercy-seat, beyond

the veil. This agrees also with the frequent notice of the response as being from " the

mouth of the Lord."

Anything analogous to the urim and thummim, whichever interpretation be taken, few

readers would expect to derive from the ancient usages of Egypt. But it happens that the

illustration which the old writers on the subject were in the habit of most frequently adducing

is found in this. On account of the difference of pm-pose, we are, upon the whole, inclined

to lay less stress upon this instance than upon some others which we have now ourselves first

produced, from newly -opened sources ; but it is, however, too remarkable to be overlooked.

" When a case was brought for trial," says Sir J. G. Wilkinson, " it was customary for the

arch-judge to put a golden chain around his neck, to which was suspended a small figure of

Truth, ornamented with precious stones. This was, in fact, a representation of the goddess

who was worshipped under the double character of truth and justice, and whose name,

Thmei,* appears to have been the origin of the Hebrew thummim,-|- a word, according to the

Septuagint translation, implying truth, | and bearing a further analogy in its plural termina-

tion.§ And what makes it more remarkable is, that the chief priest of the Jews, who, before

the election of a king, was also the judge of the nation, was alone entitled to wear this

honorary badge ; and the thummim of the Hebrews, like the Egyptian figure, was studded

with precious stones."

This is certainly a remarkable set of coincidences ; but it ought to be stated, that although

the Jewish high-priest was a judge, he did not wear his breastplate in his judicial capacity,

in which capacity alone the arch-judge of the Egyptians wore his badge of truth and

justice.

The Scripture affords no instance in which the Lord was consulted by urim and thummim

later than the time of David.

IL

—

Sacred Places.

L Altars, Groves, Stones of Memorial.—These are mentioned in such a way as to intimate

that some degree of sanctity was attached to them ; and they may all be traced back to the

earliest times. The first men doubtless believed in that grand truth, which One greater than

Moses inculcated in a later age—" God is a spirit ; and they that w^orship him must worship

him in spirit and in truth." Believing this,—that this Divine Spirit filled all things, and was

equally present in all parts of His creation, they could have no sacred places, but worshipped

God wherever and whenever their hearts were drawn forth towards Him, in veneration,

gratitude, or love. Those who do not—and who does ?—disbelieve the influence which

* " The Egyptian or Coptic name of justice or truth. Hence the hfiis of the Greeks."

+ " Lord Prudhoe has very ingeniously suggested that the urim is derived from the two asps or basilisks, urci, which were the

emblems of royalty in Egypt. Ouro is the Egyptian word implying a king."

J Exod. xxviii. 20. . . ,, ^
§
" The goddess frequently occurs in the sculptures in the double capacity, represented by two figures exactly similar. —Sir

J. G. Wilkinson gives these figures in his ' Ancient Egyptians,' Nos. 83, 84.

VOL. I. 2 '
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circumstances may exercise upon the mind—solemnizing, softening, or abasing man in his

own eyes,—and in the same degree magnifying the loving-kindness and greatness of God,

—

will find no difficulty in understanding that such drawings forth of the soul were most

frequently experienced upon the mountain-tops, and xuider the shade of groves, which last is,

in eastern climes, especially gratifying and solemnizing, by virtue of the more marked

contrast with the consuming heat and bold garish light of the open plains. Therefore men
did most frequently worship upon the tops of mountains and in groves ; and when they had

altars, there they built them ; and when, from any circumstance, an altar had been built in

some other situation, for reasons of much mark and interest to him who built it, it was not

unfrequent for him to plant around it the grove which nature had not given. There are

examples of all this in the patriarchal history ; and it was all very proper and reasonable. It

was also natural that, in process of time, a degree of peculiar sacredness should be attached to

those places where men habitually rendered worsliip to God, and sought his favour with

sacrifices and offerings ; and this not, as we take it, so much because the man himself rendered

there his devotional services, as because such services might be supposed to draw the Divine

regard w ith more especial favour and acceptance to that spot—especially when that spot had

once or oftener been distinguished by some sensible evidence of the Divine presence. In fact,

it would not be easy to say that any place was counted sacred by the patriarchs except those

places where the Lord had appeared to them ; and the sanctity attached to the place seems to

have been in proportion to the frequency or signal character of such manifestation. We see

this very pointedly in the origin of the sacred character of the place near Luz, where Jacob

rested on his journey to Mesopotamia. He saw there a vision of God and his angels, and,

when he awoke, his exclamation developed the operation and character of those ideas to which

we are ascribing the origin of sacredness, as applied to one place more than to another.

" Surely the Lord is in this place," he cried, " and I knew it not !
" And he was afraid, and

said, " How dreadful is this place ! This is none other but the house of God, and this is the

gate of heaven." And he set up a stone as a pillar,* and anointed it—to mark the place as

sanctified, and he vowed that if he were spared to return, at a future day, to his father's house

in peace, that the stone which he had set up for a pillar should be " GoiTs house.'" By this

he did not mean that he would there build a house for the services of God. This was very

far from his idea : he had no house himself, nor did his habits lead him to think of houses :

but he meant that he would regard it as a place w'here God manifested his peculiar presence,

and which was therefore eminently suitable for a place of worship and otlering.

Thus, then, we see that any degree of sacredness which was, in the most ancient times,

ascribed to places, was not owing to the acts of worship performed there, but to the supposed

consequences of these acts, as drawing the Divine complacency to the spots in which they

were habitually performed. Or, again, the sacredness of a spot resulted from tlie spontaneous

manifestation of the Divine presence—as frequently in the Lord's appearances to the

patriarchs

—

in consequence of which the spot was regarded as jjeculiarly honoured, and hence

suitable for appropriation to acts of worshi]) and thanksgiving, and was set apart as such by
altars, or by erected stones, or by planted groves, or by any two of these, or by all three.

Thus, every way, it was nothing less or more than the peculiar presence of the Divinity, w hich

was deemed to give its sanctity to the places whicli were in any degree accounted holy.

But in process of time, as men sank into idolatry, the use of worshipping on higli places

and in groves, and even at altars, became abominable. Practices, innocent in themselves, or

even suitable, became defiled by unholy use, and could Ije no longer tolerated. Hence, as the

Avorship in groves and on high places admitted of no J'orinal moditicati(m, tlie practices were
utterly forI)idden to tlie Israelites. On high places ///cy might not build tiieir ahars; nor

were they to form plantations, or to have trees in or around the places where they worshipped
God ; that tlie rites of his worship might be openly displayed to the light of day, and tiiat no

obscure and gloomy shades might tempt to i^uch obscene and horrid rites as those by wliieh

* Wf <lo Motlu-re enlarge on this subjoct of momoiial stones, as we deoigii to gi\e it a more full cousiaerution lliau svouUi be
suitable in this place.
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the heathen polluted their sacred groves. Altars, although thej^ had become instruments of

idolatry and superstition, were required for sacrifice, and admitted of formal change. Hence,

worship at altars was not abolished ; but the altar was divested of the idolatrous characteristics

which it had acquired ; and its neutral character, as an instrument of ritual service, was

guarded by strong and comprehensive regulations, by which all the circumstances of idolatry

were carefully excluded.

It was not until men had localized, and humanized, and iDroken up the original idea of Gud

—so as to bring it within the compass of their own narrow apprehensions *— that they thought

of building their God a house, for it was as a house in which the presence of the worshipped

Deity might rest, that the ancient temples and tabernacles were regarded—not as places for

the shelter of assembled worshippers (like our churches), for the worshippers assembled not

in the temples, but in the courts before or around them ; nor yet as places where the sacrifices

might more conveniently be oflTered—for sacrifices were offered, not in the temples, but in the

courts before them.

Now, when men thought of building palaces for their gods, they necessarily gave them

such palaces as agreed with their own condition and mode of life. A nomade people must

have a moveable temple ; and among a tent-dwelling people that temple must be a tent, or

portable fabric of wood. An immoveable temple Ave can only expect to find among settled

nations; and when a moving people becomes settled, and exchange their tents for houses, in

like manner their moveable tabernacles become fixed temples. The reflection of King David,

after the workmen of King Hiram had built him a palace, bears strongly on this statement,

—

" See now," he said, " I dwell in a house of cedar, but the ark of God dwelleth within

curtains."! And, therefore, he proposed that the house of God should no longer be a

tent, but a fabric of stone, in accordance with the altered circumstances of the people.

II. The Tabernacle.—Temples certainly existed in Egypt, and, very possibly, in Palestine,

before the date of the exode. It is, however, evident that the Israelites were not in a condition

to erect a temple until they were settled in the promised land ; and if, therefore, they were,

durino- their sojournings, to have any analogous fabric, it must needs be such as they could

transfer from one place to another. This was the renowned Tabernacle.

The considerations which we have stated will bear against the notion that a fabric of this

description—a portable temple—was never before known. The opinion as to the absolute

originality of this fabric, and that which belonged to it, might in former times be safely

entertained, but, in the present comparatively advanced state of our information, is no longer

tenable. We believe, most truly, that the tabernacle was made according to the model or

" pattern " shown to Moses in the mount. The exhibition of such a model was necessary,

that he might learn what parts of analogous fabrics ought to be avoided, and what might

safely be adopted ; but it docs not, therefore, follow that this fabric was to be unlike anything

that had previously been seen.

We quite relinquish the illustrations of similarity which have been adduced by previous

^vriters—and forego the support which might seem to be offered by Amos v. 26, and Acts vii.

4.3, which describe the Israelites as bearing idol tabernacles in the wilderness
;
because we

think that they were not such tabernacles as that to which our attention is now turned, but

rather shrines borne about entire, such as we meet with in all idolatrous nations, and which

generally contained an image or symbol of the god. It is, however, wrong to say there was

nothing like it—and that the tabernacle was the only fabric which had to be taken to pieces,

in order to be removed, and the only one which was not merely a tent (allowing these were

sacred tents), but a wooden frame-work, covered with skins and cloths. Having shown how

natural it was that there should be sacred tents among a nomade people, we may now mention

that at this day, among a people to whom, least of all, any communication with the Jews can

• We touch but lighUy on these matter, here, and merely for the saKe of the councctiun, as the general sul.joct has already

engaged our attention in a preceding page.

t 2 Sam. vii. 2.
r, n2 I 2
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be traced, namely, the eastern Tartars, the sacred tabernacles are, like their own dwellings,

made of a frame-work of wood, with a covering of felt, the whole being taken to pieces when
removed * Here, then, we have an intimation that such a fabric is proper to a nomade people
who support any form of religious service. The tabernacle could not be of Egyptian origin,

for the Egyptians already had temples of stone. But this tabernacle had little in common
with those in use among the nomades, save in its adaptation for removal, and in its frame-
work of wood, and its coverings. Its general form, and the distribution of its parts, is similar
to that of an Egyptian temple. This we can show in due time.

It will be seen that we are disposed to regard the tabernacle (and afterwards the temple) as

like the other parts of the ritual—an accommodation, or rather an appropriation, to right
objects—of ideas which then prevailed in the world, and with Avhich the minds of the
Israelites were thoroughly saturated. The heathen boasted of the presence of their gods
among them in their temples and tabernacles ; and as, perhaps, the Hebrews could not, more
than they, take in the idea of God's universal presence, or derive from it the satisfection which
the notion of his peculiar local presence was calculated to aflbrd, He condescended to give
them in the Shechinah, or miraculous light, a manifest and unquestionable symbol of His
presence with them

; and since the service rendered to him was to be of a ritual nature, he
directed that a suitable abode should be prepared for this presence. There he would keep
the state of a court, as supreme civil magistrate and king of Israel ; from thence he would
issue his laws and commandments as from an oracle ; and to that place, where their King
abode, and where their God manifested his presence, they were, as to their kehla, to turn
their faces in all their service and their worship. The east, the point of sun-rising, was the

kebla of those who worshipped the host of heaven ; and it is probably for this reason that the

front of the tabernacle and temple fronted the east, so that those who worshipped God, in his

courts, must needs turn their faces to the icest.\

The Tabernacle may now be briefly described.

First there Avas the area or court, which enclosed and contained what must properlv be
regarded as the tabernacle. It was a hundred cubits (about 150 feet) long by 50 cubits

(about 75 feet) broad. It was surrounded on all sides, to the height of five cubits, with
curtains made of fine white twined linen. They Avere suspended from rods of silver, which
reached from one column to another, and rested on them. Tlie columns on the east and west
were ten, on the north and south twenty in number. Tiiey are said \ to have been of brass,

which probably means that they were of wood overlaid with tliat metal, as the chapiters were
with silver. The columns, that they might not be injured by the moisture of the earth, were
supported on bases of brass. Near the top of the columns were silver hooks, in which the

rods that sustained the curtains were inserted.

That part of the tabernacle which formed the entrance was twenty cubits in extent, and was
on its eastern side. The entrance was closed by letting fall a sort of tapestry, which hung
from rods or poles resting on four columns, and which was adorned with figures in blue,

purple, and scarlet. When the entrance was opened the tapestry was drawn up by
cords.

The fabric properly called the Tabernacle was situated in the middle of the western end
of this court. It was covered in every part, and presented the form of an oblong square,
thirty cubits long from east to west, ten broad from north to south, and ten in height. A
structure of tliese dimensions could not make a very imposing appearance. Whatever glorv,

as a fabric, it possessed was owing to the costly materials of wliich it was formed. It was
suitable for its purpose, and was magnificent for the time and place ; but those over-zcalous
writers know little about ancient temples who affirm, " No heathen temple could be comi)ared

* .See ' Voyasns clioz kvs IViiiilos Knlmucks et U-s Tavtarcs.' lit-rno, 1/92; ami ' Caliiiuc Tartarv,' bv II. \ Zwick ami .T (J
Schill. Loudon, 1831. "

'

+ We have bcoii iistoiiishcd (o see this stated a.s a dillereuee from Egyptian iiractice. It i;s, in fact, an agreement. Most of the
tcmplesfront the oast, like the tabernacle and Solomon's temple. Rut it maybe doubted that the Egyptians had any general
kebla, as the direction of their temples is not uniform.

J lixod. xx\ii 10.
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with the Temple of Solomon, or even the tabernacle of Moses, erected in the wilderness,

designed only for temporary use, and portable."*

The walls of this fabric were composed of forty-eight boards, or planks ; namely, twenty on

the north side, twenty on the south side, and six on the west. Tlie two at the angles were

doubled, making the forty-eight. f The eastern side was not boarded. The boards, like all

the other timber-work of the structure and its utensils were of " shittim wood," which denotes,

not some rare and costly wood, as used to be taken for granted, but the wood of the black

acacia, which still grows abundantly in the valleys of Sinai. These boards were ten cul)its

long, one and a half broad, and overlaid with plates of gold. They rested on bases of silver,

and were united by bars, or poles, also of gold.

The tabernacle thus constructed was protected by four coverings, curtains, or carpets,

thrown one over the other, which hung down on the side nearly to the silver foundation. The
first, or rather interior or lower covering, was made of " fine twined linen," and was richly

embroidered with figures of cherubim, in shades of blue, purple, and scarlet. It is probable

that the right side of this covering was laid undermost so as to form a beautiful ceiling to the

interior of the tabernacle. This reached down to within a cubit of the earth. The covering

next above this was of woven goats' hair, and reached very nearly to the ground. J The third

covering was of " rams' skins dyed red," forming, it may be presumed, a kind of morocco

leather ; and the ovitermost covering, intended to fence the rest from the weather, was made

of the skins of the tachash, a word of uncertain meaning, which some consider to denote a

colour (sky-blue), others a sea-animal : that it was a badger, as our own and other versions

render, seems most unlikely, that animal being unclean to the Jews.

The eastern or entrance side of the tabernacle had no boards, but was closed by a fine em-

broidered curtain, hung upon five pillars of shittim-wood overlaid with gold. Josephus says

that there was another curtain over this which came down to the ground, and was to protect

it from the weather ; and that this outer curtain was drawn aside on the sabbaths and other

festivals.

§

The interior of the tabernacle was divided into two rooms by a curtain or veil, which hung

down from four pillars overlaid with gold. This veil was made of the richest stuff, both for

matter and workmanship, and was adorned with figvires of cherubim and other ornaments

curiously embroidered upon it. This was called the inner veil. The first room, or ante-

chamber, was twenty cubits long by ten broad ; and, consequently, the other was but ten

cubits square. The first was called the Holy,ll or the sanctuary ; and the small inner chamber,

the Holy of Holies,^ or the Most Holy, and sometimes the Inner Tabernacle.

Remembering that the temple of Solomon was on the same general plan as the tabernacle,

it may be better to reserve the analogies to an Egyptian temple which they offer in common,

confining our present notice to a few prominent resemblances.

In both the tabernacle and the Egyptian temple, the area was an oblong square, the front

portion of which was occupied by a court or courts, where the worshippers attended, and

where sacrifice was offered. The sacred apartments in both were at the remoter extremity,

the Most Holy being the smallest and the innermost. Into these sacred chambers, among both

the Hebrews and Egyptians, none but priests were admitted, being, as we have shown, not

intended for the worship of the people, but for the residence of the god, and for the perform-

ance of such services as only his high and chosen servants were entitled to render. The walls

of the Egyptian temples were covered within and without with relievo or intaglio sculpture, the

former generally painted in brilliant colours. And it seems a singular coincidence that the

• See a Dissertation on the ' Originality of the Institutions of Moses,' prefixed to Dr. Townley's translation of the More Neva-

chim. The coutents are stated to be taken from an American publication with the same title, and from Dr. ^\alt s Sermons.

This treatise is so full, from beginning to end, of erroneous statement* (of facts), that its admission info a very useful book is much

to be lamented, and the oversight might have proved injurious to a reputation, for learning and information, loss firmly and « orttmy

established than that of Dr. Townlev. .. - ,,

t Exod. xxvi. 13-30. I Exod. xxvi. 7-13. § Anti<i. .... C, 11.
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most splendid hangings of the tabernacle—being the veils and the inner curtain which, within,

formed the ceiling, and covered the plated boards outside—was wrought with figures of che-

rubim. It is possible that, in this and in other instances, the pre-occupation by the figures of

cherubim was designed to prevent the introduction of such idolatrous scenes and symbols as

the Egvptians were wont to exhibit on the walls of their temples.

We have already exhibited the idea of the tabernacle as partly that of a palace for the king.

This will seem perfectly clear to any one who carefully compares the terms in which the taber-

nacle and even the temple are compared and referred to throughout the Scriptures. We are

convinced that this view is essential to the right understanding of these structures and the

things which belonged to them. This has also been the opinion of the Jews themselves, who
are certainly not disposed to imderrate or desecrate the fabrics, the mere memory of which

is, to this day, their glory and their pride. It was therefore with surprise and regret that, a

few years back, in the heat of a biblical controversy, we saw this idea scouted as a profane

thing by some good and useful men, our respect for whom could not prevent us from seeing

that they knew not of what they spoke. It is partly for this reason that we have desired to

bring more strongly and distinctly before our readers a view which it might otherwise have

only seemed necessary to assume or indicate.

Now, then, if the tabernacle were the king's palace, it is reasonable to carry out the analogy,

and regard tlie utensils which belonged to it as the palace furniture ; and the priests as its

servants and officers. This view is so clearly developed by R. Shem Tob, in his comment on

Maimonides, that we shall take his statement as aii introduction to the account we have now to

give of the sacred utensils.

" God, to whom be praise, commanded a house to be built for him resembling a royal

palace. In a royal palace are to be found all the things that we have mentioned. There are

some persons who guard the palace ; others who execute offices Ijclonging to the royal dignity,

who furnish the banquets, and do other necessary services for the monarch ; others who daily

entertain him with music, both vocal and instrumental. In a royal palace there is a place

appointed for the preparation of victuals, and another [nearer the Presence] where perfumes

are burned.

" In the palace of a king there is also a table, and an apartment exclusively appropriated to

himself, which no one ever enters, except him who is next in authority, or those whom he

regards with the greatest affection. In like manner it was the will of God to have all these in

his house, that he might not in anything give place to the kings of the earth. For He is a

great king, not indeed in want of these things : but hence it is easy to see the reason of the

daily provisions given to the priests and Levites, being w^hat every monarch is accustomed to

allow his servants. And all these things were intended to instruct the people that the Lord of

Hosts was present among us, ' For he is a great king, and to be feared by all the nations.' "*

These analogies will be the more apparent when it is remembered that the coxiiparisons are

to be referred to an Oriental rather than a European palace.

1. The Ark.—Tlie ark and that which belonged to it formed the sole contents of the Most

Holy place, and therefore claims our first attention.

The ark itself was a sort of chest, two cubits and a half long, one and a half broad. It was

made of shittim wood, but plated over with gold within and without, and richly ornamented

with curious workmanship. It was enriched at the upper edge with a border or rim of

gold; and on each of the two sides, at equal distances from the top, tlierc were rings or

staples of gold, in which were placed the staves of shittim wood overlaid with gold, by whicli

the ark was to be carried from place to place. These staves were never removed from the

ark ; but when it was at rest, they were drawn somewhat forward, so that while the ark stood

at the wall of the Most Holy place, the ends of the staves touched the curtain which divided

that from the outer room.f

* Pi. Shom Tob, riti'd bv Outr.im, <jii Sacririrns, i. 3. + r.Mul xx\ . 10—15, xxxvii. 1-5.
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2. The Mercy Seat was formed by the covering of the ark, with which its length and
breadth coincided ; but the height, or thickness, is not known. This was to be regarded as

the throne of God, the seat whereon his presence rested, and from which the will was to be
made known ; and there is therefore strong and beautiful significance in the name—the

Mercy Seat—which is given to it.*

3. The Cherubim were figures over or upon the mercy seat. The form, size, and position

of these figures have equally been disputed, and are equally inexplicable, unless we are allowed

to resort to the analogies offered by the antiquities of Egypt. They were of pure beaten gold
;

but it has been questioned whether they were of chased work or in statuary. If the descrip-

tion be carefully considered, however, the latter, which is the most general opinion, will seem
the most probable. Then, since they are described as having wings, and their wings are said,

when stretched forth, to cover the mercy seat, of Avhich we know the dimensions, their bodies

were probably in proportion, and in that case the figures could not have been of considerable

size. As their faces are said "to be towards one another, and towards the mercy seat," it may
seem that they stood erect upon the cover of the ark, at the opposite ends, with their faces towards

each other, and both of them with their heads somewhat inclined towards the ark. The form

of these winged figures is a question of greater difficulty ; and we cannot stay, in this place,

to give it the consideration and illustration, from various sources, wiiich it requires, and \\hich

we hope in a future page to give to it. It suffices now to mention that it was between

these winged figures, over the mercy seat, that the Shechinah, or miraculous light, used

to appear as a visible token of the special presence of God. Hence God is said " to

dwell between the cherubim,"t and " to sit between the cherubim ;"
+ whence the ark

itself was in some sense regarded as his footstool, before which the people are called to

worship.

§

In the ark were deposited the two tables of stone, on which were inscribed the fundamental

laws as contained in the ten commandments. || And as these tables were called " the tables

of testimony,"^ the ark itself, from containing them, was sometimes called " the ark of the

testimony."**

A quantity of manna was laid up beside the ark, in a vase of gold, to form a memorial to

all generations of the miraculous manner in which the Hebrew host was fed in the wilder-

ness ;-[-[ also the rod of Aaron.

We are now prepared to show that the kind of assimilation, which we have described, to the

Egyptian forms of the utensils of ritual service, so far as these forms were innocent, or might

be rendered useful, was not excluded even from the most sacred parts of the Hebrew ritual

—

not even from the Holy of Holies. And if this be so, how much less in things of smaller

consequence.

In the adytum, or small inner chamber of the Egyptian temples—answering to the most

holy place of the Hebrew tabernacle—were placed the peculiar symbols, images, or signs

of the god to whom the temple was dedicated. In the case of some of the principal

of the gods, those which were the most ancient and the most generally worshipped, the con-

tents of the sanctuary were closely similar, if not identical, with those of the most holy place

of the tabernacle,—with the omission, in the latter, of the superfluities and idolatrous appen-

dages which the former offered. While, therefore, the sculptures of Egypt, in which some of

these ancient sanctuaries are represented, afford the only discoverable materials for making

out the outline forms and some of the details of the ark, and that which belonged to it, we

shall at the same time become aware of the simplifying and expurgatory process by which

these things were fitted for the use of the Hebrew people.

Our further observations must take the form of a commentary on the cuts which we now

produce, and on which we rely for the proof of the statements we have made.

* Exoii. XXV. 17—21, xxvi. 34, xxxvii. 6. t Psal. Ixxx. 1. % Psal. xcix. 1.

§ Psul. xcix. 5.
!| Exod. xxv. 16 ; 1 King!^, viii. 9. *\ Exod. xxxi. IS.

** Exod. XXX. (5. tt Exod. xvi. 32—34.
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[10. Slirine in its Sanctuary.]

Ill this very striking engraving the shrine (10) is represented at rest upon the ark in the

sanctuary of the temple. The anomalous fea-

ture is the boat, which, in this and most of

the other examples, rests immediately upon

the ark, and supports the covered shrine. To
explain this, it should be observed that some

of the Egyptian gods were carried across, or

up or down, the Nile, in splendid boats, on par-

ticular festivals, and were sometimes thus

absent several days from their temples. From
this circumstance, the shrine of such gods was

usually represented as in a boat, and in that

form was carried about in land processions.

There was nothing of this in the Hebrew

tabernacle ; and as most of the idolatrous sym-

bols are connected with the boat, we at once

see what a great difference this omission must

have produced. Having given this dispensing

explanation concerning the boat, the reader

must suppose its omission in this and the sub-

sequent illustrations. Supposing, then, the boat

omitted, we have first the ark, or sacred chest, on which, as on a pedestal, the shrine is

placed. The Egyptian arks are very similar to one another in their form, which, as nearly

as can be imagined, correspond to the description of the Hebrew ark ; but their proportions are

varied. That in the above engraving has not the proportions of the Hebrew ark, being higher

than it is long; but we can show others which more exactly agree.

The diameter of the shrine which is upon the ark, as in the mercy-seat which was upon

the tabernacle ark, coincides at its base with that of the ark, but diminishes as it ascends. It

happens that we do not know how high the covering of the ark rose. Josephus says it was

a hand's breadth. We do not suppose it rose like this shrine, because it would have been

without purpose in the tabernacle. It contained the image, or some peculiarly sacred symbols

of the god, which were thus enthroned upon the ark. But in the tabernacle, the ark was the

throne of the Shechinah, or radiant symbol of the Divine presence, and an enclosing shrine

for that would have been absurd. It is evident that the Shechinah gloriously filled the place

in the Hebrew tabernacle upon the ark which an enshrined image occupied in the Egyptian

temples. Thus the Hebrews Avere effectually prevented from placing an image there,

and, in fact, they never did; for although, in the end, they went so far as to jilacc idols

in the sanctuary, they never dared to place an idol in the place thus miraculously pre-

occupied.

The over-shadowing wings afford an accompaniment similar in kind to that of the cherubim

in the Hebrew tabernacle. In this case it is a solar symbol ; and although we have no precise

knowledge of the form of the Hebrew cherubim, it does not appear to us that they resembled,

in form or position, //i<,y. It is interesting, however, to learn that winged symbolical figures of

some kind or other are invariably found in the Egyptian sanctuaries.

Before leaving this engraving the reader will not fail to notice that the poles by which the

shrines were carried in processions were left remaining in it when at rest in its place, as was
the case with the Hebrew ark. The figures placed beside the ark in this engraving, under

the poles, may indicate the manner in which the pot of maima and other articles were " laid

up beside the ark " in the Hebrew sanctuary.

We introduce cut (11) for the sake of showing that we have rightly interpreted the

shrine which we see placed upon the Egyptian arks, as containing an idol. Here the shrine

is uncovered, and the god is revealed. From the attitude, the god ajipcars to be llarpo-
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crates. In this instance the shrine is very rich and elegant, and its canopy exhibits a dupli-
cation of the winged symbol to which we have already directed attention.

Cut 12 is the form of the ark, which seems to

us to agree, as nearly as possible, in its shape and

J^^<:^ proportions, with that which the book of Exodus
describes. Even the staves are similarly placed, and

[H. Shriue with IJol.]
[12. Ark borne by Priests.]

the covering is about a hand's breadth in height or thickness. We omit, of course, the
image upon it, symbolizing the Nile, and the hieroglyphics on its side. We must, how-
ever, call attention to the two small figures which stand at the opposite extremities of the
ark. They occupy the place usually assigned to the cherubim in all the pictures of the Hebrew
ark, as indeed the text seems to require,* and the hindermost of them takes the very attitude
which the more current pictures and descriptions supply. Their faces, however, are not
turned to each other, and they are mere human figures without wings. The value of the
illustration is, therefore, in this—that, besides the proper idol, image, or symbol, it was
usual among the Egyptians to place small figures upon the ark in significant attitudes.

[13. Shrine and Ark borne by PriesU.]

Two c.hertibim of gold in (or at) the two ends of tlie mercy-seat," Kxod. v. li.

VOL. I, 2k
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When the Hebrew ark was removed from its pUicc, it was not taken into parts, but the

cliest itself, the mercy-seat, and the cherubim were carried together as one piece, precisely

as they had stood in the sanctuary. The preceding engraving (1.3) shows the same practice

among the Egyptians. Here we again see small figures in postures of adoration.

[14. .Shrine cirrii.-d in Pioc('>-ii)ii.]

The present cut (14), however, shows that, in some cases, the shrine was taken off from the

ark, and carried separately by the Egyptians. But we have introduced it chiefly on account

of the winged figures which it exhibits, and m;)re particularly of those which are represented

on the side of the shrine, which certainly offer the most remarkable approximations in form,

posture, and place to the Hebrew cherubim that has ever been produced. Let it be observed

that the usual representations of the cherubim are taken from the description which Ezekiel

(ch. i.) gives of those which he saw in his vision, as compared with the slight intimations

supplied by Moses. Now, Ezekiel descril)es them as having human shapes, with four faces,

and four wings. The four faces are those of a man, a lion, an ox, and an eagle (or hawk) ; but

few writers suppose that the ark-cherid)im had more than one of these faces, and they generally

take that of a man or an ox, seldom choosing tlie lion or the eagle. In this Egyptian example

we have one of the four faces—that of the hawk. The wings are precisely the same as

described by Ezekiel,
—" Their wings were stretched upivard ; two wings of every one were

joined one to another, and two covered their bodies." So it is here: each figure is intended

to be represented with four wings, two of which fall down and cover the body, while the

other two stretch upward, both pairs of wings in each of the figures nearly meeting those of

the one opposite. Their position, indeed, with their faces towards each other, is strikingly

illustrative.

The two last cuts also show the manner in which the Egyptian shrine was carried by the

priests on their shoulders, as the ark was by the Leviles. The tabernacle itself was removed in

waggons ; and, in like manner, although the Eg\ ptians had wheel-carriages in great abun-

dance and variety, the shrine or ark was never removed but on the shoulders of the priests.

Having- thus surveyed the contents of the small apartment called the Holy of Holies, let us

now turn our attention to the furniture of the large outer roum, called sim})ly the Holy Place.

This consisted of the golden candlestick, or candelal)rum, the table of shew-brcad, and the

altar of incense. The golden candlestick was placed towards the south side of the apartment

;

the table of shew-brcad o])posite to it, on the nor^h side, and the altar of incense stood
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between them, but rather in advance towards tlie curtain which separated this from the most
holy place.

1. The Golden Candlestick was a truly magnificent piece of furniture, its entire weight
amounting to not less than a talent, or 125 pounds of gold, and would therefore be worth
about 6000/. at the present time. It stood upon a base, from which the principal stem arose
perpendicularly, on each side of which three branches were projected upward in such a wav
as to describe a curved line. These branches arose at equal distances from the main stem'
and to the same height with it. Its entire height, according to the Jewish writers, was five
feet, and the whole breadth, or distance between the two exterior branches, three feet and a
half. The mam stem, as well as the branches, was adorned with knobs, flowers, and other
ornaments. The whole was of gold.

The utensils in the second temple were doubtless made after the model of those in the first
temple and the tabernacle. Those therefore which the Romans were able to preserve when
the temple was destroyed, and which are represented on the triumphal arch of the conqueror
may be taken to give the real forms as described by Moses. From this source, however we
only obtam figures of the golden candlestick, the table of shew-bread, and the silver trumpets,
as shown in the annexed eno-raviii"-.

[Bas-relief fi-ora the Arcli of Titus.]

The seven extremities of the main stem and branches supported as many lamps. With the
forms of those lamps we are not acquainted ; but they probably did not much diff'er from the

known and usual forms, specimens of which are given in the annexed engraving. All these

lamps were kept burning at night, but only three of them by day. It will be recollected

there were no windows to the tabernacle. The priest every morning trimmed the lamps with

the golden snuflters and tongs ; and removed the filth that might have gathered on them, in

golden vessels made for the purpose.*

2. The Table of Skew-bread was made of acacia (shittim) wood, overlaid with gold. The
description is illustrated by the figure in the Roman sculpture, which agrees with it.

This table was two cubits long, one broad, and one and a half high. Its top, or leaf, was
encircled by a border or rim of gold. The frame of the table immediately below the leaf was
encircled with a piece of wood, about four inches broad, round the edge of which there was a

rim or border, as around the leaf. A little lower down, four rings of gold w^ere fastened to

* Exod. XXV, 31—40, xxvii. 20, xxx. 8, xxxvii. 17—24; Lev. xxiv. 1—4; Num. iv. 9 ; Joseph. Antiq., iii. 8, 3. Tlie .Jewish

writers tell us that the robes of the priests, when soiled or worn, were disposed of by being unravelled to form wicks for the sacred

himps, and that no other wicks were employed.

2 K 2
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the legs of the table, to receive the golden staves by which it was to be carried when removed.

This we do not see in the sculpture, Ijecause the rings and staves were not provided in the

table made for the temple, as it was then no longer intended to be removed.*

[Eyvjiti 111 L imjjs ]

Twelve unleavened cakes, sprinkled with frankincense,t remained always upon this table.

They were placed in two piles, one above another, and were changed every sabbath-day. The
stale bread which was then removed belonged to the priests, by whom alone it might, legally,

be eaten. This bread was called the she%v-b)-ca(l, or more properly the presence-h7-e(i(l,l l)e-

cause it was displayed before the ])resence or throne of Jehovah; the ordered bread, or

bread arranged in order ; and also, tlw perpetual bread, because the table was never without

it. Wine also was placed upon the table in bowls, some large and some small ; also in

covered vessels, and in cups, being such diflerent vessels, probid)ly, as were used for wine at

the tables of royal personages.§ This table of shew-bread has often been pointed out as one

of the marked peculiarities of the Hebrew ritual. But nothing can be more incorrect than

this assertion ; for numerous examples of such a table, very similar in shape and proportion,

occur in nearly all the representations of Egyptian sanctuaries. But there was only bread

and wine on the Hebrew table ; while those of the Egyptian temples were in many instances

(no. in all) heaped with meats of every description.

3. The Incense Altar was, like, the table of shew-bread, made of acacia wood overlaid with

gold. It was a cubit square by two in height, and had an ornamental rim of gold around its

top, with the ornamental projection at the corners, called " llie horns of the altar." It was

called "the golden altar," in contradistinction from the large brazen altar, for the sacrifices,

which was in the large court. There were rings in its sides to receive the golden rods by

* F..\nil. XXV. 2,'!—28, xxxvii. 10—16. )• Tlip Al<'x:\iiclrim- vcit-imi ( Lev. xxiv. /) adds sntt.

X r.itoriilly t/ir bread (if the frtrr.

§ Kxod. XXV. 22— 2f, xxxvii. I0_16, xl. 4, 24 ; Lev. xxiv. u— 9 ; Num. i\. 7: 1 Cliioii. xxiii, 29.
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which it was to be carried. Incense was offered upon this altar daily, morning and evening,*

at the time the lamps were trimmed. A golden bowl, containing fire from the brazen altar,

was brought in and placed upon the golden altar, to receive the incense, and was removed

when the incense was burned.

Incense altars of about the same proportions, and similar in form, occur frequently in the

Egyptian sculptures ; and although the law does not provide for burning incense in censers, it

appears, from Lev. x. and Num. xvi., that such were in use. These censers were probably of

a similar form to that which is shown in more than one of our engravings [see cuts 8 and 13],

being a small bowl at the end of a long and generally very rich handle. In the painted sculp-

tures these are usually coloured yellow, to represent gold ; and the priest is seen projecting the

incense into the bowl in the form of small pills or pellets. The small size of these censers,

and the minute quantities of incense, gives some notion of the preciousness and cost of the

perfume.

The Court of the Tabernacle was, as it were, the court-yard to the tented palace of the

king. We may, indeed, observe that, in Oriental mansions, the house, or at least the most

important part of it, is generally at the end of a court, opposite the gate of entrance from

without. And if it might not seem to be pressing the analogy too far, we might observe that

in this court is usually a tank of water ; and the office in which culinary operations are con-

ducted—which might, in this view, be regarded as analogous to the laver and the altar in the

court of the tabernacle.

1. The Altar of Burnt-Ojferings, otherwise called the Brazen Altar, ^.u^ also, to distinguisli

it from the Incense Altar, the Outer Altar, w-as placed in this court, in the middle of its

breadth, and towards the eastern end, before the tabernacle. From this, however, it was,

doubtless, at svich a distance that the smoke from its continual fire could do no injury to the

coverings of the tabernacle.

This altar was a kind of coffer made of shittim wood. It was five cubits square, by three

cubits high. The lower part rested on four short columns, or feet, the sides of which were

grates of brass, through which the blood of the victims flowed out. The sides of the upper

parts of the altar were of wood, covered with brass. The corners were furnished with those

projecting points called " horns," which the incense altar also possessed; and as the altar was

to be portable, the sides were furnished with four rings, in which were inserted the staves by

which it was borne on the shoulders of the priests.

The fire of the altar was kept in a moveable grate, sunk in the centre of its top : through

this grate the ashes fell into the cavity below, and were removed through a small door in the

side of the ark. Some writers have been much concerned by a fancied difliculty in seeing

how the wood-work of the altar was to be kept from being burnt, even though cased without

and within with plates of metal. But the grating being suspended by iron rings, the fire was

nowhere in actual contact with the altar, and, by means of the doors and gratings below, a

layer of cool air was constantly interposed, in the cavity of the altar, between its sides and the

grate which contained the fire. The altar, like the other utensils of the tabernacle, was

covered with a pall in its removals, and as the fire was always to be kept up, this may intimate

that on such occasions the grating was taken out of the altar, and the fire carried separately in

this its proper receptacle.

By the law there could be no steps of ascent to the altar ; but as its height rendered an

elevation necessary for the officiating priest, a sloping bank of earth was formed on the south

side.f

The appurtenances of the altar were all made of brass. These were fans for carrying

away the ashes, which were to be taken forth and deposited in a clean place ; shovels for

collecting the ashes ; basins to receive the blood of the sacrifices to be sprinkled ;
proncjs or

'\flesh-hooks " for arranging the parts of the victim on the fire ; Jire-pans, the use of which is

* Exod. XXX. 1—10, xxxvii. 25—29, xl. 5, 26. The incense is described in Exod. xxx. 34—37; any like it was forbidden to

be made for private use, nor was any other to be used on this altar. The Jews affirm that the scent of it might be perceived as

far as Jericho

!

t Exod. xxvii. 1—8, xxxviii. 1—7. xl. 29; Lev. ix. 22.
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not very clear, unless they were to take up and bear away, from this altar, the fire which was

twice a-day required for burning incense in the sanctuary. There were other sacrificial

instruments of brass, not particularly specified.* And here we may direct attention to the

fact that there is no mention of iron in all the description of the tabernacle and its utensils, in

which metals were so largely employed. The only mention oi iron at all is to forbid the use

of tools of iron to square the stones which might be used in l)uilding an altar. This shows

that w'hile iron was in use, particularly for tools, it was little employed for other and general

purposes.

The Brazen Laver stood between the altar and the tabernacle, not directly, but a little to

the south. It was of a circular shape, and, together with its base, was made from the mirrors

of polished brass which the women contributed to the service of the tabernacle.t The size of

this luver is not stated, but was probably considerable. Here the priests constantly washed

their hands and their feet before commencing their sacred ministrations.

+

Before quitting the tabernacle, it is well to call to mind the important circumstance, that but

one place of ritual worship, and but one altar of sacrifice, were allowed by the law. This is a

very remarkable peculiarity of the Mosaical system ; and, like most of the other peculiarities

of that system, was doubtless primarily intended for the prevention of idolatry, and to preserve

the purity of the established worship. If other altars, and other tabernacles or temples had

been allowed, idolatry and superstition might have crept in at obscure corners, and have

gained a head before it attracted the notice of the proper authorities. This, with but one

metropolitan altar, at which the priests and Levites exercised a reciprocal inspection over eacli

other, was the less likely to occur. Besides, this limitation was in unison with the general

purpose of the altar and the sanctuary : seeing there was Ijut this one place where the visible

symbol—the Shechinah—would vividly impress the C(jnvictiun of the Divine Presence, and

call forth the highest degree of reverent adoration; while, in his peculiar character, as King
of the Hebrew nation, his sul)jects wovdd feel that attendance and honour could nowhere be so

well rendered as at his royal residence. It is also not to be overlooked that the existence of

other altars and other temples, which necessarily would not have possessed the luminous

manifestation of God's presence, might have led to the substitution of an image in the place

which that occupied in the metropolitan sanctuary,—the rather, seeing that, as we have clearly

shown, it filled the place which the idol usually occupied in the temples of the heathen And
on the other hand, if the Shechinah had been multiplied in the several temples, an equal

danger would have been incurred : for it is easy to see that this would have led to rivalry

between the people of the several places thus honoured, and the priests which served at these

several altars ; and it is the likeliest thing possible that polytheism would have been the

ultimate result. The great doctrine of the Unity of God, was forcibly inculcated by his one

altar and one sanctuary.

Although the tabernacle certainly cannot, from its known ])roportions and general appear-

ance, have been a very grand or imposing structure—which, indeed, it cotild not possil)ly

have been consistently with its design as a porlah/e sanctuary—it is quite safe to say that,

probably, the world never saw so small a faljric composed of such rich materials, and reared

at so vast a cost. As the quantities of the precious metals employed are stated, some idea of

its surpassing richness may be formed. The gold weighed 29 talents and 730 shekels, or

81,130 shekels, if we allow 3,000 shekels to the talent of 125 lbs. ; and this, at 4/. the ounce,

would be ecpuU to 115,500/. sterling. The silver was 100 talents and 1,115 shekels, being a

half shekel from all the males above twenty years of age when they came out of Egypt, whose

number was 003,550 ; the whole value of this would, at 5^. the ounce, be 31,121/. The
brass, or rather copper, was 10 talents and 24,000 shekels, which, if valued at l^-. 3'/. the

pound avoirdupois, would l)e worth 138/. The amount of these several sums woidd be not

less than 213,320/. But this account does not include the curtains of the inclosure, the

coverings of the tabernacle, the dress of the high-priest and its jewels, the dresses of the

priests, or the value of the skill and labour employed in the work, the whole of which may be

* K.\o(\. xxvii. 3, .xxxviii. :>. j Suo p. 204. J Kxod. xxx. 18, xl. /.
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fairly taken to have raised its value to 250,000/., which, for so small a fabric, is more than
one-third of the expense of St. Paul's Cathedral.* We adduce this comparison as curious

rather than informing : for circumstances are supposable, and have existed, under which the

value of gold and silver, of building materials, of labour and of food, may have been such that

the metal employed on the tabernacle may have sufficed to pay the whole cost of the erection

of St. Paul's.

This final mention of the Avorks of the tabernacle, taken in connection with our precedino-

observations, reminds us that many of our readers will wish to know the estimate which we
form of the part taken by Bezaleel and Aholiab, under whose direction the w hole was executed.

When of these, or at least of the former, God says that He had filled them with the wisdom and
skill whereby tliey were cpialified for this service, we certainly do not understand that they

acquired by special inspiration the arts of design, and of founding, carving, and stone-

engraving. The reader knows by this time that while we have not the least disposition to

carp at the miracles, we consider more harm than good has been done by the over-anxious

assertion of miracles which the Scriptures do not claim, and which, if real, would partake of a

supererogatory character, which never belongs to the clear and unquestioned miracles of God.

Seeing that the Hebrews had been much employed in the service of the Egyptians, there is no

reason to doubt that many of them had been taught the mentioned arts, which happen to be

among those for which that people were very famous. There seems no more cause to denv
this than that Moses himself " was learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians." Bezaleel and

Aholiab were probably not only the most skilful of these persons, but the most zealous for

the work. We are therefore not prepared to see a miracle in this particular; but we are pre-

pared to see something greater, which is, that God claims as his own— as his gift, as the

wisdom which he had put into them—what we might call the "natural" genius or talent

whereby they had been enabled to acquire that master skill in the arts which they were now
required to exercise in his service. We believe that these endowments were given to them

originally by God, and that the circumstances of life which gave them the opportunity of

making these acquirements in Egypt were determined by Him with a view to this ultimate

employment in his service. We see that the services of other persons similarly qualified were

required in the same manner, and on the same grounds, although Bezaleel and Aholiab were

the chief, t

3. The Camp : the Promised Land.—The Camps of the Hebrews participated, in some

degree, in the sacredness which attached itself to the tabernacle. J And although this chapter

professes only to treat of the law of Moses, it may be proper to add, that this idea of consecra-

tion and holiness became afterwards connected with the country of the Hebrews itself, which

had formerly been consecrated to the true God by the patriarchs in the erection of altars,

and was afterwards the seat of the only true religion.§ The later Jews ascribed diflFerent

degrees of holiness to different regions : the highest to the countries occupied by Moses and

Joshua ; the least to the regions subdued by David. As to all other lands and districts, they

considered them so profane., that their very dust would defile a Jew.|| That place or town in

which the tabernacle and the ark of the covenant were fixed was considered more holy than

any other. For instance, Gilgal, and afterwards Shiloh.^

Ill, Sacred Things.—Under this comprehensive head w^e shall notice the acts and offices

which were more or less connected with the religion or worship of the Hebrews.

I. Sacrifices.**—A sacrifice is that which is offered directly to God, and is in some way

destroyed or changed : which is done, as far as respects the flesh employed in the sacrifice,

by burning it ; and as far as concerns tiie libation, by pouring it out.

* This VV.1S 736,752;. f Compare Exod. sxviii. 3, xxxi. ]-6. % Zee. xiii 46 ; Deut. xxiii. 13-15.

§ Exod. XV. 17; Mace. i. 7- II
Matt. x. 14; Acts xiii. 51, xviii. 6.

II Josh, xviii. 1,8,9; Judg. xviii. 31 ; 1 Sam. i. 3-24, ii. 14, iii. 3-21, iv. 3, 4, 13-18, vii. 5, x. 17- See Julin, sect. 333.

** The clear and useful sections which Jalm, in his ' Biblische Aichaiologie ' de\otes to Sacrifices, form, both in order and

matter, the basis of what follows on the same subject. In following him, we have omitted or modified slatemenU iu which we

do not concur, and have introduced such additional matter as we deemed proper, chiefly from Outr:im's work on Sacrifices.
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A sacrifice differs from an oblatio7i in this : in a sacrifice there must be a real change or

destruction of the thing offered ; whereas an oblation is but a simple offering or gift.*

Sacrifices, according to the accounts given in Genesis, -were coeval with the existence of the

human race.f The law of Moses, therefore, merely fixed more definitely than hitherto had

been done the ceremonies which were to be employed when sacrifices, which existed among all

ancient nations, were offered.

|

i. Kinds of Sacrifices.—The only sacrifices which are mentioned previously to the time of

Moses are the whole burnt-offering, the thank-offering, (or "peace-offering,") and the sacrifice

by which covenants were confirmed. Nothing is said concerning sacrifices for sins and tres-

passes, of libations, of meat offerings, and the like ; and little information is given concerning

the ceremonies which attended those that are noticed.

Moses was the first among the descendants of the patriarchs who reduced sacrifices to some
system. He accommodated those which had existed from the days of the fathers to the cir-

cumstances of the times in which he lived, and increased the number of the ceremonies which
were attendant upon them. The evident objects in this were, to prevent the Hebrews from
being led astray by the superior pomp of such occasions among the Gentiles, who had already

made sacrifices a systematic part of their worship ; to impress upon their minds ideas of a

religious nature the more deeply by a repetition of public religious exercises ; to excite in the

people a spirit of gratitude towards God, and a disposition to obey his commands.
Some of the sacrifices that were authorised by the Mosaical ritual were bloody, that is,

consisted of slain victims : others were not, but consisted of cakes, wafers, meal, and libations

of wine.

The Bloodi/ Sacrifices were some of them expiatory, and some of them thank-offerings.

The Expiatory offerings were either holocausts, sacrifices for sin, or trespass-ojferings. The
holocausts and sacrifices for sin were to be offered not only for individuals but for the whole

people. The expiatory sacrifices secured no expiation in a moral, but merely in a civil point

of view ; and were accepted by God, not in his character of a moral, but a political ruler.

Sacrifices of this kind were slain to the north of the altar, and were regarded as most holy.

The person who brought the sacrifice, if it were an expiatory one, had no share of it himself.§

The thank-offering was slain on the south side of the altar ; and when the parts which were
to be burnt Avere placed upon the fire, and the portions which pertained to the priests had
been reserved by them, the rest of the parts were allotted to the person who had brought the

sacrifice. There was an exception with respect to the first-born of animals, which were to be

given wholly to the priests.

ii. Place of Sacrifice. We have already shown that the law allowed but one altar of sacrifice.

This is frecpiently and emphatically insisted on,|| and all other altars are disapproved of.i^

Nevertheless, it appears that subsequently to the time of Moses, especially in the days of the

kings, altars were multiplied ; but although some of them were dedicated to the worship of

Jehovah, yet they were viewed with suspicion. It is nevertheless true, that prophets, whose
character for rectitude was fully established, did, in some instances, sacrifice in other places

than the one designated by the laws.**

Bloouy Sacrifices.—The victims which could alone be offered in sacrifice were animals

of the ox kind, sheep, and goats. Turtle-doves and young pigeons tt were accepted from
persons who were unable to afford the other ; but were not allowed in public sacrifices. No
wnld beasts, even though legally clean, were to be sacrificed. This made a difference between
the Hebrews and the heathen on the one hand ; while, on the other, it relieved them from the

• Calmet, in voce ' Sacrifipe.' + Gen. iv. 3-5, viii. 20, xii. 7, xiii. 4, xv. 9-21 , xxii. 13. % Compare Lev. i. 2.

§ Lev. \i. 18, 22, vii. 1, et seq., x. 1/, xiv. 13.
||
Deut. xii. 13, 14. Ij Lev. xxvi. 30 ; compare Josh. xxii. 10-34.

** 1 Sam. xiii. 8-14, xvi. 1-5; 1 Kings xviii. 21-40. Tlie .Jewish writers allege that while the t;iberuacle was in the midst of

the people in the wilderness, and alterwards when it was settled at Shiloh, it was unlawful to sacrifice elsewhere ; but when, after

Shiloh was destroyed, the tabernacle wandered uncertainly from place to place, sacrifice in other pl.ices was allowed, [by what
authority ?] for Samuel did so, and David, and Elias. With respect to the former instances, it does appear that greater laxity was
allowed before the Temple was erected; and for the latter iu.stiince, whicli was subsequent, it will be remembered that the
kingdom af Israel had no legal altar.

+t Lev. i. 25, 7, xii. 6-8, XV. 29; Num. vi. 10.
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burden of bringing what could not be obtained without difficulty. Fur the latter reason,

doubtless, turtle-doves and young pigeons were chosen among birds.

The animals to be slain for the holocaust were males ; but in burnt-offerings of birds the

sex was not attended to. In sacrifices for sin, the victims might be either male or female. In

sacrifices for trespass, bullocks were not used. From eucharistical, or thank-offerings, turtle-

doves and young pigeons were excluded. All the victims, except the birds, must not be less

than eight days old, as they were not till then considered clean or fit for food. The sheep and

goats were commonly a year old ; and the bullocks three years old.

All animals that had any defect, the blind, lame, castrated, or sick, were judged unfit to be

sacrificed, because they indicated in the person who brought them a mind not sufficiently

reverent to God.*

Ceremonies of Sacrifice.—That the license of private or separate sacrifice might not be

abused to idolatry, it was required that the person who offered a victim should bring it before

the altar in the court, with its head turned towards the sanctuary, and so present it before God.

This was called offering him before God ; and is to be regarded as a distinct act from the

offering of it by fire after it had been slain. Only persons who brought such offerings were

admitted into the court of sacrifice, conformably to the Oriental usage, which requires every

one who seeks the presence of his king to appear with some offering in his hand, however

small may be its value.
'f'

The man having previously washed his hands clean, then placed his hands (except when he

offered birds), pressing them forcibly, upon the head of the victim ; and standing thus before

God, confessed his sins, saying, " I have sinned, God : I have done perversely : I have

rebelled, I have done thus and thus [naming, either mentally or aloud, the particular cause of

his offering], but now I repent, and let this victim be my expiation." This act, and the

attending confession, substituted the victim in the place of the person who brought it to the

altar, and suffered (such was the symbolical meaning of the rite) that punishment which the

person had deserved, or would deserve, in case of transgression.

+

The victims that were sacrificed for the people generally were slaughtered by the priests

and Levites :§ but those which were sacrificed for individuals were slain in ancient times by

the persons who brought them, but in later times by the Levites. jj They were slain im-

mediately, on the spot where they stood when hands were laid upon them. This w^as on the

north side of the altar in the case of the holocaust and of the sacrifices for sin and trespass ; and

in the others to the south.

The priest took the vessel containing the blood of the victim, and sprinkled it at the foot and

on the sides of the altar. The blood of sin-offerings was placed upon the horns of the

altar ; and if they were offered for the whole of the people, or for the high priest, it was

sprinkled towards the veil of the Holy of Holies : and on the great day of atonement, un the

lid of the ark, and likewise on the floor before tbe ark. The blood was also placed upon the

horns of the altar of incense. The highest importance was attached to this act of sprinkling

the blood, which could be performed by none but a priest.^

Anciently, the person who brought the victim, when he had slain it, proceeded to flay and

cut it in pieces. But in later times this also was done by the priests and Levites. In the

time of Josephus there were tables of marble and columns in the temple, expressly adapted to

• Lev. xxii. 20-24; Mai. i. 8. The twelve blemishes which rendered .a beast unfit for sacrifice, are increased by the Jewish

writers to twenty-three. The Egyptian priests «ere etjually exact in this matter.

•|- Lev. i. 3-9, iii. 1, iv. 14; compare Rom. xii. 1.

X Lev. iv. 15. xxi. 21 ; compare 2 Chron. xxix 23.

§
'• The victim to be slain was bound, his fore-legs and hinder logs together, and laid, thus bound, with his head towards the

south and his face towards the west ; and he that killed him stood upon the east side of him with his face westward, and tlieu cut

through the throat and the windpipe at one stroke. The blood was caught in a basin by another person, who continued to stir it

about, lest it should coagulate before it was sprinkled."—XfifU.. The mode of tying and slaughtering an animal here described

was exactly the same as among the Egyptians. This may partly be seen in the cut at p. 129.

II
Lev. i. 5; 2 Chron. xxix. 24, 34 ; Ezek. xlvi. 24. It might, we are told, still be done by others-by a woman, a servant, or

even an unclean person, who, although he could not enter the court, might stretch his hands within to slay the victim. Deaf

persons, fools, and minors, were not qualified to perform this rite.

H Lev. i. 5, 6, iv. 7, 16, viii. 15, 16, xvi. U, 15 ; Num. xv. 24, xviii. 17 ; Zech. ix. 15.
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all the purposes of slaying- and sacrificing. But it should he remarked that the sacrifices for

sin, and the holocaust for the people and the high priest were, with the exception of those

parts destined to he hurnt upon the altar, hurnt whole (that is, without heing cut up, or the

skin taken oft") outside the camp or city, in the place where it was permitted to heap ashes

together.

Some victims were offered to God hefore or after being slain, with certain ceremonies of a

singular nature ; which ceremonies were, at times, also observed in the presentation of the

sacred loaves and cakes, and other consecrated gifts. One of these ceremonies was called

heaving, and the other u-aving ; and the offerings which were presented in the one way or the

other w^ere accordingly called either heave-offerings or wave-offerings* It is difficult to say

precisely what these ceremonies were, or whether indeed there was any difference between

them, since the words which express them are sometimes interchanged wdth each other.t It

seems most probable that the word rendered heaving means elevation, and that the other,

translated ivaving, means, on the contrary, laying down, or placing on the earth. But, as

what was elevated must be let down again, these words may therefore have been reciprocally

used, in such a sense as to express, each of them, at times, the same ceremony. Whatever

might be the precise nature of this ceremony of heaving or waving, it appears to have signified

that the gift or sacrifice was thereby presented, and was likewise expressive of a desire that

it might be acceptable to God.

The separated parts of tlie victim w^ere taken by the priests to the rise of the altar, and there

laid down and salted, according to the law, which said, " With all thine offerings thou shalt

offer salt."t There was no injunction in the law more observed than this : for, as the Jewish

writers tell us, nothing came upon the altar unsalted, save the wine of the drink-offering, the

sprinkled blood, and the wood for the fire. Salt was also used by the Egyptians, and other

heathen, in their sacrifices, although not, perhaps, to the same extent ; contrary to the assertion

of Maimonides. The reason of this we take to be, that, since that which was offered upon the

altar was considered "the food of God," offered to him as the king, it was becoming and

proper that it should be seasoned, as is usual with meat designed for food. No doubt there

was also a reference to the anti-septic qualities of salt, whereby it became a symbol of friend-

ship and covenant.§ The parts of the victim that were to be burnt were then placed upon the

fire of the altar- namely, the whole of the burnt-offering, when it was brought by an in-

dividual. But in case it was a burnt-offering for the people and the high priest, or any other

sacrifice, save the one just mentioned, only i\\t fat which covers the intestines, the fat which is

above the intestines, the tivo kidneys, with the fat adhering to them, the smaller lobe of the

lirer,(?) and the fd. t<ul for which one species of Syrian sheep is noted, were to be consumed

on the altar.
II

Tiie fat as well as the blood being thus consecrated to the service of the altar,

both were forbidden to be eaten under any circumstances by the Israelites. The rest of the

fiesh, when the sacrifice was a thank-offering, was returned to the sacrifice!', who was expected

to make a feast of it. This was, however, with the exception of the right shoulder and the

breast, which were assigned to the priests. When the sacrifices were sin or trespass offerings,

and were not made for the people as a collective body, nor for the high priest, the flesh

belonged to the priests, who ate it in the court of the tabernacle or temple.^

1. Holocausts, or ivhole Ihirnt Olferintjs, were sacrifices in which the bodies of the victims

were entirely consumed. Sacrifices of this sort were more ancient than any others, and for

that reason, probably, arc regulated first in the law. They were expiatory, and were offered

sometimes for the whole people, as were the daily morning and evening sacrifices ; and some-

times by an individual for himself alone, either from the impulse of his feelings, or in fulfil-

ment of a vow. These sacrifices were required to be oftered by individuals under the cir-

* Exoil. xxix. 24, 27, 28; Lev. vii. 30. 32, 34, viii. 27, ix. 21, x. 15, xiv. 12, xxiii. 20 ; Num. v. 25.

t Exiid. xxix. 24; compare v. 2/, 28, :iik1 Ia'v. ix. 21. J Lev. ii. 12.

§ Hence a diiriible covenant is called " a covenant of salt" [Num. xviii. 19, et al.). The liistoiy ol' the ideas connected
with salt is a curious and large subject into which we cannot enter. Plutarch has a curious pajjcr on it. Synipos., v. 10.

II
Exod. xxix. 13, 22; Lev. iii. 4, 10, 15, iv. 9, vii. 3, 4, viii. 26, ix. 9, 10, 19.

IT Num. xviii. 10, 11, 18; Lev. x. 14.
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ciimstances stated in the texts cited below.* In these sacrifices a libation of wine was poured
out at the base of the altar. Among the heathen it was more usual to pour the wine upon the

head of the living victim immediately before its immolation to their idols. This is alluded to in

Phihpp. ii. 17, and 2 Tim. iv. 6 ; but the Egyptians seem always to have poured their libations

upon the ground or the altar. When the poverty of the parties obliged them to avail them-
selves of the gracious arrangement which enabled every one to suit his offering to his circum-
stances, and bring turtle-doves or young pigeons, the priest was obliged to deal with them in a
peculiar manner, described in Lev. i. 11—17 : and this is considered by the Jewish writers

to have formed the most nice and difficult portion of all his duties. -j*

2. The Sin-Offering.—The exact distinction between the transgressions to which the sin and
trespass-offerings respectively have reference, is exceedingly obscure. We can only offer the
usual explanation, which seems the best : this is, that, understood in the strictly le"-al sense,

sins were violations of •prohibitory statutes, that is, the doing of something which the Law
commanded not to be done ; and that, on the other hand, trespasses were violations of impera-
tive statutes, that is, the neglect of doing things that are commanded. To what has already
been said concerning sin-offerings, it only seems necessary to add that the demanded offering

of expiation varied with the situation and circumstances of the parties. From the high-priest,

or from the people collectively, a bullock was required ; a civil magistrate might offer a goat

;

and from persons in a private station only a kid or lamb, with the usual power to the poor of
substituting a turtle-dove and young pigeon.

J

Sin-offerings were required, ceremonially, under particular circumstances, mentioned in the

texts cited below.§ One of these may be noticed, being that which required this offering of
mothers at child-birth. If the child were a son it was forty, if a daughter eighty days before

the completion of her time of purification. She then presented, as her sin-offering, a turtle-

dove and a young pigeon ; also a lamb for a burnt-offering ; and, in case of poverty, another

dove and pigeon, as a burnt-offering, instead of the lamb. That our Lord's mother was
obliged to avail herself of this indulgence to the poor, when she offered " two turtle-doves and
two young pigeons," is a touching, because purely incidental, illustration of the born poverty

of Him " who, though he was rich, yet for our sakes became poor, that we through his poverty
might be made rich."

3. Trespass-Offerings were not required of the people as a body. They were offered by such
individuals as had become conscious of their error in having, through ignorance, mistake, or

want of reflection, neglected some of the ceremonial precepts of the law, or some of those

natural laws which had been introduced into the code, and sanctioned wdth the penalty of

death. The trespasses which coidd, in a civil sense, be expiated by such sacrifices, arc enu-

merated in Lev. iv. 1-16, v. 1-19.

4. Peace, or Thank-Oferings.—Any kind of legal victim might be offered, with the ceremonies

already indicated. They were offered as indications of thankfulness or joy, and were accom-
panied by unleavened cakes of three different kinds, prepared with oil. The priest who
sprinkled the blood presented one of each of these cakes as an offering. |1 The parts of the

victim which were not offered on the altar, or received by the priest, and tlie remainder of the

cakes, were, as already stated, returned to the offerer, to be converted by him into an enter-

tainment, to which widows, orphans, the poor, slaves, and Levites were invited. That this

feast of benevolence and joy might not be omitted or postponed, although what was not

eaten on the day of offering might be kept to the next day, what remained until the third day
was to be burnt.^ Tliis feast could not be celebrated beyond the limits of the place, town, or

city in which the sanctuary was stationed.

5. Covenant Sacrifices.—There are no regulations concerning these in the law, but it may be

gathered from various intimations that covenants continued to be ratified in the manner of

Abraham's memorable sacrifice, which has been described in p. 40 of this work. Jahn

* Num. vi. 11—16 ; Lev. xii. 6—S. See also Tsa. li. 19, Ixvi. 13, 14. t Lev. i. 3—17. X Lpv. iv. 22—3.5.

§ Lev. xii. 6, 8; compare Luke ii. 24 ; Lev. xiv. 13, 19, 22, 30, 31 ; Num. vi. 10, 11.
j|

l.cv. vii. 11—14, 28—34.

^ Lev. vii. 15—21 ; Deut. xii. 18.
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considers that this was not a separate class of offerings, but belonged, rather, to the peace, or

thank-offerings, and adds,—" The custom of confirming covenants in this manner was derived

from a practice among the Chaldeans, among whom those who were about to confirm an
agreement slew and divided the victims, and placed the parts opposite to each other. They
then passed between the parts thus divided, saying, at the same time, ' Let it not thus be done

unto us.' "* From this it appears that the act had a symbolical meaning, the victims being

symbols of the punishment which was to fall upon the violator of the covenant, which those

who passed between imprecated upon their own heads, in case of such violation. Another
instance of the kind occurs so late as the reign of King Zcdekiah ;t and, from intimations in

other cases, it appears that other covenants were confirmed among the Hebrews in like

manner.

Meaning of Sacrifices.—The section with this title in Jahn's valuable work is so important
and instructive that we cannot but transcribe it literally and entire, as it lies before us :

—

" From what has been said, it is sufficiently clear what significancy or meaning we should
attach to sacrifices. For if it were the case that the Hebrews, subsequently to the time of
Abraham, were accustomed to indicate in an emldematical manner the punishment due to the
violaters of a covenant by the sacrifices made use of when the covenant was entered into,

there can be no doubt that they likewise attached a symbolical meaning to sacrifices on other

occasions. For instance, such a symbolical meaning was conveyed by the whole burnt-offerings,

or holocausts, which were understood l)oth by Noah and Abraham, from what God himself
had communicated to them,t to be a confirmation, on the part of God, of his promises. With
regard to holocausts, it may be remarked that an additional significancy was attached to them
by Moses ; for he introduced the ceremony of imposition of hands, which was a typical in-

dication that punishment was due to the person who offered the sacrifice, in case he failed in

the fulfilment of his promises.

Holocausts being typical of the confirmation of divine promises, was the reason that they
were burnt whole, and that they were held in such particular estimation ; for promises were
the very foundation of the whole Jewish polity. The reason also that sacrifices of this kind
might be offered by Gentiles who had so far left their own systems as to acknowledge the true

God, was, that in ofli^ring such sacrifices they were understood to make correspondent pro-
mises, of which sacrifices were a confirmation. They possessed, likewise, an expiatory sig-

nification, because they indicated that God woidd be firm in the fulfilment of his part of the
covenant, whatever might be tlie delinquencies of men.
The victims for sins and trespasses, which seem to have been new kinds of expiation intro-

duced by IVIoses, signified the punishment due to the person who had thus erred ; and showed
at the same time that God would not fail in performing what he had said in reference to

them

.

Finally, those sacrifices which are denominated peace-offerings, and eucharistical offerin"-s,

had a typical meaning as well as others ; they being indications of the punishments which
threatened the Hebrews if they should neglect to walk in the religious way which they had
promised. In other words, the meaning of them was as much as if they had said, "/< shall
not he so with us as vith these sacrifices, for we icill ad/iere to ovr promises." Hence, ])eing

confirmed anew in their resolutions on these occasions, they felt themselves at liberty to indulo-e

in conviviality.

The sacrifices, therefore, in which aminals were slain were all symbolical, or had a meaning.
The divine promises were confirmed by them; and the Hebrews, on the other hand, im-

parted by them new sanctity to the engagements which they liad entered into, to continue
faithful to their religion ; and were thus excited to more earnest desires for piety of feeling
and rectitude of conduct.

If many of the IIel)rews were disposed to go further than this, and to attribute an inherent
efficacy to the sacrifices, and to trust in the multitude of victims, without paying any regard

* Kl'liiem Syrus, 1. i. p. IGl.
, .lor. x.xxiv. 18. j Gen. viii. 20, xv. 9 -1^'.
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to the temperament of mind in which they might be offered, yet even this does not prove the

inaccuracy of our statement ; more especially as this error is frequently condemned, and in

very decided terms.*

That these symbolical substitutions of victims in place of transgressors prefigured a true

substitution in the person of Jesus Christ, seems to have been known to very few of the

the prophets. t Still, this obscurity with respect to the prospective import of sacrifices, is no

more proof against the actual existence of such an import than a kindred obscurity, in another

case, is against the existence of prophecies, some of which the prophets themselves confessed

they did not understand. But although the people did not originally understand this particular

meaning of prophecies, they were prepared to perceive it at last. Hence the death of violence

which Jesus suffered is everywhere termed in the New Testament a S.-vcrifice ; for expres-

sions of this kind are not mere allusions, such as occur in the texts cited below
; J but they

indicate a real sacrifice in the person of Christ, which the sacrifices in the Old Testament

prefigured, as expressly stated in the other passages which the note below indicates." §

Bloodless Offerings. These were formed principally by what is usually called the

^leat Offering and Drink Offering, and some of them will come imder the name of

oblations, as distinguished from sacrifices, properly so called. They consisted either of fine

wheat flower, or of wine ; but there were the exceptions that the offering on the second day

of the passover was a sheaf of barley, and that the trespass-offering of the suspected wife was

not of wheat but of barley meal. The flour was offered sometimes with and sometimes

without preparation. It was salted ; sometimes oil was poured upon it, sometimes it was

kneaded with oil, and afterwards besmeared with it ; and by some persons was offered with

frankincense.

Honey and leaven were not used,|| except in the two leavened cakes on the feast of Pen-

tecost, and the cakes of the eucharistical and peace-offerings, in which leaven (but not honey)

was allowed, and these were not to be placed upon the altar.^ It is easy to conceived that

leaven was forbidden as being opposite in its nature and effects to the salt, the use of which

was carefully enjoined. The interdiction of honey is not so explicable, unless we suppose,

with Maimonides and others, it was that God might not seem to be pleased with things on

account of their sweetness, as well as because it was usual among the heathen to use honey in

their offerings, under the notion of its being as acceptable to the gods as to men.

All the offerings of which we have been speaking were regarded, in some sort, as appen-

dages to the animal sacrifices. They were offered with all burnt-offerings, except of birds

;

with the peace-offerings ;** but not with sin-offerings, except that which was offered at the

cleansing of a leper :tt and, indeed, that none might be kept back by mere poverty from the

benefits of this expiation, it was provided that an offering of flour merely should be accepted

from those who were too poor to bring even turtle-doves and pigeons. J J

Other cases, in which offerings of this class were exhibited apart from animal sacrifices, are

found in the twelve loaves of shew-bread ; the sheaf of barley offered on the second day of the

the Passover
; §§ and the loaf which on the day of Pentecost was offered as the first-fruits.

1|||

Some of these offerings were eaten by the priests, without bringing them to the altar, as the

stale loaves of shew-bread, and the leavened cakes. Some were wholly consumed on the altar,

as the meat-offering for a priest ; %*^ but in most cases a small portion only, as a memorial,

was consumed on the altar, and the rest belonged to the priest.***

The quantity of the offering of flour and oil was determined by the relative importance of

the accompanying animal sacrifice—being the greatest for a bullock, and least for a sheep or

lamb.

* Psa. xl. 5, 6. 1. 8—13 ; Isa. i. 11—15; compare 1 Sam. xv. 22; Hos. vi. 6 ; Micah vi. 6, 8 ; Mai. ii. 1-9. t Isa. liii.

% Rom. xii. 1, xv. 16 ; Phil. ii. 17 ; 2 Tim. iv. 6 ; Heb. xiii. 15, 16.

§ Heb. ix. 3—28, x. 10—14, 18; compare Matt. xxvi. 28 ; Mark xiv.24; Luke xxil. 20; 1 Cor. xi. 24, 25; Heb. xii. 24; 1 Pet.

1.2; compare Exod. xxiv. 8 ; John i. 29, 36, xix. 36,3/; 1 Cor. v. 7; 1 Peter ii. 24; compare Isa. liii. 5—12 ; 2 Cor. v. 21 ;

Eph. T. 2 ; Rom. ili. 23—25, vii. 25; 1 .Tohn ii. 2, iv. 10.

II
Lev. ii. 10—12. 1[ Lev. vii. 13, xxili. 1?. ** Num. xv. 3, &c. t+ Lev. xiv. 10.

%X Lev. V. 1-4, 11-13. §§ Lev. xxiii. 10. |||| Lev. xxiii. 17-20. HH Lev. vi. 23.

•»* Lev. ii. 2, 3.
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The Drink Offerinc], or libation of wine, was an accompaniment of both the bloody and

bloodless sacrifices. Tiic quantitj' was the same as that of the oil used with the meat-offering.

It was poured out at the base of the altar,—or rather part of it was,—the residue being re-

served by the priests to drink with their portion of the offerings.*

The First-born.—To exhibit their gratitude to God for preserving their first-born in

Egypt from destruction when the first-born among the Egyptians (both of men and animals)

were all slain, the first-born of men and animals were to be consecrated to God. The first-born

children were to be presented before the Lord, and then to be redeemed at a sum not exceed-

ing five shekels. This could not take place till the child was a month old, and wns generally

deferred to the ceremony of purification for child-birth,t The child was not legally con-

sidered to belong to his parents till thus redeemed. For this redemption there was the further

reason, that the first-born were, by ancient usages, priests by birth, and were to be redeemed

from serving at the altar.];

The first-born of cattle, sheep, and goats, from eight days to a year old, were to be offered

in sacrifice. If under any blemish which made them unfit for sacrifice, they were allotted to

the use of the priests. These could not be redeemed.§ But if it were an unclean beast—an

ass is instanced,—unfit for sacrifice, it might either be redeemed with a lamb, or by the pav-

ment of an estimated price. If not redeemed, its neck was to be broken,—a mode of death

evidently designed to prevent its bloud being shed in sacrifice to idols.
|i

The pervading idea of all this is, that the consecrated first-born ought to be offered to God
upon the altar, if fit for sacrifice : hence no suitable creature could be redeemed. But man is

excluded, and by that exclusion declared unfit—in common with unclean beasts. We wish

this to be noted as designed to render human sacrifices to the Lord impossible. Such, indeed,

were expressly interdicted and precluded by other regulations.

First-Fruits.—The first products of the soil were in the same case as the first products

of the womb. Every new planted tree was declared impure for three years, during which

whatever grew upon it was not to be eaten or even gathered. The fruits of the fourth year

were, therefore, considered the first-fruits. As such they were to be presented before the

Lord, and eaten before his holy place ; and this, Maimonides alleges, Avas because idolaters

were accustomed to eat their first-fruits in the temples of their idols. But some understand

that these first-fruits became the due of the priests, and were eaten by them.

Besides this there was the first-fruits of the subsequent annual produce of fruit-trees, and

the same of corn, wine, oil, barley, and wool. The first sheaf of barley that was cut (formally),

was offered on the second day of the Passover, and the first loaves that could be made from

the new corn were offered on the feast of Pentecost, both in the name of the people.

But individuals were also bound to ofl'er the first-fruits of the year. The quantity is not

specified, but is left to the will of the giver. We are told by the Jewish writers, however,

that the proportions varied according to the disposition of the giver from a fortieth to a sixtieth.

The former was considered liberal, and the latter mean. These were the first-fruits,*^ which

the people were so often commanded to bring to the place of the sanctuary. This they did,

with considerable ceremony and manifestations of gladness, and presented them in acknow-

ledgment that God had given to them the good land which he promised to their fathers. As
the act of presentation he repeated the remarkable form of words prescribed by jMoscs,—" A
Syrian ready to perish was my father," &c.**

This is one of the most marked of many regulations which exhibit to us the singular si)cc-

tacle of legislation for a condition of society which did not yet exist among this people ; and

with reference to a country of which they knew little or nothing, and which was, as yet, theirs

only in the purposes and promises of God.

Tithes.—Besides these first-fruits the Hebrews were required to render the tithes or tenths

* Num. XV. 3-12, xxviii. 7—29. t Kxod. xiii. 13 ; Num. .wiii. 1-4—16 ; Luke ii. 22.

t Num. iii. 20, 21. § Lev. sxvii. 26; Num. xviii. 1", 18. ||
Exod. xiii. 13; Lev. xxvii. 13.

H It is alleged liy some of the Jewish writers, tliat only the wheat, barley, grapes, figs, pomegranates, olives, and dates, were
taken to Jerusalem; and that the corn, wine, oil, avid wool, were fetched by the priests.

* Dent. xxv^. 4, ct seq.; see also Exod. xxiii. 19; Lev. ii.12; Num. xv. 17—21, xviii. 11— 13; Dent, xxviii. 1, 11.
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of all the produce of tlieir fields and flocks. They paid /u'o-tenths, or, rather, they paid one-
tenth out of their own control, and were required themselves to appropriate another tenth in a
particular manner.

The first tithe was assigned to God as the ruler of the state, and was granted by him to the
tribe of Levi, as pay for the services, religious and civil, which they rendered to the state.

The fruits of trees, the products of the land, and cattle were all subject to tithe. It, however,
only bore on the larger articles of produce, although, in later times, the Pharisees affected the

scrupulous exactness of rendering it in the smallest matters, and offered even the tithe of

mint, anise, .and cumin.* The proprietor set apart the first-fruits, in the first instance, and
then laid aside the tenth of the remainder as the first tithe. It is understood that this was
always to be paid in kind, and that it was not necessary to take it to Jerusalem, but might be
delivered to the Levites in their several cities. The Levites before they could touch any por-

tion of this for their own use, were to set apart the tenth of it for the priests. This was called

the tithe of tithes, or the tithe of holy things ; and we are informed by the Jewish writers that

a priest was appointed to be with the Levites when they took their tithes, to see that the priests

received their due. To this the Levites were required to add a tithe of the produce of the
fields belonging to the suburbs of their own cities.

The first tithe being paid, the proprietor set apart out of what remained a second tithe.

But the amount of this did not go out of his own hands absolutely, but was required to be
taken by him to the place of the sanctuary, in the courts of which he was to expend it in

making feasts, at which he was to entertain not only his own family and friends but the
Levites. In case the person lived at a distance, which might render it inconvenient to convey
the second tithe to Jerusalem, he was not compelled to pay it in kind. It might be redeemed,
and the estimated value was then to be spent in Jerusalem in purchasing provisions for the

feast. But in this case one-fifth was added to the estimated value, seeing that the person was
thereby freed from the expense of carriage. Every third year this journey to the place of the

sanctuary was dispensed with, and the tithe-payers were to expend their second tithes at their

own houses, in entertaining the Levites, the fatherless, the widows, and the poor. This

appears to be the correct interpretation, although some imagine that this was not a different

appropriation of the second tithe, but a third and additional tithe imposed every third year.

The tithe was called the second tithe, on account of its being taken from Avhat remained after

the first tithe ; and, on account of its different appropriation on the third year, it also bore the

name of the poor Tumi's tithe, and the third tithe.

It will be observed that the tithes were appropriated by the owners themselves, without

judicial or sacerdotal supervision ; although, probably, the Levites, if they suspected them-

selves wronged, were at liberty to see that they had their due ; but, with respect to the second

tithe, everything was left to the honour and conscience of the people, guarded only by the

declaration they were required to make every third year before God.f
As it is of some importance to understand the real amount which the Hebrew community

paid as the fixed dues of the Levitical tribe, the following account of the proportion which the

tithe in grain bore to the whole produce J may be useful, and will serve to illustrate the pre-

ceding statements :

—

Suppose the husbandman to have had . . . 100 bolls,

The least that could be paid to the priests, as the first-

fruits of the threshing-floor, was one sixtieth, or . r66 = li boll nearly.

Leaving . 98-34

Out of which the husbandman paid the first tithe to the

Levites, or 9-83 = 9 /g bolls,

Leaving to the husbandman .... 88'51

* UM. xxiii. 23.

t Lev. xxvii. 30-33; Num. xviii. 20—32; Di-ut. xii. H, 17—19, xiv. £2—29, xvi. 12—15; 2 Chron. xxiii. 5, 6; Ncli. s. 28,

?g, xiii. 10-14; Mai. iii 8—10; Hcb. vii. 5—7.

t Derived fiom Ihown's ' Antiquities,' i. 'MO, 341.
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Brought forward . . . 88"51

From which lie drew the second titlie, either to l>e carried

to Jerusalem, or commuted for money; equal to . 885 = 8,?jj balls,

Leaving to the husbandman as his net produce . 79'G6

Thus in every 100 bolls of farm produce, the husbandman got 79iVu- bolls, and the priests

and Levites 20-jVTr5 including the second tithe, which, however, was not solely theirs. Should

it be asked in what proportion these 20i-W bolls were divided between the priests and Levites,

it may be answered that the priests received to their sole use, the TGG, or li boll nearly, first

deducted as the first-fruits of the threshing-flour ; and they were entitled to a tenth of the first

tithe that was due to the Levites ; which, being in the present case 9'83 bolls, left "98, or

nearly one boll to the priests. Their whole proportion, therefore, of the 20'34 bolls was 2*64,

or above 2^ bolls, leaving to the Levites 11 '70, or 17i bolls nearly. Thus, the priests had

about an eighth part, and the Levites seven-eighths. Yet this cannot be stated as exact ; for

when the second tithes were brought to Jerusalem, they were eaten nut by the priests and

Levites solely, but by the husbandman's family, the priests, and the Levites conjointly. Con-

sequently, the priests would come in for their share, in proportion only to their numbers,

when comparecl with the Levites who were on duty, and the family of the husbandman. In

fact, it does not seem that more than the first tithe can well be stated as the property of the

Levitical tribe. For the second tithe is less to be considered a Levitical due than as an

amount which the people were required to expend on particular objects, in the benefit of

which they and theirs had a full and principal participation.

However, seeing that the habit of taking impressions from loose comparisons, and of reason-

ing upon them as if they were positive facts, has led to a very general misapprehension of the

real nature of these tithes it may be well to state what they actually were ; and it will then

appear that the amount drawn from the people was exceedingly moderate, till, in the end,

the people thought proper to lay themselves under other obligations, and place themselves

under other burdens, which made these original and legal payments seem burdensome.

God, in giving to the Israelites the land of Canaan, which He conquered for them, and

which they owed entirely to his bounty, chose to reserve to himself the rights of sovereign

proprietor of the soil, which were, in the East, annexed to that kingly character in which He
stood to the nation. To keep them in mind that the land was his, he thought proper to de-

mand the same quit rent * of one-tenth which was usually paid to the kings in other nations.

Aristotle mentions this as an ancient law of Babylon.t In Egypt one-fifth was paid, which

was more than equivalent to both the first and second titlies and the first-fruits together. And
that such a payment was considered a part of the Jus regum in the eastern countries bordering

Palestine, appears manifestly from the fact that when the Israelites were hankering after a

human king " like the nations," Samuel warned them that they would be burthened wdth an

additional tithe ; plainly intimating that while the appropriation of the existing tithe could not

be altered, the new king would expect a tithe like the neighbouring kings, which would form

the ground of a new imposition. And, in fact, we are convinced that it was this i'urthcr im-

post, with the other expenses contingent on an (uldilinn.il regal establishment, which made the

people ultimately discontented with the burden of the legal tithes and first-fruits. The tenth

\^ as therefore strictly a rent, from the tenants to the proprietor, and these tenants had no other

rent to pay. The proceeds of this rent, God,+ as king, appropriated to the subsistence of his

ministers and servants-

But then, again, the Levites were one of the twelve tribes, and as such had a rigb.t to a

• " When William tlie CoiKHUTor parcelled out the lauds of England, ho ri'Scrvod a certain small rent to be anuuallv paid

out of every estate to tlie crown, as an acUnowledfjuient that it was received from and held under him. This rent is paid to (his

day from all freehold estates, under the name of chief rent. If there lie any estates that pay it not, it is liccause they have been
purchased out of others, of which purchase it was made on condition that they should be clear of this incumbrance, those other
estates paying it for them."—Jennings.

+ Aristot. (Economic, lib. ii. sub tin.

t This appears ftom the fact that the habit of payin-i them luid been iliseoutiuued by the leign of Ilezekiah, who feU it neces-

sary to issue an order on llie subject, and to appoint ufliccrs to collect these dues fiu- the Leviles and priests. See 2 Chrcui. x.\x '.
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twelfth part of the landed inheritance of Israel's sons. But they had only some towns o-lven
them in the several trilies, for the purpose of residence, with a narrow belt of ground aromid
each town. As the other tribes were enriched to the extent of their relinquishment, they had
a right to compensation on their own account to the extent of their deprivation. And besides
this, if God had not thought proper to assign them his rent-charge, in payment for their public
services, they would have had a fair claim to separate compensation from the people, for the
consecration of their time and talents to the service of the state. Seehig then that the Levites
had but a festive share in the second tithes, which do not seem to have been demanded with
a prominent view to their benefit, it appears that the tribe would have been very inadequate!

v

compensated, if compensated at all, for their relinquishments and services unless the rent-
charge had been assigned them. So upon this tithe there was a two-fold or three-fold claim

;

and that it pleased God to make these claims coalesce in the same impost, intimates a desire
which has not been properly appreciated, to provide for the Levites and the service of the
state Avithout overburdening the people. We are precluded from giving this view all the
argument and illustration it might receive. But we think it will appear that a more econo-
mical arrangement for the government of a state was never made, when we bear in mind that
the required payments were not taxes, but partly rents, and partly compensations for lands,
and payments for services ; and that these payments were consequently not additions to rents
and taxes, but were themselves the only rents and taxes which the people had to pay.

IV. Sacred Times.

1. The Sabbath.—In considering what may be called the sacred tunics of the Hebrews, the
sabbath seems to offer the first claim to our attention. It is not our design in this place to
examine the question, whether the sabbath had not an earlier existence than the exode of the
Israelites ; partly because it has no reference to our immediate object, and partly because it is

our conviction that no satisfactory result can be reached, and that the affirmative can be
neither satisfactorily proved nor convincingly gainsaid.

Undoubtedly the sabbath was enforced upon the Heljrews, if not first instituted, bcfo)e the
giving of the law. The passover was instituted before they left Egypt ; and, in like manner,
the sabbath was given after they had crossed the Red Sea, and before they reached " the
mount of God." Hence, when the law was subsequently given from that mount, they were
called upon to " Remember the sabbath-day " as a previous institution.

The great object of this institution is one not properly appreciated at this time; and for
the reason which we have applied to other parts of the system—that the doctrine it was
framed to preserve, is to us a point of familiar and elementary knowledge, being that the
world had a Sovereign Creator.

Having already illustrated the ancient importance of this doctrine, we shall here only point
to the force and significancy which a proper view of its relative importance gives to the assi"-ned

reason for this institution,—" For in six days Jehovah made heaven and earth, the sea, and
all that in them is, and rested on the seventh day from all his work." The sabbath is the
most direct and imposing monument of this grand doctrine which tlie law contains ; and while
the Israelites continued to observe their sabbaths, it would be impossible for them to forget

that God was the Creator of the world. The observance of the sabbath Avas therefore a public
acknowledgment of belief in this doctrine.* And it was a common saying of the Jews, that

whoever did any w ork on the sabbath-day denied the work of creation.

From this w-e see the reason why the violation of the sabbath was subject to the same
punishment as an open defection from the true God. The oflFence was treason ; the punisli-

ment

—

dea/h.-f

But, although this was the principal object of the institution, it had other and subordinate

We were about to say that this striking observance was likely to attr.ict the attention of the heathen, and that their inquiries
as to its cause would probably convey to them the knowledge that, at least, such a belief existed. But we recollected that Plutarch,
a man of much reading and information, had never heard this or any one of the real reasons for this institution, but amuses him-
self with conjecturing that the sabbaths were feasts of Bacchus, becaus' the .Tews drank wine on that day, and because there wore
some places in Greece where the priests of Bacchus were called Sahbi.—fi\m\ios. iv. 5.

t Exod. xvi. 22—30, xxxi. 12—17, xxxv. 2 ; Num. xv. 32—36.

VOL. I. 2 M
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objects of much importance. Like many other of the Mosaical statutes, if not, indeed, the

whole body of them, the law of the sabbath was made to bear a special reference to the state

and condition of the people, as a nation delivered from the hand and bitter bondage of Egypt,

taken into covenant with God, and carefidly kept in a state of separation from every other

people. And, indeed, there was no observance, not even circumcision, by which they were

so conspicuously and markedly distingviished from other nations as by their observance of the

sabbath. This object of the law is in one instance * stated so strongly, as to be made to appear

almost the primary object of the institution.

Another ground for the institution was jjolitical, being that men, especially field labourers

and slaves, and even laboviring cattle, might rest and be refreshed; and might be led to rejoice

in the goodness of God, who gave them this season of suspension from their toils.

t

And here we may direct attention to a beautiful circumstance which is commonly over-

looked, that while of the Sal)baths, and the day of expiation only, a complete cessation from all

labour and occupation is directed, in the words "Thou shalt do no manner of work," the

common affairs of life were not suspended on the other festival days, only relief was provided

for labourers and slaves in the command "Thou shalt do no servile work thereon."

Few particular regulations for the day are given in the law ; but its interpreters took care

abundantly to supply this want. It was forbidden to kindle a fire on that day.:5; Hence the

Sabbath-breaker § committed a complicated offence, when, by his act of labour, gathering

sticks indicated an intention to kindle a fire. But it was not understood that this prevented

a fire or light, kindled before the Sabbath, from being kept burning. They therefore had

fires, as now, in cold weather, to warm themselves,|| but not to dress victuals. Nevertheless,

as the day was a feast, not a fast, they considered they were bound to make it a day of glad-

ness. Accordingly, sorrow on that day was regarded as an indication of some great calamity.^

The day was spent in rest and decorous cheerfulness. The people dressed themselves in their

best attire, and thought themselves bound to indulge in better fare on the Sabbaths than on

other days. It is true that their feast for this day was prepai'ed before the Sabbath com-

menced;^* but this was not to lessen its cheerfulness, but that servants might have an equal

share in the general rest. Upon the wliole, as far as external acts were concerned, the day

was spent in the same manner as that in which other nations spent their festival days. It is

indeed observable that the lieathen writers who take notice of the Jewish sabbatli always

describe it as a cheerful festival.

No one was " to go out of his place " on the sabbath-day. This forbade travelling.

" Place " was understood to mean the town, village, or camp, in which a person abode
;

and he was held to be restricted from going more than two-thirds of a mile therefrom. This

Avas what is called in the New Testament "a Sabbath-day's journey."

" The Preparation of the Sabbath " also mentioned in the New Testament,tt was the time

from three o'clock on the Friday afternoon till six, when the sabbath commenced.

Nothing that was usually performed in the tabernacle or temple was unlawful on the sabbath-

day, though it woidd have been a l)reach of the sabbath elsewhere. Hence it became a pro-

verb that there was no sabbatism in the Temple. To this Christ alludes in saying, "The priests

in the temple profane the sabbath, and are blameless."++ Indeed, there was more employ-

ment there on this day than on any other, as the daily sacrifices were doubled,§§ and the shew-

bread was renewed in the sanctuary.
|||1

What else was done we are not told, and it is useless

to dt;duce probabilities from long sul)sC([uent practices, when synagogues were established. It

is nowhere made incumbent upon the people to assemble simultaneously, on the Sabbaths or

"any other days, at the tabernacle or temple. Indeed it would have been impossible for the

whule nation to assemble at one place of worship. They were required to worship toicarcls

the temi)le, not in it, tliough such as pleased might do so, as tliose who lived near the

* Dent. V. 14, 15: seo iilso l^xod. xxxi. l.'i— 1/. + Kxod. xxiii. 21. t Exoil. xxxv. 3. § Num. xv. 34.

II
At present the Jews i,'et tlieir lives liyhti'il on tlic siibbatli-days by Clnistians, unless they keep them up all the Friday

night.

H Lam. ii. fi ; IIos. ii. 11. ** Founded on Exod. xvi. 23. "tt Mark xv. 42.

tt Matt. xii. .'>.
§§ Num. xxviii. 0. 10. |||| Lev. xxiv. S.
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tabernacle and temple seem generally to have done. It appears in practice that the people

on this day availed themselves of such opportunities for religious instruction as they enjoyed.

They had no regular teachers ; but on this day they seem to have gathered round their

prophets to hear their exhortations ;
* and religious parents availed themselves of the leisure

of this day to obey the injunctions of the law in teaching their children in the doctrine of

God, as the creator and governor of all things; and in the wonderful providences both of

mercy and judgment with which he had visited his people.

Neio Moo7is and Feast of Trumpets.—As all the idolatrous nations worshipped the moon

or her representatives, and greeted her every fresh appearance with sacrifices and superstitious

ceremonies, an opening would have been left to idolatry unless the day of the new moons were

preoccupied as festivals to the Lord. Accordingly it was directed that on the new moons, in

addition to the daily sacrifices, two bullocks, a ram, and seven sheep of a year old should be

offered to God, together with proportionate meat-offerings and libations.t The return of the

new moons was announced by the sounding of the silver trumpets ;+ and in this way provision

was made for keeping up a knowledge of the end and commencement of each new moon.

It appears that after the introduction of the monarchical form of government, the kings

were wont to give an entertainment to their friends and officers ;§ and probably other principal

persons and heads of tribes did the same. Those persons whose piety induced them to seek

religious instruction visited, on such occasions, the prophets. |1 Labour was not interdicted on

those days; but as the new moon of the seventh month, or Tishri (October), was the com-

mencement of the civil year, it was observed as a festival, and announced by the sound of

trumpets. Hence it was called the Feast of Trumpets, or rather, the day of trumpet bloicing,

and also, the memorial of blowing of trumpets.^ Besides the sacrifices common to other new

moons, a bullock was offered on this occasion, a ram, a meat-offering, of flour and oil, and a

libation of wine for the burnt-offering.** All senile work was abstained from on this day.ft

An account of the division of time among the Hebrews does not belong to this place, but

will be given in a note at the end of this chapter, as a matter important to the history. (')

Yearly Feasts.—Besides these weekly and monthly festivals, there were three animal

feasts, distinguished as the Great Festivals. These were, the Passover, the Pentecost, and the

Feast of Tabernacles.

These w^ere distinguished from the Sabbaths and other holy days by the circumstance that

two of them lasted for eight and one for seven successive days, and that at all of them the

presence of all the adult males was expected at the place of the sanctuary. JJ Their attend-

ance, however, was not so rigidly exacted at the other two as at the Passover, when that

attendance was obligatory on pain of death, except in particular cases, enumerated in Num. ix.

1— L3. The reason of this particularity about the Passover apparently was, that the Paschal

Lamb, then to be eaten, was a sacrifice, and sacrifices could be nowhere slaughtered but at the

sanctuary.

At the return of these festivals, the Hebrews appeared in the first instance to make their

appearance at the tabernacle or temple, with presents, which were taken from their second

tithes and first-fruits ; or, in other words, at these several festivals, the people availed them-

selves of the opportunity for presenting such of their first-fruits and second tithes as had become

due since their last appearance. They offered sacrifices, feasted, and rejoiced in God, as being

full of kindness and mercy. Women were exempted from attending, but it appears that they

might attend if they were able and wished to do so ; §§ and lest the men should be deterred

by the fear of leaving their homes defenceless, their Almighty King undertook to guard their

habitations and substance, by his special providence, while they were away, and conveyed to

them the assurance that during these periodical absences "no man should desire their land."||||

This was a manifest and constant proof to them of God's sovereign power over all men, and

* 2 Kings, iv. 23. t N"in- x- 10, xxviii. 11-14. t N»m. .\. U». § 1 t^am. xx. 5, -4—27-

II
2 Kings, iv. 23. •[ Lev. ii3, 24; Num. xxix. 1—6. ** Num. xxix. 2—9. tt Lev. xxiu. 25.

n Exod. xxiii. 14—17. §§ 1 Sam. i. 3, / ; Luke ii. 41. !!ll
i:x..a. xxxiv. 24.

2 .M 2
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they were themselves the special objects of his care : for it is a fact that the most vigilant

enemies of the nation never took advantage of these seemingly favourable occasions ; in con-

sequence of which the Jews, though by no means over-ready to believe the divine promises,

learned to leave their dwellings and families without the least apprehension of danger.

According to the practice of the Orientals, they travelled in large parties, all belonging to a

particular town or district forming one company, taking the necessaries for their journey with

them.* It was among such a " company" that Joseph and Mary sought Jesus Christ,t who
had remained behind at Jerusalem. Reserving some remarks on the general purposes and

uses of these institutions, we may now proceed to notice them severally.

1. 77(6 Pa^wtvr, kept in remembrance of their departure from Egypt. The occasion of

this institution has been duly noticed in the History. It was to commence on the evening

subsequent to the fourteenth day of the first moon of the second year, with eating what was

called the Paschal Lamb, and was to continue seven whole days, that is, till the twenty-first.

Although moons which began with the new moon cannot, with perfect accuracy, be accom-

modated to our mouths, the first moon of the Hebrew year must always have fallen within the

month of April.

During the whole of this festival the people ate unleavened bread, whence it is sometimes

called the Feast of Unleavened Bread.\ On the eve of the fourteenth the leaven was removed

from all dwellings, so that nothing miglit be seen of it during the week ; a circumstance

respecting which the Jews are very s^crupulous even at this day.§

Previously to the commencement of the feast, on tlie tenth, the master of a family set apart

a ram or a goat of a year old, usually the fi)rmer,|| which he slew on the fourteenth, "between
the two evenings," before the altar

; ^ but in Egypt, where the event occurred which the

Passover celebrated, the blood was sprinkled on the post of the door.** The ram or kid was
roasted whole, with two spits thrust through it, the one lengthwise, the other transversely,

crossing the longitudinal one near the fore legs, so that the animal was, in a manner, crucified.

The oven in which it was roasted was the circular pit in the floor [ground], which is still

ct)mmonly used in the East. The restriction that it was to be roasted, not boiled or eaten

raw, is thought to be levelled at some idolatrous forms of sacrifice-feasting.

Thus roasted, the Paschal Lamb was served up with a salad of wild and bitter herbs, and

with the flesh of other sacrifices (peace-off"erings), which are mentioned in Devit. xvi. 2-6.

Not fewer than ten, nor more than twenty persons were admitted to these sacred feasts, which

were, at first, eaten, in Egypt, with loius girt about, with sandals on the feet, and with all the

preparations for an immediate journey. But this does not appear to have been the case at

any subsequent period. The command, however, not to break a bone of the off'ering, which

was given in consequence of the people going in such haste (as they might otherwise have

been delayed), was ever after observed among the Jews.ft
In later times the celebration l)ecame encumbered with a number of involved ceremonies,

very different from the simplicity and haste of the original institution. As these derive no

authority from the law, we shall only state such of them as serve to illustrate the account of

that celebration of the Passover by Jesus Christ, which to the Christian is not less interesting

than the original institution was to the Jew.

The master of the family, after the Paschal supper was ])rcpared, broke the bread, having

* We lliiiik not tents, as some supjioso. Teiits arc; seldom used by travellers but in lon;j jmirueys, or lor women. A party,

composed almost exclusively of men. and liaviiif; only a ccmipiratively sliort distance to go, in the finest seasons of the year,

would despise the luxury and parade of tents, which also would liave greatly increased the expense, as cattle wouhl liave been
net^essary to carry them.

•)• Luke ii. 44. j: Kxod. xii. 18, xiii. (i, 7: T,e\ . xxiii 6; Num. xx\iii. I/. § 1 Cur. v. 7.

II
Exod. xii. 1—6. None but male victims were; allowed. Herodotus says the liliiyjitians sacrificed none but male victims

(Euterpe, 41), whereas females were preferred by most other nations. Many have thought that the selection of a ram was
designed to cast contempt upon the Egyptian worship rendered to tliat creature when the sun entered Aries, which was about the

time of the Hebrew festival. Other designed oiiposilious to the Egyptian forms of sacrifice have also been found in the manner in

which the passover victim was prepared ; but they seem lillle better than conjectures. 'I'he .lewish writers inform us that it be-

came usual to keep the selected ram tied to the bed-post of the person who proposed to oiler it, from the tenth to the fourteenth,

that it might be under eouslant observation.

^ Dent. xvi. 2, 56. *» I'.xod. xii. 7. 1t .lohn xix. 3C).
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first blessed it, and then distributed it to all who are seated around him, so that each one mio-ht
receive a part ;* and each was at liberty to dip it, before eatinpj, into a vessel of sauce.

t

There were four cups of wine ordinarily drunk at this supper, two before and two after meat.
With the second, the two first hymns of what was called the lesser Hallel, being Psalms cxiii.

and cxiv., were sung or chanted. The third cup, being the first after supper, was called the cup
of blessing,! because over it they blessed God, or said grace after meat. This was followed
by a fourth and last cup,§ over which they completed the hymn of praise, formed by the
remainder of the lesser Hallel,\\ and thus the feast concluded. But it is said that a fifth cup
of wine might be drunk by those who wished to repeat the great Hallel, which is generally

imderstood to be Psalm cxxxvi. The wine was red, mixed with w ater.

The Passover was immediately followed by the Feast of Unleavened Bread, which lasted

seven days, so that the two together seemed to make one feast of eight days, and were, in fact,

popularly so considered, the names being often interchanged, so that the Passover day was
sometimes considered as the first day of the feast of unleavened bread, and, on the other hand,
the whole was often called the Passover Feast.f The first and last days of these seven were
to be kept as Sabbaths, save that only servile labour was interdicted which allowed food to be
cooked. But no suspension of labour was required on the intermediate five days, which
were distinguished chiefly by the abstinence from leavened bread, and by the unusual number
of offerings at the tabernacle or temple, and of sacrifices for sin.** The sixteenth of Abib
or the second day of Unleavened Bread, was distinguished by the off'ering of a barley-sheaf

as an introduction to the barley-harvest, which was ripe about this time, accompanied by a

particular sacrifice, described in Lev. xxiii. 9-14.

It appears that those whose occasions required it were allowed to return home immediately
after they had eaten the Passover, without staying throuuh the week of unleavened bread.ft
Michaelis imagines, with great probability, that this indulgence was granted for this reason

;

that, if the month Abib W happened to fall late, the season would be so far advanced by the

fourteenth that the barley-harvest would be quite ripe for the sickle in the week commencing
with the fifteenth, in consequence of which the collection of the crop would have been much
hindered by an obligatory stay at the seat of the tabernacle. Thus, for instance, if the month
Abib began on April seventeenth, the festival would not commence till the first of ]\Iay, by
which time the harvest is always readv to commence in the southern parts of Palestine.

2. The Feast of Pentecost is called by various names in the Sacred Writings ; as \\\q feast of
ioeeks,%% because of its being celebrated a week of weeks, or seven weeks, after the feast of

unleavened bread ; the feast of harvest, \\\\ and also the day offirst fruits,^^ for this was properly

the harvest festival at which the Israelites were to offer thanksgivings to God for the bounties

of harvest, and to present to him the first fruits thereof in bread baked of the new corn.*** It

seems, in fact, that the barley harvest commenced about the Passover, and the wheat harvest

ended at the Pentecost in Palestine, where, as in Egypt, the barley is ripe considerably earlier

than the wheat.

This festival lasted for seven days, during which many holocausts and offerings for sin

were sacrificed. In later times many Jews from foreign countries came to Jerusalem on this

joyful occasion.ttt Even at that time, and still more since then, a greater degree of relative

importance seems to have been attached to this festival than appears to have been designed by

the law. It was discovered that the date, fifty days after the Passover, coincided with the deli-

very of the law from Mount Sinai, which was fifty days after the departure from Egypt, and,

consequently, after the first Passover. Hence, by degrees, instead of resting on the ground on

w hich Moses placed it, the festival was turned into a commemoration of that great event.

3. Feast of Tabernacles.—This feast was instituted in memory of the journey through the

* Matt. xxvi. 26; Mark \\\. 22; Lukexxii. 19; 1 Cor. xi. 23, 24.

t Matt. xxvi. 21—25 ; Mark xiv. 18—21 ; John xiii. 26. t 1 Cor. x. 16.

§ Matt. x.tvi. 27; Mark xiv. 23; Luke xxu. 20. ||
Matt. xxvi. 30; Mark xiv. 26.

H Compare Exod. xii. 18; Num. xxviii. 16, 17 ; Matt. xxvi. 17; Mark xiv. 12. ** Num. xxviii. 16—25.

tt Deut. xvi. 7. tt Ear-moon, because ripe eax-s of corn could always be had in that montli.

§§ Exod. xxxiv. 22; Deut. xvi. 10, 16. ||!! Exod. xxiii. 16. U^f Num. xvi. 26.

*** Exod. xxiii. 16; Lev. xxiii. 14—21 ; Num. xxviii. 26—31. ttt Joseph, de Bell. ii. 3. Compare Actsii. 3-15.
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Arabian wilderness, and therefore the people, during its continuance, dwelt in booths. This

lasted seven days, from the 15th to the 22nd of the seventh month, Tishri (October). It

is usual to state that another object of this feast was as a Feast of In-gathering, to return

thanks, and to rejoice for the completed vintage and gathering in of the fruits. But a close

examination will make it probable that this was the separate object of the eighth day, which

was added to the seven : for it was only during the seven days that the people were to dwell in

booths. Being thus closely connected, they got to be regarded as one festival, and the names

were confounded and interchanged, as in the analogous case of the Passover and Feast of

Unleavened Bread. Instead, therefore, of regarding this as one festival of eiglit days, with

two names and two objects, it seems best to regard it as a union of two festivals with different

names and objects, the one of seven days and the other of one day.*

As in the other festivals of a week's duration, the first and last days were to be observed as

Sabbaths, with the exception that only servile labour was interdicted.t On the other five

days any kind of work might be executed. During all the seven the people were to live in

booths made of branches of several sorts of trees, which, as mentioned in Lev. xxiii. 40, are

the palm, the willow, and two others, which seem to denote "beautiful trees,"j and any

"thick or bushy wood,"§ rather than any particular species. Those named in Nehem. viii. 15

are different, and it seems reasonable to conclude that it was not the intention of the law to

compel the use of any particular species, but only of such as were suitable for the purpose and

could be easily procured. It is not expressly said in the law that the booths were to be made

with those branches, though the language of the text,]] with the context, obviously leads to

that conclusion. It was so understood in the time of Nehemiah. But the Sadducees and

Pharisees, in later days, split on this pouit ; the former understanding that the booths were to

be made of the bovighs, while the latter contended that they were to be borne rejoicingly in

the ha,nds. The latter practice prevailed in the time of Christ, as it does to this day. The

Karaites, however, follow the interpretation of the Sadducees, which seems to be the right

one, although it must be confessed that the Israelites did not in the Arabian wilderness dwell

in green booths, but in tents. It seems that the people often made their booths on the flat

roofs of their houses.^ More public sacrifices were to be offered on this festival than on any

of the others, as may be seen in Num. xxix. 12—39. This feast was celebrated with more

of outward glee than any others, though without intemperance, to wliich the Hebrews, as a

nation, do not ayjpear to have been ever much addicted. The ceremonies of parading in proces-

sion with branches, chanting hosannas, and of drawing water from the pool of Siloam, to pour

out, mixed with wine, on the sacrifice as it lay on the altar, existed in the time of Christ, and

before; but they have no such connexion with the law of Moses as to require particular

notice in this place.

The eighth day, which we regard as the proper Feast of In-gathering, was kept as a Sabbath

(and sometimes must actually have been one), like the first of the tabernacle feasts. Not-

withstanding its being a distinct festival, the sacrifices for it were less than those of any of the

preceding seven days.**

The important influence of these festivals, involving the meeting of the mass of the male

population in one place three times every year, cannot be too highly estimated. The journey

itself, taking place at the finest seasons of the year, was less likely to he considered as a grievance

than as a recreative excursion, in so small a country as that which the Hebrews were destined

to occupy. The primary design of these re-unions appears to have been to counteract the

dividing tendency of the separation into clans, or tribes, by bringing them into contact on an

equal footing, under circumstances calculated to bring before them the conviction of their

common origin and common objects, sons of the same father, worshippers of the same God,

and heirs of the same promises. The beginnings of idolatry were also likely to be checked

• Kxod. xxiii. 16 ; Lev. xxiii. 34, 30, 39, 42, 43 ; Peut. xvi. 13—16 ; Noli. viii. 18 ; Jolm vii. 2, 3/.

t Lev. xxiii. 36, 38. % The .Tews will have tliis to miMU the citron.

\ The Jews say it means partieulurly the mutlc, wliiili does not seem unlikely.
Ij
Lev. x.xiii. 40.

*\ Neh. viii. 16. ** Num. xxix. 36.
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by the frequent renewal of these acts of worship and homage. Persons of distant towns and

different tribes met together on terms of brotherhood and fellowship ; and old relations were

renewed, and new ones formed.

Several sections are devoted by Michaelis to the statement of the political and other advan-

tages resulting from these festivals. Among other considerations, he observes, that if any of

the tribes happened to be jealous of each other, or, as was sometimes the case, involved in

civil war, still their meeting together in one place for the purposes of religion and sociality

had a tendency to prevent their being completely alienated, and forming themselves into two

or more unconnected states ; and even though this had at any time happened, it gave them

an opportunity of again cementing their differences, and re-uniting. This is so correctly true,

that the separation of the ten tribes from the tribe of Judah, vmder Rehoboam and Jeroboam,

could never have been permanent, had not the latter abrogated one part of the Law of Moses

relative to festivals.

Another effect of these meetings regarded the internal commerce of the Israelites. From
the annual conventions of the whole people of any country for religious purposes, there gene-

rally arise, even without any direct intention on their part, annual fairs and internal commerce.

Such festivals have always been attended with this effect. The famous old fair near Hebron

arose from the congregation of pilgrims to the terebinth-tree of Abraham. The yearly fairs

among the Germans had a similar origin. Among the Mahomedans similar festivals have always

had the same results. Witness the annuaUpilgrimage to Mecca, which, in spite of many adverse

circumstances, has given birth to one of the greatest markets in the world. Now the very

same effects, and to a still higher degree, must, even without any intention on the part of the

legislator, have resulted from the high festivals of the Hebrews, to which the whole people

were bound to assemble; and more particularly as far as regards internal trade. Let us

only figure to ourselves what would necessarily follow from such festivals being established.

Every man would bring along with him every portable article which he could spare, and which

he wished to turn into money ; and as several individuals would go from the same place, they

would contrive various expedients to render their goods portable ; and this would be the more

readily suggested by the habit of taking things, some of them needing carriage, to Jerusalem,

as dues and offerings. Nor are means of conveyance expensive in the East, as they consist

not," as with us, of waggons and horses, but of asses and camels—beasts which are highly ser-

viceable in promoting the internal traffic of Syria and Arabia. There could never be any

want of buyers, where the whole people were convened ; and the wholesale merchants would

soon find it for their advantage to attend, and purchase the commodities offered for sale by

individuals, especially manufactured goods. Whoever wished to purchase any particular

articles would await the festivals in order to have a choice ; and this, too, would lead great

merchants to attend with all manner of goods for sale, for which they could hope to find

purchasers.

However, therefore, Moses may have desired to discourage the Israelites from engaging in

foreign commerce, his measures were, in this instance at least, and whether intended or not,

highly favourable to the iniernal intercourse and traffic of the country.

4. Tke Day of Atonement.—This was an annual Fast, and the only one prescribed by the

law, however fasts may abound in the present calendar of the Jews. It occurred on the fifth

day before the Feast of Tabernacles, or on the tenth day of the seventh month, Tishri (October).

On this day they were to abstain from all servile work, to take no food " from evening to

evening," during which they were to "afflict their souls."

The sacrificial services of this day were the most solemn in all the year, and deserve to be

considered with much attention.

The sacred services of the day were conducted by the high priest himself, and the following

ceremonies, which differed from those used on other occasions, were performed by him alone.

When he had washed himself in water, he put on the dress of white linen Avhich he wore

only on this day. Then he conducted to the altar a bullock destined to be slain for the sins

of him?elf and his family ; also two goats for the sins of the people, the one of which was
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selected by lot to be sacrificed to God ; the other was permitted to make an unmolested

escape.* He proceeded to slay the bullock for his own sins, and the goat on which the. lot

had fallen to be offered for the sins of the people. He then filled a censer with burning-

coals from the altar, and putting two handfuls of incense into a vase, he bore them into the

Holy of Holies, which on this day only he might enter.t Having here poured the incense on

the coals, he returned, took the blood of the bullock and the goat, and went again into the

Most Holy Place. Tliere he, with his finger, first sprinkled the blood of the bullock, and

afterwards of the goat, upon the lid of the ark, and seven times also he sprinkled it on the

floor before the ark.

He then returned from the IMost Holy into the Holy Place, or sanctuary, and l:)esmeared the

" horns " of the golden altar with the blood of the bullock and the goat, and scattered tlie

blood seven times over the surface of the altar.

All this was done as an expiation for the uncleanness and the sins of the children of Israel

during the past year.^

The high priest then went out into the court of the tabernacle, and placed his hands with

great solemnity on the head of the scape-goat, which symbolically represented that the animal

was thereby laden with the sins of the people. It was then delivered to a man who led it away

into the wilderness, and there let it go free, to signify the liberation of the Israelites from the

punishment due to their sins. But the goat which was slain for the sins of the people, and

the bullock slain for those of the high priest, were designed to signify that tliey were guilty,

and that they merited punishment ; and they were burnt whole, beyond the limits of the camp

or of the city.§

After this the high-priest, putting off his white vestments, and assuming the splendid robes

of his office, sacrificed a burnt-offering, and then offered another sin-offering, with which the

striking services of this day concluded.
jj

Having noticed the weekly, monthly, and annual feasts, wc have now to direct our atten-

tion to those extraordinary festivals which were only celebrated after the recurrence of a certain

number of years.

The Sabbatic Year.—The Sabbath, or "rest," ordained for men and cfittle every seventh

day, was extended to the land itself every seventh year, during which the owners were to let

it lie fallow. There was no sowing or reaping, the vines and the olives were not pruned,

there was no vintage, no gathering of fruits, even of that which grew wild ; for all spontaneous

productions were to be left to the poor, the wayfaring stranger, and the cattle.

This year commenced with the first day of the month Tishri, which was the first of the civil

and the seventh of the sacred year. The Feast of Tabernacles commenced on the fifteenth of

the same month, and on that occasion, iti this year, the law was to be publicly read for eight

days together in the tabernacle or temple.^ Moses manifests great earnestness in giving this

command, and exhorts not only the men, but women, children, and even strangers, to avail

themselves of this opportvuiity of instruction in the law. It is observable, indeed, that no

other public reading of the law than this is commanded by the law itself.

On account of no income arising from the soil during this year, no debts could be collected

in it.** Tliey were not, however, cancelled, as many writers have imagined ; for we find in

Deut. XV. 9, that the Hebrews were admonished not to deny money to the poor on account of

the approach of the sabbatical year, during whicli it could not be exacted ; but nothing beyond

tliis can be educed from the passage. Nor does it seem that servants were, as usually stated,

manumitted on this periodical seventh year, but on the seventh year of their individual

service.tt

It is not to be supposed that this year of rest to tlie land was necessarily spent by the

* Lev. xvi. 6— 10.

f Wliou tlie talieniacle w.is lu be rciuiived and sot up again, the inner sanetuary miylil safely be entered, but not at other

times.

t Lev. xvi. 11-19. § Lev. xvi. 20—22, 2C—28.

II
Lev. xvi. 1—:i4 ; Num. xxix. I~l 1 ; .LdinVs R. A. Tii. iii. sect. 76. «! Dent. xxxi. 10—13.

** Deut. XV. 1. 2. tt Kxod. xxi.2; Deut. xv. 12; .ler. xxxiv. ]4.
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Hebrews in idleness. They could fish, hunt, take care of their bees and flocks, repair their
buildings and furniture, manufacture cloths of woal, linen, and of the hair of goats and camels
and carry on their usual traffic.

To guard the Hebrews against the fear of want from this neglect of the land, the command
for this observance was accompanied by the promise that the lands should have- a threefold
produce on the sixth year, sufficient to supply the inhal^tants till the fruits of a harvest sownm the eighth year were ripe. As, therefore, the sabbath of the seventh year had the same
reference as that of the seventh day to the creation of the world, this institution sensibly
demonstrated to the Israelites, that the God who had made them the peculiar objects of his
care, was not only the Creator but the Governor of the earth; and the required reliance upon
his Providence, m that character, necessarily must result from, and must therefore have
formed a test of, their true belief in these great doctrines, to preserve which their existence as
a nation was given to them. The institution also demonstrated that not thev, but God was tlie
lord of the soil, which they held only of his bounty. Tlie Israelites failed under tins test

;

which, it must be confessed, was not an easy one, when we consider how hard a thing it is to
exhibit a jiraclical belief in the providence of God. Their failure in this was one of the
national sins for which .the Israelites were sent into that captivity which Moses had foretold
as the consequence of their disobedience, and during which the land enjoved the number of
sabbaths of which it had been defrauded by the rebellion and unbelief of its inhal)itants ; or,m other words, the years of their captivity corresponded to the number of the neglected
sabbatic years

; and as these were seventy, this would carry us back about 500 years, to the
commencement of the monarchy, as the time at which this observance was discontinued.*
After the captivity, it was more scrupulously observed.f The year B.C. 1589 was, probably,
the first general sabbatical year, being the seventh year after the second division of the con-
quered lands.

J

The Year of Jubilee was a more solemn sabbatical year, to be held every seventh sabbatical
year, at the end of forty-nine years, or the fiftieth current.§
The return of this great day was announced throughout the land on the day of atonement,

that is, on the tenth of the month Tishri.

Besides the regulations appertaining to the sabbatic year, there were others which exclu-
sively pertained to the year of jubilee.

All the bond-servants of Hebrew origin obtained their freedom in this year, even those who,
at the end of their six years' servitude, had reUnquished their claims to liberty, and whose ears
had been bored in token of perpetual servitude.

|| All the fields throughout the country, and
the houses in the cities and villages of the Levites and priests, which had been soldin the
preceding years, were returned in the year of jubilee to the sellers, with the exception of those
that had been consecrated to God, and had not been redeemed before the return of the year.^

Debtors for the most part pledged or mortgaged their land to the creditor, and left it to liis

use till the time of payment, so that it was, in efiect, sold to the creditor, and was accordingly
sold to the debtor on the year of jubilee. In other words, the debts for which land was
pledged were cancelled, the same as those of persons who had recovered their freedom, after

having been sold into slavery, on account of not being able to pay. Hence it usually hap-
pened in the later period of the Jewish history, as we learn from Josephus, that there was a
general cancelling of debts.**

One of the primary objects of this institution was, avowedly, to impress upon the Hebrews
the conviction that the Lord was the sovereign proprietor of the soil, by bringing pointedly

before them, in the most public and general manner, that they were His tenants in the land,

and therefore could not sell a perpetual" right which they did not themselves possess. This

Lev. xxxvi. 34, 35 ; 2 Chrou. xxxvi. 21. t Joseph. Antiq. xi. 8, 5.

t Exod. xxxii. 10; Lev. xxv. 1—7, xxvi. 33—35. Jalin's B. A. Th. i. sect. 38, Tli. iii. sect. 69; Hales, ii. 253.

§ Lev. xxv. 8—11 ; Joseph. Autiq. iii. 12, 3.
|| Lev. xxv. 39-46 ; Jer. xxxiv. 8, et seq.

1[ Lev. xxv. 10, 13-17, 24, 28,xxvii. lo—21. »# Antiq. iii. 12, 3; Jahn's 1$. A. Th. iii. sect. 70.

VOL. I. 2 N
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seems to us distinctly announced when it is said, " The land shall not be sold for ever : for

the Land is mine, and ye are strangers and sojourners with me." *

The other and political objects may be taken as stated by Jennings :

—

" The political design was to prevent the too great o})])ression of the poor, as well as their

being liable to perpetual slavery. By this means the rich were prevented from accumulating

lands upon lands, and a kind of equality was preserved in all their families. Never was there

any people so effectually secured of their liberty and property as the Israelites were : God not

only engaging to protect these invaluable blessings by his providence, tliat they should not be

taken away from them by others, but providing in a particular manner, by this law, that they

should not be thrown away through their own folly, since the property which every man or

family had in their dividend of the land of Canaan could not be sold, or any way alienated,

above half a century. By this means, also, the distinction of tribes Avas preserved ; for this

law rendered it necessary for them to keep genealogies of their families, that they might be

able, when there was occasion on the jubilee year, to prove their right to the inheritance of

their ancestors."f
These institutions were, as far as we know, peculiar to the law of IMoses ; and this peculiarity

belcmgs to fewer of his laws than is usually imagined. Like many others in the Mosaical

code, they are to be regarded with reference to their peculiar fitness to the peculiar objects of

the system : from which, in principle, they do not admit of separation, withoiit great absurdity

or violence, to be applied to the purposes of general legislation. If anything were wanting to

support the view we have taken, as to the limited and peculiar object of the Mosaical legisla-

tion, we need but point to these two institutions—the sabbatic year and the jubilee,—whicli

are admiral)le, and even beautiful, when regarded with reference to their fitness to, and support

of, the system to which they belonged ; but which, it does not require two words to show,

were inapplicable to, and impossible under, any other system that ever existed.

V. Sacked Acts.—Most of that which remains to be stated under this title may be com-

prehended under the heads,— 1. Purifications, 2. Vows:

—

1. Purifications.—These formed a very important branch of the ceremonial law. Their

object seems to have been two-fold, one to enforce and keep up the reverence which the

people owed to their God and King, and the other to provide for their health, and compel

attention to cleanliness. Hence no one could appear before God with his offering who was

not previously cleansed from his outward or ceremonial impurities ; by which he was not onlv

taught a becoming reverence of God, but might be symboUically taught that, without inward

purity, he could not be accejjtable to God. Tliis was understood ; and hence washing became
among the Hebrews a syml)ol of innocence, whence the Psalmist was led to say, " I will w'ash

mine hands «?, innocency ; so will I compass thine altar." And with reference to the second

object, it is obvious that the existence of so many circumstances which rendered a person

unclean, nnist have made him heedful to avoid whatever might lead to the inconvenient con-

diti(jn of ceremonial impurity ; while whatever tended to produce contagious disorders amoni;'

the people was, by being made a ceremonial unclcanncss, a constant object of suspicion and
watchfulness.

" Uncleanness was not accounted a Sin, with the excepiion of that which was expresslv

interdicted ; and that by wliich the high-priest and Nazarites were contaminated, fronr whom
all such defilements were to be removed. But the neglect of purification, when uncleanness

had occurred, was an error (technically, a trespass or a siit) wliich caused an exclusion from
Tdl intercourse with the rest of the people. Uncleanness ceased of itself at the end of a

certain period, provided the unclean person, at the expiration of that time, washed his body
and his clothes. But in some instances unclean persons were unable to purt^e themselves
from the stain of their defilement until they had first gone through certain ceremonies of

* Lev. XXV. 23.

I Jc-wisli Aiiti(i. iii. 10. Thu \)ass,ii,'u is uii annililicatiuii ol wli.il (io.hviu s.iys in liis * Moios and .Varou," pii. 13-J loG.
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purification prescrihed in the ritual. For instance, a person \\hn had been rendered unclean
by the touch of a dead body, of a sepulchre, or the bones of a dead person,* -was sprinkled on
the third and seventh day by a clean person with hyssop, dipped in water mixed with the
ashes of a red heifer.t When this was done, he washed his body and clothes, and on the
seventh day he was clean. Tents, houses, and furniture contaminated by the dead were to

be purified in the same manner. "|
Pnrificaiion of Lepers.—There are eleven species of legal impurity mentioned in the law,

to which many others were added by the later Jews. But the only one we shall particularly

notice is leprosy, the laws of Moses bearing on which intimate the most profound attention to

the public health, and the most judicious precautions for its preservation.

This dreadful disorder, in its various kinds, which are minutely and exactly discriminated
in the law, offers some very serious characteristics. It was so i&x luredilary thai some families

were more affected ])y it than others ; it was also infeclious, and has generally been lield

incurable in the East, whence there are no directions in the law for its cure, but only to pre-
vent its spread among the people.

After the lapse of several thousand years, leprosy is still common in Syria. It was
endemic in Palestine, the country to which Moses conducted the Israelites ; and in Egypt,
where they had previously dwelt, it is said to be still more frequent and virulent. To this

the climate no doubt in some degree contributed : but other causes besides this may, at the

time the law was given, have tended to increase its influence among the Israelites. They
were poor, and had been oppressed, and cutaneous disorders, and indeed all kinds of infections

prevail most among the poor, because they cannot keep themselves cleanly, and at a distance

from infected persons. However, that the disorder in its various kinds did then, and thence-
forward for many ages, exist very largely among them, is quite certain.

The measures taken by Moses to put a check upon tlie spread of leprosy formed a very
strict system of separation and supervision. All contact with lepers was effectually checked
by such contact being made a ceremonial uncleanness, which s\d3Jected the party to great in-

convenience, even if no evil consequences followed. Vigilant attention to the manifestations of

the disease itself was secured by its being declared a legal impurity of the first class, and as

such put under the supervision of the priesthood. The thirteenth chapter of Leviticus lays

down very explicit and minute rules for the purpose of distinguishing between those signs

which are proofs of the actual existence of leprosy, and those that are harmless and result

from some other cause. These rules were for the guidance of the priest, on whom rested the

responsibility of deciding whether or not the suspected leper was in a really leprous condition.

Lepers were obliged to wear a peculiar dress, and to live apart, outside the camp, and, in the

end, outside of towns, in a situation suitably detached, where they might have intercourse

among themselves, but not with clean persons. From such they were to keep their distance
;

• Again we are reminded that n-.an was ceremoniously the most unclean of all animals, manifestly to render human sacrifice
impossible under the law.

+ " 'ITie ashes of the heifer were prepared in a singular manner. The animal, which was to be of a red, or rather yellowish,
colour, inclining to a brown, free from all defect, and which had never submitted to the yoke, was led to the priest. She was then
conducted nut of the city, or encampment, as the case miaht be, by some other person, and slain. The priest dipped his finger in

the blood, and sprinkled it seven times towards the sanctuary. Afterwards the heifer was burnt whole, in the same place, the
priest, in the meantime, heaping upon the altar piles of wood, and then casting hyssop and scarlet wool into the fire. The
persons who performed the various offices of leading out, slaying, and burning the heifer, and of carrying away the ashes, also the
priest who officiates, were unclean until the evening." (Num. xix. 6, 8, 10, 21.)—Jahn. This author adds that there does not
appear to have been any dangerous superstition connected with this rite. Most writers, however, find it difficult to make out the
significancy of some of these particulars without supposing that they had reference, by ant;igouism, to some of the idolatrous

practices of Egypt, as that it was a heifer, because the Egyptians held this animal to be s.icred, and worshipped Isis under its

form ; and red, because red in animals was to the Egyptians a colour hated and abominable, who held Typhon, their Satan, to

be of that colour, and, therefore, appeased his wrath by the offering of red bulls. We have no doubt this ceremony ("it was not a
sacrifice) was designed to keep the Hebrews from some of the curious idolatries of Egj'pt, and from some of the idolatrous or

superstitious modes of purification which they had wifhessed and approved in that country ; but we know not if they can now he
identified. Lightfoot (Temple Service, xvii. 2) informs us that nine of these heifers were slain between the time of Moses and the

destruction of the second temple ; one by Eleazar, the son of Aaron, one by Ezra, and the rest afterwards ; that is, two in the tliou-

saud first years, and seven in the last five hundred years. This is likely enough, for the ridic\ilous, super-legal ceremoniousuess

of the Jews increased in about this proportion, rendering necessary more freijuent resort to the ashes of the reil heifer for purifi-

cation.

t Num. xix. 11—22; .Tahn's B.A. Th. iii. sect. 107.

2 N 2
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and if any one drew near to them unawares, they were to announce their condition and

proximity by crying out " Unclean ! unclean !"

Most nations believed this disorder to be incurable, and supposed it inflicted by the gods,

by whom only it could be cured. The same notion appears to have been entertained by the

Israelites ;* and the instances in which this disease is represented as being inflicted upon
individuals by the Lord, to ])unish them for their sins, were calculated to strengthen tliis

impression.

When, however, a person was reported to be healed of his leprosy, a priest went out of

the camp (or city), and subjected him to a very strict examination. If no signs of the dis-

order appeared upon him, the priest sent a person to bring two living birds (doves or young
pigeons), cedar wood, scarlet wool, and hyssop, with which he performed the ceremonies of

purification, to admit the party to the privileges of the Hebrew church and community.

He slew one of the birds, and received its blood in an earthen vessel. Into this he dipped

the cedar wood, the scarlet wool, and hyssop, and therewith sprinkled, seven times, the

once leprous person. The other bird was then permitted to escape, as a symbol that the

man was now free of his leprosy. The subject of these ceremonies having then washed his

body and his clothes, and shaved himself, was accounted clean ; but was not permitted to

enter the encampment or the city until the seventh day from this time. On that day he

shaved off", not only the lieard and eyebrows, but the hair from every part of the body, and

was then esteemed perfectly purified.

f

The same day he was to bring his off"ering of two rams and a sheep, with meal and oil

;

but if he were poor, two doves and two young pigeons might be substituted for the sheep and

the second ram. The man and his offerings were then presented before God, by the priest.

One of the rams was then off'ered as a trespass-offering, and with its blood, and with the oil,

were performed the significant and peculiar ceremonies described in Lev. xiv. 10— 18 j after

which the sheep was slain as a sin-offering, and the other ram as a burnt-offering. +

Leprosij of Clothes.—The regulations on this subject show the minute care with which all

the circumstances tending to the nurture and propagation of the infectious virus was watched

by the law ; to appreciate which properly it is necessary to recollect how little attention has,

until within a comparatively recent period, been paid to such matters in any country.

With reference to the statutes on this subject, Michaelis very justly observes, " When we
hear of the leprosy of clothes and houses, we must not be so simple as to imagine it the very

same disease which is termed leprosy in man. Men, clothes, and stones have not the same
sorts of diseases ; but the names of human diseases are by analogy applied to the diseases

of other things." He mentions instances from Hasselquist in which the name leprosy is in

Egypt and Syria applied to diseases in trees.

The "clothes leprosy" is described, in Lev. xiii. 47—59, as consisting of green or reddish

spots, which remain in spite of washing, and continue to spread, so that the cloth becomes
bald, or bare, sometimes on one side and sometimes on the other. It is not easy to identify

this disease in clothes, or to say exactly in what it consisted. The Jewish writers themselves

are rather at a loss on the subject; and most of them rest in the conclusion that it was
peculiar to themselves, and unknown to other nations; but there are some (as Abarbanel)

who conclude that the disease was derived froni the cloth having been touched or used by

leprous persons, and imbil)cd from them the ])\iruk'nt matter in which the infection lav.

Michaelis, however, guided by the information which he received from a woollen nuxnu-

facturer, supposed the disease to have arisen in woollen cloth from the use of the wool of a

sheep that had died of disease ; which, when worn next the skin (as it often is in the East), is

very apt to produce vermin. He could obtain no information with reopect to linen and leather,

which are also mentioned in the law.

Clothes suspected to be thus tainted were to be inspected by the priest. If thev were found

• 2 Kiii;,'s, V. 7- t I.ov. xiv. 1—9.

t Lev. xiv. 19—32; omimro MaU. viii. 2—4; Mark i. 4U—1-1; Liikexvii. 12— U.
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to be corroded by the leprosy, they were to be burnt ; but if, after being washed, the plao-ue

Avas found to have departed from them, they were to be pronounced clean.

The House Leprosy.—Most of the preceding observations apply also to this disease in the

walls of houses, which is described in Lev. xiv. 33—37, as consisting of greenish or reddish

spots, that appear on the wall, and continue to spread wider and wider. ^Michaelis considers

it to be the same as the saltpetre, which sometimes attacks and corrodes houses that stand in

damp situations, and which may have been hurtful in Palestine, although not attended with
any injury to health in northern Europe. What was a mere conjecture of his has since been
rendered very probable by the fact that the deserted and ruined houses in the country beyond
Jordan are so impregnated with saltpetre, that the collection of it to make gunpowder forms
almost the only business (not agricultural) carried on in that almost desolate region. This
has been noticed in the other division of this work (Physical History, p. Ixx.).

When a house was suspected to be thus tainted, the priest was to examine it, and ordered

it to be shut up seven days. If he then found that the signs of the "plague" had not spread,

he ordered it to be shut up seven days more. At the expiration of that time he paid another

visit, and if he found the infected spot dim, or extinct, he caused that part of the wall to be

taken out, and removed to an unclean place, mended the wall, and caused the whole house to

be newly plastered. It was then shut up for another seven days ; and if he then found that

the plague had broken out anew, he caused the whole house to be pulled down. But if there

were no such appearance, he pronounced it clean, and the same ceremony was performed on

the occasion as on the purification of a leprous man ; and this served to apprise every one

that the suspected house was not infected, thus freeing the neighbourhood from any apprehen-

sions which may have been entertained.

Vows.*—Vows were not of divine appointment, but originated with men themselves, and

were solemn promises made by persons to consecrate something to God, or to do something in

his service, and to his honour, which without such promises they did not feel boimd to per-

form. The earliest vow of this kind is that of Jacob, mentioned in Gen. xxviii. 22.

Moses confirmed the vows which had been made in ancient times ; and which, having been

observed in subsequent ages, had acquired in some measure prescriptive authority. But he

does not appear to have encouraged the making of new vows by individuals, although he

insisted on a scrupulous fulfilment of them Avhen made.t It should be observed, however,

that he permitted in certain cases the redemption of a vow,| and conferred the power on a

father, or a master, or a husband of annulling the vows of a daughter, a wife, or a slave.

§

Another circumstance essential to the validity of a vow was, that it should be audibly uttered,

and confirmed by an oath ;|| and this was obviously calculated to relieve conscientious persons

from any doubts they might entertain as to whether what they had thought of in their hearts

was a bare intention or a complete and obligatory vow. Such uncertainty would be prevented

by uttered words. It was also made essential that anything devoted to God by a vow should

be honestly acquired. It is well known that in ancient times many public prostitutes devoted

a part of their impure earnings to their gods. This is expressly forbidden by Moses.

^

Vows were either (1) Affirmative (Nederim)** strictly so called, by which property of various

kinds, and men themselves, might be consecrated to God, and which were capable of redemp-

tion (with the exception of what was denoted by the vow called Cherem^and of animals proper

for sacrifices) ; or (2) Negative, by which abstinence was promised from certain things in

themselves lawful. The principal in this last class was the vow of the Nazarite.

1. Affirmative Voics.—By vows of this kind, not only property of various descriptions, as

money, lands, houses, and animals, clean and unclean,tt but servants also, sons, and the

person himself who made the vow, might be consecrated to God. These are all mentioned

vinder a name common to any sacred gift, Korban.H
• Tlie substanc of what follows ou the subject of vows is from Jahn, with some curtailmeuts and some additions.

t Deut. xxiii. 21—24. J Lev. xxvii. 1—25. § Num. xxx. 2—16.

II
Num. xxx. 3, 11, 14 ; compare Deut. xxiii. 23; Judges xi. 35, 36 ; Psa. xbi. 14. H Deut. xxiii. 18.

Qt^"^J ** +t Clean and unclean means no more than fit or unfit for food.

J J ^^np- ^PS Joseph. Antifj. iv. 4, 4; Mark vii. 11.
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Animals which were fit for sacrifices, and which wcro devoted to God hy this vow, were

to be sacrificed ; but those wliich were excluded from the altar were to be sold according to

the valuation of the priest : they could be redeemed, however, by the addition of the fifth part

of the valuation. The men who were thus devoted became servants in the tabernacle or

temple, unless they were redeemed. Many lands and houses, which had been made the

subjects of this vow, became the property of the tabernacle or the temi)lc, but the lands might
be redeemed before the year of jvdjilee.*

2. Tlie Vow called Chcrrm.—This vow of " the accursed Ihhuj " was not originally intro-

duced by Moses, but was an ancient custom which he thought proper to retain, in order that

his system might not be deprived of the good which might result from an example of formi-

dable severity. He gives no regulations concerning it, but speaks of it as a thing already

known and in use.f If the vow of Cherem were uttered in respect to an enemy, it implied

the widest and most unsparing destructicjn ; and it was sacrilege for the conquering army to

appropriate to itself any of the plunder.^ In a few instances it appears, however, that the

flocks and some other of the spoils were not destroyed.§ By this vow of Cherem, otherwise

called the irrevocable curse, sometimes fields, animals, and human individuals were devoted.

It was designed in its operation upon men to bear only upon the wicked, who were thereby

made an exam])le to others.
|1

2. Neijative Voics : the Naznrite, 8^-c.—A negative voav, as previouslv stated, was a promise

to abstain from certain things not forbidden by the law. Josephus reports ^ that there were
in his time many, particularly those oppressed by sickness or by adverse fortune, who vowed
to abstain from wine, to go with the head shaven, and to spend the time in prayer thirty days

previously to their offering sacrifices. This agrees with what we read in the New Testament,**
but although proper to mention here, we find nothing of it in the law of Moses.

But the Nazarite, on the contrary, vowed to let the hair grow, to abstain not only from
Avine and all inebriating drink, but from vinegar likewise ; to eat no grapes ; and to beware
of any contamination from corpses, bones, and sepidchres ; and not to indulge in mourning
even on the deaths of his nearest relatives. In some cases the child was bound by the vow of

a Nazarite even before his birth. This was the case in respect to Samson and John the

Baptist.tt This vow sometimes continued through life, but was generally Imiited in its

operation to a definite period. The customs relative to the Nazarite existed before the time of

Moses, who, in Lev. xxv. 25, borrowed expressions from them before the promulgation of his

law on the subject in Num. vi. Michaelis thinks they were of Egyptian origin; and that

Moses in his laws only gives certain injimctions concerning them, pai'tly to establish the cere-

monies and laws of such vows, and partly to prevent people from making them to, or letting

their hair grow in honour of, any other than the true God.J|

If Nazarites, whether male or female (tor the vow might be made by either), were unex-
pectedly contaminated, they were to be purified not only in the manner already mentioned, but

with additions peculiar to tliemsclves (Num. vi. 9-12) : the hair was to be shaven, and tlie

Nazariteship had to be commenced anew.

At the expiration of the period fixed l)y the vow of one who had engaged to follow this

mode of life only for a limited time, he appeared at the door of the tabernacle with certain

sacrifices and offerings, prescribed by the law,§§ when his hair was cut off, and cast into the
fire where his thank-offering was burning. He then was free from his vow, and once more
indulged himself with wine at the feast which was prepared from the tliank-offcring.

As in some instances the Nazarite was too poor to meet the whole expense of the offerings

required on this occasion, other parties more affluent became sharers in it, and in this way
became parties in the vow. This explains Acts xxi. 23, 24.

In concluding this sketch of what is called the Ceremonial Lau; we may be permitted to

• Lev. xxvii. 1—2-1. f Exod. xvii. 14 ; Num. xxi. 2 : Pent. ii. 32, 34, Vii. 1—8, xiii. 14, 15: romp. .TikI-ts xx. 47 43.
t .Tosh. vi. 17-r.>, vii. 1, 2G § Doul. ii. 32, 34, iil. 1-8; .losli. viii. 2.

|| ComiMic 1 S^m. xiv. 24, Vt.
U Dc lit'llo, ii. 15, 1. ** Acts xviii. 18. +t .Tiulges xiii. 2—5, 12—23: I,nl<o i. 13-15.

It Midi. Art 115. §§ Num. vi. 13—21.
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remind the reader that a far greater number of principles and applications of o-eneral and
political law are included than the mere title would suggest. In fact, a view of the ceremonial
law might he so conducted as to develope the entire organization, religious, political, and civil,

of the Hebrew state. This arises from the peculiar character of the system which God deemed
best suited, under all circumstances, as the instrumentality through which his uUimate desio-ns

might be produced.

This system was national in all its parts, even in its religion, and adapted to a nation
peculiarly circumstanced. Moreover, it dealt with the people in their corporate capacity as
the seed of Abraham, as a people miraculously ransomed from Egypt, and set apart for a
peculiar purpose, and containing that promiscuous assemblage of characters and dispositions

of which all political society is composed, but to Avhom, from the necessities of the final pur-
pose, a foederal holiness was ascrilied, apart from any reference to individual character. In
this it was essentially contrasted with the Christian system, which deals with the hearts and
understandings of individual men, which requires qualities which no promiscuous or general

body of men can exhibit, and which therefore goes through the earth, regardless of clime, or

seed, or nation, seeking and gathering up those whose hearts can yield assent to the doctrines

it proposes, and finds one of a city or two of a family who may be brought to its Zion.* These
form its church ; and the law by which that church is governed is spiritual, and all its

sanctions are spiritual also ;—and as the object of that government is not external, but inward

—

even the hearts on which its doctrines fall—it deals not with the political conditions, or with
laws civil, criminal, or ceremonial. From all these things it is distinct and apart; and
the one law by which the external relations and appearance of its subjects are governed only

instructs them to keep themselves unspotted from the world. Hence, by its complete separa-

tion from all political forms and systems, arises its wonderful adaptation to all systems—or

rather its power of action upon and through them all. For the system, and its present sanctions

and final objects, being spiritual, its subjects find nothing that interferes with their subsisting

political or social relations. The holiness which it requires is personal, and not such as can be
corporate, and it deals with its subjects as an aggregate of individuals belonging to a kingdom
not of this world.

If we reverse all these cirumstances we have a picture of the Hebrew church. Its kingdom
'U"a5 eminently of this world. Its design was the external and open maintenance of certain

objects. Therefore the whole system was external; and although man was not left ignorant

—although he could not but know—that the devoted heart was an offering with which God
was well pleased, this was his individual concern, for the engagement of the affections was not

an essential part of the system. Free room was alloAved for these affections ; tliey were

encouraged as good for the individual, and acceptable to God ; but for the public purposes of

the system the affections were only necessary as contributing to its stability, by ensuring

obedience to it. Judaism was intended to be nothing divested of its externals. Christianity

is everything without externals : it is spiritual, and by virtue of its spirituality it pervades,

and, in pervading, elevates, purifies, blesses all forms, without any form being essential to it.

In the Mosaical system, the church was not only connected with the state, but was identical

with it. This was necessary ; for it was required not only that a set of doctrines should be

preserved, but that the instrumentality of their preservation shovdd be organized and upheld.

Hence the Almighty not only condescended to become to the Hebrew people thdr God, their

tutelary divinity—in a peculiar and intimate sense—but he also constituted himself their King,

the head of their state. The union or identity of these two characters produced and required

a corresponding union or identity of the church and the state. The two were inseparable

while the God was the Civil Ruler. This appears everywhere. Thus the family of Aaron

were at the same time the priests of the God and the ministers of the King : thus the Levites

were not only a subordinate order of priests, but a lettered aristocracy in the state; and thus

the nation, besides their ordinary relation, as subjects to a king, had that foederal holiness

ascribed to them which made them a church— a nation of priests, a peculiar people: thus the

tabernacle was not only the Temple of the Gud, but the palace of the king ; and thus the
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principles and many of the details of the civil and political code are bound up and embraced

in the framework of the ceremonial institutions.

For this reason the first division of the three into which we have divided the subject of this

chapter, has engaged far more of our attention than the other divisions will require. It was

also necessary to exhibit the ceremonial framework of the system in the distinct and separate

form in which it has now been shown, that the reciprocal relation of the several parts might

be adequately developed, and because the details are such as could not well be wrought up with

the historical narrative. With the other two divisions the case is different. The principles

of details of Government will be developed to most advantage in connexion with the his-

torical narrative; and although the system of General Law admits better than this of being

dealt with separately, its principal characteristics may be effectively produced to illustrate and

explain the historical narrative. And this use of it seems most in conformity with the general

purpose of the present work, which is not a treatise on so large a subject as the Laws of Moses,

but a History of the Jews, and of the country in which they dwelt.

For these reasons, our observations under the second and third divisions of this chapter

will be comparatively brief, and will suggest principles and general views, rather than indicate

specific details and developments.

Before leaving this for another branch of our inquiry, we may be permitted to advert to a

few points, no suital^le place for which could be found in the preceding pages.

We frequently hear of the Imrdensome characftr of the ceremonial law. It certainly had

this character, as compared with the perfect simplicity and freedom of the Christian system

;

but, as established by Moses, it is probable that the Hebrew system was less burdensome

than any but that which has had existence. Our impressions on this subject partly arise from

our viewing these institutions in the encumbered and disfigured aspect which the Jewish

system assumed in later times, when the simple text of the law had been overlaid with a

dense mass of comment and exposition, which was held to be of equal force with the original

text ; whence resulted an enormous accumulation of observances and regulations, which in the

time of Christ, and before and after, made the yoke of the law hard and its burden heavy.

And while certainly the religion of Christ was a "law of liberty," compared with the most

simple form of the Mosaical system, we may remember that Christ himself ascribes much of

its burdensome character to the " traditions of the elders," whereby the original code had been

overladen, and "made of no effect."

Reflecting on that which we have already written, we perceive that without at all intending

to do so, we have exhibited the principal requirements of the system in a point of view which

divests them of much of that burdensome character which they have been supposed to bear. We
are persuaded that the right view of these institutions has been taken ; and, if so, who is there

that will say that, as compared with any other religious system than that under which it is

our happiness to live, the sal)l)aths were burdensome, or the festivals, or the yearly journeys, or

the tithes ? The ritual of worship may appear burdensome, but the burden only lay on tlie

Levitical tribe, which lived by the altar at which it ministered ; and so far from being held

burdensome by the people, it was probably the only system of worship which they could have

understood, or which would have been suited to their notions and circumstances.

The laws concerning uncleanness and purifications are those which would seem the most

onerous. But let us consider the important civil and social objects for which these laws were

calculated, and we shall see that, by introducing this principle of religious uncleanness, and

colisequent purification, the Hebrew legislator was enabled to realize points similar to those

which, in our own legislation, have been but imperfectly secured by enactments sufficient to

occui)y some twenty volumes of our statute books. By these laws the public health was

carefully guarded, the removal of impurities secured, and a check was imposed upon excesses

to which the Israelites were very prone. The single regulation ^\hich made it an impurity to

touch a human corpse, or a grave, or the carcase of any aninuil not slaughtered by the knife,

prevented the exposure of the dead l)odics of men or animals : hence, also, their care to bury

tlie slain after a hattle, and the necessity that their ceuicleries should be outside their towns.
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Many of our readers, entertaining the current impression, which assigns a superlatively

burdensome character to the Mosaical law, will be astonished to know that Maimonides
contends that one of the objects of the law of Moses was to lessen the burden and service of

religious duties; and he adds, "If anything in that law appear to us injurious and fatip-uine,-

it is only because ive are ignorant of the rites and customs of those times." He was aware
that a peculiarly burdensome character might be ascribed to the Mosaical system of purifica-

tions ; and, therefore, after stating tbem, and adducing some reasons for them, he advises us

again, '^ carefully'to study the customs of those times" for by such study we should find tliat

the law offered men relief from burdensome and oppressive customs, so as not to be hindered

in their usual business on account of pollutions or purifications. Most of the precepts

regarding cleanness and uncleanness, he says, " regarded only tlic sanctuary and holy things,

as it is said, ' She shall touch no hallowed thing, nor come into the sanctuary,' * leaving her

at liberty to use all other things without sin, even whilst unclean, and to eat whatever kind

of common food f she chose. But among the Zabii, in some part^ of the East, females are

obliged at certain times to live in separate habitations, the things on which they trod were
burnt, every person speaking to them was accounted polluted, and if only the wind had blown
them on to others who were pure, those persons were deemed polluted ; from which we may
learn how great the diiference is between what they teach and what our law teaches, whicli

allows women at such times to perform all their ordinary household duties. According to

the customs of the Zabii, everything also which was separated from the body, as hair, nails,

blood, &c., was considered as polluting ; hence all barbers were regarded unclean from having

to touch the hair and blood ; and every one who suflered a razor to pass upon him was obliged

to wash himself in pure and limpid spring-water. Many other tedious and wearisome cere-

monies were also common amongst them."

Warburton and others have been of opinion that there may have been an original intention

to train the Israelites through direct moral and doctrinal instruction, without the intervention

of a ceremonial and typical system. They suppose that the delivery of the moral code

contained in the decalogue, without any ritual institutions or injunctions, prior to the affair of

the golden calf, and the promulgation of the ritual system immediately after that sad transac-

tion, intimates that there was an alteration of plan caused by this demonstration of their

unfitness for any other system than one of types and ceremonies.

We admit fully that the system was well adapted to their wants, their condition, and their

state of mind. But was not all this known to God before ? and is it quite reverent to make
a system destined to endure for ages, and intended for the accomplishment of great and

important objects, the result of such an incident as the worship of the golden calf? Besides,

the Passover was instituted and the Sabbath given before the decalogue was delivered ; and,

above all, it has singularly been forgotten that, although the ritual system were not delivered

until after the golden calf idolatry, it had been received for them by Moses before that

idolatrous act took place ; and that he was descending from the mount charged with that

system, as well as with the tables of the law, when he discovered that the people were en-

gaged in the worship of the golden image they had set up.

A survey of the ceremonial system of the law would be imperfect without some reference

to the types which were included in those ceremonies. But on a subject of this nature, which

is not exactly involved in the object of the present work, it becomes an advantage to be able

to speak in the words and with the authority of others the sentiments we entertain.

The following is the view which Professor Jahn takes of the question—" Whether there arc

types in the Laws of Moses ?" :

—

" That there are historical and moral types in the Laws of Moses is evident from the

Passover, and from the Feast of Tabernacles,t also from the rite of circumcision, and the

golden plate on the mitre of the high-priest, for a typical import is expressly assigned to these

last by Moses himself.§ But whether there are to be found in the writings of Moses what

• Lhv. xii. 4. t By common food he means meat that liad nut heen oflered at the altar.

X Exod. xii. 1—13; Lev. xxiii. 4^8 ; Deut. xvi. 1—8. § Consult Exod. xxviii. 38 ; and Deut. x. 16, xxx. 6.

vol.. I. 2 o
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are termed prophetical tyj^es has been a subject of very great controversy. We see in the

discussions wliich have arisen npon this subject the tendency of men to rush from one extreme
to another; and because types of this kind were formerly too much muUiplied* the wisdom
of men in later days has taken upon it boldly to deny the existence of any such types at all.

One thing, however, appears to be certain, that the whole Mosaic discipline, taken in con-

nection with the promises made to the patriarchs, was not only introduced to preserve and
transmit the true religion, but implied and intimated something better to come. Those better

times were not hidden from the sight of the prophets, and often, from age to age, they formed
tlie subject of their predictions. But express and insulated types of Christ, or of the Christian

church, known to be such by the ancient Hebrews, do not appear to be found in the Laws of

Moses. Still it is a question worthy of further investigation than has hitherto been bestowed
upon it, whether God, through the instrumentality of Moses, did not so far order certain

events and ceremonies that they should be discovered to be typical at the coming of Christ,

and in this way facilitate the conversion of the Jews to the Christian religion?"

To this we cannot but add the useful observations of Dr. Wait :t

—

" If we advert to the internal structure of tlie Law, which was accommodated to the

temporary circumstances of the Israelites, restricted as it was, from the nature of the times

and the genius of the people, who were thus appointed the guardians of God's truth and
oracles, it will appear most eminently adapted to the preservation of the more ancient

promises and revelations, and in every way fitted to be the connecting medium between the

patriarchal economy and the gospel. Its very deficiencies contained indications that the end
of its institutions remained to be accomplished ] its obscurities intimated that its object and
intent would hereafter be plenarily disclosed. Its whole catalogue of ceremonies was so

constructed that, surrounded as the Hebrews were by nations who veiled their esoteric fiiith

in external symbols or hieroglyphical devices, it was impossible they should not have directed

the inquirer, even at the time when they \\ ere confinmg him to the pure worship of the One
Eternal God, to have sought in them a hidden and fuller signification ; and if at any time
observant of the depravity of the Canaanite, or inquisitive concerning the superstitions of the

house of bondage, the Israelite might have been induced to compare his legislative code with
the laws of other communities, he must have perceived that it had proceeded beyond the

civilization of the rest of the world ; and could not have failed to have remarked that it ranked
above all others in a permanent distinction, that, bearing the impress of a divine revelation,

it contained provisions for the future, and prefigured, in its whole body of services, a far more
expans^ive, although distant, communication from God to man ; and although these evidences
were dispersed through the whole economy, they may nevertheless be said to have been m^re

• A few iiii,t,iiice.s of this inultipliciition of types m:iy illiistiatL' this:—" The tahoiiiiielo, in generul, where Jehovah coiide-
sceuded to reside, was a type of tlie body of the Mes.-,iih, in wliich, us in a tent, he tabernacled while ou earth. The silver
sockets which formed the foundation might remind them of those important doctrines on wliich all evangelical religion is

founded
;
and by being made of the half-shekels which were exacti-d from every male in L-rael, they were calculated to show the

personal interest which cdcA should take in religion and its worship. The outer-co%ering of goats' hair might point out the
unattractive appearance of religion to men of the world ; the beautiful undei-co\criiig might indicate its glory, as seen hy Uie
saints; the covering of rams' skins dyed red might remind them of Uie cflicacy of Messiah's blood, as an hiding-place from the
wind, and a covert from the tempest; while Uie covering of badger's skin which (the Jewish traditions say) was blue, might
point to the heavens, that true tabernacle which God had pitched and not man." (Brown's ' Antiquities, ' i. 31/.) It is really

a pity to see so much sound divinity misapplied.

According to Gill, the staves overlaid wiUi gold, and inserted in golden rings to bear the ark, " figured the ministers of Christ,
enriched with the gilts and graces of his spirit, and possessed of Uie truths of the Gospel, more precious than gold and silver

;

who bear tlie name of Christ, and carry his Gospel into Uie several parts of Uie earth." The same auUior is very ingenious upon
the golden candlestick. The shaft, or trunk, and body of the candlestick may, he says, either be typical of Christ, " wlio is the

^principal and head of the church, and stands in the middle of it, or else the church universal, of which the particular ones are
parts. Its branches may either signify the several members of churches, who are in Christ as branches ; or else ministers ol the
gospel, who have Uieir commission and gifts from him; ur else particular churches, who are branches of the church universal.
Its huwls, which wiue to hold ol for Uie lamps, may denote men of capacity in the churches, full of the gifts and graces of the
spirit : and ttie Unups -.indJlowers were for decoration, and may signify Uie gifts of Uie spirit with which private members and
believers are adorned, or the gifts of the spirit with which the ministers of the word are furnished, and appear beautiful, publishing
tlie glad tidings of salvation by Christ." This very learned and laborious commentator illustrates in Uie same style every detail

in the app.iratus of Uie tabernacle and the dresses of Uie priests. The futility of all this is shown by Uie fact tiiat hardly any
two interpreters agree in their explanations, except as to some great leading points, in which, probably, all that was intended to

be signilicantly tyi)ical are really found.

t Course of Sermons pleached before the University of Cambridge in the vear IHL'iJ. Lond. l.>^2ti.
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especially comprised in the types, which rendered the sacrifices, ohlations, and expiations
figurative of Him in whom they were ordained to receive their completion in the fulness of
time : and as they supplied the student of Moses with the requisites to identify the true
Messiah at his appearance, and established an union between the two testaments, which then
evinced both to be revealed by the same All-wise Being, so they doubtless compensated to

the Israelites for the absence of those mysteries and secret rites wliich the Gentiles had
engrafted on theology, and which even the divinely taught Hebrew appears, from his numerous
defections and his endless propensity to idolatry, to have required."

II. GOVERNMENT.
As many features of the previous patriarchal government were retained in the new consti-

tution which was organised among the Sinai mountains, a short survey of that form of o-overn-
ment will suitably introduce the general subject.

Patriarchal Government.—Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, governed their respective
families with unlimited paternal authority. The number of servants in these families was so
great that the power of the patriarchs was by no means inconsiderable. This appears from
the fact that the males capable of bearing arms among Abraham's house-born servants alone
amounted to 318.* These patriarchs were, in fact, powerful chiefs, as the emirs of the
nomades are at the present day. They were completely independent, and owed allegiance to

no sovereign ; they formed alliances with other princes, and even with kings ; they maintained
a body of armed servants, and repelled force by force. For their vassals they were the priests

who appointed the festivals and presented offerings ; the guardians who protected them from
injustice; the chiefs who led them to war; the judges who banished the turbulent, and,
Avhen necessary, inflicted even capital punishment upon transgressors. t The twelve sons of
Jacob, after the death of their father, ruled their own families with the same autliority. But
when the descendants had increased so as to form tribes, each tribe acknowledged a chief or
prince as its ruler. This oflice was at first hereditary, and belonged to the eldest son of the

founder of tlie tribe, but probably afterwards became elective. This division of nations into

tribes was very general in ancient times, and is still retained by nomades, such as the

Bedouins and the Tartars. As the numbers of each tribe increased, the less powerful families

united themselves to their stronger relatives, and acknowledged them as their superiors.

Hence there arose a division of the tribes into collections of families. Such a collection was
called a house of fathers, a clan, or a thousand, not because each of these divisions contained

a thousand persons, for it is evident that the number varied. J Before the departure from
Egypt, the Israelites were under the immediate government of the rulers of these clans, who
were denominated heads of houses of fathers, heads of thousands, &c., and were in rank sub-

ordinate to the princes. These two classes of rulers were comprehended under the general

name of elders or heads of tiihes.^ They were fathers rather than magistrates, governing

according to the regulations established by custom, and the principles of sound reason and

natural justice. They provided for the general good of the whole community, while the con-

cerns of every individual family still continued under the control of its own father. In

general, those cases only which concerned the fathers of families themselves came under the

cognizance of the elders. This patriarchal form of government has been, in a great measure,

preserved to this day among the nomades, particularly among the Bedouin Arabs. They
call the heads of their tribes emirs, or princes, and the heads of clans sheikhs, or cldeis,

under which last of these denominations the Hebrews included both these orders of rulers.

* Jalm calculates the number capable of bearing arms—that is, not too youni; or too old—as one to four, wliich would make
the number of home-born male servants amount to 1,272. Doubling this to include the females, we obtain 2,544 as the number
in this class only, exclusive of purchased slaves, the number of which is nowhere stated. Allowing a suitible proportion for

these, Abraham's subjects must have amounted to several thousands; and hence an estimate may be formed of the number of
herds to attend which so many servants were necessary.

t Geu. viii. 20, xiv. 14, 24, xv. 9, 10, xxi. 14, xxii. 13, xxxiv. 14, xxxviii. 24 ; Job i. 5.

X .ludg. vi. 15 ; 1 Sam. x. 19, xxiii. 23; Num. xxvi. 5—50. § Num. i. 10, x. 4.
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It had originally been the duty of the princes themselves to keep the genealogical registers.

Suhsecpiently they employed scribes for that purpose; and these, in process of time, acquired

such great authority, that, under the name of shoterim (rendered officers in our public ver-

sion), they possessed considerable authority and sustained an important part in the govern-

ment.*

While the Hebrews were in Egypt, the sovereign of that country did not interfere with this

form of internal government. On the contrary, they made it instrumental to their own pur-

poses ; for the Hebrew shoterim were employed, under the direction of Egyptian overseers, to

apportion and press forward the burdens of the people. But as the Hebrews after their deli-

verance from Egypt were to become a settled and agricultural nation, and were besides set

apart for especial and important purposes, it was necessary that they should he provided with

new political institutions, suited to such a condition and destination. For this purpose, as we
have seen, they were led to the Sinai mountains, where they entered into peculiar compact

with God, upon which the whole constitution was unalterably settled

The fundamental law of the Mosaic institutions, or rather their primary object, has

been so fully stated and illustrated at the commencement and in the progress of the preceding

portion [Religion] that nothing further on the subject need be said in this place. To pre-

serve the connection of ideas, it is only necessary to remind the reader that this primary object

was to prevent the encroachments of idolatry from entirely driving from the earth the correct

knowledge of the Creator and Ruler of heaven and earth, and of the relations in which the

race of man stood to Him,

To the descendants of Abraham was committed the high trust of preserving this invaluable

treasure in the world, and finally of imparting it to other nations. But that they might be

put in a condition suitable to this peculiar destination, civil institutions were necessary, by

which the knowledge and worship of the true God should be so intimately worked into tlie

political structure of the nation that they must be imperishable, as long as that nation should

remain a nation, and could only be annihilated by the annihilation of the political existence of

the people. And this was the character of the institutions wliich the Hebrew people received

from God while they lay encamped at the foot of Mount Sinai.

Thus the worship of the one only true God was made the fundamental law of the state, and
to take away ground for one of the most dangerous inducements to idolatry, as exhibited in

the belief that He was too remotely exalted to concern himself in the government of the world,

but left his functions of providence and supervision to be administered by inferior " oods,"

the universality of his providence was not only constantly incvdcated, but He condescended to

make himself the national and tutelary Deity of the Hebrews. It was the notion of those

remote ages that every nation must have its tutelary divinity ; and it was probably in accom-
modation to this notion 'hat God was pleased to propose himself in this character to the

Hebrews, but without allowing them to forget that He was also the sole and universal

Lord.

But as the condescending manner in which Jehovah was pleased to represent himself to

the Hebrews, was deemed insufficient to ensure the perpetuity of the knowledge and worship
of the true God among them, Ke also became their King, in the manner and form of which
we liave already spoken, so that every religious duty should become a matter of political

obligation ; and all the civil regulations, even the most minute, were so founded upon the

relation which God had entered into with his people, and so interwoven witli their religions

"duties, that the Hebrew could not separate his God and his King, and in every law was re-
minded equally of botli. The nation, therefore, as long as it had a national existence, could
not entirely lose the knowledge or discontinue the worship of the true God.

Thus it is seen that Moses did not, like all other legislators, employ religion to support his
political institutions, but exactly reversed this order, by introducing a civil constitution which

* Exod. iii. IG, v. 10 ^21.
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was desii,metl as a means of establishing pure religion permanently upon the earth, and of
preserving the knowledge and worship of the true God to the latest generations.

Relations or the Hebrews to other nations* Under this very peculiar constitution
the Hebrews were to govern themselves in the midst of nations who could not understand
religion as separate from idolatry, which they regarded as entirely conformable to right reason,
and who regarded their greatness, power, and prosperity, as the gifts of their gods and tlie

magical effects of their worship. Pagan superstition was made attractive and alluring to the
senses not only by religious pomps and ceremonies, but by indecent imagery and lascivious
songs, by idulgence in fornication and unnatural lusts, as part of the worship of their gods.

That the Hebrews might live uncontaminated among people so grossly superstitious and
yet so highly celebrated, as some of them were, for their wisdom, it was necessary that they
should avoid all intimate friendships, and, as much as possible, all intercourse with pagans.
Formal prohibitions of such intercourse would be scarcely sufficient ; and it would be most
effectually prevented by the introduction of peculiar customs, which, while in themselves
decorous and useful, differed from those of other nations. Such customs, once establislied,

become a second nature ; and as they must be relinquished by those who wish to mix with
people by whom they are despised, they remained a double barrier against union witli the
heathen. The Hebrews were already accustomed to a similar state of things among the
Egyptians

; and among themselves some singular, if not peculiar rites, were already in exist-
ence, particularly that of circumcision. These peculiarities formed tlie basis on which the
great wall of partition between tliem and otlier nations was built. Their ancient usages were
more accurately defined by the Mosaic law, and new rites were added. Everything was
strongly contrasted with the customs of pagans, or designed to keep the Hebrews in constant
remembrance of Jehovah their king. Thus many details of the law which, without reference
to circumstances, may appear arbitrary or trivial, tended to separate the people from the
heathen and to guard them against idolatry ; and in this view they were of essential import-
ance to the end for which they were designed—the preservation of the knowledge of the true
God.

This separation from paganism was indispensable to the accomplishment of the purposes
which the Hebrews were designed to answer. But separation from other nations, not enmity
to them, was that which the law required. Individuals were forbidden to form intimate
friendship with the heathen; but whenever they had any necessary transactions with them,
they were required to treat them affectionately as neighbours, and to fulfil in respect to them
all the common duties of philanthropy. Precepts to this effect are of frequent occurrence in

the Mosaic law.f The Hebrew government could also enter into alliance with other states

when the public good required it. Moses indeed makes an exception in regard to a few
nations ; but the very exception is a tacit permission to form connection with others when
necessary. These exceptions will come under our notice historically, when also we shall have
occasion to trace the disastrous effects which resulted from the occasional neglect of the laws
by which the intercourse and alliance with foreign nations were restricted.

Hebrew Magistrates.—Having thus exhibited the foreign relations of the Hebrew?, as

regulated by the fundamental law of the state, we may now turn our attention to their

domestic polity. This remained much as it had been under the patriarchal government, but

re-organised in such a manner, that the people might recognise in every civil institution the

sovereignty of Jehovah their king. The Hebrews were still divided into twelve tribes as

before. The tribe of Levi was separated from the rest, and devoted to the service of the court

and the state ; but the tribe of Joseph, whose two sons, Ephraim and Manasseh, were adopted

• AUliouj,'h this section is taken (iu an abrid^'ecl form) almost entirely from Jahn's ' Hebrew Commonwealth,' wliicli, indeed,

is our chief guide tliroughout the present division, the pages which Moses Lowman devotes to the same subject are well wortli

perusal. Indeed there is little, if any, difference between Lowmau and Jalin, save that Uie latter takes broader \iews of liis

subjects, and illustrates them with greater knowledge.

t Exod. xxii 10, xxiii. 9; Lev. xix. 24; Deut. x. 18, 19, xxiv. 17. xxvii. 10; comi-are Jer. xxii. 3; Zcch. vii. 10.
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by Jacob,* was Piibdivided into two, and received two portions in tbe allotment of the promised

land ; so that the number of the tribes remained the same.

The autliority of the princes of the tribes and of the heads of families and unions was con-

tinued as before. The shoterim or genealogists were also preserved.! Yet Moses, by the

advice of Jethro, his father-in-law, increased the number of judges in the manner which has

been mentioned in the historical narrative (p. 208). The judges over the divisions of tens,

fifties, hundreds, and thousands, were such as were recommended to Moses by the respect and

confidence of the people, and were, for the most ])art, selected from the heads of families,

o-enealogists, and other persons of consideration. + At the first institution there must have been

about 60,000 judges of ten, 12,000 judges of fifties, 6000 judges of hundreds, and 600 judges

of hundreds. This institution was willingly received by the Hebrews, as they had witnessed

the regular administration of justice in Egypt, and had learned its advantages. It seems that

the inferior judges, that is, those who superintended the judicial concerns of the smaller num-

bers, were subordinate to the superior judges, or those who judged a larger number; and,

accordingly, cases of a difficult nature went up from the inferior to the superior judges; and

those of a very difficult character, so as to be perplexing to the superior judges, were brought

before Moses himself. After his death these were lirought before the chief magistrate of the

nation ; or, if there were no such magistrate, the high-priest, who, as the first minister of tlie

Invisible King, decided causes of this kind after consultation with the wisest and most learned

of the priests.§ As this institution was designed to be perpetual, when any of the judges

died or went out of office, their places were supplied by new elections. After the people

were settled in Palestine, judges as well as genealogists were appointed for every city and

surrounding district. Both offices were frequently, if not generally, held by the same person.
1|

These judges sustained a civil as well as a judicial character, and are included in the lists of

those who are denominated the elders and princes of Israel ; that is to say, supposing they

were chosen from the elders and princes, they did not forfeit their seat among them by taking

the judicial office; on the contrary, the respectability attached to their office (supposing they

were not chosen from them) entitled them to be reckoned in their number.^

There were, therefore, in every tribe ywr/iyes, (jeneaioyists, heads of flunilies, princet. Eacli

of these classes of magistrates had its peculiar duties. The judges administered justice. The

genealogists kept the genealogical tables, in which they occasionally noted the most remarkable

occurrences of their times. Tlie historical notices which are contained in the first book

of Chronicles, and v.iiich are not foiuid in the books of Moses, were probably derived from

these tables.** Tlie heads offamilies, with the prince of the tribe, had ciiargc of the general

concerns of each tribe ; and, although the judges and genealogists appear to have been subor-

dinate to them, it must be regarded as an imi)ortant measure which assigned to a class not

necessarily connected with them the judicial functions which had formerly belonged to their

station ; for whether so intended by Moses, or so understood at first by them, no one can

doubt that, by this separation of the character of judge from that of hereditary chieftain,

crippled the aristocratic principle to that extent which was necessary to make it work well in

the new constitution, and ensure the submission of the whole to the general government. It

perhaps demonstrates the success of this operation that the princes of the tribes make but

little figure in the general history, and that not one of tliem ever took a leading or principal

part in the affairs of the whole nation.

In Palestine these magistrates were distributed into the several cities, and those who resided

in the same city composed the legislative assembly of that city and its surroiniding district.

When tlic magistrates of all the cities belonging to any tribe were collected, they formed the

supreme court, or legislative assembly, of the tribe. In like manner the magistrates of several

different tribes might assemble in one body, and legislate conjointly for all the tribes which

they represented. When the magistrates of all the tribes met together they formed the

* Gon. xlviii. 5. + Num. xi. 10; Di'ut. x\i. JH, xx. 5, xxxi. 2-^.

X Exdd. xviii. 13—2fi ; Di'iit. i. 12—15; oomparo V.\oA. x^iii. 21, 24. § IH'iit. xix. 17, xxi. 5.

II
Pent x\i. IS, xxxi. 2«; 1 Chrim. xxiii. 4, xxvi. 20 ; Hout. i. 15, IG.

*\ Dent. xxxi. 28; .Tu;li. viii. ICi, xxiii. 2, xxiv. I. *» 1 Cluon. iv. 21—23, 39—45, v. 10. 10—22, vii. 20-24.
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general legislature of the whole nation.* There were no pecuniary emoluments attached to

any of these offices, but they conferred great dignity and authority upon those who held

them.

The Learned Class.—The Hebrews had long acknowledged as magistrates the princes

of tribes, heads of houses, and genealogists, and they admitted without difficulty the institution

of judges, since their office was neither lucrative nor hereditary. Nor, at first, was any
opposition made f when the tribe of Levi, which had greatly distinguished itself by its zeal

for Jehovah, the Invisible King, was set apart to the service of the tabernacle, and the altar

(that is, in a political view, to be the courtiers of the King), and to all those offices of state

in which learning was requisite, and thus to the cultivation of learning itself.J The princes

of tribes and heads offajnilies, however, still retained their ancient honours, and the members
of other tribes were permitted to hold civil offices, and to apply themselves to the sciences.

Thus, on the one hand, the advantages of this institution were secured, and the educated

parent was able to instruct his son in the sciences, and to prepare him for public employment

;

while, on the other hand, its disadvantages were avoided, and learning did not, as in E^ypt,

become the mystery of the learned order, nor was civil government transformed into a domi-

nation of priests. Moses, certainly, can never be justly accused of introducing regulations

which tended to keep the people in ignorance, for every individual of whatever tribe who had

capacity, desire, and leisure to apply himself to study, was at full liberty to devote himself to

letters, while more than a fiftieth part of the whole nation were expressly set apart to promote

the progress of knowledge.

In order to answer the end for which they were destined, the Levites were, more than the

other Hebrews, to study the book of the law,—to preserve and disseminate correct copies of

it,—to perform the duties of judges and genealogists,— and, consequently, to be theologians,

jurists, and historians.§ As the priests and Levites were to try the accuracy of weights and

measures, of which there were several models preserved in the sanctuary, it was necessary

that they should vmderstand something of mathematics ; and as they were to determine and

announce the moveable feasts, new moons, years, and intercalary, they were obliged to know
something of astronomy. 1| The priests were to instruct the ])eople in religion and the law,

and to solve such questions as might arise on these subjects.^ The spirit of the institution

made the Levites also instructors of the people. It was undoubtedly their duty to read the

law every seventh year to the assembled people ; and, under the arrangements of David, they

sang psalms and cultivated music.** As the priests by their exhortations were to rouse the

courage of the soldiers when about to engage in battle, they probably paid some attention to

eloquence ; and as they had to perform the duty of police physicians, it was necessary they

should know something of the art of medicine.ft It was the duty of the high-priest, as head

* Deut. XXV. ]—8, xix. 12, xxii. 15, xxv. 7, 9 ; Judg. viii. 14; 1 Sam, xvi. 4; Judg. xx 1—14, xxi. 1—11.

t " It was the less to be expected that discontent should arise on this score, as the Hebrews had seeu in Egyjit a similar

institution productive of great public benelit. The Egyptian priests were a separate caste, divided into three subordinate classes.

They performed not only the religious rites, but the duties of all the civil offices for which learning was necessary. Tliey, there-

fore, devoted themselves in a peculiar manner to the cultivation of the sciences. This learned nubility, so to speak, was strictly

hereditary, and no one from another tribe could be received among its members. They studied natural philosojihy, natural

history, medicine, mathematics, particularly astronomy and geometry, history, civil polity, and jurisprudence. Tliey were

practising physicians, inspectors of weights and measures, surveyors of land, astronomical calculators, keepers of the archives,

historians, receivers of the customs, judges and counsellors of the king, who liimself belonged to their caste. In short, like

Jethro the priest of Midian, and Melehizcdek the priest and king of Salem, they formed, guided, and ruled the people by esta-

blishing civil regulations, performing sacred services, and imparting religious instruction. They were liberally rewarded for the

discharge of these important duties; not only by possessing large estates in land, which, if we may credit Diodorus Siculus,

occupied a third part of all Egypt, but also by receiving from the king a stated salary for their civil employment. However

suspicious such an order may appear to many at the_present day, it was admirably adapted to those times, and by means of it

Egypt was raided far above all the naticms of antiquity, both in regard to her civil institutions and her advancement in tlie

sciences. Hence even the Greeks, in ancient times, were accustomed to burrow their polities and their le;uuing from the

Egyptians. If then an institution, in many respects so useful, could be adopted by the Helnows in such a manner .as to retain

its advantages, and reject, as far as possible, its faults, it was evidently the wisest measure which tliat people could adopt."

—

Jahn.

t Exod. xxxii. 26—29. § Num. xvi. 2—7 ; 1 Chron. xxiii. 4, xxv. 29 ; 2 Chron. xix. S, xxxiv. 13.

II
Deut, X. 10, xxviii. 11 ; Eev. xxv. 8—12. *] Deut. xvii. 9 ; Mai. ii. 4—7-

•* Deut. xxxi. 11, 12; 1 Chron. xxiii. 5; 2 Chron. xvii. 7-9- +t Deut. xx. 2; Lev. xiii. xiv-
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of the class, and minister of state to the King Jkiiovaii, to superintend all other persons in

office. When there was no chief magistrate of the community, he also, with the advice of

the inferior priests, decided the most difficult legal controversies, and managed all the affairs

of state. In important and doiihtful cases, he, at the request of the principal rulers, or of the

chief magistrate, consulted the Divine King himself, by urim and thummim * But in all

these employments, the priests and Levites, equally with the other Hebrews, were strictly pro-

hibited the use of magic oracles, necromancy, astrology, omens, soothsaying from the entrails

of animals or the movements of clouds, and all those artifices t "which, among the Egyptians

and other ancient nations, were the usual means of managing the populace. Thus the Hebrew
priests were the only priests of antiquity who were not allowed to impose upon the credulity of

the multitude.

The su])ject of the provision made for this important body has already passed under exami-

nation, and requires no further notice in this place. They had no real estates or definite

salaries, like the Egyptian priests ; but were, on the contrary, deprived of the real estate to

which they were by birth entitled equally with the other tribes : and the compensatory pro-

vision which was made for them was, although ample, by no means exorbitant, nor more than

sufficient to preserve them from the necessity of seeking a subsistence, through means and

pursuits which would have left them without leisure for those acquirements which were neces-

sary to the beoming discharge of the important functions entrusted to them.

Relation of the tribes to each other.—As each tribe was governed by its own rulers,

and administered its own affairs, it constituted an entire civil conmiunitv, independent of the

other tribes. J If any affair concerned the whole or many of the tribes, it was determined by

them in conjunction, in the legislative assembly of the nation.§ If any one tribe found itself

unequal to the execution of any proposed plan, it might connect itself with another, or with

any number of the other tribes. || But although each of the twelve tribes was, in some

respects, an independent state, and as such had its separate interests ; still, they were all

united by certain general interests, and formed but one nation. They were descended from

one ancestor, of whom they inherited Divine promises, which had already been in part fulfilled.

This common bond of union, which embraced all their tribes, was strengthened and drawn
more closely, by the necessity of mutual aid against their common enemies. Jehovah was

the God and King of the Avhole nation ; and the sacred tabernacle, which was his temple and

palace, was common to all the tribes. They had one common oracle, the urim and thummim

,

one common high-priest, the first minister of the king ; a common learned class, who pos-

sessed cities in all the tribes ; a common law of church and state. In short, the constitution

was so contrived that notwithstanding the independence of all the tribes, each had a sort of

superintendence over the rest, in regard to their observance of the law. Any of the tribes

could be called to account by the others for the transgression of the law ; and if they refused

to give satisfaction they might be attacked and punished by war.^

It is possible, as Michaelis remarks, that a political community thus constituted may exist

without any proper sovereign po\vcr, to which the last appeal must be made. But there will

probably he a want of promptness and energy in its movements. It may be quiet, prosperous,

and happy, or fall into anarchy, confusion, and wretchedness, according to the conduct of the

members. Many examples of these conditions of the Hebrew state will very soon come
under our notice in the historical narrative. In such a connnunity it was also to be expected

tjiat the more powerful tribes would be rivals and jealous of each other. Accordingly we find

this rivalship existing between the tribe of Judah, to which liclonged the right of pii/nofje-

nihire (forfeited by Reul)en), and the tril)e of Joseph, which had llic donhlv porlion.** The
right of possessing a doul)le portion, in consequence of which the tribe of Joseph was divided

* Dcut. xvii. 9—12; Exuil. xxviii. 30; Num. xxvii. 21 ; 1 Sura, xxiii. 10—12, xxx. R—S. + Dout. xviii. 9-1-}.

t .Tn.i;,'. XX. 11-46 ; 2 Sam. ii. 4 ; .T.ul!,'. i. 21, 2?—.33.

§ .Tiicl- xi. 1-11; 1 Cliron. v. 10, 18,19; 2 S;ira. iii. 1? ; 1 Kings xii. 1-24.

II
Jiulg. i. 1—3, 22, iv. 10, vii. 23, 24, %iii. 2. 3.

H Jo,h xxii. 9—34; .Tu.lt,'. xx. •• Gen. xlix. 8—10, xlviii. 5, C.
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into those of Ephraim and Manassch, and which was equivalent in fact to the right of primo-

geniture, placed these two tribes on nearly the same footing, and caused them to look upon

each other with the jealous and unfriendly eyes of competitors. From rivalship of this nature

finally arose the sad schism by which the nation was sundered into two monarchies.*

Legislative Assemblies.—As all the twelve tribes had many interests in common, and

formed in this respect but one political body, the magistrates of all the tribes met in general

assemblies to consult for the general good of the nation.

These general assemblies were convened by the actual chief magistrate of the common-

wealth for the time being, or, wanting him, by the high-priest.

The place of assembly was usually before the door of the tabernacle, the palace of the Invi-

sible King,t or on some spot which had acquired a degree of sacredness from having been

the scene of some great event. J As long as the Hebrews dwelt together in camps, these

assemblies were summoned by the sound of the sacred trumpets ; but after the settlement in

Palestine heralds must have been employed for the purpose. These assemblies were of two

kinds. The sound of one trumpet was the signal for convoking a select assembly composed

of the princes of tribes and heads of families. But the blowing of two trumpets was the

signal for calling the great assembly, which included the judges and genealogists, and (at

least, on important occasions) as many of the people as chose to attend.§

These assemblies received different denominations according to the class of which they

were composed. When the whole people were collected, they formed what was called the

whole assembly, or congregation. There were also, the princes of the assembly., or congre-

gation ; those called to the assembly ; those deputed to the assembly ; and the elders of the

assembly, or senators.^

While Moses sustained the office of ruler among the Hebrews, he announced to these public

assemblies the commands of God, which were afterwards communicated by the magistrates,

and especially by the shoterim (whom, for the want of a better English term, we have called

genealogists') to the people, each one to the families under his immediate direction. These

assemblies exercised all the rights of sovereignty. They declared war, made peace, formed

alliances, and chose generals, civil rulers, and ultimately kings. They prescribed to the

rulers ; they elected the principles on which they were to govern ; they tendered to them the

oath of office, and rendered them homage.^

There is no evidence that the magistrates received any instructions from the people respect-

ing the measures to be adopted in the legislative assemblies ; nor does any instance occur in

which the people exhibited any disposition to control or interfere with their deliberations.

Still the assemblies were in the habit of proposing their decisions and resolutions for their

ratification and consent.** When, however, Jehovah w^as chosen as the King of the Hebrew

nation, it was not by the assembly, but by the whole body of the people, all of whom, as well

as their rulers, took the oath of obedience, even the women and children.ft The people were

attached to their magistrates, and generally accepted what they proposed, and rejected what

they disapproved. But there were times when they raised their voices so loudly against their

measures, that they were compelled to abandon them. Even in the times of the monarchy,

the people refused the honours of a regal burial to those kings who had incurred their dis-

pleasure, and elevated to the throne the prince with whom they were most pleased, without

regard to the order of succession.:};

J

Form of Government. When we recollect that God was expressly chosen the King of

* 1 Kings xii. + Num. x. 2—4; .ludg. xx. 1, 2/, 28; Josh, xxiii. 1. 2; 1 Sim. x. I/,

t Josh. xxiv. 1 ; 1 Siim. xi. 14, 15; 1 Kings xii. 1. § Exod. xxxiv. 31, 32: Dent. xxix. 9—11 ; Juii;;. xx.

I Exod. xix. 7, xxiv. 3—8, xxxiv. 31, 32, xxxv. 1—4 ; Lev. iv. 13, \iii. 3—5, ix. 5 ; Num. xi, 25, 30, xvi. 2.

II Exod. xix. 7, xxiv. 3—8; Josh. ix. 15—21 ; Judg. xx. 1, 11—14, 18, 28, xxi. 13 etscq. ; 1 Sam. x. 24, xi. 14; 2 Sam. iii. 17

— 10, V. 1—3; 1 Kinrs xii.

»* 1 Sam. xi. 14, 15; comp. Josh, viii 33, xxiii. 2, et seq.. xxiv. 1, et seq. tt Exod. xxiv. 3—8; Dent. xxix. 9-14.

tt Num. xvi. ; Josh. ix. 18, 19; 2 Chron. xxvi. 1, 2; 1 Kings xxi. 1— 4,x.\iii. 30; compare 2 Chron. xxiii. 25, xxx\i. 1.
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the Hebrew nation, and that he enacted hiws, and decided litigated points of importance ;*

when we also remember that he solved such questions as were proposed to him ;"]• that he

threatened punishments, and, in some instances, he actually inflicted them upon the hardened

and impenitent ;+ and when, finally, we take into our consideration that He promised pro-

phets, who were to be, as it were, his ambassadors,§ and afterwards sent them according to

his promise ; and that, in order to preserve the true religion, he governed the whole people

by a striking and peculiar providence, we must acknowleilge that God was the real Monarch
of the nation, and that the government was a theocracy. This form of government was alto-

gether suited to the character and necessities of those remote ages, when the political consti-

tutions of all nations were so much connected with their particular gods, and with their

national systems of religion, as to be, at least, in appearance, theocratical. But the theocracies

of the pagans admit of no comparison with that of the Hebrews. Those were impostures

;

this was genuine. And we must always be mindful of the essential distinction that while, in

the pagan theocracies, religion was employed merely as a means of perpetuating and strength-

ening the civil constitution ; in that of the Hebrews, on the contrary, the preservation of reli-

gion was the end, and the civil constitution the means of attaining it.

There has been much inquiry into the nature of the government established by the law.

But in so far as it was a theocracy,—in so far as God was the Ruler of the state—unquestion-

ably the government was a despotism. In the very nature of things it could not be otherwise.

God could not be less than an absolute king. It would have been a palpable mockery that

infinite and unerring wisdom should submit its behests to the approval or control of weak and

erring judgments.

But the supreme and absolute power of the King, as the necessary result of his infallibility

and omnipotence, being conceded, it is still open to inquire what was the character of the in-

ternal and subordinate government as administered by the magistrates.

That the sovereignty of Jehovah over the Hebrews might be the more manifest, he

appointed no viceroy ; but he had a minister of state, if we may be allowed the expression, in

the person. Nevertheless, it was neither expedient nor proper that the political aflfairs of

the nation should all be directed by the immediate interposition of God ; and it was necessary

that their polity should partake, more or less, of the usual forms of human governments.

Such affairs were, therefore, still, in a great degree, left under the direction of the elders,

princes, etc. It appears to them that Moses delivered the commands he received from God,

determined expressly their powers, and submitted their requests to the decision of Jehovah.
||

The government, as exercised by the princes and elders over their several tribes and families,

was doubtless of a patriarchal kind, that is, paternally despotic. But this power was certainly

limited by public opinion, as the same form of power is now, wherever it continues to exist.

Whether the power of these persons, as exercised collectively in the legislative assemblies, was

ecpial to or less than that which the individual members possessed in their respective tribes and

clans, cannot be distinctly known. It is, however, with reference to the authority which they thus

possessed that Ji)scphus calls the government an aristocracy. But from the circumstance

that the people possessed so m\ich influence as to render it necessary that laws should be sub-

mitted to them for their ratification, and that they even pro})osed laws, or resisted those that

were enacted ; from the circumstance also that the legislature of the nation had no power

of levying taxes, and that the civil code was regulated and enforced by God himself independ-

ently of the legislature, Lowman, Michaelis, and others, are in favour of considering the

Hebrew government a democracy. In sup])ort of this opinion, such passages are adduced as

-those cited below.^ The truth seems to lie between these opinions. The government exhi-

bited, in fact, a combination of the monarchical, the aristocratical, and tlie dcmocratical

* Num. xvii. 1. 11, xw ii. 1—11, xxxvi. 1 — 10.

+ Num. XV. 32-41 ; .losli. vii. lC>-22 ; .luclj;. i. 1, 2, xx. 18, 27, 28 ; 1 Sam. xiv. 37, xxiii. 9— 12, xxx. 8 ; 2 S.am. ii. 1.

X Num. xi. 33—35, xii. 1— 13, x%i. 1—50; Lev. xxvi. 3—46; Uout. xxvi. xxx.

§ ncut. xviii. 15—22.
||
Num. xiv. 5, xvi. 4, ct scq., x.xvii. 5, xxxvi. 5, 6.

K Exod. xix. 7. 8, xxiv. 3—8 ; comi)arL' Di'ut. xxix. 9— 14; JcksIi. ix. 18, 19, xxiii. 1, c< scq., wiv. 2, rf. srq.; 1 Sam. x. 24,

xi. 14, 15; Num, xxvii. 1-8, xxxvi. 1—9.
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forms. Yet it was not properly a mixed government, except as regarded the aristocratical
and democratical principles: for while these two principles justly counterbalanced each
other, there was this marked peculiarity, that neither acted upon or controlled the
monarchical principles as exhibited in the sovereignty of Jehovah. A human munarchy
would have been much limited by the joint operation of the aristocratical and democratical
principles which existed in the Hebrew constitution. It also well deserves to be noticed
that the manner in which the ordinary powers of the state were divided and adminis-
tered by human hands, while it might seem to give a character of weakness to the general
government {cipart from the theocratical monarchy), did, in the same degree, tend to prevent
any individual or body from acquiring such predominant influence as might endanger the
liberties of the people and tend to subvert the established system of government.*

III. GENERAL LAW.
We have already stated that it is not our intention to take up this branch of the subject in

any detail
; the rather, as it will be in our power to incorporate the more essential character-

istics in the historical narrative. We shall therefore conline ourselves to a few general
remarks on some principal classes of such laws as have not already passed unda- our
notice.

Locality of Judaism.—It is a singular and instructive fact that Christianity is the onlv
religion suited to universal man. Or, in other words, no other religion originating in the east,

was ever such as could be observed without alteration by the inhabitants of the north. They
have all particular observances and requirements which are impracticable or difficult in

climates very different from that in which they originated. It is from this cause probably
that the direction which all fiilse religions have taken in their spread has been the direction of
latitude, not of longitude. Thus the religions of Zoroaster and Mohammed, by requiring daily

ablutions and other similar ceremonials, rendered their religion intolerable to the people of
cold countries. But what was narrowness of view in the heathen legislators, had a definite

object in the law of Moses, in which there is much to confine the religious system which it

established not only to a w^arm climate, but to the particular country of Palestine. The pos-

session of a separate country, and of that country in particular, was essential to the system
established by Moses. Hence the Hebrews could never sing the song of Jehovah in any
strange land ; and hence, since they have been a people without an altar or a priest, without a

country or a state, their system has been altogether different to what the law intended. In
fact, the system of IMoses has been extinct ever since the seed of Abraham were driven from
their inheritance, and was much modified even by their temporary expatriation of seventy

years.

That it was the Divine intention to assign this limit to the religion, ai)pears by the single

fact that there was but one altar, to which all the adult males of the nation were to repair

three times every year. The frequent ablutions required by the law, however necessary and even

agreeable in the warm climate of Syria, would, as already remarked, not have been prescribed

in a religion intended to extend over the ice-bound soil of Iceland or Norway. The same

• What Lowmau says on tliis iioint will be I'ouiid to deserve attentiou. In reference, generally, to the survey we liave now
taken of the Hebrew government, we must apprise the reader that the chief part of whatever praise it claims must be ascribed to

Jahu. The view which he takes may, indeed, be found to be. in the main, little other than a very able digest and ex]>ositiou of
the materials offered by Lowmau and Micliaelis. But this digest is giveu in a form so exceedingly compact and comprehensive,
tlial it is difficult to find any point on which he has not touched, or to obtain any information which he Iwis not supplied. Hence
after diligently examining many otlier authorities, it seemed the most satisfactory course to adopt his statements, in a form some-
what curtailed and modified, aud with such additions as seemed likely to be of use.

Jahn's 'Biblische Archaeologie ' is in German, as its title imports. It is in live octavo volumes, two of which are occupied by
the political aud historical portion. An abridgment oi \\\e \\hu\i; khs pulilished by the autlior under the title of * Arclia?ologia

Biblica,' which has been translated into English by T. C. Upham. This work contains an abridgmeut of the political but uut

of the historical portions of the third and fourth volumes. But this portion of the work li.is been translated aud )>ul>]ished as a
separate work by Cah in Stowe, under the title of ' Tlie History of the Hebrew CommonweaUh.' Other works wliicli we have

liad before us, and have more or less consult<?d, will be named at the end of the chapter, lor the beuelit of such of our readei-s as

may wish to pursue such iuqiiiries more largely.

2 !• '2
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observation results from the character of the ammal and vegetable products required for the

service of the altar ; for, although most of them are common to many other countries, there

are numy countries in which they are not naturally found.* Instances might be accumulated

to sliow that the law was intended as well for a particular country as for a particular purpose,

for a particular duration of time and for a peculiar people.

Agricullure.—It was one important object of the law to wean the Israelites from the habits

of notnade shepherds, and to make them settle down as an agricultural people, without more
than a proportionate attention to flocks and herds. This was effected by making agriculture

the basis of tlie state ; and by introducing many laws only applicable to an agricultural

people, and which only an agricultural people could observe. Every citizen was allotted a

certain quantity of land, and had the right of tilling it, and of transmitting it to his heirs. He
had no power to alienate it for any longer period than till the next jubilee year; and even

when thus disposed of, the vender, or his nearest relative, had the right to redeem the land

whenever they chose, by paying the estimated amount of the profits to the year of jubilee. By
these laws the rich were prevented from coming into possession of large tracts of land, and
then leasing them out in small parcels to the poor, as is usual in many countries. For the

land thus granted to them, a low produce rent, under the name of tithes, was to be paid to the

Divine King, in the manner which we have already noticed. Hence all, who were not set

apart for religious services, were regarded by the law as agriculturists, whether they resided

in villages or in cities. And such they were in fact ; for although persons of wealth and
consideration did not, in the cultivation of the soil, put themselves on the same level with their

servants, yet none of them disdained to put their hand to the plough.f Some of these regu-

lations encouraged that attention to agriculture which others made necessary ; while the i)ro-

hibition of one Hebrew from taking interest on money from another, together with the strict

injunctions which restricted their dealings and commerce with foreigners, deprived them of so

many advantages in commerce as, in a measure, oliliged them to seek their subsistence from

the product of the earth. It was not until the basis of the Mosaical constitution had been

undermined, after the captivity, that the Jews took to merchandise and mechanic crafts, and

in the same degree agriculture fell into disestecn^ among them. It is easy to see that it was
only by means of agriculture that the nation could be kept compact and apart in Palestine,

which was one great object of the law.

Distinctions of food.—The code of Moses is remarkable, above all others of early date, for

the attention which it pays to the preservation of the pul^lic health. This has been already

noticed with respect to the regulations concerning leprosy. The same appears in many other

matters, and may be particularly instanced with respect to the distinctions of food as " clean "

or " unclean," that is, " fit " or " unlit " to be the food of man. But while the exclusive use

of wholesome kinds of food was secured to the people by the law, which declared all which

was in any degree unwliolesome to be ceremonially tincU'cw ; the distinction also operated

powerfully in one of the great leading objects of the Mosaical institutions, that of keeping

them apart as a peculiar people. In fact, as Tappan well observes,—" This statute, above

all others, established not only a political and sacred, but a physical separation of the Jews

from other people. It made it next to impossible for the one to mix with the other, either in

meals or in marriage, or in any familiar connection. Their opposite customs in the article of

ilict not only precluded a friendly and comfortable intimacy, but generated mutual contempt

and abhorrence. The Jews religiously abhorred the society, nuumers, and institutions of the

Gentiles, because they viewed their own abstinence from forbidden meats, as a token of pecu-

liar sanctity, and, of coiu'sc, regarded other nations who wanted this sanctity as vile and

detestable. They considered themselves as secluded by God himself from the profane world

* Wino and (ilivc-oil ;>re the most ii'stiiclt'd vc-i»etable jirodiicts. Wo sii.<ii«'ot, but do nut IVfl .-issukmI, tint the command to

buni the Cut of the shfcp upon tlie altar, restricts the oflerinss to Ih it limited sinoies distinf,'uislied as ' fat-taili'd.'

t 1 Sar.i. xi.7; 1 Kings xix. 19; comiiareS Chroii. xxvi. 10.
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by a peculiar worship, government, law, mode of living, and country. Though this separation
from other people, on which the law respecting food was founded, created in the Jews a
criminal pride and hatred of the Gentiles ; yet it forcibly operated as a preservative from
idolatry by precluding all familiarity with idolatrous nations."

The separation thus effected is distinctly avowed as a principal reason for this remarkable
portion of the Mosaical law.* But at the same time there is no indistinct reference to some
inherent unsuitableness in the articles of food, to which the prohibition extends.

These were as follow :

—

1. Quadrupeds which do not ruminate, or which have not feet completely cloven. This
excluded all solid-footed animals, such as the horse, and all the many-toed animals, which
denomination embraces all beasts of prey. Animals which do not ruminate, although they
are bifid, such as the swine, are forbidden ; as also those which, though they do ruminate, do
not comfletely divide the hoof, as the camel; or which, although they ruminate, are not bifid,

but many-toed, as the hare and the rabbit.

2. The fat and other heavy and innutritive parts of even clean animals are forbidden. They
were set apart, as being consecrated to God, and were the parts usually consumed on the
altar ; a religious sanction being thus given to the inhibition.

3. Blood was also forbidden, and on the same grounds, as being consecrated to God ; fur

which reason none but animals regularly slaughtered, so as to discharge the blood from the

body, could be eaten.

4. Serpents, and creeping vermin, also certain insects which sometimes fly and sometimes
Avalk or creep upon their feet. An exception is, however, made in favour of locusts and other

insects, which, besides four walking legs, have two larger springing legs (pedes saltalorii).

5. With respect to birds, no particular characters are given for dividing them into classes,

as " clean " or " unclean ;" but judging from those that are specified, as far as the obsolete

nature of the Hebrew names will admit, it will be found that birds of prey generally are

rejected, whether they prey on lesser fowls or on animals, or on fish ; while those which eat

vegetables are admitted as lawful. So that the same principle is observed, in a certain degree,

as in distinguishing quadrupeds.

6. AW fish not having both fins and scales are declared unclean.

Now, in a warm climate, the heat, relaxing the fibres of the stomach, renders digestion

more slow and difficult than in our colder climes, and therefore renders unwholesome and

indigestible to Orientals many articles of diet in which we find nothing disagreeable. A
practical illustration of this may be found in the difference in our own appetites and digestive

powers in winter and in summer. It is not therefore necessary to contend that the prohibited

food was in itself, and in all climes, injurious or improper, but that it was so in the particular

clime and country which the Hebrews were destined to inhabit ; or, at least, that there it was

less suited for use than the sorts of food which were declared to be " clean." In this, as in

other instances, the law was suited to a particular coiuitry, and was never intended for general

use or application, as some have vainly supposed. It is, indeed, certain that the use of the

kinds of food which the law prohibits is very apt, in warm climates, to produce various kinds

of scorbutic and scrofulous disorders—to which disorders the Hebrews appear, by the way, to

have been extremely liable. It is also certain that, generally speaking, ruviinating animals

concoct their food better than others which swallow it with little masticatiun, and therefore

their flesh contains more of the nutritious juices and is more easy of digestion, and, conse-

quently, of assimilation to the solids and fluids of the body, and on this account they are

particularly wholesome and tit for food. The animals which do not ruminate concoct their

food less perfectly ; whence they abound in gross animal juices, which yield a comparatively

unwholesome nutriment to man. Hence it has happened, in fact, that the chief supply ot

* " Ye shall therefore [it is Jehovaliwho speaks] put dillerence between clean be;ists and unclean, anil l)etwepu unclean fowls

and clean : and ye shall not make your souls abominable by beast, or by fowl, or by any manner ofliving thing that creepeth un the

ground, lohich 1 have separated from you as unclean. And yc shall be holy unto me : fur I, Jehovah, am holy, and have stvertd

youfrom other people , that ye sfiould be mine." Lev. xx. 20, 2').
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animal food is in most countries derived from animals which ruminate, but not so esclusivelv

as among the Hebrews.

It is well known to all physiologists that the nutritive matter of animal food is contained

chiefly in the muscular fibre ; and it will be seen that the law restricted the Hebrews, as

much as possible, to these parts, by consecrating, and thereby prohibiting the use of the

fattest parts, as well as the blood and the liver*—or, at least, one lobe of the liver,—all of

which the physicians of our own day would be glad to exclude from the dietary of any nation.

The unwholesomeness of blood in any form, taken as food, no one, that we know of, has

ever called in question ; and that this was a reason for the very urgent prohibition of its use

we may be well assured, without denying that other reasons of a moral or typical nature may
also be found. Blood affords a very gross nutriment, and is exceedingly difficult of digestion,

and in some cases it is actually dangerous to drink it, for if taken warm, and in a considerable

quantity, it may prove fatal. Blood being also highly alkalescent, particularly in warm
climates, is subject to speedy putrefaction, and consequently that flesh will be the most

wholesome, and best answer the purposes of life and health, from which the blood has been

the most completely drained, and it will remain the longest suitable for food. Hence we see

a sufficient reason for the extreme care of the law that no allowed animal should be used for

food unless it were so slaughtered as completely to exhaust its blood. The many barbarous

or superstitious customs of ancient times connected with the drinking of blood, and the eating

of raw or even living flesh, which were prevented by this law, deserve also to be remembered,

although they cannot be particularly specified in this place.

With respect to the distinction ofjish, it is only necessary to observe that those which are

without scales, such as the conger, eel, and others, abound in gross juices and in fat which few

stomachs are able to digest with ease.

Larcherf remarks that the flesh of the eel, and of some other fish, thickened the blood,

and, by checking the perspiration, tended to produce the diseases connected with leprosy

;

and he thinks that it was for this reason the Egyptian priests forbade such fish to be eaten,

and, to render their prohibition efi'ectual, caused them to be accounted sacred.

From what has been said the conclusions of Lowman may very properly be stated as the

result :
—" The food allowed the Hebrew nation, as a holv people, were the gentler sort of

creatures, and of most common use, such as were bred about their houses and in their fields,

and were, in a sort, domestic. They were creatures of the cleanest feeding, and which gave

the most wholesome nourishment, and were of a better taste, and might be had in greater

plenty and perfection by a proper care of their breeding and feeding : they seem, therefore,

naturallv fit to be chosen as a better kind of food."

The Smaller Laws.—We have often thought that the vital spirit of any system of law mav
often be better discovered in its smaller details than from its " weightier matters." Tried by

this rule the law of !Moses recommends itself by the humane spirit of its smaller injunctions.

There are many such, and some of them so

very minute as to have occasioned some cavil

from light and careless thinkers. Josephus

says,
—" The laws (of Moses) neglect not

small matters, but provide that even these

shall be managed in a becoming manner."J
Ordinarily exercised on high political objects,

the law yet stoops to the smallest matters

which bear on the public decency, tranquillitv,

and safety. There is a law which directs

[Housetop— Ancient Es^ptian.] that, to prevent accidcuts, there should be a

^m*\

* The Bedouins liave a singular apiu-tite for eatin? the liver raw and warm of any sheep they kill, before the\- begin to dress

the flesh. May not the consecration of the liver be expressly levelled at such a custom among the Hebrews?
t In Herodotus, Euterpe, l.xxi. J .\nticj. iv. 8, 20.
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parapet or battlement to their flat-roofed houses.* That such an injunction was needful, may
intimate that terraced roofs were at that time less common in Syria than they were in Egypt.

[House-tops.—Modern Egyptian.]

This was the more essential, as it has always been the custom in Syria for people to sleep

on the tops of their houses during summer, and to resort to them on other occasions. The
law prohibiting the removal of stones set up to mark the boundaries of estates f is inter-

esting, as illustrating a usage which existed also in Egypt. Much feeling and tenderness

afflicted towards men, and even animals, is indicated in such injunctions as that which forbid

any one to lay a stumbling-block in the way of the blind, or to speak reproachfully of the

deaf ;J or that which promises a blessing to him who, when he takes a nest of birds or eggs,

leaves the parent bird unmolested ;§ or that which forbids two such unequal animals as the

ox and the ass from being yoked together in labour.
|1

Ancient Customs.—There were usages of earlier times, so deeply rooted among the people,

that it was not deemed prudent to attempt to abolish them altogether. But they were subjected

to certain rules, which made them more than they had been conformable to humanity and

justice. !Moses did not abolish slavery; but he subjected it to some strong restrictions.

Slavery had been perpetual ; Moses gave it a term : masters had before the power of life and

death; but Moses decreed liberty to the slave whom his master wounded ; and a master was

declared a homicide if his slave expired under his blows. The equally mild laws of Egypt on

this head probably prepared the minds of the Israelites for the reception of this law. A
similar power of life and death had been possessed by fathers over their children; and,

although in their hands such power might more safely be left than in those of the master of a

slave, it was still liable to abuse, and therefore the authority of the public tribunals was

brought in, to modify or suspend its operation.

There was another old custom, too deeply rooted to be abolished, but which Moses took

excellent measures to divest of some of its abuses. This was the custom of blood-revenge.

The execution ofthe punishment which in Gen. ix. 6 was decreed against homicide devolved

upon the brother, or other nearest relative of the person whose life had been taken away. In

case he did not slay the guilty person he was accounted infamous. Hence the application of

the Hebrew word bi^^X Qoel, that is, spotted, or contaminated, which he bore till the murder

was avenged. A law of this kind—namely, which authorises the blood avenger, may, indeed,

be necessary where there is no legally constituted tribunal of justice ; but where this is esta-

blished such a law ought to cease. Moses, however, knew what other legislators have since

proved by experience,^ that in this practice any serious akeration would scarcely be tolerated

* Deut. xxii. 8. t Dent. xix. 14, xxii. 17. t Lev. xix. 14. § Dcut. xsii. 6, 7

•

II
Deut. xxii. 10.

H The measiu-es taken by the Wahabee chiefs to this end bear very instructively on the subject. - There was nothing winch

the Wahabee chiefs had more at heart than the abolition of the system of blood-revenge , at once the cruellest, most uujust, and
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by the people. He therefore took the measures which seemed best under all the circumstances,

and which were these :

—

He appointed cities of refuge, three beyond, and three on this side Jordan. He took care,

also, that the roads leading to them in straight lines should be laid out in every direction ; and

these were to be distinguished from other streets. Any one who had slain a person uninten-

tionally, any person who had slain another, in consequence of his unjustly attempting his life,

or had slain a thief before the rising of the sun, fled by one of these roads to the cities which

have been mentioned. He was not to quit the city from which he had fled until the death of

the high-priest ; after which the right of revenge could not be legally exercised. This last

quiet stipulation is admirable, in its tendency to put a stop to the interminable blood feuds

which produce such disastrous effects among the Bedouin and other nations of Western Asia.

All persons who had been the cause of another's death might flee into one of these cities,

which were the property of the priests and Levites ;* but they were all examined, and if found,

according to the laws, guilty of homicide, were delivered up to the avenger of blood. For the

law of retaliation was most strictly inflicted on those who were known to have been guilty of

intentional murder ; even the altar itself afforded no refuge, and no commutation whatever was

admissible, t

The institutions of Moses offer many interesting traits with reference to marriage and do-

mestic life; but they will best be described by the influence they exert, and the effects they

are seen to produce in the historical narrative.

Humanity of the Law.— It is difficult to see how the character of a harsh legislator came

to be ascribed to Moses by many writers, who seem to speak of him as one whose heart

indulgence and compassion never reached. We have already produced instances to the con-

trary ; and other examples of most humane consideration may be produced, none like which,

we are confident, can be found in any other ancient code. Who but Moses protects the

covering of the poor man and the implement of his labour from the exactor ?—assures him
the prompt payment of his daily wages ?—and lessens his wants, and, consequently, his

crimes, by securing to him many happy and abundant days, from his right to participate in

the offering-feasts and other festivals of his wealthier brethren ?l There was also the tithe of
the poor ; and it may be said that there is no ancient legislator, w ho made the goods of the

rich liable to so many contributions for the benefit of the poor and destitute—if any one could,

in the proper sense of the word, be destitute in Israel. The laws which directed that trees

should not be beaten (to make all the fruit fall) by the owners, that the corners of fields

should not be reaped, that dropped ears of corn should not be gathered, and that the forgotten

sheaf should not be returned for—but that all should be left to the poor, are particularly

striking precepts for an agricultural community.

§

most vindictive principle ever adopted for retributivejustice. In this .amiable intention they were never completely able t', succeed.

They frequently went so far as to compel the relations of the deceased to accept the tines offered by the homicidal party ; but if

the other party had taken its revenge before orders could be issued to the contrary, they wlu) took this revenge zvere never called to any
accountfor it. To no this was beyond the power of the Wahabee, even when that power was at its greatest heighth; for
an act (f this sort would have burst asunder every bond of society througlumt Arabia."—Sib Harford Jones Bkvdges, ii. 115,

116. With respect to " the price of blood," mentioned in the above extract, it may be observed that it was fixed by Abu-bekr,
the successor of Mohammed, at 100 she-camels. Saoud, the Wahabee chief, rated each camel at eight dollars, so that the price of

blood among the Wahabees became 800 Spanish dollars.

* The cities alternately appointed as " cities of refuge " were, on the west of the Jordan, Kedesh in Galilee, tribe of NaphUli,
—Sheohem, in the tribe ofEphraim.—and Hebron in Judah : while those on the eastern side of the river were,— Hezer, upon the
wilderness border of Reuben,—Riimoth in Gilead, tribe of Gad,—and Golau in Rashau, belonging to the tribe of Manasseh. All
these were at suitable distances from one another. See Josh. xx. 7—9-

t Num. XXXV. 9—35 ; Deut. iv. 41—13, xix. 1—13 j Exod. xxi. 12 ; 1 Kings ii. 28—34.

t Deut. XV. 9, xxiv. G, 12, 17 ; Exod. xxii. 25—27; Lev. xix. 1. We learn from the Mishua (iii. 56), that marriages very
generally were celebrated on the eve of the sabbath, that, from tlie abundance provided, the neighbouring poor might have
wherewithal to spend their sacred day of rest in comfort and plenty.

§ Since, however, as might be expected, much stress has been laid upon the Mosaical processes on the subject of the poor, as
if they were of eternal obligation, it may be well to note that these their privileges formed the whole provisions for the poor, and
were not in addition to, but in the place of, such a fixed obligation as the community incurs in our own country to defray what-
ever expenses may be necessary to provide for the destitute poor. The sort of provision which Moies made for the Hebrew poor
was very practicable and convenient in an agricultural community, and in one so peculiarly organised as that of the Hebrews:
but their operation would not be practicable, or convenient if practicable, in any other, liesides, a large part of this iirovision

arose from, and was connected with, the ceremonial law, which is no longer observed even by the Jews. Thus the application of
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If Moses was often terrible as a prophet—as one standing between God and the house of

Israel—he was altogether humane as a legislator. We may trace this double character in the
greater part of the criminal laws. We shall there see that the crimes which are visited with
inexorable severity, are crimes against God—crimes of idolatrous alienation, impunity for

which would have been contrary to the very first principles of the system, and to the very

reasons for which that system was established. Such crimes might be more easily passed

over under the empire of an universal Deity, than under the government of a national God,
present among the people as their King. This memorable distinction being admitted, many
acts became highly penal, which need not be so, and never were so under any other system.

But if from crimes of a religious nature we pass to those of an ordinary character, the cri-

minal code of Moses offers no such severity. On the contrary, modern legislation would rather

be disposed to censure the mildness of a code of criminal law which decrees certain victims

and oblations, and a small pecuniary fine, to be a sufficient expiation for crimes which other

nations visit with afflictive punishments.* While even actual theft, which in eastern nations

has generally been punished by cutting off the hand, the law only punishes by requirimr

the culprit to restore double the amount which he had taken. And even sheep-stealini;,

which until lately was regarded by our own law as a capital crime, was punishable by the

law of Moses only by a fourfold restitution.f If there be apparent exceptions, it will be

found that they admit of easy explanation. For example, the law which fur no crime

—

for an unintentional homicide cannot be regarded as a crime—confines a man to a parti-

cular place, for perhaps many years (till the death of the high-priest) seems harsh at the

first view. But in point of fact it was not intended as a punishment, nor was such in

reality, further than that it obliged him to reside in a particular city ; and this only to protect

him from private vengeance, from which he was in this city safe, but to the operations of

which he was in all other places liable. The city was a city of refuqe to him, not a city of

punishment. He might leave it at any time if he had reason to think he had nothing to fear

from the avenger, or if he were willing to take the consequences of leaving the protection which

the law afforded to him.

Whoever carefully examines the criminal laws of Moses, will find that the laws of usacje

incorporated in the code in forms more or less modified, are such as belonged to the Hebrews

in their former state as a pastoral people ; and are such as we still find among the Bedouins

of Arabia. Some other laws, not referable to this source, can be traced to the Egyptian code,

while many others appear to have been peculiar to the Mosaical code, and were obviously

suited to the peculiar circumstances and destiny of the chosen race.

The Law of Retaliation was common among almost all ancient nations, and in truth offered,

in a rude state of society, the most effectual means of protecting individuals from injury.

Nevertheless, we are apt to be somewhat shocked at the broadness with which this doctrine is

stated in the law, which enjoins, not only that life should be given for life, but " eye for eye,

tooth for tooth, burning for burning, wound for wound, stripe fur stripe, hand for hand, foot

for fout." j And no doubt this was literally done in the earlier times. But as no instance of the

physical retaliation in all the Bible, except of life for life, and as, still more, there is an entire

absence of all such poetical or prophetical allusion to the practice, as would surely have

occurred if it had existed—we may be tolerably certain that, as the Jewish writers allege, this

law existed in the tame form in which we now see it among the Bedouins, with whom, while

the law itself is expressed with the same literal force as in the Mosaical law, the practice

from the most remote antiquity has been, to assign a particular pnce to every kind of personal

injury or mutilation—even down to a blow, which price, after conviction, is paid by the

offending party, as the ransom of his eye^ hand, &c., from the physical retaliation which the

letter of the law authorises, but which never, in fact, takes place. This practice is, indeed,

the Mosaicil precepts would be wholly inadequate to meet the Wiints of the poor in such a country as ours. It is right to add

tliat the Hebrew had tlie rifjht to choose the objects of his bounty, and to apportion it as he pleased. Even gleaning, wliich had

ir.ost the appearance of a public right, could not be exercised without the previous permission of the owner of the fields.

• Lev. vi. 2—6; Num. v. 5, 10. + Exod. ssii. 1, 3, 6, 8. Exod. xxi. 23—:i5.

VOL. I. 2 Q
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recognised in the law, and the price is technically called (t ransom* The amount of the fine

was in most cases fixed by the injured party, or, rather, was such as the oftender could
induce him to take. All fines ur indemnification went to the injured party, never to the

state.f

None of the capital punishments of the law are cruel, as attended with protracted pains.

There were other forms of death in the end; but the most common, and the only ones sanc-
tioned by the law, were stoning and slmjinrj with the sivord. This last has been interpreted
to mean beheading—a punishment known to the Egyptians,! '^^^t not necessarily implied in

the Hebrew expression, which appears to have left it to the discretion of the executioner to

use his weapon as he saw fit, and which, it seems, he generally did use, by running the cri-

minal through with his sword.§ Some traces of decapitation may, however, be found in the

texts cited below.
||

Torture, imprisonment, and banishment, are not known to the law. Imprisonment was not
known as a punishment, and it was not otherwise necessary, as trial followed apprehension,

and execution followed trial, without delay. Banishment from the land of Israel would have
been contrary to the very spirit of the Mosaical law, as it would have sent a son of Abraliam
into a region of idolaters, and have exposed him to behold the honour rendered to false gods,

into whose worship he might himself be gradually drawn.

The only secondary pimishments were fines, excommunications of various kinds, and the

one corporal punishment of scourging. This last punishment was anciently, and is still,

common all over the East. It neither was among the Hebrews, nor is now, anywhere in the

East, considered more ignominious than we consider imprisonment, if as much so ; and hence
it was, and is, inflicted without distinction, on the highest, as well as the lowest persons in the

state. Moses, however, in the usual humane spirit of his legislation, decreed that the number
of stripes should in no case exceed forty.

^

We shall conclude these remarks, which have borne chiefly on the spirit of the Mosaical

law, with some observations ** on a subject which many writers have rather overlooked

:

namely,

—

The Moral tendmcies of the law.—Knowing that Moses introduced his laws and ritual by
the promulgation of the book of Genesis, which abounds with inculcations of morality, we are

led to conclude that the Mosaic religion must, in all its parts, have had a moral, as well as a

religious tendency.

The considerations and relations in which God presented himself to the Hebrews as entitled

to their love, their gratitude, and their obedience, are eminently moral in their nature, but

have already been too largely expressed to be in this place repeated.

The Hebrews were admonished by the law, not only to abstain from such kinds of f.jod as

were reckoned unclean, but also to keep themselves free from moral defilements, and to be

pure and holy, even as God is holy.ft
They were taught to love their neighbour as themselves,tt '^^t only the Hebrew, but the

stranger also.§§ Hatred and revenge are prohibited.
|||| Cruelty and inhumanity to servants

are guarded against \%^—kindness to the poor, to widows, and to orphans, is inculcated.***

As an incitement to deeds of kindness of this nature, the people are reminded that they them-

* ]V13 aiKi 13^. t Exod. xxi. ;so.

X This is, ih-t1i:ii>s, jhown l)y Gen. xl. 1/ — )9; but witli incui- mtaiuty on tlie Efjyptian monuments, wlu-rt> iiersons arc reiuc-
si'iiteil knt-elins and bent toiward, with their liands tied beliuid them, while Uieir heads are smote off.

§ 1 S^am. xxii. 18; 2Sam. i. 15; 1 Kinj,'s il 25, 29, 31, 34.
II
2 Sam. iv. 8, xx. 21, 22 ; 2 Kings, x. G-8.

1[ Lev. xix. 20; Dcut xsii. 18, xxv. 2, 3.

** Copied, with some slijjht alteration, from .lalm. Some ol tlio instances have already been adduced for other puriioses, hut
will well bear to be repeated here.

+t Lev. xi. 45, xix. 2, xx. 7, 8, 26 ; Deut. xiv. 1, 2, 21. XX I-ev. xix. 18.

§§ Exod.xxii. 21, xxiii. 9, 12; Lev. xix 33, 34; Num. xv. 14; Dent. x. 18, 19, xxlv. 17, .xxvii. 19.

III!
Exod. xxiii. 4, 5 ; Lev. xix. 16—18; Deut. xxiii. 7, 8; compare .lob xxxi. 29—31.

im Exod. XX, 10, 11, xxi. 2-11, 20-26; Lev. xxv. 39-53; Deut. v. 14, 15, .xii. 18, xv. 12-15, xvi. 11-14, xxiii. 15. 16;
comp. .Tob xxxi. 13, 15.

*»* Exod. xxii. 25, 26; Lev. xix. 0-13, xxiii. 22, xxv. 5, 6 ; Deut. xii. 5-7, xiv. 22-24, xv. 7-15, xvi. 10-12, xxv, 1
1 -15,

xxvii. 19.
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selves were, of old, strangers and servants to the Egyptians— an exhortation, wliicli implies
the knowledge and admission of the duty of doing to others what they wished done to them-
selves, and of not inflicting on others what they were themselves unwilling to suffer. It may
be remarked, furthermore, that the Israelites were forbidden to exercise cruelty to their
animals.*

They are forbidden to utter falsehoods ;f and are admonished not to go up and down
as talebearers among the people; but rather to do their duty, by informing the guilty persons
of their faults in private, and not render themselves partakers of their guilt, by giving an un-
necessary publicity to their faults. J

They are commanded not to curse the rulers of the people, nor the magistrates, because
their decisions may have been unfavourable to them.§

They are enjoined to avoid all fraud, as an abomination in the sight of God.|| When they
found any property, they were carefully to inquire for the owner, and restore it .% They were
to keep themselves guiltless, not only from fornication and adultery, incest and bestiality, but
of all impure concupiscence, which were declared to be ereat crimes in the si*^ht of
T ** OS
Jehovah.**

The obedience which was due to the civil laws, was urged on the ground that they originated

from a merciful and holy Being, the Creator and Governor of all things.ff Moses, accord-

ingly, in reference to this subject, namely, obedience to the civil laws, never fails to remind
the people of their divine origin, and teaches them that unless those laws are observed as

religious as well as civil institutions, it will be of no avail. Consult particularly the passages

referred to below, and which are well worthy of repeated perusal. JJ

Numerous sacrifices were insisted on, not indeed for any supposed worthiness in the sacri-

fices themselves, but because they were an indication of a grateful mind ; because they pre-

sented a symbolic representation of the pvmishment due to transgressors, and uttered, as it

were, an impressive admonition, that all sins were to be avoided. Sacrifices and mere cere-

monial observances, were not, in themselves, considered as meritorious. On the contrary, it

is expressly said, that God does not have respect to gifts and offerings, and that vows are not

necessary.§§ A person who had made a vow could free himself from the performance of it

by paying a certain amount, to be estimated by the priest ; and, furthermore, the power was

lodged in the master of a family of making void the vows of his wives and daughters.
|1||

Promises of temporal good and threats of temporal evil were necessary in an age in which

the knowledge of a future life was limited and obscure. But they are no more obstacles to

moral discipline and instruction than threats and promises are, at the present day, to the

moral instruction of our offspring. Moreover, the threats and promises of which we sjjcak,

may be considered as addressed to the Hebrews as a people rather than as individuals ; thus

making a part of the civil polity : indeed, they may be considered as an evidence that God
approves what is moral and condemns what is immoral and corrupt ; and it is in this way

that He governs the universe.

The religion of Moses, therefore, had an excellent moral tendency ; it disciplined many

men whose characters, for their moral elevation and worth, are fit subjects of admiration. If

it had defects, let us have the candour to acknowledge that they are to be attributed, in a great

measure, to the circumstances of the times, and the gratitude to confess that its deficiencies

have been amply supplied by the gospel of Jesus Christ.

* Exod. X. 10, 11, xxiii. 11, 12, xxxiv. 26 ; Lev. xxii. 28, xxv. /; Deut. xiv. 21, xxii. 6, 7, 10, xxv. 4.

t Exod. xxiii. 1—7. t Lev. six. 6. § Exod. xxii. 28.
||
Deut. xxv. 13—10.

fl Deut. xxii. 1, 2. 3. ** Lev. xvi. 1—30; Deut. xxiii. 17—19.

+t Lev. xi. 44, xviii. 3-5, xix. 10, 12, 14, 18, 25, 28, 30—32, 34, 37, xxii. 3, 8, 30—33, xxiii. 22, 43, xxv. 17, &c.

tt Deut. iv. 1—40, v. 1—6, 25, viii. 1—19, x. 12, xi. 1, xxix. 1, xxx. 20. §§ Deut. x. 17, xxiii. 22, 23.

nil
Lev. xxvii. 1—33; Num. xxx. 2—15.

2 Q 2
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE.

(') Division of Time,* p. 2G7.

1. Day and Night. —Tlie Hebrews, in con-

formity with the Mosaical law, reckoned the

day from evening to evening. The natural

day, or the portion of time from sunrise to

sunset, Avas divided, as it is now by the

Arabians, into six unequal parts, as follow :

—

L The break of day.—The portion of time

was at a recent period divided into two parts,

in imitation of the Persians ; the first of which

began when the eastern, the second when the

toestern division of the horizon was illu-

minated.

2. The morning, or sunrise.

3. The heat of the day.—This began about

nine o'clock.t

4. Mid-day.

5. The cool of the day, literally " the wind
of the day ;" so called from the wind begin-

ning to blow a few hours b^'fore sunset, and
continuing until evening.^

6. The evening.—This was divided into two
parts, the first of which began, according- to

the Karaites and the Samaritans, at sunset

;

the second when it began to grow dark ; but

according to the Rabbins, the first commenced
a little before sunset ; the second precisely at

sunset. The Arabian practice agrees with the

first account; and in this way the Hebrews
appear to liave computed previously to the

captivity.

Hours.—These are first mentioned in Dan.
iii. 6, 15, v. 5, and do not apjiear to have been
known by the Hebrews till they learnt thus

to divide the day by them from the Baby-
lonians during their captivity. The day was
divided into twelve hours, which varied in

length, being shorter in the winter and longer

in the summer.^ The hours were numbered
from the rising of the sun; so that at the

season of the equinox, the third corresponded
to the ninth of our reckoning, the sixth to our
twelfth, and the ninth to our three o'clock in

tlie afternoon. At other seasons of the year it

is necessary to observe the time when the sun
rises, and reduce the hours to om- time accord-

ingly. The sun in Palestine, at the summer
solstii^e, rises at five of our time and sets about

* This note is .-ibrid^'od from .Vnliii's sections on the subject.

lint some additional tiiets h:ive bei'U introdueod from otlier

sources, eliielly from Hales.

+ Gen. xviii. 1 : 1 Sam. xi. II. % Gen. iii. 8.

§ .John xi. i).

seven. At the winter solstice it rises about

seven and sets about five. The hours of prin-

cipal note among the Jews were the third, the

sixth, and the ninth. They were consecrated

by Daniel to prayer.*

Before the captivity the night was divided

into three ivatches. The first continued till

midnight ;+ the second was denominated the

middle-watch, and continued from midnight

till the crowing of the cock
; ;|; the third, called

the 7nor7iing watch, extended from the second

to the rising of the sun. These divisions and

names appear to have derived their origin

from the watching of the Levites in the taber-

nacle and tcmp.le.^ In the time of Christ,

however, the night, in imitation of the

Romans, was divided into four watches.

According to our mode of reckoning these

were as follow :

—

L 'Oil-s, the evening, from twilight to nine

o'clock.

2. Mi/rovuy^Tiov, the mid/light, from nine to

twelve.

3. 'AXiK.TOfo:pavii/-, the cock-crowing, from

twelve to three.

4. npwi; from three o'clock to daybreak.

The assertions of the Talmudists in opposi-

tion to this statement are not to be regarded.

11. Weeks.—A period of seven days, under

the usual name of a week, is mentioned as far

back as the time of the deluge, || also in Gen.

xxix. 27, 28. It must, therefore, be considered

as a very ancient division of time, especially as

the various nations among whom it has been

noticed appear to have received it from the

sons of Noah. The enumeration of the days

of the week commenced with Sunday. Satur-

day was the last, or seventh, and was the

Hebrew Sabbath, or day of rest. The Egyp-
tians gave to the days of the week the same
names that they assigned to the planets. From
the circumstance that the sabbath was the

princii)al day of the week, the whole period of

seven days was also called a Sabbath.^ The
.Jews, accordingly, in designating tlie succes-

sive days of the week, were accustomed to say,

the first day of the sabbath, that is, oi the toeek,

the second day of the sabbafli, namely, Sunday,

* Dan. vi. 10; comp. .'\cts ii. 15, iii. 1, x. 0.

I 1 Sam. ii. 19. % ,Iud-. vii. 19.

§ Kxoil. xiv.2-1; 1 Sam.xi. 11.

II
Gen. vii. 4, 10, viii. 10, 12.

*i JlUti/, ill the New Testament a u.p'Qitt.'rov ,nnd (ra/ipara.
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Monday, &c.* In addition to the week of

days, the Jews had three other seasons deno-

minated weeks.t

1. The week ofweekn.—This was a period of

seven weeks or forty-nine days, which was

succeeded on the fiftieth day by the feast of

Pentecost.J

2. The week of years, which was the period

of seven years, during the last of which the

land remained untilled, and the people enjoyed

a sabbath, or season of rest.

3. The week of seven sabbatical years, being

the period of forty-nine years, which was suc-

ceeded by tlie year of jubilee.^

III. Months and Years.—The lunar

changes were doubtless first employed in the

measurement of time. Weeks, however, were

not, as some suppose, suggested by these

changes, since four weeks make only twenty-

eight days, while the lunar period is twenty-

nine days and a half. Nor is it rational to sup-

pose that the changes of the moon first sug-

gested the method of computation by years.

Years were regulated at first by the return of

summer and winter. But when, in the pro-

gress of time, it was discovered that the ripe

fruits, by which the year had previously been

limited, regularly returned after about twelve

lunar months, or 354 days, the year was regu-

lated by those months, and restricted to that

number of days. In the course of seventeen

years, however, it was seen that, on the return

of the same month, all the appearances of

nature Avere reversed. Hence, as is evident

from the history of the deluge, an attempt was

made to regulate the months by the motions of

the sun, and to assign to each of them thirty

days. And such was the fixed length of the

month among the Babylonians, Egyptians,

Persians, and Grecians ; but it was, neverthe-

less, observed, after ten or twenty years, that

there was still a defect of five days.

Moses did not make any new arrangement

in regard to the lunar months of the Hebrews,

nor the year, which was solar ; but in order to

secure a proper reduction of the lunar to the

solar year, he ordered the priests to present

at the altar, on the second day of the passover,

or the sixteenth day after the first new moon
in April, a sheaf of ripe corn. For if they saw

on the last month of the year that the grain

would not be ripe, as expected, they wer& com-

pelled to make an intercalation, which com-

monly happened on the third year.

* Mark xvi. 2, 9 ; Luke xxiv. 1 ; John xx. 1, 19.

+ Lev. XXV. 1—17;'Deut. xvi. 9, 10.

X Gr. wivTnKixrTYi, lifty.

§ Lev. XXV. 1—22, xxvi. 34.

After the departure from Egypt, there ex-

isted among the Hebrews two modes of

reckoning the months of the year ; the one

civil, the other sacred. The beginning of the

civil year was reckoned from the seventh

month, or Tishri, that is, the first moon in

October. The commencement of the sacred

year was reckoned from the month Nisan, or

the first new moon in April, because the

Hebrews departed from Egypt on the fifteenth

day of that month.* The prophets made use

of this reckoning. The civil year, which was
the more ancient, was used only in civil and

agricultural concerns. The Jewish Rabbins

say that March and September, instead of

April and October, were the initial months of

the two years. That they were so at a late

period is admitted ; but the change was proba-

bly owing to the example of the Romans, who
begun their year with the month of March.

The Jews being pleased with their example in

this respect, or overruled by their authority,

adopted the same practice. That this is the

most probable statement, is evident also from

the fiict that the statement of the Rabbins is

opposed, not only by Josephus, but by the

usage of the Syriac and Arabic languages;

from the fact also that the prescribed observ-

ance of the three great festival days will not

agree with the months of March and Septem-

ber. The months originally had no appropriate

names, but were distinguished by their order

of succession,—the first month, the second

month, &c., a custom which is still preserved

among the Chinese and Japanese. But in pro-

cess of time, the months came to be designated

by the names of tutelar gods, heroes, charac-

ters of the seasons, or other local circumstances

of dificrent countries, to the great confusion

and embarrassment of ancient calendars when

compared together.

The Hebrew months were, in like manner,

originally distinguished by their numeral

order : thus the Deluge is described as begin-

ning on the second month, and reaching its

height in the seventh month, at the end of 150

days, and decreased until the tenth month,

when the tops of the mountains were seen.t

Afterwards the months acqviircd distinct

names. Thus Moses gave to the first month

of the sacred year the name of Abib,X signi-

fying " green,'' from the green ears of corn

at that season, for it begun about the vernal

equinox. The second month was named Zif,

signifying, in Chaldee, " glory," or " splen-

dour,'' in which the foundation of Solomon's

Temple was laid.^S The seventh month was

* Exod. xii. 2. f Gon vii. U—2J, viii. 4, 5.

t Exod. xii. 2. xiii. 4. § 1 Kiugs vi. 1.
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called Ethanim, which is interpreted " har-

vests " in the Syriac version.* The ei2;hth

month was named Bui, from " the fall'''' of

the leaf

t

Besides these names, given before the Baby-
lonish captivity, there were others after. The
first month was also called Nisan, signifying

''flight," because in that month the Israelites

fled from Egypt.J The third month, Sivan,

signifying " a brambley^ The sixth month,

Elul, signifying " mourning,'" probal)ly be-

cause it was the time of preparation for the

great day of atonement on the tenth day of the

seventh month.
|| The ninth month was called

Chisleu, signifying " chilled,''^ when the cold

weather sets in and fires are lighted.* The
tenth month was called Tebeth, signifying
' miry.'''-'^ The eleventh, Shebet, signifying
" a staff,'''' or " a sceptre"'^ And the twelfth,

Adar, signifying " a niagniflcent mantle,"' pro-

bably from the profusion of flowers and plants

with which, in warm climates, the earth tlien

begins to be clothed.

§

The following Table of the months we have

drav/n up so as to offer a comparison of the

alternatives mentioned in the preceding state-

ment, namely, that which makes March and
that wliich makes April the initial month of

the ecclesiastical year.

I.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE WANDERING.

.^.,^^^^.^; •^ T*

[Hodouiin collectiiii,' Fruits in Palestine.]

The Israelites remained at the foot of Mount Sinai eleven months and nineteen days. Daring

this time the necessary laws were given ; the tabernacle was set up for the palace of the King,

Jehova.1i ; the regular service of his court was established ; the sanctions of the law were

solemnly repeated ; the people w ere numbered and mustered for the ajiproaching war ; the

order of their encamping, breaking up, and marching, was accuratelv settletl ; and the w'hole

constitution of the state was completed.

On the twentieth day of the second month of the second year after their departure from

Egypt, the Israelites were ordered to break up their encampment, and proceed on their marcli,

to take possession of the Promised Land.

Under the direction of the miraculous cloud, the ark went on in advance, to determine the

line of march, and the places of encampment. When, at any time, the ark, following the

movements of the pillared cloud, began to set forward, Moses was wont to exclaim, " Arise,

Jehovah, and let thine enemies be scattered, and let those that hate thee flee before thee!"

And when, under the same guidance, it rested, " Give rest, Jehovah, to the multitudes of

Israel
!"
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The general and leading command to depart for Sinai, appears to have been orally delivered •

but on other removals, consequent on that general direction, it was a sufficient intimation of
the command to remove, when the miraculous cloud withdrew from oif the tabernacle and
moved forward. Whenever this was noticed, the several tribes struck their tents, and be"-an

to pack up their moveables, while the priests and Levites were engaged in takino- down the
tabernacle, and in disposing its parts on the carriages in which they were to be removed ; and
others covered up, and otherwise prepared for removal, the ark, the altars, the table of sliew-

bread, and the chandelier, which were to be borne on the shoulders of the Levites. All this

woiUd probably occasion but little delay ; for the rapidity and ease with which the pastoral
nations strike their tents, and get ready for a march, is quite astonishing to those who dwell in

towns. When all was ready, the repeated sounding of the silver trumpets notified the time
vvhen each of the four carnps was to move off the ground, in the order noticed in a preceding
page ; each tribe under its own banner and chiefs. As the tabernacle and the sacred utensils

proceeded in the earlier part of the line, all was set up and properly arranged at the new
encampment before the rear arrived on the ground ; and, indeed, as the several tribes certainly

encamped as they arrived, the greater part of the encampment would be formed by the time
that the rearward tribe came up to take its place.

Several serious occurrences took place during the march through the desert to the borders

of Canaan ; and all tending, more or less, to manifest the intractable and debilitated character

which their long-continued, and still recent, servitude had produced in the Hebrews ; and
which a slavery imposing personal obligations always has produced. The true secret of

much of their conduct was that they had no public spirit—none of that spirit which enables

men to understand the necessity of making unusual exertions, and of vmdergoing great priva-

tions for the attainment of the high objects set before them. AVanting this, they looked upon

their leaders as children look towards their parents—as those who were bound to keep them

in all comfort, and to make the paths they trod smooth and easy for them.

For nearly twelve months they had now remained much at their ease in the Sinai valleys,

without any other general labour than the care of their flocks. As soon, therefore, as thev

had passed beyond the pleasant and shady valleys of the peninsula, and were fairly engaged

in the stern and naked desert, they began to complain of the hardships and fatigues of the

journey, and of the obligation of decamping and encamping so often. At the third stage

these murmurs became so strong that their Divine King judged some afflictive mark of

his displeasure necessary ; wherefore he caused a fire (probably kindled bv lightning) to break

forth, and rage with great fury among the tents on the outskirts of the camp. In this the

people recognised the hand of God, and interceded with Moses, at whose prayer the flames

subsided. In memory of this the place received the name of Taberah \_the burning].

It will be remembered that there were a considerable number of Egyptian vagabonds and

other foreigners (probably runaway slaves) in the Hebrew host. The next affair, wliich seems

to have followed the former very soon, commenced among these dangerous characters, but

soon involved the mass of the Israelites. They became discontented with the manna.

Pleasant though it were, the sameness of their diet disgusted them, and, heedless of the

necessity of their circumstances, they longed for the palatable varieties of food which they had

enjoyed in Egypt. Tiie excellent meats of that country, and the abundant fisli of its river

—

the luscious and cooling melons, the onions, the leeks, the garlick, and other fruits and

vegetables of that rich soil, they had all been accustomed to eat " freely," so abundant were

they, and so cheap. That they should grow tired of one particular kind of food, however

delicious, when they had been used to such variety, and that they should look back upon their

former enjoyments with some degree of longing and regret, is quite natural, and might not be

blameworthy ; but nothing can more strikingly show the unmanly character which bondage

had produced in the then existing race of Hebrews, than that such merely sensual impulses

were able to gain the mastery over them to such a degree as utterly to blind and confound

their imderstanding. With childish weeping and unreasoning clamour they expressed their

longing for the lost pleasures of Egypt, and their distaste of the manna, which had for so

VOL. I. 2 R
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many months furmed their principal food.* As this clamour broke out so soon after the

departure from the Sinai valleys in which they had so long been encamped, it seems very

likely that they had secretly entertained the expectation that a change of scene would bring a

change of food, and that they were much disappointed to find that the manna, and that only,

continued to be supplied wherever they went.

The conduct of the people on this occasion was deeply displeasing to God ; and Moses

manifested more than usual discouragement and annoyance. His address to God on this

occasion shows this, and is not altogether free from fretfulness. He rather murmurs at the

heavy task which had been imposed upon him, of managing this unreasoning multitude, and

declares himself unequal to it. In answer to this, God proposed to strengthen his authority

by a council of seventy elders, to whom a portion of his own spirit should be formally given

;

and as to the people, a promise was indignantly made them that on the morrow, and for a

month to come, they should " eat meat to the full." In reply to some doubts, which Moses

ventured to intimate, as to the feasibility of supplying so large a multitude, the emphatic

answer was, " Is the Lord's hand waxed short?"

Accordingly, on the next day the seventy elders were assembled about the door of the

tabernacle, when the Lord, as he had promised, " came down in a cloud, and spoke to Moses;

and took of the spirit that was upon him, and gave it imto the seventy elders ;" not that

thereby the divine spirit in Moses sustained any diminution, for, as the rabbins aptly illustrate,

he was as " a burning and a shining light," from which many other lights might be kindled

without its own brilliancy being lessened. And when the Seventy had received this spirit,

" they began to prophesy,"—not in the sense of foretelling things to come, but of speaking

on Divine things with some of that spontaneous fervour and elocpience which had hitherto

been peculiar to Moses.

This council having been appointed for the express purpose of assisting Moses in the dis-

charge of the arduous duties of his peculiar office, died with him. In the history of the

succeeding periods, there is not the slightest mention of such a council, not even in those

times when it must have acted a mo?t important part, had it been in existence. When there

was no chief magistrate, the whole business of the government would have belonged, properly,

to this council of state. But we find no trace of such a council in the history of those times.

There were also transactions of the deepest interest to the Hebrew commonwealth, in which

such a council, if it had existed, could not fail to have been actively engaged ; and if so

engaged, it is incredible that the several historians should have agreed in that profound silence

concerning it which they have observed. The rabbins, therefore, are not entitled to credit,

when they assert that the council instituted by Moses continued uninterrupted to the latest

times after the captivity, and that the same institution was perpetuated in the Sanhedrim,

which existed after the times of the Maccabees.

The same day came the promised supply of meat—given not in kindness but in anger. As
on a former occasion it consisted of immense flocks of quails, which, being wearied with their

flight across the Red Sea, flew so low and heavily t that vast quantities of them were easily

caught by the peoi)le. So abundant was the supply that not only were they enabled to glut

themselves for the time, but to collect a quantity for future use. We are told that "they
spread them abroad for themselves roimd about the camp." This was, perhaps, to let them
dry, or to allow the salt to settle befi)re they potted them away. We are not accustomed to

• Not necessarily their sole food. They had flocks and herds, and llie ritual system made it sometimes necessary that they
should iudulije themselves with meat. From the same source they might derive milk, 1.utter, and cheese, in the various pre-

parations which are now in use among the ]5edouins. Tlie manna was principally a sul'stitute for corn, which they could not

well obtain, even by bartering the produce of their flocks, in Die desert regions in which they wandered. Corn, or a substitute

for it, was certaivily essential to a people who had been brought up iu such a corn country as Kgypt. To the pure Bedouin it is

not (|uile essential.

t Tliis is liie interpretaticm of all Ihe .Tewish writers, including .losephns, from wliom it has been adopted by many eminent
Christian conmentators. While it may equally, or more than equally with the other, be deduced from the plain terms of the

text, it certainly looks more probable than that the (piails lay upon the ground three feet deep f(ir a day's .journey around the
camp on every side, as the more common interpretation supposes. Iu that case nearly all of them must have been smothereil,

and thus, dying otherwise than by the knife, could not be eaten by the Hebrews. There are many other objections to this view,
obvious to any one who considers all the circumstances.
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hear of birds being preserved in any way, but it is remarkable that Herodotus * describes it

as usual among the Egyptians to eat, undressed, quails, ducks, and small birds which they
had preserved with salt. This is confirmed by the sculptures, where men are represented as
in the act of preserving birds in this manner, and depositing them in jars. No doubt the
Hebrews followed the same process, with which they had become acquainted in Egypt.

In the very height of their gormandising, or, as the Scripture expresses it, " while the
flesh was yet between their teeth," a grievous plague was sent among them, whereby o-reat

numbers were destroyed. It is probable that the very indulgence for which they had lonf'^ed

was made the instrument of their punishment, and that the extraordinary mortality was, under
the Divine control, occasioned by the excess of the people in the use of a kind of food so
different from that on which they had for so many previous months been principally fed.

From this event the place took the name of Kibroth-hattaavah (the graves of lunging),

because in that place were buried numbers of the people who had longed for flesh.

The next principal encampment was at a place called Hazeroth. Here " a root of bitter-

ness" sprung up, even in the very family of Moses. His sister Miriam, "the prophetess,"
had naturally taken the place of a chief woman in Israel : but when Moses had been joined
by his wife, she began to feel or fear that her influence and station would be undermined.
She therefore gave utterance to reflections which had the obvious tendency of throwin«>-

disgrace upon him for his connection with one who was not a daughter of Israel, but a Cushite
(or Arabian) stranger. This was certainly a disadvantageous connection for the leader of
such a people as the Hebrews ; and, if brought prominently forward, and dilated upon in the

ears of the people, was calculated to impair the influence of Moses, and to create dan"-erous

jealousies,—the rather as the brother of the woman, and the clan of which he was the head,

Avere present in the camp, and were treated with distinction and honour. The jealousy of

Miriam is less strange than the fact that Aaron encouraged her, and sided with her. Tiiis

may make us suspect that the cause of discontent may have lain deeper than appears ; and
that both Aaron and Miriam must have been discontented at, and willing to impair, the

superiority of their younger brother. Aaron could not but know that, by the theory of the

law, he was by virtue of his ofiice the chief person in the state ; and that the political functions

of that office remained in abeyance while Moses occupied that high and extraordinarv station,

which, indeed, the Divine appointment compelled him to fill, but which the law itself did not

recognise as involved in the ordinary course of administrative government. It is, however,

less probable that Aaron and his sister sought to supersede Moses, than to obtain an equal

share with him in the actual government of the people.t Something of this is involved in

their claim to be " prophets " equally with him. We are not told that Moses said or did

anything on this occasion ; and this appears to have been remarked by some one of a later

day, who in the original narrative has introduced the observation, " Now the man INIoscs was

very meek, above all the men that were upon the face of the earth. "+

Nor needed Moses take any part in the matter, for the Divine Voice, without any previous

communication to him, summoned them all three to the door of the tabernacle. There Aaron

and Miriam were rebuked from the sacred cloud, and were reminded that, although they had

indeed been favoured with divine communications, yet the Lord had made himself known to

them only in visions and dreams, whereas to Moses he had spoken " mouth to mouth, openly,

and not in dark sayings, that he might clearly perceive the will of Jehovah." When the

voice ceased it was found that Miriam had been smitten with leprosy. On this, Aaron,

greatly humbled, confessed to Moses the foolishness and presumption of their mutual conduct,

and begged him to intercede with God for the recovery of their sister. Moses did so; but as

it was proper that the punishment should be as public as the offence, he could only obtain the

promise that she should recover after she had been shut out from the camp seven days as a

* Herod, ii. 77-

t Bishop HaU remarks on this ;— '
' It is a hard thing for a man willingly aud gladly to see his eriuals li ted mer his head i:i

worth and opinion. Nothing will more try a man's grace than questions uf emulation. Tliat man hath true liyht who can be

content to be a caudle before the sun of others."

J Num. xii. 3.

2 R 2
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polluted leper. This was done : and during the seven days of her exclusion the camp remained

stationary.

The distance from Horeb to Kadesh Barnea, on the southern border of Canaan, was usually

reckoned not more than eleven days' journey; but as it was "the time of the first ripe

grapes " when the Hebrew host arrived at Kadesh, they must have spent five or six months

on this journey.

When they reached that place Moses apprised them that they were now on the borders of

their promised inheritance, and exhorted them to he of good courage in the acts of war by

which they were to take possession. The elders gave the very judicious advice that, before

any warlike operations were commenced, twelve persons, one from each tribe, should be sent

to explore the country ; and this coimt^cl, having been sanctioned by the Divine command,was
carried into effect. In those days, and long after, the office of a spy was counted highlv

lionourable, and, as a post of danger and difficulty, was sought by heroes of the highest rank.*

So, in the present instance, the persons chosen for this arduous service were all men of note

" rulers " in their several tribes. The charge which Moses gave them before they departed

deserves great admiration from the skill with which, in a very few words, it states the points

to which it was requisite they should direct their especial attention. " Go up southward, and

go up to the mountain [Lebanon], and see what the land is, and the people that dwell in it

whether they be strong or weak, few or many; and whether the land in whicii they dwell be

good or bad ; and whether they dwell in open or fenced cities; and whether the soil be fat or

lean ; whether there be wood or not. And be ye of go d courage, and bring of the fruit of

the land."t

The spies appear to have accomplished their purpose without molestation. They traversed

the whole extent of the country to Lebanon. On their return southward, they passed through

the valley of Esh.col, where they were so much struck by the size and beauty of the vines,J

that they broke off a branch to take with them to the camp, and to prevent the attached clusters

from being bruised, bore it between two on a st >ff.

After an absence of forty days they returned to the camp. The grapes, the pomegranates,

and the figs, which they brought with them as specimen fruits of the promised land, must

have formed a most gratifying sight to the Hebrews ; for although similar fruits were not

unknown in Egypt, they are far inferior both in appearance and quality to those of Palestine.

It has indeed been disputed, on the authority of some ancient writers, that Egypt afforded

any vines; and if this had been true, we should have had a still stronger illustration of the

delight with whicli the Hebrews must have beheld and tasted the fruit of the very excellent

vines of Palestine. But that the vine was known in Egypt, and the juice of the grape

expressed, is evinced by Gen. xl. 9— 11, as well as by the paintings and sculptures of that

ancient country, in which vineyards and vine-arbours are often represented, and the scenes of

the vintage—the gathering of the grapes, and the tieading in the wine-press-—are verv

strikingly depicted, so as to convey interesting illustrations of the various allusions to the

vintage which the sacred books contain.

The description which the spies gave to their eager listeners of the Ci;untry through which

they had passed, was highly favourable, especially when regarded as proceeding from men
who had been brought up in one of the most fertile countries in the world. They described

it as a good land,—" a hmd flowing with milk and honey." If this account of the land,

accompanied by the sight of its pleasant fruits, excited the people to advance and take pos-

session, their zeal was too speedily damped by the further account of the great stature,(')

strength, and courage of the inhabitants, and of the lofty position and strong fortifications of

their cities.

A recent traveller informs us that on coming from Arabia, where the villnges are, for the

most part, found in valleys, he was much struck by seeing the villages and tow us of Palcst'ne

standing lofiily upon the Isills. The same circumsl,;ncc seems to have l)ccn stronglv renuirked

* Sou Homer, ;«;s im. f Num. xiii. 1/— 20. f Sou llie cut, at tliu l'.e;ut oT llii> clmpl.T.
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by the Hebrew spies ; and their further

statement respecting the strong walls of

the towns, must be received with the

licence which results from the fact that

they and their auditors were Bedouins

in their military habits and ideas, and
that to all such people the slightest

appearance of a wall or fortification is

regarded as an insurmountable obstacle.*

Although we may well believe that

the fears of the spies magnified the

stature of the Canaanites, their impres-

sion must have had some foundation in

fact. It is hence, and for other reasons,

probable that the inhabitants of the land,

or at least certain races among them,

were taller, and possibly of larger build

than either themselves or the Egyptians.

As to the Egyptians, it appears from the

mummies, that they were generally a

light, medium-sized people, with very

rare instances of a stature above the

middle-size, or of large-boned, or mus-
cular men ; and with respect to the

* " The walls of Graine [a small town at tlie head
of the Persian Gulf], which were only of mud, and
which, in the rainy season, frequently crumbled down
in large breaches, were, nevertheless, beheld and
accounted by the Wahabees as impregnable- ramparts."
Sir II. Jones Brydges, ' Hist, of the Wahabees.' At
Jericho, at the present day, an enclosing quickset
hedge is found sufficient to protect the village from the
incursions of the Bedouins. [Egyptian Vintage.]
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Israelites themselves, they were exposed to the same conditions which influenced the deve-

lopment of the Egyptian figure ; and it may be remarked that the same circumstances which

tended to promote their increase in Egypt, tended not less to check their growth. To this

we may add that, even at the present day, very few men among the Jews rise above the

middle European stature, while a more than ordinary proportion fall below it. The same

absence of tall or large figures is also observed among the Arab tribes, which makes them

appear rather a small race, although they generally seem to reach our medium standard.

From this we think it may result that the appearance among the Canaanites of a much
larger proportion of tall and large built men than they had been accustomed to see, would not

inadequately account for the report of the Hebrew spies, after due allowance has been made

for the exaggeration which their fears produced.

The people were filled with alarm by this account. They appear to have been unprepared

to expect that any formidable obstacles would be opposed to their taking possession of the

land promised to their fathers ; and, utterly unmindful that the promises of their Divine King,

confirmed by their past experience of his power, assured to them the victory in every conflict

undertaken with his consent, they regarded as h(jpeless the enterprise before them, and

abandoned themselves to despair. With extraordinary infatuation and cowardice, they believed

themselves certain to fall by the sword of the Canaanites, and that their women and children

would be enslaved. They even went so far as to suspect that this was really the Divine inten-

tion concerning them, and that it was only because the Lord hated them that he had brought

them out of the land of Egypt. Caleb and Joshua, who had acted as spies for the two leading

tribes of Judah and Ephraim, vainly endeavoured to counteract the eft'ect which the report of

the other ten had produced. Vaiiily did they assure the people that the obstacles were by no

means so formidable as they had been led to apprehend ; and as vainly did Moses direct their

attention to the almighty power of that arm by which they had hitherto been guided and

delivered. They would not be encouraged. This immense host spent the following night in

tears, crying at times, " O that we had died in Egypt! " or " that we might die in this

wilderness !

"

The general discontent and alarm soon ripened into a most dangerous insurrection, and at

last they formed the monstrous resolution of appointing a leader to conduct them back to their

bondage in Egypt. They, indeed, went so far as actually to appoint a leader (perhaps one of

the ten spies) for the purpose.* " Verily this race were well worthy the rods of their

Egyptian taskmasters, to whom they were so willing to return," we might say, did we not

consider that it was by these rods that their spirits had been l^roken. Spiritless, however, as

they were,—unfit as they were for action, and unwilling to be guided, the gross infatuation of

their present course is most amazing. When they turned to fulfil their desperate purpose,

coidd they expect that cloud would continue to guide them, the manna to feed them, and the

"flinty rocks" to pour forth water for them ? And, if they were unmindful of these things,

what reception could they expect to meet from the Egyptians— all whose first-binni had been

slain, and whose fathers, brothers, and sons had perished in the Red Sea on their account ?

They might well expect that, if their lives were spared by that unforgiving people, their

bondage would be made far more bitter, and their chains far heavier than they ever had been.

When their intention was announced, Moses and Aaron fell to the ground on their faces

before all the people. Caleb and Joshua rent their clothes with grief and indignation, and

renewed their former statements and remonstrances ; but so mad were the people tliat they

were about to stone these faithfid men, and probably Moses and Aaron, who lay prostrate

before them, as well, when—in that moment of intense excitement— the glory of Jehovah

appeared in the cloud above the tabernacle, arresting every purpose, and infusing a new and

present fear into every heart.

From that cloud their doom was pronounced. At the velienicul enlrealies of Moses liieir

lives were not swept away at one innnediate stroke, But still, it should be even as they had

said. All that generation— all the men above twenty years of age when they left Egypt,

* Nell. ix. 17.
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—should be cut off from their portion in that rich inheritance which they had so basely

intended to forego ; they should all die in that wilderness—all leave their bones amidst its

sands and solitudes, among which it was their doom to wander forty years (dated from the

time of leaving Egypt), until none of them remained alive. From this extraordinary

doom, which fixed to every man the extreme limit of his possible existence, and avowedly

gave time no object but their deaths, Joshua and Caleb were excepted. Thus the two on

whom they were about to inflict death, were destined to survive them all, and to become the

chiefs and leaders of the new generation, on whom the inheritance of the promises was to

devolve. The other ten spies, whose discouragements had formed the proximate cause of the

insurrection, were smitten by some sudden death, in which the people recognised a punishment

from God.

The people were thus made sensible of the folly of their past conduct. But this con-

viction had not, in the first instance, any salutary operation. For they attributed this doom

to the cowardice they had displayed, rather than to its real cause,—their distrust of the

sufficiency of their Divine King to perform the promises he had made. Therefore, with

some hope, perhaps, of reversing the sentence which had been passed upon them, they valor-

ously determined to attack the enemy forthwith—for the border Canaanites had already

taken alarm, and, without taking any offensive measures against so apparently formidable a

host as that of the Hebrews, remained in a state of preparation on the hills, ready to guard

the passes of the country. Moses earnestly dissuaded them from this enterprise, as contrary

to the declared intention of God, as well as against his command, that they should withdraw

from the frontier and retire into the "desert. But they persisted; perhaps from a latent

desire, in their present fit of desperation, to try whether they might not be able even on their

own resources, to arrest the doom which had gone forth against them. They were repulsed

by the Canaanites with great slaughter. The ebullition of courage under which they had

acted would have been but of short duration, even had it been attended with better success

in the first instance. By their repulse, they were very forcibly instructed that they were,
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of themselves, unequal to the conquest of the country ; and were hence induced to yield a

sullen acquiescence in a measure, with which they would hardly have been satisfied unless

this salutary conviction of their own weakness had been realized.

Thus they turned from the borders of '' the pleasant land" to wander for thirty-eight years

in the Aral)ian wildernesses.

The historv of these years is very briefly told in the original narrative. In Nunil)ers xxxiii.

there is a list of the principal stations of the Israelites, from the time they left Egypt till they

arrived on the banks of the Jordan. It, therefore, includes the places of their principal en-

campment during these years of wandering. Much pains have been bestowed by some

writers on the investigation of this list, an.l \n the endeavour to trace the various names which

are there given. Tiie result scarcely seems worth the lalioiir. Tlie names cannot be traced;

and if they could, it appears of little consequence to know at what places the Hebrew host

encamped while they were wandering to and fro in tlie deserts, between the Sinai mountains

and the borders of Canaan, without any definite purpose, save to consume the lime and the

people, or to seek an exchange of pasture ground.

During the long interval of the wandering, several new laws were promulgated. Only two

of the incidents which occurred during this period are deemed of sufficient consequence to

be recorded ; and of these, neither the time nor place is named.

The first was the case of the sabbath-breaker, already alluded to, (p. 266), who was found

gathering sticks on the sabbath-dav. Although this crime had been forbidden, no punish-

ment had been annexed to it ; and therefore the nian was kept in custody till the Divine com-

mands could be taken. The order received was that he should be taken without the camp,

and there stoned to death. This was done.

The other was an affair of far greater importance ; as it indicated a wide-spread dissatis-

faction among the hereditary chiefs of the people, ending in a most formidable conspiracy

to wrest the priesthood from Aaron, and the civil power from the hand of ISIoses.

One Korah, a family-chief of the same branch of the Levitical tribe to which Moses and

Aaron belonged, seems to have been the head of this conspiracy. The other leaders were Dathan,

Abiram and On, all of the tribe of Reuben ; who were probal/ly induced to come forward

on the ground of the right of primogeniture—the extinction of which by Jacob they would

not seem to have recognized to the extent which the existing distribution of civil and sacer-

dotal authority indicated. No less than two hundred and fifty more of the principal and most

influential chiefs of different tribes were drawn into this combination; and it seems to have

been popular with the people as soon as its object was avowed.

That object appears to us to have been misunderstood by all the writers to whose statements

on the subject we have had occasion to refer. We find it stated as an attempt of the con-

spiring chiefs to usurp the sacerdotal functions, or else the civil and sacerdotal functions as

jointly exercised by Moses and Aaron. But we cannot see on what claim of this sort, chiefs

of tribes so opposed in interests as those of Levi and Reuben, were likely to agree, and not

only they, l)ut chiefs of probably all the different tribes as well. 1 1 the pretension was the

priesthood, who was the claimant ? Not Korah ; for then would the Reubenites, who had the

hereditarij claim, have supported Jtis claim? Not the Reubenites; f( r then was the ])roud

Levite likely to support this new claim to a dignity which was already in his tribe? And
then, if tlivi object had been the possession of paramount civil power by either of these parties,

Avas this an oljject which the two most powerful tribes, Judah and Ephraim, were likely to

support, or which they were not far more likely to oppose. We consider that it was, altogether,

an attempt to overthrow the general government as established by the law ; and that this took

the fi)rm of an attack of the priesthood, chiefly because that that was the more obvious and

established feature of the general government. The authority of Moses Avas probably felt to

be merely an incident, for the transmission of which the law made no provision. xVlthough,

therefore, even his authority was not unassaulted, it was less the ostensible object of the

combination than that of his brother. Under this view it will not appear that any one of the

confederated parties aspired to the priesthood ; but that there was a general consi)iracy among
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the leading men of several tribes to restore things to their original footing when the priest-

hood and the civil authority went together with the birthright, throughout the larger and
smaller sectional divisions,—tribes, clans, and families of the people. Their charge against

Moses and Aaron was that they had taken away the former liberties of the people ; which,

being interpreted, means, that they had organised their loosely compacted tribes into a nation,

and subjected them to a general government. Apart from such an explanation as this, it seems

impossible to understand the equal pretensions of all the parties to the exercise of sacerdotal

functions; without the least intimation that they all concurred in supporting the claims of any one

particular party. But although there are obvious considerations wliich preclude the supposition

that the appropriation of the priesthood to himself was the avowed object of Korah, in which he

was supported by the other parties ; there is much reason to conclude, from the manner in which

Moses (when he saw through his designs) spoke to him, that this was his real and ulterior object.

There are indications that the Reubenites, while they desired as heartily as the others to

overturn the existing plan of government, were rather afraid of the ulterior objects of Korah
and of making common cause with him. Perhaps they were fearful that by so doing they

should seem to compromise what they wished to regard as the self-evident character of the

claims they derived from the usual laws of primogeniture.

In short, with some attention, we may perceive three parties agreeing to overturn the present

ecclesiastical and civil government, and agreeing also in one common pretence, the liberties of

the people ; but having their several grounds of discontent, and differing, secretly at least, in

their final objects. Korah appears to have felt that since the Leviteswere set apart as a sacred

tribe, and the priesthood confined to one family in that tribe, his own rank therein * gave him
a preferable claim to that dignity. The two hundred and fifty chiefs who joined him appear

to have desired to reclaim, as a right of primogeniture, the sacerdotal privileges which had
been transferred to the tribe of Levi. And the Reubenites probably felt aggrieved that Moses
in all his arrangements acted on the will of Jacob as a reality, excluding Reiiben from the

ordinary pre-eminence of the first-born, and placing Judah and the sons of Joseph before

him.

When the conspirators judged things ripe for an open rupture, they met in a body, and,

presenting themselves before Moses and Aaron, they upbraided them with their unjust am-
bition, in engrossing all power in their own hands, and excluding the rest of the people,

who were all, as much as they, the people of God. Moses was much astonished at this

speech ; but he administered in reply a cvitting rebuke to the ambitious Korah, and assured
him and his confederates that, however they might gloss this matter to themselves and others,

their proceedings were really levelled against the government of the King Jehovah. To
Him, who was the author of the appointments of which they complained, he would leave it

to decide who should be the ministers of his service, and who should be held worthy to

approach his presence. He therefore desired them to assemble on the morrow at the taber-

nacle, with censers, to offer incense to God, who would doubtless take the occasion of making
his will known.

It is observable that the chiefs of Reuben, Dathan and Abiram,f were not present on this

occasion. But whatever was the ground of their absence, they took care it should be known
that it was not from any indifference to the cause in which they were engaged : for, when
Moses sent for them to be present on the morrow with the others, they returned a very

smart refusal, in terms which threw much light on the state of feeling that then

prevailed :
—

" We will not come up. Is it a small thing that thou hast brought us up
out of a land that floweth with milk and honey, to kill us in the wilderness, except thou

make thyself altogether a prince over us ? Moreover, thou hast not brought us into a land

that floweth with milk and honey, or given us inheritance of fields and vineyards : wilt

• Josephus says he was wealthy, and that he was older than Moses.
t The other Reubeiiite, On, is not namod except in the first instance. It is generally thought that he separated from his party

after he heard what Moses said. The rabbins allege that his wiie persuaded him to relinquish his part in this dangerous enter-
prise.
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thou blind the eyes of these men?—We will not come up." This answer, involving an
appeal to the misconceptions and prejudices of the people, was manifestly framed for //(cl-

ears more than for those of Moses. And as, by " the men" whom, they allege, Moses intended
to blind, Korah and the others are doubtless denoted, they appear to have disapproved
of the proposed trial, of the result of which they might well entertain some doubts, and to

have thought it the better course not to commit their own claims and pretensions to the same
issue.

Mild and forbearing as Moses usually was in all that concerned himself, his indignation

rose very high when he received this reproachful message. He called God to witness the

injustice of the charge it contained, since so far had he been from using his power to enrich

or aggrandise himself, that he had as yet reajsed nothing but care and sorrow from it.

The morrow came ; and all Israel anxiously awaited Avhat that day might bring forth.

Korah and his two hundred and fifty associates were true to their appointment, and appeared
before the tabernacle with censers. They were attended by a vast host of their more active

partisans, who seem, from the expressions employed, to have represented the sympathies

and sentiments of the IxUk of the community, who appear to have stood awaiting the event

before their tents.

Moses and Aaron were with or near the conspirators, where they stood prepared to offer

incense. But at that moment, the Shechinah, that glorious symbol of the Divine presence,

which usually abode in the inmost sanctuary, appeared at the door of the tabernacle ; and
a voice was heard therefrom, commanding Moses and Aaron,—" Separate yourselves from
this congregation, that I may consume them in a moment." On hearing this they both fell

upon their faces, and entreated that he would not be wroth with the misguided people for

the evil into which they had been drawn by one ambitious man. A compliance with this

prayer, it res])ecting all but the ringleaders, was involved in the direction which they received

to go to the tents of Dathan and Abiram, and warn the people off from the neighbourhood
of their tents. Warned by the supernatural appearance at the entrance of the tabernacle,

the people obeyed. Moses then addressed them, and appealed for the authority of his com-
mission to the prodigy which was about to follow. No sooner had he spoken, than the earth

opened and engulphed the present rebels and all that belonged to them : while at the same
instant, Korah and his party, who remained before the tabernacle, were struck dead by tire

from heaven. Thus awfully perished the men who wished to make subservient to their own
ends the discontent which they excited among the people.

But even this awful example was not sufficient to allay the ferment which had been excited.

It is true that mutinous mob fled with horror and alarm from the doom which befel their

leaders. But, with a degree of infatuation and insane hardihood, which is rarely to he fuund

but among the blind instruments of popular conmiotions, they assembled tumultuously the

very next day, and clamoured against Moses and Aaron, saying :—" Ye have slain the people

of the Lord." Yesterday they had been spared: but the welfare, the very existence of the

nation, required that a memorable example to all future time should now be made. God,
therefore, sent a fearfvd plague among them, which spread rapidly through their ranks, and
before which they fell down in sudden death.

No sooner did the brothers perceive that the wrath of God was raging among the riotous

crowd, than Aaron, at the instance of Moses, took a censer, and, filled with the most deep com-
passion and animated by all-conquering faith, he therewith rushed into the crowd, and
planted himself between the living and the dead, as if to stay that storm of death, and say,
" thus for shalt thou come, and no further." With this noble act God was well pleased, and
stayed the hand of the destroyer ; but not until fourteen hundred people had tallen before
him.

It was evident that to persons of the most consequence and intlucnce in the nation, the

appointment of Aaron to the hereditary priesthood was so distasteful, that only the most
sensible evidence thai the ai)pointment was indeed divine, could bring them to submit to it.

One would think tliat the recent events would have been sufficient to convince the most doubt-
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fill of this. Perliaps for the time it was so. But God was pleased, by a new prodigy, to afford
an abiding testimony of his preference. None but the princes of the tribes were' likely to
think their claims to that high office equal or preferable to those of Aaron ; or, at all events
if they, who were highest in dignity, were satisfied, or silenced, none of those below them
could fairly make complaint. The princes of the twelve tribes and Aaron were therefore com-
manded to take, each of them, an almond rod, and write thereon the name of his tribe. These
rods, with Aaron's rod among them, were solemnly deposited before the ark of the covenant.
The next morning they were brought forth from thence ; and it was found that while the
other rods remained in their former state, the rod of Aaron was covered with leaves, and
blossoms, and ripened fruit. All the people admired this mild and significant prodigy, and
peace was re-established in Israel. The rod was directed to be laid up in the sanctuary that
it might remain an abiding testimony of the divine appointments, which do not, indeed, seem
to have been ever after called in question.

At length the fortieth year from the deliverance commenced. By this time the doom of
the former generation had been accomplished. They had all died gradually away. The new
race which now stood in their place were scarcely less turbulent and rebellious than their

fathers ; but they had grown up in the free air of the desert, the chain of bondage had not rusted

their sovds, and their necks had not been fretted by the yoke. They were therefore more hardy
in their frames, and in their hearts more courageous and enterprising than their fathers. They
had also been brought up under the theocracy ; and its forms and principles were familiar to

them, however imperfectly they were as yet imbued with its spirit.

As the appointed time drew nigh, they were conducted again to Kadesh,—that i)liice

between the borders of Canaan and Edom, where their fathers had received their doom, to die

in the wilderness.

Miriam died soon after their arrival at this place, and was buried there. The Jews liave

a notion that she was the legislatrix and ruler ofthe Hebrew women, as her brother was of the

men.

While they tarried at this place water failed them. There the recollections of what the

elder portion of the population had seen, and of what the younger had heard of Egypt* and of

its abundant and glorious river, revived, and they assailed Moses with the old reproaches,

because he had not suffered them to remain in that fruitfid land, but had brought them into

that "evil place," which was, they complained, " no place of seed, or of figs, or of vines, or

of pomegranates, neither is there any water to drink." Moses and Aaron received the com-
mand of God to take the old wonder-working rod or staff [not that which had budded], and

smite therewith a certain rock from which water should flow in abundance. They did tins ;

but in doing it manifested some degree of impatience and distrust of Jehovah, in consequence

of which they were told that they should not be allowed to enter the promised land. To
Moses, however, was granted the indulgence of viewing that land afar off, although not per-

mitted to set his foot upon it.

Palestine seems at this time to have been of difficult access on the southern frontier.

Besides being, as we have elsewhere described, a hilly region, traversed by narrow passes and

valleys, and therefore of comparatively easy defence, the hills were crowned by forts and forti-

fied towns which were at that time considered strong and formidable. It was also occupied

by brave and vigilant warriors, by whom every foot of ground was likely to be disputed. In

this southern part of the country, near Hebron, were the tall sons of Anak, the very sight of

whom had struck the spies with terror thirly-eiglit years before. In advancing in this direc-

tion, they would also have their old and"much dreaded enemies, the Pliilistines, on their loft

hand ; and they were not likely to remain quiet witnesses of the progress of the Israelites in

that quarter. From the concurrence of these causes, it did actually happen that this quarter of

* It will be recollected that tlie older and leading part of the present poinilation, lieiii}; those under tnciitj- years of a^c on

leaving Egypt, could remember that country well. Two-thirds of tlie present race had probably bein born in the desert ; but

even they must have heard constant talk of the splendid country from wliich tlieir fathers Iiad been brouglit.

2 s 2
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the country was not fully subdued till the time of David. This country also, in many respects,

was less desirable and fertile than the more central parts, as has been abundantly shown in the

descriptive portion of this work.

On all these accounts together, it was manifestly less desirable that the Hebrew host should

enter at the south, and fight their way northward through the whole extent of the country, than

that they should at once, if possible, establish themselves in the central part of the country,

which was not only the richest, but the least defensible, and from thence extend their power

right and left, into the portions of country between which they would thus be thrown.

This was actually the course which was determined to be taken. But to this end it was

necessary that the Israelites should take a circuit round the southern end of the Dead Sea,

and march northward along its eastern border, in order to pass the Jordan and establish

themselves at once in the very heart of the country to be conquered ; and in effecting this

design it would be desirable to pass through the kingdom of the Edomites, and necessary to

traverse those of the Moabitcs and Amorites, nations with whom the Hebrews had no quarrel,

and with two of which, as being allied to themselves by blood, they were expressly forbidden

to wage war.

The mountains of Seir, which the Edomites at this time occupied, bound the valley of

Araba on the east, and extend all the way from the Dead Sea to the Elanitic Gulf. They
offer only one valley through which a large and encumbered army could pass from the western

to the eastern plains. This is the valley of El Ghoeyr, which opens into the Araba at about

forty-five miles to the south of the Dead Sea. As it afforded by fsir the most convenient

and shortest route which the Israelites could take, it doubtless forms " the king's highway "

through which Moses desired from the Edomites permission for the Israelites to pass. The
negotiation, if it may be so called, for this ])urpose, is curious from the illustration which it

offers of the practices which then prevailed as to the very important point of international law,

involved in the conditions on which an army might expect permission to march, for warlike

purposes, through the territories of a neutral or friendly power.

At this time the eighth king of the Edomites was upon the throne. Eleven princes were

subordinate to him ; so that the king was, in fact, no more than the chief of twelve princes,—

a

relic of the patriarchal form of government to which the Edomites, in common with all ancient

nations, were originally subject.* This empire seems, in the time of Moses, to have been in

a very flourishing condition. Mention is incidentally made of eight considerable cities, and

also of fields, vineyards, and highways in this country.

t

Moses had previously been cautioned by God not in any way to meddle injuriously with

the Edomites ; for Mount Seir had been given to Esau, in the possession of which his

descendants were not to be disturbed. Therefore, in marching through or along their country,

they were charged to maintain a strict discipline, and to pay scrupulously for whatever food

or water they required.

Accordingly, when Moses sent from Kadesh, to request from the king of Edom a free

passage through his territory, the ambassadors were charged with the following message,

—

" Thus saith thy brother Israel, Thou knowest all the travail that hath befallen us : how our

fathers went down into Egypt, and we have dwelt in Egypt a long time : and the Egyptians

afflicted us and our fathers : And when we cried imto Jehovah he beard our voice, and sent

an angel, and hath brought us forth out of Egypt: and behold we are in Kadesh, a city in

the uttermost of thy border. Let us pass, we pray thee, through thy country : we will not

pass through the Jields, or through the vineyards, nor will loe drink \oator out of the wells

;

we will march throucjh the kimfs highway : we icill not turn to the right hand or to the left,

until ue have passed through thij borders^

Tlie king of Edom was afraid to admit such an immense body of armed men into his

country, and sent a plain refusal to let them pass, and threatened to oppose by arms any

attempt they might make to do so.

* Gen. xvii. 20, xxxvi. 31-^4. f Gen. xxxvi. 31—39; Num. xx. 17, 21, 22.
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The Israelites, whose experience in the desert had made them extremely sensihle of the

value of water, and of the necessity of husbanding a limited supply, suspected that the prin-

cipal fear of the king was, lest they should exhaust or waste the water in the wells and reser-

voirs from which the inhabitants derived their supply of water during the season in which the

rivers were dried up. They, therefore, sent back to assure him, that they desired nothing

but leave "to pass through on their feet," and that they would most willingly pay for whatever

water they and their cattle might need. But the king was inexorable, and made a display of

his forces to intimidate them. The frontier was so strong on this side that it was hardly

possible for the Hebrews to force a passage, if they had been so minded. It was, therefore,

resolved to take a circuitous route—that is, to return southward, and pass to the other side of

these mountains at the point where they terminate, near the head of the Elanitic Gulf. They

would then turn northward, and march along the borders of the high plains, which lie beyond

these mountains eastward.

They, therefore, proceeded down the broad valley of Araba, till they reached the foot of

Mount Hor, where they encamped.* To the top of that mountain, ^Moses, Aaron, and

Eleazer proceeded, according to Divine direction, in the sight of all the people, and there Aaron

died and was buried. The tomb which is now seen afar on the top of that mountain, in all

probability marks the spot of his death and sepulture. The Moslems, who highly honour the

memory of Aaron, hold this tomb in great reverence, and offer sacrifices there.

Thus died a man rendered eminent by the circumstances in which he was placed, and bv the

important part he took in the deliverance of Israel, and in the establishment of the Hebrew com-

monwealth. If his unequal temperament, and the facility of his disposition, disqualified him

for the higher place which his younger brother so ably filled, and amply justifies and exjjlains

the divine preference, we must still acknowledge that the services which he rendered were

neither few nor unimportant, and were, of their kind, indispensably necessary.

From the place which the circumstance occupies in the narrative, it would seem that it was

while they were encamped at this place, although other considerations would rather indicate

that it was at Kadesh that the outposts of the Hebrew camp were attacked by one of the

Canaanitish nations on the southern border of Palestine. Their leader is called the king of

Arad ; and most of the Jewish writers think they were a tribe of Amalekites, which, under

all the circumstances, is not very unlikely. This attack was so far successful that the

Canaanites were able to carry off several Israelites as captives. On this, the Hebrews put

the whole invading tribe, with their cities, under that solemn vow of devotement to utter

destruction, which, under its proper name of chrrcm, we have described in a previous page

(278). This vow they were enabled to accomplish when they ultimately came again in contact

with the same people, in the great warfare which they waged against the Canaanites. Then

they utterly destroyed this people and their cities, and called the name of the land Hormah,

—the devoted place."];

The people having considered their wandering in the desert nearly at an end, and having

made up their minds for a shorter and more pleasant route, were greatly disappointed at this

retrograde movement—this delay in their anticipated change of life and diet, and renewal of

the fatigues and privations which they had deemed to be all but ended. As they pursued

their difficult way down the waterless and sandy Araba, their discontent gathered strength,

and at last began to vent itself in the usual manner :—" Wherefore have ye brought us up

out of Egypt to die in the wilderness ? For we have neither bread nor water, and our soul

loatheth this hght food." For this offence the Lord refused to protect them from the mortal

bites of the serpents which infested the region to which they now came, and which are

described by Burckhardt as still abounding in a neighbouring district.! They are called

^'Jierij serpents," either from the intlammation caused by their bites or from their fiery and

splendid appearance. Under punishment this generation behaved better than their fathers. In

the present case they went to Moses, confessed that they had sinned, and implored him to

• Mount Hor has been described, and a view of it given in ji. xliv. of the • Physical History.'

t Comp. Num. xxi. 1-3 ; Josh. xii. 1-1 ; Judg. i. 16. 17- t "TravoU in .Syria,' p. 499, 500.
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intercede for them. On this, Moses, at the comman,! of God, made the fio.„re of a serpent in
brass, and elevated it upon a pole in the midst of the camp; and it was the Divine appoint-
ment that whoever looked upon this ensign, which Christ declares to have been desio-ned as
an emblem of Himself crucified,* instantly recovered of his mortal wound. But many" of the
people had died before this mysterious remedy was given. The brazen serpent was preserved
as a memorial of this miracle till the time of Hezekiah, who ordered it to be destroyed on
account of the superstitious regard which the Israelites then paid to it.f

Corrected by this experience, the people went on patiently the remainder of their wav
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When, having rounded the niouiUains, on the south, they turned northward, marchin-v aloiu-
the eastern and more exposed iVonlicr of lidom, the descendants of Esau were afraid to^noles"

John iii. 1 J. 15.
t 2 Kings xviii. 4.
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or irritate them ; but, on the contrary, brought them provisions and water for sale.* In

like manner, the few inhabitants now found in that quarter derive much profit from the

sale of the produce of their fields and orchards to the great caravan which yearly marches the

same road on its way between Damascus and Mecca.f

The desert wanderings of the Israelites may be considered to have ended when they arrived

at the brook Zared, a stream which flows towards the southern extremity of the Dead Sea,:J:

and which at this time seems to have formed the boundary between the territories of Edom
and Moab. Along the borders and in the valley of this stream they encamped. Here, before

entering the land of Moab, the Israelites were warned that this land formed no part of their

promised inheritance. It had been given to the descendants of Lot, whom they were charged

not to molest. The Moabites, on their part, offered no opposition to the march of the

Hebrews through their territory ; though it may be suspected that it was less good will than

fear that prevented their refusal. So the Israelites pursued their march to the banks of the

river Arnon, where they encamped.

In former times the territories of Moab had extended considerably to the north of tliat

river. But before this, a division of the Amorites, being probably driven thereto by the

increase of their numbers in Canaan, had crossed the Jordan in search of a new settlement.

They expelled the descendants of Lot from all that part of their territory which lay to the

north of the Arnon, and occupied it in their room. The Amorites were among the Canaan-

it es, against whom the Israelites were to wage an exterminating war. But this applied to

them only as inhabitants of Canaan ; for they made no claim of the country' east of the

Jordan, and had no commission to wage war with any of its inhabitants.

The Israelites therefore sent ambassadors to Sihon, the king of the Amorites, whose metro-

polis was Heshbon, requesting permission to pass through his country in the same terms

which they had previously employed in making a similar application to the king of Edom.

Remembering that the Amorites were Canaanites, and closely connected with the tribes on the

other side the river, and considering the very serious objections they might entertain to the set-

tlement of the Israelites in their neighbourhood, it is not surprising that Sihon not only refused

to permit them to pass through his country, but actually advanced with his forces to prevent

them from crossing the Arnon. Having obtained the permission of their Divine King to meet

the Amorites in battle, with the assured promise of victory, the new race of Hebrews advanced

courageously to their first essay of arms. The two armies met near Jahaz. The alacrity

which the Israelites exhibited in meeting them half way considerably damped the valour of

the Amorites. Their ranks were broken at the first onset, and they fled to seek the shelter

of their towns. But the greater part were slain in the pursuit, in which the Hebrews had

great advantage ; for not only were they, from their life in the desert, active and hardy in

their frames, but lightly armed, and skilled in the use of missile weapons, the sling, the dart,

and the bow. The king himself was slain ; and the Israelites took possession, Ijy right of

conquest, of his dominion, which comprised that fine territory which extends between the

rivers Arnon and Jabbok. This country, having the Jordan on the west, was thus bounded

by three fine streams, and not only possessed a fertile soil and rich pastures, but was already

well settled, containing towns and villages and cultivated lands.

§

This acquisition, however, brought the Israelites close to the southern frontier of the king-

dom of Bashan, which reached to the river Jabbok. Og, the king of this country, was of the

race of the old Rephaim, who inhabited the same country in the time of Abraham. To give

some idea of his bulk andstature,(0 the historian informs that his bedstead wasof iron,(-') and

measured four yards and a half long, by two yards wide.H This monarch is described l)y

Josephus as a friend and ally of Sihon, and had been marching to his assistance ; when, find-

* Dent. ii. 29. t BurckliarcU, p. 403.

t Captains Irby and Mangles are probably right in identifying tliis brook wilh the El Ahsa, as that is tlie most southerly of

tlie streams which enter the Dead Sea, and therefore the first nhicli the Israelites would reach in their northward journey.

§ See .Tosephus, iv. 5, 1, 2.

II

•' Nine cubits was the length thereof, and four cubits tlie breadth of it, after the cubit of a man." (Deut. iii. 11.) But as a

bedstead is larger than the man for whose lis it is intended, Og's stature was doubtless less—perhaps about nine feet.
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iiig that he was already defeated and slain, he determined to avenge him and to expel the

intruders But, in attempting to execute this intention, he was himself slain in battle with

s^^.^^

[Garden Bedstead.] [Palra-branch Bedstead.]

tlie Hebrews, and all his army destroyed. Moses then crossed the Jabbok and overran the

country, taking possession of the sixty walled towns which it contained. Thus the Israelites

were led into the occupation of a rich and beautiful country which they had not designed or

expected to obtain, extending from the river Arnon to the roots of Anti-Lebanon.

With the Ammonites the Israelites did not interfere, although they lay close, on the east, to

their new dominions. For this there were two reasons,—that they had been forbidden to

disturb the children of Lot, and that the frontier of the Ammonites was very strong.

The Moabites were doubtless well pleased to witness the overthrow of their old enemies and

conquerors, the Amorites. But this was all of satisfaction they could find in the late events.

They considered that they had a fair claim to the lands occupied by the Amorites, stronger

than that which the Hebrews derived from their recent conquest ; and it was by no means a

satisfaction to them to see thus suddenly established in their neighbourhood a power which

combined the authority and resources which had previously been divided between two states,

either ofwhich had been singly a sufficient, or more than sufficient, match for themselves. They

could not but apprehend danger from such neighbourhood, not probably being aware that the

Israelites had been forbidden to disturb the children of Lot in the territory which they actually

occupied. But the Moabites had sufficiently profited by the overthrow of Sihon and Og to be

aware that they could not, in their own resources, risk any hostile movement against the

Hebrews. Balak, the king of Moab, therefore sought to strengthen himself by the assistance

of such of the widely-dispersed tribes of Midian (descended from the son of Abraham by

Keturah) as were then pasturing their flocks in the eastern plains. The emirs of Midian

readily yielded their assistance (doubtless allured by the prospect of rich spoil). And they, who

had been accustomed to wander far with their flocks, and herds, and in commercial caravans,

which bare to Syria and to Egypt the rich productions of the remoter East, told Balak of a

famous prophet or diviner, Balaam by name, who dwelt beyond the Euphrates. This man

saw far into the future, and his words were of such power, that whatsoever he cursed was

Certainly accursed, and whatsoever he blessed was blessed indeed. They therefore concluded

that before they committed themselves by any hostile acts, it would be best to send for this

wondrous man, that he might lay the heavy burden of his curse upon the host of Israel. The

expediency of this course was probably suggested by the appearance of a religious character

in the march and encampment of the Israelites, with their splendid tabernacle and ritual service,

and with the evident proofs which were ofl"cred, that they were under the special care and direc-

tion of some supernatural power. Hence they judged it useless to act against this favoured
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people, until the supernatural blessing under which tlicy prospered were neutralised bv the
supernatural power of a curse from tlie Mesopotamian prophet.

Persons of consideration were sent from both parties, with suitable presents, to fetch Balaam
from Mesopotamia. They were well received by the prophet, whom we take to have been not

an idolatrous diviner, but an ill-disposed prophet of the true God,—such as we know there were
in later times. He promised to give the messengers an answer in the morniiitj, and when the

morning came he told them that he could not go, for the people whom he was desired to curse

were blessed of God.

The king of Moab and the emirs of Midian were but little satisfied with this answer. Thev

/ '^-SS%>- > "rn"^

[Bgyptian Asses, saddled (Ancient .]

[EgyiitiiUi Asses, saddled (ModornV]

sent again by personages of higher rank than before and more in number to renew the request
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in more urgent terms, and with the promise of great wealth and high honours for his reward.

Balaam, who greatly desired to go, that he might reap all the benefits offered to him, was

reluctant to act at once on his former instructions, and repeat his refusal ; but hoping to receive

permission, desired the messengers to await an answer till the morning. In the night he was

told he might go if the messengers positively insisted on his going with them ; but, in that

case, he was, on his arrival, to act as he should be then instructed. The overjoyed prophet

got up early iu the morning, and saddled his ass, on which animal men of holy callings in the

East still affect to ride.* He then called the messengers, and told them that he was at liberty

to go with them, but could still only act according to the instructions he might receive.

This over-readiness of the prophet, from the desire of gain, to avail himself of the con-

ditional leave he had obtained, while he knew that he could only satisfy the king by cursing

those whom the Lord had blessed, was deeply displeasing to God. As he rode along, his ass

suddenly refused to proceed ; and when, with redoubled blows, he endeavoured to urge him

on, a human voice was given to the animal to complain of the treatment it received. In the

anger of the moment the prophet was heedless of the miracle, and returned a passionate

answer; when suddenly his eyes were opened to behold " things invisible to mortal sight,"

and he saw the cause of his beast's refractoriness,—an angel of God stood in the way, with a

drawn sword to intercept his path. He was now apprised of the Divine displeasure at his con-

duct, and was told that he had been struck dead xmless his ass, seeing the angel, had refused

to proceed. On this Balaam humbled himself, and expressed his readiiiess to return home if

so commanded. But he was told he might go on ; but was enjoined to act in future pre-

ciselv as he should be directed. Indeed, it is manifest that this adventure on the road was

intended to teach him the necessity of strict and literal obedience to his orders, however dis-

tastefid they might be to him. This suggests an adequate cause for what has seemed to some

a preposterous and needless incident.

At the end of his journey his arrival was hailed with great joy by the princes of ^loab and

Midian ; but this was somewhat checked by his telling them that he could act but as the

involimtarv organ of a higher power, whose behests he could not gainsay.

The prophet was however taken by the king to the summit of a mountain, from which he

could command a view of the Hebrew encampment, laid out before him in all its order and

l)eauty, with the splendid tabernacle of Jehovah standing apart in the central srpiare, in the

place usually occupied by the tent of the emir or the king. He was much impressed by the

sight ; and when the spirit of prophecy came upon him, he cried,

—

" How can I curse whom God hath not cursed?

How can I execrate wiiom Jehovah hath not execrated ?"

and then proceeded to "bless them altogether." The king was deeply mortified at

this result ; and he successively took Balaam to different points, from which views might

be commanded of different portions of the Israelite camp, in the hope that although the

])rophet might not be allowed to curse the whole, there was some portion on which the Aveight

of his ban might be laid. But on all these occasions, Balaam was compelled to break forth

into blessings, and into prophecies of the future glories and victories of Israel. He alluded,

not obscurely, to the triumphs of David, in the king who was to extend the power of Israel

over the neighbouring state, the respective dooms of which, in being ultimately brought under

the Hebrew sceptre, he clearly foretold.(^ Even Moab was not excepted. All these prophecies

and blessings were delivered with as much force and power of poetic expression as can be

found in any of the later prophets ; and this it may be important to note, as showing that the

spirit of inspiration wrought as powerfully in the most unwilling as in the most willing instru-

ments. Tliere is much interest to \is in the expressions of admiration which the view of the

Hebrew encampment extorts from a person so experienced in camps as Balaam ; and behold-

* The sa(hlles of asses, so often mentioned in Scripture, were, doubtless, such as our cuts exhibit. In the one instance (ancicnf)

they are merely mats or quilted cloths, similar to those still in use, aUhough now a kind of pad is often used, such as that shown

in the other (modern) enirraving.
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ing it from the vantaue ground on which his impressions place us, we have a nure ilistinct

notion of its beautiful order than we could otherwise realize. At the first view, he cried,

—

" Wlien, from the tops of the rocks, I see them.

And from the lofty hills 1 behold them ;

—

Lo ! they are a people that shall dwell alone.

And shall not be reckoned among the nations.

Who shall count the dust-like seed of Jacob ?

Who shall number the multitude of Israel?"

Again, the second time,-

" i!ehold '. I have received a command to bless,

—

For Giod hath blessed, and I cannot revoke it

.

I behold no trouble in Jacob,

Nor do I see distress in Israel.

Jehovah their God is with them.

And to him they shout as their king."

And another time, we are expresslj- told tliat it was when he saw " Israel encamped according

to their tribes" that he exclaimed,

—

" How beautiful are thy tents, O Jacob!

And thy tabernacles, O Israel

!

As vales planted with groves ;•

Like gardens by the side of a river

;

Like lign-aloes planted by Jehovah ;

As cedars by water streams."

In the end, Balak would have been very willing that Balaam should " Neither bless them

at all nor curse them at all," and was unutterably humbled that his design had been so

strangelv and entirelv reversed. Balaam himself was, no doubt, quite as much disappointed,

as he was obliged to depart without the rewards and honours by which he had been tempted.

As we afterwards find him among the Midianites, it would seem that instead of returning home

he went no further than from the Moabites to them ; or else that he went home and after-

wards returned. But, either before his set out or after his return, he gave the pernicious and

fatal advice, that the only way to weaken the Israelites and bring them into trouble would be

by drawino; them aside to the worship of the native gods ; for then their own God would

be provoked, and would withdraw His protection from them, in which case they might easily

be vanquished. And he suggested that the beauty of the native women might well be made

the instrument of this seduction.

The chiefs of Moab and ]Midian spared nothing to carry this most pernicious council into

eifect. A seemingly amicable intercourse was opened with the Israelites, by means of which

the most beautiful females of the two nations were purposely brought under the notice of the

ardent and undisciplined youth of the Hebrew cause. They fell into the snare thus cunningly

laid for them. Great numbers of them yielded up their souls to their fair enslavers; and,

rather than be separated from them, refused the observance of those peculiar laws which

rendered a free and equal intercourse with strangers and idolaters impossible. These barriers

beino- overleaped, there was but a step to a participation in the idolatrous services of the gods

worshipped in those parts. Indeed, as the chief of those gods was the obscene Baalpeor, it

is far more than likely that the intercourse between the Hebrews and these " fair idolatresses"

was in itself made to seem an act of idolatrous service. Certain it is, that the people allowed

themselves to be drawn to worship the gods of :Moab, and eat of their sacrifices ; and many of

them were not ashamed to wear openly the obscene badges of Baalpeor.

Any long continuance of this state of affairs would have involved nothing less than the

complete overthrow of the whole system of religion, government, and morals, which had been

established with so much pains and difficulty ; and now, at the moment for action, would have

compelled the abandonment of all the high objects which had so long been kept before the

view of the nation. The severest measures of correction were hence necessary-. God

therefore sent a most destructive plague among them ; and besides this, Moses was com-

manded to order the judges to slay aU the men, in the several divisions over which they pre-

• This aud most of the other images, obviouslv alludes to the parallel lines of tent^, forming street;, or roads, like vales.

2x2
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sided, who were seen wearing the badges of Baalpeor. This was done ; l)ut the plague went

raging on, and the camp was full of lamentation, when the prince of a chief house in the tribe

of Simeon, Zimri by name, was seen openly conducting Cozbi, the daughter of one of the

Midianitish emirs to his tent. This cool proceeding, at such a time of calamit)', roused the

indignation of Phineas, the grandson of Aarcm, and son of the present high priest, Eleazar
;

and, acting on the burning impulse of tlie moment, he took a sjtear and followed the parties to

the tent, and there slew them both at one thrust. This act, under peculiar circumstances,

which would prevent it from being adduced as a precedent, was accepted l)y God as one of

atonement, for instantly the ])lague ceasetl. The number wlio perished on tliis occasion was

24,000.*

As the Midianites had been more active than the Moabitcs in lliis ali'air—perliaps because

tlieir semi-nomade habits enabled themselves and their females to associate more freely with

tlie Israelites than was possible to a nu)re settled people like the Moabites,—Moses was com-

manded to denounce war against them. As this war was only against the adjoining trilies

who had been immediately engaged in this disgraceful and insidious policy, a draft of 12,000

picked men, 1000 from each tribe was judged sufficient. Against these Midianites the war

was declared to be one of extermination, on the same principle as that which in modern times

adjudges death to the foreigners who excite a people to rebellion against their rightful king.

Here, as in many other cases, transactions in the early Hebrew history are liable to be mis-

imderstood whenever we allow ourselves to forget that Jehovah was really and practically the

King of the Hebrew people.

This small army, without the loss of a single man, took ample vengeance on the Midianites.

The Israelites descended like a storm upon the country, carrying fire and sword wherever

they went. The towns and strongholds were destroyed, and every man who fell into their

hands was put to the sword. Among these were five emirs,—the chiefs, probably, of as many
tribes or clans ; and Avith them Balaam the prophet reaped the wages of his iniquity. They

saved all the women and children, and finally

returned to the camp with an immense booty,

consisting of 675,000 sheep, 70,000 beeves, and

00,000 asses, besides upwards of 8000 ounces

of gold, in various ornaments of that metal,

such as chains, bracelets, rings, ear-rings, and

some uncertain ornament which appears to

have been worn upon the breast. From this

account of the spoil, the Midianites ap])car to

have been a wealthy semi-pastoral people, and

(as the ornaments seem to be those of the men)

studious of splendour in their attire. Ear-

rings do not appear to have been wurn by men
among many of the more civilized nations of

antiquity, not, for instance, by the Egyptians

;

hut among the sculptured antiquities of that

people several foreign nations are represented

with this ornament, as shown in the annexed

engraving.

When the victors returned with their cap-

tives and spoil, Moses was very wroth that the

women had been s])ared, seenig that they had
[Kar-rint'sof Men.]

, ,
.. * ri i--

l)ren the exciting cause of the recent calamities

iind sins. He therefore commanded that all of ihein sliouUl be slain excepting the young

* St. PiUil s.ij's (1 Cor, X. 8) tli.at "twcuXytline ttiousiiiiil iHTsoim died by tin- }il:>;;iu';" iiml, :>« the orij^inal numbiT is 24,000,

it h.is l)i'en reasonably conjectured ttiat tliis is the full number, but that 1000 were slain by the judges, and the rest by the

id.iguc.
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virgins, who were to be kept as domestic slaves. All the male children he also ordered to be

put to death. Infidelity has made a stand upon this conduct of Moses, as equally unjust

and cruel. It may he answered that, when not acting under the Divine orders—and there is no

mention of any command of Gud on this occasion—Moses was but a man, and liable as snch to

errors in policy iind feeling, from passion or prejudice. Tlie destruction of the very guilty

women might be vindicated by such considerations of j ustice with respect to the past and of policy

with reference to the future, as, we suspect, would have caused little hesitation in any of the

chiefs of ancient nations, who rarely allowed any considerations to interfere with their views

of policy ; but the slaughter of the unoffending male children is very difficult to justifj^, and

no satisfactory reason appears why they might not have been put on the same footing witli the

female children. As the Hebrew word rendered " children " comprehends grown youths as

well as infants,—in short, all under twenty years of age,—it is no doubt true that the mass of

these were old enough to have received the taint of paternal corruption, and to have remem-

bered with vengeful hearts the fate of their fathers, mothers, and sisters ; and these consider-

ations, doubtless, had their weight with Moses as well as the force of the terrible extimple

which this massacre w'ould offer. Even to this case, therefore, the following sensible ol)serv-

ations of Jahn will, in some degree, apply, while they bear generally on those seeming seve-

rities of the Hebrew system of war, which we shall have frequent occasion to notice and

explain :—
" Anciently war was characterised by deeds of ferocity and cruelty. The Heljrews have,

therefore, a claim to our forgiveness, if, in some instances, they resorted to those cruel

measures, which were universally prevalent in their day, in order to strike terror upon other

nations, to deter them from committing injuries upon themselves, and to secure their own
tranquillity. There are some things, however, in their history which cannot be approved.*

Still, as was said above, their severity in all instances cannot be condemned ; for it is per-

mitted by the natural law of nations, to a people, to inflict as many and as great evils upon an

enemy as shall be sufficient to deter others from committing the like offence. The prevalent

state of feeling among nations, whether it tend to kindness or cruelty, will determine how
much is necessary to secure such an object. Nations anciently could not exhibit that

humanity and forbearance in war which are common among modern European nations,

without leaving themselves exposed to every sort of injury. t The general character of

Hebrew warfare was comparatively mild and humane. "t That this statement is true we shall

ourselves be able, as occasion offers, to show, by adducing illustrations from the war usages of

the ancient Egyptians, of whose " civilization " so high an opinion is now entertained ; as well

as from the existing usages of eastern nations. Several of the general usages of Hebrew

Avarfare were brought into operation on this occasion, and m;iy well be noticed in this place.

It will be observed that all the males were trained to the use of arms—or rather, were

understood to be able to use arms ; for, as now in eastern countries, every one prolxibly

acquainted himself with the use of arms for the purpose of self-defence. This is natural in a

crude state of society, in which every one has cause to consider it probable that he shall ])e in

circumstances to act hostilely or defensively against others. All the men capable of bearing

arms were enrolled in the public registers, by the genealnyists {sholerim), under the direction

of the princes of the several tribes. In case of war, those who were to be called into actual

service were taken from such as were thus enrolled, the whole body not being expected to

take the field except on extraordinary occasions. In immediate prospect of war, the levy was

made by the (jeneaiogists.%

As might be expected in a theocracy, priests were appointed to go with the army, in some

sort, as ministers of the Divine King. " Tlieir presence was considered a sanction to the under-

takings, which, in consequence, they had doubtless considerable share in controlling. It was,

however, their principal duty to direct the attention of the army to the Invisible King as their

* .Iiul;,'. viU. 4-21, XX. i et seq.; 2 Kings xv. 16 ; 2 Chron. xxv. 13.

t Num. xxxi. 14. ct seq.; 2 Sam. ii. 31 ; comj). 2 Sam. x. 1— 5, xi. 1 ; Amos i. 13; 2 S.tid. viii. 8, 7; corap. 2 Kind's iji. 2/

Amos ii. 1

.

X 2 Sam. viii. 2; 1 Kings xx. 30—43; 2 Kings vi. 21—23; 2 Cliron. xxviii. 8. § Deut. xx. 5-9.
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actual Leader, who in a just cause would surely give them the victory, and to whom the glory of

that victory should be ascribed. It was therefore they who gave the signal of attack by blowing

the silver trumpets, and they who addressed the men before the action. The words they

employed were :
—" Hear, O Israel ! You approach this day unto battle against your enemies.

Let not your hearts faint : fear not, tremble not, be not terrified because of them. For

Jehovah your God is He that goeth with you, to fight for you against your enemies, to save

you."* In later times, however, generals and kings relieved the priests from the duty of

addressing the troops. On the present occasion, Phineas, the son of the high-priest, was he

who went with the army ; and the Jewish writers inform us that the priest, or rather, we
suppose, the chief of the priests who went with the army, was considered as representing the

high-priest, and was, in fact, the high-priest for the purposes of the war ; and that for this

puri)ose he previously underwent the ceremony of anointing, from which he is called " the

Anointed for the War." All this is very likely, except the anointing, of which we have

considerable doubt.

The manner in which the spoil taken from the Midianites was divided, was probably not

new, or peculiar to the Hebrews ; but offers a valuable illustration of ancient usages on this

subject. As the troops were regarded as citizens, engaged in a cause in which they had a

personal interest, they received no wages or even subsistence while engaged in service. Hence
it was considered but just that they should look to the spoils of the enemy as the reward of

their toils and dangers. To encourage individual prowess, a warrior was entitled to appro-

priate to himself whatever spoils he might personally win : hence, in the present case, the

articles of gold, &c., were considered the property of the soldiers ; and as such they made a

free offering of it as an oblation to their Divine King.f But the living prey, whether of cattle

or men, were subject to an equal division,—that is, the flocks and captives were placed

together and numbered. They were then divided into two parts, one of which was given to

the great body of the men fit for war who had remained at home, subject to a deduction of

one-fiftieth part for the Levites ; the other half belonged to the smaller body who had been

actually engaged, subject only to the deduction of a five-hundredth part for the priests. It

appears that, in order to render the division more equal, the flocks, cattle, and captives were

all publicly sold, and the money wdiich they produced was divided in these proportions.

It also appears, from the examjjle offered on this occasion, that when the army returned

home, and before it was disbanded, the officers took an account of the men under their charge,

and reported to the chief magistrate the number that were missing. ('')

Some of the Hebrew tribes had more abundant possessions of flocks and herds than others.

Among these were those of Reuben and Gad. These tribes observed that the land conquered

from Sihon and Og abounded in rich pastures (which is true even to this day), and douljting

that they could be better provided for anywhere else ; they saw also that this country offered

them the advantage of sending out their flocks into the open deserts on the east and south-

east, which might not be easily realized in a country shut up between the river and the sea.

They therefore applied to Moses, desiring to have this land assigned them for their inheritance

;

in consideration of which they were willing to relinquish their claim to a possession in the

land of Canaan. Moses at first thought that they were disposed to seek their rest too soon in

a land which all the tribes had helped to conquer. But when he understood that they were

(piite willing that all the men but such as it might be necessary to leave for the protection of

their families and property, should go over Jordan with the other tribes, to assist them in their

^vars, he very nuich approved of their proposal, and agreed to their request. But as this

territory seemed disproportionately large for two tribes only, he included half the tribe of

Manasseh in the grant. Reuben had the southern part, which the Amorites had taken from

Moab, and re-established Heshbon, (") which had been the capital of Sihon ; Gad got the central

part, which the Amorites had formerly conquered from the Ammonites, including more than a

half of the land ofGilead; and tlie hall"-tril)e of Manasseh received the northernmost portion,

* I'out. XX. 2—4. j Num. xxxi. 5l>.
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comprehending the rest of Gilead with the territories of Og, king of Bashan, of which the

chief towns were Ashtaroth and Edrei Q).

And now, towards the end of the forty years, during which the Israelites had been, for

their sins, kept back from their promised heritage, it was deemed advisable that a new regis-

tration of the people might be taken, and a comparison made with the census which had been

taken, in the first year, in Sinai. It might thus be made evident, on the face of the record, that

the Divine judgment had been accomplished in the appointed time, in consequence of which

the existino- race were in a condition to enter the Promised Land. It was also of some

importance on other grounds that this enumeration should be made before the people

entered upon those cruel wars in which they were about to engage. The results of this

inquiry and comparison showed that of that evil generation which was above twenty years of

age on leaving Egypt, only two persons, besides Moses, remained ahve; and these two,

Caleb and Joshua, were the very persons, who, on account of their deservings, had been by

name excepted from the general doom. Nothing could be better calculated than this, on

the one hand, to encourage the existing race, by assuring them that they were the special

objects of the Divine notice and providence ; and, on the other, to humble them, by bringing

home to every family and to every individual the conviction of the certainty of those judg-

ments which were declared against misdoers (").

It appeared also that the population, notwithstanding the great and rapid change of its

materials, was but little altered in its amount. The resulting difference was but 1820—being

the amount of the decrease as compared with the former census ; but of the tribe of Levi,

which had received an increase of 127, the difference is reduced to little more than 1000.

But although the whole numbers were so singularly near each other, there was a great and

remarkable difference in the details. This will be best shown by the following comparative

table, which we transcribe from " The Pictorial Bible" :

—
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and even the magistrates, during the forty years of his administration, were far from being

thoroughly imbued with the spirit of the theocracy which he had estabhshed. They had so

often rebelled, and offered sacrifice to idols, that it became necessary to have all animals slain

at the altar, and under the inspection of the priests. In their journeyings through the wilder-

ness, they had carried with them portable shrines of Egyptian idols ;* and it was but a short

time since they had been guilty of the grossest idolatry.t It was evidently necessary that

religion shoidd be made to them, as much as possible, an object of sense ; that it should be so

closely interwoven with the civil institution that it could be neither forgotten nor perverted

;

and it was ])articularly desirable that the new generation should be made to perceive the nature

of their polity, and the relation in which they stood to the true God.

Moses accordingly wrote for the people an earnest exhortation to obedience, in which he

alluded to the instances of the kindness, severity, and providence of God, which the Hebrews

had already experienced ; he exhibited in a strong light the sanctions of the law ; he repeated

the most important statutes, and added a few new ones to the code. These exhortations (which

compose his fifth book, or Deuteronomy) he delivered to the magistrates as his farewell address,

at a time when their minds were well prepared to receive wholesome instruction by the

accomplishment of the Divine promises which had already commenced. The genealogists,

each in his own circle, ciunmun'cated all to the people, including the women and the

children. +

Tl)at the latest generations might have a visible and permanent memorial of their duty, he

directed that, after they had taken possession of Canaan, the law (or at least its fundamental

principles, and the first development of its sanctions, as exhibited in Exod. xx.—xxiv.) should

be engraved on pillars of stone, plastered with lime, and that these pillars should be erected

with appropriate solemnity at Shechem on Mount Ebal, or, more probably, Mount Gerizim.

On this occasion the priests were to utter ])articular imprecations against all the secret trans-

gressors of the law, to which the people were to assent by responding " Amen .'" at the end of

each imprecation.

§

Moses then developed a second time, and still more minutely than before, the conditions on

which jEnovAii, their God and king, would govern them. He cast a ])rophetic glance into

the most distant futurity, while he declared the diiferent destinies which awaited them to the

latest generations, according to their conduct in regard to the law. In full view of these con-

ditions, and in order to impress them the more deeply on their minds, he caused the whole

people, even the women and children, again to take a solemn oath of obedience ; and that, not

only for themselves, but also for their posterity.

H

The official duties of Moses were now chjsed. He commissioned Joshua, not as his successor,

but as a military leader divinely appointed, to be the concpieror of the land of Canaan, and to

portion it out among the victors. He delivered to the priests the whole book of the law, that

they might deposit it in the sanctuary with the ark of the covenant. He also left them a song,

in which he represented in the most vivid manner the perverseness of the nation, their future

disobedience and punishment, repentance and pardon. This song the Hebrews were to com-

mit to memory, that they might be aware of the consequences of disobedience, and that, when
the threatenings were fulfilled, they might think of the law and return to their duty. Finally,

he viewed the land of Canaan from Nebo, the summit of Mount Pisgah ;% and then this great

man, and distinguished servant of God, was gathered to his fathers.**

By the instituti(jns which he introduced, for the ])reservatioii of the knowledge of God, he

was the means of conferring an invalual)le favour, not only on the Hebrews, but on the whole

human race; a favour for which no wise or good man can withhold from him his gratitude,

whatever objections he may imagine can be brought against some of his laws."

* 111 Uic ori;,'iiial " portable tabernacles of Saturn ;" but \hv ivadt-r will be iirejiared l)y the statements in the early part of tlie

last ehapter to see that our alteration is ri;,'ht.

t Amosv.2C; Aet.s vii. 23 ; Num. xxv. 1—9. t Peut. xxix. 20. § Deut. xxxvii. 2—26.

II
Deut. xxviii. 1—68, xxix. xxx. K See ' Physiit.il History,' p. .

•* Deut. xxxi.—xxxiv.
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.

C) Giants, p. 308.—We can only allow our-

selves room for a few observations on this sub-

ject, which involves some questions of consider-

able interest, to which, although we should

be willing enough to discuss them fully, we
can, in this place, but barely allude.

For such a limited object as we now propose

to ourselves, it seems best to ascertain in the

first instance what the Scriptures say on the

subject, and then to observe whether there

are any sach points in this statement as offer

difficulties and require elucidation.

First, we are told of the times before the

deluge, " there were giants on the earth in those

days."* But as the word rendered giants is of

disputed interpretation in this text, we will

not dwell on it as bearing conclusively on the

subject. The word certainly, however, does

mean giants in some places ; and, indeed, it

happens to be the very same term by which

the spies designated the men in Canaan, whose

tall stature had filled them with alarm. One

thing is clear to our minds,— that if these ante-

diluvians were giants (as seems, upon the

whole, not unlikely), they are intended to be

described as being t/ien a rare and singular peo-

ple ; and that it is far, as some have supposed,

from implying that the antediluvians generally

were of gigantic stature. Their long lives have

been adduced as favourable to this conclusion
;

the rather as it is probable that the time of

their growth was protracted in proportion to

the entire duration of their existence ;
and as

they held life under conditions highly favour-

able to health and to the development of their

forms, as proved by their prolonged lives.

But this will not stand the test of those com-

parative observations which form the only

materials through which a probably safe con-

clusion can be reached. For we do not gene-

rally find that the longest lived animals are of

the largest size or tallest stature. The

elephant, it is true, lives long ; but the horse,

and many other animals larger than man, are

old before man himself reaches his prime.

The evidence of no authentic remain'B can

be brought to b^ar on the question. The ac-

counts of enormous bones dug up, which must

have belonged to persons fourteen, sixteen,

eighteen, twenty, or twenty-five feet high,

astonished our fathers : but nobody doubts now
* Gen. vi. 4.

that they belonged to elephants, whales, and

extinct animals. The fact, indeed, that there

were, in the most ancient times, animals upon

the earth larger than any that now exist, might

seem at the first to bear favourably on the

hypothesis to which we refer. But it does in

fact the reverse. For these animals are extinct,

whereas, to make out the analogy, they ought

to survive in diminished forms. But on the

other hand, the skeletons of elephants and

other animals have been found, of far earlier

date than any human remains which have been

discovered. And these do not differ in size

from the existing species. Now the same

physical changes which, on the hypothesis

stated, affected the size of the human race, by

gradually reducing it to its present standard,

might be expected to have affected the size of

other animals. But as this has not been the

case with them, so neither, probably, has it

been the case with man. Besides, if these

bones of alleged giants had really been human
bones, we could have no evidence that they

were antediluvians, or that, whether antedilu-

vians or postdiluvians, they were otlier than

exceptions, as gigantic men are now, to the

then average stature of the human race.

The only authentic human remains of very

ancient date are the Egyptian mummies.
Hundreds of these have been examined, and

as few, or fewer, than at the present time have

been found to exceed our middle stature. This

is so far satisfactory, as showing that there has

been no decrease for the last three or four

thousand years. But the instance does not

bear on the antediluvian or early postdiluvian

question, as the persons whose emtjalmed

corpses have been brought to light all lived

within the period during which the term of

life has been nearly at the same standard as

now.

Leaving this part of the question, we will

see what notices of giants occur after the

deluge.

Moses himself sometimes, and all the subse-

quent sacred writers, describe giants by the word

Rephaim. This, in its restricted sense, is a Gen-

tile term denoting the gigantic descendants of

one Rephah, but came to be applied to giants

in general. This is clear, for other gigantic

races are described as giants by that word
;

which use of the word as well as the fact tliat

2 u
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Og, the only one of that race who remained

in its original seat in the time of Moses, is

clearly described as a giant. Bashan, over

wliicli Og ruled in the time of Moses, was their

original country. At least, they were there in

the time of Abraham, and were routed by

Chedorlaomer.* Again, in Deut. ii. 10, 11, we
are told respecting the country afterwards

called " the land of Moab,'' that " the Emim
dwelt therein in times past; a peo])le great,

and many, and tall, as the Anakim ; which also

Avere accounted giants (rephaim) as the Ana-

kim ; but the Moabites call them Emim."
The country of the Ammonites was " also

accounted a land of giants (rephaim) : giants

(rephaim) dwelt therein of old time ; and the

Ammonites call them Zamzummim,—a people

great, and many, and tall, as the Anakim ; but

Jehovah destroyed them before them ; and

they succeeded them and dwelt in their stead.''

(v. 20.) All tliese were extinct, it appears, in

the time of Moses ; and hence the frequent

comparative reference to the Anakim, who
still existed in Canaan itself, near Hebron,

being in fact the very people who had inspired

the spies with so much dread thirty-nine years

before.

The information we collect from all this is,

tliat there were gigantic races of wliich only

one (the Anakim) remained in the time of

Moses, although individuals of the other races

might still be found in his time, and even in

that of David. Thus Og was the only survivor

of the old Rephaim. There is no ground on
which any one can fairly dispute the original

existence of such races. In times when per-

sonal strength and prowess was more valued

than it now is, it was natural that these

gigantic families should abuse the power
which they derixed from the possession of

these qualities in a pre-eminent degree ; and
it was as natural that, in consequence of such

abuse, other races, of common mould, and

numerically more })Owerful, should agree to

cxtirimte them, as dangerous nuisances, from
the earth. Accordingly, we are told, that the

races which Moses names were extirpated by
the sword, and not by any such change in liie

constitution of the world, and in the duration

of man's life, as rendered their continuance im-
possible. But having been extirpated, there

Is good reason why we should not exjicct to

see them revived. Yet we have physical evi-

dence that the propagation of gigantic races

is possible now, and might be rather connnon
under more favoining social ami moral circum-

stances than now exist. Giants sjiring up
now and then in our own times ; and the cx-

* Gen. xiv. 5.

pericnce derived from such isolated facts as

have occurred, teaches that a gigantic pair will

produce a gigantic progeny ; but it is hardly

to be expected that a gigantic race should be

kept up where one of the parents only is a

giant. But, in fact, there are races above the

ordinary stature. Although the stature of the

Patagonians has been very uns])ariugly cut

down, the fact still remains that their general

stature is equivalent to our tall stature ; and
that a people whose general stature is not
more than equal to our tall stature, will insen-

sibly seem to us a race of giants, is evinced by
the exaggerated reports which were so long
current concerning that remarkable race, de-

rived from the testimony of different witnesses

whose honesty and intention to convey accu-
rate impressions there is no reason to doubt.
In fact, the reports which the spies brought
concerning the Anakim of Palestine, were not
very different from those which were so long
brought to us concerning the Patagonians

:

and if we had been left to judge merely from
the impression which was made upon the

spies, we should not, with this example before

us, ha\e cared to contend that the Anakim
were taller than the Patagonians.

But we are not left to conjecture about the

size of the Scriptural giants. We are told

that the bedstead of Og, king of Bashan, was
of iron, on account of the vast bulk it had to

sustain ; and that this bedstead measured nine

cubits by four, " after the cubit of a man," that

is the natural cubit of eighteen inches. Now
Maimonides, in reference to this, observes

that we are to midcrstand a bedstead to have
been one-third longer than the man for whose
use it was destined. This proportion would
bring down his stature to little more than nine

feet. And the correctness of this estimate is

corroborated by the fact that this was also just

the stature of Goliah, another giant of one of

these ancient races, whose height was " six

cubits (nine feet) and a span." This is a stature

which no one will call incredible or unlikely

who remembers the numerous and most
authentic instances which might be produced,

and which are probably familiar to most of our

readers, of giants, some not below, and others

not much below, this stature. This modest
stature of the ancient Scriptural giants may
be most advantageously contrasted with the

monstrous creations which figm-e in the early

history and song of almost all other nations

;

and is the more worthy of remark, as the

Jews, when left to themselves, had a truly

Oriental taste and talent for the manufac-
ture of giants. For proof of this, proceed to

the following note.
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C) Og, King of Bashan, p. 319.—Now
that we have, in the preceding note, stated

what we believe to be tlie correct view of the

general subject, we may allow ourselves to

give our readers a sample of the sort of giants

Avhich the unrestrained Jewish imagination

would have been capable of producing, and,

indeed, has actually produced.

The Scriptural statement that Og was the

last of the race of the Rephaim mentioned in

the history of Abraham, the ingenious Rabbins

have interpreted to mean that he was the sole

survivor of the antediluvian giants; or, in

other words, that he alone survived the deluge,

and lived down to the time of Moses; others,

however, allege that Sihon, king of the Amor-
ites, whom they believe to have been Og's

brother, and a giant like him, was also saved.

However, to begin at the beginning :

—

The old giants calculated that they could

easily prevent the threatened deluge by setting

their feet upon " the fountains of the great

deep," to prevent the bursting forth of the

waters from below, and, at the same time, lay-

ing their outspread hands upon " the windows
of heaven,"' to prevent the fall of waters from

above. But when the time arrived, their

opposition was easily overcome by the first

burst of water being made so hot that they

were compelled to withdraw their hands from
" the windows of heaven," and their feet from
" the fountain of the great deep." Og, how-

ever, had the luck to discover that the water

was cool all around the ark, and he therefore

remained close to it all the time the waters

covered the face of the earth. This he could

easily do, as the waters did not reach above

his ancles; but sometimes he rode upon the

top of the ark, or sometimes sat upon the

beam under the ladder. As for his food, he
managed to ingratiate himself with the people

in the ark, and swore that if assisted he would

be Noah's servant all his days ; whereupon
Noah made a hole in the side of the ark,

through which he handed him out his daily

food. But we shall have an inadequate notion

of Noah's charity unless we understand that

Og required for his daily support a thousand

oxen, the same number of different kinds of

game, and a thousand measures of water.

After this there is a hiatus of about a thou-

sand years in the history of Og. He then

comes before us as being in the service of

Nimrod, who gave him, as a present, to Abra-
ham, after the patriarch had been delivered

from the fiery furnace.* Indeed it turns out

that Og is no other than our old friend Eliezer,

of Damascus. As Abraham's servant, he was

* See p. 46 of this work.

i circumcised ; and although not without his

faults, he rendered very valuable services to

his master. And since he could not for these

services be recompensed in the world to come,
he received his reward in this, and became
king of Bashan.

Several particulars are told of him while
with Abraham. The following will suffice :—
" The soles of his feet were forty miles long

;

and he hid Abraham * in the hollow of his

hand. One time he trembled so exceedingly

at a rebuke from Abraham that he shook a

tooth out of his head. Abraham made himself

a bedstead from this tooth, and ever after lay

and slept thereon. Authorities, however,

somewhat differ on this point, some alleging

that he made an easy chair out of Og's tooth,

and used that chair alone for his seat as long

as he afterwards lived."f
This may suggest some idea of Og's size:

but the truth is, that authorities do not agree

in the ideas they suggest on this point. In
the treatise called Nidda, the following passage

occurs:—"We learn that Abba Sliaul, or, if

thou wilt, Rabbi Jochanan, hath said, ' I have
been a grave-digger ; and it did once happen
to me that I pursued a roe, which at last fled

into a shin bone. I ran after it into the bone,

and followed it for three miles ; but I could

not overtake it, neither could I see the end of

the bone. Whereupon I returned, and was
told that this was the shin-bone of Og, king of

Bashan.' "

But we must hasten to his death, which we
give on no less authority than the Chaldee
paraphrase of Rabbi Jonathan :

—" And it came
to pass that the wicked Og saw the camp of

the Israelites, which extended six miles in

length. Then he said, ' I will create among
this people all the distraction of war, to the

end that they may not deal with me as they

have dealt with Sihon.' Whereupon he went

and plucked up a hill of six miles extent, and

sot the same upon liis head, that he might cast

it upon them. But presently God caused in-

sects to come upon the hill, and they ate a

hole therein just over the head of Og, so that

his head became enclosed therein. And when
he attempted to cast the hill from him, he

could not do it ; for his grinders and other

teeth grew out [and were fastened in the sides

of the hollow which enclosed his head], and

his mouth moved this way and that. Then
went Moses [being himself ten ells high, re-

* But it must be understood that the patriarch himself was

no pigmy, he was of the size and stature of l-i men of later

days, and ate as much as 7-1 such men would require for their

subsistence. Even Moses, although the heroic stature had

degenerated in his days, was not less than ten ells liigh.

t
• Jalkut Cluidash,* ol. 40, col. 2, in Stehelin, i. 82.

2 u 2
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niembor], took an axe ten ells in length, and

jumped ten ells liii2;li, and struck liim on the

ancle, so that lie fell down and died."

These monstrous accounts have their use in

teachinj^ us what sort of history and what kind

of book the Jews, left to their own inventions,

would be likely to have given to us. Left to

themselves, they have given us the Talmud

;

while, as instruments of God, they have given

us the Bibh?. The prodigious dift'erence be-

tween these books might almost alone suffice

to evince the difference of origin—that the

Talmud is their book ; the Bible, the book of

God.

(^) Og's Bedstead, p. 319.— Some writers,

orientalizing too readily without knowing the

East, have concluded that there arc and were

no " bedsteads " in the East ; and that, there-

fore, the word employed in the present instance

must needs mean one of those divans or sofas

which are placed along the sides of Oriental sit-

ting-rooms. But, in the first ])]ace, there are

bedsteads in the East, and probably were of old
;

and, in the next, a divan has relation only to

the size of a room and not to the size of its

occupant. To say, therefore, that Og's divan

was thirteen feet long would have no meaning

whatever as an indication of his stature. It

would be very much like inferring the size of

a householder from the size of his house. But

men seldom have their beds or bedsteads in

any great disproportion to their person, rarely

very nnu-h longer, and never shorter. Few
things, therefore, could be selected—apart

from dress or armour—as a better indication of

stature ; and, consequently, we adhei-e to the

more current interpretation.

Bedsteads such as that shown in the first

engraving, at p. 313, were used in ancient

Egypt, and are still common in the same
coimtry, as w^ell as in Arabia, and other coim-

tries that afford the palm. It is made entirely

from the mid-rib of tlu; palm-frond ; and from

the nature of its construction, Og's bedstead

seems to have been something of the kind.

With boards and beams a bedstead might have

been made as capable as one of iron of sus-

taining the vast weight of the king of .Bashan
;

but if it was usual to make bedsteads of wooden
bars in this manner, one made with bars of

iron would be more s\iitable to l)car a heavy
burden ; for altho\igli sufficiently strong for or-

dinary purposes, this sort of bedstead is liable

to be loosened and distorted by a great weight.

We have, however, introduced, as our alterna-

tive, another cut, rejjresenting another kind of

bedstead, or couch, of wood, which is used

chieny in gardens and other open places. The

thrones in some oriental nations are on the

same princii)lc as this, and of a similar shape.

(^) Balaam's Prophecy, p. 322, We may
here notice a very famous passage in the pro-

phecy of Balaam :—" I shall see him, but not

now ; I shall behold him, but not nigh:—there
shall come a star out of .Jacob, and a sceptre

shall rise out of Israel, and shall smite the four

corners of Moab, and destroy all the children

of Shcth. And Edom shall be a possession.

Seir also shall be a possession for his enemies

;

and Israel shall do valiantly. Out of Jacob
shall come he that shall have dominion, and
shall destroy their remaining cities." Divines

usually apply this prophecy to Christ ; but this

must arise from the attraction of the words
" star" and " sceptre ;" for the context is full

of local indications and specific objects, none
of which can be applied to Christ, but most of

which, if not all of then), ap))ly to David. The
source of this interpretation is easily ascer-

tained. It is, with many other of our notional

errors, taken from the Jews. They applied

this passage to the Messiah ; and properly

enough according to the mistaken notion they

formed of his character, as a mighty hero who
was to lead them on to victory against their

enemies on every side, as David had done

before. The work this sceptred chief was to

do, David did ; and the people against whom
he was to act were all but extinct in the time

of Christ, and have long been so entirely now.

Indeed the Jews themselves saw the direct

application of this prophecy to David to be so

clear that many of their best commentators

allow it must be referred to him, although only

as a tyj)e of the Messiah.

('*) Relations to Neighbouring Nations,

p. 32G. As the relations of the Hebrews witli

some of the neighbouring nations were much
affected by the transactions which have been

related, the following statement on this subject

may help to render subsequent circumstances

more intelligible. A curious test of the degree

of relative estimation in which the several

nations were held, is afforded by the number
of generations which were required to elapse

before the descendants of persons belonging to

these nations, who had joined tliemselves to

the Israelites, could be regarded as Hebrews,

and admitted to the full civil and religious pri-

vileges which belonged to that character.

The language of the law with respect to the

Egyptians is kinder than might be expected.

It seems to liave been considered that the

sacred obligations of the original and long-

continued h()S])ita]ity and kindness of the
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Egyptians had not been cancelled by subse-

quent ill-treatment. A further reason may be

found in the fact that the Egyptians and Jews

had, to some extent, intermairied in Egypt,

wliereby it happened that a portion of the

Hebrew host was composed of persons de-

scended on one side from Egyptians.*

The law in respect to the Egyptians, there-

fore, was, " Thou shalt not abhor an Egyptian,

because thou wast a sojourner in his land. The
children that are begotten of them may, in the

third generation, enter into the congregation

of Jehovah."t This put the Egyptians on a

level with the most favoured nation ; for there

was no other, saving the Edomites, equally

privileged.

The Edomites are, indeed, mentioned to-

gether with the Egyptians, and in precisely

the same terms. A disposition was manifested

to regard the tribes allied to the HebrcAVS with
as much distinguishing favour as consisted

with the preclusion of social intercourse. The
descendants neither of Lot nor Esau were to

be molested ; and as to the Edomites, their

forbearance, and even kindness, while the He-
brew host marched along their eastern borders,

seems to have been regarded as a sufficient

atonement for their churlishness in refusing

to let them pass through the mountains.

Hence, war against them was forbidden, and
they might be admitted, in the third genera-

tion, to the congregation of the Lord. But
this implied a corresponding peaceableness on

their part, and this condition they observed

till the time of David ; when their aggressions

caused a war, in which they were overcome.

From that time they cherished a secret hatred

against the Israelites, which they failed not to

manifest when occasion offered.

Although the Moabites and Ammonites did

not go to open war with the Hebrews, their

bitter malice and deep-laid plots for their

ruin, which had been attended with such dis-

astrous consequences, were remembered against

them, and determined their position among the

nations. They W'cre never to be admitted into

the congregation of the Lord ; and although

the Hebrews were not commanded to war with

them, and, perhaps, the original prohibition

was considered in force, they were ordered to

take no interest in promoting the future pros-

perity of the descendants of Lot. However,
we shall see that the latter took the fu'st op-

portunity of commencing hostilities themselves
against the Israelites, and sometimes distressed

them greatly, but were, in the end, completely
subdued by David, as Balaam had foretold.

No particular law was given concerning the

* See Lev. xxiv. 10. + Deut. x.xiii. 7, 8.

MiDiANiTES. The tribes which allied them-
selves with the Moabites against Israel were,
as we have seen, destroyed or dispersed. But
against the nation at large there was no decree
of hereditary enmity ; and those tribes which
did not participate in the atrocious plot against

the Hebrews, seem to have been included
among the nations with whom political alliances

might be formed. But in later times they acted
in so hostile a manner that no permanent peace
could be preserved with them.*

The Amalekites were, for the reasons al-

ready shown, put under a ban of utter exter-

mination, to be executed as soon as the Israel-

ites might find it in their power. The manner
in which this was executed will, in due season,

come under our notice. This was the only
nation not settled in Canaan against which
this doom was pronounced; but all the Ca-
naanitish tribes were subjected to it. The
principles which dictated this course towards
the Canaanites are, however, too important,
and belong too properly to the very substance

of the history, to be disposed of in this place.

C) Heshbon, p. 32G.—The site of this an-

cient capital of the Amorites is still recognis-

able under the same name, about eight miles

to the east of Jebel Attarous, or Mount Nebo.
Here are the ruins of a considerable town,

covering the sides of an insulated hill ; but
scarcely a single edifice remains entire. The
view from the summit of the hill is very ex-

tensive, embracing the ruins of a vast number
of towns, standing at short distances from one
another, and the names of some of which bear
strong resemblance to those which the Scrip-

ture assigns to places in this quarter.

(^) Edrei, p. 327.—This site is found, in

the land of Bashan, at the distance of about

twenty-five miles from the southern end of the

Lake of Gennesareth. Ed-Draa, the present

pronimciation, is quite identical with the name
it anciently bore. This is a deserted place,

seated in a deep valley. There are many build-

ings and constructions more or less ruined

;

but most of them appear to be of Moslem
origin. The most conspicuous is a large rect-

angular building, in the middle of which there

is a cistern. This seems to have been made
with the materials of some more ancient, as

the pillars, which are of the Ionic and Corin-

thian orders, promiscuously intermixed, are

only one-third their original length. This

building seems to have been at one time a

Christian church, and afterwards a mosque.

The ruins of this place cover, altogether, a

* Judg. vi.—viii.
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space of about two miles and a half in circum-

ference.

We know not that the site of Ashtaroth-

Karnaim has been ascertained, but it seems

not to have been far from Edrei.

(") Population of Israel, p. 327.—A popu-

lation which affords GOO,UOU men fit to bear

arms, cannot well be estimated at less than

2,400,0Ut); that is, to the GOU,OUO men we must

allow an equal number of females, making

1,200,000; and then we must double that to

include the males and females under twenty

years of age, whicli are generally found to form

about one-half of any population. There are

circumstances which show that this estimate

cannot be above the truth, and is very probably

under.

So many objections have been started to this

increase of the Hebrews in Egypt that some

very sincere persons have been made willing

to believe that, in some way or other, a cipher

or two has been added, and would not be re-

luctant to read 00,000, or even G,000, instead

of 000,000 ; but they forget that the larger

number is sustained throughout the narrative.

Not only are there two enumerations, at inter-

vals of thirty-nine years, supporting each other

in their sums and particulars ; but the losses

which the Israelites sustained through the

judgments of God were such as would have

sufficed to ruin a less numerous people. As it

is, the effect is naturally exhibited in decrease

rather than an increase of the population at the

second census.

We have already touched slightly on the

subject and should not have returned to

it here but for the sake of introducing the

following extract from Jahn, by which it is

made to appear that the assigned increase was

j)0ssib]e, even without reference to that divine

blessing through which their great increase in

Egypt had been promised and foretold.

The increase of the H ebrews in 430 years from

seventy persons to 003,550 males and upwards,

of twenty years of age, besides 22,000 males of

a month old and upwards among the Levites,

has appeared to many incredible. The num-
ber of 000,000 men capable of bearing arms

necessarily makes the whole number of people

amount to 2,400,000. An anonymous writer

in the ' Literarischen Anzeiger,' 1700, Oct. 4,

§ 311, has demonstrated that the Hebrews, in

430 years, might have increased from seventy

persons to 977,280 males above twenty years

old. He supposes that of those seventy per-

sons who went down to Egypt, only forty re-

mained alive after a space of twenty years,

each one of whom had two sons. In like man-
ner, at the close of every succeeding period of

twenty years, he supposes one-fourth part of

those who were alive at the commencement of

that period to have died. Hence arises the fol-

lowing geometrical progression.

After twenty years, of the seventy there are

forty living, each having two sons:

—

Consequently = 80

80 f = 140

120 ^ — 180

180
-I

:= 270

and so on.

Thus the first term of the i^rogTession is 80 =r a

Tlie denominator ^ =: 6

The number of terms ^^^ = n

Therefore the expression of the whole sum will be

Or—
43

80 X .^
- - 80

a b — a

6 -T~

80 X G109 — 80
= 977,280

The date to wliich the history has now reached is

Of the world .

Before Christ

3803

1608



BOOK 111.

JOSHUA AND THE JUDGES.

CHAPTER I.

THE CONQUEST.

[Ancient Syrian Chief addressing the People.*]

After the death of Moses the Israelites remained encamped in the plains of jMoab, with the

river Jordan before them, prepared *for, and expecting, the order for their advance into the

land promised to their fathers.

This pause on the borders of that land affords us a very suitable opportunity of considermg

the grave questions—What claim had the Hebrews to the land they were about to invade with

* The costume is Egypto-SjTian—that is EKyptiin. with such modifications as the Syrians appear to have given it in adopting

it from tlie Egyptians It has been very carefully studietl.
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the intention to retain it for their own use?—wliat right had they to declare a war of utter

extermination against nations who had never given them any cause of oflfence ?

The answer which is now much relied upon is that of Michaelis, and, more lately, of

Jahn. This answer alleges, that the Canaanites had appropriated to their own use the pasture-

grounds occupied by Abraliam, Isaac, and Jacob, and expelled from their possessions those

Hebrews who had occasionally visited Palestine during their residence in P^gypt ; and now the

Israelites were about to recover, sword in hand, the lands, wells, and cisterns which the

Canaanites had usurped. This is very ingenious, particularly in the attempt to show that the

Israelites had, during their residence in Egypt, endeavoured to keep possession of the pasture-

grounds in Canaan. But, from the passage referred to in proof of this,* it does not seem to

us easy to gather this information ; and the whole statement seems to us so hollow and insub-

stantial, that, in the persuasion our readers will at once see it to be so, we shall spare the room
which its refutation would occupy, and merely observe that no such claim, if substantiated,

would justify the avowed intention to exterminate the original inhabitants of the land,—who
Avere there before Abraham came from beyond the Euphrates ; and that the Hebrews them-
selves exhibit no anxiety about these pasture-grounds, of which so much is said ; but tell us

plainly that, intending to become an agricultural people, they wanted the cultivated lands, the

fields, the vineyards, the towns of the Canaanites. Besides, those who were most in want of

pasture-grounds had already secured them on the other side Jordan.

Dr. Hales takes still higher ground, which once seemed to us more stable than we are now
inclined to regard it. He relies much upon an Armenian tradition recorded by Abulfaragi.

This tradition states that Noah, before his death, divided the whole earth among his sons; and
Dr. Hales thinks he can find allusions to such a partition in such passages as those referred

to below.t According to this account, the land of Canaan was in the portion assigned to

Shem ; but we find it in the actual occupation of tribes descended from Ham ; and from this

it is argued that the Hebrews, as being descended from Shem, had a prior claim to the land,

and were therefore perfectly justified in taking it, if in their power, from the nations by which
it had been usurped.

Now, however desirable it might be to find some such ground to stand upon, we fear that it

will not be found possible, on close inspection, to stand with confidence on this. In the first

place, it does not seem likely that Noah knew much of the w^orld, or concerned himself about

dividing the earth among his sons, when, as yet, his descendants were few in number, and
remained in their original tents. Besides, an unsupported Armenian tradition is a very pre-

carious authority to rest upon ; and it is hard to find what support it receives from the Scrip-

tural texts which have been adduced. And, if this original partition might be relied on, the

Hebrews would have derived no particular claim to the land of Canaan from it,— that is, no
better claim than any other of the many races descended from Shem might have produced.

Taking all these things into account, together with the distance of time since the supposed

assignment of the land, we may very safely conclude that no such claim was made by the

Heljrews or apprehended by the Canaanites.

The want of solidity in both these explanations rather damages than assists the question they

were intended to elucidate.

In this transaction there were, so to speak, two parties, God and the Hebrews. It occurs

to us that a clearer view of it may l)e obtained if we consider,— first, the conduct of the Jews
apart from their position as a peculiar people acting under the special directions of God

;

then to view tlic proceedings of God, apart from any connection with the Hebrews ; and,

lastly, show how the interests and objects of both parties concurred in the same course of

proceeding.

We may then, for the moment, view the Hebrew's as an army of oppressed people, escaped
from Egypt, and seeking a country in which they might settle down as an agricultural nation

;

and whose leaders had it in view to keep up among them a particular system of religion and

• 1 Chron. vii. 2C—21). t I'l'ut. xxxii. 7—9 ; .U-ts xvii. 26.
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law, through which only the people could be prosperous and happ)', and through which only
one peculiar and grand object which they had in view could be accomplished.

This being their object, the direction which they did take was the only practicable one in

which such a country as they sought could be found. The Nile and the Lybian deserts

beyond cut off their retreat westward, as the Mediterranean did on the north, and a southern
route would only have involved them deeper in the Egyptian territory. Now in this direction,

which was the only one the Hberated nation could take, Canaan was the only country which
suited their purpose. The Arabian deserts were of course not suited to become the permanent
residence of a settled people ; and, consequently, during the forty years which they spent in

those deserts, they were compelled to remain a nomade people, and to sustain the hardships
and privations incident to that mode of life. The country of Seir, although, as being moun-
tainous, desirable from its capabilities of defence, was not suited either for agriculture or pas-

turage, and was, besides, in the occupation of a nation closely related to themselves, and
whom they had no desire to molest. The country east of the Jordan was less suitable for

agriculture than pasturage, and it was too open, and wanted those natural borders and defences
which were essential to a people destined to live apart among the nations. Part of it they did
however take possession of for pastoral uses ; but the remainder was in the occupation of the
descendants of Lot, with whom the Hebrews had no desire to interfere.

The land of Canaan was in every way most suitable for them. The mountains and the sea,

by which it was in every part enclosed, rendered it easy of defence against all invasion. It

abounded in corn, oil, and fruits—in all productions and capabilities essential to settled life.

Besides, this was the land which attached to itself all the memories capable of exciting the
enthusiasm of such a people as the Hebrews. It was the cradle of their race. It was their

historical land—the land in which their renowned forefathers fed their flocks for more than
200 years, and which was still the country of their fathers' sepulchres.

Such considerations would direct their attention to Canaan rather than to any other of the
neighbouring countries. And, their attention being directed to it, let us consider first the
Hebrews in their simple character, as ancient Asiatics who had no country, and felt that they
must obtain one, and whom we would not expect to take any other course than other ancient
Asiatics would take in similar circumstances. Now in those times the doctrines of inter-

national law, and of the balance of power were certainly in a very crude condition. If we were
not very anxious to confine our statement within the narrowest possible limits, we could accu-
mulate instances to show that long after this date no nation was considered entitled to hold
its territories by any other right than that of being able to defend them. If one people desired
the lands of another, the practical law was, " You have a right to our lands if you can take
them

; but if you cannot we have the better right. You have a right to try, and we have a
right to resist

!
Let success determine the right." Nor was such a law so injurious as it

would be 7mv. In the first place, the actual occupants had such advantages of defence as
would suffice to protect them from merely vexatious aggressions ; and, as then, for the most
part, nations were divided into small independent princedoms, few great monarchies having
been formed, the obstacles among them to a combination for any common object were so
great, that established nations had little reason to fear invasion from any overwhelmino- force.

Under this system we are convinced that no one questioned the right of the Israelites to try
to get possession of Palestine—not even the nations against whom they acted. Let it also be
borne in mind that the Canaanites were very far from being a defenceless set of people, whom
the Israelites had nothing to do but to treat as they pleased. They were, for the most part, a
numerous, brave, and warlike people, with fortresses and walled towns, with cavalry and
chariots of war

; and that, so far was "it from being an unequal match, that all the natural
advantages were on the side of the Canaanites ; who had to encounter a not very highly dis-
ciplined multitude from the desert, encumbered with women, children, and flocks^ and of
whom not more than one-fourth were fit to take a part in warlike operations.

Thus much for the claim or right of the Israelites, if we place them on the same ground as
that on which any other nation would at that time have stood in corresponding circumstances.

VOL. I.
"

2 X
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But the leaders of the invaders determined that the interests of the nation required that the

prior inhabitants should he totally exterminated. We are not to inquire just now into the

point of view in whieh such a resolution would be considered at the present day, seeing that

the nation by which this resolution was formed was not a modern or a European people.

The only question is, did policy require or recommend this course ? For we may be sure of

tills, that, if any course were in ancient times judged advantageous to a nation, no considerations

of humanity or abstract justice were allowed for one instant to weigh against its execution.

And we are not now considering the Jews in any other light than as an ancient Asiatic nation.

Even at this day it is avowed, as a doctrine of international law, that one nation in its dealings

with others is not bound to seek any interests but its own. In ancient times this doctrine was

carried out to the full and broad extent, that a nation in its dealings with others had a perfect

right to remove, even by the sword, every interest that interfered with its own.

Now the leader of the Hebrews, deeming the objects which we have indicated to be essen-

tial to the existence and well-being of the nation, was convinced that these objects could not

be accomplished unless the Canaanites were entirely extirpated. He knew that the system

which he sought to establish could not be upheld, but in a field clear for its operation. He
knew that the unsettled conquerors of a settled people generally adopt the ideas and manners

of the people they have overcome : and the manners and ideas of the Canaanites were not only

so opposed to, and suljversive of, those which he desired his people to retain, as to render the

co-inhabitation of the land, by the two races, certain ruin to the people for whom he was

bound to care,—but were in themselves so very evil as to render that extirpation which policy

required an act of divine and moral justice. Again, it was certain that if the old, conquered

nations were allowed to remain inhalutants of the land, together with the conquerors, and that

the land was able to sustain them both (which it certainly was not), they would cherish a very

natural hatred against their conquerors, and such a desire of vengeance against them, as would

render them watchful of all opportunities which might offer of rising against them, and that with

all the advantage which might be derived from an intimate acquaintance with their numbers and

resources. This, while it would keep the nation in a state of constant fretfulness and excite-

ment, would prevent them from dispersing themselves abroad properly through the countrv,

and of giving full and proper effect to the spirit of their institutions.

We are satisfied that, however unsatisfactory these reasons may now appear, they are such

as would have determined any ancient Asiatic nation to the course which the Hebrews were

commanded to take; and this, without these special reasons, operating in the case of the

Hebrews, which we have purposely reserved.

Now, then, let us look to the part taken by God himself in this matter.

If we believe the Bible, we must believe that, anciently, it was a part of the Divine plan

in the government of the world to visit guilty nations with sudden and overwhelming punish-

ments, by which they were utterly destroyed. Let us think of the Deluge, and of the "cities

of the plain." Now God constantly declares that the nations of Canaan were at this time

as ripe for such a punishment as Sodom and Gomorrah had been. The patriarchs were

repeatedly told by God that the Canaanites generally had not yet reached that point of wicked-

ness as would make their extirpation necessary to prove the world to be subject to moral

government: "their iniquity was not yet full." But it was full, as G<k1 foreknew that it

would be, by the time the Hebrews arrived from Egypt ; and then it pleased God to com-

mission the sword of the Hebrews to execute his judgment upon the Canaanites, instead of

giving tliat commission, as he had done in other cases, to the storm, the earthquake, the inun-

dation, or the pestilence. Shall we then allow our minds to dwell so exclusively on the sen-

tence of extermination, and be (juite unmindful of the long-suffering of God, who withheld

his judgments for centuries, till the measure of their iniquities was completed, and who, in tlic

mean time, gave them repeated warnings, through whieh the doom which luuig over them miglit

have been averted ?

Here, then, the policy of God and the supposed policy of the Hebrews meet ; or rather the

policy of God, as it respected both the Heluews and the Canaanites, met in this one point—the
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extirpation of the latter. While the Jews required a vacant country, the justice of God

required that a country should he vacated for them. The course which, in cool ahstract terms,

would have been good policy for the Hehrews, but which would have been savage conduct in

them,—that course was sanctioned, was made imperative, by the righteous and long-delayed

judo-ment of God upon a gudty people. Their guilt has never been questioned. They had no

public faith or honour, and consequently no treaties could be formed with them. Their morals

were corrupt in the extreme. Incest was common ; they practised fornication, and indulged

unnatural lusts, in honour of their gods, upon whose altars human victims were also offered.

There seems to have been a point beyond which the abominations of pagan idolatry were not

allowed to proceed ; and as the punishments which followed, when that limit was once passed,

evinced that the gods which those nations so sedulously worshipped were unable to protect their

adorers, they would thus, in their way, suggest that there was a power far above them ? But

after God had established his testimony in the world, first by the Mosaical, and afterwards by

the Christian system, this mode of asserting his moral government appears to have been more

rarely employed.

The Israelites, therefore, entered Canaan as the commissioned ministers of the Divine

justice; and as such they were imder a solemn obligation to take that course which was also

most conducive to their own interests, but from which, if it had rested on that ground only,

their humanity might have shrunk. It was, therefore, made an inviolable law to the Hebrews

that they should enter into no connection with these people ; that they should not make them

tributary, nor even admit them as subjects or slaves ; but should cut off unsparingly all who

fell into their hands, and in this manner warn the others to flee from the land where Jehovah

was king. The decree of extermination must be imderstood as implying that the Canaanites

might leave the country in peace if they chose. It seems that many of them betook themselves

to flight, and, embarking on board Phoenician vessels, sailed to Africa, and there planted

colonies. All, or at least the greater part, might have taken this course to save their lives and

treasures ;* and although we do not think that the Israelites coidd enter into treaty w ith them

as idolaters, there is no reason to question but that, if they had chosen to renounce their idols,

and to have remained in the country well disposed towards the Hebrews, they might, according

to a proper construction of the Law, have been spared. We do not mean that the Hebrews

wished to win converts by the sword. That they never did ; nor, until their latter days, were

they anxious to introduce strangers into their body. But if any nation had been convinced that

the God of the Hebrews was the true and only God, in consequence of the wonders which he

had wrought for them, and the victories he enabled them to achieve, and the impotence of

their own gods before him, that nation would doubtless have been spared. But they seem

rather to have chosen to abide the event of a war with the invaders.

We pray, then, again, that it may be distinctly understood that, in a conflict between men

and men, there was no advantage on the side of the Hebrews, but rather the reverse. Their

invasion was an irruption of the strong against the weak ; but an attempt to conquer, with

equal arms, a well defended country, occupied by a numerous people of tried and well known

valour. The Hebrews did not attempt to reduce the people of the Promised Land with smooth

words, that they might oppress them afterwards ; but openly avowed their intentions, and

thereby exposed themselves to corresponding treatment from the enemy, should ther/ prove

successful. No objection can be made to the supernatural assistance afforded to the Hebrews

by God ; for in all these contests among ancient nations, the gods of the respective parties

were understood to be deeply interested, and engaged to protect their worshippers, and to

promote their views as far as they were able. And struck as the Canaanites were by the

prodigies wrought by Jehovah, they looked to their gods for the same kind of assistance, and

expected them to fight on their behalf against the God of the Hebrews. We have no right,

* The Jewish authorities allege that the alternatives of submission, flight, or battle, were offered by Joshua to the Canaanites.

We do not believe that the Israelites were allowed to accept their submission—at the commencement of the war, at least. But

whether the alternative of flight was offered to them or not, it was obviously open to them. Maimonidcs, indeed, goes so far as

to allege that the Israelites never besieged or assaulted a city but on three sides, that the inhabitants might, if they pleased,

escape at the iourtli side.
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therefore, to mtike a complaint for them which they did not make for themselves. Thej^

more prohahly, in the result of the contest, qviarrelled with their own gods for their impotence

or insufficient assistance, than ohjected to the assistance which Jehovah rendered to his

people. This was the war theology of the ancient nations ; and we meet with it at every turn,

not only in the Bihle, but in all ancient history.

The particular consequences which resulted from the neglect or obedience of the Hebrews

to their commission, are involved in the historical statements to which we now proceed.

It was now about" the time of barley harvest," that is, about the vernal equinox, when the

river Jordan is swollen, and overflows its banks, from the melting of the snows on Anti-

Lebanon, Hermon, and the mountains of Syria. Trusting to the obstacle which the river at

this time offered, the Canaanites were under no apprehension of immediate attack, although

they well knew by this time that the Israelites intended to advance into the country, nothing

less than the conquest of which they contemplated. The interval does not appear to have

been applied to any purpose of preparation by the inhabitants. The number of small states,

among which the land was parcelled out, probably ofi"ered a serious obstacle to any extensive

and formidable combination for a common object,—at least until the danger should become

more immediately pressing. However, those Canaanites who inhabited that quarter of the

country, in which the Hebrew host now appeared, were filled with consternation,—not so

much on account of the Israelites themselves, it would seem, as on account of their God,

—

that great and terrible God who had wrought such unheard-of wonders for them. The passage

of the Red Sea, of which they had heard long before, from various quarters—perhaps, among

others, from the Egyptians—had, from its grandeur and important results, made a profound

impression upon them. And when they saw the people, thus wonderfully delivered and helped,

appear on their borders, many of the Canaanites despaired entirely that any long-continued or

effectual stand could be made against them. Joshua learned all this by two spies whom he

had secretly sent over the river, and who had got into the city of Jericho, where they had

been concealed in the house of a woman named Rahab. From her they received this inform-

ation ; and she added :
" As soon as we had heard of these things, our hearts did melt, neither

did there remain any more courage in any man because of you: for Jehovah, your God, he

is God in heaven above and in earth beneath."

At length the order came to pass the river. Tliis order was delivered to Joshua, and was

accompanied by a very solemn confirmation of his appointment as the chief destined to lead

the chosen people to the conquest of the Promised Land. Success was assured to him :

—

*' There shall not a man be able to stand before thee all the days of thy life;"* but at the

same time he was warned that this success depended upon his entire conformity to the form

and spirit of the theocracy. "This book of the law shall not depart out of thy mouth; but

thou shalt meditate therein day and night, that thou mayest observe to do according to all that

is written therein ; for then shalt thou make tby way prosperous, and then tliou shalt have

good success."t The authority of Joshua, who was at this time aboiit eightv-four years of

age, was recognised very cheerfully by the people; and indeed it may be said that his brilliant

career was disturbed by none of those popular risings and discontents which had rendered the

administration of Moses so laborious and difficult.

The overflowing Jordan was passed by a miracle analogous to that which occurred at the

Red Sea. It took place on the tenth day of the first month, wanting only live days to comi)lete

f«rty years from the day the Israelites left Egviit on the fifteenth day of the first month.

On that day the ark of the covenant, by the Divine direction, was borne by the priests before

the body of the people on their march, about 2,000 cubits, or 1000 yards. vVs soon as the

feet of these priests touclied the brim of the waters of the river, the waters innnediately

recoiled iq)wards, stood, as it were, in heaps, and went backwards a considerable way, while

the lower waters pursued their course to the Dead Sea, leaving their channel dry. Then the

priests bearing the ark entered the bed of the river, and stood still when they had reached the

* .Tosli. i. r>. t Josli. i. S.
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middle, while the people passed hastily below them, at the distance of 2000 cubits. The ark,

with the priests standing, as it were, to protect them from the fear and danger of being

overwhelmed by the incumbent mass of waters. As soon as the people had all passed over,

then the priests also proceeded to the further bank with the ark ; and no sooner did the soles

of their feet touch the dry land, than the suspended waters were loosened, and returned to

their place, overflowing the banks as usual.

" The passage of this deep and rapid, though not wide river," observes Dr. Hales, " at the

most unfavourable season was more manifestly miraculous, if possible, than that of the Red
Sea ; because here was no natural agency whatever employed ; no mighty wind to sweep a

passage, as in the former case ; no reflux of the tide, on which minute philosophers might
fasten to depreciate the miracle. It seems, therefore, to have been providentially designed to

silence cavils respecting the former ; and it was done at noon-day, in the face of the sun, and
in the presence, we may be sure, of the neighbouring inhabitants, and struck terror into the

kings of the Canaanites and Amorites westward of the river."

As an enduring record of this memorable event to the latest posterity, Joshua was com-
manded to erect two monuments, one in the bed of the river, before the waters returned,

formed of twelve stones, one for each tribe, taken from the shore ; and the other composed of

the same number of stones, upon the bank, near Gilgal. The mention of these monuments,

[Cairn and Kist Vaens.] [Druidical Circle.]

[.Stones of Mi'movial]
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[CronilcH-li at Plas Newydd ]

[Oiuidical Circle.— Jersey.]

and others of the same kiiul elsewhere, suggests whetlicr they may not have ofTercd some
analogy to the various remains caUed Druidical, whicli are now found in Syria and in all parts
of the W(jrld. We here mtroduce cuts showing the diflerent forms of these monuments, but
reserve for a note, at the end of the chapter, (') the remarks we have to oflVr on the subject
they are designed to illustrate.

The first encampment of the Israelites in the Land of Promise was at Gilgal, close by the
monument they had thus erected, in the ])lain of Jcriclio. Here, the day after the passa<>e of
the Jordan, the rite of circumcision, wliich Iiad been inlerniitied since (he departure from
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Egypt, was, by the Divine command, renewed ; and the ceremony was performed on all the

descendants of the generation that perished in the wilderness. They were then qualified to

celebrate the passover, which also had been intermitted from the second time of its celebration

at Sinai. The first passover in the land of their inheritance was accordingly celebrated on

the fourteenth day of the same month. Some writers have censured the Israelites for not

takino- advantage of the panic of the Canaanites at the miraculous passage of the Jordan, but

allowing them time to recover themselves, and prepare for war ; but such objectors forget

that these acts of obedience to the law formed, under their theocratical government, the best

possible preparation for the enterprise that lay before them. It would, in fact, be wrong to

overlook the signal act of faith involved in their submission to the painful operation of circum-

cision in the face of their enemies, relying upon the Divine protection till they were healed.

This seems to intimate that the recent events had made a very salutary impression upon them.

As God never worked miracles that were unnecessary, or longer than they were necessary,

the miraculous supply of manna, which had formed their chief subsistence for forty years,

ceased the day after this third celebration of the passover; fur they were now able to obtain

a sufficient supply of man's ordinary food from the products of the land which they had now

entered.

It was clear that their first military operations must be against Jericho—" the city of palm-

trees,"—which appears to have been at that time one of the most important and strongest

cities of Palestine. Joshua was accordingly surveying it one day, about this time ; and, as the

art of taking fortified places was then in its infancy, he was perhaps giving way to despondency

at the apparently impregnable character of the place, when he suddenly saw before him a

warrior with a drawn sword in his hand. The undaunted Hebrew challenged him, " Art

thou for us or for our adversaries?" But on receiving the answer, " Nay, but as captain of

Jehovah's host am I now come," accompanied by the same injunction which Moses had

received from the burning bush in Horeb, " Loose thy sandal from off thy foot, for the place

whereon thou standest is holy," he became aware of the sacred character of the personage who

appeared before him; and, humbling himself to the dust before him, he expressed his readiness

to receive his commands. He was then instructed that the Lord had determined to strengthen

the impression which had already been made upon the Canaanites, by causing the fall of

Jericho before the Israelites, in such a manner as should demonstrate that One greater than

the gods of Canaan fought for them.

According to these instructions, the whole host of Israel marched in solemn procession

around the city, before the ark borne by the priests. From all that vast host not a sound was

heard save the tramp of their innumerable feet, and the notes of the seven trumpets of rams'

horns, which were sounded by as many priests attending the ark, and which must have drawn

the attention of the wondering people, who thronged the walls of Jericho, to that as the

principal object in the procession. This tour of the city was repeated, daily, for six days.

But on the seventh day this circamambulation was repeated seven times; and when the seventh

tour was completed, the silence which the Hebrews had hitherto observed was suddenly broken

by one tremendous shout, which their united voices poured forth. At that sign the walls of

Jericho fell level with the ground ; and the triumphant, and now excited, host rushed from

every side into the astonished city. Their first care was to place the hospitable Rahab and

her family in a place of safety ; and then the sword and fire were allowed to work thei?

terrible mission without stint. Every creature that breathed in that city, of man or beast,

was slain, and, after the prey, of metal only, had been collected, the place was set on fire, and

levelled to the ground. In fact, the place had been devoted to total destruction by the vow of

cherem, and was dealt with accordingly. And being thus an accursed, or devoted thing,

Joshua, in the spirit of prophecy, denounced—what was held by the Jews the greatest of

calamities—the loss of all his children, upon the person who should ever attempt to rebuild it.

This happened accordingly to Hiel of Bethel, in the time of king Ahab.* In the case of a

city devoted under this vow, nothing was preserved but the metal, and that was, as a conse-

* Compare Josh. vi. 26 with 1 Kings xvi. 34.
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crated thing, delivered into the sacred treasury. It is interesting to learn that, not only silver

and gold, but " utensils of brass and iron " were among the spoils of Jericho thus preserved

and consecrated.

The miraculous overthrow of Jericho, and the terrible execution which had been inflicted

on it, made upon the inhabitants of the land the profound impression which was intended.

" The fame of Joshua was spread throughout all the country." But no coml)ination was

made against this formidable invasion. Considerable confidence might still be placed in those

defences which, it must have seemed, the Israelites could not carry without the miraculous

interposition of their God ; and every city, or, which was nearly equivalent, every small state,

was left to defend itself as it best could.

Joshua proved himself a man eminently qualified for the duties which devolved upon him.

Considering that now his immense camp required to be supplied with food from the natural

resources of the land, he deemed it advisable that it should remain in that fruitful plain where

it then lay, making it, in short, his head-quarters, from which suitable detachments might, as

occasion oflfered, be sent upon military service. As soon, therefore, as the proper arrange-

ments had been made in the camp, Joshua sent some spies to bring him an account of the

city of Ai, which lay about ten or twelve miles. These men thought so lightly of the place,

that they advised him to send only a small force against it. He accordingly sent 3000 men.

This force received from the men of Ai a most unexpected and discouraging repulse, with tiie

loss of thirty-six men. This was a heavy blow, from the encouragement it was calculated to

offer the Canaanites by teaching them that notwithstanding the protection of their mighty

God, the Israelites were not absolutely invulnerable. Joshua was so sensible of this, that he

applied to God (probably by urbn and thummwi) to learn the reason of this reverse, after the

general promise of victory to the Hebrews. The answer was, that a sacrilege had been com-

mitted, by some of the devoted things of Jericho having been secreted, and that Israel could

not prosper until the abomination was purged from out the camp. Joshua, therefore, took

immediate measures for detecting the criminal, who, when taken by lot,(^) proved to be one

Achar, of the tribe of Judah. He confessed that from the spoils of Jericho he had secreted,

for his own use, a handsome mantle of Babylonish manufacture, two hundred shekels of silver,

and an ingot of gold, weighing fifty shekels, and that they remained hid in the earth within

his tent. By this, Achar, according to the old laws and usages of devotement, had brought

upon himself and all that belonged to him the terrible doom of cherem under which Jericho

itself had perished. He, therefore, with all his family, his cattle, and his goods, together with

the things by which his covetous heart had been tempted from a most sacred obligation, were

taken to a valley outside the camp, where all that lived were stoned to death, and their bodies,

together wilh the goods, consumed by fire ; after which a large cairn, or mound of stones, was

raised by the people over the ashes, as a monument of this awful execution to fixture times.

After this, Joshua in person undertook a new expedition against Ai. He took 30,000 men

with him, and resorted to a stratagem which seems to have subsequently become a favourite one

with the Israelites, as it was afterwards among other nations. He placed 25,000 of his men

in ambush behind the city ; and with the remaining 5000 advanced openly to the assault.

The people of Ai, encouraged by their former success, went out to meet them ; on which the

Israelites retreated, and the people of Ai, thinking they fled before them, as on the former

occasion, pursued them with considerable ardour. When the defenders of the city were thus

withdrawn to a considerable distance, the larger body which had lain in ambush, rose, and

entered the town without the least resistance. They set it on fire ; and when the retreating

Israelites beheld the signal of the ascending smoke and flames, they turned round upon their

pursuers with such vigour, that they l)egan to think of retreating to their strong city. But

when they looked back and saw it in flames, they were filled with consternation, and still

more, when they beheld the main body of the Israelites advance forth from the city against

them. Thus hemmed in between two forces, the late pursuers were filled with consternation,

and made but an impotent resistance. They were all destroyed, with the cxceplion of the

king, who was taken alive. The united force tlien returned In Ai; and the fate of tliat town
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was even as the fate of Jericho had been. The number of the Canaanites that perished that
day was 12,000, being, in fact, the whole population of the place. The captive kin- was slain
and his body hanged upon a tree till even-tide, when, according to the Jewish law,* i° was taken
down. It was then buried in one of the gates of the town—or rather, a large heap of stones
was raised over it there. No one can deny that this was a most revolting act. All that can
be said m its justification, is involved in the considerations which we had occasion to state at the
commencement of this chapter. To put him to death was a sacred duty to the Hebrews • and
apart from that, of which we have already sufficiently treated, the mmner of his death only is
open to objection

; and that, it will be observed, although ignominious, was by no means cruel
But, in fact, it were easy to show that even in wars which are not of an unusually savage
character, or which were not wars of extermination, it was customary to take the chiefs pri-
soners if possible, for the purpose of subjecting them to a public execution, not merely to
punish them, but to intimidate others by the terror of the example. Historv is full of this—
the history of all nations. In the East the practice is not yet extinct ; and the execut on of
the king of Ai will bear no comparison with the decapitation of Saoud, the Wahabee chief at
Constantinople, when we consider the distance of time and place, and the encouraging assur-
ances which that unfortunate personage had received.^ In this, then, it appears that the
worst that can be said is, that the Hebrews were not superior to other nations of those and
long subsequent times. And certainly we are not disposed to contend that they were superiorm anything, and are willing to allow they were inferior in many things-exc^n/ in their
religions system—to the nations around them. These observations must be extended in their
application to any incidents of a similar kind which may hereafter occur.

This second victory at last roused the Canaanites "from the stupor" into which they hadlam; and the too sure presentiment of the fate which awaited them, unless energetic
measures were taken, led them to take measures for repairing the errors into which they had
tallen at the first, by combining to resist the storm which threatened to desolate the land \
general league was therefore formed by the princes of the numerous small states of different
races, by which the southern part of Palestine was occupied. The republic (for such it seems
to have been) of Gibeon, was nearly in the centre of this coalition, and was composed of the
city so called, with three others, in the occupation of a tribe of Hivites. As Gibeon was but
eight miles south by west from Ai, it might fairly expect to receive the first brunt of theapproaching war. The inhabitants were much alarmed at this prospect, and greatly doubted
the result. They deemed it far better to allay than to defy the approaching storm. But thevknew that the Hebrews would enter into no alliance with the inhabitants of the country Thev
therefore resorted to a very singular stratagem to achieve their object

'

The ambassadors whom they sent to the Hebrew camp assumed the exhausted appearanceand travel-worn attire of men who had arrived after a long journey, and presented themselves
before Joshua as the envoys of a far-distant people, who, hearing, even in their remote seats,
the wonders which God had wrought for his people, had sent the present messengers to con-
gratulate them, and to seek the friendship and alliance of a nation so highly favoured The

Z7'^u\t\T ''''J'X'
"' ^"* ^''™'^ ^^^P«^^^ '' ^"^^^^-" -^^^ l^^"^d by the delicateand skdful flattery which the statement of the strangers involved; and all doubt was removed

oven when they left their homes; and to the rent skins which contained their wine • theirworn and travelstained clothes and sandals,-all of which they vowed to havebeeiTnew whenthey commenced their journey. By this Joshua himself was deceived ; and he madeT peaceand alhance with them, confirmed by the oaths of "the princes of the' congregation " 'The

before th!r'' ^^T 1!"^"^ '^'^ the necessity of seeking the counsel of their divine King

ZZ / T .
"" '""P"'''"' engagements in time to come : for three days had notpassed before they discovered that these pretended strangers, with whom they had formed this

anomalous treaty, were their near neighbours the Gibeonites. However, out of regard to the

* Deut. xxi. 23. . u
^,

t H«?«as paraded over the tity for three days before his execution.

2 Y
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oatbs which liad been taken, and notwithstanding the guile wliich had been practised, it was

determined to exempt them from the general doom of the Canaanites ; while, to punish their

deceit, they were reduced to a kind of bondage, it being mxde obligatory upon them to supply

a sufficient number of men to discharge the laborious offices of drawing water and hewing

wood for the camp and the tabernacle.* This afforded to the faithless Canaanites a memorable

example of a regard for treaties, and for the sacred sanction of an oath ; while the services

imposed upon the Gibeonites rendered a most acceptable relief to the persons by whom those

offices had hitherto been performed. This service of the Gibeonites became easier to them

when the Israelites were settled and dispersed in the land of promise ; for they had then no

1 iriger to hew wood and draw water for the whole camp, but only for the tabernacle, and for

the temple afterwards.

Tliis defection of the Gibeonites from the common cause greatly increased the embarrass-

ments of the princes of southern Canaan, as the state of Glbeon seems to have been one of

the most important of the several small states in that part of the country. Considering this

in connecti(jn with the unrestrained ])rogress which the Hebrews had hitherto made, the king

of Jerusalem, by name Adoni-zedek, who seems to have been the head of the league which

had been formed, saw tliat the time for action was fully come ; and it was judged best to

commence with the comparatively easy task of punishing the Gibeonites for their discouraging

defection. Accordingly, this king, with four allied or tributary princes, laid siege to the

important city of Gibeon. It seems tliat all the kings who joined Adoni-zedek on this occasion

were Amorite?, and that tribe or nation may be supposed to have been animated by more

than the general dread and hatred of the Hebrews, on account of the destruction of the kindred

state which Sihon had ruled, on the other side Jordan. The Gibeonites being greatly alarmed,

sent to Joshua to invoke his assistance, in virtue of the covenant which had been formed with

them. He instantly complied. Taking a strong force with him, a rapid night march brought

him suddenly upon the Amorites, who were defeated with great slaughter. Those that fled by

the way of Bethoran he pursued to Azekah, and to Makkedah.f On the pursuit to the former of

these places the Lord thought fit to demonstrate, as usual, that a Superior Power fought for

Israel, by causing a tremendous showier of great stones, (f) whereby far greater numbers of

the Cmaanites were destroyed than by the sword of the Hebrews. Thus persecuted from the

heavens above, and pressed by the Israelites in the rear, the survivors dispersed themselves,

and continued their flight in different directions ; and, probably, under the shelter of the

advancing night, would have escaped to their fortified places, had it not pleased God to

prolong the light of day, that the Israelites might see to overtake and to destroy the fugitives.

No sooner did Joshua regret the approaching night, and reflect that a continuance of daylight

alone was wanting to complete his victory, than he received within himself the assurance that

God could and would grant even such a favour ; and, therefore, under that impulse, and

admirably exemplifying that faith which believes that nothing is too hard for the Lord, he

cried aloud, " Sun, stand thou still upon Gibeon : and thou. Moon, in the valley of Ajalon."

And, accordingly, the sacred narrative tells us, " The sun stood still, and the moon stayed,

mitil the people had avenged themselves upon their enemies. Is not this written in the book

of Jasher? So the sun stood stdl in the midst of heaven, and hasted not to go down for

about a whole day. And there was no day like that, before it or after it, that Jehovah

hearkened unto the voice of a man :
/or /t^/toca/j/oj/yy//^ /or Israel." That the sun and the

moon stood still no one now supposes. The effect required might be ])roduced without to

that extent deranging the system of the universe. The system of astronomy then, and until

within a recent period, universally prevalent, taught that both the sun and the moon had a

rotatory motion around the earth ; and that the phenomena of day and night were caused by

that motion, as in fact they appear to l)e. We do not read in the sacred text that God himself

* S.'o tlie c\its at p. 229.

+ The rolative position of thesi; places was thus:—Bithoron (the Nether), twelve miles west by south from Gibeon; Azekah,

eiijht miles south of liethoron ; aud Makkedali. six miles south by I'ast from .\/.eUali : iu all. about twenty-six miles; but the

rfirfc' distnuee between Uibeon and both Azekah and Makkedali would ha\e Ix-en little more than st'\enleen miles.
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declared that the sun and moon stood still on this occasion. If we suppose that God intimated

to the heart of Joshua that He would grant liim a miraculous prolongation of the day, if his

faith Avere of such strength as to ask for it publicly at the head of his army, we may conclude
that Joshua would make that request in such terms as, according to his own conceptions

were proper to be employed in asking for such a miracle,— and this was, that the sun and
moon might be arrested in their courses, which he thought alone adequate to produce the

effect required,—or rather, which he thought must happen if the favour were granted which
lae was inspired to ask. God granted his request, and the day was prolonged as he desired.

The historians of the times recorded the fact according to what appeared to them, and ap-ree-

ably to what was then thought to be true astronomy ; and, accordingly, the sun and moon
appearing, and being deemed not for several hours to have moved forward in their courses,

both the author of the book of Jasher, and Joshua himself, so record it in their several books.

Although Joshua wrote his book under the direction of a divine assistance, we have no reason

to conclude that God would interpose to prevent him from recording the fact in this manner.
" If God had inspired Joshua to relate this fact in a manner more agreeable to true astronomy,

unless he had also inspired the xcorld with a like astronomy to receive it, it would rather have

tended to raise among those who heard and read of it disputes and oppositions of science falsely

so called, than have promoted the great ends of religion intended by it."*

That the day was prolonged, and that the apparent progress of the sun and moon was stayed,

are the facts of this great miracle. How these effects were produced, is a question which

has been largely discussed, and on which very various opinions have been entertained. It is

our belief that no positive conclusion can be arrived at on this point ; but as the alternatives

of explanation are curious, and useful to know, they will be found in a supplementary note. (')

So signal a miracle, regarded merely as enabling the Hebrews to complete their victory, has

seemed to many persons an uncalled for and disproportionate manifestation of divine power.

But they should consider that nothing was better calculated than this to confirm the faith of

the Hebrews, by demonstrating that the greatest of the heathen gods—the sun and moon

—

were His creatures, at his disposal, and under his control; while the same thing was exceed-

ingly calculated to shake the confidence of the Canaanites in the gods to whom they looked

for safety and deliverance, and to convince them that He who fought for the Hebrews was
mightier than they. It was calculated to encourage the one party and to dishearten the other

in nearly the same proportion.

To return to the history. The five

kings who had escaped both the sword

and the shower of stones, being now well

satisfied that all was lost, betook them-

selves to the shelter of a cave near Mak-
kedah, in which they hoped to remain

undiscovered until the pursuers were

withdrawn. But their retreat was de-

tected, and information of it brought to

Joshua, who ordered the mouth of the

cave to be closed up with large stones

until the military operations of the day

were completed. Among these opera-

tions, Makkedah itself was taken, and

Joshua made that place his present

head-quarters, while parts of his forc"&

continued the pursuit of the fugitives.

Some of them escaped to the fenced

cities, but the greater part of them were [Treading tho couquered under f.et.]

* Shuckford, book xii., wliere the whole subject is very ingeniously and ably discussed.

2 Y 2
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destroyed. When all the pursuers were returned to Makkedah, Joshua directed the five kings

to be brought forth from the cave. They were thrown down before the congregation, and

the chiefs placed their feet upon their necks, according to the old Oriental practice of military

triumph, to which there are many allusions in Scripture, and which their respective sculptures

indicate to have existed among the people of Egypt and of Persia. They were then slain, and

their bodies hung upon trees until towards evening, when, according to the law, they were

taken down. The corpses were then thrown again into the cave, which was closed up by

large stones. This hanging upon a tree was a posthumous punishment of ignominy, as was

the burning of the dead body ; but the law prescribed no punishment which rendered the

living ignominous. The remarks which have been made upon the execution of the king of

Ai apply equally to the present instance, which therefore calls for no further remark.

Joshua, with the diligence of an able commander, availed himself of the panic which this

signal victory was calculated to inspire, and overran the southern part of Palestine; and, no

longer terrified at the sight of walled towns, the Hebrews took, in rapid succession, the cities

of Libnah, Lachish, Eglon, Debir, and Hebron. The king of Gezer, named Horam, attempted,

indeed, to raise the siege of Lachish, but was defeated and utterly destroyed with all his

people.

In this short and very successful campaign, "Joshua smote all the people of the mountainous

country of the south, and of the valleys and of the rising grounds, and all their kings : he left

none remaining, but utterly destroyed all that breathed, as Jehovah the God of Israel had

commanded."* He then returned to the general camp at Gilgal.

These last conquests of Joshua, which brought most of the southern parts of Canaan under

the power of the Hebrews, fairly roused the princes of the north, who hitherto had watched

the progress of the storm at a distance. Jabin, king of Hazor, took the lead in organising a

most formidable league, whereby it was hoped that the Hebrew host might be crushed and

overwhelmed at one blow. Not only the princes of Palestine Proper, but many high up among

the mountains and valleys of Lebanon, and many from distant places beyond Jordan, were

drawn into this grand alliance. The assembled host was compared to the sands upon the sea-

shore for multitude. Profiting by their relations by land and sea with the Assyrians and

Egyptians, some of the assembled nations had, after their example, a force in cavalry, in

chariots of war, and offered a military aspect altogether new to the present race of Israelites

and very formidable to them. They were at first alarmed; but, full of confidence in the

words of their leader, who had always conducted them to victory, and now called them to new

triumphs, they followed with the utmost alacrity and ardour to what threatened to be the most

formidable confiict in which they had yet been engaged. The rendezvous of the allies was at

" the waters of Merom," probably the lake Semochonitis, where they remained to organise their

forces, and arrange the plan of the campaign : and here they lay, when Joshua, according to

liis usual tactics, having penetrated to Upper Galilee by rapid marches, fell suddenly upon

them by surprise : taking his position so as to shut up their cavalry, and deprive their chariots

of all scope for action, he carried terror and death into their ranks, and threw them into dis-

order. The carnage among the allies was horrible, and the route complete. The great body

of those who escaped the first edge of the sword fled towards Sidon, westward, while another

stream of fugitives hastened eastward, towards Mizpeh, but they were in every direction so

closely pursued that most of them fell by the way. Jabin himself escaped for the present to

his own city of Hazor.

Joshua being now master of the immense spoils of the league, might have thought of em-

^loying against the remaining enemies the chariots and horses which had fallen into his hands.

But faithful in his obedience to all the commands of Jehovah, he burned all the chariots, and

all the horses had been in the first instance ham-strung by his orders. Joshua had received

a special command to act thus; but even without it, the injunctions of the law against a force

in cavalry and chariots, would probably have determined his conduct. Tiie reasons for this
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are easy to find. Horses were only used in those early ages for war or parade, and were of
comparatively little use in a mountainous country like Palestine. For riding and burden,
asses, mules, and camels were preferred, and oxen for draught. And then so much importance
was attached to the use of horses and chariots in war, that the possession of them was likely

to tempt the Israelites to foreign wars, in opposition to the Divine intention to keep them
separate from the nations in a compact territory.

Joshua then hastened against the metropolitan city of Hazor, in which king Jabin had
taken refuge. It was reckoned the chief of all the cities belonging to the confederated kings

;

and when taken, the inhabitants were all cut off, and the town itself burnt to the ground!
This was the only one of the cities standinr) on hills * which Joshua destroyed. The rest
were preserved for the occupation of the Israelites, who took all the property they found on
them for spoil. The men of all these cities were put to the sword ; but it will be recollected
that the towns were all taken by assault, and that the inhabitant males of these cities were
their offenders. It appears such towns in the plains and valleys as fell into the hands of the
Israelites were destroyed. The reason for this distinction is obvious. Seeing that so large a
number of the men were required in general military operations, it was impossible for the
Hebrews to occupy and defend all the towns which they took. They, therefore, retained only
those which from their situation on the hills were the strongest and most easily defended

;

and destroyed those in the plains which were the most exposed and the most difficult to
defend.

This and the former signal victories, connected as some of them are with manifest intimation
that the Israelites were favoured by a Power which had no limit or control, so intimidated
some of the Canaanites, that they appear to have left the country in search of new and more
peaceful habitations. Some appear to have withdrawn into and beyond the northern moun-
tains ; while others might find in the ships of their unmolested kindred, the Phoenicians, easy
access to the remoter shores of the Mediterranean. Bochart and others have taken much
pains to trace the fugitives in Asia and Africa. They seem to have been most successful in
finding traces of nations or tribes of Canaanitish origin in the northern coasts of Africa. The
Jews themselves have old traditions to this effect. The thing is indeed highly probable in
itself, and is well supported by the corroborative circumstances which such writers have
adduced

; and this even without laying undue stress on the testimony of Procopius (living in

the time of the Emperor Justinian), who, in his history of the Vandals, reports that in
Mauritania Tingitana there was an inscription upon certain pillars, purporting that " the inha-
bitants of the country had fled thither from the face of the robber Joshua, the son of Nun."
The Scripture itself is silent in these matters, save that it incidentally transpiresf that two
Amoritish nations were "driven out" by " the hornet," which may be supposed to be the
formidable insect which Bruce describes under the Arabic name of Zimb. No one who
knows the East doubts the power of an insect-plague to drive a people from one country to

another
; and there are Greek and Latin traditions, traced with learned ingenuity by Dr.

Hales, which describe nations thus expelled from their native seats in the east, and seeking a
refuge in the west. The vindictive power that was supposed to preside over this dreadful
scourge came to be worshipped at Ekron, in Philistia, through fear, the reigning motive of
pagan superstition, under the name of Baalzehub, or " Lord of the hornet."

The victories which we have recorded gave the Hebrews a predominant power both in the

north and south of the country ; nor was there, in the time of Joshua, any spirit or power in

the remaining Canaanites to form any new combination against the invaders. A long and
desultory warfare therefore ensued against the petty princes who occupied the unconquered
portions of the country, a great number of whom were subdued in detail, and their strong

cities taken by force of arms ; for it does not appear that any one town was surrendered

• This is doubtless the true meaning (and so the Samaritan and Vulgate unders'.and it) of what our version renders by " stood
till in their strength," a phrase which conveys no particular meaning.

t Josh. xxiv. 12. This had been foretold in Exod. xxiii. 28, and Deut. vii. 20 ; and as terms there employed seem more exten-
sive, probably there were more than the two instances w hich are incidentally noticed.
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without fighting, besides the cities which belonged to the Gibeonites. The manner in which

this information is conveyed in the Book of Joshua* clearly intimates that although it was not

the Divine inieniion that the Canaanites should be spared to remain mixed with the Hebrews

in the land which the latter were destined to occupy, yet that if\ at least hypothetically, any

city had submitted peaceably, from the conviction that the God who fought for the Hebrews

was greater than all gods, and One whose power it was useless to resist, they would have been

spared. But as it is, if we could overlook the peculiar circumstances, and forget the infatua-

tion which prevented them from receiving those convictions which the prodigies wrought by

Jehovah seem calculated to have inspired, it would be impossible to withhold our praise and

sympathy for the spirit and courage with which they contended even to the last— even to the

death—for the possession of the homes and hearths they had received from their fathers.

It was not a part of the Divine intention that the Canaanites should be expelled all at once.

It had, many years before, been announced by Moses, that they would be driven out gradually

before the Hebrews. f The principal reasons given for this was lest the land, being com-

paratively depopidated, "the beasts of the earth " should multiply to the prejudice of the new
occupants. This implies much more than it expresses. It shows that while the Israelites were

in the first instance assisted, by potent miracles, to win great and comprehensive victories,

thereby to gain a firm footing and a predominant power in the land, it was determined that

they should pass by natural and progressive steps into and through their transition state as a

nation. The small and disunited nations of Canaan, were thus gradually to yield to the expul-

sive action of a united and increasing people, in the same proportion in which the wants of that

people were developed. But besides this leading reason, that the Hebrews were only to get as

much of the country as their numbers enabled them to occu])y and defend, two others of much
importance are also alleged. One of these, that by having enemies left in the country,

against whom the necessities of their position would compel them constantly to act, they

might be properly trained to war and military service, of which they formerly knew little or

nothing,^ but which was necessary in those ages to enable them to maintain themselves in the

country they were to receive. The other, that by having among them a people of diflerent

habits and religion, their obedience to the system of doctrine and policy which they had been

taught, might be sufficiently tried and exercised.

§

At the end of five years, from the passage of the Jordan, the results of the war were, that

thirty-one of the petty kings of Canaan had been defeated and dispossessed of their dominions.

Among the natives extirpated or expelled were the gigantic Anakim in and about Hebron,

whom there has been such frequent occasion to mention. Some of them sought a refuge in the

country of the Philistines, where their descendants are found a long while after. But others

appear to have returned, probably while the attention of Joshua was engaged by the affiiirs of

the north, and re-established themselves in parts of their ancient seats, from which they were

ultimately expelled by Caleb.

In the sixth year it seemed that, as compared with the allotment of territory to the two tribes

and a half beyond Jordan, sufficient to provide for three tribes more on the same liberal scale

had been obtained. To recognise that God was the sovereign proprietor of the soil, and had the

entire right to its disposal, his decision was appealed to by a solemn lot, to determine the particular

tribes to which his first distribution of territory in the promised land should be assigned. By this

course all jealousies were prevented which might have arisen, had the distribution been made
by Joshua, or any other person, or body of persons, on their own authority. The lot consigned

this territory to Judah, Ephraim, and the improvided half tribe of Manasseh. The distinct

nranner in which the first provision was thus made for the very tribes which had received

from Jacob the birthright and the double portion, while it served to intimate to the other tribes

that the lot had not been fortuitously determined, must also have contributed in a considerable

• Thero w.is not a city that mailo iioacc with tlic Israoliti's, savo the Hivitcs, tho iiilialiitants of C;ih(H>n ; aU othor thoy took in

\)alllo. For it was of the; Lokd to lianleu their hearts, that they should ('onio ai;ainsl Israel in hatth;, tliat lie might destroy them
utterly, and that they might have nufavour, but that ho might de.stroy them, as the Loitn commanded Moses." Josh. xi. 19, 'M.

t Kxod. xxiii. 28—30. t Judges, iil. 1, 2. § Josh. x.\iii. U, &c.
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degree to give a further sanction to the superiority which the tribes of Judah and Ephraim had
already begun to assume.

This first division of lands took place in the year before Christ 1602. It is not usually

in histories distinguished from what was really the second and final distriloution ; but a careful

view of the account of this matter which the Book of Joshua contains, will show that the

distinction ought to be made; and that the final distribution to the seven remaining tribes

did not take place till some years after that by which provision was made for Judah, Ephraim,
and the half tribe of Manasseh.

Before the internal distribution to particular families was made of the territories thus
allotted, the aged Caleb presented himself before the assembly, and remhided it that, besides

the prolonged days which had been granted to himself and Joshua when they contradicted the
" evil report " which the other spies gave of the land they had traversed, Moses had also

promised that the land in which he had beheld the gigantic Anakim should be given to liim

for a possession, "because he had wholly followed Jehovah his God." He thankfully

acknowledged that the Lord had, according to his promise, kept him alive for forty-five years,

while the generation to which he belonged had perished : and that now, although four score and
five years old, he was as strong and as able for council or war as in that day when Moses
sent him to explore the land of Canaan. And although the land promised to him was now
again in the possession of Anakim, and the towns they held were very strong, he was confident

that God would be with him, and enable him to drive them out, if the grant made by Moses were
now confirmed. It was so ; and he succeeded not only in expelling three chiefs of the Anakim
who held possession of Hebron, but in getting into his hands the other strong town of Debir
which was upon the lands assigned to him. A circumstance connected with the taking of the

latter place illustrates some of the customs of the time. Caleb caused it to be publicly known
that he would give his daughter Achsah in marriage to whosoever should take this place for

him. This enterprise was undertaken by Othniel, the son of Caleb's brother, and who, in fact,

had by custom the best right to the hand of his cousin, and who would have incurred some
disgrace if he had allowed her to be won in this ivay by another. He succeeded, and received

his reward. Hereafter we shall find Othniel's name among the judges of Israel. These
customs—the absolute right of a father to dispose of his daughter, or to propose her as the

reward of some perilous enterprise—still exist in the East, and we meet with them often in

Arabian histories and tales.

The Ephrainiites, to whose tribe Joshua belonged, seem to have considered that the promised

and now granted provision for Caleb, implied the Divine intention that a similar provision

should be made for Joshua himself, whose merits were as distinguished as those of Caleb

on the same occasion, and whose services had since been very great. They therefore gave

him the choice of his inheritance; and he selected the city of Timnath-serah, in ISIount

Ephraim, which he repaired, and ultimately made the place of his residence.

Another interesting circumstance arose in connection with the internal distribution of the

territory allotted to the tribe of Judah. It seems that before the time of Moses, as long after, in

most oriental nations, a female could not inherit land. If a man died, leaving daughters only,

his property descended to his brother, or the children of his brother, overpassing the daugh-

ters. The propriety of this and other laws of landed inheritance was never so likely to be

questioned as by a people who had not hitherto possessed freehold properties, but had the

prospect of such possessions immediately before them. Now there was a man of an eminent

family in Manasseh, called Zelophehad, who died, leaving five daughters, but no son. While

the Israelites were in the plains of Moab, and the laws of inheritance had already become a

subject of immediate interest, these -women applied to Moses, representing their case, and

argued that if the inheritance which would have been the due of their father passed to another

family, because he had no son, then that family would in fact become extinct—a very terrible

calamity to an Israelite, and calculated greatly to depress the already low estimation in which

daughters, as compared with sons, were held. Moses felt much difficulty in this question, and

reserved it for the special directions of God. Tlie response Mas, that if a man had no sons.
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his daughters might inherit ; that if he had neither sons nor daughters, the inheritance shouki

devolve to his brethren and their heirs ; but that if he had no brother, to the brothers of his

father and their heirs : and, failing these, to the nearest of kin. This determination seems to

have been much canvassed ; and some difficulties appeared, which induced the family chiefs of

that branch of Manasseh's tribe to which Zelophehad belonged, to apply to Moses, and to re-

present that females thus inheriting might perhaps marry into other tribes, and thus carry out

of their own tribe a portion of its original property. Moses admitted the force of this objec-

tion, and decided that althougli such heiresses should be free to marry whoever they pleased,

their choice should be limited to the tribe to which they belonged themselves. This determina-

tion was satisfactory to all parties, not excepting the daughters of Zelophehad ; for they did

more than was required of them, by marrying into the families into which the inheritance would

have descended, had their own claims been overlooked.

Now, when the actual distribution of the allotted territory to the families of Manasseh took

place, the daughters of Zelophehad appeared to claim the inheritance which devolved to them

under this decision, and which they accordingly received.

It is impossible to estimate too highly the consequences of the law upon the position of the

women among the Israelites. We know that the privileges to which any class of persons is

eligible raises the condition and estimation of that class, even though it happen that only a

few can receive the actual privileges which have this operation. On this rule, which, we
think, is of universal application, it is impossible but that the eligibility of women to inherit

landed estates must have had a most favourable influence upon their general condition.

And we think the studious reader of the Bible will discover that women, among the Hebrews,

were far more favourably considered, and allowed a more prominent and distinguished place

in the social system after than before this law existed ; and he will see cause to attribute to

the operation of this same law the unquestionable fact, that the position of the women among
the Hebrews was far more free and independent than in any country of the ancient East

(Egypt perhaps excepted), or than in any country beyond Rome, after Rome came into ex-

istence : that it was more so than in the modern East is known to all. And we think it may
not be going too far to affirm that the social rank which woman takes in all the countries of

Christendom, as compared with countries which are not Christian, may very fairly be con-

sidered a remote residt of this and some other laws, whereby Moses determined the social

position which woman should occupy. And the social position of woman in any nation, is the

least uncertain test of that nation's moral civilization.

The formal occupation, now taken of the conquered territory, suggested a suitable occasion

for the removal of the tabernacle, from the outskirts of the country at Gilgal, where it had so

long remained, to a station more central and therefore more convenient for the resort of the

tribes now about to spread themselves over the conquered land. Shiloh, in Ephraim, nearly

in the centre of that land, was chosen for the purpose. In the way thither, and while the

Hebrew host still remained together, the opportunity was taken to obey the command of

Moses respecting the renewal of the covenant with God on the mountains of Ebal and

Gerizim.*

It is difficult for the mind of man to conceive a ceremonial more truly grand than that

whereby the far-seeing Legislator had provided that the people should once more, before they

took possession of their inheritance, declare their solemn acceptance of those institutions which
had been given to them, and bindingly oblige them so to adhere to them. And if Moses, who
was never himself in the promised land, had surveyed its whole extent, or the extent of the

wjiole world, for a site most fitting for this great transaction, one could not have been found

more appropriate than the twin mounts—the fair and fertile Gerizim and the blasted Ebal,

• Wo are awaie that tlie solemn ceremony at Kbal and Gerizim is placed earlier in the Book of Joshua ; but in some way or

other itapi)ears to have (,'ot out of its proper place, as the context shows. The order of the conquest of Cauiian, as related in that

book, makes it manifest that this ceremonial could not have taken place soimer than wliere we now place it. Geddes places it Inter

still. But we consider tliat wlien some of tlie tribes were about to disperse to their new homes, and when the ark was about being

removed to Shiloh, whidi was but ten miles from Shechem, was tlie most obvious and probable occasion.

A liew of the mounts Kbal and Geri/.im h:i3 been i,'iven in tlie Physical History, p cx\ iii.
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with the long, narrow, and beautiful valley by which they are separated. Here in the first

instance were set up the largest ones, which being covered with plaster, after the Egyptian

fashion, were written over "very plainly " with the principles of the law, that the people there

assembled might be fully aware of that to which they were about to declare their obedience.

Their sacrifices were offered upon a large altar, built upon Mount Ebal,* of unhewn stones,

according to the law. The ark, attended by the priests, remained in the valley below, while

on each side, up either mountain, stood the thousands of Israel, none being wanting, from the

chiefs, the judges and the Levites, to the women, the children and the stranger. All were there.

In that vast audience, six tribes, Reuben, Gad, Asher, Zebulon, Dan, and Naphtali, stood upon

the barren Ebal, to pronounce the curses of the law upon the wrong-doer and the disobedient

;

and six, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issachar, Joseph, and Benjamin, upon the pleasant Gerizim, to

pronounce its blessings upon the well-doer and the obedient. And as each clause of cursing

or of blessing was pronounced, there rose, with one vast rushing voice from the living hills, the

Amen! "So be it!" by which that vast multitude declared their assent to the announced

conditions.

After this (as we suppose) the congregation proceeded to Shiloh to set up the tabernacle,

where it remained for above four hundred and fifty years.

The two tribes and a half, which had lately been provided for, then proceeded to establish

themselves in the territories which had been assigned to them.

Of the history of the following five or six years we know but little. We have the most

curiosity to know how the seven unprovided tribes disposed of themselves during this time.

Most probably they remained in camp at Shiloh, around the tabernacle, as they did before at

Gilgal. That some engaged in a desultory warfare with the unconquered states is scarcely

questionable ; but that the first vigour of this warfare had considerably relaxed, is evident

from the reproach of Joshua to the seven tribes, " How long are ye slack to go to possess the

land which the Lord, the God of your fathers, hath given you?" It seems then to have

occurred to him that if the lands of the country were distributed in proper allotments to those

tribes, without regard to their being conquered or unconquered, its own interests would

induce each tribe to exert itself to gain possession of the territory which fell to it. It seemed

that enough had been done by the nation at large ; and that the rest might be left to the par-

ticular tribes which were to be benefited. It had also become desirable that the large draft

of 40,000 men from the tribes beyond Jordan, who had hitherto taken part in the enter-

prises of their western brethren, should be allowed to return to their homes.

But some inconvenience had resulted on the former occasion from proportioning the parts

without having surveyed the whole. It already appeared that the allotment of the tribe of

Ephraim was not sufficient for its wants. This fact, by the bye, shows the perfect impar-

tiality of the distribution, or, in other words, that it was really, as it professed to be, left to be

Lord. For Ephraim was Joshua's own tribe, and therefore the one whom he might have been,

of himself, the most inclined to favour. However, when the Ephraimites complained of their

confined limits, they were permitted to subdue for their own use as much more neighbouring

territory as they wanted, before the distribution to the other tribes took place. On the other

hand, it appeared that the tribe of Judah had considerably more territory than it needed or

could occupy, in consequence of which, when the actual extent of the whole country to be

portioned out became better known, two of the smaller tribes, Simeon and Dan, received their

shares out of the territory which had been at first assigned to Judah.

Such circumstances clearly pointed the advantage, if not necessity, of an actual survey of

the whole country before the designed distribution to the unprovided tribes was made.

Joshua therefore directed that each of the seven tribes should select three competent men, who

should traverse the whole country, and make a survey of it, bringing back tlie results entered

carefully in a book. It would be curious to know whether an attempt at mapping the sur-

veyed districts formed any part of this undertaking. It is only stated that they were to

* The Samaritans would have it to l)c Gerizira.

VOL. I. 2 z
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" describe it in a Ixiok," witlioiit mention of the nature of the description, save that the Land

was described " by cities,"' and " in seven parts." At all events this is the first example of a

topographical survey on record : and it shows that there must have been some knowledge of

geometry among the Hel)rews ; and this had doubtless been accpiired in Egypt.

Seven months were occupied in this survey. At the expiration of which the surveyors re-

turned with the requisite information in their books. The lots were then taken before the

Li)rd in Sliiloh ; and that He, the Supreme proprietor of the soil, did in fact regulate the re-

sulting distribution must have appeared evident to all the tribes, by the circumstance that the

portions thus assigned to them were, severally, in exact conformity with the descriptions

which, two hundred and fifty years before, Jacob had, in his dying prophecy, given of the

territory which each of his sons should inherit.

Seeing that w-e give, in 'The Physical History,' an extensive view of the whole country,

we shall abstain from supplying in this place a particular account of the domains of the seve-

ral tribes : and for the local situation, the boundaries, and the towns in each of them, a reference

to a good map of the covmtry will be more profitable to the reader than any quantity of written

detail. It may suffice to mention that the northern portion of the country, in after times

called Galilee, was divided among the four tribes of Naphtali, Zebulon, Issachar, and Asher.

The central portion, afterwards called Samaria, was given to the house of Joseph, that is, to

Ephraim and the xniprovided half tribe of Manasseh. And the southern part, which in after-

times formed the kingdom of Judah as distinct from that of Israel, was allotted to the tribes

of Judah, Benjamin, Simeon, and Dan, the patrimony of the two latter being, as just intimated,

taken out of that which had been wholly assigned to Judah.

T\\\x% twelve tribes were provided for; as the tribe of Joseph was counted as two—Ephraim,

Manasseh, and Levi were not counted at alh But the last-named tribe received from each

of the others a certain number of cities, making forty-eight in all, each of them with a

domain of between eight and nine hundred acres (jf land, for gardens and pasture-fiekls. Of
these cities, the Kohathites received twenty-three, the Gershonites thirteen, and the Merarites

twelve. Six of the forty-eight, three on each side Jordan, were appointed for cities of

refuge, namely, Kadesh (in Galilee), Shechem, and Hebron, on the west ; and Bezer, Ramoth-

Gilead, and Golan, beyond the river. Thirteen of the forty-eight cities were also assigned to

the priests as distinguished from the other Levites ; and it strikingly illustrates the overruling

providence which directed these matters, that the lot, by which all these arrangements were
determined, fixed these cities near each other, and also near what, several centuries after,

was, by the erection of the temple at Jerusalem, rendered the scat of their duties. Thus we see

prospective arrangements made, in the secret providence of God, for a long subsequent event;

and not only for this event, but ])roliably with reference to the ultimate separation of the

Hebrew kingdoms : for all these towns were in what finally became the kingdum of Judah.

This second and final division of territory took place in the year 1596 before Christ.

The time was now come when the 40,000 men of Reuben, Gad, and the half tribe of

Manasseh, might be allowed to return to their own heritage beyond Jordan. In his farewell

address to them, Joshua highly commended the fidelity with which they had fullillcd their

engagement, in fighting with and for their unprovided brethren, after they had received their

own inlieritance ; and he earnestly charged them to " Take heed to do all that Moses, the

servant of Jehovah, charged you. To love Jehovah, your God, and to walk in all his ways,

to keep his commandments, and to cleave unto him, and to serve him with all your heart and

ivith all your soul." With his blessing they then took their departure, greatly enriched by

their equal share in the spoil of the Canaanites, whicli, we arc told, consisted of " very much
cattle, with gold, silver, brass, iron, and very much raiment." This they were to divide with

those who had remained at home to occupy and protect their own country.

The departing body was so full of good feeling, that when they had crossed tlie Jordan,

and entered their own territories, they liethought them of erecting a great altar, as a monu-

ment to posterity of the real connection between the tribes which the river separated. This
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transaction produced a strong sensation when the news of it was brought to Shiloh. The object

of this })rocedure was entirely misunderstood. The altar was taken to be a monument of separa-

tion rather than of union. For as there could be but one altar for national worship, the erection

of another altar beyond Jordan was judged to intimate an intention to form a separate esta-

blishment for worship in that country ; which, even if at first intended for the honour of the

true God, would certainly in the end lead to idolatry and disunion ; and, while it might recognise

Jehovah as God, would overlook those obligations by which all the Israelites were bound to

render service to him as their King. In short, the act, as viewed by the other tribes, was an

overt act of rebellion, and, as such, they determined to punish it, unless a sufficient explana-

tion could be obtained. The whole congregation assembled at Shiloh, ready to make war
against the tribes beyond Jordan. But first they sent a deputation to expostulate with them,
and to require an explanation. This deputation was suitable to the gravity of the occasion,

consisting of Phineas, the son of the high-priest, and with him ten chiefs, one from each of

the tribes west of the Jordan. On its arrival in Gilead, the deputation, assuming the fact to

be as they supposed, proceeded to threaten the two and half tribes with punishment for their

rebellion against Jehovah and the congregation. If they disliked the lands which they had
received beyond the river, as being " unclean," or unhonoured with the presence of the

tabernacle, or if they deemed it too hard for them to resort beyond the river to render the

periodical service which the law required, then let them come and share with the other tribes

in the country west of the river. The punishments which had befallen the whole congrega-

tion for the sin in the matter of Baal-peor and of Achar, were then mentioned for a warning.

The two and half tribes were much distressed at this imputation, and with much animation

and eloquence repelled the charge, and explained that their object had been exactly to prevent

the very alienation and separation of which they were accused of contemplating. After

declaring this in general terms, they proceeded to explain their precise object more parti-

cularly, and we cite their words, because they very impressively intimate the general object

of such erections. They had done it, " Lest your children might hereafter say unto our chil-

dren, What have ye to do with Jehovah, the God of Israel, ye children of Reuben and Gad ?

For Jehovah hath made the Jordan a boundary between us and you ; ye have no share in

Jehovah. And so, your children might make our children cease from worshipping Jehovah.

Therefore we said. Let us build ourselves an altar,—not for burnt offering, nor for sacri-

fice, but for A WITNESS between us and you, and our generations after us. . . .that your chil-

dren may not say to our children in time to come. Ye have no part in Jehovah."*
An explanation so much in agreement with the spirit and object of the Mosaic institutions,

gave great satisfaction to the ambassadors, and afterwards ta the people who awaited the result

at Shiloh. They blessed God, and dispersed to their several homes.

The tribes beyond Jordan gave the name of Ed (the witness) to the monument they had

erected, and which continued long after to bear its testimony to the unity of Israel.

Joshua appears to have survived about fourteen years after this, during which he lived for

the most in his own city of Timnath-serah. During these years, the people, being now fairly

established in the country, and finding that they had land enough for their present wants, do

not seem to have been much engaged in war, in order to obtain possession of those parts of the

country which still remained in the hands of the Canaanites. It is not unlikely that Joshua

himself was desirous before he died to see their habits take the intended direction towards

agriculture. And, no doubt, during those years in which the war was slackened or suspended,

much progress was made in that transition by which the Hebrews were to pass into the con-

dition of an agricultural people.

When Joshua felt that the day of his death was at hand, he called the people together, that

before he died he might have the satisfaction of again receiving the pledge of their obedience

to their Divine King and his institutions. He addressed them, and after reminding them of

the miracles which had been wrought for them, and the victories and blessings with which

* Sci> Jubh. x.\ii. 21-29.
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tliey had been favoured, he called upon them to purge away the idolatry which still lurked

among them—no longer to serve " the gnds u-hidi their fathers sen-ed on the other side the

flood [Euphrates], and in Eipjpt" but to devote themselves in entire sincerity and truth to

Jehovah. He demanded that they should at once decide the alternatives before them—either

to serve Jehovah wholly, or the gods of their fathers and of the nations among whom they now
dwelt ; adding, " But as for me, and my house, we will serve Jehovah." To which the people

heartily responded, " We also will serve Jehovah ; for he is our God.'' He explained to them

the obligations which that declaration involved ; but they repeated it again, and once more in the

usual terms of a solemn covenant. The terms of this covenant Joshua wrote down in the book

of the law ; and for a more public testimonial of this solemn engagement, he set up a great

stone under an oak that grew hard by the tabernacle, and, in conformity Avith the ideas so

usually connected with these memorials, he said, " Behold this stone shull be a loitness unto

us; for it hath heard the ivords of Jehovah which he spake unto us ; it shall therefore be a

witness against you lest ye deny your God."

Joshua could now die in peace. He did die soon after, at the advanced age of 110 years,

(b. c. 1582) and was buried in the borders of his own inheritance, in the side of the hill

Gaash. Eleazer, the high-priest, did not long outlive him. He was buried in a hill of

Mount Ephraim, and was succeeded by his son Pliineas. Hills are mentioned as places of

burial, because the sepulchres were usually excavations in the sides of hills. Even at the

present day the cemeteries (thoiigh only for graves) of the East are commonly upon the slopes

of hills, outside the towns to which they belong.

The embalmed body of Joseph, which the Israelites had brought with them out of Egypt,

had before this been deposited, according to his wish, in " the parcel of ground" at Shechem,

which his father Jacob had given to him. That the lot gave to the tribe of Ephraim the ter-

ritory which included this small patrimony, is a marked instance of the superintending power

by which that mode of distribution was controlled and reg\ilated.

The character which Joshua sustained is in many respects as peculiar as that of Moses,

although of a very different nature. Joshua was not the successor of Moses, nor had Joshua

himself any successor. They were both appointed to discharge peculiar and special services

by the King, Jehovah. Moses was his minister in the deliverance and in legislating for the He-
brews : Joshua was his general, specially appointed by him to conquer the promised land and

portion it out among the people. Not Moses, nor Joshua, but God himself, was the ruler of

the state, and they were merely his servants. How eminently Joshua was qualified by his

decision of character, his valour and his faith, for the duties confided to him, and how well

and worthily he discharged them, has appeared in the narrative. " He was," in the language

of Jahn, "a man whose whole life was devoted to the establishment of the theocratic policy,

and consequently to the establishment of the true religion—services which ought to endear his

memory to all succeeding ages."

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.

C) Stones of Memorial, p. 342.—To us

there seem no antiquarian subjects more in-

teresting than those wliich take us insensibly

back to the beginnings of our race, and enable

us to collect, in all the many-tongued and

many-lmod regions of the cartli, manifest and

unmistakable testimonies to any of the great

facts which the ancient Scriptures record.

From the length of time which has passed,

from the destructibility of all human monu-

ments, and from the nuitations uliieli time

works in all man's habits and institutions, the
existing evidences to fa(,'ts of the earliest date
might be supposed to be few in number : but
the truth is far otherwise. The older the
world grows tlie more thickly such evidence
accumulates, so that the inquirer is perplexed
rather by the extent and the variety than by
the paucity of the materials which lie ready
for his use. It is true that the illustrative

monuments decay, and tlic institutions fall

into disuse; but the discerning eyes have been
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immensely multiplied, and they have passed

to and fro, scanning the whole earth, and

drawing most beautiful and true conclusions

from things neglected of old, or regarded only

with stupid wonder. Hence, although un-

doubtedly fewer in absolute number, the re-

maining testimonials have been turned to far

greater account than was their abundance in

remoter times. They were as diamonds in the

mine, hidden and obscure, but have now been

brought forth into the world to throw their

radiance on dark things.

Among these lines of testimony few offer

greater attractions than those which demon-
strate that the family of man, now so diversi-

fied, was once 07ie, speaking the same language,

possessing the same religious practices and be-

lief, and subject to the same customs, ideas,

and habits. The evidences of this single fact

are various and multiplied. The most marked
are those which stones and languages offer. To
the former our present attention is confined.

Monuments of large and rude stones, dis-

posed in the various forms of which examples
are given in the cuts at pages 341, 342, and
whose date ascends, for the most part, beyond
all history and tradition, are found dispersed

all over the world, in countries the most remote
from each other.

A friend who has given great attention to

the subject, has favoured us with a list of such
monuments, in different countries, from which
it appears that not only are they numerous in

Great Britain, Ireland, Jersey, Guernsey, Den-
mark, Sweden, France, and Germany, but that

they have also been found in the Netherlands,

Portugal, Malta and Gozo, in Phoenicia, and
in India.* To which we may add, that such
have also been discovered in Palestine, Persia,

Northern Africa, North America, and the

islands of the Indian Archipelago and of the

South Sea.

Now seeing that such monuments are found

in countries so far asunder, between which it

is impossible to trace, after that dispersion of
which the Scriptures speak, any such ancient

communications as might have led to their

production, and seeing, moreover, that the

same Scriptures, as soon as they enter into

detailed history—about 1000 years after the

Deluge—begin to notice such monuments, not

as new things, but as being in well-known and
established use, it is morally impossible to

account for their origin and wide dispersion,

but by supposing that the ideas connected with

them existed befote the confusion of tongues

divided the family of man into nations, and,

* Cliiclly iu Malabar, also near Bombay.

together with the pressure of the wants arising

from an increased population, drove them far

asunder, bearing with them the notions and
practices which had been common to them all.

In this explanation two lines of argument,
from facts, terminate; for while, on the one
hand, the remarkable agreement concerning
the use of these monuments, in the most an-

cient times and among nations the most remote,

is best explained by referring their origin to

some time when men dwelt together, and had
not yet spread themselves abroad in the world;

on the other, we learn from Scripture that there

was suc:h a time, as well as its date and dura-

tion : and, what is more, as the same high
authority takes occasion to notice the existence

of su(;h monuments about 500 years after the
Deluge, in a family fresh from the original seat

of the postdiluvian race, and in such a man-
ner as to demonstrate that they were not then

new, the historical proof ascends much nearer

than could well be expected to the very period

to which, on other grounds, we should be in-

clined to refer the origin of these remarkable

monuments, and of the notions connected with

them. Thus we think the lines of argument
concur in bringing us to the same result—that

the monuments called Druidical existed before

the dispersion of mankind ; and that their ex-

istence in all the countries of the world is to be

accounted for by the fact, that men carried with

them, in their migrations from the parent seat,

the more prominent usages of their primitive

condition.

All this seems so clear, that we should hardly

have thought this expression of the view we
entertain, worth the space it has occupied, were
it not that a large class of antiquarians have

been disposed to refer them to some later source

—such as the maritime traffic of the Phoeni-

cians. But all causes less than that which has

now been stated, seem inadequate to account

for the now ascertained extent to which such

monuments have been diffused.

After this general statement on the subject,

the definite object and limits of the present

work, will necessarily confine us to the endea-

vour to show, that while the existing monuments
of this description illustrate theforms of some

of those which are mentioned in the history

of the Hebrew people ; the manner in vvhicli

they are mentioned in that history throws

light upon the design and objects of such

monuments.
As, even in this limited extent, the subject

is rather more extensive than we have been

accustomed to deal with in these Supplement-

ary Notes, it seems best to take one class of

these monuments at a time, at the end of seve-
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ral following chapters. And this arrangement

will be the more satisfactory, as there are few

of the immediately following chapters for some

time yet in which the mention of snch monu-

ments will not occur. For the present we shall

confine our attention to

—

Stones of Memorial.* Nothing can be

more certain than that the setting up of stones

was one of the first means devised for recording

the memory of important events and facts

:

and although, at the first view, it may seem

that the objects are various with which stones

are described as being set up in the Scriptures

;

yet, oil closer (consideration, it will be found

that the diversity is only in the circumstances

connnemorated, while the idea of their being

memorial monuments is the same in all.

The first instance is that of the stone which

Jacob set up at Bethel.t to commemorate the

vision with which he was there favoured, and

to be a witness of the engagement he formed

in consequence. It appears that this stone

was not of a bulk too great for one man to set

up,—not exceeding many ancient stones of

memorial in our own country, about three or

four feet high, standing single in fields or

heaths, and by the sides of roads, without the

least tradition now left when, or why, or by

whom they were so placed.

Then there is the very remarkable affair

which took place between Jacob and Laban,

when the latter overtook the former in Gilead.J

when a pillar and a heap of stones were made

the monuments and evidences of a solemn

compact of peace between them. Having al-

ready related this transaction, we need not

repeat it here. But whoever reads the account

as given in the Bible, will feel perfectly assured

that Jacob and Laban were not originating any

new practice, but were acting in conformity

with usages then well known and established.

And they could not be of any considerably

higher date without belonging to the first men
and the first ages.

Such monuments of erected stones, with

heaps of stones at their base or nigh at hand,

are far from being unknown among the most

ancient monuments of our own country. In

Cornwall there is one remarkable monument
of this kind, with a heap of stones lying at its

base in Boswen's Croft, Sancred. It answers

so exactly to that which the description would

suggest that Jacob and Laban erected, that if

it had been found in the country beyond Jor-

dan, travellers would probably have concluded

" King, in his Munimenta Antiqua, has a large and interest-

ing cliapter on this subject, of wliich we shaU nialie nnich use

;

tlie more freely, as the work is too large and costly to be gene-

rally accessible.

t See v-'J- of the present worU. J Scei).9d.

it to be the same. A similar monument occurs

in Oxfordshire, about half a mile to the south-

west of Eston church. And Rowland * reports

that in many places where there are carneddes,

or heaps of stones, of great apparent antiquity,

there are generally pillars of stone standing

near them.

And not only are such monuments remain-

ing, but a fragment of the ancient usages and

ideas may be found in a superstitious regard

]mid to certain heaps of stones, as actual bonds

of covenants, in remote and sequestered dis-

tricts, where old customs and usages change

but slowly. Thus in the Isle of lona (one of

the western islands of Scotland) there are cer-

tain stones called black stones, not from their

colour, which is grey, but from the dire effects

which tradition alleges to follow perjury, if

any one becomes guilty of that crime, after

having sworn on these stones in the us\ial man-
ner; for an oath made on them was decisive

of all controversies."!"

Even when such large and ancient stones as

we often see remaining apart, answered merely

the purpose of boundary stones, as some of

them unquestionably did, it seems very obvious

that their being allowed through a long series

of ages to be decidedly such legal murks, was

actually in consequence of some solemn cove-

nant, made on the spot between the parties

claiming on both sides; of which covenant,

before men learned to trust in written deeds

and instruments, the erected stone was the

vouched signature and proof, as much as in

the instance of the agreement between Jacob

and Laban, although the stone then set up was

the proof of another sort of covenant. These

covenant land-marks are probably those which

the law so strictly forbids to be removed.^

The twelve pillars which Moses set up, to-

gether with an altar, at the foot of Mount
Sinai,§ and those which Joshua caused to be

set up at Gilgal, and in the bed of the Jordan,

are instances belonging to a class of monuments
which we reserve for future notice.

The stone which Joshua set up under the

oak at Shechem, as noticed at the end of the

chapter just concluded, was avowedly an evi-

dence and memorial of the covenant into which

the people entered with God.

Besides the numerous stones, the occasion of

the erection of which is mentioned in Scrip-

ture, there are such incidental references to

other marked and cons])icuous stones as show

that monuments of this kind were numerous

in the country. Thus, there is " the stone of

* • Mona Anti(iua,' 51.

+ Martin's ' Western Islands of Seotlaml.' 25i).

i Deut. xxx\ii. 17- § Exod. xxi\ . 1.
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Bohan the son of Reuben ;"* and in another

placet we read of a well-known and distin-

guished stone of great magnitude, on which

even the ark of God was placed when returned

from the Philistines, and taken out of the cart

by the Levites. This had before been well

known as " the great stone of Abel."

Stones were also set up by the Hebrews as

memorial monuments of their victories. Such

was the Ebenezei\ " the stone of help," set up

by Samuel.

I

Such are also probably the erected stones

which we find in our own country, of such

magnitude, and standing so remote from heaps

of stones and Druidical circles, that they can

only be regarded as monuments of great vie •

tories, although all knowledge of such victories

or events has perished. " They are," observes

King, with much force, " like the pyramids of

Egypt, records of the highest antiquity in a

dead language.'''' Of this kind are the three

great stones represented in one of the en-

gravings at p. 341. They stand near each

other in a field at Trelech in Monmouthshire.
They are of unequal height : the highest is

thirteen or fourteen feet high. The neigh-

bouring inhabitants call them Harold's Stones,

for what reason does not appear ; but from

their great bvilk, and the labour required to

erect them, they must have been designed to

perpetuate the memory of some event or vic-

tory, deemed at the time of the highest import-

ance to the whole people. Historical instances

of such erections of stones in commemoration
of victories might be adduced : one is that of

the stone set up by Malcolm, son of Kenneth,

king of Scots, to commemorate a victory over

the Danes about 1008.^

Another use of stone pillars, as indicated in

Scripture, was to point out the graves of the

dead. The earliest and most remarkable in-

stance of this is offered by the pillar which
Jacob set up over the grave of his beloved and
beautiful Rachel. As the Hebrews generally

placed their dead in excavated sepulchres, we
must not expect to find sepulchral pillars com-
mon among them ; and in fact they seem to

have been chiefly em])loyed for those dear or

eminent persons whom it was necessary to

inter remote from the sepidchres of their

fathers, as in this case of Rachel. This custom

was very general. The Greeks had for many
ages no other monuments than such unhewn
pillars, which they set up on the top of the

barrow or tumulus. Several allusions to such

monuments are found in the Iliad. It is not

* Josh, xviii. + 1 Sara vi. 15, 18.

X 1 Sam. vii. 12.

§ Gough's Canidon, iii. 430.

easy to distinguish the special appropriations

of the stones we see dispersed abroad, but
when wc observe one set on the top of a bar-

row, we may safely conclude it to be sepul-

chral. This part of the subject needs little

illustration, as all the ideas involved in it still

exist. The erect stones which are everywhere
—nowhere more than in our own country—set

over graves, offer a modified continuance of the

same practice and of the same ideas. And we
have ourselves seen, in different parts of Europe
and Asia, unhewn stones still in use for this

purpose—the largest and longest stone that the

immediate neighbourhood might offer, being
chosen for the purpose, and embedded at one
end in the sod. Although seldom of much
bulk, and often small enovigh to be removed by
a slight effort, they serve well their object.

Strangers know that such stones mKr^ a grave,
and therefore respect them ; and friends and
neighbovirs know well whose grave they mark
(information of no interest to a stranger), and
thus these simple memorials sufficiently to an
unsophisticated people

" The place of fame and elegy supply."

Seeing that unhewn stones were made the

monuments of so many different circumstances,

it is natural to think that in ancient times they

were so distinguished that the spectator was at

once aware of the classes of transactions which
they were designed to commemorate. It has

occurred to us that the diversified combinations

in which such monuments are mentioned in

Scripture may ultimately afford the key to a

part of this lost knowledge. If we were to gene-

ralise such instances as have already been men-
tioned, we should probably conclude, that—
Taken generally, they were stones of memo-

rial.

The public or private, or the more or less

important character of the transaction, would

be indicated by the size of the stone, or the

number of small stones—as suggesting that it

was the work of one or more, of few or many
men. The stone at Bethel was such as one

man could manage. The more public event,

the passage of the Jordan, was commemorated

at Gilgal by such stones as singly a man could

carry, but there were twelve of them. The public

covenant at Shechem was commemorated by a

great stone, such probably as required the

united strength of many to fix in its place.

The covenant between Jacob and Laban was

commemorated by a heap of stones and a pil-

lar ; and as the heap of stones was the work of

many men, the pillar was probably of propor-

tionate dimensions. A stone commemorating

a victory we should suppose to be large.
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Single stones are in Scripture memorials of

covenants, victories, and boundaries.

A stone anointed with oil, or beside an altar,

or under an oak, are always memorials of some

sacred transaction or covenant, of some sacred

obligation, of something between God and

man. When Ja(;ob anointed the pillar at

Bethel, he pledged himself to build an altar

there if he returned in safety; and on his return

he redeemed that promise : it may, therefore,

be conceived that the anointing denoted the

sacred object of the monument, until this

should be distinctly expressed by the ercL'tion,

near at hand, of an altar for sacrifice. But as,

with respect to these stones, altars were not

always erected near them, even when occasion

served, it appears that the anointing was in

itself a consecration of the stone as a religious

monument, although less in degree than the

erection of an altar near at hand would have

been—even in the same degree, probably, in

which a libation was inferior, as a religious act,

to a sacrifice. It will be observed that the

appropriation of the great stone which Joshua

set up at Shechem, as the signature of a reli-

gious covenant, was indicated by its juxta-

position with respect to more determinately

religious objects, for it stood near the sanc-

tuary, and therefore near the altar, which was
outside the sanctuary. But what signification

are we to deduce from its being placed under

an oak ? As most certainly oaks denoted the

religious appro])riation of any monuments of

stone which might be connected with them,

may it not be that Joshua thus provided for

denoting the sacred character of his monu-
ment, in case the tabernacle should be removed
to another place ? Or a general explanation

given by a very ingenious writer,* without any

reference by him to this particular case, would
imply that a stone under an oak was a monu-
ment of a Divine covenant. He observes that

the same word in Hebrew denotes an oak and

an oath ; whence oaks came to be regarded

with great veneration, as sacred emblems of

divine covenants. The tree has for this reason

been held in especial reverence, at one time or

other, by almost all nations. If this notion be
true, the object of Joshua in connecting his

stone with an oak is sufficiently obvious.

From the only instance which occurs his-

torically in the Scriptures, that of Jacob and
Laban, it might be inferred that a jiillar, toge-
ther with a heap of stones, indicated a public
covenant between two families, clans, or

tribes.

A j)illar upon or at the end of a mound, may

* Tlio Kev. W. Cooki!, in his ' Iiuiuiry into tlic I'alii.iiclial

and Druidical l!fli;,'i(>n,' ;<;<•. 175.5.

appear, from the case of Rachel's sepulchre,

and the others which have been adduced, to

have denoted a sepulchre.

And since heaps of stone have been men-
tioned in connection with pillars of unhewn
stone, this seems a proper place to ask what

such heaps signify when they stand apart,

without any apparent connection with pillars

or other remains called Druidical ? In every

Scriptural instance they are monuments of

infamy, raised over the bodies of those who died

in crime, or whose memories it was intended to

dishonour. Such are the heaps of stones

reared over the remains of Achar, of the king

of Ai, and of Absalom. Accordingly many
cairns opened in this country have been found

to contain human remains. It is true that some
have been opened without any such appear-

ances;* but in such cases, perhaps, the bodies

had been burned, as in the case of Achar, and

the stones raised over the ashes only : and it

is likely that many cairns which now appear

isolated, had originally pillars connected with

them, as covenant memorials. A large single

stone is more liable to be removed, from its

applicability to useful purposes, than a heap of

stones. The ideas connected with this class of

monuments still exist in Syria and Palestine,

where it is usual for every one who passes by
to throw a stone to the heap, to express his

detestation of the deed which the heap com-
memorates, as well as to contribute to the

maintenance and increase of the memorial.

One of these cairns, of very large size, occurs

near the northern extremity of the Dead Sea.f

certainly not remote from the place where the

Israelites raised a cairn over the remains of

the sacrilegious Achar.

We submit these views respecting the possi-

ble meaning of the various forms and combi-

nations of memorial stones and heaps with

very much diffidence. We are perfectly aware

that the subject is one of great difficulty ; and

we only profess to have end(>av(nu-ed to collect

the ideas which seem, in the instances given

in Scripture, to be associated with the monu-
ments of this kind which it mentions.

(^) Lots, p. 344.—There are many instances

of lots being made use of, not only for the

discovery of gviilty persons, but for various

other purposes, good and bad. For the former

purpose we have not only this present instance

a!id that of Saul and Jonathan,;}; among the

Jews, but by the oth(>r nations, as in the case of

Jonah. Theie is much diversity of opinion as

to the manner in which these lots were taken.

» Sir U. C;. n,)ai

+ M.mni, i. 14(1.

An.icut Willsliirr," ii. 113, 114.

X 2 Sam. xiv.3^, Jtc.
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We only know with certainty that, in this and

similar instances, when aparticvilar person was

to be found, either for punishment, or honour

(as in the election of Saul to the kingdom),

the lot first determined the particular tribe,

and then went through the descending branches

of each family, till it at last reached the par-

ticular person. But how this was done we
know not : Josephus only says that the pro-

ceeding took place before the high-priest and

the elders.* To which some of the Jewish

writers add, that they were made to pass

before the ark, and that the urim enabled the

high-priest to pitch upon the right tribe, family,

and person. Others will have it that the high-

priest alone was enabled, by extemporaneous
inspiration, to make the required indica-

tions. But there seems more probability

in the opinion of those who suppose that at

first twelve lots or tickets, on each of which
was written the name of one of the tribes, were
put into an urn ; that when one of the tribes

was found guilty, as many lots were put in as

there were families in that tribe ; after that, as

many as there were householders in the family

that was taken ; and then as many as there

were persons in the selected household, until,

at last, the right person was found. That the

lot, as practised by the Hebrews, was lawful, is

unquestionable ; for it was not only counte-

nanced, if not enjoined, by God himself, but was

practised by the Apostles. They, however, as

well as, at least, the earlier Jews, had a well-

grounded assurance, from experience, that,

when resorted to as a means of taking the will

of God, he would respond to the appeal.

This assurance arose from and was justified by

the peculiar relation in which they stood to

Him : and of course is not justifiable or appli-

cable under other and general circumstances,

in which it is impossible that this assurance

can be realised.

C) The Shower of Stones, p. 346.—It is

very doubtful whether a shower of hail-stones,

or of bodies actually stony, or at least mineral, is

intended. The te.\t, literally rendered, is, " And
Jehovah caused^rea^ stones to fall [or to be cast

down] upon them, and many more died by the

hail-stones ["I"Un ''JD^^] than by the sword."

This would be clear enough were it not that

the word rendered hail, in its proper bearing

and connection here, seems less to state that

the stones were actually hail-stones than to

express the vast quantity, the force, and exe-

cution of the stony shower ; and the expres-

sion of flying, or falling, as thick as hail, is

'^ Autiq. 111). V. cap. 1.

common in all ancient languages, and is re-

tained in most of the modern. On this ground
many interpreters, especially of late years,

have been disposed to consider a shower of

stones as the most obvious and natural expla-

nation. This question has been argued with-

out any wish to magnify or diminish the

prodigy. That is nearly the same either

way : for hail-stones capable of killing men,
are about as rare as showers of stone, while

the latter are more capable, when they do

occur, of producing serious effects. That the

shower was timed so opportunely, and that it

did not fall on the Israelites, but only on their

enemies, ai'e circumstances sufficient to refer

the phenomenon to its true source, whether it

were of stones or of hail. Either way, how-
ever, there is no doubt that a natural agency

was employed. It was the time and the appli-

cation that constituted the supernatural inter-

position.

A shower of stones is as natural as a shower

of hail, but it is certainly of far less frequent

occurrence. Several instances of such showers,

some of them extensively fatal to life, have

been recorded by the most credible ancient

historians, and some have occurred to modern

observation. The countries in which the re

corded instancies have occurred the most fre-

quently are Italy, Greece, and Asia Minor.

The fact of such showers is now no longer

doubted by any scientific man, although they

account for them rather differently. So lately

as 1803, and so near as L'Aigle in Normandy,

there was a fall of several stones weighing

from ten to seventeen pounds each. However
remote the places in which they fall, these

mineral bodies are always fovmd to be distin-

guished by one remarkable similarity, namely,

their containing an alloy of iron and nickel,

generally with twenty-five of the former to six

or eight of the latter.*

Yet that hail-stones might be an adequate

second cause of the described effect is proved

by numerous examples of old and modern

date. Such have indeed occurred in our own
island. Dr. Ilalley describes two remarkable

falls of hail which occurred in April and May,

1697. The latter was the most extraordinary.

It occurred in Hertfordshire after a storm of

thunder and lightning. Several persons vvere

killed by the hail, their bodies being beaten

black and blue : vast oaks were split by it, and

fields of rye cut down as with a scythe The

stones measured from ten to thirteen or four-

* The reader may finil much curious information on this sub-

ject iu King's ' Remarks on certain Stones said to have fallen

from the Clouds, lioth in these days and in .\ntient Times."

179G.

3 A
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teen inches in circumference. Tlieir figures

were various, some angular, some oval, some
flat.* In the remarkable hail-fall, described

by Dr. Neill,t which occurred during a thunder-

storm in the Orkneys, 24tli July, 1818, mingled

with ordinary hail were enormous masses of

ice, some as large as the egg of a goose,

whereby animals were killed, and several per-

sons wounded. An enormous hail-stone is

recorded to have fallen, among other large

masses, at Handsworth House, near Birming-

ham, during a thunder-storm in July, 1811. It

consisted of a cuboidal mass, six and a half

inches in diameter, and resembled a congeries

of frozen balls, about the size of walnuts.^

(*) The Sun standing still, p. 347. There

are very few modern interpreters who have not

expressed their belief that the expressions em-

ployed by Joshua are to be understood only as

figurative. But they differ much in the extent

to which they press this figure, and in the

meaning which they assign to it. It will amount

to the same thing if, instead of being figiu-ative,

the words were employed merely in accommo-

dation to the astronomical notions which at

that time and long after prevailed—whether

this arose from ignorance of the true astro-

nomy on the part of Joshua, or from an inten-

tion to use only such expressions as should be

intelligible to the people.

It is well known that this passage long formed

a stumbling-block to the general reception of

the Copernican system ; because it ascribes the

diurnal motion to the sun which that system

gives to the earth itself. But now, even those

who contend in general for the literal inter-

pretation of all Scripture, for the most part

allow that the suspension of the eartli's motion

is the utmost we are required to understand.

And the sun being at rest, as it respects the

diurnal motion, it is indeed impossible that by

the discontinuance of amotion, in order to pro-

duce the phenomenon of protracted day, any-

thing more than the suspension of the motion

which actually occasions the phenomena of day

and night could be intended ; and that is the

motion of the earth, not of the smi—yet so

apparently that of the sun, that forms of speech

still current among ourselves justify and ex-

plain the true meaning of the words wliich

Joshua employed. Indeed, we will hazard an

opinion that a modern general, under the same
circumstances, would not be intelligible to an

English army if, instead of connnanding the

sun to stand still, he ordered the motion of the

• Philosophical Tiansaotinns, No. 229.

+ Edin. Philos. Trans., vol. ix.

} Traill's Physical Geography, p. 19-

earth to be suspended. The observations which

we have offered in the text, are less intended to

explain the miracle, than to show that natural

motion is not necessarily there ascribed to the

sun, and withheld from tlie earth.

That there was adequate cause, in the mani-

festation of the Divine power and greatness,

for a very signal miracle, has been intimated in

the text ; and therefore the objection, that it is

unlikely that the motion of the earth should be

suspended for so inadequate a cause as that of

enabling Joshua to complete his victory over

the already defeated Canaanites, is of no solid

weight. But there are those who very sincerely

believe that " the whole machinery of the uni-

verse is in the hand of God, and he can stop

the motion of the whole or any part of it with

less trouble than any of us can stop a watch,"*

who yet, very properly, wish to know what it

is that they are required to believe. If it is

clearly affirmed or implied that the earth

stood still, they see nothing to hinder them
from believing that it was so, even though all

the particulars may not be perfectly compre-

hensible to them. Although, therefore, it may
be evident that in one or two instances the

authors of the alternatives we are about to sub-

mit, were actuated by a desire to pare down
the miracle to their own capacuties of belief, it

would be exceedingly unfair to say that all

those who have arrived at a conclusion short of

that which teaches that the motion of the earth

was suspended, were influenced by any other

motive than a desire to ascertain the truth.

There are certain general principles on which

nearly all these explanations proceed. In the

first place we are reminded that in all the works

of God, and even in his miraculous dispen-

sations, there is no inordinate or lavish waste

of power ; or, in other words, that the second

cause employed is adequate, and not more than

adequate, to the production of the required

effect,—that He does not speak in thunder when
the small still voice would be equally operative.

Hence it is argued that if there be any act of

Divine power, whereby the required prolonga-

tion of the day might be produced, we are at

liberty to seek for it, instead of at once con-

cluding that the words imjjly so serious a de-

rangement of our system as, it appears, even

the stoppage of earth and moon must have

occasioned.

Then, again, we arc reminded that it is said

by a writer, certainly posterior in point of time

to this transaction, that " no prophet since was
like mito Moses, with respect to the signs and

wonders which he wrought."t But the miracle,

lii.shop Watson. t Dc-ut. xxiv. 10, 11.
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now in question, if understood literally, or as

indicating a discontinuance of the earth's

motion, very far exceeded all the miracles

wrought by the hand of Moses. They were

local; and for the most part limited to the

particular occasions which rendered them

necessary ; but this stupendous miracle must

have extended to the whole world, and must

have been felt even at the antipodes as the

greatest prodigy that covdd possibly happen.

It is also singular that if the miracle had been

by the Hebrews themselves understood in this

extent, there is no allusion to it in any subse-

quent passage of Scripture. There is no early

miracle wliich is not mentioned repeatedly—to

magnify the greatness, the mercy, or the judg-

ment of God—by the psalmists and the prophets

;

but to this, the greatest of them all, and the one

by which, at least,the power of God would be the

most magnified, no reference is made. Even

the apostle, when, in the Epistle to the Hebrews,

enumerating the examples of faith which the

old saints afforded, takes particular notice of

the destruction of Jericho, and the stay of

Rahab, both of which belong to the time, and

were connected with the history of Joshua, and

are recorded in the same book, passes by this

astonishing event, although it is recorded in the

same book in which he found these far less

important instances of what he wished to illus-

trate. The inference from this is, that although

there certainly was a miracle in the matter,

it was understood by the later sacred writers to

be something far less stupendous than later

and more literal interpreters have been led to

imagine.

Considering all these circumstances, it is

deemed probable that the words of Joshua and

the context are to be regarded as an example

of those bold metaphors and poetical forms of

expression with which the Scriptures abound.

Further, we are reminded, in confirmation of

this opinion, that the historian refers to the

Book of Jasher, in which this transaction had

been previously recorded. Now this book

(which is also referred to in 2 Sam. i. 18)

appears to have been a collection of contem-

porary songs or poems, in celebration of re-

markable events : or, perhaps, a poetical chro-

nicle, of which there are examples in most
early histories. In such a work we might ex-

pect to find examples of those bold figures for

which the Hebrew and all other Oriental

poetry is celebrated ; and in reading which it

would be productive of very serious mistakes

if we fettered our judgment to that literal

sense to which, in other cases, we are right to

adhere. Would we understand literally such

expressions as, " Tlie deep uttered his voice.

and lifted up his hands on high." (Hab. iii. 10).—" Let the floods clap their hands ; let the hills

be joyful together." (Ps. xcviii, 8).—"The
valleys shout for joy, they also sing." CPs.

Ixiii. 13).—" I will make mine arrows drunk
with blood.*' (Deut. xxxiii. 42).—"The moun-
tains melted." (Judg. v. 5).

—
" The stars in

their courses fought against Sisera" (verse

20).—"The mountains shall be melted with

their blood, and all the host of heaven shall be

dissolved."? (Isa. xxxiv. 3, 4). After being

accustomed to such sublimity of metaphor, we
should not refuse to entertain the idea, that

some bard made Joshua speak in the same
lofty strain ; and that the few words here

quoted from the Book of Jasher, consisting of

two hemistichs, formed only part of an ode

celebrating the defeat of the five kings. The
historian, in repeating to an audience contem-
porary with the event, the well-known words
of a contemporary poet, is not liable to be mis-

understood, however figurative may be the

terms employed. To such an audience it would
have seemed an impertinence to explain the

sense in which the familiarly-known figure was

to be understood.

Under such impressions various writers have

thought themselves at liberty to inquire what

these expressions, supposed by them to be

figurative, might really denote.

Josephus only says that the day was length-

ened, that the night might not come on too

soon.* Maimonides interprets the passage to

mean that Joshua's wish only was that the sun

might not go down till his victory was com-

pleted ; and that this was heard, by his being-

enabled to do as much execution in one day as

would otherwise have required two days.t

Another Jewish writer, Spinosa, followed by

more than one recent commentator, reduces

the miracle to the application of a natural

second cause, to the prolongation of the day,

for the use, at the time wanted, and by the

desire of Joshua. And this is supposed to

have been effected by the refraction of the

sun's rays by the atmosphere, which was then

more than ordinarily charged with hail.:j:

Grotius is so much influenced by the

omission of any allusion to this stupendous

event, as literally understood, by the author of

the Epistle to the Hebrews, whonit was so much
to his purpose to have adduced it, that he is dis-

posed to agree with Maimonides.
-J

Peirerius

supposes the phenomenon which occasioned a

prolonged daylight was local only,—confined

to Palestine,—or perhaps even to the territories

* ' Antiq.' V. 1. 17. t ' More Nevochjm,' ii- 39.

X
' Tract. Theologico-politic' c. 2.

§ Comment, in Josh. x. 14.
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about Gibeon ; whicli he imagines were en-

lightened ))y a kind of twiliglit, or something

like our aurora boreal is, which continued long

enough to answer the purpose for which it was

required.* Le Clerc, who argues the question

generally, fortifies by additional arguments

the theories of the two preceding writers,

without proposing any new explanation of his

own.

It is evident from what has been said, that,

as us\ially understood and translated, the text,

if not figurative, must indicate the discon-

tinued motion of the earth, and, with it, of the

moon. Bishop Gleig, whose additions and

elucidations have given a fresh value to a rather

indifi'erent book,+ after contending with great

earnestness and ability for the fitness of our

belief in this, and stating the reasons for sucli

belief, if it he required ; goes on to intimate

his impression, or rather to state the alternative,

that the text is open to other interpretation.

He says :

—

" It does not, however, appear that an actual

cessation of the motion of the earth was

necessary to produce all that happened ac-

cording to the narrative of the sacred historian.

The radical import of the word Q1~T which

some take to be silence, and others, as our

translators, stillness, is equable, level, uniform,

even, parallel ; and the words D^Dti*rT '•^113.

which, in our version, are rendered 'in the

midst of heaven,' signifying in that division of

the heavens which is made by tlie visible

horizon ; from all which it follows, that the

sun must have been in the liorizon, just ready

to set, when Joshua issued the command which

appeared to arrest him in his course. Tlie

word DDIi^j which we render sun, signifies

rather the solar light than the orb of the sun
;

and therefore the whole passage might be thus

rendered:—'Solar light, remain thou ui)on

Gibeon : and be thou, moon, stayed, or supported,

over the valley of Ajalon : and the solar light

remained, and the moon was stayed, until the

people had avenged themselves upon their

enemies. Is not this written in the Book of

.lasher? So the solar light lingered in the

division of the heavens, or in the horizini, and

hasted not to go down about a whole day.'

" But all this may have been produced, not

indeed without a miracle, and a great miracle,

but certainly without stopping the rotatory

motion of the earth. We know that the sun.

by one of the present laws of Nature, appears

* Priradamit. iv. 6.

t Sfackhouse's ' History of the liilili':' liisliop (ileiy's odi-

tioii is in thi(M' cjnarto volumes. Loiidim, 181/.

to be in the horizon, after he has actually

sLUik a degree or two below it. What is the

cause of this phenomena ? The common re-

])ly is, the refractive power of the atmosphere
;

but this, like the words a^//'ac^/o« and repulsion

in astronomy, is nothing more than metapho-
rical language ; for, in the proper sense of the

word, the atmosphere can have uo power. The
fact is simply this, that by the ivill of G' d,

which first brought the universe into being,

and now siqiports it in its present form, a ray

of light, passing obliquely out of a rare mediiim
into a denser, is bent at the point of incidence

towards the perpendicular, and bent more or

less according to the density of the medium
into which it passes. If the rays of the setting-

sun be so bent at present as to make him ap-

pear visible in the horizon, when we know him
to be a certain number of degrees below it,

might not He, who by a mere act of volition,

produces regularly this efTect, by a different

act of volition, so order matters, that a ray of

light, passing from the sun to this earth, should

be so bent at the angle of incidence, and during

its progress through the atmosphere, which is

of unequal density, as to make the sun visible

at once over half the globe, or even over the

whole ? No man of reflection will say that He
could not; and if so, the solar light might have

been made to Ihiger on the temples of Gibeon,

and the moon to appear in the valley of Ajalon,

without stopping the diurnal rotation of tlie

earth, and producing that violent re-action

which is commonly urged as an insuperable

objection to the Scriptural account of this

miracle. The objection in itself is, indeed, of

no force; for He who could make the rotation

of the earth to cease for a few hours could, at

the same time, prevent the natural conse-

quences of such a sudden cessation of motion

so rapid ; and to Almighty power it was as easy

to do all this as to bend a ray of light round

half the surface of our globe, whicli would

have equally served the only purpose for which

the miracle appears to have been wrought.

The bending of the ray would have been just as

great a miracle as suspending the motion

of the earth ; for by either means the duration

of the light of day would have been so pro-

tracted, as to render that day without a parallel

in the annals of the world ; and I have stated

the alternative only to show the unlearned

reader that there is nothing in this stupendous

miracle more difficult to be conceived than

there is in every other work of Almiglity power

—even in the ordinary works carried on accord-

in"; to what is callfMl the laws of Nature."



CHAPTER II.

FROM JOSHUA TO GIDEON.

[Bethlehem.]

From Joshua to Samuel (a period of about 474 years) the condition of the Israelites varied

according as tlie fundamental law of the state was observed or transgressed, exactly as Moses

had predicted, and as the sanctions of the law had determined.

The last admonitions of Joshua, and tlie solemn renewal of the covenant with Jehovah,

failed to produce all the effect intended. That generation, indeed, never suffered idolatry to

become predominant, but still they were very negligent with respect to the expulsion of the

Canaanites. Only a few tribes made war upon them, and even they were soon weary of the

contest. They spared their dangerous and corrupting neighbours, and, contrary to express

statute, were satisfied with making them tributary. They even became connected with them

by unlawful marriages, and then it was no longer easy for them to exterminate or banish the

near relatives of their own families. The Hebrews thus rendered the execution of so severe a

law in a manner impossible, and wove for themselves the web in which they were afterwards

entangled. Their Canaanitish relatives invited them to their festivals, where not only las-

civious songs were sung in honour of the gods, but fornication and unnatural lusts were

indulged in as part of the Divine service. These debaucheries, then consecrated by the re-

ligious customs of all nations, were gratifying to the sensual appetites ; and the subject of
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Jehovah too readilj' submitted himself to such deities, so highly honoured by his connections,

and worshipped in all the neighbouring nations. At first, probably, a symbolical representa-

tion of Jehovah was set up, but this was soon transferred to an idol, or was invoked as an

idol by others. Idolatrous images were afterwards set up, together with the image of Jehovah,

and the Israelites fondly imagined that they should be the more prosperous if they rendered

homage to the ancient gods of the land. The propensity to idolatry, which was predominant

in all the rest of the world, thus spread itself among the chosen people like a plague. From

time to time idolatry was publicly professed, and this national treachery to their king, Jehovah,

always brought with it national misfortunes.

However, it does not appear that any form of idolatry was openly tolerated until that gene-

ration was extinct, which, under Joshua, had sworn anew to the covenant with Jehovah.

After that the rulers were unable or unwilling any longer to prevent the public worship of

pagan deities. But the Hebrews, rendered effeminate by this voluptuous religion, and forsaken

by their king, Jehovah, were no longer able to contend with their foes, and were forced to

bend their necks under a foreign yoke. In this humiliating and painful subjection to a

conquering people, they called to mind their deliverance from Egypt, the ancient kindnesses

of Jehovah, the promises and threatenings of the law : then they forsook their idols, who

could afford them no help,—they returned to the sacred tabernacle, and then found a deliverer

who freed them from their bondage. The reformation was generally of no longer duration

than the life of the deliverer. As soon as that generation was extinct, idolatry again crept in

by the same way, and soon became predominant. Then followed subjection and oppression

under the yoke of some neighbouring people, until a second reformation prepared them for a

new deliverance. Between these extremes of prosperity and adversity, the consequences of

their fidelity or treachery to their Divine king, the Hebrew nation was continually fluctuating

until the time of Samuel. Such were the arrangements of Providence, that as soon as idolatry

gained the ascendancy, some one of the neighbouring nations grew powerful, acquired the

preponderance, and subjected the Hebrews. Jehovah always permitted their oppressions to

become stifficiently severe to arouse them from their slumbers, to remind them of the sanctions

of the law, and to turn them again to their God and king. Then a hero arose, who inspired

the people with courage, defeated their enemies, abolished idolatry, and re-established the

authority of Jehovah. As the Hebrews, in the course of time, became more obstinate in their

idolatry, so each subsequent oppression of the nation was always more severe than the pre-

ceding. So difficult was it, as mankind were then situated, to preserve a knowledge of the

true God in the world, although so repeatedly and so expressly revealed, and in so high a

degree made manifest to the senses.*

After this general view of the whole period to which the remainder of the present book is

devoted, we may proceed to the historical details from which that view is collected.

Soon after the death of Joshua, and while the contemporary elders still lived, the Israelites

made some vigorous and successful exertions to extend their territory. The most remark-

able of these exertions was that made by the tribe of Judah, assisted by that of Simeon.

They slew 10,000 Canaanites and Perizzites in the territory of Bezek, the king of wliich,

Adoni-bezek (literally, " my lord of Bezek"), contrived to make his escape ; but he was

pursued and taken, when the conquerors cut off his thumbs and great toes. Now this, at

the first view, was a barbarous act. It was not a mode in which the Hebrews were wont to

treat their captives; and the reason for it—that it was intended as an act of just retaliation, or,

as we should say, of poetic justice—appears from the bitter remark of Adoni-bezek himself:

—«r" Three score and ten kings, having their thumbs and great toes cut off, gathered their

meat under my table: as I have done, so God hath requited me." This proves that, as we
have already on more than one occasion intimated, the war practices of the Israelites—espe-

cially in the treatment of their ca])tivcs—was not more l)arbarous, and, in many respects, less

barbarous, than those of their contemporaries ; and that even their polished neighbours, the

• Jilhil, li. iii. sect. 'M.
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Egyptians, were not in this respect above them, we shall endeavour to show in a note at the
end of the chapter.^ Meanwhile we introduce in this and the following page some cuts by

[Captives bound.]

which the manner in which that nation treated their captives will be illustrated. Adoni-bezek
died soon after at Jerusalem, to which place he was taken by the conquerors. They at this

time had possession of the lower part of that town, and soon after succeeded in taking the

[Handcuffs]

upper city, upon Mount Zion, which the Jebusites had hitherto retained. They sacked it and
burned it with fire. But as we afterwards again find it in the occupation of the Jebusites,

down to the time of David, it seems they took advantage of some one of the subsequent

oppressions of Israel, to recover the site and rebuild the upper city.
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[Immolation of Captives.]

Eleazcr the liigh-pricst, as we have seen, did not long survive Joshua ; and the remnant of

the seventy elders, originally appointed by Moses to assist liim in the government of the nation,

soon followed them to the tomb.

While these venerable persons lived,

the Israelites remained faithful to

their Divine King and to his laws.

But soon after their death, the begin-

nings of corruption appeared. A
timely attempt was made to check its

progress by the remonstrances and

threatenings of a prophet from Gil-

gal. But although they quailed un-

der the rebuke which was there ad-

ministered, the effect was but tempo-

rary. The downward course which

the nation had taken was speedily re-

sumed ; and it is strikingly illustrated

by some circumstances which the

author of the Book of Judges has

given in an appendix contained in

the five last chapters of that book,

but which we shall find it more con-

venient to introduce here in their proper chronological place.

The history of Micah furnishes a very interesting example of the extent to which even

Israelites, well disposed in the main,

had become familiarised with super-

stitious and idolatrous practices, and

the curious manner in which they

managed to make a monstrous and

most unseemly alliance between the

true doctrine in which they had been

brought up and the erroneous notions

which they had imbibed.

A woman of Ephraim had, through

a mistaken zeal, dedicated a large

quantity of silver (about 550 ounces)

to the Lord, intending that her son

should make therewith a teraph,* in

the hope that by this means she

might procure to her house the bless-

ings of One who had absolutely for-

bidden all worship by images. Her son Micah knew not of this sacred appropriation of the

money, and took it for the use of the house. But on learning its destination, and hearing his

mother lay her curse upon the sacrilegious person by whom she supposed it had been stolen, he

became alarmed, and restored her tlie silver; and received it again from her with directions

t^ give effect to her intention. This he did. He provided a teraph, and all things necessary

to the performance of religious services before it, including vestments for a priest. He set

apart one of his own sons as priest, until he should be able to procure a Levite to take that

character. He had not long to wait. It would seem that the dues of the Levites were not

properly paid at this time ; for a young Levite, who had lived at Bethlehem, felt himself

o])liged to leave that place and seek elsewhere a subsistence. Happening to call at Micah's

[Scribe couiitiai; II.iiuls (mit olV ) ]

'c what lias alrcaily been said of tfiaiiliim at \\ 10'.) of this work
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house, he gladly accepted that person's offer to remain and act as priest for the recompense of

his victuals, with two suits of clothes (one prohably sacerdotal), and eleven shekels of silver.*

Micah was delighted at this completion of his establishment, and, with most marvellous infa-

tuation, cried, "Now I know Jehovah will bless me, seeing I have a Levite to be my priest."

Things went on tranquilly for a time. But it happened that the tribe of Dan could not get

possession of more than the hilly part of its territory, as the Amorites retained the plain, which

was the most rich and valuable part. They therefore sought elsewhere an equivalent territory

which might be more easily acquired. Having ascertained that this might be found in the

remote but wealthy and peaceable town and district of Laish, near the sources of the Jordan,

a body of 600 men was sent to get possession of it. From the persons they had previously

sent to explore the country, they had heard of IVIicah's establishment; and so far from mani-

festing any surprise or indignation, they viewed the matter much in the same light as Micah
did himself. They envied him his idol and his priest, and resolved to deprive him of both,

and take them to their new settlement. They did so, notwithstanding the protests and outcries

of the owner : and as for the Levite, he was easily persuaded to prefer the priesthood of a clan

to that of a single family. His descendants continued long after to exercise the priestly office,

in connection with this idol, at Dan—which was the name the conquerors gave to the town of

Laish : and it is lamentable to have to add, that there is good reason to suspect that this Levite

was no other than a grandson of Moses.

It would seem that the tribe of Benjamin had much the start of the other tribes in the

moral corruption, in the infamous vices, which resulted from the looseness of their religious

notions, and from the contaminating example of the heathen, with whom they were surrounded

and intermixed.

A Levite of Mount Ephraim was on his way home with his wife, whom he was bringing

back from her father's house in Bethlehem ; and, on the approach of night, he entered the town
of Gibeah, in Benjamin, to tarry till the next morning. As the custom of the travellers was,

he remained in the street till some one should invite them to his house. But in that wicked
place, no hospitable notice was taken of them until an old man, himself from Mount Ephraim,
but living there, invited them to his home. In the night that house was besieged by the men of

the place, after the same fashion and for the same purpose, as that of Lot had been, when he

entertained the angels in Sodom. The efforts of the aged host to turn them from their

purpose were unavailing : and as a last resource, the Levite, in the hope of diverting them
from their abominable purpose, put forth his wife into the street. She was grievously mal-

treated by these vile people until the morning, when they left her. She then went and lay

down at the door of the house in which her lord lay ; and when he afterwards opened it—she

was dead. The Levite laid the corpse upon his beast, and hastened to his home.

There was a rather mysterious custom, in calling an assemljly, by sending to the different

bodies or persons which were to compose it a portion of a divided beast jt and it then lie-

came awfully imperative upon the party which received the bloody missive, to obey the call

which it intimated. To give a horrible intensity to the custom in this case, the Levite—

a

man of obviously peculiar character—divided his wife's body into twelve parts, and sent one

portion to each of the tribes of Israel. The horror-struck tribes, on receiving their portion of

the body, and hearing the statement which the messengers delivered, agreed that such a thing

had not before been heard of in Israel, and hastened to the place of meeting, which was

Mizpeh.

In the great audience there assembled, the Levite declared his wrongs ; which, when they

had heard, the thousands of Israel vowed not to return to their homes until they had brought

the offenders to condign punishment. And to express the earnestness of their purpose, they

appointed one tenth of their whole number to bring in provisions for the rest, that the want of

victuals might not, as often happens in Oriental warfare, oblige them to disperse liefore their

object was accomplished. But, in the first instance, they sent messengers throughout the

* Equal to about twenty-five sliillines. t See 1 Sam. xi. 7-

VOL. I. 3 B
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tribe of Benjamin, explaining the occasion of their assembling, and demanding that the

offenders should be delivered up to justice. This the Benjamites were so far from granting

that the whole tribe made common cause with the people of Gibeah, and all its force was

called out to repel any attempt which the other tribes might make against them. Consider-

ing that the force of the eleven tribes amounted to 400,000 able men, whereas the Benjamites

could bring together no more than 26,000, the hardihood of this resistance is well worthy of

remark, if it does not make out the claim of the Benjamites to that character for indomitable

coura"-e which they appear to have acquired. Probably the influence of that acknowledged

character upon their opponents, together with their own peculiar skill in the use of the sling,

formed their main reliance. Among them there were 700 left-handed men wlio could sling

stones to a hair's breadth and not miss.

[Egyptian Sliiigois.]

The Israelites committed one fatal oversight in this undertaking. Although the aifair was of

such grave importance, they neglected to consult their divine king, without whose permission

they ought not to have supposed themselves authorised

to act as they did. They first decided on war, and

then only consulted him as to the manner it should be

conducted. The consecpience was, that they were

twice defeated by the Benjamites, who sallied from

the town of Gibeah against them. Corrected by this

experience, they applied in a proper manner to learn

the will of their king ; and then the victory was pro-

mised to them.

In their next attempt, the Israelites resorted to the

same familiar stratagem of ambuscade and of pre-

tended flight, when the besieged sallied forth against

them, as that whereby the town of Ai had been taken

by Joshua, and with precisely the same result. Eighteen

'thousand Benjamites, " men of valour," were "trodden down with ease " by the vast host

which now enclosed them. Tlie rest endeavoured to escape to the wilderness, but were all

overtaken and destroyed, with the exception of GOO who found shelter among the rocks of

llimmon. The conquerors then went through the land, subjecting it to military execution.

They set on fire all the towns to which they came, and put to the sword the men, the cattle,

and all that came to hand.

But when the heat of the conflict and execution hud subsided, the national and clannish

[^^lings.]
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feelings of the Israelites were shocked at the reflection that they had extin2:uished a trihe in

Israel. It was true that 600 men remained alive among the rocks of Rimmon; but it was
not clear how the race of Benjamin could be continued through them, as, at the very com-
mencement of the imdertaking, the Israelites had solemnly sworn that they Avould not give

their daughters in marriage to the Benjaraites. They had now leisure to repent of this vow;
although, with reference to the vile propensities exhibited by the people of Gibeah, it was
quite natural that in the first excitement such a vow should have been taken.

But now they were sincerely anxious to find means of repairing their error, and to provide

the survivors with wives, that the house of Benjamin might not be wholly lost. It was found
that the summons whereby the tribes had been assembled, had been unheeded by the men of
Jabesh-Gilead, whereby they had exposed themselves to the terrible doom which the verv act
of summons denounced against the disobedient. That doom was inflicted, save that all the
virgins were spared to be wives for the Benjamites. But as these were still insufficient, the un-
provided Benjamites were secretly advised to lie in wait in the vineyards near Shiloh, when they
attended the next annual festival at the tabernacle; and when the young women of the place

came out in dances, as at such times they were wont, they might seize and carry off the

number they required. The men followed this advice. And when the fathers and brothers

of the stolen maidens began to raise an outcry, the elders, by whom the measure had been
counselled, interposed to pacify them, and persuaded them to overlook the matter, in consi-

deration of the difficulties by which the case was surrounded.

The Benjamites then returned to their desolated cities, and rebuilt and re-occupied them
as they Avere able. But from this time Benjamin was the least, ahhough not the least distin-

guished, of all the tribes.

At length (b.c. 1572) the idolatries and demoralization of the Israelites had become so

rank, that a fiery trial was judged necessary for their correction. A king named Cushan-
rishthaim, reigning in Mesopotamia, had extended his power far on this side the Euphrates.

He now advanced into Canaan, and, either by victory or menace, rendered the Hebrews tri-

butary. They remahied under severe bondage for eight years. At the end of that time,

Othniel—that relative of Caleb who has already been mentioned—was incited to put himself

at the head of the people and attempt their deliverance. The garrisons which the Mesopo-
tamians had left in the country, were suddenly surprised and slain ; the armies of Israel a"-ain

appeared in the field, and, although at first few in number, they fought at every point the

troops opposed to them ; and when their numbers were increased by the reinforcements

which poured in from all quarters on the first news of probable success, they hazarded a

general action, in which they obtained a complete victory over the Mesopotamians, and drove

them beyond the Euphrates.*

Othniel remained the acknowledged judge, or regent, of the divine king for forty years.

During his administration, the people remained faithful to their God and King, and conse-

quently prospered. But when the beneficial control which Othniel exercised was withdrawn

by his death, they fell again into idolatry and crime, and new afflictions became needful to

them.

The instruments of their punishment, this time, were the Moabites. By a long peace this

nation had recovered from the defeats which they had suffered from the Amorites before the

time of Moses : and, perceiving that the Israelites were not invincible, Eglon, the king of Moal;),

formed a confederacy with the Ammonites and Amalekites, and, with this help, made an attack

upon them—probably under the same pretences which we shall find to have been employed
on a subsequent occasion. He defeated the idolatrous Hebrews in battle, subdued the tribes

beyond Jordan, and the southern tribes on this side the river, and established himself in

Jericho, which he must have found a convenient post for intercepting, or at least checking,

the communications betw-een the eastern and western tribes. At that place the conquered

tribes were obliged to bring him presents, or, in other words, to pay a periodical tribute.

• This paragraph is partly from Josephus, whose account is here in agreement witli, while it fills up, the brief notice which the

Book of Judges offers.

3 B 2
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Tliis subjection to a king who resided among them was still more oppressive than that from

which they had been delivered by Othniel ; and it continued more than twice as long—that is,

for eighteen years. This oppression must have been particularly heavy upon the tribe of

Benjamin, as it was their territory to which Jericho belonged, and which was therefore en-

cumbered by the presence of the court of the conqueror. It was natural that those whose

necks were the most galled by the yoke, should make the first effort to shake it off. Accord-

ingly the next deliverer was of the tribe of Benjamin. His name was Ehud, one of those

left-handed men—or rather, perhaps, men who could use the left hand with as much ease

and power as the right—for which this tribe seems to have been remarkable. He conducted

a deputation which bore from the Israelites the customary tributes to the king. It seemed that

men with weapons were not admitted to the king's presence : but Ehud had a two-edged

[Daggers *]

dagger under his garment; but as he wore it on the right side, where it is worn by no right

handed man, its presence was not suspected. When he had left the presence, and dismissed

his people, Ehud went on as far as the carved images,'f- which had been placed at Gilgal.

The sight of these images, which the Moabites had probably set up by the sacred monument

of stones which the Israelites had there set up, seems to have revived the perhaps faltering

zeal of the Benjamite, and he returned to Jericho, and to the presence of the king, and inti-

mated that he had a secret message to deliver. The king then withdrew with him to his

" summer parlour," which seems to have been such a detached or otherwise pleasantly-

situated apartment, as are still usually found in the mansions and gardens of the East, and to

which the master retires to enjoy a freer air, and more open prospects than any other part of

his dwelling commands, and where also he usually withdraws to enjoy his siesta during the

heat of the day. It is strictly a private apartment, which no one enters without being specially

invited ; and accordingly it is said of this, that it was an apartment " which he had for him-

self alone." As the king sat in this parlour, Ehud approached him, saying, " I have a

message from God to thee.'* On hearing that sacred name, the king rose from his seat, and

• All those specimens are ancient E^.'jptian ilaf;f;ers, and arc precisely of the same form as those now generally used in Western

Asia. They are always two-edged, like Khud's dagger, and of about the same length, a foot and half. The group of three

ligurcs to the left represents the same weapon; tlve first (from the centre) shows the unsheathed dagger, tliR second represents it

in its sheath, and that oiitside represents the hack of the sheath. A very common way of using it is to stoop and endeavour to

thrust it into the belly of the opponent.

t Not " quarries," as in our version. There are and ran be no quarries in a plain like that which offered the site of Gilgal,

near .Tericho.
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Ehud availed himself of the opportunity of burying his dagger in his bowels. The Benjamite

then withdrew quietly, bolting after him the door of the summer parlour; and as such

parlours usually communicate by a private stair with the porch, without the necessity of

[Summer Purlour on the Nile.]

passing into or through the interior parts of the mansion, there was nothing to impede his

egress, unless the porters at the outer gate had seen cause for suspicion.

The Scripture, as is frequently the case, mentions this as a historical fact, without com-

mendatory or reprehensive remark ; and we have no right to infer the approbation which is

not expressed. No doubt Ehud's deed was a murder ; and the only excuse for it is to be

found in its public object, and in the fact that the notions of the East have always been, and

are now, far more lax on this point than those which Christian civilization has produced in

Europe. There all means of getting rid of a public enemy, whom the arm of the law cannot

reach, are considered just and proper. No one can read a few pages of any Oriental history

without being fully aware of this : and it is by Oriental notions rather than by our own that

the act of Ehud must, to a certain extent, be judged.

The servants of Eglon supposed that their lord was taking his afternoon sleep in his

summer parlour, and hence a considerable time elapsed before his assassination was dis-

covered.

In the mean time Ehud was able to make kno^\^^ the death of the king, and to collect a body

of men, with whom he went down to seize the fords of the Jordan, that the Moabites in

Canaan might neither receive reinforcements from their own country nor escape to it.

Confounded by the death of their king, they were easily overcome. All who were on this

side the Jordan—ten thousand in number—were destroyed ; not one escaped. This deliver-

ance secured for Israel a repose of eiglity years, terminating in the year b.c. 1426, being 182

years after the passage of the Jordan.

At or towards the end of this period of eighty years, a first attempt was made by the

Philistines to bring the southern tribes under their yoke. But they were unable to accom-

plish their design, having been repulsed on their first advance, with the loss of six hundred
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men, by Shamgar and other husbandmen, who fought with ux-goads,* being then employed

in the cultivation of the fields.

[Ox-Goad.]

From the manner in which Sliamgar is mentioned in the regular narrative, it does not ap-

pear whether he took any part in the administration of affairs : but from the notice which is

taken of " the days of Shamgar " in the song of Deborah, it is probable that he did.

Dr. Hales thinks tlie term of his administration was included in the eighty years, and that his

government in the west was contemporary, in part, with that of Eluid in the east. But in the

absence of other positive information, it may lie safe to prefer the statement of Josephus, who
says that Shamgar succeeded Eluid, but died in the first year of his administration.

It is about this time that the story of Ruth, which occupies a separate book in the Hebrew

Scrii)tures, is placed l)y Usher and other chronologers. Being episodical, and only slightly

connected with the historical narrative, we cannot follow the details of this beautiful story

;

but the intimations of the state of society, and of the manners and ideas of the times, which it

contains, are, even historically, of too much importance to be overlooked.

The scene of the ])rincipal part of the story is in Bethlehem of Judah, which has been

several times mentioned in the course of this chapter, t

A famine in the land drives an inhabitant of this town, with his wife and two sons, to the

land of Moab, which, in consequence of the victories under Ehud, seems to have been at this

time in some sort of subjection to the Israelites. The man's name was Elimelech, his wife's

Naomi, and the sons were called Mahlon and Chilion. The woman lost her husband and

two sons in the land of Moab, but the childless wives of her sons, who had married in that

land, remained with her. One was called Orpah, and the other Ruth. At the end of ten

years, Naomi determined to return home, but, with beautiful disinterestedness, exhorted the

widows of her two sons to remain in their own land with their well-provided friends, and not

go to be partakers of her destitution. Orpah accordingly remained : but nothing could over-

come the devoted attachment of Ruth to the mother of her lost husband. To the really

touching representations of Naomi, her still more touching reply was, " Intreat me not to

leave thee, or to return from following thee : for whither though goest, I will go ; and where

thou lodgest, I will lodge ; thy people shall be my people, and thy God my God : where thou

diest, will I die, and there will I be buried ; the Lord do so to me, and more also, if aught

but death part thee and me." This strong and unmistakable expression of most beautiful

and true aft'ections, could not be repelled by Naomi. Tliey took their homeward way
together.

It was barley harvest when Naomi and Ruth arrived at Bethlehem. Ruth, anxious to pro-

vide in any little way for their joint subsistence, soon bethought herself of going forth to

seek permission to glean in some harvest field. It happened that the field where she asked

and obtained this permission, from the overseer of tlie reapers, belonged to Boaz, a person of

large possessions in these parts. Boaz himself came in the course of the day, to view the

progress of the harvest. He greeted his reapers, "Jehovah be with you;" and they

* "At Khan Lcbnn tluToiintry iicdplfweri! now everywhere :it ploui;h in the liehls in order to sow eotton. 'Tw.is elisor \ulde that
in^ilou^'hinj,' tliey used f,'o:ids of .in extraordin.ary size; upon measuring of .several, 1 found thom to be about ei^'ht feet long, and,
at the bii,'s,'er end, six inches in circumference. They are armed at tlie lesser end with a sharp prickle for dri\ ing the oxen ; and
at the other end with a small sjiade or p;\ddl<' of iron, strong and massy, to ch^ar the plough from the clay that encumbers it iu

working. May we not from licuce conjecture that it w as with such a goad as one of these that Shamgar made that prodigious

slaughter? I am confidcut that whoever should see one of these implements will judge it to be a weapon not less fit, perhaps
fitter, than a sword for such an exc-cution. (Joads of this sort 1 always saw used hereabout, and also iu Syria : and the reason is

because the same single person both drives the oxen aud also holds and manages the plough, which makes it necessary to use

such a goad as is described above, to .avoid the incumbrance of two instruments."—Maundrell, 110.

t See the cut at the head of this chapter, from a drawing by Mr. Arundale,
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answered him, " Jehovah bless thee." His attention was attracted towards Rnth, and he
inquired concerning her of his overseer, who told him that this was " The Moubitish damsel
that came back with Naomi out of the land of Moab," and related how she had applied

for leave to glean after the reapers. Boaz then himself accosted her, and kindly charged her
not to go elsewhere, but to remain in his fields, and keep company with his maidens till

the harvest was over. He had enjoined his young men not to molest her. If she were athirst

she might go and drink freely from the vessels of water provided for the use of the reapers.

Ruth was astonished at all this kindness, and fell at his feet, expressing her thanks and her
surprise that he should take such kind notice of a stranger. But he said, " It has been fully

shown me, all that thou hast done to thy mother-in-law, since the death of thy husband ; and
how thou hast left thy father and thy mother, and the land of thy nativity, and art come unto
a people which thou knowest not heretofore. Jehovah recompense thy deed : and a full

recompense be given to thee from Jehovah, the God of Israel, under whose wings thou art

come to trust." She answered, " Let me find favour in thy sight, my lord, for that thou hast

comforted me, and for that thou hast spoken friendly unto thine handmaid, though I be not

like one of thine handmaidens."

[Harvest ]
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When the meal-time of the harvest people came round, Boaz invited her to draw near and

eat of the bread, and dip her morsel in the vinegar with them. He also handed her some

new corn parched, which was considered rather a luxury, and therefore Ruth reserved part

of it for Naomi.

All these little incidents, beautifully descriptive of the innocent old customs of harvest time,

bring strongly before the mind of one wlio has studied the antiquities of Egypt, the agricultural

scenes depicted in the grottos of Eleithuias, in which so many of the usages of Egyptian

agriculture are represented. There we see the difierent processes of cutting with the reaping

hook, and of plucking up the stalks; gleaners; water refrigerating in porous jars (placed on

stands) for the refreshment of the reapers ; the reapers quenching their thirst ; and women
bearing away the vessels in which drink has been brought to them at their labour.

When Ruth returned home in the evening with the result of her day's gleaning—an epliah

of barley—Naomi was anxious to know how it happened that her labours had been so prosper-

ous : and when she heard the name of Boaz, she remarked that he was a near kinsman of the

family; and advised that, according to his wish, Ruth should confine her gleaning to his

fields. So Ruth gleaned in the fields of Boaz, until the end not only of the barley, but of

the wheat harvest.

When the harvest was over, Naomi, who was anxious for the rest and welfare of the good

and devoted creature who had been more than a daughter to her, acquainted her with what
had lately engaged her tlioughts. She said tliat Boaz was so near of kin that he came under

the operation of the levirate law, which required that when a man died childless, his next of

kin should marry the widow, in order that the first child born from this union should be

counted as the son of the deceased, and inherit as his heir. It was, therefore, no less her duty

than a circumstance highly calculated to promote her welfare, that Boaz should be reminded
of the obligation which devolved upon hnn. But as it Avas not wished to press the matter upon
him, if he were averse to it, it was necessary that the claim should, in the first instance, be
privately made. In such a case, Ruth, a stranger very imperfectly acqiuiinted with the laws
and habits of the Israelites, could only submit herself to Naomi's guidance. Slie told Ruth

[Winnowing; corn in the tlncsliing floor.*]

that Boaz was engaged in winnowing his barley in the threshing-floor; which, of course, was
nothing more than a properly levelled ])lacc in the open air. Naomi conjectured he would rest

thereat night, and told Ruth to mark the spot to which he withdrew, and advance to claim the

* Tliisoiit is from tlio same source as the ollicrs. II not only shows the wiiinowinf,' in the throshinjr-floor, according to tlio

custom indicated, but illustrates another Scriptural custom, that of threshing out tlio corn by the treading uf oxen.
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protection lie was bound to render. All happened as Naomi had foreseen. Boaz, after he

had supped, withdrew to sleep at the end of the heap of com ; and after he had lain down,

Ruth advanced and placed herself at his feet : and when he awoke at midnight, and with

much astonishment, asked who she was, she answered, " I am Ruth, thj- handmaid : take

therefore thy handmaid under thy protection, for thou art a near kinsman." Those who,

measuring all things by their own small and current standards, regard as improper or inde-

licate this procedure of one

• Who feared no evil, for she knew no sin,"

need only hear the answer of Boaz to be satisfied. "Blessed be thou, of Jehovah, my daugh-

ter. . . .And now, my daughter, fear not : for all my fellow-citizens do know that thou art a

virtuous woman." He added, however, that there was a person in the town more nearly

related to her deceased husband ; and on him properly the levirate duty devolved : but if he

declined it, then it fell to himself, and he would certainly undertake it. It being too late for

Ruth to return home, Boaz desired her to remain in the threshing-floor for the night. Early

in the morning he dismissed her, after having filled her veil with corn to take to Naomi.

[Back Veil.]

In those times, and long after, it was customary to transact all business of a public nature

and to administer justice in the gates. When there was little use of written documents, this gave

to every transaction the binding obligation which the presence of many witnesses involved ; and

thus also justice was easily and speedily administered among the people, at the hours when

they passed to and fro between the fields and the city. And such hours were, for this

reason, those at which the judges and 'elders gave their attendance in the gates.

Boaz therefore went up to the gate ; and requested ten of the elders, there present, to sit

down with him as witnesses of what was to take place. When the " near kinsman " passed

by, he called him to sit down with them. He then questioned him as to his willingness "to

raise up the name of the dead upon his inheritance." This he was not willing to do, "lest

VOL. I. 3 c
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he should mar liis own inheritance ;" and therefore he was glad to relinquish his prior claim

to Boaz, which he did by the significant action of drawing off his own shoe and giving it to

him. This action was usual in all transactions of this nature, and it may well be interpreted

by the familiar idiom which would express Boaz as being made, by this act and with reference

to this particular question, to stand in the shoes of tlie person who had transferred to him his

rights and duties. Boaz then declared all the people there present at the gate to be witnesses of

this transfer, and they responded, "We are witnesses." After this Boaz took Ruth to be his

wife ; and the fruit of this union was Obed, the grandfather of David.

From the repose which this narrative offers, one turns reluctantly to renewed scenes of war,

oppression, and wrong.

It may be doubted that the authority—such as it was—of any of the judges extended over

all the tribes. Hardly any of the oppressions to which the Israelites were subject appear to

have been general, and in most cases the authority of the judge appears to have been confined

to the tribes he had been instrumental in delivering from their oppressors. There is, for in-

stance, not the least reason to suppose that the authority of Ehud extended over the northern

tribes, which had not been effected by the oppression of the Moabites, from which he de-

livered the south and east. The eighty years of good conduct which followed this deliverance,

is therefore only to be understood as exhibited by the tribes which were then delivered. The
northern tribes, and in some degree those of the centre and the west, were meanwhile falling

into those evil practices, from which it was necessary that distress and sorrow should bring

them back. And therefore they were distressed.

The northern Canaanites had, in the course of time, recovered from the effects of that

great overthrow which they sustained in the time of Joshua. A new Jabin, reigning like his

predecessor in Hazor, by the lake Merom, rose into great power. His general, Sisera, was an

able and successful warrior; and his powerful military force contained not fewer than 900 of

those iron-armed chariots of war which the Israelites regarded with so much dread. With
such a force he was enabled, for the punishment of their sins, to reduce the northern tribes

to subjection, and hold them tributary. Considering the character of the power which now
prevailed over them, there is reason to conclude that this was the severest of all the oppres-

sions to which Israel had hitherto been subject. The song of Deborah conveys some intima-

tions of their miserable condition. The villages and open homesteads, which were continually

liable to be pillaged, and the inhabitants insulted and wronged by the Canaanites, were

deserted throughout the land, and the people found it necessary to congregate in the walled

towns. Travelling was unsafe ; in consequence of which the high-ways were deserted, and

those who were obliged to go from one place to another, found it necessary to journey in bye-

roads and unfrequented paths. At the places to which it was necessary to resort for water, they

were waylaid and robbed, wounded, or slain : and, to crown all, they were disarmed ; among
40,000 in Israel, a shield or spear was not to be found. The details of this picture are exactly

such as are offered by the condition of any oppressed or subjugated population, at this day, in

the East. The government itself may be content with its tribute ; but it will be obliged to

wink at, because unable to prevent, the far greater grievances, the exactions, robberies, insults,

woundings, deaths, to which the people are subjected by the inferior officers of government,

by bands of licentious soldiers, and by <an adverse and triumphant populace,—all of whom
look upon them as their prey and spoil, as things made only to be trampled on. Such

oppression the Israelites endured for twenty years. They then remembered that, to them,

trouble was the punishment of sin ; and that there was One able and willing to deliver them,

if they would but turn themselves unto Him. They did turn, and their deliverance was
certain from that hour.

In those days a pious and able woman, well acquainted with the divine law, l)ecame an

important person in Israel. Her name was Deborah, and she abode under a palm-tree in me
southern part of Ephraim. Her high character for piety and wisdom occasioned the Israelites

to resort to her for counsel and for justice; and it is not unlikely that her salutary infiueuce
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contributed to move the people to that repentance which prepared the way for their deliver-

ance. When their punishment had thus wrought its intended object, the divine king made
known to the prophetess his intention to deliver the house of Israel from its bondao-e ; but
seeing that she, as a woman, could not personally lead the Israelites to battle, she sent to a

person of the tribe of Naphtali, named Barak, and communicated to him the instructions she
had received. These were, that he should bring together, at Mount Tabor, 10,000 men of the
tribes of Naphtali and Zebulun, and with them give battle to the forces of King Jabin. Barak,
being fully aware of the difficulty of assembling and arming a respectable force, and recollect-

ing the greatness of tliat power he was to oppose, rather shrunk from the enterprise. He,
however, offered to undertake it, if Deborah would afford him the benefit of her influential

presence, but not else. She consented ; but, to rebuke the weakness of his faith, she pro-
phesied that Sisera—the redoubted captain of King Jabin's host—should not be slain in fight

with him, or be taken captive by him, but should fall by a woman's hand.
They went into the north togetlier, and the required number of men from Naphtali and

Zebulun readily obeyed their call, and marched to Mount Tabor. These two tribes had
probably been selected on the ground that they were likely to engage more readily in this

service, in consequence of their vicinity to the metropolitan seat of the oppressing power
having rendered the yoke of servitude more galling and irritating to them than to the other
tribes.

As soon as Jabin's general, Sisera, heard of the Hebrew force assembled on Mount Tabor,
he brought forth his 900 chariots, and assembled his whole army, not doubting to surround
and cut in pieces a body of men so comparatively small. The Hebrews were, in general,

much afraid of war-chariots, to drawn battles in open plains they were unaccustomed, and
the disparity of numbers was in this instance very great. Yet, encouraged by the assurances
of victory which Deborah conveyed, Barak did not await the assault of Sisera, but marched
his men down from the mountain into the open plain, and fell impetuously upon the adverse
host. In Oriental warfare the result of the first shock usually decides the battle, and the
army is lost which then gives way, or has its ranks broken. So it was now. At the first

shock, the vast army of Sisera was seized with a panic terror. The soldiers threw away their
arms, and sought only how they might escape ; while the chariots, drawn by terrified horses,
impeded the retreat of the fugitives, and added to the confusion and the loss. The carnage
among the Canaanites was horrible ; and, besides those who perished by the sword, vast
numbers of them were swept away by the sudden overflow of the river Kishon. Sisera
himself fled in his chariot across the plain of Esdraelon ; but, fearing that his chariot rendered
him too conspicuous, he dismounted and continued his flight on foot. At last he came to a
nomade encampment, belonging to Heber the Kenite, one of the descendants of those of the
family and clan of Jethro, who, with the brother-in-law of Moses, entered the land of Canaan
with the Israelites, and enjoyed the privilege of pasturing their flocks in its plains. Heber
was from home, but his wife knew the illustrious fugitive, and offered him the protection of
her tent. This, as the Kenites had been neutral in the war, Sisera did not hesitate to accept.
He knew that the tent of a Bedouin, and especially the woman's portion of it, was a sanctuarv,
which the owner would sooner perish than allow to be violated, and that infamy worse than
death awaited him who allowed injury to befall the guest or fugitive who was admitted to its

sheher. Being athirst, Sisera asked for water ; but instead of this, she gave him sour milk

—

the best beverage an Arab tent contains, and the refreshing qualities of which are well known
to those who have travelled in the East. This, with his fatigue, disposed Sisera to sleep. As
he slept, the thought occurred to Jael (that was the woman's name) that the greatest enemy
of the now victorious Israelites lay helpless before her; and that it was in her power to win
great favour from the victors, by anticipating the almost certain death which awaited the chief
captain of Jabin's host. Having no weapon, she took a mallet and one of the long nails by
which the tent cords are fastened to the ground, and stealing softly to the place where he lay,

she smote the nail into his temple, pinning his head to the ground. Barak, passing that way

3 c 2
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soon after, in pursuit, was called in by Jael, and he beheld the redoubted Sisera dead at his

feet— slain ignominiously by a woman's hand. He might then have pondered whether, had

Sisera been the victor and himself the fugitive, the same fate might not have been his own.

When we reflect that " there was peace between Jabin,king of Hazor and the house of Heber

the Kenite," and that it was in the knowledge that he deserved no wrong at their hands, that

Sisera accepted the shelter which Jael offered ; and when, moreover, Ave consider that the

emir, Jael's husband, had no interest in the result, save that of standing well with the victo-

rious party, it will be difficult to find any other motive than that which we have assigned

—

the desire to win the favour of the victors—for an act so grossly opposed to all those notions of

honour among tent-dwellers on which Sisera had relied for his safety. It was a most trea-

cherous and cruel murder, wanting all those extenuations which were applicable to the assas-

sination of king Eglon by Ehud.

The time is gone by when commentators or historians might venture to justify this deed.

Our extended acquaintance with the East enables us to know that those Orientals whose prin-

ciples would allow them to applaud the act of Ehud, would regard with horror the murder, in

his sleep, of a confiding and friendly guest, to whom the sacred shelter of the tent had been

offered. That Deborah, as a prophetess, was enabled to foretel the fall of Sisera by a woman's

hand, does not convey the Divine sanction of this deed, but only manifests the Divine fore-

knowledge ; and that the same Deborah, in her triumphant song, blesses Jael for this act,

only indicates the feeling, in the first excitement of victory, of one who had far more cause to

rejoice at the death of Sisera than Jael had to inflict it.

The triumphant song of Deborah has attracted great and deserved attention as a noble

'specimen of the perfectly sublime ode." The design of this ode seems to be two-fold,

religious and political : first, to thank God for the recent deliverance of Israel from Canaanitish

bondage and oppression; and, next, to celebrate the zeal and alacrity with which some of the

tribes volunteered their services against the common enemy ; and to censure the luke-warm-

ness and apathy of others who stayed at home, and thus betrayed the ])ublic cause ; and by

this contrast and exposure, to heal those fatal divisions among the tribes which were so

injurious to the public weal. It consists of three parts:— 1st, the exordium, containing an

appeal to past times, where Israel was under the special protection of Jehovah, as compared

with their late disastrous condition; next, a recital of the circumstances which preceded and

those that accompanied the victory ; lastly, a fuller description of the concluding event, the

death of Sisera, and the disappointed hopes of his motlier for his triumphant return. The
admired conclusion is thus :

—

" The motlier of Sisora gazed through the window.
Through the lattice she, lamenting, eried,

' Why is his chariot so long in coming?*
Wherefore linger the steps of his steeds?'

Her wise ladies answered tlieir mistress,

Yea, she returned answer to herself,

—

' Have they not sped, and are dividing the spoil ?

To every chief man a damsel or two ?

To Sisera a spoil of various colours,

A spoil of various-coloured embroidery,

A spoil of various-coloured embroideries for the neck.'

—

So let thine enemies perish, O .lehovah !

Hut let they who love thee become

As the sun going forth in his strength." t

S The original is highly figurative ; fniy is his chariot ashamed to come

?

+ " The first sentences exhibit a striking picture of maternal solicitude, and of a mind susiicnrled ami agilnted between hope
and fear. Immediately, impatient of delay, she anticipates the consolations of her friends ; and, her mind being somewhat ele-

vated, she boasts with all the levity of a fond female,

—

' Vast in her hopes and giddy with success.'

Let us here observe how well adapted every sentiment, every word, is to the character of the speaker. She makes no account of

the slaughter of the enemy, of the valour and conduct of the conqnei'or, of the multitude of the captives, but
' Hums with a female thirst of prey and spoils.'

Nothing is omitted which is calculated to attract and engage the passions of a vain and trilling «omau ; slaves, gold, and rich

apparel. Nor is she satisfied with the bare enumeration of them, she repeats, she amplifies, she heightens every circumstance ;
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From the animadversions -which this ode contains, it is easy to collect that only those tribes

which were actually subject to the oppression, and even only those on which the oppression

the most heavily fell, were willing to disturb themselves by engaging in warlike operations

against the oppressor. It does not appear that the southern tribes and the tribes beyond

Jordan were directly affected by the subjugation of the northern tribes ; and even of those

under tribute, the tribes more remote from the seat of king Jabin seem to have been more

at ease than the others. All these were loth to come forward on this occasion ; and, in general,

we find that, among the Hebrews of this early period, there was little, if any, of that high-

spirited and honourable abhorrence of a foreign yoke, which is, under God, the surest safe-

guard of a nation's independence. It was not the yoke itself they hated, but its physical

weight upon their shoulders ; and that weight must be very heavy before they could be roused

to any great effort to shake it from them. The iron which entered their souls in Egypt still

rusted there.

These sectional divisions—or rather this want of a general and sympathising union among

the several members of the house of Israel—was the obvious secondary cause of the miseries

and oppressions under which different portions of that great body did from time to time fall

;

and this disunion itself was the natural and inevitable result of the neglect of the law, as a

whole, and especially of those provisions which were, in their proper operation, admirably

calculated to keep the tribes united together as one nation. It would be ridiculous to say that

the theocratic policy was a failure. That which was not fairly and fully tried cannot be said

to fail. Ruin to the people did not come from the system itself : and that ruin did come

from the neglect of its conditions, rather shows how well that system was calculated to form a

happy and imited people.

The victory of Deborah and Barak over Sisera gave to Israel a long repose from the

aggressions of the nations west of the Jordan ; for although their peace began again to be

disturbed after forty years (in 1336 b.c), the invasion was then from the east.

At the latter end of the forty years which followed the victory over Sisera, the Israelites

had again relapsed into their evil and idolatrous habits. This was particularly the case of the

tribes beyond Jordan, whose repose had been of longer duration than that of the western

tribes, for it does not appear that the oppressions of king Jabin had extended to them.

Their pimishment was this time particularly heavy, and came from an unexpected quarter.

The pastoral tribes dwelling on the borders of the land, and in the eastern deserts—the

Midianites, Amalekites, with other tribes of Arabia—came swarming into the land "like

locusts," with countless flocks and herds, and pitching their tents in the plains and valleys.

Arriving by the time the products of the soil began to be gathered in, they remained until

the final ingatherings of the year, when the advance of winter warned them to withdraw into

their deserts. Thus their cattle grew fat upon the rich pastures of the land, while those of

Israel were starved ; and the men themselves lived merrily upon the grain which the

Hebrews had sowed, and upon the fruits which they had cultivated : and as, besides this

deprivation of the sustenance for which they had laboured, such lawless crews are always

ready for any kind of great or small robbery and exaction, the Israelites were obliged to

abandon the open country, and to resort to the walled towns, to entrench themselves in

strongholds, and even to seek the sheUer of the caves among the mountains. Even those who

ventured to remain in occupation of their own allotments, were afraid to have it known that

they had in their possession any of the produce of their own fields. All this while it does

not appear that there was any open war, or any military operations. The invaders bore all

she seems to have the very plunder in her immediate possession ; she pauses and contemplates every particular. To add to the

beauty of this passage, there is also an uncommon neatness in the versification ; great force, accuracy, and perspicuity in the

diction; and the utmost elegance in the repetitions, whicli, notwithstanding their apparent redundancy, are conducted with the

most perfect brevity. In the end, the fatal disappointment of female hope and credulity, tacitly insinuated by the unexpected

apostrophe,

—

' So let thine enemies perish, O Jehovah!'

is expressed more forcibly by this very silence of the person who was just speaking, than it could possibly have been by all the

powers of language."— Lowth.
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before them, and had entirely their own way, by the mere force of the intimidating impressions

which their numbers created. Countries or districts bordering on the desert are still subject

to similar visitations, where the local government is not strong enough to prevent them, or

where the pre-occupation of the border soil by Arabs in the state of semi-cultivators, does not

form an obstacle (as it does not so always) to the incursions of pure Bedouins. Down to a

very recent date the very country east of the Jordan, which suffered the most on the present

occasion, suffered much from the periodical sojourn and severe exactions of the Bedouin

tribes.

These incursions of the Midianites were repeated for seven years. By this time the oppres-

sion had become so heavy that the Israelites, finding by bitter experience the insufficiency of

all other help, cried to Him who had delivered them of old : their cry was heard. A prophet

was commissioned to point <)ut to them that their disobedience had been the cause of their

sufferings, and to give to them the promise of a new deliverance.

The hero this time appointed to act for the deliverance of Israel, was Gideon of

Manasseh. His family was exposed to the general suffering occasioned by the presence

of the Bedouin tribes,—so much so, that having retained possession of some corn, they dared

not thresh it out for use in the ordinary threshing-floor, but, to conceal it from the knowledge

or suspicion of the invaders, were obliged to perform this operation silently and secretly, in so

unusual a place as the vineyard, near the wine-press. The threshing-floors were watched by

the Midianites at this time, when the harvests had been gathered in ; but no regard was paid

to the vineyards, as the season of ripe grapes was far off. Gideon was engaged in this service

when " the angel of Jehovah " appeared to him standing under an oak which grew there.

When apprised of his vocation to deliver Israel, the modest husbandman would have excused

himself on the ground of his wanting that eminence of station which so important a service

appeared to demand ; and when silenced by the emphatic " I will l^e with thee " from his

heavenly visitant, he still sought to have some certain tokens whereby he might feel assured,

and be enabled to convey the assurance to others, that his call was indeed from God. Accord-

ingly, a succession of signal miracles were wrought to satisfy his mind, and to confirm his

faith. The refection of kid's-flesh and bread, which the hospitable Gideon quickly got ready

for the stranger, was, as he directed, laid upon a rock before him, and when he touched it

with the end of his staff, a spontaneous fire arose by which it was consumed, as a sacrifice,

and at the same time the stranger disappeared. After this, at the special desire of Gideon,

" a sign " of his own choosing was granted to him. A fleece which he laid upon the threshing-

floor (in the open air) was saturated with dew, while the soil around was all dry ; and again,

condescending to his prayer, the Lord was pleased to reverse this miracle, by exempting the

fleece alone from the dewy moisture which bespread the ground : Gideon was satisfied.

Yet the family from which the deliverer was chosen, was not less tainted by the sins than

visited by the punishments of Israel ; for Joash, the father of Gideon, had erected an altar to

Baal, at Ophrah, the town of his residence, at which the people of that place rendered their

idolatrous services to that idol. This altar Gideon was directed to destroy, and in its place to

erect, over the rock on which his oflering had been cimsumcd, an altar to Jehovah. It would

seem that Joash himself was brought back to his fealty to Jehovah by the first of the miracles

we have related, of which, probably, Gideon was not the sole witness : for when the nuni

of Ophrah, early in the following morning, arose to render their worship to Baal, and,

finding his altar overthrown, demanded the death of Gideon, his father stood forward to vin-

dicate his conduct. He undauntedly retorted the sentence of death against the idolaters

themselves, for their apostacy from Jehovah. By demanding the punishment of Gideon for

his act against Baal, they recognised in fact the fairness of the punishments denounced by the

law against those individuals or cities which turned away from Jehovah to serve other gods;

and this, coupled with the derision of Joash at the impotency of Baal to vindicate or avenge

his own cause, so wrought upon the people of that place, that they were among the foremost

to gatlier to him when he sounded the trumpet of war. He then sent messengers throughout
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his own tribe of Manasseh, (on both sides the Jordan,) as well as through those of Asher
Naphtali, and Zebulon. And so cheerfully was the call obeyed that Gideon soon found
himself at the head of 32,000 men. With this force Gideon marched to the mountains of
Gilboa, where he found vast multitudes of the enemy encamped before him in the plain of
Esdraelon. This fine plain had probably been before their favourite resort ; but they seem to

have congregated there in unusual numbers as soon as they heard of Gideon's preparations.

And now that the people might have no cause to attribute their deliverance to their own num-
bers and prowess, it pleased the Divine king of Israel to reduce this important army to a mere
handful of spirited men. In the first place Gideon was directed to proclaim liberty for all

who now, in sight of the enemy, were fearful and faint-hearted, to return to their own homes.
This proclamation, according to the law,* ought in all cases to have been made ; but it seems
that from some reason or other (perhaps either from ignorance of the law, or from supposing
that it was not intendeil to apply to such a case as the present), it would not have been made
by Gideon without the special command which he received. Such a law, or practice, however
inapplicable, or even ruinous it might prove under the military systems and tactics of modem
Europe, was well calculated to act beneficially in the warfare of those early times ; for as everv-
thing then depended on the individual courage and prowess of those engaged, " the faint-hearted"

were more likely to damage than assist those on whose side they appeared ; as their conduct
was tolerably certain to bring about results fatal to themselves, and discouraging to their more
valorous companions. In the present instance the result was, that, although the men composing
the army of Gideon had come forward voluntarily, above two-thirds of them were so intimi-

dated in the actual presence of danger, that they took advantage of this permission to depart

to their own homes. Of the 32,000, only 10,000 remained with Gideon. Yet as these were
men of valour, as evinced by their determination to remain, room for vain-glorious boastings

was still left, and therefore Gideon was informed that the number was still too large, and that

a further reduction must be made. The process of this second selection was very curious.

All those were dismissed who, in drinking at the watering-place, stooped down to drink in

large draughts of water at the surface ; but those who merely " lapped" the water, or took it

up in the hollow of their hands to drink, were retained. The different methods of drinking has
been supposed to have distinguished the self-indulgent from the more manly and active men.
The latter—those who took up the water in their hollowed hands—were but 300 out of the

10,000; and these were declared sufficient for the enterprise.

The night after this, Gideon, with his faithful follower Phurah, went down to the camp of
the enemy, in consequence of an intimation that he would there hear matter for his encourage-

ment. What he heard was one soldier, just awakened, telling a dream to his companions.

He had dreamed that he saw a barley-cake roll down from the hills to the Midianitish camp,
where it overthrew the first tent to which it came. The interpretation which the other gave
was :
—" This is none other than the sword of Gideon, the son of Joash, a man of Israel, into

whose hand God delivereth Midian and the whole camp."
Several facts are indicated by this incident ; such as the stress generally laid upon dreams

in that age, as indicative of contingent results,—the honour attached to the office of spy, as

one of danger, and which was, therefore, as in the Mosaic age, assigned to, or undertaken by
the very chief persons in the army,—and the truly Oriental want of sentinels and pickets, even

in the face of the enemy. This indeed may have been noticed on many former occasions ; and
to this astonishing neglect of a precaution which seems to us so obvious and so simple, may
be attribute the facility and success of those sudden surprises of which we so often read in

the military history of those early ages.

Gideon no sooner heard the dream and its interpretation than he understood and accepted

the sign. He returned to his own small band, and proceeded to carry into immediate execution

a remarkable stratagem which had already been suggested to him. He divided his 300 men
into three companies. Every man was provided with a trumpet in one hand, and in the other
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a pitcher containing a lighted lamp. They ^vere then stationed in silence and darkness at

different points on the outside of the enemy's camp. Then, on a signal given by Gideon

[Egyptian Pitchers.]

all the three companies, at the same instant, blew their trumpets, exposed their lamps, broke

the pitchers which had concealed them, and then continued shouting, " The sword of Jehovah

and of Gideon!"* The terrible din and crash which thus suddenly broke in upon the stillness

of midnight, with the equally sudden blaze of light from three hundred lamps, which illumined

its darkness, struck an instant panic into the vast host of Midian, suggesting to them that the

lamp-bearing trumpeters (whose numbers must have been greatly magnified in the confused

apprehension of men just awakened) were but the advanced guard of the Hebrew host whom
they were lighting to the attack on the camp. They therefore fled in all directions, through

the openings between the three companies. In their midnight flight, not doubting that the

Hebrews had fallen upon them, they mistook friends for foes, and vast multitudes of them

perished by each other's swords. The survivors, in their further flight, came up with the

several parties which had been dismissed by Gideon to their homes, and these committed

a terrible slaughter among the fugitives. Gideon also sent messengers desiring the Ephraimites

to seize the various fords of the Jordan, between the two lakes, and thereby prevent the escape

of any of the fugitives eastward, which was the direction they would naturally take. In this

terrible overthrow no less than 120,000 of the various tribes of "the children of the east"

perished ; and so completely were the Midianites subdued that from that time they were

never able " to lift up their heads any more."

^ A remnant of 15,000, headed by their emirs, Zebah and Zainuuma, managed to escape

across the river (probably before the Ephraimites had seized the fords), and having reached a

distance where they deemed themselves safe from further pursuit, they ventured to encamp.

But Gideon himself, with his faithful 300, continued the pursuit even to that distance—even

into the land of the tent-dwellers—and fciUiiig suddenly upon the camp, which lay carelessly

* The hint of this watchword was taken from the interpretation of tlic Midianitisli solilii'r's dream,
wliidi (Jideon, with e(iiial piety and modesty, prefixed, " the sword of Jehovuli."

the sword of (iideon," to
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secure, the already scared Midianites were completely overthrown. The two emirs themselves

were taken alive and brought before Gideon. He had formed, for those times, the singularly

generous intention to spare their lives ; but when he gathered, from their own lips, that they

had created a case of blood-revenge between himself and them, by putting to death, near

Movmt Tabor, his brethren, " the sons of his own mother" * he, as the legal avenger of their

blood, slew these emirs with his own hand.

Gideon seems to have been a man eminently qualified for the high and difficult station to

which he was called. Firm even to sternness, where the exhibition of the stronger qualities

seemed necessary, and in war " a mighty man of valour,"—we are called upon in his case,

more frequently than in any other which has occurred, to admire his truly courteous and self-

retreating character, and that nice and difficult tact—difficult, because spontaneously natural

—in the management of men, which is a rarer and finer species of judgment, and by which
he was intuitively taught to say the properest word, and do the properest deed at the most
proper time. This is the true secret of his ultimate popularity and influence, which much
exceeded that enjoyed by any judge before him. Some instances of the qualities which we
have indicated have already appeared, and others will presently occur.

The Ephraimites who had guarded the Jordan, having performed all that their duty required,

hastened to join Gideon in the pursuit of the Midianites. They met him on his return, and
laid before him the heads of Oreb and Zeeb,t two emirs of Midian whom they had taken and
slain. This tribe of Ephraim, which was, after that of Judah, the most important in Israel,

was exceedingly jealous of its superiority; and was therefore not a little annoyed that an

obscure Abiezrite should have undertaken so great an enterprise as that now happily com-
pleted, without consulting them. They now took occasion to remonstrate with him sharply

on the subject, but were soon pacified by his modest and good-tempered answer. " How
little have I done now in comparison with you," he said. " Is not the gleaninrj of the grapes

of Ephraim better than the vintage of Abiezer ? God hath delivered up the princes of Midian,

Oreb and Zeeb; and what have I been able to do in comparison with you?" Gideon knew
what Solomon taught long after, "A soft answer turneth away wrath."

When he had crossed the Jordan in pursuit of the fugitives, he was anxious to obtain fur

his small band—" faint yet pursuing "—refreshments from the town of Succoth, which he

passed, and afterwards from that of Peniel ; but he was in both cases refused. The inhabitants

seem to have been fearful of bringing upon themselves the vengeance of the Midianites, to

whom they had for seven years been subject, and against whom they held it to be very

unlikely that he would succeed with so small a force. They not only refused, but added

insult to injury. Instead of chastising them on the spot, he coolly told both that he would do
so on his return ; and he now kept his promise. Coming upon Succoth by surprise, before

the sun was up, he took the chief persons of Succoth, and, as he had threatened, scourged

them to death with thorns and briars. Of Peniel he made a still severer example, for he beat

down the fortress-tower of that city, and put to death the men belonging to it.

The Israelites, in the warmth of their gratitude, offered to make Gideon their king, and to

continue the crown to his descendants. This proposal, which clearly shows how unmindful

the Israelites had become of the great political principle of the theocracy, with which they

were so unwarrantably ready to dispense, was nobly rejected by Gideon, who replied to it in

the true spirit of the theocracy,—" I will not reign over you, neither shall my son reign over

you; Jehovah, he shall reign over you." But while thus alive to the true political character

of the Mosaic institutions, he was not equally cognisant of the religious obligations of that

system. When he was called to his great work at Ophrah, he had been instructed to build

an altar on the rock on which his offeriiig had been accepted, and himself to offer sacrifices

there. This probably led him to conclude that it would be right to form a religious establish-

* The emphasis lies in the probability that his father had children by other wives than Gideon's mother. To be /ler diiUb-en,

therefore, constituted a far dearer tie than to be hisfather's children in the general sense.

t The names mean Crow and Wolf. It would seem that the chiefs of the Midianites (like the Noith American Indians) took

the namesof animals, as significant of qualities to which they aspired.

VOL. I. 3d
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inent at that spot, for the worship of God by sacrifice. A more perfect accpiaintance with the

principles of the law would have taught him otherwise. However, to this object he applied

the produce of the golden ear-rings* of the Midianites, which, at his special request (not

unlike that of Aaron, Exod. xxxii. 2), were cheerfully granted to him by the army as his

share of the spoil. The weight being 1700 shekels, the gold thus obtained must have been

worth upwards of 3000/. of our money ; and the " ephod " which he is described as having

made with it, probably included not only " the priests' dress," as the word signifies, but a

rcgidar sacerdotal establishment in his own town, where sacrifices might he constantly

offered. For this purpose such a sum as he applied to it must have been fully requisite. It

has been disputed whether Gideon himself officiated as priest, or, like Micah, engaged a

Levite for that purpose. The latter seems the more likely supposition, unless from having

been once directed to offer sacrifice, Gideon concluded he had a superior claim to discharge

that office.

However well intended this establishment may have been in the first instance, this was a

most mistaken and dangerous step, resembling, in its principle, the establishment which the

Danites had formed in the north. It infringed upon the peculiar claims of Shiloh, the seat of

the Divine Presence ; and the result of these and all attempts to form separate establishments

affords ample illustration of the design with which the formal worship of God by sacrifice

was confined to one particular locality. It proved " a snare to Gideon and his family," in

worshipping the true God in an improper manner. It became popular to "all Israel," who

resorted to Ophrah to render that worship and service whicli was due only at the sacred taber-

nacle ; and, with the predisposition to idolatry, it is not wonderful that, free at this place from

the restraint and supervision which the worship at Shiloh imposed, the service at this place

soon became associated with idolatrous ideas and objects, until at last it degenerated into

rank, idolatry after the death of Gideon. He survived and ruled Israel forty years after his

victory over the Midianites, and during all this time the tranquillity of Israel appears to have

been undisturbed.

NOTE ON ANCIENT WARFARE.

(') Barbarities of Ancient Warfark, p.

3G7.—As occasion offered, wc liave endeavoured

to set in what avc believe to be a right point of

view, th(! various war practices of ancient times,

particularly the more barbarous portion of

them. Wc shall, therefore, confine our })rcsent

attention to the point more particularly sug-

gested by the text, which is, that the Hebrews
were not, with respect to such practices, worse,

if as bad, as their neighbours ; and that they

meted out to those whom they conquered no

other measure than they would themselves

have received had their enemies prevailed.

This argument docs not abstractedly jiistifi/

the practie(^s. On abstract princijilcswar itself

is unjustifiable and monstrous. But we con-

ceive it brings the matter to this ]ioint,^that

when practices which we now ahhor were

generally prevalent at some former time, w^e

hav(! no right—it would not be just—to make
one particular nation the special subject of our

reprobation on that account. Our censure

should be as general as the practices them-

selves were. Considerations of this tendency

have already been submitted to the reader,

and a few more may be very suitably connected

Avith the incident to the account of which the

present note is apjiended. Had no further

explanation been given, the act of the Hebrew
victors in cutting off the thumbs and great-

toes of their royal captive, would have been

cited (as other acts not similarly explained

have been) as a deed of mcjtivelcss and savage

barbarity, attesting the innate cruelty of their

natiu'e. But when the person thus treated him-

self lets us know that he regards it as an act of

retributive justice,—and when, thus himself

mutilatcxl, the bitter reniembrance comes before

him of the three score and ten kings who were
similarly dealt with by him, and whom, with bar-

baric pride, he kept to gather their meat under
his table,—the case as regards the Israelites is
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greatly altered. So far from being a barbarity

of their invention, gratuitous and luicalled for,

they depart from their ordinary practice to

render an act of poetical justice, and thereby ex-

pressed in no equivocal terms their detestation

of the manner in which this tyrannical king

had been wont to treat the illustrious persons

who became captive to him.

In speaking about contemporary usages,

however, it will be necessary to guard against

one dangerous source of misconception. Ex-

cept with reference to the times in which we
ourselves live, we are in the habit of practically

forgetting that contemporary nations are not

necessarily in the same state of civilization

;

and there are classes of usages, especially such

as are connected with war, which, as existing

in any one nation, will be much better illus-

trated, or rather estimated, by the practices of

any other nations in a similar state with respect

to civilization, in whatever age existing, than

by references to the usages of contemporary or

even neighboviring nations.

It is a sad truth to tell, but, being truth, it

may be told, that the diminution of the bar-

barities of war which advancing civilization

produces, is less the effect of humane feel-

ing than of the interested considerations

which advancing civilization evolves. The

savage has no interest in being merciful, and

therefore—unless by a fortunate accident—he

has no mercy. His war is a war of extermi-

nation. As in other cases, his object is to in-

jure or disable the enemy as much as possible,

and he knows no way of doing this but by

destroying as many as possible of their number.

His glory is to accumulate the mortal trophies

of those he has slain. He gives no quarter

nor expects to receive it ; and if he does take

prisoners, it is only that they may in some

future day of triumphant festival, taste with

tenfold intensity ail " the bitterness of death."

The reason of this is, that he has no use for

their lives, and the only motive which prevents

him from destroying them on the spot is— that

he may eat tliem, or that he may offer them in

sacrifice to his grim idols.

Then, as a nation becomes settled, and culti-

vates the arts which belong to settled life, it

finds that man has such value, as a labouring

or serving animal, as to make his life worth

preserving. The captives are therefore spared

for the labour of slaves ; and this, too, because

the settled state of life, while it affords occasion

for their being employed to the profit of their

owners, so fixes them as to render escajje a

matter of difficulty. Under this state of things,

however, interest will suggest the advantage of

allowing the captive to be ransomed by his

friends, if communications can be opened with

them, and if the sum which they can offer ex-

ceeds the value which the captor sets upon his

services. A savage could not preserve his pri-

soner without encumbering himself with the

charge of his subsistence. So much does this

principle of interest speak to all men, that the

savage, who has not himself any use for the

bond-services of his captive, and therefore

destroys him, will preserve his life if there

are facilities for making a profit of him by sell-

ing him to those by whom his services may be

needed. If also, without any such facilities,

the prisoner be a person of consequence (and

especially if he belongs to a condition of civili-

zation different from that of the captors), the

savage will preserve his life if he has the pros-

pect of a valuable ransom

—

but no longer than

that prospect is entertained.

Under this state of things, kings and chiefs,

if they have the misfortune to be taken pri-

soners, are generally exposed to a peculiar

treatment, by reason of the active and leading

part which their position had obliged them to

take against their present conquerors. Some-

times we shall find that they are put to death,

and that in cold blood, and with circumstances

of ignominy, weeks or months after the conflict

has been decided. Oftener they are subjected

to some mutilation, and are obliged to render

menial and ignominious services to their con-

queror, whose pride is exalted by himself and

household being served by fallen kings and

princes, queens and princesses.

In a still more improved condition of society^

where the disadvantages of an act of warfare

are generally less unequal than in the savage

or semi-civilised c-,onditions, prisoners are taken

on both sides ; and as both consider that the

presence of their own citizens and soldiers is

of more advantage than the services of foreign

slaves, an exchange of prisoners is the result.

If, under these circumstances, a king or chief

person should become a prisoner, he obtains

his liberty either for a high ransom, or by ex-

change against one or more i)ersons of the

highest rank, or by the cession of some advan-

tage to the captors. The highest state of civi-

lization possible while war exists seem to be

indicated by the liberation of officers (even of

high rank) acting under orders, upon their

parole engagement, not again during the war

to fight against their captors.

The condition of society, as indicated by war,

described in this last paragraph, is not to be

found in any ancient nation, although pai'ts of

it might now and then be brought out by some

accident.

\\c have entered int(j this statement because

3 D 2
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the true question as to the war practices of the

Hebrews is nothing more or less than this,

—

Whether their practices in war did or did not

corrcs])ond with tlie progressive developments

of their national condition ? not,—Whether in

they?/-*/ stage of their social progression they

had the war usages which arc found only in

the last 9 This last question involves an ex-

pectation which cannot with any show of reason

be entertained, but Avhich nevertheless lies at

the bottom of most of the objections which have

been made to the war-practices of the Israel-

ites.

Now in answer to the question which we

have proposed, we have not the least hesitation

in declaring our conviction that the practices

of the Hebrews, as regards the treatment of

prisoners (which is the trying point in the

larger cpiestion), were not only not worse, but

not as bad as those of other nations in the same

state of civilization. It would be almost unne-

cessary to state that in the long period over

which the history of the Hebrew peoi)]e ex-

tends, they passed through various states of

civilization, were it not that we constantly hear

talk of " the customs of the Hebrews" in such

sort as to convey the impression that the prac-

tices which we find among that people at any

one period were common to all periods, whereas

the obvious fact is, that their social condition

was progressive, like that of all other nations
;

and that, as time passed, many old customs

were relinquished, and many new ones came

into use.

During the time in which the Hebrews were

engaged in the conquest of Canaan, and were

well settled in that country—that is, down to

the time of King David—they were in a condi-

tion very similar, as respects war, to that which

we have first described, while the settled nations

around them were for the most part in that

condition which has been secondly described.

And yet it will be found that during this period

the usages of the Hebrews were far above those

of the first condition ; but were in many re-

spects equal to, and in some respects above

those of the second condition—and this through

the corrective which their religious system ap-

plied to the principles of warfare which na-

turally belonged to their condition.

During the period of which we now write,

Ihc Hebrews had no interest in preserving the

lives of their prisoners. The conquest of the

country being incomplete, they were themselves

rather pressed at times for room ; and their

operations in agriculture and pastvn'age were

of too contracted and sim})le a description to

need more hands than the family and its

natural dependants afforded. 'I'here was no

market open to them in which they could sell

their prisoners for slaves had they been so in-

clined. And as the nations with which they

warred were their near neighbours, tbey could

not employ them with any profit to themselves

without affording them the means of escape.

In short it was impossible that they could have

kept them without incurring the cost of their

maintenance, which no ancient nation ever did.

Under such circumstances no ])risoners were

taken. Those who could, escaped ; and those

who could not, were slain, cither on the field

of battle or in the pursuit. In fact there were

no surrenders or capitulations of bodies of men,
no laying down of arms, by which prisoners

are obtained in modern warfare. No prisoners

were ever reserved to be tortured and slain in

cold blood on some future occasion. It is true

that one or two instances of prisoners being put

to death after the act of warfare, do occur—such

as that of the Midianites* and of king Agag:t
but these were not preserved with the view of

their being subsequently destroyed ; but they

were put to death because they had without

authority been spared by the military com-
manders, although the nation had before the

battle devoted them, by a solemn and irre-

vocable ban, to destruction—for reasons which
were for that time considered good, and were
such as would have led other nations to similar

acts of devotement.

In the case of those kings who were taken

in the course of the battle, and were put to

death 07i the same day, at its close, this cannot

be called cold blooded. It was a crowning act

of triinnj)!! and vengeance, while the blood of

the victors, maddened by the recent conflict,

still boiled in their veins. At the worst, this

was the most barbarous practice of the He-
brews in their most barbarovis state ; and was

of far less atrocity than the acts towards their

distinguished prisoners, of nations far in ad-

vance of the Israelites of these times, in gene-

ral civilization—if indeed there be any true

civilization by which the heart is not civilized.

Thus the heathen attributed, to some extent,

the victories which they achieved to the might
and blessing of their gods : therefore, in ac-

knowledging the obligation to these gods, pri-

soners were, by some of them, preserved to be

offered to these gods in sacrifice, on som(> liigh

holiday ; but from this, and from a hundred

other barbarities connected with or arising

from this forn) of acknowledgment, the He-
brews were j)reclud(nl by the strict prohibition

of human sacrifices, as a thing most abhorrent

to Jehovah. Yet no nation was more ])crse-

veringly taught than the Hebrews that the

* Num. x\Ni i;!— 17 t ) S.nn. XV. 32, 33.
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glory of all their victories was to be ascribed to

their Divine King ; and this made the agents

of these victories, the generals, judges, and

kings, heedful that they might not seem to

take too large a share of the glory to them-

selves, by ostentatious exhibitions of their

triumphs. No royal and noble captives were

dragged in chains at their chariot wheels ; none

were allowed to live on, to be paraded in distant

cities to mark the triumph of the conqueror,

and afterwards ignominiously slain ; none were

ever blinded or mutilated by them, or exposed

to mockery and insult ; nor were any ever kept

by them to grind in the prison-house, or to

gather meat imder their tables : not even So-

lomon in all his glory thought of the vulgar

ambition of having dethroned kings among the

menials of his house; and if "kings' daughters

were among the honourable women" * of his

Egyptian spouse, they were given to her by

her father rather than her husband, and, after

all, they were " honourable (not degraded)

women."
The custom among the Hebrews of slaying

the kings of a conquered people upon the field

of battle was, after all, of only momentary

duration. It had already so far declined in

the time of Gideon that he would have spared

Zeba and Zalmunna had not they, by putting

his brothers to death, rendered the case one

of blood-revenge. And although Agag was

put to death at a much later period, that

was a peculiar case, to which we have already

adverted. And after having relinquished this

practice, they resorted to none of these in-

termediate barbarities of which we have

spoken. Captive kings came to be treated

with consideration and even kindness ; and

for the most part, when not slain in battle,

were continued in the rule of their territories

on the condition of paying tribute. The He-
brews also, within as short or a shorter time

than any other people, ceased to wage exter-

minative wars. With an enlarged territory

and increased means of employment, it became

their interest to take and preserve captives for

the sake of the services which they might ren-

der in the public works and in the fields.

There may be exceptions, and examples of

gratuitous barbarities ; but what history is

there, even modern history, in which such do

not occur?

That the Egyptians were, in the period of

which our history now treats, far, very far,

above the Hebrews in all the arts of civil life,

it would be very useless to dissemble or dispute.

It has therefore occurred to us that we cannot

better conclude this note than by showing that

* See Psa. xlv. 9; attiibutid to Solomon.

in this comparatively advanced state of that peo-

ple, when captive labour had become valuable to

them, they still retained barbarous war usages

which were not known to the Hebrews in their

most barbarous state, much less in that more
civilized condition which they afterwards at-

tained. The illustration derivable from this

source is the more important, inasmuch as,

from their long residence in Egypt they could

hardly be unacquainted with the war-usages of

that country, and the difTerence cannot well be

accounted for but by leference to the different

circumstances in which they were placed, and
the entirely diWercni principles of their religion

and government.

We arc aware that Sir J. G. Wilkinson has

thrown an obstacle in our way at the outset, by

contending that all the barbarities which the

Egyptian sculptures offer to our view are to be

understood as allegorical, or as symbolical fan-

cies of the sculptors. And why ? Because he
" cannot suppose that the Egyptians, who sur-

passed all others in the practices of civilised

life, were in the habit of indulging in wanton

cruelty." Now we have the highest respect

for the opinions of this gentleman on the sub-

ject of Egyptian Antiquities, which few persons

living have studied with as much diligence or

to as good purpose. But such a matter as this

is one on which every reflecting person, ac-

quainted with history and the principles of

human conduct, is as competent as the most

laborious student of Egyptian antiquities to

form an opinion— perhaps more so, as being

less likely to have his judgment distorted by

that partisanship which is so often engendered

by an exclusive study. So here, for one parti-

cular purpose— to redeem the Egyptians from

a charge impossible otherwise to refute—

a

system of allegorical interpretation is applied

to the historical sculptures, which is calculated

to have a most discouraging effect upon the

whole study. One who believes these things

to be allegories and symbols, cannot deny that

other matters may be the same ; and this being

conceded, what becomes of their value as his-

torical monuments ? and who shall draw the

limit between the real and the ideal ? There

can be none. Every one will interpret that to

be ideal which he does not like to believe real.

The argument itself, on which this interpreta-

tion is founded, is of vei'y little weight. The
Egyptians may have been a very humane
people among themselves ; but their hatred of

foreigners is historically known, and of course

those with whom they warred, and whom they

took captive, were foreigners. Besides, although

the Romans also " surpassed in the practices of

civil life," who ever thought of denying the
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wanton cruelties of wliich tlioy were liabitually

guilty? The fact is that the true civilisation

of the heart lias no inevitable connection with

or de])endence on "tlic arts of civil life;" and

we forget history if wo tliink that it has.

However, we will not argue the matter further
;

but, by the lielp of Dr. Richardson, who took

things in their obvious sense, and of Sir J. G.

Wilkinson* himself before his allegorical ex-

planations had been started, we will proceed to

describe some of the scenes M'hich the sculp-

tures most abundantly offer.

An admirable representation of a battle-field

is found on the walls of the pronaos of the

great temjile at Medinet Ilabou.—"The south

and part of the cast wall is covered with a

battle-scene, and the cruel punishment of the

vanquished, by cutting off their hands and

maiming their bodies, which is performed in

the presence of the chief, who has seated him-

self in repose on the back part of his chariot

to witness the execution of his horrid sentence.

Three heaps of amputated hands f are counted

over before him, and an equal number of

scribes with scrolls in their hands are minuting
down the account. As many rows of prisoners

stand behind, to undergo a similar mutilation

in their turn ; their hands are tied behind their

backs, or lashed over their heads, or thrust

into eye-shaped manacles,^ some of their heads

are twisted completely round, some of them
are turned back to back, and their arms lashed

together round the elbows ; and thus they are

marched up to punishment.'\S Now we are

prepared to admit that Richardson has here

taken rather too strong a view of the case.

We believe with Wilkinson that the heaps of

hands, tongues, and other members, counted

by the scribes in the presence of the king,

are taken from the slain enemies, whose
numbers they serve to authenticate. How-
ever the particular manner in which the dead

are mutilated for this pur])ose, does not say

nmch for the liumanity of idea among the

Egyptians. There was no such practice among
the Hebrews; and the not remarkably humane
nation (the Turks), which lias retained to our

own day an analogous practice, does not go
further than to cut oft' the right ears of tlie

slain.

The strained and torturing jtostures, painful

to^ behold, in whi(;h the i)risoners are bound,

seems to us, as it does to Richardson, a very

un('<(uivocal intimation of the inhuman manner
ill which the l.^gyptians treated tlieir cajjtives.

Wilkinson allows that, "To judge from the

• In his • K^'ypt ,iii(I Tlidies.'

+ Sec Uic cut at y. 308. | See tlio nit at 3(i7-

§ Set! all this in tlic lir t cut ;it p. 30/.

mode of binding their prisoners, u-e might

supjmse they treated them with unnecessary

liarshness, and even cruelty, at the moment of

their capture and during their march with the

army."* He also admits that the Egyptian

hatred of foreigners might often lead the sol-

diers to connnit acts of brutal severity, but

excuses them by reference to the incidental

brutalities of the armies of civilised Euroi)e.

This excuse is as good for the Hebrews, and

even better, as they were a less "civilised"

people. But, in fact, the brutalities of the

Egyptians were not incidents but usages. Na-
tions do not perpetuate in marble the memory of

incidental barbarities which they deplore ; and

that the Egyptians delighted in images of human
suft'ering and tyrannic power over strangers, is

proved by the multii)lication of such images in

every possible form,— not only in sculpture

and painting, but as figured on their official

dresses, and wrought in their ornamental fur-

niture. Scenes of immolation figure on their

thrones ; and their more splendid chairs pre-

sent, as supporters of the seat, the gilt or

golden images of captives, bovmd in the most

l)ainful postures, with ropes around their

necks. To the thinking mind this last cir-

cumstance will appear much more conclusive

than many facts of much greater intrinsic im-

portance.

The return after victory is represented in

the continuation of the same historical piece to

which the preceding observations refer :
—" The

king returning victorious to Egypt, proceeds

slowly in his car, conducting in triumph the

prisoners he has made, who walk (bound as

above) beside and before it, three others being

bound to the axle He arrives at Thebes,

and presents his captives to Amunre and Maut,
the deities of the city, who coin])'imeiit him, as

usual, on the victory he has gained, and the

overthrow of the enemy he has ' trami)]ed be-

neath his feet." "' t The victorious king tram-
pling upon the bodies of his conquered foes

frequently occurs in such scenes ; and so fond

were the Egyptians of the ideas and images
connected with this act, that they were wont
to have the figure of a slave or ca])tive wrought
upon their sandals, that they might thus tread

it under feet. Sandals thus figured have been
found.

In some cases the king or chief alights from
his chariot to bind with his own hand the

cthiefs lie has con<iuered, and in others he
holds himself the end of the rope around their

necks whereby they are led, or rather driven,

before his chariot in his triumphal march.

• • Ancient K;j;yiiti.ins,' i. 39C).

1 ' ICg.N \>t ami Tlu'bes,' 6/.
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As a conclusion to the whole of these

scenes, the hero slays with his club, in the

presence of his gods, the principal captives

who have fallen into his hands. That the

mode of representation is in some respects

symbolical, or rather conventional, must be ad-

mitted. For as the artists wanted space or

ingenuity to intimate the number slain before

the gods in any other manner, the captives are

represented as bound together in one mass, all

on their knees, with hands uplifted towards

the inexorable hero, who, represented in colos-

sal proportions, stands over them, grasping in

one hand their united hair, while the other

wields the uplifted club or battle-axe with

which he seems about to demolish them all

with one blow. A scene of this sort is repeated

in every possible form. On one of them Dr.

Richardson remarks, " The figure is that of a

hero, finely sketched, young, vigorous, and co-

lossal. In his left hand he holds a hatchet,

poised in an attitude to strike, while the right

hand grasps the hair of thirty miserable vic-

tims. To look at his countenance, it is placid

and benign, and so far removed from the ga-

thering blackness of cruelty, you would say

that with his hatchet he was going to hew
asunder the fetters with which they were

bound, and set them at liberty ; but when you

see the unfortunate wretches crouching and

shivering under his arm, you feel that nothing

less than their destruction is intended."

Of course, endeavours have been made to

explain away the obvious meaning of these

groups. Mr. Hamilton thinks such scenes

represent the punishment or destruction of

Briareus, an opinion suihciently refuted by

the fact that a woman is included in one of

the groups of this description : and it is ad-

mitted by Wilkinson that they are foreign cap-

tives, the names of whose districts and towns
can be read off; but he nevertheless thinks

they do not represent human sacrifices, but

form a religious allegory, purporting to be an
acknowledgment of the victory obtained by the

assistance of the deity to whom the offering

seems to be made. If so, this would be a cu-

rious method of expressing such acknowledg-
ment; and a method, too, which would, at

least, express the former existence, in a less

civilised state, of the actual custom thus figura-

tively intimated. But we have, perhaps, said

enough before about those allegorical interpre-

tations : and even if we relinquished the illus-

tration of our argument which is derivable from
the scenes to which these considerations refer,

there are others, to which this allegorical hypo-

thesis has not been and cannot be by any possi-

bility assigned, which prove beyond question

that the Egyptians did immolate human victims

to their gods ; and this being the case, it ceases

to be worth the while of any one to contend that

the groups which have engaged our attention

do not represent the immolation of foreign

captives to the gods whose favour was supposed

to have given the victory to the conquerors.

Undoubtedly the Egyptians made slaves of the

mass of their captives ; and we may conclude

that those whom they selected for immolation

were such as had been most active against them
in the concluded war.

We have purposely touched but slightly on

this last part of the question, as it resolves

itself into the subject of human sacrifice, to

which it is our intention to devote a separate

note in a future page.



CHAPTER II I.

FROM GIDEON TO SAMSON.

^\^%-

GiDEON left no less than seventy sons by his numerous wives, besides one spurious son called

Abimelech, by a concubhie (whom Josephus calls Drumah) who belonged to Shechcm. A
bastard among seventy legitimate sons was not likely to be pleasantly circumstanced when his

father was dead, and it is not surprising that he soon Avitlidrew from among them to his

mother's relations at Shechem. They seem to have been persons of some consideration in

that place.

After the death of Gideon, the history, without stating the fact, seems to reqiiirc us to

suppose that his sons had been invited to take the government, or to share it among them
;

and that they, actuated by the same noble, because disinterested, regard for the principles of
-the theocracy which had influenced their father, had declined the offer. But Abimelech, "a
bold, bad man," was of a different spirit. He soon saw the advantage which he might take
of the existing posture of affairs. Prompted by him, his uncles and other maternal connec-
tions suggested to the chief people of Shechcm his willingness to undertake the charge which
the people generally were anxious to see in the hands of a son, or some of the sons, of Gideon.
They suggested whether it were not much better that one man should reign over them, than

* See p. 324. and tho cut there.
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that they should be subject to all the sons of Gideon, seventy persons in number ; and if the

government of one man was to be desired, who had so strong a claim to their preference and

attachment as one so closely connected with them as Abimelech ? These suggestions had their

weight upon the leading men of Shechem, particularly the consideration that he was " their

brother." They supplied him with money out of the treasury of Baal-berith, whose worship

seems to have been that to which the Israelites were at this time the most inclined. The sum

was not large,* but it served him to hire a set of unprincipled men, prepared fur any under-

taking he might propose. And, with the usual short-sightedness of wicked men, thinking to

concentrate in his own person the attachment of the Israelites to the house of Gideon, as well

as to extinguish that which was likely to be the most active opposition he would have to

encounter, Abimelech marched his troop to Ophrah, where he put to death all his brethren,

the sons of Gideon, with the exception of the youngest, named Jotham, who managed to

escape. This is the first example of a stroke of barbarous policy which has since been very

common in the history of the East. In the first instance it had the effect he intended, for on

his return to Shechem the people of that place assembled and anointed Abimelech king, close

to a pillar of stone that stood near that town, perhaps the same which Joshua had set up there

as a memorial of the covenant with God.

When Jotham was made acquainted with this, he repaired secretly to the neighbourhood

of Shechem, and taking advantage of some festival which brought the inhabitants together

outside the town, he appeared suddenly on a cliff overlooking the valley in which they were

assembled, and, in a loud voice, called their attention to his words. He then delivered that earliest

and very fine parable, which represents the trees as making choice of a king :—The olive refused

to leave its oil, tbe fig-tree its sweetness, and the vine-tree its wine, to reign over the trees

(thus intimating the refusal of Gideon's sons) ; but the upstart bramble (representing Abimelech)

accepts, with great dignity, the offered honour, and even proposes the conditions of its accept-

ance. These are exquisitely satirical, both in their terms and in their application—"Ifyc
truly intend to anoint me king over you, come, take shelter under my shadow ; and if not,

let fire come out of the bramble, and devour the cedars of Lebanon." That they might be

at no loss to understand his meaning, Jotham gave the obvious " moral," in which he included

a bitter rebuke of the ingratitude of the people to their deliverer, all whose sons, save himself,

they had slain; together with an intimation, which proved prophetic, of the probable result.

He then fled with all haste, in fear of Abimelech ; and ultimately settled beyond his reach, at

Beer, in the tribe of Benjamin.

Abimelech reigned three years in Shechem, during which he so disgusted the men by whom
he had been raised to that bad eminence on which he stood, that they expelled him from their

city. In return, he, with the aid of the desperate fellows who remained with him, did his

utmost to distress the inhabitants, so that at the season of vintage they were afraid to go out

into their vineyards to collect their fruits. Hearing of these transactions, one Gaal went over

to Shechem with his armed followers and kinsmen, to see how they might be turned to his

advantage. We know not precisely who this person was, or whence he came ; but there are

circumstances in the original narrative which would suggest that he was a Canaanite, descended

from the former rulers of Shechem, and that his people also were a remnant of the original

Shechemites. He came so opportunely, that the people very gladly accepted his protection

during the vintage. In the feasts which followed the joyful labours of that season, Gaal, who
seems to have been a cowardly, boasting fellow, spoke contemptuously of Abimelech, and

talked largely of what he could and would do, if authority were vested in him. This was

heard with much indignation by Zebul, one of the principal magistrates of the city, who lost

no time in secretly sending to apprise Abimelech how matters stood, and advised him to show
himself suddenly before the city, when he would undertake to induce Gaal to march out

against him. Accordingly one morning, when Zebul and other principal persons w ere with Gaal

at the gate of the city, armed men were seen descending the hills. Zebul amused Gaal till

* Seventy shekels of silver, aliout equal to eight pounds of our money. But proper allowance must be made lor a great dif-

lerence in the real value of money, although the precise amount of that difference cannot be stated.
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they came nearer, and then, by reminding him of his recent boastings, compelled him to draw
out his men to repel the advance of Abimelech. They met, and no sooner did Gaul see a few

of his men fall, than, with the rest, he fled hastily into the city. Zebul availed himself of this

palpable exhibition of impotence, if not cowardice, to induce the people of Shechem to expel

Gaal and his troop from the town. Abimelech, who was staying at Arumali,a place not far off,

was informed of this the next morning, as well as that the inhabitants, although no longer

guarded l)y Gaal, went out daily to the labours of the field. He therefore laid ambushes in

the neighbourhood ; and when the men were come forth to their work in the vineyards, two of

the ambushed parties rose to destroy them, while a third hastened to the gates to prevent their

return to the town. The city itself was then taken, and Abimelech caused all the bviildings to

be destroyed, and the ground to be strewn with salt, as a symbol of the desolation to which
his intention consigned it. The fortress, however, still remained, and a thousand men were in

it. But they, fancying that it was not tenable, withdrew- to " the strong-hold of the temple of

Baal-Berith," which had the advantage of standing in a more elevated and commanding posi-

tion. This, it will be noted, is the first temple which we read of in Scripture. On perceiving

this, Abimelech cut down the bough of a tree with his battle-axe, and bore it upon his shoulder,

directing all his men to do the same. The wood was deposited against the entrance and walls

of the strong-hold, and, when kindled, made a tremendous fire, in which the building and the

thousand men it contained in it were destroyed.

To follow up this victory, Abimelech marched against Thebez, another revolted town. As
before, he took the town itself with little difliculty, but all the people had shut themselves up
in the tower or fortress, which offered a more serious obstacle. However, Abimelech advanced
to the door with the intention of burning it down, when a woman threw a large stone from
the battlements above. It fell upon him, and broke his skull ; and mindful, even in that

bitter moment of that principle of military honour w'hich counts death from a woman's hands

disgraceful, he hastily called to his armour-bearer to thrust him through with his sword, that

it might not be said a woman slew him. But the disgrace which he desired to avoid, attached

for ever to his name ; for it was always remembered to his dishonour that a woman slew him.

After Abimelech, Tola, of the tribe of Issachar, but dwelHng in Mount Ephraim, governed

the peo])le for twenty-three years.

He was succeeded by Jair, a Gileadite (of eastern Manasseh), who judged Israel twenty-two

years. His opulence is indicated by his being the owner of thirty villages, which, collectively,

bore the name of Havoth-Jair (Jair's villages), and that he had thirty sons, all of whom he

could afford to mount on young asses. In those davs horses and mules were not in use amono-

the Hebrews. Their ])lace was not unworthily substituted by the fine breed of asses which the

country afforded ; and to possess as many as thirty of these, young and vigorous, and fit for

the saddle (implying the possession of many more, older and of inferior condition), was no
questionable sign of wealth.

As the administration of these two judges was peaceable, the notice of them is confined to a

few lines ; the chief design of the sacred historian being to record the calamities which the

Israelites drew upon themselves by their apostacies to the idolatries of the surrounding nations,

and their i)rovidential deliverances upon their repentance and return to their God and King.

After the calm of these administrations, they multiplied their idolatries, and, in punishment
for this, they were brought under a servitude to the Ammonites, which continued for eii;liteen

years, and was particularly severe upon the tribes beyond Jordan, although the southern and
central tribes on this side the river—Judah, Benjamin, and Ephraim, were also subdued.
- Corrected by calamity, the Israelites put away their idols and cried to God for pardon and

deliverance. In reply to their suit, they were reminded of the deliverances which they had
already experienced, notwithstanding which they had repeatedly turned to serve other "ods.

Their prayer was therefore refused; and they were told
—" Go and cry to the gods that ye

have cliosen ; let them deliver you in the time of your tribulation." Their reply to this was
very proper;— " W'e have sinned : do thou to us whatever seemeth good unto thee; only deliver

ns, we pray thee, this time." And forthwith they rooted out the remains of idolatry from
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among them, and worshippedJehovah -with such singleness and zeal that "his soid was grieved

for the misery of Israel."

There was a man called Jephthah, who was, like Abimelech, the spurious son of a man who

had a large family of legitimate children. When the father died, the other sons expelled

Jephthah from among them, saying, " Thuu shalt not inherit in our father's house, for thou

art the son of a strange woman." As this last phrase generally denotes a foreigner, or one nut

of Israel, this treatment, although very harsh, ^vas less unjust, under the peculiar circumstances

of the Hebrew constitution, than might at the first view appear ; for it was a strong point of

the Mosaic policy to discourage all connection with foreigners (necessardy idolaters) ; and

nothing was better calculated to this end, for a people like the Hebrews, than the disqualifica-

tion of the progeny of such connections from receivhig a share in the inheritance.

On this Jephthah withdrew into " the land of Tob," towards the borders of the desert : and

as he had before this found opportunities of establishing a character for spirit and courage,

he was soon joined by a number of destitute and idle young men, who were led by inclination,

or more imperative inducements, to prefer the free life he led to the sober habits which a set-

tling community requires. Besides, from pastoral societies, such as those beyond Jordan,

the step into the free life of the desert is much shorter than it would be among a more agri

cultural people It is really useless to attempt to consider Jephthah's troop otherwise than as

a set of daring, careless fellows, acting as men do at the present day act in the East under

similar circumstances, and similarly brought together. Being without any other means of sub-

sistence, they unquestionably lived by a sort of robbery, as we should call it now, examples of

which are found in all rude states of society, and to which, in such states of society, no one

dreams of attaching disgrace. They lived doubtless by raids, or plundering excursions, into

the neighbouring small states, driving off the cattle, and taking whatever came to their hands;

and we may from analogy conclude that they waylaid and levied black-mail upon caravans,

when composed of parties which they had no reason to treat with favour. Their point of honour

probably was, to abstain from any acts against their own countrymen ; and this exception ex-

isting, the body of the Israelites must have regarded the performances of Jephthah and his troop

with favour, especially if, as is likely, they were thorns in the sides of the Ammonites, and

took pleasure to annoy, in their own quarters, the enemies of Israel. However this may be,

the courage and conduct of Jephthah became so well known by his successful enterprises, that

when, after their repentance, the tribes beyond Jordan determined to make a stand against the

Ammonites, but felt the want of a leader, they agreed that there was no known person so fit

as Jephthah to lead them to battle. The chiefs of Gilead, his native district, therefore went

in person to the land of Tob, to solicit this already celebrated person to undertake the conduct

of the expedition. They were rather harshly received. " Did ye not hate me," said the hero,

" and expel me from my father's house ? and why do ye come to me noii\ when ye are in dis-

tress?" They, however, continued to press him, and intimated that, as had been usual in

such cases, the government of, at least, the land of Gilead, would be the reward of his success.

This was very agreeable to Jephthah, who forthwith accompanied them to Mizpeh, where this

agreement was solemnly ratified, and all things necessary for conducting the war were regu-

lated.

By the time Jephthah had organised his forces in Mizpeh, the Ammonites, taking alarm,

had assembled a numerous army in Gilead. Although, from his previous habits of life, we

should hardly have expected it from him, we find the Hebrew general commencmg the war

with much more than usual attention to those formalities which are judged necessary to render

the grounds of quarrel manifest. He sent ambassadors to the king of the Ammonites, requir-

ing to know why he had come to fight -against the Hebrews in their own land. The king, in

reply, alleged that he came to recover the land taken from his ancestors by the Israelites, on

their way from Egypt, and of which he, therefore, required peaceable restitution. Jephthah

in his reply gave a fair and clear recital of the whole transaction which had put these lands

into the possession of the Hebrews, and he refused to surrender them on the following

grounds:— 1. He denied that the Ammonites had anv existing title to the lands, for they had

3 E 2
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been driven out of these lands by the Amo-
rites before tlie Hebrews appeared ; and
tliat they (the Hebrews) in overcoming and
driving out the Amorites, Avithout any as-

sistance from, or friendly understanding
with, the Ammonites, became entitled to

the territory which the conquered people

occupied. 2. That the title of the Israelites

was confirmed by a prescription of above
300 years, during which none of Ammon
or of Moab had ever reclaimed these lands;

and,—3, as an argumentum ad linminem,

he alleged that the God of Israel was as well

entitled to grant his people the lands which
they held as was their own god Chemosh,
according to their opinion, to grant to the

Ammonites the lands which they now occu-

pied. Tiiis admirable and well-reasoned

statement concluded with an appeal to hea-

ven to decide the justice of the cause by
the event of the battle which was now in-

evitable.

The result was such as might be ex-
pected. Jephthah defeated the Ammonites
with great slaughter, and reduced the na-
tion to subjection.

But not joy to exalt and gladden his

heart, but a bitter grief to rend it deeply,

awaited the victor on his return to Mizpcii.

Feeling, perhaps, that he had not, like for-

mer deliverers, been expressly and publici v
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called and appointed by God to the work he had undertaken, he had sought to propitiate

heaven by a vow, that if allowed to return to his home in peace, whatsoever first came forth to

meet him should be offered as a burnt-offering to Jehovah.

Jephthah had no child, save one daughter, a virgin, beautiful and young. And she, when
the news came of his great victory, and of his return in triumph and peace, went forth at the

head of her fair companions to meet her glorious father, dancing joyously to their timbrels as

he drew nigh. Here, then, was the object of his vow—his cherished daughter—the only object

in the world which could call forth those kindly sympathies and tendernesses which lurk deep

within even those natures which have been the most scarred and roughened in the storms of

life. The desolated father rent his clothes, crying, " Alas I my daughter, thou hast brought

me low indeed ! ... for I have opened my mouth to Jehovah and I cannot reverse it." Then,
understanding the nature of his vow, that noble maiden, mindful only that Israel was delivered,

and impressed with the solemn obligation which that vow imposed, sought not to turn her

father from his purpose, or encouraged him to seek those evasions which others have since

discovered for him. With unexampled magnanimity she cried, " My father, if thou hast

opened thy mouth to Jehovah, do with me according to that which thou hast spoken ; foras-

much as Jehovah hath taken vengeance for thee upon thine enemies, upon the Ammonites."
All she desired was that she might be allowed for two months to wander among the moun-
tains, with her companions, to bewail that it was not her lot to be a bride and mother in Israel.

At the end of that tune Jephthah " did with her according to his vow."

It is much to be. regretted that the reluctance of the sacred writer to express in plain terms

the dreadful immolation which we believe to be thus indicated, has left the whole matter open

as a subject of dispute. The early Jewish and Christian writers (including Josephus) made
no question that Jephthah, under a most mistaken notion of duty, did, after the manner of the

heathen, really offer his daughter in sacrifice ; but the ingenuity of modern criticism has dis-

covered the alternative that she was not immolated on the altar, but was devoted to perpetual

virginity in the service of the tabernacle. It must be confessed that the subject is one of such

difficulty, as to render it hard to reach a positive conclusion. But on anxiously re considering

the question which has before engaged our attention,* we are sorry to feel constrained to adhere

to the harsher alternative, which we were then led to consider the most probable.

There was no institution among the Jews under which practical effect could be given to the

alternative which modern interpretation has provided ; and even had not this been the case,

there was, at the time that this devotement to the tabernacle must have taken place, no access

to the tabernacle from the east ; for Jephthah was about that time waging a bitter war with

the tribe of Ephraim, in whose territory, at Shiloh, the ark was situated. This posture of

affairs would preclude him from receiving from the priests those instructions and remon-
strances which would have prevented that piteous immolation which he deemed his vow to

require. We are persuaded that the more thoroughly any one makes himself acquainted with

the spirit of the time, the state of religion, the nature of the ideas which then prevailed, the

peculiarities of the ecclesiastical polity among the Hebrews, and the character of Jephthah

himself,—the more strong will be his conviction that the infatuated hero really did offer his

daughter in sacrifice, and the greater will the difficulty seem of providing any other alternative.

The opinion of the Jews themselves is also entitled to some weight ; and at a time when they

abhorred the idea of human sacrifices, they not only state it as an unquestionable fact that this

sacrifice did take place, but ascribe the deposition of the line of Eleazer from the high-priest-

hood, and the substitution of that of Ithamar, to the circumstance that the existing pontiff did

not take measures to prevent this stain upon the annals of Israel.

We must consider how long the minds of the Israelites had been saturated with notions

imbibed from the surrounding heathen, which implies the neglect, and consequent ignorance,

of the divine law; and that among those ideas and practices that of the superior efficacy of

human sacrifices occupied a prominent place. We may also reflect that a rough military

adventurer, like Jephthah, had been even more than usually exposed to contaminating influ-

* ' Pictorial Bible' on Judges xi.
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ences : such persons are also usually found to be superstitious, and are seldom capable of

apprehending more than certain broad and hard features of such higher matters as are pre-

sented to their notice. Jephthah knew that human victims were generally regarded as in a

peculiar degree acceptable to the gods ; and as historical facts are in general more familiarly

known than dogmas, it was probably unknown to him that human sacrifices were abhorrent to

Jehovah, while he was certain to know that Abraham had been expressly commanded by God

himself to offer his beloved Isaac upon the altar; and although the completion of this act was

prevented, it would be remembered that the patriarch obtained high praise because he had

not withheld even his only and well loved son from God. That Jephthah made such a vow

at all, corroborates the view we take of his character. It was superstitious ; and it implies his

imperfect knowledge of the law, which would have apprised him of various alternatives which

would render the fulfilment of his vow incompatible with obedience to the law. But to such

a mind the literal accomplishment of a vow—whatever its purport—will appear the first of

duties ; and in the fulfilment of such a vow as ihis, it w^ould seem that the greater his own

anguish, the more deeply the iron entered into his own soul, the more meritorious, and the

more acceptable to God, the act of the offerer was deemed

The virgins of Israel instituted an anniversary commemoration of four days, which they

spent in celebrating the praises and bewailing the fate of Jephthah's daughter.

The misunderstanding with Ephraim, to which we have incidentally alluded, was similar to

that which the tact of Gideon had averted on a former occasion. That haughty and over-

bearing tribe had been called to the war in the first instance, but refused to take part in the

enterprise : but when that enterprise proved successful, they were astonished and mortified

that Israel had been delivered by the Gileadites without their assistance. They then assembled

tumultuously, and with many contemptuous and abusive expressions towards the Gileadites in

general, and towards Jephthah in particular, they threatened to burn his house over his head,

because he had not called them to the last decisive action. The conqueror stated the matter

as it actually happened ; for his rough nature would not permit him to smooth down their

ruffled plumes, as Gideon had done on a similar occasion. And then, finding that they were

still bent on mischief, he called out the Gileadites, who were highly exasperated at the reflec-

tions which had been cast upon them as " fugitives of Ephraim,"—" a base breed between

Ephraim and Manasseh." A battle took place, in which the Ephraimites were signally

defeated. They had crossed over to the eastern side of the Jordan, and, after the victory, the

Gileadites hastened to seize the fords of that river, to intercept those of the fugitives who

attempted to return to their homes. But as Israelites of all the tribes were constantly passing

the river, a test was necessary to distinguish the Ephraimites from the others. It is remark-

able that the test chosen was that of pronunciation. When any man approached to cross the

river, he was asked, "Art thou an Ephraimite?" If he answered "No," they said, "Then,

say S/tibboleth" (water-brooks) ; but if he were really an Ephraimite, he could not pronounce

the sh, but gave the word as " Si))boleth ;" and was slain on the spot. This incident is curious,

as showing that lingual differences had already arisen by which particular tribes could be dis-

tinguished. In like manner a Galilean was, in the time of Christ, known at Jerusalem by his

speech. But there is nothing in this out of the usual course. The differences of pronunciation

among the several tribes were probably not greater, if as great, as those which the different

counties of England offer.

In this disastrous affair the loss of the Ephraimites amounted to 42,000 men. Such a suc-

jcess could be no matter of triumph to the unhappy Jephthah. His troubled life was not long

protracted. He died after he had judged Israel six years. B.C. 1247.

After Jephthah follow the names of three judges, the silence of the record concerning whose

actions may be understood to indicate a period of tranquillity and ease. These were Ibzan, of

Bethlehem in Ephraim, for seven years; Elon, a Zebulonite, for ten years; and Abdon, an

Ephraimite, for eight years. Under the repose of these administrations, however, the Hebrews

again insensibly relapsed into idolatry. For this they were brought mider a rigorous servitude

to their western foes, the Philistines, which [in its full rigour] lasted for forty years. This
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people had so recruited their strength since the days of Shamgar, that they now take a very
conspicuous place in the Hebrew history, forming by far the most powerful and inveterate
enemies the Israelites had yet encountered. They continued much longer than any other
power had done to wield the weapon by which the iniquities of Israel were chastised ; for it

was not imtil the time of David that the deliverance was completed.
When we read of the corrupt state of the nation at large, it would be a grievous error to

infer that all had departed from God. There are various intimations that, in the worst times,
not a few families were to be found religious and well regulated, and which maintained among
themselves the faith of the one only God, and followed with exactitude all the requirement of
the law. Thus, at a later day, when the prophet deemed that he was himself the only one by
whom Jehovah was acknowledged, God himself knew that there were in Israel 7000 persons
whose knees had not been bowed to Baal.* But although these were the salt of Israel, they
could not preserve the mass from such putrefaction as required that it should be cast forth
and trodden under foot.

And now, about the same time that the Israelites were cast forth to be trodden under foot
by the Philistines, it pleased their offended King, while with the one hand he punished his
revolted subjects, to provide with the other for the beginnings of their deliverance at a future
day. For about that time, the angel of Jehovah appeared to the wife of Manoah, a Danite,
who had been barren, and promised her a son, who was to be a Nazarite (a person consecrated
to God) from the womb, and that in time he should begin to deliver Israel from the yoke of
the Philistines.

Accordingly the woman gave birth in due season to a son, on whom the name of Samson
was bestowed. As the child grew, it became manifest that the most extraordinary bodily
powers had been given to him : while, to prevent undue exaltation of spirit from the con-
sciousness of superior powers, it was known to him that his gifts had no necessary dependence
on the physical complication of his thews and sinews, but on his condition as a Nazarite, and
on the unshorn hair which formed the sign and symbol of that condition.

It is from the twentieth year of his age, which was also the twentieth of the bondage to the
Philistines, that we are to date the commencement of Samson's vindictive administration.
He proved to be a man of ungovernable passions ; but, through the influence of his destiny to
begin the deliverance of Israel, it Avas so ordered that even his worst passions, and even the
sorrows and calamities which these passions wrought upon himself, were made the instruments
of distress and ruin to the Philistines.

The fact that the territory occupied by the tribe of Dan, to which Samson belonged, im-
mediately adjoined the country of the Philistines, in consequence of which he became well
acquainted with that people, ministered occasion for most of his operations against them.
And first,—in the Philistine town of Timnath, Samson had seen a young woman with whom he
was so well pleased that he resolved to obtain her for his wife. But as such matters were
always adjusted between the parents of the respective parties, he went home and desired his
father and mother to secure this woman for him. His parents would much have preferred
that his choice had fallen on one of the daughters of his own people; but seeing his determi-
nation was fixed, they yielded, and went back with him to Timnath. It was on this journey
that Samson gave the first recorded indication of the prodigious strength with which he was
endowed, by slaying, without any weapon in his hands, a young and fierce lion by which he was
assailed.

At Timnath the proposals of his parents were favourably received by the parents of the

damsel Samson sought in marriage. It was necessary, by the customs of the time and country,

that at least a month should pass between such a proposal and the celebration of the marriage.
At the expiration of this time Samson, again accompanied by his parents, went down to

Timnath to claim his bride. On the way he turned aside to see what had become of the

carcass of the lion he had slain on the former journey. In that climate the carcasses of animals
left dead upmi the ground are speedily devoured by jackals and vultures, and other beasts

* 1 Kings, xix. 18.
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and birds which feed on carrion. Even insects contribute largely to this service. Accordingly

Samson found only the clean skeleton of the lion, partially covered with the undevoured hide.

In the cavity thus formed a swarm of bees had lodged and deposited their honey. At wedding

feasts it was at tliis time usual for the young men tlien assembled together, to amuse themselves

by proposing riddles,—those who were unable to solve the riddle incurring a forfeiture to him

by whom it was proposed, who himself was liable to a similar forfeiture if his riddle were

found out. The adventure with the lion suggested to Samson the riddle which he proposed

—

" Out of the eater came forth food, and out of the fierce came forth sweetness." For three

days they vainly tried to discover the meaning of this riddle ; and at last, rather than incur

the heavy forfeiture of " thirty shirts and thirty suits of raiment," they ap})lied to the bride, and

threatened destruction to her family if she did not extract from her husband the required solution,

and make it known to them. He was very unwilling to tell her, declaring that even his father

and mother were ignorant of it. But she put in practice all the little arts by which women
have ever carried their points with men usually weak—as Samson was, with all his corporal

strength,—and by her tears, and reproaches of his want of love and confidence, she so wearied

him that he at length gave her the information she desired. The guests were consequently

enabled, within the given time, to answer—" What is sweeter than honey ? What is fiercer

than a lion ? " But Samson was well convinced that the wit of man could never have dis-

covered the true solution without a knowledge of the circumstances, which they could only

have obtained by tampering with his wife. He exclaimed indignantly— *' If ye had not

ploughed with my heifer, ye had not found out my riddle
!

" He did not, however, as he

might have done, refuse the payment of the forfeiture he had thus unexpectedly incurred
;

but to obtain it, he went and slew thirty of the Philistines near Ascalon, and gave their raiment

to the persons who had expounded his riddle. He then returned to his own home, without

again seeing his wife, with whose conduct he was deeply disgusted.

But after some time his resentment subsided, and he went down to Timnath to revisit his

wife, with a present of a kid. But he found that in the mean time she had been given in mar-

riage to a man among the Philistines, who in former times had been his most dear and familiar

friend, and who, in that character, he had chosen to act as his paranymph, or brideman, at the

wedding. The incensed hero rejected with indignation the offer of the father to give him his

youngest daughter in lieu of the woman he had married ; and regarding, probably, the treat-

ment he had received as in some degree resulting from the insolence of superiority, and from the

contempt in which the Philistines held the people they had so long held in sul)jection, he con-

sidered himself justified in avenging his own injuries upon the Philistine nation, as part and

parcel of the wrongs his nation suffered. This mode of taking his revenge was no less

remarkable than effective. He obtained three hundred jackals, and tying them together, with

a firebrand between their tails, let them loose. The affrighted animals, being so bound as to

be obliged to run side by side, hastened for shelter to the fields of standing and ripened corn,

which, at that dry season, when the corn was ripe, was easily kindled into a blaze. As the

tortured jackals took different directions, the conflagration was very extensive; nor was it

confined to the standing corn, but wrought much damage among the olive grounds and vine-

yards, and consumed the corn which had been cut down and heaped for the threshing-fioor.

When the Philistines understood the immediate cause of this act of hostility on the part of

Sanjson, tliey went and burned his wife and her father's house with fire ; thus punisliing them

for tliiit breach of faith to which they were first led by the fear of this very punishment. If

this act was intended to appease Samson, it had not that effect ; for it did not prevent him

from taking an opportunity which offered of discomfiting, with much slaughter, a considerable

uuml)cr of men belonging to that nation. He then withdrew to a strong rock, called Etam, in

the tribe of Judah. To that jduce he was pursued by a large l)ody of Philistines, whose pre-

sence occasioned great alarm to tlie Judaites. But when they understood that Samson indi-

vidually was the sole object of this incin-sion, they most shamefully undertook of themselves to

deliver him up to his enemies. Accordingly 3000 of them went up to him, feeling assured

that he would not act against his own i)cople. They told him thev were cinne to bind him,
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and to put him into the hands of the Philistines. It strikingly illustrates the opinion Samson
had of his own countrymen—an opinion which the circumstances justihed—that before he
consented to be bound, he obliged them to swear that they would not kill him themselves.

He then allowed them to bind him securely with two new ropes, and to take him down to the

Philistines. When he was led to their camp, they raised a triumphant shout against him. As
he heard that shout, " the Spirit of Jehovah came mightily upon him ;

" he burst his strong

bands asunder as easily as if they had been tow burnt with fire, and seizing the jaw-bone of

an ass which lay at hand, he flew upon the Philistines, and, with no other weapon, routed the

whole thousands which had come against him, slaying many of their number. They only lived

who fled. As Milton makes the hero observe—

•

" Had Judah that day join'd, or one whole tribe,

They had by this possessed the towers of Gath,

And lorded over them whom now they serve
;

' But what more oft, in nations grown eorrup.

And by their vices brought to servitude,

Than to love bondage more than liberty.

Bondage with ease than strenuous liberty

;

And to despise, or env-y, or suspect,

Whom God hath of his special favour raised

As their deliverer ? If he aught begin

How frequent to desert him, and at last

To heap ingratitude on worthiest deeds."

—

Samson Aoonistes.

Proudly confident in his strength, Samson was not deterred from going again among the

Philistines, as soon as a motive occurred in the indulgence of that blind passion which had

already brought him into much trouble, and which was destined to be his ruin. He went to

Gaza,* to visit a harlot of that place. His arrival was soon known ; and although this was a

different state from that which had been the scene of his former exploits, the authorities of

the place were too sensible of the importance of destroying this implacable enemy of their

nation, to neglect the advantage which his folly had placed in their hands. The city gates

were closed to prevent his escape ; and a strong guard was placed there to surprise and kill

him in the morning. Samson, however, anticipated their plan ; and, rising at midnight, he

went boldly to the gate, forced it from its place, and, by way of bravado, carried it off entire,

posts, bars, and all, to the top of a hill on the way to Hebron. The guards were too much
astonished and terrified to molest or pursue him.

After this Samson did not again venture into the territory of the Philistines, but sought at

home the indulgence of those blinding passions which make the strongest weak. " He loved a

woman in the vale of Serek," so celebrated for its vines. Her name was Dalilah, and she was

probably of Israel, although Josephus, to save the credit of his countrywomen, makes her a

Philistine. The Philistines themselves took an anxious interest in all the movements of

Samson, and were soon acquainted with this new besotment, of which they prepared to take

advantage. A deputation, consisting of a principal person from each of the five Philistine

states, went up the valley to the place where he was. And now, we observe, it was not their

object to get possession of his person while he retained all his strength, but to ascertain how

that strength might be taken from him. They were well persuaded that a strength so greatly

exceeding all they knew or had ever heard of, and to which that possessed by the few descend-

ants of Anak who lived among them, could not for an instant be compared, must be super-

natural—the result of some condition which might be neutralised, or of some charm which

might be broken. They therefore offered Dalilah the heavy bribe of 1100 shekels of silver

from each of their number (amounting altogether to 687/.) to discover the secret of his great

strength, and to betray him into their hands, that they might bind and afflict him. Samson

amused her by telling her of certain processes whereby the weakness of other men would be

bro\ight upon him ; but each time the imposition was detected, by her putting the process to

the proof. Then she continued to worry him by such trite but always effective reproaches, as,

" Hoiv canst thou say ' / love thee,' when thy heart is not with me ? for thou hast deceived

me these three times, and hast not told me wherein thy great strength lieth." Thus day by

* See the cut at the head of this chapter.
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day she pressed him and urged him, until " his soul was vexed unto death," and at last he

told the whole truth to her,—that he was a Nazarite from his hirth, and that if he left that

state hy cutting off his hair, which had never yet been shorn or shaven, his extraordinary

stren"-th would depart from him. Dalilah saw by his earnestness that he had this time told

her the truth. Accordingly she sent for a man, who, while the hero slept with his head upon

her lap, shaved off the luxuriant tresses of his hair. His strength departed from him : but he

knew it not ; and when aroused from his sleep by the approach of the Philistines to seize him,

he thouo-ht to put forth his wonted power and destroy them all ; but his listless arms refused

to render him their wonted service, and he knew—too late—that " Jehovah had departed from

him."

The Piiilistines took and bound him ; and, to complete his disablement, put out both his

eyes—a mode of rendering a public enemy or offender incapable of further offence, of which

this is the first historical instance, but which has ever since been much resorted to in the king-

doms of the East.* They then took him down to Gath, and binding him with fetters of brass,

employed him to grind in the prison-house.

Nothin"- could more clearly than this deprivation evince the miraculous nature of the super-

human strength with which Samson had been for special purposes invested. Samson himself

had known this before; but now, weak, blind, bound, " disglorified," and degraded to a

woman's service,t he had occasion and leisure to feel it; and in his "prison-house" he pro-

bably learnt more of himself than he had known in all his previous life. Nor was this know-

ledge unprofitable. He felt that although he had begun to deliver Israel, this employment of

the fifts confided to him had rather been the incidental effect of his own insensate j)assions

than the result of those stern and steady purposes which became one who had so solemnly

been set apart, even before his birth, to the salvation of his country. Such thoughts as these

brought repentance to his soul ; and as by this repentance his condition of Nazariteship was in

some sort renewed, it pleased God that, along with the growth of his hair, his strength should

gradually return to him.

Fatally for the Philistines, they took the view that, since the strength of Samson had been

the gift of the God of Israel, their triumph over him evinced that their own god, Dagon, was

more powerful than Jehovah. This raised the matter from being a case between Samson and the

Philistines, to one between Jehovah and Dagon ; and it thus became necessary that the Divine

honour should be vindicated. An occasion for this was soon offered under aggravated circum-

stances.

The Philistines held a feast to Dagon, their god, who, as they supposed, had delivered their

enemy into their hands. In the height of their festivity they thought of ordering Samson

himself to be produced, that the people might feed their eyes with the sight of the degraded

condition of one who had not long since been their dread. The assembled multitude greeted

his appearance with shouts of triumph, and praised their god who had reduced " the destroyer

of their country " to be their bond slave. After having been for some time exposed to their

mockeries and insults, the blind hero desired the lad who led and held him by the hand, to let

him rest himself against the pillars which sustained the chief weight of the roof of the temple,

upon which no less than .3000 persons had assembled to view the spectacle, and celebrate

Dagon's sacrifices. Thus placed, Samson breathed the prayer—" O Lord Jeliovah, remeinl)cr

me, I pray thee, and strengthen me, 1 \)ray thee, onlij this once, O God, that I may at once

be avenged of the Philistines for my two eyes!" Saying this, he grasped the pillars with his

jnighty arms, and crying, " Let me die with tlie Piiilistines !
" he bowed himself with such

prodigious force that the pillars gave way, and then the roof fell in, destroying with one

tremendous crash all who were above it and below it. Thus those whom Samson slew at his

death were nuire in number than those he slew in his life.

* This li;ul)aro\is iiillictiou is, liowcnt'r, now

—

hihUm- tho oycrritiiJii of tlinsi- lium.uiisinj,' iiillucncos which are insensibly per-

vMilin?; the East—in tho course of heiu^ discontinued. U was formerly more common in I'ersiathan in any other coimtry; but

it became comparatively rare under the late king; and we believe that no instance has yet occurred in which the present

monarch has resorted to it.

I Grinding is almost invariably performed by woiiien in the East.
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" It is remarkable that the exploits of Samson against the Philistines were performed
singly, and without any co-operation from his countrymen to vindicate their liberties:

...\.#

[Supporting Pillars of Easieru buildings.]

whether it was that the arm of the Lord might be the more visibly revealed in him, or that

his countrymen were too much depressed by the severity of their servitude to be animated by

his example. They seem also to have feared him almost as much as they did the Philistines.

Else why should 3000 armed men of Judah have gone to persuade him to surrender himself

to the Philistines, when, with such a leader, they might naturally expect to have been in-

vincible ? or why, when he destroyed [routed ?] a thousand Philistines with so simple a

weapon did he not join in pursuit of the rest ? So true was the prediction of the angel to his

mother, that he should only begin to deliver Israel."*

It scarcely appears that Samson exercised any authority in the tribes ; but to carry on the

historical time, he is counted as one of the judges, and his administration is computed at forty

years, ending by his death, in the year 1222, B.C.

• Hales, ii.2()8.
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NOTE ON ANCIENT MONUMENTS OF STONE.

In again turning; our attention to the subject

which was ])artly considered in the note at

page 356, we may introchice a few further re-

marks on the monuments formed by single

pillars of imhewn stone, before proceeding to

those other remains, of a more coiuplicated

character, which, whatever be their measure of

general interest, are so rarely mentioned in

Scripture as to be of somewhat less interest to

the biblical reader than these more simple

monuments.
Considering the tendencies of religious cor-

ruption, such as we have had occasion to ex-

pound in former pages of this work, vmder

which usages, good or harmless in themselves,

were distorted to bad uses, rather than new
usages invented,— it is not wonderful that the

respect paid to the anointed and other memo-

rial stones ultimately degenerated into rank

idolatry. Thus, according to Al Jannabius,

many of the ancient gods of the Arabians were

no other than large rude stones, the worship of

which the posterity of Ishmael had first intro-

duced. " To us it seems most probable that

these great stones were the first places of

Divine worship among the Arabs, on which

they poured wine and oil as Jacob did upon

the stones that served him for a pillow when
he saw his vision. Afterwards they might

worship these stones themselves as the Plioe-

nicians in all probability did."* Instances of

worship paid to rude stones are too numerous

to leave the fact questionable ; and we think

that it will in most cases be found that the

stones thus unduly honoured were stones not

newly erected, but were ancient even to the

worshippers, and such as preceding ages had

been accustomed to respect.

In the progress of civilisation, these rude

stone pillars which have engaged our attention,

ceased to be erected. They were exchanged
for works of art, and ultimately for regulated

structxires. Thus the Britons, after they had

received Christianity and had become some-

what more civilised, instead of rough and pon-
derous stones set up as monumental pillars,

employed high and rudely carved stones, seve-

ral of which are still found in some of our very

ancient churchyards, in particular at Penrith

in Cumberland, described by so many of our

antiquaries. In Egypt the scu]]ilurcd obelisks

* ' .\iii'ient tTuivirsal Histoiy,' xviii. 387.

may be regarded as the substitutes of such

rude memorials. Such also, as well as the

earlier unhewn stones, are found in India,*

and sculptured pillars in Persia, where also

traces of these earlier monuments have been

found by Sir William Ouseley and others.

In Syria this change seems to have taken

place about the time when the regal govern-

ment commenced in Israel. It might have

taken place earlier among the Phoenicians and

other Syrian nations ; but we do not meet m ith

them among the Israelites till then, and after

that we never read of memorials of rude stone.

We feel uncertain whether the monument
which Saul set up to commemorate his victory

over the Anialekitest was a rude stone or a

constructed monvnuent : but as other terms are

employed when a memorial of the former de-

scription is intended, it seems likely that this

is to be regarded as the first historical instance

in the Scriptures of an erection different from

the simple monuments employed in earlier

times. This is the more clear from the fact

that the same terms are used with reference to

the monument erected by Absalom, which was

more obviously a wrought structure of some
kind. The manner in which this is mentioned

strongly brings out the memnriid object of

such erections.^ There are still some ancient

monuments of this class in the country, which
very probably offer the forms which were
given to these erections. They occur mostly

in the northern part of the Phoenician territory,

on the approach to Tortosa and Aradus, that is

to say, they occur within short distances of

each other four or five miles south of Tartous,

and nearly the same distance east of the isle of

Aradus. The best descriptions of them have

been given by Maundrell, Pococke, and Buck-
ingham. Advancing towards the shore from the

mountains, we first observe a square mass of

rock, hewn down perpendicularly on all sides.

It is twelve i)aces in each front, and from

twelve to fifteen feet high. It is })lain on

three of its sides, but has on the other, in the

centre, a square passage which leads by three

or four steps to the top. Beneath the square

aperture admitting to these steps is a row of

• Tavcrnior, ii. 32. f 1 .'^am. xv. \2.

X " Absalom had in his lifetime takfU ainl reared up for him-

self a monument whieli is in the kiufi's dale: for he said, I

have no son to keep my name in remembrance ; and he called

the monument after his own name: and it is called to this day
.Vhsalom's monument." 2 Sam. xviii. 18.
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rudely cut niches. The top of the whole is

flat; and, with the exception of the passage

up to it by the square aperture and the steps,

is one solid mass of rock, Avith no discoverable

opening to an interior. The stone is now rent

in two or three places, and the whole has an

air of great rudeness and age. Mr. Bucking-

ham could not conjecture whether it was de-

signed for a tomb, a temple, or an altar. But

from the flatness of the top, and the means of

access provided to it, there is more probability

of its being a fire altar than anything else.

About 200 yards to the west of this is a work

of masonry, difficult of access by reason of the

thickets which surround it. It is about fifteen

paces square, and at least thirty feet high. The
stones of which it is constructed are so large

that, besides the foundation which projects

about three feet from the main body of the

pile in the form of a pedestal, two tiers of

them are sufficient for the height, and two

stones for the whole breadth of each front

Above is a layer of smaller stones, as if for a

deep frieze ; and the whole crowned by a con-

vex, moulded, and overhanging cornice. In

the interior there are two chambers, each

occupying the whole square of the building

—

excepting only the thickness of the walls,

which was about ten feet, and in their height

extending from the base to the summit. There

is no visible communication between the lower

and upper chambers ; nor are there any steps

leading to the entrance of the latter from with-

out ; so that it could not have been intended

to be entered often, if at all, after being once

closed. Both chambers are roofed over with

two large beams of stone that serve to cover

them completely. The original work was

massy and excellent ; but time and the effects

of earthquakes have shaken it, and severed the

stone in many places. This structure vvas un-

questionably intended for a monumental tomb,

probably of the ancient Phoenicians.

To the north of this, about a quarter of a

mile, a little to the right of the common road

from Tripoli to Tartous, upon an eminence

hewn throughout with old quarries, we come to

what appears like the pedestal of an obelisk.

Its base is seven paces square ; and after two
ranges of steps is a square pedestal, about

eight feet square every way, with a square

block of stone upon it, sloped away at the top

in a pyramidal form, but not going quite high
enough to come to a point, so that its top was
flat: the whole maybe about fifteen feet in

height, and, as appears from this description,

composed of two stones besides the base. The
stone is soft, and has been much corroded by
the sea air. This is undoubtedly a sepulchral

monument ; and some twenty paces from it is

a passage of entrance to sepulchres below.

These it is not our present object to de-

scribe.

About 300 yards to the north-west of this

(Monumental Pillars.]
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are the two sepulchral pillars represented in

the annexed cnj^raving. They are very similar

in design and execution to the last described.

The first has a circular pedestal about six feet

high, with four fronts of lions or sphinxes,

rudely carved at the best, and now much dis-

figured by time. On this pedestal stands a cir-

cular column about twenty feet high,* formed
into two divisions by mouldings, the lower

division being about twelve, and the higher

eight feet high. Its diminishing diameter and

rounded top are shown in the engraving. The
stone is much decayed by the sea air ; and a

tree, which has thrust itself up through the

pedestal on the eastern side, has torn away
almost half of the upper column on the same
front, " like the banian-trees of India," observes

Buckingham, " which operate more than time

to destroy the monuments of that country."

The other tower stands only ten yards from

this. It is thirty feet high, and is composed

of three stones,—a square pedestal, on which
stands a circular pillar, surmounted by another

stone in the form of a six-sided pyramid. The
sepulchres below tlicse pillars indicate their

design as sepulchral monuments.
We have paid the more attention to these

monuments, not only from their connection

with the matter under discussion, but inas-

much as they are unquestionably the most an-

cient constructed edifices of the country, and
throw such light upon its old monumental
architecture. At Jerusalem, in the valley of

Jehoshaphat, there are other sepulchral monu-
ments, cut out from the living rock (like some
of those which have been described) ; and
although they exhibit decorations which de-

clare that they belong to a later age, it is not

difficult to recognise in them the three prin-

cipal divisions which prevail in the earlier in-

stances, and by which indeed the style may
be said to be characterised—the square and

elevated basement, the circular pillar, and the

pyramidal coping. But we shall have another

occasion of noticnng the monuments which the

valley of Jehoshaphat contains.

But while the patriarchal custom of rear-

ing pillars of stone, was thus, in these coun-
tries, lost, when the arts multiplied and civi-

lisation advanced, so, on the other hand, it

was transferred into, and longer preserved,

in" more remote and barbarous regions. On
tliis point King observes,—" The analogy

between the customs of the most ancient

nations and those of all such others as have

been bran(;hed off and sepaiatt>d from them
in the very early periods of the world, have

• So JJuokingham. This makes the whole mnnument 20
I'cpt hiijh, but MaundrcU says 30 fpet two inolios.

for ages been shut out from the improve-

ments of civilisation, is, in a variety of in-

stances, exceedingly deserving of notice. Thus
we may not only find the custom of raising

stones as memorials preserved among the

Britons long after it was disused by the

Asiatics and by the Greeks, and had become
even unknown to the Romans, but among the

Indians of America we find the custom pre-

served to our own days."

In this observation the usages of the northern

nations of Europe should not be entirely over-

looked. Here memorials of stone continued

in use down to so late a period, that they be-

came charged with inscriptions declaring the

objects for which they were erected. This is

therefore good and tangible testimony ; and it

is very gratifying to us to find it in entire

agreement with that which we have deduced

from the mention of such monuments in Scrip-

ture—namely, that they were lyiemnrials of dif

fevent circumstances—such as battles, sepul-

chres, signal events, and boundaries. With
respect to the latter, Olaus Magnus remarks,

with justifiable pride:—"There are also high

stones, by the aspect and signature whereof

the ancient possessions of provinces, govern-

ments, forts, communities of noble and country

men, are suffered to continue to every man in

peace, without laws, suits, or arbitration, giving

an example to other nations, that among those

nations there is more right to be found in these

stones that are boundaries, than elsewhere in

the large volumes of laws, where men think

themselves to be more learned and civil."* So
it was among the Israelites.

Circles of Stone.—As it is not our object

to notice these remains according to their ab-

solute importance, but only in proportion as

they are connected with, or supply illustration

to this portion of our history, the reader will

not be surprised to find that none of those

which remain to be noticed will receive as

nuich of our attention as we have given to the

single memorial stones. These are far more
frequently mentioned in our history than any

other ; and therefore even the circles of stone

—although by far the most important of the

whole class of rude stone monuments— will,

for our present purposes, need less extensive

notice.

We will now first examine the passages of

* • A Compoiulious History of the Goths, Swedes, ami
Vandals, and other Northern Nations. Written by Olaus
Mafjniis, Arehbishoj) of I'jisall and Melroi)olit:in of Sweden.
London, 1C)58.' This work rontains some eurious and elear

information ; but as it would only supply eorroborntion of
what has been already stated, we have tlie less reason to regret

that tlie limits we must prescribe tn a subject of this nature

win not allow us to produce it.
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Scripture which seem to refer to such monu-
ments, and to tlie ideas connected with them.

When God was about to deliver the principles

of His law from the mountain of Sinai, Moses
was repeatedly charged to place boundaries

around the mountain consecrated by His pre-

sence, that the people assembled at its foot

might be kept at a reverent distance, and not

pry too minutely and closely into the mysteries

of God. Instant death was the penalty of tres-

pass beyond these bounds* So much import-

ance was attached to this that afterwards, when
Moses went up into the mountain, he was
charged to go down again and enforce obedi-

ence to this interdiction. This boundary was
undoubtedly of stones. A boundary which
should offer a physical obstacle to such a mul-
titude was not required, but merely one which
should mark out to them the limit beyond
which they might not pass : and for this pur-
pose stones placed at certain distances would
suflSce. The real restraint was moral and pe-
nal. It is absurd to think of a wooden railing,

a hedge, or even a stone wall. This would
detract much from the dignity of the circum-
stances. Here then was a sacred enclosure,

the summit or centre of which was consecrated

by the presence of God : within this enclosure

only the ministering and chief persons (Moses,
Aaron, the four sons of the latter, and seventy

elders of Israel) were admitted, while the mass
of the people stood without. This instance

seems to us so important, that it will become
the basis of our illustrations ; although, from
there being no express mention of " stones,"

its bearing has been overlooked by those who
have written on the subject. I a this case

the encircling boundary enclosed holy ground,
and marked out to the people the limit beyond
which they might not trespass.

Not long after this the people entered into

their solemn covenant with God. On this oc-

casion Muses built an altar of earth at the

bottom of the mountain, and around it erected

twelve stones, corresponding to the twelve

tribes of Israel.t This act corresponds with
the explanation already given of a pillar near
an altar— as the monument of a solemn cove-

nant: the altar indicating that God was one of

the contracting parties, and the pillars in this

instance being twelve, to indicate that the
parties on the other side were twelve in num-
ber,

* " Set tlimi a bouudary round about the mountain, aud
speak to tlie people, saying. Take heed to yourselves that ye
go not up to the mouutain, uor touch its borders. Whosoever
touchetli the mountain shaU surely die. Let not a hand touch
him; but let him surely be stoned or shct throu-jh. Whether
it be man or beast he shall not live." Esnd. xix. 12.

t Exod xxiv. 4.

And liere it occurs to us to refer to the
tabernacle itself, which comes next in order
of time, and afterwards to the Temple, as illus-

trating one class of the ideas connected with
such erections. The establishment in both
instances was an enclosure, open to the air, in

the midst of which stood the altar, before the
sacred tent in the one instance, and before the

building in the other, in which the symbol of the

Divine presence was enthroned. Within the en-

closure (and in the Temple, the inner enclosure)

none but the ministers and great persons were
admitted, together with such of the people as

brought offerings to the altar. Now, on close

examination, it is seen that the idea in all this

is essentially the same as when a boundary
was laid around the foot of the mountain which
was made holy by the presence of God. And
the comparison of these ideas throws light

upon the respective circumstances; and tlnis

while we see how the primitive form of sepa-

ration was applied to constructed edifices; the

intentions and details more fully developed in

them bring out the ideas involved in, or offer

a commentary on the text of the primitive

enclosures.

The next example, and that a very striking

one, is that of the twelve stones which were
pitched in the bed of the Jordan, and the other
twelve which were taken up out of the bed of
that river, and pitched in Gilgal to commemo-
rate the passage of that river. The object of
this is clearly declared :

—
" That this may be a

sign among you, that when your children ask,

in time to come, saying, Wliat mean ye by
these stones? Then ye shall answer them.
The waters of the Jordan were cut off, and
these stones are for a perpetual memorial to

the Israelites."* As, then, this was intended
for a standing monument, the stones must have
been embedded in the ground, so as not to be
removed without some force ; and when thus
embedded, they must have had some elevation

above the ground, so that they might not, in the

course of time, be covered by the soil. From
this, as well as from the analogy in other

instances, it will follow that the stones selected

for this purpose were of a shape suitable to

their being set up as pillars, and that they

were so set up. It would seem from the

terms of the text that each of the twelve

stones was borne to its place by a man from
each of the tribes; and although the strongest

men were doubtless chosen for this service,

the stones could have been but small in com-
parison with others set up as pillars of memo-
rial. It is, indeed, possible that although the

formal duty devolved on a man from each

• Jcsh. iv. 5—7.
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tribe, he was not precluded from receiving the

assistance of other men not formally appointed,

in which case the stones may have been larger.

Now if these stones were indeed set up as

pillars, there is no form in which they can be

conceived to be placed so likely as that of a

circle ; and that it was such is implied in the

name Gilgal (a circle, a round, a wheel, &c.)

;

and the same might be inferred from the fact

that this was the form of arrangement which

analogous instances offer.

Now as this of Gilgal is by far the most im-

portant of the monvmients of the class now
under consideration which occurs in the history

of tlie Hebrew nation, it is of much importance

to collect the ideas which appear to have been

afterwards connected with it.

The first " messenger,'' or prophet, =^ whom
we read of in Scripture as being sent on a

special mission, came from Gilgal, which, al-

though not in itself a circumstance of much
importance, may, in connection with others

that follow, suggest that the place had even

thus early become a station of priests or pro-

phets to admonish and instruct the people.

The inference which may be deduced from

Ehud's return to Eglon when he had proceeded

as far as Gilgal, has already been noticed,—as

suggesting that the place was accounted sacred

by the Hebrews, and had, perhaps in conse-

quence of that sanctity, been appropriated to

idolatrous uses by the Moabites. Afterwards

Gilgal comes before us as a place wliere various

of the more solemn acts of public business

—

legislative, judicial, deliberative, and political

—were transacted.

It is remarkable that all the places at which

Samuel held his courts of judicature, in his

annual circuits from his residence at Ramah,
were places of sacred stones. " He went from

year to year in circuit to Bethel (the place of

Jacob's sacred stone or stones), and Gilgal, and

Mizpeh, and judged Israel in all these places."t

Concerning Mizpeh, we may observe that this

name was given to the place of the stones col-

lected and set up by Jacob and Laban on the

other side Jordan, or, more exactly, Mizpeh
was the name given to the stone or pillar of

memorial there set up, while " Gilead ' was
that of the heap of stones, or of the whole

place collectively.'J; We know not, however,

that this was the Mizpeh of the present

text, whi(;h may have been another ])lace of

an erected pillar (as the name itself im])orts)

on the borders of Judah and Benjamin. This

Mizpeh was almost equal with (jilgal as a

place of assemblage for jiublic transactions. It

* Jud),'. ii. 1.

t 1 Sam. vii. If).

Sop mnvgiiial reading.

% Gen. xxxi. 48, 49.

was here that the tribes met at the call of the

Levite to deliberate on the war against Ben-

jamin.* It was at this place that Samuel con-

vened the solemn national assembly of repent-

ant Israel, which is mentioned in 1 Sam. vii.

5—12; and from the sequel it appears that

Mizpeh was so well known even to the Philis-

tines as a place for assemblies of the nation,

when it had some great matter in view, that

they no sooner heard of this meeting than they

marched up their army against the assembly.

The same prophet " called all Israel together

in Mizpeh " for the election of a king.t But
we have not yet done with Gilgal. There must
have been an altar at this place, although the

occasion of its erection is not mentioned : for

that burnt offerings and peace offerings might

be offered there is manifest from Samuel's di-

rection to Saul,—" Go down before me to

Gilgal ; and, behold, I will come down to thee,

to offer burnt offerings, and to sacrifice sacri-

fices of peace offerings."'! Here the same Saul

was inaugvirated as king—the first king—on a

subseqvient occasion. After Saul's victory over

the Ammonites, " Samuel said to the people

—

Come, let us go down to Gilgal and renew the

kingdom there. And all the people went to

Gilgal ; and there they made Saul king before

Jehovah in Gilgal ; and there they sacrificed

sacrifices of peace offerings before Jehovah ;

a7id THERE Saul and all the men of Israel re-

joiced greatly."^ Saul himself, at a later day,

called the people together at the same place

for war against the Philistines ; and after wait-

ing for Samuel, he himself offered sacrifices

there to Jehovah, before commencing his ex-

pedition.y It was under the pretence or de-

lusion of sacrificing to Jehovah in Gilgal, that

Saul spared the choice cattle of the Amalekites,

although that people and all that belonged to

them had been devoted by the vow of cherem

to utter destruction. And it was here, " before

Jehovah in Gilgal," that Samuel hewed Agag
in pieces.H So also, when David returned

from the other side Jordan, after the defeat

and death of Absalom, he proceeded to Gilgal,

where the people of Judah and a portion of

the other Israelites met him, with the in-

tention of inviting him to resume the go-

vernment,— or, in some sort, to re-elect him,

as they had seemed to have rescinded their

original choice by their intermediate adhe-

sion to Absalom.** (jilgal ajipears to have

been the customary residence of the prophe
Elijah, for it was from thence he set forth

• Judg. XX. 1. +1 S.im. X. 17.

X 1 Sara. X. 8. § 1 Sam. xi. 14, 15.

Ii
1 Sam. xiii. 4, /, 12, 15. 11 1 ,'sam. xii. 21, 33.

** 1 Sam. x4x. 4(', &c.
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with Elisha, before he was taken away. This

confirms a previous conjecture that there was

a college or school of the prophets at this

place.* In the earlier prophets there are

many denunciations against the corruptions of

which Gilgalt ultimately became the seat. In

some of these places it is coupled in this con-

demnation with Bethel, another place of sacred

stones ; and this shows that the ancient sanc-

tities connected with these pla:es failed not to

point them out for idolatrous appropriation.

The next, and indeed the only other in-

stance which the Scripture offers, is that

which formed a part of the great solemnity at

Ebal and Gerizim. In this case " great stones"

were set up, and covered with inscriptions

from the words of the Law ; and there was

connected with them an altar of unhewn

stones. The inscriptions remove this one de-

gree from the originally simple character of its

class of monuments; yet the instance is of

great importance, from its clear intimation

that the " great stones '' spoken of on such

occasions were apart and distinct from the

altar ; for as this is not distinctly stated in the

other examples which have been adduced,

some interpreters have supposed that at Gilgal

and Sinai they were employed in the construc-

tion of the altars. This notion arose from

want of sufficient attention to the rude stone

erections of primitive times, which precluded

commentators from being aware of any other

use than that of building an altar to which

they could be applied.

Now all these instances are in perfect

accordance with the construction and use of

the still existing " Druidical circles," as they

are called, of which our own country offers

some of the grandest, and probably most an-

cient, examples in the world—the principal

being those of Abury and Stonehenge. In our

own times antiquarians have ceased to dispute

whether these circles of stones were intended

for religious, civil, or military uses, but are

tnore disposed to agree that they were intended

for all these purposes ; and this conclusion is,

to our minds, satisfactorily corroborated by the

diversified occasions on which resort was made

to Gilgal. The result of this conclusion would

be, that such erections were temples primarily,

and, like all temples (and even now our own

churches, when separate public buildings are

wanting for parochial business), were, used

when necessary for important public purposes.

Thus, among the Israelites, the tabernacle, and

afterwards the temple, were not only the places

of religious service, but the places of concourse

• 2 Kings, ii. 1.

j See Amos, iv. 4, v. 5 ; Hosea, iv. 15, ix. 12, xii. 1 1

.

VOL. I.

to the people on all public matters of import-

ance. The resort to their places of stones were
only occasional, although, as we have seen, suf-

ficiently frequent in early times to indicate the

continued operation of the habits and ideas

connected with such monuments. This simple

and obvious explanation has tended much to

mitigate the warmth with which the various

single alternatives were, during the last century,

advocated by different writers on the subject

;

while, at the same time, it demonstrates their

analogy to, or identity with, the arrangements

of " great stones " which the Scriptures men-
tion.

This indefinite appropriation of the stone

circles in different countries, doubtless arose

from the union, under the ancient systems of

religion, of the religious, legislative, and judi-

cial functions in tlie same persons : and the

legislators and judges who, as priests, were in-

vested with a sacred character, would naturally

avail themselves of bearing out the authority

which their civil and judicial acts derived from

that connection, by associating them also with

the sacred place. It seems to us that the reli-

gious use of these monuments formed the pri-

mary idea in their construction ; and that tlieir

civil use was a secondary notion, or rather one

necessarily involved in the other. But we
think we can perceive that, after the religious

notions connected with these erections had

passed away, they long continued to be appro-

priated to civil assemblages. Hence we have

of this latter appropriation historical proof,

and almost existing usage, which cannot ascend

so high as the religious appropriation.

The religious use of these circles having

been well established by Stukeley, Rowland,

Borlase, and other of the earlier writers on the

subject ; those of more recent date have more
particularly directed their attention to the

proof that they were also used for civil assem-

blies. King, however, while he proves that

such circles were used for civil purposes, seems

to think that different circles had different

appropriations ; and that those used for reli-

gious services were not also used for civil

objects. From this latter proposition we have

been led, as the reader has seen, to dissent

;

and in the opinion that the open temples of

stones were used also for civil assemblies, we
find that we have the very valuable support of

Sir R. C. Hoare. We may, however, accept

King's proofs that public business was

transacted at such places, without adopting

his hypothesis. He was probably led to this

conclusion by observing that his historical

authorities mention only the civil uses of cer-

tain of such erections ; but for this it will pro-

3 G
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bably be thought that u'e have given a s uffi -

cient explanation, by indicating that the civil

use of such circles was retained or remem-

bered long after the religious use had been

discontinued and forgotten. The examples

Avhich this very ingenious writer has collected

of the civil uses of these monuments are those

which follow.

Caesar* has told us concerning the Gaulish

Druids (whom he describes as imitators of the

British Druids, and as deriving from them

their customs and their science), that at certain

times of the year they sat in a certain consp-

crated place, to which all that had controversies

came from every part around and submitted

to their judgment and decrees; and that they

determined concerning all disputes, public

and private, concerning murder, concerning

the rights of inheritance, and concerning the

boundaries of land. Tliese loci con^ecrati,

where such judicial assemblies were held, were

unquestionably jjlaces of sacred stones, and

seem to us to ofler a very exact parallel to

Samuel's judicial circuits to Bethel, Mizpeh,

and Gilgal.

Epiphanius, who was born and lived in

Syria, describes an open circle as a place of

prayer, formed by the ancient Samaritans

Homer more than once alludes to councils

as being held within or at circles of stones.

The remarkable passages in the ' Iliad,' xviii.

]. 585, which Pope has spoiled in his transla-

tion. King himself would thus render,—" The
herald at length appeased the tumult. And
the elders sat on, or at, rough hewn stones

within a sacred circle." So likewise the

council summoned by Alcinous to confer upon
the afHiirs of Ulysses, sat on, or at, rough-hewn
stones.t The importance of the word at in-

stead of on in these interpretations, results

from the conclusion of King that in such

councils or assemblies, each of the stones in

the circle marked the station at which each

member of the council sat, while the president

or chief sat or stood by the stone or pillar

which is often found in the centre of such cir-

cles ; nor is there wanting good evidence for

the ])robability of this conjecture,—at least of

the latter part of it ; but of this we shall Iiave

to take separate notice.

After pointing to these exami)les, Mr. King
^ observes, in continuation, " Other instances

might be produced. And those who wish to

pursiu' this inciuiry further will find several

curious facts mentioned in ancicMit writings,

many tending to show even the continuance
of tlie use of stone circles on various occasions,

Do liello (Jallii-o, lib f Odvss. viii. 5.

as of pul)lic inaugurations and of councils even

so late as the fourteenth century, in the north

of Germany, .Sweden, Denmark, and the

Western Isles."

We believe that this use of the circles of

stone descends even later. However, we can-

not forbear from tracing lower than to clas-

sical sources, the illustration which Mr. King

declines, and to the sources of which he has

neglected to refer those who would wish to

pursue it.

" The Icelandic w^riters tell us that such cir-

cles were called doinh-ringr, that is, literally,

doom 7-wgs, or circles of judgment, being the

solemn places where courts were held, of all

kinds and dignities, from the national council

down to the baronial court, or that of a com-

mon proprietor of land, for adjusting disputes

between his vUlajti and slaves.'*

Olaus INIagnus mentions a practice, seem-

ingly as existing in his own time,+ which will

remind the reader of Saul and David at Gilgal

:

—"There is a huge round stone, having abcut

twelve lesser stones lying near it, with wedge-

fashioned stones raised a little from the earth,

not far from the metropolis of Upsal, called

Morasten. Upon which a new king to be

chosen, is received by an infinite company of

people that are present, and afterward /* con-

firmed with more solemn ceremonies by the

Catholic bishop taking an oath before him to

defend the faith. ""'4;

In our own country the Bardic successors of

the Druids preserved many of the ideas and

usages of their predecessors, and liave trans-

mitted them in writing. Thus, according to

Meagant, one of this race who lived in the

seventh century, the Bards had their hill of

legislation, or sacred mount, where the ancient

judges of the land assembled to decide the

causes of the people.§ In another poem, by
Cynddela, we find the following allusion to the

Druids and their sacred mounts:—"_Bards

were constituted the judges of excellence, and

bards will })raise thee, even Druids of the circle,

of four dialects, coming from the four regions.

A bard of the steej) mount will celebrate thee,

even Cynddela, the first object in the gate."||

In another passage the same poet exclaims,

" It is my right to be master of song, l)eing in

a direct line of the true tribe— a bard of the

enclosure."

Sir H. C. Iloare, who adduces these bardic

illustrations from the curious book of Davies,

observes, " All these allusions strongly i)rove

• Pinkovlon, ' Dosciiptinn of Kmiiiros,' 1802.

t II.' .lir.l ill 1558. X
' Hist, of the Goths,' I'p. 12, Ui.

§ l>:ivi,>,s's ' Mythology ofthc Dniiils,' p. 6.

II
Ibid. p. 12.
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that the circle, the enclosure, and the niovmt,

such as we still see at Abury, Harden, and

Stonehenge, were connected first with the

Druidical and afterwards with the Bardic

system, and were made use of for the joint

purposes of religion and judicature. The

Druids ofRciated in them as ministers of reli-

gion and of justice. They were national edi-

fices, constructed according to the rude fashion

of the times, and at a period when the Deity

was worshipped in the most simple and primi-

tive manner, under the open canopy of heaven,

not in stately covered temples.""*

Travellers in the East appear generally to

have been too little conversant with this very

interesting branch of antiquities, to make those

recognitions by which our information might

liave been greatly extended. That such do

exist in that quarter of the world we doubt

not, but they have either not been seen, or,

being seen, their proper character has not

been distinguished. What might be found by

adequate attention is shown by the instances

found in Persia by Sir William Ouseley.

Chardin, travelling in Media (from Tabriz),

observed circles of large stones, and understood

that the tradition concerning them was, that

they w^ere set up when Kai-kous, making war

in Media, held his councils of war in this

place ; and that it was then the custom for each

officer who came to the council to bring a stone

to serve for his seat. Chardin remarks that

these stones are so large that eight men could

not move them without difficulty, and that they

could not have been brought from any nearer

place than the mountains, six leagues distant.t

Kai-kous belongs to the fabulous age of Persian

history—the age of giants : and Mr. King, who
was aware of this case, justly remarks that a

very high antiquity is ascribed to them by the

reference to so remote an origin. What is

most remarkable is, however, that we find,

even here, the idea of the use of such monu-

ments for councils, whether the particular

monument be of the class which we are seek-

ing or not. Sir W. Ouseley thinks that it is

not.

Sir William himself, however, found else-

where monuments in the same country, which

unquestionably do supply illustrations of our

present subject. In Fars, the southern pro-

vince of Persia, he found a single upright

stone, between ten and eleven feet high, and

three feet six or seven inches broad (on each

side) in the lower part, but not quite so much
above. As this had a cavity at the top, he

considers it a fire-altar. It is surrounded by a

* ' History of Ancient Wiltshire,' p. 112.

t ' Voyage-,' ii. 363, Langles' Edit.

rude low wall, or fence of large stones, which
enclose the altar, having a narrow entrance on
the south. Towards the east and north, this

enclosure is partly formed of two or three

stones of very considerable dimensions ; and
these, at the first and distant view, brought to

Sir William's recollection the various " Dru-
idical " remains which he had seen in Wales
and Ireland. The natives acknowledge in this

altar a memorial of their ancient religion, as is

evident from the name they give to it, Sang-i-

Atish Kadah, or "Stone of the Fire Temple."
It will be remembered that the ancient Persians

were worshippers of the sun, and of fire as its

representative ; and it is remarkable that, with-

out being aware of the form borne by the open

fire temples of Persia, many writers on Dru-
idical remains have, on no slight grounds,

concluded that the open circular or oval tem-

ples which have engaged our attention were

dedicated to the same worship. " Near this

monument of times long past," says our tra-

veller, " were a few trees : none remarkable

either for size or luxuriant foliage, but most

apparently old. I fancied they might represent

one of those sacred groves formerly attached

to religious structures, and in earlier ages al-

most considered as constituting of themselves

a temple. Among the trees appeared a rf/raAA^

i fazl, the branches of which were thickly

hung with rags, as high as a man could con-

veniently raise his hand : this being one of the

holy trees on which votive offerings are sus-

pended by the Persians."*

In the same province, not far froiu Darab,

is an extensive piece of ground, enclosed by a

ditch extremely wide and deep, and by a bank

or rampart of earth proportionably high.

Within this enclosure is an extraordinary up-

right stone, at least twenty feet high, which is

[Druidic Stone in Persia.]

* Tr.ivcls,' ii. 80-83.
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lield ill superstitious veneration by the natives.

In another part of this enclosed space, upon a

rising ground, are several large and rude stones,

forming a cluster irregularly circular, which,

observes the traveller, " from its appearance, a

British antiquary might be almost authorised

to pronounce Druidical, acc-ording to the gene-

ral application of this word among us. I can

scarcely think the arrangement of those stones

wholly, though it may be partly, natural or ac-

cidental. Some of them are from twenty to

twenty-five feet high ; one, very tall, stands

nearly in the middle; another, to\\avds tlie

west, resembles a table or an altar, being flat

at the top, and under two or three are recesses

or small caverns.''*

This monument is much more interesting

than Sir W. Ouseley (who acknowledges an

imperfect acquaintance with this branch of

antiquities) seems to have imagined. The
altar, the pillar, &c., offer clear analogies not

only to the Scriptural instances, but to those

which our own coimtry offer, proving the com-
mon origin and use of these monuments of the

most ancient times.

• Travi-ls,' ii. 124.

[Dniidir Civdo nt l>nr;ib.|



CHAPTER IV.

ELI AND SAMUEL.

[Runners attending a Chariot.]

Samson was the last of the military heroes stirred up to deliver Israel from its oppressors.

The two that followed, Eli and Samuel, were men of peace—the one a priest and the other a

Levite.

In the absence of a person specially called and appointed to deliver and judge the people,

the civil government, by the principles of the theocracy, devolved on the high-priest, as the

vizier of the Great King, having access to his presence and being the interpreter of his will.

It is not easy to see that Samson exercised the civil government over any of the tribes. And
although, therefore, in order to carry on the succession of times, it is convenient to say that

at his death the government devolved on the high-priest, yet, in fact, there is little reason to

question that the high-priest exercised as much authority before as after. But in such times

as these that authority was but small ; and chiefly, as it would appear, judicial, particularly in

adjusting disputes between persons of different tribes. The heads of the several tribes seem

to have considered themselves fully competent to manage their internal affairs ; and their

divided allegiance to Jehovah involved the political evil, that the authority of the general

government was proportionably weakened, and the cohesion of the tribes in the same degree

relaxed. Subject to this preliminary observation, the high-priest may, for historical conveni-

ence, be considered the successor of Samson.
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It is remarkable that functionaries so important, in the theory of the Hebrew constitution,

as the high-priests, are scarcely noticed in the history of the Judges. From Phineas, the

grandson of Aaron, to Eli, a high-priest is not mentioned on any occasion, nor would even

their names be known but for the list in Chronicles * where the order is thus given :

—

Abishua, Bukki, Uzzi, Zerahiah, Meraioth.

In the person of Eli, a change in the line of succession to this high office took place ; as he

was the first of the race of Ithamar, the second son of Aaron. But as the line of his elder

son Eleazer was not extinct, and as the cause of the change is not assigned, some difficulty has

been experienced in accounting for it. The Jews, as we have seen, suppose that it was

because the existing pontiff had not taken measures sufficiently active to prevent Jephthah

from sacrificing his daughter. But if, in the absence of all positive information, a conjecture

might be hazarded, we would suggest the probability that the last pontiff of Eleazar's line

died leaving no son old enough to take the office, and that it then (as afterwards in the suc-

cession to the kingdom) devolved on his adult uncle or cousin of the line of Ithamar. Sucli

a course resorted to in temporal successions to avoid the evils of a minority and regency, must

have been much more necessary in the case of the high-priesthood. That the change took place

in some such natural and quiet way, seems to afford the most satisfactory explanation of the

silence of the record of a matter of such importance.

Eli was a good and pious man, estimable in private life for his many virtues and the mild-

ness of his character ; but he Avas greatly wanting in those sterner virtues which became his

public station, and which were indeed necessary for the repression of wickedness and the

punishment of the wrong doer. As he grew old, he devolved much of his public duty upon

his sons Hophni and Phineas, two evil-disposed men, who possessed the energy their father

lacked, without any of his virtues. Even in their sacred ministrations at the tabernacle, their

conduct was so shamefully signalised by rapacity and licentiousness, that the people, through

their misconduct, were led to abhor the offering of Jehovah. All this became known to Eli

;

but, instead of taking the immediate and decisive measures which became his station, he con-

tented himself with a mild and ineffective remonstrance. This weakness of Eli was justlv

counted a sin in that venerable person ; and a prophet was commissioned to warn him of the

evil consequences, which were no less than the exclusion of his race from the pontificate to

which he had been advanced. But even this could not rouse the old man to the exertion

which became his station ; but he seems rather to have acquiesced in this judgment as a

thing not to be averted.

The next reproof which this remiss judge received was through an unexpected channel.

At the tabernacle, in personal attendance upon the high-priest, was a boy, a Levite, who
having been the child signally granted in answer to the many prayers of Hannah, his pre-

viously barren mother, was by her consecrated from the womb, as a Nazarite, to Jehovah.

In consequence of this, combined with his Levitical character, he had been left at the taber-

nacle as early as he could be separated from his mother's care, to render such services there

as his tender years allowed. His name was Samuel : and as his pious mother came to Shiloh

yearly with her husband to celebrate the passover (bringing with her a dress for her son), she

had the delight of perceiving that he, growing up under the shadow of the altar, conducted

himself with such propriety and discretion, that he stood very high in the favour of God and

man. That he was thus, from his very infancy, constantly before the eyes of the people

when they attended at the tabernacle, doubtless went far to prepare the way for that influence

and station which he ultimately attained.

It was the tliirty-first year of Eli's administration, when Sanuicl, tlicn twelve years of age,

lay on his bed at night, that he heard a voice calling him by his name. He supposed that it

was Eli who had called, he hastened to him, but found that it was not so. This was repeated

three times ; and at the third time Eli concluding that it was the Lord who had called the

lad, instructed him to answer, " Speak, Lord ; for thy servant hcareth." Samuel obeyed,

• 1 (,'liron. vi. 4—16, 50—52.
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and the Voice then delivered to him, as an irrevocable doom, the former denunciations a-ainstLh s house, " because his sons have made themselves vile, and he restrained them not •"
declarmg that he would " do a thing in Israel at which both the ears of every one that heareth
It shall tingle." In the morning, the lad, being pressed by Eli, delivered to him the messa-e
he had received. But even this only gave occasion for the further manifestation of the passive
virtues of his character,-" It is Jehovah," he said; " let him do what seemeth to him
good."

After this, matters went on for some time, much as they had done. Eli's sons pursued
their old courses, making themselves still more vile; and their father, though now well aware
of the doom which hung over himself and them, took no measures in the hope to avert it But
as Samuel grew, the word of the Lord again came to him from time to time, and all Israel
knew that he was established to be a prophet of Jehovah.

Thus passed ten years, at the end of which the threatened judgments began to be inflicted
upon the house of Eli. At that time the Israelites rashlv, and without consulting their
Divine King, embarked in a war with the Philistines. In the forty years since the death of
Samson, this people had recruited their strength, and recovered the courage of which they
appear to have been for a season deprived by the astounding calamity which swept away so
many of their chiefs and nobles. In the first engagement the Israelites were defeated with
tlie loss of 4000 men. On this they sent to Shiloh for the ark of the covenant, not doubtin-
of victory under its protection. The two sons of Eli, Hophni and Phineas, attended it to the
camp. On its arrival there, « all Israel shouted with a great shout, so that the earth ran-
again." On hearmg this, and being apprised of its cause, the Philistines were filled with
consternation; and the manner in which their alarm was expressed aflFords a very clear indi-
cation of the effect which had been produced on their minds, bv the wonders which Jehovah
had wrought for the deliverance and protection of Israel. " Woe unto us !" they cried • " who
sliall deliver us out of the hand of these mighty Gods ? These are the Gods that smote the
Egyptians, with all the plagues of the wilderness." The procedure itself did not strike them
as strange,—for it was not unusual among ancient nations to take their gods to their wars—
and the ark with its cherubim the Philistines supposed to be the god of the Hebrews. They
did not question the existence of that God or his special care for his people; neither did they
deny his power, of which indeed they were afraid. They allowed Jehovah to be the god of
the Hebrews, in the same sense in which they regarded Dagon to be their own god. It was
his universal and exclusive power that they denied, or rather did not recognise.

Notwithstanding their alarm, the Philistines did not give way to despdr ; but like a brave
pe(;ple, which they were alway?, the imminence of the danger only stimulated them to the
more strenuous exertions for victory. They cried to one another, " Be strong, and quit your-
selves like men, O ye Philistines, that ye become not servants unto the Hebrews, as they have
been to you ! Quit yourselves like men, and fight!"

They fought
:
and the victory was given to them, to punish the Hebrews for their mis-

doings, and for having engaged m this war without consulting their King, as well as to teach
them that undue confidence in the ark itself was a superstition, if not an idolatry, apart from
a due reliance on God himself, whose footstool only the ark was. Thirty thousand men of
Israel fell in the battle and pursuit; the guilty sons of Eli were among the slain, and the ark
itself ivas taken.

Eh, blind and old, remained at Shiloh, anxiously expecting news from the camp; "
for his

heart trembled for the ark of God ;" and that he might be in the way of receiving the earliest
rumours from the war, he sat watching by the way-side. One day he heard an outcry in the
town, which had been occasioned by the' news brought by one of the fugitives from the battle.
This man, with his clothes rent and dust upon his head, soun came before the high-priest and
gave to him the tidings,—that Israel fled before the Philistines—that there had been a great
slaughter—that his two sons, Hophni and Phineas, were slain—and that the ark of God was
taken! No sooner had the last words passed the lips of the messenger, than the high-priest
fell backward from off his scat;(') and being old and heavy, his neck was broken in the fall.
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Soon after the news of all these calamities was carried to the wife of Phineas ; on hearing

which she was taken with the pains of labour, and died, after she had looked upon the son to

whom she gave birth, and given him the sad name of Ichabod [Imjlofioiis'] ; for she said,

" The glory is departed from Israel ; for the ark of Jehovah, the God of Israel, is taken."

These incidents serve to evince the depth of that astonishment and grief with which the loss

of the ark was regarded.

The Philistines soon found that they had small cause to rejoice in the glorious trophy they

had won : and most convincingly was it made known to them that the Israelites had been

defeated for the punishment of their sins, which rendered them unworthy of their God's pro-

tection, and not through His want of power to save. The Philistines certainly considert d

that they had taken captive the God of the Hebrews, and could, on the principles of pagan

idolatry, hardly fail to attribute it to the superior power of Dagon, their own god. Yet they

still must have had a very salutary dread of the God of Israel ; and while they could not but

regard the ark as the proudest of their trophies, it was probably more with the view of pro-

pitiating him, by associating him with their own god, than by way of insult, that they depo-

sited the conquered ark in the temple of their Dagon at Azotus. But God disdained this dis-

honouring alliance ; and twice the Philistines found their idol overthrown, and the second

time broken to pieces, before the ark of God. And further to demonstrate His power in such

a way as might include a punishment for their idolatry and for the abominations connected

with it, the Lord smote the people of the place with hemorrhoids, or the piles, with a mortal

destruction. The land also swarmed with jerboas, whereby the products of the fields were

consvmied. Attributing these calamities to the presence of the ark, they sent it to Gath, where

it remained until the pressure of the same inflictions compelled them to send it from them. It

was taken to Ekron, another of the five metropolitan cities of Philistia. The Ekronites

received it with terror, crying, " They have brought round to us the ark of the God of Israel

to slay us and our people." They therefore in an assembly of " the lords of the Philistines
"

proposed that the ark should be sent back to its own place in the land of Israel. This was

determined ; nor was the determination too soon, for already the hand of God was so heavy

upon Ekron, that " the cry of the city went up to the heavens." And that it might be sent

away with all honour, the diviners, who were consulted as to the best means of giving effect to

the intention which had been formed, counselled that five golden hemorrhoids, and five golden

mice, one from each of the Philistine states, should be deposited in a coffer beside the ark, as a

trespass-offering : for even thus early the custom had come into use of making votive ofi'erings

representing the instruments of affliction, or of the parts afflicted, to the god to whom the inflic-

tion or the cure was attributed. That they might give the glory to the God of Israel, and not

harden their hearts as did the Egyjitians, and thereby bring upon themselves the punishments

of that people, were the reasons by which this course of conduct was enforced. And thej; are

remarkable as showing the effect, even at this remote date, upon the neighbouring nations, of

the wonders of judgment and deliverance which had been wrought in the land of Egypt.

To testify all possible respect, the ark was placed in a new car,(^) to which were yoked two

kine, whose necks had never before been subjected to the yoke. Their calves were tied up

at home; and, by the advice of the priests, it was concluded to leave the cows free to take their

own course ;—if the animals went away from their calves to the land of Israel, it was to be

inferred that a right judgment had been formed of the cause from which their calamities pro-

ceeded ; but if not, they might conclude that it had been the result of natural causes. From

.-such incidents the heathen were even thus early accustomed to conjecture the will of their gods.

In this case, no sooner were the kine set free than they turned their backs ui)on their young,

and took the road towards the town of Bethshemesh in Judah, being the nearest city of the

Levites towards the Philistine frontier. It was the time of the wheat-harvest, when the

people of the town were abroad in the valley reaping the fruits of their fields. They beheld

the ark advancing with great gladness; and when the kine sto])ped of their own accord, near

a great stone, in a field belonging to one Josluia, the Levites who were present detached

them from the car, and offered them up in sacrifice upon that stone l)cfore the ark. And the
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Stone being thus consecrated by sacrifice, the ark was removed from the car and deposited
thereon. The five lords of the Philistines, who had followed the car to the borders of Beth-
shemesh (which was twelve miles distant from Ekron), and had stood witnessing these pro-
ceedings, now returned home, well convinced that it was the hand of the God of Israel by
which they had been smitten. The ark had been in their hands seven montlis.

The adventures of the ark, and its constant exposure to their sight, begat in the Bethshe-
mites a familiarity towards it, inconsistent with the respect due to Jehovah, and which it was
highly necessary to repress. When therefore their familiarity went so far that they ventured
to raise the cover of the ark, to gratify their curiosity with a view of its contents, sixty of
their number—principal persons of the place—were smitten with death. On this the people
cried, with great consternation, " Who is able to stand before this holy God, Jehovah ? and
to whom shall he go from us?" They dqcided to invite the people of Kirjath-jearim to take

VOL. I. 3 H
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the ark away. They did so, and deposited it in the house of Abinadab " upon the hill." This

person set apart his son Eleazer to take the charge of it—to preserve it from pollution, and to

keep all things clean and orderly about it. Thus it remained about eighty-two years.

Why it was not returned to Shiloh does not very clearly appear. Probably no command on

the subject was given ; and from the experience which the Israelites now had of the jealousy

with which its sanctity was guarded, they were afraid to remove it without express orders.

Besides, at this time the people were again far gone into idolatrous practices, which made

them comparatively indifferent about the ark ; and it is not unlikely that the reaction of the

sentiment of astonishment and grief with which its loss had been regarded, did much

to impair that veneration of which it had been the object. Add to this that they had been

without the ark for seven months, in the course of which they had accustomed their minds to

the want of it, and had learned to regard it as less essential to them than it had before seemed.

The tabernacle still remained at Shiloh, which continued to be the seat of the appointed

ministrations, until it was removed, in the reign of Saul, to Nob, probably in consequence of

the destruction of Shdoh in the Philistine war.*

For their idolatries and alienation, the Hebrews were punished by twenty years continuance

[including the seven months of the ark's absence] of their subjection to the Philistines.

It is usually stated that Samuel s\icceeded Eli. He was then little more than twenty years

of age ; and although, as his years advanced, he doubtless acquired much authority among the

people from the influence of his character and position, there is no evidence that it was

any other than that which prophets usually exercised. It rather appears from the text that

it was after the twenty years of further servitude to the Philistines, that Samuel was publicly

called to assume the civil government.

_^
At the end of these twenty years the people " lamented after the Lord," or repented of the

sins by which they had alienated themselves from him, and were disposed to return to their

allegiance. Samuel then came forward in his prophetic character, and promised them deli-

verance from the Philistines, if they would put away the strange gods—tlic Baals and Ash-

taroths (representing the sun and moon), and devote themselves to the exclusive service of Je-

hovah. His directions were followed ; and he then convened an assembly of all Israel at

Mizpeh, where they held a solemn fast and humiliation for their sins, and poured out water

1 Sam. xiv. 3; Jor.vii. 12—14, xxvi.C-'.).
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before Jehovah, as expressive of their despondency or grief. And to testify their good inten-

tions for the future, the prophet himself was there invested by them with the authority of a

" judge."

The Phihstines took umbrage at this great assembly in Mizpeh, which, they rightly judged,

boded no sood to the continuance of their dominion. Thev assembled their forces and

marched to that place, to disperse the congregation. The people, not being prepared for war,

were filled with alarm on the approach of their enemies, and besought Samuel to cry to

Jehovah for them, that he might save them from the hand of the Philistines. Samuel did so

with great earnestness ; and he was in the act of offering up a lamb as a burnt-offering, Avhen

the Philistines drew near to battle. The prayers of the prophet were then answered by a

terrible storm of thunder and lightning, by which the enemy were alarmed and confounded,

while the Israelites, recognising the sign, were inspired with sudden and indomitable courage.

They fell impetuously upon the force they had so lately dreaded, and slew vast numbers of

them, chasing the remainder as far as Bethcar. In memory of this great victory, Samuel set

up a memorial-stone, and gave it the name of Ebenezer (llie help-stone)., saying, " Hitherto

Jehovah hath helped us."

This very brilliant victory broke the spirit of the Philistines for many years. They were

obliged to restore all their conquests from the Israelites; and, for many years to come, they kept

carefully within their own territories, and abstained from any hostile acts against the Hebrews.

Their example was followed by the other neighbours of Israel, which hence enjoyed the felicity

of a profound peace during the entire period of Samuel's sole administration.

This excellent judge administered justice regularly to the tribes in his annual circuit, which

he took to the places of sacred stones at Bethel, Gilgal, and Mizpeh, and constantly at his own
place of abode at Ramah, where he built an altar to Jehovah. This was probably by the

Divine permission or direction, at least for the present, as God had not yet given any declara-

tion where the ark was to be fixed.

The sole administration of Samuel lasted twelve years, dating it, as we do, from the end of

the Philistine servitude, and not from the death of Eli. Near the close of this period, when

the prophet was " growing old and gray-headed," being sixty-four years of age, he appointed his

sons, Joel and Abiah, to act for him at Bethel and Beersheba. But they walked not in the steps

of their father. " They turned aside after lucre, and took bribes, and perverted judgment."

This misconduct of his sons, with his own advancing age, and the seemingly unsettled state

in which the government would be left at his death, were among the causes which at this time

induced the elders of Israel to resort to Samuel at Ramah, and to demand of him that a king

should be appointed to reign over them, as in other nations.

The causes which we have just stated, together with the regular administration of justice to

which Samuel had accustomed them, occasioned the demand, it would seem, at this particular

time ; but there were deeper causes which would unquestionably have brought them to this

point ere long, if it had not now. These causes have been well discriminated by Jahn.

This able writer justly refers the frequent interruptions to the welfare of the Hebrew state

under the judges to
—" \. The effeminacy and cowardice of the people ; and, 2. To the dis-

union and jealousy of the tribes, who never assisted each other with the requisite zeal and

alacrity. But as this effeminacy arose from the vices of idolatry, and their cowardice from a

want of confidence in Jehovah ; so the disunion and jealousy of the tribes, though selfishness

was the immediate cause, arose from a disposition to neglect their Divine King, and not to

consider themselves as the united and only people of Jehovah. This disposition, if it did not

originate from, was at least very much heightened by the multiplication of deities. Thus both

these causes of their misfortunes owed their origin to idolatry, that great cause of all their

calamities, so often mentioned in the sanctions of the law. Tlius the people, by increasing

their gods, enervated themselves, and prepared for themselves those suft'erings and chastise-

ments by which they were again to be brought back to their King, Jehovah."
He proceeds to observe that " These causes of national misfortune were all in operation at

the time of Samuel, and threatened to produce after his death still greater calamities. The

3 n 2
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tribes beyond the Jordan had formidable enemies in the Ammonites and the southern tribes in

the Phihstines, while the northern tribes stood aloof from the dangers of their more exposed

countrymen. The latter seems to have been the principal reason why the rulers in general

assembly requested a king. The tribes in southern Palestine and beyond the Jordan were the

most earnest for this change in the government ; they feared that the death of Samuel would

leave them without a supreme magistrate, and that the nation being again disunited, they should

be left to their fate. The degeneracy of Samuel's sons, who had been appointed subordinate

judges, or deputies, increased their apprehensions. They, therefore, strenuously insisted on

their demand, " Nay, but we will have a king over us, that we also may be like all the

nations." They had reason to hope that a king invested with supreme authority might be

able to unite the power of the whole nation and protect each tribe with tlie collected strength

of all ; that under him the affairs of government would be more promptly administered and

necessary aid more readily afforded ; that if he were a man devoted to Jehovah, he could

more effectually repress or prevent idolatry, and thus place the welfare of the state on a more

solid foundation. They might imagine themselves justified in this request as Moses had

taken it for granted that the nation would eventually have a king, and the same thing had

been promised to their great progenitor Abraham. It conduces greatly to the honour of the

Hebrews that they attempted this change in their constitution, not by their own power, but in

accordance with the principles of the theocracy; they requested it of their King, Jehovah, by

the intervention of a prophet, and they effected it without bloodshed,—a manifest proof that

the time of the judges was neither what is usually understood by a ' barbarous ' nor a ' heroic

age.'
"

But as all the objects which they desired to realise were attainable under the theocracy,

were they but faithful to its principles and engagements ; and as the unseen King, Jehovah,

would necessarily be obscured by a subordinate, visible monarch. He, by means of Samuel,

gave the rulers to understand his disapprobation of their request ; and at the same time repre-

sented to them the burdens they would have to bear under a king, especially how easily he

might be led to imitate other Oriental monarchs, and to disregard the law of Jehovah.

The picture which was then drawn by Samuel exhibits in a lively manner the character of

the monarchies which at that time existed in the East, and enables us to ascertain that, whatever

changes may have taken place in particular states, the monarchical principle as it then existed

has been preserved to this day in its full vigour in the East. This is so true, that there is no royal

usage mentioned by Samuel which may not be illustrated and explained from the modern sove-

reignties of that part of the world. The statement must have seemed the more effective from

the implied contrast to the mild and gentle character of that service which the Lord, as king

of Israel, had required. Samuel reminded them that their kings would soon fall into the state

of other monarchs, to support which the heaviest exactions upon their persons and estates

would become necessary. He would take their young men and employ them as charioteers

and horsemen, and even (according to the Egyptian custom) as nmners before and about his

chariot. A standing army would deprive them of the valuable services of their young men
;

and if this were not enough, the king of a future day would " take them to till his ground and

to make his instruments of war and the furniture of his chariots. In like manner the daugh-

ters of Israel, who should marry and bring up children, would be largely taken to minister to the

luxury of the court as " confectioners and bakers." Nor would he much scruple to take the

chosen and best of their male and female slaves, as well as their labouring cattle, and " put

them to his own work." And then to support his expenses, the heaviest exactions would be

necessary ; and although the kingly t.cttlh were already appropriated to Jehovah, the Divine

King, not the loss would their human king exact his kingly dues ; thus, in fact, rendering

tlieir burdens greater than those of any other nation. A clear intimation was also given them

of the danger to which their landed possessions would be ultimately exposed under the form

of government which they so much desired. For the expression, " He will take the best of

your fields, and of your vineyards, and of your olive-yards, and give them to his servants,"

manifestly refers to the fact that inasmuch as their true king, Jehovah, was the sovereign pro-
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prietor of the soil, and as such had long before distributed the whole in inaUenable estates

among the people ; whatever human king they might have, would necessarily stand in the,

then and there, peculiar position, being only a civil governor, and not, like the neighbouring
king, also the territorial sovereign ; and that hence, wanting the means of providing for his

family and servants which other kings possessed, he would be tempted to avail himself of all

kinds of pretences to dispossess them of the lands which they held from their Divine King.
" His servants ye will become," concludes the prophet. " And ye shall cry out in that day
because of the king that ye have chosen : but Jehovah will not hear you in that day."

The purpose of the people was, however, too firmly fixed to be shaken even by this discou-

raging representation. An acquiescence in their demand was therefore reluctantly conceded,
probably, as Jahn conjectures, " Because the desired change was requested of the invisible

King in a lawful manner, through the mediation of his prophet, and because, in the present

disposition of the nation, it might be effected without bloodshed. If the remark of Polybius
be in all cases true, that ' all aristocracies and democracies terminate at last in monarchy,'*
this change must have taken place in some future time, and perhaps might have been attended

with civil war.

" By this alteration of the constitution the theocracy was indeed thrown somewhat into the

shade, as it was no longer so manifest that God was the king of the Hebrews. Still, however,

as the principles of the theocracy were interwoven with the fundamental and unchangeable

laws of the state, their influence did not entirely cease, but the elected king was to act as the

viceroy and vassal of Jehovah. On this account Moses had already established the following

regulations :—

t

" 1 . That the Hebrews, whenever they adopted the monarchical form of government, should

raise only those to the throne, who were chosen by Jehovah himself. As monarchs (called

kings of kings) were accustomed to appoint sub-kings, or viceroys, in the several provinces of

their dominions, so was the king of the Hebrews to be called to the throne by Jehovah, to

receive the kingdom from him, and in all respects to consider himself as his representative,

viceroy, and vassal. On this occasion the will of Jehovah was to be made known by a pro-

phet, or by means of Urim and Thummim, and the viceroy elect was to prove himself an in-

strument of God by protecting the commonwealth against its foes. The succession of the

royal house was to depend on the will of God, to be made known by his prophets.

" 2. Moses had likewise ordained that the new king should be a native Israelite. Thus
foreigners were excluded from the throne, even though they should be proposed by false pro-

phets ; for being heathens, they might transgress the fundamental law of the state by the

introduction of idolatry ; or, at least, it might be difficult for them to rule in all respects as

the vassals of Jehovah. This regulation had reference merely to free elections, and was by no
means to be understood, as it was explained by Judas of Galilee J and the Zealots during the

last war with the Romans, that the Hebrews were not to submit to these foreign powers, under

whose dominion they were brought by an all-directing Providence. On the contrary, Moses
himself had predicted such events, and Jeremiah and Ezekiel earnestly exhorted their country-

men to surrender quietly to the Chaldeans."§
Upon such conditions the choice of a king was permitted, according to law ; and in the

year 1110, B.C., 538 years after the exode, the first election took place.

Saul, the son of Kish, of the tribe of Benjamin, went forth about this time with a servant

to seek some strayed asses belonging to his father. For three days the search was fruitless

;

and then finding himself near Ram ah, the stated residence of Samuel, he resolved to go and

consult him ; for it was known to all Israel that nothing was hidden from the man of God.

According to the still subsisting custom of the East, no one could, with the least propriety,

present himself before a man in authority, and still less before a person of so sacred a charac-

ter as Samuel bore, without some present, however small, in token of his respect and homage.

* Hist. lib. V. G, 7. t Deiit. xvii. 14—20. t Acts v. 37-

§ lu the preceding paragraiihs, aU the passages marked as quotations are from Jaliu, book iii. sect. 23, book iv. sects. 24, 25.
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But although the toil and travel-stained stranger -who appeared before the prophet could only

lay before him the worth of seven-pence halfpenny in silver, he was received with particular

notice and honour ; for it had been specially revealed to Samuel that on that day and at that

hour the destined king of Israel would present himself before him. The prophet assured

Saul that his father had found the asses, and began now to be anxious about his son. Never-
theless, he urged him to stay with him over the night, and partake of a feast which he had
provided; at the same time conveying to him a slight intimation of the splendid fortunes

which were in store for him ; to which, with modest self-withdrawment, Saul replied, " Am
not I a Benjamite, of the smallest of the tribes of Israel ? and my family the least of all the

families of the tribe of Benjamin ? Wherefore then speakest thou so to me ?" Part of this

must be attributed to the Oriental f(;rms of self-detraction; for although Benjamin was cer-

tainly the smallest of the tribes—as it had not recovered the serious blow inflicted by all the

other tribes— it appears from the history that the family of Kish was of some consideration in

Benjamin.

In consequence of the intimation he had previously received, Samuel had against this

time prepared an entertainment, to which thirty principal persons of the place had been in-

vited. Samuel conducted the stranger to the room in which these guests were assembled,

and led him to the corner-seat of honour ; and when the meat was served, directed the most

honourable joint—the shoulder—to be set before him.

Being summer, tlie bed for Saul was made on the house-top ; and before he lay down, Samuel
communed Avith him there, probably to ascertain his sentiments and character, and to acquaint

him with the true nature of that form of kingly government which he was destined to establisli.

Early in the morning the prophet called Saul to depart, and walked forth with him. After a

time Samuel directed the servant to pass on before ; and then the prophet, desiring Saul to

stand still that he might show him the purposes of God, produced a vial of oil, and poured it

upon his head, thus anointing him " captain over the Lord's inheritance." He then kissed

[A Meeting nciir Mount Tabor.]
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him, and to confirm his faith, proceeded to tell him all the incidents that would occur to him
during his journey home, and to encourage him, under the sense he entertained of his own

inferior claims to such a distinction, assured him that on the way, and through the Divine in-

fluence, the needful qualifications should grow upon him, so that he should seem to receive

another* heart and to become another man.

On his way home all happened to Saul which the prophet had foreshown ; and some of the

incidents are too iUustrative of the manners of the time to pass unnoticed. In the plain of Tabor

he was met by three men who were proceeding to the place of sacred stones in Bethel, to wor-

ship God there. One of them carried three kids, intended as a sacrifice for each of their

number; another had three loaves of bread; and the third a leather bottle of wine, all evi-

dently intended to be used with the flesh of the kids in an offering-feast. They gave Saul

the salutation of peace—such as travellers give each other by the way—probably the usual

" Peace be unto thee !" which is no other than the common Salam aleikoom of the modern
East ; and they gave him two of the three loaves of bread which they had with them.

As Saul went on to Gibeah in Benjamin, which seems to have been called " the hill of

God," either because there was here a " high-place " consecrated to the worship of God,

or because it was the seat of a " school of the prophets," or a kind of college where young

men were instructed in the duties of religion, in the knowledge of the law, in psalmody and

other religious exercises. Or it may have been so called for both these reasons, for both ex-

isted. As Saul drew nigh he perceived a company of these prophets returning from the high-

place, where they had been to worship ; and as they went they sang the praises of God to the

sound of the psaltery, the tabret, the pipe, and the harp. As they drew nigh, the spirit of God
came upon him, as Samuel had predicted, and he became as another man. He joined the

'^

* Another, not neic; a distinction which, from the Scriptural acceptation of the word new, togellier witli the after conduct of

Saul, it may lie important to note.

+ In this engraving ancient musical instruments have been i\itroduccd (from Egj-ptian sources) for the sake of more efiecti\ e

illustration.
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prophets, and sang the praises of God with them. And when those to whom he was known
(for this was in his own trihe and neighbourliood) witnessed this sudden endowment of the

untaught husbandman, they were much astonished, and said one to another, " What is this that

is come unto the son of Kish ? Is Saul also among the prophets ?" Whence this last expression

passed into a proverb, applied to one found in society with which his previous habits had not

prepared him to mingle. It may be seen, however, that this incident would serve in a very

conspicuous manner to direct attention to the person and character of Saul.

Samuel, in parting from Saul, had appointed a future meeting at Gilgal, to which place of

sacred stones he convoked all Israel for the election of a king. As on other occasions, the

choice of God was to be manifested by lot, which would also tend to prevent jealousies and

the suspicion of partiality on the part of Samuel. In the usual manner of successive indica-

tions,* the tribe of Benjamin was taken by the lot from the several tribes ; then the family of

Matri from the families of that tribe ; then the house of Kish from the family of Matri ; and,

lastly, Saul from the household of Kish. But Saul was not to be found. Well assured of

the result, he had not formed one in the assembly, but had, from modesty, kept himself apart

among the baggage. When his retreat was discovered, he was led forward into the midst of

the congregation ; and the mass of the people observed with complacency that the elected king

was of most noble presence, in the full prime of life, comely and tall, being higher by the

head and shoulders than any of those among whom he stood. On such a man, in a rude age,

when personal qualities are the most valued, the suffrages of all men would have centred, re-

garding him as pointed out by nature for rule and dominion. And so far did this feeling

operate even on Samuel, that with evident pride that, since there must be a king, the divine

choice had fallen on one who must seem in the eyes of all men so well qualified to dignify his

high office, he thus proclaimed him to the people, " See ye him whom Jehovah hath chosen,

that there is none like him among all the people.^^ And the people, responding to that feel-

ing, raised at once the shout of recognition, " Long live the king !"

In concluding the present Book, we are reluctant to withhold from the reader the very inter-

esting survey which Jahn has taken of the office of the judges, and of the condition of Israel

under their administration. This survey is embodied in the ensuing paragraphs, but having

modified several passages to suit them to the views which we have ourselves developed, we
abstain from giving them the form of a direct quotation.

From what has been already said respecting the judges and their achievements, we can

ascertain, with a tolerable degree of certainty, the nature of their office. Most of them indeed

had been at the head of armies, and delivered their country from foreign oppression : Eli and

Samuel, however, were not military men. Deborah was judge before she planned the war

against Jabin ; and of Jair, Iljzan, Elon, and Abdon, it is at least uncertain whether they

ever held any military command. Judges are mentioned in the Mosaic law, in connection

with the high-priest, as arbiters of civil controversies, without any allusion to war.f In like

manner, the judges who were appointed over Tyre after king Baal were certainly not military

officers, for the city was at that time tributary to Babylon. The command of the army can

therefore be scarcely considered as the peculiar distinction of these magistrates. But as in

ancient times the duties of a judge were reckoned among the first and most important duties

of a ruler, so the Hebrew judges appear to have been appointed for the general administration

of public affairs, and the command of the army fell to them as the supreme executive officers.

In many cases, it is true, military achievements were the means whereby men elevated them-

selves to the rank of judges ; but our inquiry is, not how the office was obtained, but for what

purposes it was instituted. It may, however, be proper to recollect that Jephthah and

Samuel, and, for aught that appears, Jair, Elon, Ibzan, and Abdon, were raised to this office

by the free unsolicited voice of the people.

The office of these judges or regents was held during life, but it was not hereditary, neither

could they appoint their successors. This arrangement might seem to l)e attended with the

• See the note, p. 300. f Dent. xvii. 0,
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disadvantage that at the death of a judge the supreme executive authority ceased ; but on

consideration it will appear that these civil functions devolved on the high-priest, or rather

were inherent to his high office, and were called into operation in the absence of any person

more especially appointed to exercise them. And, without this, the apparent disadvantage

would be more than counterbalanced by its preventing a degenerate heir or successor from

giving to idolatry the support of his influence. This authority was limited by the law alone

;

and in doubtful cases they were directed by the sacred Oracle.* They were not obliged in

common cases to ask advice of the ordinary rulers ; it was sufficient that they did not remon-

strate against the measures of the judge. In important emergencies, however, they convoked

a general assembly of the rulers, over which they presided and exerted a powerful influence.

They could issue orders, but not enact laws ; they could neither levy taxes nor appoint officers,

except perhaps in the army. Their authority extended only over those tribes by whom they

had been elected or acknowledged ; for, as has been before remarked, several of the judges

presided over separate tribes. There was no salary attached to their office, nor was there any

income appropriated to them, unless it might be a larger share of the spoils, and those presents

which were made to them as testimonials of respect.f They had no external marks of dig-

nity, and maintained no retinue of courtiers, though some of them were very opulent. They
were not only simple in their manners, moderate in their desires, and free from avarice and

ambition, but noble and magnanimous men, who felt that whatever they did for their country

was above all reward, and could not be recompensed ; Avho desired merely to promote the

public good, and chose rather to deserve well of their country than to be enriched by its

wealth. This exalted patriotism, like everything else connected with politics in the theocra-

tical state of the Hebrews, was partly of a religiovis character ; and those regents always con-

ducted themselves as the officers of God ; in all their enterprises they relied upon him, and

their only care was that their countrymen should acknowledge the authority of Jehovah, their

invisible King.J Still they were not without faults, neither are they so represented by their

historians ; they relate, on the contrary, with the utmost frankness, the great sins of which

some of them were guilty. They were not merely deliverers of the state from a foreign yoke,

but destroyers of idolatry, foes of pagan vices, promoters of the knowledge of God, of religion,

and of morality ; restorers of theocracy in the minds of the Hebrews, and powerful instru-

ments of Divine Providence in the promotion of the great design of preserving the Hebrew
constitution, and by that means of rescuing the true religion from destruction.

By comparing the periods during which the Hebrews were oppressed by their enemies with

those in which they were independent and governed by their own constitution, it is apparent

that the nation in general experienced much more prosperity than adversity in the time of the

judges: their dominion continued 472 years; but the whole period of foreign oppression

amounts only to 131 years, scarcely a one-fourth part of that period. Even during these years of

bondage, the whole nation was seldom vmder the yoke at the same time, but, for the most

part, separate tribes only Avere held in servitude ; nor were their oppressions always very

severe ; and all the calamities terminated in the advantage and glory of the people, as soon as

they abolished idolatry and returned to their king, Jehovah. Neither was the nation in such

a state of anarchy at this time as has generally been supposed. There were regular judicial

tribunals at which justice could be obtained ; and when there was no supreme regent, the

public welfare was provided for by the high-priest and the ordinary rulers of the tribes.

§

These rulers, it is true, were jealous of each other, and their jealousies not unfrequently broke

out into civil war ; but the union of the state was never entirely destroyed. They were not

always provided with arms ;1| but yet, when united under their King, Jehovah, they gained

splendid victories. They were not sufficiently careful to repress idolatry, but they never suf-

fered it to become universally predominant. The sacred tabernacle was never entirely deserted

and shut up, nor was it ever polluted by the rites of heathen superstition.

These times would certainly not be considered so turbulent as barbarous, much less w'ould

* Num. xxvii. 21. + Judges viii. 24. t Jud^. viii. 22, ef se?.; comp. Heb. xi.

§ Ruth iv. 1—U ; Judg. viii. 22, xi. 1—11 ; 1 Sam. iv. 1, vii. 1, 2. || 2 .ludg. v. 8; 1 Sam. xiii. 19.
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they be taken, contrary to the clearest evidence and to the analogy of all history, lor a ' heroic

age,'* if they were viewed without the prejudices of pre-conceived hypothesis. It must never

be forgotten that the Book of Judges is by no means a complete history. It is, in a manner,

a mere register of diseases, from which, however, we have no right to conclude that there were

no healthy men, much less that there were no healthy seasons ; when the book itself, for the

most part, mentions only a few tribes in which the epidemic prevailed, and notices long

periods during which it had entirely ceased. Whatever may be the result of more accurate

investigation, it remains undeniable that the history of the Hebrews during this period, per-

fectly corresponds throughout to the sanctions of the law ; and they were always prosperous

when they complied with the conditions on which prosperity was promised to them ; it remains

xmdeniable that the government of God was clearly manifested, not only to the Hebrews, but

to their heathen neighbours, that the fulfilling of the promises and threatenings of the law

were so many sensible proofs of the universal dominion of the Divine King of the Hebrews ;

and, consequently, that all the various fortunes of that nation were so many means of pre-

serving the knowledge of God on the earth. The Hebrews had no sufficient reason to desire

a change in their constitution, since all that was necessary was that they should observe the

conditions on which national ))rosperity had been promised to them.

* It i^ thus characterised by Heeren and other writers.

S r P P LE M E N T A R Y NOTES.

(^) Seats, p. 415—It is remarkable that,

although there is much mention of the act of

sitting ill the sacred books, there is very little

to intimate the wa??«er in Avhich the Hebrews

sat. However, from the frequent allusion to a

seat in a definite sense, it is clear that they had

the use of chairs or stools, and consequently

that they sat less exclusively upon the ground,

or on mats, carpets, and cushions placed on the

ground, than do the modern orientals. This

indeed is also shown by the mention of " sitting

on the gromid'' as a distinctive act ; for it would

not be such if the people always sat on the

ground, or if they did not often sit on raised

seats. In the present case, Eli manifestly sat

on a raised seat, and one also that had no back,

for it was by falling backward that he broke

his nock. Upon the whole, on this rather

curious subject of domestic antiquities, it seems

possible to collect that the practice of the He-

brews, instead of being limited to an identity

witli the existing usages of Asia, offered some-

thing of that variety which certainly existed

in Egypt, and which combined the several

usages which Evirope and Asia now offer.

The various postures of sitting on the ground

now observed in the East—and which we will

on another occasion separately notice— are all

exhibited in the Egyjitian sculptures and

paintings, but appear chiefly to have been

assumed by the common people, and in the

presence of superiors. But they had also

stools, chairs, fauteuils, couches, sofas, otto-

mans, footstools, in as great a variety as our

own or any other modern European covnitry

can offer. But, although Solomon jtrobably had

[.\iiciciit K^yptiiiii Seat-.
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most of these, yet before his time, and among
the people generally at aiiy time, we do not

suppose that the Hebrews refined this matter
to the same extent as the Egyptians, and there-

fore we have derived our present illustrations

from the ruder forms of the chairs and stools

in use among that people. Of these not

merely representations, but actual specimens,

have been found, and are among the most
curious articles in the Egyptian Room of the

British Museum.* There are other examples
in different collections. With respect to tliis

class of subjects. Sir J. G. Wilkinson states

that (speaking first of the chairs) they are of

an inferior description to those represented in

the sculptures, as compared witli which they

are deficient both in elegance of form and in

the general style of their construction. The
seat is only from eight to fourteen inches high.

In some the seat is of wood, in others of inter-

laced strings or leathern thongs, in appear-

ance, as well as in rank, not very unlike our
own rush-bottomed chairs ; and, among the

Egyptians, they probably belonged to persons

of inferior station, or to those rooms which
were set apart for casual visitors.

Some of the chairs in use among the Egyp-
tians were on the principle of our camp-stools,

furnished with a cushion, or covered with the

skin of a leopard or other animal, which could

easily be removed when the chair was folded

up, and it was not unusual to make other seats,

and wooden head-stools or pillows, in the same
manner. They were adorned in various ways,

being bound with metal plates, or inlaid with

ivory or foreign woods; and, even in some
ordinary chairs, sycamore, or other native

wood, was painted to imitate that of a more
rare and valuable quality. The seat was
frequently of leather, painted with flowers

or fancy devices ; and (as already remarked)
the figure of a captive or a conquered foe was
frequently represented at the side or among
the ornaments of a chair. Sometimes the

seat was formed of interlaced work of string,

carefully and neatly arranged, which, like our
Indian cane chairs, appears to have been par-

ticularly adapted for a hot climate ; but over
this even they occasionally placed a leathern

cushion, painted in the manner already men-
tioned.

Most of the chairs and stools were about the
ordinary height of those now used in Eufope,
the seat being nearly in a line with the bend
of the knee

; but others were very low ; while
chairs of state or thrones were so high as to

• They were all (ton in number) purchased from Mr. Salt's
Collection, and cost, together, ^£170 16s. See D'.Uhanasi's
' Brief Account.' Catalogue, Nos. 657—564.

require the addition of a foot-stool : but the
higher class of seats must be reserved for a
distinct notice. The skill of the Egyptian
cabinet-makers had, even in the early era of

Joseph, already done away with the necessity
of uniting the legs with bars. Stools, however,
and more j-arely chairs, were occasionally

made with these strengthening members, as is

still the case in our own country. The stools

used in the saloons were of the same style and
elegance as the chairs, and often only differed

from them in the absence of a back. Some
of a more ordinary kind had solid sides, and
were generally very low; and others with three
legs, not unlike those used by the peasants of
England, were used by persons of inferior rank.
Such were some of the humbler forms of

the seats which the Egyptians offered to the
imitation of the Hebrews. To what precise
extent they were imitated, it is impossible to

say
; although that the Hebrews had to a cer-

tain extent seats framed on similar principles
seems unquestionable. We shall soon have
occasion to point out obvious imitations of
the higher class of Egyptian seats by king
Solomun.

(-) Cars drawn by oxex, p. 4IG.—That
the Philistines thought of placing the ark on a
car, to be drawn by oxen, shows that vehicles
drawn by su(;h animals were in use among
them, at least in their sacred processions.

There is nothing of the kind among the
Egyptians. Their religious processions were
walking processions, and by water,—that is to

say, as all their towns were along the Nile, their

religious progresses from one place to another
were by that river, the short distances to and
from which they walked, bearing their arks,

their idols, and their implements of religious

service. The Jews had no religious processions

after they became a settled people—unless it

were in the removals of the ark ; which re-

movals resulted from circumstances, for it was
intended to be stationary. It was indeed not un-
lawful to take the ark to the wars ; but the only

instance in which this is recorded to have been
done, was when it was taken by the Philis-

tines. In the Wilderness the ark was carried

on the shoulders of the Levites, as were the

other more sacred utensils of the tabernacle

;

but the fabric itself, and its heavier furniture,

were placed on cars or waggons drawn by oxen.
The ark itself was never thus conveyed, except
on the various stages of its return from the

Philistines. For the Israelites, observing that

those people had in this manner transported

it safely, continued its removal in the same
manner, until the consequences that ultimately

3 I 2
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ensued, reminded them of the more proper

method.

Among the Egyptians, horses appear to have

been invariably employed for draught, vvhetlier

in chariots of war or peace. But, although they

had not themselves the custom, their sculp-

tures coincide with the Scriptures in mani-

festing the use of oxen or kine for draught by

other nations. An instance, from this source,

has been given in this work, at p. 131, and

another is supplied in the portion of text to

which the present note is appended. Indeed,

all the examples adduced in the former instance

to illustrate the subject of carts, apply to the

present, since all the carts there represented,

from ancient and modern sources, are drawn by

oxen equally with the more elegant class of

vehicles represented in the present instance
;

and, taken together, they demonstrate the ex-

tensive use of oxen for draught in both the

ancient and modern East. After Solomon, the

Hebrews learned from the Egyptians and their

nearer neighbours to have chariots of war drawn

by horses ; and kings and high military com-

manders appear to have had their private

chariots also drawn by horses. To these and

agricultural purposes, wheel-carriages seem

to have been very much confined ; but, as far

as they were used, they a])pear, except in the

cases specified, to have been drawn by oxen.

The use of war-chariois has now nearly dis-

appeared in the East, and with it the employ-

ment of horses for draught. Oxen are em-

ployed everywhere, from the Yellow Sea to the

Mediterranean. And in our present engrav-

ings, the elegance of the vehicles, and the cost

and finish of the equipments, shows that to

ride in a car drawn by oxen is not, nor was,

considered a mode of conveyance by any means
so rude or ignoble as the first set of illustra-

tions might have suggested.

D R U I I) I C A L REMAINS.

We are not aware that any remains such as

those which last engaged our attention (p. 404)

are to be found in Syria. Nor was this to be

expected, seeing that the most ancient exist-

ing monuments of the kind do not a])pear to

have been erected xmtil considerably after

their discontinuance in the country, and among
the people, to whom our observations are

chiefly intended to refer.

There is, however, among the remains in

Phoenicia near Tartous and Aradus, some of

which have ali-eady engaged our notice, one

very ancient remain, which is of great and

peculiar interest, from its intermediate cha-

racter between the rude circle of large stones

and the stately covered temple. There are in

fact two of these very ancient works, very near

each other ; and it may be well to present

both of them to the view of our readers,

although the last described is that to which

particular attention will be directed. The
description we shall follow is that of Bucking-

ham, which is much clearer and more intelli-

gible than those which Maundrell and Pococke

had before supplied.

"A little to the north-east-by-east from the

singular monuments which have been figured

at p. 405 of this work, occurs a sort of open

temple, the walls of enclosure being four feet

thic^k and twelve high, hewn down out of the

solid rock. There are small arched and other

square doors of entrance ; and on tiie inside*

are portions of wall, as if of former divisions

;

the sills for the bar of the arched door, as well

as the sockets for its hinge, were visible, the

original door being no doubt of metal or stone.

Within are seen niches in the wall, as if for

offerings ; and without, in one or two jilaces,

are indicaticms of mutilated statues. The whole

appears to be about 100 feet square, and was

perhaps, Buckingham conjectures, an open
temple of one of the Phoenician divinities.

This is obviously, from its details, a more
modern work than the other more decided

monument of the same kind, which is less than

a quarter of a mile distant from it to the north-

east. This is a large open court, seventy-five

paces, or about 150 feet, square; the sides hewn
down out of the solid rock, but not forming

isolated walls, as in the preceding, for liere the

cultivated grovmd is on a level with the tops

of the sides all ai-ound, and the growing corn

is seen high above it. It faces nearly the

four cardinal jwints, being closed on three

sides and open on the north. The side walls

connnence there by a slope, growing gradually

higher till they reach the centre, and tiien con-

tinue in a straight line. They are here about

twelve feet high, and in the centre of the

southern wall at least fifteen. In each of the

two innermost corners are isolated pillars,

joined in angles, as if forming the angular

])il]ars of a square colonnade. They are of a

square form : and at the east end of the open

front are two similar pillars, but no traces of

others in corres))ondent directions. Oblong
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square niches are seen at regular distances

around the walls ; and, as lamps would not be

required in an open temple, they were probably

for offerings.

In the centre of this court stands a pedestal

of rock, eight paces square, and about ten feet

high, excavated all round. On this is raised

a sort of throne of masonry, open towards the

north or front of the court. It appears about

twelve feet high, and twelve wide in the clear

of the inside. The inner front has a flat

arched top, once stuccoed, as some of the stucco

remains ; the outer or overhanging part of the

canopy is flat, and has four gutters in what
may be called tlie soffit. The whole is crowned
with a plain frieze in front, and a torus and
cornice all around, perfectly Egyptian in its

character, being a convex, and not such a

concave moulded cornice as is seen in some
other ancient monuments of this neighbour-
hood.

With respect to the whole of this remark-
able work, Buckingham repeats the conjecture
which all preceding authorities had sanctioned :

" Tliis was probably a temple, and the central

edifice the throne of the idol, probably the
sun, to which the Phoenicians were accus-
tomed to pay adoration in open temples."*
The particular description of this central

monument, corroborating the view of it given
by Pococke, overturns the theory of King,
who, deceived by the representation given in

Maundrell.t and by an unusual inexactness in

his descriptions, imagined that this central

mass was a kind of Kist-vaen, and intended as

an altar for human sacrifice. But it will

ai)pear from the engraving and description

that it was nothing of the kind, and could not
have been applied to such a purpose, but was
simply the throne of the idol. If it be asked
why such thrones are not elsewhere found, the
answer is easy—and much useless discussion

might be spared—by reflecting that, while the
true God was worshipped, or even while the
sun or other heavenly bodies were worshipped
without images, only one altar was necessary in

these open temples, however constructed. But
when images were made symbolical of the sun
or moon, to whose worship covered temples
were not judged suitable,—or prior to the idea
of such temples among certain nations,—there
would be introduced a throne or pedestal, on
which the idol might be seated and made- con-
spicuous. Before this we should expect to find

• • Travels among the Arab Tril;es,' 514. See a representa-
tion of this work, at the end of the note.

+ It ought to be known Uiat the pictures in Mauudrell's
book are of no authority, and were not furnished bv that iNXact
writer, but were made up at home, from liis descriptions, by
others, at the instance of the booksellers.

the altar ; and very possibly there was an altar

before the present throne, but, not being like

that hewn in the solid rock, it may have been
broken up in the course of ages, and removed,
probably for building materials—the great

cause of ruin to all destructible monuments in

the East. It may also be pointed out how this

nooked seat for an idol developes the first idea

of ancient constructed temples, in which the
edifi('e was merely the palace or sanctuary of
the god, while the worshippers offered their

service and sacrifices in the open enclosures

wherein it stood. If also the remaining angu-
lar pillars indicate the existence of a colonnade
along the walls of enclosure, in the ancient
work which has been described, another ana-

logy to the more ancient constructed temples is

thereby suggested. There was such a colonnade
or covered way in most ancient temples, of
whatever order or style of architecture, that at

Jerusalem included. And, indeed, the use of
such a covered place for shelter in rainy or

inclement weather must very soon have been
obvious where there were no covered temples,
or none to which the worshipper had access in

the act of worship.

The question concerning the central mass
in this remarkable ancient work suitably intro-

duces us to the only other class of monuments,
usually called Druidical, which remains for

our consideration. These are,

—

Cromlechs and Kist-vaens.

Cromlechs are too well known from pic-

torial representations and models to need par-

ticular description as to form and arrange-

ment
; for which reason, indeed, we have ab-

stained from detailed descriptions of most of
the British monuments which we have had
occasion to notice. It may suffice to charac-

terise them as large stones placed in the

fashion of a table, but in an inclining position,

upon others smaller, commonly three in num-
ber. The reason for this number of supporters

is ingeniously conjectured by Borlase to be

that it was found easier to place and fix

securely an incumbent weight on three sup-

porters than on four or more ; because in the

latter case all the four supporters must be ex-

actly level at the top, and the under surface of

the stone must also be planed and true, in

order to bring the weight to bear exactly on
every supporter ; whereas three supporters

obviate occasion for this nicety, the incumbent
weight easily inclining itself and resting on
any three props, although not exactly level at

lop ; and accordingly we find the covering

stone not horizontal, but more or less shelving,
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the weight naturally subsiding to the point

where the lowest supporter is found. Unequal

supporters would also be more easily procured

than those of the same height*

The name Cromlech is interpreted to mean

an. inclining stone, from the British words

crtvm, bowed, and llech, a broad flat stone.f

Cromlechs are sometimes found isolated, but

more usually in the centre of, or in some other

way connected with, the Druidical circles.

When found in this situation an upright

stone is often standing near. For examples

of these cromlechs we may refer to the first of

the cuts at p. 342, which represents the two

most considerable of this class of monuments
remaining in our island. They are at Plas

Newydd, in Angiesea. The upper stone of

one is twelve feet seven inches long, twelve

feet broad, and four feet thick, supported by

five tall stones. The other, but barely sepa-

rated from the first, is almost a square of five

feet and a half, supported by four stones.

These are not only the most magnificent crom-

lechs we possess, but the highest from the

ground, for a middle-sized horse may easily

pass under the largest.J It is seen, however,

that they do not aftord the usual characteristic

o'l three supporters.

Concerning the use of these cromlechs there

has been much controversy. Borlase and

others contend that they were sepulchral

monuments. It is true that human remains,

ashes, bones, have been found under some of

them ; but, seeing that the human sacrifices

by the Druids were notorious, these appear-

ances might eqvially belong to them as altars

or sepulchres. It is even possible that entire

human bodies should be deposited there under

peculiar circumstances, as a peculiarly honour-

able place of sepulture. In many no such

remains have been foinul ; and Sir R. C.

Hoare records a remarkable example (in a

field on the road from Newport to Fishguard)

of five kist-vaens placed in a circle, with a

cromlech in the centre and an outer circle of

upright stones. Bones, charcoal, etc., were

found under each of the kist-vaens, but none
under the cromlech.^ This, under all the cir-

cumstances of allocation, is a remarkable testi-

mony that cromlechs were not sepulchres in

the primary intention, although luider certain

circumstances corpses may have been de-

posited beneath them. Besides, the forms of

many of them are wholly unsuited to sepul-

chres. Some of them stand on the unbroken
rock

.

• ' Antiq. of Cornwall,' \^. 1'24.

t Sir R. C. Hoare, ' Ancipiit Wiltshiie.'

X IVliuant's ' Wales,' ii. 24(i.

§
' Ancient History oi North Wiluliir.',' 116.

'I'he positive evidence that cromlechs were

ALTARS is far stronger than even the negative

testimonies that they were not sepulchres.

Indeed, if they were not sepulchi'es, it almost

follows necessarily that they were altars, as it

is difficult to conceive any other purpose for

which they could be designed. Besides, it is

of some weight that all the traditions associated

with them, and all the usages which in some
remote quarters have remained connected with

them, asciibe to them the character of altars.

Tliey are thus designated by Holinshed, who,

after mentioning places " compassed about

with great stones, round like a ring,' adds,
'' but towards the south was one mightie stone,

farre greater than all the rest, pitched up in

manner of an altar, whereon their priests

might offer sacrifices in honour of their gods."'

In the north, where the ideas connected with

the several old monuments of stone have been

longer preserved than in this country, the

cromlechs which they have* are still believed

to have been altars. In that very instructive

book, ' Mallet's Northern Antiquities,'! we
find the following passage,—" Although we
want the greater part of the monuments which

might instruct us in that (primitive) stage of

their religion, the traces of it are not yet en-

tirely destroyed. We find at this day, here

and there, in Denmark, Sweden, and Norway,

in the middle of a plain, or upon some little

hill, altars, around which they assembled to

Oii'er sacrifices and to assist at other religious

ceremonies. The greater part of these altars

are raised upon a little hill, either natural or

artificial. Three long pieces of rock, set up-

right, serve as a basis for a great flat stone,

which forms the table of the altar. There is

commonly a cavity under the altar, which

might be intended to receive the blood of the

victims ; and they never fail to find stones

suitable for striking fire scattered round it,

for no other fire but such as was struck forth

with a flint was suitable for so holy a purpose.

Sometimes these rural altars were constructed

in a more magnificent manner ; a double range

of enormous stones surround the altar and the

little hill on which it is erected. In Zealand

we see one of this kind.;!; Men would even

* Tliese are, however, ililTi'renlfrom our.s, apin-oaehini; nearer

to kist-vaens, althou^'h we liave some of the same elass to

which theirs belonj,'.

+ • Noithcni Antiiinities, or a Description of the Manners,

Customs, Religion, and Laws of the Ancient Danes, inclndinsj

those of our own Saxon ancestors. With a translation of the

Edila, or S\stem of Runic Mylhology, and other Pieces, from

the Icelandic Tou,i;ue. Translated from ' L'lutroduotion a

rilistoire de Danneniarc, &c., par Mons. Mallet," witu addi-

tional Notes by the English Translator (Bishop Percy), and
fioranson's Latin version of the Edda.' Ltmdon, 177'^-

J \ ide Olai Wormii Monum. Uanicorum.
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now be afraid to undertake such a work, not-

withstanding the assistance of all the mechanic-

powers, which in those times they wanted.

What redoubles the astonishment is, that

stones of that size are rarely to be seen

throughout the island, and that they must
have been brought from a great distance.

What labour and perseverance must then have

been bestowed upon these vast rude monu-
ments, which are unhappily more durable than

those of the line arts. But men in all ages

have been persuaded that they could not pay

greater honour to the Deity than by making
for him (if I may so express it) a kind of strong

bulwarks, in executing prodigies of labour, in

consecrating to him immense riches At
Ephesus they displayed their devotion by lay-

ing out all the treasures of Greece and ' Asia.'

Tlie Goths, whose bodily strength was all their

riches, showed their zeal by rolling enormous

rocks to the summits of hills."

Olaus Wormius also regards all the various

northern cromlechs as altars of different

forms.* In the north of Europe these are still

called hlod, i. e. blood-stones, indicating their

ancient use.

Even subsisting usages support this appro-

priation. Mr. Downes,t speaking of an im-

mense cromlech at Albersdorf, in the confines

of Holstein, says that a well-informed man
acquainted him " that the cromlech was an

altar for sacrifice ; and that there was another

in the village of Bedel, near the river Elbe,

surrounded with oaks,m a garden; and that it

was customary to offer sacrifices upon these

cromlechs before a person began ploughing
and before he was married ; that no one en-

tered this grove without making a present

;

and that no one swept the cave [under the

cromlech] without finding money." The tra-

veller found it confirmed by traditions on
the spot, that marriages were there celebrated

in the open air, and sacrifices made before per-

sons began ploughing.

We may now turn our attention to the Kist-
VAEx, concerning which the diversity of opi-

nion has been as great as concerning the
cromlech. It consists of two or three or more
sides, or uprights, and a back stone occasion-

ally, and over the whole is placed a top or

* His words are—" Alarum structura apud nos varia est.

Maxima ex parte con!,'esta ex terrS constant tumulo, iiT cujiis

suramitate tria ingeutia saxa, quartum, illiijque majus, latius
ac planius sustinent, fiilciunt ac siistenant, iit iiistar mensip
tribus fulcris innixa; eminent." etc. p. 7. The cut in page 433
represents a regular cromlech on the top of a hill correspond-
ing to the descriptions of Olaus Magnus and Mallet.

t Letters from Mecklenburgh and Holstein, pp. 102, 203,
cited by Fosbroke, p. 508.

co\ ering-stone. In general a cell is thus
formed, closed on three sides and covered at
top, but open now in front, although possibly
closed when in actual use by some less durable
material than the stone which forms the sub-
stance of the structure. The name Kist-vaen
(pi. Kistieu-vaen) is Welsh, and means literally

a stone chest. Kist-vaens are commonly found
in the middle of stone circles, near the crom-
lech, and sometimes without any cromlech
near. They are also found isolated like the
cromlechs, although generally other Druidical
monuments seem in their neighbourhood. They
are sometimes arranged in circles, with or with-
out a cromlech in the centre ; but we are aware
of no instance in which the reverse occurs,

namely, in which a kist-vaen stands within
a circle of cromlechs. But there are examples
in which kist-vaens combine with cromlechs
to form a circle ; and there are others in which
a circle is formed by kist-vaens with inter-

vening upright stones. A remarkable example
of this last description is exhibited in the

Driiidical circle in Jersey, a representation of
which has been given in p. 342.

There is certainly very considerable diffi-

culty in determining the use of these monu-
ments. Sir R. C. Hoare, from the instance,

which has already been mentioned, of his find-

ing a circle of five kist-vaens, under all of

which there were sepulchral remains, while
there were none under the central cromlech,
is satisfied that they were intended for sepul-

chres. But, although the instance may be
taken among others as proving that cromlechs
were not sepulchres, but altars, it is by no means
equally conclusive as to the kist-vaens being
sepulchres, and this for nearly the same
reasons as those by which the same purpose of

cromlechs is rendered improbable. To which
the other fact may be added, that under some
of these monuments, that is, within the cell,

springs of water rise, showing that such places

coiild never have been sepulchres. That
human remains and ashes are found around,

or even within, some of them, might as well

prove them to be altars as sepulchres ; and
even were remains, evidently inhumed with

honour, there found, it would prove nothing as

to their original intention. Honourable per-

sons might desire to be buried in or near

them, even as, among ourselves, persons of

distinction are still buried in churches, and

possibly for nearly the same reasons. It may
have been a peculiar privilege of those initiated

in the Druidic mysteries to be buried in tliem.

Besides, as Davies * sensibly remarks, " the

* ' Mvtholosv of the l^ruids.'
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date of thePR erecUons being very remote, and

their use entirely forgotten, it is not improba-

ble that, being misled by certain resemblances

wliich present tliemselves to superficial obser-

vation, we confound two or three different kinds

of monuments,* which were really distinct,

and which were erected for different purposes
;

and that, in consequence of this mistake, when
we have discovered the use of one cromlech, we
make erroneous conclusions respectingothers.''

Most of the writers who suppose the crom-

lechs to be sepulchres regard the kist-vaens

as altars; while those who regard the former

as altars generally deem the latter to be

sepulchres. There are many, however, who
deny the sepulchral use of either, and contend

that the cromlech and kist-vaen are merely

different kinds of altars, greater and lesser,

—

the one perhaps for sacrifice, the other for

oblations. We were for a time inclined to this

opinion: but on careful deliberation, and con-

sidering that the first tabernacles and con-

structed temples arc to be taken as commenta-
ries on the stone monuments of more ancient

date, we felt more disposed to find an analogy

between the kist-vaen, or stone chest, and the

ark, or sacred chest, which we find as the

most holy object in the tabernacle and temple

of the Hebrews, as well as in the Egyptian and

some other heathen temples. In this case it

would be the adytum, the most holy point, the

Bethel, hotise of God, pre-eminently, and the

true centre to which the local worship tended.

Regarding the kist-vaen, then, as being to

these open stone temples what the ark was in

constructed temples, or, in other words, as a

stone ark, it becomes a question what was the

original idea therein, and which occasioned so

peculiar a form as that of a chest to be given

to it. Bryant, Davies, and, more lately and

powerfully, the Rev. G. S. Faber, in his great

work, ' On the Origin of Pagan Idolatry,'

would contend that this form, so prevalent in

all the ancient religions of the world, comme-
morated the ark of Noah, which formed, as it

were, the womb or cradle of the postdiknian

races of mankind, and which, as such, was
exceedingly liable to become an object of

symbolization, and of type and figure. We
have already expressed our belief that portable

arks existed, tliat is, liad been, among at least

tlte Egyptians, exchanged for those of stone,

before the establishment of the Hebrew ritual.

And if so, it may be conceived that, according

to the principles on which we have shown that

ritual to have been founded,-!" the ark was

* This he seems to do himsoU' by legardini; the oromlerli ami
kist-vaen as essentially the same monument.

t See the chapter on the Law, passim.

ado])led into that ritual, and made an object

most peculiarly sacred to Jehovah, in order by

this a})propriation to preclude the Israelites

from any other application of the ideas and

usages which had already become connected

with this mystical object.

Thus, from the writings of the ancient

bards, who preserved among themselves the

Druid ical superstitions long after they had

decayed or become extinct among the mass of

the people, it appears that there was a stone

ark or chest m which those to be initiated in

the mysteries of Druidism underwent a con-

finement and severe probationary penance

;

that this C(jnfinement was designed to shadow
out a confinement in a ship floating upon the

waters.* At this time also, by a late but easy

transition of idea, this same ark was regarded

as the hall or icomb of Ceridwen, the British

Ceres, in emerging from which the novice

was considered as having become a perfect

man, born again,—born to a new and higher

state of being, after having been considered

mystically dead, and buried therein. In one
sense the stone ark was mystically a sepul-

chre, in which the novice was inhumed, and

from which he rose again to a new and higher

life; and also a womb in which he lay to

germinate and grow into a perfect being. Nor
will these ideas, as connected with what in its

original intention may be supposed to have

been the ark of Noah, seem strange to the

leader of the Scriptures who remembers such

passages as those in which the Christian mys-
tery of baptism is compared to being l)uried,

and rising again to a more pure existence.t or

in which the ark of Noah is distinctly referred

to as a symbol of baptismal purification.'!

These ideas are figured out in obscure alle-

gories in the Bardic writings to which we
have referred. One of the most striking

l)assages adduced by Davies is that in which
Taliesin describes his probation, and which
we adduce as a specimen of those " dark
sentences :

"

—

" I was first m(;delled in the form of a pure
man in the hall of Ceridwen, who subjected me
to penance. Though small within my ark, and
modest in my deportment, I was great. A
sanctuary carried nic above the surface of the

earth. Wliile I was enclosed within its ribs,

the sweet Awcn rendered me complete ; and

* Hence, perhaps, it, is tliat some of tliem have been plareil

over springs of water.

+ " We are bnried with him (Christ) by baptism into death :

tliat like as Christ was raised up Irom the dead by the glorv of
llie Father, eien so we also should walk in newness of life."

Rom. vi. 5.—" Hiiried with him in baptism, wherein also ye
are risen with him." Col. ii. 12.

X 1 Peter, iii. 20, 21.
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my law, without audible tongue, was imparted
to me by the old giantess darkly smiling in her

wrath : but her claim was not regretted when
she set sail. I fled, in the form of a fair grain

of pure wheat ; upon the edge of a covering-

cloth, she caught me in her fangs. In appear-

ance she was large as a proud mare,* which
she also resembled. There was she swelling

out like a ship upon the waters. Into a dark

receptacle she cast me. She carried me back
into the sea of Dylan. It was an auspicious

omen to me when she happily suffocated me.
God, the Lord, freely set me at large.''t

There are other passages, more or less clear,

from Taliesin and other writers, from which
may be collected the results which we have
described. The subject is altogether, in its

various bearings, one of great interest : but, as

we are apprehensive it may seem to us more
so than to the generality of our readers, we will

not pursue it further. It may suffice to inti-

mate the probability that the stone ark [for

in some passages it is stated to be of stone], the

place of close confinement, the gloomy recess,

in which the process of initiation was per-

formed, was no other than the kist-vaen, which
may be concluded to have been closed in front

on such occasions, and for such purposes.

There is certainly nothing else remaining
among the Druidical monuments that corre-

sponds to these intimations.

How far the cromlechs and kist-vaens con-

tribute to the illustration of the allars of un-

hewn stone and the high places mentioned in

Scripture is a point which we may perhaps
take another opportunity to consider. Mean-
while, it may be noticed that monuments of

this and other classes still exist in Palestine,

especially in the country beyond Jordan ; al-

though scarcely any of them have been de-

scribed. Mr. Farren has probably more in-

formation on the subject than any other person.

In his letter to Lord Lindsay, he says, " On
the eastern side of the hills of Jordan, and over

the plains of Manasseh and Gad, monuments
like those of the Druid age of England still

illustrate the rural superstitions of the dim
ages, which, denounced in holy writ, were
probably imparted to us from them." And
Lord Lindsay himself, in one of his ' Letters,"

remarks, " Mr. Farren tells me that there are

some Phoenician (?) monuments near Souf

—

one of which he showed me a drawing of— as

decidedly Druidical as Stonehcnge."*

Some of the monuments thus referred to

are doubtless the same which attracted the

attention of Captains Irby and Mangles near

the river Jordan, on approaching that river by
a new route from Souf to Bysan {Bethshan).

That they call them " tombs," we suppose is

on the theory that kist-vaens were sepulchres.

They state :

—

" On the banks of the Jordan, at the foot of

the mountainf we observed some very singular,

interesting, and certainly very ancient tombs (?),

composed of great rough stones, resembling

what is called ' Kifs Cotty House ' in Kent.

They are built of two long side stones, with one

- ^-r&^ S'EkfJ&.-J

-^>^i-

Cotty House]

at each end, and a small door in front, mostly
facing the north : this door was of stone.* All

were of rough stones, apparently not hewn,
but found in flat fragments, many of which are

seen about the spot in huge flakes. Over the

* '

' The Celts Hippa of tho Gi-oi'k ..

I'.Kchus into her womb."— Falier.

+ r>;ivifs. 255, 2oG.

VOL. I.

ulio siiiiilidlv re<-ciM'il

v.hole was laid an immense flat ])iece, project-

ing both at the sides and ends. What rendered

these tombs the more remarkable ivas, that the

iaterior was not long enough for a body,J being

* Lord Lindsay's • Letters,' pp. 126, 230.

t One of the Gilead mountains by "liicii they descended lo

the river.

t .\ i;ood iiront that tliev «ern nm lonili.s.

3 K
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only five feet. This is occasioned by both the

front and back stones being considerably with

in the ends of the side ones. There are about

twenty-seven of these tombs, very irregularly

situated." *

Another monument, frequently associated

with cromlechs in the centre of Druidical cir-

cles, is a large block, or upright stone, which To-

land supposes was the pedestal of the idol. It

is possible that it might have been such in its

ultimate use, and the throne upon the rocky

mass, in the open temple near Tartous, gives

some support to this conjecture ; but we have

already expressed the conviction that all these

stone monuments were in use long anterior to

idols. Cooke conjectures that such upright

stones formed the kebia, marking the point to

which all attention was to be turned in wor-

ship. In this case they were doubtless the

stones rtf observation, that is, observable stones,

or stones to be looked to, which, among others,

the Israelites were forbidden to set up.-i- Being
thus looked to as the point of attention in the

most solemn act of worship, they came gra-

dually to be regarded as in themselves the

object of worship, and hence the interdiction.

With this knowledge, the Syriac and Onkelos

render the original in this text by " stones nf
adoration.''' From the universal use of a kebla,

which even among Mohammedans is still a

stone, in the worship of the East, we have no

doubt that a kebla was among the stony appa-

ratus of Druidical worsliiji , but it may seem
doubtful whether this or the kist-vaen were

the true kebla of local worship. The fo7-m

certainly would seem rather in favour of this

stone, especially when the observations which
have already been made respecting the vene-

ration paid to such stones are brought to bear

upon those which are thus situated.

But, whatever n)ay have been the religious

l)iu {)ose of these stones, their civil use may be
(•ollected without much difficulty.

The view taken by Mr. King would lead one

to conclude that this stone was the station of the

chief person on civil occasions, and was espe-

cially used for inaugurations. According to his

theory, indeed, the circles in w hich such pillars

only are found, without altars, were solely ap-

propriated to civil uses; but, according to

the view which we have been induced to take,

as explained in a former note (p. 4U4), we should

rather suppose that, in those cases where the

stone alone ap))ears, it owes its longer preser-

vation than the altar which (we assume) once

existed near it, to the fact that the judicial and

Travels, 'i2j. t I-.'v. xx\i. 1.

civil use of these circles was preserved long

after the religious use was discontinued. That
the stones in question were employed for the

purpose which Mr. King alleges, we are very

willing to believe, for such an appropriation is

more in agreement with Scripture, and sup-

plies a larger amount of Scriptural illustration,

than any other which could be proposed.

This ingenious antiquarian thinks that the

most complete stone of this kind seems to be
that described by Borlase, at Boscawen in

Cornwall. In some cases the stones are such
as those on which the chief person, or a prince

to be inaugurated, might be supposed to sit or

stand ; while others are such as, by their form,

could only mark the station at or near wljich

he was to stand or sit. Of both customs,—stand-

ing or sitting upon a stone, and sitting or

standing by a pillar, ample historical evidence

may be produced, and may indeed be traced

down to recent times, if not to the present day.

Thus, in the Western Islands, where, from their

seciuestered situation, old customs have longer

been preserved than in our island, remains of

the crowning or inauguration stone are still

found. In the isle of Isla thei'e was fixed a

large stone seven feet square, in which was a

cavity or deep impression to receive the feet.

Standing on thisstone.withhis feet in thecavity,

Macdonald stood w hen he was crowned king of

the Isles, and, thus standing, swore to continue

all his vassals in the possession of their lands,

and to render exact justice to all his subjects.

Having thus sworn, the sword of his father

was put into his hands, and the Bishop of Argyle,

assisted by seven priests, anointed him king in

the presence of all the heads of the elans in the

isles and in the continent [as they call the

larger isle of Great Britain] ; and at the same
time an orator rehearsed a catalogue of his

ancestoi's. Here also sat the high court of

judicature, consisting of fourteen members,

to which there was an appeal from all the

courts of the isles ; and the eleventh share of

the sum in debate was the due of the principal

judge* We have in all this a very remarkable

instance of the preservation of ancient cus-

toms, which seem to have been derived from

times coeval with the erection of the circle of

stones.

S])enser affirms that among the Irish of

his time, immediately after the death of any

of their chiefs or captains, it was their oistom

to assemble in a well-known and a})pointed

jjlace to choose another, who was not generally

the eldest son, but the next of blood who was

eldest and worthiest. Him they placed upon

• Marlin's W.'sloni I,l;iiuls; (i. 0.
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a stone, which commonly stood upon a hill.

Some of the stones used for this purpose bore

the impress of a foot, said to be the measure

of that of their first chief or captain. Stand-

ing thus, the elected chief took an oath to

maintain the old laws and customs of the

country. A wand was then presented to him

by a proper officer, bearing which in his hand,

he descended from the stone, and turned him-

self around thrice forward and thrice back-

ward.*

We are greatly pleased with this statement,

as it conveys the only satisfactory account we
have met with of the stones, found in diffe-

rent parts of the world, bearing the impress of

feet. These are nowhere more common than

in Palestine and in other countries of south-

western Asia ; and, the original use being for-

gotten, the impress which such stones bear

have been ascribed by the superstitions of the

people to their several saints and holy persons

—Adam, Elias, Mohammed, and others. Some
of these impressed stones, objects of high

veneration to the people, have been noticed in

the descriptive portion of the present work.

Of this use of erected stones for purposes of

inaviguration there are many instances in Scrip-

ture. But, as they are duly noticed in the

history, it will suffice to indicate the passages

in which these instances are offered.

t

Indeed a marked instance of this use of a

stone in a temple is continued very conspi-

cuously to this very day in the case of the stone

under the chair in which our sovereigns are

* • View of the State of Ireland.'

t Judges ix. 6; ] Sam. xi. 14, 15; ] Sam. xiii. 4, 22;

1 Kings i. 9 ; 2 Kings xi. 14, i7 ; 2 Kings xxiii. 3.

crowned. This is supposed to be the same stone

on which the supreme kings of Ireland were to

be inaugurated in the times of heathenism on

the hill of Tarah. It was a persuasion of the

ancient Irish that one of their blood should

reign in whatever country this stone remained.

Hence it was sent to confirm the Irish colony

in the north of Britain, where it always con-

tinued to form the coronation chair of the

Scottish kings, imtil it was removed by our

Edward I. from Scone, and placed under the

coronation chair in Westminster Abbey, where

it has ever since remained, being, as Toland

observes, " the ancientest respected monument
in the world : for, although some others may
be more ancient as to duration, yet thus super-

stitiously regarded they are iiot.'"*

* AltViough we have in most instances cited the authorities

we have had occasion to produce, a collected view of tliem

may not be useless :

—

Stukeley, Abury and Stoiiehenge ; Rowland, Mona Antiqua

Restauiata: Borlase, Antiquities of Cornwall; Kins. Muni-

menta Antiqua ; Hoare, Ancient Hi-;tory of Wiltshire ; Olaus

Maguus, Epitome Hist, de Gent. Septeiitiionalibus, 15»8 :

Olaus Wormius, Danicorum Moiiumenta, 1643; Toland, His-

tory of the Celtic Re', i^iou and Learning; Pelloutier, Histoire

des Celtes; Mallet, Northern Antiquities, translated by Bishop

Percy; Davies, Mythology of the Druids; Cooke, Inquiry

into the Patriarchal and Druidicul Religions, Temples, &c.

;

Asplin, Alkibla; Faber, Origin of Pagan Idolatry; Ancient

Universal History, b. iv. ch. 25, sect. 2 (^vol. xviii.) ; Fosbroke,

Encyclopaedia of Antiiiuities ; .4.rchaBjlogia, passim; Brayley,

Graphic Illustiator ; Maundn-U, Journey I rom Aleppo to Da-

mascus; Pococke, Description of the Ea^t; Ouseley, Travels

in the East; Irby and Mangles, Travels ; Buckinuham, Tra-

vels among the Arab Tribes; Lord Lindsay, Letters on the

Holy Land. Some curious intimations on the general subject

of such monuments as have engaged our attention may also be

gathered from Major Moor's ' Orient.il Fragments.' He calls

them ' Hindruidic,' and in all cases contends for their Orieutal

origin

.

[Open Tem)ile in Phoenicia]

.i K 2
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BOOK IV.

THE KINGDOM.

CHAPTER I

SAUL.

[Warrior and Armour Bearer—Modern Egypt.]

It is very important to notice that the election of Saul was by no means unconditional, or to

such unrestricted regal power as is usually exercised in the East. In fact the Hebrew
monarchy, as now established, is, we believe, the only example which the history of the East

can offer of a limited constitutional government. Such of these limitations as necesxarilif

resulted from the peculiar position of the king, as the regent (jr vicegerent of a spiritual and
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Almighty King, have already been pointed out. But besides these, there were other condi-

tions not so necessarily resulting from this position, but judged essential to the welfare of the

state and to the objects of its institution. And these were specially and formally guaranteed;

and, together with the others, unquestionably formed what, in the language of modern politics,

would be called " the constitution" of the Hebrew monarchy. We are told tliat after the people

had accepted, with acclamations, the King on wliom the lot had fallen, Samuel " told the people

the manner of the kingdom, and wrote it in a book, and laid it up before Jehovah." It was

thus deposited in the keeping of the priests, that it might be preserved safely, and that it

might be at all times seen whether the king observed the conditions on which the crown had

been offered to him and accepted by him. Here, then, we have not only a constitution, but a

written charter. We do not indeed know what powers it conferred upon the king, or what

restraints it imposed upon his will; we only know that his authority was far less absolute

than that of other ancient Oriental kings. It may, indeed, without difficulty be concluded,

that they were conformable to those principles of subserviency to the theocracy, which have

already been explained, as well as to those foundations for a limited monarchy which had long

before been laid by Moses, who was enabled to foresee and provide for the exigency which

now occurred.

1. It w^as thus, by the fundamental law of the commonwealth, forbidden that the king should

introduce any new mode of religious worship; neither could he, like the kings of other

nations, perform the functions of a priest, unless entitled to do so, independently of his regal

office, as one of the family of Aaron, which was the case with the Asmonean princes. On
the contrary, he was bound to rule as the representative and vassal of Jehovah ; to promote the

institutions of religion as a matter of obedience to Him; to suppress idolatry as rebellion

against him ; to attend to the declarations of the prophets as his ambassadors, and faithfully to

observe the laws of Moses.* On this account it was required that the king should make a

transcript of the law from the copy of the priests, and " rend therein all the days of his life,

that he might learn to fear Jehovah his God, to keep all the words of the law, that his heart

might not be lifted up above his brethren," that is, that he should be no arbitrary despot,

making his own will or pleasure the rule of his conduct. 'j-

2. When we find subjoined to this injunction, as the consequence of obedience to it, " to

the end that he may prolong his days in his kingdom, he and his children, in the midst of

Israel," we infer that it was intended that the kingdom should be hereditary, but yet so that

it might be transferred from one family to another by the will of Jehovah and the wishes of

the people. In this manner it actually did pass from the line of Saul to that of David, and in

the kingdom of Israel the change was very frequent.

3. The king was forbidden to imitate the pernicious luxury of other Oriental monarchs.

He was not allowed to hoard up large treasures, lest the circulation of money should be

obstructed, industry discouraged, or his subjects impoverished ; neither was he permitted to

keep a numerous harem, lest (not to mention other disadvantages) he should be alienated

from God by his women, many of whom w^ould probably be foreigners.

4. As cavalry could be of little use in the mountainous regions of Palestine, and as the king

of the Hebrews was never to become a conqueror of foreign lands, or a universal monarch, he

was forbidden to maintain large bodies of cavalry. So much reliance was also placed in those

times upon horses, and so much pride taken in them, that the possession of a body of cavalry

was calculated to interfere with that simple reliance upon the power of Jehovah, which the

Hebrews were still required to exercise in such military undertakings as might obtain liis

sanction; and none unsanctioned by Him were lawful.

The election of Saul, though generally ajiproved, did not meet with universal acceptance.

In one point of view, the choice of a person belonging to a neutral and powerless tribe was

calculated to obviate the rivalries of the two great tribes of Ephraim and Judali, who probably

both thought that they had the better right to the distinction, but neither of whom were likely

to agree that the other should have had it. But, on the other hand, Saul himself was not

• 1 Sam. XV. 1—-JO. + H'-iit. x\ii. M—20.
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likely to derive the more respect from this neutral and politically insignificant position which
prevented the mutual jealousies of these great rivals. But seeing that the trihe of Benjamin
was, from its geographical position, closely connected with, and in some degree dependent on
that of Judah, it is more probable that the dissentients, "the children of Belial," who despised
Saul, and said, " How shall this man save us?" were of the haughty and turbulent tribe of
Ephraim. Samuel left it to the people themselves to settle the money price they were to pay
for their new luxury

; and, although he had foreshown the exactions which the regal state would
in the end render necessary, it was not his object to give his sanction to that which he had
announced as a contingent evil. Besides, the external organisation of the new government
was left to be developed by circumstances, the prophet having only cared to secure the prin-
ciples. Saul was left to grow into his position and its privileges, while Samuel continued to
administer the civil government

: for it is to be borne in mind that Samuel continued to
judge Israel all the days of his life, which did not terminate until thirty-eight years after the
election of Saul, who himself outlived the prophet but two years. The position of Saul was,
therefore, for the greater part of his reign, chiefly that of a military leader, while Samuel con-
tinued to discharge the civil part of the regal office, to which it was probably obvious that
Saul was not competent. The kingdom, properly speaking, was not established, not developed
under Saul, but only hegun with him. And this it is necessary to understand, if we would
clearly apprehend the groivth of that monarchical principle which was only planted with
Saul.

After his election at Gilgal, the king returned to his own home at Gibeah, where such
"presents" were brought him by the people as Oriental kings usually receive, and which form
no inconsiderable portion of their ordinary revenue. As the product of these offerings was pro-
bably more than adequate to the present wants and expectations of the king, who as yet assumed
no regal state, the question as to the permanent support of the kingly government was not yet
pressed upon the attention of either the people or the king. The discontented parties, how-
ever, " brought him no presents." Saul took no notice of their insults, but wisely " held his
peace."

Very soon after Saul's election, the Ammonites, under their king Nahash, marched into
the old disputed territory beyond Jordan, and laid siege to the important city of Jabesh Gilead.
The inhabitants, avowing their impotence, offered to submit to the condition of paying tribute
to the Ammonites

; but the insulting and barbarous king refused to receive their submission
on any other terms than that the right eye of every one of them should be extinguished, that
they might remain as so many living monuments of his victory. Here again was a barbarity
of which the Israelites were never guilty, even in thought. The people of Jabesh Gilead
were so distressed that they dared not absolutely refuse even these merciless conditions, but
besought a grace of seven days for deliberation. This they did with the hope that the tribes
on the other side the river might, in the interval, be roused by the news to appear for their
deliverance. Nor was their hope in vain. Saul no sooner received the intelligence than he
at once and decidedly stood up in his position of a hero and a king, claiming the obedience
of the people, whom he summoned to follow him to the deliverance of Jabesh Gilead. This
call was readily obeyed; for it ran in the names of Saul and Samuel, and was conveyed in
that imperative and compulsory form, which it was not, under any circumstances, judged safe
to disobey.* For he hewed a yoke of oxen in pieces, and sent the pieces by the hands of
swift messengers to all Israel, calling them, by all the penalties of that well-known and
dreaded sign, to follow him. All Israel obeyed with one consent. All the men, of age to bear
arms, quitted their several labours, and hastened from all parts to the plain of Bezek, where
Saul numbering his army, found it to consist of 330,000 men, of whom 30,000 were of Judah,
which seems rather an inadequate proportion for so large a tribe. It being already the sixth
day, Saul sent to aj^prise the citizens of Jabesh Gilead of the help which was preparing for
them, and which they might expect to receive on the morrow, being the verv day they were
to surrender their eyes to the Ammonites.

• See before, p. 309.
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Accordingly, in the morning, the king, having mcirclied all night, appeared before Jabesh,

at the head of his army, invested the camp of the Ammonites, and falling upon them on three

different sides, overthrew them with a great slaughter. So complete was the rout, that those

who escaped were so broken and dispersed that no two could be found together.

Saul in this action displayed a large measure of those heroic qualities which the ancient

nations most desired their monarchs to possess. Considering all the circumstances, the

promptitude and energy of his decision, the speed with which he collected an immense army
and brought it into action, and the skill and good military conduct of the whole transaction,

there are i)robably few operations of the Hebrew history which more recommends themselves to

the respect and admiration of a modern soldier. Its effect was not lost upon the people, who
joyfully recognised in their king the qualities which have generally been held most worthy of

rule ; and so much was their enthusiasm excited, that they began to talk of putting to death

the small minority who had refused to recognise his sovereignty. But Samuel interposed to

prevent an act unl)ecoming a day in which " God had wrought salvation in Israel." So harsh

a proceeding would also have been rather likely to provoke than allay the disaffection of the

leading tribes.

Samuel then invited the army, which comprehended in fact the effective body of the

Hebrew people, to proceed to Gilgal, there solemnly to confirm the kingdom to Saul, seeing

that now his claims were undisputed by any portion of the people. This was done with

great solemnity, and with abundant sacrifices of peace and jov.

But lest this solemnity, which was obviously designed to remind the people of their con-

tinued dependence on Jehovah, should be construed into an approbation and sanction of all

their proceedings, the prophet took this public occasion of reminding them that their pro-

ceeding had been most unpleasing to their Divine King ; although, if they maintained their

fidelity to him and to the principles of the theocracy, some of the evil consequences might be

averted. He also neglected not the op))()rtunitv of justifying his own conduct and the purity

of his administration. He challenged assembled Israel to produce one instance of oppression,

fraud, or corruption on his part, while he had been their sole judge ; and in that vast multitude

not one voice was raised to impugn his integrity and uprightness. He then proceeded to

remind them of their past transgressions, in forgetting or turning astray from their God, with

the pimishments which had invariably followed, and the deliverances which their repentance

had procured ; showing them, by these instances, the sufficiency of their Divine Sovereign to

rule them, and to save them from their enemies, without the intervention of an earthly king,

whom they had persisted in demanding. And he assured them that, under their regal

government, public sins would not come to be visited with public calamities. To add the

greater weight to his words, and to evince the Divine displeasure, the commissioned

prophet called down thunder and rain from heaven, then at the usual season of wheat harvest,

when the air is usually, in that country, serene and cloudless. On this the people were

greatly alarmed at the possible consequences of the displeasure they had provoked, and

besought Samuel to intercede for them. The prophet kindly encouraged them to hope that

if they continued to trust faithfully in God, all would yet be well ; and he assured them of

C(jntinued intercession on their behalf, and of his services as a civil judge or teacher,—for that

the omission would be a sin on his own part.

Saul, now fully established as king, dismissed his numerous army ; but he retained 3000 of

their number, 2000 of which he stationed at Michmash and Bethel, under his own immediate

orders, while the other thousand were at Gibcah of Benjamin, under his eldest son Jonathan.

Josephus says that these formed the body-guard of himself and his son. If so, he began

very soon to act " like the kings of the nations," and to fulfd one part of the predictions

of Samuel as to the course which the kingdom was likely to take. Even supposing (as

we rather do) that he retained this force to be in readiness for the smaller military operations

which he had in view, it is evident that he had already taken the idea of a standing army, the

nucleus of which this body of 3000 men may be deemed to have formed. At all events,

it may seem as an early indication of Saul's subsequently bescttinu- ])ul)lic sin, of forgetting
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his properly vice-regal character, and his subordination to the Divine King. It was assuredly

a new thing in Israel, and does savour somewhat of a distrust of God's providence, by which

the peculiar people had hitherto been protected and delivered in every time of need ; as well

as of an affectation of that independent authority which "the kings of the nations " took to

themselves. However, as the character of Saul seems to be held generally in more disesteem

than the writers of his history intended, we shall not impute blame to him where the Scrip-

ture does not ; but are ready to allow that, under all the circumstances, the measure was

prudent and proper ; for it appears that an enemy was then actually present in the country,

whose expulsion the king had then in view. There were garrisons of the Philistines in the land.

How this came to pass is not very clear. It would seem, however, that in resigning their

conquests after their last defeat, they had retained some hill fortresses, from which they knew

the Hebrews would find it difficult to dislodge them ; and that when they recovered from the

blow which was then inflicted upon their power, they contrived, by the lielp of this hold which

they had in the country, to bring the southern tribes (at least those of Judah and Benjamin)

under a sort of subjection. Thus when Saul was returning home after having been privately

anointed by Samuel at Ramah, and met the sons of the prophets at Gibeah, we learn that at

that place was " a garrison of the Philistines." And now we further learn that the Hebrews
had in fact been disarmed by that people. According to that jealous policy of which other

examples will ultimately be offered, they had even removed all the smiths of Israel, lest they

should make weapons of war ; in consequence of which the Hebrews were obliged to resort

to the Philistines whenever their agricultural implements needed any other sharpening than

that which a grindstone could give ; and as this was an unpleasant alternative, even these

[Grindstone]

important instruments had been suffered to become blunt at the time to which we are now come ;

and so strict had been the deprivation of arms that, in the military operations which soon

after followed, no one of the Israelites, save Saul and his eldest son, was possessed of a spear

or sword.

This was the state of southern Palestine, where Jonathan, acting doubtless by the orders of

his father, attacked and overcame with his thousand men the Pliilistine garrison in Gibeah.

VOL. I. 3 L
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Encouraged by this success, Saul caused open war to be proclaimed, by sound of trumpet,

against the Philistines, and to assert his authority over the tribes beyond Jordan, who were

but too apt to regard their interests as separate from those of the other tribes, and who

might think themselves exempt from taking part in a war against a people whose oppressions

had not extended to themselves,—Saul directed the proclamation to be made not only "through-

out all the land," but in a special manner it included " those beyond Jordan." They did not

disobey ; but came with other Israelites, from all quarters, to the standard of the king at

Gilgal. The people generally, though destitute of proper military weapons, were much

inspirited by the success of Jonathan, and by their confidence in the now tried valour and

military conduct of the king.

Meanwhile the Philistines were not heedless of this movement among the Israelites. No
sooner did they hear of the defeat of their garrison in Gibeah than they assembled a formid-

able force, which seemed sufficient to overwhelm all opposition. It was composed of 3000

chariots of war, 6000 horsemen, and " people as the sand upon the sea-shore for multitude."

The enthusiasm of the disarmed Israelites evaporated in the presence of this powerful force

;

and the army of Saul diminished every day, as great numbers of the men stole away to seek

refuge in caves, in w-oods, in rocks, in towers, and in pits.

Saul had exhibited his inability of understanding his true position, or his disposition to

regard himself as an independent sovereign, by entering upon or provoking this war whhout

consulting, through Samuel or the priest, the Divine will. Although not formally so declared,

it w as the well-\mderstood practice of the Hebrew constitution, that no war against any other

than the doomed nations of Canaan would be undertaken without the previous consent and

promised assistance of the Great King. Yet Saul, without any such authority, had taken

measures which were certain to produce a war with the Philistines. He probably thought that

the aggressions of the Philistines, and their existing position as the oppressors of Israel, and

their intrusion into the Hebrew territory, made his undertaking so obviously just and patriotic

as to render a direct authorisation superfluous, as its refusal could not be supposed : nor

are we quite sure that in this he was mistaken. Be this as it may, Samuel was not willing

that such a precedent should be established ; and therefore he had appointed to meet Saul

on a particular day at Gilgal, " to offer burnt-offerings and peace-ofierings, and to show^ him

what he should do," that is, both to propitiate the Lord, as on other occasions, and to advise

Saul how to act in carrying on the war. On the appointed day Samuel did not arrive as soon

as the king expected. The prophet probably delayed his coming on purpose to test his fidelity

and obedience. Saul failed in this test. Seeing his force hourly diminishing by desertions ;

and in the pride of his fancied independence, considering that he had as much right as the

Egyptian and other kings to perform the priestly functions, he ordered the victims to be

brought, and offered them himself upon the altar. This usurpation of the priestly office by

one who had no natural authority as an Aaronite, nor any special authorisation as a prophet,

was decisive of the character and the fate of Saul. If the principles of the theocracy were to

be preserved, and if the political supremacy of Jehovah was at all to be maintained, it w-as

indispensably necessary that the first manifestation by the kings of autocratic dispositions and

of self-willed assumption of superiority to the law, should be visited by severe examples of

punishment; for if not checked in the beginnings, the growth would have been fatal to the

constitution. It will hence appear that the jjunishments which Saul incurred for this and

other acts manifesting the same class of dispositions, were not so disproportioned to his

offences, or so uncalled for by the occasions of the state, as some persons have been led to

imagine.

Saul had scarcely made an end of offering his sacrifices before he was apprised of the

approach of Samuel, and went forth to meet him. The apology he made to the prophet for

what he had done,—that his force was diminishing, and that he was afraid that if he delayed

any longer the Philistines would fall upon him before sacrifices had been offered to Jehovah

—showed little of that reliance upon the Divine King, which every Hebrew general was

expected to manifest; and but little anxiety to receive these prophetic counsels which Samuel
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had promised to deliver. Under nearly similar circumstances, how different was the conduct

of Gideon, who gained immortal honour by these theocratic sentiments which enabled him to

leave to his successors a memorable example of confidence in God ! Samuel saw through the

hollowness of Saul's apology, and warned him that by such sentiments as he entertained, and

such conduct as he manifested, he was rendering himself unworthy to be the founder of a

roval house, inasmuch as he could not become a pattern to his successors ; and that by per-

severing in such a course he would compel the appointment of one more worthy than himself

to reign over Israel, and to be the father of a kingly race. Samuel then retired from Gilgal,

leaving Saul to carry on, as he saw best, the war he had undertaken.

On numbering his remaining force, Saul found that but 600 men remained with him.

With a less force than this, enemies as formidable as the Philistines had in former times been

defeated. But Saul, entirely overlooking, or distrusting, that Divine assistance which every

Hebrew leader in a just war was entitled to expect, and, regarding only the disparity of his

force, felt that it would be imprudent to engage or oppose so vast an army with a mere handful

of disheartened men. He therefore retired from the field, and threw himself into the re-con-

quered fortress of Gibeah. On discovering his retreat, the Philistines sent three powerful

detachments in different directions to ravage the country, while the main body of their army

still remained encamped near Michmash.

In this extremity an entire change was wrought in the aspect of affairs through the daring

valour of Jonathan. Accompanied only by his armour-bearer, he withdrew secretly from the

camp, and, by climbhig, opened himself a passage to one of the outposts of the Philistines, upon

the summit of a cliff, deemed inaccessible, and therefore not very strongly guarded ; and,

penetrating to the enemy by so new and unexpected a path, he killed the advanced piquets,

and, supported by his follower, slew all whom his hand encountered, and bore disorder and

alarm into the camp of the Philistines, then much weakened by the detachments we have men-

tioned. The cries which arose from this part of the camp confounded and terrified the more

distant parts ; so that, aware of the presence of an enemy, which yet did not appear to them,

they turned their arms against one another, and destroyed themselves with the blind fury of

despairing men. Tlie clamour which arose in the Philistine camp was heard by the Israelites.

Saul at first was willing to go through the form of consulting the Lord by urim ; but the

confusion increasing in the Philistine camp, he deemed it a time for action rather than

counsel ; and directing the priest to forbear, he hastened to join his valiant son, whose absence

was now known, and to whom this disorder was rightly attributed. The enemy were already

flying in all directions, and Saul, with his small band, committed terrible havoc upon the fugi-

tives. Wiiile thus engaged, his force increased with still greater rapidity than it had previously

diminished ; for not only did the Hebrew captives take the opportunity of making their escape

and joining their king, but great numbers came forth from their lurking places to join in the

pursuit ; so that Saul soon found himself at the head of 6000 men. The rash and inconsi-

derate king, in his determination to make the most of his advantage, laid an interdictive curse

upon any of his people who should taste food until the evening. Not only were the pursuers

weakened and exhausted by tiie strict abstinence thus enjoined, but Jonathan, unaware of this

interdict, unwittingly transgressed it, by tasting a little wild honey which he met with in his

way through a forest.

in the evening the famished people, being then released from the interdict, flew ravenously

upon the prey of cattle, and, in their impatience, began to devour the raw and living flesh.

This being a transgression of the law, which forbade meat, not properly exsanguinated, to be

eaten, Saul, who was really rather zealous to observe the law when it did not interfere with his

own objects, interposed, and ordered the meat to be properly and legally slaughtered and pre-

pared for food.

The people being now refreshed, Saul proposed to continue the pursuit during the night,

but deemed it prudent first to consult the Lord, through the priest. No answer was given.

This Saul interpreted to intimate that his solemn interdict had been transgressed, and, again

unreasoning and rash, he swore that even were the transgressor his own son Jonathan, he

3 I. 2
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should surely be put to death. It was Jonathan : the lot determined this. His father told

him he must die ; but the people, full of admiration of the young prince, protested that not a

hair of his head should suffer damage, and thus saved his life.

This campaign, although concluded without a battle, was not the less productive of durable

advantage. The glory which Said acquired by it strengthened his authority among his own

people, and henceforth no enemy to which he could be opposed seemed invincible to him.

We see him, indeed, waging war, in turn, against Moab, Ammon, and Edom, and against the

Amalekites and tlie Philistines ; and in whatever direction he turned his arms, he obtained

the victory and honour. Valiant himself, he esteemed valour in others ; and whenever he

discovered a man of ability and courage, he endeavovired to draw him near to himself, and to

attach him to his person. The qualities most prized by Saul were eminently possessed by his

own cousin Abner, and he became " captain of the host," or generalissimo of the army of

Israel.

The several expeditions of Saul against the enemies of Israel took up, at intervals, the

space of five or six years. During these years, Samuel, without further interference in

political affairs, continued to watch the civil interests of the people, and to administer justice

between them. The authority which he still preserved in Israel was very great, and probably

not considerably less than it had been at any former time.

About the tenth or eleventh year of Saul's reign, God made known to the prophet that the

iniquity of the Amalekites had not reached its height, and that the time was fully come when

the old sentence of utter extermination should be executed. Saul was charged with its

execution ; and his commission, as delivered to him by Samuel, was expressed in the most

absolute terms, and left the king no option to spare aught that breathed. Under this supreme

order, the king made a general call upon all the tribes, which brought together an army of

200,000 men, among whom there were but 10,000 men of Judah. The deficiency of that

tribe in supplying its due proportion is probably not noticed by the historian on this and on a

former occasion, w ithout some object ; and that object probably was to convey the intimation

that since the sceptre had been of old promised to that tribe, it was discontented at the govern-

ment of Saul, and less hearty than the other tribes in its obedience.

The king led his army into the territory of Amalek. There he made the most able dispo-

sition of his forces, seized the most favourable positions, and then turned his advantages against

the enemy. A general action followed, in which the Israelites were victorious, and they pur-

sued the Amalekites to their most distant and last retreats. Agag, the king, was taken alive

Avith all his riches. Blinded by his ambition and his avarice to the danger of acting in defi-

ance of a most positive and public command from God himself, Saul determined to spare the

life of Agag, and to preserve the more valuable parts of all the booty from destruction ; but

with a most insulting or weak mockery of obedience, " all that was vile and refuse they utterly

destroyed." He then led home his triumphant army, and paused in the land of Eastern

Carmel,* where he erected a monument of the most important an<l distant expedition in

which he had hitherto been engaged. He then passed on to Gilgal. Samuel came to him

there soon after his arrival, and at once charged him with his disobedience. Saul behaved

with a degree of confusion and meanness which we should scarcely have expected from him,

and which the consciousness of wrong-doing only can explain. He affirmed and persisted that

he had obeyed the Divine command, when everything before and around him evinced that he

had not. In the end he confessed that he had acted wrong; but then excused himself by

Uiying one part of it on the zeal of the people to sacrifice the best of the cattle to Jehovah, and

part to his own fear of restraining them from it. It was a great grief to Samuel to hear the

king of Israel betray such meanness of soid, in palliating an unjustifiable action; and, con-

ceding the truth of the latter statement, he asked with severity, " Hath Jehovah as much

delight in burnt-ofi'erings and in sacrifices as in obedience to his voice? Behold, to obey is

])etter than sacrifice ; and to hearken than the fat of rams." He then continued authoritatively,

• On the soulh-westcm bonlers of the l)p;ul Soa, and which wr call ' I'.aslcni ('aimcl" to <lis;iiii,'ui>h it from " Mount Caimcl,"

which lies wcslwavd, on the Mediterranean.
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as a prophet, to announce his rejection from being the founder of a royal house, as the fixed

purpose of the Divine King whose imperative commands he had publicly disobeyed, or

assumed a power of dispensing with, to such an extent as suited his convenience. It would be

wrong to consider this as the sole act or omission for which this rejection was incurred. It

was but one of many acts by which he indicated an utter incapability of apprehending his

true position, and in consequence manifested dispositions and conduct utterly at variance with

the principles of government which the welfare of the state, and, indeed, the very objects of

its foundation, made it most essential to maintain. Unless the attempts at absolute indepen-

dence made by Said were checked, or visited with some signal mark of the Divine displea-

sure, the precedents established by the first king were likely to become the rule to future

sovereigns. And hence the necessity, now at the beginning, of peculiar strictness, ur even

of severity, for preventing the establishment of bad rules and precedents for future reigns.

Saul at first betrayed more anxiety about present appearances than ultimate results ; and he

entreated Samuel to remain, and honour him in the sight of the people, by joining with him in

an act of worship to Jehovah. Samuel refused ; and as he turned to go away, the king caught

hold of the skirt of his robe to detain him, with such force, that the skirt was rent off. " So

hath God," said the prophet, " rent from thee, this day, the kingdom of Israel, and given it

to thy neighbour who is better than thee. Nor will He ivho gives victory to Israel lie or

repent ; for he is not a man, that he should repent." The expression which we have here

particularly indicated was probably intended and understood as a further rebuke for the

triumphal monument which Saul had erected in Carmel, and whereby he seemed to claim to

himself that honour for the recent victory which, under the principles of the theocracy, was

due to God only. Samuel, however, complied with the earnest wish of the king, and returned

with him to the camp. There acting on the stern injunction which Saul had neglected, the

prophet commanded the king of the Amalekites, by whose sword many mothers in Israel had

been made childless, to be put to death. When the prophet and the king separated, the

former proceeded to his usual residence at Ramah, and went no more to see Saul to the day

of his death. Yet as he had a great regard for a man who, with all his faults, had many

good natural qualities which would well liave fitted him for rule in a simple human monarchy,

and who, moreover, was faithful and even zealous for Jehovah, as his God, however deficient

in obedience to him as his King, the prophet continued long to mourn greatly for him, and to

bewail the doom which it had been his painful duty to declare.

After fifteen years, the Lord rebuked Samuel for this useless repining, and commanded him

to proceed to Bethlehem, there to anoir.t the man worthier than Saul, whom he had chosen to

fill his forfeited place, and to become the founder of a royal house. This was a delicate

mission ; for Samuel knew enough of Saul to fear that he would not scruple to put even himself

to death if the fact came to his knowledge. He therefore veiled his real object under the

form of a public sacrifice, which, in his prophetic character, he had a right to enjoin. That he

still retained his authority as civil judge is evinced by tlie alarm which his unexpected visit

occasioned to the elders of Bethlehem, who " trembled " at his coming, for fear it should be

not " peaceably," but in judgment.

The family to which Samuel was sent was that of Jesse, tlie grandson of Boaz and Ruth,

and, as such, a person of consideration in that place. Jesse was the father of eight sons, all

of whom were present in Bethlehem, save the youngest, David by name, who was abroad with

his father's flock. The whole family was invited by the prophet to be present at his sacrifice.

Samuel knew that the destined king was to be found among Jesse's sons, but knew not as yet

for which of them that distinction was intended. Still influenced by those general preposses-

sions in favour of such personal qualities as he had formerly beheld in Saul with complacency

and admiration, Samuel no sooner beheld the commanding and stately figure of Jesse's eldest

son, Eliab, than he concluded that " the Lord's anointed was before him." For this he

received the striking rebuke, " Look not on his countenance, or on the height of his stature

;

because I have refused him : for Jehovah seeth not as man seeth ; for man looketh on the

outward appearance, but Jehovah looketh on the heart." It further appeared that no one of
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the other sons of Jesse then present was the object of the Divine choice. On this, Samuel,

with some surprise, asked Jesse whether he had other sons ; and learning that tlie youngest,

a mere youth of fifteen years old, was abroad in the fields, he caused him to be sent for.

When he arrived, Samuel was struck by his uncommonly handsome appearance, especially

by a freshness of complexion unusual in that country, and by the singular fire and beauty of

his eyes. The Divine choice was at once intimated to him, " Arise, anoint him, for this is

he !" As in the case of Saul himself, this precious anointing was significant only of the

Divine intention and choice. As Saul had returned to his fields, so David returned to his

flock. The path to the throne was to be opened by circumstances which did not yet appear.

The anointing was the sign and seal of an ultimate intention. For the present David was not

more a king, nor Saul less one, than before.

The doom of exclusion had been pronounced upon Saul at a time when he was daily

strengthening himself on the throne, and increasing in power, popularity, and fame ; and

when his eldest son, Jonathan, stood, and deserved to stand, so high in the favour of all the

people, that no man could, according to human probabilities, look upon any one else as likely

to succeed him in the throne. But when the excitement of war and victory had subsided, and

the king had leisure to consider and brood over the solemn and declaredly irrevocable sentence

which the prophet had pronovmced, a very serious effect was gradually produced upon his mind

and character ; for he was no longer prospered and directed by God, but left a prey to his own

gloomy mind. The consciousness that he had not met the requirements of the high vocation

to which, "when he was little in his own sight," he had been called, together with the threat-

ened loss of his dominion and the possible destruction of his house, made him jealous, san-

guinarv, and irritable, and occasionally threw him into fits of the most profound and morbid

melancholy. This is what, in the language of Scripture, is called " the evil spirit that troubled

him." That it was not a case of demoniacal possession, as some have been led by this form of

expression to suppose, is obvious from the effects to which we shall presently advert. Nor was

it needful ; for, as acting upon the character of man, earth contains not a more evil spirit than

the guilty or troubled mind abandoned to its own impulses.

Not long after David had been anointed by Samuel, the mental malady of Saul gathered

such strength^the fits of his mad melancholv became so long and frequent, that some

remedial measures appeared necessary. Remembering that Saul had always been remarkably

sensible to the influence of sweet sounds, it occurred to his friends that it might be attended with

good effects, were an able musician retained at court, to play before the king, when his fits of

gloom and horror came upon him. Saul himself approved of this advice, and directed that

a person with the suitable qualifications should be sought. This reminded one of the courtiers

how-'skilfully and sweetly he had heard the youngest son of Jesse play upon the harp ; and

in mentioning this to the king he also took occasion to commend David as a young man of

known valour, prudent in conduct, and very comely in his person. From this and other

corroborative circumstances, it is easy to perceive that music was now, and much earlier, culti-

vated by the Hebrews as a private accomplishment and solace. It formed their most usual

relaxation, and divided their time with the labours of agriculture and the care of flocks.

The report which he had heard engaged Saul to send to Jesse, demanding his son David.

The old man accordingly sent him to court, together with such a present to the king as the

customs of the age—and of the East in all ages, required as an homage. It consisted of a

quantity of bread, a skin-bottle of wine, and a kid.

Thus, in the providence of God, an opening was made for David, whereby he might become

acquainted with the manners of the court, the business of government, and the aftairs and

interests of the several tribes, and was put in the way of securing the equally important

advantage of becoming extensively known to the people. These were training circumstances

for the high destinies which awaited him. Saul himself, ignorant that in him he beheld the

" man worthier than himself," on Avhom the inheritance of his throne was to devolve, con-

tributed to these preparations. He received the youthful minstrel with fervour ; and, won by

his engaging disposition and tlie beauties of his mind and person, not less than by the melody
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of his harp, became much- attached to him. The personal bravery of David, also, did not

king remain unnoticed by the veteran hero, who soon elevated him to the honouratjle and

.ffiiiiiiiiiilliiilili
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[Playing on the Harp before a King.]

confidential station of his armour-bearer— having obtained Jesse's consent to allow his son to

remain in attendance upon him. His presence was a great solace and relief to Saul ; for

whenever he fell into his fits of melancholy, David played on his harp before him ; and its

soft and soothing strains soon calmed his troubled spirit, and brought peace to his soul.

In the twenty six years which had passed since the signal overthrow of the Philistines at

Michmash, that people had recruited their strength, and at last* deemed themselves able to

wipe out the disgrace they then incurred, and to recover their previous superiority over the

Israelites. They recommenced the war by invading the territory of Judah : Saul marched

against them ; and the two armies encamped in the face of each other, on the sides of oppo-

site mountains which a valley separated. While thus stationed the Hebrews were astonished

and terrified to behold a man of enormous stature, between nine and ten feet high,t advance

from the camp of the Philistines attended by his armour-bearer. His name was Goliah.

He was arrayed in complete mail, and armed Avith weapons proportioned to his bulk. He

stood forth between the hosts, and, as authorised by the Philistines, who were confident that

his match could not be found, proposed, with great arrogance of language, that the question

of tribute and servitude should be determined by the result of a single combat between himself

and any champion which might be opposed to him. The Israelites were quite as much dis-

mayed at the appearance of Goliah, and at the proposal which he made, as the Philistines

could have expected, or as the Philistines themselves would have been under the same cir-

cumstances. ISo heart in Israel was found stout enough to dare the encounter with this

dreadful Philistine ; nor was any man then present willing to take on his single arm the

serious consequences of the possible result. Then finding that no one of riper years or higher

B.C. 1080. five ypirs alter the anointing of Tavid. t .S. e the note on rjiants, commencing .it p. 329.
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pretensions oflFered himself to the combat, David presented himself before Saul, whom he attended

as his armour-bearer, and said, " Let no man's heart fail because of him ; thy servant will

go and fight with this Philistine." But Saul told him that he was unequal to such a contest,

"For thou art but a youth, but he a man of war from his youth." The reply of David was

equally forcible and modest :
—"Thy servant tended his father's flock; and when there came a

liun or a bear, and took a lamb out of the flock, then I pursued him and smote him, and

snatched it from his mouth; and if he rose against me, I caught him by the beard, and smote

him, and slew him. Both lions and bears hath thy servant smitten, and this imcircumcised

Philistine shall be like one of them. Let me go and smite him, and take away the reproach

from Israel; for who is this uncircumcised Philistine that he should defy the hosts of the

living God ?" He added, " Jehovah who delivered me from the power of lions and bears

will deliver me from the hand of this Philistine." Saul had been too little accustomed to

this mode of speaking and feeling not to be struck by it. Although he had himself not been

prone to exhibit military confidence in God, he perceived that such a confidence now supplied

the only prospect of success ; he therefore said, " Go ; and may Jehovah be with thee !" He
would fain have arrayed him in his own complete armour ; but David rejected this as an

incumbrance, and stepped lightly forward in his ordinary dress, and without sword or shield,

or spear, having only in his right hand a sling—with the use of which early pastoral habits

had made him familiar—and in his left a little bag, containing five smooth pebbles picked up

from the small brook that then meandered and still meanders through the valley of Elah.*

The o-iant was astonished, and felt insulted that a mere youth should be sent forth to contend

with so redoubted a champion as himself; and availing himself of the pause which the ancient

champions were wont to take to abuse, threaten, and provoke each other, he cried, " Am I

a dog, that thou comest against me with staves ?" He then cursed him by his god, and, like

the old Homeric heroes, threatened to give his flesh to the fowls of the air and to the beasts of

the field. David's reply, conceived in the finest and truest spirit of the theocracy, at once

satisfies us that we behold in him the man fit to reign over the peculiar people. "Thou

comest to me with a sword, and with a spear, and with a shield ; but I come to thee in the

name of the Lord of hosts, the God of the hosts of Israel, whom thou hast defied. This day

will Jehovah deliver thee into my hand ; and I will take thy head from thee, and I will give

thy carcass, and the carcasses of the host of the Philistines, this day to the fowls of the air and

to the wild beasts of the earth, that the whole earth may know that there is a God in Israel.

And all this assembly shall know that Jehovah can save without sword or spear ; for the

battle is Jehovah's, and he will deliver you into our hands." On this the enraged giant

strode forward ; and David hastened to fit a stone to his sling ; and he flung it with so true

an aim that it smote the Philistine in the only vulnerable part that was not cased in armour,

his forehead, and buried itself deep in his brain. He then ran and cut oft" the monster's

head with his own sword, thus fulfilling the prediction he had just uttered. A few minutes

after he had gone forth, he returned, and laid the head and sword of the giant at the feet of

Saul.

The overthrow of their champion struck a panic into the Philistines. They fled, and were

pursued, with great slaughter, even to their own country, by the Israelites, who then returned

and plundered their camp.

The honour which David won by this splendid achievement was too great for his safety.

Saul could not but feel that the sort of spirit by which the youthful hero had been actuated

was^ precisely that which on many preceding occasions he himself otiyht to have manifested,

and for not doing which the doom of exclusion had been pronounced against him. The feel-

ing that David was really the hero of the recent fight, was also not pleasant to one so jealous

* " We entered the famous Terobinthine Vain, renowned for centiiries as the field of the victory gained bj^David over the uncir-

cumcised Philistines. Nothing has occurred to alter the face of the country. The very brook out of which David chose the five

smooth stones has been noticed by many a thirsty pilgrim journeying from .laffa to Jerusalem, all of whom must pass it in their

way. The ruins of goodly edifices, indeed, attest the religious veneration entertained in later periods for this hallowed spot ; but

even these are now become so insignificant that they are scarcely discernible, .ind nothing can be said to interrupt the native

dignity of this memorable scene."

—

Ci.akkk.
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of his military glory. And when the women came forth from their towns to greet the

returning conquerors with their instruments of music, and sang responsively to their tabrets

and their viols,

—

" Saul has smitten his thousands.

But David has his ten thousands slain,"

the indignation of the king was provoked to the utmost. " To me," he said, " they have

ascribed but thousands, and to David tens of thousands : what more can he have but the king-

dom ?" It would therefore seem that this preference of David to him by the women in their

songs first suggested to him the possibility that he was the man, worthier than himself, who

was destined to succeed him and to supersede his descendants : and the notion having once

occurred, he probably made such inquiries as enabled him to conclude or to discover that

such was the fact. His knowledge of it appears soon after ; and we know that from this

time forward David became the object, not merely of his envy and jealousy, but of his hatred

and dislike. Yet he was afraid, if he as yet wished, to do him any open injury ; liut as he

could not bear him any longer in his former close attendance about his person, he threw him

more into the public service, intrusting to him the command of a thousand men. From his

subsequent expressions and conduct, it seems likely that the king expected that the inexpe-

rience of youth might lead David into such errors in this responsible public station as would

either give him occasion to act against him, or would seriously damage his character with the

people. But if such were his views, they were grievously disappointed. In his public station

" David behaved himself wisely in all his ways, for Jehovah was with him ;" and the oppor-

tunity which was given him only served to evince his talents for business and his attention to

it; and, consequently, to increase and establish that popularity among the people which his

character and exploits had already won. And so it was, that the dislike and apprehensions of

Saul increased in proportion to the abilities and discretion which David evinced, and to the

popularity which he acquired.

The king was under the full operation of those feelings, which as yet he durst not avow,

when he happened to learn that his daughter Michal had become attached to David. This was

far from displeasing him, as he thought it gave him an opportunity of entrapping the son of Jesse

to his own destruction. He promised her to him ; but on the condition of so difficult an enter-

prise against the Philistines, as he fully expected would ensvire his death. But David, always

victorious, returned in a few days with more numerous pledges of his valour than the king-

had ventured to demand; and he was then married to Michal, who could not with any decency

be refused to him.

In some subsequent actions against the Philistines, with whom a desultory warfare was

still carried on, David displayed such courage and military skill as greatly increased his

renown in Israel, and increased in the same proportion the animosity of Saul. His hate

became at last so ungovernable, that he could no longer confine the dark secret to his own

bosom, or limit himself to underhand attempts against the life of Jesse's son. He avowed it

to his son Jonathan and to his courtiers, charging them to take any favourable opportunity

of putting him to death. He knew not yet of the strong attachment which subsisted between

Jonathan and David,—that his noble son, rising far above all selfishness, pride, or envy, loved

the son of Jesse even " as his own soul." He heard the command with horror, and apprised

David of it, counselling him to hide himself until he should have an opportunity of remon-

strating on the subject privately with the king. This he did with such effect, displaying the

services and fidelity of David with such force, that the better reason of Saul prevailed for the

time, and he solemnly swore to make noTurther attempt against his life.

But not long after, all the evil passions of Saul w ere again roused by the increased renown

which David obtained, by a splendid victory over the Philistines. He had scarce retufned to

court before he had a narrow escape of being pinned to the wall by a javelin which the king

threw at him in one of those fits of frenzied melancholy, which the son of Jesse was at that

moment endeavouring to sooth by playing on his harp.

VOL. I. 3 m
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David then withdrew to his own house. But tiie king had now committed himself, and

henceforth threw aside all disguise or restraint. He sent some of his attendants to watch the

house ; and David would undoubtedly have been murdered the next morning, had not his faithful

wife managed his escape during the night, by letting him down in a basket through one of the

[Esc.ipp from a Window.]
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windows. In the morning, when the man demanded admittance with the intention of slaying

her husband, Michal told them he was very ill and confined to his bed ; and in proof of it

showed them the bed, in which she had placed a figure made up so as to present the appearance

of a body covered with the bed-clothes. This news they carried to the king, who sent them

back with orders to bring him alive in his bed. By this means Michal's artifice was dis-

covered, and her father was so enraged, that, for her own safety, she made him believe that

it was to save her own life she had consented to it.

As the only revenge then in his power, Saul took away Michal, and gave her in marriage

to another; and the story which she had made up, that David had put her in fear of her life,

probably precluded her from making that strenuous opposition which she might otherwise

have done.

David himself escaped to Ramah, where he acquainted Samuel with all the king's behaviour

to him. Samuel took him to Naioth, which seems to have been a kind of school or colle"-e

of the prophets, in the neighbourhood of Ramah, over which Samuel presided. Saul soon heard

where he was; and so reckless was he now become, and so madly bent on his murderous

object, that he would not respect even this asylum, but sent messengers to bring David to

him. These, when they beheld the company of prophets, with Samuel at their head, " pro-

phesying," or singing hymns, fell into an ecstasy, and " prophesied " in like manner. The
same happened to a second and a third party. At last Saul determined to go himself; and

in his rage he probably intended to slay Samuel also for sheltering David. Indeed, that the

youth had gone to Samuel, and was sheltered by him, must have confirmed his conviction

that David was his appointed successor, if he did not yet know, as he probably did, that the

son of Jesse had actually been anointed by the prophet. But no sooner had the king beheld

what had so strongly affected his messengers, then he also, as had happened to him in his

happier days, " prophesied," and lay in an ecstatic trance, divested of his outer garment, all

that day and night.

This gave David an opportunity to leave the neighbourhood ; and he repaired to Gibeah,

where the king resided, and where Jonathan then was, to seek a private interview with

that valuable friend. Jonathan thought himself fully acquainted with all the intentions of his

father, and would not believe that he really designed the death of David. But the latter was

well assured of it; and thought that Saul, having become acquainted with their friendship, had

concealed his full purpose from Jonathan. It was, however, agreed between them that the

conduct of the king on an approaching occasion, should be deemed to determine his ultimate

intentions ; and that meanwhile David should keep himself concealed. The two friends then

walked forth into the fields. Jonathan then avowed to David his conviction that he, and

not himself, was the destined successor of Saul ; and, with rare generosity of spirit and

abandonment of self, he expressed his cheerful assent to this, and only desired to receive the

pledge of David that, if himself alive when he became king, protection should be granted to

him from the designs which evil men might entertain ; and that if not himself living, kindness

should be extended to his family for his sake. This was a matter in which he might be

allowed at this time to feel more than usual anxiety, as it appears, from a comparison of

dates, that a son, Mephibosheth, had lately been born to him. Reciprocally, he would pledge

himself to protect the life of David, to the extent of his power, from the designs of Saul and his

other enemies. These things they swore before God to each other, and entered together into

a covenant of peace and love.

It seems that by this time Saul lived in considerable state. At the recurrence of the new

moons, he Avas accustomed to entertain his principal officers at meat. Such a feast was now

near at hand ; and it appears that Saul, who knew that David had returned to Gibeah,

expected that, notwithstanding what had passed, he would make his appearance at this feast,

as it would seem that non-attendance was regarded as an offensive neglect. Most probably the

king thought that David might regard the attempt which had been made upon his life as

mere frenetic impulse, not indicative of any deliberate intention against him. The first day 'of

the feast, the place which belonged to David at the king's table was vacant ; but Saul then

3 M 2
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made no remark, lliinking tlie absence might be accidental. But when the son of Jesse made

no appearance on the second day, the king put some questions to Jonathan, who excused

David's absence, alleging that it was by his

permission and consent. On this Saul broke

forth into the grossest abuse of Jonathan,

and assuring him that his succession to the

throne could never be secure while David

lived, concluded with, " Wherefore now
send for him ; for he shall surely die."

And when Jonathan ventured to remon-

strate, " Wherefore shall he be slain ? What
hath he done ?" the maddened king threw

his javelin to smite him. That he could

thus treat his own son, on whom, in fact, all

the hopes that remained to him were centred,

lessens our wonder at his behaviour to

David, and at the other acts of madness of

which he was guilty. By this Jonathan

knew that the king really intended to de-

stroy his friend. He therefore took his

bow, and went forth, attended by a lad, as

if to shoot in the field where David lav

hid ; for it had been agreed upon between them that the manner in which the arrows were

shot, and the expressions used by the archer to the lad who collected the arrows after thev had

[Bows.]

been discharged, was to be a sign intimating to David the course he was to take; thus prevent-

ing the danger which might accrue to both from another interview. But when the unfavour-

able sign had been given, which he knew would render his friend a fugitive, Jonathan could

not resist the desire again to commune with him before lie departed. He tlierefore sent away

the lad, and as soon as he was gone " David arose out of a place towards the south, and fell

on his face towards the ground, and three times did obeisance ; and they kissed each other,

and wept one with another, with great lamentation."

After taking leave of Jonathan, David took his journey westward, with the intention of

putting himself beyond the reach of Saul, by going to the land of the Philistines, who were
net at that time in actual hostilities with the Israelites, and with whom alone the enmity of

Saul was not likely to operate to his disadvantage. In his A\ay, attended by a few young
men who were attached to him, he came to the town of Nob, belonging to the priests, about

twelve miles from Gibeali, and in tlie neighbourhood of Jerusalem and Anathoth. To this

])lace the tabernacle had at this time been removed. We are not made acquainted with the

precise occasion of its removal from Shiloh ; but it was probably consequent upon the

destruction of that town in the war with the Philistines. At this place he was received, as

his rank and renown demanded, by the high-priest Ahimelech, whose surprise at seeing him
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he thought himself obliged to dispel, by the false and unseemly pretence that he had been

sent by the king on private business of importance. But taking notice of the presence of

^i-iv:ij^.'_i.

[Eastern furins of obcisauce.]

one Doeg, an Edomite, the chief of Saul's shepherds, by whom he doubted not that he should

be betrayed, he represented to Ahimelech that his business was urgent, and begged that he

would supply some refreshment to himself and his men, after which he would continue his

journey. The high-priest had nothing to offer but bread which had lain a week on the table

of shew-bread in the sanctuary ; and although by the priests only this might lawfully be

eaten, he was induced by the alleged urgency of the occasion to give it to David and his men.

David afterwards inquired for weapons ; and w'as told there were none but the sword of Goliah,

which, as a pious memorial of the victory over that proud blasphemer, had been deposited in

the tabernacle. This at his desire was brought to him, and, having girded it on, he took

leave of Ahimelech, and continued his journey till he reached the Philistine city of Gath,

where he presented himself, or was brought, before Achish, the king of that place, or rather

of the state of which that place was the denominating metropolis. It does not appear that

David intended himself to be known ; or if so, anticipated a more favourable reception : for

when he found that he was recognised, and that the courtiers ominously represented him as that

David to whom the maidens of Israel had in their songs ascribed the slaughter of tens of thou-

sands of Philistines, and thousands only to Saul, dreading the result of such recollections, David

feigned himself mad, with such success that Achish exclaimed, " Lo, ye see the man is mad;

why have ye brought him to me ? Have I need of madmen, that ye have brought this one

to play the madman in my presence ? Shall such a one come into my house ?" He was

therefore allowed to go where he pleased. He delayed not to avail himself of this advantage,

and hastened into the territory of his own tribe of Judah, where he found shelter in the cave

of AduUam. He was here joined by his parents and family, who probably deemed them-

selves unsafe in Bethlehem ; and as soon as his retreat became known in the neighbourhood,

his reputation attracted to him a considerable number of men hanging loose upon society, as

in the somewhat analogous case of Jephthah. To understand some of their future operations

under David, it is quite necessary to give them just that character, and no other, which they

bear in the Scriptural record, which states that " Every one in distress, every one in debt, and
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every one discontented, flocked to him ; and he became chief over them, and there were with

him about four hundred men."

From AduUam David took an opposite direction to that which he had first followed, and

went into the land of Moab. Here he was well received ; fur the king consented to take

the parents of the outcast under his protection, until the dawning of better days. They there-

fore remained among the Moabites until the troubles of their son ended with the life of Savd.

But although he might himself have found greater safety in that land, it was important to his

future interests that he should return to his own country, th.it his conduct, adventures, and

persecutions there, might keep him alive in the minds and sympathies of the people. He did

not himself plan anything with reference to the destination intended for him ultimately ; but

God, who best knew by what agencies to effect his purpose, sent the prophet Gad to com-
mand him to return into the land of Judah. He obeyed, and found shelter in the forest of

Hareth.

Saul soon heard of David's return and the place of his retreat, and was greatly troubled ; fur,

as his safety could not be the object of this move from the security which Moab afforded, he

inferred that he had returned with the intention of acting offensively and vindictively against

him when occasion or advantage offered. He therefore called together the officers of his

court ; and as there was not, as yet, any building or palace in which such assemblies could

be held, the king sat upon a bank, under a tamarisk-tree, with his spear in his hand.* It

seems that the persons present were chiefly Benjamites ; and Saul, speaking as one distrustful

of their fidelity, appealed to their selfish interests, asking on what grounds they, as Benjamites,

could hope to be bettered by the son of Jesse; and complained that there were plots between him
and his own son Jonathan, of winch they knew, but that they were not sorry for him, nor would
give any information to him. On this, Doeg, the Edomite, informed him of the assistance which
David had received at Nob from the high-priest ; but omitted to state, if he knew, the certainly

false grounds on which that assistance had been claimed by David and given by the priest

;

and added, which was not true, that Ahimelech had "inquired of God" fur him. On hearing
this, Saul was highly enraged, and immediately sent for Ahimelech and all the priests of his

family that were at Nob. When they arrived, the king fiercely charged him with his parti-

cipation in what his jealous imagination tortured into a conspiracy of David against him.

Ahimelech declared that he had entertained him merely as tlie king's son-in-law, and one

employed on the king's business, and denied tliat he had consulted the sacred oracle on his

behalf; but Saul, without listening to his statement, commanded his followers to slay them
all. A dead stillness followed this order; and, finding that no one moved to obev it, the

frantic king turned to Doeg and commanded him to fall upon them. The unscrupulous

Edomite was ready in his obedience; and although the Israelites then present had refused to

stain their own hands with the blood of the most sacred persons in the land, they had not

sufficient spirit or principle to interpose in their behalf, but stood by and saw them slaughtered

by Doeg and his myrmidons. Not fewer than eighty-five priests fell in this horrid massacre;
and immediately after, Doeg, by Saul's order, of course, proceeded to Nob, and slew all that

lived in it—man, woman, child, and beast. This was a further development of that judg-

ment upon the house of Eli which had been pronounced of old ; this was that deed in Israel

of which it had been predicted that " both the ears of every one that heareth it shall tingle."

The only individual of the family of the high-priest who escaped, was Abiathar, one of his

sons. This person repaired to David, who was deeply afflicted at the intelligence which he
brought, and desired him to remain with him.

Soon after this David heard that a party of Philistines had come up against the border-town
of Keilah, with the view of taking away the produce of the harvest which the people of that

town had lately gathered in. He greatly desired to march liis troop to the relief of that

place ; but his men who, as might be expected from their character, were by no means dis-

• The spear was obviously used by liim not more as a vc.ipun tliaii as a sceptre. As such it is several times mentioned. The
earliest sceptres were, in fact, spears in many ancient nations.
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tinguished for their courage or subordination, declined sj bold an enterprise. At last, a dis-

tinct promise of victory from the sacred oracle, consulted by Abiathar who acted as priest,

encouraged their obedience. They went and obtained a complete victory over the Philistines,

delivering Keilah from the danger by which it was threatened. This and other instances of

David's readiness, in his own precarious situation, to employ his resources against the enemies

of his country, must have tended much to raise his character among the people, and to keep

him before the public eye.

He now entered and remained in the town he had relieved, which Saul no sooner under-

stood than he exclaimed " God hath delivered him into my hand ; for he is shut in by enterino-

into a town that hath gates and bars;" and he delayed not to call together a powerful force,

which he marched to besiege that place. But David, being apprised by the oracle that the

people of Keilah, unmindful of their obligation to him, would deliver him up to the king if he
remained there until his arrival, withdrew from the place at the head of a force now increased

to 600 men. When Saul heard this, he discontinued his march against Keilah.

David now sought shelter in the eastern part of Judea, towards the Dead Sea. There
were strong posts and obscure retreats in that quarter, among the mountains and the woods,

to which he successively removed, as the motions of Saul dictated ; for the king, now openly

bent on his destruction, hastened to every place to which he heard that the son of Jesse had
retreated, hunting him " like a partridge in the mountains." He was for some time in

different parts of the wilderness of Ziph. He was sheltered by a wood in that wilderness,

when Jonathan, becoming acquainted with his place of retreat, went to him, " to encourage

him to trust in God." He said to him, " Fear not, for the hand of Saul my father shall

not find thee ; and thou shalt be king over Israel, and I shall be next to thee ; and that

also Saul my father knoweth.^^ Again the friends renewed their covenant before Jehovah,

and parted—to meet no more. There is really nothing in all history finer than this love of

Jonathan to David ; it was, as the latter himself found occasion to describe it, " Wonderful,

passing the love of women!" It was a noble spirit with which the son of the king held close

to his heart, and admitted the superior claims of, the man destined to supersede him and his

in the most splendid object of human ambition, which, on ordinary principles, he might have

considered his just inheritance. But his were not ordinary principles, such as swayed the

mind and determined the conduct of his father. His were the true principles of the theocracy,

whereby he knew that Jehovah was the true king of Israel, and cheerfully submitted to his

undoubted right to appoint whom he would as his regent, even to his own exclusion ; and,

with generous humility, was the first to recognise and admire the superior qualities of the

man on whom it was known that his forfeited destinies had fallen. Yet lest, in our admiration

of Jonathan's conduct, human virtue should seem too highly exalted, it may be well to

remember, that the hereditary principle in civil government was as yet without precedent

among the Hebrews, with whom sons had not yet learned to look to succeed their fathers

in their public offices. None of the judges had transmitted their authority to their sons or

relatives : and the only instance in which an attempt had been made (by Abimelech) to

establish this hereditary principle, had most miserably failed. But the friendship of Jonathan

and David is a passage in the history of the Hebrew kingdom from which the mind
reluctantly withdraws. If it occurred in a fiction, it would be pointed out as an example of

most refined and consummate art, that the author represents to us in such colours of beauty

and truth the person he intends to set aside, and allows him so largely to share our sym-
pathies and admiration with the hero of his tale.

Not long after this, some inhabitants of Ziph went to Gibeah and acquainted the king with

the quarter in which David lay hid. Saul was so transported with joy at the news, that he

heartily blessed them as the only people who had compassion upon him in his trouble ; for by

this time, if not before, it seems that his morbid fancy had fully persuaded him that David

was really engaged in a conspiracy to take his life, and place the crown upon his own head.

But David had timely intelligence that his retreat was betrayed, and withdrew southward

into the wilderness of Moan. But Saul pursued him thither, and, with the design to surround
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him, was already on one side of the mountain on the other side of whicli David lay, Avhen he

was providentially called off by intelligence of a sudden incursion into the country by the

Philistines. He went and repulsed them; and then, at the head of three thousand men,

returned to follow upon the tracks of Jesse's son—so inveterately was he now bent upon his

fell purpose.

Meanwhile David had removed to the district of Engeddi, towards the south-western

extremity of the Dead Sea, the caverns and rocky fastnesses of which offered many secure

retreats. Saul pursued him into this region,* and one day entered a large cave, to repose

himself during the heat of the day. Now it happened that David and his men were already

in this cave ; but being in the remote and dark inner extremity, were unperceived by the king
;

but he, being between them and the light which entered at the cave's mouth, was seen and

recognised by them. As he lay asleep, David's men joyfully congratulated him that his enemy

was now completely in his power. But they knew not what manner of spirit was in the son

of Jesse. " Jehovah forbid," he said to them, " that I should do this thing to my master, the

anointed of Jehovah, to stretch forth my hand against him ; for the anointed of Jehovah

is he ;" and the men were with difficulty restrained by these words from putting the king to

death. But that he might know how completely his life had been in the hands of the man
whose life he sought, David went and cut off the skirt of his mantle. Saul at length arose,

and left the cave, and went his way. David went out and called after hin), " My lord, the

king!" When Saul turned, David bowed himself reverently towards the earth, and proceeded

in the most respectful terms to remonstrate against the injustice with which he had been

treated and the inveteracy with which he was pursued. He charitably imputed the designs

laid to his charge to the suggestions of evil-mitided men; and in proof of their utter ground-

lessness, related what had happened in the cave, and produced the skirt to show how entirely

the king's life had been in his power. Saul's naturally good feelings were touched by this

generous forbearance, from one who knew that his own life was then sought by him :
" Is

that thy voice, my son David!" he cried, and his softened heart yielded refreshing tears, such

as he had not lately been wont to shed. That which had l^een in David a forbearance result-

ing from the natural and spontaneous imjjulse of his own feelings, seemed to the king an act

of superhuman virtue, which forced upon him the recognition that he was indeed that

" worthier " man to whom the inheritance of his crown had been prophesied. Rendering good

for evil was a new thing to him ; and now, in the regard and admiration which it excited, he

freely acknowledged the conviction he entertained,—" And now, behold, I know well that thou

wilt surely be king, and that the kingdom of Israel will be established in thy hand. Swear
now, therefore, to me, by Jehovah, that thou wilt not cut otf my seed after me, and that thou

wilt not destroy my name out of my father's house." The anxiety of the king, and even of

Jonathan, on this point, seems to show^ (what has already appeared in the case of Abimelech)

that it was even then, as it ever has been until lately, usual for Oriental kings to remove by
death all those whose claims to the throne might seem superior or equal to their own, or

whose presence might offer an alternative to the discontented : the intense horror with

which the Hebrews regarded the prospect or fear of genealogical extinction, also contributes

to explain the anxiety which both Saul and Jonathan felt on this point mure than on any

other. David took the oath required from him ; Saul then returned to Gibeah, and David,
who had little confidence in the permanency of the impression he had made, remained in his

strongholds.

Very soon after this Samuel died, at the advanced age of ninety-two years,t after he had
judged Israel fifty years, that is, twelve years alone, an<l thirty-eiglit years jointly with Saul

;

for there is no doubt that he retained his authority as civil judge to the end of his life. The
death of this good man was lamented as a common calamity by all true Israelites, who
assembled in great numbers to honour his funeral. He was buried in the garden of his own
house at Ramah.

As David immediately after removed much further southward, even " into the wilderness

* Pescrihrd in p. c:xx\ii. ol tlic Physical History. + B.C. 1072.
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of Paran," it would seem that, having no conlidence in Saul's fits of right feeling, he was
fearful of the consequences of the absence of that degree of mural restraint upon him which
had existed while the prophet lived. The southern country offers, in the proper season

excellent pastures, away to which those of Judah, who had "large possessions of cattle," were
wont to send their flocks during a part of the year. The advantage oifered by the free use
of these open pastures was, how^ever, in some degree counterbalanced by the danger from the

prowling Arab tribes with which they sometimes came in contact. David probably supported
his men during the eight months of his stay in this region by acting against those tribes,

and making spoil of their cattle. And as their hand was against every man, it was natural

that every man's hand should be against them ; the rather, as we may be sure, from their

general conduct, that they lost no occasions of oppressing or plundering the people inhabit-

ing, or pasturing their flocks, along or near the southern frontier. Thus the presence of
David's troop was, for that reason, a great advantage to the shepherds, as he had by this

time secured sufficient control over his men to oblige them to respect the property of the
Israelites. And this was, at least in the feelings of the people, no small thing in a body of
men, living abroad with swords in their hands, and obliged, as they were, to collect their

subsistence in the best way they could. Among those who were advantaged by this, none
were more so than the shepherds of Nabal, a man of large possessions in Carmel. When
David returned northward, he heard that Nabal was making great preparations for the

entertainment of his people during the shearing of his 3000 sheep ; and being then greatly

pressed for provisions, he sent some of his young men to this person to salute him respectfully

in his name, and to request some small supply out of the abundance he had provided. Now
in point of fact, according to all usage, Nabal ought to have anticipated this request, as soon

as he learned that one who had protected his property in the wilderness was then in his neigh-

bourhood. But Nabal was " churlish and evil in all his manners, and irritable as a do'>-."

This character, his insulting answer to the message fully supported :—" Who is David ? and
who is the son of Jesse? There he many servants now-a-days that break aivay, every man
from his master. Shall I then take my bread, and my water, and my flesh, which I have
killed for my shearers, and give it to men whom I know not whence they be?" When this

answer was brought back to David, he was highly enraged, and ordered his men to gird on
their swords ; and with 400 of them (leaving 200 to protect the baggage) he set forth with

the rash and cruel purpose of destroying the churl and all that belonged to him. The provo-

cation, although very great, and not likely to be overlooked by a military man, w^as certainly

not such as to justify this barbarous design. Its execution was, however, averted by Abigail,

the wife of Nabal, who is described as " a woman of good understanding and beautiful in

form." Those shepherds who had been in the wilderness with the flocks, and were sensible

of the value of that protection which David's troop had rendered, greatly disapproved of

their master's conduct. They therefore reported the whole matter to their mistress, who
appears to have had that real authority in the household which a woman of sense always has

had in the house of even a brutal fool. She concurred in their apprehensions as to the probable

consequences, and with a promptitude which bears out the character given to her, decided on the

proper steps to avert them. While Nabal was eating and drinking, even to drunkenness, at

the feast, she made up an elegant and liberal present, consisting of 200 loaves of bread, two

skin-bottles of wine, five measures of parched corn, five sheep ready dressed, 200 clusters

of raisins, and 200 cakes of figs ; and having placed all this on asses, she set forth with

suitable attendance to meet the enraged hero. She soon met him and his men, on full march
to Carmel ; and after rendering him her most respectful homage, she spoke to him with such

fine tact and prudence, that his passion "grew calm under her hand ; and she convinced him
that the deed which he contemplated would cause the weight of innocent blood to lie heavy on

his conscience in after days. Being thus made to feel that he had allowed the bitterness of

" a blockhead's insult "* to sink too deeply in his soul, he felt really thankful that his fell

* " Fate never wounds more deep Uie gen'rous heart.

Than when n btoclihead's insult points the dart."—.ToK^'so^'.

vol.. I. 3 N
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purpose had been interrupted :
—" Blessed be

Jehovah, the God of Israel," he said, " who

sent thee this day to meet me ; and blessed be

thy advice, and blessed be thou, who hast

kept me this day from coming to shed blood,

and from avenging myself with mine own

hand."

Abigail returned to her husband, and the

next day acquainted him with the steps she

had taken, and the imminent danger into

which his churlishness had brought him and

his. The view which was presented to his

mind of the evil which had hung over his

head, struck him with such intense dread and

horror, that in a few days he died of a broken

heart. When this came to the ears of David,

who had been much charmed by the good

sense and beauty of Abigail, he sent to her,

and she consented to become his wife. He
had previously married Ahinoam of Jezreel,

after Saul had given Michal to another.

Polygamy was not expressly forbidden by

the law ; neither did it receive any sanction

•therefrom. It was a matter of existing usage

with which the law did not interfere ; al-

though it discouraged the formation, by the

kings, of such extensive harems as the kings

of the East have been wont to possess : and

both David and his S(3n Solomon had ample

occasion to lament those besotting passions

which led them to neglect this injunction, as [Piest-nts to a Hedoiiin Chief.]
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well as to learn that there is in this matter an obvious social law which cannot with impunity

be transgressed. This there will be other occasions to show.

Soon after this David removed to his former place of shelter, in the wilderness of Ziph.

While he remained there, Saul justified the doubts which the son of Jesse, who well knew
his character, entertained of the continuance of his good resolutions ; for he again came to

seek liim at the head of 3000 men. But this only gave David another opportunity of

evincing the true and generous loyalty of his own character. For one niglit, while the king

lay asleep, in the midst of his men, with his spear stuck in the ground at his head, to mark
the station of the chief, David entered his camp, attended by Abishai (brother to the

subsequently celebrated Joab), and, without being noticed, penetrated to the very spot where
the king lay. Abishai thought this a fine opportunity of ending all their troubles with the

life of their persecutor; and begged David to permit him to transfix the sleeping king with
his spear. But to the pious hero, "a divinely appointed king, although his enemy, was a sacred

person. To lay violent hands on him, and to open a way to the throne by regicide was a
crime which he justly abhorred. What God had promised him he was willing to wait for,

till He who had promised should deliver it to him in the ordinary course of his providence."*

He therefore checked the misdirected zeal of Abishai, and withdrew with him, taking away
the spear which was planted at Saiil's head, and the vessel of water which stood there for his

use. David then went and stationed himself at the edge of an opposite cliff, overlooking the

camp of Saul, and calling by name to Abner, the cousin and chief commander of the king,

told him he was worthy of death for the careless manner in which he guarded the royal

person. As he went on reproaching Abner, Saul, as he expected, recognised his voice, and
guessing that he had again been spared when in his power, called out, " Is that thy voice,

my son David?" and was answered, "It is my voice, my lord, king!" David then pro-

ceeded with much energy, but in the most respectful language, to remonstrate against the

treatment he received, and produced the evidence of the spear and water-jug, as evincing the

value of the king's life in his eyes. The result was the same as it had been on a similar

occasion before: Saul's heart was touched. He acknowledged that he had " acted foolishly,

and erred exceedingly;" and after blessing David, returned to Gibeah.

David had before this formed the intention of again withdrawing to the Philistines ; for in

his remonstrance with Saul he had laid the responsibility of this measure upon his perse-

cutors,—" If Jehovah hath stirred thee up against me, let him accept an offering; but if they

be the children of men, accursed be they before Jehovah, for they now drive me out from
abiding in the inheritance of Jehovah." He must not be allowed, however, thus easily to rid

himself of the responsibility of so ill-advised and desperate an expedient, in which he

neglected to ask counsel of God, but followed the impulse of his own apprehensions ; and
from the natural and obvious consequences of which he could only escape by acts of equivo-

cation, hypocrisy, and ingratitude which do no honour to his name. However, we are to

regard David, in all this portion of his life, as a learner, as one who was in the course of being

trained to rule wisely, by various disciplines, distresses, and errors ;—for even the errors of

conduct into which men fall, by having placed themselves in a false position through too con-

fident a reliance on their own judgment, are not among the least profitable experiences which

they obtain, and which go towards the ripening of their minds. But, undoubtedly, it had

been better for David, and more becoming, had he remained in his own country, relying upon

the protection of that good providence by which he had hitherto been preserved.

On reaching Gath, with his 600 men, David was well received by the king, who appears

to have been the same Achish in whose presence he had formerly played the madman. The
Hebrew chief soon took occasion to request the Philistine king to assign him some town in

which he might reside apart with his people ; and the king, with generous and unsuspecting

confidence, made over to him, to his full and exclusive possession, the small border town of

Ziklag, which was situated not far from the brook Besor. Here he resided one year and

four months, or until the death of Saul. From this place he undertook excursions against the

* .lalin, i. 103.

3 N 2
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ancient predatory enemies of Israel, the Amalekites, the Geslanrites, and the Gezrites, who
roved about in Arabia Petrsea, on the sea-coast as far as PeUisium, and on the southern fron-

tier of the tribe of Judah. In all these excursions he utterly destroyed man, -woman, and

child, and took possession of the cattle and apparel, of which their -wealth consisted. The
exterminating character which he gave to this warfare, was to prevent the Philistines from

learning that he had been acting against their allies and friends ; and he always ])retended

to Achish that his expedition had been against the Israelites and their allies, bv which he

established himself firmly in the confidence of that king. For the cool manner in which the

son of Jesse poured out innocent blood to cover a deliberate and designing falsehood, we
have no excuse to offer. He must bear the blame for ever.

In those days the Philistine states joined their forces for war against Israel ; and David,

having, by his pretences, impressed upon Achish the conviction that he now detested his own
people and was detested by them, was driven to the dreadful alternative of either taking the

field with the Philistines and fighting against his brethren, or else of appearing ungrateful to

Achish, and perhaps of occasioning the destruction of his family and himself. But from this

difficulty he was extricated by the not unreasonable jealousy of the other Philistine princes,

who expected he might turn against them in the battle in order to reconcile himself to his

master. Achish was much hurt at such suspicions against one on whom he so perfectly

relied, but was reluctantly obliged to dismiss him from the expedition.

On returning to Ziklag, David found the city pillaged and reduced to ashes. The Amalek-

ites, Geshurites, and Gezrites, had taken the opportunity of his absence in another direction

thus to avenge themselves for his former inroads upon them. They did not, however, retaliate

to the full extent ; for although " they took the men and women who were in it captive, thev

slew not any, either great or small, but carried them away." David's two wives were among
the captives. His men were frantic at the loss of their families and substance, and at first

talked of stoning their leader, whom they regarded as at least the remote cause of this calamity.

But they were at last appeased, and set out in pursuit of the spoilers, notwithstanding the

fatigue occasioned by their previous march. Two hundred of the men were unable to proceed

fiirther than the brook Besor; and David, leaving them there, continued the pursuit with the

remaining four hundred. On their way they fell in with a man half dead with illness, hunger,

and thirst. Having refreshed him with food and drink, they learned that he was an Egvptian,

a slave to one of the party they pursued ; but that having fallen ill three days before, his

master had left him—to live or die, as might happen—and that since then no bread or water

had passed his lips. He gave an account of the operations of the horde ; and, when ])ressed,

agreed to conduct the Hebrew i)arty to the spot at which he knew that they intended to repose.

When that spot was reached, the nomades were enjoying themselves in full security, as tliey

sujjposed themselves beyond the reach of pursuit, and could not know that David would have

returned to Ziklag so soon. Tliey were thus easily overthrown : and not only did the Hebrews
rc-capture all that they had taken, but gained besides so considerable a l)uotv, that David was

enabled to send presents to all the rulers in Judali who were favourable to his cause.

The 400 men who had continued the pursuit were unwilling to share the additional spoil

with the 200 who had tarried by the brook Besor, although willing to restore their own pro-

perty to them. But David took the opportmiity of establishing the useful principle that all

the persons engaged in an expedition should share equally, whatever part thev took in it ; or,

in other words, tliat those whose presence protected the baggage should be ccpially l)enelltcd

by_ a victin-y with those who went to the fight.

The present campaign of the Philistines against the Israelites was one of those large opera-

tions which nations can in general only undertake after long intervals of rist. There seems,

indeed, during the reign of Saul, to have been always a sort of desultorv and partial war-

fare l)etwcen the two nations; l)ut it had produced no measure comparable to this, which

was intended to be decisive, and was calculated to tax to the utmost the res(mrccs of the belli-

gerents. When Saul surveyed, from the heights of Gill)oa, the formidable army which the

Philistine had brought into the plain of Esdraelon—that great battle-field of nations—his
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heart failed him. Presentiments of coming

events cast deep shadows over his troubled

mind. He sought counsel of God. But God

had forsaken him—left him to his own devices

—and answered him not, " either by dreams,

or by urim, or by prophets."

The crimes of Saul arose from his disloyalty

to Jehovah, in his reluctance to acknowledge

Him as the true king of Israel. But as his

God, he worshipped him, and had no tendency

toAvards those idolatries by which so many

subsequent kings were disgraced. All idolatry

and idolatrous acts were discouraged and

punished by him. In obedience to the law *

he banished from the land all the diviners and

wizards he could find. But now, in his dis-

may, he directed his attendants to find out a

Avonian skilful in necromancy, that he might

seek through her the information which the

Lord refused to give. One was found at

Endor, a town not far from the camp in

Gilboa; and to her he repaired by night, dis-

guised, with two attendants, and desired her to

evoke the spirit of Samuel, that, in this dread

emergency, he might ask counsel of him.

Whatever might be the nature of the woman's

art, and her design in undertaking to fulfil his

wish,—whether she meant to impose on Saul

by getting some accomplice to personate

Samuel, who had only been dead two years,

and whose person must have become well

* Dcut. .wiii

rBtflouuis \Mth Captnes aud «poil ]
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known to the Israelites during his long administration,—or whether she expected a de-

moniacal spirit to give him an answer ; it appears from a close examination of the text, that,

to the great astonishment of the woman herself, and before she had time to utter any

of her incantations, the spirit of Samuel was permitted to appear, in a glorified form, and

ominously clad in that mantle in which was the rent that signified the rending of the kingdom

from the family of Saul. When the figure appeared, the king kiieiv that it was Samuel, and

bowed himself to the ground before him. From that awful and passionless form he heard

that the doom declared long since was now to be accomplished;—to-morrow Israel should be

given up to the sword of the Philistines—to-morrow Saul and his sons should be numbered

with the dead. At these heavy tidings, the king fell down as one dead, for he had touched

no food that night or the preceding day, and was with difficulty restored to his senses and

refreshed by the woman and his attendants.

The next day all that had been foretold was accomplished. Israel fled before the Philistine

[Body of Areliors.]

archers ; and Saul and his sons, unable to stem the retreating torrent, fled also. The three

sons of the king, Jonathan, Abinadab, and Melchi-shua, were slain. Saul himself was

grievously wounded by the archers ; and that he might not fall alive into the hands of the

Philistines and be subjected to their insults, he desired his armour-bearer to strike him

through with his sword ; and when that faithful follower refused, he fell upon his own sword :

and the example was followed by tlie armour-bearer, when he beheld his lord lying dead before

him. " So Saul died, and his three t^oiis, and his armour-bearer, and all his men, that same
day together."

The next day, when the Philistines came to collect the spoils of the slain, they found the

bodies of Saul and his three sons. The indignity with which they treated the remains of

these brave men has no previous example. They cut off their heads, and hung their boil ies

to the wall of the town of Bethshan, near the Jordan. Their heads and armour they sent

into Philistia, as trophies of their triumph, by the hand of the messengers who were despatched

to publish it in their temples and their towns. The bodies of Saul and his sons were soon

stolen away l)y night from the wall of Bethshan, by some valiant men of Jabesh, on the

opposite side of the river, where a grateful remembrance was cherished of the king's first

military exploit, whereljy the people of that town were delivered from the loss of their liberty

and their eyes. To preclude any attempt at the recovery and contiinied insult of the bodies,

the people burnt them, and buried the collccled bones and ashes under a tamarisk-tree.



CHAPTER II.

D A V I D.

\ \ \- i^'.>.

[Hebron.]

On the third clay of David's return to Ziklag a man arrived in haste, with his clothes rent,

and earth upon his head, and laid at the feet of David the crown and armlet (>) which Saul had

worn. He told, truly, that Israel had fled before the Philistines, and that Saul and his sons

were slain ; but thinking to win royal rewards from the son of Jesse, he boasted that he had

slain Saul with his own hand. The truth was probably that he had found the body of Saul

in the night after the battle, and had taken from it the royal insignia which he brought to

David. His expectations were grievously disappointed ; for David, believing his statement,

caused him to be put to death, as one who had not feared to slay the Lord's anointed. The

man was an Amalekite. David mourned and fasted for the desolation of Israel, and he

lamented the death of his beloved Jonathan, and even of Saul, in a most affecting and beautiful

elegy, which we may here introduce as a specimen of the poetical compositions of one whose

rank among the poets of the Hebrews is fully equal to that which he occupies among their

kings :
—

*

* Tlie reision now given is that of Bootbroyd, altered in some of the lines.
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" (). aiitelo\)e of Israel! picici'tl mi Hiy liiifli plaf.M

How ale tlie miglity fallen !

Tell it not in (Jatli

;

Publish it not in tlie streets of Askeloa ;

Lest the daughters of the Phili.stiues rejoiee.

Lest the daughters of the uncircumcised triumyih.

Ye mountains of Gilboa, on you be no dew.

Nor rain, nor fields of first-fruits
;

Since there hath been vilely cast awav,
The shield of the mighty, the shielii of Saul,

The armour of him anointed with oil.

From the blood of the slain.

From the fat of the mighty.

The bow of .fonathan was not held back.

Nor did the sword of Saul return in vain.

Saul and Jonathan !

In mutual love were they in life united.

And in their death they were not separated.

.Swifter than eagles, stronger than lions were they !

Ye daughters of Israel weep over Saul,

AVho clothed you pleasantly in scarlet.

And put golden ornaments upon your robes.

How are the mighty fallen in the midst of battle !

O .Tonathan, slain on thy own mountains !

I am grieved for thee, O Jonathan, my brother !

Very dear to me wast thou :

Wonderful was thy love to me.
Surpassing the love of women.
How are the mighty fallen !

And the weapons of war perished
!"

That he mourned even for Saul, ^vill only be attributed to liypocrisy by tliose who are them-
selves incapable of such magnanimity, and are determined to forget that David, during the

life of his persecutor, always respected him as a king appointed ])y God, and twice spared

him when he had his life completely in his power.

With the approbation of the Lord, whom he consulted, David now removed, with his

family and friends, to Hebron, where the rulers of the tribe of Judah, with views altogether

theocratical, awarded the sceptre to him, as one whom God had already designated as king.

David was at this time thirty years of age.

But no other tribe concurred with Judah in this important step. On the contrary, all the

other tribes elected Saul's only surviving son, Eshbaal, as he was originally named,* but nick-

named Ishbosheth (a man of shame), from his weakness and incapacity, which, it would
appear, saved his life, by precluding him from being present at the battle in which his brothers

perished. This measure was probably promoted by that radical jealousy between the tribes

of Judah and Ephraim, which prevented the latter (which took the lead among the other

tribes) fronr concurring in the appointing a king of the rival tribe, or indeed from heartily

sympathising in any measure which that tribe originated. But the prime agent in this schism

was Abner, the commander of the army, who had drawn off the remnant of the defeated army
to the other side the Jordan, and there, at Malianaim, proclaimed Ishbosheth king. Abner
was a bold and able, but unprincipled man ; and doubtless expected to govern in the name
of his feeble nephew. And he did so.

For two years no hostile acts between the two kingdoms took place. But war was at

length provoked by Abner, who crossed the Jordan with the intention to subdue the tribe of

Judah to the autliority of Ishbosheth. David sent Joab to meet him; and the opposing forces

met near the pool of Gibeon. But the men on each side felt that they were all Israelites,

and were reluctant to fight against each other. The two generals, therefore, thought of a

device w^hich has often been employed in the East, and elsewhere, to excite tribes or nations

to battle, when relationship or other causes made them reluctant or wanting in zeal. Twelve
men on each side were matched to fight against each other between the two armies ; and so

well were they matched that they no sooner came within reach of one another, than each man
seized his antagonist by the head and sheathed his sword in his body, so that they were all killed

' 1 Chron. xiii. Xi, ix. 39.
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upon the spot. This kindled the opposing

forces, and a desperate and most sanguinary

battle followed. It ended in the defeat of

Abner, who was himself obliged to flee for

his life. As he fled he was singled out by

Joab's brother Asahel, " who was as swift

of foot as any antelope of the field ;" and

he pursued him, without allowing himself

to be drawn aside by other objects. He was

close at the heels of Abner, when the latter

looked back, and finding who it was, he

became most anxious to avoid such a blood-

feud as would arise between him and Joab,

in case he slew his brother, even in his

own defence. He therefore entreated Asahel

to turn back that he might not be com-

pelled to smite him to the ground. But

finding that he was still pursued, and that

it was impossible to outstrip his pursuer,

he struck at him with the hinder point of

his spear,* and with such force, that the

weapon passed through him and came out

behind. The pursuit of Abner and the

other fugitives was continued by Joab and

his other brother Abishai until sunset, by
which time they were got as far as the hill

of Ammah. Here the Benjamites (always

valiant, and jealously attached to the house

of Saul) rallied again imder Abner, and

posting themselves on the rising of the hill,

stood prepared to make a stout defence ;

• The speav is armp.l at tlie lower on I with a pointed iron,

VOL. I.

L^^
[The Pursuer Slain.]

w hereby it is stuck into the erouml when the owner is iii repose.
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but their general, who was weary of fighting, called to Joab, and begged him to put a stop

to the slaughter of his brethren, whose destruction could not but cause bitterness in the end.

Although Joab had determined to continue the pursuit all night, he had the sense to hearken

to his advice, and caused the trumpet to sound a retreat. After this, Abner and his men took

the way to Mahanaim, and Joab returned to Hebron. Abner lost three hundred and sixty

men in this action, while on David's side only nineteen were killed. The war having thus

commenced, was continued for several years ; but it appears to have been a small irritating

warfare, which never came to any important or decisive engagement between the opposing

parties. It was, however, attended with this result, that the cause of David was gathering

strength every day, while the house of Saul daily became weaker and weaker. Indeed it

seems to have required all the great talents of Abner to keep the kingdom of Ishbosheth

together.

Meanwhile David reigned prosperously in Hebron. He increased the number of his wives

to six, by all of whom sons were born to him in that place.* In this small kingdom his good

and prosperous government, together with the knowledge that he had been divinely appointed

to reign over all Israel, appears insensibly to have inclined the other tribes towards him, by

which, more even than by war, his cause gathered that strength which that of Ishbosheth lost.

Abner was fully sensible that without himself the kingdom of his nephew would fall to ])ieces,

or ratlier pass quietly into the hands of David. He rated his services at their full value ; and

although we do not ourselves see cause to suspect, as some have done, that he contemplated

taking the crown to himself, it is certain that he was not disposed to consider himself respon-

sible to the king for his conduct, or to allow any of his proceedings to be questioned by him.

Now Ishbosheth had heard that Abner carried on a criminal interc<}urse with one of Saul's

concubines, named Rizpah : and as, according to the usages of the East, the concubines of a

deceased sovereign became the property of the successor in so strong and peculiar a sense,

that such an act as that imputed to Abner might be interpreted into a design upon the crown,

f

or at least was an insidting encroachment upon the peculiar rights of royalty, even the timid

Ishbosheth was roused to question Abner on the subject. It is not very clear whether the

charge was true or false ; but it is clear that this overbearing personage was astonished and

disgusted that the king should dare to question any part of his conduct. He rose into a

towering passion :
—

" Am I, who, against Judah, have to this day shown kindness to the house

of Saul, thy father, and to his brethren and to his friends, and have not delivered thee into

the hands of David, such a dog's head that thou chargest me to day with a fault concerning

this woman ? God do so to Abner, and more also, if, as Jehovah hath sworn to David, I do

not so to him, by transferring the dominion of the house of Saul, and to set up the throne of

David over Israel and over Judah, from Dan even to Beersheba." From this it seems that

even Abner knew that he had acted against a higher duty, in setting up Ishbosheth in oppo-

sition to David ; but this cannot justify the grounds on which he 7tow declared his intention

to act against him. What he had said was no vain threat, although he was prol)ably willing

afterwards that the son of Saul shoidd take it for an unmeaning outbreak of passion. He
sent messengers to David to enter into a treaty with him, under which he would engage to use

his great influence in l)ringing all Israel to acknowledge him as king ; and after this he

found a pretence for going liimself unsuspcctedly to Hebron to complete the agreement and

arrange the steps to be taken. David had sent to Ishbosheth to desire him to restore to him
his wife Michal, whom Saul had given to another. He had a ])crfect right to make this

demand, if so inclined,—the rather as she had thus been disposed of against her own wish ; Init

we may suppose that he was particularly induced to reclaim her at tliis juncture, in considera-

• l'"or the imrponcs of tlie senucl it iimy bo useful to note the names of these wives, and oflhi' suns uliich they bore to D.avid.

1. Ahino.im, of .le/.reel, bore Amnon. 2. Al)igail, the widow of Nabal, bore C'liileab, otherwise Daniel. 3. Maaeliali, tlic daugh-
ter of Talmai, king of Geshur, bore .MisaUmi and a dani,'liter named Tamar. 4. Il.if.'gith Imre Adonijah. 5. .Wiit.il bore
,She|)liatiah. 6. Eglah t)oro Itlire.am. Ihit as this enunier.ition is only for f;ene.ilot,'iral uses, it appears likely that the fnst-ljorn

sou only of these several wives is named. It is imjirobable that they all h.ad one son and none more. .Some iirobably h.id dau'.'h

tors also; liut Tamar only is named, as hei history ultimately became of historical imiiortanee.

t See instances of this in the case of Ab.salum (2 Sam. xx. li'J) and .\doniiali, 1 Kind's, ii. 13—2j.
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tion of the satisfaction the measure was likely to give to those attached to the family of Saul.

As tliis claim was doubtless supported by Abner, it was granted ; and having obtained an

order to demand her from her present husband, that personage himself undertook to escort

her to David. From this transaction it would seem that the war had latterly been allowed to

die away, although without any concession or treaty having been made on either side. That

he was escorting the daughter of Saul to David, proved to Abner a favourable opportunity, on

his way, of explaining his present sentiments to the elders of the tribes through which he

passed ; especially to those of Benjamin, which was naturally the most attached to the house

of Saul, while his own influence in it was the greatest. He dwelt strongly on the public

benefits which might be expected from the government of one who had been expressly nomi-

nated by Jehovah to the kingdom ; and such a representation, coming from such a quarter,

coupled with the favourable dispositions towards David which had grown up during his reign

in Hebron, was attended with such effect, that Abner was authorised to make overtures to

him in Ijehalf of the tribes which had hitherto adhered to the house of Saul.

Abner was received with great distinction and royally feasted by David ; and after the

business on which he really came had been settled to his satisfaction, he departed with the

intention of inducing the tribes to concur in giving David a public invitation to take the crown
of Israel.

Joab had been absent from Hebron during this visit of Abner ; but he returned immediately

after Abner had departed, and was deeply displeased when he learned what had occurred.

Through the energy of his character, his abilities and experience in the affairs of peace and
war, his influence and popularity with the army, which was under his command, and his un-
questioned devotion to the interests of David, this man had great authority with the king. His
standing, indeed, in the kingdom of Judah, had much resemblance to that of Abner in the

other kingdom ; nor were their characters altogether unlike. In the points of difference the

advantage was on the side of Abner ; for his experience in military and public affairs was
larger, from which, together with his near relationship to Saul and his son, and the high

stations he had occupied under them, his influence with the people was far greater than that

which Joab or any other man in Israel could pretend to; and hence his greater power at this

time of rendering essential services to the king of Judah. Abner and Joab also served very

different masters ; and thus it happened that while Abner was, in the public eye, the greatest

man in the kingdom of Israel, Joab was in that of Judah only the greatest man next to

David. Upon the whole, Abner was the only man in the country of whom Joab had cause

to be afraid, and by whom it was likely that his own influence would be superseded in case

the two kingdoms were united through his instrumentality. It was probably more from such

considerations than any other that his displeasure at the intercourse between David and Abner
arose. He went instantly to the king, and reproached him for allowing himself to be imposed

upon by the able uncle of Ishbosheth, declaring his belief that the true object of his visit was

to obtain such information concerning his state and resources as he might afterwards employ

against him. He then went out and sent a messenger after Abner to call him back in the

name of the king. As he returned, Joab took care to meet him near the gate, and drew him

aside as if to speak to him privately, and while he was entirely unguarded and unsuspicious,

gave him a treacherous stab, of which he instantly died. The history describes this as an

act of blood-revenge for the death of his brother Asahel by the hand of Abner; and while

allowing him the full benefit of this motive, it is hard to believe that envy and jealousy

sharpened not the dagger of the avenger. It must be conceded, nevertheless, that the exist-

ence of a blood-feud between them extenuated if it did not justify the act of Joab in the eyes

of all Israel. It was, in fact, according to the strict ideas of that barbarous institution, the

imperative duty of Joab to shed the blood of Abner who had slain his brother ; and that

Abner himself knew that the death of Asahel would be attended with this result, is evinced

by his anxiety to avoid the fatal necessity of slaying his pursuer ; for if the man- slayer

is known, the avenger is not bound to make any distinction as to the circumstances under

which his relative is slain : and at the present day, the one who slays another in battle is

3 o 2
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pursued by the avenger equally with the murderer.

The e.xtent to which the law of Moses had inter-

fered with this custom * only provided for the

safety of the man-slayer Avhile in a city of refuge.

Hebron was a city of refuge; and if Joab had

slain Abner xciihm that city, the law would have

allowed David to treat him as a murderer. This

Joab knew ; and hence his meeting Abner at the

gate, and drawing him aside before he entered

the city. These details we judge necessary, to

show that those who most suffered from the death

of Abner, and abhorred the manner in which it

was inflicted, knew that his offence was not

punishable by the king or by the law ; and hence

that it was not merely the rank and influence of

Joab which prevented David from calling him to

account for this barbarous deed. Perhaps lie

could not have punished Joab in any case ; but it

is important to know that in the present case, the

law, custom, and public opinion did not require or

permit him to do so.

The resentment of David was nevertheless very

great. Like other eastern sovereigns, he must

have been impressed with the evils of this custom

of blood-revenge, and the extent to a\1hc1i it in-

terfered with good tiov eminent, nor \\fis he m •

sensible t) the insult ofleicd to himstlt, in the

present and othtr in^tmccs b\ " the sons of

Zeiuiah," Joab and \l)ishai, and the high hand

v\ith which tht,\ wrought then ovmi uiU " I am
this da\ weak," he ^aid, "though <ui ano nttd

[Fuueial I'rocessiou.J

• St'c tlie clunitei on the I. iw,
i>.

205.
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king ; and these men, the sons of Zeruiali, are too stubborn for me. Jehovah will re^vard

the evil-doer according to his evil deeds." As it was of the highest importance to him that

he should be clear of any suspicion of having had any part in the death of Abner, he
publicly, " before Jehovah," declared himself guiltless of the blood which had been shed,

and invoked the full burden of that blood on Joab and on his house. He ordered a public act

of solemn mourning, in which he himself took a prominent part ; and at the funeral he followed

the body, as chief mourner, to the grave, where he stood weeping, and where he lamented, in

elegiac verse, over the prince and great man, who had that day follen in Israel.

This conduct of David tended still further to satisfy and conciliate the tribes attached to the

house of Saul ; and by them the murder of Abner was never imputed to him. Indeed, the

event must, at the time, have seemed to himself and others anything but advantageous for

his cause. But we, who have his whole history before us, can see that the manner in which
he ultimately became king over all Israel, by the free and unsolicited choice of the tribes, was
more honourable and safe to him, and more becoming his divine appointment than the same
result brought about through the exertions of Abner, whose conduct, as between David and
Ishbosheth, must have seemed very equivocal, and could, at the best, have been but " traitor-

ously honest."*

When Ishbosheth heard of Abner's death, (without being aware of the plot in which he
was engaged,) he felt that the right arm of his kingdom's strength was broken. Others felt

this also : and the conviction that the son of Saul could not govern the troubled kingdom
without Abner, grew stronger every day among the tribes, and directed their eyes to David as

the only person under whom they could expect to realise the benefits the nation had expected

to enjoy under a regal government. This feeling, this tendency of the nation towards
David, was perceived, even in the court of Ishbosheth ; and two of his officers, brothers, deter-

mined to anticipate the course which events were taking, by the assassination of their master,

expecting by this act to deserve high rewards and honours from the king of Judah. Accord-
ingly, they stole into his chamber, while, according to the universal custom of the East, he slept

there during the mid-day heat. They pierced him as he slept, and then took otF his head,

with which they escaped unperceived, as at that time of the day most of the people were
asleep. The murderers sped to Hebron, and laid the head of Saul's son at the feet of David,

with the words, " Behold the head of Ishbosheth, the son of Saul, thine enemy, who sought

thy life. Jehovah hath this day avenged my lord, the king, of Saul and of his seed."

Astounding to them was the answer,—" As Jehovah liveth, who hath redeemed my soul out of

every distress ! if, when one told me saying. Behold, Saul is dead, thinking that he brought

good tidings, I took hold of him and slew him at Ziklag, when he expected that I should

have given him a reward for his tidings ;—how much more when wicked men have slain a

just person in his own house, upon his own bed, shall I not now require his blood from your
hand, and destroy you from the earth ?" And with these words he commanded his attendants

to remove them to an ignominious death. The head of Ishbosheth he ordered to be deposited

in the sepulchre of Abner.

The kingdom of Israel was now without even the appearance of a head, nor was there any

remaining member of the family of Saul whom the most zealous adherents of that fallen house

could dream of supporting in opposition to David. Saul had indeed left some sons by concu-

bines, but they were living in obscurity, and even their existence was scarcely known to the

people. Jonathan also had left one son, but he was a mere boy and lame. He was five

years old when Saul and his sons perished in the battle of Gilboa, and he became lame from
a fall which he received when his nurse fled with him, as soon as the tidings of that overthrow

was brought to the house of Saul and Jonathan. His name was Mephiboslieth.

David had reigned seven years and a half in Hebron, when, after the deaths of Abner and

Ishbosheth, the crown of all Israel seemed to devolve upon him, as naturally as by an act of

succession. It was probably the result of an unanimous decision in a great council of the

eleven tribes, that those tribes sent an embassy to David in Hebron to invite him to assume

* Bishoi) Hall.
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the general government of tlie nation. This they did on tlie gronnds of, 1. his military claim,

as one who had often led them to victory in the days of Saul ; and, 2. of his theocratical claim,

as one who had been expressly nominated by God to govern Israel. By this we see that the

people were on this occasion careful to recognise the theocracy, since they rested their pre-

ference of him on his having been nominated to the kingdom by Jehovah, and having proved

himself worthy of it during the reign of Saul. The studious avoidance of all notice of the

seven years in which the tribes had been separately ruled seems to intimate a desire that this

measure should be formally regarded as following the death of Said. David intimated his

readiness to receive the honour designed for him, and to accede to the conditions on which the

crown was to be held. The rulers of the eleven tribes, therefore, at the he.id of large bodies

of the best trained men in the several tribes, described as " men that could keep rank," who
were chosen to represent the whole of their several tribes in the great national act of inaugu-

ration, repaired to Hebron to make David king. The number amounted to not less than

340,000, and the enumeration in the Book of Chronicles* is accompanied with several remarks,

which the scantiness of our information concerning the dislinclive character of the tribes

makes interesting. It appears that many members of the tribe of Judah had adhered to the

house of Saul, and abode within its dominions ; for, on the present occasion, 6800 men of that

tribe, armed with shield and spear, came with the others to submit to David. There were

7100 Simeonites of valour. The Levites sent 4600 ; and there were 3700 priests, headed by

Jehoiada, the son of Benaiah ; besides whom came Zadok at the head of twenty-two chiefs of

his father's house. This Zadok, of the old pontifical line of Eleazer, is the same who was long

after made sole high-priest by Solomon, to the final exclusion of the house of Eli ; but, on the

present occasion, he is particularly noticed as "a young man, mighty in valour," which shows

—as indeed appears in the history—that the pursuits of the Levites, and even of the Aaron-

ites, were not exclusively of an ecclesiastical and civil nature. From Benjamin came 3000

men ; but the greater part of this tribe held back, still cherishing and lingering a futile

attachment to the house of Saul, the rule of which had given to the tribe a flattering pre-

eminence, which it was unwilling to relinquish. The half tribe of Manasseh on this side the

Jordan sent 18,000 men ; and the proud tribe of Ephraim testified its concurrence by sending

28,000. From Issachar came only 200 men ; but these were the chief persons in the tribe,

the whole of which was at their beck, and would have been in attendance if required. To
them is given the marked character of being men of political prudence and sagacity, who

knew better than most men how Israel ought to act under the present and other circumstances,

and whose support was therefore of great value to David. From Zcbulon came not fewer

than 50,000 men, skilled in the use of all warlike weapons, and " not double-hearted," with

respect to the object for which they came. Naphtali furnislied 1000 captains, and with

them 37,000 men, armed with shield and spear. Dan supphed 28,600 able warriors, and

Asher 40,000. The tribes beyond Jordan, Reuben, Gad, and the half tribe of Manasseh,

sent, collectively, 120,000 warlike men. One obvious remark, arising from the survey of

these numbers, is the comparative largeness of the proportions furnished by the remoter tribes,

to the north and beyond Jordan. This is, perhaps, explained by the absence in those tribes

of any pretensions for themselves, and of any strong attachment for the house of Saul, which

could interfere with the heartiness of their recognition of the claims of David ; together with

the operation of the principles which gives to a prophet and great nuui the least degree of

honour in and near his own home.*}*

•^ 1 (;hron. xii. 23, adjin.

t Of this Fuller scorns to have given a satisfactory cxijlaiiation. " How this comes to jiass let others lari,'<ly disimti'. We may,

in brief, coucluiie, it is partly because their cradles can be remembered, and those s\va<ldlin^' clolhi's ouce used about them, to

streii^'then them while infants, are afterwards ab\ised a^^ainst them, to disgrace ihem when men, and all the passages of their

youth repeatt^d to their disparagement; partly becaiise all the faults of their family (which must be many in a numerous alli-

ance) are charged on the prophet's account. Wherefore that prophet who comes at the first in his full grow Ih from a far foreign

place (not impro\ing himself among them from a smaU spark, to a fire, to a flame, but, siin-ldie, arising in perfect lustre), g:\ins

the greatest reputation among the people, liecausc, in some respects, Ikms like Melchis;-dec, ' without father, without mother,

without descent,' while the .idmiriug vulgar, transported with his preaching, ami ignorant of his extraction on earth, will cha-

riUibly prcstime his pedigree from heaven, and liis breeding as well as calling to be divine.'
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With this vast bodv, the flower of the Hebrew nation, and representing the whole of it,

" David made a league before the Lord," which can be construed to have no other meaning

than that which has already been indicated in the case of Saul, that he bound, himself by oath

to observe the conditions on which he received the sceptre, which are now unknoMn. He
was then anointed king, and received the homage of his new subjects ; and the whole was

terminated by a feast to all the multitude assembled at Hebron, supplies for which were libe-

rally sent in by all the neighbouring tribes, " on asses, on camels, on mules, and on oxen,"

and consisted of meat, meal, figs, raisins, wine, oil, oxen, and sheep, in great abundance. " For

there was great joy in Israel."

"Jenisalem]

The first act of David's reign was to undertake the reduction of the fortress of Jebus, on

Mount Zion, which had remained in the hands of the natives ever since the days of Joshua,

and which, as Josephus reports,* had been, from its situation and its fortiBcations, hitherto

deemed impregnable. The Jebusites, therefore, ridicvded the attempt, and appear to have

placed the lame and the blind on the walls, in derision, as fully sufficient to keep him out.

But from the lower city, which was already in the possession of the Israelites, there was " a

gutter," or subterraneous communication, with the fortress, by which David introduced a

party of men and took " the strong-hold of Zion." In the operations of this siege, such

ability and conduct was displayed by Joab, that he was appointed to the same chief command

of the armies of Israel, which he had previously held in the separate kingdom of Judah. The

fact that his rule was likely, under all circumstances, to find the most zealous supporters in

his own tribe of Judah, probably disinclined him to remove from its borders ; and he deter-

mined to make his new conquest the metropolis of his empire. A more centrical situation,

with respect to all the tribes, wovdd have placed him in the hands of the Ephraimites, whose

Autiq. V. 2. Jjih. XV. 0.3.
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cordiality towards a Judaliite king might well be suspected, and in whom little confidence

could be placed in times of danger and difficulty. Similar considerations have dictated the

choice of a very inconveniently situated capital to the reigning dynasty of Persia. But although

better sites for a metropolitan city might have been found in the largest extent of Palestine,

there were not better wiihin the limits to which, for the reasons indicated, the clioice of David

was confined. That the site is overlooked from the Mount of Olives, although a great disad-

vantage in the eyes of modern military engineers, was of little consequence under the ancient

systems of warfare, and could not countervail the peculiar advantages which it offered in being

enclosed on three sides by a natural fosse of ravines and deep valleys, and terminating in an

eminence, which, while strong in its defences from irilliout, commanded the town within, and

was capable of being strongly fortified. The united influence of all these considerations

appear to have determined the preference of David for a site which was open to the serious

objection, among others, of being so remote from the northern tribes as to render the legal

obligation of resort to it three times every year, a more burdensome matter to them than it

need have been had a more centrical situation been chosen.

It is su})posed that David first gave the name of Jerusalem {the possession of peace) to the

city, but this is not quite certain. On Mount Zion he fixed his residence, and erected a palace

and other buildings, and it was on this account called " the city of David." This strong

part of the whole metropolis ever after remained what may be called the royal quarter of

the town.

The Philisiines had good reason to dread the consequences of the consolidation of all the

power of the Hebrew tribes in hands of such tried vigour as those of David, and they deemed

it prudent to set upon him before he had time to establish himself firmly in his kingdom.

Their measures were so well planned, and so secretly executed, that they appeared suddenly,

in great force, in the heart of Judea, and took the king's native town of Bethlehem before he

was able to make any resistance. Indeed the danger of his position was so urgent, that he was

obliged to withdraw, for present safety, with some attached followers, to his old retreat in the

cave of AduUam. It was here that he happened to express a longing desire for a drink of

water from that well of his native tow n, at which the thirst of his younger days had often

Ijeen assuaged. Hearing this, three of his most valiant and devoted men, Joab, Jashobeam

and Eleazer, secretly departed, and, breaking through the host of the Philistines, which was

encamped along the valley of Rephaim, brought him the precious fluid for which they had

perilled their lives. But when the king received it, he would not drink, but poured it out as

a libation to Jehovah.

Soon after this, David, encouraged by a favourable answer from God, fell upon the Philis-

tines, and so effectually discomtitted them in two different onsets, that they were never after

able to make head against him or any of his successors. Thus was one of the most irritating

thorns in the side of Israel most effectually removed.

And now, when David had a respite from war, about the tenth year of his reign,* he

thought of tlie ark of God, which had so long remained in the house of Al)inadab, at Kirjath-

jearini, and contemplated its removal to Jerusitlcm, tliat the place which had now become

the capital of the human kingdom, might also become the capital of the invisible King. The

design being received with ajjprobation by the elders and chiefs of Israel whom he consulted,

the king prepared for its execution, by despatching messengers throughout all Israel, to

summon all the priests and Levites, and to invite as many of the people as were so disposed,

to attend the solemnity. He also prepared a tabcrnaclet to receive the ark on its arrival.

Accordingly, at the appointed time, the ark was removed from the house of Abinadab, upon

a new cart, attended by David and his court, by a large body of priests and Levites, who sang

and played on various instruments of music, and by a numerous concourse of people from all

parts of the kingdom. On the irregularity of removing it on a cart, we liave already liad

* Counting from liis first bccomiui,' Uiiii; over Judah only.

+ The old tabernacle, made hi tlie wilderness, with the altar, .and all the sacred utensils wore, as it appears, at Gibeon ; why
Dav;d erected a new tabernacle, inst(!ad of removing the former, docs not clearly appear; but it is probable that it was too large

for the place within his new palace which, for the present, ho intoiided it to occupy.
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occasion to remark.* Tliis irregularity gave occasion to an accident, attended with sucli fatal
consequences as threw an effectual damp upon the joy of the solemnity : for the cart being at
one place much shaken by the oxen, the officious Uzzah, the son or grandson of Abinadab,
was struck dead upon the spot for putting forth his hand to stay the ark, none but the priests
being warranted to touch it under pain of death. t This event struck David and the people
with such consternation, that the intention of taking the ark to Jerusalem was relinquished
and it was left in the house of a Levite named Obed-edom, near which the circumstance
occurred. But about three months after, hearing that the blessing of Jehovah had very
evidently rested on the house in which the ark lay, the king hastened to complete his desio-n
He perceived the former improprieties, and directed that the priests should now bear the ark
upon their shoulders

;
and the whole solemnity was placed under the direction of Chenaniah

the chief of the Levites, who was found to be best acquainted with the proper observances'
This was a great day in Israel. Nothing was omitted by which the occasion could be
honoured. In the presence of that sacred symbol of the Divine King, David laid aside his
royal mantle, and appeared in such a garb as the Levites wore, with and before whom he
went, as one of them

;
and as they sang and played the triumphant song, which he had com-

posed for the occasion, he accompanied them with his renowned harp, and danced to the joyful
sounds it gave forth. Michal, the daughter of Saul, beheld this from a window, when tlie
procession was approaching its destination ; and she, imbued with some of the royal notions
which had been fatal to her father and his house, despised him in heart for acting so far
beneath what she conceived to be the dignity of the king of Israel. And when he canfe home
she could not refrain from allowing vent to this feeling : the reply of David was spirited and'
proper, declaring that it was before Jehovah, the true King of Israel, that he had laid aside
the king, and made him.elf one with the people. And if this were to be vile, as she deemed,
" I will yet be more vile than thus, and will be base in mine own sight."

David now instituted a regular and orderly attendance upon the ark and its tabernacle
But the regular services of religion were still performed at Gibeon, where the old tabernacle
and altar remained, and which was still therefore the place of concourse to the nation at their
great festivals. Here the priests rendered their services, under Zadok. The solemn removal
of the ark, and its dignified repose in the city of David, were well calculated to make an
impression upon the multitudes, who were present on that occasion, and awaken their slumber-
ing zeal for Jehovah. These favourable and becoming dispositions the king wished to confirm
and strengthen

; and for that end made suitable regulations in the services of the priests and
Levites, and this especially by animating and instructive Psalms, which were composed, partly
by himself, and partly by other gifted persons. They were sung not only by the Levites at
all die sacrifices, but also by the people while on their way to the national altar, to attend the
feasts. A very precious collection of these compositions has been preserved to our own day
in the Book of Psalms, which has in all subsequent ages ministered much edification and
comfort to a large portion of mankind. By such instructive means David, without coercive
measures, brought the whole nation to forget their idols, and to worship Jehovah alone ; and
thus also their religion became honourable, even in the eyes of foreigners, and acceptable to
many of them. The above is the first occasion on which Zadrik is mentioned as high-priest.
But after this, throughout the reign of David, he and Abiathar are often named s^eparately
or together, as both bearing that character—a singular innovation, resulting probably from
circumstances over which the king had little controul. It seems likely that after Saul had
slain the priests of Ithamar's line at Nob he restored the pontificate to the hue of Eleazer, in
the person of Zadok

; while David and his people, during his wandering and his reign' in
Judah, had been accustomed to look to Abiathar, the escaped son of Ahimelech, as the high-
pnest

;
and that on his accession to the throne of Israel, he found the people so accustonted

to regard Zadok as high-priest, that he thought it proper and prudent to recognise him in
that character, without depriving Abiathar of the consideration he had previously enjoyed.

• -See the Note at p. -i^

.

^ Xum. iv. 15.
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If this explanation be correct, Zadok would have had this advantage over Abiathar, tliat he

had actually discharged the regular functions of the high-priesthood at the tabernacle, which

the other had never an opportunity of doing. It is probal)ly on this account that wherever the

two names occur together, that of Zadok is placed first.

About five years after this, and the fifteenth of David's reign, when the king had finished

and inhabited his palace of cedar, " and God had given him rest from his enemies round

about," he meditated a design of building a Temple to Jehovah, in place of the temporary

tabernacle which he had provided. This design he mentioninl to the prophet Nathan, to

Avhom it seemed so obviously proper that he gave it much commendation and encouragement.

But the night following, a message from God to David was delivered to him. This message

declared it seemly that the Temple of God should be built by a man of peace ; but his life

had been spent in warfare, and he had shed much blood. He was therefore directed to leave

the accomplishment of his plan to his son and successor, whose reign should be one of peace.

Nevertheless, it was well fi)r David that this intention had been formed ; for the Lord to

testify his approbation of this and other evidences of his zeal, and of his attachment to the

principles of the theocracy, promised to make his name " as great as the names of the great

ones who are on the earth ;" and, far beyond this, the Lord promised "to build /u'm a house,"

by establishing the succession in his house, and by granting to his posterity an eternal king-

dom. The gratitude witli which this promise

was received by David seems to show he had

some conception of its extensive import. He
went, and seating himself most reverently on

the ground, (•^) before the ark, poured forth the

strong expression of his gratitude. Now it is

evident that under an express promise of this

nature, all succeeding kings of the line of

David were virtually chosen and appointed by

Jehovah, according to the essential law of the government.

As the Israelites were always victorious in war, while they were faithful to their God and to

the principles of the theocracy, so now the arms of David prospered in whatever direction

they were turned. Indeed it is scarcely, until his reign, that the national character of the

Hebrews can be deemed to have recovered of the wounds which it had received in Egypt

;

and we find among them little military skill, and as little valour or fortitude. But from this

time forward, trained to war and victory by David, they may be recognised as a truly

courageous people, possessing among them as much military skill, science and discipline as

any other nation of the same rank and age could claim.

The neighbouring and rival nations had soon cause to learn that a new king reigned in

Israel. Tlie time was come for the old enemies, who had so often inspired the Israelites with

dread, to be afraid in their turn ; and even the more distant foreign princes, whose assistance

they procured, had cause to repent of provoking an enemy more puissant than themselves. It

was now the turn of the Philistines to receive the yoke to which they had accustomed Israel.

Attacked in their own country, and beaten on all hands, they were brought under tribute and

subjection. The Moabites were more heavily dealt with : to secure his conquest, David

thought it necessary to act with a severity not usual with him ; for he put to death one half of

those who were taken with arms in their hands : and although it was then, or had been not

long previously, usual for the nations to put all the armed men to death, this deed strikes us

as harsh, from comparison with the milder general character of David's own warfare, and can

only be explained by reference to some peculiar circumstances with which we are im-

acquainted.

In the ancient promises to the Hebrews, llie limit to which, in their palmy state, their vic-

torious arms should extend, had been as clearly defined as the limit of their own proper terri-

tory. And the distinction here incidentally mentioned, between the limit of the proper

covnirij destined for their own occupation, and that of the suhj-r.l tcrriloni which should l)e

[Various mocle; of Sitting.]
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acquired, is of considerable, importance, and should not be overlooked or confounded as it

often has been. The limit of conquest was fully reached by David.

Eastward this limit was to extend to the Euphrates. Of the kings who reigned in the inter-

mediate country, one of the most powerful was Hadadezer, king of Zobah. This sovereign,

whose dominion extended eastward to the Euphrates, was defeated by David in the first

battle, and lost 20,000 infantry, 7000 horsemen, with their horses, and 1000 chariots of

war. Of the chariots, the king of Israel preserved a hundred", with horses for them; but

mindful that the law of the kingdom forbade the accumulation of horses, all the others were

destroyed. The Syrians of Damascus, who were allies (perhaps tributaries) of Hadadezer,

and came to his assistance, shared his fate. Hadad, their king, was vanquished, with the

loss of 22,000 men, and David brought his territory under subjection to his sceptre. These

two victories carried the eastern limit of his conquests to the Euphrates. Josephus adduces

the testimony of a native historian, Nicolaus, of Damascus, in confirmation of the testimony

which the Hebrew writers have left. From this it seems that the kingdom, of which Damascus

was the capital, had grown very powerful under this Hadad, who might, indeed, be considered

as its actual founder ; but after various engagements with king David, was finally overthrown in

a great battle near the Euphrates, in which he performed deeds worthy of his high name.

Josephus himself, in conformity with the Scriptural account, relates that after David had

reduced to his obedience Damascus and all Syria, having strong garrisons in every place

where they seemed necessarj^, he returned in triumph to Jerusalem, where he consecrated to

God the golden shields which had been borne by the royal guard of Hadadezer, from whose

cities he also brought much spoil of brass for the service of the future temple.

While David was engaged in these victories, the southern frontier of his conquests was,

according to ancient promises, extended southward to the Red Sea. This was the work of

Joab's valiant brother, Abishai, who defeated the Edomites in " the Valley of Salt," at the

southern extremity of the Dead Sea, and then carried his victorious arms into the mountains,

the enclosed valleys, and the rocky wildernesses of Mount Seir, leaving garrisons to secure the

advantages he had gained.

David was too well acquainted with the law, to attempt to incorporate any of these conquests

as integral parts of the Hebrew territory. He appears in most cases to have left the internal

government of the conquered states in the hands of the native princes, who were required to

render annually a certain amount of tribute, consisting, for the most part, of such articles as

their country afforded in the most abimdance, or which they had the best means of procuring

or producing. The delivery of such tribute from subject states, under the name of presents,

was anciently, as it is now, an occasion of great pomp and ceremony, which, on another occa-

sion, we shall more particularly notice. The obedience of the more distant conquests was

secured by garrisons, which do not seem to liave been judged necessary in those nearer coun-

tries which the mere vicinity of the conquering power might sufficiently controul.

Thus David literally became a " king of kings," and his fame extended into far countries.

Some states which had been at hostilities with the states conquered by him sent splendid

embassies, with valuable gifts, to congratulate him on his successes. Among these, Toi, the

king of Hamah, upon the Orontes, who had been at war with Hadadezer, is particularly men-

tioned. He sent his own son Joram " to salute and bless" King David, and to deliver costly

gifts, such as vessels and utensils of gold, silver, and fine brass. All the surplus wealth thus

acquired from the states he conquered, or from those which sought his friendship and alliance,

was treasured up by him for the great work which he had so much at heart, and which his

son was destined to execute.

But of all David's foreign alliances, the earliest and most valuable w^as that with Hiram,

king of Tyre. This had been formed very soon after David had taken Jerusalem and defeated

the Philistines, and seems to have been sought by Hiram ; for it will be remembered that

David was famous in the closely neighbouring states before he became king ; and no doubt

not only his eminent public qualities, but his remarkable personal history, was familiar not

less to the Plioenicians than to the Philistines. And although an enterprising commercial and

3 p 2
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skilful inamifacturing nation, like them, would be disposed to look down upon a people so

inferior to themselves as the Hebrews in the finer and larger arts of social life,—military

talents and success, and such heroic qualities as the character of David offered, have never yet

failed to be appreciated, wherever found. Hiram '' was ever a lover of David," and the

offered alliance must have been the more gratifying to him as it came before "David accpiired

a name, and [before] his fame went out into all lands, and the Jjord brought the fear of him

upon all nations." This alliance was one of mutual advantage. Tyre possessed but a narrow

strip of maritime territory, the produce of which, if sedulously cultivated, would have been very

inadequate to the supply of its teeming population and numerous fleets. But besides this, the

absorbing devotion of the Phoenicians to commerce and the arts rendered them averse to the

slow pursuits of agriculture, the products of which they coidd so much more easily obtain by

exchange against the products of their foreign traffic and their skill. To them therefore it was

a most invaluable circumstance, that behind them lay a country in the hands of a people who
had none of the advantages which were so much prized by themselves, but who had abinidance

of corn, wine, oil, and cattle to barter for them. An alliance cemented by such reciprocal

benefits, and undisturbed by territorial designs or jealousies, was likely to be permanent; and

we know that it tended much to advance the Hebrews in the arts which belong to civilised

life, and to promote the external splendour of this and the ensuing reign. In the present

instance Hiram sujjjdicd the architects and mechanics, as well as the timber (hewn in

Lebanon), whereby David was enabled to build his palace of cedar, and to undertake the other

works which united the upper and lower cities, and rendered Jerusalem a strong and

comely metropolis.

In the midst of his success and glory, the memory of Jonathan was still very dear to David.

He caused inquiry to be made whether any of his family remained, " to whom he might show-

kindness ;" he then first heard of his lame son Mephibosheth, and caused him to be conducted

to Jerusalem. The afflicted young man was received with great kindness by the king ; wlio

restored to him the lands which had belonged to Saul, for the support of his household, but

desired that he would himself be a constant guest at the royal table, even as one of the king's

own sons. This generous treatment, with the continued kindness which he afterwards received,

won entirely the open heart of Jonatlum's sou. He became strongly attached to the person

and interests of David, whose higher qualities he regarded with admiration and reverence.

It was probably in the period of peace and glory which followed the victories of David

over all the enemies of Israel, that he employed himself in the organisation of the government.

The very important part which he took in giving to all the departments of the government the

f(jrm and character which he desired it to bear in future times, has, it seems to us, been rather

overlooked and undervalued. For, in truth, David was the real founder of the Hebrew
monarchy ; and in that character his great abilities appear not less prominently than in the

various other endowments by which he was so eminently distinguished from the mass of

mankind. But his measures will more suitably engage our attention in the concluding portion

of this chapter than in the present place, in which, however, it seemed desirable to point out

the period to which his principal operations may with the greatest probability be referred.

During the days of his adversity, when persecuted by Saul, David had been treated l)y

Nahash the king of Ammon with some kindness, of which he cherished a very grateful

remembrance. When, therefore, he heard of his death, he sent an embassy to condole with the

new king, Hanun, upon the loss of his father, and to congratulate him upon his peaceable

succession. But this prince was led by his courtiers to regard the ambassadors as spies, and

dared to give them sucl) treatment as was then, and would be at this dav in the East, regarded

as the most ignominious which any men could receive. He caused their beards to be sliaved,

and their long garments to be cut short at their buttocks, and in this condition sent them away.

When David heard of this grievous insult to him through liis ambassadors, he was filled with

indignation. He sent messengers to meet these personages, and to relieve them from the

necessity of appearing at his court in their present degraded condition, by directing them to

renuiiri at Jericho until the renewed growth of their bearils might enable them to appear without
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shame. As the insult was too gross to be allowed to pass unpunished, David ordered Joab to

march with an imposing force against the Ammonites. Meanwhile that people had not been

idle ; but fully aware of the probable effect of their ungenerous conduct, and Tiot conhding in

their own strength, they engaged the assistance of some of the neighbouring princes of Syria

—

in fact, "hired " them as mercenaries, being the first example of the kind whicli history oilers.

The force thus obtained from four Syrian princes amounted to 33,000 men, who came and

encamped before Medeba in the land of Ammon. The force of the Ammonites themselves

marched out of the town when the army of Israel appeared. Joab with his usual address

Iiastened to prevent the junction of the two armies, and himself turned against the Syrians,

while his brother Abishai kept the Ammonites in check. The Syrians were speedily put to

flight by Joab ; and wlien the Ammonites saw this, they also fled before Abishai, and hastened

into the city.

In a second campaign, David himself marched against a powerful army composed not only

of the Syrians, but of Assyrians from beyond the Euphrates, whose assistance had been pro-

cured by Hadadezer, who seems now to have determined on a last and grand eff"ort to recover

and secure his independence. This formidable army was under the command of Sliobach, the

general of Hadadezer, and were encamped at Helam, near the Euphrates, where David fuvmd

them. In the terrible battle which ensued the Israelites were victorious; and that day they

destroyed 700 chariots, 7000 horse, and 40,000 foot, being about half the force which the

Syrians on both sides the river had been able to bring into the field. By this decisive victory

the Syrian nations were completely subdued ; and the Ammonites were henceforth left to their

own resources.

The next campaign against that nation David left to the conduct of Joab, remaining himself

at Jerusalem. Joab marched into the land of Anmion, and after ravaging the country, laid

siege to the metropolitan city of Rabbah, or Rabbath-Ammon,(') which for some time held out

against him.

[Ruins of Ammon.]

There was little in tins war to occasion much anxiety in the king, who remained fpiiet at
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Jerusalem, where, in an evil and unguarded hour, his inordinate desires brought him very

low, and entailed much anguish and sorrow on his future reign.

One afternoon the king arose from his mid-day sleep, and walked on the terraced roof of his

palace,* from the commanding height of which he unliappily caught a view of a wonun
bathing. This was the beautiful Bathsheba, the wife of Uriah the Hittite, who was then

serving under Joab at the siege of Rabbah. The king sent for her, and she became with

child by him. Afflicted at this event, which was so calculated, by betraying the adulterous

connection, to bring upon tlie woman the ignominious death which the law demanded,

if the husband should think proper to demand her punishment, David sent to desire Joab to

send him to Jerusalem, as if with news of the war, hoping that his presence about this time

would screen, or at least render doubtful, the effects of his own crime. But Uriah, either, as

he professed, thinking the gratifications of home inconsistent with the obligations of his military

service, or suspecting the fidelity of his wnfe, avoided her during his stay, and remained

publicly among the king's attendants. Disappointed in this device by the proud honour or

caution of Uriah, the king concluded that the life of Bathsheba and his own character could

only be secured by his death. This therefore he contrived, in concert with the unprincipled

Joab, in such a manner as to make him perish by the sword of the Ammcjnites, although this

could not be effected without involvhig several other men in the slaughter. David concluded

his complicated crime by sending back to Joab, through the messengers who brought this

intelligence, a hypocritical message of condolence :
—" Let not this trouble thee, for the sivord

devoureth one as well as another.''^ And then, to fill up the measure of his successful guilt,

he openly took Bathsheba to wife, after the days of her mourning were expired ; and she bore

him a son.

But the deed which David had done with so much privacy, thinking to escape human
detection, " displeased Jehovah ; and He sent Nathan the prophet to reprove him." This he

did with much tact, in a well known and very beautiful tale of oppression and distress,! so

framed that the king did not at the first perceive its application to himself, and which worked

so powerfully upon his feelings that his anger was kindled against the man, " who had no

pity," and lie declared not only that he should, as the law required, make a fourfold restitu-

tion ; but, with a severity beyond the law of the case, pronounced a sentence of death upon

him. Instantly the prophet retorted, "77/o?( art the man !" In the name of the Lord, he

authoritatively upbraided him with his ingratitude and transgression, and threatened him that

the sivord which he had privily employed to cut off Uriah should never depart from his own
house, and that his own wives should be publicly dishonoured by his neighbour.

Convicted and confounded, David instantly confessed his guilt
—" I have sinned against

* There have been many grave remarks and sermons upon the consequences of idleness, as exemplified in tliis instance, and

so forth. Now there is no idleness in the case, or anything to blame David for, but the sin into which he fell. It is quite true

that if he had not been at Jerusalem, and if he had not walked on the roof of his palace after sleep, this thing would nut have

happened to him ; but this is no more than the obvious truth that if a man were doing one tiling, another thing would not have

been done, which is as applicable to every human act as to that of David. IFe are tuldthat he ought not to have been at Jerusalcrn,

but at the head of his army. Now this is more than we know. It is, perhaps, rather creditable to David that he knew that a king

had more important duties than to lead fortli his armies in person on every occasion. He was doubtless ready, if there had been

adequate occasion ; but tlie result proved that Joab was fully equal to the service on which he was engaged ; and the king could

jirobably more easily find one to command the army than to conduct the civil government in his own absence, according to his

own plans and desii^ns. Those must have singular notions of an oriental monarchy who su\ipo-e that David had grown indolent

because he remained in his metropolis: for there are few men whose ordinary liome duties are more arduous and lal)c>rious tliau

those of most eastern kings; and we know, from a subsequent event, that David actually undertook in liii own person more labour

than he was able adequately to sustain. Then, as to his of ernoun sleep and subsequent xvulk,—the idleness of this has seemed un-

questionable. lUit this is the ignorant inference of people who sleep outright by night for eight or nine hours, and then marvel

to see others sleepful while they are wakeful, without considering that these others have slept but five hours at night, rose .at day-

break, and have discheirged half the duties of the day before they commence tlieir own In warm climates the cool morning hours

are highly favourable to exertion, and therc^fore the orientals rise early to employ tliem; to compensate for whicli, and to obtain

the total quantity of sleep which naUire requires, they lie down again during the heat of the day, when, if they were awake, the
relaxing warmth would make exertion difficult. Taken in all, the orientals do not sleep more, if as much, as we do; but they

find it convenient and suitable to have two short sleeps instead of a single long one; and for this they do not deserve to be consi-

dered iud(dent. Joab doubtless slept as soundly in his camp this afternoon .as David in his palace.

t " There were two men in one city ; the one ricli, and the other poor. The rich man had exceeding many flocks and herds : but

the poor man liad nothing but one little ewe laml), whicli he had bought and nourished up ; and it grew up together with him and
with his children ; and it ate of his own morsel, and drank of his own cup, and lay in his bosom, and was unto him like a

daughter. Now a traveller came to the rich man, and he spared to take of his own (lock and of his own herd todress for the tra-

veller that had come to him ; but took the poor man's lamb and dressed it for the man that had come to him."—2 Sam. xii. 2—4.
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Jehovah !"—and for this speedy humiliation, without attempting to dissemble or cloak his

guilt, the Lord was pleased to remit the sentence of death which he had pronounced on himself,

and to transfer it to the fruit of his crime. The child died ; and the Rabbins remark that

three more of David's sons were cut off by violent deaths, thus completing as it were the

fourfold retaliation for the murder of Uriah, which he had himself denounced.

" The fall of David is one of the most instructive and alarming recorded in that most faithful

and impartial of all histories, the Holy Bible. And the transgression of one idle and unguarded

moment pierced him through with many sorrows and embittered the remainder of his life,

and gave occasion for the enemies of the Lord to blaspheme on account of this crying offence

of "the man after God's own heart." When he only cut off the skirt of Saul's robe, his

heart smote him for the indignity thus offered to his master; but when he treacherously cut off

a faithful and gallant soldier, who was fighting his battles, after having defiled his bed, his

heart smote him not, at least we read not of any compunction or remorse of conscience till

Nathan was sent to reprove him. Then, indeed, his sorrow was extreme ; and his Fsalms,

composed on this occasion, express in the most pathetic strains the anguish of a wounded
spirit, and the bitterness of his penitence.* .... Still the rising again of David holds forth no

encouragement to sinners who may wish to shelter themselves under his example, or flatter

themselves with the hope of obtaining his forgiveness ; for though his life was spared, yet God
inflicted upon him those temporal puiiishments which the prophet had denounced. The
remainder of his days were as disastrous as the beginning had been prosperous. "t

These things happened about the eighteenth year of David's reign, and the fortv-eighth of

his age.

Soon after this, Joab, always zealous for the honour and credit of his master, though not

himself an unambitious man, sent to acquaint David that he had taken the royal quarter of the

city of Rabbah J
and as this contained the sources from which the rest was supplied with

water, it was not possible that it could much longer hold out. He therefore desired that the

king would come with a suitable reinforcement and carry the town, that his might be the

glory of bringing the war to a conclusion. David did so. The spoil taken in this metropolis

was immense ; and among it was the crown of the king, of gold set round with jewels, and

worth a talent of gold, which may be reckoned at nearly 6000/. This was " set upon David's

head;" but whether as appropriating it to his own future use as king of Israel, or as the act

of a conqueror to denote the transference to himself of that sovereignty over Amnion which

the native princes had hitherto enjoyed, is not quite evident. It is certain that such of this

cruel and arrogant people as were taken in Rabbah, were treated with unusual severity—not,

indeed, by their being put to torturing deaths, as the ambiguous terms of the text have sug-

gested, but by their being reduced to personal servitude, and devoted to the most laborious

employments which existed among the Hebrews, being such as those of sawing and cleaving

wood, (see next page), of harrowing the grovmd, and of labouring in the brick-fields.

This was prosperity ; as was, not long after, the birth of another son from Bathsheba. This

son was Solomon, who, long before his birth, and long before his mother was known to

David, had been pointed out, by name, as " the man of peace," who was to succeed him in

the throne, and through whom his dynasty was to reign in Israel.

But the commencement of the evils threatened upon the house of David was not long withheld.

Amnon, the eldest of his sons, conceived a violent passion for his half-sister, Tamar, the full

sister of Absalom. By a feigned sickness he procured her presence in his house, and delayed

not to declare to her his criminal desires ; and finding that he could not persuade her to com-

pliance, he by force effected her dishonour. Then passing suddenly from a criminal excess

of love to an equal excess of hate, he expelled her ignominiously from his house. Tamar, in

her grief, rent her virginal robe and threw dust upon her head, and sought the asylum of her

brother Al^salom's house ; for, according to the ideas of the East, the son of the same mother

is, more than even the father, the proper person to protect a female and to redress her wrongs.

• See Ps. xxxii., li., ciii. j Hales, ii. 341—3-i3.
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^^^^
[Sawyers.]

No man could be more, haughty and implacable than Absalom ; but he Avas also deeply

politic; and while he received the unha]>py Tamar with tenderness, he desired her to conceal

her grief, seeing that a brother was the cause of it, and to spend her remaining days in retire-

ment in his house. He made no complaint on the subject, and young as he was, so well con-
cealed his deep resentment, that even AnuKui had n(jt the least suspicion of it. AVhen the

news of this vdlanous fact came to the ears of David, it troubled him greatly ; but being

greatly attached to Amnon, as being his eldest son and probable successor in the throne, he

neglected to call him to account or to punish him for his transgression. This, we may be

sure, increased the resentment of Absalom, and perhajjs laid the foundation of his subsequent

alienation from, and dislike to, his father.

Absalom waited two years before he found an opportunity of giving effect to his long and
deeply cherished purposes of vengeance. It seems that David allowed separate establishments

to his sons very early. We find before that both Amnon and Absalom had separate houses,

and now we learn that Absalom (and doubtless his brothers) had a distinct property to support

his expenses. For at this time he was about to hold a grand sheep-shearing feast in Baal-

hazor, to which he invited the king and all his suns. As Abi^alom had hoped, David declined,

on the ground of the expense which his presence would occasion to his son ; but all the princes

went, and among them and the chief of them was the eldest, Amnon. Now Absalom fch that

the day of his vengeance was come; and while he received his company with distinction, and
royally entertained them, he gave secret orders to his servants to fall upon Amnon, and slay

hmi, even at the table, on a given signal from himself. This was (hme. Amnon was slain

while his heart was warmed with wine; on which the other ])rinccs, expecting perhaps the

same fate, made all haste to get to their mules, and fled to Jerusalem. Their arrival relieved

the king from the horror into w^hich he had been plunged by a rumour that nil his sons had
been slain; but still his indignation and grief were very great. Absalom himself ilcd the

country, and found refuge with his matermd grandfallur, Tnlmui, the king of Gesliur, with

whom he remained for three years.

During this time the grief of David for the nunder of Amnon was u;iaduallv assuaged, ami
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his heart insensibly turned with kindness

towards Absalom, to whom he alwaj's

had been much attached, and who was

now his eldest son, and who might seem

to have the more claim on his indulgence

and sympathy on account of his exclusion

from the succession to the throne, to which

by birth he deemed himself entitled.

Joab was not slow to perceive the turn

which the king's feelings were taking,

and was desirous of bringing about a re-

conciliation between David and Absalom ; [FiigUt on Mules ]

but not daring to speak openly to the king

himself, in the first instance, he engaged a shrewd woman of Tekoah to come before the king

with a fictitious tale of distress, which, as in the case of Nathan's story, might be made instruc-

tively applicable to the circumstances. The woman played her part to admiration; but when

she began to make her application, the king at once guessed that she had been prompted by

Joab ; and this being admitted by the woman, the king turned to that personage, who was

present all the time, and, glad that what was secretly his own desire was thus made to appear

a concession to the urgent request of that powerful servant, he said, " Behold, now, 1 grant

this request; go, then, and bring back the young man Absalom." He accordingly came

back to Jerusalem ; but his father declined to see him on his return; and he remained two

years in Jerusalem without appearing before the king.

At the end of that time Absalom was again, through the interference of Joab, admitted to

the presence of his father, who embraced him and was reconciled to him.

It would seem that during his retirement, Absalom had formed those designs, for the

ultimate execution of which he soon after'began to prepare the way : this was no less than to

deprive his father of his crown. As David was already old, Absalom would probably have

been content to await his death, but for peculiar circumstances. If David properly discharged

his duty, he must have led his sons to understand that although the succession to the throne

had been assured to his family, the ordinary rules of succession were not to be considered

vol,. I. 3 Q
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obligatory or binding, inasmuch as the Supreme King possessed and wouhl exercise the right

of appointing the particular person who might be acceptable to him. In the absence of any

contrary intimation, the ordinary rules might be observed ; but, according to the principles

of the theocratical government, no such rules could be of force when a special appointment

intervened. It was already known to David, and could not but be known or suspected by

Absalom, that not only he but some other of the king's sons were to be passed over by

such an appointment, in favour of Solomon, to whom, by this time, the king probably began

to pay attention as his successor. The fact that even the ordinary law of primogeniture as

applied to the government, had not yet been exemplified among the Hebrews, must have

tended to increase Absalom's uncertainty of his own succession to his father. Besides, in

contending for the crown while his father lived, he had but one competitor, and that one

fondly attached to him ; whereas if he waited until his father's death, he might have many

vigorous competitors in his brothers. These, or some of them, were probably the consider-

ations in which the designs of Absalom originated. But these designs were not merely cul-

pable as against his own father, but as an act of rebellion against the ordinations of the

theocracy, since they involved an attempt to appropriate by force that which God had

otherwise destinated, or which at least was to be left for his free appointment. The ultimate

success of Absalom would therefore have utterly subverted the theocratical principle which

still remained in the constitution of the Hebrew state.

At the first view, such an enterprise, as against such a man as David, and by his own son,

must have seemed wild and hopeless. But in the contest between youth and age,—between

novelty and habit,—between the dignity and authority of an old king, and the ease and freedom

of one who has only popularity to seek,—the advantages are not all in favour of the old governor.

Besides, it seems that there was much latent discontent among the people, arising in a con-

siderable degree from that very confidence in the justice and wisdom of the king by which

his throne ought to have l)een secured. It is the duty of an Oriental king to administer justice

in his own person, and that duty is not seldom among the heaviest of those which devolve

upon him. This grew in time to be so sensibly felt, that ultimately among the Hebrews, as

in some Oriental and more European states, the king only undertook to attend to appeals

from the ordinary tribunals. But under the former state of things, the people will rather

bring their causes before a just and popular king than to the ordinary judges ; and he in

consequence is so overwhelmed with judicial business, that there remain only two alternatives

—either to give up all his time to these matters, to the neglect of the general affairs of the

nation ; or else to risk his popvdarity by fixing a certain time every day for the hearing of

causes, whereby some of the suitors must often wait many days before their causes can be

brought under his notice. This hindrance to bringing a case immediately before the king is

calculated to relieve him by inducing the people to resort to the inferior judges from whom
prompt justice might be obtained ; but on the other hand, it is well calculated to endanger his

popularity with the unthinking multitude, who deem their own affairs of the highest import-

ance, and attribute to his neglect or indolence the delay and diffiovdty which they experience.

David made choice of the latter alternative, and suffered the inevitable consequences.

Absalom was not slow to perceive the advantage this was to him, or to neglect the use which

might be made of it. He had other advantages : he was an exceedingly fine young man,

admired by all Israel for his beauty, and particularly celebrated for the richness and luxuriance

of his hair. This was no small matter among a people so open as were the Hebrews to

receive impressions from the beauty, or tallncss, or strength of their public men. It was also

"probably a great advantage to Absalom, as against David, and which would have availed him

against any of his brothers, had any of them been older than himself, that he was maternally

descended from a race of kings. When even in our own day, we see the conventional rights

of primogeniture, set aside, in the East, in favour of the son of a nobly descended mother,*

* In Persia, Abbas Meevza, the father of tlif present king, was, on account of the nobU; descent of liis mother, nominated by

his father to succeed him in the tlirone, in preference to an elder son wlioso mother was a merchant's daiigliter.
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we cannot suppose this consideration without Aveight among the Israelites in the time of

David.

Soon after the reconciliation with his father, Absalom began to live with great ostentation
;

taking upon him much more state than his station as the eldest son of the crown required,

and more probably than his father exhibited as king. He had chariots, and a guard of horse-

men, and never appeared in public but attended by fifty men. This, by contrast, the more
enhanced the condescension and affability which his purposes required him to exemplify. It

was his wont to make his appearance very early in the morning, in the way that led to the

palace-gate; and when any man who had a law-suit came to the king for judgment, Absalom
would call to him and inquire with much apparent interest from what town he came, and the

nature of his suit before the king ; he would then condole with him on the state of affairs

which made it so difficult to obtain redress and justice, and would wind up with the passionate

exclamation, " Oh that / were made judge in the land, that every man who hath any suit or

cause, might come unto me, and / would do him justice!" And then when any man passing

by, came to make his obeisance to the king's son, Absalom would put forth his arms, and

take hold of him, and embrace him like a brother. " And after this manner," says the

narrative, " did Absalom to all Israel who came to the king for judgment : thus Absalom
stole away the hearts of the men of Israeli And it is important to note that the men whose

hearts he thus "stole away," were inhabitants of all the different parts of the land, who would

afterwards carry to their several homes the impressions they had received.

At last, four years after his reconciliation to his father, Absalom judged his plans ripe for

execution ; he therefore obtained the king's permission to go to Hebron, under the pretence of

offering there a sacrifice which he had vowed during his residence at Geshur. At this place

he had appointed the chiefs of his party to meet him, while others, who were dispersed through

all the tribes, were ordered to proclaim him king, as soon as they heard the signal given by

the sound of the trumpet. At his arrival in Hebron, he sent for Ahithophel* who readily came

;

and the defection of that great politician, who had been the chief of David's covmcillors, and

whose reputation for wisdom was so great, that his opinion on most subjects was respected as

that of an oracle, gave much strength to the cause of Absalom, and attracted to Hebron num-

bers of influential men from all quarters of the land.

Alarmed at this formidable rebellion so close to him, David hastily took flight with his

family and servants, leaving ten of his concubine-wives in charge of the palace. He paused

outside the town to survey the faithful few who were prepared to follow his fortunes. Among
them were the high-priests, Zadok and Abiathar, with the priests and Levites bearing the ark.

These David directed to return with the ark into the city :
" If I shall find favour in the eyes

of Jehovah, he will bring me back, and show me both it and his habitation. But if he thus

say, ' I have no delight in thee,' behold, here am I, let him do to me as seemeth good unto

him." From this and other expressions, similarly humbled and resigned to the dispensations

of providence, it appears that he recognised in this unnatural conspiracy against him a portion

of the judgments which the prophet had been autliorised to denounce against him for his

iniquities in the matter of Uriah and Bathsheba. David also pointed out to the high-priests

that they might render him much service by remaining in the city, from which they might

secretly transmit intelligence and advice to him through their sons, Ahimaaz and Jonathan.

The whole of the two corps of body-guards (the Cherethites and Pelethites), as well as the

600 Gathites, were ready to attend the king. The last-named body appear to have been

native Philistines of Gath, whom David had attached to his service after the conquest of their

country, and who had perhaps become proselytes.

f

* Tlie Jews suppose that Ahithophel was the grandfather of Bathsheba ; and that he had been alienated from David by his

conduct towards her, and by the murder of her husband. But this is doubtful.

t Some, however, think it was a band of native Israelites called G-athites in memory of the 600 men who composed the band

of followers who accompanied him when he sought refuge, the second time, in Gath, and in which indeed the members of that

body had been incorporated, and were replaced as they died off. But there is no good reason why such a body should be named
from Gath rather than from other places or circumsfcince in which their history connected them with David. Besides, he obvi-

ously speaks to Ittai, their leader, as to a foreigner, who, with " his brethren," could hardly be expected to incur distress for hi^

sake.

3 Q 2
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The king attempted to dissuade Ittai, their leader, from attending him with his men, appa-

rently feelins; that, as foreigners and mercenaries, they might be rather expected to atrach

themselves to the rising fortunes of Absalom. But the answer of Ittai was decisive :
" As

Jehovah liveth, and as my lord the king liveth, surely in what place my lord shall be, whether

in death or life, there also will thy servant be."

Having taken this melancholy review of his followers, the king went on, " by the ascent of

IMount Olivet, and wept as he went up, barefoot, and with his head covered ; and all the

people that were with him covered every man his head, weeping as they went up," in token

of extreme sorrow and humiliation. They had scarcely reached the summit before David was

joined bv an old and attached friend named Hushai, who had been one of his council, and

who came with his clothes rent and dust upon his head, resolved to share in the misfortunes

of his kini!,-. But David, well convinced of his attachment, did not think it fit to take him

with his train ; but rather begged him to go and join himself to Absalom, where he might

render much better service bv thwarting the counsels of Ahithophel (of whose , defection

he had just heard), and bv conveying to him, through the two high-priests, information ot

whatever resolutions the revolters might take. Hushai readily accepted this office, and

acquitted himself in it with such consummate tact and zeal, as not a little contributed to the

final overthrow of Absalom and his party.

In his further progress David was joined by Ziba, the steward of Mephibosheth, who
brought with him some necessary refreshments, and falsely and treacherously reported that his

master remained behind, in the expectation that the turn which affairs were taking might result

in the restoration of the house of Saul in his person. David, sensibly hurt at this treatment

from one who owed so much to his kindness and gratitude, hastily told Ziba henceforth to

regard as his own property the lands he had hitherto managed for Mephibosheth. Imme-

diately after, an incident «ccurred to confirm the impression he had thus received ; for near

Bahurim, a village not far on the eastern side of Olivet, he was encountered by one of Saul's

familv, named Sliimei, who dared to throw at him and his people vollies of stones, accom-

panied by the grossest abuse and bitterest imprecations against David as the author of all the

wrongs and misfortunes of the house of Saul, which he said were now in the course of being

avenged. All this unexpected insult David bore with meekness and patience ; for when

Abishai desired permission to punish the man on the spot, the king refused ;
" Behold," he

said, " mv son, that came forth out of mine own bowels, seeketh my life, how much more now

this Benjamite ? Let him alone, and let him curse ; for Jehovah hath bidden him. It may be

that Jehovah will look upon ray afHiction, and requite me good for his cursing this day."

Absalom delayed not to march to Jerusalem. He was surprised and gratified to find there

Hushai, the old friend of his father, and gave him a place in his council. In that council the

voice of Ahithophel was still paramount and decisive. Perceiving that many held back or

wavered from the apprehension that Absalom v/oukl hardly go to the last extremities against his

father, and that possibly they might become the victims of another reconciliation between David

and his son, this wily and unprincipled statesman advised that Absalom should not delay to

remove this apprehension by such an act as would, in the sight of all the people, commit him

beyond all hope of a pardon or reconciliation to the bad cause in Avhich he was engaged. This

was that he should rear a pavilion on the top of the palace (to render it conspicuous from

afar), into which he should, " in the sight of all Israel," enter to the concubine-wives whom
David had left in charge of the palace. This atrocious council was followed by Absalom, who

thus unintentionally accomplished Nathan's prophecy.

The next advice of Ahith.tphel was that not a moment should be lost in crowning the success

of the rebellion by the death of the king, without allowing him lime to bring his resources

into action. To this end he offered himself to pursue him at the head of 12,000 men ;
" And

I shall come upon him while he is weary and weak-handed, and terrify him ; and while all

the people who are with him tlee, 1 will smite the king only. And I will bring back all the

people unto thee, as a bride is brought to her husband (for only one man's life thou seekest) ;

and the whole people shall have peace." This really sagacious advice was much approved
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by Absalom, who perhaps considered that the guilt would rest upon Ahithophel ; and to the

other counsellors it also seemed good. Hushai was absent : and as a high opinion of his

prudence was entertained, Absalom sent for him, and then told him what Ahithophel had

advised, and asked whether he thought that advice good. Hushai at once saw that David was

lost, if this plan were not frustrated. He, therefore, with great presence of mind, ailduced

several specious arguments against it, and in favour of delay ; dwelling upon the known
valour of David and his friends, and the serious consequence of any check or failure in the

first attack. The least repulse at such a juncture might be fatal to the cause of Absalom.

The awe in which they all stood of the military talents and courage of the old king gave such

etfect to these suggestions, that the cuimsel of Hushai was preferred to that of Ahithophel. Of
all this Hushai apprised the high-priests, and desired them to convey the information to David

through their suns, together with his advice that not a moment should be lost in passing to

the country beyond Jordan. This message was conveyed to David Avith some danger and

difficulty by Jonathan and Ahimaaz, who had remained in concealment at Ain Rogel, outside

the city. Neither the information nor advice were lost upon the king, who instantly marched

to the Jordan, and passed over with all his people, so that by the morning light not one was

left in the plain of Jericho.

The far-seeing Ahithophel deemed the cause of Absalom to be lost, when he knew that the

counsel of Hushai was to be followed. His pride also could little brook the neglect the

advice which he had given, and which he had been used to see so reverently regarded. On
both accounts, he abandoned the cause. He went to his own home ; and while he was still

wise enough to set his affairs in order, was mad enough to hang himself.

David established himself at the town of Mahanaim, which, it will be remembered, had

been the royal seat of Ishbosheth, and which appears to have been chosen by him, and now
by David, on account of the strength of its fortitications. To that place several principal per-

sons of the country, who were well affected to the cause of David, brought a timely supply of

provisions for himself and his men, together with tents, beds, and other necessary utensils.

An aged person of Gilead, named Barzillai, particularly distinguished himself by his liberality

on this occasion to the exiled king.

When Absalom heard that his father was at ^lahanaim, he crossed the Jordan with an

armv, and encamped in the land of Gilead. His army was under the command of Amasa,

his cousin.*

David, on his part, reviewed his force, which was but a handful of men as compared with

the large host which Absalom brought into the field. He divided it into three battalions, the

command of which he gave to Joab, Abishai, and Ittai the Gathite, intending himself to com-

mand the whole in person. But his people, aware that his valued life was principally sought,

would not hear of it, but insisted on his remaining behind at Mahanaim, with a small reserved

force. As the rest of his adherents marched out at the gate, David, who stood there, failed

not to charge the commanders, in the hearing of the men, for his sake to respect the

life of Absalom.

A most sanguinary action was soon after fought in the forest of Ephraim, wherein the

rebel army was defeated, with the loss of 20,000 men, slain in the battle-field, besides a great

number of others who perished in the wood and in their flight. Absalom himself, mounted

upon a mule,-!- was obliged to flee from a party of David's men towards the wood, Avhere the

boughs of a thick oak having taken hold of his bushy hair, in which he took so much pride,

the mule continuing its speed, left him suspended in the air. The pursuing soldiers, seeing

him in this state, respected the order of the king, and forbore to smite him ; but Joab, who

happened to learn what had occurred, ran and struck three darts through his body. " What-

ever were Joab's crimes, among them disloyalty was not to be reckoned. And now he gave

the most unequivocal proof of his unshaken fidelity, in knowingly incurring the king's dis-

• Zemiah, the mother of Joab and Abishai, was a sister of David ; Abigail, the motlier of Amasa, was another sister. AVheuce

Joab, Abishai and Amiisa, were all nephews of David, and cousins of Absalom : whence also it happened that commanders of the

opposite armies were sisters' sons. See 1 Cliron. ii. 16, 17. But 2 Sam. xvii. 25, makes AbigaU the (/ranrfmother of Amasa.

t As he had for civil state plenty of horses and chariots, this shows that the Hebrews had not yet come to use either in war.
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pleasure, to rid him of an obstinate rebel against his own father, whom no forgivenesses could

soften and no favours could bind, for whom Joab himself had so successfully interceded, and

was likely therefore to have been otherwise well disposed towards Absalom from the mere

circumstance of having served him."*

As the death of Absalom ended the cause of war, Joab caused the trumpet to sound a

retreat, to stop the carnage. The body of Absalom was taken down, and cast into a large pit,

and covered with a heap of stones. This was not the end or the sepulchre expected by this

ambitious man, when he reared for himself a fair monument " in the king's dale," supposed

the Valley of Jehoshaphat, to keep his name in remembrance, because he had no sons, and

therefore called it by his own name. In what manner we may venture to connect with

Absalom the monument which now appears in the Valley of Jehoshaphat bearing his name,

is a matter on which a few words may be said in a note to this chapter. Meanwhile, a repre-

sentation of it is here introduced.

[Absalom's Sepulchre.]

Tlie partisans of Absalom were no sooner acquainted with the death of their popular chief

than they fled, every man to his own home.

Ahimaaz,the son of Zadok the high-priest, besought Joab to be allowed to bear the tidings

of the victory to the king. But as Joab knew that David would regard as evil any tidings

that included the death of his son, he, out of regard to Ahimaaz, refused his permission, l)ut

sent Cushi with the news. The other, afterwards persisting in his request, was allowed to go also ;

and he went with such speed that he outran Cushi, and was the first to appear before the

Halt's, ii.34'.).
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king, who sat at the gate of Mahanaim, anxiously awaiting tidings from the battle. The king
and the father had struggled hard within him ; the father conquered ; and now his absorbing

[Race of Messengers.]

desire was to know that Absalom was safe. Aware of this feeling, Ahimaaz contented himself

with reporting the victory, leaving to Cushi the less pleasant news ; and he, when plainly

asked, " Is the young man Absalom safe ?" answered, with much discretion, " The enemies

of my lord the king, and all that rise against thee to do thee evil, be as that young man is."

On hearing this, " the king was much moved, and went up to the chamber over the gate ; and

as he went, thus he said, ' O my son Absalom ! my son, my son Absalom ! would to God I

had died for thee, O Absalom, my son, my son !' " And thus he remained in the chamber

over the gate, with his head covered like a mourner, wailing for his son, and oblivious to all

things else.

His faithful adherents, who, by venturing their lives for him against fearful odds, had that

day restored him to his throne, returning weary to the city, where they deserved to be greeted

with thanks and praises, and triumphal songs, were quite confounded to learn this conduct of

the king, and slunk into the town like guilty people—even like defeated men rather than con-

querors. As very serious consequences might arise from this state of feeling, Joab went in to

the king, and reproved him very sharply for his unkingly conduct and untimely wailing, so

calculated to discourage his truest friends, and insisted that he should go forth and show him-

self to the people, and speak kindly to them ;
" For," said he, " if thou go not forth, not a

man will remain with thee this night ; and this will be worse to thee than any evil that hath

befallen thee from thy youth until now." The king could see the prudence of this counsel

;

and, therefore, curbing his strong emotion, he went down to the gate and sat there ; on hearing

which the people hastened to present themselves before him, and all was well.
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It might seem the obvious consequence of his victory, that David should repass the Jordan

at the head of his conquering army, and resume his throne at Jerusalem. But the mass of

the people had chosen another for their king, and by that act had virtually, to the extent of

their power, deposed himself; and in such a case it would appear that the civil principles of

the constitution required that he should, in a certain sense, be re-elected to the crown by the

people, before he was entitled to regard himself as king over any but such as had continued

to recognise him in that character. He therefore remained beyond Jordan until the tribes

should decide to recall him. It seems there was a general disposition among the people to

do this ; they blamed one another for their rebellion against the king, and their remissness

in recalling him ; but all seemed to shrink from taking the first step in the matter. Judah,

from its more intimate relations with David, might be expected to give the example ; but

Judah had been the head-quarters of the rebellion ; and it appears that Jerusalem was in the

occupation of Amasa, who, from the extent to which he had committed himself in Absalom's

rebellion, might judge his case desperate, and hence use all his intluence to prevent the king's

return. This state of affairs being understood by David, he sent to the high-priests, who

were still in Jerusalem, charging them to remind the elders of Judah of the obligation which

seemed peculiarly to devolve upon them, and also to gain over Amasa by the oflfer to make

him captain of the host in the place of Joab. This was attended with the desired result; and

the elders of Judah sent back the answer, " Return thou, and all thy servants." On receiving

this invitation, the king marched to the Jordan ; and the men of Judah, on their part,

assembled at Gilgal, to assist him over the river, and to receive him on his arrival. Among
these, and foremost among them, were a thousand men of Benjamin, headed by Shimei, and

including Ziba with his fifteen sons and twenty servants. No sooner had the king passed the

river in a ferry-boat,* than Shimei threw himself at his feet, acknowledged his former crime,

[Ferry Hoat on the Nile.]

but trusted that it would be forgiven in consideration of his being the first in all Israel (except

Judah) to come forward with a powerful party, to promote his restoration. In consideration

pf this circumstance, and, what was a greater merit and benefit— that his party was from the

tribe of Benjamin— it would have been a most ungracious act had the king been inexorable.

He therefore pardoned him freely, although some of his officers were for ])utting him to

* The first and only time we ever read of a ferry-boat on the Jordan. The interpretation is, however, rather doubtful. Some
make it a bridge nf boats. Many interpreters prefer the sense of tlio Septuagint and Syriac, which, instead of, " And there went

over a ferry-boat to carry over the king's household, and to do what he thought good," read, " And these (the men of Judah and

Benjamin) went over the Jordan before the king, and performed the ser\ice of bringing over the king's household, and in doing

what he thought good."
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death. For the like reason, probably,—that is, for fear of disgusting the valuable party to

which he belonged, and in which he had much influence,—the king dared not entirely recall

from Ziba the grant of Mephibosheth's lands which he had hastily made to him. When the

son of Jonathan came to the Jordan to meet the king, he made it clear to him that he had

been slandered by his steward, who had purposely neglected to provide him with the means

of escape from Jerusalem when he purposed to join the king in his exile ; so that, in conse-

quence of his lameness, he had been obliged to remain behind ; but, during his stay, had

remained in retirement, and, as a mourner, had neither dressed his feet, trimmed his beard,

nor changed his clothes. Under the circumstances, the king could only say, " Thou and

Ziba divide the land;" to which the reply of Mephibosheth was worthy of the son of the

generous Jonathan, " Yea, let him take all, since my lord the king is come again to his own
house in peace."

The rich old man of Gilead, Barzillai, who had so liberally ministered to the wants of

David during his exile, came down to the Jordan to see him over. The king would fain have

persuaded him to accompany him to Jerusalem, that he might have an opportunity of reward-

ing his services ; but Barzillai returned the touching reply, " How long have I to live that I

should go up with the king to Jerusalem ? I am this day eighty years old, and can I discern

between good and evil ? Can thy servant taste what I eat, or what I drink ? Can I hear any

more the voice of singing-men and singing-women ? Why then should thy servant be j et a

h'''i|iv^;l4fc'=.

[Singing Men.]

burden to my lord the king? Let thy servant just go over Jordan with the king; and then

let thy servant, I pray thee, return, that I may die in my own city, near the grave of my

father and my mother.'^ He, however, recommended the fortunes of his son Chimham to

the care of the king, who accordingly took that person with him to Jerusalem.

From the result, we may doubt the wisdom of the separate appeal which David had made

to his own tribe of Judah, inasmuch as his more intimate connection with that tribe, by birlh

and by having reigned over it separately for seven years, required the most cautious policy on

his side, to prevent his appearing to the other tribes as the king of a party. Now, when he

had crossed the Jordan, people from all the tribes flocked to him to join in the act of recall

and restoration. But when they came to consider of it, the other tribes were not wilhng to

vm T J R
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forgive Judiili for having been beforehand with them ; or, in other words, that, instead of

inviting them to join with themselves in the act of recall, the elders of Judah, by acting inde-

pendently had enabled themselves to exhibit the appearance of more alacrity and zeal in the

king's behalf, patting the other tribes in an unfavourable position by comparison. They

alleged also their claim to be considered, on the ground that the ten tribes had tenfold the

interest in the kingdom to that which the single tribe of Judah could claim. The answer of

that tribe was the most impolitic and provoking that could be made. They alleged that seeing

the king was of their own tribe, " their bone and their tlesh," they had a right to take a

peculiar and exclusive interest in his recall. This quarrel grew so hot, as to strengthen the

natural dis-position of the tribes to regard David as the king of the Judahites; and but a slight

impulse was wanting to induce them to leave him to his own party. Tiiis impulse was supplied

by one Sheba, of the discontented tribe of Benjamin, who, perceiving the state of feeling, blew

the trumpet, and gave forth the Hebrew watchword of revolt, " To your tents, O Israel
!"

and, in the name of the tribes, disclaimed all further interest in David, and bade defiance to

his adherents. The effect of this move, perhaps, exceeded his expectation. On a sudden he

saw hin^self at the head of all the tribes, except that of Judah, which had occasioned this

defection, and which was left almost alone to conduct the king from the Jordan to Jerusalem.

This circumstance, perhaps, supplied to David an additional motive for performing his

secret promise of making Amasa captain of the host ; as that person appears to have been

high in favour with the tribes. But most readers will feel displeased that Joab should at this

juncture—after the brilliant displays which he had so lately aftbrded of his loyalty, courage,

and prudence—be displaced in favour of the rebel leader ; and even if judged by the prin-

ciples of the East, that every stroke of policy by which something may be gained, is a good

stroke, whatever interests or honour it sacrifices,—even judged by this rule, the policy of this

operation may very much be doubted, as, indeed, David himself had soon occasion to suspect.

In fact, we agree with Hales, that in this David " seems to have acted rather ungratefully and

unwisely, justifying Joab's reproach (on a former occasion), ' tliou lovest thine enemies and

hatest thy friends.' But the old grudge and jealousy which he entertained against ' the sons

of Zeruiah,' who were above his control, and too powerful to be punished, as in Abner's case,

combined with Joab's disobedience of orders in killing Absalom, which he could never forget,

nor forgive, to the day of his death, seem to have got the better of his usual temporising

caution and political prudence."

Amasa, the new captain of the host, failed to assemble the forces of Judah, to act against

Sheba, within the time which the king had appointed. Whether this arose from want of zeal

or ability in him, or from the disgust of the Judahites at the removal of Joab from an office

which he had filled with great distinction for twenty-seven years, we know not. The king

was in consequence obliged to order Joab's brother, Abishai, to take the command of the royal

guards, and pursue Sheba without delay, before he could get into the fenced cities ; for that

otherwise he might raise a rebellion more dangerous than Absalom's. On this occasion Joab

went with Abishai as a volunteer, followed by the company which formed his private command,

for his zeal for his king and country rose paramount above his sense of the disgrace which

had recently been inflicted on him. But when Amasa, with tlie force he had collected, joined

them at Gibeon to take the command, Joab, under the pretext of saluting him as his " brother,"

slew him, just as in a former time he had slain Abner. He then took the command himself,

causing proclamation to be made,—" He that favoureth Joab, and he that is for David, let

him follow Joab." He then pursued Sheba, besieged him in a town to which he had fled,

"demanded his head from the inliabitants, and crushed the rebellion. He then returned

triumphant to Jerusalem, self-reinstated in his former station, of which David dared no more
to deprive iiim.

About the thirty-fourth year of David's reign* commenced a grievous famine, which con-

tinued for three successive years. When the sacred oracle Avas consulted, it declared that this

* So Hales ; but soim- tliink that although the Itistory relates tlie event in this place, it actually occurreil in the early part of
David's reigu. And there are some vi^y probable reasons lor this conclusion.
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was on account of the unatoned blood of the Gibeonites, whom Saul, in despite of the ancient
treaty between that people and the Israelites, had cut off. This circumstance is not mentioned
in the history of Saul ; but, from the circumstances, it may perhaps be collected that Saul,
finding the difficulty, to which we have adverted more than once, of forming a landed property
for his family, where the land was already inalienably parcelled out among the people, had,
under pretence of zeal for the interests of his own people, formed the design of utterly
destroying the Gibeonites, and, as far as he was able, executed that design, giving their lands
and wealth to his relatives, by the survivors of whom they were still possessed. As it there-

fore appeared that the calamity which punished this breach of national faith could only be
averted through satisfaction being rendered to the remnant of the Gibeonites, David sent to
learn what satisfaction they required. They, actuated by the powerful principles of revenge
for blood, to which we had such frequent occasion to advert, refused to take " silver or gold,"
that is, a blood-fine, from the house of Saul, but demanded that execution should be performed
upon seven members of that house. Seven members of Saul's family were accordingly
sought out and given up to them. These were, two sons of Saul by his concubine Rizpah, and
five grandsons by his eldest daughter Merab ; Mephibosheth (who appears to have been the
only other member of the family) was held back by David, on account of the covenant between
him and Jonathan. The Gibeonites took these persons, and, after having slain them, hanged
up their bodies upon a hill. This was against the law, which forbids that a body should be
kept hanging after the going down of the sun on the first day. How long they thus remained,
is not stated ; but the famine had been occasioned by drought, and they hung there until the
rains of heaven fell upon them. It was then made known to David that Rizpah, the mother of
two of them, had spread sackcloth for herself upon the rock, and had there remained to

protect the bodies from the birds of the air and the beasts of the field. Touched by this

striking instance of the tenderness of maternal affection, David not only directed the bodies
of these persons to be taken down, but he went [or sent] to Jabesh Gilead, to remove from
under the oak in that place, the bones of Saul and Jonathan, and deposit them, with all

respect, in the family sepulchre at Kelah in Benjamin, together with the remains of these
unhappy members of their house.

David has been censured by some writers for consenting to the demand of the Gilieonites
;

but we have wasted the pains which, at different times, we have taken in expounding the
doctrine of avengement for blood, if the reader has not perceived that the demand of the

Gibeonites was one which the king could not refuse. They might have accepted the blood-
fine; but this was optional with them, and they were perfectly entitled to refuse it, and to

demand blood for blood. That the persons who were slain had themselves no hand in the
crime for which they were punished, is more than we know ; it is most likely that they were
active parties in it, and still more that they reaped the profits of it. But even were this not
the case, it is a well-known principle of blood-avengement that the heirs and relatives of the

blood-shedder are responsible for the blood in their own persons, in case the avenger is not
able to reach the actual perpetrator. That David had any interest in getting rid of these

persons is equally absurd and untrue, for they made no pretensions to the crown themselves,

nor did others make such pretensions for them. Even when the cause of Saul's house was most
in want of a head, none of these persons appeared to advance their claims, nor did the warmest
partisans of the cause dream of producing any of them in opposition to David.

Now that the Israelites had been weakened by two rebellions and three years of famine,

the Philistines deemed the opportunity favourable for an attempt to shake off their yoke.

They theref(jre renewed the war about the thirty-seventh year of David's reign, but were
defeated in four engagements, and finally subdued. In all these engagements the Philistines

exhibited their old passion for bringing gigantic champions into the field. In the first of

these engagements David himself, notwithstanding his years, shrunk not from the combat with

the giant Izbi-benob ; but he waxed faint, and was in danger of being slain, had not the brave

and trusty Abishai hastened to his relief, and killed the gigantic Philistine. After this the

people would no more allow David to go forth in person to battle, " lest he should quench the

3 R 2
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light of Israel" This, ^var Cumj^letely estiTignisbed tLe aisaniic race to which Goliah had

beloii_ed

The numbering of the peiDple was ur.e o: :ie le^: i::i n: i^: repreJieniible acts of the redgn

of David. In itself, an enumeration o: the p.p.ila:::i. i:^:^!-: br n.: .hIt innocent but useful

;

il was the modTe by which the deed was rendered eriL This mative, so offensive to God, was

obriouslv supplied bv the (ksign of forcing all the Israelites into military service, with a view

to foreign conqpiests ; a design not only pitiable in so old a man, but in every way repugnant

to both the internal and exremal polity of the theocraiical government- That i:,-

not, as in former tim^ taten through the priests and magistrates, but by J

Si;it;icr-in.-chie^ assisted by the other mitary chiefs, sumcienily indicates the mi:

the census; and if they were accompanied by the regular trt>jp5 under their coci: -. -; —

;

mention of their ~ encamping"' leads one wj suspect, it may seem that the object was know:, t^j

and disliked by the people, and that the census could only be taken in :'
- :" a

military force. Indeed the measure was repusTkant to the wishes of the mil. ^zTs

themselves, and was in a peculiar degree abhorrent to J-jab, who saw the danger to the iiberties

of the people, and gave it all the opposition in his power, and undertook it reluctantly, •« hen

he futmd the king adhered to his purpose with all the obstinacy of age.

At the end of nine months and twenty days, Joab brought to the kinz the return of ' -

male population, which was 9>>0,0OD men in the ten tribes of Israel, and 400,000, ...

numbers, in the tribe of Judah alune ; being together 1,300,000. But the trib^ of Levi and

Benjamin were not included in this acD;>U2ii ; fjr Jcrs": d;i r : ::n:;h :he enumaarion, probablv

in consequence of some indications of the Divinedi;; t^-^:t .:. :_7 :. _r5eof it. According to

usual proportions, the entire population of Israel &,; uus time (^^ithcut including these two

tribes) c^juld not well have been less than 5,200,00'J. The same marks of the Divine dis-

pleasure which prevented the completion of the census, were probably those which awakened

the slumbering conscience of David when the return was presented to him- He coniesed

before God that he had sinned, and prayed to be forariven. The next morning it was made
known to him, through the prophet Gad, that he had sinned indeed, and that his sin was noi of

such a nature as, with a due regard to the public principles of the govemment, could be allowed

to pass Without signa. punishment- The choice of punishment was offered to him,—seven

years of ramme, three months uj be pursued by his enemies, or three d^ys of pestilence- The
humbled monarch c.'iifessed the choice to be hard, but nxed on the latter alicTnadve, as the

more equal punishment, and such as seemed more immediately under the direction of Heaven.

AccorJingly, Jehovah sent a pestilence, which in the course oftwo days destroyed TOjOO^i) men,

from Dan to Beersheba. It was then beginning to visit Jerusalem, when God was pleased to

put a stop to it, at the earnest prayer of David. He beheld the commissioned angel stand in

the threshing-floor of Aruanah, a chief person amonz the Jebusites, as one preparing to destroy.

And then he and the elders of Israel, all clad in sackdoih, fell tipon their faces, and the k-ng

cried :
—'• Is it not I that commanded the pe-ople to be numbered .' Even I it is that have

sinned and done evU indeed ; but as for these sheep, what have they done .' Let thy hard, I

pray thee, O Jeh>3vah, my God, be on me, and on my father's house ; but not on thy people

that they siiould be plagued." This noole prayer was grtinted as sxm as uuered. Through

the prc'phe: Gad, he was commanded to erect an altar, and offer -
"

- : of

ground where he had seen the destrovir^ angel stand- The 1^ - -
,

- ^e
threshing-floor from Araunah (who would willinsly have given it free of cos:) for mty shekels

of silver ;* he then hastened to erect an altar, and to offer therez'n burnt-offerings, and peace-

offieriiigs ; and a miracul jus nre which descendeii from the heavens and consumed the victims,

• JL^ \i

.

r* iiijL six To^nl* K c«=r
-

- " ^^ far all tizi Vcj -?:c ir.—
eaaie aiji —n seeEis w siir'» aai r>v»- • i - -

" ; ai sjiis tune, w^5 ttt'~' "'•^r^'^r

t2ias il i» i»i.'» iraji i». It is, boieT^er- ycssiiiir liisi -iricuiii juersiy !«rt £ scauk:.. jtjSt vj sai^sh ibe d-e"Varv of d»t £iB£^ vito
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gave manifest proof of the Divine complacency, and so sanctified the spot as to point it out for
the site of the fomre temple. The plague was staved.

David was now advancing towards seventy years of age, and it appeared fr..m the declinin.r
state of his health that his Lttier end could not be far off. Tois made Adomjah, his eldest
surviving son, determine to take measures to secure the throne, which, had it been hereditarv
would naturally have devolved to him. He doubtless knew that the crown had been assigned
to his younger broJier Solomon, and fek that this was perhaps his onlv opportuniiv of asseliin-
what be conceived to be his natural rights. Adonijah was a verv' handsome 'man, and he
had noc at any time been bwilked or conjadicted bv his father, manv of whose sorrows arose
from his excesave indulgence of his children. He now, in apparent imitarion of \bsalom
set up a splendid retinue, and courted popularitv among the people; and he succeeded in
drawmg over to his party Joab, who now at last for-ook his old master, and Abiathar the
high-pnest, who had shared all his fortunes. One day, when matters seemed ripe for the
further development of his designs, he made a grand entenainment at Ain Roeel, the fountain
in the king's garden, to which he invited all the king's sons, with the sisnific^nt exception of
Solomon

;
and the principal persons in the state, with the exception oftW who were known

to be m Solomon's interest- There he was proclaimed king in the usual form, « Long hve
the king Adonijah!" by the powerful parry assembled.

~

In this important emergency, Nathan the prophet sent Bathsheba to inform the kins of these
piottedings, and afterwards came in himself and condrmed her account. By both he was
reminded of his previous dedararions, that Solomon was to be his successor in the throne. The
old king was roused to his wonted energy by this intelligence ; he instantlv appointed Nathan
the prophet, Zadok the priest, Benaiah, and his own guards the Cherethites and Pelethites
who continued faithihl, to take Solomon, and conduct him, mounted on the king's own mule,
to the fijuntain of Gihon,* and there to anoint and proclaim him king. The ceremony was
Hum attended with every circumstance which could give it authority in the eves of the people,
as indicating the intention of the king, which, it was now well known, was 'according to the
will of God. There was the mule, which none but David had ever been seen to iTde, and
which, he having habitually ridden, none but a king might ride ; there was the prophet who
could only sanction that which he knew to be the^ of God ; there was Zadok, with the holy
anomting oil from the tabernacle ; and there were the guards, whom the people had been
accustomed to see in attendance only on the king. The whole ceremonv was also directed to
take place on one of the most pubUc and fi^quented roads leading &om Jerusalem. The
people were adequately impressed by aU these considerations and circumstances,—they heartily
shouted, " Long live king Solomon '." The earth was, as it were, rent with the 'rejoicmg
daniour, mixed with the sounds of trumpets and of pipes. Tne party of Adonijah heard the
noise; and when informed of the cause, they were aU so struck with consternation at the
promptitude and effect of this counter-move, that they dispersed immediately, and slunk away
every man to his own house. Adonijah, seeing himself thus forsaken, and dreading nothing
less than immediate death, fled to the refuge of the altar (erected on the threshing-floor of
Aiaunah). Solomon being informed of this, sent to tell him that if by his future conduct he
proved himself a worthy man, he would not hurt a hair of his head ; but at the same time
asured him that any fiinire instance of a d^loyal intention would be fatal to him. On leaving
the altar Adonijah went and rendered his homage to the new king, after which he was ordered
to retire to his own house.

The waning sp^k of David's life gleamed up once again before it finallv expired. He
availed himself of this to call a general assembly of the nation, to ratify the coronation of
SdoanoD, and to receive the declaration of his views and designs. The aged king was able to

dand up on his fieet as he addressed the assembly at considerable length. Perceiving from
the revolts of Absalom and Adonijah, into which last some of his own stanchest friends had
been drawn, that the principle of primogeniture was likely to interfere very seriously with the

* or whiA aee tke Fhj^ital HistatT, p. cscvii.
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true doctrine of the theocracy, he was careful to point out how the sceptre had been assigned

to Judah, not the first-born of Jacob ; and in the tribe of Judah, to the fannily of Jesse, not

the first or most powerful of that tribe ; and of the eight sons of Jesse, to David the youngest

;

and of the sons of Uavid, to Solomon, at a time when there were living three (if not four*) older

than he. He then proceeded to state the reasons which had prevented him from building to

the Lord that temple which he had designed, and since this great work had been reserved for

the peaceable reign of his son, he solemnly exhorted him and the nation to erect that temple,

according to the model which he had himself supplied, and to contribute liberally themselves

towards it, in addition to the ample stores and materials, which in the course of his reign he

had been enabled to provide. He concluded with a most noble and devout thanksgiving to

the Lord for all the mercies which he had shown to himself and to his people ; and this, with

the rest of his conduct on this occasion, shows that whatever were now the bodily infirmities of

the aged king, his better faculties were still in their prime.

Solomon was now again anointed king in the presence, and with the sanction of the assembly,

by Zaduk, who himself was now declared and recognised as sole high-priest, Abiathar being

deposed from his participation in that dignity on account of his having gone over to Adonijah.

It is impossible not to see in all this a strenuous assertion by David of the theocratical prin-

ciples of the constitution, which rendered conclusive and final any appointment which the

Divine King had made, or might make. And for this he deserves the more honour, as there is

good reason to think that, for himself merely, as a father, he would quite as soon have seen

Absalom or Adonijah on the throne as Solomon. Of Abiathar it was quite necessary to make

an example ; for as high-priest he, of all men, ought to have been sensible of the obligation of

the divine appointment, the maintenance of which had now become one of the most marked

and grand prerogatives of Jehovah as king of the Hebrews, and the one which was calculated

to keep His superiority present to the minds of the people. If this prerogative were allowed

to be contemned by the high-priest, who should be its most strenuous supporter, the people

would not be likely to hold it in much respect.

The enthusiasm manifested by the king for the object which, for many years past, he had so

much at heart, kindled a corresponding zeal in the people, w ho presented liberal offerings for

the great work which Solomon was destined to execute.

The following day was spent as a high festival. Holocausts of numerous steers, and rams,

and lambs were offered to Jehovah ; and also abundant peace-offerings on which the people

feasted, with great gladness, before they departed to their homes. Tiiis was in fact, the coron-

tion-feast of Solomon. He, being now twice anointed, (') and formally recognised by the people,

mounted the throne of his father, and administered the government while David still lived.

It was not, however, long before David felt that his last hour approached. He then sent for

his son, to give to him his last counsels. He first of all recapitulated the gracious promises

which God had made to him and his posterity, and then reminded Solomon that these promises

were only, in their first and obvious sense, to be understood as conditional, and depending upon

their observance of the divine law ; so that they might expect their prosperity to rise and fall

in proportion to their obedience. He then proceeded to advise him as to the course he

should take with reference to certain persons whom his own history has brought conspicuously

under the notice of the reader. The predominating influence of the sons of Zeruiah had,

throughout his reign, been very galling to himself, and he advised his son not to incur the

same grievance, or to submit to it. As to Joab, he had, through policy, been pardoned

for his part in Adonijah's rebellion, as David himself had, from like reasons, been compelled

to overlook the crimes of which he had been guilty—such as the murders of Abner and

Amasa: yet should he again offend, Solomon was advised to bring him to cimdign punish-

ment, by which he would strike terror into evil doers, and, more than by any other act, evince

the strength and firmness of his government.

The pardon which Shimei had asked, beside the Jordan, with a thousand men at his back,

* ('hilft.ib, the son of Abigail, is not histoiically n.nuril. The iirobability is th.it he dieil eaily.
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could not well have been refused
; and David had no wish to annul it. But aware of the cha-

racter of this disaffected and dangerous Benjamite, he cautioned Solomon against him and
advised to keep him under his eye in Jerusalem, and watch him well that he mio-ht have no
opportunity of stirring up seditions among the tribes. And should his conduct a-ain offer
occasion, David counselled the young king not to spare him, but at once rid his kingdom of
so suspicious and malevolent a character.

David appears to have survived the coronation of Solomon about six months; for althou-h
he reigned seven years and six months over Judah, and thirty-three years over all Israel ^°et
the whole duration is reckoned only forty years in 2 Sam. v. 4, 5 ; 1 Chron. xxix 27 The
niterval he seems to have employed in the development, for the benefit of his son of those
plans and regulations which had long before been formed and considered in his own mind
and to which the due effect was afterwards given by his son. These are fully stated in the
hve hrst chapters of the second book of Chronicles.

David was seventy years of age when " he slept with his fathers." At that time certainly
the period of human life was reduced to the present standard ; for in recording his death at this
age, the historian says, « He died in a good old age, full of days, riches, and honour." He
was buried in a stately tomb, which, according to a touching custom, still prevalent in the
East, he had prepared for himself, in that part of the city (on Mount Zion) which he had
covered with buildings, and which was called after him, " the city of David."
Our view of the character of David has been incorporated with the preceding history of his

reign. We are, therefore, unwilling to offer any separate summary of that character ; and with
pleasure avail ourselves of the sketch which Jahn has supplied,—the rather as it will be found
fully conformable to the view we have taken :

—

" David, as a man, was, in his sentiments and conduct, a true Israelite : as a king he was
a faithful vassal of Jehovah. The Psalms, in which he pours forth his whole heart, exhibit a
sincere and zealous worshipper of the true God, who places his religion, not in offerings,
prayers, hymns, and other external acts of devotion, but in obedience to the divine precepts,'
in which he seeks and finds all his happiness. God, and obedience to his will, is with David
everywhere the first and predominant idea, which consoles him in his flight from Saul, and
attends him to the throne.

" All deliverance from danger, and all victories, from the first over Goliah to that over the
Mesopotamian and Syrian kings, he expected from the aid of God, and attributed to the assist-
ance of the Supreme Judge of men and nations. As became a viceroy of Jehovah, he in all

enterprises viewed himself as dependent on God, and bound to execute the designs of his lord
and sovereign. He therefore scrupulously followed the directions of the sacred oracle and the
prophets ; he supported the authority of the priests and Levites, though he was so far from
being governed by them, that he, on the contrary, prescribed to them laws and institutions ;

he dedicated to the sanctuary the spoil, for which he was indebted to the providence of
Jehovah, that at some future period a palace might be erected more suitable to the majesty of
God ; he loved his subjects, caused justice to be done to them, called them his brethren, and
thought himself not degraded by mingling with them in public worship, like any other subject

of Jehovah. The Hebrews, therefore, during the reign of David, clearly recognised the theo-

cratical nature of their constitution.

" The imprecations and curses in the Psalms of David are to be judged of according to the

knowledge and situation of the ancient world. They refer either to inimical nations or to

individual oppressors of the people, and so are nothing more than prayers for victory and
deliverance ; or they refer to the personal enemies of David, and thus are indications of what
transgressors are to expect from a just God, and consequently, admonitions to the readers or

singers not to suffer themselves to be borne away by a torrent of iniquity and vice. Poets

express everything strongly, and under their pen, advice and admonition become a blessing or

a curse. Such strong expressions, therefore, are so many proofs of a zealous love of virtue

and an irreconcilable hatred of sin. With a view to warn and deter from vice, the Hebrews.
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according to the law of Moses, were accustomed solemnly to pronounce curses on the secret

transgressors of the law ; and considered in this light, who can justly find fault with the

practice ? Yea, even God himself, in this theocracy, laid curses, that is, threatenings of

temporal pvmishment on transgressors. After all, these curses in the Psalms of David may

l)c in part ascribed to the translators ; and the original text, properly understood, may contain

merely threatenings of what would take ])lace as the punishment of crime. If David was in

reality so vindictive as his curses seem to intimate, why did he not make Saul, his greatest

enemv, feel the weight of his vengeance when he had him in his power? How, in such a

situation, could a revengeful man restrain himself?

" The adulterv with Bathsheba, and the murderous transaction with Uriah, are shocking

crimes, which David himself is so far from excusing, that he confesses and laments them with

the greatest horror. But how earnest was his repentance, and with what submission to the

will of God did he bear those calamities which were sent for his punishment, and which, as

they were caused by his own children, must have been so much the more distressing to his

tender parental feelings ! Do we not here again see the soul entirely and steadily devoted

to God ?

" The numbering of the people in order, as it would seem, to push conquests into foreign

countries, and the above-mentioned transaction with Bathsheba, are the only two instances in

wliich David seems to have forgotten himself and his God. He was indeed no ideal model of

human perfection : he was not without the blemishes incident to human nature ; but on the

whole, he was an example worthy of the imitation of his successors, and according as they

appear on comparison with him, the sacred writers estimate their characters."

Tlie important part which David took in the organisation of the Hebrew state, and even of

the church, has already been alluded to, and a cursory view of such of his operations as are

know'n to us may be suitably introduced in this place.

The question respecting a standing army is not one which, on its abstract political

grounds requires here to be noticed. From the peculiar nature of the Hebrew constitu-

tion, there are few public questions which admit of being considered solely with reference to

their general policy. In so considering them we always find that some essential matter as

regards the Israelites, has been overlooked and omitted. In Palestine, as generally in the

East at this day, every citizen was from his childhood trained to the use of arms ; and therefore

the state possessed in its people a body of ready-trained militia, so far lessening the need of a

standing army. And, certainly, if there ever was a state in which a standing army was

unnecessary in itself, and repugnant to the first principles of the constitution, that was the

state of Israel. But kings will have standing armies of some kind or other. And David

was a king, far from being untainted with the vice of military ambition. He increased and

organised the army founded by Saul ; and was disposed to have gone far greater and more

dangerous lengths in his latter days, but for the very serious check which his numbering the

people, for military objects, incurred.

As organised by David, the army consisted of 280,000 men, every 24,000 of whom had a

separate commander, the whole being under the " captain of the host," who, during nearly the

whole of David's reign was Joab. The divisitms of 24,000 performed military duty alternately,

namely, a month at a time in succession, so that all of them went home and attended to their

own affairs during eleven months in the year. We know nothing about their pay; but from

the analogy of similar things, we should judge that only the 24,000 in actual service were

supported and equipped from the royal treasury. It is not likely that they had any pay in

money, but they had a due share of the spoil in time of war.

A division of the army, when in the field, is mentioned in this reign,* but it did not

originate with David, as it occurs on various previous occasions.t These divisions appear to

have corresponded to the centre and right and left wings of modern armies ; and the com-

• 2 Sam. xviii. f Gen. xiv. 14, 15 ; Job i. 17; J'.uli.'cs vii. 1^,20; 1 S:i;n. xi. 11.
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manders of them appear to be those to whom the name of D^tiv'ii', shalishi/n, is given, and

were persons of high consideration.

How great was the authority of the commander-in-chief appears throughout the history of

David, whether we look to Abner or to Joab ; and that this officer continued to enjoy great

influence in later times, is indicated in 2 Kings iv. 1.3.

Besides the regular army, David had a guard, which was at all times in attendance. It

seems, as we have already noticed, to have been composed of two corps or bands, which are

mentioned in the history as the Cherethites and Pelethites. Some have conjectured that they

w^ere foreigners from the etymology of their names : this is uncertain, but for the fact that they

formed the royal guard, we have the authority of Josephus; and the Chaldea paraphrast alleges

that they were respectively slingers and archers. The body of Gathites, of which Ittai was

commander, we do not ourselves question formed a guard about the person of the king. The
policy or principle of such a guard of foreigners needs no further illustration than a reference

to the Swiss guards of the former kings of France. But concerning these Gathites we have

already stated all that we know or can conjecture.

The opposition and almost all but the genealogical distinction between the Israelites and

the ancient inhabitants of the land, seems to have entirely disappeared in the time of David,

so that persons of Canaanitish origin found employment in the armies of the king. Such

was Uriah the Hittite, who appears even to have held a subordinate command, and was

obviously a person of some consequence. Of still greater importance was Araunah the

Jebusite, whom some take to have been a native prince,* who retained, even in Jerusalem,

much consequence and property, which last was so much respected, that David would not

accept the smallest portion of it as a present, but insisted on paying for it. There is, however,

much reason to conclude that these and many other Canaanites had become proselytes to the

Jewish faith.

To return to David's military establishments. An ingenious writer is of opinion that his

band of " worthies" formed a sort of order of knighthood. " From 2 Sam. xxiii. 8—39,

it appears that the heroes or ' mighty men,' during the reign of David, were thirty-seven in

number, including Joab, who was commander-in-chief of all his forces. These warriors were

divided into three classes, the first and second of which consisted each of three men, Jasho-

beam, Eleazer, and Shammah; Abishai, Benaiah, and Asahel; and the third class was com-

posed of the remaining thirty, of whom Asahel appears to have been the head. Such is the

list, according to 2 Sam. xxiii.; but in 1 Chron. ix. 10—47, the list is more numerous, and

differs considerably from the preceding. The most probable solution of these variations is,

that the first list contains the worthies who lived in the former part of David's reign, and that

it underwent various changes in the course of his government of the kingdom of Israel. At

the head of all these "mighty men " was Jashobeam, the son of Hachmoni (1 Chron. xi. 11),

who, from his office, in 2 Sam. xxiii. 8 (Hebrew and marginal readnig), is termed " Joseb-

Bassebet, the Hachmonite, head of the three " and whose military appellation was " Adino-

he-Ezni (the lifting up, or striking with, the spear), because he lifted up the spear against, or

encountered, 300 soldiers at once. However extraordinary it may seem, we may here perceive

a distinct order of knighthood, similar to our modern orders, and presenting the same

honorary degrees, and of which Jashobeam, according to modern parlance, was the grand

master. An institution of this kind was, in every respect, adapted to the reign, the character

and the policy of David."t
Our acquaintance with the measures taken by David in the organisation of the civil govern-

ment, is almost confined to the name.s and offices of the several functionaries to whom he con-

fided various departments of the public business. Most of these offices were probably intro-

* This, which is entertained by the Jews and many Christians, is founded on the test, 2 .Sam. xxiv. 23, rendered in our public

version, " All these things did Araunah, as a king give unto the king," wherein the note of similitude is wanting : and it reads,

" a king unto the king." Hence it has been supposed by some that he was the Jebusite king before Jerusalem was taken ; or,

at least, tliat he was of the royal race, and probably the son and heir of the one who last reigned. The expression may, liowever,

only denote the royal munificence of his character.

t Coquerel, ' Biographic Sacree,' torn. ii. p. 16/ ; cited by Home, lii. 220.
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duced by him ; and are, for the must part, sucli as were ibiuul in the ancient and existing

governments of the East. The information is valuable in so far as it makes us acquainted with

the fashion after which the business of the state was distributed : but as the organisation com-

menced bv David was more fully elaborated by Solomon, it will be better to connect with liis

reign such further notice as it requires.

During the reign of David the Israelites experienced few of the evils from the kingly

government which Samuel had predicted. Tiie question, how the regal establishments and

standin"- army were to be supported, does not ap])ear to have occurred. His conquests in the

neighbouring countries brought him such immense spoil, as, together with the produce of the

permanent tributes imposed on the conquered nations, enabled liim not only to support all his

expenses, but to lay by vast wealth towards the erection of the temple to be built by his suc-

cessor. For this great work, which for many years he liad so much at heart, and which

appears to have engaged a large portion of his thoughts, his prejiarations of every kind were

so extensive, that he appears to us fully entitled to the chief share of whatever glory the

founder of that celebrated fabric may fairly claim. For not only did he provide a great pro-

portion of all kinds of materials, with vast quantities of gold and silver, but he purchased and

prepared the site, and furnished Solomon with the plan of the building. His care extended

still further ; for he re-organised the whole Levitical institution, with a view to a more

splendid ritual service in the future temple, and to the equal distril}ution of duties among the

whole Levitical tribe. All his arrangements in this matter were religiously adhered to by

Solomon, in assigning the priests and Levites their service in the new Temple. For this

reason it appears more advisable to notice these arrangements for the Temple service, in con-

nection with that account of the Temple itself which the next chapter will contain.

SU Pl^LEMENTARY NOTES.

(') Armlets, ]). 4(j3.—We suppose that the

arndet found on the person of Saul, and

brought, together witli his crown, to David,

was one of the insignia of royalty, and not, as

uypliiiii .Vinilets T

some have imagined, a mere personal ornament

of value which the king happened to wear. This

conclusion is am])ly supported by the ancient

and still subsisting customs of the East. When

1 Indian Alinlrts.]

worn 1)1/ moi, tlicy have l)ccn in nearly all

oaslorn countries marks of di!2;nity, and, in

some, of exclusively royal dignity. If we
consoll tiic numerous figure? wliicli the s-ciili)-
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tures and paintings of ancient Egypt offer, we
find armlets very frequent ornaments of the

woman ; but among men they only appear on

the figures of the kings. D'Herbelot, in

mentioning the investiture of Malek Rahim
in the dominions and honours of his father

(Alp Arslan) by the Khalif, Kayem Bemril-

lah, observes that the ceremony of investiture

was in such cases effected by sending to the

Sultan, who received that honour, together

with his patent, a crown, bracelets, and a

chain. In India the armlet was a mark of

sovereignty at the court of the Grand Moguls.

It still is such in Persia, where no man but

the king wears armlets. They figure con-

spicuously on the person, and even in the

pictures of that potentate, and are, for their

size, probably the most splendid and costly

articles of jewellery in the world, the two
which he wears on state occasions being,

together, deemed worth a million sterling.

This use of the bracelet w^as not, in ancient

times, unknown in our own country. Thus
the emblems of supreme authority among the

British kings were golden bands, worn around
the neck, arma, and knees.* One such orna-

ment, set with jewels, and supposed to have
belonged to Caractacus, was found at the

Herefordshire beacon.f In the early Saxon
era, such ornaments, although become more
common, were confined to persons of high
distinction, and if of gold, were considered

proper presents for the sovereign.

?G02ja

[Persian Armlets.]

C) Modes of Sitting, p. 474.—The text

says that " David went in and sat before Jeho-
vah," and in that posture gave utterance to a

very earnest address of thanksgiving and
prayer. Commentators have taken consider-
able pains in the endeavour to explain Iiom- lie

* Turner's ' Angl.v Saxons,' i. 383.

t Nash's Worcestershire,' ii. )-!2.

happened to sit down on such an occasion,

instead of standing or kneeling. The plain

fact is, that in the East the sitting postures are

various, and that one of them is considered as

respectful, or even reverent, as any posture

can be.

The Orientals now sit upon the ground, or

on carpets or cushions laid on the ground.

And although there is evidence that the

Israelites used raised seats, such as chairs and
stools, it is clear that they also sat on the ground
in the various postures now used in the East.

The case, in this respect, appears to have been
much the same with them as with the

Egyptians, who, although they used all kinds
of raised seats, yet also sat on the floor in

every variety of posture. This is evinced by
the small cut introduced in the text. The
posture of crouching, shown in the second
figure of the cut, was very common among
the Egyptians, but is now rather unusual
in the East. Sitting cross-legged, a pos-

ture rather awkwardly represented in the last

figure, is now the usual and ordinary pos-

ture in common life. It is the same as that

which tailors adopt in this country, and which
to those used to it, is really the sitting posture

which gives more perfect repose to the body
than any other. The postures in which the

figures 1 and 3 are represented in the cut—of
sitting on the heels—are more difficult, and
give less repose. These two were postures of

respect among the Egyptians ; and they are

figured in them when in the presence of their

superiors, as well as when bearing sacred

emblems before the shrines of their gods. And
this posture of sitting on the heels—the only

one in which the Egyptians could sit before

the shrine of their gods, is obviously that in

which David sat before the shrine of Jehovah.
This continues to be the posture of respect in

the East ; and no one thinks of using any other
in the presence of a superior. Great person-
ages sit thus, if they sit at all, in the presence
of kings; and it is one of the positions, and
the only sitting one, which the Moslems take
in their devotions.

(^) Ammon, p 477.—The site of the ancient
capital of the Ammonites was first indicated

by Seetzen, and has since been visited by va-

rious travellers. The original names of this

town, which existed in the time of Moses,
Ammon, and Rabbath-Ammon, was for a time
observed by that of Philadelphia, which it took
from Ptolemy Philadelphus, by whom it was
rebuilt. That any portions of the ruins are of

earlier date than tliis rebuilding by him. it

would be absurd to expect ; and most of them

3 s 2
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are obviously of later date, and may, for the

most part, be referred to the period of the

Roman domination in Syria. The present

natives of the country now know nothing of

the name of Pliiladclphia, but give to the site

its original name of Amnion.

The very precise manner in whicli the pro-

phecies ai)plicable to the city have been ful-

filled, gives to the place more interest than it

could historically claim, although even that is

not inconsiderable. The description which is

the most available for our purposes is that

which Lord Lindsay has given. In tran-

scribing it, however, we omit the account of

tlie ruins, which although of high interest in

themselves, are not such as the purpose of the

present work requires us to describe:—
"The scenery waxed drearier and drearier

as, at ten hours and a half from Jerash, we

descended a precipitous stony slope into the

Valley of Amnion, and crossed a beautiful

stream,* bordered at intervals by strips of

stunted grass, often interrupted ; no oleanders

cheered the eye with their rich blossoms ; the

hills on both sides were rocky and bare, and

pierced with excavations and natural caves.

Here, at a turning in the narrow valley, com-

mences the antiquities of Ammon. It was

situated on both sides the stream : the dreari-

ness of its present aspect is quite indescribable

— it looks like the abode of death ; the valley

stinks with dead camels: one of them was rot-

ting in the stream, and although we saw none

among the ruins, they were absolutely covp.red

in every direction with their dung. That

morning's ride would have convinced a sceptic
;

how runs the prophecy?— ' I will make Rabbah
a stable for camels, and the Ammonites for

flocks ; and ye shall know that I am the

Lord
!'

" Nothing but the croaking of frogs, and

screams of wild birds broke the silence, as we
advanced up this valley of desolation. Passing

on the left an miopened tomb (for the singu-

larity in these regions is where the tomb has

not been violated), several broken sarcophagi,

and an aqueduct, in one spot full of human
skulls, a bridge on the right, a ruin on the left,

apparently the southern gate of the town, a

high wall and lofty terrace, with one pillar

sj;ill standing, the remains probably of a portico,

wp halted luider the square building supposed

by Seetzen to have been a mausoleum, and
after a hasty glance at it, hurried up the glen

in search of tlic jirincipai ruins, wliich we

• Called Moipt Ammon. It lias its snmce in a i)oiiit a few

liiindrpd ^)acps from the soutli-wcst ond of tlip town, and nftor

pissiiiu' nndpr ground spvpral tinips, emptios itself into the

/..rka(.T.il.li.>U)

found much more extensive and interesting

than we expected, not certainly in such good

preservation as those of Jerash, but designed

on a much grander scale. Storks were perched

in every direction on the tops of the different

buildings, others soared at an immense height

above us."

Then follows a more detailed account of the

ruins, the predominant architectural character

of which is indic:ited by the very fine speci-

men inserted in our text. By far the best and

most ample description of the whole is that

which has been given by Buckingham in his

' Travels among the Arab Tribes,' G7-8L After

his description. Lord Lindsay resumes :

—

" Such are the relics of the ancient Ammon,
or rather of Philadelphia, for no building there

can boast of a prior date to that of the change

of name. It was a bright cheerful morning,

but still the valley is a very dreary spot, even

when the sun shines brightest. Vultures were

garbaging on a camel, as we slowly rode back

through the glen, and reascended the akiba

by which we entered it. Amnion is now quite

deserted except by the Bedouins, Avho water

their flocks at its little river. We met sheep

and goats by thousands and camels by hundreds

coming down to drink, all in beautiful con-

dition. How—let me again cite the prophecy

—how runs it? ' Amnion shall be a desolation !

—Rabbah of the Ammonites. . .shall be a deso-

late heap !—I will make Rabbah a stable for

camels, and the Ammonites a couching place

for flocks ; and ye shall know that I am the

Lord !' "

C) Absalom's Sepulchre, p. 486.—Of the

monument represented in the engraving, a

very good and satisfactory account has been

given by Mr. Wilde, whose description we
shall here transcribe :

—

"Descending to Gethsemane, we continued

our course through the valley of Jehoshaphat

by those remarkable monuments denominated

the Sepulchres of the Patriarchs, which have

been described, as well as drawn with great

a>;curacy by most writers on Palestine. They

are ])laced on the eastern side of Kedron,

nearly opposite the southern angle of the

present wall, and are some of the rarest and

most extraordinary specimens of sepulchral

architecture in existence. They are hewn out

of the solid rock, with temple-like fronts.

Some of them are enormous masses separated

from the rest of the rock, and left standing-

like so many monolithic temples— monuments
that record as well (if not more so) the labour

and ingenuity of their constructors as those

to whose memory they have been erected.
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The names assigned to these tombs are Jeho-

shaphat, James, Zechariah, and Absalom. This

latter is the most elegant and tasteful piece of

architecture in Judea, indeed, I might almost

add, in the East, and viewed from the valley

beneath, it is one of the most beautiful tombs

that I have ever seen in any country. It con-

sists of a mass of rock twenty-four feet square,

separated from the rest, and standing in a small

enclosure that surrounds three of its sides.

It has four pilasters with Ionic capitals on

each front, the two outer ones being flat, while

those in the centre are semicircular ; the frieze

is ornamented with triglyphs. The tipper

part is composed of several piectes, and sur-

mounted by a small spire terminating in a

bunch of leaves. There is a hole in the back
immediately beneath the architrave through
which I was enabled to climb into its interior.

As the door by which it was entered was con-

cealed, this opening was formed, in all proba-

bility, for the purpose of rifling the sepulchre

of its contents. Within, it presents the usual

form of eastern tombs, having niches at the

sides for bodies. The general opinion of anti-

quaries is, that the Grecian architecture ex-

hibited on the exterior of this rock is no test

of the date of its construction ; and, that it

was added in later times, and a similar work-
manship is visible in the other neighbouring

tombs. To it may be referred that rebuke of

our Lord to the Pharisees, regarding their

garnishing the sepulchres of the prophets.

The tradition is, that this pillar, of which we
have an account in the Book of Samuel, was
erected by Absalom. ' Now Absalom in his

lifetime had taken and reared up for himself

a pillar, which is in the king's dale; for he

said, I have no son to keep my name in

remembrance ; and he called the pillar after

his own name ; and it is called unto this day
Absalom's Place.' Josephus also informs us

that ' Absalom had erected for himself a stone

marble pillar in the king's dale, two furlongs

distant from Jerusalem, which he named
Absalom's Stand, saying, that if his children

were killed, his name would remain by that

pillar.' I see no reason to doubt the tradition

regarding this monument, although the histo-

rian has stated it to be a greater distance from
the city than we now find it ; but this is an
error into which he often falls. In confirma-

tion of its supposed origin I may add, that it

has ever been a place of detestation to the

Hebrews; and every Jew who passes it by
throws a stone at it to this day, so that a large

cairn has formed round its base.

" The style of the whole of these four sepul-

chres, but especially the two I have more
particularly noticed, is very peculiar, and is

totally different from other tombs in this neigh-

bourhood. An inspection of them would lead

us to believe that, at the time of erection, the

Hebrews had not quite forgot the lessons on
architecture which their forefathers had learned

in Egypt. Around these mausolea, upon the

sides of the rocks, and the slopes of Mount
Olivet, there are hundreds of plain flat grave-

stones belonging to the Jews. All these have

Hebrew inscriptions, some of which a Hebrew
scholar resident in the city informed me were
dated a short time subsequent to the Christian

era.'*

* Wilde's ' NaiTiitive of a Voyage,' p. 325-7.
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[Exyitian Tcmiplc]

K\^c. Solomon snccccdcd his father David in tlic year lO.SO, b c, when lie was about twentv

years of age. Never nionarcli ascended the tlirune with orcater advanta;.ies, or knew betlei

liow to secure and improve tlieui. Under David, the kingdom had been much extended, and

brought under good reguhitions. The arms of tlie Hebrews had for so many years l)een

feared by all the neighbouring nations, so that the hal)it of respect and obedience on their

part, ofi'cred to the new king the reasonable prospect, contirmed by a Divine ])romise, that his

reign should be one of peace. Noir, the predominant tribe of Judah lay as a lion and as a

boness, which no nation ventured to rouse up.* Tiie Hebrews were the ruling people, and
their empire the principal monarchy of Western Asia. From the Mediterranean Sea and the

Phtt'nicians to the Euphrates, in its nearer and remoter l)()un(ls,—from the river of Egypt and
the Elanitic Gulf to Berytus, Hamath, and Thapsacus, all were sul))ect to the dominion of

Solomon; nor were the tnlies which wander in northern Arabia, eastward to the Persian (iulf,

unconscious of his rule. At home, the Canaanites had not. as we have seen, been either

I'll. xlix. '.• ; Num. x\iii. -M, x\iv. ;l.
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entirely expelled or annihilated ; but they had become obedient and peaceable subjects, and,

which was of importance to an eastern king, liable to services which no king dared to impose
upon the Israelites themselves. Jahn calculates that their whole number may have been about

400,000 or 500,000, since ultimately 153,000 were able to render soccage to the king. The
warlike and civilised Philistines, the Edomites, Moabites, and Ammonites, the Syrians of

Damascus, and some tribes of the nomadic Arabians of the desert, were all tributary to him.

The revenues derived from the subject states were large ; and the wealth in the royal trea-

sures great beyond calculation : and the king had the enterprise and talent to open new
sources through which riches were poured into the country from distant lands. Nor were
the prospects and promises with which this reign opened, frustrated in its continumce.
" Peace gave to all his subjects prosperity ; the trade which he introduced brought wealth

into the country, and promoted the sciences and arts, which there found an active protector m
the king, who was himself distinguished for his learning. The building of the temple and of

several palaces introduced foreign artists, by whom the Hebrews were instructed. Many
foreigners, and even sovereign princes, were attracted to Jerusalem, in order to see and con-

verse with the prosperous royal sage. The regular progress of all business, the arrangements
for security from foreign and domestic enemies, the army, the cavalry, the armuries, the cha-

riots, the palaces, the royal household, the good order in the administration, and in the service

of the court, excited as much admiration as the wisdom and learning of the viceroy of

Jehovah. So much ivas effected by the single influence of David, becjuse he scrupulously

conformed himself to the theocracy of the Hebrew stale."*

Such is the argument to the history of Solomon's reign, to the details of which we now
proceed.

Although Solomon was not the first-born, nur even the eldest living son of David, but suc-

ceeded to the throne through the special appointment of the Supreme King, Jehovah,—there

was one circumstance which, from the usual notions of the Orientals, could not but be highly

favourable to him, even had all his elder brothers been alive. Amnon had been born before

his father became king, and Absalom and Adonijah while he was king of Judah only ; while

Solomon was born when his father was k'ng over all Israel, and lord over manv neighbouring

states. And in the East there is a strong prejudice in favour of him who is the son of

the king and of the kingdom, that is, who is born while his father actually reigns over the

states which he leaves at his death. Thus, therefore, if at the death of David, Amnon and

Absalom had been alive, as well as Adonijah and Solomon, there might have been a contest

among them on these grounds :—Amnon would have claimed as the eldest son of David ;

Absalom would probably have disputed this claim on the ground, first, that he was the first-

born after David became a king ; and, secondly, on the ground that his mother was of a ro} al

house ; this claim could not have been disputed by Adonijah ; but he would have considered his

own claim good as against Amnon, on the one hand, and as against Solomon on the other. But

Solomon might have claimed on the same ground as the others against Amnon ; and against

Absalom and Adonijah, on the ground that their father was only king of Judah when they

were born, but king of all Israel at the time of his own birth. And this claim would, in fact,

have been but a carrying out of the principle on which Absalom and Adonijah are supposed to

oppose Amnon ; and in this claim there would have seemed so much reason to an Oriental,

that, apart from all other considerations, we doubt not it would have found many adherents in

Israel • and we have no doubt that it did operate in producing a more cheerful acquiescence in

the preference given to Solomon.

Soon after the death of his father, Solomon discovered a new plot of Adonijah's, so deeply

laid and carefully veiled, that he even ventured to make the king's own mother, Bathsheba,

an acting though unconscious party in it. And here it may be proper to observe, that in

eastern countries, where polygamy is allowed, or not forbidden, hy the law, and where the

kings have numerous wives and concubines, there is no dignity analogous to that which the

* Jalui. b. iv. si'ct. 33.
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sole wife of a sovereign occupies in Europe. In fact, there is no queen, in our sense of the

word, as applied to the consort of a king. But the vioUier of the king (and next to her, or

instead of lier, the mother of the heir apparent) is tlie woman of the greatest influence and

higliest station in the state, and the one whose condition is the most queenly of any which the

East affords. According to this view, Bathsheba—during the latter part of David's reign,

as mother of the heir apparent, and during at least the early portion of Solomon's reign, as

mother of the king,—was, in fact, the queen of Israel ; whence in both periods we find her

taking a jjart in puljlic affairs, which, however slight, is such as none but a woman so placed

could have taken.

The first manifestation of Adonijah's design was to endeavour to procure permission to

espouse Abishag, one of the wives of his father, whom he had taken in his last days and had

left a virgin. He had the address to interest Bathsheba in his object, and to get her to propose

the subject to the king, although part of what he said to her as an inducement was well cal-

culated to awaken her suspicions: "Thou knowest," said he, " that the kingdom was mine,

and that all Israel set their faces on me, that I should reign ; howbeit the kingdom is turned

about, and is become my brother's, for it was his from the Lord."

[Kin;,' (the Sultan) on Throne. •

The king was seated on his throne when Bathsheba appeared before him to urge the suit,

of Adonijah. He rose when he beheld her, and bowed to her ; after which he caused a

scat to be brought and placed at his right hand for her. Slie then made " the one small peti-

tion " with which she was charged. The king instantly saw through the whole ; and knew
enough of the several parties to feel assured (or actually knew) that the measure had been

prompted by Joab and Abiathar, or that at least they were ])arties to the ulterior design.

According to what we have already stated respecting the widows of a deceased king, it is

obvious that Solomon recognised in this insidious demand a plan formed to accredit the

former pretensions of Adomjah. lie, therefore, answered warmly, " And wliy dost thou ask

Abishag, the Shunamite, for Adonijah ? Ask fur him the kinuduui also; for he is mine elder
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brother, even for him, and for Ahiathar, the priest, and for Joab the son of Zeruiah." By

this he clearly intimated that he considered Joab and Abiathar as parties in this new plot, and,

as such, liable to the punishments which he proceeded to inflict. Adonijah he ordered to be

put to death, as one whom it was no longer safe to pardon. On receiving this news, Joab

justified the suspicions (if not more) of the king, by fleeing for refuge to the sanctuary of the

altar—a plain act of a guilty conscience. When this was told to Solomon, he ordered Benaiah

to go and put him to death. Benaiah went, and ordered him, in the king's name, to come

forth. This he refused, saying, " Nay, but I will die here !" either in the hope that Solomon

would so far regard the altar, as not to slay him, or that he would die there in the hope that

God, whose altar it was, would be gracious to him. This being a new case, in which Benaiah

liked not to act on his own responsibility, he returned to report the matter to the king, who,

•with great firmness, and with a freedom from superstition which shows how well he under-

stood the letter and spirit of the law, said, " Do as he hath said, and slay him there, and bury

him, that thou mayest take away the innocent blood, which Joab shed, from me and from the

house of my father." So Joab Avas slain at the altar, and buried in the garden of his own house

in the wilderness. Benaiah, who had been his executioner, was made commander-in-chief in

his room. It appears that in the Hebrew kingdom, as in some other ancient, and some

modern states, it was the duty of the king's chief officer to execute his sentence upon high

offenders.

As to Abiathar, who had before joined Adonijah, and was no stranger to the more recent

intrigue, he had shared the fate of Joab, if the king had not been mindful of his early and

long-continued attachment to David, and respected the sacred character he bore. He was

commanded to withdraw to his estate in Anathoth, and no longer presume to exercise his

sacerdotal functions. Thus was the house of Eli finally degraded in the person of Abiathar,

and the house of Eleazer completely restored in the person of Zadok.

This aff'air reminded Solomon of the necessity of keeping watch over another disaffected

person, Shimei, as counselled by David. He therefore ordered him to fix his residence in

Jerusalem, which he engaged him by oath not to leave, forewarning him that the breach of

this engagement would be at the expense of his life. Of this, Shimei was properly mindful

for two years ; but then he was induced to leave the city, and went as far as Gath (a suspicious

quarter) in pursuit of two runaway slaves. He was, therefore, on his return, consigned to

the sword of Benaiah.

By the removal ofthese dangerous persons, Solomon felt his throne secured to him

sought an alliance worthy of the rank to wdiich his

kingdom had attained. The nearest power, from an

alliance w-ith which even he might derive honour, was

that of Egypt. He therefore demanded and received

the daughter of the reigning Pharaoh in marriage.

Of this princess the annexed figure* is supposed by

Rosselini to be a portrait, as it more certainly is of a

daughter of a king who reigned about the time of

Solomon. His new spouse was received by the king

of Israel with great magnificence, and was lodged in

" the city of David," until the new and splendid

palace, which he had already commenced, should be

completed. That Solomon should thus contract an

alliance, on equal terms, with the reigning family

of that great nation Avhich had formerly held the

Israelites in bondage, was, in the ordinary point of

view, a great thing for him, and shows the relative importance into which the Hebrew king-

He then

''^^^^y

[Pharaoh's Daugliter.]

* We do not suppose it a very " striking likeness." It may be taken in evidence that the Egyptian artists did nut excel in

discriminating the characteristics a{ feminine beauty. The features seem, iu this and other instances, to be so strongly marked

and niascuUiie, that but for the dress, the ear-rings, and the painted eyes, one could not be sure it was intended for a woman. Rut

VOL. I. 3 T
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dom had now risen. The king is in no part of Scripture blamed for this alliance, even in

places where it seems unlikely that blame would have been spared had he been considered

blameworthy ; and as we know that the Eg\ i)tians were idolaters, this absence of blame may

intimate that 'sulomon stipulated that the Egyptian princess should abandon the worship of

her own o-ods, and conform to the Jewish law. This at least was what would be required by

the law of Moses, which the king was not likely (at least, at this time of his life) to neglect.

Nor need we suppose that the royal family of Egypt would make much difficulty in this ; for,

except among (he Israelites, the religion of a woman has never in the East been considered of

much consequence.

Solomon, soon after, sought by his example to restore the proper order of public worship.

AtGibeonwas the tabernacle and altar of Moses, and there, notwithstanding the absence of the

ark, the svml)ol of the Divine presence, the Shechinah, still abode. This therefore was

according to the law the only proper seat of public worship, and the place to whicli the tril)es

should resort to render homage to the Great King. Therefore, at one of the religious festivals,

the king repaired to Gibeon, accompanied by all his court, the officers of his army, and tlie

chiefs and elders of his people, with a vast multitude of the people. There, in the midst of

all the state and ceremony of the holy solemnities, the king presented, to be offered on the

brazen altar, a thousand beasts, as a holocaust. This solemn act of homage from the young

king was acceptable to God, who, in the following night manifested himself to him in a dream,

and promised to satisfy whatever wish he might then form. Instead of expressing the usual

desires which animate kings, as well as others, for wealth, and glory, and length of days,

—

Solomon expressed his sense of the difficulties, to one so young, of the high station to which

he had been called ; and, humbly conscious of his lack of the experience required to conduct

well the affairs of his large empire and numerous people, he prayed for wisdom—nothing but

wisdom :

—" I am but a youth : I know not how to go or to come in.* And thy servant is in

the midst of thy people, whom thou hast chosen, a great people, that cannot be numbered nor

counted for multitude. Give, therefore, thy servant an understanding heart to judge thy

people, that I may discern between good and evil : for who is able to judge this thy so great

a people ?" This request which Solomon had made was highly pleasing to God. That which

he had asked was promised to him, in abounding measure—wisdom, such as none before him

had ever possessed, or should possess in future times : and since he had made so excellent a

choice, that which he had not asked should also be given to him—riches and honours beyond

all the kings of his time, and, besides this, length of days, if he continued in obedience.

Solomon awoke ; and feeling within himself that illumination of mind and spirit which

assured him that his dream had indeed been oracular and divine, he returned with great joy

to Jerusalem.

Soon after this, the discharge of those judicial duties which engage so much of the attention

of eastern kings, gave him an opportunity of displaying so much discernment as satisfied the

peoi)le of his uncommon endowments, and his eminent qualifications for his high place. This

was his celebrated judgment between the two harlots who both claimed a living child, and

both disclaimed one that had died ; in which he discovered the rightful owner of the living child

by calling forth that self-denying tenderness which always reigns in a mother's heart. t This

l)i()(liuH'(l the very best effect among all the people; for generally nothing is better understood

and appreciated, popularly, than an acute and able judicial decision of some difficult point in a

case easily understood, and by which the sympathies are much engaged.

- The preparations for the temple had from the first engaged the attention of Solomon.

Among tlie first who sent to congratulate him on his succession was Hiram, king of Tyre, who

has already ))een named as an attached friend and ally of David. The value of the friendship

offered l)y this monarch was fully appreciated by Solomon, who returned the embassy with a

tlu'l-e is rciisou to sii-jin't, with tint F.L'vptiMns, as amoiif; Uio .lews tliemselves, llii' women liad jiciieraUy stroiifily-nimkeil ami

somewliat masculim' featuiL-s. This is, in I'act, a poitiait ol'the daughtvr of Shisliak, the Efiyptian king, who invaded Judea eaily

in the rei;j:n of Solomon's son, Rehoboara ; I'lom wliicli oircnmstance, as well as from the distance of time, he is not probably the

same king whose daughter Solomon married.

• That is, ' I know not how to rondnet alVairs." ^ See the original nirr dive in 1 Kinjs iii. l(i—2i<.
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letter, in which he opened the noble design he entertained, and soHcited the same sort of
assistance in the furtherance of it, as the same king liad rendered to his father David, when
building his palace. Hiram assented with great willingness, and performed the required

services with such fidelity and zeal, as laid the foundation of a lasting friendship between the

kings, and to the formation of other mutually beneficial connections between them. The
forests of the Lebanon mountains only could

supply the timber required for this great work.

Such of these forests as lay nearest the sea were

in the possession of the Phoenicians ; among
whom timber was in such constant demand, that

they had acquired great and acknowledged skill

in the felling and transportation thereof, and

hence it Avas of much importance that Hiram
consented to employ large bodies of men in

Lebanon to hew timber, as well as others to

perform the service of bringing it down to the

sea-side, whence it was to be taken along the

coast in floats to the port of Joppa, from which
place it could be easily taken across the country

to Jerusalem. This portion of the assistance

rendered by Hiram was of the utmost value and
importance. If he had declined Solomon's

proposals, all else that he wanted might have

been obtained from Egypt. But that country

was so far from being able to supply timber,

that it wanted it more than almost any nation.
[Felling Trees in Lebanon.]*

Solomon also desired that Phoenician artificers of all descriptions should be sent to Jeru-
salem, particularly such as excelled in the arts of design, and in the working of gold, silver, and
other metals, as Avell as precious stones ; nor was he insensible of the value and beauty of
those scarlet, purple, and other fine dyes, in the preparation and application of which the
Tyrians excelled. Men skilled in all these branches of art were largely supplied by Hiram.
He sent also a person of his own name, a Tyrian by birth, who seems to have been a second
Bezaleel

; for his abilities were so great, and his attainments so extensive and various, that he
was skilled not only in the working of metals, but in all kinds of works in wood and stone
and even in embroidery, in tapestry, in dyes, and the manufacture of all sorts of fine cloth!

And not only this, but his general attainments in art, and his inventive powers, enabled him to

devise the means of executing, and to execute, whatever work in art might be proposed to him.
This man was a treasure to Solomon, who made him overseer not only of the men whom the
king of Tyre now sent, but of his own workmen, and those whom David had formerly engaged
and retained in his employment.

In return for all these advantages, Solomon engaged on his part, to furnish the king of
Tyre yearly with 2500 quartersf of wheat, and 150,000 gallons^ of pure olive oil, for his own
use ; besides furnishing the men employed in Lebanon with the same corn quantities, respectively

of wheat and barley, and the same liquid quantities of wine and oil.§

Josephus informs us that the correspondence on this subject between Solomon and Hiram,
* This little cut is, in our view, of very much interest. It is from the Egyptian antiquities ; from a large piece of sculpture

representing an invasion of Lebanon by an Egyptian kiug. The inhabitant are seen (as in the engraving) feUing trees to form
intrenchments against the enemy. The cut, therefore, actually represents the mode in which trees were felled in Lebanon, and
gives the costume and physiognomy (always carefully preserved by the artists of Egypt) of tlie inhabitants of Lebanon in Scrip-
tural times.

t In the original, 20,000 cjrim ; and as tlie cure appears to have been about equal to one of our bushels, this gives the result in
llie text.

i Twenty thousand baths, of seven and a half gallons each.

§ This explanation of the separate quautities to Hiram " for his household," and for the workmen in Lebanon, obviates the
apparent discrepancy between the statements in 1 Kiugs v. 11, and 2 Chron. ii. 10 ; and is that which Kimchi, Ralbag, and other
good .lewish authorities furnish.

3 T 2
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copies of which are given by him as well as in the books of Kings and Chronicles, were in

his time still preserved in the archives of Tyre.*

Solomon, who certainly had a strong leaning towards arbitrary power, being still in want of

labourers, ventured to raise a levy of 30,000 Israelites, whom he sent to assist the Phoenician

timber-cutters in Lebanon,—not all at once, but in alternate bands of 10,000 each, so that each

band returned home and rested two months out of three This relief, and the sacred object of

the service, probably prevented the opposition which the king might otherwise have experienced.

For the more onerous labour in the quarries, Solomon called out the remnant of the Canaan-

ites, pro])ably with those foreigners (or their sons) who had been brought into the country as

prisoners or slaves during the wars of David, who had, indeed, left an enumeration of all of

them (adult males) for this very purpose. Their number was 153,600: according to the

common custom of the East in such cases, these no doubt laboured in alternate bands, an

instance of which has just been given, and as such service is usually re([uired from persons in

their condition, when any great public work is in progress, this measure was doubtless con-

sidered less arbitrary, and gave occasion to less discontent, than xi e, with our notions, might be

[Moiles of boariii^j Hardens.]

disposed to imagine. Of these "strangers," 70,000 were appointed to act as porters to the

others, and to the Plutnician artisans, in bearing burdens, doubtless after the modes shown

(from Egyptian sources) in the annexed engraving. They also probably had the heavy duty

of transporting to Jerusalem the large stones, which 60,000 more of them were employed in

hewing and squaring in the quarries. Of these the stones intended for the foundation were in

immense blocks ; and, as well as the rest, were probably brought from no great distance, as

quarries of very suitable stone are abundant in the neighbourhood. The stones were squared

in the quarry to facilitate their removal. It has been a question how such vast blocks of stone

as Ave see in some ancient buildings were brought to their destination. Satisfaction on this

point is aflbrded by the annexed engraving, which shows how this was managed by tlie

;i;i;y)>liiiii niiiiU' iif Tr:in>\)ortin^ I,:irui' Stoiu's.]

Egyptians, and, doubtless, by the Israelites and others. The string of cattle was prolonged

as the weight to be drawn on the sledge required. The remaining 3300 of these strangers

were employed as overseers of the rest, and were, in their turn, accountable to sui)crior

Israelite oflticers.

Not only were the stones squared and fitted in the quarry, but the timber was shaped for its

use, and every other article fitted and finished before it was brought to Jerusalem ; so that, at

last, when the edifice began to be reared witli the materials tints carefully prepared,

—

" No workman's st<^'l, no pond'rous axos rung

I.ikp sonic tall iialiii the noiseless fabric sprung."

—

IIiiUEit.

• Autu|. \iii.:.'. 8.
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Three years were spent in these preparations ; but, at last, all was ready, and the foundati(jn

of this famous temple was laid in the fourth year of Solomon's reign (1027 b.c), in the

second months and finished in the eleventh year and eighth month, being a space of seven

years and six months.

The very great difference between the various plans and views of this temple which different

authorities have offered, quite sufficiently intimates the difficulty which has been experienced

in connecting together the several descriptive details which the Scriptures afford, in such a

manner as to obtain a complete idea of the whole fabric. Warned by the manifest failure of

his predecessors, the author of the present work was led to entertain the notion, and to declare

it in the ' Pictorial Bible,' that the contemporary architecture of their renowned neighbours,

the Egyptians—which we know to have had an extensive influence in much remoter lands

—

could hardly fail to have operated upon the style and plan of their first and only temple. We
therefore suggested, that in an Egyptian temple we were likely to discover a much nearer

approximation to the temple at Jerusalem than is now obtainable from any other source. We
have since had the very great satisfaction of finding that an architect, Mr. Bardwell, was

about the same time led to very similar conclusions. It had been a matter of much
regret to us that no regularly educated architect had turned his attention to the subject; as it

must be evident that such a person was more likely than any unprofessional student to com-

bine the architectural details of the Scriptural account, so as to form the collective image

which they were intended to exhibit. We shall gratify and instruct our readers by tran-

scribing the whole of this, the only professional estimate of Solomon's Temple which, we
believe, has ever been given. We make no alterations, but have added a few explanatory

notes where we think Mr. Bardwell has been in error :

—

" With so much information before us at the present day, it is almost needless for me to

assert that the Temple of Solomon was in the Egyptian style of architecture : a moment's
reflection will convince every unbiassed mind that such must have been the case ; since,

although Greece had been colonised from Egypt nearly 200 years before this, it is not at all

likely, from the slow development of human improvement, that the style we call Greek had

then superseded its Egyptian parent ; and what is conclusive upon this point, as we shall soon

eee, is, the Temple of Solomon had not, in its proportions and details, anything in common
with the temples of Greece. That the Jews had no peculiar style of their own, excepting so

far as they were restricted from the use of figures of animals in decoration, is also probable,

as, ever since they had settled in Canaan, 400 years previous, they had been constantly

engaged in the wars necessary to extend and conserve their newly-acquired territory, and,

consequently, had no opportunity of cultivating the fine arts. Besides, Solomon was in con-

stant intercourse with the Pharaoh of his age, and married his daughter (see her portrait in

Rosselini, recently discovered).* Further, in no part of the world had temple architecture and

the art of cutting and polishing stones ever arrived, before or since, to such perfection as in

Egypt. The building of the Temple of Solomon, also, was not entered upon hastily ; on the

contrary, the architect, from the Egyptian colony of Tyre, had sent in his plans to King David

years before the building was commenced [?] ; these plans that much honoured man carefully

delivered to Solomon, with a schedule of the materials which he had collected for this his

ardently desired work. The architect, therefore, having had plenty of time to perfect his

plan, naturally made his design from the best existing examples, the temples of his ' father

land.' The Tyrians, being at that time the great common carriers of the world, kept up an
extensive commerce with Egypt, I therefore infer from this and the before-mentioned reasons,

that the masons were Egyptian, and the stone-polished granite,t all prepared, fitted, and
finished before it was brought to Jerusalem, since, moreover, there is nothing mentioned about

the expensiveness of any article but the stone, ' costly stones, even great stones, stones of ten

cubits and stones of eight cubits. 'J

* Tlie same wliich we have si\ en a few jjages back : see the observations theie made.

t U could not be granite, which, ;is the reader knows, is not obtainable nearer than the Sinai mountains. See chap. III. of

the Physical History . U was vnubably limestone; at least we know not of any other that can be deemed sufficiently accessible

for this use.

X " Tlie temple cubit was tweuly-three and a hall inches accoiding to Sir Isiuu- Newtoii."
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" Tlie cflbi of the temple of Solomon, as descril)ed in the first book of Kings, was small, as

all those of the Egyptian temples were, of few parts, but those noble and harmonious. It

was about the same length, but not so w ide, as St. Paul, Covent Garden : this church is a

double square inside, the temple was a treble square, but one square was divided off for the

oracle, and ticometrical proportions thus established. It was one hundred and sixteen feet

three inches long, to which must be added the pronaos, in the same way as that of St. Paul,

Covent Garden, nineteen feet four inches and a half more ; giving a total length of one

hundred and thirty-five feet seven inches and a half long, by thirty-seven feet six inches broad,

and fiftv-eis;ht feet one inch and a half high. It was surrounded on three sides by chambers

in three stories, each story wider than the one below it, as the walls were narrowed, or made

thinner, as they ascended, by sets-off of eleven inches on each side, which received the Hooring-

joists, ' as no cutting was on any account permitted.' Access to these apartments was given

from the right-hand side of the interior of the temple, by a winding staircase of stone, such as

mav be seen in several of the ancient Nubian temjjles. A row of loop-hole windows above the

chambers gave light to the cella. The oracle was an exact square, of thirty-seven feet six inches,

divided from the rest of the temple by a partition of cedar, thirty-seven feet six inches high,

in the centre of which was a pair of folding-doors of olive-wood, seven feet six inches wide,

very richly carved, w ith palm-trees and open flowers and cherubim ; the floor of the temple

w as boarded with fir, the roof was flat, covered with gold, upon thick planks of cedar, sup-

ported by large cedar-beams. The inside walls and the ceiling were lined with cedar, beauti-

fully carved, representing cherubim and palm-trees, clusters of foliage and open flowers,

among which the lotus was conspicuous ; and the whole interior was overlaid with gold, so

that neither wood nor stone was seen, and nothing met the eye but pure gold, either plain as

on the floor, or richly chased, and enriched with the gems they had brought from Egyj)! at

the exodus, upon the walls and ceiling. At a little distance from ' the most holy place,'

like the railing of a communion-table, were fixed five massive gold candelabra, on each side

the entrance, and between the candelabra were chains or wreaths of flowers, wrought in pure

gold, separating even the entrance of the oracle from the body of the temple. Within the

oracle was set the ancient ' ark of the covenant,' which had preceded them to the Promised

Land, l)eneath two colossal cherubim, each nineteen feet four inches and a half high, with

immense out spreadwings, one Aving of each cherubim touching the other in the middle of

the temple, while the other wings touched the w all on each side ; before them was the altar

of incense, formed of cedar, and entirely overlaid with refined gold ; and on the sides of the

temple were arranged ten golden tables, five on each side, for the exhibition of the shew-bread,

besides other tables of silver, for the display of above one hundred gold vases of various

patterns, and the censers, spoons, snuffers, &c., used in the service of the temple. It apj)ears

JllL:^
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[Snufters.]

[Piucei-

[Spoons.]

that the inside of the pronaos was also covered with gold

;

from it a grand pair of folding-doors nhie feet four inches

and a half wide opened into the temple. These doors were

also overlaid with gold, embossed in rich patterns of

cherubim, and knops and open flowers ; both pairs of duors

had ornamented hinges of gold, and before the doors of the

oracle hung a veil embroidered with cherubim, in blue and

purple and crimson.

" Hiram, the architect (who was also a king),*!" had sent

over from Tyre his clerk of the works, who superintended

the building till it became necessary to set up the two great

columns of the pronaos ; these were of the usual proportions

of Egyptian columns, being five and a half diameters high, and as these gave the great cha-

racteristic feature to the building, Solomon sent an embassy to fetch the architect from Tyre
to superintend the moulding and casting of these columns, which were intended to be of

brass ; and observe how conspicuous is the idea of the vase (the boicl of our translation) rising

from a cylinder ornamented with lotus flowers ; the bottom of the vase was partly hidden by
the flowers, the belly of it was overlaid with net-work, ornamented by seven wreaths, the

Hebrew number of happiness, and beneath the lip of the vase were two rows of pomegratia'es,

one hundred in each row ; these superb pillars were eight feet diameter, and forty-four feet

high, supporting a noble entablature fourteen feet high.

" The temple was surrounded on the north, south, and east, by the inner or priest's court,

which had a triple colonnade around it; and before the western front was the great court,

square and very spacious, having in the midst the great brazen altar, as wide as the front of

the temple itself, viz., thirty-seven feet six inches square ; it contained also the magnificent

basin, called the ' molten sea,' besides ten other lavatories, all of splendid workmanship in

brass, for our architect appears to have been a first-rate artist, both in designing and

executing, and his materials and talents to have been inadequately rewarded even by the

donation of twenty cities.J The great court had three propylea, with gates of brass, and was

surrounded also with a triple colonnade. Solomon placed his palace, in imitation of the

Egyptian kings, adjoining the temple ; and like them, also assumed the sacerdotal office,

* All these subjects are derived from E^'jptiaa sources, mostly from actual S|iecimens in the British Museum. The " snuffers
"

are very curious ; the " pincers " are added because something very similar iu shape is much used lor trimming lamps in llie Ka^t.

t That Hiram was a king we know; but that he was an architect, is known ouly to the tree-masons. The reader will perceive,

throughout this extract, much masonic phraseology, and some historical ./"ac<s for which there is no authority bejond the masonic
archives, and that authority men of letters have not yet learned to respect. It is a pity that this really valuable passage should

be so disfigured; but we have only interfered when a fact with which our own liistory has concern appears to be misunderstood.
Mr. Bardwell seems a better architect than historian.

J All this, about fci«3 Hiram's operations, as distinguished from those of his " clerk of works," is very odd, and we do not

recommend our readers to receive it as historical \eritv.
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presiding at tlie consecration of the temple, preaching to the people, and offering the dedi-

catory prayer. Magnificent must have l)cen the sight, to see the young king, clothed in

rovaltv, officiating as priest before the immense altar,* while the thousands of Levites and

priests, on the east side, habited in surplices, with harps, cymbals, and trumpets in their

hands, led the eye to the beautiful pillars flanking the doors of the temple, now thrown open

and displaying the interior brilliantly lighted up, while the burnished gold of the floor, the

ceiling, and the walls, with the precious gems with which they were enriched, reflecting the

light on all sides, would completely overwhelm the imagination, were it not excited by the

view of the embroidered veil, to consider the yet more awful glories of the most holy place;

and astounding must have been the din of the instruments of the four thousand Levites, led on

by the priests, with one hundred and twenty trumpets, directing the choruses of the immense

congregation, as they chanted the sublime compositions of the royal Psalmist in the grand

intonations of the Hebrew language, like the ' roaring of many waters.' "t

"We shall let this stand for a general description of the Temple of Solomon, and shall only

add a few observations on some points to which we are willing to give more particular notice

than Mr. Bardwell has bestowed.

The Egpytian temple, which this writer regards as the most probable model of that of

Solomon, is the one at Dandour, engraved in Gau's ' Nubia,' and the frontispiece of which is

also given in Maddox's ' Excursions.' Instead of this we have given, at the head of this

chapter, another temple of the same class, in the Isle of Elephantine, and which appears to us

equally illustrative.

One of the most valuable points in the description, is that in which, from the example

offered in these instances, it is determined that the

two famous pillars of brass, to which the names of

Jachin and Boaz were given, did not stand detached

and apart, as most writers have concluded, but were

designed for the useful purpose of supporting the

entablature of the pronaos. We subscribe entirely to

this although that the other alternative, were it correct,

ecpially illustrated by a reference to Egyptian temples,

might be is shown by various instances in which, as

in the annexed cut, obelisks are placed immediately

in front of temples, at each side of, and at equal

distances from the door of entrance.

The DOOR of the temple is so particularly men-

tioned in all its parts— its valves, its sideposts, and

its golden " hinges"—and yet, after all, so little is

really distinct to the mind of the fnrm and appearance

of this and other doors mentioned in the Scriptures,

that we have thought it proper to seek the inform-

ation which the antiquities of Egypt offer on this particular point, and have selected the

following examples of doors of different kinds. These illustrations (see next page)

being designed chiefiy to illustrate form, require little explanation. One of them (4) offers

another example of the application of two pillars in front of the door, and the reader will be

struck by their correspondence in form to those of Jachin and Boaz. One has been introduced

(1) as an example of a gate of ,an outer enclosure, and such may have been the gates to the

courts of the temple. Two of them (5 and 8) show the manner in which doors were fastened

;

and it may l)e renuirkcd that, among the ancient Egyptians, doors were fastened and hung
in the same manner as they are now in the East, which concurrence precludes any question as

[01)rli,ks ill front ofn lVm),l,. ]

• This is very, very wroii-. lly llie part he took, Solomon assumed no priestly functions. Surely Mr liardwell must knuw
liOH- zealously the priestliood was yuar.led from the i.it.Mfereiiee of even kinu'ly pretensions. .Si-ual and innnediate Msitutious-
death, paralysis, or leprosy, failed not to follow such assumption of the piiejlly functions as is here ascribed to !?olomon.

t Temples, Aiicieut and Modern.' li\ W'. liardwell, .\riliilect. if'SJ

.
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[Doors.]

to the ancient custom of Palestine in this matter. Our own and other translations of the
Bible are unquestionably wrong when they speak of the " hinges" of doors. Doors were not
in former times, nor are they now, hung by hinges in the East ; they turned on pins, which
among the Egyptians were frequently of metal (bronze) ; several of them have been found and

[Metfil Oooi-Pius.]

are preserved in various cabinets ; those which

our cuts exhibit are in the British Museum.
Such doubtless were the golden " hinges" to

the door of Solomon's Temple. Sometimes,

however, as in the annexed specimen, taken

from the model of a small house, preserved in

the British Museum, the pin was formed out

of projecting ends of the wood which formed

the substance of the door. And this is very

usual now in the East, where use of harder

woods than the Egyptians possessed renders

the metal pins less necessary. The pins

turned in holes in the lintel and threshold (or

in the floor behind the threshold) ; and it is

now common in the ruins of Palestine and

Syria to see these holes in stone lintels and [Dooi ]

3 u
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11
[Windows.]

thresholds, in which tiirned the pins of doors long since destroyed. It will be observed that,

as in some of our si)ecimens, the door of the temple had two valves.

It is said that to the temple there were " windows of narrow lights." Or as the margin

of our Bibles render, " windows broad within and narrow without, or skewed and closed."

The passage is dillicult ;* and Boothroyd follows Michaelis and Dathe in translating, " win-

dows that niiifht be closed." The annexed specimens of ancient Eyptian windows illustrate

all the suggested alternatives. The form of the

temple window is doubtless among them ; and the

otliers may illustrate the different windows men-

tioned in the Scripture. One of Solomon's subse-

quent buildings—his country palace, called " the

house of the forest of Lebanon " (probal)ly (Jii

account of tlie phmtations with which it was sur-

rounded)—had three rows of square windows, in

whicii light was opposite to light, on the ditl'erent

sides of the building, t

As the utensils for tlie sacred service were

similar in design and use to those in the taber-

nacle of Moses, which have received due atten-

tion, it is not necessary to enter into details

respecting those wliich Solomon provided for his temple. It may suffice to mention that,

seeing it was designed that tlie sacred services shoidd be conducted on a larger and more

si)lendid scale than in former times, the instruments of service were proportionately larger, or

more splendid, or more numerous. The most remarkable of the new utensils was " the

molten sea," whicli was destined to occupy the place of" the brazen laver " of the old taber-

nacle. It was cast of fine brass, a hand's breadth thick, and its border was wrought " like

the brim of a cup with lotus flowers." It was so large as to contain about 1.5,000 gallons of

water. I It was mounted on twelve brazen oxen, which must have given it a very imposing

appearance. The ir-stance proves, by the bye, as do the figures of cherubim so profusely dis-

played in all parts of the temple, and the brazen serpent in the wilderness, that the Hebrews

were not forbidden to make images of living creatures, so that they were not designed for any

idolatrous or superstitioiis object.§ Had it been otherwise, nothing could well have been

more suspicious and dangerous than the figures of oxen, considering the addiction of the

Israelites to the worship of the ox Apis, as evinced by the golden figure of him which they

worshipped in the wilderness, and by those which were ultimately set up in Dan and Bethel.

We are not acquainted with the precise form of this famous laver; instead, therefore, of giving

any merely conjeclural or fanciful illustration, we hitroduce the most approximate reality

which can be found. This is ofiered by the Fountain of the Lions, in one of the courts (the

Court of the Lions) of that noble Arabian palace in Granada, which bears the name of Al-

hambra. This fountain is said to have been designed in imitation of Solomon's " molten sea."

The difierencc of the animals (lions, not oxen), and the absence of any allusion to Solomon in

the copious Arabic inscription wiih which it is charged, renders this doubtful. Wc are rather

disposed to regard it as an undesigned tliough curious Oriental coincidence with the laver

of the Hebrew king. It is remarkable that //Vrnv, as well as oxen and cherubim, were figured

un tlu' bus;' of the smaller lavers which stood in the same (the inner) court of the temi)le

-with the large one.

As the priests and Levites Avere immediately, on the completion of the temple, sulijecled to

*
I2^1^I0J^ n^'2\)V I.itoially, iqiortivs clausi'.s,—" oiiou shut." t 1 Kiiii;s, vii. 4, 5.

t Tli.-it is, -Mm liiillis, ol" a trillo moiu than seven iialloiis and a half. A very great capacity certainly ; so groat, Uiat old cavillers

were wont to relcr to it as one of the incredibilities of Uie Scripture history. Now when the smnllest vals in our great breweries

are of about the same cap.icity. and the lanjfst eight times greater, wonder is much lessened and incredulity ceases.

§ This indeed is ch-ar enough in tluMerms of llie prohibition, which is, " Thou shalt not make them— //» ivitrship Hum:' In

hiter ilavs, however, when tlie .lews began to rcfuie upon the law, tlu-y nnderstood the prohibition in the absolute and uncondi-

tional scn-e.
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[Fountain of the Lions.]

the regulations of David, which ever after continued in force,—this is the proper place to take

some notice of these rules. Some alterations in previous arrangements would have been very

proper even without reference to the temple ; for the numbers of the Levites had so increased,

and their labours in the Ijand of Promise had become so light, that it could not be easy for all

of them to find occupation in their proper duties.

Asa preliminary measure, David had caused the tribe of Levi to be numbered, and it was

found to contain 38,000 males above thirty years of age. It seems that he designed their

services to commence at that age when he ordered the census to be taken; but afterwards saw

occasion to ordain that at least their easier services should commence at twenty. Of the

38,000, David directed that 24,000 should be assigned as assistants to the priests in the

service of the temple—not, of course, all at once, but in alternate weekly courses of 1000

each. Of these some of the highest rank had charge of the sacred treasures. Others,

apparently of lower rank, attended the priests in all their services at the altar, especially in

preparing the victims designed for offerings ; and some had special charge of preparing the

shew-bread and unleavened cakes, with the proper quantity of flour, for the morning and

evening service. " From the text (1 Chron. xxiii. 29), it is inferred that these had in their

custody, within the sanctuary, the original standard for weights and measures, liquid and dry.

Hence we often read in Scripture of the shekel of the sanctuary,—not that there were two

sorts of shekels, one sacred and another civil, as some have supposed, but because weights

and measures, being reckoned among the sacred things, were kept in the sanctuary, as they

were in the temples of the pagans, and afterwards in Christian churches."*

Of the remaining 14,000, there were 4000 divided into twenty-four courses like the others,

appointed to act as porters and guards of the temple. It seems that on this class devolved

also the duty of seeing the buildings kept neat and clean.

* Honus iii. 273.

3 u 2
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The same numl)er (4000), similarly divided, -were to act as musicians in the temple. This

was quite a new part of the service ; for previously there had been nothing of music in the

Hebrew service, save the occasional blowing of trumpets. We may well believe that this was

a matter in which so eminent a musician and poet as David himself took much interest. In

fact he had, on a smaller scale, already introduced a musical service at the tabernacle. He

not onlv caused the musical instruments for this service to be made under his own cognisance,

but collected and composed the psalms of thanksgiving and of prayer which were to be em-

ployed in this part of the temple worship. Of these we have already had occasion to speak.

Part of tliis service was vocal. With respect to the musical instruments, all the various

instruments which were in use among the Hebrews are, on different occasions, named in

connection with the services of the temple. There is some difficulty in identifying the stringed

instruments thus named, but not the others. Such information as we have been able to obtain

concerning the sirhujed instruments has been given in a former work,t and we are not dis-

posed to repeat it in this place. As, however, there is every reason to conclude that the

instruments in use among them were such as the Egyptians also possessed, we here introduce

[E;^y()UaTi Su-iufjed Instruments.]

a representation of those belonging to the last-named people. As our attention is limited to

the rcgidations nuide by David and enforced by Solomon, we abstain from any larger notice of

the music and psalmody of the Ixvitical service. In this as in all the other divisions of service,

there were some who were chiefs or overseers. The persons of the musical order who, from

their superior abilities, had the superintendence of all the others, were Heman and Asaph, of

the line of Gershon, and Jeduthun of the line of Merari. Their names often occur in the

titles of the Psalms, which were sent to them as composed by David, for the musical service.

The remaining 6000 Levites were distributed throughout the country as judges and

genealogists. They also appear to have instructed the people in the Law of Moses, by ex-

pounding the several parts of it, in the places where they resided ; and that they kept the

public records and genealogies of the respective tribes, is generally understood by the Jews.

Doubtless, in apportioning to the Levites their lines of duty, regard was had to their various

abilities and attainments. It will be observed that the distrilnition of this great body into

bands, which performed duty in rotation, left by far the greater part of their time free from

their proper Levitical duties. AVe lind numerous instances in Scripture that this leisure was

• The ' Pictorial Hible," Notes on Psalm xliii., xcii., rviii.
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much employed in the service of the state. It was indeed obvious and natural, that men of
such superior education and attainments, and whose residences were dispersed over the country,

should take an influential position in their respective localities, and that they should be much
employed as the agents and officers of the general government in their own districts. But we
must refer the reader to what has already been said of the Levites as a class, in the fifth

chapter of this work (p. 287).

The PRIESTS having increased in full proportion to the Levites, were, in like manner, divided

into twenty-four classes, each of which officiated a week alternately. Sixteen of these classes

were of the family of Eleazer, and eight of the family of Ithamar. They succeeded one
another on the Sabbath-day, until they had all attended in their turn. Each class had its own
chief or president, whom some writers suppose to be the same as " the chief-priests" so often

mentioned in the New Testament, and in the writings of Josephus. For although only four

of the classes returned from the Babylonish captivity, these were subdivided into the original

number of twenty-four, to which the original names were given. The chief person of each
class appointed an entire family to oflPer the sacrifices, and at the close of their week they all

joined together in sacrificing. As each family latterly contained a great number of priests,

they drew lots for the different offices which they were to perform.*

This is all that seems to belong to or to result from the regulations made by David ; and the

general character and duties of the priesthood have already received all the attention Ave can

bestow.
"f

The part taken by David and other kings in ordering " the house of God," and even of

appointing and deposing the high-priest, might seem very extraordinary at the first view.

But it will be recollected that, according to the theory of the constitution, the kings were the

specially appointed vicegerents of Jehovah, which necessarily gave them a general power of

control superior to any other. It is seen, however, that the regulations which were made
rescinded no law of Moses, nor interfered with any positive enactment. But the king, from
his position as vicegerent of Jehovah, was superior, even in his relation to God, to the high-

priest, who was only Jehovah's viinister : and while the law made no express provision on
the subject, it was certainly a matter of policy that the appointment of so important and
influential an officer in the state should be retained by the crown. It was obvious, nevertheless,

that no high-priest could be legally appointed, but from the family to which that dignity had
been originally assigned.

The temple, with all things destined for its service, and every arrangement connected with

it, being completed in seven years, its dedication was celebrated the year after, with a magni-
ficence worthy of the object and the occasion. All the chief men in Israel were present—the

heads of tribes, and paternal chiefs, together with multitudes of people from all parts of the

land. The priests, if not the Levites, also attended in full force, the succession of the courses

being afterwards to commence. God himself was pleased to manifest his presence and his

complacency by two striking miracles :

—

At the moment when the ark of the covenant, having been brought in high procession from
its former place in " the city of David," was deposited in the Holy of Holies, the numerous
Levitical choirs thundered forth their well-known song,—sent to the heavens by their united

voices, and by the harmonious concord of a thousand instruments :
—" Praise Jehovah ! for he

is good; for his mercy endureth for ever I"—Suddenly, as at the consecration of the first

tabernacle, the house of God was covered with a thick cloud, which filled it, and which
enveloped all the assistants in such profound obscurity that the priests were unable to continue

their services. This was a manifest symbol that God had accepted this as his house, his

palace, and that his Presence had entered to inhabit there. It was so understood by Solomon,

whose voice rose amidst the silence which ensued. *' Jehovah said that he would dwell in the

thick darkness. I have assuredly built for thee a house to dwell in, a settled place for thee to

* This explains Luke i. 9. + See the chapter or. the Law, pp. 230-241.
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aljide in for ever!" The king stood on a brazen platfurni uhicli had liecn erected in front of

the altar; and ncjw, turning to the peo])le, he explained the origin and object of this building.

After which "he spread forth his hands towards the heavens" to address himself to God. The

prayer he offered on this occasion is one of the noblest and most sublime compositions in the

Bible. It exhibits the most exalted conceptions of the omnipresence of God, and of his super-

intending providence ; and dwells more especially on his peculiar protection of the Hebrew

nation, from the time of its departure from Egyjjt, and ini])l()ring pardon and forgiveness for

all their sins and transgressions in the land, and during those ensuing captivities which, in the

same ])rophetic spirit that animated the last address of Moses, he appears to have forseen.

Nothing can be finer than that part of his long and beautiful address, in A\liich, recurring to

the idea of inhahitance, which had been so forcil)ly brought before his mind, he cries
—" But

will God indeed dwell on the earth ? Behold the heaven, and the heaven of heavens cannot

contain thee; how much less this house that I have builded!"

The king had no sooner concluded his prayer than a fire from the heavens descended ujjon

the altar and consumed the burnt offerings. All the Israelites beheld this prodigy, and bent

their faces towards the eartli in adoration, and repeated with one voice the praise wliich was

the most acceptable to him :
—" He is good : His mercy endureth for ever !"

By these two signs the sanctuary and the altar received the same acceptance and consecra-

tion Avliich had been granted in the wilderness to the tabernacle and the altar there.

After this, the sacrifices were resumed, and coiuitless victims were offered. During two

consecutive weeks the people celebrated this great solemnity with unabated zeal. It was the

year of jubilee, which had probably been chosen, as a season of general joy and leisure ; and

hence the unusually great concourse to Jerusalem. In this year the jiibilee feast was followed

by that of tabernacles, which explains the duration of this great festival, beyond the seven days

in which public festivals usually terminated. On the last day of the second feast the king

blessed the people, and dismissed them to their homes, to which they repaired, "joyful and

glad of heart for all the good which Jehovah had done for David his servant, and for Israel

his people.''

Solomon having thus worthily accomplished the obligation imposed upon him by his father,

felt himself at liberty to build various sumptuous structures, and undertake various works

suited to the honour of his crown and the dignity of his great kingdom. All that can be said

with reference to these will be little more than an amplification of his own statement on the

subject :
—" I raised magnificent works ; I built for myself houses ; I planted for myself vine-

yards; I made for myself gardens and groves, and planted in them fruit-trees of every kind
;

I made also pools of water, to water therewith the growing plantations. I bought men-servants

and women-servants, and had servants born in my house; I possessed also herds and flocks

in abundance, more than any had before me in Jerusalem ; I collected also silver and gold,

and precious treasure from kings and provinces; I procured men-singers and women-singers,

and the sweetest instruments of music, tlie delight of the children of men. Thus I became
great, and possessed more tlian any wlio had l)een before me in Jerusalem."*

Of the royal buildings to which allusion is thus m.ade, our more particular information is

respecting the palace which the king built for himself, another for " Pharaoh's daugliter,"

and, " the house of the forest of Lebanon." It is difficult, from the brief intimations which
the Scriptural history offers, to form a clear or connected idea of these buildings. The
description of Josephus, although more precise, does not sujjply this deficiency ; but by its

assistance we may make out that the two ])alaces, for himself and the princess of Egypt, were
not separate buildings; but, as the existing arrangements in Oriental palaces would suggest,

a distinct ])art, or wing, of the same building. It may assist the matter to imderstand that

an Oriental palace consists, for the most part, of a series of open cpiadrangles, with distinct

appropriations, and each surrounded with buildings suitable to its appropriation. In fact, they

are distinct buildings, connected only by connnunicating doors, similar in their general plan to

• ICccles. ii. 3— it, linothinvrt's version.
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each other, but differing much in size and workmanship. The quadrangle into which the
gate of entrance opens, usually contains the state apartments and offices, principally the hall

m which the sovereign gives audience, sits in judgment, and transacts all public business.
Hence the court is very often called " the gate," of which we have a famihar instance in the
Ottoman Porte, and of which examples are found in Scripture with reference to the courts of
the Hebrew, Babylonian, and Persian kings.* Now, from the description of Josephus it would
appear that the palace, as a whole, consisted of three quadrangles, of which that in the centre

contained the hall of audience and justice, and other state apartments, while that on the right

hand formed the king's palace of residence, and that on the left was the palace of the Egyptian
princess. The only point on which we are in doubt, is whether the three quadrangles were
on a line with each other, or that the one which contained the public halls was in advance of
the others ; for in this way, equally with the other, the palaces of the king and queen might
be respectively described as to the right and left of the public building. There are some who
think that " the house of the forest of Lebanon " was the same as this front or public portion

of the whole pile ; nor should we like absolutely to deny this, although it seems more probable
that it was a royal residence in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem, deriving its name either

from the numl^er of cedar pillars which supported its galleries and halls, or from the

plantations by which it was surrounded These structures were, for the most part, built

with immense blocks of squared stones; and the whole was fitted up with cedar; while the

nobler rooms and galleries were lined with slabs of costly polished marble to the floor, and
were above enriched with sculptures (on the wall), and apparently with paintings (on the
plaster), especially towards the ceiling, all of which we may conclude to have been very much
in the style of similar things among the Egyptians, whose palaces were decorated after the
same style. And if we have rightly interpreted Josephus to intimate that there were three
ranges of ornaments in the principal rooms,—polished slabs at the bottom, sculpture above,
and painting towards the top, it would be very easy to show how the same ideas and distribu-

tions are retained in the palaces of the modern East, where, above basement slabs of lookituj-

* 2 Sam. XV. 2; Esl. ii. 19, 21 ; iii. 2, 3; Dan. ii. 49. Compare Matt. xvi. 18 ; see also Xcnop. Cyiop. i. 3 ; viii. 3.
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(jlass, are wrought recesses, and carvings, and arabesques, and ornaments of stucco (sculpture

being interdicted) ; while towards the ceiling much highly-coloured painting is displayed. If

we mav credit Josephus, " barbaric pearl and gold " were not wanting among the materials

which contriliuted to the decoration of the more splendid apartments. The historian is at a

loss for words to express the full conception, which the traditions of his fathers had conveyed

to his mind, of the splendours of Solomon's palatial buildings :
" It would be an endless task

(he savs) to give a particular survey of this mighty mass of building ; so many courts and

other contrivances ; such a variety of chambers and offices, great and small ; long and large

galleries ; vast rooms of state, and others for feasting and entertainment, set out as richly as

could be with costly furniture and gildings ; besides, that all the service for the king's table

were of pure gold. In a word, the whole palace was, in a manner, made up, from the base

to the coping, of white marble, cedar, gold, and silver, with precious stones here and there

intermingled upon the walls and ceilings."*

As the theory and practice of the government, and, indeed, of most Oriental governments,

required the king, as supreme magistrate, to be accessible to the complaints of all his sub-

jects, the place in which Solomon administered justice was in the open forch of his palace,

therefrom called " the porch of judgment." This was an obvious adaptation of the old, and

there still (and even now) subsisting practice of making " the gate " the seat of justice. The

judgment porch of Solomon's palace we take to have been a large covered apartment, sup-

ported by pillars, and entirely open in front. It was seventy-five feet long by forty-five feet

broad. Here, upon a raised platform, to which there was an ascent by steps, was placed the

throne of Solomon, of which so much notice is taken in the Scriptural description and in that

of Josephus y\ from which, with the help of particulars preserved by early traditions, we collect

that to the raised dais, or platform, on which the throne rested, there was an ascent by six

steps. The balustrade (so to speak) of these steps was formed by the figures of couching

lions of gold, twelve in all, being two to each step. The throne itself was oi ivory (a material

which appears to have been unknown in Palestine until the time of Solomon), studded and

enriched with gold, and over it was a semi-spherical canopy. Besides the twelve lions on tlie

six steps of ascent, there were two as " stays " on each side of the seat, the l<ack of which

appears to have been concave.:}:

Now although, for its cost and materials, the like of this throne " had not been made in

any kingdom," it is easy to show the correspondence of its general plan and details with those

[Egyptian Tliroiics.]

of the thrones of the ancient and modern East. The annexed engravings, representing the

thrones on which gods and kings arc the most usually seated in the Egyptian scul])turcs,§

* Antiq. viii. 5.2. t Uiiil. t i^i'f I Kiiigsx. 18—20. § Soo also the cut at ji. 118.
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evince that the throne, as a raised platt'orni or

dais, was common among that people ; and to this

dais was usually an ascent by steps. There is an-

other class of Egyptian seats, which in introducing

to the reader's notice, not only on account of the

illustration which they furnish, but for the sake of

the demonstration which they offer of the high

pitch to which the arts of domestic civilisation

had, at a very early date, attained among the next

neighbours (and now friends and allies) of the

Israelites. They form the first class of seats

among that people, and whether we look to the

elegance and convenience of their forms, their
[Throne «ith steps.]

exquisite workmanship, or the richness of their materials, it is difficult to say in what they

are surpassed by modern art. The illustrative points, with reference to the seat of Solomon's

throne, are afforded by the lions, and by the concavity of the back,—points which did not escape

the notice of Sir J. G. Wilkinson, as cited below. To which we may add that the frames of

[Egyitian Fautciiils.*]

some of these fauteuils are coloured yellow in the pictures of them in the royal tombs, from which

the examples are copied, suggesting that they were overlaid with gold, or, at the least, gilded.

The lions are always, and the other ornamental parts are often, coloured yellow, even when the

rest is of a different colour, confirming the probability of the intention to represent gold. We
cannot dismiss these old Egyptian thrones and seats, without directing notice to the figures of

captives, painfully bound, by which some of them are decorated, and will call to the remembrance

of the reader the observations which were offered in a lueceding page.f One other engraving,

representing the Great Mogul of a former age on his throne, conveys the most effective illus-

tration of the subject Avhich can be derived from a modern Oriental source. After the

* Sir J G. Wilkiuson observes with reference to this class of seats, " the back of the chair \v;is equally light and strong. It

was occasionally concave, like some Roman ch^iirs, or the throne ofSobmon (1 Kings x. 19); and in m.my of the large fauteuils,

a lion forms an arm at ench .-ide. But the back usually consisted of a single set of upri-ht and cross bars, or of a frame, receding

gracefully, and terminating at its summit in a graceful curve, supported from without by perpendicular bars ;
and over this was

thrown a handsome pillow of coloured cotton, painted leather, or gold and silver tissue, like the beds at the feast of Ahasuerus,

mentioned in Esther (i. 6.); or like the feather cushions covered with stuffs, and embroidered with silk threads ol gold, in the

palace of Scaurus."— " Ancient Egyptians,' vol. ii. p. 196.

t See befcre, p, 390.

,.^. , 3 X
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[Great Mogul on Throne.]

description which has been given, the points of ilhistration are too obvious to require particuhir

indication.

On tlie walls of the hall in which the throne was j)laced were probably hung the 300

shields of gold (or probably of wood or hide, covered with gold) wiiich the king caused to be

made, and which are mentioned among the proudest treasures of the kingdom. There were

200 other shields, of the same costly material, and twice as large, which were for the use of

the royal guard ; for, as we shall see presently, the state of the king in his court and in his

goings forth, was fully commensurate to the magnificence of his palaces.

With commendable zeal, Solomon had hastened the completion of the temple ; but he

allowed nearly twice the time to be consumed on the palatial structures which have engaged

our notice. The temple was finished in seven years ; but thirteen years were employed on

tliC palaces ; so that it was not until the twentieth year that the whole was completed. But

fur the erection of the temple, all the means had been provided by David; whereas Solomon

had himself to provide for his own buildings. And this probably explains the difference ; for

that, with all his resources, the king's plans outran his means, is evinced by the fact that

l)esides assistance of the same sort which he had rendered towards the building of the temple,

the king of Tyre had, by the time the works were completed, advanced to Solomon not less

than 120 talents of gold,* in recompense of which the king of Israel assigned to him

twenty towns in the vicinity of the Tyrian territory. He seems, however, to have made the

mistake of considering that what was good in the eyes of the Hebrews, must be equally good

for the Tyrians, who would doubtless mucli have preferred an extension of their territory along

the coast to this comparatively inland and agricultural district. Hiram, when he came to

view the ground, saw at once the unsuitableness, and indicated his dissatisfaction by the name

of Cabul which he imposed upon it. Solomon, therefore, took back these towns, and doubt-

less gave the king of Tyre some more satisfying equivalent ; for the transaction was very far

^from interrupting tlie good understanding ])etween the two kings.

It was doubtless from the considerations arising from his connection with king Hiram, and

from narrowly observing the sources of the extraordinary prosperity enjoyed by the PhaMiician

state, coupled with the want of adequate means for the execution of the magnificent plans

which his mind had formed, that Solomon began to turn his own attention to foreign com-

merce, as a source of wealth and aggrandisement. We are unacquainted with the particular

inducements which Solomon was able to offer to the Phamicians, who were in this matter

• This, at the usual reckoning uf sixteen talents ol" silver to one of^-oM, which is therefore eiiual to CUOO/., would make 720,000/.
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proverbially a jealous people, to induce them to afford the benefit of their experience in this

enterprise. But it is certain that they furnished the king with ships, such as they employed

in their distant voyages westward, and therefore called " ships of Tarshish," and that these

ships were manned by Phoenician mariners, and voyaged in company with a fleet of ships

belonging to the king of Tyre. That they must have had very cogent reasons for this,—for

allowing themselves to be made the instruments of enriching the Hebrew king by traffic with

foreign parts—no one who is acquainted with the historical character of that people, or with

the commercial character in general, will in the least degree doubt. In seeking the motive

by which their proceedings were determined, we must consider the direction of the voyage.

In another work* we have exhibited our reasons for concluding that the regions of Tarshish

and Ophir lay not in different directions, but were visited in the same voyage; and further

that this voyage embraced the southern shores of Arabia, the eastern shores of Africa, and
possibly the isle of Ceylon, if not some points in the Indian peninsula. This being the case,

we shall perceive that although the Phoenicians had the exclusive command of the ivestxvard

traffic, on the Mediterranean and Atlantic coasts, they could have had no share in this eastern

traffic but on such terms as Solomon might think proper to impose. For he was in possession

of the ports of the Elanitic Gulf, and of the intervening country, whereby he held the key of

the Red Sea, and could at his pleasure exclude them from that door of access to the Indian

Ocean. It is true that there was another door, by the Gulf of Suez ; but its ports were in the

hands of the Egyptians, who were by no means likely to allow unobstructed access to it. And
then, as to the other channel, across the desert to the Euphrates and Persian Gulf, the key of

this also was in the hand of Solomon, by virtue of his military stations on the Euphrates, and
his complete Command of the desert country west of that river. It may thus appear that since

the Phoenicians could have no access to the Indian Ocean but with the consent and by the

assistance of the Hebrew king, he was in a condition to stipulate for a profitable partnership

in the enterprise. Nor perhaps was he so entirely dependant upon the Phoenicians for the

execution of his plans, as might at first sight appear : for although the Israelites knew little

of maritime affairs, this was not the case with the Edomites, who were now the subjects of

Solomon. They had been accustomed to navigate the Red Sea, and probably to some extent

beyond ; and although we know not that they reached the shores to which, under the abler

guidance of the Phoenicians, the fleets of Solomon penetrated, they probably might have
been made, with a little encouragement, the instruments of his designs. In preferring the

Phoenicians, Solomon was probably influenced, not only by the knowledge of their greater ex-

perience in distant voyages, but by political considerations, which might suggest that he
could always control this trade as conducted by the Phoenicians, while to the Edomites, living

on the borders of the Elanitic Gulf, it would give such advantages as might in time enable them
to engross the whole trade, and to shake oft' the yoke his father had imposed upon them.

The interest which the king took in the matter, may be judged of from the fact that he went
in person to the port of Ezion-geber, at the head of the gulf, to superintend the preparations

and to witness the departure of the fleet.

A thirst for knowledge, which is one of the surest evidences of the " wisdom " with which
this splendid monarch was gifted, may have had some share in promoting this design ; for his

agents were instructed, not only to seek wealth, but to bring back specimens of whatever was
curious or instructive in the countries to which they came. We know they brought various

foreign animals and birds ; and since the king took much interest in botany, it is more than

likely that they also brought the seeds of many plants which had engaged their attention by
their use or beauty ; and that consequently we may refer to this reign the introduction into

Palestine of many plants which had not been known there in former times.

The fleet returned in the third year, laden with the rich and curious treasures of the south

and the remote east. There were vast quantities of gold and silver, while the bulk of the

cargo was composed of elephants' teeth, and various sorts of valuable woods and precious

stones. Nor were the supercargoes which the king sent in the ships unmindful of his

• ' Pictori:il Bible,' Notci on 2 Chron. ix. 10, 21 ; anil xx. 3t).

3 X 2
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peculiar tastes, and probably his special orders, for they took pains to collect examples of

tlie more curious animals, and doubtless other products, of the countries to which they came.

Among tlicse, monkeys and peacocks arc particularly named—probably from their more

singular difierence from the forms of animal life with which the Hebrews were previously

acquainted.

Without doubt, a large portion of the commodities thus obtained were sold at a great profit.

And this explains that while in one place the yearly weight of gold brought to the king, by

his ships, is stated at 4S0 talents, the yearly profit in gold derived l)oth directly and indirectly

from these vovages, is counted at the weight of fi66 talents,* which according to the lower

computation would make not less than 3,646,350/., while a higher scale would make it little

short of 4,000,000/.t

Of the precious woods, Solomon emi)loycd a considerable portion in making balustrades fur

the temj)le, and in the fabrication of instruments of music. And of the gold, a large ([uantity

was used in making various sorts of golden shields, and the various vessels of the palace.

In that palace all the vessels w^ere of gold; silver was not seen there : for untler the influx of

gold as well as of silver, from various sources, the latter metal was much depreciated in value

during this splendid reign :
—" It was nothing accounted uf in the days of Solomon ; he made

it to be in Jerusalem as stones." And, in like manner, the rather poor wood of the cedar,

which had previously, in the want of large and good timber, acquired a high value, sunk

much in estimation, through the large importations of the compact and beautiful eastern timbers,

as well as through the profuse supply of cedar-wood itself from Lebanon. Some idea of the

various uses to which the foreign woods were applied mav be derived from the practices of

the Egyptians, of which some notice will be taken at the end of the chapter. (-)

Besides this maritime traffic the caravan trade by land engaged a full share of Solomon's

attention. By the possession of a southern frontier stretching across from the Elanitic Gulf

to the Mediterranean, the land traffic between Egypt and Syria lay completelv at his mercy.

He felt tliis, and through some arrangement with his father-in-law the king of Egvpt, he con-

trived to monopolise it entirely in his own hands. It appears that what Syria chiefly required

from Egypt were //?(<?« /(/im,y and yarn,X f-ui" the manufacture of which that country had

long been celebrated ; also chariots, the extensive use of which in Egypt has already been

pointed out; and horses, of which that country possessed a very excellent and superior breed,

if we may judge from the numerous fine examples which the paintings and sculptures offer.

All this trade Solomon appears to have intercepted and monopolised. He was supplied by
contract, at a fixed price, with certain quantities adequate to the supply of the Syrian market,

which, after retaining what he required for himself, his factors sold, doubtless at a high profit,

to the different kings of Syria. The price was doubtless arbitrary, and dependent on times and

circumstances; but the contract price at which the chariots and horses were supplied l)y the

Egyptians to the Hebrew factors happens to he named,—600 silver shekels § for a chariot,

and one-fourth of that sum, or 150 shekels,ll for a horse.

This was not the only land traffic which engaged the notice of Solomon. His attention was

attracted to the extensive and valuable caravan trade which, from very remote ages, coming

from the farther east, and the Persian Gulf, proceeded to Egvpt, Tyre, and other points on the

Mediterranean, by the Euphrates and across the great Syrian desert. The habitable points of

that desert, even to the great river, were now under the dominion of the Hebrew king, and

even the Bedouin tribes by whom it was chiefly inhabited were brought under triluitr to him,

and were kept in order by the dread of his great name. Under these circumstances, Solomon

was in nearly as favourable a position for taking a part in this trade as in the land traffic

• Compnre 1 Kings ix. 28 nith x. 14.

t The first, tlint of Arbullinot, reckons a gnld talent .is worth .5475/. .it 4/. the ounce ; the other estimates the siVrcr t.ilent at 375?.,
anrteouiitin^' roU as sixteen times the vahio of silver, r.iisos the ;,m1(1 talent to 6000/. .\nothei- eoniiiul.at.on makes it even more.

t Some interpretitions reject lioth the linen anil yarn from the text, or rather siive a ili'l'erent sense. We enter nut into this

question. It is certain that linen w.is a famous manularturc of Ei^yvt. and uhelher named or not, was more than likely to form
an important article in any tra.le with that eoiuilry. .Sec also Ezek. xx^ii. 7, where " line linen and broidercd work from
Eaypt " are mentioned ss purchased hy the Tyriaus.

§ f^r/'V.
"

II Or 18/. 15s.
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between Egypt and Syria. But the measuies which he took were different, and more specially

adapted to the circumstances of the case. They were less coercive, and dealt more in the
offer of inducements and advantages. And the reason is obvious; for although the ordinary

track ofthe great caravans lay through his territories, it was in the power of its conductors to

alter that tract so as to pass northward beyond the limits of his dominion ; but this would have
produced such expense, trouble and delay, that it would have been preferable to maintain the
old route even at the expense of some check and inconvenience. Whether the measures of
Solomon were felt to be such, we do not know ; they were possibly deemed by the caravan
merchants and by the Hebrews, as mutually advantageous, although the idtimate purchasers,
who could be no parties in this arrangement, possibly regarded them in a different light. The
plan of Solomon was to erect in the very heart of the desert an emporium for this important
trade. The route of a caravan is so directed as to include as many as possible of the places at

which water may be found. At the most important of these stations, where water, and by
consequence palm-trees, was found in the most abundance, the Hebrew king built a city and
called it Tadmor,* (a palm-tree), whence its Greek name of Palmvra. But Greek and

[Tadmor.-P.ilmyra.]

Roman names never fixed themselves in the soil of Syria, and the ruins of the city bear, to

this day, among the natives, the primitive name of Tadmor. Here the caravans not only
found water as before, but every advantage of shelter and rest, while by this establishment

Solomon was enabled more effectively to overawe the tribes, and to afford protection to the

caravans from the predatory attempts and exactions of the Bedouins. Here the caravan
merchants would soon find it convenient to dispose of their commodities, and leave the further

distribution of them, to the nations west of the desert, either to the factors of Solomon, or to

private merchants,—for we do not know to what extent the kina; found it advisable to have

* In the Kctib of 1 Kinps ix. 18 it is put Tnmar, the proper word for a palm-tree, showing that Tnrfmor has the same meaning,
and probably tliat the d is merely introduced for euphony.
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this trade free to his own subjects. It may be that private persons among his subjects, or

even foreigners from the west, were not prevented from here meeting and dealing with the

eastern merchants; but from the general—and with our present lights, we must say short-

sighted—policy of Solomon's commercial doings, it may be inferred that he monopolised

such advantages in this trade as he deemed safe or prudent. At the least, it must be pre-

sumed that he derived a considerable revenue, in the way of customs, from such merchandise

as did not pass into the hands of his own factors ; and this, however advantageous to the king,

may have been felt by the caravan merchants but as a reasonable equivalent f)r the protection

thev enjoyed, and their freedom from the exactions of the Bedouins. Much of this, which we

have stated as probably connected with the foundation of this city of the desert, is not stated

in Scripture: but it is deducible from the improbability that without strong inducements a

citv would have been founded in such a situation, and from the detection of these induce-

ments in the commercial enterprises of Solomon, with the illustration applied to the particular

instance, which is derivable from the fact that the wealth and glory in which the Pulniyra of a

later day appears, was due entirely to the circumstance that its position made it an emporium

for the caravan trade of the desert. In fact, that it was such at a long subsequent date, and

that its very existence depended on its being such, illustrates and justifies that intention in its

foiuidation which, on the strongest circumstantial evidence, we have ventured to ascribe to

Solomon.

Besides these branches of commerce, " the traffic of the spice merchants" is mentioned*

among the sources from which wealth accrued to Solomon. In what form this profit was

derived is not distinctly intimated. From the analogy of his other operations, we might

conclude that he bought up the costly spices and aromatics brought by the spice caravans of

southernmost Arabia, which must needs pass through his territories ; and that after deducting

what sufficed for the large consumption of his own nation, he sold the residue at an enhanced

price to the neighbouring nations. As it is certain that, from his own wants merely, an act of

trade must have taken ])lace between him and these caravans, this seems the more obvious

conclusion, althougli, without this, he may have derived an important item of profit from this

trade by levying customs upon it in its passage through his dominions.

Such, as far as they can be traced, were the commercial operations of Solomon. It is

quite easy now, and in a commercial country like our own, to see that these operations were,

for the most part, based on wrong views and principles, inasmuch as however they might tend

to the aggrandisement of tlie kiiu], they could confer little solid and enduring benefit on //<t'

nation. But in the East, where the king is the state, and becomes himself the centre of most

public acts, he is seldom found to take interest in commerce, but from regarding it as a source

of emolument to the state, by his direct and personal concern therein. The king himself is a

trader, with such advantages resulting from his position, as inevitably exclude the private

merchant from the field in which he appears. He is inevitably a monopolist; and a sovereign

monopoly is, if not an evil, at least not a benefit to the people, whatever wealth it may seem

to bring into the country. The river, however noble, gives fertility only to the banks which

hem it in ; and it is oidy when its waters are drawn off in their course, and exhausted into a

thousand channels, tliat they bless and glorify the wide country around. Solomon, in his

Book of Ecclesiastes, acquaints us with many " vanities " and " sore evils" which he saw
" under the sun ;" but from this statement we do not learn that he ever became conscious of

the very great vanity and most sore evil of a rich king over a poor people, or of the system

which nuikes the king rich while the people remain comparatively jioor.

M. Salvador,t in a very interesting chapter on tlie subject of the Hel)rew commerce, appears

to approve of the traffic which was opened in this reign with Tyre, Egvpt, and Syria ; l)ut

the distant voyages to Ophir arc justly represented by him as standing on a ditl'ereut ground,

• 1 Kin;;s x. 15.

t ' Itislitiitions (!(• Molsc,' Tom. i. ch. vi. The svilyoct is, however, as it ai>iie;iis to us, reasoned too much on (feneral princijile.s

without sudicieiit refereuee to the syjci.ia/ desliuiei of the Hebrew lu'ople; an objeetion wliich iudoed ajiidies very hir!,'ely to

this very ;ible and iugeuinus work.
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although the important consideration to which we have adverted escaped his notice. He con-

siders that in this enterprise, the limits which both nature and sound policy had fixed to the

Hebrew commerce were by a most unwise ambition overpassed. It is not, he remarks,

sufficient to imagine or even to execute, great things ; it is necessary that they should be suited

to times and circumstances, it is necessary to consolidate them. And this was a wisdom

which Solomon wanted. The commerce of Israel should have been simply a commerce of

commission and transit. The territorial wealth of the country afforded the means of accomp-

lishing this with great advantage. Besides the commercial advantages, the country had

numerous outlets for all its agricultural products ; and afterwards it enjoyed a good market

for foreign products, the transport, which is in general most expensive, being effected almost

without real cost by the returning merchants. But instead of confining himself to these

obvious sources of profit, Solomon was incited by his vanity, and by the example of the

Tyrians, to send forth numerous fleets at a vast cost. The success of these expeditions intro-

duced a disproportionate luxury into Jerusalem, replacing there the rich simplicity of life which

had previously characterised the Hebrew nation. A court, organised on the most splendid

oriental models,—a vast seraglio, a sumptuous table, officers without number, and hosts of

avidious concubines, afflicted a country in which the balance of conditions and property, as

established by Moses, ought to have been maintained with the most jealous exactitude.

To this M. Salvador attributes many evils, which we shall not anticipate our narrative

by repeating here. It will be obvious, however, that whatever evils arose from this traffic,

should not, in this fashion, be attributed to the trade itself, or even to the wealth which it

brought into tlie country, but to the mistaken principle on which that trade was conducted, and

to the unprofitable absorption into the royal treasury of the wealth which it produced.

Traffic and imposts on traffic, were not, however, the only sources from which Solomon

obtained his wealth. Large revenues were derived from the annual tributes of the foreign

states, which were now subject to the Hebrew sceptre, or over which it exercised a more or

less stringent influence. The kings and princes of such states appear to have sent their tribute

in the form of quantities of the principal articles which their country produced, or was able

to procure; as did also the governors of the provinces not left under the native princes.

Besides the regular tax or tribute derived from countries more or less closely annexed to the

Hebrew kingdom, there were more distant states which found it good policy to conciliate the

favour of Solomon, or to avert his hostility by annual offerings, which, vmder the soft name of

" presents, " formed no contemptible item of the royal revenue. Of that revenue one item is

mentioned in rather singular terms :
—"All the earth sought to Solomon to hear his wisdom, which

God had put into his heart. And they brought every man hispresent, utensils of silver, and uten-

sils of gold, and garments, and armour, and spices, horses and mules, a rate year by year.^'

Here the terms " presents," and " a rate year by year," have a degree of opposition at the first

view, which seems to require us to suppose either that those great men who had once resorted

to Jerusalem to hear the wisdom of Solomon, and to behold the manifestation of it in the

ordering of his court and kingdom, not only brought with them the presents which the usages

of the East rendered the necessary accompaniments of such visits, but that they continued to

send from their several lands yearly gifts of compliment to him. Or else, that the desire of

thus complimenting the monarch whom God had so eminently gifted, furnished a decent

pretence to those who had other reasons for rendering a real tribute to him. The latter

interpretation is that which we prefer. And it is certain that in the case of the only royal

visit which is particularly described—that of the Queen of Sheba—only such presents as she

brought with her are named, and no " rate year by year" is intimated. Ethiopia was too

remote to be within reach of the influences which may have determined the monarchs of

nearer nations to make their "presents" to Solomon a yearly payment.

The articles mentioned in the extract just given, together with those named in other places,

enable us to form some idea of the display which these annual or occasional renderings of

tributes and of traffics must have offered. It has been the fashion of the East to make a show
of such offerings by their being taken in procession to the palace of the king by the persons,
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arravecl in their varied costumes, l)y whom they

were brought to the country. To this custom

we have more than once had occasion to allude

in the course of the present work. Many were

the spectacles of this sort which must have de-

lighted the eyes of the Israelites during the

splendid reign of Solomon. There are paintings

of Egypt, and sculptures of Persia, w hich enable

us to form some idea of these imposing exhibi-

tions, which indeed are in strict correspondence

Avith those which the courts of the East have still

preserved. Of the representations to which we

allude, the former is no less interesting and in-

structive from the details which it offers, than

venerable from its high antiquity. It is at Thebes;

and represents the ambassadors of four nations

bringing their tributes to Thothmes III., whose

reign Sir J. G. Wilkinson ascribes to tlie time of

the departure of the Israelites from Egypt. The

general effect of this curious scene may be esti-

mated from the annexed engraving, although in

this attempt to embody the ideas which it offers,

it has been necessary to omit many of the details

which are included in the extensive original sub-

lect. It is remarkable that the classes of articles

brought by the foreigners are all such as would

be included in the classes of products rendered

to Solomon. The articles vary with the country

and costume of the nation by which they are

irought. We see principally

[Tiibute-bpaiers.]
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money in rings ; vases and other utensils of the same metal, of very various and often trulv
elegant shapes; baskets containing sealed bags, probably of jewels ; baskets of fruits, care-
fully packed and covered with leaves to preserve their freshness

;
growing plants,—in one in-

stance we see a shrub transported in a growing state : it is enclosed with the mould in which
it grows, in a kind of open case, which is carried between two men suspended from a pole, the

ends of which rest on their shoulders. Then there are elephants' teeth, and beams of el)ony

and other valuable woods ; and, besides the skins of various animals, particularly leopards,
there is a most interesting exhibition of various living animals conducted to the king. Amono-
these are giraffes, various well-distinguished species of apes and monkeys, leopards, and even
bears. There were also oxen, of a diti'crent breed to that common in the country, as were pro-
bably the horses, which also figure in the procession, and which, with chariots, form perhaps
the most remarkable objects of the whole, as being brought to a country which itself abounded
in horses and chariots ; but the horses were probably desirable to the Egyptians as of a foreign
breed, and the chariots as a curious foreign manufacture. Upon the whole, a more striking
and appropriate illustration of this part of Solomon s glory cannot well be imagined.
The wealth ^\hich flowed into the royal treasury from these various sources appears to

have been freely disbursed by Solomon in enriching his buildings, in extending their number,
and in the ordering of his court and kingdom. Besides the buildings which have already
been pointed out, various public structures were built by him in Jerusalem, which city he
also enclosed by new walls, fortified with strong towers. Other important towns (as Gaza)
were fortified, and new ones built in different parts of the country. Besides Tadmor, which
has already engaged our notice, Baalath is named among the towns built by him ; and this is

supposed by many to be no other than the afterwards celebrated city of Baalbec, in the great

valley of Ccele-Syria*

The account which is given of the internal organization of Solomon's kingdom occurs prior

even to that which describes the building of the Temple.-f- But there is reason to think that

these arrangements did not, until a later date, assume the completed form in which they are there

exhibited. The statement at the first view contains little more than a list of officers. But on
closer inspection it will be found that even such a list is suggestive of an orderly arrangement
and distribution of functions, as well as of the nature of what was considered public business.

If it should be observed that most of these have reference to the supply of the wants of the

court and the maintenance of the royal authority, it must be admitted that these are practi-

cally the chief objects of Oriental governments. However, we shall perceive that in all states

such offices make the most conspicuous figure to the eye of the spectator, which if it penetrates

more deeply, may discover that adequate provision is nevertheless made through the working
of some recognised and unostentatious system, and through the ministration of less splendid

functionaries, for the well being and the good government of the people. The internal polity

of the constitution, as organised by the institutions of Moses, joined to the principles of patri-

archal government still at work in the several tribes, might seem adequate to every purpose

of internal government And whatever might be thus left wanting, was supplied by the regu-

lation of David, to which Solomon himself gave effect, appointing Levitical " judges and
officers throughout the land."

The list, as given in the sacred narrative, has rather a formal appearance ; and in the

usual way in which such lists are prepared, begins with the king himself,—" Thus king

Solomon was king over all Israel," and then proceeds to enumerate the officers of his

government.

Azariah, the son (or rather grandson) of Zadok the high-priest, and two others, the sons of

Sheva, were the " Scribes." This" Sheva, the father, had been sole scribe in the time of

David ; and that three persons were now required in this office, seems to show either tlie

great increase of business which the arrangements of Solomon threw into this department, or

some improved views as to the distribution of labour. These appear to have been the royal

* See the engraving at p. cvi. t i Kiugs iv.
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secretaries, through Avhom all the king's more formal commands were issued, and who regis-

tered all puhlic acts and decrees.*

The office of " Hkcokdkk" was occupied under Solomon by Jehoshaphat the son of the

person (Ahilud) who had held it in the time of David. Tlie marginal renderings in our Bibles,

" a remembrancer, or a writer of chronicles," help to convey a notion of this office. The only

difficulty is in drawing the line clearly between the functions of the recorder and those of the

scribes. Bnt his functions appear to have been of a less temporary nature than theirs; it

beino- rather his l)usiness to give the form of permanent records or chronicles to the occur-

rences of his time, particularly such as related to the king and court. In Oriental ourts this

was an office of great trust and importance. The records formed by these officers in the

Hebrew court, probably furnished the materials from which the Books of Kings and Chrcmi-

cles were compiled ; and the two books of the latter perhaps exhibit nearly the form of the

original documents.
'f-

The office of " Captaix of the Host " has been brought historically under our notice in

sufficient prominence to render any separate statement unnecessary.

The King's Friend, or Companion, seems to have been very nearly what we understand by

the term Favovritr, as distinguished from the responsible chief minister. From the connection

in which it occurs, it seems that this person was admitted to the peculiar intinuicy of the king,

was in all his secrets, and conversed familiarly with him. Sometimes a person holding no

])ublic office enjoyed these privileges; but we at other times find it associated with some

important office in the state. So it was under Solomim, whose oicn Friend, Zabud, a son of

the prophet Nathan, w-as also " the chief officer," which appears to point him out as what we

call the prime minister. Ilushai, without any such office, was " the king's friend," in the time

of David ; and very worthily did he support that character. In later times the term came to

be used in a more general sense, as applied to any one employed to execute the royal com-

mands, or holding a high office in the state.

|

The Prime Minister, as we should call him, ajjpcars to be the person who is described in

Scripture as " nexl (or, literally, second) to the Jdjig.'" Solomon had no officer thus indicated
;

but as we have just intimated, Zabud appears to have enjoyed it. This was the office which

the excellent Jonathan was willing to occupy under David—" Thou shalt be king, and I will

be next unto thee ;"§ but which in that reign would appear to have been really filled by one or

more of the king's own sons; for it is said, " The sons of David were chief ministers about

the king.'
11

This office was of the highest antiquity in the different eastern courts ; Joseph

filled it in the court of Egypt, and Ilaman in that of Persia. *|[

The Royal Counsellors are persons of whom we possess but slight information. They

appear to have been persons of great experience, of which the king found it expedient to avail

himself on occasions of importance. Tlic most marked instances are those in which Absalom

called the council to consult about the measures to be taken against David ; when the yoting

prince implicitly followed the coiusc which seemed the best to his council. It is clear that

David had such a coinicil, as some of the counsellors are named. But that Solomon had one,

does not appear till after his dealh, when his weak and headstrong son consulted " the old men
that stood before Solomon while he lived ;" but fatally rejected their discreet counsel and

preferred that of his own self-willed contemporaries. Of course the king took counsel with

the officers of stale respecting the mutters connected with their several offices; but on nuitters

of general policy, the coiiiu;il appears to have been consvdled ; and such of the counsellors

-whose names occur in the history did not hold any administrative office in the state. In the

time of David, Ahitophel was one; Hushai, the /iitufs friend, another; and Jonathan, David's

uncle, ajiijears to have been a third.**

• See 2 .Sam. viii. 17 ; xx. 25 ; 1 Kind's iv. 3 ; 2 Kinsfs xviii. 18 ; l«a. xxxvi. .3.

j Spe2 Sam. viii. ir> ; xx. 24 ; 1 Kind's iv. 3 ; 2 Kings xviii. 18. 37; 2 CJiroii. xviii. 15; Is:i. xxxvi. 3; Est. iii. 12; \i. I;

x. 2. Comp. Ilerodot. vi. 100; vii. 9; viii. 90.

t 2 S:im. XV. 37; xvi IC; 1 Kiiif,'s iv, 5; 1 Mace. x. C3; xi. 2G. 27.

5 1 Sam. xxiii. 17-
II

1 Cliron. xviii. 17. •; (Jcii. xli. -JO, 43 ; Est. iii. 1. Soi' lUo 2 Cliioii. xxviii.7.

«• 2 Sam. xvi. 15-23: xvii; 1 Kiiii.'< xii. ; 1 Cliron xxvii. .32, ,'«
; L.;a. iii. 3; xix.11,12: .l.T. xxx i. H

.
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An Eastern king never takes any step without consulting an astrologer, who is supposed to

have the means of ascertaining the result of the proposed actions, or at least to know the

propitious moments for their commencement. In ancient times kings sought to learn the will

of heaven not only through astrologers, but through priests, augurs and diviners. This

example was followed by the ill-disposed and idolatrous Helirew kings ; but the faithful vice-

gerents of Jehovah were heedful to consult one of his prophets on every occasion of importance,

that through him they might learn whether the course which they had in view was acceptable

to the Great King. To him this reference and becoming acknowledgment that his sovereignty

was a reality, was highly acceptable. Indeed the Lord was not unmindful to enforce his own
rights as the true political head of the Hebrew state, by directing his prophets to give his

orders or his counsel to those kings who were so unmindful of their true position as to neglect

to seek for either. Under the monarchy, therefore, the prophet occupied the important

position of agent for communicating to the human king the orders, and making known to him

the will, of the King Jehovah, his political superior in the Hel)rew state, to whom he owed

allegiance, and to whom he was bound by the very tenure of his office to obey. It is remarkable

that under the monarchy, there is no instance after the reign of Saul in which the will of

Jehovah was made known by Urim and by Thummim as in former times. It will be seen

that, in this point of view, the Prophet was in fact afunctionary of very high political importance

in the Hebrew state.

The person who was " over the tribute^' appears to have been over those who collected

all taxes and tributes, whether from the native Israelites, or from subjected states ; and who
received the amount and consigned it to the treasure chambers of the king. It would thus

appear that his office answered in some degree to that of our Chancellor of the Exchequer.

The same person, Adoram, was over the tribute in the reigns both of David and Solomon.*

The names of the Managers of the Crown Property do not occur in the list of Solomon's

officers; but we find them in the time of David, as they were doubtless preserved in that of

his son, who had, in fact, more need of them. The list is valuable and interesting, as it atibrds

information coiicerning what may be called the private property of the crown, as distinguished

from the revenues of state. They are as follow :
—" Over the king's treasures was Azma-

veth, the son of Adiel : and over the store-houses, in the fields, in the cities, in the villages,

and in the citadels, was Jonathan, the son of Uzziah. And even those who wrought in the

fields, for tillage of the ground, was Ezri, the son of Chelub. And over the vineyards was

Shimei, a Ramathite; but over the produce of the vineyards, in the wine cellars, was Zabdi,

a Shiphmite. And over the olive-trees and sycamores which were in the plains was Baal-

hanan, a Gederite ; and over the oil cellars was Joash. And over the herds that fed in

Sharon, was Shitrai, a Sharonite ; and over the herds that were in the valley, was Shaphat,

the son of Adlai. Over the camels was Obil, an Ishmaelite (a Bedouin) ; and over the asses

was Jehdeiah, a Meronathite. And over the flocks was Jaziz, a Hagerite (an Arab). All

those were rulers of the property which belonged to king David."'!-

Here we have the indication of sources of revenue with which we should not otherwise have

been acquainted. As to the flocks, besides this statement, the reader may refer to 1 Sam.

xxi. 7 ; 2 Sam. xiii. 23 ; by which it will appear that there was such a property early in the

reign of Saul ; and that, under David, the sons of the king had possessions of this nature.

There are so many obvious ways by which such a property might be formed, without inter-

ference with any known right or principle, that no inquiry on the subject is necessary.

Michaelis collects from the passage we have quoted, that, as both king and subjects had the

right of pasture in the Arabian deserts^ David kept numerous herds there, which were partly

under the care of Arabian herdsmen.

Another branch of property here indicated oft'ers a subject of inquiry of fiir greater interest.

It is obvious that even as early as David's reign, there was an extensive and valuable projjcrty

in land attached to the crow n, consisting of arable lands, vineyards, plantations of the olive

* 2 Sara. XX. 24 1 Kings iv. 6. t 1 Cluon. xxvii. 25—31.
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und sycamore, etc. And the question is, how such a possession could be collected in a countiv

where the land was strictly entniled upon the descendants of the original possessors, and could

not, in ])erpetuity, he sold. How this law might be infringed it is unnecessary to indicate; but

it is of importance to see that a royal demesne might l)e formed without any interference Avitli

its operation. In tlic first place, there was land in the hands of the descendants of the

Canaanites, whicli had not been included in the original distributions of the soil as made by

Joshua, and which might be acquired by purchase from the owners. In fact, the site of the

temple was thus purchased by David from Araunah the Jebusite. It also appears that, in

practice, although we apprehend that the strict principle of the law would scarcely justify it,

the lands of persons executed for offences against tlie state were estreated to the crown :

and this, as the only means by which the king could, with any show of legal pretence, acquire

property already in the hands of an Israelite led to grievous injustice and oppression on the

part of unscrupulous kings. Then, again, in the East, waste uncultivated lands are considered to

l)elong to no one in particular. They are called " God's lands," and become the particular

property of the persons who first bring them into cultivation. Now, the superior command of

capital and labour enjoyed by the kings, must have given them peculiar advantages in forming

a demesne from this source ; and, considering how they were restricted in other respects, we
cannot suppose they were backward in availing themselves of this advantage. It apj)ears

that the lands belonging to the crown were, for the most part, cultivated by bondsmen, and

perhaps also by the people of conquered countries.* Yet it also seems that the royal vine-

yards, etc., were in some instances rented out to tenants, by whom they w^re cultivated, and

who lendered to tlie ])roprietor, as for rent, a certain proportion of the produce, or its estimated

vahie in money.

t

Seeing that all these offices existed in the time of David, and they comprehend nearly all

those that are mentioned in the time of Solomon, much, if not all, of the credit of that organ-

isation of the kingdom which these offices imply, may be ascribed rather to the father than

the son, although it may be more convenient to view the whole in the completed form which

the kingly administration took in the reign of the latter. Tliere are, however, a few new
offices which are mentioned in the reign of Solomon. One is that of Governor of the Palace,
whose office appears to be similar to that of the .j/etz-a/f/^ employed by rich men to superintend

their affairs. He had charge of the servants, and indeed of everything that pertained to the

palace. J; From the passage in Is;i. xxii. 22, which contains a promise of investiture in this

office, it has with reason l)een inferred that this functionary wore a pecidiar and distinctive

dress, bound with a precious girdle, and that he carried on his shoulder a richly ornamented
key. Witli reference to this last inference, which is deduced from—" I will lay the key of the

house of David upon his shoulder," it should ])erhaps only be considered to suggest that a key
was the ensign of his office.

Another body of officers was introduced into the state by Solomon, which we may readily

believe to have been far from popular in the nation. They were twelve in number, with a

president, who was Azariah, a son of the prophet Nathan. These twelve were appointed to

preside over the collections of provisions in as many districts, into which the land of Israel was
divided. Every one was charged with the duty of collecting in his district, within the year,

provisions enough to support the court for one month, following each other in rotaticm. It

appears likely tiiat the produce thus collected formed the kingly tenth, the exaction of which
had been foretold by Samuel, and of which the present seems the first intimation. The
j^omparative simplicity of the court of Saul, and the great spoil ol)lained by David in his

wars, without any corresponding expenditure, had probably rendered this imposition pre-

viously unnecessary. AVe have already explained why this iini)osition must have been felt in

a peculiar degree onerous to the Hebrew people, on the ground tliat they already jiaid the

sovereign tithe to the true king oC the Hebrew nation, Jehovah. And although they
had been forewarned that this additional charge \\\w\ them would follow as a necessary

• 2('hn.n. x\\i. li)
f S,)l. S,i.- ^iii 11.

X IKiii'tsiv.O; will, :t; L' Kiiiu's xviii IS; 2 Cluoii. xx\ iii. 7 ; Is.i. xxii. la ; xxxvi. 3 ; \\y.\V\. -2. et seq.
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consequence of tlieir unauthorised choice of a liuman king, we may be sure that the

first to impose it would greatly compromise his popularity with the people. That Solo-

mon actually did so—that he imposed upon the people unaccustomed burdens which they

felt to be very grievous—are facts which we know, and seem to point to him as the one

who first demanded the obnoxious tenth, which, as we have intimated, was probably paid in

the form of the produce which these twelve officers were appointed to collect. The " store

cities," and granaries which Solomon is said to have erected in different parts of the country,

were doubtless the places in each district to which the produce of that district was brought,

and in which it was deposited until required for the use of the court. Supplying the court

with provisions merely, might seem to the English reader no very heavy task to a nation.

But a different notion will be formed by reference to the large numbers of persons who are fed

from what may be considered as the provision supplied to an Eastern court. Vast numbers of

persons, who acted in some capacity or other as the servants of the numerous officers of the

king; the officers and servants of the great personages who were constantly visiting the court

of Solomon, and tlie numerous servants of those officers and royal servants; the harem, which

alone contained a thousand women, with a great number of servants and eunuchs ; and probably

the rations of the royal guards and of all dependent upon them :—all were to be supplied from

the court, being considered as members or guest:s of the royal household. This explains the

prodigious quantities of victuals which were dailif required for the use of the court, of which

the account is
—" Solomon's provision for one day was thirty cores (750 bushels) of fine flour,

and sixty cores (1500 bushels) of common flour; ten fat oxen, and twenty oxen of the

pastures, and a hundred sheep, beside harts, and roebucks, and fallow deer, and fatt^

fowl."*

As a matter of form and arrangement for a specific purpose, there was much to admire in

the orderly supply of provisions to the court ; and it was probably not less this than the vast

quantities brought in and consumed, together with the manner in which it was prepared and

distributed, which engaged the admiring notice of the Queen of Sheba, although the arrange-

ments connected with the dignified attendance and the splendid display at Solomon's own table

Ouen al Sf ite Dinner Fiom D Ohsson ]

* 1 Kings V. 20—^4.
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is mentioned as the cliief inaller uflier wonder. Of the state and attendance at a grand dinner

in the East, to which a distinct reference is thus made, tlie previous cut may suggest some

idea to the reader; and it forms the only ])ictorial iUustration of this subject which we have

been able to obtain.

We doubt that the charge of supplying tlie e.vtravagant consumption of the court was the

only burden which Solomon ventured to impose on the Israelites. There are indications that

there was also a tax in money ; Init whether to complete the kingly tentli, or as additional

thereto, it may not be easy to determine. The reason for this conclusion is chiefly that this

})rovision for the court is not called a " tribute" or " tax," and was managed by distinct

officers under a distinct chief from any other. And yet it appears that a tribute was collected

from the people by the separate officer who was " over the tri])ute." One of the first trans-

actions of the succeeding reign put this beyond a doubt.

And besides this, it would seem that the people had the charge of supporting the numerous

horses ]<.Q\)t by Solomon. Unmindful of the law by which the kings were expressly fur-

bidden " to multiply horses unto themselves," Solomon formed a numerous body of cavalry.

He had 1400 chariots, which, being Egyptian chariots, doubtless had two horses to each;

and not fewer than 12,000 horsemen. A portion of these he kept in Jerusalem, and

the rest were distributed through the land in what were called from this circumstance, the

" chariot-cities." This distribution was doubtless

made for the purpose of equally distributing the

charge of their subsistence.

With respect to the chariots, these being Egvptian,

we are at no loss respecting their app.earance and fur-

niture. But it is remarkable that, although it is un-

questionable that there was a mounted cavalry in

Egypt, and that Solomon's " horsemen" were mounted

on trained Egyptian horses, there is but one repre-

sentation of a man on horsei)ack in the whole range

of the sculptured and painted antiquities of that

country. From its extreme curiousness, a copy of

this is now introduced. Doubtless, the horsemen,

distributed in separate bodies throughout the coun-
[E-yptian ou iior.-iebaek.]

{,.y^ ^^j^]^ ^]-,gi^. rutatious of scrvicc at Jcrusalcm, where

it appears to have been their immediale duty

to act as a sort of life-guard to the king in

excursions and journeys ; and their appear-

ance and appointments as such seem to re-

ceive illustration from the figure and equip-

ments of a modern oriental cavalier of a cor-

responding station, or appearing as armed

for enterprise. Josephus reckons up the

horses of Solomon as 20,000, and says that

they were the most beautiful in their appear-

ance and tlie most remarkable for their swifl- _. _
ness that covdd anywhere be seen ; and that, ,,^.j

to^ preserve these qualities, they were kept in

constant and careful exercise. The riders

were in their appearance quite worthy of

their horses. They were young men in the

l)eauty and flower of their age, and the tallest

in stature that could be found in the eouutrv.

Their undress was of 'l\rian purple ; and
their long hair, which hung in loose tresses,

^>f sw^..X;:.;

[Modern Oriental Cavalier.]
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glittered with golden dust with which, every day, they sprinkled their heads. But when they
attended the king they were in complete armour, and had their bows ready strung. Often,
in the iine season, the king rode down to his beautiful gardens at Etham,* six miles from
Jerusalem, attended by these young men. On such occasions he rode loftily in his chariot,
arrayed in white robes.

f

But we have a still better description of the manner of the king's excursions, from the pen
of Solomon himself, in his renowned Song of Songs. His bride is represented sitting in her
kiosk, and looking towards the quarter in which the royal gardens lay ; and takes notice of an
appearance concerning which she inquires of her virgins :

—

" Bride.—Wlvit is this that cometh from the wilderness.
Like clouds of smoke pcrl'umed with myrrh.
With incense, and all the powders of the merchant?

Virgin':.—Beho]d] this is the palanquin of Solomon.
Three-score valiant men are about it.

Of the valiant of Israel.

They all bear swords, being expert in war
;

Each bears his sword on his tliigh.

On account of the perils of the night.

King Solomon hath made for himself
This couch of the wood of Lebanon.
Its pillars hath he made of silver.

Its bases of gold, its cushions of purple.

The middle of it is spread with love}:

By the daughters of Jerusalem. "§

This is a very clear description of a splendid palanquin or litter, and shows that this con-
veyance was then in use among great people,

as it was in Egypt, and is still, in one form or

another, throughout the East. The form of

the palanquin usually employed in ancient

Egypt is shown in the annexed engraving

;

and, seeing how the luxuries and refinements

of Egypt were now adopted in Palestine, with

the evidence before us that the palanquin had
come into use, this was doubtless one of the

forms in which it was used. But Harmer, in

his illustrations of Solomon's Song, thinks that

the description would suggest a comparison to

the howdah, in which, on the back of an [Eg>T,tian Palanquin.]

[Ho \dihoi an ludiau i'lmct
,1]

* These are most probably those of which the still beautiful site has been described in the • Phjsical History,' p exxiv.
t Antiq. vin. /. 3. % That is, spread with cuiihions wrought in the most elegant manner, and ornamented with flowers.
§ Sol. Song iii. 6—11.

H This cut, from Mandeslo, is copied less distinctly into the title-page of H.irmer's volume, as illustrative of the subject
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elephant, the princes of India are vvont to ride in state. The attendants, with their shields, offer

another point of ilhistration ; for we read of, and have had occasion to mention, the golden

shields employed by the i^uards of king Solomon. Nevertheless, seeing that elephants were

not in use in Western Asia for this purpose, and that it is only barely possible that Solomon

should have had anv of these noble creatures—we should rather suppose that he availed himself

of the similar and much easier conveyance used still in those parts of Asia which do not possess

the elephant. This is a litter, shaped something like the howdah, but generally longer, to

afford the rider the advantage of reclining at his ease. It is generally closed except the front,

or partly open on one or both sitles but often it has only curtains, more or less rich, which may

be drawn as the rider wishes. This is not carried on the back of any animal, but is borne,

after the manner of a sedan-chair or an ordinary palanquin, between two camels or mules,

and, fr«,m its stately and often splendid appearance, has the Persian name of takht ravaii., or

" moving throne."*

In this attempt to convey some notion of the royal establishments, the wealth, tlie state,

and the pomp of Solomon's court, which, on an inferior scale, formed the model to subsequent

Hebrew kings, it is necessary that some notice of his harem should be taken.

The women of the king's harem are to be considered as making a part of his retinue or

equipage, since, generally speaking, they were merely designed to augment the pomp wliich

belonged to his character and his situation. The multiplication of women in the character of

wives and concubines was, indeed, forbidden in the strongest manner by the law of Moses ;
|-

but Solomori, and, though in a less extent, several other Hebrew kings, paid little heed to

this admonition, and too readily and wickedly exposed themselves to the dangers which Moses

had anticipated as the result of pursuing the course which he had interdicted.

The kings willingly submitted to any expense which might be deemed necessary in orna-

menting the persons of their women, and of the eunuchs (the black ones especially) who
guarded them. It may be remarked here that eunuchs

were brought at a great expense from foreign countries,

inasmuch as the mutilation of men was contrary

to the Mosaic law.+ The women of the harem were

considered as concubines (or secondary wives) to the

kino;. But the successor to the throne, althout^h he

came into possession of the harem, was not at liberty

to have any intercourse with the members of it.

Although the king had unlimited power over the

harem, yet the wife who was ciiiefly in favour, and, as

we have already seen, more especially the king's own

mother, had great authority and weight in political

matters. Hence in the books of Kings and Chronicles

the mother of the king is everywhere spoken of as one

of the roval counsellors.

§

The women in the harem of Solomon were not

fewer than one thousand, of whom the Scripture counts

seven hundred as wives and three hundred as concu-

bines. This distinction may be taken as illustrated

by Solomon's own classification at a time when he

was younger, and his harem was less extensive, than in

the later day to which the present statement refers:—
" In my palace are threescore tiuecns, and fourscore coiicuhines, imdvinjins without number. "||

Here by queens we are probably to vmdersland those of noble parentage, who at the celebration

• Nosepirale iUu^tnition is provided lor tills, as wc shall proseiiUy have occasion to show it in the cut which exhibits an

Abyssinian (jueen on a journey.

t Deut. xvii. I?.

X For proof of the eniiiloyment of eunuchs in the h.ircm.s of the llebrc-w k nys, see 1 Kings .\xii. 9; 2 Km^- viii Ci ; ix 32, 33;

XX. 18; xxiii. 11; .ler. xxxviii. 7; xxxix. Iti ; xli. lt>.

§ See .lahn, sect. 236. '] .Sol. Son; vi. •><.

[Kunuch of till- 'I'urkisli .Seraglio. D'Ohssou.]
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of their nuptials brought ample dowries with them ; by concubines those who were selecleJ

on account of their personal charms, and were married without dowries ; and by virgins those

who were also procured (perhaps purchased) by the royal purveyors on account of their

beauty, and who were in waiting to be introduced to the royal notice. With the number of

these Solomon himself does not appear to have been acquainted. The same distribution

doubtless applies to the larger number which now engages our notice.

That a large proportion of the whole were foreigners and idolaters is certain. The chief

and favoured wife was undoubtedly the king of Egypt's daughter. She is so spoken of both

in the Scripture and by Josephus. This lady is generally believed to be the bride in the

Canticles. Of this there appears to us to be very little duubt. But were it otherwise, this

bride was unquestionably a principal and distinguished wife ; and from this source some in-

formation may be collected respecting the manners and state of the harem, and the position,

privileges, and attendance of the favoured wife.

That among the first class of wives there was one distinguished above the others, and who
was called, pre-eminently, the Queen, is evinced not only by this, but by other passages of

Scripture. But the ground of this distinction is not clearly intimated ; and, instead of in-

quiring the particular ground of this distinction, it is better to understand that the ground was

various and fluctuating. Our apprehension is, that the first wife married with a dowry was

the one who, as a mere matter of right, was considered entitled to this honour, unless she were

superseded in it by another dowried wife giving birth to an heir to the crown ; or unless the

king subsequently obtained a wife so exalted in birth, that her father was entitled to expect

and demand the first place for his daughter. Here are three grounds of preference, of which

the mere personal liking of the monarch is not one. For the whole history and romance of

the East attests that the chief wife could maintain her position, even when some other woman
was more the object of the sovereign attention and regard; and that in fact the great current

jealousy of the harem is that between the " sultaness " and the " favourite." But, indeed,

neither in the Bible nor elsewhere does the king ever appear to think of the possibility of

deposing the one who has become the chief wife, to promote the favourite to her place, though

he might raise her to that highest station if a vacancy occurred. The queen could only be
deposed for some strong crime or off^'ence. Thus Rehoboam, Solomon's son and successor,

made Maachah queen on declaring her son heir to the throne ; but she was afterwards deposed

(by her grandson) on account of her idolatries :* and in Persia queen Vashti was deposed, by
the advice of the royal council, on account of her disobedience. We never read of a queen

being deposed merely because the king liked another better.

It appears, throughout the Canticles, that this principal wife was attended, with much respect,

by a considerable number of maidens ; and as the attendance on the other wives of the first

class was doubtless in proportion, although not equal, it may be that the number of females

in the harem greatly exceeded the " thousand wives and concubines." In fact, these attendants

formed, most probably, the " virgins without number," in even the early state of Solomon's

harem ; for it is usual for the inferior members of an oriental harem to wait upon each other t

and upon the superior ladies.

The dress of the queen (for by that high title we had better, to avoid circumlocution, call

the principal wife) was very splendid ; but it does not clearly appear whether its splendour

was distinctive, or was such in its fashion as any one of wealth and high rank might exhibit.

The raiment was of cloth of gold and costly needlework, + and particular attention was paid to

her head- tire. In the Canticles the king exclaims,

—

" Beautiful are. thy brows with rows of jewels,

Aud thy nec'v with strings of pearls !

Yet rows of gold we will make for thee.

Together with studs of silver."

—

Sul.Sung, i. 10, 11.

* 2 Chron. xi. 21, 22 ; xv. 16. + In a certain number of tliem the duty of attendance is taken by each in rotation.

X Psalra xlv. 9, 13, 14.

VOL. I. 3 z
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The first line intimates that the ornament of rows of jewels on the head, still much affected hy

ladies in the East,* was thus early in use, while the two last lines exhibit an intention to provide

for her a head-ornament which, although of humbler materials (gold and silver, but perhaps

set with jewels), was more honourably distinctive in its character. This was doubtless her

croun ; for that the principal wife was distinguished by a crown in the Hebrew court, as she

was in that of Persia,t we learn from the prophet Jeremiah.]:

The other intimations concerning the queen's condition which may be collected from the

Canticles are slight, but instructive to those who can detect the inner character of things and

circumstances through, and by means of, the forms in which they are presented to the view.

The only passage of Scripture in which a woman is mentioned as eating in company with a

man, is that in which the queen is represented as present at a garden banquet, with the king

and a few of his intimates. This, however, was not a regular meal or public feast, but a sort

of refection, as appears from the articles named. The king says,

—

" I am come into my garden, my spouse

;

I gather my myrrh with my spice
;

I eat my houeyoomb with my lioney ;

I tirink my wine witli my milk.

Eat, O my Iriends, O drink !

Yea, drink abundantly, O my beloved!''

—

Sul.Svng, v. 1.

From the frequent mention of valuable perfumes, it may appear that the queen was distin-

guished by the cost of those which were profusely lavished on her person ; and that, at least

within the harem, she was served and attended with considerable state, very constantly

appears. We shall l)e excused for mentioning one small circumstance, on account of the

illustration it enables us to offer of the antiquity of a luxury, or rather comfort, which, in our

northern climates, is of very modern use. This is the mnhrclla. Its very ancient use in

Egvi)t is shown by the cut at p. 535, in which an attendant bears an umbrella of peculiar

form behind the palanquin of his lord. There it had

become a private convenience, whereas in other oriental

countries it appears to have been, as it still is, an appur-

tenance of the kingly state. In the sculptures of Persia

it is found as being borne by an attendant over the head

of the king, and is of a shape not remarkably different

from that which it now bears. Harmer§ ingeniously

conjectures that the passage in the Psalms (cxxi. 5)

—

" The Lord is thy keeper : the Lord is the shade on thy

right hand : the sun shall not smite thee by day, nor

the moon by night,"—alludes to and indicates the

ancient use of the umbrella in Palestine. It appears to

us that, by an easy transition of ideas, there is a similar

allusion in the Song of Songs, where the C[ueen savs,

—

" His banner over me is love."|l At all events, this

instrument being probably in use in Palestine, it will,

from the customs of the East, as illustrated in the

[Umbrella—From Persopoii..] auuvxcd cugraviug, appear that the umbrella, or a

• Oleavius (\i. 818) states that all the head-dress that tlu> Povsian ladies make use of are two or three rows of pearls, wliich

are worn round the head, beginning at the forehead and descending down the cheeks and under the chin, so that tlieir faces seem

to l)e set in pearls. This head-dress seemed to him to be very ancient among the orientals, since, he s;iys, mention is made iif it

in the Sung of Songs, for which he refers to the present text. The sultana Ilafiten is described by Lady IM. W. Montagui? as

wearing .around her talpoche, or head-dress, " four strings of pearls, the finest and whitest in the world." .\nd if it was only as

a royal bride that the l.ady iu the Canticles wore these rows of jewels, this al>o is illustrated by the later usages of the East ; for

when the Khalif Al Maimon went to receive Touran Dukht, the Tarilih Al Abbas reports that lie found th.at princess " seated on

a throne, her head laden with a thousand peirls, every one of them as big as a pigeon's egg or a large nut; and this rich

coilTure the Klialif resolved should be assigned her for a dowry.

+ Est. ii. 17-

X
" Say unto the king and to the queen. Humble yourselves, sit yo down : for he will cause to fall from your head the diadem of

your glory." .ler. xiii. 18. Blayney's version.

§ Observations,' vol. ii. p. 441.
||

Sol. Song, ii. 4.
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[Indian Canopy and Umbrella.]

canopied adaptation of it, borne over lier head, was one of tlie distinctions to which the queen,

especially a daughter of the king of Egypt, might aspire.

We have dwelt on these small matters in this place, because no equally fitting opportunity

for introducing them will hereafter occur, while they include too much illustration of the state

of society, and of manners and ideas in a remote age and country, to be altogether overlooked.

With respect to the harem in particular, we are glad to have said all we need say on a subject

so humbling and so painful : for it is bgth, to contemplate a system under which a vast

multitude of reasoning and feeling beings, who might be the blessed wives and mothers of a

thousand homes, are brought together, as mere objects of state or appetite, and their lives

utterly wasted to gratify the lust or ostentation of a single man. In the case of Solomon, the

system brought its fatal retribution, which will presently be noticed as a matter of history.

But there was another retribution, resulting from the natural reaction of this system, which

has less been noticed ; and this was the debasement of his own moral sense, as exemplified in

the loss of the power of appreciating the many true and beautiful things which are found in

the character of woman. The man is very greatly to be pitied who could say—" Behold,

this have I found, comparing one by one to find out the reason ; which as yet I seek, but have

not found : one \_rvise or goodl man among a thousand I have found, but one woman among

all these I have not found.''''* The definite number, corresponding with that of his wives and

concubines, suflficiently intimates that they afforded him the experience from which he speaks,

and from which he is evidently disposed to infer the general character of the sex. But a

man much less wise than Solomon may discover " the reason'" which eluded his research.

He had placed both them and himself in a false position :

—

them, by bringing them into a

condition, and under the operation of a system, which might seem as if ingeniously contrived

for the very purpose of precluding the development and exercise of the peculiar energies and

* Kccles. vii. 27, 28.

3 z 2
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virtues for which woman, in her true place, is distinguished; and himself, by rendering it

impossible that he should ever witness those true feelings and small nobilities of character,

which, even in this position, she might manifest among her own companions, although they

expand only to perfection and bear good fruit under the genial warmth of domestic life.

King Solomon was unquestionably wise : but, from this and other matters, we may suspect

the practical character of his wisdom— may doubt whether it were not rather " the wisdom

of words," or of ideas, or even of knowledge, than that wisdom of conduct, or, more properly,

wisdom manifested in conduct, which is worth more than all. But—aware of the imputations

to which his conduct had laid him open, and how little he might seem to thuughtful men to

have honoured the precious gifts which God had given to him—he has been careful to leave

liis own apology on record.* In this he exhibits himself as testing all the " vanities" of life

to realise the practical conviction of their emptiness, and to rest the more assuredly in the

conclusion that wisdom is the only real good for man under the sun. He alleges that all this

wliile his wisdom remained with him ; by which he must mean his general intellectual

wisdom, particularly as enabling him to detect the unsatisfying nature of all the vanities of

life. But whether it were the part of a wise man to consume his energies and time in such

experiments on life ; and whether the resulting conviction to himself could counterbalance tlie

grievous and irremediable wrong which these experiments inflicted on others, are questions

which do not engage his notice.

The view which we take,—that the proverbial wisdom of Solomon had nothing to do with

his moral character or perceptions ; and that, although he possessed the most wisdom, he was

not in his use of it the wisest of men, appears to be precisely that which the Scriptural narrative

intended to convey. Nor is the world without other eminent instances in which vast attain-

ments, and a strength and grasp of intellect before which the most hidden things of physical

and moral nature lay open and bare, have been united with much weakness of heart and great

deficiency in the moral sense. This view does not therefore in the least degree interfere

with the conviction that
—" God gave Solomon wisdom and understanding exceeding much,

and largeness of heart,"!- even as the sand that is upon the ?ea-shore. For he was wiser than

ail men ; than Ethan the Ezrahite, and Heman and Chalcol and Darda, the sons of Mahol :

and his fame was in all nations round about. And he spake three thousand proverbs: and

his songs were a thousand and five. And he spake of trees, from the cedar-tree that is in

Lebanon to the hyssop that springeth out of the wall : he spake also of beasts, and of fowl,

and of creeping things, and of fishes. And there came of all people to hear the wisdom of

Solomon, from all kings of the earth who had heard of his wisdom."J

Among these, there is one whose visit is more particularly mentioned than any other. This

was the Queen of Sheba. And the distinguished notice which her visit has obtained is

probably on account of the greater distance from which she came, and the greater glory

whicli therefrom redounded to Solomon, the fame of whose wisdom bro\iglit her, with royal

offerings, from her far distant land. That land is supposed to have been Abyssinia; and as

the fleets of Solomon, which passed through the Red Sea, may, with the greatest probability,

be presumed to have touched and traded at the eastern ports of Africa, it is easy to see through

what channels she might have heard of the glory and wisdom of the Hebrew king. She came

with a very great and sjilendid retinue ; and in her train were camels laden with spices, gold,

and precious stones. In her interviews with Solomon she " tried him with hard questions,"

—

a mode of testing " wisdom " which was comuKjn in that age, and which, indeed, every one

^who made unusual pretensions to knowledge and sagacity was understood to invite. Solomon

was familiar with this exercise, for doubtless other illustrious visitors had tried his wisdom in

the same manner ; and Josephus expressly says that before this there had been much passing

of " hard questions " to and fro ])elween him and Hiram king of Tyre. He readily solved

all the ditficulties which the royal stranger proposed ; iind we are told that, " When the queen

• In the book of ICcclesinstes ; the only book in tho cimonical Scriptures which lays cl.iim to a philt sophical character.

+ fVe shouW say head or intellect. The Helirevi s made the Inart the seat of intellect, auil the bowels the seat of feeling.

% 1 Kings iv. 29-34.
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[Journey of an Abyssinian Queen.]

of Sheba had seen all Solomon's wisdom, and the house which he had built, and the food of

his table, and the station of his servants, and the attendance of his ministers, with their apparel,

and his cup-bearers, and his burnt-offerings which he offered in the house of Jehovah, there

was no more spirit in her, and she said to the king, ' True was the report which I heard in

my own land of thy acts and of thy wisdom. Yet that report I believed not until I came, and

saw with mine own eyes ; and lo, the half had not been told me : thy wisdom and greatness far

exceed the report that I heard. Happy thy men! happy these thy servants who stand con-

tinually before thee and hear thy wisdom. Blessed be Jehovah thy God, who was so pleased

with thee as to set thee on the throne of Israel."*

Being now satisfied, the queen presented Solomon wnth the precious things she had brought

with her. The gold alone was not less than one hundred and twenty talents,t and with respect

to the spices, it is remarked that " there came no more such abundance of spices as those

which the queen of Sheba gave to king Solomon." Suitable returns were made by him; and

the queen returned to her own country. The native annals of Abyssinia not only claim this

princess for their queen, but ascribe to this visit the very important consequence of the intro-

duction of Judaism into that country. And it is certainly worthy of notice that to inquire

into the Jewish religion, no less than to witness the wisdom and greatness of Solomon, seems

to be stated as the object of her journey, for it is said that it was in consequence of her having

"heard of the fame of Solomon, and of the name of Jehovah" that this journey was under-

taken.

The glory of Solomon's reign was grievously dimmed towards its conclusion. It will be

observed that he had not only transgressed the law by " multiplying wives unto himself,"

but had taken a considerable proportion of them from the neighbouring idolatrous and adverse

nations, with whom the Israelites generally had been interdicted from contracting any alliance.

* 1 Kin", X. 4—0. t Worth 720,000/.
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on the ground that such connections miglit turn their hearts to idols. The case of Solomon
evinced in the strongest manner the wisdom and foresight of this interdiction ; for even he,

in the doating attachment of his latter days to the " fair idolatresses" in his harem, not only

tolerated the public exercise of their idolatrous worship, but himself erected high places for the

worship of " Ashtaroth, the goddess of the Sidonians ; of Chemosh, the god of the Moabites;

and of Molech, the abominable idol of the Ammonites," on the hills opposite to and overlo(jk-

ing that splendid temple which he had commenced his reign by building to Jehovah. The
contrast of these two acts, at the opposite extremities of his reign, offers as striking a " vanity"

as any of those on which he expatiates in his book. In the end, his fall was rendered com-
plete by his own participation, by the act of sacrifice, in the worship of these idols. This

great and astonishing offence is, with sufficient probability, reckoned by Abulfaragi to liave

taken place about the thirty-fourth year of Solomon's reign, and the fifty-fourth of his age.

By this fall he forfeited the benefits and privileges which had been promised on the condition

of his obedience and rectitude. It was not long before the doom which he had so weakly and
wiirully incurred was made known to him. This was that the kingdom should be rent from
liini and given to his servant. Nevertheless, in judgment remembering mercv, the Lord said

that this great evil should not occur during his time, but under his son. This was for David's

sake ; and, for his sake also, who had derived so much satisfaction from the promised perjie-

tuity of his race in the throne, his house should still reign over one tribe, that of Judali, witli

which Benjamin had now coalesced. How this intimation was received by Solomon, and what
effect it i)roduced upon him, we are not told.

Soon alter, the same intimation was conveyed to an able and spirited young Ephraimite,
named Jeroljoam. This person had so much distinguished himself by his diligence and ability

in an inferior employment as to attract the notice of the king, who promoted him to the high
and responsible office of intendant of the imposts levied from the two tribes of Ephraim and
Manasseh. At the time when his duties in the provinces required him to leave Jerusalem, a

prophet named Abijah met him in the way, and, seizing the new mantle which he wore, rent

it into twelve pieces, of which he gave to him ten. This significant action he then proceeded
to explain, in correspondence with the intimation winch had heen given to Solomon. The
new mantle of the kingdom was to be rent after the death of the king, when only two parts,

or tribes, should remain to the house of David, and Jehovah woidd give the other ten to Jero-
boam, and confirm the dominion to his race if it continued in obedience. The mind of Jero-
boam was well suited to grasp the prospect thus opened to him. But it appears that he
allowed the communication to transpire ; for it came to the ears of Solomon, who then sought
to hitercept the appointment by putting him to death. But he had timely warning and fled to

Shishak, the king of Egypt, who protected him ; and there he remained until Solomon
died.

Egypt had long before afforded refuge to two persons, who now, in their own countries,

occasioned much trouble to Solomon, and more afterwards to his successor. The first of these
w^as lladad, of the royal family of Edom. He was a little boy when that country was con-
quered for David by J.jab ; and some faithful adherents then contrived to escape with him to

Egypt, where Pharaoh gave him a house, ii])p()inted a regular provision for his household,
and bestowed lands upon him ; and when he grew up bestowed upon him in marriage the sister

of the queen, by whom he had a son, who was brought up among the sons of the Egyptian king.
But ease and honours could not divert Hadad from the remembrance of his native land, his
lost kingdom, iind the slaughter of all his house. Burning with high purposes of ambition
and vengeance, and of restoring the independence of Edom, he sought, and with considerable
difficulty obtained, ])ermission of Pharaoh to return to his own country. The attempts which
he then made to recover his kingdom occasioned consideral)le troul)le in the latter part of
Solomon's reign

;
luit the strong garrisons which David had left in Edom, and which Solomon

maintained there, prevented them irom being successful. When his case appeared hopeless
in this quarter he went, with such as he could persuade to follow his fortunes, and joined
himself to Rezin, who had already occasioned consideral)lc disturbance to Solomon's power in
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Syria. This Rezin had been a commander under Hadadrezer, that king of Zobah whom
David overthrew. It seems that he had drawn off the force mider his command, and directed

it to the pursuit of his own ambitious projects. At first he led with his men that wild life of

predatory warfare, of which there are so many examples in the Bible history of ancient times;

but he gradually acquired a settled power over a portion of Syria, and ultimately established

a kingdom, of which Damascus was the capital ; and this, of course, he could not do but at

some loss and disadvantage to Solomon, especially by interrupting the communications with

Tadmor.

From this person Hadad and his adherents experienced a good reception ; obtained

assistance in establishing themselves in another and neighbouring portion of Syria. And
when Rezin died, Hadad (by what means or on what grounds we know not) obtained posses-

sion of his dominions also, thus becoming the virtual founder of that important kingdom of
Damascene-Syria in which, in future years, the Hebrew nation often found a persevering and
formidable opponent. Hadad was for his kingly qualities so much honoured by his successors,

that his name became a very common one among them, if, indeed, it were not made an official

one, like that of Pharaoh in Egypt. The histories of Hadad and Rezin, and the parts which
they took, severally or conjointly, in the foundation of the kingdom of Damascene-Syria, is

involved in much obscurity and doubt, amidst which the account which has been now given
seems the Ijest that can be gathered from the circumstances on record.

Whether Solomon ultimately repented of his offences, and was reconciled to God, is a
question which is involved in some doubt. If he did repent, it is a matter of surprise that there

is not the least intimation of so interesting and important a circumstance, either in the books
of Kings and Chronicles, or in Josephus. That also none of the punishments of his crime
were averted has been used as an argument against his repentance ; but to this we are not

disposed to allow much weight, for if the repentance of David for his acts of adultery and
murder did not avert the punishments denounced against him, how much less might we
expect it to do so in the case of idolatry—which was, in fact, treason against the king Jehovah—^public crime committed by a person whose example, both from his high station and his

character for vvisdom, was calculated to have the most dangerous effect,—while that station

and character rendered it pre-eminently his duty to set the contrary example of fidelity to the

Great King. We therefore conclude that, whatever benefit repentance might have brought to

his own soul, we are not to suppose that it would have averted the public punishment of a

public crime. If a man commits a murder and repents, his repentance creates the hope of

future benefit to his own soul : but, in this world, his punishment from the law is the same
as if he had not repented.

Nevertheless, it has been charitably concluded that Solomon did repent; and this conclusion

is founded on the book of Ecclesiastes, which is supposed to have been written after that

repentance. Yet whoever looks at that book dispassionately will see little to support that

conclusion. There appears to us nothing in those views of life and of the dispensations of

Providence which it contains, which might not have occurred to his sagacious mind before as

well as after his offence. All the experience to which he therein refers, we know to have been

obtainable by him before his fall ; while it is equally true that the book itself contains not the

slightest allusion to his offence, or even to idolatry in general, although that " vanity of

vanities" is the one to which he must have been the most acutely sensible, had he been in the

supposed state of repentance when that book was written. The result is, that this appears to

be a question on which we have no evidence on either side, and on which it is therefore best

not to form any opinion.

Solomon died in the year 990 b.c, after he had reigned forty years and lived about sixty.

With all his glorv he was but little lamented by his subjects, for reasons which will now be

obvious to the reader. Indeed, a great part of the nation may appear to have regarded his

death with a secret satisfaction, on account of the prospect which it offered of a release from

the heavy imposts which the king had found it necessary to inflict for the support of his costly
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establishments. The more the splendour of Solomon's reign is considered, the more its illiit-ive

and insubstantial character will appear, whether we inquire for its effect upon the re; 1 welfare

of the nation, or even upon the permanent grandeur of the crown. Its utter disproportion to

the permanent means and resources of the state is strikingly and sufficiently evinced l)y the

fact that so far from any of his successors supporting or restoring the magnificence of his

court, the quantities of gold which he had lavished upon his various works and utensils

gradually disappeared to the last fragment, and served but as a treasure on which succeeding

kings drew luitil it was entirely exhausted.

Of the children of Solomon history has only preserved the name of une son, Rehoboam, his

destined successor, and one daughter named Taphath.* Rehoboam was the son of an

Ammonitish mother, and being born the year before his father's accession to the throne, was

of course upwards of forty years of age when that father died.

The effects of the arbitrary policy and inordinate expense which had prevailed in the court

of Solomon during the last years of his reign, began to appear as soon as his death was

announced. The rulers of the tribes assembled at the city of Shechem, in the tril)e of

Ephraim,—which tribe, it will be remembered, was always disposed to regard with strong

jealousy the superiority of Judah. Here they wished to enter into a new stipulation with the

heir to the throne—a precaution which had been neglected under the excitement and extra-

ordinary circumstances which attended the accession of Solomon. If Rehoboam had been

wise, the place which had been chosen for this congress, and the presence of Jeroboam,—who

had hastened from Egypt when he heard of Solomon's death, and to.ik a prominent part in

the present matter,—were circumstances which, among others, might have apprised him tliat

the occasion was one of no ordinary moment, and required the most careful and skilful

management. Rehoboam was not equal to this crisis ; for when the rulers demanded, as the

condition of their submission, that he shovdd abrogate a portion of the burdens whicli his

father had imposed upon them, he failed to discern what might be gained by a ready and

cheerful concession, and required three days on which to deliberate on their demand. In

this time he decided to reject the counsel of the older and more prudent counsellors, who

enforced the necessity of compliance with this demand, and chose rather to adopt the advice

of the young and headstrong courtiers—warm advocates of the royal prerogative,—who

exhorted him to overawe the remonstrants by his majesty, and to drive them back like yelping

dogs to their kennels. Accordingly when the three days had expired, his fatal and foolish

answer was, that his little finger should be heavier upon the nation than his father's loins;

and that whereas his father had only chastised them with whips, he would chastise them

with scorpions. Nothing could more clearly than this answer evince the unfitness of Rehoboam

for the crisis which had now occurred, and his utter ignorance of the spirit which was in Israel

;

while it at the same time indicates the arbitrary notions of the royal prerogative which he

found occasion to imbibe during the later years of his father's reign.

On receiving this answer ten of the tribes instantly renounced their allegiance to the house

of David, and chose Jeroboam for their king. Two of the tribes, Judah and Benjamin, alone

adhered to Rehoi)oam,—Judah had the good reason that the family of David was of their

tribe ; and both these tribes were advantaged by the presence of the metropolis on their

respective borders, and had necessarily derived peculiar benefits from that profuse expenditure

of the late king of which the other tribes had cause to complain.

Thus was the great and powerful empire which David had erected, and which Solomon

had ruled, already divided into two very unequal parts. Jeroboam had ten of the tribes, and

his dominion extended over the tributary nations eastward, towards the Euphrates ; while

Rehoboam only retained the tribes of Judah and Benjamin, v.hicli are henceforth, from their

strict identity of interest, to be regarded as one tribe, under the name of Judah. To this

division belonged also the sul)ject territories of Philistia and Edom. But notwithstanding the

more than equal figure which this kingdom makes in the further history of the Hebrew
• 1 Kiii'-s iv. 11.
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nation, it may be well to hear iu mind that what is henceforth to be called the kingdom of

Judah, ruled by the house of David, formed not above a fourth part of the dominions of

Solomon.

Rehoboam was not disposed to submit quietly to this proceeding. At first, affecting to

suppose that his authority over the ten tribes would still be recognised, he sent, at the usual

season, the officer who was " over the tribute " to collect the taxes which had been exacted in

the last years of his father's reign. But the people rose, and testified their indignation and

defiance by stoning this obnoxious personage to death. On this Rehoboam resolved to attempt

to reduce the revolted tribes to his obedience by force of arms, and collected a large army for

that purpose. But when the prophet Shemaiah announced to him the Lord's command to

relinquish this enterprise, he manifested some sense of his true position by disbanding his

army. This, it must be allowed, was a signal example of submission, and may intimate that

when thus reminded of it he became sensible of the propriety of the requisition. No definite

treaty of peace was, however, concluded, and the frontiers of the two kingdoms continued to

present an hostile aspect.

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.

(0 Inauguration of Kings, p. 503.—We
may be spared the necessity for much inci-

dental explanation by introducing the following

from Jahn's ' Archseologia Biblica' :

—

" By the anointing of the Jewish kings we
are to understand the same as their inaugura-

tion ; inasmuch as anointing was the principal

ceremony on such an occasion.*

" We are informed however by the Scriptures

that unction, as a sign of investiture with the

royal authority, was bestowed only upon the

two first kings who ruled the Hebrews, namely

Saul and David ; and subsequently upon Solo-

mon and Joash, who ascended the throne under

such circumstances that there was danger of

their right to the succession being forcibly

disputed.t That the ceremony of anointing

should be repeated in every instance of succes-

sion to the throne, was probably not considered

necessary, as the unction which the first one

who held the sceptre in any particular line of

princes had received might be supposed to

suffice for the succeeding incumbents in the

same descent.

" In the kingdom of Israel, those who were

inducted into the royal office appear to have

been inaugurated with additional ceremonies. J

The private anointings performed by the

prophets § were only prophetic symbols or

intimations that the persons who were thus

anointed should eventually govern the kingdom.

Without the consent, however, of the 'rulers of

the nation, (of the public legislative assembly,)

* 2Sam. ii. 4; v. 3.

t 1 Sam. X. 24; 2 Sam. ii. 4 ; v. 1—3; 1 Chron. xi. 1, 2, 3;

2 Kings xi. 12—12 ; 2 Cliion. xxiii. 1—21.

X 2 Kings xi. 13.

§ 2 Kings ix. 13 ; compare 1 Sam. x. i ; xvi. 1—13.

VOL. I.

they communicated no legal right to the

crown ; no more than the prophecies of dissen-

tions and civil wars could justify tumult and

rebellion.*

" The ceremonies mentioned in the Bible,

which were customary at the inauguration of

kings, were as follow :
—

" I. The king, surrounded with soldiers, was

conducted into some public place, (in the later

ages into the temple) and was there anointed

by the high-priest with the sacred oil. No
mention is made in the Scriptures of anointing

the kings of Israel, when that kingdom was
separated from the kingdom of Judah ; which

arose from the rulers of the former not having

any of the sacred oil in their possession.-!-

We see in this ceremony the ground of the

epithet anointed, which is applied to kings

;

and a reason also (the Hebrew kings being

virtually vicegerents of Jehovah, and appointed

by his authority) why they were denominated

the anointed of, that is, by the Lord.+ Whe-
ther the king was girded with a sword at the

time of his accession to the throne is not certain
;

although by some it is supposed to be alluded

to in the forty-fifth Psalm,' and we know the

customs of the East make girding with the

sword of state a principal if not the sole act

of inauguration.

"II. It appears from 2 Sam. i. 10 ; Ps. xlv. 6
;

and Ezek. xxi. 26, that a sceptre was presented

to the monarch at his inauguration and that a

diadem was placed upon his head.

* 1 Kings xi. 29—40 ; xii. 20 ; 2 Kings viii. 11—14.

t 1 Kings i. 32—34; 2 Kings xi. 12—20; 2 Chron. xxiii.

1—21 ; comp. Deut. xvii. 18.

J 1 Sam. xxiv. 6—10 ; xxvi. 9, 11, IG, 23; 2 Sam. xxiii. I;

Ps. ii. 2; Ixxxix. 38 ; Habak. iii. 13, etc.
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" III. The covon;int, which tiffined and

fixed the ])rinciplos on wliich the government

was to be conducted, and likewise the laws of

Moses, were presented to him ; and he took an

oatli that he would rule in accordance; with the

covenant and the Mosaic law.* The principal

men in the kin<z:dom, the princes, elders, etc.,

pr(jmised obedience on their part, and as a

pledge of their determination to perform what

they had promised, they kissed, it appears,

either the feet or the knees of the person in-

augurated.

t

" IV'. After the ceremonies were completed,

the new monarch was conducted into the city

with great pomp, amid the acclamations and

applauses of the people, and the cries of " Long
live the King !'' acc;ompanied with music and

songs of joy. Sacrifices were offered up, and

\vere intended probably, as a confirmation of

the oath which had been taken. In the later

ages these sacrifices were converted into

fcasts.t There are allusions in many pass-

ages of Scripture to the public entrance into

cities which took place at the time of the coro-

nation, and to the rejoicings and acclamations

on that occasion.

§

" V. Finally, the king takes his seat upon

the throne and receives the congratulations of

the assembled people.
||

" At the accession of Saul to the monarchy,

when there was neither diadem, throne nor

sceptre, many of these ceremonies were ne-

cessarily omitted. Most of them were also

omitted in the case of conquest, when the con-

queror himself, without consulting the people

or the ])rincipal men, designated the king for

the nation he had subdued, merely gave him
another name in token of his new dignity,

exacted the oath of fidelity, and signalised the

event by a feast."5I

(^) Use of Difkerext kinds of Wood,
p. 524.—The following passage from Sir J. G.

Wilkinson's curious and valuable work on the

Ancient Egyptians contains information not

obtainable from any other source ; aiul althougli

Palestine jjossessed many native woods which

ICgy))t had not, nnich of it must be equally

a]i])licable to the former country, particulaily

the statement with reference to the use of rare

foreign woods, wliich were so extensively im-
ported into Palestine in tlie time of Solomon:—

• ] .Sim. x..'2a\ 2S;im. v. J!; 1 Cliinn. xi. 3 ; ~ Kini;s xi. 12 ;

2 Chron. x.xiii. 1—21.

+ I's. ii. 12.

i 1 Kind's i. 11. 19, 2-1, 34, 39, 40; 2 Kiiif-s xi. 12, 19;
2 Chron. xxiii. 11 ; comparu Matt. xxi. 1—U ; .lolin. xii. '.i.

§ Psalm xlvii. 2—9; Ixxxiii. 1,2; xcvii. 1; xoix. 1.

II
I Kinys i.36, 48; comi>ari;2 Kiii^js ix. 13; xi. 19.

11 2 Kin;;s xxiii.34; xxiv.l7; 2 I'liron. xxxvi 4.

" Egypt ])roduced little wood ; and, Avith the

exception of the date and doum palms, the

sycamore, tamarisk, and acacias, few trees of

native growth afforded timber either for build-

ing or for ornamental purposes.
" Of the date-palm, the trunk served for

beams, either entire or split in half ; of the

gcreet, or branches, were (and are) made wicker

baskets, bedsteads, coops, and ceilings of rooms,

answering every purpose for which laths, or

other thin wood-work might be required. The
wood of the doum-palm being much more
coin])act and solid than that of the date-tree,

was found to answer as well for rafts and other

purposes connected with water as for beams
and rafters.

" For coffins, boxes, tables, doors, and other

objects, which required large and thick planks,

for idols and wooden statues, the sycamore was
principally employed The tamarisk was
preferred for the handles of tools, wooden
hoes, and other things requiring a hard and

compact wood ; and of the acacia %vere made
the planks and masts of boats, the handles of

offensive weapons of war, and various articles

of furniture. Besides the sont or Acacia

(Mimosa) Nilotica, other acacias which grew
in Egypt were also adapted to various pur-

poses ; and some instances are met with of the

wood of the eqleeq. or balanites Mgyptiaca,

and of different desert trees having been used

by the Egyptian carpenters. For ornamental

purposes, and sometimes even for coffins, doors,

and boxes, foreign woods were employed.

D(^al and cedar were imported from Syria, and

part of the contributions exacted from the

conquered tribes of Ethiopia and Asia con-

sisted in ebony, and other rare woods, wiiich

were annually brought by the chiefs deputed

to present their country's tribute to tlie

Egyptian monarchs.
" Boxes, tables, chairs, sofas, and other

])ieces of furniture, were frequently made of

ebony, inlaid with ivory, sy(;amore, and acacia

were veneered with thin layers, or ornamented
with carved devices, of rare wood, apjdied, or

let into them ; and a fondness for this dis])lay

suggested to the Egy))tians the art of painting

common boards, to imitate foreign varieties, so

generally adopted at the present day.

" The colours were usually applied on a thin

coating of stucco, laid smoothly upon tlie

previously prepared wood, and the various

knots and grains painted upon this ground
indicated the quality of the wood they intended

to courterfeit.''*

• 'Ancient Euyiitians,' Vol. ii. 177, 17^; vol iii. 1G7—9,



CHAPTER IV.

ISRAEL, FROM 990 b.c. to 931 b.c.

[Samari;i (SeViasto)- From Lalxjide's ' Syria.']

The period which occupies the remaining chapters of the present book " has been hitherto

considered as the Gordian knot of Sacred Chronology ; the intricacy of which all the chrono-

logers have complained of, but none have been able to unravel. The difficulty of harmonising

the reigns of the kings of Judah and Israel together has principally arisen; 1. from the dis-

cordance in some of the correspondences in the years of their respective reigns, with the direct

lengths of those reigns ; and, 2. from not critically determining the duration of the two

interregnums, or vacancies, in the succession of the latter kings, so as to make them correspond

with the former throuahout."*

Hales, vol. ii. p. 372.
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All this has been adjusted and harmonised by Dr. Hales in the following Table, on data

which he has fully explained in his ' Analysis:'

—

Kings of Judah.

Relioboam

Abijah . . .

Asa ....
Jehosliajihat . .

Jelioram or Joram

Ahaziah .

Queen Athaliah .

.Toash or Jehoash

Amaziali .

Interreijniim .

Uzziah or Azariah

Jotliam

Aliaz ....
Ilezekiali

Manasseli

Amon

Tosiah

Jehoahaz, three months

Jehoiakim ....
.Tehoiachin, three months

Zedekiah

.leriisalera taken ,

990

973

970

929

904

896

895

889

849

820

809

741

725

69G

641

639

597

58G

KiNOS OF Islt.\EL.

Jeroboam

Nadab

IJaaslia (24)

Elah (2)

Zimri and Omri . . . (12)

Ahab

Ahaziah

Jehoram or .Toram ....
.Tehu

Jelioahaz

.Tehoasli or .loash ....

.Teroboam II

First Interregnum ....
Zechariah and Shallum

Menahem

Pekaliiah

Pekah

Second Interregnum

Hoshea

Samaria taken 271

990

968

966

943

942

931

909

907

895

867

850

834

793

771

770

760

758

738

728

719

In the preceding history we have seen that Jehovah, from the time of Moses to the death

of Solomon, always governed the Hebrews according to the promises and threatenings which

he delivered from Mount Horeb. If they deviated from the principle of worshipping Jehovah

as the only true God, that is, if they revolted from their lawful king, he brought them by

suitable chastisements, to reflect on their obligations, to return to Jehovah, and again to keep

sacred the fundamental law of their church and state. The same course we shall find pursued

in the government of the two kingdoms. If the monarchs of both had viewed the late great

revolution, the sundering of the empire, as a consequence of the idolatrous and unlawful

practices of Solomon's court, as a warning (for such it really was) to them not to break

the fundamental law of the state, but to govern their subjects according to the law, and to

treat them as the subjects of Jehovah ; then both kingdoms might have enjoyed uninter-

rupted prosperity. Even Jeroboam, though he had received no promise of an eternal king-

dom, as David had, yet the assurance was given him that if he obeyed the law as David did,

the throne should long continue in his family.* But as the kings of both kingdoms often

disregarded the fundamental laws of the commonwealth—by idolati'y rebelled against their

divine sovereign, carried their disorders so far, and treated their sid)jects in such a manner,

that they are aptly described by Isaiah and Ezekielf under the image of wicked shepherds

—

there arose a succession of prophets, who, by impressive declarations and symbolic actions,

•reminded both rulers and subjects of their duties to Jehovah, and threatened them with

punishment in case of disobedience.

Even the rebellious backslidings from God which more particularly distinguished tlie king-

dom of Israel did not prevent Jehovah from governing the kingdom according to his law.

We shall see in the secpiel how he exterminated one after another those royal families who not

only retained the arbitrary institutions of Jerolioam, and tolerated and ])atronised idolatry witii

• 1 Kings xi. 37.38, xii.21—24; 2 Cliron. xi. 1—4. + Isa. lvi.9; Ezek. xxxiv
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its concomitant vices, but even introduced and protected it by their royal authority. The

extermination of the reigning family he announced beforehand by a prophet, and appointed

his successor. We shall see that the higher their corruptions rose, so much the more decisive

and strikin"- were the declarations and signs made to show the Israelites that the Lord of the

universe was their Lord and King, and that all idols were as nothing when opposed to him.

Even Naaman, the Syrian, acknowledged, and the Syrians generally found to their sorrow,

that the God of the Hebrews was not a mere national god, but that his power extended over

all nations. The history represents a contest between Jehovah, who ought to be acknowledged

as God, and the idolatrous Israelites; and everything is ordered to preserve the authority of

Jehovah in their minds. At last, after all milder punishments had proved fruitless, these

rebellions were followed by the destruction of the kingdom, and the captivity of the people,

which had been predicted by Moses, and afterwards by Ahijah, Hosea, Amos, and other

prophets.*

We shall also find that the divine Providence was favourable or adverse to the kingdom of

Judah, according as the people obeyed or transgressed the law ; only here the royal family

remained unchanged, according to the promise given to David. We shall here meet indeed

with many idolatrous and rebellious kings, but they were always succeeded by those of purer

mind, who put a stop to idolatry, re-established theocracy in the hearts of their subjects, and,

by the aid of prophets, priests, and Levites, and the services of the temple, restored the know-

ledge and worship of God. Judah, therefore, although much smaller than Israel, continued

her national existence 134 years longer; but at last, as no durable reformation was produced,

she experienced the same fate as her sister kingdom, in fulfilment of the predictions of Moses

and several other prophets.

The following account of the two kingdoms, therefore, should be viewed as that of a real

theocracy; and thus, as a continued execution of the determination of God, that the true

religion should be preserved on the earth. In this view it certainly deserves our most attentive

study.

+

Shechem being one of the most important towns in his owai tribe of Ephraim, was made by

Jeroboam the metropolis of the new kingdom. He had also a summer residence at Tirzah,t

in the tribe of Manasseh, which, therefore, seems in the history to share the metropolitan

dignity with Shechem.

The new king, little regarding the unconditional promises which had been made to him,

applied himself to such operations of human policy as might tend to establish his kingdom,

and confirm its separation from that of Judah. Viewing them as measures of policy in the

abstract, the praise of much political sagacity and foresight need not be denied to their author;

and it is certain that they were successful in promoting the object he had in view. But they

were, in his peculiar position, as a king in Israel—that is, a vicegerent of Jehovah, not only

improper, but in the highest degree criminal ; for they involved an interference with matters

far above the prerogative of Jehovah's vassal, and the abrogation of institutions which the

Supreme King had established as essential to the good government and subordination of His

kingdom, with the introduction of other institutions of a nature abhorrent to the Mosaic law,

and of a tendency against which that law had most jealously guarded the people. Jeroboam

is therefore to be regarded, not as gratuitously and from abstract preference of evil, leading

the people into wTong courses ; but as being careless whether the course he took were good

or evil, so that it tended, in his judgment, to the security of his kingdom ; for he had failed

to learn that hard truth—that implicit obedience to the behests of his Almighty superior, not

tortuous courses of political expediency, offered the true security of his peculiar kingdom.

• Dent, xxviii. 36 ; 1 Kings xiv. 15 ; Hosea ix; Amos v.

+ The above, following the talile, is adopted, with some abridgment, from Jahn, book v. sect. 35.

% From the manner in which it is mentioned, Tirzah must have enjoyed a very fine situation, and have made a fair appearance
;
but

even its site is not now known, and that it was in Manasseh is little more than a conjecture. It had been one of the royal cities o.

the Canaanites (.Tosh. xii. 24).
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Jeroboam was much annoyed at the obligation which tlic law imposed, of the resort of all

the Israelites three times a year to Jerusalem. He clearly perceived that this concourse and

frequent meeting of all the tribes to the same place, and for the same object, was a strong

imiting circumstance among them ; and he feared that the continuance of this usage might

ultimately teiul to the re-union of the severed kingdoms under the house of David. Un-

doubtedly it was an awkward circumstance that the subjects of one king should be obliged

thus often to resort to the metropolis of a neighbouring and unfriendly monarch ; and still

more, that his own kingdom should be drained of a considerable ])ortion of its wealth for the

support of a service which was exclusivelv confined to the now adverse metropolis, and for the

maintenance of priests and Levites whose services were rendered at Jerusalem, in the presence

and under the authority of the rival sovereign. This was a state of things for which, it must

be allowed, Jeroboam was under strong and natural inducements to seek a remedy. His duty

was to have trusted that God, who had promised to continue his kingdom if lie were obedient,

and who had, indeed, already interposed his authority to prevent Rehol)oam from warring

against him, woidd ]n-ovide a remedy for these difficulties, or take measures to prevent the

consequences which he apprehended. But Jeroboam wanted that trust in God which it

behoved the vassal of Jehovah to exhibit ; and he applied himself to devise measures of his

own to meet these exigencies, Tlie measures which he took were so bold and decisive, tliat

they at once took root, and became in tlieir development so interwoven with tlie political con-

stitution of the country, that even the more pious successors of this king in the throne of

Israel did not venture to abolish them or re-establish the authority of the fundamental

law.

Under the pretence that Jerusalem was too distant for the resort of his subjects, he esta-

blished two places of resort at the opposite extremities of his kingdom, the one in the north,

at Dan, and the other in the south, at Bethel. Both of these places, it will be remembered, had

been previously places of public resort,—Bethel as a place of sacred stones,* and Dan on

account of the ephod and teraphim which the Danites had reft from Micab and established in

that placet Then, to give this resort an object, he established at these places golden or gilded

calves, in unquestionable imitation of the Apis and Mnevis of the Egyptians, among whom he

had spent the years of his exile. We are not at all to suppose that he intended to introduce

the worship of other gods. These images were doubtless intended as symbols of Jehovah

;

and the worship rendered before them was held to be in his honour. But on account of the

danger of idolatry, the use of all such syml)ols had been interdicted l)y the fundamental law

of the state ; and the use in particidar of this very symbol of a golden calf, to which, from
Egyptian contaminations, the Israelites were (as Jeroboam must have known) more attached

than to any other, had in former times brought signal punishment upon the Hebrews in the

wilderness. It was, then, not the worship of other gods, but the worship of the true God in

an irregidar, dangerous, and interdicted manner, which constituted the crime of Jeroboam,
who " sinned and made Israel to sin."

Nor did the irregularities end here. Jeroboam made his system a complete one. He
not only changed the place of concourse to the people, but also altered the lime, directing tliat

all the festivals shoidd be observed a month later than the law commanded, an alteration l)y

which considerable confusion must have been at first produced, as the law had appointed these

festivals with a reference to the seasons of the year. For this new worship, temples and altars

were erected at Dan and Bethel, and to its support the tithes and other sacerdotal dues accru-
ing within the ten tribes were directed ; thus at once cutting off the greater part of the income
of the establishment of Jerusalem, It is probable that this wealth might still have been
retained by the Levites whose cities were within the limits of the kingdom, and by sucli of
the Aaronic priests as might have chosen to conform to the new order of things. But
to tiie eternal honour of this mucli calumniated body, they all refused to sanction these

• St!C l>efbro, at p. ;«iO, -10«. f Sec lu-l'iirc. .it n. JitV.).
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proceedings, or to take any part in such violation of the Divine law ; in consequence of which
they not only forfeited the dues which had afforded them subsistence in the ten tribes, but
found it prudent and necessary to abandon also the cities which belonged to them in those

tribes, and withdraw into the kingdom of Judah. There they were cheerfully received, although
the two tribes forming that kingdom, thus became burdened with the whole charge which had
hitherto been shared among twelve tribes. This fact is very valuable, as showing that the

Levitical tribe had conciliated, and was entitled to, the esteem and respect of the people. In
the end many persons belonging to the other tribes, who disapproved of Jeroboam's innova-

tions, and were disposed to maintain their own fidelity to the spirit of the Mosaical institutions,

followed the example of the Levites, and withdrew into the kingdom of Judah. It is not
necessary to point out how seriously these migrations lessened the true strength of Jeroboam's
kingdom and increased that of his rival.

Jeroboam was thus left to establish a new priesthood for his new worship. Priests were
accordingly appointed from all the tribes indiscriminately ; but as to the important office of
high-priest, his prudence and ambition suggested its annexation to the crown, as was the case
in Egypt and some other heathen countries.

Jehovah was not slow in manifesting his displeasure at these proceedings. At one of the
periodical feasts (that of Tabernacles), the time for which had been altered by him, Jeroboam
was discharging the priestly act of offering incense on the altar at Bethel,* when a proi)het of
God from Judah appeared on the spot, and denounced destruction upon this altar, to be executed
by a future king of Judah, Josiah by name ; and in proof of his mission, announced that it

should even now receive such a crack that its ashes should be scattered abroad. Hearino- this

the king stretched forth his hand to seize the prophet, when his arm stiffened in the act, and
could not be again drawn back, until the prophet himself interceded with God for him.
At the same time the altar was rent, and the ashes strewed abroad, as the prophet had
said.

This message seems to have produced no good effect either on the king or the people ; and
this may have been partly owing to the misconduct of the prophet himself; for after havin"-

publicly declared that he was forbidden to eat or drink in Bethel, or to make any stay there

he allowed himself, after having departed, to be imposed upon and brought back, and to be
feasted in Bethel, by a sort of Baalamite prophet ; for which he was slain by a lion on his

return home, and his body was brought back and buried in Bethel. As the prophet had thus

acted against his own avowed orders, and had in consequence been destroyed with manifest

marks of the Divine displeasure, the occasion was doubtless taken to diminish the credit and
effect of the mission with which he had been charged.

Jeroboam lived to see three kings upon the throne of Judah. There arose a skirmishing

warfare between the two kingdoms in the latter years of Rehoboam ; and in the reign of his

successor the war was brought to a great pitched battle, the result of which was adverse to

Jeroboam. In the latter years of his reign the prophet Ahijah, who had originally com-
municated the Divine appointment to him, was commissioned to denounce the death of his

most hopeful son, Abijah, about whose sickness the wife of Jeroboam went to consult him in

disguise. The prophet, though blind with age, knew her by the prophetic impulse which
came upon him ; and he not only told her this, but declared the approaching destruction of

Jeroboam's race by a succeeding king of Israel ; and also announced the ultimate captivity of

the tribes of Israel beyond the Euphrates for their manifold iniquities.

Jeroboam himself died in the year 968, b.c, after a reign of twenty-two years.

His son Nadab ascended the throne in the second year of Asa, king of Judah. He reigned

two years, during which he adhered to the system of his father, and at the end of which an

intimate of his own, named Baasba, of the tribe of Issachar, conspired against him and slew

him as he was laying siege to Gibbethon, a fortress which the Philistines retained in their

* See the figure of an Egyptian king performing tlie same. priestly function, at p. 239.
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possession. According to the policy of the East, Baaslia having slain tlie head of the house

of Jeroboam, hastened to destroy all its other member.^, who might prove disturbers of his

safety in the throne. Thus was the denunciation of the propliet Ahijah against the house of

Jeroboam speedily accomplished.

The government of Baasha proved not only offensive to God but oppressive to the people,

on l)oth whicli grounds great numbers of the subjects of this kingdom sought repose in that

of Judah. It was probably partly in consecpience of the alarm which this constant migration

of his peoi)le produced, that Baasha entered into a skirmishing warfare with Asa king of

Judah, and ultimately laid siege to, and took the town of Ranuih, seven miles to the north

of Jerusalem, which he began to rebuild and fortify, w4th the view- of leaving a garrison in it

to check the communication with Jerusalem, and to become a point from which excursions

might be made into the kingdom of Judah. This bold proceeding occasioned much alarm in

Judah; but instead of opposing it by force of arms, king Asa collected all the gold he could

find in his own treasury, and that of the temple, and sent it to Ben-IIadad, the king of Syria,

to induce him to make a diversion in his favour. Accordingly the Syrians fell upon the north

of Israel, and took all the fenced cities of Naphtali ; which obliged Baasha to relinquish his

enterprise in the south, and march to the defence of his own territories.

Time only confirmed Baasha in the evil courses which had proved the ruin of the house of

Jeroboam ; in consequence of which a prophet, named Jehu, tlie son of another prophet called

Hanani, was sent to declare for his house the same doom which he had himself been the agent

of inflicting upon that of Jeroboam.

Baasha died in 966, b.c, after a reign of twenty-three years.

After the death of Baasha, Israel became the prey of a series of sanguinary revolutions.

His son Elah remained only two years on the throne, at the expiration of which he was
assassinated during a feast by one of his generals, of the name of Zimri, who then assumed
the crown. Zimri, during the few days of his reign, found time to extirpate the whole family

of his predecessor, thus accomplisliing upon the house of Baasha the doom which the prophet

had declared.

The army, which was engaged against the Philistines, no sooner heard of the murder of

their king than they declared in favour of Omri, their own commander, and proclaimed him
king. This new king immediately marched w'ith all his forces against his rival, and used
such diligence that he shut him up in the summer capital of Tirzah. Zimri made no resist-

ance, but fled to his harem, which he set on fire, and perished in the flames. He had reio-ned

only seven days ; and this signal and speedy end gave occasion to the proverb in Israel, " Had
Zimri peace, wlio slew his nuister ?"

Omri had another competitor: for while the army had elected him, a portion of the people,

((lually di.-gusted at the deed of Zimri, had made Tdini king. The kingdom was thus split

into factions, and it was only after a civil war of six years that the faction of Omri prevailed,

and Tibni was put to death. Omri reigned above five years after this. He was more guilty

before God than any of his predecessors, for he appears to have taken measures to turn into

actual idolatry that which under the former kings had only been an irregular and interdicted

form of worship and service. Finding some disadvantages in the situation of Tirzah, however
pleasant, for a metropolis, Omri purchased a hill of a person called Samar for two talents of

silver (750/.), and built thereon a city, which, after the name of the previous owner of the

site, he called Samaria,(') and made it the capital of his dominion. So well was the situation

chosen, that the city remained tiie metropolis of the kingdom w^hile the kingdom endured,
"and was still a place of importance when the Hebrews ceased the second time to be a nation.

There are some respects in which its site is deemed by travellers preferable io tliat of

Jerusalem.

After his reign of eleven completed years, counted as twelve in the Scriptures, because he
had entered on the twelfth, Omri died in the year 931, u.c, being the thirty-ninth year of Asa
kintf of Judah.
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CONTEMPORARY KING.S.

Kings of Israel.

Jeroboam B.C. 990

Nadab
Baasha

Elah

Zimri

Omri

Died

968

966

943

942

942

931

Kings of Judah.

Rehoboam B.C. 990

Abijah 973

Asa 970

Died 929

NOTE ON SAMARIA.

C) Samaria, p. 552.—^The text to which this

note is appended suflBciently indicates the ori-

gin of Samaria. It remained the capital of

Israel until the ruin of that kingdom by the

Assyrians, after which it became the chief seat

of the people whom the king of Assyria planted

in the desolated country, and who are hence

in the subsequent history known by the name

of Samaritans. Between them and the re-

stored Jews there was always a bitter and not

always bloodless enmity, which subsisted down

to the extinction of the Hebrew commonwealth.

The town was utterly destroyed by Hyrcanus

the king-priest of the Jews, in the year 129 b.c.
;

and in this state it remained until the time of

Herod the Great, who, being much pleased

with its situation, rebuilt it in a very beautiful

manner, and gave it the name of Sebaste, a

Greek word equivalent to the Latin Augusta,

in honour of the Emperor Augustus. Under

this name it continued to flourish until the

Jews were finally expelled from Palestine by

the Emperor Adrian, after which the place

went gradually to decay ; and at present the

inhabited part of the site forms a mean and

miserably poor village, named Subusta, con-

taining not more than thirty dwellings.

" The situation, " says Dr. Richardson, " is

exceedingly beautiful, and strong by nature,

more so, I think, than Jerusalem. It stands

on a fine large insulated hill,* compassed all

round by a broad deep valley ; and when forti-

fied, as it is stated to have been, by Herod, one

would have imagined that in the ancient

system of warfare nothing but famine would

have reduced such a place. The valley is

* The hill is semi-spherical.

—

Elliot.

surrounded by four hills, one on each side,

which are cultivated in terraces to the top,

sown with grain, and planted with fig and

olive trees, as is also the valley. The hill of

Samaria itself, likewise, rises in terraces to a

height equal to any of the adjoining moun-
tains."

The first view of the place, even in its pre-

sent state, is highly imposing. And there are

sufficient remains of Herod's city to enforce

the impressions which the history of the site

has prepared the mind to receive. These

however consist chiefly of numerous lime-

stone columns, still standing, on the upper part

of the hill, but without their capitals. Hardy

counted eighty that were standing, besides

many that lay prostrate. There are also some

remains of fortifications ; but the most con-

spicuous ruin is that which appears in the cut

at the head of the chapter. This was a large

church, attributed to the Empress Helena, and

said to have been built over the dungeon in

which John the Baptist was confined and

afterwards beheaded by order of Herod.

This cave or dungeon is still pointed out;

besides which there are under the church

several vaults which probably opened into the

sides of the hill. The building itself is in a

very elaborate but fantastic style of archi-

tecture ; the columns used in which are of no

known order, although the capitals approach

nearer to the Corinthian than to any other.

The east end, with its pentagonal projection, is

nearly perfect, confirming a remark of Maun-
drell, that if any portion of a church is left

standing in these parts it is sure to be the

eastern end.

4 B



CHAPTER V.

JUDAH, FKOM B.C. 990 to b. c. 929.

s^p

[Mount '/ion. From a drawin;; by F. .\nin(lalp, Esq.]

Except in its first act, the commencement of Reholioam's reign was nut blamewortliy, nor, as

it respects liis separate kingdom, iniprosperous. In those days the wealtli and welfare of a state

was deemed to consist in a numerous population ; and of this kind of strength the kingdom of

.ludah received large additions by migration from that of Israel, through the defection of the

Levitical body, and the discontent with which a large and valuable portion of the population

regarded the arbitrary innovations of Jeroboam. It may indeed be, in a great degree, imputed
to this cause, that, although so much inferior in territorial extent, the kingdom of Judah
appears throughout the history of the two kingdoms to be at least equal to that of Israel.

Rehoboam, seeing that he had an adverse kingdom so near at hand, employed the first years

of his reign in putting his dominions in a condition of defence. He built and fortified a consi-

clerable number of places in Judah and Benjamin, whicli he stored well with arms and
victuals, and in which he placed strong garrisons. For tliree years he remained faithful to the

principles of the theocracy, and received a full measure of the prosperity which had lieen

promised to such obedience. But when he beheld himself, as he deemed, secure and pros-

l)crous in his kingdom, his rectitude, which appears never to have been founded on very

strong principles, gave way. It was not long before the acts which stained the later years of

his father were more than ecpuUlcd by him. Not only was idolatry o])enly tolerated and
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practised, but also tlie abominable acts, ovitrageoiis even to the mere instincts of morality,

which some of these idolatries sanctioned or required. Thus the abominations of Judah very

soon exceeded those of Israel. And we shall, throughout the historical period on which we
have entered, observe one very important distinction in the religious (which, according to the

spirit of the Hebrew institutions, means also the political) condition of the two kingdoms.

Israel rested with tolerable uniformity in a sort of intermediate system between the true reli-

gion and idolatry, with enough of elementary truth to preserve some show of fidelity to the

system, and enough of idolatry and human invention to satisfy the corrupt tendencies of the

age and country. Hence, while, on the one hand, it never, under its best kings, reached that

purity of adherence to the Mosaical system which was sometimes exemplified in the sister

kingdom ; so, on the other, it never, or very rarely, fell to those depths of iniquity to which

Judah sometimes sunk under its more wicked and weak kings. For Judah, resting on no

such intermediate point as had been found in Israel, was in a state of constant oscillation

between the extremes of good and evil.

In the case of Rehoboam, the loose principles which prevailed at the latter end of his

father's reign, together with the fact that the mother, from whom his first ideas had been

imbibed, was an Ammonitess, may partly account for the extreme facility of his fall. Indeed,

with reference to the latter fact, it may be observed that among the kings there is scarcely one

known to be son of a foreign and consequently idolatrous mother, who did not fall into

idolatry,—a circumstance which is sufficient alone to explain and justify the policy by which

such connections were forbidden.

The chastisement of Rehoboam and his people was not long delayed. It was inflicted by

the Egyptians, who, in the fifth year of Rehoboam,

invaded the land vuider Shishak their king, in such

strong force as intimated the expectation of a more

formidable resistance than was encountered ; or rather,

perhaps, was designed to shorten the war by over-

awing opposition. There were 1200 chariots, 60,000

horsemen, and a vast body of infantry, the latter com-

posed chiefly from the subject nations of Lybia and

Ethiopia. Shishak took with ease the fenced cities on

which Rehoboam had placed so much reliance; and

when he appeared before Jerusalem, that city appears

to have opened its gates to him. Here he reaped the

first-fruits of that rich spoil, from the gold of the temple

and of the palace, which supplied so many subsequent

demands. In the extremity of distress, while the city

was in the hands of an insulting conqueror, who stripped

the most sacred places of their costly ornaments and

wealth, the king of Judah and his people turned repentingly to God, and implored deliverance

from his hand. He heard them; and inclined Shishak to withdraw with the rich spoil he had

gained, without attempting to retain permanent possession of his conquest. Astonished him-

self at the facility with which that conquest had been made, this king despised the people who

had submitted so unresistingly to his arms, and, according to the testimony of Herodotus,*

cited by Josephus himself, he erected, at different points on his march home, triumphal

columns charged with emblems very little to the honour of the nation which had not opposed

him.

Although it is difficult to assign a specific reason, beyond a conqueror's thirst for spoil, for

this invasion of the dominions of the sun by a power which had been so friendly to the father,

it does not strike us, as it does some writers, that the difficulty is increased by the fact of the

matrimonial alliance which Solomon had formed with the royal family of Egypt. Rehoboam

[Shisliak, king of Egypt. Tliebes.]

« Herod., i. 105.
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was born before that alliance was contracted, and he and his mother were not likely to be

regarded with much favour by the Egyptian princess or her family. Indeed it would seem

that she had died, or her influence had declined, or her friends deemed her wronged, before

the latter end of Solomon's reign ; for it is evident that the king of Egypt, this very Shishak,

was not on the most friendly terms with Solomon, since he granted his favour and protection

to the fu"-itive Jeroboam, whose prospective pretensions to divide the kingdom with the son of

Solomon forms the only apparent ground of the distinction with which he was treated. This

circumstance may direct attention to what appears to us the greater probability, that the expe-

dition was undertaken at the suggestion of Jeroboam, who had much cause to be alarmed at

the defection of his subjects to Rehoboam, and at the diligence which that king employed in

strengthening his kingdom. The rich plunder which was to be obtained would, when pointed

out, be an adequate inducement to the enterprise.

The severe lesson administered by this invasion to Rehoboam and his people was not in

vain, for we read no more of idolatrous abominations during the eleven remaining years of

this reign. In consequence, these were rather prosperous years for the kingdom ; and, save

a few skirmishes with the king of Israel, we learn of no troubles by which it was, during

these years, disturbed. But, like his father, Rehoboam "desired many wives." His harem

contained eighteen wives and sixty concubines,—a number which, we cannot doubt, was

much opposed to the notions of the Hebrew people, although it seems rather moderate as

compared with the establishment of Solomon, or those which we still find among the kings of

the East. Of all his wives, the one Rehoboam loved the most was Maachah, a daughter

(or grand-daughter*) of Absalom. Her son, Abijah, he designed for his successor in the

tiirone : to ensure which object, he made adequate provision for his other sons while he lived,

and prudently separated them from each other, by dispersing them through his dominions

as governors of the principal towns. This policy was successful ; for although this king had

twenty-eight sons, besides three-score daughters, his settlement of the crown was not disjjuted

at his death. This event took place in the year 973 b.c, in the eighteenth year of his reign.

Abijah, otherwise called Abijam, succeeded his father, and the first public act of his short

reign appears to justify the preference which had been given to him. Jeroboam, whose policy

it was to harass and weaken the house of David, and to render the two kingdoms as inimical

to each other as possible, thought the succession of the new king, young and inexperienced, a

favourable opi)ortunity for an aggressive movement. He seems therefore to have made a

general military levy, which amounted to the prodigious number of 800,000 men. Abijah

when he heard of this formidable muster was not discouraged, but, although he could raise

only half the number of men, took the field against his opponent. They met near Mount

Zcmariin, on the borders of Ephraim. The armies were drawn out in battle array, when

Abijah, who was posted on an elevated spot, finding the opportunity favourable, beckoned with

his hand, and began to harangue Jeroboam and the hostile army. His speech was good, and to

the purpose; but it does not seem to us entitled to the unqualified praise which it has generally

received. He began with affirming the divine right of the house of David to reign over all

Israel, by virtue of tiie immutable covenant by which Jehovah had promised to David that

his posterity should reign for ever. Consequently he treated the secession of the ten tribes as

an unprincipled act of rel)ellion against the royal dynasty of David, and against God— an act

whereby the crafty Jeroboam, with a number of vain and lawless associates, had availed

themselves of the weakness and inexperience of Rehoboam to deprive the chosen house of its

^ust rights. This statement doubtless enilKjdies the view which the house of David, and the

])arly attached to its interests, took of the recent event. They regarded as a rebellion what

• This l.idy is montioncd in throe i)laccs, and in all of them tho name of hor fathev is dillorently given. In 1 Kiniis xv. 2, it is

" Maachah, the ilauf;htor of Ahislialom ;" in 2 Chron. xi. 20, " Maaehah, the <laui;hter of Absalom;" and in 2 ('liron. xiii.,

" Michaiali, the danj^htoiof Uriel of (Jibeah." The .lews believe that Absahim tho souof Havidis intended. This does not appear

<inito certain ; but if so, we may tak<> their explanation that Maachah Wi\s the dani;hter of Taniar, the danghter of .\bsaloni ; in whieli

rase, the conipjuisoii of texts will intimate that I'riel manied Tiiniar, and Maaeliali was their danj;hler, whicli consequently makes

her th(> yrand (lan},diler of Ab.salom and dauf;li(er of I 'riel. Tliis, upon the w hole, seems more probable than that the several names,

Abishalom, .Absalom, anil I'riel, all jKiint to the same iietson as the father of M.iaehah.
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was truly a revolution ; and which, although, like other revolutions, it had its secret springs

(as in the jealousy between the tribes of Ephraim and Judah), was not only justifiable in its

abstract principles, but on the peculiar theory of the Hebrew constitution : for it had the pre-

vious sanction and appointment of Jehovah, as declared to Iwth parties ; and, in its immediate

cause, sprung from a most insulting refusal of the representative of the dynasty to concede

that redress of grievances which ten-twelfths of the whole nation demanded, and which it had

a right to demand and obtain before it recognised him as king. However, a king of Judah

could not well be expected to take any other than a dynastic and party view of this great

question: and that such, necessarily, was the view of Abijah is what we have desired to

explain, as the generally good spirit of his harangue has disposed hasty thinkers to take the

impression which he intended to convey.

With 'more justice, Abijah proceeded to animadvert on the measures—the corruptions and

arbitrary changes—by which Jeroboam had endeavoured to secure his kingdom ; and, with

becoming pride, contrasted this with the beautiful order in which, according to the law of

Moses, and the institutions of David and Solomon, the worship of Jehovah was conducted by
the Levitical priesthood in that " holy and beautiful house " which the Great King honoured

with the visible symbol of his hihabitance. He concluded :
" We keep the charge of Jehovah

our God; but ye have forsaken him. And, behold, God himself is with us for our captain,

and his priests with sounding trumpets to cry alarm against you. O children of Israel,

fight not against Jehovah the God of your fathers; for ye shall not prosper."*

By Jeroboam this harangue was only viewed as an opportunity for executing a really clever

military operation. He secretly ordered a body of men to file round the hill, and attack the

Judahites in the rear, while he assailed them in front. This manceuvre was so well executed,

that Abijah, by the time he had finished his speech, perceived that he was surrounded by the

enemy. The army of Judah raised a cry of astonishment and alarm, and a universal panic

woidd in all likelihood have ensued. But the priests at that instant sounded their silver

trumpets, at which well-known and inspiriting signal the more stout-hearted raised a cry for

help to Jehovah, and rushed upon the enemy ; and their spirited example raised the courage

and faith of the more timid and wavering. The host of Israel could not withstand the force

which this Divine impulse gave to the arm of Judah. Their dense mass was broken and

fled, and of the whole number it is said not fewer than 500,000 were slain,—a slaughter, as

Josephus t remarks, such as never occurred in any other war, whether it were of the Greeks

or the barbarians. J This would still be trvie if the number had been much smaller. " In

numbers so large," Jahn§ remarks, " there may be some error of the transcribers ; but it is

certain that after this defeat the kingdom of Israel was considerably weakened, while that of

Judah made constant progress in power and importance. We must here mention, once for

all, that, owing to the mistakes of transcribers in copying numerals, we cannot answer for the

correctness of the great numbers of men which are mentioned here and in the sequel. When
there are no means of rectifying these numbers, ive set them doion as they occur in the

books" Such also is our own practice.

This great victory was pursued by Abijah, in the re-taking and annexation to his dominion

of some border towns and districts, some of which had originally belonged to Judah and

Benjamin, but which the Israelites had found means to include in their portion of the divided

kingdom. Among these towns was Bethel ; and this being the seat of one of the golden calves,

the loss of it must have been a matter of peculiar mortification to Jeroboam, and of triumph to

Abijah.

The reign of Abijah was not by any means answerable to the expectations which his speech

* 2 Chron. xiii. 11, 12. + Antiq. viil. 2, 3.

X Willi reference to the high numbers which occur here, Dr. Hales observes :
" The numbers in this wonderful battle are probably

corrupt, and sliould be reduced to 40,000, 80,000, and 50,000 (slain), as in the I>atin Vulgate of Sixtus Quintus, and many earlier

editions, and in the old Latin translation of Josephus ; and that such were the readings in the Greek text of that author originally,

Viynoles judiciously collects from AbarbaneVs cliarge against Josephus of having made Jeroboam's loss no more tlian 50,000 men,
contrary to the Hebrew text" See Kennicott's ' Dissertations,' vol. i. p. 533, and vol. ii. p. 201, &c., 564. To this we may add the

remark of Jahn, in which we more entirely concur.

§ Book V. sect. 36.
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and his victory are calculated to excite. We are told that " lie walked in all the sins of his

father," and that " his heart was not perfect with Jehovah his God;" hy which it would

appear that he did not take sufficient heed to avoid and remove the idolatries and abominations

which Sulomon and Rehoboam had introduced or tolerated. He died in 970 b.c, after a

reign of three years, leaving behind him twenty-two sons and sixteen daughters, whom he

had by fourteen wives.

The son who succeeded him was named As.\. He was still very young, and the affairs of

the kinjnloni appear for some time to have been administered by his grandmother, Maachah,

whose name has already been mentioned. Asa, for his virtues, his fidelity to the principles of

the theocracy, and the prosperity and victory with which he was in consequence favoured,

takes place in the first rank of the kings of Judah. He enjoys the high character that " his

lieart was perfect with Jehovah all his days : and he did that which was right with Jehovah,

as did his father David." His first cares were directed towards the utter uprooting of the

idolatries and abominations which had been suffered to creep in during the preceding reigns.

He drove from his states the corrupters of youth, and with an unsparing hand he purged

Jerusalem of the infamies which had long harboured there. The idols were overthrown and

broken in pieces, and the groves which had sheltered the dark abominations of idolatry were

cut down : even his grandmother, Maachah, he deprived of the authority—removing her from

being queen—which she had abused to the encouragement of idolatry ; and the idols which

she had set up he utterly destroyed. By thus clearing them from defiling admixtures, the

pure and grand doctrines and practices of the Mosaical system shone forth with a lustre that

seemed new in that corrupt age. Again the priests of Jehovah were held in honour by the

people ; and again the temple, its past losses being in part repaired by the royal munificence,

w-as provided with all that suited the dignity of the splendid ritual service there rendered to

God ; for Asa was enabled to replace with silver and gold a portion of the precious things

which Shishak had taken from the temple, and which Rehoboam had supplied with brass.

Ten years of ])rosperity and peace rewarded the pious zeal of the king of Judah. In these

years m\ich was done by him to strengthen and improve his kingdom, especially in repairing

and strcngtliening the fortified towns, and in surrounding with strong walls and towers many

which had not previovisly been fortified. We are also informed that " Asa had an army of

.300,000 out of Judah, who bore shields and spears; and of 280,000 out of Benjamin, who

bore shields and spears : all these were men of valour." This and other passages of the same

nat\ire, describing the immense military force of the small kingdoms of Judah and Israel

(even setting aside those which labour under the suspicion of having been altered by the

copyists), appear to intimate that the general enrolment for military service which David

contemplated, but was ])rcvented from completely executing, was accomplished by later kings.

It is always important to remember, however, that the modern European sense of the word

arnii/, as applied to a body of men exclusively devoted to a military profession, is unknown to

the history of this ])eri()d ; and in the statement before us we are to see no more than tliat the

men thus numbered were ])r()vided with weapons (or that the king had weapons to arm

them), and were, the whole or any part of them, bound to obey any call from the king into

actvud service.

An occasion for such a call occurred to Asa after ten years of prosperity and peace. His

dominions were then exposed to a most foi'midable invasion from "Zerah the Cushite," with

a million of men and three hundred chariots.* It is beyond the range of probability, from

the state of Egypt at this time, in the reign of Osorkon I.,t who succeeded Sheshonk (or

• .Tosfyluis f^ives 000,000 infantry and 100,000 cavalry, wliicli some would reduce V)y striking ofT a ciidier rrom each luimber. A
merely conjectural emendation is, however, so diflicult and hazardous, that it is better to retain the original numbers, even when
doubtful. In tlu' \iresent instance we may refer to what has just been said as Xo the distinction between the armies of tliat time and

our own. And if Asa in his contracted territory «as .ible to call out alxne 500.000 men, there is iio solid reason why it should be

impossible to th(? Cushite nomades. among whom every man was able to use arms, to bring double that numlier togetlu-r. There
must always Ixi avast dilVerence in numbers between the army that must be keiit and paid permanently, and tliat whicli may be

raised by a general call upon the adult male population to a warlilce enterprise, and only for the time of that enterprise. The army
of Tamerlane (as we call liim) is said to have amounted to 1,600,000 men, and that of his antagonist H.ajazet to 1,400,000. I.aonic.

Chalc.ocond ilc rebus Ture. 1. iii. p. 98, 102.

+ His name is so given in the monuments, but in ancient writers it is Osorthon.
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Shishak), that an army under Zerah should have marched through Egypt from the Ethiopia
south of the cataracts of the Nile. It must therefore be concluded that the army was com-
posed of the Cushites (or Ethiopians) of Arabia, the original seat of all the Cushites ; and as

the army was partly composed of Lybians, who, if this supposition be correct, could not well

have passed from Africa through the breadth of Egypt on this occasion, it may, with very
sufficient probability, be conjectured that they formed a portion of the Libyan auxiliaries in

the army with which Shishak invaded Palestine, twenty-five years before, and who, instead of
returning to their own deserts, deemed it quite as well to remain in those of Arabia Petraa,
and in the country between Egypt and Palestine. And this explanation seems to be confirmed
by the fact, which appears in the sequel, that they held some border towns (such as Gerar) in

this district. The flocks and herds, and the tents of the invading host, sufficiently intimate
the nomade character of the invasion.

This emergency was met by Asa in the true spirit of the theocracy. Fully conscious of the
physical inadequacy of his force to meet the enemy, he nevertheless went forth boldly to give
them battle, trusting in Jehovah, who had so often given his people the victory against far
greater odds, and to whom he made the public and becoming appeal :

—" O Jehovah, it is

nothing with thee to help, whether with many or with them that have no power : Help us,
O Jehovah, our God ; for we rest on thee, and in thy name we go against this multitude.
O Jehovah, thou art our God; let not man prevail against thee." The consequence of
this proper manifestation of reliance upon their Omnipotent King was a very splendid
victory over the Cushites. They were defeated in the great battle of Mareshah,* in the
valley of Zephatliah, and fled before the army of Judah, which commenced a vigorous pur-
suit, attended with great slaughter. The Ethiopians and Lybians fled towards their tents and
to Gerar and other towns, which some of them (we have supposed the Lybians) occupied on
the border land towards Philistia, Here the conquerors found a rich spoil of cattle from the
camps of the nomades, and of goods from the towns. On their triumphal return, they were
met by the prophet Obed, who excited the piety and gratitude of the king and his army by
reminding them to whom the victory was really due, even to Jehovah ; and he called to their

remembrance the privilege they enjoyed, as contrasted with the kingdom of Israel, in the
marked and beneficent protection and care of their Great King, and hinted at the duties which
resulted from the enjoyment of such privileges. This was attended with very good effects

;

and in the warmth of his gratitude for the deliverance with which he had been favoured, Asa
prosecuted his reforms with new vigour. He rooted out every remnant of idolatry, and
engaged the whole people to renew their covenant with Jehovah.

It appears that the eff"ect of the manifest tokens of the Divine favour which Asa received,

especially in the great victory over Zerah, was felt in the neighbouring kingdom, and induced
large numbers ofthe subjects of Baasha to migrate into his dominions. A constant and large

accession of men, induced by such considerations, and by revived attachment to the theocracy,

was calculated to give, and did give, a vast superiority of moral character to the kingdom of

Judah. It was probably, as intimated in the last chapter, this tendency of his most valuable

subjects to migrate into Judah, which induced Baasha to take the town of Ramah, and fortify

it for a frontier barrier. The measure which Asa took on this occasion, of hiring the king of
Syria to forego his previous alliance with Baasha, and cause a diversion in his own favour by
invading the kingdom of Israel, was eff'ectual as to the recovery of Ramah; for the death of
Baasha, the following year, prevented him from resuming his designs. Asa availed him-
self of the materials which Baasha had brought together for the fortification of Ramah, to

fortify the towns of Geba and Mizpeh. This advantage was, however, dearly purchased
by the treasure of the temple and the palace which he was obliged to squander, to secure
the assistance of the Syrians; and still more, by the displeasure of God, who denounced
this proceeding as not only wrong in itself, but as indicating a want of that confidence in Him
through which he had been enabled to overthrow the vast host which the Cushites brought
against him. This intimation of the Divine displeasure was conveyed to the king by the pro-

* This was atown fortified by Kelioboain (2 t hron. xi. 8). II was the biithplace of the propliet Micah.
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phet Hanaiii, and was received by Asa with such resentment that he put the messenger in prison.

Indeed, he appears to have grown increasingly irritable in the later years of his reign, in con-

sequence of which he was led to commit many acts of severity and injustice. But for this

some allowance may be made in consideration of his sufferings from a disease in his feet,

which appears to have been the gout. With reference to this disease, Asa incurs some blame

in tlie Scriptural narrative for his resort to " the physicians instead of relying upon God;"
the cause of which rather extraordinary censure is probably to be found in the fact that those

physicians who were not priests or Levites (in whose hands the medical science of the

Hebrews chiefly rested) were foreigners and idolaters, who trusted more to superstitious rites

and incantations than to the simple re-

medies which nature offered. (') With
all these defects, for which much allow-

ance may be made, Asa bears a good

character in the Scriptural narrative, on

account of the general rectitude of his

conduct, and of his zealous services in

upholding the great principles of the

theocracy.

Asa died in the year 929 b.c, in the

second year of Ahab, king of Israel,

and after a long and, upon the whole,

prosperous reign of forty-one years. He
was sincerely lamented by all his subjects,

who, according to their mode of testify-

ing their final approbation, honoured his

remains with a magnificent funeral. His

body, laid on a bed of state, was burned

with vast quantities of aromatic sub-

stances ; and the ashes, collected with

care, were afterwards deposited in the

sepulchre which he had prepared for

himself on Mount Zion. The burning

of the dead, as a rite of sepulture, had

originally been regarded with dislike by

the Hebrews. But a change of feeling

in this matter had by this time taken

place; for the practice is not now men-
tioned as a new thing, and had probably been some time previously introduced Afterwards
burning was considered the most distinguished honour which coidd be rendered to the dead,

and the omission of it, in tlie case of royal personages, a disgrace.* But in later days the

Jews conceived a dislike to this rite; and their doctors endeavoured, in consequence, to

pervert the passages of Scripture which refer to it, so as to induce a belief that the aromatic
substances alone, and not the body, were burnt.

C () N T K :\I P O U A U Y KING S.
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NOTE ON MEDICINE.

[Egyptian Physicians.]

(') Medicine, p. 560.—The following ob-

servations, derived cliiefly from the works of

Lightfoot, Professor Jahn, and Sir J. G. Wilkin-

son, with some additional matter from the au-

thorities cited at the end, comprise all the in-

formation we possess concerning the state of

medical science among the Hebrews and their

neighbours.

At Babylon, those attacked with a disease

were left in the streets, for the purpose of

learning from such as might pass them, what
practices or what medicines they had found of

utility when afflicted in a similar manner.
This was perhaps done also in otlier countries :

the Egyptians carried their sick into the

temples of Sera;^*;* the Greeks carried

theirs into those of Esculapius. In both these

temples the means by which various cures had
been effected were preserved in writing.

With the aid of these recorded remedies, the

art of healing assumed in the course of time

the aspect of a science. It assumed such form
first in Egypt, and at a much more recent

period in Greece ; but the physicians of the

former were soon surpassed in skill by those

of the latter country. That the Egyptians,

however, had no little knowledge of medicine
may be gathered from what is said in the

Pentateuch respecting the marks of leprosy,

in which the symptoms of the various kinds

and states of the disease are discriminated

with great precision. This and other medical

information which the Israelites brought from

Egypt unquestionably formed the basis of

their medical science and practice. And as

there was afterwards much communication

between Egypt and Palestine, the latter coun-

* From the termination npis, in tlie name of the Egyptian

god of medicine, and seeing tliat Apis was unquestionably the

golden calf worshipped by the Israelites in the wilderness, and
also one of the two calves tliat Jeroboam set up in Dan and
Kethel,—it has more than once occurred to us to suspect that Asa's

blaraeable resnrt to the physicians involved some superstitious

tampering with the golden cahes of tlie neighbouring kingdom.

VOL. I.

try doubtless participated in the improvements
made in the former, although we are not

disposed to contend that the medical science

among the Hebrews ever attained the state

which it reached among the Egyptians. It is

therefore possible to derive very valuable illus-

trative information from considering, as far as

our means allow, the nature of the medical

practice of that people. In this we have only

to condense the information brought together

by Sir J. G. Wilkinson.

The Egyptians certainly paid great attention

to health : and " so wisely," says Herodotus

(ii. 8), " was medicine managed by them, that

no doctor was permitted to practise any but his

own particular branch. Some were oculists,

who only studied diseases of the eye ; others

attended solely to complaints of the head ;

others to those of the teeth ; some again con-

fined themselves to complaints of the intes-

tines ; and others to secret and internal

maladies ; accoucheurs being generally, if not

always, women."*
They received salaries from the public trea-

sury
; and after they had studied those precepts

which were laid down from the experience of

their predecessors, they were permitted to

practise ; and in order to insure their attention

to the prescribed rules, and to prevent dan-

gerous experiments being made upon patients,

they were punished if their treatment was
contrary to the established system ; and the

death of a person under such circumstances
was adjudged to them as a capital offence. If,

however, every remedy had been administered

according to the sanatory law, they were
absolved from blame ;+ and " these provisions

were made," says Diodorus, " with the per-

suasion that few persons could be capable of

introducing any new treatment superior to

* This is still the case in Egypt, and throughout the East.

See Exod. i. 15.

t Diod. i. 82.

4 c
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what had been sanctioned and approved by

the experience of the old practitioners. It is,

however, obvious how, under the operation of

this principle of inertion, the Egyptians vilti-

niately fell below the Greeks and others in

medical reputation.

Although paid by the government as a

body, it was not illegal to receive fees for their

advice and attendance , and demands could be

made in every instance, except on a foreign

journey and on military service, when patients

were visited free of expense.*

The principal mode adopted by the Egyp-

tians for preventing illness was attention to

regimen and diet. Being persuaded that the

majority of diseases proceed from indigestion

and excess of eating, they had frequent re-

course to abstinence, emetics, slight doses of

medicine, and other simple means of relieving

the system, whicli some persons were in the

habit of repeating every two or three days.f

And Herodotus$ mentions that in what he calls

" the corn country " of Egypt, the inhabitants

submitted to a regular course of medicine

during three successive days every month.

The employment of nvanerous drugs in

Egypt has been mentioned by sacred and pro-

fane writers; and the medicinal properties of

many herbs which grow in the deserts, parti-

cularly between the Nile and the Red Sea, are

still known to the Arabs; although their appli-

cation has been but imperfectly recorded and

preserved. " O virgin daughter of Egypt,"'

says Jeremiah,^ " in vain shalt thou use many
medicines, for thou shalt not be cured !"

Homer, in the Odyssey, 1| describes the many
valuable medicines given by Polydamna, the

wife of Thonis, to Helen while in Egypt, " a

country whose fertile soil produces an infinity

of drugs, some salutary and some pernicious;

where each physician possesses knowledge
above all other men ;" and Pliny makes fre-

quent mention of the productions of that coun-

try and tlieir use in medicine. The same
writer^ mentions that the Egyptians examined
the bodies after death, to ascertain the nature

of the diseases of which they died. And al-

though his mention of the subject will not

suffice to warrant the antiquity of tlie practice,

there is much reason to conclude that the uses

^of dissection and the discoveries it promised,
would be suggested early to a people who
opened and treated the bodies of the dead with
a view to the purposes of embalmment. In sucli

oj)erations appearances must frequently have
been noticed, which could not l)ut indicate the

• Diod. i. 82.

t Herod, ii. 77-

II
Homer, Od.iv. 229.

+ Diod., as bofoie.

§ Jercniiali, Ixvi. 11.

H I'liny, xix. 5.

cause to which the death of the party might

be traced.

It is evident that the medical skill of the

Egyptians was well known even in foreign

and distant countries ; and we learn from

Herodotus* that Cyrus and Darius both sent to

Egypt for medical men. But although their

physicians are so often mentioned by Herodotus

and other medical writers, the only indications

of medical attendance occurs in the paintings

of Beni-IIassan, where a doctor and a patient

are twice represented, as in the cut at the

head of this note.

It illustrates the spirit of the times, however,

and corroborates the observations in the text

to which this note is appended, that, even

under this considerably advanced state of

medical practice, there was much superstition

mingled with it or joined to it. The dreams

of the devout were thought to be often re-

warded by the gods with an indication of the

remedies their sufferings required;! but tliis

and magic J were only a last resource, wlien

the skill of the physician had been baffled,

and all hopes of their recovery had been lost

;

and a similar superstitious feeling induced

them to offer ex votes in their temples for the

same purpose.^

According to Pliny,|| the Egyptians claimed

the honour of having invented the art of cviring

diseases. By which we are, of course, to under-

stand that they claimed to have digested into

an art the rules of healing which experience

had accumulated. And to this claim the Bible

affords some sanction by the fact that its first

notice of physicians is to intimate their exist-

ence in Egypt,^ as early as the time of

Joseph ; and the other early allusions to phy-
sicians are made by those who knew Egypt
well.**

We think it clearly impossible, under all the

circumstances of their position, but that the

Israelites must have derived much benefit

from the progress in medieval science made by
the Egyptians ; but it must be admitted that

the few intimations which the Scriptures offer

do not enable us to estimate very precisely the

extent of that benefit. Some acquaintance

with surgical o])erations is implied in the rite

of circumcision.ff There is ample evidence

that the Hebrews had some acquaintance Avith

the internal structure of the human system,

although it does not appear that dissections

* Herod, iii. 1, 132. f Diod. i. 25.

J Wisdom of Solomon, xvii. 8.

§ Of whicli otleriiigs there are the Scriptural instances of the

ijolden eraerods and mice deposited in the ark by tlie I'hilistincs.

.See 1). 416.

Ij Nat. Hist. vii. 56. •] (Jen. 1. 2.

** Exod. xxi. r.t ; .Tol) xiii. 4. ft Gen. xvii. U— 14.
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were ever made by them. That physicians

sometiiiips undertook to exercise their skill in

the removal of diseases of an internal nature,

is evinced by the circumstance of David's

playing upon the harp, to relieve the malady

of Saul. The art of healing was entrusted by

the Hebrews, as it was by the Egyptians, to

the priests ; and, by a law of the state, the

Hebrew priests were obliged to take cognis-

ance of leprosies.* Reference is made to

physicians who were not priests, and to in-

stances of sickness, disease, healing, etc., in the

passages cited below.t

The balsam or balm, was particularly cele-

brated as a medicine.]; That mineral baths

were deemed worthy of notice may be inferred

from Gen. xxxvi. 22 ;§ and their appreciation

in later times is evinced by various intimations

in Josephus, as well as by the ruined construc-

tions at the baths of Tiberias, of the Hieromax,
and of the Arnon. About the time of Christ

the Jewish physicians advanced in science and
increased in numbers. |! Many superstitious

practices still however prevailed, arising pro-

bably from the fact (of which there are various

examples in the Gospels) that it was usual to

attribute to evil spirits tlie more grievous

diseases, especially those in which either the

body was distorted or the mind disturbed and

* Lev. xiii. 1 , et seq. ; Dent. xiv. 8, 9.

+ I Sam. xvi. 16; 1 Kings i. 2—4 ; 2 Kings viii. 29, ix. 15;

Isa. i. 6; .ler. viii. 22 ; Ezek. xxx. 21 ; Prov. iii 8, xi. 30, xii.

18, xvi. 15, xxix. 1.

X Jer. viii. 22,xlvi. ll.li.S.

§ See Gesonius on the word H^,^^.

II
M!irkv.26; Luke iv. 23, v. 31, \iii. 43; Joseph. Antiq.

svii. b. 5.

tossed with frenzy.* In many cases, like the

old Egyptian physicians, they began and per-

severed in treating a disease as such, but
ended in pronouncing it an evil spirit, and
then proceeded to deal with it by peculiar rites

and exorcisms. Hence their medical precepts,

after enumerating the medical alternatives

of treatment, conclude with pointing out the

superstitious rites and operations which are

proper, in the given case, to be resorted to in

the last instance.t It appears from the Tal-

mud, I that the Hebrew physicians were
accustomed to salute the sick by saying, " Arise

from thy disease !" This salutation, in a form
somewhat more imperative and commanding,
had full effect in the mouth of Jesus.§ Accord-
ing to the Jerusalem Talmud, a man was con-

sidered to be in a state of convalescence when
he began to take his usual food.

The modern medical science, or rather

practice of the East is not very different from

that which has here been described, and cer-

tainly is not in a more advanced state. From
the length to which this note has extended, we
must abstain from this part of the subject, and
confine ourselves to the remark that it is very

usual among the Moslems in case of illness to

neglect medical aid altogether, placing their

whole reliance upon Providence, or upon
charms.^

* See Examples in Lightfoot, Heb. and Talm. Exercit. on
Matt. xvi. 15, and Luke xiii. II.

t Lightfoot on Mark v. 26. % Shabbath, p. 1 10.

§ Mark v. 41.
||
Compare Mark v. 43.

1[ See Lanes ' Modern E^-yptians,' i. 2/7- Those who wisli

for more information on tlie subject may consult the ' Descrip-

tion de I'Egypte,' Chardin's ' Voyages,' Russell's ' Natuial

History of Aleppo,' and tlie respective ' Travels ' of Browne and

of Dr. Madden.
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CHAPTER VI.

ISRAEL, KKOM 931 b.c, to 89;") is.c

[Damascus. From Labordo's ' Syria.']

AiiAB, the soil of Omri, mounted tlie throno of Israel in the year 931 u.c, being the thirty-

eigiitli year of A?a, king of Judah. Tiiis king was, tlironglumt his reign of twenty-two years,

entirely under tlie influence of his idolatrous and unprincipled wife, Jezebel, a daughter of

Ethbaal, or Ithobalus, king of Tyre.(') Hitherto the irregularities connected with the service

before tlie golden calves, as symbols of Jehovah, had fornu'd the chief offence of Israel. But
'now Ahab and Jezebel united their authority to introduce the gods of other nations. The
king built a temple in Samaria, erected an inuige, and consecrated a grove to Baal, the god of
the Sidunians. Jezebel, earnest in promoting the worship of her own god, maintained a

multitude of priests and prophets of liaal. In a few years idolatry became the predominant
religion of the land ; and Jehovah, and tlie golden calves as representations of him, were
viewed with no more reverence than Baal and his image. It now appeared as if the knowledge
of the true God was for ever lost to the Israelites; but Klijnh tlie prophet boldly stood up.
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and opposed himself to the authority of the king, and succeeded in retaining many of his

countrymen in the worship of Jehovah. The greater the power was which supported idolatry,

so much the more striking were the prophecies and miracles whicli directed the attention of
the Israelites to Jehovah, and hrought disgrace upon the idols, and confusion on their

worshippers. The history of this great and memorable struggle gives to the narrative of
Ahab's reign an unusual prominence and extent in the Hebrew annals; and although a
writer studious of brevity might at the first view be disposed to omit, as episodical, much of
the history of Elijah the Tishbite,* a little reflection will render it manifest that the prominence
given to the history of this illustrious champion for the truth, was a designed and necessary
result from the fact that the history of the Hebrew nation is the history of a church ; and
that although the history of this great controversy might be omitted or overlooked by those
who erroneously regard the history of the Hebrews merely as a poliiical history, in the other
point of view it becomes of the most vital importance.

The first appearance of Elijah is with great abruptness to announce a drought, and con-
sequent fixmine, for the punishment of the idolatry into Avhich the nation had fallen ; and
that this calamity should only be removed at his own intercession. He apprehended that

the iniquities of the land would bring down upon it destructions from God ; and he therefore
prayed for this lesser visitation, which might possibly bring the king and people to repentance.

After such a denunciation, it was necessary that the prophet sliould withdraw himself from
the presence and solicitations of the king, when the drought should commence, which it did,

probably, about the sixth year of Ahab. Accordingly, obeying the directions of the divine
oracle, he withdrew to his native district beyond Jordan, and hid himself in a cave by the
brook Cherith ; where the providence of God secured his support by putting it into the hearts
of the Arabs encamped in the neighbourhood Q) to send him bread and meat every niornino-
and evening; and the brook furnished him with drink, until "the end of the year," or begin-
ning of spring, when it was dried up from the continued drought.

It was probably under the irritation produced liy the first pressure of the calamity that
Jezebel induced the king to issue orders

for the destruction of all the prophets of

Jehovah. t Many of them perished: but

a good and devout man, even in the pa-

lace of Ahab,—Obadiah, the steward of

his household,—managed to save a hun-
dred of the number by sheltering them
in caverns, where he provided for their

maintenance until, probably, an oppor-

tunity was found for their escape into

the kingdom of Judah.

When the brook of Cherith was dried

up, the prophet was then directed by the

Divine Voice to proceed westward to

Sarepta,t a town of Sidon, under the

dominion of Jezebel's father ; where he

lodged with a poor widow, and was
miraculously supported with her and her

family for a considerable time, according

to his own prediction—" that her single

barrel of meal should not waste, nor lier

single cruse of oil fail, until that day
when Jehovah should send rain upon rp„<. . nr [Eefuge in Caverns.]

<• t-^lV!
i">'-o<'uced as " Elijah the Tishbite, of the inhabit:.nts of Gilead." It is probable therefore that the designation of

Tislibite IS Irom some town in Gilead, wliich cannot now be clearly ascertained.
I There were probably •• students in the schools of the prophets." which we have alreadv noticed (see p. 423), or persons who

devoid themselves to the study of the divine law. and on whom the spirit of prophecy occasionally came.
+ Now called Sarphan, about three hours' journey from .^idon on the way to Tvre.
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the earth." Wliile he remained at this place, the prophet, by his ])rayers to God,

restored to life tlie son of the widow with whom he lodged. Here he stayed until the

end of three vears from the commencement of the drought, when he was commanded to go

and show himself to Ahab. That king had meanwliile caused the most diligent search to be

made for him in every quarter, doubtless with the view of inducing him to offer up those

intercessions through which alone the present grievous calamity could terminate. But at this

time, having ])robably relinquished this search as hopeless, the attention of the king was

directed to the discovery of any remaining supplies of water which might still exist in the land.

He had, therefore, for the purposes of this exploration, divided the country between himself and

Obadiah ; and botli proceeded ])ersonally to visit all the bi-ooks and fountains of the land.

Obadiah was journeying on this mission, when Elijah, who was returning from Sarepta, met

him, and commissioned him to announce his arrival to Ahab. The king, when he saw the

prophet, reproached him as the cause of the national calamities,—" Art thou he that trouljleth

Israel ?" But the prophet boldly retorted the charge upon himself and his father's house,

because they had forsaken Jehovali and followed Baal. He then secured the attention of the

king by intimating an intention of interceding for rain ; and required him to call a general

assembly of all the people at Mount Carmel, and also to bring all the prophets or priests of

Basil,* and of the groves.

There, in the audience of that vast assembly, Elijah reproached the people with the

destruction of the prophets of Jehovah, of whom, he alleged, that he alone remained, while

the prophets of Baal alone were four hundred and fifty, fed at the table of Jezebel ; and then

he called them to account for their divided worship,—" How long halt ye between two

opinions ? If Jehovah be the God, fcjllow him ; but if Baal, then follow him." The

people intimated their uncertainty by their silence to this appeal ; on which the prophet, fully

conscious of his unlimited commission, proposed a solemn sacrifice to each, and " the God

that answereth*by fire (to consume his sacrifice) let him be the God." As this was a fair

trial of Baal's supposed power in his own element, the most zealous of his worshippers could

make no objection to it, and the proposal was approved by all the people. Accordingly,

when Baal answered not the earnest and ultimately maddened invocations of his propliets,

—

but Jehovah instantly answered the prayer of Elijah, by sending fire (as on former occasions)

to consume the victim on the altar, although it had previously been inundated with water by

the direction of the prophet,—then the people, yielding to one mighty impulse of conviction,

fell upon their faces, and cried, "Jehovah, he is the God ! Jehovah, he is the God!"—
thus also expressing that Baal was not the God, and rejecting him. To ratify this al)juration

of Baal, Elijah commanded them to destroy his priests ; and this, in the enthusiasm of their

re-kindled zeal for Jehovah, they immediately did, at the brook Kishon, which had been the

scene of Barak's victory over the Canaanites.

Immediately after this sublime national act of acknowledgment of Jehovah and rejection of

Baal, the prophet went up to the top of Carmel, and prayed fervently for rain seven times ; the

promise of which (speedily followed by fulfilment) at last appeared in the form of " a little

cloud like a man's hand," rising out of the Mediterranean sea—a phenomenon which, in warm

maritime climates, is not the unusual harbinger of rain.

This remarkable transaction may be ascribed to the tenth year of Ahab's reign.

Elijah was now compelled to fly for his life, to avoid the threatened vengeance of Jezebel

for the destruction of her prophets. He fled southward, and when he had travelled nearly

JOO miles, from Samaria to Beersheba, he left his servant and went alone a day's journey

into the wilderness. There as he sat, for rest and shelter, inider the scanty shade which a

broom tree oO'cred, the mighty spirit by which he had hitherto been sustained, gave way, and

he prayed for death to end his troubles. " It is enough :" he cried, "now, O Jehovah, take

away my life ; for I am not better than my fathers !'' To strengthen his now sinking faith,

and to reward his suflerings in the cause of the God of Israel, whose hcmour he had so

zealously vindicated, the ])rophet was encouraged by an angel to undertake a long journey to

• It may assist tl\c cnminnliousion of the nairativp to know that Dual was an imi ersoniitiou of the sun
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" the mount of God," Horeb,

where the Divine presence had

been manifested to Moses, the

founder of the law ; and of which

a further manifestation was now

probably promised to this great

champion and restorer of the

same law. On this mysterious

occasion the angel touched him

twice, to rouse him from his

sleep, and twice made him eat

of food which he found prepared

for him. In the strength which

that food gave, the prophet jour-

neyed (doubtless by a circuitous

route) forty days, until he came,^

it is supposed, to the cave where

Moses was stationed, when he

saw the glory of Jehovah in " the

cleft of the rock."

There he heard the voice of

Jehovah calling to him, " What
doest thou here, Elijah?" The [Sauton under Tree.]

prophet, evidently recognising that voice, said, " I have been very zealous for Jehovah, tlie

God of Hosts ; for the children of Israel have forsaken thy covenant, thrown down thy altars,

and slain thy prophets with the sword, and I only am left ; and they seek my life to take it

away." Then the voice commanded him to go forth, for Jehovah was about to pass by. The
first harbinger of the Divine presence was a great and strong wind, which rent the mountain

and l)rake the rock in pieces;—but Jehovah was not in that wind. Then followed an earth-

quake ;—but Jehovah was not in the earthquake. This was succeeded by a fire;-rbut Jehovah

was not in the fire. After this, came " a still, small Voice ;" and when the prophet heard it,

he knew the Voice of God, and, reverently hiding his face in his mantle, he stood forth in the

entrance of the cave. The Voice repeated the former question, " What doest thou here,

Elijah?" to which the same answer as before was returned. The Voice, in reply, gently

rebuked the prophet for his crimination of the whole people of Israel, and his discouraging

representation of himself as the only prophet left. " I have yet left to me seven thousand

men, in Israel, who have not bowed the knee to Baal." He was further instructed to return

by a different route, by the way of Damascus ; and, by the way to anoint or appoint Elisha to

be his own successor, and (either by himself or Elisha), Hazael to be King of Damascene-

Syria, and Jehu to be King of Israel— as the chosen ministers of Divine vengeance upon the

house and people of Ahab.

Of the three, Elisha was the only one to whom Elijah himselfmade known this appointment.

Elisha was the son of Shaphat, an opulent man of Abel-meholah, in the half tribe of Man-
asseh, west of the Jordan. The prophet found him ploughing with twelve yoke of oxen, when,

by a significant action, still well understood in the East, that of throwing his own mantle upon

him, he conveyed the intimation of his prophetic call. That call was understood and obeyed

by Elisha; and after having, with the prophet's permission, taken leave of his parents, he

hastened to follow Elijah, to whom he" ever after remained attached.

It is singular that the first formal alliance between the kingdoms of Israel and Judah took

place during the reigns of two princes of such opposite characters as Ahab in Israel, and

Jehoshaphat in Judah. But it was so : and in forming it, and in cementing it by the mar-

riage of his eldest son Jehoram to Athaliah the daughter of Ahab and Jezebel, he doubtless

acted from very ill considered policy, and laid in a great store of disasters for himself and his
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house. It is unfortunate that we are unaccjuainted with the motives whicli led to this most

unhappy connection. A close and intimate union between the two kingdoms could not

but be, in itself, a political good; and the error of Jehoshaphat probably lay in considering

this fact by itself, without taking due account of that evil character of Ahab and his house, and

that alienation of his people from God, which were calculated to neutralise, and actually did

fiir more than neutralise, the natural advantages of such alliance. The marriage took place in

the fifteeenth year of Ahab's, and the thirteenth ofJehoshaphat's reign.

Not Ion"- after this, Ahab had cause to be alarmed at the designs of Ben-hadad, the King of

Damascene-Syria, which kingdom had been gathering such strength, while that of the

Hebrews had been weakened by divisions and by misconduct, that even the subjugation of

Israel did not seem to Ben-hadad an enterprise to which his ambition might not aspire. To

tliis end he made immense preparations : he claimed the united aid of all his tributary princes,

thirty-two in number, and ultimately appeared with all his forces before Samaria, to which he

laid siege. He first summoned Ahab to deliver up all his most ])recious things ; and, com-

pelled by dire necessity, the King of Israel consented. But Ben-hadad was only induced by

this readiness of yielding, to enhance his terms, and sent further demands, which were so very

hard and insulting, that the spirit of Ahab was at last roused, and, supported by the advice of

his council, he determined to act on the defensive. Soon after a prophet came with the

promise of victorv over the vast host of the Syrians, by means of a mere handful of spirited

young men who were particularly indicated.

The confidence of the Syrians was so great that they led a careless and jovial life, thinking

of little but of indulgence in wine and good cheer, of which the king himself set the example.

In the midst of these fea?ts, a body of two hundred and thirty-two men was seen to leave the

city, and advance towards the camp. Ben-hadad, when he heard of it, quietly ordered them

to betaken alive, whether they came for peace or for war. But suddenly these men fell upon

the advanced sentinels, and upon all who were near them ; and the cries and confusion of so

many persons, taken as it were by surprise, was instrumental in creating a general panic

among the vast Svrian host. Drawn himself by the irresistible movement, Ben-hadad fled on

horseback, with all his army ; and the troops of Israel (7000 in number), which attended the

motions and watched the effect of the sally of the brave two hundred and thirty-two, closely

pursued the flying Syrians, and rendered the victory complete.

The ])rophet who foretold this victory now apprised Ahab that Ben-hadad would renew

his attempt the ensuing year. This took place accordingly. The Syrians came in equal

force as before, and, as they thouglit, with wiser counsels. The kingdom of Damascene-

Syria was mostly a plain; whereas the kingdom of Israel, and the site of Samaria, in par-

ticular, was momitainous. Rightly attributing their defeat to the God (or, as they chose

in their idolatrous ignorance, to say the gods) of Israel, they reasoned that he was a god of

the hills, and therefore among the hills more powerful than their gods, who were gods of the

valleys and the plains. Instead therefore of going among the hills as before, they would now

fight in the plains, where they coidd not doubt of success. This reasoning, however absurd

it now seems to us and did then seem (such were their privileges) to all enlightened Israelites,

was in strict and philosophical accordance with the first principles of idolatry, and the general

system of national and local deities. But such a view being taken by them, it became neces-

sary to Jehovah to vindicate his own honour and assert his omnipotence by tlieir overthrow.

For this reason he delivered this vast host that covered the land into the hands of the com-

paratively small and feeble host of Israel. The Syrians were cut in pieces; 100,000 of their

number were left drad upon the field of l)attle, and the rest were entirely dispersed. Ben-

hadad, with a large muiiber of the fugitives, sought refuge in Aphek ; but by the sudden

fall of the wall of that fortified town, 27,000 of his men were crushed to death, and the

place was rendered defenceless. Nothing was now left to him but to yield himself up to

Ahab. That monarch, weak and criminal ])y turns, received the Syrian king into liis

friendship, and formed an impious alliance with him, regardless not only of the law, l)ut

of the honour of God, who had givin luni the victorv, and had delivered for punishment
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into his hands this blasphemer and enemy of his Great Name. For this he was, in tlie name
of Jehovali, severely rebuked and threatened by one of " the sons of the prophets," by the

way-side; in consequence he withdrew to his palace " heavy and displeased."

The history of Ahab affords one more, and the last, interview between him and Elijah. This
was about nine years after the grand solemnity at Mount Carmel, and the nineteenth of Ahab's
reign.

At that time the king took a fancy to enlarge his own garden by taking into it an adjoining

vineyard which formed part of the patrimonial estate of a person named Naboth. He made
him the fair offer of its value in money, or to give him some other piece of land of equal

value. But Naboth, considering it a religious duty to preserve " the inheritance of his

fathers," declined on any terms to

alienate it. The reason was good, and

ought to have satisfied the king. But
he received the refusal like a spoiled

child ; he lay down upon his bed,

and turned away his face to the wall,

and refused to take his food. When
his wife heard of this she came to

him, and having learned the cause of

his grief, she said indignantly, " Dost

thou not now govern the kingdom of

Israel ? Arise, eat food, and let thine

heart be cheerful; the vineyard of

Naboth, the Jezreelite, / ivill give to

thee." Accordingly, she procured

Naboth to be put to death under the

form of law. At a public feast he

was accused by suborned witnesses of

blasphemy, for which he was stoned

to death, and his estates confiscated

to the king. Jezebel then went to

Ahab, apprised him of what had hap-

pened, and told him to go down
and take possession of the vineyard. It is clear that if he did not suggest, he approved
of the crime, and proceeded with joy to reap the fruits of it. But in the vineyard of
Naboth, the unexpected and unwelcome sight of Elijah the prophet met his view. Struck
by his own conscience, he cried, " Hast thou found me, O mine enemy ?" To which Elijah
replied, " I have found thee, because thou hast sold thyself to work evil in the eyes of Jehovah."
He then proceeded to denounce the doom of utter extermination upon himself and his house
for his manifold iniquities

; and then, with reference to the immediate offence, he said, " Hast
thou slain and also taken possession ? Thus saith Jehovah, In whatsoever place the dogs
licked up the blood of Naboth, shall dogs lick up thy blood, even thine. And concerning
Jezebel, Jehovah hath also spoken, saying, The dogs shall eat Jezebel under the wall of Jez-
reel. Him who dieth of Ahab in the city shall the dogs eat ; and him that dieth in the fields

shall the fowls of the air eat." We are immediately reminded, however, that this terrible
doom, although now denounced, as following this crowning deed of guilt, was really a conse-
quence of this and ail the other iniquities of Ahab's reign ; for it is added, " Now there had
been none like to Ahab, who, stirred up by Jezebel his wife, sold himself to work wickedness
in the eyes of Jehovah. And he committed great abominations by going after vile idols,,

according to all that the Amorites did, whom Jehovah cast out before the Israelites."

When Ahab heard the heavy doom pronounced against him by the prophet, " he rent his
clothes (in token of extreme grief), and put sackcloth upon his flesh, and fasted, and lay in

sackcloth, and went mournfully." This conduct found some acceptance with God, who said

to Elijah, Seest thou how Ahab humbletli himself before me ? Because he humbleth himself
VOL. I. 4 J,
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l)efore me, I will not bring the evil in his days, but m his son's days will I bring this evil

upon his house." From the judicial sentence specially applicable to the case of Naboth,

there was, however, no dispensation ; as it behoved the Divine king to demonstrate that he

still possessed and exercised the authority of supreme civil governor, and that the kings

were responsible to him and punishable by him. This was signally shown in the sequel.

Israel was now at peace with Syria, but it had not recovered possession of all the places

which had at different times been lost to that power. Of these, Ramoth Gilead, beyond

Jordan, was one which, from its proximity and importance, x\hab was particularly anxious to

regain possession. He therefore resolved to expel the Syrian garrison from that place ; and

as he was aware that the attempt would be opposed by the whole power of the Syrian kingdom,

lie claimed the assistance of Jchoshaphat, the king of Judah, which that prince, with the

facility of disposition which formed the chief defect of his excellent character, very readily

granted. Nevertheless, when the preparations were completed, Jehoshaphat, unsatisfied by

the assurances of success which Ahab's own " prophets " had given, desired that some other

prophet of Jehovah should be consulted. This request was more distasteful to Ahal) than he

liked to avow. " There is yet one man," he said, " Micaiah,* the son of Imlah, but him I

hate, because he prophesieth not good concerning me, but evil." He was, however, sent for;

and although the messenger had strongly inculcated upon him the necessity of making his

counsel conformable to the wishes of the king and the predictions of his own prophets, the

undaunted Micaiah boldly foretold the fatal result of the expedition. At this the king was so

much enraged, that he ordered him to be kept in confinement, and fed with the bread and

water of affliction until he returned in peace. " If thou return at all in peace," rejoined the

faithful prophet, " then Jehovah hath not spoken by me."

Ben-hadad, the king of Syria, repaid the misplaced kindness of Ahab by the most bitter

enmity against his person ; and he gave strict orders to his troops that their principal object

should be his destruction. Ahab seems to have had some private information of this ; for

he went, himself, disguised to the battle, and treacherously persiiaded Jehoshaphat to appear

in all the ensigns of his high rank.-j- In consequence of this the king of Judah was nearly

slain, being surrounded by the Syrians, who pressed towards tlie point in which one royally

arrayed appeared. But they discovered their mistake in time, and turned their attention in

another direction. Ahab, with all his contrivance, could not avoid bis doom. A Syrian

archer + sent forth from his bow an arrow at random. Guided by the unseen Power which

had numbered the days of Ahab, that arrow found the disguised king, penetrated between the

joints of his strong armour, and gave him his death-wound. He directed his charioteer to

drive him out of the battle ; but perceiving that a general action was coming on, he remained,

and was held up in his chariot until the evening, animating his friends by his voice and

presence. After the fall of night had terminated the combat, the king died, and the army was

directed to dispi rse. The body of Ahab was taken to Samaria, to be deposited in the family

sepulchre ; and to mark the literal fulfilment of Elijah's prophecy, the historian acquaints us

that his chariot was washed, and his arnio\ir rinsed in the pool of Samaria, where the dogs

licked up the blood that he had lost. Tims signally, in the mysterious dispensations of

Divine providence, were reconciled the seemingly discordant declarations of two prophets, one

of whom had foretold his death at Ramoth Gilead, and the other that dogs should claim his

blood in Samaria.

The history of Ahab is almost exclusively occupied with the record of his guilt, and we are

referred for information concerning his other pul^lic acts to a chronicle which no longer exists.

But it transpires that he built several cities in Israel, and also a palace, which, from the quan-

tities of ivory with which it w^is ornamented, was distinguished as "the ivory palace."

Ahab's death took place in the year 90*J B.C., after a reign of twenty-two years.

He was succeeded in his throne and in his sin by his son Auaziah. The chief event of

• Josophus ami otlior ancient .lows uiulcistooil that tliis Miciiah was tlu' saiuc pnnilici wlu) had lobuUoii Ahab lor his alliance

with Hen hadad.

t Josephus, supported by the Septuaginl, says he wore the royal robes of Ahab.

X .Tosejilnis says this was Nannian, who will soon come axain before us.
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his short reign was the revolt of the Moabites, who, since their subjection by David, had
continued to supply Israel with a rich tribute of flocks and fleeces.* Ahaziah himself havino-

received serious injuries by a fall through a lattice in an upper chamber of his palace, sent

messengers into the land of the Philistines, to consult Baal-zebub, the fly-god of Ekron,
whether he should recover. But they were met on the way by the prophet Elijah, who sent

them back to the king with a denunciation of death, for his impiety in forsaking the God of

Israel and resorting to strange gods. The messengers knew not the prophet ; but when they

described him to the king as a man clad with a hairy garment, and with a leathern girdle

about his loins, he recognised Elijah, and sent an officer with fifty men to apprehend him.
But the prophet, whom they found sitting upon a hill, called down fire from heaven, which
consumed this party, and also a second ; but he went voluntarily with the third, the officer in

command of which humbled himself before him, and besought him. The prophet confirmed
to the king himself his former denunciation of speedy death ; and, accordingly, Ahaziah died,

after a short reign of two years, leaving no son to succeed him. This king maintained the

alliance which his father had established with King Jehoshaphat, and even persuaded that

monarch to admit him to share in his contemplated maritime expedition to the regions of
Ophir, of which there will be occasion to speak in the next chapter.

Ahaziah was succeeded by his brother Jehoram. This king, like his predecessors, " did
evil in the sight of Jehovah," yet not to the same extent of enormity as they ; for although the

loose and irregular service of the golden calves was maintained by him, he overthrew the

images of Baal, and discouraged the grosser idolatries which his father and brother had
introduced.

The first and most urgent care of the new king was to reduce to obedience the Moabites,

who, as just mentioned, had revolted on the death of Ahab. As the king of Judah had
himself been troubled by the Moabites, he readily undertook to take a very prominent part

in this enterprise, to which he also brought the support of his own tributary, the king of

Edom. The plan of the campaign was, that the allied army should invade the land of Moab
in its least defensible quarter, by going round by " the wilderness of Edom," southward of

the Dead Sea ; which also off'ered the advantage that the forces of the king of Israel could

be successively joined by those of the kings of Judah and Edom on the march. This circuitous

march occupied seven days ; and towards the end of it the army and the horses suff"ered

greatly from thirst, probably occasioned by the failure of the wells and brooks, from which
an adequate supply of water had been expected. Much loss had already been incurred

through this unexpected drought, and nothing less than utter ruin seemed to impend over

the allies when they lay on the borders of Moab, within view of the enemy, which had
advanced to meet them. In this emergency the very proper course occurred to Jehoshaphat
of consulting a prophet of Jehovah. On inquiry it was discovered that Elisha, " who had
poured water on the hands of Elijah"—a proverbial expression from the most conspicuous

act of service in a personal attendant—was the only prophet to be found in that neighbourhood.

Full of the faith of his illustrious master, this faithful disciple of Elijah had beheld the

Jordan divide before that prophet, and had been with him when, upborne by the whirlwind,

he was taken gloriously away from the earth in the chariot and horses which glowed like fire,

and who had substituted himself in his mission to work marvels and reprove kings in the

name of Jehovah. Already had the " spirit and power of Elias," which abode in him, been

manifested to all Israel by the prodigies he had wrought. The waters of the Jordan had
divided before him, the second time, when smote by the fallen mantle of Elijah;—the

bad waters of Jericho had become permanently wholesome at his word ;—and to evince the

power of his curse, bears from the woods had destroyed forty-two young men belonging to

idolatrous Bethel, who, joining unbelief to insult, had bade him, in terms of mockery and
derision,—" Go up thou bald head! Go up thou bald head!"—ascend after his master.

The prophet, thus already distinguished, was sought in his retreat by the three kings.

His greeting of Jehoram was severe, " What have / to do with i/iee ? Get thee to the

The annual tribute rendered by the Moabites had been 100,000 lambs and 100,000 wclhors, with their W(jol.

4 D 2
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prophets of thy father and to the prophets of thy mother." Nevertheless, hut avowedly on

the sole account of the good Jehoshaphat, he interested himself for the salvation of the army,

which was in such imminent danger: and, having consulted tlic Lord, he promised that on tlie

morrow there should he such an abundance of water, that the bed of the torrent, near which the

army was encamped, should not be able to contain it; and, more than this, he also indicated

that this should be but the prelude of a signal victory over and com.plete ruin of the enemy.

All things happened as he had said. In the morning, at the time of offering sacrifice, the

waters descended in such full-flood from the heights of Edom, that the camp would have been

submerged, had not the army, by the direction of the prophet, i)reviously dug large ditches to

receive the redundant waters. All this was unknown to the Moabites, who, when they arose

in the morning and, on looking towards the camp of the allies, beheld the lurid rays of the

rising sun reflected from the waters, which now covered the arid sands of yesterday, doubted not

that it was blood which they saw, and formed the not by any means improbable conclusion that

the armies of Israel and Judah had quarrelled with and destroyed each other. Thev therefore

rushed without the least cave or order to the pillage of the camp ; l)ut so far from finding it

deserted, they were surrounded and cut in pieces by the armed and now invigorated allies.

The remnant of the army was pursued into the interior of the country by the conquerors, whose
course was blackened by the fire and crimsoned by the sword. Ultimately they invested the

metropolitan city of Kir-haraseth,* in which the king, Mesha, had taken refuge. One part of the

walls had already been destroyed, and the king seeing he could no longer defend the place,

attempted to break through the besieging host at the head of seven hundred swordsmen. But
failing in this desperate effort, he sought to propitiate his cruel gods by offering up the fright-

ful sacrifice of his eldest son, the heir of his throne, in the breach. (3) Seized with horror at

this spectacle, the conquering kings abandoned the siege, withdrew from the country, and
returned to their own states. In taking this step they did not consider, or, perhaps not care,

that they gave to the horrible act of the Moabite the very effect which he desired, and enabled

him to delude himself with the persuasion that his sacrifice had been successful, and well-

jdeasing to the powers of heaven.

In the remaining history of Jehoram's reign, the prophet Elisha occupies nearly as conspi-

cuous a place as Elijah did in that of Ahab. The wonders wrought by his hands were
numerous ; but they were less signal, and less attended with public and important results

—

less designed to effect public objects, than those of his master. Indeed, his national acts

were less considerable than those of Elijah ; and although he possessed great influence, and
was imdoubtedly the foremost man of his age, he wanted those energies of character, and that

consuming zeal which his predecessor manifested; or, perhaps more correctly, tlie exigencies

of the times were not such as to call for the exercise of such endowments as had been
possessed by Elijah. But although those of his successor were (liferent in their kind, we
know not that, with regard to the flijP'rhi;/ time, they were less useful or eminent. In this,

and in a thousand other historical examples,—more especially in the history of the Hebrews,

—

we see men raised up for, and proportioned to, the times in which they live, and the occasions

which call for them. The most eminent of the prophets, since Moses, was given to the most
corrupt time ; in which only a man of his indomitable, ardent, and almost fierce spirit, could

have been equal to the fiery and almost single-handed struggle for God against principalities

and powers. Elisha fell in milder times, and was correspondingly of a milder character,

although he was not found unequal to any of the more trying circumstances which arose
during the period of his prophetic administration. Indeed his conduct on such occasions
was such as to suggest that it was only the milder spirit of the time on which he fell, pre-
cluding occasion for their exercise, that prevented the manifestation in him of that grander
class of endowments which his predecessor displayed. As it was, Elisha, instead of being
like his master, driven by ])crsccution from the haunts of men to the deserts and the mountains,
and reduced to a state of dependence on the special providence of God for the bread he ate

and the water he drank,—enjoyed a sufficiency of all things, and lived in honour and esteem

• Tlio sinie lilacfi wliicli is otlicrwiso call.'il KubbatliMoat), niid, c.l.issioally, Areopolis.
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among his countrymen ; and even among the purple and fine linen of king's courts, tlie rough

mantle of the prophet was regarded with respect.

In such a history as the present it is only necessary to report those of his acts which were

connected with, or bore upon, the public history of the nation
; yet his more private acts may

be also briefly indicated for the sake of the illustration which they afford of the spirit and

manners of the time.

The first of his operations which we read of, after that which connected him with the

deliverance of Israel and the defeat of the Moabites, was an act of benevolence towards the

widow of one of those " sons of the prophets " who had now come under his supervision. He
had died without having the means of satisfying a debt he had incurred,* in consequence of

which the creditor was disposed to indemnify himself by making bondsmen of her two
sons; but on her complaint to Elisha, he midtiplied a small quantity of oil which she

possessed, until the price it brought more than sufficed to pay the implacable creditor.

The occasions of the prophet frequently led him to visit the city of Shunem, which being

observed by a benevolent woman, she suggested to her husband that they should prepare a

small separate apartment,t and

furnish it with a bed, a table, a

seat, and a lamp ; and that this

should be reserved for his use

when he visited Shunem. This

was accordingly done, and the

prophet accepted the hospitali-

ties of these good Shunemites.

Elisha was very sensible of their

kind attention, and wished to

repay it by some substantial

benefit. He sent for the wo-

man, and offered to speak to

the king or to the captain of

the host on her behalf. This

she declined ; and the prophet

felt at a loss what to do for

them, until it was suggested by his servant Gehazi that the woman had long been childless, on
which Elisha again sent for her, and as she stood respectfully at the door, he conveyed to her
the astonishing intimation that, nine months from thence, her arms should embrace a son.

Accordingly, the child was born, and had grown up, when one day he received a stroke of the
sun on his head, and died very soon. The mother laid him on the prophet's bed, and actuated
by an undefinable, but intelligible impulse, sought and obtained the permission of her husband
to go to Elisha, who was known to be then at Carmel. Accordingly an ass was saddled, on
which, driven by a servant on foot,! she sped to that place. Elisha saw her afar off, and said to

Gehazi, " Behold, yonder is the Shunemite ! Run now, I pray thee, and say to her,—Is it well

with thee ? well with thy husband ? well with the child ? " The bereaved mother answered,
" Well," but pressed on towards the man of God. On approaching him she alighted from her
beast, and threAv herself at his feet, on which she laid hold. The officious Gehazi drew nigh to

thrust her away, but Elisha checked him,—" Let her alone ; for her soul is troubled within

her : although Jehovah hath hidden from me the cause, and hath not told me of it." When, in

a few broken exclamations, she had made known the cause of her grief, the prophet gave his

staff to Gehazi, with instructions to go and lay it on the face of the child. But the mother

* Tlie Jews think the persou was Obadiah, and that his debt was contracted on account of the expense of maintaining the
hundred prophets whom he concealed in caxerns.

+ Called in our version " a little chamber in the wall." It denotes doubtless what the Arabs still call by the same name
(Oleah), which is a ^raall building, generally at some distance from the house, like a summer-house in our gardens.

t It is still the usual practice in the East for a man on foot to lead or drive the ass on which a woman rides.

[Tables. Modern Oriental.]
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refused to leave the prophet, and he was induced to rise and return with her. They met
Gehazi on his way back, who told them, " The child is not awaked I" They hasted on, and
the prophet shut himself up with the child. It was not long before he directed the mother to

be called, and presented to her the livinc] boy.

Another time, when there was a dearth in the

land, Elisha was at the school of the prophets

at Gilgal ; and at the proper time, gave the or-

der to the servants, " Set on the great pot, and

seethe pottage for the sons of the prophets."

When this was dressed, it was found that a wild

and bitter gourd had been gathered and shred

into the pot by mistake. " man of God

!

there is death in the pot !" cried the sons of the

prophets, when they began to eat. But Elisha

directed a handful of meal to be cast into the

pot, and it was found that all the poisonous

qualities of the pottage had disappeared.

In the kingdom of Damascene-Syria, the chief captain of the host, high in the favour and
confidence of the king, was a person called Naaman, who had the misfortune of being a leper.

This, which would have been a disqualification for all employment aud society in Israel, could

not but be a great annoyance and distress to a public man in Syria. When therefore a little

Hebrew girl, who in a former war had been taken captive, and was now a slave in the house-

hold of this personage, was heard to say, " Would to God my lord were with the prophet,

that is in Samaria, for he would recover him of his leprosy !" she was eagerly questioned on
the matter, and the result was that the king of Syria sent Naaman, with a splcdid retinue

and camels laden with presents* to Samaria, with a suflicicntly laconic letter to the king
Jehoram. " When this letter cometh to thee, thou must recover from his leprosy Naaman,
my servant. Behold, I have sent him with it." The king of Israel was utterly confounded

when he read this epistle. He rent his clothes, and cried, " Am I a god, to kill and to make

[Seething Poltage]

The presents imlmled ten tiloiits of silver (3/50/.), 0000 shekels of gold (12000/.), aiul ten dresses of honour.
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alive, that this man sendeth to me to recover a man of his leprosy. Consider, I pray you, and

see how he seeketh an occasion of quarrelling with me." Intelligence of this affair, and of

the king's vexation, was brought to Elisha, who desired that the Syrian stranger might be sent

to him. Accordingly Naaman came with his chariot and horses and imposing retinue, and

stood before the door of Elisha's house. The prophet did not make his appearance ; but sent

out a message directing him to go and bathe seven times in the river Jordan. The self-esteem of

the distinguished leper was much hurt at this treatment. He expected that Elisha would hkve

paid him personal attention and respect, and would have healed him by an appeal to his God,

Jehovah, and by the stroking of his hand. He therefore turned and went away in a rage,

exclaiming, " Are not Abana and Pharpar, rivers of Damascus, better than all the waters of

Israel? May I not wash in them and be clean?" His attendants, however, succeeded in

soothing him, and persuaded him to follow the prophet's directions ; and when he rose,

perfectly cleansed, from the Jordan, his feelings turned to conviction and gratitude ; he

returned to Samaria, and presented himself to the prophet, declaring his belief that Jehovah

was the true and only God, and that henceforth he would offer burnt-offerings and sacrifices to

no other. He would also have pressed upon his acceptance a valuable present, but this was

firmly declined by Elisha ; and when his covetous servant Gehazi, compromised the honour of

God and of his own master, by following the Syrian, to ask a gift in the name of the prophet,

the leprosy from which Naaman had been cleansed was declared by the prophet to be the

abiding portion of him and of his race.

These and other miracles wrought- by this prophet, fixed upon him personally the regard

and veneration of the people ; and while there is reason to think that the state of manners and

of religion was not altogether so bad as it had been under Ahab, the practices and ideas of

their corrupt system of religion was now too closely interwoven with their habits of life and

mind to be easily shaken off. They rested on their intermediate system. Habit had reconciled

even their consciences to it ; and in general, to fall back upon it, after having strayed into
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forcupi idolatries, was in their sight a complete and perfect reformation. And as to the race

of Ahab, //ta< was hastening with rapid strides to its doom. The famine which about this

time desolated tlie land, and the new war with the Syrians, which was carried on under the very

walls of the capital, was met by the king without any fixed faith, or any determinate rule of

conduct ; sometimes he attributed his calamities to Elisha, and vowed his destruction ; and at

others he resorted to that same prophet as to his only friend and deliverer.

In this war the Syrians had laid an ambuscade, in which the king would undoubtedly have

perished had not Elisha ensured his safety by discovering the plan of the enemy to him. This

happened more than once ; and the Syrian king at first suspected treachery in his own camp ;

l)ut being assured that it was owing to Elisha, " who could tell the king of Israel the words he

sjjokc in his bed-chamber," he was much irritated, and, with singular infatuation, despatched a

cohmm of his best troops to invest the town of Dothan, where the prophet then abode, in such

H manner that his escape seemed impossible to his own terrified servant. " Fear not," said

Elisha, " for they that are with us are more than they that are with them ;" and then, praying

that his eyes miglit be opened to the view of " things invisible to mortal sight," he beheld the

mountain full of chariots and horses, glowing like fire, round about the prophet. At his request,

the Syrian troop was then smitten with blindness, and in that condition he went among them,

and conducted them to the very gates of the hostile metrojjolis, Samaria, where their eyes

were opened, and he dismissed them in peace, after inducing Jehoram to give them refresh-

ment, instead of slaying them, as was his own wish. This generous conduct seems to have

had such good effect that the Syrian hordes for the present abandoned their enterprise, and

returned to their own country.

After this came on a severe famine, of seven years continuance, and the evils of it were

aggravated by war, for the Syrian king deemed this season of weakness and exhaustion too

favourable for his designs to be neglected. He marched directly to Samaria, and formally

invested that strong ])lace, which, seemingly, he hoped less to gain by force of arms than by

so blockading it as ultimately to starve it into a surrender ; which work, he knew, was already

more than half accomplished to his hands. The siege was protracted until the inhabitants

were driven to the most horrible shifts to prolong their miserable existence We are told

that an ass's head was sold for eighty silver shekels,* and the fourth ])art of a cab -j- of vetches

for five shekels. I In this case the extremity of the famine is shown not merely by the cost

of the articles, but by the fact that the flesh of an ass, for which such an enormous price was

now paid, was forbidden by the law,§ and could not be touched by a Hebrew under ordinary

circumstances.

One day as the king was passing along the ramparts, two women importunately demanded

justice at his hands. They had between them slain, boiled, and eaten the son of one of them,

with the imdcrstanding that the son of tlie other was next to be sacrificed to satisfy their

wants. But the mother of the living son relented, and refused to yield him to so horrible a

fate. This was the injustice of which the mother of the slaughtered child complained, and

for which she clamoured for redress. When the king heard this shocking case, he rent his

clothes, which gave the people ])resent occasion to observe that his inner dress was the sack-

cloth of a movirner. He might have remembered that such calamities had been threatened,

ages back, by Moses, as the suitable punishment of such iniquities as those into which Israel

had actually fallen. || His indignation, however, turned against Elisha (who had, ])erhaps,

encouraged him to hold out by promises of deliverance), and he swore that he should lose

his head that day, and instantly despatched an oificer to execute an intention so worthy of the

son of Jezebel. But tlie messenger was no sooner gone tiian he relented, and went hastily

after him, to revoke the order, and to excuse himself to Elisha. This moment of right feeling

was the moment in which deliverance was announced. " Thus sailh Jehovah," said the

* i;(iu.il to 10/. of our money. t Tlu' fourth I'ait uf ,i i-.ib \v;is less th:ui :i iiiiit of our mi'.isuri'.

I llis. (i(/. of our money.

§ No ;uiini:il food was alloweil tint Uiat of animals which niniiniitc iind diviile the hoof. The ass does ne llur ; ami waa llKTctno

for food more unelean than even the hog, which does divide the hoof although it does not ruminate.

II
Deut. xxviii. b'Z—57-
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prophet, when the king stood in his presence, " to-morrow about this time shall a seah * of

fine flour be sold for a shekel, and two seahs of barley for a shekel, in the gate of Samaria."

This appeared so utterly incredible to the courtier " on whose arm the king leaned," that he

said, " Behold, were Jehovah to open

windows in heaven, then this thing might

be." To which the prophet severely

retorted, " Behold, tliou shalt see it with

thine eyes, but shalt not eat thereof."

In fact, during the following night,

Jehovah caused the Syrians to hear a

great noise of chariots and horses, which

led them to conclude that Jehoram had

contrived to obtain assistance from the

king of Egypt and other neighbouring

princes ; and this infused into them such

a panic terror, that they precipitately

raised the siege ; and, in the belief that

they were pursued by a puissant army

come to the relief of Israel, they aban-

doned the camp with all their baggage

and provisions. Towards the morning,

some lepers, who, as such, abode with-

out the town, made up their minds to go

to the camp of the Syrians seeking food
;

for they concluded that it was better to

risk death by the Syrian sword than to

die of famine where they were. On
reaching the camp they found it deserted, and after satisfying their present wants, and

appropriating to their ow^n use some good things from the spoil, they proceeded to bear

their glad tidings to the city. The king was slow to believe them, and suspected the whole

to be a stratagem of the Syrians. Men were therefore mounted on two of the five only

horses now remaining, and sent to make observations. The report with which they returned

was quite conformable to that of the lepers. The people then left the city, and hastened to

pillage the camp of the Syrians, in which provisions were found in such abundance that a

market was established at the gate of Samaria,t where, as the prophet had predicted, a seah

of wheat was sold for a shekel, and two seahs of barley for the same. The officer who refused

to believe this prediction was placed by the king to preserve order at the gate ; but so great

was the press of the famishing multitude to obtain corn, that he was thrown down and trodden

to death. Thus was accomplished the other prediction, that he should see the truth of the

first prophecy without enjoying its benefits.
"

"We know not precisely how long after this the seven years of famine terminated. Of

these years the hospitable Shunemite had been warned by EHsha, and had withdrawn to a

neighbouring country ; on which the state assumed the possession of her lands. After the

famine was over, she returned, and came before the king to petition for the restoration of the

property. At that time the servant of Elisha was engaged in giving the king an account of the

various miracles wrought by his master, and when the woman appeared, he was relating how
her son had been restored to life. The relater then said, " My lord, this is the woman, and

this is her son, whom Elisha restored to life." The king was struck by this coincidence,

and proceeded to question her on the subject, and ended with directing that not only should

the lands be restored to her, but the value of their produce during the years of her absence.

* Somewhat more than a peck.

+ It is still not unusual in the East for the wholesale market for country produce aurt cattle to be held (for a short time in the

early morning) at the gates of towns. Manufactured goods are sjld and fruits retailed in the bazaars « ;thin the towns.

[A KiuK supported.]
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[Market at Gate.]

This was a very becoming act, antl, like several other recorded acts of Jehoram, worthy of

commendation ; but it is not by particular acts, however laudable, that the sins of a criminal

life can be covered : and the fulfilment of the doom pronounced upon the house of Ahab was

now near at hand.

Jehoram was desirous of pursuing his recent advantage over the Syrians to the extent of

taking from them the city of Ramoth in Gilead, which still remained in their possession.

Fortified by an alliance with his nephew Ahaziah, king of Judah, he therefore declared w'ar

against Hazacl, whom a revolution, predicted by Elisha, had placed upon the throne of

Damascene-Syria, in the room of Ben-hadad. Ramoth was invested by the two kings; and

before that place, where Ahab had received his death-wound, Jehoram was also wounded by

an arrow—not mortally, but so seriously that he withdrew to Jezreel to be healed, leaving the

conduct of the siege to Jehu, the son of Nimshi. The king of Judah also returned to Jeru-

salem, but afterwards proceeded to Jezreel to visit his wounded relative.

At this juncture Elisha sent one of the sons of the prophet to execute the commission, long

since entrusted to Elijah, of anointing Jehu as king of Israel. He arrived at the time when

the chief officers of the army besieging Ramoth were together. He called out Jehu, and

anointed him in an inner chamber, delivering at the same time the announcement of his call

to the throne of Israel, and to be Jehovah's avenger upon the house of Ahab. No sooner had

he done this, than he opened the door and fled. Jehu returned to his companions, as it

nothing had happened. But they had noticed the prophetic garb of the person who had

called him out, and it being the fashion of those days to speak contemptuously of the

prophetic calling, they asked, " On w hat business came this mad fellow to thee ?" Jehu

affected some reluctance to tell them ; but this made them the more urgent ; and when he

made the fact known to them, it was so agreeable to their own wishes, that they instantly

tendered him their homage, and proclaimed him king by sound of trumpet, and with cries of

" Jehu is king!" At his desire, measures were taken to prevent this intelligence from spread-

ing for the present ; inconsequence of which king Jehoram and king Ahaziah remained at

Jezreel, quite unsuspicious of what had occurred. But one day the watchman announced the

distant approach of a large party; and the king of Israel sent, successively, two messengers to

ascertain whether it came witli peaceable designs or not. But as thev did not return, and the
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watchman having in the mean time ascertained from his manner of driving his chariot, that the

principal person was Jehu, the two kings went forth themselves to meet him. They met in

the fatal field of Naboth. " Is it peace, Jehu?" the king inquired of the general; who

answered, " What peace as long as the idolatries of thy mother Jezebel and her sorceries are

so many ?" On hearing which Jehoram cried to the king of Jvidah, " There is treachery, O
Ahaziah!'' and turned his chariot to escape. But Jehu drew his bow with all his force, and

the arrow which he discharged smote the king between the shoulders, and went through his

heart. Jehu directed the body to be taken from the chariot and left on that ground, reminding

Bidkar, his captain, to whom he gave this order, that they were together in attendance upon

Ahab in that very place, when the prophet Elijah appeared and denounced that doom upon

his house, and the bloody requital in that spot, which was now being accomplisiied.

Ahaziah also attempted to escape ; but Jehu directed some of his followers to pursue and

smite him in his chariot. They did so, and wounded him : but he continued his flight till he

readied Megiddo, where he died of his wounds. His body was removed to Jerusalem for

sepulture.*

Jehu entered Jezreel. The news of what had happened preceded him : and Jezebel tired her

head, and painted her eyes, and looked out of a window ; and this she did, we should imagine,

not with any view of trying the power of her allurements upon Jehu—for she was by this time

an aged woman—but for state, and to manifest to the last the pride and royalty of her spirit.

As Jehu drew nigh, she called to him, " Had^ Zimri peace, who slew his master?" But this

was the day of vengeance and of punishment, and not of relentings ; and Jehu looked up and

cried, " Who is on my side, who ?" On which two or three eunuchs of the harem looked out

to him. " Throw her down ! " was the unflinching command of Jehu. So they threw

her down, and some of her blood was sprinkled upon the wall, and upon the horses

that trod upon her. After this, Jehu went into the palace, and ate and drank ; and

he then said, " Go, look after this accursed woman, and bury her : for she was a king's

daughter." But it was then found that all the body, except the skull, the feet, and the palms

of her hands, had been devoured by such ravenous dogs as those ])y which eastern cities ai'e

still infested. " This," said Jehu, " is the word of Jehovah, which he spake by the mouth of

Elijah the Tishbite, saying, In the district of Jezreel shall dogs eat the flesh of Jezebel ; and

the carcass of Jezebel shall be as dung upon the face of the field in the district of Jezreel; so

that they shall not say, This is Jezebel."

Ahab had left not fewer than seventy sons, and these were all in Samaria, which was not

only the metropolis but one of the strongest places in the kingdom ; and Jehu, reflecting,

probably, on what happened after the death of Zimri,—when two kings reigned, one, like

himself, a military leader upheld by the army, whom a portion of the nation refused to

acknowledge, and adhered to another,—apprehended that something similar might again occur.

He therefore wrote to the chief persons of Samaria, and to those who had the charge of

Ahab's children,t to sound their intentions. He told them that they were in a well fortified

city, with troops, chariots, and arms ; and that, being thus circumstanced, they had better set

up one of Ahab's sons for king, and fight for him, letting the crown be the prize of the

conqueror. And this, really, was the only course which men faithful and attached to the

dynasty of Omri could have taken. This the chief persons and guardians of the princes in

Samaria were not,—or not to the extent of risking the consequences of civil war, and of

opposition to Jehu. In fact, they were intimidated by his promptitude in action, and at the

manner in which the two kings and Jezebel had been disposed of; and there was something

* This is the account given in the Book of King3-(2 Kings ix. 27—29) ; but another account (2 Oiron xxii. 9) says he hid liira-

self in Samaria, where he was discovered and put to death. From this dift'ereuee it may seem that some circumstances are omitted,

by which the two accounts might be reconciled. But as we do not know witli certainty how to reconcile them ; we have given one

of the accounts only in the text, and have preferred that in Kings solely because it is that which Josephus has followed.

t From the expression that they were " with the great men of the city, who brought them up," we infer that, as is still usual in

some eastern countries, the king relieved himself from the charge of their maintenance, by consigning one young prince to this great

person, and another to another, to be maiutained and educated as became their station. Tliis charge is to be received as an honour

and distinction, and is sometimes of ultimate benefit ; but on account of the great expense and inconvenience, it is often received

with dissatisfaction, and many would decline it if they dared.

4 E 2
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calculated to damp their spirits (if they had any) in a message ^vhich showed that Jehu was

])rcparcd for the most resolute course they could take. They replied,-
—

" We are thy servants,

and will do all that thou shalt bid us; we will not make any man king: do thou what is

good in thine eyes." Jehu's reply was prompt, and horribly decisive,
—

" If ye be for me,

and will hearken to my voice, take off the heads of your master's sons, and come to me to

Jezrcel by this time to-morrow." When this letter arrived the seventy princes were instantly

decapitated, and their heads sent in baskets to Jezreel. When Jehu heard of their arrival,

he, according to a barbarous eastern custom not yet extinct, directed them to be piled up in

two heaps at the entrance of the city-g.ate until the morning. In the morning he went out to

the assembled people, and with the evident design of pointing out the extent to which the

house of Ahab wanted any hearty adherents, even among those who might be supposed most

attached to its interests, he said,
—" Ye are righteous. Behold, I conspired against my

master, and slew him : but who hath slain all these ? Now know, that nothing of the word

of Jehovah, which he spoke concerning the house of Ahab, shall fall to the ground ; for Jehovah

will do what he spoke by his servant Elijah."

Jehu delayed not to go to Samaria, and in his way encountered some of the brothers of

Ahaziah, the king of Judah, who, ignorant of the late occurrences, were on their way to visit

the sons of Ahab. Regarding their connection by blood and friendship with the house of

Ahab, Jehu considered them included in his commission to exterminate that house root and

branch. He therefore commanded them to be arrested and slain. Their number was forty-

two.

In his further progress Jehu met with Jonadab, the son of Rechab, a pastoral religionist

held in high esteem by the people, and whose influence with them was very great. Jehu,

with his usual tact, at once felt the advantage which the countenance of this person might be

to his cause. He therefore accosted him,—" Is thy heart as right with my heart, as my heart

is with thine ?" Jonadab answered, " It is." " If it be," said Jehu, " give to me thy hand."

And he gave him his hand, and Jehu took him up into his chariot, saying, " Come and see

my zeal for Jehovah!" They thus entered Samaria together, where Jehu completed the

destruction of the house of Ahab by cutting off all its remaining members.

In Samaria Ahab had erected a celebrated temple to the idol Baal. On entering the town

Jehu declared an intention to aggrandise the worship of that god, and render to him higher

honours than he had yet received in Israel. He was therefore determined to celebrate a great

feast in honour of Baal, to which he convoked all the priests, prophets, and votaries of that idol.

Tiie concourse was so great that the temple was filled from one end to another ; and while

they were in the midst of their idolatrous worship, Jehu sent in a body of armed men who
put them all to the sword. The idols, and the implements and ornaments of idol worship,

were then overthrown, broken, or reduced to ashes ; and the temple itself was demolished,

and turned into a common jakes. But the worship of Baal was far from being confined to

Samaria, and Jehu sought for it in all quarters of the land, and rooted it out wherever it was

fi)und. His conduct in this matter was so well pleasing to God, that the throne of Israel was,

by a special promise, assured to his posterity unto the fourth generation.

CONTEMPORARY KINGS.

Kings ok Ji n.vii.

Jelioshapliat li.r. 029

Jclioiam or .Toiam 001

.Miaziali S9t)

Died S!).")
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.

(') The Kings of Tyre, p. 564—This king,

whose daughter Jezebel was Ahab's queen, is

mentioned by Menander under the name

Itliobalus. [Josephus against Apion, i. 18.]

This accurate historian, on the authority of the

Tyrian annals, thus enumerates the kings of

Tyre that succeeded Hiram, the contemporary

of Solomon :

—

" After the death of Hiram, his son Balnaza-

rus succeeded him on the throne, who lived

forty-three years, and reigned seven. Next to

him his son Abdastartus, who lived twenty-

nine years, and reigned nine. He was murdered

by the four sons of his nurse, the eldest of

whom reigned twelve years. Then Astartus,

the son of Deleastartus, who lived fifty-four

years, and reigned twelve. Next, his brother

Aserymus, who lived fifty-four years, and

reigned nine. He was slain by his brother

Pheletes, who then ascended the throne. He
lived fifty years, and reigned eight months.

Ithobalus, a priest of Astarte, put him to death,

and assumed the sceptre. He lived sixty-eight

years, and reigned thirty- two. His successor

was his son, Badezorus, who lived forty-five

years, and reigned six. His son and successor,

Margenus, lived thirty-two years, and reigned

nine. Pygmalion succeeded him, who lived

fifty-six years, and reigned forty-seven. In the

seventh year of his reign, his sister Dido fled,

and built Carthage in Libya."

According to this, the time from the death

of Hiram to the beginning of the reign of

Ithobalus is about fifty-years ; and ^from the

death of Solomon to the beginning of Ahab's

reign are fifty-seven years. Hiram, who was

already king in the time of David, and reigned

only thirty-two years, must have died at least

ten years before Solomon, and consequently

from the death of Hiram to Ahab, about sixty-

seven years elapsed. If all these numbers are

correct, Ahab must have married Jezebel

after he became king. But allowance must

be made for the mistakes which transcribers

are apt to make in copying numerals. We
here see the reason why Jezebel, the daughter

of a priest of Astarte, was so zealous a

promoter of idolatry ; and as twenty-one

years after the death of Ithobalus, his grand-

daughter Dido built Carthage and founded

that celebrated commonwealth, we may judge

what sort of a spirit animated the females of

this royal family. Hence we shall feel less

surprise that Jezebel should have exerted

such an influence over the king and kingdom
of Israel, and that her daughter Athaliah after-

wards took possession of the throne of Judah.

And the fact that a son of the king's nurse was

able to place himself on the throne confirms

the opinion which has been more than once

stated in this work, that in the East nurses

held a very important rank in families.

—

Jahn,

book v. sect. 36.

O Elijah fed by Arabs, p. 565.—The neces-

sities of an historical statement required the

adoption of one of the different alternatives of

interpretation which have been applied to this

subject ; and as the one which has been pre-

ferred is different from that which has gene-

rally been received, and which most transla-

tions of the Scriptures embody, a few words of

explanation will be expected by many readers

of this work.

That the word D''^^i^ pointed by the Masoretes

so as to be pronounced orebim, (sing, oreb)

undoubtedly means ravens, is vmquestionable
;

and this therefore is the sense which our

present pointed copies of the Hebrew Scrip-

tures would convey. But the Masoretic points

form a system of interpretation, which a very

large number (probably a majority) of He-
brew scholars refuse to regard as conclusive.

As most of our readers probably know, these

points, representing the vowels, have the effect

of fixing one precise signification to many
W'Ords, just as to the consonants grn, the differ-

ent sense oi grain, grin, groan, &c., are given

by the difference of the interposed vowels.

These vowels thus restrict to a particular

meaning a word the sense of which we should

otherwise have to collect from the context, or

from tradition. Now the Hebrew text was

written and remained for many ages without

vowel points ; and these points were added by

the Jewish doctors to fix the sense, which,

without such a resource, was likely to lose its

uniformity of interpretation, after the race

became dispersed among all nations. Now,

although these doctors rendered a valuable

service to Scriptural interpretation by their

very arduous labour, and although their deter-

minations, taken in the mass, doubtless convey

the received and traditionary sense which

was in their time assigned to the text, we arc

by no means bound in every instance to their

decisions, particularly as in many cases they

will be found, when many alternatives lay
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before them, to have chosen the most mar-

vellous and strange rather than that which the

context would most obviously suggest.

Now in the present case, the word, D''2"1i^,

as taken without the points may mean ravens,

or Arabicms, or Orebim as a proper name, or

strangers. Now it is certain that any person

finding the word without vowels, and left to

find the meaning from the context, would not

for a moment think of ravens, but would fix

on one of the other alternatives. As to the

Orebim, there was a rock called Oreb,* the in-

habitants near which may be supposed to have

been so called ; but this was on the other side of

the Jordan. And with reference to the Arabians,

nothing seems to us more likely than that en-

campments of Arabs (who still intrude their

tents into the border or waste lands of settled

countries) would, in tliis season of drought,

have been formed on the banks of the brook

Cherith, and (knowing the scarcity of water

elsewhere) would have remained there as long

as it afforded water to them—that is, as long

as Elijah remained. They were also, both

from their condition and habits, the very

persons in whose keeping the secret of his

rctr(>at was most safe—far more so than it

would have been with any townsmen, subjects

of Aliab. They were the least likely to know
his person, and that he was sought after by the

king; and if they did know, they were less

than any other ])ersons open to the induce-

ments the king could offer, or the fears he
could impose. If however the reader prefers

to hold that the well-disposed inhabitants of a

town called Oreb or Orbo, were the parties by
whom Elijah was supplied with food, there are

good authorities to support him in that con-

clusion, and to show that a small town of that

name did exist near at hand.

As to the ravens, we can easily conceive

that, in an age when the love of the marvellous

had become a])so]utcly a mania among the

Jews, they would l)y choice select of many
interpretations the most unlikely and wonder-
ful : and we feel as assured that, having the

present alternatives before them, they would,
from their instinctive marvellousness, fix on
this, as we are tiiat this is the very one which,
of all the others, a man of i)lain understanding
\yould reject. Indeed, the o])p()rtunity of de-

termining the sense to ravens must to a Jew
liave been too delicious to be neglected, since

it afforded excellent opportunities of ampli-

fying and illustrating the matter in liis own
peculiar vein.

\\'e have stated this without any wish to

• Jh(1^;l's vii. 25.

lessen a miracle, as we feel that, by this time,

our readers will be satisfied. But since the

imnecessary multiplication of miracles tends

to their depreciation, we have felt induced to

state our impressions. Indeed, the difficulties

attending the common o])inion have greatly

embarrassed the commentators. Of this Dr.

Hales (who takes the view that the inhabitants

of a place called Oreb are denoted) gives the

following from the ' Synopsis' of the elaborate

Poole, as anexam])le:

—

" Unquestionably they brought meA.idressed,

not raw. Gen. ix. 4. You may ask, where did

the ravens get it? Ans. 1. From the kitchen

of king Ahab or Jehoshaphat. 2. Or it was
prepared for him by some of the seven

thousand, to whom God communicated the

secret, 1 Kings xix. 8. Or, 3. The angels

]ierliaps exposed the meat in some certain

place, whence the ravens brought it. 4. Where
the ravens could procure it, He could provide

who gave them such a commission, and who
could effect this in a thousand ways."—" God
prepared a table for his servant in the utmost
penury. He did not take care that wine should

be brought him.'' Hales projierly remarks on
this—" Such a comment, put ovit of a learned

language into plain English, can only excite a

smile, mingled with regret, that literary talent

should be so wasted or misemployed on idle

speculation." We should add that the Jewish

interpreters have not only suggested the

alternatives mentioned by Poole, but several

others, among which one is, that the meat was
a portion of that which Obadiah provided for

the prophets whom he concealed in the caverns.

—But enough of this.

(^) Human Sacrifice, p. 572.—The instance

in the text is the most clear and unequivocal

example of human sacrifice which can possibly

be adduced, and is not liable to the softening

explanations whicli have been applied to many
of the incidental allusions to human sacrifices

which the sacred books contain. We have

thus made choice of it as the text to which a

few observations on the subject may very

suitably be appended. After the notice which
has been taken of the subject in a work which
is probably in the possession of most of ovn-

readers,* we are not willing again to pass over
the ground we have already trodden, and shall

confine our present observations to the illustra-

tions which may be derived from the anti-

quities of Egyi)t, showing that the practice did

exist among that peo))le ; hence deducing the

inference that if the ])ractice existed among a

* Th« ' l'R-tori;il Hiblo.'
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[1. Human Sacrifice.]

people so civilised, how much more among
less refined nations, how strong the temptation

to it must have been, and how necessary the

strong interdiction and preclusion of it by the

law, seeing how well acquainted the Hebrews
were with the practices of their Egyptian

neighbours, and how prone to imitate them.

The cut at the head of this page is a portion of

a row of figures, depicted in the tomb first

discovered at Thebes, by Belzoni. This is

indisputably a scene of human sacrifice to the

serpent, Avhich Avas so extensively worshipped

throughout the East, and traces of which are

offered by the idolatrous homage which the

Hebrews ultimately came to pay to the

brazen serpent which Moses set up in the

wilderness, and which was preserved in the

temple. With reference to this representation

Dr. Richardson states:
— " Here we were pre-

sented with an exhibition which it would be

more agreeable to my feelings to hide from the

light, and cover with the veil of oblivion

;

but truths must be told ; here a human sacri-

fice stares us in the face. Three human beings

rest upon their knees with their heads struck

off; the attitude in which they implored for

mercy is that in which they met their doom

;

and the serpent opposite erects his crest on a

level with their throats, ready to drink the

stream of life as it gurgles from their veins.

The executioner brandishes the ensanguined
knife, ready to sever from the body the heads

of three other unfortunate men who are lying

prostrate, and held by a string behind him.*

The Christian's yoke is easy, and his burden

is light. See what paganism exacted from its

votaries !"t

To this we have only to add that the execu-

tioner is a priest, which concurs with all the

other circumstances to show beyond dispute

the religious character of the exhibition. It

may also be noticed that, from the complexion,

hair, and costume, the victims are obviously

native Egyptians.

[2. Human Sacrifice ]

The cut now added is from another of the

royal tombs in the same place,* and are parts

of a row in which a number of men are repre-

sented as undergoing the same treatment

which is here shown. In this, men are in

the act of having their arms bound behind

them : others thus bound are represented on

* Bihan el Meluoli, i. e. the Gates of the Kind's, at Thebes.

their knees while the blood spouts in a full

stream from a mortal wotmd which has been
inflicted by striking some weapon into the

crown of their heads. In this case not only is

the mode of death unusually horrible, but the

* This portion of the scene has been omitted in our cut for

want of room.

t Richardson's ' Travels along the Mediterranean,' vol. i.

p. 299.
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active agents, wlio bind tlie victims and hold

them behind as they bleed to death, arc women.

This, as well as the peculiarity of the mode of

death, would seem clearly enough to indicate

a religious intention in this immolation ; for it

is altogether unlikely and incredible that

women should be parties in such a matter

otherwise than as priestesses of the deity to

whom the victims are offered.

And whatever sense be given to this act

must be equally ascribed to that which

follows, seeing that it is found in the same

[3. Human Sacrifice.]

tomb, and under the same circumstances, both

being in fact two of various scenes of immo
lation and carnage which the tomb exhibits.

Let it also be noted that the cut at the head of

the last page is from another of these tombs, and

as THAT is a self-evident scene of human sacri-

fice, it is obvious to infer that the correspond-

ing but less definite s(-enes in the other tombs

have the same object. It is true that M. Jo-

mard* thinks the scenes that tlie subjects re-

presented in the two preceding cuts represent

the immolation of slaves at the funeral of

kings. But the tomb which affords the

first of our cuts had not been discovered

when this author wrote, and he wanted the

illustration it was calculated to afford to the

others. Besides, we have no historical know-

ledge that the practice of immolating victims

at the sepulture of kings, existed among the

Egyptians, whereas we have the distinct testi-

mony of ancient writers that the practice of

hmnan sacrifice did exist among them. It is

therefore safer to refer such exhibitions to an

ascertained than to an unascertained practice.

But, indeed, what is such immolation in itself

but one of human sacrifice, in which a religious

])rinciple is distinctly involved ? Sir J. G. Wil-

kinson, who throughout his works keeps the

subject as much as ])ossible out of view, from

.a very pardonable unwillingness to bring for-

ward into broad light a matter so disparaging

to the "civilization" of a jjcople whom he has

made it the business of his life to com])rehend,

and—from the influence of that devoted ness

• ' Descript. Geii. de Tlifebcs, in Doscript. de I'K^'yptc,' torn.

iii. p. 198.

to a single object— to extol and magnify. In
this pursuit we sympathise ; but not being as

yet far gone in the Egyptomania, we have felt

at liberty on a former occasion,* as now, to

bring forward what this distinguished anti-

quarian would wisli to withdraw from notice,

and to iinveil what he would desire to cover.

The reader will not be surprised that in his

ample description of these tombs,t the only

mention of these murderous scenes is in the

slight and apologetic notice—that they appear
to re'present human sacrifices, but probably

refer to the initiation into the higher mysteries,

by the supposed death and regeneration of the

neophyte. We shall not add anything to what

[4. Human Sacrifice.]

• See before, at p. 390.

\ ' Topography of Thebes,' chap, ii
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we have already said Cp. 390) against this most
unsatisfactory principle of interpretation. If

it were true in this case, we should expect to

see the persons slain in one part of the repre-

sentation resuscitated in another—but where is

this?

As a suitable appendage to this note, we
have introduced (fig. 4) one of those constantly

repeated representations of the wholesale immo-
lation of captives before the gods, which so often

occur in the Egyptian sculptures. With refer-

ence to them generally, we have nothing to add
here to what has been said before (pp. 390,

391). But with respect to the particular ex-

ample now given, it will be observed that the

king (for he is a king) has mounted the priestly

mitre, to indicate that he is acting as a priest

—that is, offering sacrifice, or immolating to

his god. The figure of the god to whom the

offering is made is, indeed, introduced in

the original, but has been omitted by our
artist. The manner in which he strikes his

heavy dart successively into the brains of the

miserable victims explains the manner in

which the death-wound was inflicted upon the

person represented in the second of our pre-

sent cuts. The one now last offered is from a

sculpture u])on the portico of the palace-temple
at Medinet Abou.



CHAPTER VII.

JUDAH, FROM 929 b c, to '725 b.c.

M^'

frctrii. Muuut Seir. From Laborilc]

Jkuusiiapiiat, tlic sun of Asa, began to reign over Judali in the year 929 B.C., being tlie

second year of Ahah in Israel. The alliance which he formed with Ahab has brought Inin

forward, in the preceding chapter, sufficiently to intimate to the reader the excellent character

which he bore. He indeed takes rank among the most faithful, and tlicrefore most illustrious

and wise of the Hebrew kings. Direct idolatry had been put down by his father, and the

first acts of his own reign were to root out the remoter incentives thereto and instruments

thereof. He destroyed the high places(') and the groves which liis father had spared. Other

kings before him had been satisfied with external operations; but to his enlightened mind it

appeared that effects more deep and permanent might be secured by acting upon the inner
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sense of the people, by instructing them fully in the principles and distinguishing privileges

of their theocratical system, and by rendering those principles operative, as the standards of

public and judicial action, throughout the land. The land had already been purged, as by
fire, from the noxious weeds by which it had been overgrown ; and now the king made it

his business to occupy the cleared soil with corn—the staff of life,—and with fruits " pleasant

to the eye, and good for food."

To these ends the king sent out a number of " princes," whose rank and influence secured

attention and respect to the priests and Levites who were with them to instruct the people.

They had with them copies of the law : and, in their several bands, visited all the towns of the

country,—thus bearing instruction to the very doors of a people who had become too indolent

or too indifferent themselves to seek for it. So earnest was the king in this object, that he
went himself throughout the land to see that his orders were duly executed.

The attention of this able king was also directed to the reform of abuses in other depart-

ments of the state, and to the cultivation of the financial and military resources of his kingdom.
The people, rendered happy by his cares, grew prosperous, and increased in numbers ; in the

same degree tlie real power of the government was strengthened, and was such as inspired the

people with confidence, and their enemies with fear. Edom continued firm in its obedience,

Philistia regularly remitted its presents and tribute-silver, and several of the Arabian tribes

sought his favour, or acknowledged his power, by large yearly tributes of sheep and goats

from their flocks. The men enrolled as fit to bear arms, and liable to be called into action,

was not less than 1,160,000, which is not far short of the number in the united kingdom in

the time of David.* Of these a certain proportion were kept in service. The best of the

troops were stationed at Jerusalem, and the remainder distributed into the fortress and walled

towns ; and a strong force was concentrated on the northern frontier, especially in those lands

of Ephraim which Asa had taken from Baasha. New fortresses were constructed in different

parts of the country, and Avere well garrisoned and supplied with all the munitions of war. Of
fortresses, and places fortified with walls and towers, of which so much mention is made in

the Hebrew history of this period, the following probably afibrd the most curious, and only

really illustrative examples which can now be obtained. They are all ancient Egvptian, and

all copied from the celebrated mosaic pavement at Prseneste,t and represent portions of the

Egyptian cities of— 1. Memphis, 2. Babylon, and of 3., a fortress on an island of the Nile.

[1. Fortress. Memphis.]

The capital error of this monarch, the alliance he contracted with Ahab in the thirteenth

year of his reign, has already been noticed in the preceding chapter, as well as the part he

took in the battle of Ramoth Gilead, in which Ahab was slain, but his ow-n life was preserved.

* 2 Sam. xxiv. 19.

+ The history of this may l>e seen in Montfaucon, torn, xiv., wher? it is engraved ; which engraving has been copied by Shaw,
ind in Clarke's edition of Harnier's ' Observations.'

4 F 2
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[3. Fortress.]

[2. Fortress. Babylon.]

notwithstanding the very immineiit danger into which

he had fallen. On his return to Jerusalem after this

escape, the Divine dissatisfaction at his conduct was

announced to him by the prophet Jehu.

After this he engaged himself in his former peace-

ful and honourable imdertakings ; and gave particular

attention to the administration of justice in his domi-

nions. He established a supreme tribunal (of appeal

probably) at Jerusalem, and placed judges in all the

principal cities of the country. This great improve-

ment relieved the king from the fatigue and great

attention which the exercise of the judicial functions of royalty had exacted from the earlier

kings, while it secured to the suitors more prompt attention than they could by any other means
receive. The king was very sensible of the importance of this step ; and, in his anxiety that

it should work well, gave an admirable charge to the judges ; the force of which can only be

well appreciated by those who perceive that the counteracting evils which he feared were

precisely tliosc by which the administration of justice in the East is at this day corrujjted and

disgraced.
—"Take heed what ye do: for ye judge not for man, but for Jehovah, who is with

you in the judgment. Wherefore now, let the fear ofJehovah be upon you ; take heed and act

uprightly ; for with Jehovah our God there is no injustice, no respect of persons, no taking

of l)rihes." This was addressed to the judges appointed to the cities. In the address to the

judges of the supreme tribunal at Jerusalem, it is not supposed, by any implication, that they

could be partial or corrupt ; and they are only reminded of the duty of judging according to

the Divine law, the causes that came before them. This tribunal was composed of the most

distinguished men among the priests, the Lcvites, and the family chiefs. In matters per-

taining to religion, this tribunal was presided over by the high-priest Amariah, but in civil

matters, or those in wliich the crown was interested, by Zcbadiah, " the ruler," or hereditary

chief, of the tribe of Judah,—an interesting indication that the forms of the partriarchal were

not, even yet, entirely lost in those of the regal government.

About the same time the king .made another tour through his dominions, from Beersheba in

the south, to Mount Ephraim in the north, seeking to bring back the people more entirely

" to Jehovah the God of their fathers." In the northern districts which had ])een recovered

or taken from Israel, the high places of the Epliraimites were not taken away, because they

had not as yet " prepared their hearts unto the God of their fathers," as liad the Judahites,

whose high places had been taken away at the l)cginning of this reign.
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The unfortunate expedition with Ahab against Ramoth Gilead being unsuccessful, tended

much to lower Jehoshaphat in the estimation of the neighbouring nations ; and thus the

alliance with the king of Israel brought its own punishment. The Ammonites and Moabites,

who had been brought into a state of subjection by David, now began to conceive hopes of

deliverance from the yoke under which they lay. It was their policy, however, not in the first

instance to revolt from the kingdom to which they were immediately subject—that of Israel,

but first to try their strengtii against the lesser kingdom of Judah. They therefore invaded

that country from the south, by the way of Edom, supported by some Arabian hordes, which

they had engaged in their cause, and who indeed are seldom loth to engage in any cause by

which o-ood prospects of spoil are offered. The expedition assumed the character of an Arabian

invasion, and, as such, was so expeditious that the invaders had rounded the southern extremity

[Arab Horde coming to a halt.]

of the Dead Sea, and came to a halt in the famous valley of Engedi, before Jehoshaphat had

the least intimation of their design. Taken thus by surprise, he was much alarmed in the

first instance ; but by throwing himself unreservedly upon the protection and help of the

Divine King, he ensured the safety of his kingdom, and took the most becoming step which

it was possible that a king of the chosen nation could take. He proclaimed a general fast through-

out Judah, and the people gathered together from all quarters to Jerusalem, and stood there

in and around the temple, to cry to God for help. And he heard them : for the spirit of

prophecy fell upon one of the Levites, named Jahaziel, and in the name of Jehovah he directed

that they should march to meet the enemy, whose station he indicated, not tQ fight, but to

witness their extirpation and to seize the spoil. As they went forth early in the morning

towards the wilderness of Tekoah, Jehpshaphat exerted himself to keep up the confidence of

the people in the sufficiency of the Divine protection ; and as they proceeded, he directed that

the Levitical singers should march in front, and " in the beauty of holiness " (or in the same

habits, and after the same manner as in the temple-service), should sing the praises of God,

saying, " Praise Jehovah! for he is good; for his mercy endureth for ever." Surely never,

from the beginning of the world, was there such a march as this against an army of hostile
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invaders. The event was such as the prophet had foreshown. It seems that the chiklren of

Lot had quarrelled and fought with their Arabian allies ; and when they had succeeded in

destroying them, they turned their arms against each other, and fought with unextinguishable

fury until none remained alive on the battle-field. So that when the Hebrews arrived at the

place which the prophet had indicated, many a beating heart among them was relieved, and all

were inconceivably astonished, to see the wilderness covered with the bodies of the slain—not one

had escaped. The Judahites were three days in collecting an immense spoil of precious metals

and stones, and valuable arms and raiment ; and in the end it was found that more was

collected than could be taken away. On the fourth day they returned home to Jerusalem,

before entering which they held a solemn thanksgiving in the Valley of Shaveh, or the

King's Dale, hence called the Valley of Berachah (hlessi?ig), and also the Valley of Jeho-

shaphat. After this they entered the city in triumphal procession, with music and with

singing. The neighbouring nations rightly ascribed this signal deliverance to the God of

the Hebrews ; and were for some time inspired with a salutary fear of molesting a people so

highly favoured.

The next undertaking of Jehoshaphat was an attempt to revive the ancient traffic of

Solomon, by the Red Sea, to the region of gold. For this purpose he built a navy at his port

of Ezion-geber, at the head of the Elanitic Gulf. But, in an evil day, he consented to allow

Ahaziah, the king of Israel, to take part in the enterprise, in consequence of which, as a

prophet forewarned him, his ships were wrecked soon after they left the port. Another

expedition was proposed by the king of Israel : but Jehoshaphat declined, and appears to have

relinquished all further designs of this nature. Josephus informs us that the ships which had

been built were too large and imwieldy ; and we may infer that Jehoshaphat discovered that

he could not accomplish an enterprise of this nature in the want of such skilful ship-wrights

and able mariners as those with which the Plicenicians had constructed and manned the

ships of Solomon.

One of the last public acts of Jehoshaphat's reign was that of taking part with Jehoram,

king of Israel, in an expedition against the Moabites, who had revolted after the death of Ahab.

Jehoshaphat was probal^ly the more induced to lend his assistance by the consideration of the

recent invasion of his own dominions by the same people. The circumstances and result of

this expedition have been related in the preceding chapter. The success which was granted

to it is entirely ascribed to the Divine favour towards the king of Judah.

Soon after this Jehoshaphat " slept with his fathers," after he had lived sixty years, and

reigned twenty-five.

His eldest son, Jehoram, ascended the throne of Judah in the year 904 r.c, in the thirty-

second year of his own age, and in the third year of the reign of his namesake and relative,

Jehoram, the son of Ahab, in Israel. This, it will be remembered, was the prince who was
married to Athaliah, the daughter of Ahab and Jezebel. The evil effects of this connection

began now very manifestly to appear, and preponderated over the good example which the

reign of Jehoshaphat had offered. In fact, Athaliah proved her descent by rivalling her

mother, Jezebel, in idolatry, in pride, and in the part she took in public affairs after the death

of Jehoshaphat. And, to complete the resemblance, she appears to have rendered her husband,

as the mere instrument of her will and purposes, quite as effectually as Jezebel rendered

Ahab.

It was undoubtedly through her influence that the first act of Jchoram's reign was to

(4estroy his six brothers, whom Jehoshaphat had amply provided for, and stationed (as

governors, prol)abiy,) in as many fenced cities of Judah. With them perished several of

the first persons in the state, who had enjoyed the confidence of the late king, and had been
active in promoting his laudable designs. This evidence of her p(j\ver rtdo\iblcd the audacitv

of the proud queen ; and soon afier, idolatry, which had been banished from Judah during
the two preceding reigns, was restored, by ])ublic authority, to honour ; and the sedulous

endeavours made in the two former reigns to reform the religion and morals of the peojile
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gave place to the efforts of new men to corrupt and ruin all. High places, similar to those in

Israel, again appeared upon the hills of Judah; and the people were seduced and urged into

idolatry and its concomitant abominations.

For these things heavy calamities were denounced against Jehoram, early in his reign, by

the prophet Elisha * in a letter : and thus did that great prophet take cognisance of the affairs

of Judah also. The evils that he threatened followed soon.

The king of Edom, who assisted the kings of Judah and Israel in the war against Moab,

had, according to Josephus, been slain by his revolted subjects, and the new sovereign desired

to signalise his accession, and to propitiate his subjects, by freeing them from the tribute to

which his father had submitted. This essay was not at first successful ; but although once

defeated by Jehoram, who still had his father's army under his command, the Edomites

succeeded in throwing the yoke of Judah from off their necks, according to the prophecy of

Isaac to the founder of that nation.t Emboldened by this, the Philistines also rebelled, and,

assisted by the Arabs who bordered on the Cushites, they invaded Judah, plundered and

ravaged the whole country, and even Jerusalem and the royal palace. They led away into

slavery all the women of the king's harem, except Athaliah, who was spared in anger, and

made captive all the royal princes, except Ahaziah, otherwise called Jehoahaz, the youngest of

them all. To consummate all, the king himself was smitten with an incurable disease in the

bowels, from which he suffered for two years the most horrible torments, and at last, after a

reign of eight years, died without being regretted. The voice of the people denied to his

remains the honours of a royal burial, and a place in the sepulchre of the kings.

Ahaziah, his youngest son, was twenty-two years old when he succeeded his father. He
reigned only one year ; for following the evil counsels of his mother and the house of Ahab,

he foolishly joined Jehoram of Israel in the war against Hazael king of Syria, the result of

which, with his death, inflicted by Jehu, has been recorded in the preceding chapter.

Not Jehu in Israel thirsted more after the blood of Ahab's house, than did Athaliah, in

Judah, for the blood of her own children. She had long been the virtual possessor of the

supreme power in Judah ; but now she disdained an authority so precarious and indirect, and

would reign alone. As even the most wicked persons seldom shed blood from absolute wan-

tonness of cruelty, it may be considered that her spirit may have been rendered unusually

savage at this time by the sanguinary proceedings of Jehu in Israel against the house to which

she herself belonged, and in which she had lost, at one fell swoop, a mother, a brother, and a

son, with many other of her near relatives. It must also have appeared to her that the sort of

authority she had hitherto exercised, first as queen-consort and then as queen-mother, was now
in very great danger ; as it might be expected that whichever of her grandsons succeeded to

the throne, he would prefer the counsels and guidance of his mother to her own. Here then

were two powerful motives,—dread of losing her power, and jealousy of being superseded by

another woman,—bringing her to the atrocious resolution of destroying all the children of her own

son Ahaziah. She little considered that by this she was fulfilling a part of the mission against

the house of Ahab which Jehu himself could not execute ; for through herself the taint of

Ahab's blood had been given to the hovise of David. Her fell purpose was promptly executed.

All her grandsons were slain in one day, with the exception of Joash, an infant, who was

stolen away by his aunt Jehoshebad, the wife of the high-priest Jehoiada and daughter of the

late king Ahaziah, and hidden with his nurse in one of the chambers of the temple. Thus, in

the providence of God, the royal line of the house of David was preserved from utter extinc-

tion. No retreat could have been more secure than that which was chosen for the infant

prince ; for not only were the apartments of the temple under the sole direction of the priests,

• The Masorete text here reads Elijah (2 Cliron. xxi. 12) instead of Elisha : for Elijah had been translated in the time of Jcho-

sli.iphat. 2 Kingsiil. 11.

+ To Esau Isaac said,
—" Thou shalt serve thy brother ; and it shall come to pass when thou shall have the dominion, that thou

shall break his yoke from off thy neck." Gen. xxvii. 40. See also p. 74 of this work.
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and to the innermost of which no others had access ; but Athahah had put herself out of

the way of obtaining information of the fact by her entire neglect of the temple and the insti-

tutions connected with it. And although she did not, indeed could not, actually put down the

temple-worship, her preference and favour was given to the temple of Baal, and his high-priest,

Mattan, w;is upheld by her as of equal rank and importance with the high-priest of Jehovah.

Now although the Judahites were but too prone to fall into idolatry, the good effects of the

reforms of Asa and Jehoshaphat, and of the principles which the latter had been so careful to

inculcate, did not so soon evaporate as to dispose the people generally to approve or concur in

the rapid and decisive measures which Athaliah had taken in establishing the worship of Baal

;

and when to this was added their natural abhorrence of the barbarous massacre which rooted

her throne in blood, and their dislike, in common with all orientals, at the public rule of a

woman, we have a sufficient explanation of the fact that the public feeling was not w'itli queen

Athaliah, and that, indeed, her rule was regarded with such disgust as disposed the people to

hail with joy the advent of their hidden king.

Joash remained six years concealed in the secret chambers of the temple, his existence even,

much more his presence there, being unknown and unsuspected by Athaliah and others, as it

was supposed he had perished in the slaughter of his father's sons. In the seventh year the

high-priest Jehoiada judged that the fit time had arrived for the disclosure. He therefore

made known the secret to some of the chiefs and military commanders on whom he could

depend, and received from them the promise to concur in the bold act of proclaiming and

crowning the rightful king. Joash was now only seven years of age ; but good reason was

seen to prefer the regency of such a man as Jehoiada to the reign of such a woman as Atha-

liah. The persons whom Jehoiada had admitted to his confidence went about the country

gaining over the paternal chiefs, and inducing them, as well as the Levites not on duty, to

repair to Jerusalem. When all the adherents thus acquired had come to the metropolis, the

high-priest concerted with them the plan of operations. According to this it was determined

that the partisans of the young prince should be divided into three bodies, one of which was

to guard the prince in the temple, the second to keep all the avenues, and the third was placed

at the gate leading to the royal palace. The people were to be admitted as usual to the outer

courts. Then the armories of the temple were opened, and the spears, bucklers, and shields

of king David were distributed to these parties, as well as to the Levites, who were to form an

impenetrable barrier around the king during the ceremony. When all was disposed in this

order, the high-priest a))peared, leading by the hand the last scion of the royal house of David.

He placed him by the pillar where the kings were usually stationed, and having anointed him
with the sacred oil, he placed the crown upon his head, arrayed him in royal robes, and gave

into his hands the book of the law, on which the usual oaths were administered to him. He
was then seated on a throne which had been provided, in doing which he was hailed and

recognised by the acclamations of " Long live the king."

By this time Athaliah had observed some indications of an extraordinary movement in the

temple; and when these rejoicing clamours broke upon her ear, she hastened thither, and

penetrated even to the court of the priests, where the sight met her view of the enthroned

boy, crowned, and royally arrayed, while tlie hereditary chiefs, the military commanders and

the Levites, stood at their several stations as in attendance on their king,— the latter, as was

their wont in the temple, blowing their trumpets, and playing on their various instruments of

music. No sooner did Athaliah l)ehold this, tluin she rent her clothes, crying, " Treason

!

treason!" Jehoiada fearing that the guards would kill her on the spot, andtlms pollute the holy

place with human blood, which was most abhorrent to God, directed them to take her outside

tiie temple courts, and tliere she was put to death. The king was then conducted with great

pomp to the palace, escorted by all his guard, and there took possession of the throne of his

fathers.

Jehoiada, who without any formal appointment, appears to have been recognised, with one

consent, as the guardian of the king and regent of the kingdom. He availed himself of the

favourable dispositions which now existed, to induce the people to renew their ancient covenant
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with Jehovah. This precaution had become necessary from the long continuance of an idol-

atrous government. Actuated by the impulse thus received and the enthusiasm thus excited,

and led by the priests and Levites of Jehovah, the people proceeded once more to extirpate the

idolatries of Baal. They hastened to his temple, where they slew the high priest Mattan

before the altars, and then pulled the whole fabric to the ground. And not only at Jerusalem,

but everywhere throughout the land, the temples, altars and monuments of Baal were utterly

destroyed.

Jehoiada, being now at the head of affairs, both religious and civil, applied himself with

great diligence in bringing into an orderly and efficient condition the administrations of both

the court and temple. Those who had signalised their zeal in the restoration of the king,

or were otherwise distinguished for their abilities, were appointed to high posts in the state
;

while the services ofthe temple were brought back to the models of David and Solomon. The

glory of restoring the fabric of the temple he reserved for the king, who accordingly in the

twenty-third year of his reign, thoroughly repaired that famous structure, after it had been

built nearly one hundred and sixty years ; and made numerous vessels of gold and silver for

the sacred services, and presented burnt offerings continually during the lifetime of Jehoiada,

who died at the great age of one hundred and thirty-seven years. He was honoured with a

sepulchre among the kings of the family of David, " because he had done good in Israel."

We may estimate the merits of Jehoiada's administration from the evil consequences that

followed his death. It then appeared that the good qualities, which the king had seemed to

manifest, were the effects rather of the right counsels under which he had acted, than of any

solid principles of good. As we have before seen stronger and older men than Joash yielding

to the witcheries of idolatry, which seem so strange to us, we are the less surprised at the fall

of this king. It now appeared what deep root idolatry had taken in the land during the years

of its predominance under Jehoram, Ahaziah, and Athaliah : and the men of station who had

imbibed or had been brought up in its principles, now reared themselves on high, as soon as the

repressive power of God's high-priest was withdrawn. They repaired to the royal court, and

by their attentions and flatteries so won upon the king that he was at length induced to give

first his tolerance, and then his sanction, to the rank idolatries by which the two kingdoms had

often been brought very low. Against this, Zechariah, the son of the late high-priest and a

near relation to the king, raised his voice, and predicted the national calamities which would

too surely follow; on which the people rose upon him, and, having received a consenting

intimation from the king, stoned him to death in the very court of the temple. Thus did Joash

repay the deep obligations, for his life and throne, which he owed to the house of Jehoiada.

" The L'jrd look upon it and require it !"* was the prayer of the dying martyr. And He did

require it. That very year, Hazael of Syria, who was then in possession of Gilead, advanced

against Jerusalem, and although his force was but small, defeated a large army which opposed

him, and entered the city, from which he returned with abundant plunder to his own country.

The chiefs who had seduced Joash were slain in the battle ; and the king himself, who had

been grievously wounded, was soon after murdered by his own servants ; and the public voice

refused the honours of a royal burial to his remahis. He reigned forty years.

Joash was succeeded on the throne by his son Amaziah, then twenty-five years of age. The

first act of his reign was to punish the murderers of his father : but it is mentioned that he

respected the law of Moses by not including their children in their doom ; and this seems to

show that a contrary practice had previously prevailed.

About the twelfth year of his reign, Amaziah took measures for reducing to their former sub-

jection the Edomites, who had revolted in the time of Jehoram. Not satisfied with the strength

he could raise in his own kingdom, the king of Judah hired a hundred thousand auxiliaries

out of Israel for a hundred talents of silver.']' But these were tainted with idolatry ; on which

• May not one of the essential differences of the Jewish and Christian dispensations be ilUistrated by the last words of two men
re'spectively eminent in each, and dying under very similar circumstances ? " Lord, lay not this sin to their charge

!'

' was the last

cry of the dying Stephen:

"t About '37,500?.

VOL. I. 4 G
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account a prophet was commissioned to exhort Amaziali

to forego their assistance, and dismiss them. By a

memorahle act of faith, the king at once yielded to this

hard demand, and sent home the Israehtes, for wliose

services he had already paid. He then gained a deci-

sive victory over the Edomites in the Salt Valley, at tlie

southern extremity of the Dead Sea. Ten thousand of

the Edomites fell ; and ten thousand more were cast

down from the cliffs of their native mountains, and

dashed in pieces.*

This victory was the ruin of Amaziah, whose con-

duct had been hitherto praiseworthy. The idols of

Edom, which he brought home among the spoil,

proved a snare to him ; and, in the end he fell to the

worship of " the gods who could not deliver their own
people :" for which he was, without effect, upbraided

by a prophet, and threatened with destructions from

God.

Tiie Israelites whom the king of Judah had dis-

missed from his army were filled with resentment

at the indignity cast upon them ; and probably dis-

appointed ni their hope of a share in the spoils of Edom. To testify their resentment, and to

obtain compensation, they smote and plundered several of the towns of Judah, on their home-
ward march, and destroyed many of the inhabitants. It was probably on this account that

Amaziah, elated by his victory over the Edomites, determined to make war upon Israel. It is

singular that, instead of commencing, as usual, by some aggressive movement or overt act of

warfare, Amaziah sent a formal challenge to the king of Israel, inviting a pitched battle, in the

phrase, "Come, and let us look one another in the face." The truly Oriental answer of Joash

seemed designed to dissuade him from this undertaking, but was conceived in terms not well

calculated to accomplish the object :
" A thistle that was in Lebanon, sent to the cedar of Lebanon,

saying, 'Give thy daughter to my son to wife:' and a wild beast of Lebanon passed by, and
trod down the thistle. Thou sayest, ' Lo ! I have smitten the Edomites,' and thy heart is

lifted up. Abide now at home : why shouldst thou meddle to thy hurt, so that thou shouldst

fall, and Judah with thee ?"

But Amaziah was not to be thus deterred. The two kings met in battle. Amaziah was
defeated and taken prisoner, and his army routed at Beth-shemesh. Joash then pursued his

triumphant march to Jerusalem, which he plundered, and spared not to lay his hands upon
the sacred things of the Temple. He also broke down four hundred cubits of the city wall.

He, however, restored Amaziah to his throne, but took hostages with him on his return to

Samaria.

The life of Amaziah ended in a conspiracy, which may have been induced by the disgrace

which he had brought upon the nation. This conspiracy was discovered by him, and he

hastened to the fortified town of Lachish. But he was pursued and slain by the conspi-

rators, who brought back his body " upon horses to Jerusalem," whore a place in the

sepulchres of his fathers was not denied him. He reigned twenty-nine years, b.c. 809.

Uzziah, otherwise called Azariah, was only five years old when his father was slain. The
Judahites were in no haste to tender their allegiance to an infant. They waited until he was
sixteen years of age, and he was then formallv calKd to the throne.^ IMuch favourable

• This was iirobiibly :il or in tin- Mi'ij,'lil)(.iirhooil of I'eti.i, uf Mount Seir, of wliicli see an engraviug at llio head ol'tliiscliapter.

+ "This tiaturally accounts for tin- l.'ni,'th of the iutorre^'iuim. (2 Kiiiijs xv. 1. 2; 2 Chron. xxvi. 1.) Ama/.iah was sl.iin

fifteen years current after tlie (U\ilh of .lehovali, kiui,' of Israel (2 Kini,'s xiv.7), or fourteen years complete from the accession of

Jeroboam II. his son ; and Azariah, or Ui/.iali. did not begin to reign till tlio twenty-fifth of Jeroboam (according to the foregoing

con-eclion, instead of the twenty-seventh year), 2 Kings xv. i., w Inch gives the lengtli of the interregnum eleven years complete."

—

Hales.
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influence upon the character of Uzziah is attributed to the early instruction and subsequent

influence of the wise and holy Zeehariah.* His adhesion to the principles of the theocracy

secured him prosperity and honour. He paid equal attention to the arts of peace and of

war; and he throve in all the undertakings, whether of war or peace, to which he put his

hand. In the arts which belong to both, he encouraged and promoted various improve-

ments; audit may be pardoned in an Oriental king, if, in his improvements and under-

takino-s, his own interest and glory was the inciting motive. It is rare, and in fact difficult,

for an Oriental monarch (considering the institutions by which he is surrounded, and the

ideas which press upon him) to contemplate the interests of his people otherwise than as a

contingent effect of undertakings in which his own interests and glory are the primary

motives. So Uzziah performed the good deed of building towers and digging wells in the

desert ; but the reason immediately follows :
—" For he had many cattle both in the valleys

and in the plains." He also " loved husbandry ;" and, accordingly, " he had ground-tillers

and vine-dressers in the mountains and in Carmel." These were laudable things ; for the

people could not but be benefited by them, even though their benefit were less the immediate

intention than the indirect effect.

The same may even less doubtfully be said of this king's military organizations and

improvements. New fortifications were built and the old repaired. At Jerusalem not only

were the injuries which the walls had sustained repaired, but the gates and angles were

streno-thened with towers; and on these were mounted engines invented by skilful men, and

made under the king's encouragement and direction, for the purpose of discharging arrows

and great stones. It may be doubtful whether these engines were invented by Hebrew

engineers, or successfully copied by them from foreigners. We have certainly no opinion that

the Hebrews had much genius for mechanical invention ; but we are bound to say the anti-

quities of Egypt, in the numerous warlike scenes which they represent, do not, as far as we

know, contain any examples of projectile engines : and it must be admitted that in the art of

war many ingenious devices originate with nations not otherwise distinguished for their

inventive faculties.

Uzziah provided ample stores of weapons and armour—spears, shields, helmets, breast-

plates, bows, and stone-slings—for the numerous body which he enrolled as ready to be called

into action, and which consisted of not less than 307,500 men under 2600 paternal chiefs.

This formed a sort of militia, divided into bands, liable to be called into actual service by

rotation, according to the number required.

With this force, and under these arrangements, Uzziah was enabled to establish and extend

his power. He recovered possession of the port of Elath on the Red Sea ; he got possession of

the principal Philistine towns, Gath, Jabneh, and Ashdod. The Arab hordes on the borders

were subdued ; and the Ammonites were reduced to tribute.

Elated by all this prosperity, the king of Judah saw not why he should be precluded from a

distinction which other monarchs enjoyed, and which his neighbour of Israel probably exer-

cised—that of officiating on particular occasions at the incense-altar, as high-priest. He made

the attempt. He went into the holy place, which none but the priests might lawfully enter,

to offer incense on the altar there ; but was followed by the high-priest, Azariah, and by eighty

other priests, who opposed his design, and warned him of his trespass. The king, made

wrathful by this opposition, seized the censer to offer incense ; but in that moment he was

smitten with leprosy, the marks of which appeared visibly on his forehead. On perceiving

this, the priests thrust him forth as a pollution ; na}', confounded and conscience-smitten, he

hastened to leave the place.f From that day he was obliged to live apart as a leper, and his

* No one wiU, of course, coufound this person with the prophet of the same name, who lived long after. It is not, in fact, known

who he was. Some conjecture that he was the sou of the Zeehariah who was slain in the time of Joash. But we know of no other

foundation for this but the name. The distance of time does not favour the conjecture which identifies him with the Zeehariah of

Isaiah \iii. 2.

t To this prodigy Josephus adds an eaithciuake, which, he says, shook the earth with such violeiice tliat the roof of the temple

•was rent; and one half of a mountain on the west of Jerusalem fell, or rather slipped, into the valley below, covering the royal

gai'dens.

4g2
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son Jutham administered the affairs of the government in his father's name. The year in

which this happened is not well determined ; but the whole duration of his reign was fifty-two

years. This is the longest reign of any king of Judah, with the sole exception of Manasseh.

Isaiah received his appointment to the prophetic office in the year that king Uzziah died [b.c.

757] ; and Amos, Hoshea, and probably Joel, began to propliecy in his reign.

The death of Uzziah left the kingdom under the same actual ruler, but exchanged his

regency for the sovereignty. Jotham was twenty-five years old when he began to reign. He
was a good and prosperous prince, and during the sixteen years of his separate reign continued

the improvements and plans of his father. He l)uilt several fortresses, and confirmed the sub-

jection of the Ammonites to his sceptre. It was in this reign* that the city of Rome was

founded, with the destinies of which the Hebrews were in the end to be so intimately con-

nected. Jotham died in the year b.c. 741.

Ahaz succeeded Jotham when he was twenty years of age. He proved the most corrupt

monarcli that the house of David had as yet produced. He respected neither Jehovah, the

law, nor the prophets ; he broke through all the salutary restraints w^hich law and usage

imposed upon the Hebrew kings, and regarded nothing but his own depraved inclinations.

He introduced the Syrian idolatry into Jerusalem, erected altars to the Syrian gods, altered the

temple in many respects, according to the Syrian model, and finally caused it to be entirely

shut up. For these things, adversities and punishments came soon upon him.

Pekah king of Israel, and Rezin king of Syria, had formed an alliance against Judah in the

last year of Jotham, which began to take effect as soon as Ahaz had evinced the unworthiness

of his character. The object of this alliance appears to have been no less than to dethrone the

house of David, and to make" the son of Tabeal" king in the room of Ahaz.f

In this w^ar Elath w^as taken from Judah by the king of Syria, who restored it to the

Edomites. He also defeated Ahaz in battle and carried away large numbers of his subjects as

captives to Damascus. Pekah on his part was equally successful. He slew in one day 120,000

men of Judah, and carried away captives not fewer than 200,000 women and children,

together with much spoil, to Samaria. But on his arrival there he was met by the prophet

Obed, and by some of the chiefs of Ephraim. The former awakened the king's apprehen-

sions for the consequences of the Divine anger on account of the evil already committed against

the house of Judah, and exhorted him not to add to this evil and to their danger, by reducing

the women and children of that kindred state to bondage. The prophet was vigorously

seconded by the chiefs, who positively declared to the troops, " ye shall not bring in hitlier

these captives to increase our guilt before Jehovah. Intend ye to add to our sin and to our

trespass ? for our trespass is great, and fierce is the wrath of Jehovah against Israel." On
hearing this the warriors abandoned their captives, and left them in the hands of the chiefs,

who, with the concurrence and help of the people, " took the captives, and from the spoil

clothed all that were naked among them, and arraved them, and shod them, and gave them to

eat and drink, and anointed them, and carried all the feeble of them upon asses, and brought

them to Jericho, the city of palm-trees, to their brethren." This beautiful incident comes

over our sense as might some strain of soft and happy music amidst the bray of trumpets

and the alarms of war. It also proves that, even in the worst of times, a righteous few were

found, even in Israel, who honoured the God of their fathers and stood in dread of his

judgments.

The narrative in Isaiah records an unsuccessfid attempt of the confederates against Jeru-

salem, the proper place of which in the history is not easily found, but which may appear to

have been posterior to tlie occurrences which have been related. At the same tmie, the

Edomites and Philistines invaded the south of Judah, and took possession of several cities of

the low country, with their villages, and occupied them. Thus harassed on every hand, the

besotted king rejected a token of deliverance which Isaiah was commissioned to offer him

* B.C. 748, or accordin;; toothers, 750 or 752, all which dates fell in this icign.

I Isa. vii. 5. 6. Of this " son of Tabeal" iiothiiii,' is known, altliouKh iimcli has been coujcotuii'd. Some make it to 1 c Pekah

himself, but the interpretation on which it is founded is not very sound, altliough the thing ilself might not be unlikely.
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from God, under the pretext that he " would not tempt Jehovah," but in reality, because he

had already chosen another alternative. This was to induce Tiglath-Pileser,* the king of

Assyria, to make a diversion in his favour by invading the kingdoms of Syria and Israel.

Pul, the father of this king, was the first Assyrian monarch who took part in the affairs of

the West. By invading Israel, he had made known the power of that monarchy to Syria and

Palestine. Tiglath-Pileser, for his own objects, lent a willing ear to the suite of Ahaz, who

professed himself his vassal, and sent him a subsidy of all the sacred and royal treasures. He
marched an army westward, defeated and slew Rezin the king of Syria, took Damascus, and

sent the inhabitants away into Assyria,—thus putting an end to that monarchy of Damascene-

Syria, which has so often come under our notice. At the same time he carried away the

tribes beyond Jordan—Reuben, Gad, and half Manasseh—captives to Media, where they were

planted in Halah, Habor, and on the river Gozan ; and to them he added the other half of the

tribe of Manasseh Avhich was seated in Galilee.

Syria, with the countries of Gilead and Bashan, were thus annexed to the dominions of the

Assyrian king, who remained some time at Damascus, settling his conquests. Ahaz had small

cause to rejoice in this alteration, for although he was delivered from his immediate fears, the

formidable Assyrian had now become his near neighbour, and was not likely to treat him

with much consideration ; and in fact the result was that " he distressed Ahaz, and

strengthened him not." The king of Judah, however, found it prudent to visit Tiglath-Pileser

at Damascus, to congratulate him on his victories, and to tender his homage. This visit only

taught him new fashions of idolatry and sin ; which on his return home he continued to practice

apparently until his death, which took place in b.c. 725, after a disgraceful reign of sixteen

years. He was allowed a grave in Jerusalem ; but no place in the sepulchre of the kings was

granted to him.

CONTEMPORARY KINGS.

Kings of Judah.

Q. Athaliah B.C. 895

Joash or Jehoash 889

Amaziah 849

Interregnum 820

Uzziah or Azariali 809

Jotham 757

Ahaz 741

Died 725

Kings of Israel.

Jehu B.C. 895

Jehoahaz ........ 867

Jehoash or Joash 850

Jeroboam II 834

First Interregnum 793

Zachariah and Shallum ... 771

Menahem 770

Pekahiah 760

Pekah 758

Second Interregnum .... 738

Hoshea 728

Samaria taken . . . 719

* Or Tiglathpul-assur, " the tiger lord of Assyria."
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE.

(')" High Places," p. 58G.—The few remarks

we have to offer on this s\ibject may be regarded

as supplementary to the statements given in

previous pages respecting what are called

Druidieal monuments. Indeed our previous

inquiries greatly simplify the present question.

The interpretation of the " high places" which

our previous conclusions suggest, is precisely

that which the frequent mention of these

"high-places" in the Scriptures would spon-

taneously suggest to any reader. And this is

that they were such rude altars as have already

been described erected on conspicuous spots,

often on the tops of natural hills or artificial

mounds. That altars or other sacred stones

niai-ked these high places, is obvious from the

phrases expressing erection or setting up.

Taken in this more limited signification, there

are existing remains of such erections in dif-

feient quarters. In the ' Monumentarum
Danicorum ' of 01a\is Wormius, we see, at p. 8,

a sacred hill crowned by a cromlech, below

which a circle of stones runs round the liill,

which itself stands within a square of Druid-
ieal stones. In another place (p. 35) a similar

hill, similarly enclosed, has two circles of

stones, one around the base, and the other

about one-third below the summit. Our
Aggie-Stone (of which a figure is given below),

in the isle of Purbeck, may be regarded as a

remarkable monument of this class.

We incline to think, however, that the term,

as ap))lied in Scripture, might denote any

place of a sacred stone or stones to which
people congregated for worship, whether con-

taining an altar for sacrifice or not, and whe-
ther upon a hill or not ; and they may have
taken the name of " high places," from their

having been, originally, most commonly upon
hills: or it is not unlikely that they may have

been so called from their own height of struc-

ture, independently of situation ; and even their

being places of worship aiul sacrifice, might
entitle them to the denomination of high or

(Muinent places, without reference to either of

these circumstances.

It is clear that " high ])laces" were not

always, nor in later times generally, in elevated

spots. When men ranged the world and had

no certain dwelling place, the preference of an

elevation for their altars was easier than when
settled habitations were established in plains,

and with reference to other contingencies,

than the presence of a mountain or a hill.

This maybe proved from Scripture. In some
passages the " high places " are distinguished

from hills* Sometimes high places were made
" in every city,"f many of which had no emi-

nence in or near them. Accordingly they are

described as being ifi streets.X This last text,

with various others, also shows that the high

places were of rude stone or artificial materials,

caj)able of being destroyed by violence, for it

is threatened to break them d(iwn.§ This also

appears with reference to those that were
really on eminences.

||

In the same passage high places are de-

scribed in valleys and by the side uf rivers.

Of .Jeroboam, it is even said that " he made a

hoitse of high places.''^ We also read of high

places that were not removed or taken away by

Asa,** by Jehoshaphat,ttorbyJehoash.t]: They
were taken away by Hezekiah ; but were huilt

up again by Manasseh.^S^S Josiah ''brake down
the high places of the gate,"|||| as well as those

that were in the cities of Samaria,^^ " the name
of which we had been previously told that the

children of Israel " built them high places in

all their cities."***

From these and other instances, we conclude

that there were places in various situations,

consecrated to religious Avorship and gene-

rally to altar-service ; and that this appropiiation

was marked by such altars and monuments of

stone as still remain in various quarters.

The Israelites were commaiuled to destroy

the high places which had been consecrated

to idols, as abominable things ; while the prin-

ciple of but one place of altar-service, precluded

the use of high places in the service of Jehovah.

It ap]iears, however, that this preclusion of

high places in the service of God was not

rigidly enforced until after tlie building of the

temple : and although, after that, the offering

of sacrifices and olilations at high places is

noticed with reprehension, it is not clear that

they were not even then allowed as ])laces of

• E.g. 2 Kings xvi. 4. +2 Chron. xxviii. 24.

X Ezek. xvi. 31—39.

§ See also Lev. xxvi. 30 ; Num. xxxiii. 52.

II
Ezek. vi. 3. «I 1 Kings xii. 31, 32.

•• 2 Chron, xv. )?. it 1 Kings xxii.23.

%X2 Kings xii. 3. §§ 2 Kings xxi. 3.

nil 2 Kings xxiii. 8. Tl«l 2 Kings .\xiii. 19.

••• 2 Kings.xvii.9. 11.
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resort for public worship and instruction

—

bearing the same relation to the Temple as

did the synagogues of after times, in which

there were no offerings or sacrifices, nor any

ritual service. The sentiment of the Jews in

this matter is, that even sacrifice at the high

places, when the intention was above sus-

picion, was lawful prior to the Temple : and,

certainly, before then such acts were performed

by men whose intentions were unquestionably

right, and the high places themselves are

described rather with approbation than re-

proach.* The habit of this was so rooted that

even the best kings fo\ind it difficult to inter-

fere with it, after a stricter rule had been

established on the erection of the temple. It

is often mentioned with blame that the people,

in the best times, continued to offer sacrifice

* 1 Sam. ix. 12, 19, 25 ; x. 5; 1 Kings iii. 4. &c.

and burn incense at the high places, to which
(as we vinderstand) they lawfully resorted, in

their several districts, on the Sabbaths and

other occasions for worship. That there should

be such places of resort, at which services

might be rendered similar to those which

afterwards distinguished the synagogues, is not

only probable, and almost necessary in itself,

but appears to be indicated in some passages :*

and it would be difficult to show what these

were but the liigh places, at Avhich it was so dif-

ficult to wean the people from rendering those

further and higher services of sacrifice and
oblation, which should have been peculiar to the

Temple and the altar there. It is quite un-

likely that they had other places of religious

resort than those at which they were so much
disposed to render higher services than the

law allowed.

* Psalra xxvii. 12; Lwiii. 26 ; Isa. vii. 19.
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CHAPTER VIII.

ISRAEL, FROM 895 b.c, to 719 b.c.

[Nineveh.]

Jeiut, having executed his avenging mission upon the house of Ahab, and overthro^vn the

idolatries of Baal, ascended the throne of Israel in the year 895 b.c.

There was a point beyond which Jehu was not prepared to go in his boasted zeal for Jeho-

vah. He was ready to punish and discountenance all foreign worshi]) ; 1)ut it was no part of

his policy to heal the schism ])etwcen Judah and Israel, by abolishing the separate and highly

irregular establishment, for the worship of Jehovah, before the symliolic golden calves, which

Jeroboam had established, and which all his successors had maintained. The vital root therefore

remained in the ground, although the branches had been lopped off. It also appeared, ere

long, that the fL)rcign idolatries of Ahab and Jezebel had acquired too nuich prevalence to be

entirely extirpated by any coercive reformation As soon as the heat of that reformation had

cooled, such idolatries again gradually stole into use, although no longer witli the sanction or

favour of the government.

For these things the kingdom of Israel was in the latter days of Jehu allowed to be shorn

of the provinces beyond Jordan. That fair country was ravaged, and its fortresses seized by

llazael, king of Syria, Avho, without any recorded opposition from the king of Israel, appears

to have annexed it to his own dominions.
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Jehu died in 867 b.c, after a reign of twenty-eight years.

He was succeeded by his son Jehoahaz, who reigned seventeen inglorious years. He fol-

lowed the latter course of his father, and the people followed their own course. The same

kind of punishment was therefore continued. The Syrians were still permitted to prevail over

Israel, until, at length, Jehoahaz had only left, of all his forces, ten chariots, fifty horsemen,

and ten thousand infantry; for " the king of Syria had destroyed the rest, and trampled on

them like dust." By these calamities the king was at last awakened to a sense of his position

and his danger : he made supplication to Jehovah with tears ; and therefore his latter days

were favoured with peace. He died in 850 b.c.

JoASH, his son, began to reign in the thirty-seventh year of his namesake, Joash king of

Judah. Josephus gives this king a good character, which the sacred historian does not con-

firm. From looking at the few incidents of his life which it has been deemed worth while to

preserve, we may reconcile these statements by discovering that he was in his private charac-

ter a well-disposed, although weak, man; while as a king he made no efforts to discourage

idolatry or heal the schism which the establishment of the golden calves had produced. In

his days Elisha the prophet fell sick of that illness of which he died. When the king heard

of his danger, he went to visit his dying bed, and wept over him, crying, " O my father ! my
father!—the chariot of Israel, and the horsemen thereof!" As the idolatrous generation was

now becoming extinct, and the good dispositions of Joash himself were recognised, the dying

prophet was enabled to assure him, by a significant symbol, of three victories over the

Syrians. Accordingly, Joash was enabled to keep them in check, and in the end to gain the

ascendancy over them, so as to recover from Ben-hadad the possessions of which his own

father had been deprived by the father of that Syrian king.

Joash reigned seventeen years.

In the year 834 b.c, Jeroboam II. succeeded his father, whom he appears to have much

resembled in character and proceedings. He began badly ; and Josephus says that he engaged

in various absurd foreign undertakings which proved very injurious to the nation. He was

probably improved by ripening years; for the prophet Jonah was commissioned to promise

him the complete recovery of the former dominions of the state. A great victory over the

Syrians accordingly restored to him all the ancient divisions of Israel, from Hamath to the

borders of the Dead Sea. His signal success over Amaziah the king of Judah has been

recorded in the preceding chapter. Upon the whole, the reign of Jeroboam II. may be

regarded as a brilliant one, considering the evil days on which the history has now fallen. In

fact, it would not be easy to point to any king of the separate kingdom of Israel whose reign

was more prosperous.

The prophet Jonah, named in the preceding paragraph, is the same whose reluctant mission

to Nineveh,* the capital of the Assyrian empire, is related in the book which bears his name.

" The king of Nineveh," whose humiliation with that of his people averted the doom impend-

ing over " that exceeding great city," is supposed to have been the predecessor of Pul, whom

the history will speedily bring before us. Jonah's remarkable mission appears to have taken

place about the year 800 b.c, at the latter end of the reign of Jeroboam, who died in 793 b.c,

after a reign of forty-one years.

There was a delay in calling his son Zechariah to the throne. Jeroboam II. began to reign

in the fifteenth year of Amaziah king of Judah, and reigned forty-one years ;t he died, there-

fore, in the sixteenth year of Uzziah king of Judah ; but his son Zechariah did not succeed

him until the thirty-eighth of Uzziah,! which produces an interregnum of not less than

twelfty-two years. During this period great internal commotions prevailed, which more than

compensated the absence of foreign war. Kings were suddenly raised to the throne, and as

suddenly removed, agreeably to the representation which the prophet Hoshea gives of the

state of the kingdom. The same representation also proves that at this period very gross cor-

ruptions of religion and of morals prevailed. Even the ultimate call of Zechariah to the throne

* See the cut at the head of this chapter. t 2 Kings xiv. 43. I 2 Kings xv. 8.
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had scarcely any effect in allaying these disturbances, and he was himself slain by Shallum

in the sixth month of his reign. He was the last king of the house of Jehu : and thus was

fulfdled the prediction that the family of Jehu should only retain the throne to the fourth

generation.

Shallum, whose deed in slaying Zechariahwas performed with the sanction and in the pre-

sence of the people, ascended the vacant throne in the year 771 b.c. But on receiving intel-

ligence of this event, Menahem, the general of the army, marched against the new king, and

having defeated and slain him in battle, after a reign of but thirty days, mounted the throne

himself : and through his influence with the army, he was enabled not only to retain his post,

but to subdue the disturbances by which the country had of late years been distracted. In

doing this he proceeded with a degree of barbarity which would have been scarcely excusable

in even a foreign conqueror.*

It was in the time of Menahem that the Assyrians under Pul made their first appearance in

Syria. Their formidable force precluded even the show of opposition from the king of Israel,

who deemed it the wiser course to purchase peace from the Assyrian king at the price of a

thousand talents of silver.t This sum he raised by the unpopular measure of a poll tax of

fifty shekels each I upon 60,000 of his wealthiest subjects. This is the first instance in

either kingdom of money raised by taxation for a public object. In the kingdom of Judah
such exigencies were met from the treasury of the temple, or of the crown ; and probably

there were, in ordinary times, analogous resources in Israel, but which we may readily conclude

to have been exhausted in the recent troubles and confusions in that kingdom. Professor

Jahn considers that the government of Israel had by this time become wholly military, in

which conclusion we are disposed to acquiesce, although from other intimations than those

to which he adverts.

After a reign of ten years Menahem died in 760 b.c, and was succeeded by his son Pekahiah,
who after a short and undistinguished reign of two years, was slain by Pekah, the commander
of the forces, who placed himself on the throne.

The alliance of Pekah with Rezin the king of Syria, against the house of David, has been
recorded in the preceding chapter, as well as the consequences which resulted from the resort

of Ahaz king of Judali to the protection of Tiglath-pileser, the new king of Assyria, who
overran Gilead and Galilee, and removed the inliabitants to Assyria and Media. After a

reign of twenty years, Pekah received from Hoshea the same doom which he had himself

inflicted upon his predecessor. This was in 738 b.c, being in the third year of the reign

of Ahaz in Judah.

It appears that although Hoshea is counted as the next king, he was not immediately able

to establish himself on the throne, but that an interregnum, or period of anarchy, often years'

duration, followed the murder of Pekah.§ Thus, although the kingdom of Israel was now
enclosed within very narrow boundaries, and surrounded on the north and east by the powerful

Assyrians, it could not remain quiet, but was continually exhausting its strength in domestic

conspiracies and broils.

From this struggle the regicide Hoshea emerged as king. He proved a better ruler than

most of his predecessors. He allowed the king of Judah (Hezekiah) to send messengers

through the country inviting the people to a great i)assover which he intended to celebrate at

Jerusalem, nor did he throw any obstacles in the wav of the persons disposed to accei)t the

invitation. He had a spirit which might have enabled him to advance the power and interests

of the country under ordinary circumstances; but now, doomed of God, the kingdom was too

•much weakened to make the least eft'ort against the Assyrian power. When therefore Slial-

maneser, the new Assyrian king, invaded the country, he bowed his neck to receive the yoke

* Joseph. Antiq. ix. II, § 1. t Almost 375,000/. l>y tlio iirosout value of this (lUaiitity of silver.

J Six pounds five shillings sterling.

§ I'ekah king of Israel, began to reign in the rifty-scoonil year of U/.ziah (2 Kings xv. 27; 2 Chron. xxvi. 3): and in the

twentieth year of iiis reign was slain hy Hoshea (xv. 30) in the third year of the reign of Ahaz king of .ludah (2 Kings xvi. 1) ;

but Hoshea did not begin to reign until the twelfth year of Ah.i/. (xvii. 1), or the thirteenth current (2 Kings xvi. 10) ; couse

queiitly the second interregnum in Israel lasted 13-3=10 years."—Hales.
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of a tributary. This yoke, however, he found so galling that ere long he took measures for

shaking it off. He made a treaty with " So," or Sabaco* king of Egypt, and on the strength

of it ventured to seize and imprison the Assyrian officer appointed to collect the tribute.

Upon this, Shalmaneser laid siege to Samaria, and after three years gained possession of that

city and destroyed it. During all this time the king of Egypt made no attempt to come to the

assistance of Israel, as Isaiah had from the beginning predicted, in language of strong

reprehension against this alliance.t The fall of Samaria consummated the conquest of the

country by the Assyrians. Hoshea was himself among the captives, and was sent in chains

to Nineveh; but what afterwards became of him is not known. Considerable numbers of

the principal Israelites, during the war, and at its disastrous conclusion, fled the country,

some to Egypt, but more into Judea, where they settled down as subjects of Hezekiah, whose
kingdom must have been considerably strengthened by this means.

According to a piece of Oriental policy of which modern examples have been offered,

Shalmaneser removed from the land the principal inhabitants, the soldiers, and the artisans to

Halab, to the river Habor (Chebar in Ezekiel), to Gozan, and to the cities of the Medes. On
the other hand, colonists were brought from Babylon, Cuthah, Ava, Hamath, and Sepharvaim,
and seated in Samaria. It appears also that other colonists were afterwards sent into the

country by Esarhaddon.| These people mingled with the Israelites, who still abode in the land,

and were all comprehended under the general name of Samaritans, which was derived from
the city of Samaria. At first all of them were worshippers of idols; but as wild beasts in-

creased in their depopulated country, they were much disturbed by lions. According to the

notions respecting national and local gods which then prevailed in the world, it is not strange

that they attributed this calamity to the anger of the god of the country on account of their

neglect of his worship. Accordingly, an Israelitish priest was recalled from exile, in order to

instruct these idolaters in the worship of Jehovah as a national Deity. He settled at Bethel,

where one of the golden calves had formerly stood ; and afterwards the Samaritans united the

worship of Jehovah with the worship of their own gods.

We will follow the expatriated Israelites into the places of their captivity ; but first it is

necessary that our attention should be turned to the affairs of Judah, which the mercy and
long-suffering of God still continues to spare.

* Tliis So, or Sabaco of profane authors,—Sabakoph on (he monuments,—was an Ethiopian wlio ruled in Egypt, and » hose right
to the crown of wliich may lla^e been (in part, at least) derived from marriage, althuugh Herodotus represents liim solely as an
inti-usive conqueror. His name occurs at Abydiis ; and the respect paid to his monuments by his successors may be considered to
imply that his reign was not a wrongful usurpation.

t Isaiah xxx. 1—7. | Ezra iv. 2 ; comp. 9, 10.
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CHAPTER IX.

JUDAII, FKOM 725 Bc, TO 586 bc.

[Sepiilclire ofthc Kings.]

Hezekiaii was twenty-five years of age wlien he succeeded his father Aliaz, in the kingdom

of Judah. He was a most pious prince, and thoroughly imbued with the principles of the

theocracy. He testified the most lively zeal for the service and honour of Jeliovah ; while, as

a king, he was disposed to manifest tlie most unreserved reliance on Him and subservience to

Him, as Sovereign Lord of the Hebrew people. He therefore won the high culogium that

" there was none like him among all the kings of Judah after him, nor any that were before

him."*

He begun his reign by the restoration of the true religi(ni and the abolishment of idolatry

• 2 Kings xviii. 1—5. Such, however, must be understood us popular forms of describing superior cliaracter; for the same is

Slid, in tlu> same terms, of liis own great-grandson, Josiah.
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throughout his dominions. In the very first month he opened the doors of the temple, which

his father had closed, and restored the worship and service of God in proper order and beauty.

In extirpating idolatry he was not content, with the abolition of its grosser forms, but sought

out the more native and intimate

superstitions which were incen-

tives thereto. The altars illegally

erected to Jehovah, which former

kings had spared, were by him

overthrown. The brazen serpent,

which Moses had made in the

wilderness, and which was pre-

served in the temple, came in

time to be regarded as a holy

relic, to which at last a sort of

superstitious worship was paid,

and incense burned before it.

This was not unnatural, consi-

dering the history of this relic,

combined with the fact that

ophiolatry was then, and before

and after, a very common superstition in Egypt and other countries. The cut at p. 583 gives

an illustration of this fact ; and another may be given in the one now annexed.* It nobly

illustrates the vigour of Hezekiah's character, and of an entire freedom from superstition,

of which it is difficult now to appreciate the full merit, that he spared not even this certainly

interesting relic, but broke it in pieces, and instead of nahash, "a serpent," called it con-

temptuously nelmshtan, " a brazen bauble."

Much attention was also paid by Hezekiah to the dignified and orderly celebration of the

festivals, which formed so conspicuous a feature in the ritual system of the Hebrews. The
passover in particular, which had fallen into neglect, was revived with great splendour, and,

as noticed in the last chapter, Hezekiah sent couriers through the kingdom of Israel to invite

the attendance of the Israelites. His object was so obviously religious only, without any poli-

tical motives, that the last king of Israel offered no opposition : and indeed a kingdom so nearly

on the point of being absorbed into the great Assyrian empire, had small occasion to concern

itself respecting any possible designs of Hezekiah. The Israelites were therefore left to act

as their own dispositions might determine. The couriers went on from city to city proclaiming

the message, and delivering the letters with which they were charged. In these the king of

Judah manifested great anxiety to induce the Israelites—" the remnant who had escaped out

of the hands of the kings of Assyria"'!'—to return to Jehovah, and by that return avert that

utter destruction which seemed to impend over them. The great body of the Israelites received

the invitation with laughter and derision ; but in Zebulon and Asher some were found " who
humbled themselves and came to Jerusalem."

Like David, his great model, Hezekiah made provision for the instruction and moral im-
provement of the people, by the public singing of the Psalms in the temple, and by a new
collection of the moral maxims of Solomon.

For his righteous doings the Lord was with Hezekiah, and prospered him in all his reason-

• This cut is one of many similar representations at Pompeii, in whicli the Lares, or household gods, are represented in the
form of serpents brooding over an altar. Tlie pressait example is from a painting iu the kitchen of a first-rate house at Pompeii.
The upper part exhibits a sacrifice in honour of those deities, who are represented below, and whose protection and custody over
the provisions and cooking utensils is indicated by the bordering appendages.

t Some have inferred from this that this was after the captivity of Israel. But that did not take place until the sixth year of
Hezekiah; and it is not likely that one who began his reloims with so much promptitude and vigour, deferred the passover until

afrer six years. Besides, the kingdom of Israel after the losses of Pekah to the Assyrians, was but " a remnant " of what it had
been.
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able undertakings. He extended the fortifications and magazines throughout the country ; he

supplied Jerusalem more plentifully with water by means of a new aqueduct ; and the Philis-

tines, who had penetrated into the southern parts of Judea in the reign of his father, Avere

conquered by his arms.

The possession of the kingdom of Damascene-Syria, and the entire conquest of Israel, ren-

dered the kings of Assyria all-powerful in those countries. Phoenicia was the next to expe-

rience the force of their arms. The Tyrians only (according to the citation which Josephus

adduces from their own historian Menander) refused to receive the Assyrian yoke. They

fought and dispersed the fleet which the subjugated Phoenicians had furnished for the ulterior

objects and remoter enterprises of Shalmaneser. To avenge this act, the Assyrian king left

his troops for five years in the Tyrian territory, where they grievously distressed the citizens

of Tyre, by cutting off all access to the river and aqueduct from which the town obtained its

water. It was the death of Shalmaneser, apparently, which induced the Assyrians to abandon

the siege.

It was probably the same occasion, together with an undue reliance upon his fortifications,

and too much confidence derived from the success which had attended the small wars in

which he had been engaged, which led Hezekiah into the same temerity which had been the

ruin of Hoshea. He discontinued the tribute to the Assyrians which had been imposed upon
his father, and by that act threw off the yoke which Ahaz had voluntarily taken on himself.

In the fourteenth year of Hezekiah, the new king of Assyria, named Sennacherib, came a

large army to reduce the kingdom of Judah to obedience, as well as to invade Egypt, on

account of the encouragement which " So," the king of that country, had given to Hoshea to

revolt, by promises of assistance, which he proved unable to render. Such promises appear

to have been renewed to Hezekiah, to induce him to give trouble and employment to a power

of which the Egyptians had good cause to be jealous. But the new king Sethos [Se-pthah,

priest of Pthah], who had been a priest, considering the services of the soldiers unnecessary

to the security of a kingdom entrusted to the protection of the gods, treated the military caste

with much indignity, and much abridged their privileges, in consequence of which they re-

fused, when required, to march against the Assyrians.

Hezekiah, disappointed of the assistance which he had expected from Egypt,* and

observing the overwhelming nature of the force put in action, delayed not to make his sub-

missions to Sennacherib, humbly acknowledging his offence, and offering to submit to any

tribute which the king might impose upon him. The desire of the Assyrian not to delay his

more important operations against Egypt, seems to have inclined him to listen favourably to

this overture. He demanded three hundred talents of silver, and thirty talents of gold ; and

this was paid by Hezekiah, although to raise it he was compelled to exhaust the royal and

sacred treasures, and even to strip off the gold with which the doors and pillars of the temple

were overlaid.

Sennacherib received the silver and gold ; but after he had taken Ashdod, one of the keys

of Egypt, he began to think it would be unsafe in his invasion of that country to leave the

kingdom of Judah unsubdued in his rear. He therefore determined to complete the subju-

gation of Judah in the first place,—the rather as his recent observations, and the humble
submission of Hezekiah, left him little reason to expect much delay or difficulty in this

enter])rise. He soon reduced all the cities to his power except Libnah and Lachish, to which
he laid siege, and Jerusalem, to which he sent his general Rabshakeh witli a very haughty

summons to surrender. Many l)lasphemous and disparaging expressions were applied to

JjEHovAH by the heathen general. By this He was, as it were, bound to vindicate his own
honour and power ; and, accordingly, the ])rophet Isaiah was commissioned to promise the

king deliverance, and to foretell the destruction of the Assyrian host : " Lo ! I will send a

• That he had expectations from tliat quarter, and that such expectations were known to the Syrians, appears from Rabsliakeli's

advice to him,—" Not to trust upon the staff of that bruised reed, Kgypt (upon which if a man lean it will break and pierce his

hand) ;" 2 Kings xviii. 17—35.
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blast upon him, and he shall hear a rumour, and shall return to his own land, and I will

cause him to fall by the sword in his own land."*

The rumour by which Sennacherib was alarmed and interrupted, was no other than the

report which was spread abroad that Tirhakah the

Ethiopian, king of Upper Egypt,t was marching

with an immense army to cut off his retreat. He
then determined to withdraw ; but first sent a boast-

ing letter to Hezekiah, defying the God of Israel,

and threatening what destructions he would execute

upon the nation on his return. But that very night

an immense proportion of the Assyrian host—even

one hundred and eighty thousand men—were struck

dead by " the blast " which the prophet had pre-

dicted, and which has, with great probability, been

ascribed to the agency of the Simoom, or hot pesti-

lential south wind, which we have had another occasion

to notice.!

Sennacherib returned to Nineveh, and in the ex-

asperation of defeat he behaved with great severity

to the captive Israelites. But his career was soon

closed. Fifty-two days after his return he was slain,

while worshipping in the temple of the god Nisroc,

by his two eldest sons. Thus the prophecy of Isaiah

was in every point accomplished. The parricides

fled into Armenia, leaving the steps of the throne

clear for the ascent of the third son, whose name
was Esarhaddon. This great blow so weakened the Assyrian monarchy as not only to free

the king of Judah from his apprehensions, but enabled the Medes and Babylonians to

assert their independence.

The same year Hezekiah fell sick—apparently of the plague,—and he was warned by the

prophet Isaiah to prepare for death. The king was afflicted at these tidings ; and turning his

face to the wall (as he lay in his bed), to be unnoticed by his attendants, he besought the

Lord, with tears, to remember him with favour. His prayer was heard ; and the prophet,

who had not yet left the palace, was charged to return and acquaint Hezekiah, that on the

third following day he should resume his customary attendance at the Temple ; and not only

that, but that fifteen years should be added to his life. In confirmation of this extraordinary

communication, the king desired some miraculous sign ; and accordingly the shadow of the

style upon the dial of Ahaz went backward ten degrees. The event corresponded to these

intimations. The prolongation of life was the more important and desirable to Hezekiah, as at

that time there was no direct heir to the crown. These circumstances, together with the signal

deliverance from Sennacherib, not only cured the people of the idolatry which Ahaz had

introduced, and retained them for some time in their fidelity to Jehovah, but excited the

curiosity and admiration of the neighbouring nations. Merodach-Baladan, the king of

[Tirhakah. Rosellini.]

* 2 Kings xix. 7-

+ " With Tirhakah we are acquainted, botli from sacred and profane records; and his successful opposition to the power of

Assyria is noticed in the Bible (2 Kings xix. 19 ; Isa. xxxvii. 9), may be traced in Herodotus (ii. 141), and is recorded un the icalls

of a Thehan temple. It is possible that in the early part of his reign Sethos (or " So") divided the kingdom with him, and ruhid

in Lower Egypt, while the Ethiopian monarch possessed the dominion of the upper country; and this would account for the

absence of the name of Setlios on the monuments of Tliebes. Whether Tirhakali and Sabaco's claims to the throne of Egypt
were derived from any right acquired by intermarriage vvith the royal family of tliat country, and whether the dominion was at

first confined to the Tlieba'id It is difficult to determine : but the respect paid by their successors to the monuments they erected,

argues the probaf)ility of their having succeeded to tlie tlirone by right, rather than by usurpation or the force of arms."

—

Wilkinson, i. HO. It should be added that at Medinet Abou are tlie figure and name of Tirhakah, and of the captives he took.

The figure is that which we have given from Rosellini. It will be observed that he wears the crown of Upper Egypt, and that

only. Tlie name of Sabaco (Sethos, or So) is found at Abydus.
X See the Physical History, p. cxliii.
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Babylon, sent an embassy to congratulate the king on his deliverance from the Assyrians

(through which Merodach himself had been enabled to establish his independence in Babylon),

and upon his recovery from his illness, as well as to make particular inquiries respecting the

miracle l)y which it was accompanied—and which must have been of peculiar interest to a

scientific people like the Babylonians. Hezekiah appears to have been highly flattered by this

embassv from so distant a quarter. The ambassadors were treated with much attention and

respecf, and the king himself took pleasure in showing them the curiosities and treasures of

his kingdom. That he had treasures to show, seems to signify that he had recovered his

wealth fnjm the Assyrians, or had enriched himself by their spoil.

The sacred historian attributes Hezekiah's conduct on this occasion to " his pride of heart,"

involving an appropriation to himself of that glory w hich belonged only to Jehovah. Although,

therefore, his conduct did not occasion the doom, it gave the prophet Isaiah occasion to make

known to him that the treasures of his kingdom were the destined spoil, and his posterity the

destined captives of the very nation whose present ambassage had produced in him so much

unseemly pride. This was in every way a most remarkable prediction ; for Babylon was

then an inconsiderable kingdom, and the people almost unknown by whom the prediction was

to be fulfilled. Hezekiah received this announcement with true Oriental submission

—

satisfied, he said, if there were but peace and truth in his own days.

The remainder of Hezekiah's reign—through the years of prolonged life which had been

granted to him—appears to have been prosperous and ha]ipy. To no other man was it ever

granted to view the approach of death with certain knowledge, through the long but constantly

shortening vista of years that lay before him. At the time long before appointed, Hezekiah

died, after a reign of twenty-nine years, bc. 125.

Manasseh was but twelve years of age when he lost his father, and began to reign. The

temptations which surroimded him, and the evil counsels which were pressed upon him, were

too strong for his youth. He was corrupted ; and it seemed the special object of his reign to

overthrow all the good his fiither had wrought in Judah. The crimes of all former kings

seem light in comparison with those which disgraced his reign. He upheld idolatry with all

the influence of the regal power, and that with such inconceivable boldness, that the pure

and holy ceremonies of the temple service were superseded by obscene rites of an idol image

set up in the very sanctuary ; while the courts of God's House were occupied by altars to

"the host of heaven," or, the heavenly bodies. He maintained herds of necromancers, astro-

logers, and soothsayers of various kinds. The practice which was, of all others, the most

abhorrent to Jehovah, the king sanctioned by his own atrocious example, for he devoted his

owm children, by fire, to strange gods, in the blood-stained valley of Ben-Hinnom. Wicked-

ness now reigned on high, and as usual persecuted righteousness and truth ; so that, by a

strong but significant hyperbole, we are told that innocent blood flowed in the streets of Jeru-

salem like water.

While these things were transacting in Judah, Esarhaddon the king of Assyria was consoli-

dating his power, and endeavouring to re-unite the broken fragments of his father's empire.

It was not until the thirtieth year of his reign that he recovered Babylon, the aflfairs of which

appear to have fallen into great disorder after the death of Merodach-Baladan, if we may

judge from the occurrence of five reigns and two interregnums of ten years, all in the course

of the twenty-nine years, which preceded its reduction again under the Assyrian yoke.

Wlicn Esarhaddon had sufiiciently re-established his authority, and settled his affairs in

the cast, he turned his attention westward, and determined to restore his authority in that

quarter, and to avenge the disgrace and loss which the Assyrians had sustained in Palestine.

This intention constituted him Jehovah's avenger upon the king and nation of Judah, for the

manifold iniquities into which they had by this time fallen.

Esarhaddun entered Judah in great force, defeated Manasseh in battle, took him alive, and

sent him in ciuuns to Babylon, together with many of his nobles and of the people. They

were sent to Babylon probal)ly because P^sarhaddon, to prevent another defection, made that

city his chief residence during the last thirteen years of his reign. It was probably on the
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same occasion that he removed the principal remaining inhabitants of Israel, and replaced

them by more colonists from the East.

In the solitvide of his prison at Babylon, Manasseh became an altered and a better man.

The sins of his past life, and the grievous errors of his government were brought vividly

before him; and humbling himself before the God of his fathers, he cried earnestly for

pardon, and besought an opportunity of evincing the sincerity of his repentance. The history

makes mention of his prayer, as having been preserved ; and the Apocrypha contains a

prayer which purports to be that which he used on this occasion. This it would be difficult

to prove ; but the prayer itself is a good one, and suitable to the occasion.

His prayer was heard, and the opportunity which he sought was granted to him. Esar-

haddon gave way to the suggestions of a more generous policy than that by which he had

been at first actuated. He released the captive from his prison, and after having, we may
presume, won him over to the interests of Assyria, and weaned from the national bias in

favour of an Egyptian alliance, sent him home with honour. Unquestionably, he remained

tributary to the Assyrian monarch, and his territory was probably considered as forming a

useful barrier between the territories of Assyria and of Egypt. On his return, Manasseh
applied himself with great diligence to the correction of the abuses of his former reign. He
also fortified the city of Zion on the west side by a second high wall (or, perhaps, he only

rebuilt and carried to a greater height the wall which the Assyrians had thrown down), and

endeavoured as far as possible to restore the weakened kingdom to a better state. He died

in 696 B.C., after a protracted reign of fifty-five years; and, mindful of the first iniquities of

his reign, a place in the Sepulchre of the Kings (') was denied him, but he was buried in his

own garden.

Amon the son of Manasseh was twenty-five years of age when he ascended the throne of

Judah. He had been born after the repentance and restoration of his father ; yet the first

ways of Manasseh, and not the last, W'Cre those which he chose to follow. He revived the

idolatries which had been suppressed ; but the full development of his plans and character

was interrupted by a conspiracy, in which he perished after a short reign of two years. 639 b.c.

Josiah was but eight years old at the death of his father ; and during his minority the

affairs of the government were administered by the high-priest Joachim and a council of

elders at Jerusalem.* The young king profited well by the excellent education he received

under the tutelage of the high-priest. After a minority of eight years he assvmied the govern-

ment, and proceeded to act with far greater vigour against the idolatries of the land than the

regent had ventured to exercise. He not only destroyed every form of idolatry which he

was able to detect, but overthrew the altars illegally erected to Jehovah, and corrected the

other irregularities which had in previous times been tolerated. In the course of these

purgations, which were conducted by the king in person, he came to Bethel, and there

(according to the prediction made nearly four centuries before, which had mentioned him by

name) he defiled the altar which Jeroboam had erected before the golden calf in that place,

by burning thereon the disinterred bones of dead men—the bones of the worshippers. And
it was thus that the idolatrous altars were defiled by him throughout the land.

The zeal of the king took him beyond the limits of his own kingdom into the land of

Israel, which he traversed even to its remoter parts, uprooting idolatry and all its adjuncts,

* It is to the time of this minority that Dr. Hales would ascribe that invasion of Judea by the Assyrians which is recorded in the

apocryphal booli of Judith, and there only. That learned writer regards it as perfectly consonant with the whole range of sacred

and profane history, and thinks that it supplies some important links in both wliicli cannot be found elsewhere. For ourselves,

the more closely we inspect that narrative, the more we are inclined to dissent from this conclusion. The entire silence oi the

sacred writers and ufJ-jsephus, who often relates matters not to be found in the Scriptures, with reference to circumstances of such

very great importance, is alone calculated to produce much misgiving and suspicion ; and on reference to tlie narration itself, so

many manifest errors are detected, so many circumstances which certainly « ere not true, and others which could not by any possi-

bility be true, and so many difficulties which it is impossible to reconcile with linovvn history—that we have been led, with consi-

derable reluctance, to conclude that the narrative in the boolv of .ludith is utterly unworthy of historical credit, and cannot be re-

garded as even " founded on facts." It is in our eyes merely a fiction of a nondescript character between the historical romance

and the religious novel of our own day, but without the naturalness of the one or the proximate truth of the otlier. It is useless

to occupy our space with the narration of circumstances related on authority to which we feel unable to attach the least degree of

credit.
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wherever he came. For this rather reniarkahle proceeding out of his own kingdom there

are different ways of accounting. Tlie most probable seems to be that in restoring ISIanasseh

to his tlironc, tlie king of Assyria had extended his authority (for the purpose of internal

government) over the neighbouring territory. His favour and confidence, continued to Josiah,

agrees with and helps to explain some other circumstances.

AVhen these operations were completed, measures were taken for a thorough repair of the

temi)le. While this was in progress, the high-priest, Hilkiah, discovered the autograph copy

of the Law, written by the hand of Moses, which had been deposited in or beside the ark of

the covenant in the sanctuary. By his direction Sliaphan, the chief scribe, read therefrom in

the audience of the king, who no sooner heard that part which contains the prophecies of

Moses against the nation, foretelling the captivities and destructions which should befall it for

its inicpiities, than Josiah knew by signs not to be mistaken, that the predicted calamities were

imminent, for the iniquities hatl been rife, and the doom could not but soon follow ; already,

indeed, by the captivity of Israel, it had been half accomplished. It was for this that the king

rent his garments.* He delayed not to send to Huldah the prophetess, " who dwelt in the college

at Jerusalem," to learn from her the real intentions of Jehovah, and the sense in which these

alarming denunciations were to be understood. She confirmed the obvious interpretation,—that

the unquenchable wrath of God would ere long be poured out upon Judah and Jerusalem,

consuming, or bringing into bondage, the land, the city, the temple, the people, the king :—but

adding, for the king himself, that because of the righteousness which had been found in him,

he slKJuld be gathered to his grave before those evd days arrived.

By these disclosures new zeal for the Law was kindled in the heart of Josiah. The very

same year, he caused the passover to be celebrated with great solemnity, in which not only the

people of Judah, but the remnant of the Hebrew race which the Assyrians had left in the land

of Israel, joined. There had been no such passover since the foundation of the kingdom.

To understand the circumstances which led to the death of king Josiah, it is necessary to

view correctly the position of his kingdom, as a frontier barrier between the two great

kingdoms of Assyria and Egypt, whose borders, by the conquests of the former power were,

and had for some time been, in close and dangerous approximation. It is obvious that, fron)

the first, the political game of Western Asia in that age lay between Egypt and Assyria, the

former power being the only power west of the Euphrates which could for an instant be expected

to resist (ir retaliate the aggressive movements of the latter. There was little question that the

rich and fertile valley of the Nile might tempt the cupidity or the ambition of the Assyrians.

It was therefore the obvious policy of the kings of Egypt to maintain the kingdoms of Israel

and Judah, as a barrier between their country and the Assyrians, and it was the equally obvious

])olicy of the latter to break that barrier down. Hence Hoshea in Israel had been encouraged by

Sabaco to assert his independence, with a promise of support, which there is reason to believe

that the Egyptian king was less unwilling than unable to render. The fall of Israel, as it

weakened the barrier, could not but be a matter of regret to tlie Egyptians, and it would still

be their desire to strengthen the hands of the kings of Judah. In this position it became a

question at Jerusalem, as it had been in Samaria, whether the forbearance of the Assyrians

should be purchased by submission, or that reliance should be reposed on the support of Egypt

in opposition to that great power. The kings and people seem to have been generally well

disposed "to lean upon Egypt," not more from habit and ancient intercourse, than from the

perception that it was clearly the interest of that country to support them against the Assyrians.

Bui when it had happened more than once that Egypt, after having encouraged them to shake

oft' the Assyrian yoke, was unable (we cannot believe unwilling) to render the stipulated assist-

• It is quite evident tliat tlio kiiij; had never befr)ie read or lieard tlicse denunciations of tlie law, which seems hard to account

for, when we consider that coiiics of the law do not appear to have been scarce, the rather as, uo ^leat while before, many copies

had been made under tlie direction of Ile/.ekiah. It luus been suggested that the book in common use, and even that used by
kings and priests, was some abstract, like our abri<lymeut of the statutes, which contained only matters of positive law, oraittin;}

the promises and thrcatenings. The kin^' beinf,' impatient to know the contents, the scribe bcfjins to read injmeiliately ; and as the

books of tlie times were written upon lon^' scrolls, and rolled upon a stick, the latter part of Deuteronomy would comefir^tin

course; and there the -ii ril>c would find those terril)lc threateniiws wheiebv the king was so stroni'lv aflected. See Deut. xxviii.
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ance at the time it was most needed, and left them exposed to the tender mercies of the

provoked Assyrians, the prophets raised their voice against a confidence and an alliance by
which nothing but calamity had been produced, and encouraged unreserved and quiet submission
to the Assyrian yoke. Even Hezekiah however, as we have seen, was induced by the prospect
of support from Egypt, to throw off his dependence on Assyria. The consequent invasion of
Judah by Sennacherib was so obviously threatening to Egypt, that Sethos (the king who then
reigned in Lower Egypt) could only have been prevented by the state of affairs in his own
dominion from rendering the assistance which he had led the king of Judah to expect.

But, as already stated, this very unwarlike person—a priest by education and habit—had so

offended the powerful military caste by abridgments of their privileges, that they refused to

act, even in defence of the country. But when Tirhakah, the Ethiopian, who ruled in Upper
Egypt, heard of the threatened invasion by Sennacherib, he marched against him; and
the Scriptural account would imply that the mere rumour of his approach sufficed to induce
the Assyrians to contemplate a retreat, which was hastened by the singular destruction in his
army by the pestilential simoom.* This solitary example of assistance from Egypt, although
from an unexpected quarter, may be supposed to have strengthened the predilection of the
king and people of Judah towards the Egyptian alliance ; and it was almost certainly with the
concurrence of Egypt that Manasseh allowed himself to incur the wrath of the Assyrians.
But during his imprisonment at Babylon he would seem to have acquired the conviction that
it was his best policy to adhere to his Assyrian vassalage ; and we may conclude he was not
released without such oaths and covenants as his awakened conscience bound him to observe.
He was probably restored to his throne as a sworn tributary, or as being bound to keep the
country as a frontier against Egypt. The conduct of Josiah renders this the most probable
conclusion.

The Assyrian power got involved in wars with the Medes and Chaldeans, by which its

attention was fully engaged and its energies weakened. Egypt, on the other hand, united
under one king, had been consolidating its strength. Pharaoh-Necho, the king of that
country, thought the opportunity favourable to act aggressively against the Assyrians, and to
that end resolved to march and attack this old enemy on his old frontier. Carchemish, an
important post on the Euphrates, and the key of Assyria on the western side, was the
point to which his march was directed. He passed along the sea-coast of Palestine, north-
ward, the route usually followed by the Egyptian kings when they entered Asia. Josiah
being apprised of this, and mindful of his relation to Assyria, and of his obHgation to defend the
frontier against the Egyptians, assembled his forces and determined to impede, if he could not
prevent, the march of Necho through his territories. When the Egyptian king heard that
Josiah had posted himself on the skirts of the plain of Esdraelon—that great battle-field of
nations—to oppose his progress, he sent messengers to engage him to desist from his inter-
ference, alleging that he had no hostile intentions against Judah, but against an enemy with
whom he was at war, and warning Josiah that his imprudent interference miglit prove fatal to
himself and his people. But these considerations had no weight with Josiah, against what ap-
peared to him a clear case of duty. He resisted the progress of the Egyptian anny with great
spirit, considering the disproportion of numbers. He himself fought in disguise ; but a commis-

* Sir J. G. Willvinson aUeges, wo know not on wliat autlioiity, tliat Sennacherib was fought and beaten by Tirhakah, and attri-
butes to the jealousy of the Memiiliites the version of tlie affair given to Herodotus, by whicli he considers the truth to be dis"uisea
and tlie glory of Tirhakah obscured. Tliis version is, that the Assyrians actually invaded Egypt ; and Sethos being unsupported
by the military, was induced by a dream to march against the enemy at the head of an undisciplined rabl)le of artisans and
labourers. While the two parties were encamped opposite each other, near Pelusium, a prodigious number of field mice visited the
Assyrian camp by night and gnawed to pieces their quij^ers and bows, as well as the handles of their shields; so that, in the morn-
ing finding themselves without arms, they fled in confusion, losing great numbers of their men. This is the story which Sir J G
Wilkinson regards as invented by the Memphites to withdi'aw from Tirhakah the credit of the Assyrian overtluow, which was
realU his work. But from the cast given to the story, we are very much more disposed to believe that it is rather a version of the
extraordinary overthrow whicl. the Assyrians sustained fcy n/^W in Palestine, and which the Egyptians desired to appropriate to
their own country and their own gods. Or may it not be that, seeing the Hebrews alleged their God to be the Creator of the world,
the Egyptians cun^idered him tlie same as Pthah. the creator in their mythology, and whose priest Setlios had l^een ? This seems
to us very likely, the rather as it is difficult without this supposed identity' to account for a circumstance in a following reign, when
Necho expected to influence the pious Josiah by telling that God had sent liim (Necho) to « ar against the Assyrians.

4 I 2
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sioned arrow found him out, and inflicted a mortal wound in the neck. He directed his attendants

to remove him from the battle-field. Escaping from the heavy shower of arrows with which

their broken ranks were overwhelmed, they removed him from the chariot in which he was

wounded, and placing him in " a second one that he had," they conveyed him to Jerusalem,

where he died. Thus prematurely perished, at the age of thirty-nine, one of the best and most

zealous kings who ever sat upon the throne of David. His zeal in his vocation, as the over-

turner of idolatry, must have been much stimulated by the knowledge that he had been pre-

ordained, by name, to this service, many centuries before his birth. We know not why the

last act of his life should be deemed blameworthy by many who in other respects think highly

of his character and reign. Was it not rather noble and heroic in him to oppose the vast host

of Necho, in obedience to the obligation which his family had incurred to the Assyrian kings,

and in consideration of which his grandfather, his father, and himself, had been permitted to

exercise the sovereign authority in the land ? The death of Josiah was lamented by the pro-

phet Jeremiah in an elegiac ode, which has not been preserved.

Intent upon his original design, Necho paused not to avenge himself upon the Judahites for

the opposition he had encountered, but continued his march to the Euphrates.

Three months had scarcely elapsed, when, returning victorious from the capture of Carche-

mish and the defeat of the Assyrians, he learned that the people had called a younger son of

Josiah, named Jehoahaz or Shallum, twenty-three years old, to the throne, overlooking his

elder brother. Displeased that such a step had been taken without any reference to the will of

their now paramount lord and conqueror, he sent and summoned Jehoahaz to attend on him at

Riblah in the land of Hamath ; and having deposed him and condemned the land to pay in

tribute a hundred talents of silver and a talent of gold, he took him as a prisoner to Jerusa-

lem. On arriving there, Necho made Eliakim, the eldest son of Josiah, king in the room of

his father, changing his name to Jehoiakim, according to a custom frequently practised by

lords paramount and masters towards subject princes and slaves. The altered name was a

mark of subjection. Tlien taking the silver and gold which he had levied upon the people,

Necho departed for Egypt, taking with him the captive Jehoahaz, who there terminated his

short and inglorious career, according to the prophecy of Jeremiah.*

Jehoiakim, the eldest son of Josiah, was twenty-five years old when he began to reign. He
reigned eleven years, and by his idolatries and misgovernment proved himself worthy of the

tlirone of Ahaz and Manasseh. Early in his reign he was called to repentance by the prophet

Jeremiah, who publicly, at the feast of tabernacles, in the ears of the assembled nation, de-

nounced, in the name of Jehovah, the severest judgments against king and people, including

the destruction of the city and the temple. For this he was seized as a seditious person,

worthy of death ; but he was acquitted by the nobles, and on this and other occasions

screened by some persons of influence who had been in power in the good times of Josiah.

Meanwhile the war in the East approached its termination. The allied Medes and Baby

lonians—the former under Cyaxares, and the latter under Nabopolassar—besieged the last

Assyrian king in Nineveh. The siege was turned into a blockade ; and Nabopolassar, already

assuming the government of the empire which had fallen from the enfeebled hands of the Assy-

rians, despatched his son Nebuchadnezzar westward, with an adequate force, to chastise the

Egyptians for their late proceedings, and to restore the revoked Syrians and Phoenicians to

their obedience. In these difterent objects he completely succeeded.f Carchemish J he reco-

vered from the Egyptians, and Jehoiakim was compelled to transfer his allegiance from Necho

^to the Babylonian. This was in the first year of his reign; in the second Nineveh was taken

and destroyed by the allies. Tlie conquering Medes were content to have secured their inde-

])cndence and avenged their wrongs, and left to the conquering Cluddeans tlie licjn's share of

the spoil. Babylon now became the imperial capital ; but NabopoUissar himself, the founder

of the great Chaldae-Babylonian empire, died almost immediately after the full of Nineveh, and

the young hero in the west was called to fill the glorious throne which his father had set up.

• .loi. x\ii. 10—12. t Bciosiis in .losepli. ' AiiU(i.' x. 11,1. j .Ter. xlvii. C.
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The absence of Nebuchadiiezzar in another quarter seemed to the king of Egypt a favour-

able opportunity of recovering his foreign conquests. He therefore undertook another expe-

dition against Carchemish;* and as Jehoiakim, in Judea, renounced, about the same time, his

sworn allegiance to Nebuchadnezzar, there is much reason to conclude that he was encouraged

to this step by the Egyptian king. This measure was earnestly but ineflfectually reprobated

by the prophet Jeremiah, who foretold the consequences which actually followed.

Nebuchadnezzar, who was certainly the greatest general of that age, did not allow the

Egyptian king to surprise him. He met and defeated him at Carchemish, and then, pursuing

his victory, stripped the Egyptian of all his northern possessions, from the river Euphrates to

the Nile, and this by so strong an act of repression that he dared " come no more out of his

own land."

The king of Judah now lay at the mercy of the hero whose anger he had so unadvisedly

provoked. Nebuchadnezzar laid siege to Jerusalem, and took it. He committed no de-

structions but such as were the direct effect of his military operations ; and with a leniency

very rare in those days, he refrained from displacing Jehoiakim from his throne. He was

content to indemnify himself by the spoils of the temple, part of the golden ornaments and

vessels of which he took away ; and with removing to Babylon some members of the royal

family, and sons of the principal nobles. These would serve as hostages, and at the same

time help to swell the pomp and ostentation of the Babylonian court. Among the persons

thus removed was Daniel and his three friends, whose condition and conduct will soon engage

our notice, as part of the history of the Captivity. It must be evident that the leniency

exhibited on this occasion by Nebuchadnezzar, may be ascribed to his desire to maintain the

kingdom of Judah as a barrier between his Syrian dominions and Egypt ; for since Egypt

had become aggressive, it was no longer his interest that this barrier should be destroyed.

The court at Jerusalem soon again fell into much disorder. The king turned a deaf ear to

all wise counsel and all truth, as delivered by the prophet Jeremiah, and listened only to the

false prophets who won his favour by the flattering prospects which they drew, and by the

chimerical hopes which they created. The final result was, that this prince again had the

temerity to renounce his allegiance to the Babylonian, to whose clemency he owed his life and

throne.

This occurred in the fourth year of Jehoiakim, b.c. 604, which it is important to note, as it

is from this date that the " seventy years " of the Babylonish captivity is with the greatest

apparent propriety dated.
-f-

This period of seventy years of exile was foretold by Jeremiah
;J:

and it is most remarkable that from whichever of the more marked points these seventy years

be commenced, we are brought at the termination to some one equally marked point in the

history of the restoration and re-settlement of the nation.

Jehoiakim was not at all reformed by the calamity which had befallen his house and

country. It only served to increase the ferocity of his spirit. This reign therefore continued

to be cruel, tyrannical, and oppressive, and still more and more, " his eyes and his heart were

intent on covetousness, oppression, and the shedding of innocent blood." Of this an instance

is found in the case of the prophet Urijah, " whom he slew with the sword, and cast his dead

body into the graves of the common people," because he prophesied of the impending cala-

mities of Judah and Jerusalem. § For these things the personal doom of Jehoiakim was thus

pronounced by Jeremiah :

—

" Thus saith Jehovah,

Coucerning .Tchoiakim, sou of Josiah, king of Israel,

—

* Jer. xlvi. 2. - t Jer. xxv. 11 ; 2 Chion. xxxvi. 21—23.

X Dated from this point, the seventy years expired in b.c. 53G, the year that Cyrus took Babylon, and issued a decree for the

return of such of the Jews as chose, throughout liis dominions, to their own land (Ezra iii. ], v. 13) ; and tliis agrees with the

account of Josephus, " in the tirst year of Cyrus, which was the seventieth Cr^o iQoujn«.oirTov) ft'om the day of the removal of our

people from their native land to Babylon," &c. (Ant. xi. 1,1); for from b.c. 605 to B.C. 536 was sixty-nine years complete, or

seventy years current. Hales, to whom we are indebted for tliis conclusion, thinks, that it alTords a satisfactory adjustment of the

chronology ofthis most intricate and disputed period of the Captivity, and that in it " all the varying reports of sacred and profane

chronology are reconciled and brought into harmony with each other.

§ Jer. xxii. 13—16, xxvi. 20—23. >
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Tlicy sliiiU not lament for liira, sa\iu!;.

Ah, my brother ! nor [fjr t/ie ijue<:n'], Ah, sister !

Tliey sliall not lament for him, sayini;,

Ah, I,or(l ! nor (fur /ler]. Ah, her fjlory !

Willi the burial of an ass shall he be buried,

Drawn forth and cast beyond the gates of Jerusalem."*

For this prophecy the prophet was cast into prison, in the fourth year of Jehoiakiin. The

following year, acted upon by tliat strong constraint to deliver the word entrusted to him, wliich

he himself so forcibly describes,! Jeremiah dictated to his friend and follower, the scribe

Baruch, another prophecy, to the same effect as the former, but couched in stronger language,

declaring the ruin which impended, through the Babylonian king, unless speedy and strong

repentance intervened to avert the doom. The roll, thus written, Baruch was sent to read

publicly to the people assembled from all the country on account of a solemn fast for which

public opinion had called. Baruch accordingly read it in the court of the temple, in the

audience of all the people assembled there. He afterwards, at their request, read it more

privately to the princes. They heard it with consternation, and determined to make its con-

tents known to the king. Baruch was directed to go and conceal himself, and the roll was

taken and read to the king, who was then sitting in his winter apartment, with a brazier of

burning charcoal before him. When he had heard three or four sections, the king, kindled

into rage, and taking the roll from the reader, he cut it with the scribe's knife, and threw it

into the fire, where it was consumed. He also ordered the prophet and his friend to be put

to death ; but this was averted by the kind providence of the Almighty Master whom they

served.

The undavmted prophet directed Baruch to re-write the prophecy which had been burnt,

with additional matter of the same purport; while to Jehoiakim himself the terrible message

was sent :

—

" Thus saith .Tehovah,

Concerning Jehoiakim, kiuf; of Judali.

—

He shall have none to sit upon the throne of David ;

And his dead body shall be ca^t out.

In the day to tlie heat, and in the night to the frost."—Jer. xxxvi. 30.

The end of this miserable man doubtless corresponded with these predictions, although the

historical narrative of that event is involved in some obscurity and apparent contradiction.

The statement we shall now give appears to be the only one by which, as it appears to iis, all

these difficulties can be reconciled. It is evident that if Jehoiakim did not again revolt, his

conduct was at least so unsatisfactory to the king of Babylon, that he sent an army against

Jerusalem, containing some Chaldean troops, but composed chiefly from the surrounding sub-

ject nations, as the Syrians, Moabites, and Ammonites. In what manner they performed

their mission we know not, but according to the figurative description which Ezekiel + gives

of Jehoiakim as a rapacious " lion's whelp," we learn that " the nations from the provinces

set about him on every side, and spread their net over him, and he was taken in their pit ;

and they secured him with chains, and brought him to the king of Babylon." Nebuchadnezzar

was then probably at lliblah, at which place the eastern conquerors appear to have usually

held their court when in Syria. He bound the captive king " with fetters [intending] to carry

him to Babylon ;"§ but took him first to Jerusalem, where he a])pears to have died before

this intention could be executed ; and the prophecies require us to conclude that his body

was cast forth with indignity, and lay exposed to the elements and beasts of prey, whicli is

what is intended by " the burial of an ass."

* Jer xxii. IS, 19.

+ " Thou didst persuade me, Jehovah, and I was persuaded ;

Thou wast stroni^er than I, and ilicLst prevail.

I am e\ery day the object of laughter ;

Every one of them h<ddeth me in derision.

For whensoever 1 sjieak,

—

If I cry out of \ iolence, and jnoclaim de\astation.

The word of Jehovah is turned against nie.

Into reproacli and displace continually.

But iiihcn I sa;/, I ivill nut make mention of it.

Neither ivill I speak an// mure in his name;
Then it becumes in mi/ heart as a hurningjire,

Beinij pent up in tin/ liimes :

I am weary uith nfraiuing, and cannot [be silent]."

Jer. XX. 7—9.

X Kzek. ix. 5—

9

§ SCliron. xxx\i. G.
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The preceding invaders appear to have been contented with securing the person of Jehoiakim,

and taking him to Nebuchadnezzar ; for when they had departed with their royal captive
;

the people made his son Jeconiah (otherwise Jehoiachim and Coniah) king in the room of

his father. He was then (b.c. 597) eighteen years of age, and had barely time to manifest

his bad disposition, when Nebuchadnezzar himself, who was displeased at this appointment,

appeared before Jerusalem. It would seem that he was admitted without opposition; but

Jeconiah was, nevertheless, held a close prisoner. The money which remained in the

royal treasury, and the golden utensils of the temple, were collected and sent as spoil to

Babylon ; and the deposed king, and his whole court, seven thousand soldiers, one thousand

artisans, and two thousand nobles and men of wealth, altogether, with wives and children,

amounting probably to 40,000 persons, were sent away into captivity to the river Chebar
(Chaboras) in Mesopotamia. Thus only the lower class of citizens and peasantry were left

behind. The future prophet, Ezekiel, was among the captives ; and Mattaniah, the remaining

son of Josiah, and brother of Jehoiakim, was made king of the impoverished land by Nebu-
chadnezzar, who, according to the custom in such cases, changed his name to Zedekiah, and
bound him by strong and solemn oaths of allegiance.

The Hebrews who remained in Judah continued however to cherish dreams of independence

from the Chaldeans—impossible under the circumstances in which Western Asia was then

placed, or possible only through such special interventions of Providence as had glorified their

early history, but all further claim to which they had long since forfeited. Even the captives

in Mesopotamia and Chaldea were looking forward to a speedy return to their own land.

These extravagant expectations were strongly discouraged by Jeremiah in Jerusalem, and by
Ezekiel in Mesopotamia; but their reproofs were not heeded, nor their prophecies believed.

Accordingly, Zedekiah, who seems not to have been ill-disposed, otherwise than as influenced

by evil counsellors, was led openly to renounce his allegiance, in the ninth year of his reign.

The temerity of this act would be astonishing and unaccountable, were it not that, as usual, the

renunciation was attended by an alliance with the king of Egypt, Pharaoli-Hophra—the Apries

and Yaphres of profane authors—who indeed had acquired a prominence in this quarter which
might make the preference of his alliance seem a comparatively safe speculation. Apries in

the early part of his reign was a very prosperous king. He sent an expedition against the Isle

of Cyprus ; besieged and took Gaza,* and the city of Sidon ; engaged and vanquished the

king of Tyre; and, being uniformly successful, he made himself master of Phoenicia, and part

of Palestine; thus recovering much of that influence in Syria which had been taken from

Egypt by the Assyrians and Babylonians.

From the result it is evident that, on receiving the news of this revolt of one who owed his

throne to him, and whose fidelity to him had been pledged by the most solemn vows, Nebu-

chadnezzar resolved no longer to attempt to maintain the separate existence of Judah as a royal

state, but to incorporate it absolutely, as a province, with his empire. An army was, with little

delay, marched into Judea, and laid immediate siege to Jerusalem. Jeremiah continued to

counsel the king to save the city and temple by unreserved submission to the Chaldeans, and

abandonment of the Egyptian alliance ; but his auditors, trusting that the Egyptians would

march to the relief of the place, determined to protract the defence of the city to the utmost.

The Egyptians did, in fact, march to their assistance ; but when Nebuchadnezzar raised the

siege of Jerusalem and advanced to meet them, they retreated before him into Egypt, without

hazarding a battle.

The withdrawal of the Chaldean forces from Jerusalem, with the confident expectation that

they would be defeated by the Egyptians, filled the inhabitants with the most extravagant joy,

and quite reversed—and so evinced the hollowness of—the slight acts of repentance and reforma-

tion which the apparent urgency of danger had produced. Their short-lived joy was terminated

by the re-appearance of the Chaldeans before the city. They prepared, however, to make a

vigorous, or at least a protracted, defence, for they well knew that, after so many provocations.
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little mercy was to be expected from Nebuchadnezzar, and they were probably acquainted

with the fell purpose which that great monarch appears to have formed.

In the account of this siege much notice is taken of the respective works, the forts, the

towers, etc. of the besiegers and the besieged. This may throw some light on the state to

which the art of attacking and defending towns had then attained. The subject has some

degree of interest; and some notice of it will be taken at the end of this chapter. (-)

The siege was continued until the eleventh year of Zedekiah (b.c. 586), eighteen months from

the beginning, when the Chaldeans stormed the city about midnight, and put the inhabitants to

the sword, young and old, many of them in the very courts of the temple. The king himself,

with his sons, his officers, and the remnant of the army, escaped from the city, but were pursued

by the Chaldeans, and overtaken in the plain of Jericho, and carried as prisoners to Nebuchad-
nezzar, who was then at Riblah in the province of Hamah. The Babylonian king upbraided

Zedekiah for his ingratitude and breach of faith, and ordered a terrible punishment to be

inflicted on him. To cut off all future hope of reigning in his race, he ordered his sons to be

slain before his eyes ; and then, to exclude him from all hope of ever again reigning in his

own person, he ordered that the last throes of his murdered children should be his last sight

in this world. His eyes were put out—a barbarous mode of disqualifying a man for political

good or evil, with which the governments of the East stdl continue to visit those whose off'ences

excite displeasure, or whose pretensions create fear. The blind king was then led in fetters of

brass to Babylon, where he died. Tiius were fulfilled two prophecies, by different and distant

prophets, which by their apparent dissonance had created mirth and derision in Jerusalem.

Jeremiah had told the king, after the return of the Chaldean army to the siege, that he should

surely be taken prisoner ; that his eyes should see the king of Babylon, and that he should be

carried captive to Babylon, and that he should die there, not by the sword, but in peace, and

with the same honourable " burnings" with which his fathers had been interred ;* while

Ezekiel had predicted that he should he brought captive to Babylon, yet should never see that

citv, although he shovdd die therein.

t

Nel)uchadnezzar appears to have been dissatisfied at the only partial manner in which his

purposes against Judah had been executed. He therefore sent Nebuzaradan, the captain of

his guard, with an army of Chaldeans to Jerusalem. The temple and the city were then burnt

to the ground, and all the walls demolished, while all the vessels of brass, silver, and gold,

which had been left before, and all tlie treasure of the temple, the palace, and the houses of the

nobles, were taken for spoil; and of the people none were left but the poor of the land to be
vine-dressers and husbandmen. This was about a month after the city was first taken.

Tims was the land made desolate, that "she might enjoy her sabbaths," or the arrearage of

sabbatic years, of which she had been defrauded by the avarice and disobedience of the people.

That these sabl)atic years, being the celebration of every seventh year as a season of rest, even to

the soil which then lay fallow, amounted to not less than seventy, shows how soon, and how long,

that important and faith-testing institution had been neglected by the nation. The early predic-

tions of Moses,+ and the later one of Jeremiah,§ that the land should enjoy the resi of which it

had been defrauded, is very remarkable, when we consider that, as exemplified in Israel, it was
not the general policy of the conquerors to leave the conquered country in desolation, but to

replenish it 1)y foreign colonists, by whom it might be cultivated.

Nebuchadnezzar made Gedaliah, a Hebrew of distinction, governor of the poor remnant
which was left in the land. Gedaliah was a well-disposed man, of a generous and unsuspecting
nature, who was anxious to ])romote the well-being of the people by reconciling them to the

Babylonian government. In this design he was assisted l)y Jeremiah, wlio had been released

from i)rison when the city was taken, and was treated with much consideration by the Baby-
lonian general, to whose care he had been recommended by Nebuchadnezzar himself. Nebu-
zaradan indeed ofiered to take liiin to Babylon and provide for him there; but the prophet
chose rather to remain with his friend Gedaliah, wlio fixed his residence at Mizpeh beyond
Jordan.

* .Til. xxxii. 4, .'i ; xxxiv. .3, 5. t Kzok. xii. 13. J Lev. xwi. 34. § 2 Cliron. xxx\ i. 31.
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As soon as the Babylonian army had withdrawn, those nobles and warriors returned who had

saved themselves by flight in the first instance. Among these was Ishmael, a prince of the

royal family, who, jealous of the possession by Gedaliah of the government to which he consi-

dered that his birth gave him the best right, formed a conspiracy to take away his life. This

w-as intimated to the governor, but he treated it as an infamous calumny upon Ishmael, wliich

generous confidence was rewarded by his being murdered, with all the Hebrews and Chaldeans

at Mizpeh who were attached to him, by that bad man and his dependants. The vengeance

of the Chaldeans was now to be dreaded, and therefore Ishmael and all his followers fled

towards the country of the Ammonites (who had promoted the designs of Ishmael). They
attempted to take with them the king's daughter and the residue of the people ; but these were
recovered by Johanan and other officers, who pursued them, so that Ishmael escaped with

only eight men to the Ammonites. Johanan and the others were fearful of the effects of the

resentment of the Chaldeans for the massacre of which Ishmael had been guilty. They
therefore determined to take refuge in Egypt with all the people. This intention was earnestly

opposed by Jeremiah, who, in the name of Jehovah, promised them peace and safety if they

remained ; but threatened death by pestilence, famine, and sword, if they went down to Egypt.

Tliey went, however, and compelled Jeremiah himself to go with them ; and it is alleged by
tradition that they put him to death in that country for the ominous prophecies he continued

to utter there.

Nebuzaradan soon after arrived in the country with the view of avenging the murder of

Gedaliah and the massacre of the Chaldeans who were with him : but the country was so

thin of inhabitants, in consequence of the secession to Egypt, that he could find no more than

745 persons in the land, whom he sent into captivity beyond the Euphrates. Thus signally

was the long predicted depopulation of the land completed; and although nomadic tribes

wandered through the country, and the Edomites settled in some of its southern parts, yet the

land remained, on the whole, uninhabited, and ready for the Hebrews, whose return had as

much been the subject of prophecy as their captivity had been.

For the clearer apprehension of the facts which have been stated, it will be desirable to trace

the further operations of the Babylonians in those quarters.

The year after the conquest of Judea, Nebuchadnezzar resolved to take a severe revenge
upon all the surrounding nations which had solicited the Judahites to a confederacy against

him, or had encouraged them to rebel, although they now, for the most part, rejoiced in their

destruction. These were the Ammonites, Moabites, Edomites, Arabians, the Sidonians,

Tyrians, and Philistines ; nor did he forget the Egyptians, who had taken a foremost part in

action or intrigue against him. This had been foretold by the prophets. It had been foretold

that all these nations were to be subdued by Nebuchadnezzar, and were assigned to share with
the Hebrews the bondage of seventy years to that power. Some of them were conquered
sooner and some later ; but the end of this period was the common term for the deliverance

of them all from their bondage to Babylon.

After Nebuchadnezzar had subdued the eastern and western states in his first campaign, he
commenced the siege of the strong city of Old Tyre, on the continent, in the year 584 b.c,
being two years after the destruction of Jerusalem. This siege occupied thirteen years, a fact

whicii illustrates, perhaps, not so much the strength of the place as the vitality of a com-
mercial state. This is, however, only to intimate that during this period the city was invested

by a Chaldean army ; for many other important enterprises were undertaken and accomplished
during the same period. It was during the siege that Nebuzaradan marched into Judea to

avenge the murder of Gedaliah and the Chaldeans, as was just related.

Before Tyre was taken, the inhabitants, having the command of the sea, fled with all their

eff'ects to the insular Tyre in its neighbourhood ; so that the Chaldean army found but little

spoil to reward their long toil and patience in the siege. This had been foretold by the pro-

phet Ezekiel ;* but although Nebuchadnezzar and his army were to obtain " no wages fur the

great service they had served against Tyre," in the long course of which " every head was

* E^L'k. xxix. 18—^0.
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made bald and every shoulder peeled," yet as a compensation they were promised the plunder

of " the land of Egypt, her multitude, her spoil, and her prey." Accordingly, in the spring

of the year 570 u.c, after the war with Tyre was finished, Nebuchadnezzar invaded Egypt,

and, from a concurrence of weakening circumstances in that country, was enabled to overrun

the whole country from Migdul, its northern extremity, near the Red Sea, to Syene, the

southern, bordering upon Ethiopia. This he also subdued, together with the other auxiliaries

of the Egyptians. The reigning king was the same Pharaoh-Hophra, or Apries, who was on

the thrcme at the time Jerusalem was besieged, and whose faint and abortive motion to relieve

his allies has been recorded. This proud and haughty tyrant was reduced to vassalage ; and

so wasted and depopulated was the land by the invaders, that it lay comparatively desolate for

forty years. The king was himself soon after defeated and captured by his discontented and

revolted subjects, under Amasis, who was made king, and who was reluctantly compelled by

the clamours of the soldiers to inflict death upon his predecessor. Amasis was confirmed in

the throne by the Assyrian king.*

* To Uiis account, in which Hales and his authorities have been followed, it seems desirable to add the remarks which are

found in Sir J. G. Wilkinson's recent work on the Ancient Egyptians (i. 174, &e.). After quoting the prophecies, which, in con-

nection with the statements ol' Herodotus, are given as history in our own text, he says:—" 1 sliall now endeavour to show how
these prophecies were accomplished, and to explain the probable reason of Herodotus' silence on the subject of Nebuchadnezzar's

inviusiou. The defeat and death of Apries, before mentioned, are given on tlie authority of Herodotus, «ho represents Amasis as

a rebel cliief, taking advantage of the disaffection of the army to dethrone his sovereign. This information he received from tlie

Kgyptian priests; but no mention was made of the signal defeat their army experienced, or of that loss of territory in Syria which

resulted from the successes of the victorious Nel)uchadnezzar. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that they disguised the truth

from the Greek historian ; and, without mentioning the disgrace which had befallen their country, and the interposition of a foreign

power, attributed the change of the succession and the elevation of Amasis to the throne, solely to his ambition and the choice of

the Kgyptian soldiery Josephus expressly states that the Babylonian monarch led our army into Cado-Syria, of which he

obtained possession, and then waged war on the Ammonites and Moabites. If Josephus be correct in this statement, there is reason

to suppose that he alludes to Apries being deposed and succeeded by Amasis, and we can readily imagine that the Kabylonlans

having extended their conquests to the extremity of Pale^tine, would, on the increase of intestine commotion in Egypt, hasten to

take advantage of the opportunity thus afforded them, of attacking the country. And the ci\ilwar and the fafcil consequences

appear to have been predicted by Isaiah (xix. 2, &c ) . . .From a comparison of all these authorities, I conclude that the civil war

between Apries and Amasis diil not terminate in a single conflict, but lasted several years; and that either Amasis solicited the aid

and intervention of Nebuchadnezzar, or that this prince, a^•ailing himself of the disordered state of the country, of his own accord

invaded it, deposid the rightful sovereign, and placed Amasis on the throne, on condition of paying tribute to the IJabylonians.

The injury done to the lands and cities of Egypt by this invasion, and the disgrace with which the Egyptians felt themselves over-

whelmed after such an event, would justify the account given in the Bible of the fall of Egypt, and to witness miny of their com-

patriots taken captive to Babylon, and to become tributary to an enemy whom they held in abhorrence, would be considered by the

Egyptians the greatest calamity, as though they had for ever lost their station in the scale of nations."

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.

(') The Sepulchre of the Kings, p. GOJ).—
It would be rather difficult to prove that the an-

cient sepulchre which now bears this name, is

really that to whieh there are such frequent

allusions in the history of the kingdom of Judah.

But it would be equally difficult to disprove it.

Tiie situation is not unsuitable, nor the internal

arrangements unbecoiniiig such a distinction.

And if any difficulty wcve to be started with

j-eference to the architectural character of the

sculptured exterior, it might very easily be

answered that this was added at a period long

subse([uent to the original construction of the

t(Miib. It might also be added, that if this be

not the Sepulchre of the Kings, no other sepul-

chre now existing near Jerusalem is entitled

to compete that distinction with it. I'pon the

whole, this is a matter on which one would not

like to give a decided opinion ; but a])art from

this matter, the sepulchre in question is of

great interest from the very complete exam])Ie

which it offers of the ancient sepulchres.

The Sepulchre of the Kings, so called, is

situated nearly a mile to the north of the

north-western gate [Damascus-gate] of the

present city, but apjiears to have been only

just outside the north-western angle of the

ancient wall.

Tliest! splendid remains differ from most

other rock-carved sepulchres in not being cut

in the side of a hill, but beneath a level spot of

ground approached by a narrow path, which

leads to a square enclosure, hewn out of the

limestone stratum, of about fifteen or twenty
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feet deep. A wall of the natural rock separates

this from an inner square court, which opens

into it by a round arch. On the southern side

of this court (which is covered with rubbish

and brambles) is a very handsome square

portico, with a beautifully carved architrave

—

forming probably the most complete specimen

of Hebrew sculpture that now exists. The
frieze is adorned with a regulus, trigliphs,

vine-leaves, and other floral embellishments,

while the centre is charged with an immense
cluster of grapes. A pilaster at either end still

remains, and in all probability there were

anciently two columns in the centre, now de-

stroyed. The face of the rock within the por-

tico is smooth, and presents no appearance of

openings, but a low door-way on the left hand
leads into a large square antechamber, hewn
out of the solid rock. There are no niches, or

places for sarcophagi in this apartment, but a

series of small chambers branch off on each of

its three sides. These are for the most part

oblong cryptffi, with ledges on either side for

holding the bodies or coffins.

The doo7-s of those chambers have attracted

miich and deserved attention ; they are made
of single stones, or slabs, seven inches thick,

sculptured in panels, so as exactly to resemble
doors made by a carpenter at the present day,

the whole being completely smoothed and
polished, and of the most accurate proportions.

These doors turned on pivots, of the same
stone, which were inserted in sockets above

and below.

There are no troughs or soroi in any of the

chambers, but simply ledges on the sides, for

bodies or coffins.

A low door and a flight of steps lead down
into another suite of chambers, of similar form

and construction. In these are found some
fine sarcophagi of unsurpassed elegance in

form and ornament. Each of them consists of

two half cylinders of white marble, excavated
within, and which, when placed together, re-

semble the shaft of a beautiful pillar. The
bottom part is comparatively plain ; but the

lid, or upper part, is covered with the most
elaborately carved foliage in basso relievo,

traced in vines, roses, and lily work. The
groove, or cavity, for the body, which is prin-

cipally hollowed out from the bottom part, is

about two feet broad, and a foot deep,—a suffi-

ciently large space to contain the body of an
ordinary-sized person. The ends also of these

sarcophagi are carved ; and the general form
and appearance might suggest a resemblance
to the large carriage-trunks of former days.
The niches for the sarcophagi form the seg-
ment of a dome, being somewhat differently

shaped from some of those in the upper cham-
bers. Above the place of each coffin is a

small niche, apparently designed to contain a

lamp.*

C) " Military Works," p. 616.—This is a

large subject, on which we must endeavour to

state the principal and more interesting facts

in as few words as possible. We shall base

the observations we have to offer on Professor

Jahn's articles on the same subjects, availing

ourselves of the information derivable from

sources (principally Egyptian) with which he

was unacquainted.

Fortifications. — Military fortifications

were at first nothing more than a trench or

ditch dug around a few cottages on a hill or

mountain, together with the mound which
was formed of the earth dug out of it. It is,

however, probable that sometimes, even in the

earliest ages, scaffoldings were erected for the

purpose of throAving stones with the greater

effect against the enemy. In the age of Moses

and Joshua, the walls which surrounded cities

were elevated to no inconsiderable height, and

were furnished with towers; but that they

were of no great strength appears from the

facility with which the Hebrews, who were

unacquainted with the art of besieging towns,

took so many of them, in the course of a few

years, on both sides of the Jordan, although

the fortifications had at first seemed very terri-

ble to them.t

The art of fortification was encouraged and

patronised by the Hebrew kings; and Jeru-

salem was always well defended, especially

Mount Zion.

The principal parts of a fortification may
be traced in the Scriptures, and were as fol-

low :

—

The Wall.—In some instances the wall

erected around cities was double, and even

triple.! Walls were commonly made lofty and

broad, so as not easily to be passed over or

broken through.^ The main wall terminated

at the top in a parapet for the accommodation

of the soldiers, which opened at intervals in

what may be termed embrasures, so as to give

them an opportunity of fighting with missile

weapons. The embrasures and battlements

were square, if like those of Egypt and
Babylon.

* TliK above account of the Royal Sepulchres is abridged

and slightly altered from a longer description iu Dr. Wilde's
' Narrative,' ii. 298—301. The Rov. J. D. Paxton is anotlier

recent traveller, who has given a very clear description of these

sepulchres, the exterior of which is represented in the cut at tlie

head of the chapter, from a drawing by Mr. Arundale.

+ Num. xiii. 28.

i 2 Cliron. xxxii. 5. § Jer. li. 58.

4 K 2
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l^e^

[1. Walls and Towers.—From Babyloniau Coins.]

Tnivers.— Tou'ers were erected at certain

distances from each other on the top of the

wall. Tliey would a])pear to have been some-

times lofty, bnt in general not. They were

flat roofed, and surroimded with a parapet,

which sometimes exhibited openings similar

to those which have just been mentioned in

the parapets of the walls. Excellent examples
of these towers, of both kinds, are given in

the cuts at pp. 587, 588, and more will occur

in the illustrations we are about to introduce.

Towers of this kind were likewise erected

2liL/0^

[2. Wall and Towors, manned.]

over the gates of cities ; and in them guards

were constantly kept, as is now the case in

most walled towns of Western Asia. This

was, at least, the case in the time of the kings.

It was the business of these guards to report

any unusual appearance which they discovered

in the distance ; and whenever they noticed

an irruption from an enemy, they blew a

trumpet.* Towers likewise, which were
somewhat larger in size, were erected in

ditferent parts, ])articu]arly on elevated spots,

and were guarded by a military force.f They
were probably of a round form ; for we find

[3. Dfitached Tower or Fort.]

* :2ft>m.xiii.34; xviii. 2G, 27; 2 Kings ix. 17-19: 2 Cliron.

xvii. 2 ; Nahum ii. 1

.

+ .ludg. viii. 9, 1/; ix. -lO, 49, 51; Isa.xxi.r. ; Il„s v. 8 ;

Ilal>ak.ii. 1.

that the circular edifices which are still erected

in the solitudes of Arabia, still bear their an-

cient name of castles or towers. Of these an

example has been given at p. 103. Of ancient

specimens the only one we have been able to

find is that which is here annexed (3),* which is

remarkable for the peculiar form of the battle-

ment. The watch-towers of the shepherds are

to be distinguished from these, although it was
not unusually the case that they were converted

into military towers, and eventually into forti-

fied cities.

The Ditch.— The digging of a fosse in-

creased the elevation of the walls of a town or

fortress, and increased in the same proportion

the difficidty of an enemy's approach.! The
fosse, if the situation allowed, was filled with

water. Of these we have the following inter-

esting examples from Ancient Egypt. Tlie

first shows a fortress enclosed by a double

wall, surrounded by a broad fosse filled with

water. Warriors of the adverse parties are

struggling in the water, and a party sallies

forth at the gate over what appears to be a

• It is from a curious papynisin tlic Uoyal Museum at Tunis,

of wliicli a portion (inchulin;; tliis figure) forms the frontispiece

(if SeyfTarth's ' Beitrage 7.ur Kenntniss des Alien jE^'vpten.'

t 2 Sam. XX. 15; Nel\.iii.8; I'sa. xUiii. 13 ; Isa. xxvi. 1.
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[4. Fortress with Fosse and Double Wall.]

bridge. The other is equally interesting, as it I within and the other without the wall, both

exhibits the peculiarity of two fosses, one
|

filled with water, and crossed by bridges.

[5. Fortress with Double Fosso.]

The Gates were at first made of wood, and

very small in size. They were constructed as

valve-doors, and secured by wooden bars.

Subsequently they were made larger and

stronger, and covered with plates of brass or

iron, that they might not be burnt. The bars

were covered in the same manner to prevent

their being cut asunder ; they were sometimes

wholly of iron. The bars were secured by a

sort of lock.* The gates appear, upon the

whole, to have much resembled those of mo-

dern Oriental towns. Having thus noticed the

fortifications, we may proceed to describe the

manner in which they were defended or taken,

and shall be able incidentally to convey fur-

ther information respecting the fortresses

themselves.

Cities were usually taken by sudden and

• Psa. cvii. 16 ; Isa. xlv. 2.

violent onsets, or by treason. These were

usually the first experiments, and failing them,

the besiegers either abandoned the enterprise,

or prepared themselves for a long siege, in the

management of which no very determinate

rules appear to have been followed, beyond

those which dictated the cutting off of all

communications between the besieged place

and the open country, that it might be the

sooner compelled by famine to surrender. But

when there were no machines to break down

the walls, the operations were so tedious and

protracted, that a siege was rarely had recourse

to but as a last resort. When a city was threat-

ened, it was, in the first place, invited to sur-

render.* If the besieged had resolved to

capitulate, the principal men of the city went

out into the enemy's camp, to obtain the best

* Deut. XX. 10; Isa. xxxvi. 1 ; xxxvii. 8—20.
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terms in their power. Hence " to go forth,'"

or "to come out," in certain connections means

the same as to surrender by capitulation.* In

the most ancient ages the enemy surrounded

the city with a band of men, sometimes only

one, and at most only two or three deep, and

effected their object by assault ; hence the

very common Scriptural phrases, " to encamp
against a city," or, " to pitch against," or " to

straighten it."t

The troops employed in the assault of fortified

places were all provided with shields. This is

shown by the Scriptural phrase, which expresses

a siege of a town by " the lifting up of shields''

against it ;* and in Egypt so closely was the

idea of a siege connected with the shield, that

the figure of a king who is sometimes intro-

duced in the sculptures as the representative

of the whole army, advancing with his shield

before him, is intended to show that the place

was taken by assault.f

There is much reason to conclude that the

practices of the Hebrews in besieging towns
were the same as with the Egyptians, and in

Figures a, b, c, d, are four sons of tlie king (Remeses the Gre.it), each commandins? a testudo, r,f, /», h ; i, one of tlie Sliairelana
allies of the E},'yi)tians, climbing up the rock by means of a short spike of metal thrust into the lissures of the stone; h, another
of the same witli a round shield; /, m, n, Egyptian liyht infantry and archers; o, two of the royal princes scaling llie walls,—one
is appar<"ntly tlirown down, alluding, perhaps, to some accident which really occurred ; ;), «/, heralds sent out of the fort to treat

with the besiegers
; r, s, t , the towers of the fort ; u, the keep on which is hoisted the standard, .r, pierced with arrows, the sign

of defeat. This explanation is from Wilkinson, who has engraved the same subject.

• ] Sam. xi. 3, 10, 11; 2 Kings xviii. 31 ; xxiv. 12; Jer.

xxi. 9; xxxviii. 17, 18; 1 Mac. vi. •!<).

+ Josh. X 5; Judg. ix. 10; 1 Sam. xi. 1 ; 2 Kings xxv. 1 ;

Isa. xxix. 3.

• 2 Kings xix. 32; Isa. xxwii. 33.

t Wilkinson, i. 259.
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some particulars we know that they were so.

We may, therefore, derive some information

in contemplating the operations of a siege by

that people.

In attacking a fortified place, they advanced

under cover of the arrows of the bowmen, and

either instantly applied the scaling ladder to

the ramparts, or undertook the routine of a

regular siege. Of the former operation, that

of actual assault on a town, a very lively re-

presentation is afforded in the foregoing en-

graving from a sculpture at Thebes.

In a regular siege, the besiegers advanced

to the walls, and posted themselves luider the

cover of testudos, and shook and dislodged the

stones of the parapet by a kind of battering-

ram, directed and impelled by a body of men
expressly chosen for the service. But when
the place held out against these attacks, and
neither a coup de main, the ladder, nor the ram
were found to succeed, it appears probable
that the testudo was used to cover the opera-

tions of the sappers, while they mined the
place.

The testudo, as shown in the following en-

gravings, and at the foot of the larger cut

(No. 6), which precedes, was of frame-work,
sometimes supported by poles having a
forked summit, and covered, in all probability,

with hides. It was sufficiently large to con-
tain several men, and so placed that the light

troops might mount on the outside, and thus

'J. Fortress attacked : Testudo, &c.]

obtain a footing on more elevated ground,

apply the ladders with greater precision, or

obtain some other important advantage. Each
party was commanded and led by an officer of

skill, and frequently by persons of the highest

rank.*

The besiegers also endeavoured to force

open the gates of the town, or to hew them
down with axes ; and when the fort was built

upon a rock, they escaladed the precipitous

parts by means of the testudo, or by short

spikes of metal, which they forced into the

crevices of the stone, and then applied the

ladder to the ramparts.t

The cut introduced in the next page (9) con-

veys a lively idea of the vigour and effect of the

assaults of the Egyptian archers. From the

costume, we incline to think that the people

assaulted are a Syrian nation, and, if ^o, the
fortress forms a remarkably interesting and

* In the cut 6 each of the testudos is under the command of
a royal prince ; and iu the same cut two royal princes lead the
scaling jiarty.

t See tlie cut No. 6, which deserves to be very carefully

studied.

[8. Fortress attacked : Testudo, S:c.]

unique illustration of the subject in hand.

We would direct particular attention to the

two men who hold in their hands vessels con-

taining a flaming fire. This is doubtless in-

tended as a signal, but whether of submission

to the enemy, or to apprise distant friends

of the danger, may not easily be deter-

mined.

Sir J. G. Wilkinson says,—" It is reasonable

to conclude that several other engines were
employed in sieges with which the sculptures

have not made us acquainted ; and the ' bul-

warks ' used by [rather known to] the Jews
on their march to the promised land, were
doubtless borrowed from those of Egypt,
where they lived until they became a nation,

and from whence they derived the greater

part of their knowledge upon every subject."

The " bulwark" thus noticed, is the "mount"
or mound of Scripture. It was a vast heap of

earth strengthened and supported by large

quantities of timber. It ran in an oblique

direction from the lines of circumvallation

towards the weaker points of the fortifications,

and was sometimes as high as the wall itself.
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[9. Fortress AltackrJ.]

The construction of those mounds involved a

large consumption of timber, in consequence
of which the surrounding country was often

denuded of trees to supply the demand. It

was to prevent the permanently injurious

consequences of this practice that the Hebrews
were forbidden to fell fruit trees for such
purposes, or indeed any trees but such as grew
upon uncultivated ground.* The erection of

this mound is expressed by the Hebrew
phrase, "to cast up a bank against the city."

The inhabitants of the town fought against

the mound with missile weapons; the besiegers,

on the contrary, posting themselves upon it,

threw their weapons into the city. In the
mean while the battering-rams were brought
into play, in order to break down the walls, in

which case the besieged frequently erected

another wall inside the first, in doing which
they pulled down the contiguous houses, and
employed the materials in the erection of the

wall.f

^ The lines of circumvallation, incidentally

mentioned before, were certainly known in

the time of Moses,; although not mentioned
again till the time of David.^S The besiegers,

• Deut. XX. Jl); 2S,im. xx. 15; 2 Kinjis xix. 32 ; .Icr. vi.G;
xxxii. 24; xxxiii.4; K/.ck. iv. 2 ; xvii. i/—23; xxvi. H.

t Isa. xxii. 10. i Dfut. xx. 19, 2G.

§ 2 Sum. XX. 15.

when it appeared probable that the siege

would be protracted, dug a ditch between

themselves and the city, for their own security,

and another parallel to it outside, so as to en-

close their camp, and guard against an attack

either in front or rear. The earth thrown out

of the ditch formed a wall on which towers

were erected. The works in the cut, No. 5,

look exceedingly like such lines of circumval-

lation with double ditches ; and we are not at

all certain that the works of the besiegers

instead of being, as uj)on the whole we pre-

ferred to conclude, the works of the besieged.

A city shut up in this way perished by de-

grees, by famine, pestilence, and missile

weapons.*

Sometimes the besieged, when they cap-

tured any of the more distinguished of the

assailants, scourged them or slew th(>m on tlu;

walls, or sacrificed them, that they might inti-

midate their enemies, and induce them to

raise the siege.f When the wall was broken

through, t and the besiegers had entered, the

greater ])art of the remainder of it was thrown
down, as was the case e\en when the city

capitulated.^^

• 2 Khv^H vi, 28—31 ; xxv. 1; Jcr. xxxii. 24; xxxiv. 17;
Hi. 4; K/fk. iv. 2, 10— 15; x\ii. 1/.

t 2 Kiii!,'s iil. 2/. X K/.ok. xxi. 27.

§ 2 Kiiiijs xiv. 17; 2 Cluou. xxv. 2^, 24.
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given to them. That thev were appointed to be " stewards of the mysteries of God," is the

sul)stancc of the considerations stated there and enforced in subsequent passages. The history

itself shows under what forms and obligations the stewardship was imposed, and how unfaith-

fully its duties were discharged ; and we are come to the punishments which that unfaithful-

ness incurred.

And did that imfailhfulncss render the promises and designs of God of no effect ? Nay,

much otherwise; but rather tended to illustrate the more strongly his Almightiness, by the

accomplishment of all his designs, in spite of, arid even throu(jh, the reluctance, the improbity,

and the treachery of the instruments he employed. They might have worked His high will with

great happiness and honour to themselves ; but since they did not choose this, they were com-

pelled to work that will even by their misery and dishonour. It was not in the power of the

instnnnents to frustrate the intentions of Jehovah ; they only had power to determine whether

that will should be accomplished with happiness or with misery to themselves, and, in conse-

quence, somewhat to vary the mode in which those designs were exhibited and fulfilled.

The main cause of the personal and national failure of the Israelites, as instruments of a

design which was accomplished notwithstanding their misdoings, is by no means of difficult

detection. Politically considered, it may be resolved into what has been in all ages and coun-

tries the leading cause of calamity and miscarriage—a reliance upon men and upon individual

cliaracter, which at best is but temporary and fluctuating, rather than upon institutions which

are permanent and unchanging. In //te«', every needful amelioration is an abiding good;

whereas the existence of a good king, or judge, or priest, is at the most but " a fortunate acci-

dent," contingent on that most feeble thing, the breath of man. Nothing had been wanting

to fortify their ])eculiar position by institutions admirably suited to their destined object, and

made more impregnable by numerous sanctions and obligations than any other institutions

ever were, or ever can, indeed, with any propriety, be made, by any authority short of that

Iniliiite Wisdom by which the Hebrew institutions were established. Thus the nation was

])laccd in the peculiarly advantageous position—which many enlightened nations have struggled

for and sought after in vain—that their happiness, their prosperity, their liberties, were not

dependent on the will of any men or set of men, but rested on firm institutions w hich Avere as

obligatory upon the chiefs of the land as upon the meanest of the people.

But this was a new thing on the earth, and the Hebrew nation seemed utterly incapable of

appreciating its value ; and, indeed, what Oriental nation is there, at this advanced day, by

which the value of so precious a gift would be duly aj)preciated ? They rested always on

men ; they always wanted leaders. And as they were led they followed : if their leaders were

good and just men, they did well ; if evil men, not well. They turned their back upon insti-

tutions, and threw themselves upon the accidents of human character :—and they fared accord-

ingly. This preference occurs everywhere in the history of this people, and is with peculiar

l)rominencc evinced in their determination to have " a king to rule them like the nations;" in

the ease with which Jeroboam was enabled to establish a schismatical worship in ten of the

tribes; and in the facility with which, even in Jiulah, the people followed the examples offered

by their kings.

With reference to this ])oint, the character so frequently given to Jeroboam when the sacred

writers have occasion to mention his name, as " Jeroboam, the son of Ncbat, who sinned, and

viadc Israel to sin" has always seemed to us frightfully emphatic and significant.

Had the ancient Hebrews adhered to their institutions, it was impossible for them, as a

jiolitical body, not to have fulfilled their special vocation in the world. B<it having, by the

neglect of those institutions (which, among other benefits, secured the absence of idolatry and

its concomitant vices), done all that in them lay to frustrate the very objects for the promotion

of which existence bad been given to them, they made it necessary that God should accom-

])lish his own oljjccts, not, as desired, by their welfare and by the confusion of their enemies,

but by their misery and destitution. It was left Him to demonstrate his Abnighiiness— his

supreme power over all the " gods " which swarmed the world, not by overtlirowing with his

strong hand all the enemies who rose against them, and l)y maintaining them in the land he
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had given them, against the old conquerors by whom great empires were thrown down, but by

making these very nations the instruments of his punishments upon the chosen people. And

this was accomplished under such peculiar circumstances of manifest intention and instru-

mentality, that the conquerors themselves were brought to acknowledge the supremacy of

Jehovah, and that they had been but the blind agents of his will. The strong and marked

interference to prevent " the great kings " from engrossing to themselves the merit or glory of

their victories, and from despising the God of the people who, for their sins, had been abased

at their footstool, even extorted from these proud monarchs the avowal that they had received

all their crowns and all their kingdoms from " the Most High God," whom the Hebrews

worshipped. Now this and other results of the destitution of the Hebrews as strongly, and

perhaps more strikingly, subserved the great object of keeping alive in the world the know-

ledge of a Supreme and Universal Governor and Creator, as by maintaining the Hebrews in

Palestine. Indeed, that this great truth Avas diffused among, and impressed upon, the con-

quering nations by the captivity of the Hebrews,—that "the Lord's song" was not sung

utterly in vain in a strange land, by the captives who wept when they remembered Zion under

the willows and beside the waters of Babylon,—in short, that they received some salt which

kept them from utter p\itrefaction, some leaven which wrought vitally in them and prepared

them for the revelations which the " fulness of times " produced— is evinced by the history of

Daniel, by the edicts of Nebuchadnezzar, of Darius, and, above all, of Cyrus, and may even

be traced in the tradition which ascribes the doctrines and important reforms of Zoroaster to

his intercourse with the Jewish captives and prophets at Babylon.

Thus, although they had forfeited the high destiny of preserving and propagating certain

truths as an independent and sovereign people, the forfeiture extended only to their own posi-

tion, for the truths intrusted to them were still preserved and diffused through the instru-

mentality of their bondage and punishment. This was true even in the times posterior to

their restoration to their own land.

We have been anxious to make these remarks, lest the facts of the history should seem to

intimate that the Divine intention in the establishment of the Hebrew commonwealth ^y&^ frus-

trated by the perversity of the people which rendered the subversion of that commonwealth

necessary. Having, as we trust, shown that there is no room for this conclusion, it may seem

better to reserve such further remarks as may tend to develop the spirit of the ensuing

history, for the natural connection Avith the record of the circumstances in which they are

involved. We now therefore proceed to record the captivities of Israel and of Judah.

When Jerusalem was destroyed, one hundred and ninety-four years had elapsed since the

Israelites of Galilee and Gilead had been led away captive into Assyria ; one hundred and

thirty-three years since Shalmaneser had removed the ten tribes to Halah,* and Haborf by

• Halah. Major Kennel, in his remarks on the ' Captivity and Disposal of the Ten Tribes,' considers himself obliged to find

Haliih as well as Hubor by the river Gozan, which river he, with sufficient probability, identifies with the present Kizzil-Ozau.

But the text to which herefl-rs (2 Kings xvii. 6) was misunderstood by him ; as it only assigns this location to the immediate ante-

C'dent, Habor. We are therefore at liberty to accept the more recent and well-founded conclusion of Major Rawhnson (' Geog.

Journal,' vol. ix. part 1, p. 35. 1839), who, after stating that the town of Zohab had usually been considered the representative of

the city of Hohvan, adds,-" But this is incorrect. The real site of Holwan, one of the eight primeval cities of the world, was at

Sar-Puli-Zohab, distant about eight miles to the south of the modern town, and situated on the high road leading from Baghdad to

Kirmanshah. This is the Calah of Asshur (Gen. x. 11), and the Halah of the hraelitUh captivity (2 Kings xvi.i. 6; 1 Chron. v.

26). It gave to the suiTounding district the name of Chalonites, which we meet with in most of the ancient geographers [Strabo,

xvi. 1 ; Pliny, vi. 27 ; Polyb. v. 5; Dionys. Per. v. 1014]. Isidore of Charax particularises the city under the name of Chala

[Geogr. Vet.Min. p. 51 ; and the Emperor Heraclius appears to allude to the same place as Kalchas [Pasch. Chron. ed Dindorf. i.

730]." By the Syrians who established a metropolitan see at this place soon after the institution of the Nestorian hierarchy of Assyria

in the third century of Christ, it is named iudifi-erently Calah, Halah, and Holwan [See ' Asseman. Bib. Orient.,' torn. lii. 34C;

V. 753] : to the Arabs and Persians it was .alone known-under the latter title. The etymological identity is, 1 believe, the best claim

Holwan possesses to be considered the representative of the Calah of Asshur; but for its verification as the scene of the Samaritan

captivity there are many curious and powerful reasons." Some of these reasons are connected with a question ta which we must

hereafter attend ; and must be content to state in this place that " Some of the Christian Arabs in their histories directly trw^late

the Halah of the captivity by Holwan. Jewish traditions also abound in this part of the country ;
and David is stiU regarded by

the inliabiting tribes as their great tutelar prophet."

t Hahor. Renuel finds this is the city of Habor or Abhar, situated on a branch of the river Kizil-Ozan, which has the reputation

of being exceedingly ancient. Chardin, wlio spell its name Ebher, speaks of it as a small city, situated in a delightful and well-

4 L 2
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the river Gozan,aii(l to Ilara* and other cities of Media ; and ten years since Nebuchadnezzar

had banished some of the inliabitants of Jerusalem to tlic river of Chebar. Tlie determination

of the sites to which the Israelites were removed is a matter of some interest, but one which,

in a work like the present, does not require any large investigation. The interest lies in the

means thus given of determining the district to which the Israelites were expatriated ; and it

is sufficient for us to state that all the investigations which have yet been instituted, and all the

information which has yet been acquired, concur in referring all these names (excepting, of

course, the river Chebar) to that norlli-westcrn part of the present Persian empire which

formed the ancient Media. It is, indeed, remarkable that the only other cities whose names

occur in the history of the captivity of the ten tribes, are Rhagest and Ecbatana,| which we
know to have been important cities of Media, in both of which it appears that the expatriated

Israelites Avere settled in considerable numbers.

Even this much it is important to learn ; because of itself it throws much light upon the

policy of the Assyrian conquerors, and ujion the position which the removed Israelites ulti-

mately occupied. Media was then subject to the Assyrian empire, although still chiefly occu-

pied by the native Medes ; it seems, therefore, to have been the policy of the Medes to remove

the inhabitants of one conquered country to another conquered country with the view of

Aveakening the separate interest or nationality of both, and of promoting such a fusion of races

and nations as might tend to realise tranquillity and permanence to the general empire. From
this allocation of the expatriated Israelites in Media results the important fact that, whereas Judah

was always sul)ject to the conquering nation, Israel was only so for a short time, as the Medes,

among Avhom they were placed, were not long in asserting their independence of Assyria,

Avhich empire they (with the Babylonian?) ultimately subverted, and continued independent

of the great Babylonian empire which succeeded, and to which the captives of Judah were

subject. So, then, the relations of the ten tribes were with the Medes, not with the Assyrians

or Babylonians ; and their relations with the Medes were not, and were necessarily far better

than, those between captives and conquerors. It does not appear how the Medes could regard

them, or that they did regard them, otherwise than as useful and respectable colonists whom
the common oppressor had i)laced among them, and whose continued ])resence it was desirable

to solicit and retain. It is hard to call this a captivity ; but since it is usually so described, it

is important to remark that the captivity of the ten tribes and that of Judah was under dif-

ferent, and independent, and not always friendly, states. There is a vague notion that since

waliTcd district. Tic nildslhat, in coming from the west, tliis is the first place where the Persian lansnage is spoken. From tlience

eastward to India, all is IVvsian ; to the west, Turkish. A small river passes thro\mh Aldiar, and ioins the Kizil-Ozan ;it ahont
forty-live miles from tliat ])lace. Upon the whole, we thinti. ourselves, that a portion of the captives were settled about the river

KizilOzan ; but we do not feel (piite assured that Abhar is Ilabor.

• IJara. Major Eawlinson, iu his very able Memoir on the site of tlie Atropatenian Ecbatana, shows that the name of Airyanii

was applied to this same city and to its province ; and after remarking from Herodotus that the RIedes [by wliich he means the

inliabitants of Media Atropateiie] were anciently called Arii, the Major observes, " It is possible that the Ilara of the Israelitish

capti\ ity may be referable to the same source ; for it is worthy of remark that the Ilara of one p.assage is replaced in the other by
' the cities of the Medes.' " (Sec 1 C'hron. v. 2(5 ; and 2 Kings xvii, (i.)

t Rlwtjes was the capitil of the province of the same name ; and so named from the calamities brought upon this part of the

country by the eartlniuakes to wliich it was, and still is, subject- It was re-edified by Seleucus under the Greek name of Kuropus.

j\lodern geo^iraiihers (including Kennel and Kinueir) have identified Khages with the cily of Rei, the ruins of which cover a con-

siderable extent of country, about four miles to the south of the modern metropolis of Teheran. l$iit Major Kawlinsou disputes this

conclusion, and would rather fix it at Kalah Kiig, near Veramin, and about thirty miles to the east of Teheran. We cannot find

that he states the evidenire for this conclusion ; and without evidence one feels at present unwilling to reliniinish the older alloca-

tion,—the rather as Rei, whether Ullages or not, has been an important and historical cily, and somewhat remarkably connected

with the (comparati\ely) modern histiuy of the .Tews.

X Jicbntniia. This name occurs only once (as Achmelha, Kzra vi. 2), but several limes in the Apoerypl:a (1 Ksd. \i L'.'i ; Tob.

vi. 3: vii. 1 ; xiv. 4 ; Jud. i. I, 2. 14 ; 2 Mac. ix. U). In a recent number of the ' In'ographical Journal" tpart i. lt)40), Major Uaw-

""linson lias a long and most elaborate dissertation ' On the Site of the Atropatenian Kcbatana.' He assumes that Ecbatana was a

name for a treasure cily; and proves that different places were thus designated. That recent geographers have acciuiesced in the

conclusion that the present town of llamadan is the representative of the ancient Kcbatana. Major Kawiinson does not disturb this

conclusion. He allows this U) have been the Median Kcbatana, but contends that the Alropatenian Kcbatana was a dilVeieiit town,

and brings a formidable mass of evidence to show that was in the place of the ruins which now bear the name of Takht i-.Suleiman.

From his account it would -si-em dillicnlt to determine which of llie two is denoted in the several pass.ages of canonical and apocry-

phal Scripture which we have adduced, since both were properly in Media, and, when counecte<V with routes, ei7/iti' might have

been chosen. This last condition applies to the route of Toljius from Niue\ch to Rliages : but that appears to have been also called

C'harran, w liich the Miijor shows to have been u name of the Norllicni or Atropatenian Kcbatana. This route was also the more

probable as being the shortest.
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the Babylonians subverted and succeeded the Assyrians, the Israelites, who had been captives

to the Assyrians, became such to the Babylonians, and were afterwards joined in that cap-

tivity by their brethren of Jiidah ; but this, as we have seen, was by no means the case.

The information we possess respecting the condition of the ten tribes, before and after the

fall of Jerusalem, is exceedingly scanty. It is certain that during the long years which passed

before Judah also was carried into captivity, the expatriated Israelites fully participated in all

the extravagant hopes of their brethren in Judah, and were looking with sanguine expectations

for a speedy restoration to their own land ; and the adverse prophecies and declarations of

Ezekiel were as little heeded by them as those of Jeremiah were at Jerusalem.

The apocryphal book of Tobit is the only source from which any information can be obtained

as to the social position of the expatriated Israelites. We are certainly not among those who

would like to repose much belief in " the stupid story of Tobias and his dog ;" yet the frame

-

ivork of that story is so much in agreement with what we do know, and is so probable

and natural in itself, that it would seem to have been " founded on facts," and to have

been concocted by one who was intimately acquainted with the condition and affairs of the

Israelites under the Assyrians.

From this it would appear, that many of the captives were stationed at Nineveh itself,

where thev would seem to have lived much like other citizens, and were allowed to possess

or acquire considerable wealth. Among these was Tobit, of the town and city of Naphtali,

a man who feared God, as doubtless many other of the captives did, and who, as far as

in his power, squared his conduct by the rules and observances of the Mosaical law,

and acquired such a character for probity, that the conqueror himself, Shalmaneser, took

notice of him, and appointed him his purveyor. This promotion of one of the expa-

triated Hebrews is significant in its indications, as it shows that, as afterwards with

their brethren in Babylon, offices of importance and profit were, under the Assyrians,

open to the ambition, or rewarded the good conduct of the Israelites. Tobit availed

himself of his position to visit his brother Israelites in other cities, to cheer them and to

encourao-e their reasonable hopes and enterprises. He must have acquired considerable

wealth, as he was enabled to deposit ten talents of silver * in the hands of Gabel of Rhages, in

Media. That he did this may seem to imply that the captives stationed in Media were consi-

dered more securely circumstanced than those directly under the eye of the Assyrians. When

Sennacherib returned from his signal overthrow in Palestine, he vented his ill-humour upon

the Hebrew captives, and caused many of them to be put to death, and their bodies were cast

forth, to remain unburied beyond the walls of Nineveh. This was very shocking to the pious

Tobit, who made it a practice to inter by night the bodies of his brethren whom he found un-

buried. The absence of the bodies occasioned inquiry, and the truth came to the knowledge

of the tyrant, who would have put him to death ; but the good man received timely warning,

and made his escape from Nineveh. The tyrant himself was soon slain by his own sons ; and

(another marked instance of promotion) his successor, Esarhaddon, appointed Achiacharus,

Tobit's nephew, to be his " cupbearer, and keeper of the signet, and overseer of the accounts."

Through this person Tobit received permission to return to Nineveh. But he was reduced to

comparative povertv, and total blindness was soon after added to his misfortunes. His nephew,

Achiacharus, was kind to the family under these circumstances, until Tobit thought proper to

remove into Elymais. There poverty was still their lot ; and they were supported chiefly by

the wife, Anna, who took in " woman's work," and sometimes obtained presents from her

employers above her actual earnings.

At last Tobit, who had returned to Nineveh, bethought him of the valuable property he had

left with Gabel at Rhages, and he sentliis son to reclaim it, after giving him such instructions

as shows that travelling was then, as almost ever since, dangerous in those countries. The

romantic adventures of young Tobias on the journey form the most suspicious part of the book

—perhaps the only suspicious part] for which reason, as well as because it affords none of the

* About 375OZ.
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illustration we require, we willingly pass it by. It may suffice to state that Tobias prospered

in his journey. Tobit lived in Nineveh to the good old age of 158 years, and before his death

foretold the approaching troubles of Assyria and the destruction of Nineveh, and that " for a

time peace should rather be in Media," to which country he advised his son to withdraw.

Tobias was mindful of this counsel, and withdrew to Ecbatana, where, in due time, he heard

of the destruction of Nineveh by the combined forces of the Medes and Babylonians.

We have already stated the inferences, as to the condition of the expatriated Israelites,

which this narrative opens, although we have no information as to their condition after the

fall of Nineveh and during the contemporary captivity of Judah. But there is every reason to

conclude that their position under the Modes, when Media became an independent and well

governed state, was even less disadvantageous and unequal than it had been when that country

was part of the Assyrian empire.

We have brought the history of the kingdom of Judah down to the destruction of Jerusalem

and the desolation of the country. But the history of the captivity must take us back to an

earlier date, even to the time when Nebuchadnezzar spoiled the temple of its costly utensils,

and sent away to Babylon a number of young princes and nobles as hostages for the fidelity of

the people and their new king. This was eleven years before the fall of Jerusalem.

Among these captives were Daniel, and his three friends, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah.

These, as tokens of their enslaved condition, received Chaldean names, more familiar than their

own to the organs of the conquering people. Daniel was called Belteshazzar ; Hananiah, Shadrach

;

Mishael, Meshach ; and Azariah, Abednego. These were, among others of the most promising

of the youths, selected to be educated in the palace for three years, under the charge of the

chief of the eunuchs, in the learning and language of the Chaldeans, to qualify them for hold-

ing offices about the court and in the state. At the end of that time they were brought before

the king to be examined as to their proficiency, when the young persons named were " found

to be ten times better informed in all matters of wisdom and understanding than all the magi

or astrologers that were in the whole realm." They were accordingly admitted to a place in

that learned body.

Seventeen years after the destruction of Jerusalem, and the second year after the devastation

of Egypt, when all his enemies were subdued on every side, and when his rule extended over

many nations, Nebuchadnezzar had a dream, which left a profound impression upon his mind,

but the details of which he was unable to recover when he awoke. He therefore sent for all

the magi and astrologers, requiring that by their occult skill and pretended influence with the

gods, they should not only interpret but recover the dream he had lost. This they avowed

themselves unable to do; whereupon the enraged and disappointed king commanded them to

be massacred. Daniel and his friends were sought for, to be included in this doom ; but

Daniel, being informed of the cause, repaired to the royal presence, and promised that if

further time were allowed, he would undertake that the dream and an interpretation

should be found. To this the king willingly agreed ; and the pious youths betook them-

selves to fasting and prayer, in the hope that God would enable them to satisfy the king's

demand. Nor was their expectation disappointed. The matter was made known to Daniel

in a vision. He was then enabled to remind the king that he had seen in his dream a com-

pound image, and to inform him that this image represented " the things that should come to

pass thereafter." In this compound image, the head of pure goUl denoted Nel)uchadnezzar

himself, and the succeeding kings of the Babylonian dynasty; the breast and ar7ns of silver,

indicated the succeeding but inferior empire of the Medes and Persians ; the belly and thighs

of brass, the next following empire of the Macedonians and the Greeks, whose arms were

brass ; the legs of iron, and the toes partly iron and partly clay, refer to the Roman empire,

which should be strong as iron, but the kingdoms into which it would ultimately subdivide,

composed of heterogeneous materials, which should be partly strong and partly weak ; and,

lastly, the stoke smiting the image and filling the whole earth, denoted the kingdom of Christ,

which was to be set up upon the ruins of these temporal kingdoms and empires, and was des-
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tined to fill the whole earth, and to stand or continue for ever. " Thou art this head of gold,"

said the prophet to the king ; but he did not indicate the names and sources of the succeeding,

and then non-existent, empires with equal distinctness. But we know them, not only from the

order in which they succeed, and from the characters ascribed to them ; but from the subse-

quent visions of Daniel himself, in which these empires are distinctly named, and by which

the meaning of this primary vision is gradually unfolded, and which form, together, one grand

chain of prophecy, extending to the end of time, and so clear and distinct, that as much of

them (nearly the whole) as is already fulfilled, and which was once a shadowing forth of the

future, reads like a condensed history of past ages.

From the first, Daniel had disclaimed any peculiar pretensions to wisdom. " There is," he

said, " a God in heaven who revealeth secrets j" and to Him he not only referred all the credit

of the interpretation, but plainly told the king that it was to the appointments of this " God in

heaven," who had the supreme disposal of all events, that he owed all the kingdoms which he

ruled. Here was a grand instance of that testimony for Jehovah to which, when introducing

this chapter, we had occasion to advert. The king was much struck by it, so that, while he

prostrated himself before Daniel as before a superior, he acknowledged that the God who could

enable him to reveal this great secret was indeed the God of gods and Lord of kings. Who
does not see that it was for the purpose of impressing this conviction that the dream was given

to him, the forgetfulness inflicted, and the interpretation bestowed on Daniel ?

Nebuchadnezzar was not slow in rewarding the distinguished qualities which the prophet

exhibited. He appointed him ruler over the whole province of Babylon, and, at the same

time, " chief governor over all the wise men of Babylon " {Rab-Mag, or Archimagus, Jer.

xxxii. 3), two of the highest civil and scientific offices in the state. At his request also, his

three friends were appointed to conduct under him in the affairs of his provincial government,

while he himself took a high place, if not the first place, in the civil councils of the king.

The services of Daniel and his friends proved too valuable to be dispensed with; but mature

deliberation disgusted the king at his dream and its interpretation ; and his pride disposed

him to retract the acknowledgment he had made of the supremacy of the God of a conquered

people. It was, as we apprehend, under this influence that he erected a great image, of which

not the head only, but the whole figure was of gold,* to denote the continuance of his empire,

in opposition to his dream ; and it was dedicated to the tutelary god Bel, or Belus, whose

power he now considered superior to that of the God of the Hebrews; whereby, in the most

offensive manner, he revoked his former concession. All men were commanded to Avorship

this, and no other god, on pain of death : in consequence of which, the three friends of Daniel,

who continued their worship of Jehovah, with their faces turned towards Jerusalem, and took

no notice of the golden image, were seized, and cast into an intensely heated furnace. But by

the special and manifest interposition of the God they served, they were delivered without a

hair of their heads being injured, by which fact the king, who was present, was constrained to

confess that the God of the Hebrews, who could after this sort deliver his people, was unques-

tionably superior to all others.

Nebuchadnezzar manifestly was endowed with many great and generous qualities ; but he

was spoiled by prosperity, while, by the very aggrandisement which exalted his pride, he had

been fixed into a position which made it necessary to the Divine glory that he should be

brought to, and kept in, the acknowledgment that in all his acts he had been but an instrument

in the hands of the God worshipped by one of the nations which had received his yoke, and

whose superiority at least, if not his unity, he was required to acknowledge.

In another dream he was forewarned of the consequences of his excessive pride. This

dream Daniel unflinchingly interpreted*; but whatever effect it might produce was of no long

duration. Twelve months after, while contemplating his extensive dominion and the splen-

dour to which he had raised the great city of Babylon, his heart swelled with kingly pride,

• This was probably the statue of solid gold, twelve cubits high, which, according to Herodotus, stood in the temple of Belus,

until it was taken away by Xerxes. The height mentioned by Daniel, sixty cubits, probably included the pedestal or pillars on

which it stood, as otherwise its height would have bi'cn disproportionate to its breadth, six cubits.
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and he exclaimed, "Is not this great Babylon, which I have built for the capital of the king-

dom, by the might of my power, and for the honour of my majesty ?" AVhile these words

were in his mouth, there fell a voice from heaven, saying, " O king Nebuchadnezzar, to thee

it is spoken,—The kingdom is departed from thee. And they shall drive thee from men, and

thv dwelling shall be with the beasts of the field ; they shall make thee to eat grass as oxen,

and seven times (years) shall pass over thee, until thou know that the Most High riileth in the

kinqdomof men, and tjiveth it to whomsoever he tvill." The thing was accomplished that very

hour ; and in this state he remained initil " his hairs were grown like eagles' feathers, and his

nails like 1)irds' claws." The meaning of which seems to be that his proud mind was in that

instant shattered, and fell into a kind of monomania, which made him fancy himself some

animal ; in consequence of which it was judged necessary by his physicians to humour his

fancv by treating him as such, and by allowing him within certain limits to act as such. The

sequel cannot be more emphatically told than in his own words, as found in an edict, recount-

ing these circumstances, which he issued on his recovery. " At the end of the days, I, Nebu-

chadnezzar, lifted up mine eyes unto heaven, and mine understanding returned unto me, and

I blessed the Most High, and I praised and honoured him that liveth for ever and ever, whose

dominion is an everlasting dominion, and his kingdom from generation to generation. And
all the inhabitants of the earth are reputed as nothing ; and he doeth according to his will in

the army of heaven, and among the inhabitants of the earth ; and none can stay his hand, or

say unto him, What doest thou ? At the same time my reason returned ; and for the glory of

my kingdom, mine honour and brightness returned unto me ; and my counsellors and lords

sought unto me ; and I was established in my kingdom, and excellent majesty was added unto

me. Now I, Nebuchadnezzar, praise, and extol, and honour, the King of heaven, all whose

works are truth, and his ways judgment; and those that ivalk in p7'ide lie is able to fd)ase."

This noble acknowledgment demonstrates our former argument, that care was taken by Jehovah

to maintain his own ln)nour, and to secure his own great objects notwithstanding, and indeed

through, that bondage to which sin had reduced his people.

After a long reign of 43 years, Nebuchadnezzar died in 561, and was succeeded by his son

Evil-Mcrodach. A Jewish tradition* reports that this prince behaved so ill, by provoking a

rupture with the Medes, during the distraction of his father, that Nebuchadnezzar, on his

recovery, threw him into prison ; and that he there became acquainted with, and interested in,

Jehoiachim, the imprisoned king of Judah. However this be, it is certain that one of the first

acts of his reign was to release Jehoiachim from his long imprisonment of thir'.y-seven years;

and during the remainder of his life he treated him with much distinction and kindness, giving

him it place at his court and table above all the other captive kings then in Babylon. As,

however, the text implies that he died before his benefactor, who himself survived but three

years, the Hebrew king could not long have outlived his release. Evil-?vIcrodach was slain in

a battle against the united Medes and Persians, who by this lime had become very powerful

by their juncliim and intermarriages. The (•oml)ined force was on tliis occa^iim commanded
by young Cyrus, who had already begun to distinguish himself, and who had been appointed

to this command l)y his uncle and father-in-law Cyaxares—" Darius the Mede" of Scripture

—king of the Medes. This was in 558, b.c.

Evil-Merodach was succeeded bv his son Belshazzar. The oid onlv of this monarch's reign

is noticed in Scripture ; but Xenophon-j' gives instances of his earlier conduct in the throne, of

which only abarbarcnis and jealous tyrant could have been capable. His last and most heinous

yffence was the profanation of the sacred vessels belonging to the Jerusalem temple, which his

illustrious grandfather, and even his incapable father, had respected. Having made a great

feast " to a thousand of his lords," he ordered the sacred vessels to be brought, that he and his

wassailers might drink wine from them. That there was an intentional insult to the jMost

High in this act transpires in the narrative :
—" They praised the gods of gold, silver, brass,

iron, and stone ; but Tiik Gon in whose liand was their breath, and whose were all their ways,

* Noticed liv .Terimo on Isa. xiv. f Cyrop. i. 4.
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they praised or glorified not." Indeed, to appreciate fully this act and its consequences, it is

indispensably necessary that the mind should revert to the operations by which the supremacy
of Jehovah was impressed upon Nebuchadnezzar—operations not hid in a corner; and which,
together with the public confessions and declarations of this conviction which were extorted

from that magnanimous king, must have diffused much formal acquaintance with the name
and claims of Jehovah among the Babylonians, with which also the royal family must have
been in a peculiar degree familiar, not only through these circumstances, but through Daniel,

who had occupied high rank at court in the still recent reign of Nebuchadnezzar, and whose
mere presence must constantly have suggested the means to which his advancement was owing.

From this it will be seen, that, on the principle of operation which we have indicated in the

early part of this chapter, the time was now come for another act whereby Jehovah might
vindicate the honour of his own great Name, and enforce his peculiar and exclusive claims to

the homage of mankind.

Suddenly a mysterious hand appeared, writing conspicuously upon the wall words of ominous
import, but which no one could understand ; for, although they were in the vernacular Chaldean
language, the character in which they were written was the primitive old Hebrew, which dif-

fered totally from the Chaldee, and was the original from which that which is called the

Samaritan character was formed. The king himself was greatly agitated, and commanded the

instant attendance of the magi and astrologers. They came, but were utterly unable to divine

the meaning of the portentous words upon the wall. This increased the terror of the impious
king, which was at its height when the queen-mother, or rather grand-mother * made her

appearance. She soothed the troubled monarch, and reminded him of the services and cha-

racter of Daniel ; indicating him as one " in whom is the spirit of The Holy God ; and in

the days of thy grandfather light, and understanding, and wisdom, like the wisdom of the gods
was found in him ;" and therefore one who was l.kely to afford Belshazzar the satisfaction

which he sought. It was probably the custom at Babylon (as with respect to the correspond-

ing officer in other Oriental courts) for the archimagus to lose his office on the death of the

king to wh(jse court he was attached ; and that, consequently, Daniel had withdrawn into

private life on the death of Nebuchadnezzar. This will explain how the king needed to be
reminded of him, and how the prophet was in the first instance absent from among those who
were called to interpret the writing on the wall.

Daniel was sent for : and when he appeared, the king repeated what he had heard of him
;

stated the inability of the magicians to interpret the portentous words ; and promised him as

the reward of interpretation, that he should be clad in scarlet,f with a chain of gold about his

neck, and that he should rank as the third person in the kingdom. The venerable prophet

modestly waived the proffered honours and rewards, as having no weight to induce his com-
pliance :—"Thy gifts be to thyself, and give thy rewards to another; nevertheless I will read

the writing to the king." But, first, he undauntedly reminded the king of the experience, and
resulting convictions of his renowned grandfather—adding, with emphasis, " And thou, his

grandson, O Belshazzar, hast not humbled thy heart, although thou knewest all this." He
then read the inscription :

—

" MENE, MENE, TEKEL, [PERES], UPHARSIN."
Number, Number, Weujht, [Division] and Divisions,

and ])roceeded to give the interpretation :

—

" Mene, God hath numbered thy reign, and
" [Mene], hath Jinished it.

J

" Tekel, Thou art weighed in the balance and found wanting.
" Peres, Thy kingdom is divided.

" UrHAKsiN, And given to the Mede and the Persian [Darius and Cyrus]."

* So she is called by Josephus, h fj.a.^fij'n aurou-^ indeed, the jiart she t.rok on this occasion is so probable of no one as of the
widow of Nebuchadnezzar.

t It is singular that in Persia scfli/eMs at this day the distinctive colour of nobility. A khan, or noble, is known by the scar-

let mantle which he wears on occasions of cerenionv

X The repetition merely giving emphasis to the signification, indicatin;; its certainty saA spued;/ accomplishment.
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The kino- heard this terrible sentence : but made no remark farther than to command that

Daniel should be invested with the promised scarlet robe and golden chain, and that the third

rank in the kingdom should be assigned to him.

The sacred historian adds, with great conciseness, " That same night was Belshazzar, king

of the Chaldeans, slain." /7o if;, we are not tohl : but we may collect from Xenophon * that

he was slain through the conspiracy of two nobles, on whom he had inflicted the greatest

indignities wliich men could receive. This was in 553 b.c, in the hfth year of his reign.

lie was succeeded by his son, a l)oy, named Laburo>()arc]iod ;t but as he was put out of the

way in less than a year, he is passed over in Ptolemy's Canon, as well as in the Sacred history,

which relates that, as following the death of Belshazzar, " Darius the Mede took the kingdom."

In fact, tlie family of Nebuchadnezzar being extinct, Cyaxares, or (to give him his Scriptural

name) Darius, who was brother to the queen-mother, and the next of kin by her side to the

crown, had the most obvious right to the vacant throne ; and while his power was so great as

to overawe all competition, the express indication of him by the prophet in his interpretation

of the inscription was calcuhited to have much weight with all concerned, and indeed with the

whole nation.

Daniel, naturallv, came into high favour with Darius, to whose accession he had so materially

contributed. On making out new ajipointments of the governors of provinces, the prophet was

set over them all : and the king contemplated a still further elevation for him. This excited

the dislike and jealousy of the native princes and presidents, who determined to work his ruin.

In his administration, his hands were so pure, that no ground of accusation could be found

against him. They therefore devised a plan by which Daniel's known and tried fidelity to his

religiori should work his destruction. They procured from the careless and vain king a decree,

that no one should for thirty days offer any prayer or petition to any god or man save the king

liiniself, under pain of being cast into the lion's den. The king at once became painfully

Conscious of his weak and criminal conduct, when his most trusted servant, Daniel, was accused

before him as an open transgressor of this decree, and his punishment demanded. Among the

Medes and Persians there was a singular restraint upon despotism—which while at the first

view it seemed to give intensity to the exercise of despotic power, really tended to deter the

kings from hasty and ill-considered decisions, by compelling them to feel the evil consequences

with which they were attended. The king's word was irrevocable law. He could not himself

dispense with the consequences of his own acts. Of this Darius was reminded : and he saw

at once that he was precluded from interfering in behalf of his friend. It is a beautiful illus-

tration of the great truth, which appears as the main argument of this cha))ter, namely, that

the glory of God was promoted among the heathen by the captivity of his people,—that the

king himself was already so well acquainted with the character and power of Jehovah, that he

s])oiitaneously rested him^^elf upon the hope, that, although unable himself to deliver him from

this well-laid snare, the God whom Daniel served would certainly not sutler him to perish.

The prophet was cast into the lion's den ; and the mouth thereof was closed with a sealed stone.

The king spent the night sli'e])less and in sorrow. Impelled by his vague hopes, he hastened

early in the morning to the cavern, and cried in a doleful voice, " O Daniel, servant of The
Living God, hath thy God, whom thou scrvest continually, been able to deliver thee from the

lions?" To the vmutterable joy and astonishment of the king, the quiet voice of Daniel

returned an alBrmative answer, assuring the king of liis perfect safety. Instantly the cavern

was opened, the servant of God drawn forth; and his accusers were cast in, and immediately

destroyed by the savage inmates of the den. This striking interposition induced the king to

issue a proclamation, to the same ultinuite eflect as that which Nel)uchadnezzar had issued in

a former tin)e. He wrote unto " all peoples, nations, and languages, that dwell in all the earth,"

charging them to "tremble and fear before the God of Daniel ; for he isTni-: God that liveth,

and is steadfist for ever, and his kingdom shall not be destroyed, and his dominion shall be

even unto the end." It would not be easy to overrate the importance of the ditTusion of such

truths as these through the length and breadth of the Median empire.

* CjiDi). lib. vii. t .losopli. cont. Apiim, i. ~'0.
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It was the established policy of the Medes and Persians to conciliate the good will of the

subject states, by leaving the practical government in the hands of native princes. Darius,

therefore, as we may collect from Berosus, appointed Nabonadius, a Babylonian noble, uncon-

nected with the royal family, to be viceroy, or king, under him. This appointment was con-

firmed or continued by Cyrus, when he succeeded to the general empire on the death of his

uncle, in 551 b.c.

During the first years of his reign, Cyrus was too much occupied in foreign wars to pay
much attention to Babylon ; and this gave Nabonadius an opportunity to assert his inde-

pendence, -and to maintain it until the hero was at leisure to call him to account. This w^as

not until 538 b.c, when this great prince marched against Babylon, with the determination to

crown his many victories by its reduction. Nabonadius, on his part, seems to have been
encouraged by his diviners * to repose much confidence in his own resources, and in the sta-

bility of the kingdom he had estabhshed. He ventured to meet the Persian army on its

advance towards the city ; but was defeated in a pitched battle, and driven back to abide a

siege within the Avails of Babylon. Still all was not lost ; for not only was the city strongly

fortified, but a siege by blockade was likely to be indefinitely protracted, as the town not only

possessed immense stores of provisions, but the consumption of them would be greatly lessened

by means of the large open spaces within the city, in vvhich all kinds of produce could be raised

to a considerable extent. In fact, the siege continued for two years, and Babylon was then onlv
taken by a remarkable stratagem. Cyrus observed that the town lay the most exposed on the side

of the river, and therefore he caused a new bed to be dug for its waters ; and at an appointed time,

by night, the dykes were cut, and the Euphrates rolled its humbled stream into this new channel

;

and the old one, left dry, offered a free passage to the exulting Persians. Even yet, however,
their condition, in the bed of the river, might have been perilous, and a vigilant enemy might
have surprised them as in a net ; but that night a public festival was celebrated in Baljylon,

and all there was confusion and drunkenness. From this, as well as from the little reason to

apprehend danger on that side, the gates leading from the quays into the city were that night

left open, so that an easy and unopposed access was oflFered to the army of Cyrus, and the kino-

was horror-struck and paralysed, as successive messengers arrived in haste from the various

distant quarters of the city, to inform him that the Persians had entered there, and thus to learn,

that, at both extremities at once, great Babylon was taken, 536 b c.

Daniel was still alive, and there is evidence that Cyrus knew and valued his character. The
apocryphal history of Bel and Dragon says that Cyrus conversed much with him, and honoured
him above all his friends. But we have better evidence in effects which, seeing Daniel still

lived, may very safely be, in some degree, referred to the instruction and counsel which the

now very aged prophet was able to give.

There is an important and most striking prophecy by Isaiah,t in which Cvrus is mentioned
by name, and his exploits predicted, viore than a century before his birth. To him itis expressly

addressed, and in terms of tenderness and respect, which was never, in any other instance,

applied to an heathen—if it be just to apply that name to Cyrus. In this splendid prophecy
Jehovah calls Cyrus " my shepherd, who shall perform all my pleasure ;" and, " mine
anointed." His victories are foretold, and ascribed to Jehovah ; and, in a particular manner,
the taking of Babylon by him is foreshown, even to the indication of the very peculiar manner
in which that conquest was achieved. And the object of all this—of his existence, of his

acts, and even of this prophecy concerning him and them,—is declared, with marked emphasis,

to be, that he may be in a condition to restore the captivity of Judah, and that such convictions

might be wrought in him as might inclme to fulfil this his vocation,!, and to become acquainted

* Isa xliv 25. t Isa. xliv. 24, to xlv. 6

X
" Thus saith Jehovah of his aiioiuted,

—

or Cyrus, whose right hand I hold fast.

That I may subdue nations before him,

And unjjird the loins of kin^s ;

That I may open before him the valves.

And the gates sliall not be shut

I myself will march on before thee,

4 .M 2
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with the supreme atid sole power of Jehovah. And the careful reader will not fail to note in

this sublime address to one destined to live in a future generation, not only a clear assertion

of the unity of God, and his universal power and providence, but a distinct blow at the

peculiar superstition of Cyrus and his people—which consisted in the adoration of two

principles— the good and evil, represented by light and darkness. Hence the emphasis of

—

" I form the light, and create darkness
;

I make peace, and create evil."

We can easily imagine the impression which the perusal of these prophecies would make

upon the ingenuous mind of this great man, accompanied by the explanations which Daniel

could pour into his willing ears, and Avith the further intimation, collected from the prophecies

ofJeremiah respecting the seventy years of the captivity, that the time of the restoration was then

arrived, and himself the long pre-determined instrument of giving effect to the Divine intention.

His consciousness of all this is evinced in the proclamation, which he issued the same year

that Babylon was taken. This proclamation is to be regarded as the final acknowledgment

from the conquering foreign kings of the supremacy of Jehovah, and it was most interesting

from the distinctness with which this acknowledgment is conveyed,—" Thus saith Cyrus king

of Persia,

—

Jehovah, the God of the heavens, has given me all the kingdoms of the earth

;

and he hath charged me to build for himself a temple in Jerusalem, which is in Judah." In

this he manifestly alludes to the charge conveyed in the prophecy

—

" Who [Jehovah] saith of Cyrus, He is my shepherdl

And he shall perform all my pleasure ;

Even saying to Jerusalem, Thou shall be built;

To the temple. Thy foundations shall be laid

Accordingly, the proclamation proceeded not only to grant free permission for such of the

seed of Abraham as thought proper to return to their own land, but also commanded the

authorities of the places in which they lived to aiford every facility to their re-migration.

Before accompanying them on their return, it may be well to contemplate the results of

the circumstances which have been related, as affecting the position of the captive Jews during

the period through which we have passed.

There is certainly nothing to suggest that their condition was one of abject wretchedness.

This is in some degree shown by the high offices enjoyed by Daniel and his three friends

;

and by the distinction conferred upon king Jehoiachin by Evil-Merodach. He not only

enjoyed the first rank over all the kings then at Babylon, but ate at the table of the monarch,

and received allowances corresponding to his rank. While these circumstances of honour

must have reflected a degree of dignity on the exiles, sufficient to protect them from being ill-

treated or despised ; we see that there was always some person of their nation high in favour

and influence at court, able to protect them from wrong, and probably to secure for them

important and peculiar privileges. They, most likely, came to be considered as respectable

And will make the crooked places straight.

The valves of brass will I break asunder.

And the liars of iron will I hew down.

And I will give to thee the treasures of darkness.

And stores deeply hid in secret places ;

That tliiiu miiycst hninc tliitt I, Jkhovah,

That call thee fiy name, am the (iod of Israel.

For the sake nf Jae.tih my servant.

And of Israel my chosen one,

^ / have ei^en called thee by name :

I have surnamed thee, yet Me thou hnowest not.

I am Jehovah, and tliere is none else

;

There is no Ood besides me.

I giriled thee though thou liast not known me

;

That they may know, from the rising of the sun,

And from the west, ihnithere is none beside me.

I am Jkhovah, and there is none else:

Iform the light, and create darkness,

J make peace, and create evil.

I, Jkhovah, do all these things.
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colonists, enjoying the peculiar protection of the sovereign. Although Jehoiachin did not long

survive his release from prison, his son Salathiel, and his grandson Zerubbabel undoubtedly
partook in and succeeded to the respect which he received. If the story in the apocryphal
book of Esdras,* of the discussion before Darius, in which Zerubbabel won the prize, be a

mere fiction, it is still at least probable that the young prince, although he held no office, had
free access to the court; which privilege must have afforded him many opportunities of alle-

viating the condition of his countrymen. It is even not improbable that (as is implied in the

apocryphal story of Susannah, and as the tradition of the Jews affirm) the exiles had magis-
trates and a prince from their own number. Jehoiachin, and after him Salathiel and Zerub-
babel, might have been regarded as their princes, in the same manner as Jozadak and Jeshua
were as their high-priests.

At the same time it cannot be denied that their humiliation, as a people punished by their

God, was always extremely painful, and frequently drew on them expressions of contempt.
The pecuharities of their religion afforded many opportunities for the ridicule and scorn of the

Babylonians and Chaldeans,— a striking example of which is given in the profanation of the

sacred vessels by Belshazzar. By such insults they were made to feel so much the more sen-

sibly the loss of their houses, their gardens, and fruitful fields; the leaving of their capital and
temple, and the cessation of the public solemnities of their religion.

t

1 Esd. iii. iv. + See Jahn, theil ii. band 1, sect. 45, ' Zustand der Hebvaer in dem Exiliiim



CHAPTER II.

THE RESTORATION.

[Ancient Pi'isian Soldiers.]

We consider the great argument of tlie preceding cha})ter to have been, that the lionour of

Jehovah was as adequately maintained, and that the knowledge of his chum to be the suj)rcine

and only God, to have been even more ditt'used by the destitution of the Hebrews, than it would
even have been by their continuance in their own land. It also appears very clearly to us, that

by a succession of such operations as those which elicited the public acknowledgments of Nebu-
chadnezzar, Darius and Cyrus, and by acts which covild not but be known to many nations,

these objects might have been i)romoted as well without as by the restoration of the Hebrew
people to their own land, and the re-establishment of the temple service. It may then be

asked, why it was expedient that Judah should be at all restored ; and, being restored, why
Israel—the ten tribes—were not? These interesting questions we cannot discuss in the extent

which they deserve; but we may suggest, that since, by immutable promises, the privilege had
been secured to the seed of Abraham of upholding the standard of divine truth in the world,
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until "the fulness of times," and since the nationality of Judah until ihen, had been anciently

secured by the guarantee of the Lord's promise,—it was necessary that a restricted restoration,

after ])unishment and correction, should for these purposes take place. This was all the more

necessary, as it was from Judah and from the royal house of David that, as was well known,

He was to spring who was to enlighten and redeem the world, and to bring in that new creation

for which the moral universe groaned as the times advanced to their completion. For his

identity, as the Ransomer promised of old, it was necessary that the dying struggles of the

Hebrew nationality should not be yet permitted to terminate. And further, inasmuch as the

bondage of the Hebrews east of the Euphrates, had tended in no small degree to advance in

that quarter the knowledge of the great preparatory principles of which the Jews were the

commissioned conservators, it remained for the west to be in like manner allowed to catch such

glimmerings of light, as might make the nations impatient of their blindness, and prepare them

to hail with gladness the future "day-spring from on high." And this was, in fact, accom-

plished by the intercourse of the Hebrews with the western nations—Egypt, Syria, Asia-

Minor, Greece, Rome—in subjection, in conflicts, or in commerce.

That Judah was preferred to this vocation, and that the Ten Tribes were not nationally or

formally restored, must be accounted for by the further development of a consideration to which

the reader's attention was called in the preceding chapter. The political sins of Judah were

there traced to the disposition to lean rather upon men than upon institutions. The sin of

Israel was even greater, and merited greater severity of punishment. There, not only was

the same disposition exhibited, but the institutions themselves were corrupted, alienated,

tortured from the objects for Avhich they were expressly framed, and, with most culpable

ingenuity, made subservient to the very circumstances against which they were designed to

operate. In Judah, the building of God was indeed often neglected, often allowed to run to

ruin ; but it was not, as in Israel, made the abiding habitation of unclean and evil things.

In Judah, a good king could purge out abuses and correct evils ; but in Israel the tampering

with institutions was so effective, that the best kings were unable to lay an improving finger

on them. For these things Israel was thrown loose from the mercies of God, much sooner

than Judah ; and the evil had been so heinous and deeply rooted, that no promise or hope of

restoration was held forth, nor did any take place.

By the attention which, through the captivity and consequent dispersion of the Jews among
what was then (if we except Egypt) the most civilised nation of the world, had been directed

to the majesty and providence of Jehovah, we consider that a very important part of the

mission confided to the Hebrews was accomplished ; for an impression was made, the effects

of which may without difficulty be traced to the time of Christ, and, therefore, we are thus

brought to a sort of end in the national history of the Hebrew people. Undoubtedly, the real

fall of Jerusalem was that which was wrought by the hand of Nebuchadnezzar ; the real

destruction was that which the Assyrians worked in the north, and the Babylonians in the

south ; and the real dispersion of the race was that which took place in consequence of the

Assyrian and Babylonian captivities. A remnant only was preserved, as necessary for the

remaining objects which have just been indicated ; and it is the history of that Remnant which

forms the subject of the present book.

It is unquestionable that this remnant was highly fitted for its vocation. The large mass

of the Israelites were natives of the land of their exile, in which they were for the most part

so comfortably situated that only those whose religious zeal and sentiments were above the

average warmth, would be likely, or did, encounter the dangers of the desert and the incon-

veniences and anxieties of an unsettled country. The circumstances of the re-migration were

in fact such as to attract only those who w ere in the soundest state of moral health. They

were also cured of all danger of idolatry, and of all disposition to make light of their own
institutions. That the Hebrews as a body profited largely by the correction which they had

received, is unquestionable—so largely indeed that under temptations as great as any to which

they had in former times yielded, idolatry was ever after their abhorrence. And indeed if,

during the period of the Captivity, the proudest heathen were made so seriously attentive to
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the God of Israel, much more were the Hebrews likely to be awakened by the same events to

be true to their own God. On this point we copy the remarks of Professor Jahn :

—

" Amoni^ the Hebrews who, agreeably to the sanctions of the law, were punished for idolatry

by total banishment from their native land, there were certainly many who did not worship

idols; and probably not a few, in consequence of this national judgment, so often predicted,

were brought to reflect on and to abhor the superstition which had been the cause of so great a

calamity. Others, not wholly relinquishing idolatry, still retained a reverence for Jehovah.

They never, like other transplanted nations, intermingled with the people among whom they

were settled, but continued a peculiar race. There were doubtless individual exceptions; but

the nation as such remained distinct. The intermingling with pagans, and that entire extinc-

tion of the Hebrews as a peculiar people which must have resulted from it, was promoted by

the rite of circumcision, by the prohibition of many kinds of food allowed among other nations,

by ceremonial impurities, and by various other institutions, designed to segregate and conse-

quently to preserve the nation. These usages had by time become a second nature, so that any

intimate connection with Gentiles was a matter of considerable difficulty. The ancient favours

of Jehovah, the miraculous deliverances which he had vouchsafed exclusively to tliem, and the

promises he had given them for futurity, were not easily forgotten. The fulfilment of so many

prophecies respecting the fall of the Assyrian empire and of the city of Nineveh, respecting

the Babylonian ciiptivity and the destruction of Jerusalem, must have raised Jehovah in their

eyes far above all idols ; and the very punishment they were then suffering was well calculated

to awaken reflection, and thus become a bitter but powerful antidote to their propensity to

idolatry. Many Israelites, therefore, in Assyria and Media (as the book of Tobit testifies)

persisted in the sincere worship of Jehovah ; neither could the Jews in Babylon, and those by

the river Chel)ar, fall easily into idolatry, while such men as Ezekiel and Daniel were con-

stantly and earnestly reminding tliem of the God whom they were bound to serve.

" The prophecies of Ezekiel, relating for the most part to events near at hand, were accom-

plished before the eyes of the unbelieving exiles ; and every fulfilment was a new proof that

Jehovah, the author of these predictions, was the God and ruler of the world. Tluis there were

repeated opportunities to remind this superstitious people of Jehovah their God. The remark-

able prophecy respecting the conquest and destruction of the powerful city Tyre, which was so

speedily accomplished, is particularly worthy of notice. By such striking accomplishments

of the prophecies respecting occurrences near at hand, the belief of predictions of more distant

events was strengthened, and the eyes of the Hebrews were eagerly directed towards the

future."

Thus, and through the deliverance which Jehovah wrought in behalf of his persecuted ser-

vants,—and through the acknowledgments which were extorted from the pagan monarchs

under whose yoke the necks of Israel and Judah were placed,—" God ])ursued tliem (so to

speak) with the efficacious dealings of his providence, with miracles and prophecies, in order

to compel them to ])reserve the true religion, and to place them in a situation in which it

would hardly be possible for them to exchange the worship of the Creator and Governor of

the world for the worship of idols. By the prophet Ezekiel,* Jehovah declares in so many
words that even if the Hebrews desired to become united with the heathen, it should not lie

done ; and that he would himself find means effectually to prevent the execution of such a

design. "t
That the restoration to Palestine, which now took place, is, at least primarily, that of which

the prophets delivered such glowing predictions, very few who carefully examine the subject

will find reason to doubt. The more closely the matter is examined, the more clearly the

details of the ])rophecy will be found to agree with this fulfilment. We are quite aware that

the large terms and forcible expressions employed by the prophets have led all the Jews and

many Christians into the expectation of a more brilliant and complete restoration than on this

occasion took place. Our undertaking is however to record past events rather than to under-

* Ezck. XX 32—44. I .l.iliii, ii. 1, sod. 53, R iikkcr doi zWirii .'^tamnip.
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take the development of prophecies which may he deemed vmfulfilled. That these prophecies

have a further meaning heyond the literal and primary purport, we take to be evinced not only

by the glowing language employed, but by the present condition of the Hebrew nation, " like

a column left standing amid the wreck of worlds and the ruins of nature,"* in which they

manifestly remain awaiting destinies yet to come ; but that these destinies include the restora-

tion and independent and happy settlement of the nation in Palestine, we hold to be consi-

derably less certain and less important than has of late years been made to appear.

Now, by the decree of Cyrus, the mountains were made low and the valleys filled for the

return of the Hebrews to their own land. But seeing that only the two tribes of Judah and

Benjamin—conventionally regarded as one tribe—formally returned to Palestine, it becomes

an interesting question. What became of the other Ten Tribes ?

As the invitation of Cyrus was directed to all the people of Jehovah, and proclaimed

throughout his empire, there is every reason to conclude that not a few of the ten tribes

returned to Palestine. Those who supposed they could improve their condition by removing,

would attach themselves here and there to a caravan of merchants, and proceed to the land of

their fathers. But as they arrived one after another, and in small companies, their return is

not particularly noticed in a history so concise. There might even have been many Israelites

in the first great caravan under Zerubbabel ; but, however this may be, it is highly probable

that the Israelites returned in considerable numbers, as soon as they heard of the settlement of

the prosperity of their brethren in Palestine. Most of these arrivals were probably subsequent

to the close of the Old Testament canonical history, and when the restored nation had acquired

a somewhat settled form. But whether their return were early or late, it is certain that at

least a portion of them did return, for the history of later periods mentions Israelites as settled

in Galilee and Persea t long before the time of Christ. But connecting themselves with the

tribe of Judah, they finally lost the name of Israelites, and all Hebrews were indiscriminately

designated as Jews.

But since many of the tribe of Judah chose to remain in the land of their exile, it is reason-

able to suppose that still greater numbers of the Israelites who had lived in those countries

200 years longer, would feel little inclination to exchange the comforts they there enjoyed for

the uncertain advantages of Palestine. But as the jealousy between Judah and Israel had now
ceased, according to the predictions of the prophets, those Israelites also who remained in

exile joined themselves to the tribe of Judah, which was in the possession of the temple, and,

consequently, they too received the denomination of Jews.

On these grounds Professor Jahn conceives that all questions and investigations for the pur-

pose of ascertaining what has become of the Ten Tribes, and whether it is likely they will ever be

discovered, are superfluous and idle. We are not ourselves quite so clear that this is the case.

We grant indeed that there is no good reason for expecting to find the remnant of the ten tribes

as distinct from the remnant of Judah ; but that traces of the Hebrews of both captivities, without

distinction of tribes, may be found in the countries in which they were so long located, there is

much reason to conclude. We say in those countries, for the reasons which prevented them

from returning to Palestine were as operative in preventing their migration in any other direc-

tion. Indeed, while the second temple stood, one would expect that such of them as were

disposed to migrate at all, would return to the land of their fathers, as many of them, no

doubt, did. But, apart from this preference, there was much reason for their remaining in

Media ; for the empire which comprehended that country, continued long to be possessed by
a nation which was quite able to protect them and make their homes secure ; while the

religion which it professed was more in agreement with that of Moses, and less revolting to

the peculiar notions of the Hebrews, than any other they could find in the world. It is

certain also, that for a long course of ages a large remnant of the captivity of Judah remained

in Babylonia, and this so much composed of the elite of the nation, as to secure the respect

of the Jews who returned to Palestine and multiplied there—all traces of which estimation of

* • Tiaiis. of the Parisian Sanhodrim,' p. 68. ISO/. t 1 Mac. v. 9

—

'24.
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the Babylonian Jews is not even at this day wholly obliterated ; and this fact would suggest

the probability of a similar local fixity of the ten tribes in Media and Assyria. Indeed the

probability is the greater, from the fact that in those countries, as history proves, they would

be much less liable to be disturbed by wars and troubles than the Jews of Babylonia. It is

probably, under such a class of impressions, that the Jews themselves have generally been

disposed to look for traces of the ten tribes in that direction. Nor, as it would appear, has

the search been quite abortive.

In the twelfth century of Christ, the district indicated in the note at p. 621 was visited by

the Spanish Jew, Benjamin of Tudela. After speaking of large congregations of Jews in this

quarter, he comes to Amaria [which Major Rawlinson regards as the same as Halah, now
Hohvan], where he found 25,000 Jews. " This congregation forms part of those," says Rabbi

Benjamin, " who live in the mountains of Chaphton, which amount to more than 100, ex-

tending to the frontiers of Media. These Jews are descendants of those who were originally-

led into captivity by king Shalmaneser. They speak the Syriac language, and among them

are many excellent talmudic scholars."* Benjamin then gives the history of the false Messiah,

David El Roy, who sprang from the city of Amaria, and whose romantic history has lately

been made familiar to the English public.

Recently, the Rabbi David D'Beth Hillel has much obscure and dispersed talk about the

fragments of the tribes which he found in the same quarter. But the following statement by

Major Rawlinson will give more satisfaction to the reader :

—

" If the Samaritan captives can be supposed to have retained to the present day any distinct

individuality of character, perhaps the Kalhurs, who are believed to have inhabited from the

remotest antiquity those regions around Mount Zagros, preserve in their name the title of

Calah [Halah]. They state themselves to be descended from Roham, or Nebuchadnezzar, the

conqueror of the Jews,—perhaps an obscure tradition of their real origin. They have many
Jewish names among them, and, above all, their general physiognomy is strongly indicative of

an IsraeUtish descent. The Iliyat of this tribe now mostly profess Mohammedanism; but a

part of them, together with the Gurans, who acknowledge themselves to be an offset of the

Kalhurs, and most of the other tribes of the neighbourhood, are still of the 'Ali-Ilahi persuasion

—a faith which bears evident marks of Judaism, singularly amalgamated with Sabeean, Ciiris-

tian, and Mohammedan legends. The tomb of Baba Yadgar, in the pass of Zardah, is regarded

as their holy place ; and this, at the time of the Arab invasion of Persia, was regarded as the

abode of Elias. Tlie 'Ali-Ilahis believe in a series of successive incarnations of the godhead,

amounting to a thousand and one, Benjamin, INIoses, Elias, David, Jesus Christ, Ali, and his

tutor Salman, a joint development, the Imam Husein, and the Haf-tan (the seven bodies), are

considered the chief of these incarnations. The Haf-tan were seven Pirs, or spiritual guides, who
lived in the early ages of Islam, and each, worshipped as the Deity, is an object of adoration in

some particular part of Kurdistan—Baba Yadgar was one of these. The whole of the incar-

nations were thus regarded as one and the same person, the bodily forn) of the Divine mani-

festation being alone changed ; but the most perfect development is supposed to have taken

place in the persons of Benjamin, David, and Ali." Referring to the passage already adduced

from Rabbi Benjamin, the Major notices that he appears to have considered the whole of these

Ali-Ildhis as Jews, and remarks, " it is possible that in his time their religion was less cor-

rupted."t
Abandoning this subject for the present, we may now be allowed to return to the historical

^narrative.

All obstacles being removed, and every facility afforded, Zerubbabel, the grandson of king

Jehoiachim, and Jcshua, a grandson of the high-priest Jozadak, with ten of the jjriiicipal elders,

prepared themselves for the journey home. The number of the remnant who joined these

heads of the nation was, in round numbers, 50,000, including ISST male and female servants.J

• The Itinerary of Rablii Heiij.imiii of Tudela. Tr.inslated ami edited by A. Asher. Ijerlin, 1840.

t ' (ieojraphieal .Toiirnil,' vol. ix. part 1, p. 30.

f
'Vhe number iif the cuui-regation «a.s 42,620, wliicli, with 7:33/ servants, makes 49,697.
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This large body was composed chiefly, it would seem, of members of the tribes of Judah,

Benjamin, and Levi, although the comparatively high number of the re-migrants supports the

probabilitv that a considerable proportion were of the ten tribes. The prophet Daniel, who

must at this time have been about ninety years old, remained at the court of Cyrus, where he

could probably render much more service to his nation than by returning to Palestine.

Those who were to return assembled from all quarters at an appointed place, according to

the usual method of collecting a caravan, furnished with provisions and other things necessary

for the journey. Their camels, horses, and beasts of burden amounted to 8136. Zerubbabel,

on whom devolved the serious responsibility of directing this imnense caravan, received from

Cyrus the sacred vessels of the temple, and was entrusted with the very large contributions

towards the re-building of the sacred edifice made by those of the Hebrew race who chose to

remain behind. Zerubbabel was not only appointed leader or sheikh of the caravan, but the

office of governor of Judea was entrusted to him. This appointment may probably be attri-

buted not more to the circumstance which inclined Cyrus to show peculiar favour to the nation,

than to the general policy of the Persian kings in leaving the governments of conquered

provinces to native governors, whenever this could be done with safety. Several months were

consumed in preparations for the journey; and encumbered as they were with baggage and

voung children, and therefore obliged to travel slowly, the journey itself occupied four

months.

The " seventy years" of the captivity were completed by the time they arrived ; and they

were now to settle in their own land, governed by their own laws, and forming a distinct com-

monwealth. The Persian sovereignty was not a calamity but a benefit, from the protection

and securitv which it gave to a colony as yet too weak for independence.

The people dispersed themselves on their arrival in search of their native cities and of neces-

saries for their families. But in the following month, being the seventh of the Jewish year,

they all assembled at Jerusalem to celebrate the feast of tabernacles. On this occasion an

altar was reared upon the ruins of the temple, and the customary sacrifices were off'ered ; and

on this altar the daily morning and evening sacrifices were afterwards continued.

In the second month of the second year of their return, the people agam assembled at Jeru-

salem, to lay the foundation of the Temple, the preparations for which, through the voluntary

contributions of the people and the elders, were now completed. This was a most joyful occa-

sion to all but the old people ; and very loud were the shouts of gladness which were raised :

but loud as were the so\mds of rejoicing, they were neutralised by the wailings of the old

people, who had seen "the holy and beautiful house" in which their fathers praised Jehovah
;

and who wept bitterly and loudly at the comparison : for they could perceive that the edifice

would neither be so large, so magnificent, nor so richly ornamented as the temple of Solomon.

It is true, as appears from the record found at Ecbatana hi the time of Darius Hy?taspes, that

CjTus had directed that the temple should be twice as large as that of Solomon, and that the

expense should be defrayed from the royal treasur}'. But either the proper officers had neglected

to give effect to these orders, or the Jews were backward to avail themselves of the full extent

of the monarch's bounty, lest they should awaken the envy of the worshippers of Ormuzd, and

expose themselves to their persecutions. From whatever cause, it is certain that they did not

build the temple so large as the decree of Cyrus allowed.*

The Persian governors of Syria and Palestine offered no opposition to the settlement of the

Jews in their own country or to their proceedings there. No doubt, therefore, orders corre-

sponding to the tenour of the decree under which the restoration took place, had been forwarded

to them. This indeed is stated by Josephus ; although such orders, being sent direct to the

Persian magistrates, are not noticed by Ezra. But opposition, persevering and venomous,

came from another and probably unexpected quarter. This was from the colonists whom the

Assyrian kings had planted in the land of Israel, and who had intermarried with the remaining

Israelites, and now formed one people with them under the name of Samaritans. It does not

• Ezra iv. 1—5.
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appear that the Samaritans were at this time completely purged of the idolatries which their

fathers had hrought from foreign lands
; yet the measures employed to enlighten them with

the knowledge of the true God seem gradually to have produced a considerable effect. The

return of the Jews from their seventy years' captivity so clearly evinced the over-ruling Provi-

dence of Jehovah, that the Samaritans were extremely desirous to join in rebuilding his temple

and celebrating his worship :
" They said unto the chief of the fathers, ' Let us build with you

;

for we seek your God, as ye do ; and we have done sacrifice to him shice the days of Esar-

haddon, king of Assyria, who brought us up hither.' " This proposal was steadily rejected by

the Jews : and, whatever their motives may have been, it is easy to discern important reasons

in consequence of which this rejection appears to have been subservient to the purposes of the

Divine economy.*

Finding they could not prevail, the Samaritans used every means in their power to thwart

the enterprise. Their influence at the Persian court appears to have been considerable, owing,

perhaps, as Josephus suggests, to their claiming to be of Median and Persian origin. Through

this influence they managed, during the latter days of Cyrus, who was either absent in foreign

wars or not at leisure to attend to such provincial matters, to oppose such obstacles to the

progress of the work that the people got disheartened, and discontinued the building. This

discouragement continued during the succeeding reigns of Cambyses and of Smerdis the

Magian ; nor was the work resumed until the second year of Darius Hystaspes.

The proceedings of the Samaritans in this matter naturally excited the enmity of the Jews ;

and thus was laid the foundation of the hatred between the two nations, which new provocations

continually increased, until, at last, all friendly intercourse between them was entirely discon-

tinued.

Cyrus died seven years after the restoration of the Jews. The reigns of Cambyses his son,

and of the usurping magian Smerdis (seven months) occupied together eight years. Darius

Hystaspes, one of the seven nobles who slew the intrusive magian, was elected king, 521 b.c.

At Jerusalem, the people had by this time lust their zeal in a work which had been so much
obstructed, and, counting from the destruction of the former temple instead of from the com-

mencement of the Captivity, they argued that the time for the rebuilding of the sacred edifice

had not yet arrived. But while they erected fine buildings for their own use, and bestowed

much expense and labour on the mere ornamental parts of their own dwellings, this was obvi-

ously a mere pretence, and provoked the severe reproaches of the prophet Haggai, who attri-

buted to this neglect the drought, and consequent failure of crops, which had then occurred

;

and was authorised to promise the blessings of plenty from the time they should recommence

the building of the temple. And to neutralise the discouragements arising from the detrac-

tive or sorrowful comparisons of the old men who had seen the temple of Solomon, he was

commissioned to deliver the celebrated prophecy :

—

" Tims saith the Lord of hosts :—
Vet once more, and in a Utilo wliilc,

And I will shake the heavens and the earth,

And the sea and the dry land
;

And I will shake all tlie nations,

And THE DESiHK OF Ai,r, NATIONS sliall come,

And I will fill this house with glory, saith the Lord of hosts.

The silver is mine, and the ^old is mine, saith the Lord of hosts.

The ijlory aft/iis littler house shall be greater than of the former, saith the Lord of hosts.

And in this place teill I give peace, saith the Lord of hosts."—Hag. ii. 0—9.

" The prophecies of Zcchariali tended lo the same objects as those of Haggai; and in

• " The intevmixtvire of the Samaritans with the Jews mij^ht have rendered the accompli.sliment of the prophecies concernini?

the family and l)irth of the Messiah less clear—might have re introduced idolatry amon;,' the restored Jews, now completely abhor-

rent from it, and in various ways defeated the grand objects of Providence in selecling an<l preserving a lu'ciiliar people. In con-

sequence of this rejection and the alienation it produced, the .lews probably became more vigilant in preserving the strictness, and

the Samaritans mure jealous in emulating the purity of the Mosaic ritual. They became hostile, and therefore unsuspected, guar-

dians and vouchers of the integrity of the sacred text, p.irticularly of the Pent.iteuch. .\nd «lule the .Tews in generai, blinded hy
their national prejudices, could see in the promised Mi'ssiah only a national and temporal lieliverer, the Samaritans .ippear to have

judged of his luetensiuns with more ju-tice and success."

—

\)q.\\\ (Iraves's ' Lectures on the Pentateuch,' p. 3(7. Fifth Kditiu".

1839.
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consequence of their forcible representations, tlie building of the temple was resumed with

rekindled zeal. To this resumption of the work, after so long a suspension, the Samaritans

succeeded in drawing the attention of Tatnai, the Persian general -governor of Syria, who

beino- a man of impartial justice, determined to go himself to Jerusalem to investigate the

matter. He there demanded the authority of the Jewish chiefs for their operations, and

was referred by them to the edict of Cyrus. Tatnai sent a clear and rigidly unbiassed

report of the matter to the king, and did not deem it necessary to direct the present suspen-

sion of the work. The reference to the Persian court could not have been made imder

more favourable circumstances ; for Darius was of a mild and just character ; and, still more,

was a devoted admirer of Cyrus, and disposed to pay the highest respect to his acts and inten-

tions.* The king, on receiving the report of Tatnai, directed a search to be made among

the archives of the kingdom. It was naturally sought at first among the records kept in the

treasure house at Babylon. It was not found there ; but a roll containing the edict was ulti-

mately discovered in the record chamber of the palace at Achmetha (Ecbatana). It directed

^/
'JK

[Record Chamber.f]

not only that the temple should be rebuilt, and of larger dimensions than before, but that the

expenses should be defrayed out of the royal treasury. The king directed a copy of this edict

to be forwarded to Tatnai, together with a letter, in which he was enjoined not to obstruct the

building, but zealously to forward it, to defray the expenses out of the royal revenues accruing

within his government, and also to furnish the priests with such animals as were necessary for

the sacrifices, with wheat, salt, wine, and oil, from day to day, for the divine service.
—

" That

they may offer sacrifices of a sweet savour to the God of Heaven, and pray for the life of the

» Hystaspes, the father of Darius, was high in the contidence aud favour of Cyrus, and he ("and very probably his son) could

not but have known so eminent a person as Daniel when at the court of Susa. Indeed the wisdom of Daniel appears to have been

a proverb (Ezek. xxviii. 3). It is remarkable that Hystaspes ultimately succeeded (under his sou) to the very office of archimagus,

or master of tlie Magians, which Daniel had formerly occupied.

t The cut actually represents the library at Constantinople, but it is applicable to the present subjects, as showing the manner in

which records, books, &c., are (and probably were anciently) kept by the Orientals.
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king and of his sons." Tiie letter concluded with an order (apparently levelled at the Sama

ritans), that whosoever obstructed the execution of the decree should be hanged, and their houses

demolished : and an imprecation was added on all kings and people who should attempt to

destroy the house of God.

This transaction gives a very favourable idea of the good order and efficient administration

of the Persian government; while the concluding direction affords another and very important

illustration of the honour which Jehovah had obtained for his name among the heathen

throu'di the eastward dispersion of the Hebrews. Indeed, the edict of Cyrus, which was on

this occasion brought to light, contained such a declaration of reverence for, and dependence

on, Jehovah, as alone could not but have had great weight upon the mind of Darius. It may

be remarked, indeed, that Darius himself was a disciple and supporter of Zoroaster, the

reformer of the Magian religion, who is supposed to have profited largely by his intercourse

with the Hebrew captives and prophets in Babylon.

Under these favouring auspices, the woi'k proceeded with renewed spirit ; and four years

after, being the sixth of Darius (516 b.c.) the temple was completed It was dedicated with

great solemnity, of which there has ever since been an annual commemoration in " The Feast

of Dedication." In the following month the Passover was celebrated in a regular and solemn

manner, for the first time since the restoration. The temple service was then re-established

us before the Captivity ; Jeshua, the high-priest, encouraging the other priests and the Levites

by his example to attend to their peculiar duties.

The Jews appear to have been undisturbed during the remainder of the thirty-six years in

which Darius reigned. It is possible, indeed, that some difficulty arose in the latter years

of that reign from their relation to the Persian empire. Darius, whose whole reign was

occupied in foreign and generally successful war, had then extended his operations westward.

After the Persians had lost the battle of Marathon in 490 b.c, Darius made immense ])re-

parations for renewing the war, which kept all Asia in a ferment for three years : in the

fourth Egypt revolted, which occasioned the division of the army into two, one to act against

Greece and the other against Egypt. But just as all preparations were completed, Darius

died, B.C. 485, Now, as the rendezvous of the army in this expedition against Egypt was in

the neighbourhood of the Hebrew territory, it is in every way likely that the Jews were

obliged to participate in its operations ; or it is possible that they obtained an exemption from

personal service on condition of supplying the army with provisions.

Xerxes completed the intentions of his father as to Egypt, which he succeeded in again

bringing under the Persian yoke. His subsequent gigantic plans and operations against

Greece, however important, claim no notice in this place. As the resources of the empire

were on this occasion taxed to the uttermost, there is no reason to suppose that the Jews

were able to avoid contributing towards this vast luidertaking, either by their property or

personal service, or by both. At the commencement of his reign the Samaritans made some

attempt to prejudice him against the inhabitants of Judah and Jerusalem. But the king-

confirmed in every particular the grants made by his father. Xerxes is the Ahasuerus of

Ezra iv. 6.*

He was succeeded in 464 b.c by his son Artaxerxes Longimanus, whose protracted reign

was replete with incidents most important and interesting to the Jews. At the beginning of

it they began regularly to rebuild Jerusalem, and to surround it by a wall. But they were

stopped in their work by an order from the king, in consequence of a letter of complaint from

the principal Samaritan officers, who described Jerusalem, truly enough, as " a rebellious and

bad city ;" and warned him that if the city were rebuilt and fortified, the inhabitants were

sure to prove seditious as in fi)rmer times, and would be likely to raise up troubles, and

endanger the Persian dominion in that quarter. They appealed to the archives of the empire

to Y^rove that the town had been (kMuolished and dismantled on account of its rebellion and

seditions. The records were accordingly consulted, and the fact being found as thus stated,

* See also Joseph. .'Vntiq., xi. 4, & ; xi. 5. 1.
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the king delayed not to send a letter authorising the Samaritan chiefs to stop the work until

further orders. This they forthwith did, and with no gentle hand.* This opposition of the
Samaritans was remarkably well-timed, and hence, in all probability, its success. Immediately
on the death of Xerxes, Egypt had again revolted from the Persian yoke;t tlie Samaritans
therefore cuuld not have chosen a fitter opportunity to carry their point, or a stronger argument
to work upon the king's fears, than the danger that might result from allowing the Jews to

fortify their city. For, strengthened and increased as they were in the seventy-two years
since their return, it might be apprehended that, as in former times, they would not only
themselves follow the example of Egypt by refusing to pay tribute, but that they might offer

serious obstruction to the Persian army to be employed in the reduction of Egypt, in going
or returning through Palestine.

After he had subdued all his domestic foes and competitors for the crown, Artaxerxes, in
the third year of his reign, celebrated at Susa the general and protracted rejoicing which
usually attended the settlement of a new king on the throne. At a public banquet, the king,
m his cups probably, had the folly to send for the queen, Vashti, that the banqueters might be
witnesses of her extreme beauty. An order so repugnant to the customs of women, the queen
was under the necessity of disobeying, and disobedience, whatever were the cause, could not
be allowed to pass unpunished. All the sages of Persia held that, to prevent the evil effects
of this example, it was necessary that the queen should be deposed, and that the act of
deposition should be accompanied by a decree that every man should hear rule in his own
house ! So Vashti was deposed ; and, ultimately, a beautiful Jewish damsel named Esther
was promoted to her place, in the fourth year of Artaxerxes.
The king had now leisure to turn his attention to Egypt, and in the course of the expedition

to bring that country back to its subjection, which was happily concluded in the sixth year of
his reign, he had probably sufficient opportunity to become acquainted with the present
character and position of the Jews, and with the claims to his favour which they derived from
the edicts of Cyrus and Darius. At all events, in the seventh year of his reign, he indicated
his knowledge of those edicts and his willingness to enforce them, by authorising " Ezra the
priest, and a scribe of the Law of the God of Heaven" to proceed to Jerusalem " to beautify
the house of Jehovah," and to establish the ecclesiastical and civil institutions with greater
firmness and order than they had yet acquired. His powers were very large. He was com-
missioned to appoint judges, superior and inferior, to rectify abuses, to enforce the observance
of the law, to punish the refractory with fines, imprisonment, banishment, or even with death,
according to the degree of their offences. He was also permitted to make a collection for the
service of the temple among those Hebrews who chose to remain in the land of their exile ;

and the king and his council not only largely contributed towards the same object, but the
ministers of the royal revenues west of the Euphrates were charged to furnish Ezra with
whatever (within certain limits) of silver, corn, wine, oil and salt (without limit) Avhich he
might require for the service of the temple. Such persons of the Hebrew race as thought
proper to return with Ezra to their own land, were permitted and invited to do so. From the
whole tenour of this commission it is evident that the God of the Hebrews was still held in

high respect at the Persian court ; and, by a new concession, all His ministers, even to the
lowest nethinim, were exempted from tribute, and thus put on an equality with the Persians
and the Medes. For these favours some writers would assign " the solicitations of Esther" as

the motive. But it is not clear that the king knew she was a Jewess. It was certainly per-

fectly competent for Esther to make the king better acquainted with the claims of the God she

served and of the people to whom she belonged ; nor should she be blamed for employing, or
the king for receiving, such influence.' But there were other and adequate means through
which " the great king" might acquire this knowledge, at which he certainly arrived. To
the series of splendid acknowledgments extracted from these illustrious monarchs through the

* Ezra iv. G—^23. The whole passage is referred to this reign iu the text (after Howe and Hales), under the impression that
where it stands in the original narrative, it is an historical anticipation, and not in its proper clironological place.

t Uiod. lib. iii.
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captivity and vassalage of the Jews, let us add that of Artaxerxes, whose commission to Ezra

orders :

—" Whatsoever is commanded by the God of Heaven let it be diligently done for

the house of the God of Heaven ; lest there he wrath [from Him] against the realm of the

king and his sons."

It is worthy of remark however, that the decree of Artaxerxes was limited to the same

object—the temple—as the edicts of former kings; and that no mention is made of the walls,

from which it appears that the king was not yet prepared to concede that Jerusalem should be

fortified.

The rendezvous of the party gathering for this second caravan was by the river Ahava,

where the number assembled was found to consist of sixty "houses,'' containing one thousand

seven hundred and fifty-four [adult ?] males, so that, with women and children, there were

probably not less than six thousand persons. When Ezra surveyed this party it was with

much chagrin that he found not one of the tribe of Levi among them, notwithstanding the

exemption from tribute ; and it was not without difficulty that two families of priests were

induced to join the emigrants.

Considering the treasure with which they were charged, and the number of helpless women

[An Encamiiment.]

and children of the party, there was much ground to apprehend danger fiom the Arabs
infesting the desert over which the caravan must pass, and who then, as now, were wont to

assault, or at least to levy large contributions on caravans too weak or too timid to resist them.
Ezra therefore appointed a special season for fasting and jjrayer beside the river, tliat they
miglit, as it were, throw themselves upon the special protecli(jn and guidance of Jehovah :

for, as Ezra ingenuously confesses, " I was ashamed to require of the king a band of soldiers

and horsemen to defend us against the enemy l)y the way; because we had spoken unto tlie

king, saying, ' The hand of our God is upon all them for good that seek Him, Ijut iiis power
and his wrath is against all that forsake him.' "

Tlieir confidence was not in vain, for they all arrived safely at Jerusalem after a journey of
four months. They set out on the first month of the seventh year of the king's reign, and
reached their destination on the first day of the fifth month, 457 b.c.

Of all the improvements and regulations which Ezra introduced into Judea, the book which
bears his name only records his exertions in removinn the lieatlien women with whom matri-
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monial connections had very generally been formed by the Jews,—to such an extent indeed
that even the sons of the high-priest Jeshua, and many of the other priests, had fallen into
this grievous error. To annul these marriages, was a measure, however harsh to the natural
affections, indispensably necessary as a security against a relapse into idolatry.

While Ezra was thus, and by other means, labouring to raise the character and improve
the condition of the Hebrews in Judea, all the Jews in the Persian dominions were suddenly
threatened with entire extermination. Haman, an Amalekite, and as such an inveterate foe
of the Hebrew nation, occupied the chief place in the confidence and service of the Persian
king. His paltry pride being irritated by the apparent disrespect of a Jewish officer named
Mordecai (the uncle of queen Esther, but not known as such), he laid a plot for the massacre
of the whole nation and the spoliation of their goods. The book of Esther, to which we
must refer the reader, relates at large the particulars of the plot, and shows how the machina-
tions of the Amalekite were defeated by the address and i)iety of queen Esther, and turned
upon the unprincipled contriver himself, who was destroyed with all his family, and Mordecai
(by virtue of an old and neglected service) promoted to his place.

In the narrative of this transaction the attention is arrested by the further illustration,

offered in the case of Haman and afterwards of Mordecai, of the distinction and wealth which
foreigners and captives—or, at least, persons of foreign and captive origin—were enabled to
attain. The rank is obvious ; and as to the wealth they were allowed to acquire, no more
striking illustration can be afforded than by the fact that Haman, to gratify his barbarous
whim, was in a condition to offer the king a gratuity of ten thousand talents of silver, to
defray the probable deficiency of the royal revenue by the proscription of the Jews throughout
the empire. This the king declined accepting. The amount, computed by the Babylonish
talent, would be upwards of two millions sterling ; and this, it appears, was considerably short
of the full amount of the Jewish tribute.

On this occasion we also have another example of the mischievous consequences which
might result from the king being unmindful of the heavy responsibility of caution, which was
designed to be imposed by the well-meant law which precluded his decrees from being
changed or repealed. For when Artaxerxes became convinced of the grievous wrong into

VOL. I.

[ rat.ii , or Turkish Couru i
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\\hicli he luid been led in decreeing the massacre of the Jews, it was beyond his power to

recall the order he had issued. All he could do was to dispatch swift couriers with a counter

decree, empowering the Jews to stand upon their defence when assaulted, with the aid of what-

ever moral advantage they might derive from this indication of the present intentions of the king.

On the appointed day, which had been destined to sweep the race of Israel from the face of

the earth, the Jews were l)y no means wanting to themselves. They rei)elled their assailants

by force of arms, and that with such effect, that in Susa itself eight hundred men fell by their

hands, and in the different provinces seventy-five thousand. Tlie slaughter among the Jews

themselves is not stated, but must have been considerable.

This great deliverance has ever since been commemorated by the annual Feast of P«m«,
or of Lots,—so called from the lots which were superstitiously cast by Haman to find a pro-

pitious day for the massacre.

It was not imtil the twentieth year of his reign that Artaxerxes granted the long-delayed

permission to build the walls of Jerusalem. It was then obtained at the instance of a Jew

LAncu'iil rcvsiau Cuiibeunns.'j

named Nehemiah, who held at the Persian court the high and confidential office of cup-bearer,

or butler. He had become acquainted with the mortifications and insults to which the

inhabitants of Jerusalem were exposed through the defenceless condition of their city ;
and

the depression of his spirits, in consecpience, was too strongly marked on his countenance to

pass unnoticed by the king, who demanded the cause of his sadness. As it was no orduiary

misdemeanour to exhibit sadness in the presence of " the king of kings," Nehemiah was

"^much alarmed, but answered, " Let the king live for ever : why should not my countenance

be sad when the city, the place of my fathers' sepulchres, lieth waste, and the gates thereof

are consumed with fire?" The king encouraged him to declare his wishes freely, and the

result was that Artaxerxes consented to dispense with his services at court for a few years,

• Tliesc arc tlie various modes of bearing cups and other vessels, indicated in the Persepolitau sculptures. They liave consider-

al.le interest ; although, in strictness, one would hesitate to anirra that either of the vessels, except that borne by the hmdmust

figure, is a wine-cup. The I'oreraost figure bears a skin, probably of wine.
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and gave him the appointment of iirshata, or civil governor, of Judea, in succession to

Zerubbabel, whose death about this time might furnish an additional reason for the appoint-

ment.* This would not interfere with the commission of Ezra, which was chiefly of an

ecclesiastical nature, and who, by the discharge of his proper function of teaching the law to

the people, would give the new governor important co-operation.

Nehemiah was commissioned to build walls and gates to the town, to erect a palace for

[Modern Oriental Gate. Bab-el-Nasr : Cairo.fj

himself and future governors, and afterwards to rebuild the city. All this he accomplished

with singular zeal, ability, and disinterestedness, in the course of his administration of twelve

years, to which his leave of absence from the Persian court extended. He had to encounter

much opposition and many threats from the chiefs of the surrounding nations,—Sanballat the

Samaritan, Tobiah the Ammonite, the Arabians, and the remnant of the Philistines. But

Nehemiah piously encouraged the people to rely on Jehovah, and " to fight for their brethren,

their sons and their daughters, their wives and their homes." And he divided them into two

parts, one to fight and the other to labour and build ; and even the builders " with one hand

wrought in the work, and with the other held a weapon." Thus, by the most noble exertions,

the whole wall, which was distributed in lots among the priests and chiefs of the people, was

finished, with all the towers and gates, in the short space of fifty-two days.

• Neh. xii 47-

+ We introduce this fine example of a modern oriental gate [wliich appears to us very similar to the aneient gates of towns as

mentioned in Scripture] as a suiiable appendage to the ancient illustrations introduced at the end of the preceding book ; and only

need refer the reader back to llie sUitements wliich he will find connected with tlicm.

4 o 2
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On the commission of Nehemiah, Hales,

following the acute observations of Howes,t

remarks :

—

" This change in the conduct of Artaxerxes,

respecting the Jews, may be accounted for upon

sound political principles, and not merely from

regard to the solicitations of his cup-bearer or

the influence of his queen.

" Four years before, in the sixteenth year of

his reign, Artaxerxes, who, after the reduction

of Egypt, had prosecuted the war against their

auxiliaries the Athenians, suffered a signal defeat

of his forces by sea and land, from Cimon the

Athenian general, which eompelled him to make
an inglorious peace with them, upon the hu-

miliating conditions, 1. That the Greek cities

throughout Asia should be free and enjoy their

own laws ; 2. That no Persian governor should

come within three days' journey of any part of

the sea with an army ; and 3. That no Persian

ships of war should sail between the northern

extremity of Asia Minor and the boundary of

Palestine, according to Diodorus Siculus (lib.

xii). Thus excluded fiom the whole line of

sea-coast, and precluded from keeping garrisons

in any of the maritime towns, it became not

only a matter of prudence but of necessity to

conciliate the Jews ; to attach them to the Per-

sian interest, and detach them from the Grecians

by further privileges; that the Persians might

have the benefit of a friendly fortified town like Jerusalem, within three days' journey of the

sea, and a most important pass to keep up the communication between Persia and Egypt

;

and, to confirm this conjecture, we may remark that in all the ensuing Egyptian wars, the

Jews remained faithful to the Persians; and even after the iSIacedonian invasion :—and surely

some such powerful motive must have been opposed in the king's mind to the jealousy and dis-

pleasure this measure must unavoidably excite in the neighbouring provinces hostile to the

Jews, whose remonstrances had so much weight with him formerly. It was necessary, there-

fore, to entrust the important mission to an officer high in former trust and confidence such as

Nehemiah, whose services at court Artaxerxes reluetantly dispensed with, as appears from his

appointing a set time for Nehemiah's return, and afterwards, from his return again to Persia

in the thirty-second year of his reign."

While tlie city remained unwalled the mass of the people had cliosen rather to dwell in the

country than in a i)lace so conspicuous and yet so insecure. The walls were built on the old

foundations; and Nehemiah found that although as enclosed within the walls " the city was
large and great," yet, " the people were few therein, and the houses were not builded." He
therefore caused the people to be registered, and required that one family in ten (to be chosen

by lot) should come to reside in Jerusalem. Those who, without waiting the decision of the

lot, voluntarily offered themselves to dwell in Jerusalem, were received with peculiar favour.

[Labour in tlie Brick Field.*]

• The cut, from Egyptian antiipiities, although properly repvcsentiny the labours of the brick.-fieUl,suj,'Kest.s a jjood idea of the

mode in wliich labours of this class wore conducted. It is singular that the sculptured and printed antitiuities of Egypt afford uo
nearer approximation to a representation of the art of building.

+ In his ' Critical Observations on Hooks,' ii. 82.
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The city was thus replenished with inhabitants, and the walls with defenders. The walls were

dedicated with great solemnity and joy. And while the governor was thus heedful of the

stone-and-mortar framework of the social system which he desired to establish, he was by no

means negligent of the inhabiting and animating spirit. He applied himself diligently (assisted

by Ezra) to the organization of the temple-service, and of the civil government ; while various

abuses, which the unsettled condition of affairs had engendered, were corrected by him with

a firm and unsparing hand. And to strengthen his authority and influence, and that he and

his government might not be burdensome to the people, this fine-spirited man declined to

receive the usual dues of a governor ; but while he travelled with a great retinue, maintained a

large number of servants, and kept open table at Jerusalem, the heavy charges were entirely

borne from his own private fortune, which must have been very considerable. That he, a

foreigner and a captive, was enabled to accumulate such a fortune, affords another illustration

of the liberality of the Persian government ; which also was unquestionably, as far as the Hebrews

at least were concerned, the best and most generous of the foreign governments, to which they

were at any time subjected.

It was during the government of Nehemiah that Ezra, his ecclesiastical coadjutor, completed

his collection and revisal of the sacred books. Traces of his careful hand may still be detected

throughout the historical books of Scripture ; and the settlement of the Old Testament canon in

nearly its present shape, may be ascribed to him. Among his labours was the exchange of the

old Hebrew character of writing—with which the people had now become unacquainted—for

tlie more shapely and generally known Chaldean character, with which alone the people were

now familiar. The difference thus created is not so great as that which would take place

were the Germans to exchange their peculiar (and not very elegant) character of print for that

(the Roman) which prevails among nearly all other European nations. The Samaritans did

not adopt or need this change in their copies of the Pentateuch ; they retained the original cha-

racter, which, therefore, has since been inown as the Samaritan character.

It was not alone the old Hebrew character of Avriting, but the language itself, which had

become unintelligible to the mass of the people, who had been born beyond the Euphrates, and

had imbibed the East-Aramaean or Chaldee dialect as a mother tongue. The old Hebrew was

still well known to, and spoken by, educated persons in their intercourse with each other ; but

the Chaldee was used in all the common intercourse of life, since that only was understood by

all. It was not, however, until the time of the

Maccabees, that the old Hebrew was com-

pletely displaced by the Chaldee. This last

language is but a dialect of the Hebrew,

which fact accounts for the ease with which

the Jews fell into the use of it during the

Captivity. It however assigned to words es-

sentially the same such additional or new

meanings, and such differing terminations and

pronunciation, that the old Hebrew could be

but imperfectly intelligible to those who un-

derstood only the Chaldee.

Accordingly, when Ezra had finished his revi-

sion ofthe sacred books, and the people thronged

to Jerusalem to hear the authentic law from his

lips, it was necessary that some of the Levites

should interpret to the multitude what this ex-

cellent person read in Hebrew from the book.

This was a very solemn and interesting occa-

sion. The people assembled in the open street;

and Ezra, raised above the people on a kind

of pulpit made for the occasion, read from the [Pulpit. Modern Oriental]
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book of the law to an immense audience, who listened with most wrapt attention to the inter-

pretations which the surrounding Levites gave. It is manifest that the copies of the law had

been scarce, and that it had not been publicly read to the people, for it is manifest that they

heard much on this occasion with which they were not previously acquainted ; and the con-

sciousness of the extent to which the injunctions which they heard had been neglected by them,

filled them with grief, and occasioned much and loud lamentation, which the Levites allayed

with difficulty. Among other things, they heard of the Feast of Tabernacles, and found that

the time of its celebration was close at hand. They therefore proceeded forthwith to manifest

their obedience to this law, and they celebrated the feast in a manner so distinguished that

nothing like it had been known since the time of Joshua.

Nehemiah and Ezra availed themselves of the favourable disposition which at this time

existed to induce the people to enter into one of those solemn covenants which we have had

frequent occasion to notice in the ])ast history. This was, however, more specific in its obli-

gations ; for the people pledged themselves, L To walk in God's law as given to Moses;

2. Not to intermarry with the people of the land ; 3. To observe the sabbath-day, and not to

buy or to sell goods thereon ; 4. To keep the sabbatical year, and to remit all debts therein
;

5. To pay a tax of a third of a shekel yearly for the service of the temple ; 6. And to render

their first-fruits and tithes as required by the Law.

At the expiration of his twelfth year of office, when his leave of absence expired, Nehemiah
returned to resume his station at the Persian court.

When he departed, no person with adequate authority appears to have been left to carry on

or complete his measures. His salutary regulations, and even the solemn covenant into which

the people had entered, was gradually infringed and violated. The general laxity of principle

and conduct may be estimated from the ])roceedings of the persons who might have been

expected to offer the brightest examples of knowledge and faithfulness. Thus the high-priest

himself, Eliashib, gave Tobiah the Ammonite (the grand opponent of Nehemiah) for lodging,

even in the temple itself, a large chamber, which had been used as a store room for the tithes

and offerings. This Tobiah, as well as his son Johanan, had married Jewish women and

became allied to the high-priest. One of the grandsons of Eliashib was also son-in-law to

Sanballat the Horonite, another of Nehemiah's great adversaries. The temple service was

neglected ; the tithes, appointed for the support of the Levites and the singers, were alistracted

by the high-priest and his agents, or withheld by the people; the sabbath was profaned in

every possible way ;* and marriages with strange women were frequent among the people. Li

accounting for the demoralization of this period, it may not be improper to connect it with the

frequent march of Persian troops through the territory in passing to and from Egypt, which

was frequently in a state of revolt. By this Judea was made to share in the evils of war, than

which nothing is more relaxing of the bonds by which the order of civil society is maintained.

The tidings of this relapse occasioned much grief to Nehemiah at the Persian court, and he

ultimately succeeded in obtaining permission to return to Judea. He returned in his former

capacity as governor, and applied himself most vigorously to the correction of the evils which

had gained ground during his absence.
•f-

His exertions ap])ear to have been continued for

four years, or until the third year of Darius Nothus, whom Nehemiah designates as Darius

the Persian. Tlie end, therefore, of this eminent person's second reform, which may be taken

as the final act in the restoration and settlement of the Jews in their own land, may be ascribed

to the year 420 bc. With this year, therefore, the canon of the Old Testament concludes;

for Malachi, the last of the prophets, is alleged by tradition, su])ported by every probability

of internal evidence, to have propliesied during this later administration of Nehemiah. Malachi

is supposed by many to be the same as Ezra.

One of the measures of Nehemiah was to expel the grandson of the high-priest, who had

wedded the daughter of Sanballat, from whom he declined to separate. This act was attended

* One of the profanations consiMrd in the practice of tlic Tyrians brinjiiiig fish to llu! city for s.ilc on the sabbath day, A
curious fact,

t The time is uncertain and conjecUues vary. Hales malces it 424 b.c, six \ears after liis return to Persia.
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with important consequences. Josephus informs us that this person's name was Manasseh

;

and that, on being expelled from Jerusalem, he went to his father-in-law Sanballat, who, by
his interest with the Persian king, obtained permission to build a temple upon Mount Gerizim

like that at Jerusalem, and in which Jehovah was to be worshipped with similar services.

Of this establishment he made Manasseh the high-priest. This, in future, attracted numbers

of Jews who had married strange wives from whom they could not bring themselves to part,

or who had rendered themselves amenable to punishment by other transgressions of the Law.
And this, while it tended in a very serious degree to aggravate the enmity between the two

nations, served ere long to correct the remaining idolatrous practices, and tendencies to

idolatry among the Samaritans. Receiving the account of these matters through Josephus,

and other prejudiced writers, it behoves us to be cautious of receiving all the impressions they

intend to convey. The temple of Gerizim was undoubtedly a schismatical establishment.

But seeing that, on the one hand, the Samaritans were anxious to worship Jehovah according

to the regulations of Moses, while, on the other, the Jews, whether right or wrong, pertina-

ciously refused to receive their adhesion to the temple of Jerusalem, it is difficult to see what
other course was left them than to build a temple for themselves. Besides, the obligation of

adhesion to one temple was imposed only on the seed of Abraham ; and the Law made no
provision for the case of a people who desired to worship Jehovah, but were repelled by the

Jews. And this very fact may suggest that this repulsion was in itself not legal, whatever
good effects may ultimately have resulted from it.

LTombof Ezra.]



CHAPTER III.

From 420 B.C., to 163 b.c.

LTyre.]

After Nehcmiah, no more separate governors of Judea were sent from Persia. The territory

was annexed to the province of Coele-Syria, and the administration of Jewish affairs was left

to the high-priests, subject to the control of the provincial governors. This raised the high-

priesthood to a degree of temporal dignity and power, which very soon made it such an object

of worldly ambition, as occasioned many violent and disgraceful contests among persons who
had had the least possible regard for the religious character and obligations of the sacerdotal

office.

The history of this period is obscure and intricate. Facts are few, and some of those whicli

we possess are hard to reconcile. But there is enough to acquaint us with the unholy violence

and unprincipled conduct of the competitors for the priesthood, and the sufferings arising from

this, as well as from the arbitrary proceedings of those who succeeded in obtaining that higli

office.

Jeslma, the high-priest who returned with Zerubbabel, was succeeded by his sou Joachim,

and he by his son Eliashib, who obtains unfavourable notice in the history of Nehemiuh's
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second administration. He was then old, and died in 413 b.c. He was succeeded by his son

Joiada or Judas, who held the office for forty years, 413—373 b.c.

Artaxerxes, who died in 423 b.c , left one son by his queen, and seventeen sons by his con-

cubines. The first was named Xerxes, and, among the latter, history only knows Sogdianus,

Ochus, and Arsites. Xerxes, the only legitimate son, succeeded ; but, after forty-five days,

he was slain by Sogdianus, who mounted the throne. On this, Ochus, who was governor of

Hyrcania, marched thence with a powerful army to avenge the deed. Sogdianus submitted,

and was put to death.* Ochus, in ascending the vacant throne, took the name of Darius, and

was surnamed Nothus, or " bastard," to distinguish him from others of the name.

Of the events of this troubled reign, it is perhaps only necessary to notice that the

Egyptians again shook off the Persian yoke, and made Amyrtseus of Sais their king, 413 b.c.

With the aid of the Arabians, they drove the Persians out of Egypt, pursued them as far as

PhcEuicia, and maintained their independence sixty-four years. Ochus sent an army against

them without success. The Persian forces marched to Egypt along the coast, through Judea.

This event could not fail to act to the serious detriment and disquiet of the Jews ; but we pos-

sess no precise information on the svibject. The Persian army v.'hile on its march might have

laid waste Idumea, because the Idumeans had perhaps taken part with those Arabs, who, in

conjunction with the Egyptians, had pursued the Persians into Phoenicia, while the Jews con-

tinued faithful to the Persian government, with which they certainly had no reason to be dis-

satisfied. The prophet Malachi appears to allude to these circumstances.']'

Darius Nothus died in 404 b.c, and was succeeded by his eldest son Arsaces, who, on his

accession, took the name of Artaxerxes, and was surnamed Memnon, on account of his asto-

nishing "memory." The long reign of this monarch was full of striking and important events;

but our notice must be confined to tlie circumstances connected with Egypt and Phoenicia, with

which the Jews could not but be in some way involved.

Artaxerxes determined to make a vigorous effort to restore the Persian power in Egypt, and

to this end made most extensive preparation, continued for three years. At last, in 473 b.c,

he had equipped a most formidable expedition by land and sea, wliicli, he confidently expected,

would speedily reduce the strongholds, and firmly establish his authority throughout the

country. But the jealousy between the commanders of the land and sea-forces, prevented that

union of purpose and action which was essential to success. Pelusium was found to be im-
pregnable, and all the fortified towns were placed in a state of defence. The Persian general,

Pharnabazus, therefore, despaired of making any impression upon them, and advanced into the

interior; but being opposed by the Egyptian king (Nectanebo) with a considerable force, and
in consequence of the want of boats, being constantly impeded in his movements by the various

channels of the rising Nile, he was obliged to retreat and relinquish the hope of subjecting

Egypt to the Persian yoke.

The Egyptian kmg, by whom the Persians were thus repelled, was succeeded in 369 b.c.

by Teos or Tachos, who formed large designs, and made extensive preparations for acting

offensively against the Persian power. He made an alliance with the Lacedaemonians, and
received from them 10,000 auxiliaries under the command of Agesilaus their king. Both the

person and counsels of this consummate general were treated with considerable disrespect

;

and the king persisted in leading his army in person into PliCEu'cia against the Persians. But
his absence was immediately followed by a powerful conspiracy in favour of his relative Necta-

nebo, for whom the army also declared, so that the infatuated Tacho had no resource but to

flee from his own people and throw himself under the protection of the great and generous king

of Persia, whose dominions he had invaded.

The Idumeans again suffered much from being mixed up in the contest between the Per-

sians and Egyptians. Nor can it be supposed that the Jews escaped without much moral, if

not physical, injury. It will be considered that they were exposed to the l)urdens of a military

» He \v;is smothered iu ashes. Ochus had sworn not to kill him by sword, poison, or hunger ; and therefore iuveuti-d this novel
kiud of death to observe the letter while he infringed the spirit of his oath,

t Mai. i. 2—5.
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rendezvous from 377 to .374 B.C.; fur at tluit time there were assembled in their vicinity

200,000 barharian soldiers, besides 20,000 Oiecks ; and 300 ships of war, 200 galleys of thirty

rowers, and a "-reat number of store ships were collected at Acco (Acre). The invadhig army

of Persia, both in going and returning, took its route along their coasts, as did afterwards the

Egyptian army in its invasion of Phamicia. These circumstances could not but be attended

witli verv injurious effects; but upon the whole the Jews may be considered to have enjoyed

])ea('e and comfort during most of the reign of Artaxerxes Memnon, who was a prince of mild

and humane character, and governed with much moderation and prudence, and with consider-

able political wisdom. However, in all the provinces, much depended on the character of the

governor or satrap, whose powers, within his province, were almost regal. Artaxerxes died in

3.")8 15. c , after a long reign of forty-six years. The pen of Xenophon has immortalised the

revolt of his vounger brother Cyrus, by which the early part of his reign was nmch troubled.

The retreat of the 10,000 Greeks—who had fought for Cyrus and survived his overthrow and

death—under the conduct of the historian himself, has been more admired and celebrated than

most ancient or modern victories.

It was between the periods of disturl)ance which have been indicated, namelv, in 373 b.c,

that the high-priest Joiada died, and was succeeded by his son Jonathan or Jochanan (John).

About the time of the Egyptian invasion, this person occasioned much trouble to his nation. His

brother Jesus Ivd become so great a fovourite with the Persian governor Bagoses, that he

nominated him to the priesthood. When Jesus came to Jerusalem in that capacity, he was

slain by Jonathan in the very temple. Bagoses no sooner heard of this outrage than he

hastened to Jerusalem ; and w hen an attempt was made to exclude him from the temple as a

Gentile, and consequently unclean, he replied with vehemence, " What ! am not I as clean as

the dead carcase that lies in your temple?" The punishment which Bagoses imposed for the

murder of Jesus was a heavy tax upon the lambs offered in sacrifice. This onerous impost was

not remitted until the succeeding reign ; and it must have been the more sensibly felt, as the

priests had for many years been accustomed to receive large contributions from the Persian

kings towjirds defraying the expense of the sacrifices.

Artaxerxes Memnon was succeeded in the throne of Persia by his son Ochus. In his reign,

among many other disturbances which we need not mention, the Sidonians, Phoenicians, and

Cvprians revolted, and made common cause with the Egyptians, who still maintained their inde-

pendence. After repeated failures of his generals to reduce them, Ochus himself took the com-

mand of the expedition against them. He besieged Sidon, which was betrayed to him by the

kingTennes; on which the Sidonians in despair set fire to the city, and burned themselves with

all their treasures. Terrified by this catastrophe of Sidon, the other Phoenicians submitted on

the best terms they covdd obtain ; and among them we may include the Jews, who seem to have

joined the common cause. Being anxious to invade Egypt, Ochus was not unreasonable in his

demands. After having also received the submission of Cyprus, the king marched into Egypt

350 B.C., and completely reduced it, chiefly by the assistance of Mentor the Rhodian, and 10,000

mercenary Greeks whom he had drawn into his service. The Egyptians were treated with a

severity more congenial to the savage disposition of Ochvis than was the moderation to which

policv had constrained him in Phoenicia :—he dismantled the towns ; he ])lun(k'red the temples of

their treasures and public records; and the ox-god Apis he sacrificed to an ass—a severe prac-

tical satire upon the animal worship of Egypt, and not less significant as an act of revenge

iipon the Egyptians for their having nicknamed himself The Ass, on account of his apparent

inactivity and sluggishness. Ochus returned in triumph to Babylon, laden with spoil of gold

and silver, and other precious things from the kingdoms and provinces he had conquered.

From this decisive war the humiliation of Egypt may be dated. Nectanebo II., the last, of her

native Jdntjs, now fled with all the treasures he could collect into Ethiopia. Thenceforth, even

to this day, it has been the destiny of l\gyi)t only to change i/iaslers, as Ezekiel the prophet

had foretold.*

That the Jews were involved in the revolt of the Pho-nicians has been already intimated.

• F,/...k.xxix. i:j— ic.
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This appears from the fact that Ochus went from Phoenicia to Jericlio, subdued that city,

took some of the inhabitants with him into Egypr, and sent otliers into Hyrcania to people

that province. But that the disaffection of the Jews was not general, or that, at least, it was

not shared by the inhabitants of Jerusalem, may be inferred from the fact tliat this city was

not disturbed. Indeed the Jews owed some gratitude to Ochus for remitting at his accession

the heavy tax* which Bagoses had in the preceding reign imposed.

It was in the eighteenth year of Ochus (341 b.c.) that the high- priest Jonathan, whose

murder of his brother Jesus had given occasion for the imposition of this tax, died, and was

succeeded by Jaddua or Jaddus.

Ochus, after having re-established his dominion over all the provinces which had newly or

in former times revolted, abandoned himself to lu.\urious repose, leaving the government in

the hands of Bagoas, an Egyptian eunuch, and of his general Menmon, from both of whom he

had received important services during the Egyptian war. But Bagoas could not forgive the

ruin of his country, although that had been the basis of his own fortunes. He poisoned Ochus
and destroyed all his sons, except Arses the youngest. This horrid act was followed by his

sending back to Egypt such of the plundered archives as he could collect. Arses, whom he

had spared, he placed on the throne, expecting to reign in his name. But finding that the

young king contemplated the punishment of the murderer of his father and his brothers,

Bagoas anticipated his intention, and in the third year of his reign destroyed him and all the

remaining members of his family. The eunuch, whose soul was now hardened to iron by the

concurrent and repeated action of grief and crime, tendered the sceptre to Codomanus, the

governor of Armenia, a descendant of Darius ISothus,"!- and who on his accession assumed the

name of Darius, and is known in history as Darius Codomanus, 335 b.c. Bagoas soon

repented of his choice, and plotted the death of this king also ; but Darius having discovered

his design, returned to his own lips the poisoned chalice which he had prepared for the

king.

Few kings ever enjoyed greater advantages than Darius at their accession. He had no

competitors or opponents; his treasures,

increased under Ochus by the plunder

of many lands, seemed exhaustless ; his

dominion appeared well established over

all the nations which abode from the

Indus to the isles of Greece, and from

the cataracts of the Nile to the Caucasian

mountains ; and with all this, the per-

sonal bravery of Darius and his acknow-

ledged merits made him universally re-

spected and admired throughout his

empire. But bright as ajjpeared his

star, another had risen before which his

own grew pale and became extinct.

Alexander, the son of Philip king of

Macedon, ascended the throne when he

was only twenty years of age, in 335

B.C., being the very same year that

Darius Codomanus became king of

Persia. It is not necessary in a work [Ai,x uuioi- tiie Great ]

* .Tahn estimates tliat it must hive produced 50,000/., perliaps latlier too liiirli an estimate.

t His grandfather was the brother of Darius Nolluis, and his father was tlie only one of the family "ho eseaped the massacre
with which Ochus commenced liis reign. He afterwards married and had a son, who was this Codomanus. 'J'lie young m.in lived

iu oliscurity during most of the reign of O.hus, supporting himself as an 'tstnnda, or courier, l)y carrying the royal dispalclies. He
at last had an opporlunit) of distinguishing his valour by slaying a Cadusi.m champion, who, like another G(diah, delied tlie whole
I'ersian army. For this gallant exploit he was rewarded by Ochus witli the important government of .'Vrmciii:!.

4 ]' 2
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of this nature to record the exploits of this celebrated hero, unless as far as necessary to carry

on the history of Palestine and the Jews.

In the spring of 334 B.C., Alexander arrived at Sestos on the Hellespont, at the head of

little more tlian 30,000 foot and 5000 horse, and had them conveyed to Asia by his fleet of

160 galleys, besides transports, without any opposition from the enemy on their landing. He
had with him only seventy talents, or a month's pay for his army, and l)efore he left home he

disposed of almost all the revenues of the crown among his friends When asked " what he

left for himself?" he answered " Hope.-'' Such was the spirit with which Alexander invaded

Asia.

On the fifth day after the passage of the Hellespont, Alexander met the Persians at the

river Granicus in the Lesser Phrygia, where the governor of the western provinces had assem-

bled an army of 100,000 foot and 20,000 horse to oppose his passage. By defeating this

great army Alexander gained possession of the Persian treasury at Sardis, the capital of the

western division of the Persian empire; several provinces of Asia Minor then voluntarily sub-

mitted to him, and in the course of the summer others were subjugated. Li the campaign of

the following year (333 b.c.) Alexander subdued Phrygia, Paphlagonia, Pisidia, Cappadocia,

and Cilicia.

Darius meanwhile was not remiss in making preparations for a vigorous resistance to the

most formidable enemy the empire had ever seen. His admiral, whom he had sent with a

fleet to make a diversion by a descent upon Macedonia, died in the midst of the enterprise

;

and in an age where so much depended upon individuals, his death spoiled the undertaking.

Darius then assembled a vast army, which some accounts make 400,000, others 600,000 men,

in Babylonia, and led them in person towards Cilicia to meet Alexander. That hero, on

hearing of this movement, hastened forward to seize the passes of Cilicia. In this he succeeded,

and stationed himself at Issus, where not more than 30,000 men could march up to the attack.

In this position his flanks were protected, and he could bring his whole army into action,

while the Persians could only bring a number of men e([ual to ins own into conflict. Darius

saw too late how much wiser it had been for him to await the Greeks in the plains of Damas-
cus. He lost the battle. The vast number of his soldiers was worse than useless ; for the

retreat was thus so obstructed, that more were crushed to death in the eagerness of flight than

liad bean slain by the weapons of the Greeks. Darius himself escaped with difliculty, leaving

his whole camp, with his own rich baggage, and his mother, wife, and sons, in the hands of

the victor. These last were treated with tenderness and respect by the generous conqueror.

To him this victory opened Syria, Phoenicia, and Egypt. Immediately after the battle he sent

to Damascus and took all the heavy baggage, equipage, and treasvires of the Persian army,

with their wives and children, which had been left behind in the disastrous expedition to the

Syrian straits.

For the present Alexander did not follow Darius, who withdrew beyond the Euphrates;

but according to his original plan of reducing first all the nuiritime ])rovinces of the empire,

he marched in the spring of 332 B.C. into Phoenicia. All the states of that country tendered

their submission to him, except Tyre, which however was willing to render him barren testi-

monials of respect, had he been content with these. The siege of this place was one of the

most splendid of Alexander's operations, and is even at this day regarded with admiration by

military men. Tyre, which since the destruction of the ancient city by Nebuchadnezzar had

been rebuilt upon an island about 400 fathoms from the shore, relied upon the aid of Carthage

(which was promised by the Carthaginian ambassadors there present in the city) and still more
upon its situation, AlexaniUr being destitute of shipping,* and on its walls, which were high and

strong, and which were now additionally strengthened. The city was plentifully supplied

* Alcxauilcr, atior tlu- liutUc of tlif (Jranicus, had discliaigoil anil disiuisscd liis IIltI, whidi was too small lo cojil' witli that of
th<' I'l'isiiiiis ((.•ollt'cti'd IVoiii Ksiypl and I'ho'nicia), and yi't too large for liis sli'iidiT ticasiirj to inaiiitaiu. Hi- dechuod that ho
\vould ii'iidoi- himst'ir master ot the sea hy <',oii(iiuniii;,' on land—that is, l)y K''"'"n '1'^' l>i>i'ls and liarbonrs of tlio enemy into his

possession. It was in conse(iuencc of tliis laij;e idea that he iiersevi-n-d in rednciny I'lurniiia and Ettypl before lie advanced into

the interior.
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with provisions, and fresh supplies could be brought by sea without any difficulty. But Alex-
ander, with the rubbish of the ancient city, constructed a causeway from the shore to the island,

and in seven months took the place by storm, although the Tyrians defended themselves bravely.

Many of them fled to Cartilage by sea, but of those who remained, 8000 were put to the

sword, 30,000 were sold into slavery, and 2000 were crucified, while the city was plundered
and laid in ashes. These barbarities were committed under the policy of deterring other places

from offering resistance to the conqueror. Thus the prophecy of Zechariah respecting new
Tyre was literally accomplished as the previous prophecy of Ezekiel against the old city had
been fulfilled in the time of Nebuchadnezzar. Alexander had, however, enlarged views of

commercial policy, which induced him to re-people Tyre from the neighbouring countries

;

and—improved in its harbours and basins by the very isthmus which he had made, and by
which, consolidated by time, the island has ever since been connected with the shore—this

maritime city was not long in recovering much of its former greatness.

There is every reason to conclude that Alexander, when he invaded Syria, summoned all

the cities to surrender, to pay to him their customary tribute, and to furnish his army with

provisions. Josephus affirms that during the siege of Tyre, a written order of this description

came to Jerusalem, addressed to Jaddua, the high-priest, as the chief magistrate of the nation.

Jaddua replied that he had sworn fealty to Darius, and could not violate his oath as long as

that monarch was living. Alexander, naturally of a furious and impetuous temper, was
highly irritated by this reply, and threatened that as soon as he had completed the conquest

of Tyre, he would, by the punishment of the Jewish high-priest, teach all others to whom they

were to keep their oaths.

Accordingly, on his progress to Egypt, after the destruction of Tyre (332 b.c.) he turned

aside from Gaza, which he reduced, to chastise Jerusalem. But he was met at Sapha—an
eminence near Jerusalem, which commanded a view of the city and temple—by a solenm

procession, consisting of the high-priest arrayed in his pontifical robes, attended by the

priests in their proper habits, and by a number of the citizens in white raiment. This course

Jaddua had been commanded to take, in a vision, the preceding night. When Alexander

beheld the high-priest he instantly advanced to meet him, adored the sacred Name inscribed

on his mitre, and saluted him first. This singular conduct the hero accounted for by observ-

ing to those around him,—" I adore not the high-priest, but the God with whose priesthood

he is honoured. When I was at Dios in Macedonia, and considering in myself how to subdue

Asia, I saw in a dream such a person, in his present dress, who encouraged me not to dela}',

but to pass over with confidence, for that himself would lead my army and give me the

Persian empire. Since therefore I have seen no other person in such a dress as I now see,

and recollect the vision and the exhortation in my dream, I think that having undertaken this

expedition by a Divine mission, I shall conquer Darius, overthrow the Persian empire, and

succeed in all my designs." Having thus spoken (to Parmenio) he gave his right hand to

the high-priest, and going into the temple, he offered sacrifice according to the high-priest's

directions, and treated the pontiff" and the priests with distinguished honours. The book of

Daniel was then shown to lum, in which it was foretold that one of the Greeks should over-

throw the Persian empire, pleased at which, and believing himself to be the person intended,

he dismissed the multitude. The day after, he caused the people to be assembled, and desired

them to ask what favours they desired ; on which, at the suggestion of the high-priest, they

asked and obtained the free enjoyment of tlic^r national laws, and an exemption from tribute

every seventh year. He also, by a bold anticipation of his fortunes, promised that the Jews in

Babylon and Media should enjoy their own laws ; and he offered to take with him in his

expedition any of the people who chose to share his prospects.*

This story has been much questioned by many writers, as they were at perfect liberty to do.

Nevertheless, as these questioners are of the same class as those who doubt on the unusual or

supernatural details of the sacred history itself, it is impossible not to see that the animus of

* Joseph. Aaliq. xi. 8, 4, 5.
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objection is essentially the same. We are therefore disposed to declare our belief in this state-

ment, 1. Because Alexander had been a clear and conspicuous object of prophecy ; and that an

operation upon his mind by dream or vision, was as natural and necessary as in the cases of

Nebuchadnezzar and B(;lshazzar. 2. Because it was as necessary that the God of the Hebrews

should i)e made known to him as the bestower of empires, as to the other great concpierors

—

all of whom had been brought to avow it. 3. Because an operation upun the mind of Alex-

ander was a natural and necessary sequel to the operations upon the minds of those former

conquerors. 4. Because the impression described as being made by this dream upon Alex-

ander, and the conduct which resulted from it, is perfectly in unison with his character and

conduct as described by other historians. 5. Because the Jews actually did enjoy the privileges

which are described as the result of this transaction, and which it w ould not otherwise be easy

to account for, or to refer to any other origin.

The Samaritans had early submitted to Alexander, and sent him auxiliaries at the siege of

Tyre; and now seeing the favour with which the Jews had been treated, they were not at all

backward to claim the same privileges wliich had been conceded to them ; for, as Josephus

(with some asperity) remarks, the Samaritans were always ready to profess themselves to be

Jews, when the sons of Abraham were in prosperous circumstances, and equally readv to

disavow the connection when the Jews were in distress or difficulty. They also met Alex-

ander in solemn procession, and as they were graciously received, they also requested ex-

emption from tribute on the sabbatical year, since they, as well as the Jews, then left their lands

uncultivated. But as, when pressed, they could not give a direct and satisfactory answer to

the question whether they were Jews, Alexander told them he would take time to consider

the matter, and let them know his decision when he returned from Egyi)t. It was not his

policy to encourage such applications, as others, under the same or other pretences, might make
similar claims of exemption, to the great injury of the public revenues. The eight thousand

Samaritans w ho had assisted him at the siege of Tyre he took with him to Egypt, and assigned

them lands in the Thebai'd.

When Alexander reached Egypt, he met with no opposition. The Persian garrisons were too

weak to resist him, and the natives everywhere hailed him as their deliverer from the Persian

hondage. In fact the Egyptians abhorred the Persians, and liked the Greeks as much as any

foreigners could be liked by them. And the reason is very obvious. The Persians hated and

despised image and animal worship as thoroughly as it was ])ossible for the Jews to do, and

the ])ower of their arms gave them much opportunity for the exercise of the iconoclastic zeal

by which they were actuated. They lost no oppor'amity of throwing contempt and ignominy

upon the idols and idolaters of Egypt. But the plialde Greek regarded the same objects w^ith

reverence, and had no difficulty of so adopting them into his own system, or of identifying

them with his own idols, as it enabled him to participate in the worship which the Egyptians

rendered to them.

From Egypt Alexander went to visit the temple of Amnion, in an oasis of the western

desert; and at this celebrated temple got himself recognised as the son of the god (commonlv
known as Jupiter Amnion) worshipped there.* It is better (with Plutarch) to attribute this

to political motives, than to admit that impression of Alexander's understanding which the affair

is calculated to convey. Alexander had much good sense, as yet uncorriq)ted by the extra-

ordinary prosperity which had attended his undertakings ; but he knew that there were
millions in the world who would receive the belief of his heavenly origin as a discouragement

to resistance, and as a consolation in defeat.

"After his return from Libya, Alexander wintered at Memphis, and appointed separate and
independent governors of the several garrisoned towns, in order to prevent the mischief so

often experienced by the Persians in entrusting too much jjower to a single hand. He
prudently separated the linancial, judicial, and militarv functions, to prevent the oppression

* This fjoil was woisliipveil huiUt Uic form of a ra.n : licuco the ram's horns whicli aiipoar ou tlio head of Alf.\auih'r in mauy
figures of him—as in tliat whicli we liave introduce
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of the people by their iinion ; and his enlightened and comprehensive policy cliose the site of

a new city, Alexandria, to be the emporium of commerce for the eastern and western worlds

[Alpx.Tiiilna.]

by its two adjacent seas, the Red Sea and the Mediterranean. The great prosperity which

the city ultimately reached, and a considerable share of which it has ever since retained,

affords the best illustration of the large and sagacious views with which it was founded.

Early in the spring of 831 b.c. Alexander prepared to seek Darius beyond the Euphrates.

The rendezvous of his army was appointed at Tvre ; in advancing to which Alexander once

more passed through Palestine. During his absence in Eiiypt, some Samaritans (perhaps

enraged that they liad not obtained the same privileges as the Jews) set fire to the house of

Andromachus, whom Alex-mder had appointed their governor, and he perished in the flames.

The other Samaritans delivered up the culprits to Alexander, now on his return from Egypt

;

but they could hardly dare at this time to remind him of their previous claim (respecting the

sabbatic year), which he had promised to consider, as the conqueror was so highly enraged

that, not satisfied with the punishment of the actual culprits, he removed the Samaritans from

their city, and transferred thither a Macedonian colony.* The Samaritans, thus excluded

from Samaria, thenceforth made Shechem their metropolis. This, it will be remembered,

was at the foot of Mount Gerizim, on which the Samaritan temple stood.

The operations and victories of Alexander beyond the Euphrates are not so connected w^ith

the history of Palestine as to require to be traced in this work. We therefore abstain from

particular notice of the battle of Arbela, in Assyria,t which gave Alexander possession of the

Persian throne; the flight of Darius into Media, with the view of raising new levies there;

the prevention of this intention by the speedy pursuit of Alexander; the further flight of

D.irius, and his murder by the conspirators, into whose hands he had fallen, and whom

* Ciiitius, iv. 21. Comp. Euseb. CUron. t Fought Oct. 1.331 B.C.
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Alexander ultimately overtook and punished. As little need our attention be detained by his

northern and Indian expeditions, full as they are of interesting circumstances on which it

might be pleasant to expatiate.

He returned to Persia in 324 B.C., with a character still great, and adequate to great occa-

sions ; but, upon the whole, very much damaged in its finer traits, by the intoxication of mind

which, but too naturally, his inordinate successes produced. On his return he enquired into

and punished the mal-administrations of his generals and governors of provinces during his

long absence eastward. The last year of his life he spent in a circuit through the imperial

cities of Persepolis, Susa, Ecbatana, and Babylon, and in forming the noblest plans for the

consolidation and improvement of his mighty empire. These plans we cannot recapitulate

;

but they are well worth the most attentive study of those who would realise a just impi-ession

respecting one of the most remarkable men the world has produced. The grasp of his mind

was perhaps as large as that of his ambition : and while we regard his plans of universal

conquest, and the sacrifice of human life and happiness which his causeless wars involved,

with the most intense dislike, we have no desire to conceal our admiration of the many illustrious

qualities which his mind exhibited.

Alexander arrived at Babylon in 324 B.C., intending to make that city his future residence,

and the capital of his gigantic empire. Hence he was full of projects for restoring that city to

its ancient beauty and magnificence. This included the rebuilding of the temple of Belus,

which the Jewish pro])hecies had devoted to destruction, never to he rebuilt. Alexander,

nevertheless, actually commenced this work. The soldiers were employed in turn to remove

the rubbish. The Jews alone refused to render any assistance, and suffered many stripes for

their refusal, and paid heavy fines, until the king, astonished at their firmness, pardoned and

excused them. " They also," adds their historian,* " on their return home, pulled down the

temples and altars which had been erected by the colonists in their land, and paid a fine for

some to the satraps, or governors, and received a pardon for others."

The death of Alexander at Babylon,—in the midst of his prosperity, his excesses, his large

plans, and also during his ominous attempt to rebuild the temple of Belus, and at the early age

of thirty-two years,—was calamitous to the Jewish nation. For amidst the contests that

prevailed among Alex:inder's successors,—each striving for the mastery, and celebrating his

death, as he himself foretold, with funeral games the most bloody,—" evils were multiplied

in the earth, "-j- and the Jews, from their intermediate situation, lying between the two powerful

kingdoms (as they speedily became) of Syria northward, and of Egypt southward, were

alternately harassed by both. According to the imagery of Josephus, " They resembled a

ship tossed by a hurricane, and bufleted on both sides by the waves, while they lay in the

midst of contending seas."!

Every one is acquainted with the scramble for empire which took place among the generals

and principal officers of Alexander upon his death. It is useless to enter into the details and

trace the results of this struggle in the present work. It is only necessary that we should

disentangle from tlie complicated web which history here weaves, such threads as may be

found useful in lea<iing on the history of the Jews and Palestine.

It was determined that Aridaeus, an illegitimate brother of Alexander, a man of no capacity,

should be made king imder the name of Philip, and that a posthumous son of Alexander's,

called Alexander yEgus, should be joined to him, Perdiccas being regent and guardian of the

two kings, who were both incapable of reigning. After some deliberation Perdiccas distributed

the governments among the generals and ministers. Some who had been appointed by

Alexander were confirmed in their provinces. Tlie rest are named below.

§

• Ilecataeus, in Josepli. contra Apion, i. 22. + 1 Mace, i 19. t .Vitiii. xii. 3. 3. See Hales, ii. 537.

§ I'orus and Taxiles had India; Sehyiiiu.s, .Vvachosia and ( iodic isia ; Tleopolemus, Cuam.uiia ; Peucestes, Persia; Python,

Media: Phrataphernes, Partliia and Ilyrcania; Stanasor, Aria and Dian<,'iana ; Philip, Bactria and Sogdiana; .Aircesilaus,

Mesopotamia; Avclion, Babylonia ; I'talemi/ I.ai/us, Eg;/pt; iMiimcdun , Syria and Falnstinc ; Philotas, Cilicia; Eumenes, Paph-

la-joiiia and Capiiadocia ; Antiyimius, l'nmj,lit)l'ui, J.yiia, and Greater Phrygia: Cassander, Caria ; Meleager, Lydia ; Leonatus,

Lesser Phryi;ia, a.:d the country around the Hellespont; Lysimaehus, Thrace; An-.ipater, Mnieilonia ; Seleucus, afterwards

destined to be the (greatest of these names, received the important ollice of commander of the cavalry.
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It was scarcely possible that the authority of two such kings, vested in a regent, should hold

in check the powerful and ambitious governors of the provinces. Indeed the latter paid them

the least possible regard and attention, and immediately after the assignment of the provinces,

wars broke out not only between the governors themselves, but between them and the regent.

Our plan of confining our notices to the circumstances which more immediately aftected

Palestine, leads us first to notice the combination against the regent Perdiccas, which was

formed in 322 b.c. by Antigonus, Antipater, Leonatus, and Ptolemy, on account of the design

which Perdiccas betrayed of appropriating the crown of Macedonia, of which Antigonus was

himself desirous. Perdiccas, who kept the young kings constantly with him, was then in

Cappadocia. The next spring he, accompanied by the two kings, marched a large army

through Syria into Egypt, to sulxlue Ptolemy in the first place, while Eumenes was left in

Asia Minor to prosecute the war against Antipater and his allies. The result of this expe-

dition was, that Perdiccas was slain by his own soldiers, who went over to Ptolemj', who was

a very able and popular man, and natural brother to Alexander. Eumenes was proclaimed

an outlaw, and, ultimately, the regency was undertaken by Antipater, who made some changes

in the governments, appointing Seleucus governor of Babylonia ; Antigonus to be general of

Asia, to prosecute the war against the outlawed Eumenes ; and the command of the cavalry

he gave to his own son Cassander, who was then with Antigonus.

The passage of a part of the royal army, through Judea, in going to and from Egypt, as

just related, could not fail to involve the Jews in some of the miseries of war. But when the

same royal army, under Antigonus, was otherwise employed against Eumenes, Ptolemy, who

had become very powerful, embraced the opportunity to take possession of Judea, Samaria,

Phoenicia and Ccele-Syria, which were all easily sub-

jugated by Nicanor his general. Laomedon the go-

vernor was taken prisoner, but contrived to make

his escape. Thus Palestine was partly the theatre of

this short war; but as Laomedon could make but a

faint resistance, little injury was probably sustained

by the inhabitants ; and, since it was their destiny

to be a subject people, the inhabitants were well re-

warded for what they then suffered, by passing

under the dominion of so benevolent a prince as Ptolemy Lagus. He went himself to

Jerusalem, as Josephus says, for the purpose of sacrifice in the temple after the example

of Alexander, and on this occasion declared himself master of the coimtry. To secure his

dominions he took a number of the people with him to Egypt. Among these were several

of the Samaritans and several thousand Jews; but their condition could not be very calamitous,

as many of their countrymen soon followed them of their own accord.

Ptolemy was soon made acquainted with the fidelity with which the Jews had maintained their

allegiance to the Persian kings. This w as a rare cpiality in those times : and wishing to attach

such a people to himself, he restored the privileges they had enjoyed under Alexander ; he

employed a part of them to garrison his fortresses ; others he sent to Gyrene, that he might

have some faithful subjects in that newly acquired territory; and many more were assigned a

residence in Alexandria, with the grant of the same privileges as Alexander had bestowed

on the Macedonian inhabitants of that city.

In 316 the puppet-king Aridaeus was privately put to death, by Olympias, the mother of

Alexander the Great, and in the same year Alexander ^geus was imprisoned with his mother

Roxana, by Cassander, governor of Caria ; and he also was murdered in 310 b.c. Even this,

however, did not quite put an end to the mockery of dependence and deference ; for it was not

untd the death of Hercules, the remaining son of Alexander the Great, by his wife Barsine,

that the satraps put on crowns and took the name of kings.

By the year 315 b.c. the turbulent and ambitious Antigonus had acquired such power as

excited the alarm of Seleucus, Ptolemy, Lysimachus, and Cassander (then governor of

Macedonia), who entered into an alliance against him. Antigonus himself w^as not idle, for

VOL. I. 4 Q

[Ptolemy I.agus, or Soter.]
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[Aatigonus.]

the year following he ^'rested from

the gra?p of Ptolemy, Palestine,

Phoenicia, and Ccele-Syria. In con-

sequence of this Palestine and its

vicinity became for three years the

theatre of war between Ptolemy and

Antigonus, and during that time the

Jews must have sufi'ered much, as

their country frequently changed

masters. The consequence was, that

many of the inhabitants voluntarily

withdrew to Egypt, where, and particularly at Alexandria, they could enjoy freedom and peace

under a mild government. During these wars Jerusalem does not, however, appear to have

been molested, and was spared when Ptolemy gave up Samaria, Acco (Acre), Joppa, and

Gaza, to pillage.

It was at the last-mentioned city, Gaza, that the great battle was fought between Ptolemy

and Demetrius (312 b.c), which, by the defeat of the latter, threw the country again into the

hands of the satrap of Egypt. In this battle Demetrius had a large force of elephants,

mounted by native Indian riders. But notwithstanding the alarm which they inspired, they

contributed to his defeat through the confusion they produced, when annoyed and harassed

by the prudent measures which Ptolemy took against them. They were all taken, and most

of the Indians slain.

Seleucus had a joint command in this action. He was soon after furnished by Ptolemy

with an inconsiderable force of two hundred horse and

eight hundred foot, with which he might prosecute his

own interests, and at the same time annoy Antigonus in

the East. With this handful of men he crossed the desert

and the Euphrates, and paused at Haran to increase his

army in Mesopotamia. His entrance into Babylonia was

like a triumphal procession, for the people, mindful of the [Seieucus Nicator.]

justice of his previous administration, and the great qua-

lities of character and conduct which he had displayed, Hocked to his standard in crowds,

and he recovered with the utmost ease not only the city and province of Babylon, but the

whole of Media and Susiana ; and he was enabled to establish his interest in this quarter upon

so solid a foundation that it could no more be

shaken, notwithstanding the momentary ap-

pearance of success which next year attended

an attempt made by Demetrius to recover

Babylon for his father Antigonus. It is from

this recovery of Babylon by Demetrius in

October 312 b.c, twelve years after the death

of Alexander, that the celebrated " Era of the

Scleucidoc " commences. It is also called tlie

" Greek" and the "Alexandrian Era;" while

the Jews, because obliged to employ it in all

their civil contracts, called it the " Era of Contracts." Some nations compute from the

spring of the ensuing year : but that, as some suppose, this arose from the fact that

Scileucus was not fully established until then in the possession of Bal)ylon (after the attempt

of Demetrius) may very well be doubted. It is more natural to resolve the ditlerence into

an adjustment of the era to the dillerent times at which the year was commenced by different

nations—some at the autumnal, and others at the vernal equinox.*

[Demetrius I'olioicetcs

• It m.\\ he doubled whelhei- the Era in itsoiitfiii liad any real reference to the taking of lialiylon, altliough tliat event
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Meanwhile Demetrius gained an important advantage over the general (Cilles) whom
Ptolemy had despatched to drive him out of Upper Syria, where he remained with the

remnant of his army ; and on this occasion the victor, following the example which had

lately heen ?et by Ptolemy, directed the prisoners which were taken to he restored. It is

interesting to note the introduction of such civilised amenities into transactions so essentially

savage, and so humiliating to the just pride of reason, as those which warfare involve and

produce. When the news of this success reached Antigonus (then in Phrygia) he hastened to

join his son; and the aspect of their joint forces was so formidable, that Ptolemy judged it

prudent to evacuate his recent conquests in Syria. Having therefore caused most of the

fortifications of the places he relinquished to be demolished, he withdrew into Egypt, laden

with spoil, and attended by great numbers of Jews, who were weary of continuing in what

seemed likely to become the troubled battle-ground between the great ruling powers of Egypt

and Syria, and chose rather to avail themselves of the security and ample privileges by which

the wise policy of Ptolemy invited them to settle in Egypt,

Elated by his successes, Antigonus conceived the design of reducing to his yoke the Naba-

thsean Arabs, who at this time inhabited the mountains of Seir. Availing himself of the absence

of the active population of Petra at a great and distant fair in the desert, the general Athenseus

sacked that remarkable metropolis, and departed with immense booty. But overcome with

fatigue, the army halted on the way, and lay carelessly at rest, when it was surrounded and cut

in pieces by the hosts of the returning NabathtTans. Sixty only escaped. Antigonus afterwards

sent Demetrius to avenge this loss. But he, advancing to Petra, and perceiving the hazard and

delay of the enterprise, was glad to compound with tlie people on terms which bore a show of

honour to his father, without being disgraceful to them. Petra, which was the chief scene of

these enterprises, was doubtless the cit}', in a valley of Mount Seir, which, after the oblivion of

ages, has been brought to our knowledge and abundantly described by Burckhardt, IMangles.

Laborde, and other travellers. We notice this expedition chiefly for the sake of recording, that

Demetrius on his return by way of the Dead Sea, took notice of the asphaltos of that lake, and

gave such an account of it to Antigonus as led him to desire to render it a source of profit to

his treasury. He therefore despatched the aged historian Hieronymus, with men to collect the

asphaltos for the benefit of the government. The Arabs looked on quietly, and offered no

interruption until a large quantity had been collected and preparations were made for carrying

it away ; then they came down with six thousand men, and surrounding those who were

employed in this business, cut them in pieces. Hieronymus escaped. Thus w^e perceive that

the Asphaltic Lake, otherwise useless, had become a source of wealth and object of contention

on account of its bitumen.

We need not enter into the treaties and wars between the satraps, during the succeeding

years. Antigonus remained in possession of Syria. In 306 b.c. Demetrius, wlio had been

highly successful in Greece, invaded the island of Cyprus, and made the conquest of it after

repelling Ptolemy, who came with a fleet to the assistance of his allies. This conquest was so

pleasing to Antigonus that he thereupon assumed the title of king, and had such confidence in

the duty and affection of his excellent son, that he saluted him (by letter) with the same title,

thus making him the associate of his government. When this was heard in Egypt, the people,

out of their attachment to Ptolemy, saluted him also as king, whereupon Lysimachus in

Thrace, Seleucus in Babylon, and even Cassander in Macedonia, were hailed by the regal

title, by the nations under their rule. This none of them strenuously forbade or opposed; and

although they did not immediately call themselves kings on their coins and in their edicts,

they all did so ere long, with more or less show of decent reluctance and delay. In those

happened to occur in the year to which its commencement is referred. Tliis Era long continued in general use in Western Asia.

The Arabians, who called it the " Era of the two-horned" (Dillmrnnim) , meaning Alexander, did not relinquish it till Ion? aftei-

the Era of the Hegira had heen adopted. It is still retained by the Syi'ian Christians under the name of the Era of Alexander.

Even the Jews, who in the first instance had been obliged to adopt it from ils general u^e in civil contracts, emplojed no other

epoch until 10-10 a.d., when, being expelled from Asia by the caliphs, and scattered about in Spain, England, Germany, Poland,

and other western countries, they began to date from the Creation, although still without entirely dropping the Era of tlw*

Seleucid.TB,

4 Q 2
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times, however, the kingly title was very

common, and much less of special signifi-

cance was connected with it than it has since

acquired.

Elated by this and liis other great suc-

cesses, Antigonus cast his eyes upon Egypt.

In 305 B.C. he collected in Syria an army
of eighty thousand foot, eight thousand

horse, and eighty-three elephants, and

marched along the coast of Palestine to

Gaza; to which point Demetrius also re-

paired by sea, with a fleet of one hundred
and lli'ty ships of war, and one hundred
store-ships. Tliis formidable expedition

faded through mismanagement on their side, met by excellent management and preparation
on the part of Ptolemy. Antigonus retired from the Egyptian frontier in disgrace, not a
little heightened by the avidity with which his own soldiers embraced the opportunity of
escaping from his austere rule to the mild and paternal sway of the Egyptian king.

Meanwhile Seleucus had l)een consolidating in the East that power which ultimately
nuule him the greatest of the successors of Alexander. liy ;30;i is.c. he had established
his dominion over all the eastern provinces to the borders of India, and in that year was
preparing for the invasion of that country, when afiivirs called his attention to the west,
and he concluded a treaty with the Indian king, from ^^\unn lie received five hundred
elephants,—a fact which we particularly notice as explaining the frecpient pre^^cuce of that
noble beast in the subsecpient warfares in Syria and Palestine. Sul)sc(inent supplies were

[Usi- of Eleplniits ill War.]
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afterwards obtained from the same source, in order, to keep up this favourite force in the armies
of the Syrian kings.*

At last the several kings, wearied out with the troubles and conflicts which the insatiable

and turbulent ambition of Antigonus occasioned, made common cause against him, Seleucus
taking the lead, and bringing the largest force into the field. The belligerents met and
fought a battle, intended by all to be decisive, at Ipsus in Phrygia, in the year 301 b.c.

Antigonus brought into the held between seventy and eighty thousand foot, ten thousand horse,

and seventy elephants ; and Seleucus and his confederates had sixty-four thousand infantry,

ten thousand five hundred cavalry, above one hundred chariots armed with scythes, and four
hundred elephants. The courageous old man, Antigonus, now fourscore and upwards, behaved
with his usual valour and conduct, but not with his usual spirit. Seleucus, by an adroit inter-

position of his elephants, managed to prevent Demetrius from properly supporting his father

with the cavalry, which he commanded ; and the final result was, that Antigonus fell on the
field of battle pierced by many arrows, while Demetrius managed with a poor remnant of the
army to escape to Ephesus. He survived seventeen years, and took an active part in the affairs

of that time, but not so as to bring him under our future notice.

This great victory was followed by a treaty between the four potentates who had weathered
the storm which had raged since the death of Alexander, being Seleucus, Ptolemy, Lysimachus,
and Cassander. Each was formally to assume the royal dignity, and to govern his provinces with

imperial power. The distibution was made on the principle of each retaining what he already
had, and taking his due share of the empire which Antigonus had lost with life. To Cassander
was allotted Macedonia and Greece ; to Lysimachus Thrace, Bithynia, and some of the adjacent
provinces

; to Ptolemy, Libya, Egypt, Arabia Petraea, Palestine, and Ccele-Syria ; to Seleucus,
all the rest, being in fact the lion's share—including many provinces in Syria, Asia-jNIinor,

Mesopotamia, Babylonia, and the East as far as the frontiers of India.

This settlement must have been highly satisfactory to the Jews, whom it restored to the
dominion of Ptolemy, with whose generally beneficent government, and particular favour
to themselves, they had every reason to be satisfied. The prospects of durable peace, under
the shadow of so great a king, must also have been contemplated with peculiar satisfaction

by a people who suffered so much of the horrors and penalties, without sharing in the contin-
gent honours and benefits of war.

They Avere not disappointed. Ptolemy, now relieved from his long conflict, and settled

firmly upon his throne, applied himself with great and laudable diligence to the improvement
of his dominions. One great point of his policy was really to attach to his rule the several

nations which had become subject to it. From this policy sprang the favours which he showered
upon the Jews, and the indulgence with which, notwithstanding their peculiarities, they were
on all occasions treated. The most perfect religious toleration was established by this eminent
monarch, whose interest it was to harmonise the differences of religious practice and opinion
which existed between his Greek and Egyptian subjects: the religion of the Jews was
comprehended in this indulgence; and their synagogue was as much tolerated and
respected as the temples of Isis and of Jupiter. Ptolemy made Alexandria the metropolis of
his empire, and gave full effect to the intention of its great founder by taking such measures
as ere long rendered it the first commercial city in the world. This, among others, was a

circumstance calculated to attract the Jews to that city ; as, first their long absence from their

native land—during the Captivity, and then the troubles of war in that land—troubles pecu-

liarly unfavourable to the peaceful pursuits and hopes of agriculture—had already turned their

attention towards commerce.

Seleucus, between whose territories and those of Ptolemy, Palestine was now situated, saw
the wisdom of the policy followed by the king of Egypt, and applied himself with great vigour
to work it out in his own dominions. In those dominions many fine cities had been entirely

* The Ancient Egyptians do not appear to have known the elephant, althou^'h quantities of the teeth were brought to tlie

country and to Palestine. We do not vemymber to have mot with a single instance in which this animal is described as beiug
figured on the old monuments of that coimlry.
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destroyed and others greatlj' injured by the ravages of war. To repair these losses, Seleucus

huilt many new cities, among which are reckoned sixteen which he, from his father, called

Antiochia'or Antioch ; nine to which he gave his own name; six on which he bestowed tliat

of his mother Laodicea ; six Avhich he called Apamea after his first wife, and one after his

last wife Stratonicc. Of all these towns the most celebrated was the city of Antioch, on the

f-^77

[Antincli.]

Orontcs in Syria, which became the metropolitan residence of all the succeeding kings, and

in a later day, of the Roman governors ; and which has ever since survived, and which still

exists, and retains some relative consequence by virtue of the corresponding decline of all

prosperity and popidation in the country in which it is found. Its name will occur very often

in the remainder of our narrative. Next to Antioch in importance was Seleucus on the Tigris,

which may in fact be considered the capital of the eastern portion of the empire. It was situated

about fifty miles north-l)y-east of Babylon, twenty-three miles below the site of the present

city of Baghdad, and just opposite to the ancient city of Ctesiphon. This city (founded in

293 B.C.) tended much to the final ruin and desolation of Babylon. Great privileges were

granted to the citizens ; and on this account many of the inhabitants of Babylon removed

thither ; and after the transfer of the trade to Selcucia, these removals became still more fre-

quent. It was in this manner that Babvlon was gradually depopulated ; but the precise

period when it became entirely deserted cannot now l)e ascertained. It may l)e interesting to

note this, as many of the eastern Jews were involved in whatever transactions took ])lace in

this quarter, which, from the time of the Captivity to this day, has never been destitute of a

large and often inlluential Jewish population. But now Bal)ylon itself is not more desolate

—

is even less desolate—has more to mark it as the site of a great city of old times, than the

su])ersedingScleucia,whic]i only received existence in the last days of l-iabylon. We have ourselves

walked over the ground it occupied, and found the site of the royal city only marked by the
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parallel embankments of ancient aqueducts, and by tbe consolidated grit and debris which
devote to utter barrenness, in this primeval country, the spots which towns once occupied, as

if man had branded the ground by the treading of his feet.

In his newly founded towns, it was the policy of Seleucus to induce as many as possible of
the Jews to settle by important privileges and immunities, such as those which Ptolemy had
extended to them. The consequence was that the Jews were attracted to these spots in such
numbers, and especially to Antioch, that in them they formed nearly as large a proportion of
the inhabitants as at Alexandria itself.

In all this, we think it is not difficult to perceive a further development of the Divine plan,

which now, as the times advanced, dictated the dispersion of numerous bodies of Jews among
the Gentile nations,—while the nation still maintained in its own land the standards of cere-

monial worship and of doctrine—with the view of making the nations acquainted with certain

truths and great principles, which should work in their minds as leaven until the times of
quickening arrived.

During the time of Ptolemy Soter, the prosperity of the Jews was much strengthened by
the internal administration of the excellent high-priest Simon the Just. In 300 he succeeded
Onias I., who had in 321 succeeded Jaddua, the high-priest in the time of Alexander the
Great. Simon repaired and fortified the city and temple of Jerusalem, with strong and lofty

walls; and made a spacious cistern, or reservoir of water, "in compass as a sea."* He is

reported to have completed the canon of the Old Testament by the addition of the books of
Ezra, Haggai, Zechariah, Nehemiah, Esther, and Malachi. This is not unlikely, as also that

the book of Chronicles was completed in its present state ; for the genealogy of David in the

first book comes down to about the year 300 b.c. ; and it may also be remarked that in the

catalogue of high-priests as given in Nehemiah, Jaddua is mentioned in such a manner as to

intimate that he had been for some time dead. The Jews also affirm that Simon was " the

last of the Great Synagogue:" which some ingeniously paraphrase into "the last president of
the great council, or Sanhedrim, among the high-priests ;"t whereas it seems clear that no
Sanhedrim at or before this time existed. And from the fact that this " great synagogue" is

not (like the Sanhedrim) described as being composed of seventy members, but of one hundred
and twenty, among whom were Ezra, Haggai, Zechariah, Nehemiah, and Malachi— it would
appear that it rather denoted the succession of devout and patriotic men who distinguished

themselves after the Captivity, by their labours towards the collection and revision of the sacred

books, and the settlement and improvement of the civil and religious institutions of their

country ; and of whom Simon, by completing the sacred canon, became the last. Simon died

in 291 B.C., and was succeeded by his son Eleazer.

Not long after this (285 b.c), the king of Egypt, having conceived just cause of displeasure

against his eldest son Ptolemy Keraunus,

took measures to secure the succession to his

youngest son Ptolemy Philadelphus. His
advanced age warned him that he had no

time to lose ; he therefore resigned the diadem
to Philadelphus ('the brother-loving'), and
enrolled himself among the royal life-guards.

He died two years after (283 b.c.) at the age
of eighty-four, forty years after the death of

Alexander.

As for P. Keraunus, he ultimately sought refuge at the court of Seleucus, by whom he
was most kindly received and entertained : but he justified the ill opinion of him on which
his own father had acted by destroying his benefactor. This was in 280 b.c, only seven
months after Seleucus had consummated the greatness of his empire by the overthrow of

* Eoclus. 1. 1—3. The whole cliapter, eutitled ' The praise of Simon tlie sou of Ouias,' is devoted to a spleudid euWium ou
uis deeds and cliaiacter.

t Hales, ii. 538.

[P. Philadelplius aud his

sister-wife Aisiuoe.]

[P. Soter and Ids wife

Berenice.]
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rAutiocluis Tlipos.]

Lysimaclius, who had himself previous^ly added the kingdom of Macedonia to his own of

Thrace. Tims Seleucus hecame the possessor of three out of the four kingdoms into which

the empire of Alexander had, in the defeat of Antigonu?, Vteen divided. After his death,

P. Keraunus managed to seat himself on the Macedonian throne ; hut the very next year he

was taken prisoner and cut in pieces hy the Gauls, who had invaded ISIacedonia.

Seleucus was succeeded in what may be called the throne of Asia by his son Antiochus

SoTER. Tiiis prince, after he had secured the eastern provinces of the empire, endeavoured to

reduce the western, but his general Patrocleswas defeated in Bithynia, and the Ljss of his army

disabled him from immediately prosecuting the claims upon Macedonia anil Thrace. Mean-

while the sceptre of Placed onia was seized by the vigorous hands of Alexander Gonatus, a son

of Demetrius Poliorceies, and conserpiently a

grandson of Antigcmus, and to him Antiochus

at length felt himself constrained to cede that

country ; and the family of Antigonus reigned

there until the time of Perseus, the last king,

who was conquered by the Romans. Antio-

chus Soter died in 261 b.c. after nominating

as his successor his second son Antiochus

Theos (' the God'). This prince was his son

by his mother-in-law Stratonice, whom his too

indulgent father had divorced to please him.

The accession of Antiochus II. took place about the middle of the reign of Piolemy Phila-

delphus in Egypt. This last-named monarch was quite as tolerant and as friendly to the

Jews as his father had been. He was a great encourager of learning and ])atron of learned

men. . Under his auspices was executed that valuable translation of the IIel)rew Scriptures

into Greek, called the Septuagint, from the seventy, or seventy-two, translators said to have

been employed thereon. Eleazer was still the high-priest, and appears to have interested

himself much in this undertaking, and was careful to furnish for the purpose correct copies of

the sacred books. The date of 278 b.c. is usually assigned to this translation. Thus the Jewish

Scriptures were made accessible to the heathen. It is unquestionable that copies of this

version, or extracts from it, found their way in process of time into the libraries of the learned

and curious of Greece and Rome; and there is no means of calculating the fidl extent of its

operation in opening the minds of the more educated and thoughtful class among the heathen

to the perception of some of the great truths which they could learn only from that book, and

which it was now becoming important that they should know. It was even a great matter that

they should have the means of knowing clearly what the Jews believed, whatever they may
themselves have thought of that belief. This version soon came into common use among the

Jews tliemselves everywhere, even in Palestine, the original Hebrew having become a learned

language. Indeed, the quotations from the Old Testament made by the Evangelists and

A])ostles, and even by Christ himself, are generally, if not always from this version.

In the third year of Antiochus a long and bloodv war broke out between him and Ptolemy

Philadelphus. The latter king, bending under the weight of years, commanded by his

generals, while Antiochus, ni the vigour of vouth, led his armies in person. Neither monarch

appears to have gained any very decided advantages over the other; while we know that

much was lost by Antiochus; for while his attention was engaged by wars in the west the

eastern jirovinces of his vast empire— Parthia, Bactria, and other ])rovinces beyond the Tigris

—revolted from his dominion ; this was in 250 b.c, from which the foundation of the Parthian

empire mai/ be dated ; but it is perha])s better, with the Parthians themselves, to dale it from

the ensuing reign, when they completely established their independence. It is here however

we are to seek the real beginning of the Parthian empire, which was idtimately destined to set

bounds to the conquests of the Romans, and to vanquish the vanquishers of the world. The

immediate result was that Antiochus was obliged, in the year 249 b.c, to make peace with

Philadelphus on such terms as he could obtain. These were, that he should repudiate his
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[Seleucus Callinicus.l

beloved queen, Avho was his half-sister, and marry Berenice, a daughter of Pliiladelphus, and

that the first male issue of the marriage should succeed to the throne.

As Philadelphus on his part gave for the dower of his daughter half the revenues of Palestine,

Phoenicia and Coele-Syria, the Jews may seem to have come partly under the dominion of

Antiochus, But as the king retained the other half in his own hands, and as the revenues of

Judea were always farmed by the high-priest, the circumstance made no change in their con-

dition. Besides, the arrangement was too soon broken up to produce any marked effect.

These were the important nuptials between " the king of the north," and " the daughter of the

king of the south," which the prophet Daniel had long before predicted.* It was only two

years after this (247 b.c.) that Philadelphus

died ; immediately on which he put away Bere-

nice and restored his beloved Laodicea; but

she, fearing his fickleness, poisoned him, and

set her son Seleucus Callinicus [' illustrious

conqueror'] upon the throne (246 b.c). On
this Berenice sought shelter with her son (the

heir by treaty) in the sacred groves of Daphne

(near Antioch) ; but at the instigation of his

mother, CalHnicus tore her from that sanctuary,

and slew her, with her infant son.

Now Berenice was full sister to the new king of Egypt, Ptolemy III., surnamed Euergetes,-|'

who immediately placed himself at the head of his army to avenge her wrongs. He was

eminently successful. He entered Syria, slew

the queen Laodicea, and overran the whole

empire, as far as the Tigris on the east and

Babylon on the south. J On he marched, from

province to province, levying heavy contribu-

tions, until commotions in Egypt obliged him

to abandon his enterprise and return home.

On his way he called at Jerusalem, where he

offered many sacrifices, and made large pre-

sents to the temple. There is little doubt but

that the high-priest took the opportunity of

pointing out to him those prophecies of Daniel,§ which had been accomplished in the late

events and in his recent achievements ; and this may probably have been the cause of his

presents and offerings.

The high-priest of the Jews was then Onias II. Eleazer, the high-priest at the time the

Greek translation of the Scriptures was made, died in 276 b.c, and was succeeded not by

his own son Onias, but by Manasses, a son of Jaddua. He died in 250 b.c, and Onias III.

then became high-priest. As usual, Onias farmed the tribute exacted from Judea by the

Egyptians. But, growing covetous as he advanced in years, he withheld, under one pretence

or another, the twenty talents which his predecessors had been accustomed to pay every year

to the king of Egypt as a tribute for the whole people. This went on for twenty-four years,

and, the arrears then amounting to four hundred and eighty talents, the king deemed it full

time to take energetic measures to secure the payment of this portion of the royal revenues.

[Ptolemy Euergetes.]

• Dan. xi. 6.

+ We may add in a note that this title (the Benefactoi) was conferred on Ptolemy by his Ei,'yptian subjects on liis return from
his eastern expedition. He recovered and brought back, with other booty to an immense amount, 2500 idolatrous images, cliiefly

those which Cambyses had taken away from the Egyptians. When he restored the idols to their temples, the Egypti;ius mani-
fested their gratitude by saluting with this title. Tliey were less prone than the Greeks of Asia to deify tlieir kings.

X The inscription found at Adule by Cosmas gives a more extensive range to his operations, affirming that after having subdued

the west of Asia, ultimately crossed the Euphrates, and brought under his dominion, not only Mesopotamia and Babylonia, but
Media, Persia and tlie whole country as far as Bactria. As this needs more collateral support tlian it has received, we adopt
more limited statement in the text.

§ Dan. xi. 6—8.

VOL. I. 4 R
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He sent an officer named Athenion to tlemand the payment of what was already due, and to

require a more punctual payment in future, with the threat that unless measures of compliance

were taken, he would confiscate all the lands of Judea, and send a colony of soldiers to occupy

them. The infatuated priest was disposed to neglect the warning and brave the danger, which

filled all the people with consternation. But the evils which might have been apprehended

were averted through the policy and address of Joseph, the high-priest's nephew; who gene-

rously borrowed the money upon his own credit, paid the tribute, and so ingratiated himself at

the Egyptian court that he obtained the lucrative privilege of farming the king's revenues not

only in Judea and Samaria, but in Phoenicia and Ccele-Syria.

Seleucus Callinicus, in his emergencies, had promised to his younger brother Antiochus

Hierax, who was governor of Asia Minor, the independent possession of several cities in that

province, for his assistance in the war with P. Euergetes. But when he had (243 b c) obtained

a truce of ten years from the Egyptian king, he refused to fulfil this engagement. This led

to a bloody war between the two brothers, in which Seleucus was so generally unsuccessful that

it would appear as if the title of Callinicus \_illuslritMs conqueror'\ had been bestowed upon him

in derision. He was however ultimately successful through the losses and weakness which

other enemies brought upon Antiochus Hierax [' the Hawk '—from his rapacity], who Avas

in the end obliged to take refuge in Egypt, wlicre he was put to death in 240 u.c. Towards

the entl of this war, Mesopotamia appears to have been the scene of action : for in that cpiarter

occurred the battle in which eight thousand Babylonian Jews (subjects of Seleucus) and four

thousand Macedonians defeated one hundred and twenty thousand Gauls whom Antiochus had

in his pay.*

S. Callinicus being now relieved from the western war, turned his attention to the recovery

of the eastern provinces which had revolted in the time of his father. Renewed troubles in

Syria prevented any I'esult from his first attempt in 236 b.c. ; and in his second, in 230, he

was defeated and taken prisoner by the Parthians, whose king, Arsaces, treated the royal cap-

tive with the respect becoming his rank, but never set him at liberty. He died in 226 b.c by

a fall from his horse. On this event Seleucus III. inherited the remains of his father's king-

dom. This prince was equally weak in body and mind, and therefore most imaptly sur-

named Keraunus ['thunder']. When a war broke out in 223 b.c, his imbecile conduct so

provoked his generals, that he was poisoned by their contrivance.

Of these troubles and dissensions in Syria, Ptolemy Euergetes, in Egypt, took due advantage

in strengthening and extending his own empire. In 222 b.c, the year after the murder of

Seleucus III., his reign was terminated through his murder by his own son Pcolemy, who

succeeded him, and who, on account of this horrid deed, was ironically surnamed Puilopatok

[' fatlier-loving ']. P. Euergetes is popularly considered the last good king of Egypt, which is true

in the sense that the succeeding Ptolemies governed far worse than the first three of that name

—all of whom were just and humane men, and whose reigns were glorious and beneficent. If

Euergetes was inferior in some respects to Lagus and Philadclphus, he was more than in the

same degree svq)eriur to his own successors.

At this time the Jews had for about sixty years enjoyed almost uninterrupted tranquillity

under the shadow of the Egyptian throne. During this period circumstances led them into

much intercourse with the Greeks, who were their masters and the ruling people in Egypt,

Syria, Asia Minor—and, in fact, in all the country west of the Tigris. A predominance of

Greeks and of Grecian ideas, which has dotted the surface of westernmost Asia witli frequent

monuments of Grecian art, was not without much ctiect u])on tlic Jews in this period. Among
other indications, the increasing prevalence, in and after tliis period, of Greek proper names

among the Jews, may be taken. There is ample evidence tliat the more opulent classes culti-

vated the language, and imhil)ed some of the manners of the Greeks. It is also apparent that

some ae(|uaintance with the Greek philos()])hers was obtained, and made wild work in Jewisli

minds. Notiiing manifests tliis more clearly than the rise of the Saudl'cees, wliose system

' Mace. \iii. 20.
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was nothing more than a very awkward attempt to graft the negations of Greek philosophy

upon the Hebrew creed. It confirms this view, that the sect of the Sadducees was never

popular with the mass of the nation—but was always confined to those whose condition in life

brought them the most into contact with the notions of the Greeks—the wealthy, noble, and

ruling classes. Priests— even high-priests—sometimes adopted the views of this sect.

It has already been stated that the high-priest Simon the Just was counted as the last of

" the great synagogue," who had applied themselves to the great work of collecting, revising,

and completing the canon of the Old Testament. To this followed " a new synagogue," which

applied itself diligently to the work of expounding and commenting upon the completed canon.

This school lasted until the time of Judah Hakkadosh, who to prevent these comments or

" traditions " (which were deemed of equal authority with the text) from being lost, after the

Dispersion, committed them to writing, in the Mishna—which, with its comments, has

since constituted the great law-book of the Jews, from which, even more than from the

Scriptures, they have deduced their religious and civil obligations. The founder and first

president of this school, or synagogue, was Antigonus Socho, or Sochseus. He (or, according

to some accounts, his successor Joseph) was fond of teaching that God was to be served

wholly from disinterested motives, of pure love and reverence, founded on the con-

templation of his infinite perfections, without regard to the prospects of future reward, or to

the dread of future punishment. This was either misunderstood or wilfully perverted by

some of his scholars, and in particular by Sadoc and Baithos, who declared their disbelief that

there was any future state of reward or punishment. Perhaps ihcy stopped at this ; but the

views ultimately embodied in the creed of the sect which took its name from the first of

these persons, inculcated that the soul was mortal like the body, and perished with it,

and consequently that there was not, nor could be, any resurrection. They also held that

there was no spiritual being, good or bad.* They rejected the doctrine of au overruling

Providence, and maintained that all events resulted from the free and unconstrained actions of

men. That, like the Samaritans, they rejected all the sacred books save the Pentateuch, is

inferred from the unsupported authority of a passage of doubtful interpretation in Josephus.f

And as there is some evidence to the contrary, it is safer to conclude that they admitted the

authority of the other books, but ascribed to them an inferior value and importance than to the

Pentateuch. But it is certain that they rejected absolutely the " Traditions," to which such

supreme importance was attached by the mass of the nation. This was a good thing in them
;

and in this they agreed with Jesus Christ and his Apostles, who were opposed to them and by

them on every other point. In fact, it would seem as if this sect in its beginning was intended

merely as an opposition to the Tradition party, which was likely to be regarded with appre-

hension by the more open and thinking minds. The doctrinal errors had no necessary con-

nection with the anti-tradition zeal of the party, and were probably grafted on it through the

speculative tendencies of some of its original leaders.

After the murder of Seleucus Keraunus, who left no son, the kingdom of Syria fell to his

brother Antiochus HI., who had been brought up at Seleucia on the Tigris. He came to Antioch ;

and his reign was so productive in great events that he ultimately acquired the surname of

"the Great." He carried on the wars against

the revolted provinces with such success that he

soon recovered almost all Asia Minor, Media,

Persia, and Babylonia. The effeminate cha-

racter of Ptolemy Philopator—who was a mean

voluptuary, abandoned to the most shameful

vices, and entirely governed by the ereatures

and instruments of his pleasures—led Antiochus

to contemplate the feasibdity of obtaining jins-

session of the valuable provinces of Ccele-Syria,

[Piolemy Philo])utor.]

Matt. xxii. 23: Acts xxiii. 8. t Anti(i. xiii. 10, G.

4 R 2
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Phcenicia, and Palestine. Great part of the first of these provinces, with the city of Damascus,

lie easily acquired, tlirough the defection of Theodotian the governor— a brave man rendered a

traitor by the desire of revenge, and by contempt for the character of his master. The cam-

paign was terminated by a truce for four months, which circumstances made desirable for

both parties before prosecuting the war. Negotiations for a peace were indeed entered into

;

but as both parties claimed Ccele-Syria and Palestine in virtue of the treaty by which the

empire of Alexander was divided after the fall of Antigonus, the truce expired -svithout any

thing having been concluded.

The war was therefore resumed in 218 b c. Antiochus marched into the disputed territory

and carried all things before him :—forcing the passes of Lebanon, he penetrated into Phcenicia,

and after securing the coast, marched into the interior, and brought xmder his power all the

cities of Galilee; after which he passed beyond Jordan and won the ancient territory of the

tribes beyond that river, with the metropolis Rabbath-Ammon, which Ptolemy Philadelphus

had fortified, and named after himself Philadelphia. At the same time, Antiochus subjugated

some of the neighbouring Arabs ; and on his return threw garrisons into Samaria and some of

the adjacent towns ; and at the close of this brilliant campaign, he took up his winter quarters

in Ptolemais (afterwards Csesarea).

These large and repeated losses at length roused all the energies which Ptolemy was capable

of exerting. He forsook his drunken revels, and placing himself at the head of an army of

seventy thousand infantry, five thousand cavalry, and seventy-three elephants, he marched

from Pelusiiun through the desert, and encamped at Raphia, a place between Rhinoculura

(El Arish) and Gaza. Antiochus, with the confidence of victory which his recent successes

inspired, advanced to meet him at that place, with an army of sixty-two thousand infantry, six

thousand cavalry, and one hundred and twenty elephants. He was totally defeated, with such

loss that he made no attempt to repair it, but abandoned all his conquests and withdrew to

Antioch. By a peace, concluded soon after, he relinquished all pretension to the disputed

territories. Phih)pator now recovered all the former possessions of his crown without striking

a blow, for the cities hastened to emulate each other in renewing their homage to him by their

ambassadors. Among these the Jews, always partial to the Egyptian rule, were the most

forward : and the king was induced to pay a visit to Jerusalem, as well as to the other prin-

cipal cities. There he offered sacrifices according to the Jewish law, and presented gifts to

the temple. But, unhappily, the beauty of the building, and the peculiar order and solemnity

of the worship, excited the curiosity of the king to see the interior. Simon II., who had but

lately succeeded Onias II. in the high-priesthood, remonstrated against this intention, intimating

that it was unlawful even for the priests to enter the inner sanctuary. Philopator answered

haughtily that although they were deprived of that honour, he ought not; and pressed forward

to enter the sacred place. But while he was passing through the inner court for that purpose,

he was "shaken like a reed, and fell speechless to the ground," overcome either by his own
superstitious fears, or, as the historian seems to intimate, by a supernatural dread and horror

cast on him from above. He was carried out half dead, and speetUly departed from the city

full of displeasure against the Jewish people. He therefore commenced a most barbarous per-

secution against the Jews in Egypt on his return home. In the first place he caused a decree

to be inscribed on brazen pillars at the palace-gate, that none should enter there who did not

sacrifice to the gods he worshipped—which effectually excluded the Jews from all access to

his person. Then he deprived the Jews in Alexandria of the high civil privileges they had
enjoyed, degrading them from the first to the third or last class of inhabitants. He also ordered

them to be fi)rmally enrolled, and that at the time of their enrolment, the mark of an ivy-leaf

(one of the insignia of his god, Bacchus) should be impressed upon them with a hot iron : if

any refused this nuirk they were to be made slaves; and whoever opposed the decree was to be
put to death. Again, they were tempted to apostacy by the promise of restoration to the rank
of citizens of the first class ; but of the many thousajids of Jews then at Alexandria, only three

hundred appear to have submitted to the humiliating condition, and these were held in such

abliorrcnce by the majority of their countrymen, and were so pointedly shunned, and excluded fnuii
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the society of their old associates, that the king, when acquainted with it, was highly enraged,

and regarded this as an opposition to his authority ; he vowed to extirpate the whole nation.

To begin with the Jews in Egypt, he ordered them all to be brought in chains to Alexandria.

Having thus brovight them all together, they were shut up in the Hippodrome, which was a

large enclosure outside the city, built for the purpose of horse-racing and other public amuse-

ments ; where he intended to expose them as a spectacle, to be destroyed by elephants. At

[E.ieeution by Elephants.]

the appointed time, the people assembled in crowds, and the elephants were on the spot ; but

the effects of a drunken bout, the preceding night, prevented the attendance of the king, and

caused the postponement of the show. The next day a similar disappointment proceeded from

the same unseemly cause. But on the third, the king managed to be present, and the elephants

were brought out after they had been intoxicated with wine and frankincense to render them

more ferocious. But they spent their fury not on the unhappy Jews, but turned upon the

spectators, of whom they destroyed great numbers. This, connected with some unusual

appearances in the air, appeared to the king and his attendants so manifest an interposition of

a Divine Power in behalf of the Jews, that he instantly ordered them to be set at liberty ; and

fearful of having provoked the vengeance of Heaven, he hastened to restore the Jews to their

former privileges by rescinding all the decrees he had issued against them. Now also, his

better reason gaining sway, considering that those who had so signally evinced their fidelity

to their God were not likely to be unfaithful to their king, he bestowed upon them many marks

of his munificence and confidence. Among other things, he abandoned to their disposal the

three hundred apostates, who were speedily put to death by their offended brethren.*

* It is light to apprise the reader tliat the whole of this account of the visit of Philopator to .Terusalem and its consequences,

down to this point, is not in Josophus, hut is (^iven on the sole authority of the author of the third book of Maccabees. In all.
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[Ptolemy Epiphanes.]

Ptolemy Philopfttor died in 205 b.c, leaving his crown to Ptolemy Epipiianes, then a child

five years of age. Meanwhile Antiochus III.

had won the surname of Great, by his eminent

successes in the East, where he restored the

ancient supremacy of the Seleucidae. At the

death of Philopator, he had but recently re-

turned from his eastern wars. He was not slow in

perceiving the advantage which he might take

of the infancy of the new king in accomplishing

what had been one of the first objects of his

reign. This design again exposed unhappy

Palestine to all the horrors of war. The first campaign put Antiochus in possession of the

standing bone of contention, Ccele-Syria and Palestine. It is remarkable that on this occasion

the Jews relinquished their usual attachment to the Egyptian yoke, and took a very decided

part with Antiochus. For this many reasons may be conceived, but none are distinctly known ;

we have however no douljt that one of them may be found in the indulgent consideration with

which the Jews of Babylonia and other eastern provinces had been treated by Antiochus—

a

fact which could not fail to be known in Palestine and at Jerusalem. The next year, however,

Antiochus having been called away into Asia Minor, Palestine was speedily recovered by
Scopas, the Egyptian general, who did not fail to make the Jews aware of his consciousness of

the favour to Antiochus which they had manifested. The Egyptians were, however, soon

again driven out of the country by Antiochus, and on this occasion such important services

were rendered him by the Jews, and when he came to Jerusalem (198 b.c), so lively were

their demonstrations of joy, that the king, to confirm their attachment to his government, and

to reward their services, granted them many important favours; and aware that there were no

points on which they were more anxious than in what concerned their city and temple, he

declared his intention to restore the city to its ancient splendour and dignity, and thoroughly

to repair the temple at his own cost ; he guaranteed the inviolability of the sacred place from

the intrusion of strangers ; and by liberal grants, he made ample provision for the due and

orderly performance of the sacred services. Antiochus also expressed his confidence in the

attachment of the Jews by establishing colonies of them, on very advantageous terms, in

Phrygia, Lydia, and other districts of doubtful fidelity—a circumstance which accounts for the

great number of Jews scattered through those countries at the preaching of the gospel.* But
it was the destiny of Antiochus to come into contact with the iron power which was ere long

to break in pieces all the kingdoms of the earth, and to make their glory a vain thing. The
Romans had already become great, and began to interfere with their usual haughtiness in the

affairs of the East. The successful termination of the second Punic war had covered them
with renown, and had spread their fame far and wide; and already they had indicated to

sagacious persons, by the reduction of Macedonia to the state of a subject kingdom, the ultimate

tendencies of their great and still increasing power. Antiochus regarded this phenomenon
with some apprehension, and perceiving, at the same time, what appeared tdvantageous

opportunities of recovering in the north all that had belonged to the first Seleucus, he felt

disposed to bring his southern contest to a conclusion. He therefore temporised with the

Egyptians, whose power he had greatly underrated, and made an offer of his Ijeautiful

llicrc .irp/jfc books of M:inc:il>ef's, of wliicli <u)o only are inoliidod in nu)- Apocryplia. The third, wliich relates solely to this

XfCrsecutioii of the .Tews by Ptolemy Pliilopator, exists in Greek, and is found in some ancient manuscripts of the Greek .Septuagint,

particiilarly in the Alexandrian and Vatican manuscripts. There is also a Syriac version of it from the Greek; but it lias never
been inserted in the Vulf,'ate. or in our Enj;lish liibles, but English translations of it exist. U appears to have been the work of
.an Alexandrian .Tew ; and while we .-idmit that the book is Cidl of alisurdities, and that the authority is of very little value in

itself, yet we think tli.at in tlie onlliue ficts, as related in tlie te.\t, there is so much appearance of probability, and so many small
a^'reemi'nts with the accounts wliidi history has preserved of the manners and ideas and circumstances of the times, as well as

with the charaetrr of the kin;^, that we are disposed to retjard it as substantially true. The silence of Joseph\is is indeed a sus-

picious circumstance to which we are williu',' tliat due weight should be given; but it will be noticed by every reader that tlie

liistory of .loseplius is remarkably brief at this peri id.

• 1 Pet. i. 1 ; .1. lines i. 1.
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daughter Cleopatra in marriage with the young king of Egypt, as soon as he should become of

age; promising, as her dower, to restore the provinces of Coele-Syria and Palestine, which he
had wrested from Egypt. The princess was accordingly betrothed to P. Epiphanes ; but the

marriage did not actually take place until 192 b.c, v/hen the young monarch reached the

eighteenth year of his age.

Antiochus availed himself of this settlement of affairs to prosecute his other plans. He
reduced the maritime Greek cities of Asia Minor, and crossing the Hellespont, wrested the

Chersonese from the weakened hands of the Macedonian king. This brought him into direct

and fatal collision with the Romans. And here it may be observed that long before this the

political sagacity of Ptolemy Philadelphus had detected the nascent greatness of the Roman
state, and had anxiously cultivated its friendship. This also had been the policy of his suc-

cessors ; and the guardians of the young king, when apprehensive of the danger of Antiochus,

had placed him under the guardianship of the republic.

When Antiochus had passed into Europe and taken possession of Thrace, the Romans sent

an embassy to require restitution not only of all he had taken from Philip of Macedon, but of

all that he had taken from their ward the king of Egypt. The Syrian king answered the

requisition as haughtily as it was made ; and it was manifest that an appeal to arms could not

be far distant. What brought on the actual conflict was the passage of Antiochus into Greece
at the invitation of the yEtolians, who made him their commander-in-chief. In Greece, his

proceedings were not taken with that ability which distniguished the earlier part of his career,

and in 191 b.c. he was utterly routed at Thermopylse, and compelled to withdraw from

Europe by the consul Acilius Glabrio. The marriage of his daughter with Ptolemy had been

completed the year before this at Raphia, but he still retained possession of the provinces to be

ceded,* and endeavoured to corrupt his daughter to betray the interests of her husband. But
he was disappointed. She was more attached to Ptolemy than to her father; and, being pro-

bably dissatisfied at his breach of promise, she joined her husband in an embassy to Rome in

191 B.C., to congratulate the Romans on driving Antiochus out of Greece, and to assure the

senate of the readiness of the king and queen to conform themselves to its directions.

Antiochus was now driven to seek peace with Rome; but the terms which they offered

were so hard, that he could not bring himself to accept them. In all himian probability he

had brought himself into this condition by his inability to appreciate the value of the advice

tendered to him by Hannibal, who, expelled from Carthage, had in 195 b.c. sought refuge at

his court; and who, while he encouraged his enmity to the Romans, had exhorted him to make
Italy the seat of the war. In 190 b.c. Cornelius Scipio (consul), assisted by his brother Africanus,

passed over into Asia to conduct the war against Antiochus. Under their able management, it

was soon brought to a conclusion, and the Syrian king was compelled from his capital of

Antioch to sue for peace, which he obtained on very humiliating terms, but not essentially

harder than those which he had at first refused. He relinquished all Asia Minor west of the

Taurus : he agreed to pay all the expenses of the war, estimated at eighteen thousand Euobic

talents, by regulated instalments ; he was to deliver up his elephants and his ships of war

(excepting twelve) to the Romans ; and he was to give into their hands Hannibal and other

eminent foreigners who had sought protection at his court. The aged Carthaginian and another

contrived to make their escape ; but the rest were given up together with the twelve hostages

for the observance of the treaty, among whom the king's younger son, Antiochus, surnamed

Epiphanes, was one. After this Antiochus witlidrew to the eastern provinces of his empire,

where he endeavoured to collect the arrears of tribute due to him, to defray his heavy engage-

ments to the Romans. There he was slain, two years after, by the natives of Elymais in Persia,

when he attempted to seize the treasures contained in tlieir rich temple. This was in 18*7 b.c,

in the fifty-second year of his age and the thirty-seventh of his reign. The leading events of

his reign had been foreshown by Daniel (xi. 13— 19).

* Jerome and Appian say that Antinclius did surrender these provinces ; and Josephiis appears to concur with tliem, intimating

that tlie revenues were paid to the Estyptian kins;. (Ant. xii. 4, 1 .) But Polyhius denies it ; and this denial is confirmed by the

i'att that they still remained iu the possession of the sons and successors of Anlinchus.
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Simon II., who was high-priest of the Jews at the time of the unhappy visit of Pcolemv IV.

to Jerusalem, died in 195 b.c. after an administration of twenty-two years. He was succeeded

by his son Onias III. Onias was a person of great piety, and of mild and amiable disposition

—

and well worthy of better times than those in which he lived, and of a better end than it was

his lot to experience. During the first years of his administration, when his excellent inten-

tions received full effect under the favourable auspices of Antiochus and his successor, " the

holy city was inhabited in all peace, and the laws were kept very well." The nation was also

at this time held in such high estimation that the sovereigns of the neighbouring countries

courted its friendship, and made magnificent offerings to the temple. And we are

persuaded that this was not merely on account of the Jews, but with the design of honouring

and with the hope of propitiating their God, Jehovah, whose fame was by this time

widely extended among the nations, and his power acknowledged and feared by many of

them.

Seleucus IV., surnamed Philopator, the eldest son of Antiochus the Great, succeeded to the

throne of his father, and to the heavy obligations under which he lay to the Romans. He was

as well disposed towards the Jews as his father had been; and, notwithstanding his embarrass-

ments, gave orders that the charges of the public worship should continue to be defrayed out

of his own treasury. But subsequently, upon the information of Simon—a Benjamite, who

was made governor of the temple, and had quarrelled with Onias— that the treasury of the

Jerusalem temple was very rich, and abundantly more than sufficient to supply the sacrifices

and oblations,—the king, who was greatly straitened for money to raise the money required by

the Romans, sent his treasurer Heliodorus to seize and bring him the reported treasure.

Heliodorus concealed the object of his journey until he reached Jerusalem, when he made it

known to the high-priest, and demanded the quiet surrender of the money. Onias informed

him, in reply, that there was indeed considerable treasure in the temple ; but bv no means of

such large amount as had been reported. Great part of it consisted of holy gifts, and offerings

consecrated to God, and the appropriation of which could not be disturbed without sacrilege.

The rest had been placed there by way of security, for the relief of widows and orphans, who
claimed it as their property ; and a considerable sum had been deposited there by Hyrcanus,

(the son of that Joseph who obtained the farming of the revenues from Ptolemy Euergetes, as

before related) a person of great opulence and high rank. He added that being by virtue of

his office the guardian of this wealth, he could not consent to its being taken from the right

owners, and thereby disgrace his office and profane the sanctity of that holy place xchich was
held in reverence by all the world. Determined to fulfil his mission, whatever impression this

statement may have made upon his mind, Heliodorus marched directly to the temple, and was

tliere vainly opposed by the high-priest and the other ministers of the sacred services. The
outer gates were ordered to be demolished ; and the whole city was in the utmost agonies of

apprehension. But when Heliodorus was about to enter, at the head of his Syrians, he was

struck with a panic terror, similar to that which Ptolemy Philopator had before experienced,

and, falling to the ground, speechless, he was carried off for dead by his guard. Onias pravcd

for him, and he recovered, and made all haste to quit the city. His plan being thus frustrated,

the guilty Simon had the effrontery to charge Onias himself with having procured this visit

from Heliodorus : some believed it ; and in consequence there arose hostile conflicts between

the parties of Onias and Simon, in which many lives were lost. At last, Onias resolved to

proceed himself to Antioch and lay the whole matter before Seleucus. He was ftivourably

received by the king, who beard and credited his statements, and, in consequence, decreed the

banishment of Simon from his native country. This was in 176 b.c. In the year following,

Seleucus was induced to send his son Demetrius as an hostage to Rome, to relieve his own brother

Antiochus, who had now been twelve years in that city. Demetrius had departed, and Antio-

chus was not come ; and the absence of the two who stood next the throne afforded Heliodorus

an opportunity of conspiring against his master, whom he removed by poison, and himself

assumed the government. Antiochus was visiting Athens, on his way home, wlien he heard of

this. He immediately applied himself to the old enemy of his father, Kunienes, king of Per-
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[Antiochus EpiylLuies.]

gamos* (to whom the Romans had consigned the greater part of the territory in Asia Minor,

which they compelled Antiochus the Great to cede) who, with his brother Attains, was easily

induced to assist him against the usurper. They succeeded, and their success placed the

brother instead of the son of Seleucus upon the throne of Syria, with the concurrence of the

Romans.

Antiochus IV. was scarcely settled on the throne before Jesus, or, by his Greek name,

Jason,'!' repaired to Antioch, and,

availing himself of the penury of the

royal treasury, tempted the new king

by the offer of four hundred and

forty talents of silver to depose the

excellent Onias III. from the high-

priesthood, and to appoint himself in

his place. He also obtained an order

that Onias should be summoned to

Antioch, and commanded to dwell

there. Finding how acceptable money

was to the king, Jason offered one

hundred and fifty talents more for, and obtained, the privilege of erecting at Jerusalem

a gymnasium, or place for such public sports and exercises as were usual among the

Greeks, as well as for permission to establish an academy in which Jewish youth might

be brought up after the manner of the Greeks; and also the important privilege of

making what Jews he pleased free of the city of Antioch. The obvious object of all

this was as opposite as possible to that of the Mosaic institutions. It was intended to

facilitate the commixture of the Jews with foreigners, and to lessen the dislike with which

the Greeks were disposed to regard a people so peculiar and so exclusive. This might

have been a good design under general considerations of human policy, but was calculated to

be most injurious and fatal as respected the Jews, whose institutions designedly made them

a peculiar people, and whatever tended to make them otherwise must needs have been in

counteraction of the great principle of their establishment. The effects which resulted from

the exertions of Jason, after he had established himself in the high-priesthood, were such as

might have been foreseen. The example of a person in his commanding position drew forth

and gave fiill scope to the more lax dispositions which existed among the people, especially

among the younger class, who were enchanted with the ease and freedom of the Grecian

customs, and weary of the restraints and limitations of their own. Such as these abandoned

themselves with all the frenzy of a new excitement, from which all restraint had been with-

drawn, to the licence which was offered to them. The exercises of the gymnasium seem to have

taken their minds with the force of a fascination. The priests neglected their service in the

temple to be present at these spectacles. It is well known that some of these exercises were

performed naked ; and it is related that many of the Jewish competitors found means to efface

the marks of circumcision, that they might not be distinguished from other people. In the

Greek cities of Asia, in which Jews were settled, this became a common practice among those

young men who wished to distinguish themselves in the sports of the gymnasium.
:{: We allude

to this as a striking ilkistration of the extent in which this rite operated in fulfilling its design

of separating the Jews from other people. The year after his promotion, Jason sent some young
men, on whom he had conferred the citizenship of Antioch, to assist at the games which were
celebrated at Tyre (in the presence of Antiochus) in honour of Hercules. They were entrusted

with a large sum of money, to be expended in sacrifices to that god. But even the least

scrupulous of the high-priest's followers were not prepared to go to this extent with him, and

* The founder of tlie celebrated liljrary at Per^amos, and the reputed inventor of parchment.

t Mo:^t persons of cousequeace had now two names, one native Hebrew name, used among their own countrymen, and another

Greek (as much as possible like the other in sound or meaning) used in their intercourse with the heatl.en.

t To this practice aUusious are made by St. Paul : Rom. ii. 25 ; 1 Cor. vii. 18.

VOI-. I. 4 s
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instead of olDcying their instructions, they presented the money to the Tyrians as a contribution

towards the repair of their fleet.

Jason only enjoyed his ill-gotten dignity for three years. His younger brother Onias, or by
his Greek name Menelaus, having been sent to Antioch with tribute, took advantage of the

opportunity to ingratiate himself with Antiochus, and by offering three hundred talents more
than Jason had paid, succeeded in getting himself appointed to the high-priesthood in his

room. But he was repulsed in his attempt to assume that high office, and returned to Antioch,

where he induced the king to establish him by force, by professing for himself and his

associates an entire conformity to the religion of the Greeks. Jason was in consequence

expelled by an armed force, and compelled to retire to the land of the Ammonites, leaving the

pontificate to his still less scrupulous brother.

Menelaus found that he had over-taxed his resources in the payment he had agreed to make
for his promotion, and in consequence of the non-payment, he was summoned to Antioch by
the king. Antiochus was absent when he arrived, and he soon learned that there was no hope
of his retaining the favour of the king unless the payment was completed. Having exhausted

his own coffers as well as credit, he privately sent to his brother Lysimachus (whom he had
left as his representative at Jerusalem) to withdraw some of the sacred vessels of gold from
the temple, to sell them at Tyre and the neighbouring cities, and send him the amount. This

disgraceful affair was not managed with such secresy but that it came to the knowledge of his

elder brother, the deposed high-priest, Onias III., who was still residing at Antioch, much
respected by the numerous Jews of that city, before whom he spoke of this sacrilege in such

strong language as threw them into such a stale of ferment and displeasure as was likely to

prove dangerous to Menelaus. He therefore, by bribery, prevailed on Andronicus, the king's

deputy at Antioch, to put him to death. Onias, apprised of these intrigues, had taken refuge

in the sanctuary of Daphne ;* but was induced to quit it by the assurances and promises he

received from Andronicus, and was barbarously murdered as soon as he had passed the

sacred bounds. This atrocious deed raised a terrible outcry among the Jews at Antioch, who
hastened to make their complaints to the king on his return to that city. Antiochus, to do him
justice, was much affected, and shed tears, when he heard them. He promised justice, and
performed it ; for, after proper investigation, Andronicus was stripped of his purple, and put to

death on the very spot where Onias had been murdered. Menelaus, the more guilty of the

two, found means to escape the storm which destroyed the agent of his crime. But the

sums of money which were necessary to enable him to maintain his credit, obliged his brother

Lysimachus to resort to such repeated and unheard-of exactions, violence, and sacrilege, that

the people of Jerusalem rose against him, scattered like chaff the three thousand men he had
got to defend him, and, when he himself fled to the treasury of the temple, pursued and slew

him there.

Antiochus having soon after come to Tyre, the Jewish elders sent three venerable deputies

thither to justify this act, and to accuse Menelaus as the author of all the troubles which had
happened in Judea and Antioch. The case which they made out was so strong, and was heard

with so much attention by the king, that Menelaus felt greatly alarmed for the result. He
therefore applied himself to the king's favourite, Ptolemy Macron, and promised him so large

a sum, that he was induced to watch the inconstant temper of the king, and availed himself of

an opportunity of getting him not only to absolve Menelaus, but to condemn the three Jewish
deputies to death. This most unjust and horrid sentence was immediately executed. This
terrible crime shocked the whole nation, and was abhorrent even to foreigners, for the

Tyrians ventured to express their sense of the wrong, by giving an honourable burial to tlie

murdered men. The ultimate effect was to make Antiocluis himself a sharer in the aversion

with which Menelaus was regarded by the nation : but at the same time the paramount influence

of that guilty person with the king seemed to be so clearly manifested, that all further notion

• This was a ;jr.)ve about three miles from Antioch, wliich h.id been made a s,uictuar\ for ciimiu ils and a place of pleasure.

In the end the place became so infamous that no man of character could visit it.
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of resisting his authority was abandoned, and he was enabled to resume his station at Jerusalem.

This was greatly facilitated by the presence of the king himself with a powerful army in the

country, for which circumstance we must now proceed to account.

It will be remembered that the king of Egypt, Ptolemy Epiphanes, had been married to

Cleopatra, daughter of Antiochus the Great, and sister of the present Antiochus. Ptolemy was

taken off by poison in 181 b.c, after a profligate and troubled reign of twenty-four years. He
left three children : Ptolemy Philometor, Ptolemy Physcon, and Cleopatra, who was successively

married to her two brothers.

Ptolemy VI.,surnamed Philometor ('mother-loving'), was but a child at the death of his

father, and the government was conducted with

ability by his mother Cleopatra. But she died

in 173 B.C., on which the regency devolved on

Eulseus the eunuch, and Lennaeus, the prime

minister—the tutors of the young prince. They

immediately advanced a claim to the possession

of Coele-Syria and Palestine, on the ground that

they had been secured to Ptolemy Lagus by the

partition-treaty of 301 B.C.; and that they had

again been given by Antiochus the Great in

dowry with his daughter Cleopatra on her becoming queen of Egypt. Antiochus refused to

listen to such demands ; and both parties sent deputies to Rome to argue their respective claims

before the senate.

When Philometor had completed his fourteenth year, he was solemnly invested wilh the

government, on which occasion embassies of congratulation were sent from all the neighbouring

nations. Apollonius, the ambassador of Antiochus, was instructed to take the opportunity of

sounding the dispositions of the Egyptian court ; and when this person informed Antiochus

that he was viewed as an enemy by the Egyptians, he immediately proceeded to Joppa, to

survey his frontiers towards Egypt, and to put them in a state of defence. On this occasion he

paid a visit to Jerusalem. The city was illuminated, and the king was received by Jason (who

was then high-priest) with every demonstration of respect. Afterwards he returned to Antioch

through Phoenicia.

Having completed his preparations for war, Antiochus, in 111 b.c, led his army along the

coast of Palestine, and gave the Egyptians a signal overthrow at Pelusium. He then left

garrisons on the frontier and withdrew into winter-quarters at Tyre. It was during his stay

there that the deputies arrived to complain of Menelaus, and were put to death, as just related.

In the spring of the next year (170 b.c) Antiochus undertook a second expedition against the

Egyptians, and attacked them by sea and land. He defeated them on the frontiers and took

Pelusiun). After his victory he might have cut the Egyptian army in pieces, but he behaved

with such humanity as gained him great favour with the Egyptians. At length all surrendered

to him voluntarily ; and with a small body of troops he overran all the country except Alexandria,

and obtained possession of the person of the young king, whom he treated with apparent con-

sideration and regard.

While Antiochus was thus employed, a rumour of his death before Alexandria reached

Palestine, on which the deposed high-priest, Jason, quitted the land of the Ammtmites, and

with a party, assisted by friends within, surprised Jerusalem, massacred the citizens, drove his

brother Menelaus into the castle, and possessed himself of the principality. But he was speedily

compelled to quit the city and country, at the news that Antiochus was alive, and marching

with a powerful army against Jerusalem'. After wandering from one place to another, a fugitive

and a vagabond, Jason at last perished miserably, a refugee in the strange land of Lacedsemonia.

The news of this movement had been reported to Antiochus with such exaggeration as led him

to conclude that Judea had revolted ; and being further provoked by hearing that the Jews had

made public rejoicings at the news of his death, he marched in great wrath from Egypt, took

Jerusalem by assault, destroyed eighty thousand persons, plundered the temple of all its

4 s 2
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treasures, vessels, and golden ornaments, and carried aAvay one thousand eight hundred talents

to Antioch.

P. Philometor being now actually under the power of Antiochus, the people of Alexandria

proclaimed his brother king under tlie name of P. Euergetes II. ; but who was afterwards

nick-named Physcon [' big-belly '] on account of

his corpulency. This afforded Antiochus a pre-

text for returning the next year (169 b.c.) to

Egypt with the declared intention of supporting

P. Philometor in the throne, but with the real

purpose of bringing the whole country under his

power. At the end, however, perceiving that the

conquest of Alexandria wovdd be an undertaking

of great difficulty, he withdrew to Memphis, and

affected to deliver up the kingdom to Philometor,

and returned to Antioch. But as he retained in his own hands Pelusium, the key of the

kingdom on the side of Syria, his ulterior designs were transparent to Philometor, who
therefore made an agreement with Physcon that they should share the government between

them and resist Antiochus with their united power ; and also that a joint embassy should be

sent to Rome to implore the protection of the Republic against their uncle.

This brought on a fourth invasion of Egypt by Antiochus, (168 b.c.) who now threw otT

the mask he had hitherto chosen to wear, and declared himself the enemy of both the brother

kings. He took possession of all the country as far as Alexandria, and then advanced towards

that city. He was within four miles thereof, when he was met at Eleusis, by the ambassadors

which the Roman republic had sent to adjust these differences. And this they did in the usual

summary manner of that arrogant people. At the head of the ambassadors was Popilius

Laenas, whom Antiochus had known during his thirteen years' residence at Rome. Rejoiced

to see him, Antiochus stretched forth his arms to embrace him. But the Roman sternly

repelled the salute, demanding first to receive an answer to the written orders of the senate,

which he delivered. The king intimated that he would confer on the matter with his friends,

and acquaint the ambassadors with the result : on which Popilius drew with his staff a circle

around the king on the sand, and said, " I require your answer before you quit this circle."

The king was confounded ; but after a moment of rapid and condensed deliberation, he bowed
his proud head, and said, falteringly, " I will obey the senate !" On which Popilius, who had

hitherto seen only the klncj of Syria, recognised the friend, and extended to him his hand.

Perhaps this conduct in either party would not have occurred the year, or even the month

before; but the Romans had just concluded their war with Perseus, and made Macedonia a

Roman province, and the ambassadors had waited at Delos to learn the issue of this war l^cfore

they sailed for Egypt.

Antiochus obeyed the senate, by immediately withdrawing his forces from Egypt. On his

way homeward, he marched along the coast of Palestine ; and he despatched ApoUonius, his

general, with twenty-two tholisand men to vent his mortification and fury upon the inhabitants

of Jerusalem, which, as well as the rest of the province, had for two years been groaning

inidcr the tyranny and rapacity of Philip, the Phrygian governor, " more barbarous tliim his

master;" and of Menelaus the apostate high-priest, "worse than all the rest." xVpollonius

came to Jerusalem, and as his men remained quiet, and he was himself known as the

collector of the tribute in Palestine, and as such usually attended by an armed force, his hostile

intentions were not suspected by the Jews. All things remained quiet until the Sabbath, on

which day, it was known, the Jews of that age wovdd not fight even in self-defence. The
soldiers were then let loose, and scoured the streets, slaughtering all they met—who suftered

themselves meekly to be slain, none being found who attempted to stand on their defence.

The women and children were spared, to be sold for slaves. All the streets of Jerusalem, and

the courts of the temple flowed with blood ; the houses were jiilUigcd and the city wall thrown

down. ApoUonius then demolished all tlie buildings near Mount Zion, and with the materials
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strengthened the fortifications of the citadel, which he furnished with a garrison and held under

his own command. This castle was so situated as to give the garrison complete command of

the temple, and the remains of the people would no longer visit the sanctuary, or the priests

perform the public services of religion. Accordingly, in the month of June, 167 b.c. the

daily sacrifice ceased, and Jerusalem was soon completely deserted, as the surviving inhabitants

fled to the cities of the neighbouring Gentiles.

An edict was now issued at Antioch, and proclaimed in all the provinces of Syria, command-

ing the inhabitants of the whole empire to worship the gods of the king, and to acknowledge

no religion but his—with the declared object " that all should become one people." Antiochus

was unquestionably a madman. This is not doubted by any one who has studied the whole

of his history, which it has been no part of our duty to relate : and it is surely not very necessary

to analyse the interior motives of a madman's acts. Hales fancies that " this general perse-

cution seems to liave been raised by Antiochus, not from any regard to his own religion, but

from a regular plan and deep-laid scheme of plundering the temples throughout his dominions,

after he had suppressed tlieir worship. Fur the temples were not only enriched by the offerings

of the votaries, but from their sanctity were the great banks of deposit, and the grand maga-

zines of commerce." But there was no general persecution, although the edict was general in

its terms. The cities containing the wealthiest temples already worshipped the gods of Greece ;

and it must have been known, as proved the fact, tliat none of the other pagan nations would

make much difficulty in complying with the royal edict. It must have been known, in fact,

that none but the Jews were

likely to oppose themselves to

the operation of this decree

;

and we are therefore not dis-

posed to look for any deeper

cause than the insane abhor-

rence which Antiochus had

conceived against that people,

and which he could not safely

manifest without bringing them
into a condition ofapparent con-

tumacy, which might, in some

degree, excuse, in the eyes of

the heathen, his contemplated

severities against them.

The pagan generally, as we
have intimated, found no diffi-

culty in complying with the

royal edict. The Samaritans,

who were anxious to claim a

Jewish origin in the time of

Alexander, now wrote to Antio-

chus to inform him that they

were Sidonians, and offered to

dedicate their temple on Mount
Gerizim to Jupiter Xenius, "the

defender of strangers." Even
many Jews submitted to the

edict for fear of punishment,

and a still greater number, long

attached to the customs of tlie
t,,,^,-,- oiymriMs

* Tliis cut is copied from M. Qiialremere de Quiucy's ide.iorrestoration, made from descriptions, of the famous colossal statue of
Jupiter Olympius, of ivory and gold, which was one of the masterpieces of Phidias. See the frontispiece to his ' Jupiter Olympien.'
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Greeks, were glad to avail themselves of the apparent compulsions under which they were

now placed. But the better part of the people fled, and kept themselves concealed. An

old man of the name of Athenaeus was sent to Jerusalem to instruct the Jews in the Greek

relieion, and to compel the observance of its rites. He dedicated the temple to Jupiter

Olynipius, and on the altar of Jehovah he placed a smaller altar to be used in sacrificing to the

heathen god. This new altar, built by order of the desolater Antiochus, is what Daniel alludes

to when he speaks of the " abomination that maketh desolate," or " abomination of de-

solation."* This altar was set up on the fifteenth day of the month Cisleu (November

—

December), and the heathen sacrifices were commenced on the twenty-fifth of the same month.

Circumcision, the keeping of the Sabbath, and every peculiar observance of the Law was made

a capital oflfence ; and all the copies of the law which could be found were taken away,

defaced, torn in pieces, burned. The reading of it was forbidden; and it is said to have been

at this time that the Jews first took to the public reading in the synagogues, of the other

books of Scripture, as substitutes for the interdicted Pentateuch, which usage they afterwards

retained, when the reading of the law was restored. Groves were consecrated, and idolatrous

altars erected in every city, and the citizens were required to offer sacrifices to the gods, and

to eat swine's flesh every month on the birth-day of the king ; and on the feast of Bacchus, the

Jews were compelled to join in the celebration, and to walk in procession crowned with ivy.

[Bacchanalian Procession.—B. Museum.]

Instant death was the penalty of refusal. Among other instances of cruel punishment at

Jerusalem, two women, with their infant children, whom they had circumcised with their own
hands, were thrown from the battlements on the south side of the temple, into the deep vale

below. Officers were sent into all the towns, attended by bands of soldiers, to enforce obedience

to the royal edict.

It seems that ultimately Antiochus came into Palestine to observe that his orders had been

duly executed ; and the history relates tliat he commanded and superintended the most horrible

tortures of the recusants :—particular mention is made of the martyrdom of Eleazer, in his

ninetieth year, for refusing to eat swine's flesh ;t and of the heroic matron and her seven sons,

who nobly set the royal madman at defiance and professed their belief that " The King of the

World would raise up to everlasting life those who died for his laws;" and threatening their

tormcnter that " he should have no resurrection to life, but receive the just punishment of

his pride through the judgment of God." Never before were the Jews exposed to so furious

a persecution,—indeed it is the first time in which tliey can be said to have been persecuted

on. account of their religion. It was undouljtedly made instrumental in the then great mission

of the Jews in calling the attention of the heathen to the great principles of doctrine of which
they had been the special conservators. The mere fact of this conspicuous persecution for

• Tliis is from .Taliii, wl\o remarks further, " this interpretation agrees much better with the literal meanin;,' of the words than
that adopted by tho.-,ewho apply thisexiires^ion to tlie oreetinj,' of an image to Jupiter Olympius ; a mode of explanation which
is at variance with the authority of .losi'phus ami the liist hook of Maccabees. Umloubtedly tliere ivas an image erected to Jupiter
Olympius, for the l>agau religion required it; but tliis is not the circumstance referred tu by the prophet, in tlie words wliich have
been quoted."

t 2 Mace. \i. 18—31.
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opinion, which was a new thing to the heathen, and still more the historical results of this

persecution, were calculated to draw the attention of every reflecting mind among the heathen

to those religious peculiarities on behalf of which such numbers of the Jewish people were

willing to peril their lives.

The persecution had lasted about six months, when God raised up a deliverer for a people

whom he had not yet abandoned, in the noble family of the Asamoneans. Mattathias

was the son of John, the son of Simon, the son of Asamoneus, from whom the family took its

name. He was a priest of the course of Joarib, the first of the twenty-four courses appointed

by David,* descended from Phineas, the son of Eleazer, the elder branch of the family of

Aaron.
-f-

He had five sons, whose names were Johanan (John), Simon, Judas, Eleazer,

and Jonathan. He was one of the principal inhabitants of Modin, a town near the sea-shore,

about a mile from Joppa (Jafi'a), and four miles from Lydda or Diospolis. To this city a

royal officer named Apelles was sent to enforce the edict. With many fair promises, he

endeavoured to induce Mattathias, as a leading man in the place, to set the example of

sacrificing to the idol. But the undaunted priest repelled his offers with indignation and

abhorrence, and with a loud voice, in the hearing of the whole assembly, proclaimed his

refusal to sacrifice. At this juncture a certain Jew passed towards the altar with the intention

of sacrificing, when Mattathias, in obedience to the law, struck him down with his own hand, as

a rebel against Jehovah. This was the earnest-blood of the great war which followed. Kindled

by his own act, the zealous priest and his sons, assisted by the citizens, whom their daring act

emboldened, rushed upon the commissioner and his retinue, slew them on the spot, and tore

down the idolatrous altar. Alive to the consequences of this deed, Mattathias proclaimed

through the city, " Whosoever is zealous for the law, and a maintainer of the covenant, let

him follow me !" Thus he and his sons fled to the mountains of Judea. They were only

te7i in number at first, but were soon joined by many Jews who were determined to maintain

the religion of their fathers.

These conscientious persons were disposed to construe the obligations of the law all the

more rigidly and literally, out of opposition to the loose principles of those who had joined

the Greeks—it being the tendency of all great struggles to produce extreme parties. They
hence held it to be imperative to abstain from the use of arms on the Sabbath day. In

consequence of this a thousand persons, who had taken refuge in a large cave not far from

Jerusalem, allowed themselves to be slaughtered on that day without the least resistance.

This event opened the eyes of Mattathias and his adherents ; who, after mature deliberation,

determined that it was not only lawful, but their duty, to stand on their defence on the

Sabbath day ; although they still thought themselves bound from voluntarily becoming on that

day the assailants. They took every means of making this resolution known throughout the

country, so that from that time no scruples on the subject were entertained.

Meanwhile the party of Mattathias went on steadily increasing, until it amounted to a

considerable body of men, who were prepared to hazard everything in defence of their religion.

This ardour could not long be restrained, and Mattathias, emerging from his concealment,

went with them throughout the Jewish cities, and everywhere demolished the idolatrous altars,

circumcised the children, slew the apostate Jews and the officers appointed to execute the

decree of Antiochus, recovered many of the copies of the law which the oppressors had taken

away, and gained several important advantages over the enemy. While engaged in these

expeditions the heroic priest died, in the year 167 b.c. Before his death he appointed his

third and bravest son, Judas, to be military leader ; associating with him Simon, his second

and most prudent son, as counsellor. Judas is supposed to have derived his celebrated

surname of Maccabeus from a cabalistic word formed of M. C. B. I., the initial letters of

the Hebrew text Mi Chamoka Baalim Jehovah, " Who is like unto thee among the gods, O
Jehovah! " (Exod. vi. 11), which letters might have been displayed on his sacred standard

:

like the S. P. Q. R. for Senatus populus que Romanus on the Roman ensigns.

* 1 Chron. xxiv. 7- t lMacc.ii.55,
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The noble war for the rights of opinion commenced by Mattathias was carried on for twenty-

six years by his ilhistrious sons—counting from the first stroke at Modin—with five successive

kings of Syria. Within this period Judas and his brothers established the independence of

their country and the aggrandisement of their family, after destroying above two hundred

thousand of the best troops of the Syrian kings. " Such a triumph of a petty province over a

great empire is hardly to be paralleled in the annals of historv."*

The first enterprise of Judas, and his comparatively small but resolute band, was against

ApoUonius, whose barbarous exploits at Jerusalem have lately been recorded. He was at the

head of a large army, but was defeated and slain by Judas, who took his sword, with which

he afterwards fought all his life long.

The next exploit of Judas was the defeat of Seron, a Syrian general, with a large host of

Grsecising Jews and apostate Samaritans. The small force with which he achieved this

victory was encouraged by the hero in the words of Jonathan, the son of Saul, " With the

God of Heaven it is all one to deliver with a great multitude or a small company :" adding

the emphatic words, " We fight for our lives and our laivs.^' This battle was fought near

Betheron.

Antiochus was filled with rage and indignation at these successes of an adversary which

seemed so contemptible, but whose fame had now spread into all the neighbouring nations.

He formed large plans of vengeance, but finding these checked by the exhausted state of his

treasury— for he had squandered wealth like a madman, as he was—he resolved to proceed

into the eastern provinces to recruit his finances. His son, the heir of his crown, then about

seven years old, he committed to the care of Lysias, " a nobleman, and one of the blood

royal," and appointed him regent of all the western provinces, from the Euphrates to Egypt,

and commissioned him to raise and march an army to extirpate the Jews, and to plant a

foreign colony in their room, 166 b.c.

The next year Lysias was able to send a large army of forty thousand foot and seven

thousand horse into Judea, under the command of Nicanor and Gorgias. So confident were

they of victory that Nicanor proclaimed a sale of the captive Jews beforehand, at the rate of

ninety for a talent, or about two pounds sterling a head. This drew a crowd of merchants
from the coast to the Syrian camp at Emmaus, near Jerusalem, to make a cheap purchase of

slaves. This was tiot a peculiar circumstance; for it was then usual (according to Polybius)

for the march of armies to be attended by slave dealers. Under these alarming circumstances

Judas and his party assembled at Mizpeh—that ancient place of concourse—where they

fasted and prayed ; after which Judas, in obedience to the law, dismissed all such of his men
as had in the course of the preceding year built houses, betrothed wives, or were planting

vineyards, or were fearful ; and this strong act of faith reduced his small army from six

thousand to three thousand men.

The Syrian generals deemed it superfluous to employ their large force against so small a

l)ody. Gorgias, therefore, with a chosen army of five thousand foot and one thousand horse,

marched by night to surprise the army of Judas,, But that vigilant commander was apprised
of the design, and determined to take advantage of the separation of the two generals. He
marched therefore early in the evening, and fell by night upon the camp of Nicanor. Not
the least expectation of an attack being entertained, the whole camp was thrown into confusion,

and the soldiers fled. Three thousand Syrians were slain, and many soldiers and slave-

dealers made prisoners. Early in the morning Gorgias, returning from his alwrtive march
to Mizpeh, l)cheld the Syrian camp in flames, which threw his soldiers into such a panic that

they betook themselves to instant flight; but were pressed upon so vigorously by the
conquering Jews, that in all they destroyed that day nine thousand of their enemies, and
wounded many more. Nicanor escaped in the disguise of a slave to Antioch, declaring his

conviction that a mighty God fought for the Jews. In the camp of the Syrians the latter

found great quantities of gold and silver, including the money which the slave-dealers

• Hales, 11.0.51.
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had brought to purcliase their persons. This victory was celebrated by a feast of thanks-
giving.

On the news of this defeat, the regent Lysias assembled a larger army of sixty thousand
choice infantry and five thousand horse, and marched himself at their head, to invade Judea in the
south. He entered Iclumea,^\hich. name must be understood as distinguishing the more modern
territory of the Edomites, from their older and more southern territory of Edom, in Mount
Seir, which the Nabathaeans now occupied. Idumea was now, then, confined to the region west
and south-west of the Asphaltic Lake, which had in former times belonged to the tribes of
Simeon and Judah. But after the Captivity it had been occupied by Edomites from Arabia
Petraea, the ancient Edom, who made Hebron their capital, and rebuilt, on their northern
frontier, the strong fortress of Bethsur, or Bethsura, which had been originally built by
Rehoboam.* At this last-named very advantageous post, Lysias encamped, and was there set
upon by the dauntless Judas, who, with only ten thousand men, gained a most important victory,
slaying five thousand men on the spot, and putting the rest to flight. Observing that the
Jews fought like men who were determined to conquer or die, Lysias did not venture to
renew the engagement, and indeed his soldiers were so disheartened that he was soon oblio-ed
to return to Antioch, and there issue orders that recruits for a new expedition should be raised
in distant countries, 165 b. c.

This victory made Judas master of Judea; and he determined to return to Jerusalem, to
repair and beautify the temple, which was then deserted and dilapidated. In the neglected
courts of the Lord's house shrubs were growing "as in the forest or on the mountain." The
whole host cast ashes on their heads, and cried towards heaven, when they beheld the
desolation of that holy place. The work of restoration Avas commenced with ardour ; new
utensils were provided for the sacred services; the old altar, having been defiled by idolatrous
sacrifices, was taken away, and a new one erected in its place ; and the sacrifices were recom-
menced precisely three years after the temple had been dedicated to Jupiter Olympius. A
feast of eight days celebrated this new dedication, and an annual festival was instituted in
honour of the event.

The castle on Mount Zion soon, however, proved a serious annoyance to the people, as it
was still in the hands of the Syrians, who lost no opportunity of disturbing the services' of the
temple. The army of Judas was too small to allow him to blockade the castle, but he fortified
the temple-mount against their aggressions with high walls and towers. He also strengthened
the important fortress of Bethsura, to protect the frontier towards Idumea, as it lay about
mid-way between Jerusalem and Hebron.
When Antiochus Epiphanes received intelligence of the success of the Jewish arms and the

defeat of the Syrian hosts, he was at Elymias in Persia, detained by an insurrection occasioned
by his plundering the celebrated temple in wliich his father Antiochus the Great had lost his
life. Transported with ungovernable passion at the news, he hastened his homeward march
to Antioch, devoting the Jewish nation to utter destruction. But while his mouth uttered the
deep curses and fell purposes of his heart, he was smitten with sore and remediless torments in
his inner parts. Yet on he went, until lie fell from his chariot, and suffered much from the
fall. He was then carried on a litter, but his disease acquired such a loathsome character that
his person became an abhorrence to himself and to all who had occasion to be near him. In
a disease so timed and so peculiar, the proud monarch was led to perceive the hand of God,
and to acknowledge that his barbarities and sacrileges were justly punished by the torments
which he endured and by the death which lay before him. He died early in the year 164 b.c.
and in him perished a man Mhose wild extravagances, dissolute and undignified character,
savage cruelties, and capricious alternations of temper, abundantly justified the nickname of
Epimanes [' madman'] by which in his later years his assumed title of Epiphanes [' illustrious']
was ridiculed.

Antiochus V., surnamed Eupator [' well-fathered '], then a child nine years of age, was

2 Clirou xi. /.

4 T
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[Antiiiclius (V.) Eupator.]

set up for king by his guardian Lysias, and

his succession received the important sanc-

tion of the Romans ; for although De-

metrius (the son of Seleucus Philopator),

still an hostage at Rome, and t)ien twenty-

three years of age, failed not to urge his

claims upon the attention of the senate,

that sage body decided that it was more

for the interests of Rome that a minor

should occupy the throne of Syria, than the

ardent and able Demetrius.

In the year 164 b.c. the war against the Maccabees was renewed by the regent Lysias.

He invaded Judea with an army of eighty thousand foot, eighty elephants, and a large body
of cavalry. He laid siege to Bethsura, but was repulsed by Judas, with the loss of eleven

thousand foot, and one thousand six hundred horse, and his whole army was broken up. Tliis

defeat convinced Lysias that the Jews could not be overcome, because of the Almightiness of

the God by whom they were helped. He therefore offered them peace, on the condition of

their being loyal to the state ; on their acceptance of which, he issued a decree in the name of

the king, which allowed them the free exercise of their own customs and worship, and

permitted them to live according to their own laws. The apostate high-priest Menelaus, who
had been all this while with the Syrians, and had exerted himself in promoting this peace, was
now sent back to the Jews to be reinstated in his pontificate. It is of some importance to note

that the Roman ambassadors at the Syrian court used their efficient aid in obtaining this treaty

for the Jews.

The peace thus afforded was of no long continuance : for although, formally, the war with the

kingdom had ceased, the governors of the Syrian provinces were not backward in giving the

Jews all the molestation in their power, and in encouraging such of the neighbouring nations

as were from old or new enmities disposed to disturb them—such as the Joppites, the

Jumnites, the Arabians, and the Idumeans, all of whom were successively reduced by Judas,

after a bloody warfare, the particulars of which are recorded in 2 Mace. x. 14—38 ; xi. 1— 38.

All this time the citadel on Mount Zion, garrisoned by Syrians and renegade Jews, continued

to prove a great annoyance to the temple worship, which at last proved so intolerable, that

Judas was induced to lay siege to it, after his return from the defeat of Gorgias the governor of

Idumea. But some of the besieged, forcing their way through in a sail}', hastened to the court

at Antioch, and complained of the continued hostility of the Jews to the Syrian government,

as evinced by this attempt upon the Syrian garrison; and by dwelling on this and other matters,

contrived to stir up Lysias to undertake a new war against them. The Syrian army which
was raised for this war in 1G3 b.c. consisted of one hundred thousand foot, twenty thousand

horse, thirty-two elephants, and three hundred chariots armed with scythes—a prodigious force

in that age, when on account of the extravagant Avages which soldiers received, it was difficult

to keep more than eighty thousand men in the field. The young king was present in the camp,
but of course Lysias was the actual commander. The Jews did not venture to attack the royal

army in the open field. But while the Syrians laid siege to Bethsura, Judas fell upon them
in the night, slew four thousand of them before they well knew who was among them, and
drew off safely by break of day. The day after, a battle took place, in which the Syrians

lost six hundred men ; but Judas, fearing to be surrounded by the numbers of the enemy,
thought proper to retire to Jerusalem, the fortifications of which he now strengthened and
put in a state of defence. In this battle Judas lost his brother Eleazer. That valiant man
perceiving one of the elephants more splendidly caparisoned than the others, mistakenly

supposed it to be that of the king, and fought his way to it, got under it, stabbed it in the

belly, and was crushed to death by the fall of the huge beast upon him.

It being a sabbatic year of rest to the land, Bethsura soon alter surrendered for lack of pro-

visions; and Jerusalem, which was next besieged, must have shared the same fate, and all the
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advantages which had been gained appeared now to be on the point of being lost for ever ; when

providentially the young king and his guardian were recalled by a civil war at home, com-

menced by Philip, who had been appointed regent by Antiochus Epiphanes before his death,

to the exclusion of Lysias, whose ill success in the former war with the Jews had been highly

displeasing to him. When this intelligence reached the camp, the king and council hastily

concluded a peace with the Jews on the former terms—that they should be allowed to

live according to their own laws. The siege was then broken up, but the treaty was violated

by the Syrians in the demolition of the strong walls of the mount on which the temple

stood. The royal army was then marched against Philip, who had gotten possession of

Antioch, the metropolis, but who was defeated and slain.

Now at last the traitor and apostate Menelaus met the fate he had long deserved. At the

approach of the Syrian army he had abandoned his countrymen, and had stimulated the ope-

rations against them by his advice and counsel, in the secret hope of being made governor of

the province, if Judas and his party were destroyed. But the intended mischief recoiled on

his own wicked head. On the conclusion of the peace, he was viewed by the king and

regent as the author of all these unliappy wars, and was sentenced to be suffocated in the ash-

tower at Berea ;* while the ofiice to which he aspired was given to Judas himself, who was

appointed to be chief governor " from Ptolemais unto the Gerrhenians."

In the room of Menelaus, Jachimus or Alcimus was nominated to the high-priesthood, to the

exclusion of the rightful claimant, Onias, the son of that Onias who had been slain at Antioch

at the instigation of Menelaus. Upon this disappointment, Onias retired in disgust to Egypt,

where his military and political talents procured him high favour from Ptolemy Philometor,

and he was ultimately empowered to build a temple and establish a priesthood, for the

numerous Jews of Egypt and Cyrene, at Heliopolis ; and which subsisted nearly as long as that

of Jerusalem, both being destroyed in the reign of Vespasian. There can be no question of the

irregularity of this establishment; and although Onias justified it to the Jews by reference to

the text Isa. xix. 18, 19, the temple at Jerusalem was always held in much superior estima-

tion by the Jews even of Egypt, who frequently repaired thither to worship.

* This punishment was borrowed by the Syrian-Greeks from tlie Persians. A place was enclosed with high walls and filled

with ashes. A piece of timber was made to project over the ashes, and on this the criminal was placed. He was liberally supplied

with meat and drink, until overcome with sleep, he fell into the deceitful heap, .ind died an easy death. Only criminals of high

rank were thus punihsed, it being considered a sort of privileged death.

[Heliopolis, from the Mosaic Pavement at Praeneste.]
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CHAPTER IV.

THE ASAMONEAN PRINCES.

[Ascalou.]

With the promotion of Judas Maccabeus to be chief governor of Judca, the rule of tlie

Asamouean dynasty may be conveniently tnken to commence, and the period whicli that rule

embraces may be suitably introduced in a new chapter.

Alcimus, the new high-priest, did not long enjoy his dignity, for his profligacy, and his

attemp^ts to revive the heathenish riles so offended the Jews, that they expelled him.

We have already noticed the refusal of the Roman Senate to support the claim of Demetrius

to the crown of Syria, or to allow him to depart for that country. Subsequently, acting by

the advice of his friend Polybius, the historian, he made his escape from Rome, and landed

with a few men, only eight friends and their servants, at Tripolis ui Phoenicia. Here he had

the art to make it believed that his wild enterprise was sanctioned by the Romans ; under which

persuasion he was joined by several of his adherents, with whom he advanced towards Antioch,

Here the army declared fur him, and secured the persons of Antiochus Eupator and Lysias,

and in proof of their sincerity, brought them to Demetrius ; but he said, " Let me not see their

face!" on which hint they were slain by the soldiers, 162 b.c.
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[Demetrius Soter.]

In the preceding year one of the Roman
amhassadors at the court of A. Eupator

had been slain, while enforcing the treaty

with Antiochus the Great, by destroying

all the elephants, and all but twelve of the

ships of war. Demetrius, anxious to have

his claims recognised by Rome, sent the

murderer thither, together with a present of

a crown of gold. The present was accepted

by the senate; but they dismissed the

murderer, resolving to take some future

occasion of making the whole Syrian em-

pire responsible for the act.

When Demetrius was established on the throne of Syria, the apostate Jews, with Alcimus

at their head, gathered around him, and filled his ears with reports and insinuations injurious

to Judas and the party of which he was the leader. As people naturally listen with pleasure

to those who express conformity of views, it is not wonderful that these traitors gained the

attention of the king, who could as yet know but little of the real state of affairs in his kingdom.

He re-appointed Alcimus as high-priest, and sent a considerable military force, under the

command of Bacchides, governor of Mesopotamia, to reinstate him, and to take vengeance

upon those whom he had represented as equally the enemies of himself and the king. As

Bacchides, accompanied by the high-priest, entered the country with professions of peace,

many Jews, relying thereon, put themselves in his power, and were treacherously slain.

After this Bacchides reinstated Alcimus ; and intrusting the province to his charge, and leaving

a force that seemed sufficient to support him, he returned to the king. Judas, who had not

appeared in the field against Bacchides, came forward after he withdrew ; and Alcimus, unable

to offer any effectual resistance, again repaired with his complaints to the king. On this

Demetrius, resolving on the utter destruction of the Maccabees, sent a large army into Judea,

under the command of the same Nicanor whom Judas had defeated five years before. At first

he endeavoured to entrap the Jewish chief with friendly professions, but finding Judas too

wary to be thus caught, hostilities commenced, and in a battle fought at Capharsalama,

Nicanor was defeated with the loss of fifty thousand men. He was then forced to seek refuge

in the castle of Mount Zion, until the reinforcements, for which he sent, should arrive from

Syria. These were promptly supplied, and then he hazarded another battle, in which he Avas

himself slain, and his army cut in pieces. 160 B.C.

Now Judas, having heard of the already extensive conquests of the Romans, and having

become sensible of the great controlling power which they exercised in the affairs of Western

Asia and of Egypt, took the opportunity of the respite which this victory procured, to send an

embassy to Rome, to solicit an alliance with that great people, and therewith protection from

the Syrian government. It was part of the systematic plan of subjugation practised by that

most politic body, the Roman senate, to grant liberty to those who were under foreign dominion,

that they might detach them from their rulers, and afterwards enslave them when fit oppor-

tunity offered.* The Jewish ambassadors were therefore very graciously received ; an offensive

and defensive alliance was readily concluded with the Jews; and a letter was immediately

after written to Demetrius, commanding him to desist from persecuting them, and threat-

enino- him with war if he persisted. But before the ambassadors returned, or this letter had

been received, Judas had fallen in a furious conflict with Bacchides, whom (with Alcimus) the

king had sent to avenge the defeat of Nicanor and his host. With only eight hundred men,

the rest having deserted him, Judas charged the Syrians, defeated their right wing and pursued

them to Azotus : but the left wing, being unbroken, pursued him closely in turn ; and after a

• This is the drirt of Justin' s remark with refei-pnce to this very transaction :—" A Demetrio cum dcfecissent Jutei, amicitia

Ilomanorum petita, primi omnium ex Orientalibus libertatom recepcrunt : facile tunc Hornmis de alieno largientibus." Lib.

xxxvi.cap. 3.
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most obstinate engagement the greatest of the later Jewish heroes lay dead upon the field.

This was not far from Modin, his native town ; and his brothers Simon and Jonathan, having

concluded a truce, were enabled to deposit his remains in the family sepulchre at that place.

The death of Judas restored the ascendancy to the apostate Jews, and was followed by a

merciless persecution of his adherents. They were thus made strongly sensible of the want of

a head, and therefore they elected Jonathan, the valiant younger brother of Judas, to be their

chief and leader. He led them into the wilderness of Tekoah, and encamped at the cistern of

Aspher. After some skirmishes with the Arabs in that quarter, Jonathan deemed it advisable

to send the wives and children, and the most valuable property of his party, to the safe keeping

of the friendly Nabatheeans of Mount Seir, under a convoy commanded by his brother John,

This party was attacked on the way and plundered by the Arabs, and John himself was killed.

For this, Jonathan soon after took a severe revenge upon the bridal procession at the marriage

of one of the princesses of this same tribe, which he attacked, and slew the greater part, and

took their spoils.

After this, Jonathan, the more effectually to secure himself from his enemies, withdrew into

the marshes formed by the overflowings of the Jordan, access to which was very difficult.

Bacchidcs, however, made an attack on the Sabbath-day, upon the pass leading to the camp,

and carried it by storm. The Jews defended themselves with great valour; but being

oppressed by numbers, they leaped into the overflowing Jordan and swam to the other side,

whither the enemy did not venture to pursue them.

It was not without difficulty that Jonathan roused his adherents to the exertions which they

made on this occasion. In fact there are several indications, at and before this time, that the

people were becoming tired of this long struggle for their religion and liberties, and disposed

to submit to circumstances, for the sake of the quiet of which they had been so many years

deprived. Besides, by this time the original character of the war, as one of resistance against

religious persecution, had somewhat changed. There was more of politics mixed in it; and

with that change, the ardour of the orthodox Jews appears to have abated. The Syrian

government had also become much more mild since the time of Antiochus Epiphanes, and

xmder favouring circumstances, it might have been expected that the Jews would without

difficidty have obtained what they sought. It was probably the knowledge of this, as well

as from the consciousness that the breach was not likely to be healed by continued warfare,

that latterly produced so great a reluctance to support the Maccabees, and so strong a dispo-

sition to submit to the Syrians. We may thus account not only for the circumstance which
occasions this remark, but for the readiness of some of the best supporters of the Maccabees

to listen to the fair promises of the Syrian generals ; for the desertion of Judas, before his last

action, by the great body of his adherents ; and for his comparative inaction on several recent

occasions. To the operation of these circumstances we are also disposed to refer the anxiety of

Judas to conclude a treaty with the Romans. For this step he has been blamed by some

persons, who a))pear to have inadequately considered the circumstances. It is not clear to us

that if Judas had been aware that the step he took was likely to lead to the future subjection

of the country to the Romans, he would have been deterred from seeking their alliance. He
did not fight for national independence, which was a moral impossibility, but for liberty of

conscience. If that, had been conceded by the Syrian kings, the Jews would readily have

returned to their political subjection, and were indeed anxious to do so. If therefore Judas had

known the ultimate contingency of subjection to the Romans instead of the Syrians, there was

nothing in that to deter him, if he felt that the Romans were likely to be more tolerant of the

religious peculiarities of his nation. It is quite true that by the skilful use of circumstances

which ultimately arose, the Jews were enabled to establish a modified independence—which

independence the Romans destroyed. But these circumstances were not foreseen in the time

of Judas, and independence was not among the objects originally contemplated. It is only in

forgetfulness of those facts that any one can impute blame to Judas for the measure which he

took—which measure, indeed, we cannot trace to have had any grave effect upon ultimate

results. Whether the Jews had offered themselves to the notice of the Romans at this time or
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not, they certainly could not long have escaped the attention of that people, nor, unless events

had taken an entirely different course to that which they actually took, could their subjection to

the Roman yoke have been long postponed.

From the Jordan, Bacchides returned to Jerusalem, and was employed for some time in

strengthening the fortresses of Judea, particularly the citadel at Jerusalem and the important

fortresses of Gazara * The sons of some of the principal persons among the Jews he took

and detained in the citadel as hostages for the good conduct of their friends. But in the

same year Alcimus was seized with a kind of cramp, and died in much agony, while giving

orders for the demolition of the wall which separated the court of the Gentiles from that of the

Israelites, so as to give the former free access to the privileged part of the temple ; and
Bacchides having nothing to detain him in Judea, after the death of the man on whose account
the war was undertaken, withdrew from the country, and allowed the Jews two years of repose.

To what extent this may have been due to the interposition of the Romans, we have no means
of knowing ; but the results of the application to the senate must by this time have been
known both at Antioch and in Judea. Probably the death of Judas, before the return of his

ambassadors, went far to neutrahse the immediate effects which might have been expected
from this treaty.

This tranquillity was not favourable to the designs 'of the Graecising Jews, who laid a plot

to surprise and seize Jonathan and his adherents, all in one night, throughout the land, and
prevailed on Bacchides to return with the force under his command to give effect to their

design (158 b.c). A timely discovery of the plot enabled Jonathan to damp the ardour of
the conspirators by putting to death fifty of the principal of them. Not, however, feeling

himself in a condition to oppose Bacchides in the field, Jonathan, with his friends and his

brother Simon, withdrew to the wilderness, where they so strongly repaired the dilapidated

fortress of Bethbasi, that they were enabled to maintain a long siege against Bacchides, and
at length to defeat him. This affair wonderfully enlightened the Syrian general, who now
perceived that he had been but the tool of a faction; and in his resentment, he put to death
several of the persons who had the most actively stimulated his enterprise. At this juncture

Jonathan sent to him a deputation with proposals of peace, and Bacchides readily acceded to

the terms which were offered. The treaty being concluded and sworn to by both parties, an
exchange of prisoners took place, and Bacchides withdrew from the land, 156 b.c. Peace
being thus happily restored, Jonathan fixed his residence at the strong post of Michmash,
SIX miles north-by-east from Jerusalem, where he governed according to the laws of Moses,
and to the extent of his power reformed the public abuses which had sprung up during the

past troubles.

About the year 154 b.c, Demetrius Soter retired to a new palace which he had built near
Antioch, and there abandoned himself entirely to luxury and pleasure. All business and all

care was refused admission, and consequently all the responsibilities and duties of his high
office were utterly neglected. Hence arose great administrative abuses, and these led to discon-

tents, and discontents to conspiracies, which were eagerly fostered by different neighbouring
kings, especially by Ptolemy Philometor, king of Egypt,t from whom the island of Cyprus

• There is some doubt respecting this place, wliicli is so ofteu named in the history of tlie Maccahees. Some tliink it the same
as Gaza, whicli indeed is still called Gazaia, and that is certainly a strong circumstance in its favour. Upon the whole, however,
there are several passages in which the place is named which seem to refer it to the neighbourhood of Joppa, and others wliich
cannot without much straining and difficulty be made to apply to Gaza. In one of a set of unpublished maps by Professor
Robinson (for which we are indebted to his kindness) we find that a site named Yazur occurred in his line of route, three miles
and a half to the east of Jaffa, and we much more than suspect that this marks the site not only of the Gazara in question, but also
(believing the names identical) of the Gazer whicli was one of the royal cities of the old Cauaauites, and the same which the kiMf
of Egypt took from the Cauaanites, and gave, for a dower with his daughter, to Solomon. All circumstances appear to agree with
this allocation.

+ As the transactions in Egypt, since they were last noticed, have not, up to this point, been necessarily involved in the current
of our history, we have not allowed tliem to engage our notice. It may however be briefly indicated in a note, that, after their
junction against Antiochus Epiplianes, quarrels arose between the two brother kings, Pliilometor and Physcon, which the
Romans endeavoured to adjust in 162 b.c. by arranging that Philometor should retain Egj pt and Cyprus, and that Physcon should
reign in Libya and Gyrene. But they soon again were at variance respecting Cyprus, which Pliyscon wanted, but whicli Philo-
metor resolved to retain according to the terms of the agreement. Meanwhile, as often happens in such cases, a third party
(Demetrius) stepped in, and appropriated to himself the disputed island. Hence the enmity of Philometor to the king of Syria.
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[Alexander Balas.]

had been taken by Demetrius. They availed themselves of the services of Heraclides, Avho

had been banished by Demetrius, and who had since lived at Rhodes; and now, at the insti-

gation of these kings, he persuaded a young man of obscure birth, named Balas, to announce

himself as the son of Antiochus Epiphanes, and as such lay claim to the throne of Syria. As

soon as he had been sufficiently tutored in the part he was to act, he publicly advanced his

pretensions, -which were acknowledged at once by Ptolemy Philometor, by Ariarathes, king of

Cappadocia, and by Attains, king of Pergamus (153 b.c). He was then sent to Rome,

together with a true daughter of Antiochus; and although the senate soon detected the

imposture, their old grudge against Demetrius, for having taken the throne of Syria without

their consent, led them to recognise him,

and empower him to raise forces for the

recovery of a kingdom in which he could

have had no just pretensions to supersede

Demetrius (the son of the elder brother),

even had his alleged birth been true.

Balas now assumed the name of Alex-
ander, and the title of king of Syria.

He delayed not to levy troops, and sailed

to Ptolemais (previously Accho), now
Acre, in Palestine, where he was joined by

numbers who had become disaffected to Demetrius. That infatuated person was now fairly

roused from his lethargy, and came forth from his disgraceful retreat—but it was too late.

This conjuncture of affairs was highly favourable to the interests of the Jews, as, from the

high military character they had now acquired, the rivals vied with each other in the honours

and immunities which they offered for the assistance of Jonathan and the Jews. First,

Demetrius sent a letter appointing Jonathan his general in Judea, empowering him to levy

forces, and promising to release the hostages. When the contents of this letter were made
known, the hostages were restored by the garrison of the citadel, and the fortresses throughout

the country were given up to him by the Syrian garrisons which Bacchides had left in them.

The citadel and Bethsura indeed still held out, as they were garrisoned by apostate Jews who
had no other resource. Jonathan now removed from Michmash and fixed his residence at

Jerusalem, which he occupied himself in repairing, and in rebuilding those walls of the

temple-mount which Antiochus Eupator had cast down.

On the other hand, Balas, acting probably by the advice of Ptolemy Philometor, (who was

well acquainted with the affairs and interests of the Jews) sent also a letter to Jonathan, in the

very commencement of which he styled him " Brother," gave him the title and rank of

" Friend of the King," appointed him to the high-priesthood, and sent him a purple robe and

diadem, thereby creating him Ethnarch, or Prince of Judea. It was in the seventh month

of this same year (153 b c.) that Jonathan put on the holy robe of the high-priest, after that

high office had been vacant for seven years.

Demetrius did not yet despair of outbidding Balas in this struggle to gain the favour and

assistance of Jonathan. The list of the exemptions, immunities, and privileges which he

offered is exceedingly curious, as showing the extent and minute ramifications of the previous

exactions of the Syrian government; and we have therefore introduced it entire in a note

below.* The extravagant generosity of these offers made Jonathan and the patriots suspicious

* •' Kin;; lloiiictiius unto the people of Uic .Tows seniletli f^vceting. Wliorons yc have kejit covenant with us, and continued in

our frieiKUliip, not joinini; yourselves willi our enemies, we have heard tlioreol, and are glad. Wherefore now continue ye still to

be faithliil unto us, anil we will well recomiiense you for tlie things ye do in our behalf, and will grant you many immunities, and

give you rewards. And now do I free you, and for your sake 1 release all the Jews from tril)utes, and from tlie customs of salt,

and from crown taxes. And from that which aiipertainelh unto me to receive lor the third part of the seed, and the half of the

fruit-trees, I release it from this day forth, so that they shall not he taken of the land of .ludea, nor of the three governments

which are added thereunto o\il of tlie country of Samaiia and Galilee, from this ilay forth for ever more. Let Jerusalem also be

holy and free, with the borders thereof, both from tenths and tributes. And as for the tower whicli is at ^Jerusalem, I yield up

my authority over it, and give it to the high-priest, that he may set in it such men as he shall clioose to keep it. Moreover, I

freely set at liberty every one of the Jews that were carried capti\es out of the land of Judea into any part of my kingdom, and
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of their sincerity, and, mindful of the past sufferings they had experienced through Demetrius,

they agreed to espouse tlie cause of Alexander.

Next year (152 b.c) both the kings took the field with their armies, and Demetrius, who,

when sober, wanted neither courage nor conduct, defeated his rival in the first battle; but A.
Balas being reinforced by the kings who hud put him forward, was more successful in a great

battle fought the year after, in which Demetrius himself was sluin.

The successful impostor now mounted the tlirone of Syria, and married Cleopatra, a

daughter of his great friend P. Philometor of Egypt, who himself conducted the bride to

Ptolemais in Palestine, where the nuptials were celebrated with great magnificence (130 b c).

Jonathan was present on this occasion, and, mindful of the services he had rendered during

the war, both Ptolemy and Alexander treated him with distinguished honours. He was again

presented with a purple robe, and appointed commander or Meridarch of Judea.

Alexander Balas, who had manifested considerable ability during this contest, was no sooner

firmly settled on the throne, than he lapsed into the same errors which had been fatal to his

predecessor. He abandoned the cares of government to his favourite Ammonius, that he might
enjoy a luxurious life undisturbed. This minister put to death all the members of the royal

family he could get into his power. But there still lived in Cnidus two sons of Demetrius,

the elder of whom, Demetrius II., surnziiaed Nicator, landed at Cilicia in 148 b.c, and
soon collected a great army with which

to assert his right to the crown. He
also gained over to his interest ApoUonius

the governor of Coele-Syria, whose first

proof of attachment to his new master

was to invade Judea, which still adhered

to the cause of Alexander. Jonathan

came down from the mountains into the

plain of the coast, and after taking Joppa,

before his eyes, defeated ApoUonius with

terrible loss. Ashdod he then subdued,

and Ascalon opened wide her gates to receive the conqueror. For this essential service he received

from Alexander a golden clasp or buckle, such as only members of the royal family might wear;
and the town and territory of Ekron, near the coast, was also bestowed upon him. The king himself
remained shut up in Antioch, awaiting the succours which he expected from his father-in-law
of Egypt. Philometor came indeed; but having discovered a plot formed against his life by the
favourite Ammonius, and the infatuated Balas refusing to deliver up that guilty minister, Ptolemy
testified his resentment by taking away his daughter, and bestowing her on Demetrius, whose
cause he thenceforth espoused. This decided the contest. Ammonius was slain by the citizens,

and A. Balas only avoided a similar fate by flight. Tiie character which Ptolemy Philometor
bore among the Syrians for justice and clemency was so high, that they pressed him to accept
the vacant crown. But this he prudently declined, and reconnnended the rightful heir to their

[Demetrius Nicaloi'.]

I will that all my officers remit the tributes even of their cattle. Furthermore, I will that all the feasts, and salibaths, and new
moons, and solemn days, and the three d.iys before the fe.ist, and the three days after the feast, sliall be all days of immunity and
freedom for all the Jews of my realm. Also no man shall have authority to meddle with them, or to molest "any of tliem in any
matter. I will further, that there be enrolled amon;,' the king's forces aiwut thirty thousand men of tlie Jews, unto whom pay
shall be given, as belongeth to all the king's forces. And of them shall be vlaced'in the king's strongholds, of whom also some
shall be set over the afTwrs of the kingdom, which are of trust : and I will that their overseers and governor.^ be of themselves, and
that they live after their own laws, even as the king hath commanded in the land of Judea. And concerning the three govern-
ments that are added to Judea from the country of Samaria, let them be joined whh Judea, that tliev niav be reckoned to be under
one, nor bound to obey other authority than the high-priest's. As for Ptolemais, and Uie land pert';iiniug thereto, I give it as a
free gia to the sanctuary. Moreover, I give every year fifteen thousand shekels of silver out of the king's accounts to ihe pl.aces
appertaining. And all the overplus, which the otlicers payed not in as in former time, from henceforth shall be given toward the
use of the temple. And beside this, the live thousand shekels of silver, which they took from tiie uses of the temple out of the
accounts year by year, even those things shall be released, because they appertain to the priests that minister. And whosoever
they be that flee unto the temple at Jerusalem, or be within the liberties thereof, being indebted unto the king, or for anv other
matter, let them be at liberty, and all that they have in my realm. For the building also and Uie repairi.ig of the works 'of the
sanctuary expenses shall be given out of the king's account. Yea. and fur the building of the walls of Jerusalem, and the forti-

fying thereof round about, expenses .shall be given out of the king's account, as also for the buildin- of the walls of Judea."

VOL. I.
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choice. Tlie next yeai* Alexander uiipearcd again, in a condition to make one more struggle for

fhe crown. He avus defeated, and fled into Arabia, where an emir with -whom he sought

shelter, rendered his name, Zabdiel, infamous by the murder of his guest, Avhose head he sent

to the king of Egypt. That monarch himself died the same year (146 B.C.). He left one son,

a child, who was put to death by Pliyscon, who now reigned sole king of Egypt.

In Judea, Jonathan now employed himself in besieging the citadel of Jerusalem, Avhich still

remained in the hands of the apostate Jews and the Syrians, and Avhich had so long proved a

serious annoyance to the inhabitants of the city. Complaint of this operation having reached

Demetrius, he cited Jonathan to Ptolemais to answer for bis conduct. He went; but left orders

that the siege should be vigorously prosecuted in his absence. He took with him valuable

presents for the king, by which and other means he so won his favour, that he not only con-

firmed him in the high-i)riesthood and all his other honours, and also ratified the offers of his

father, which Jonathan had once declined for the friendship of Balas. A6 the citadel still held

out, Jonathan urged the king to withdraw the garrisons from it and from Bethsura ; which

Demetrius promised to do, provided the Jews would send a reinforcement to put down a

dangerous disturbance which had broken out at Antioch ; for the new king had already

managed, by his gross misconduct and cruelty, to alienate the affections of both his Syrian

subjects and Egyptian allies. The Jews rendered the required service. But when Demetrius

deemed himself secure, and without further need of them, he behaved with great ingratitude.

He demanded all the taxes, tolls, and tributes whieh he had promised to remit, and thus

succeeded in alienating the Jews as much as his other subjects.

Alexander Balas left a son called Antiochus, whom the Arabian emir Zabdiel had retained in

his hands wlien he slew the father ; and he was persuaded by Tryphon (the former governor

of Antioch under A. Balas) to send the young prince with him to lay claim to the throne of

Syria. Antiochus was joyfully received by tlie malcontents, and ))y the numerous soldiers whom
the false economy of Demetrius had disbanded. In a pitched battle, Demetrius was defeated,

his elephants were taken, and Antioch was lost, 144 b.c.

As soon as Antiochus VI., surnamed Theos, had been crowned, his guardian Tryphon (for

Antiochus was but a child) wrote in his name to invite the adhesion of Jonathan ; and offered

in return to observe faithfully all the promises which Demetrius had broken, and to appoint

his brother Simon the royal governor for the district extending from the mountains between

Tyre and Ptolemais to the borders of Egypt. These conditions were accepted by Jonathan,

who, with the assistance of the Syrian forces, expelled the hostile garrisons from Gaza, Beth-

sura and Joppa; but the citadel of Jerusalem still held out for Demetrius.

With due regard to the past and the future, Jonathan deemed it advisable at tins time to

seek a renewal of the alliance with the Romans. The ambassadors were received at Rome
with favour, and dismissed with assurances of friendship. On their return they (as the

ambassadors of Judas had formerly done) visited the Spartans, and concluded a league with

them, under some notion which the Jews entertained that the Spartans were of the stock of

Abraham.

Tryphon had contemplated the advancement of the son of Alexander Balas, merely as a

means of intruding himself into the throne of Syria. Things were now, in his jmlgment, ripe

for the removal of the young king, and for his own intrusion, when he found that Jonathan was
likely to prove an obstac^le to the execution of his design. He therefore invaded Palestine, and

had advanced as far as Bethshan, when, being intimidated by the appearance of Jonathan witli

forty thousand men, he pretended that his mission was entirely of a friendly nature—and that

he had entered the country to put liim in possession of Ptolemais. He played tiiis part so

naturally that the Jewish hero was deceived, and dismissed his army, saving three thousand

men, two thousand of whom he left in Galilee, and advanced with the other thousand to take

possession of Ptolemais. lie had no sooner entered tliat city than the gates were shut, his men
cut in pieces, and himself laden with chains. Not long after he was put to death by the

perfidious Tryphon, who next slew his young master and set on his own brows the Syrian

crown.
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The Jews, whose prospects had lately been so fair, were filled with consternation when they

heard of the captivity and subsequent murder of Jonathan. But Simon, the brother of

Jonathan, who had already been enabled to prove himself a true Maccabee, called them together

in the temple, encouraged them to make a vigorous defence, and otfered to become their high-

priest and leader in the room of his brother. He said :
—" Since all my brethren are slain for

Israel's sake, and I alone am left, far be it from me to spare my own life in any time of trouble."

The offer was gladly accepted by the people, and he was unanimously elected to succeed

Jonathan : and, seeing he had sons of high promise, it was decided that the honours to which

Simon was called should be inherited by his descendants. The form of expression is however

remarkable, as showing that some doubts were entertained as to the strict legality of this pro-

cedure. It is said, "The Jews and the priests were well pleased that Simon shovdd be their

governor and priest [he and his sons] for ever, until there should arise a faithful 'prophet to

show them ivhat they should do."

We are free to express our own opinion that the three brothers, Judas, Jonathan, and Simon,

were men of great ability and unquestionable courage ; and we believe they sincerely desired

the welfare of their country and to preserve the purity of religious worshij), to promote which

objects they would at any time have shed their last blood. But we also think that Judas is

the only one of the brothers of whose high tnoral principle or disinterestedness much can be

said. From the time that Jonathan accepted the high-priesthood and various personal honours

from Alexander Balas, it is easy to detect in most of the alternations of policy a leaning to

that course which included the aggrandisement of the family and the promotion of its chiefs.

We do not say or think that they would knowingly have sacrificed any public object to their

own aggrandisement. But the disposition to seek or prefer that particular good to our country

which comprehends honour or power to ourselves, belongs to a lower class of minds and prin-

ciples than that which refuses wealth or power in connection with any public service, lest the

motive of that service might be suspected. It must also be said, that the disposition of the

later Maccabees to play fast and loose between the competitors for the Syrian crown, and

equally to accept the favours which rival kings offered, when it was impossible to perform

equally to both the conditions which were expected in return, is not entitled to much praise.

Had Jonathan and Simon been perfectly disinterested men, the obvious duty imposed upon

them by the Law would have been to direct the attention of the Jews and of the Syrian king

to Onias, then in Egypt, as the rightful high-priest, of the elder branch of the family of Aaron,

who was unsuspected of any idolatrous taint, and whose abilities were of no common order

:

and the promises of the continuance of the sceptre of Judah to the house of David should

have induced Simon, at least, when affairs were taking a turn favourable to the independence

of the nation, to direct the hopes of Israel towards some able member of that illustrious house.

But it is time to return to follow the course of our narrative.

Simon removed the corpse of his illustrious brother from Boscama in Gilead, where he was

slain, to the family sepulchre at Modin, where

he subsequently erected a noble mausoleum,

which was still standing in the time of Euse-

bius and Jerome, and in which Simon must

have taken some pride, as it is represented

on his coins.

At the first opportunity, Simon sent an

embassy to Rome and Lacedemon to an-

nounce to the senate the death of his brother,

and his own succession to his dignities, and

to seek a renewal of the alliance. Both nations

received the ambassadors with honour, expressed the usual regret, and the usual congratula-

tions, and readily renewed the treaty, with the terms of which graven on brass the deputation

returned.

Tiie first care of Simon was to put the country in a state of defence, by rei)airing the fortresses

4 u 2

[SL'pulclire at Modiu.—Coiu of Simon ]
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and furnishing them with provisions. As the conflict between Tryphon and Demetrius still

continued, and it was tlie unliappiness of tlie Jews tliat their position did not allow them to

remain neutral, there were many sufficient causes to induce them to prefer the side of Deme-

trius, notwithstanding the ill-treatment they had formerly received from him. This personage,

although nearly the whole of Syria was lost to him, remained in luxurious repose at Laodicca,

whither Simon sent ambassadors to him, Avith a crown of gold, to treat about the renewal of

the former terms of accommodation. To this Demetrius in his fallen estate most gladly agreed,

confirming solemnly all the immunities and privileges specified in his father's letter to Jonathan,

with an act of amnesty for all past ofi"ences. These privileges were so great that they may be

said to have raised the nation to a station of independence. The Jews themselves certainly

considered that they were by this act delivered from the Syrian yoke; and therefore this first

year of Simon's reign (143 b.c.) as high-priest and ethnarch, or, in short, as Prince of the

Jews, they signalised by making it an epoch from which to compute their times. This era is

used on the coins of Simon, as well as by Josephus and the author of the first book of

Maccabees.

The next care of Simon was to reduce the strong fortresses that still held out. Gaza he

took, and expelled the idolatrous inhabitants ; and the citadel of Jerusalem, which had so

long been a thorn in the sides of the Maccabees, was compelled by the famine which a rigorous

blockade produced, to surrender in 142 B.C. Aware of the valour of his son John, Simon

made him captain-general of his forces, and sent him to reside in Gazara on the sea-coast

;

w hile he made the temple-mount at Jerusalem his own residence. This he strongly fortified ;

and his palace probably stood on the site which the castle of Antonia afterwards occupied.

Having thus gained complete possession of the country, and the rights and liberties of the

nation being established, a great council of the nation was held at Jerusalem, which testified its

gratitude by confirming to Simon all his honours, and, in more distinct terms than before, entailed

them on his descendants. This decree of the assembly was graven on brass, and fixed to a

monument which was erected in the temple-court.

Anxious to have the independence conceded by Demetrius recognised by the Romans, another

embassy was sent to the senate, Avith a present of a shield of gold weighing one thousand minpe,

equal at the lowest computation to fifty thousand povmds sterling. Tiie deputation was well

received and the present graciously accepted. Their suit was granted, and missions were sent

by the senate to the kings of Egypt, Pergamus, Cappadocia, Syria (Demetrius), and Parthia,

and to all the cities and states of Greece, Asia Minor, and of the isles in alliance with the

Romans, to engage them to treat the Jews as their friends and allies, 141 b.c.

In the same year Demetrius, whose cause appeared to be lost in the west, was invited to the

east by large promises of supj'ort in any attempt he might make to bring back the Parthians

to their allegiance. He was at first successful, but was in the end surprised and made prisoner

by the Parthians. In this w^ar he was assisted by a body of Jews under the command of John

the son of Simon, whose exploits in Hyrcania procured him the honorary surname of IIyrcanus.

As for Demetrius, he was well treated by the Parthian king, Arsaccs V., otherwise called

Mithridates; who indeed first took care to exhibit him in different parts of his empire, but

afterwards sent him into Hyrcania, where he treated him with the respect due to his rank,

and even gave him his daughter Rhodoguna in marriage. Meanwhile his cause in Syria was

maintained against Tryphon by his wife

Cleopatra, who had shut herself up, with her

children, in Seleucia on the Orontes ; and a

powerful force, composed of persons discon-

tented with the government of Tryphon, was

gathering around her, when f^he heard that

her captive husband had married Rhodoguna.

This offended her ])ride, and was also calcu-

lated to weaken her party. Therefore, from

L.vuiiuciius VII., suietos.] both policy and revenge, she sent to Antiochus,
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the brother of Demetrius, who was then at Rhodes, and made him the offer of her hand and
of the kingdom. Antiochus VII., who, from his passion for hunting, received the surname
of SiDETES (' the hunter'), eagerly accepted the proposal, and delayed not to assume the title

of king of Syria, although as yet unable to proceed to the continent, 141 b.c.

The next year (140 b,c.) Antiochus wrote " from the isles of the sea," being still at

Rhodes, " to Simon the high-priest and ethnarch, and to the people of the Jews," announcing

his intention of coming speedily to recover the dominions of his father from the usurper

Tryphon; and, to secure their assistance, confirming all the privileges granted by former

kings, together with the royal privilege of coining money, which seems the only one which
former kings had withheld, (') or which seemed wanting to complete the sort of secondary

independence which they had by this time acquired.

The year after (139 b.c) Antiochus landed in Syria to attack Tryphon, with whose
tyrannies the people and even the soldiers had become completely weary. On the appearance

of Sidetes he was deserted by most of his forces, and he therefore fled to Dora (south of

Carmel) on the coast of Palestine. Antiochus pursued and besieged him there ; but he fled

by ship to Orthosia, a maritime town of Phoenicia; and, again, from thence to Apamea, where
he was taken and put to death.

Finding with how much more facility than he had been prepared to expect, the kingdom
fell to him, Antiochus, very soon after his landing, formed the intention of reducing to their

former complete subjection to the Syrian crown, the provinces and cities which had availed

themselves of the troubled reigns of his predecessors to acquire such independence as the Jews
had established. This was an intention which any king in those times was likely to have
formed with reference to privileges so recent, and so much extorted by temporary emergencies,

and by which the power and dignity of the crown was so seriously impaired. Antiochus

probably considered his own acts more binding than the treaties obtained from the usurper

Balas, or from the distressed Demetrius
; yet even his own letter, written in the expectation of

needing the aid which the event proved that he did not require, was not likely to be considered

by him any strong bar to the execution of his design.

His intentions were indicated on his first arrival in Palestine, to besiege Tryphon in Dora.

Simon then sent two thousand men to assist him in the siege, with a good supply of warlike

stores and engines, but the king declined to receive them, and sent over to Jerusalem one of

his generals, named Athenobius, with a requisition for the surrender of Joppa, Gazara, and the

citadel of Jerusalem, which belonged to the Syrian crown, or else to pay five hundred talents

for each of the former, and five hundred more for the arrears of tribute from those cities beyond

the limits of Judea of which the Jews had gained possession, and on account of ravages which

they had committed in his dominions. This demand was skilfully framed to steer clear of

any points comprehended in the treaties or in the letter of Antiochus himself, and the demand
seems upon the whole as moderate as could be framed consistently with the intention of

retaining some hold upon the country. Writers call the answer of Simon "wise." It appears

to us rather feeble. He denied that the Jews held any possessions hut whaf hclonfjed to their

fathers., and which they had found opportunity to recover * With regard to the fortified

* This was really trifling (rts an answer to Antiochus), for in effect the descendants of the inhabitants of every country before

the conquests of the Bibyloiiians, Persians, and Greeks, mi-iht have saiii (he same, .and on the same <riounds have rechiimed nil

the territories wliieh formed the dominions of the Syrian or Egyptian kini;s. The ohl Canaanites might at any time have said the

same to the Jews themselves. Undoubtedly the .Tews had a perfect right to recover the independent possession of the country if

fhei/ cixild ; but. st.ntcd in this way, the mind is referred liaek to the right of the strongest, and therefore to the correlative right of

Antiochus to brini: them biick to s-ubjection [flie cmild, and if he was not restrained by the engagements to which we have i eferred

in the text. Apart from these enpagements, and apart from the peculiar (religious) claims to which there is no reference on this

occasion—the Jews had no right to the independent possessions of the territory, beyond what they derived from their ability to

recover it .and to hepp it. It is to this riglit that Simon appears covertly to appeal, and, as we think, very indiscreetly. It is also to

bo borne in mind tint when the country was conquered by the Greeks, it was already in subjection to the Persians, to all whose
rights the conquerors of course succeeded. Tliis was a principle no nation understood better than the ancient Hebrews, as we m.ay

see by their answer, through Jephlhah, to the assertion by the Ammonites of their original claim to the territory which the Hebrews
had conquered from thfir conquerors the Amorites. (See p. 305 of the present work.) It may be well to remember at times that our

reports of these transactions are derived chiefly from Jewish writers, and we m.iy be cautious of adopting without examination

all the characterising ejithets which they apply to the conduct of their opponents. It may be both pleasant and profitable to
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towns of Joppa and Gazira, he called attention to tlie injuries whicli the people had been

continually receiving from those places, as justifying the measures he had taken; hut lie was

willing to give the king one hundred talents for the right of possession. Atlienohius returned

with this answer to the king, to whom also he gave a very flaming account of the state and

s])lendour in which Simon lived, and of the large quantities of gold and silver plate which

appeared in his house and at his table. At this the king was so moved, that he sent an army

under Cendebeus to invade Judea : but he was met and defeated by John Hyrcanus and

Judas, the two sons of Simon ; and the Syrians were expelled the covmtry.

The peace purchased bv this victory was not of long duration. Simon availed himself of it

to make a tour of inspection through the country, in the course of which he arrived at Jericho,

where he took up his abode in the castle of his son-in-law Ptolemy, who was governor there.

This Ptolemv, desiring to secure the government to himself, caused the old man and his two

sons, Mattatliias and Judas, to be treacherously murdered at an entertainment. He also sent

a party to destroy John Hyrcanius at Gazara ; but John had timely warning and tied to

Jerusalem, where he was readily recognised by the people as the successor of his father in the

high-priesthood, and in the principality of Judea. Then Ptolemy, against whom the people of

Jerusalem shut their gates, fled to a fortress near Jericho, and from thence to Zeno, the prince

of Plnladelphia (Rabbath-Ammon), probalily to await there the arrival of Antiochus, to whom
he had sent desiring the assistance of an army to reduce Judea again to the Syrian yoke. But

his name occurs in history no more; whence it is probable that although Antiochus may have

liked the crime he hated the criminal, and would afford him no countenance. However, the

king marched a large army into Judea in 135 b.c, and having ravaged the country, advanced

to besiege Hyrcanus in Jerusalem, which was soon reduced to great extremities for want of

provisions, which had been scarce that year. On the approach of the Feast of Tabernacles in

autumn, Hvrcanus besought a week's truce for the celebration of the feast; and this was not

only granted by Antiochus, but he furnished the victims required for sacrifice, which could not

be procured within the city. Finally, he concluded a peace with the Jews, when it was in his

power to extirpate them from the country, and he was exhorted by many to do so, but gene-

rously refused. He was content to dismantle Jerusalem, and to bind them to pay tribute (not

for their proper country, but) for Joppa and other towns beyond the limits of Judea, which

they had either taken by arms or held by the grants of his predecessors.*

Four years after (131 b.c.) Antiochus Sidetes marched with a great army against the

Parthians, under the pretence of delivering his brother Demetrius. Hyrcanus accompanied

him in this expedition, and left him victorious in three l)attles over the Parthian king Phraates,

which put A. Sidetes in possession of Babylonia, Media, and the other revolted provinces, and

confined the Parthians within the original limits of their own kingdom. But while the Syrian

army was dispersed in winter quarters, the Parthians, assisted by the natives, conspired against

endeavour to enter into the points of view in whicli tlie same affairs wei'e reKanted by tlieir enemies, that equal justice m:iy be
rendered to all parties. It would not be rijjht to cone ude that every one must necessarily be in the wrong who opposed himself

ti) the pretensions of the .Tews. On the contrary in mostalTairs the risht is rarely all on one side; (he respective part:es gene-

rally think tliey have the right, and have some reason or other to justify this conclusion. It is possil)le for conflicting parties to

1)0 huth in the right; and the histuri m is bnund to looli from their resi)ective partial \iews]to the broader stimdards of truth and
justice. In the present case we incline to think that the kings of Syria had as much right to try to retain the Jews in their sub-

jection, as the .Tews had to try to establish their independence. In this opinion we of course refer merely to the political relations

of the parties ; for religion had by this time ceased to be in controversy. In reference to the immediate iiuestion, we may say tliat

.Simon is no great favourite of ours, and tliat we do not cave about Antiochus ; but it appears to us that the demands of Antiochus
were very fair demands for a king of .Syria to make, and his right to make them seems to be admitted by Simon when he ple.ads

the comiiulsion of circumstances, anil oilers to come to a compromise. He dues not com]ila!n of any bn^acli <if treaties, or of any
infmction of the promises which the king's own letter had extended. Certainly the common cry at the ill faith of A. Sidetes with
the .Tewish high-priest is not justified by any circumstances whiclr have yet occurred.

* In this place we purposely omit a very idle story found in Josephus and the author of the fourth of ,Maccal)ees, to the elVect

tliat the money in the treasury being inadequate to furnish the sum which Hyrcanus agreed to pay Antiochus, he resorted to an
.incient treasure, hid in the tomb of David, from which he extracted three thousand talents. The details of this story oiler so many
anomalies, not to say impos?ibilities, that no discriminating reader can believe it. Above all. it « ill be asked how it liappene<l

tU.at this treasure had been for so many ages respected by .all the kings of Jndea, many of whom could care but little for the
sanctity of I'avid's tomb, and others of whom were driven to such extremities as to be obliged to strip the sanctuary itself of its

gold and silver. To them, would it not have seemed less of a sacrilege to draw what they wanted from the sepulchre of David,
than from the jirecious tilings oCtiie holy place r
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[Parthian Soldieis.]

tliem, and slew them all in one whole day ; Antiochus himself perished in the massacre, and
scarcely a man remained to bear back to Syria the report of the catastrophe.

Upon this Phraates sent to re-take Demetrius, whom after having been vanquished in the

former campaign, he had liberated, and sent back to Syria, to create such a diversion there as

might induce Antiochus to relinquish his enterprise. But Demetrius made such speed that he

escaped the pursuit, and on his re-appearance in Syria, coupled with the news of the death of

his brother, he was enabled to recover his throne without much difficulty.

Hyrcanus neglected not to avail himself of the confusion into which the Syrian empire fell, and
the loss of strength which it sustained after the downfall of A. Sidetes. He got possession of

several towns on the sea-coast and beyond Jordan, and annexed them to his territories. He
also rendered himself more completely independent; for after this neither he nor his descend-

ants paid any more tribute, service, or homage to the kings of Syria. Next Hyrcanus invaded

Samaria. He took Shechem, the chief seat of the Samaritans, and demolished the temple

which they had built on mount Gerizim. However, they continued to have an altar on the

spot, on which they have offered sacrifices, according to the Levitical law, even to this day.

After this, Hyrcanus invaded and subdued the Idumeans, to whom he offered the alternative of

either relinquishing their idolatries and embracing the Jewish religion, or else of leaving the

country into which they had intruded, and seeking a settlement elsewhere. They preferred

the former alternatives, and as proselytes, gradually became so incorporated with the Jews as to

be counted one people with them; and at length the name itself was lost, or absorbed in that

of the Jews.*

The course of events now again calls our attention to Egypt. That country was still ruled

by Ptolemy Physcon, whose gross and beast-like person bore the very impress of that cruel

and voluptuous character which belonged to him. We gladly hurry over the revolting theme

which his character and conduct offers, merely to mention that Cleopatra, the sister of the

late Philometor and himself, became the wife of the former, by whom he had a son, and two

The Riibbins indeed have long spoken and stiU spciik of Edom and the Edomites as existing. But these are merely feif^ned

and well understood names for denoting, not Edoni, but Rome and Christendom, and not the EJomites, but the Christians of the

Roman Empire, and of the states into which that empire broke up, for fear of incurring the displeasure of the nations among wliieh

they dwell, if they said of them, without disguise, aU they wished to say.
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daughters, both of the name of Cleopatra. After the death of Philometor, his young son was

slain by Physcon, who also married the widow, his own sister. Of the two daughters, one was

that Cleopatra who was married to Alexander Balas, king of Syria, then to Demetrius Nicatorj

then to Antiochus Sidetes, and after the return of Demetrius became his wife again. Her
sister, the other Cleopatra, was defiled by her uncle Physcon, who afterwards repudiated his

wife (her mother and his own sister), and married this young ])rincess. His opjjressions and

cruelties towards his subjects were so severe, that at last they could bear them no longer, but rose

against him, and compelled him to flee to Cyprus. The people then entrusted the government

to his sister and divorced wife, the elder Cleopatra. Her son by him was with his father at

Cyprus, and Physcon, fearing that the son's name might be used to strengthen Cleopatra on

the throne, slew him, and sent his head, feet, and hands to her, directing that thev should be

given her in the midst of an entertainment. In the war which followed, Physcon was
victorious, and Cleopatra in her despair sent to Demetrius of Syria, the husband of her eldest

daughter, offering him the crown of Egypt if he would come with an army to her aid.

Allured by the splendid bribe, Demetrius immediately marched an army through Palestine

into Egypt. But while he was engaged in the siege of Pelusium, Antioch and several other of

his own cities revolted from him, and he was obliged to abandon the prospect before him and

return the way he came. Cleopatra then fled to seek protection with her daughter the queen

of Syria, who then resided at Ptolemais in Palestine. Physcon then regained possession of his

throne, which he retained until his death in 117 b.c.

The passage and return of the S\ rian through Palestine could not but be attended with much
annoyance to the Jews, and it may be proper to regard it as in some measure the cause of the

embassy which Hyrcanus sent to Rome the same year (128 b.c), to solicit the renewal of the

treaties into which the senate had entered with his predecessors, and to complain of the small

attention which Antiochus and Demetrius had paid to its former mandates. Tlie ambassadors

were received with the usual favour by the senate, which readily consented to renew the treaty

which had been concluded with Simon, and which moreover took upon itself to abrogate the

disadvantageous treaty which the Jews had been compelled to make with A. Sidetes. It also

decreed that Hyrcanus sliould hold the towns of Joppa, Gazara, and others beyond the limits

of Judea, without paying tribute for them to the Syrian kings; and that the latter should not

presume to march armies through Palestine without permission. This last clause was doubtless

intended to check the enterprises of the kings uf Syria against Egypt. Ambassadors were

appointed to see all this executed ; and the Jewish deputation were furnished with money to

bear their expenses home. Hvrcanus was too sensible of the importance of these favours to

neglect the expression of his gratitude ; and the next year another embassy was sent to Rome
with a present of a cup and shield of gold, which the senate accepted, and passed another

decree confirming the former. By these treaties, as well as by the unquiet state of the Syrian

kingdom, Hyrcanus was much strengthened in what we may now call his dominions.

Demetrius was one of those men whom even adversity could not improve. After his

restoration, he fell into the same misconduct which had before occasioned him the loss of his

kingdom. His subjects again were alienated from him ; and readily joined a competitor who
was brought forward and sujiported

by P. Pliyscon, in revenge for the

recent attempt of Demetrius to take

possession of his kingdom. The
young man put forward on this occa-

sion was the son of a mercliant of

Alexandria, and claimed to be the

adoj)tC(l son of Antiochus Sidetes, or

(according to some) of Alexander

Balas. He assumed the name ui'

Alkxandkk, but was nicknamed in

derision, Zkbinas ['the bought one'].

f Alc'xaiiilei- 7.1'biii.is.]
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Notwithstanding the weakness of his pretensions, he easily succeeded in depriving the

universally disliked Demetrius of his kingdom and life, 126 b.c.

Zebinas was an equitable and popular ruler ; but he did not obtain the whole of the kingdom,
as part was retained by Cleopatra—that wife of many husbands who has so often been named.
To strengthen her cause, she caused Seleucus, her son by Demetrius, to be proclaimed king
of Syria, but retained all power in her own hands ; and when in the twentieth year of his age

(124 B.C.) he manifested a desire really to reign, she slew him by a javelin with her own
hands. A. Zebinas, on the other hand, strengthened his cause by an alliance with John
Hyrcanus, who skilfully availed himself of all these troubles to confirm his independence, and
to enlarge his dominion. Zebinas could not, however, long maintain his position. A very

proper and spirited refusal to do homage to P. Physcon for the crown of Syria, lost him the

support and procured him the enmity of that monarch, who immediately came to terms with

Cleopatra, and furnished her with an army whereby Zebinas was defeated, and ultimately

fell into the hands of Ptolemy, who put him to death. Thus Cleopatra became mistress of all

Syria, her younger son by Demetrius, Antiochus VIII., surnamed Gryphus, ['hook-nosed,'

from ypv-ip, a vulture] being seated on the throne. Soon after (120 b.c), finding that Gryphus
was also disposed to claim the power as well as name of king, she prepared poison for him

;

but she was detected, and the king compelled his murderous mother to drink the poisoned cup

herself.

Ptolemy Physcon died in 117 b.c, twenty-nine years after his brother Philometor. He
left all power in the hands of Cleopatra, his wife and daughter-in-law—sister of the Syrian

queen whose doom concluded the last paragraph. Physcon had by her two sons, Lathyrus

and Alexander, and left to Cleopatra the choice of a king from them. She would have pre-

ferred the youngest, Alexander ; but the voice of the people compelled her to appoint Ptolemy
Lathyrus.

Antiochus Gryphus had a half brother, whom his mother Cleopatra had borne to Antiochus

Sidetes. This young prince was sent by his mother to be brought up at Cyzicus on the Pro-

pontis, and hence his name of Antiochus Cyzicenus. He soon appeared as a competitor

for the Syrian throne, and after various conflicts the brothers agreed in 112 b.c to divide the

empire between them. A. Cyzicenus obtained Coele-Syria, and Phoenicia, and fixed his

residence at Damascus. Both the kings were heartless libertines ; and their relatively uneasy

position gave them too much employment, in watching and annoying each other, to permit

them to interfere much with the Jews, whose princes well knew how to avail themselves of

such opportunities to aggrandise the power of the nation.

There is one exception. In 110 b.c Hyrcanus ventured to besiege Samaria, the inhabitants of

which were not Samaritans, properly so called, but were descended from the Syro-Macedonian

colony, which Alexander planted there when he rooted out the former inhabitants. The siege was

conducted by Hyrcanus himself, with his two sons Aristobulus and Antigonus. They enclosed

the city by a wall and a ditch, and all supplies being thus completely cut off, the place was soon

reduced to the last extremity from scarcity of food. In this emergency, the besieged sent to A.

Cyzicenus, supplicating his aid. He marched himself to afford it ; but was met on the way by a

detachment of the Jewish army under the command of Aristobulus. In a bloody engagement

the Syrians were totally routed, and A. Cyzicenus himself escaped with difficulty. In the

next year (109 b.c.) Samaria was taken and totally demolished. This victory, with its

results, made Hyrcanus master of all Judea, Samaria, and Galilee, and of several places beyond

their limits ; and raised the glory of the Asamonean princes to its height. Hyrcanus spent

the rest of his reign without foreign wars, and respected by all the neighbouring potentates.

He died in 106 b.c after a reign of thirty years.

As it is to the last days of Hyrcanus we must refer the commencement of that interference

of the Pharisees in public affairs, and of that enmity to the Asamonean house, which will

bring them often under our notice in the subsequent ])ages of this narrative, an account

of the sect is given in a supplementary note."^ The origin of the difference, vvhich induced

Hyrcanus to attach himself to the Sadducees, suffices to show, that there were persons in

voi,. I. 4 X
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Israel who were dissatisfied at the concentration of all civil and pontifical power in the same

hands.*

Ilyrcaniis left the principality to his wife; but Aristobulus, his eldest son, soon possessed

himself of the government; and as his mother refused to lay down her authority, he committed

her to prison, where she perished of hunger. Having established himself in the principality

and high-priesthood, Aristobulus ventured on the very questionable step of assuming the

diadem and regal title. And thus (as seems to have been predicted by Zechariah vi. 9—15)

was brought alwut that state of things, which early existed in Egypt and other countries, in

which the ofiices of king and high-priest were united in the same person. Aristobulus availed

himself of the disagreements between the two kings of Syria to extend his dominions. He
subdued Iturea beyond Jordan, and ofl'ered the inhabitants the alternative of circumcision or

expatriation. They preferred the former, and accordingly became Jews, and were incorpo-

rated with the Jcwisli nation. Aristobulus fell sick during this campaign, leaving his In-other

Antigonus to complete the subjection of the country, and the settlement of its affairs. On the

return of the latter to Jerusalem, tlie king was taught to regard him as one who aimed at his

life and kingdom, and under that mistaken impression, ordered his death. Discovering his

error, he fell sick and died after a reign of only one year, 105 b.c.

He was succeeded by his brother, tlie tliird son of Hyrcanus, Alexander Jann.eus, whose

Hebrew name was probably Jonathan; as the name of "Jonathan" or "King Jonathan,"

occurs on some coins in the Hebrew, while the reverse has the legend " King Alexander "

in Greek. He had been brought up in Galilee, and from early childhood he had not been

admitted to the presence of his father. Alexander pursued the policy of his predecessors, of

turning to his own advantage the divisions in the Syrian empire. Nor was he singular in

this, for many cities (Tyre, Ptolemais, Gaza, Dora, and others) had contrived to make tliem-

selves independent. The three last of the cities we have named, A. Jannajus desired to subdue

to his own power; which seems to us a very unprincipled design ; but it is difficult to find

anything like principle in any public transactions of any parties in this most unprincipled age.

In 104 B.C. he took the field against Ptolemais, and detached a part of his army against

Dora and Gaza. Before this time (namely, in 107 b.c), Ptolemy Lathyrus had been expelled

from Egypt l)y his mother, and withdrew to Cyprus, where he reigned up to the date to which

we have now come. To him the beleaguered cities now applied for aid. This he readily

granted, and landed in Palestine with an army of 30,000 men. He was very successful,

defeating Alexander in a pitched battle on the banks of the Jordan, in which the Jews lost

30,000 men, and then over-running and furiously ravaging the country, so that the Asamonean

cause seemed on the brink of utter ruin, when Cleopatra, the queen of Egypt,'!* fearing that the

conquest of Palestine by Lathyrus would be but a step towards the invasion of Egypt, sent an

army to the assistance of Alexander. By this means he recovered his footing, and Lathyrus

was compelled to withdraw to Cyprus, 101 b.c. Alexander had gained none of the original

* The story is !—At an entertainment given by Hyrcanus to the Pliarisees, of whose sect he was a jealous member, he, not very

wisely we imai,'ine, invited the persons present to inform him of any failure in his duty towards (Jod or man, wliicli niisjht have
come to their knowledge. As might be expected, he got from the gue.sts all the compliments for which he so obviously laid himself

out; the room rung with testimonials of his blameless conduct, and with praise of his many virtues. When this had ceased, one

Eleazer ventured to say that he oiiglit to resign tlie high-priestliood, and to content himself w iUi the civil government of the nation.

This was too true not to be galling; and Eleazer was pressed for a reason in such a manner as made him fearful of tlie con-

sequences, and to thinli it better to make his objection puerile, by raising it on a ground on which he could not but know it would
not stand. He alleged that the mother of Hyrcanus having at one time been a c.iptive, it was uncertain whether he was a de-

scendant of Aaron or of a pagan. This, .Tosephus tells us, was palpably untrue, and if so, il could only have lieen used, as we
suggest, for an evasion. As it was, Hyrcanus was deeply oll'ended ; and the Sadducees adroitly managed to put all the Pharisees

out of Ills good opinion. Jonathan, his intimate frieud and a .Sadducee, persuaded him that the whole party concurred with

Eleaxer, as he might ascertain by the very inadequate punishment which they would, if asked, name as the due of that free-

spoken person. Jonathan knew that the Pharisees were such fatalists, that they took a low view of a mau's penal responsibility

for his own actions, and were therefore much milder in their punishments than the Sailducees. who maintained the perfect freedom

of man's w ill to choose and act. This fcems to ha\ e been overlooked by Hyrcauus, and w hen they named only imprisonment and

scourging as the just punishment of a man whom he appears to have thought worthy of death—his displeasure knew no bounds,

and he renounced all connection with the sect. Upon the wliole, Hyrcanus does not shine much in this alTair, although historians

report it to his honour.

+ Her favourite snu Alexander had been set by her cm the throne on tl;e expulsion of Lathyrus; but the mother actually

reigned.
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objects of the war he had so unjustly commenced, and the nation had suffered greatly. The
king soon after paid a visit to the Egypiian queen, to whom he had been so much indebted.

This visit had nearly proved fatal to him. This ambitious and unscrupulous woman was advised

to put him to death and unite Judea to Egypt : and she was inclining to listen to such

suggestions, when the interposition of Ananias, the Jewish commander of her forces, inclined

her to a more just and generous policy, and she concluded an alliance with Jannacus at

Bethshan (Scythopolis).

After Cleopatra had returned to her own country, Alexander began to resume his former

projects of reducing to his yoke the towns and fortresses on his borders—pursuing, in short,

the same needlessly aggressive policy which had well nigh been his ruin. Gadara he took

after a ten months' siege. He also took the strong fortress of Amathus beyond Jordan ; but on

his return he was surprised and defeated with the loss of 10,000 men, by the prince of Phila-

delphia, whose treasures had been deposited there, and returned with disgrace to Jerusalem.

He was a Sadducee : this, and his other humiliations were therefore matters of high

satisfaction to the Pharisees, who had great influence with the mass of the people, which they

employed with much success, to alienate their affections from Alexander. The king, nothing

discouraged, turned his attention to the towns on his southern border. Raphia and Anthedon

he took : the conquest of Gaza was more difficult ; but at last he won it by treachery, burned

it, and massacred the inhabitants, but with so much loss to his own troops, that he returned

with little honour and less spoil to Jerusalem.

The long cherished hatred of the Pharisees, and dislike of the people towards the king,

broke out openly in the year 95 b.c. He was officiating as high-priest at the Feast of Taber-

nacles, and was offering sacrifice upon the great altar, when the people began to pe[t him furiously

with the citrons which they bore in their hands at that celebration, at the same time assailing

him with the most opprobrious expressions. In accordance with the severe principles of the

Sadducees, which he had on so many occasions exemplified, he let loose his guard upon the

insurgents, by whom 6000 of them were cut down, and thus the disturbance was, for the

time, allayed with blood. To prevent such insults in future, he enclosed the priests' court,

which contained the altar and sanctuary, by a wooden partition, which excluded the approach

of the people, and for his greater security, he took into his pay a body of 6000 foreign mer-

cenaries, who soon became almost his only supp;)rt.

After this, A. Janufeus turned his attention to the countries beyond Jordan. In 94 b.c.

he made the Arabs of Gilead, and the inhabitants of Moab, tributary. In 93 bc. he destroyed

the strong fortress of Amathus, his former enterprise against which had been followed l)y

his defeat, as lately mentioned. In the next year, while in a campaign against Obodas the

Emir of the Arabs of Gaulonitis, he fell into an ambush in the mountains near Gadara, where

his army was driven over the precipices and utterly destroyed, and he himself escaped with

difficulty. This disaster embittered the feelings of the already discontented Pharisees, who
were at all times jealous even to madness of the national honour. A successful and glorious

Sadducee they might have borne ; but an unsuccessful one was intolerable. They took up

arms, supported by the masses, and broke out into open rebellion, which they maintained for six

years, and in which, although repeatedly defeated, their refractory spirit remained unsubdued.

At last, after 50,000 of the malcontents had been destroyed, besides the loss on the other side,

the king, although successful, became weary of slaughter and intestine turmoil, and made
every effijrt and declared his readiness to make any sacrifice for the sake of peace. He sent sDme

of his friends to the assembled people, to know what he could do to satisfy them—" Die !" was

the answer, given with such vehemence and fury as showed him that there was no hope ofaccom-

modation. The malcontents, on their part, sought the help of the Moabites and the Arabians

of Gilead, whom Alexander had made tributary, and whose tribute he was now obliged to

remit, to prevent their hostilities. The invitation was then sent to Demetrius Eucerus, king

of Damascus.* He gladly accepted the call, and entered Judea with an army of forty

* The affairs of Syria and Egypt have by this time Ijecome so disconnected witli those of Palestine, that it will sufTice to indicate

iu notes at the foot of the page the few leading facts of wliich it may seem proper to remind tlie reader.

When we last noticed the aflaiw of Syria, Antiochus Gryphus and A. Cyzicenus were on the tin-ones of the two kingdoms into

4x2
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thousand foot and three thousand horse, with which he overthrew Alexander with the loss of

all his Greek mercenaries to a man. b.c. 89. His utter ruin was inevitable, had it not been

that six thousand of the Jews themselves, taking compassion upon his distress, deserted from

the Syrians, and joined him. This so much alarmed Demetrius, fearing lest the defection should

extend, that he withdrew his forces from the country to employ them against his brother Philip.

The indomitaljle spirit of Alexander Jannreus, and the large resources which he found in

himself, now very conspicuously appeared ; for no sooner had the Syrians departed, than he

again got together his broken army, and recommenced operations with increased vigour and

success against his own discontented subjects. In one great action, fought in 87 b.c, he

utterly cut off the greater part of the insurgent army, and shut up the remainder in Bethone,

which he besieged and took the year after. On this occasion he was guilty of a most barbarous

act, for which tiie nick-name of" Thracian"* was justly given to him. He sent eight hundred of

the principal cajjtives to Jerusalem, and there crucified them all in one day and in one place,

and put their wives and children to death before their eyes, as they hung dying on tlie crosses

;

while he sat, feasting with his wives and concubines, within view of the horrid scene, to glut his

eyes with their torments. Certainly, the existence of a man who could do this was an evil

upon the earth ; and it seems alone sufficient to induce a suspicion that there was good cause

for the intense dislike with which he was regarded by the people.

After this Alexander had no more disturbance, and he was enabled to spend three years in

recovering the fortresses which had revolted, and in reducing the provinces beyond Jordan
which had got loose from his dominion, during the civil war. Returning victorious to

Jerusalem in 82 B.C., he al)andoned himself to luxury and revelling, which speedily brought on

a quartan ague, under which he languished for three years, and of which he died in 78 b.c,

at the siege of Ragaba beyond Jordan, in the country of the Gergesenes, in the forty-ninth year

of his age, and the twenty-seventh of his eventful reign. That reign might be deemed suc-

cessful in its ultimate results, if judged only by the enlarged dominion which he left to his

succes^ors ; for at his death the Jewish kingdom included mount Carniel and all the coast as

far as Rhinocolura ; it emljraced on the south all Iduniea ; northward it extended to Scytho-

polis (Bethshan) and Mount Tabor ; and beyond Jordan it comprehended Gaulonitis, and all

the territory of Gadara, including the land of the Moabites on the south, and extending as far

as Pella on the east.f

which the empire had been divided. The former was assassinated in% B.C., when A.. Cyzicenus attempted to make liimself ma.ster

of tlie whole kingdom, and took possession of Antioch. But Seleuciis, the eldest of the five sons of A. Gryphus, attached so large a
party to his interests, that in 93 b.c. he was in a condition to make war upon Cyzicenus, took him prisoner, and put him to death.

WliileSeleucus was engaged in the design of bringing the whole empire under his power, Aiitiochus Eusebes, a son of Cyzicenus,
came to Aradusand drove Seleucus out of Syria, who then retired to Mopsuestia in Cilicia, and attempting to extort monev from
tlic citizens, was burnt by them in his house. Antiochus the second son of Gryphus and tlie brother of .Seleucus, tlien made an attack

on Eusebes, but he was slain and his whole army cut to pieces. In the mean time Pliilip, tlie third son of Gryjihus, liad gained
possession of part of Syria. Eusebes had strengthened his party very considerably by a marriage with Selene, the widow of
Gryphus, who had a large part of the empire in her possession ; but yet he was not able to subdue Philip, and in the year 91 b.c. a
new enemy appeared against him ; for Lafliyrus, who had formerly been the husband of Selene, iiritated by her marriage with
Eusebes. called Demetrius Eucerus, Uie brother of Philip and the fourth son of Gryphus, from Cuidus, where he had been educated,
and sent liim to Ilamiscus as king of Syria. Eusebes and Philip, who had then taken the field against eacli other, could offer no
eflectual resistance to the designs of Demetrius, and in the same year Eusebes was defeated, and compelled to retire to Parthia.

Josephus relates that he was finally slain in a battle against the Paithiins, while acting as an ally to Laodice, the queen of the
Gileadites; but this must have taken place several years later, and after he had again returned to Syria. Philip and his brother
Demetrius Eucerus now shared the empire between them.

• The ThrMcians were proverbially infamous above all nations for their dreadful barbarities.

t We pause at this resting point to state the leading facts iu the history of the Syrian and Egyptian kingdoms.
Syria.—Demetrius after his retreat from Judea iu 86 n.c. took the field against his l)iother Pliiiip. lie was defeated and taken

prisoner by the Parthian allies of Pliilip, who was left sole master of the Syrian empire, by this time greatly reduced in its

dimensio:is. Demetrius was treated with respect by the Parthians, but lie soon died. Antiochus Eusebes was then released or
dismissed by the Parthians to whom Iu- had fied, and who probably restored him to, or to him, that portion of the kingdom of wliich

we find him soon after in possession. During these transactions, Syria enjoyed no repose ; for another .\ntiochus (surnamed
Dionysius,) tlie youngest brother of Pliilip, had taken possession of Damascus, and ruled over Ciele-Syria for six years. This new
king employed himsell much against the Arabs of Arabia PetrxM. In his second expedition against them he led his army along
the coasts of Palestine. Alexander Jannanis could not regard his approach with composure, and to iiitenept liis march dug an
entrenchment from Chabarzaba (afterwards Antipatris) to the sea, about sixteen miles, and he provided it with a wall and wooden
towers, and garrisoned it with soldiers. But A. Dionysius burnt the lowers, forced his way through the garrison, and continued his

march into. Arabia, where he perished. The Damascenes then invited to the throne the very Arabian Emir (named Aretas by
Josi'phus) whom Dionysius had fought. This new king undertook an expedition against A. Janneus, whom he defeated at

Adida ; but he afterwards concluded a treaty w ith him and retired from Judea.

The S\ rians at last grew weary of these coiitiinial and ruinous cjiitests of the Seleiicidian princes, and in order to be rid of them
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Alexander Jaiingeus left the government in the hands of his Queen Alexandra, influenced

doubtless by the recent example of the female reigns in Egypt and Syria. She was to enjoy

the government while she lived, and wiis to delerniine which of her two sons, Hyrcanus and

Aristobulus, should succeed her. On the approach of death, Alexander gave her such counsels as

he judged best calculated to ensure her a peaceable reign. Sensible that most of his own troubles

had been produced through the agency of the great control which the Pharisees had acquired

over public opinion, he exhorted her above all things to cultivate their favour, and to attempt

no public measure without their approval. This advice may have been good ; but the motive

claims no high commendation. He wished his wife to reign after him ; and to secure that

private object he was willing that all the energies of the government should be sacrificed, and

that all the powers of the state should be thrown into the hands of men whom, whether justly

or not, he despised and hated. He also instructed the queen what course to take in throwing

herself into the hands of the Pharisees. He counselled her to conceal his death until the

capture of the fortress, and then, on the triumphant return to Jerusalem, she was to convene

the heads of the Pharisees, and offer to be guided entirely by their counsels in the administration

of the government ; she was also to lay his dead body before them, and leave it wholly to their

discretion whether to treat it with ignominy or honour. " If thou dost but this," concluded

the kin"-, " / shall be sure of a glorious funeral, and thou wilt rule in safety." Alexandra

followed all his directions to the letter ; and the event answered to his prediction. The

Pharisees were suddenly appeased, as by a miracle ; they spoke with profound reverence of the

king, whose death they had so often invoked ; they lauded to the skies his heroic achievements
;

and^'none of all his predecessors had a funeral nearly as magnificent as that of Alexander

Jannaeus.

The Pharisees, having now the upper hand in the state, proceeded to do what any successful

party would have done in the same circumstances. They released all the prisoners and

recalled all the exiles of their own party ; and being thus strengthened by the recovery of the

ablest men of their body, they delayed not to demand justice against the advisers of the

crucifixion of the eight hundred ; and certainly, if there were any persons active in advising

that dreadful enormity, they richly deserved punishment. Diogenes, the chief confidant of the

late king, was the first to feel the wrath and vengeance of the Pharisees, and after he had been

cut off, they proceeded to the more obnoxious of Alexander's advisers. The queen, sore against

her will, submitted to all their demands, to avoid the worse evils of a civil war.

Queen Alexandra appointed to the high-priesthood her eldest son Hyrcanus, a person of

mild and inactive disposition, ill qualified to take part in the turmoils of the troubled days in

which he was cast. The other son, Aristobulus, was of a ditferent spirit—with the same

impulsive energies of character, and nearly as unscrupulous, as his father. He burned with

indignation at the degraded, although safe, position which his mother occupied ; and in the

seventh year of her reign (72 b.c.) he appeared befure her at the head of a large party of

friends of congenial sentiments, and solicited permission either to leave the country, or to be

permitted to retire to the frontier garrison towns, where they might be secure from tiie malice

of the Pharisees. The queen agreed to the latter proposal, and put them in possession of all

the fortresses, except Hyrcania, Alexandrium, and Machserus, where she kept her treasures.

Next year Aristobulus was entrused with the command of an army sent against Damascus

alto-^ether they in 83 B.C., ofTeied the crown of S>Tia to the a ready celebrated Tigranes, king of Armenia. Wl.en that mon^irch

took possession ofthe country, Pliilipfled. and A. Eusehesw.thdrew to Cilicia wime he lived in obscurity unul his death : but

his wffe Selene retained Ptolemais «ith i.art of Coele-Syiia and Phoenicia, and there brought up her two sons Antiochus Asiaticus,

^tG^vpr-We^lefrptJemy Lathviusas ki...' of CyprHS, and his mother Cleopatra as reigning in Egjpt. with tl.e nominal kingship

-1 r\ ,if.=^nPtnb.mv AleKauder In 87 b.c. Cleopatra lir.ding tliat Alexander manifested some inclination rea ly foreign,

: temiZ'it 1 d of h^; bllurtd timelyLtice of h'er intention, and put her to death. The people, however. revoUe.1 .i ,e^w

m ntlsalter, and expelled him fr.m Eg> pt. They then recall, d Lathyrus fr.m Cyprus, and restored l.im o tl- tl.nnie He died

ZT\ B c leavuv' one daughter, Berenice or Cleopatra, and two illegitimate sons, Ptolemy Auletes, aud another Ptolemy who

r^imed'inC -P.^ The daughter succeeded to the throne of Egypt; but .Alexander, the son of that P. Alexander "ho slew his

moUier Cleoputia, was sent into Egypt from Rome, by the dictator Sylla, to take possession of the throne Fearing to offend tl.e

Romans the Alexandaans settled tliat the re pectin e clai.ns of the young couple should be unit, d l.y their marriage. They were

accordingly married, but in nineteen days after the nuptials Al xander dcslro>ed his wile, and reigued alone.
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[Tigranes.]

Init lie returned without doing anything memorable, aUhougli he was mindful not to neglect

tlie opportunity of ingratiating himself with the troops.

In the year 69 b.c. some attempts made by Selene (reigning in Ptolemais) to extend her

dominions in Coele-Syria, drew the attention

of Tigranes, the Armenian king whom, as

already related, the Syrians had called to

reign over them. He came against her

with a large army, subdued Ptolemais, took

Selene prisoner, and ultimately ordered her

to be put to death at Seleucia on the Tigris.

Her sons were at Rome. While Tigranes

was engaged before Ptolemais, Alexandra

sent an embassy with valuable presents, to

obtain his friendship. The rapid progress

which the Romans were at this time making in Asia Minor so strongly called his attention

to that quarter, that he returned a more favourable answer than might have been expected,

and hastened back to his own country. Queen Alexandra died in the same year.

On the death of his mother, the mild and feeble Hykcanus took possession of the throne.

He reigned only three months. His more enterprising and able brother, Aristobulus, had

obtained possession of most of the fortresses in the kingdom during the sickness of his mother:

the people, also, had by this time grown weary of the tyranny of the Pharisees, and greatly

fearing the possible results of their ascendancy over such a person as Hyrcanus, readily de-

clared themselves in favour of his brother : and as the soldiers also deserted to him, Hyrcanus

had no alternative but to resign his crown and mitre to Aristobulus; and he agreed, with little

reluctance, to lead a private life under his protection. " So," as Josephus expresses it,

" Anstol)ulus went to the palace, and Hyrcanus to the house of Aristobulus."

An Idumean originally called Antipas, but better known by the name of Antipateu, had

by this time become a great man in Judea. He was high in the confidence of Alexander

Jannajus, and of Queen Alexandra, who had entrusted him with the government of his native

province of Idumea. He had amassed considerable wealth, and formed connections with the

Arabs in the east, and with the Gazites and Ascalonites in the west. Such a man might

expect, under a weak ruler like Hyrcanus, to benefit largely by the distractions of the

country; whereas the firm rule of a man like Aristobulus was calculated to nij) all his budding

hopes. This consideration decided him to take up the cause of the deposed Hyrcan\is, whom
he gradually drew into the belief that his brother had designs against his life, and after much
solicitation persuaded him to flee to Petra, and claim the protection of the Arabian king Arctas.

Tliat ])rince readily espoused his cause, and brought him back to Judea, with an army of 50,0'JO

men : and being there joined by such of the Jews as favoured the cause of the elder brother,

he gave battle to Aristobulus, defeated him, and compelled him, with the heads of his party, to

take refuge in the temple-moinit, and besieged him there, 66 b.c.

So great was the hatred of the besiegers against Aristobulus and his party, that at the feast

of the Passover, they would allow no animals for sacrifices to be carried into the temple,

although Aristobulus had given to them over the walls the full sum they demanded for such

permission.*

• Tlie Talmu(U4s have a story connected with tliis sicije, which is likely to be true in substance, altlioiiKh, with tlio usual

felicity of rabbiuical liistory, the parties are conrouiuled, Ari^t(il)ulus bein^; made the besief,'er, and Hyrcanus the besie;jerl. We
gi\'e the story as we fuid it reported, correctly, in a very learned «ork [' lireathin;4s alter Clirist in a more S|)iritual Ueformation,'

1703; in manuscript] by the Rev. J Iliissey. " At len^'th they of the side of Aristobulus, by instisjation of a cunnin-j Jew, stuck

not to make use of a Gentile strata'.;em, and put a notable trick upon the Hyrcanian .Tews. For as the story i;oes, the .Tews within,

to supply the tumid or daily s icrifiee, « ere wimt to send down moiu^v to the besiegers by means of a box fastened to a chain and let

down from the top of the wall ; by this (hMice tluy drew up (he cattle they brous^ht for the daily sacrilice, even liy the same pulley

and eufjine by which they had let down the moiu'y to piirchase them. Opportunity thus nicking it, the .Tews without the town

did one time above all, grievously nettle the bcsiegeil as well as astonish their own party ; for some of them, having consulted

Greek pcdicy, did secretly provide a swine, to \k sent over the wall by the chain and liox. As the sacrificers drew np this burden

instead of a fat sheep, a desirable lamb, or a young bullock, they were surprised w ith astonishment to see and hear tlu'ir error by

drawing up a large and detestable hog, whose cloven feet, sticking on a crevice of the wall, caused such a tumult upon Isiaelitish
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[Antiochus XI., Asiaticus.]

The great war of the Romans in Asia Minor against Mithridates king of Pontus is of import-

ance from its result of bringing all Western Asia under the power of the Romans ; but the

circumstances of that war have no such connection with our history as to require their

exhibition in this place. Tigranes was soon involved in this war; and in 69 b.c. he was

obliged to withdraw his forces from Syria to make head against the Romans nearer home.

This gave an opportunity to Antiochus Asiaticus, the son of Selene and A. Eusebes, to

seize the government ; and, having contracted

an alliance with the Roman general, LucuUus,

he contrived to retain a part of the empire, until

the arrival of Pompey in the East. He arrived

to take the command of the Roman armies in

the year- 66 b.c. While himself employed in

the north against Mithridates and Tigranes,

Pompey sent Scaiirus into Syria. While that

general was at Damascus he received from

Aristobulus (then besieged in the temple) an

application, with the offer of four hundred

talents if he would come to his aid. The offer of a similar sum soon after came from

Hyrcanus ; but the Roman, considering that it would be

easier to frighten away the besieging Nabathseans for

Aristobulus, than to take so strong a fortress for

Hyrcanus, determined to accept the offer of the former.

He accordingly received the money ; and three hundred

talents were also given to Gabinius. Scaurus then

commanded Aretas to abandon the siege and quit the

country, or expect that the Roman arms would be

turned against him. Awed by this threat, the Arabian

king immediately obeyed ; but he was pursued and overtaken in his homeward march by the

active Aristobulus, and defeated with great slaughter.

In 65 B.C. Pompey came into Syria, all the princes of which were prepared to look to him
as the arbiter of their fate. Antiochus Asiaticus humbly sued to be confirmed in his kingdom

;

but he was refused, on the pretext that he was too weak to defend the country against the Jews

and Arabs ; and that the Romans having overcome Tigranes, Syria became theirs by right of

conquest, and they were not disposed to forego the rewards of their toils. In the person of

Antiochus XI. was deposed the last of a regal dynasty, descended from Seleucus, which had

ruled S3'ria for two hundred and forty-seven years. His dominions together with Phoenicia

then passed into the condition of a Roman province.

Twelve kings, and many ambassadors, repaired to Damascus to render their homage to the

illustrious Roman, or to receive from him the award of their fate. Aristobulus, to whom the

recognition of his title by the Romans was at this time of great importance, sent an embassy with

the present of a golden vine, valued at 500 talents. But as those who saw this vine subsequently

in the capitol at Rome declare that it bore the name of Alexander Jannseus,* it would seem

that he was not successful in his application,t unless, as some imagine, the vine had been made

1 Pompey and his sous.]

grnuud. that every w;iy. for forty furlongs together which took the al.-irm, they cried out in a consternation, ' Cursed be the man
that hath brouijht up [i. e. reared] hogs ! Cm-sed be the man who hath tauafht his son the wisdom of the Greeks !' Moreover, the

.Tews being served thus, did afterwards, in detestation of swine, order that no Israelite shouUl presume to breed or feed swine;

neither after this, would they allow any .Tew to nourish, fatten, or bring them up, though intended only for hug's lard to

grease their leather." This story is important chiefly from its intimation that hogs were previously reared by Jews, although

not for food, nor does the Law afford any reason why they should not do so; and also as indicating one source of the averrion to

this animal by which the latter Jews have been distinguished, and of which there are no traces in their earlier history. Tliere are

allusions to this subject in the ' Physical History,' p. ccclxxviii.

* Strabo in Joseph. Antiq. xiv. 3.

+ It is wellknown that the Romans in receiving such presents often inscribed upon them the names, not of the actual donor,

if they disliked to recognise him, but of a predecessor who might be supposed to have had tlie intention of making the present,

if death or other circumstances had not intervened.
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by Alexander Jannacns and placed in the temple, from which it was taken by his son to be

presented to the Romans.*

The next year, 64 b.c, Pompey again returned to Damascus from Asia Minor, with large

designs for the southward extension of the Roman power, which had already been established

as far as the Caspian in the north. At that place, the competing Jewish princes produced

their cause before him. Hyrcanus through Antipater, and Aristobuhis through Nicodemns.

The delegates were heard, and dismissed in a friendly manner, with orders that the two

brothers should appear in person. Unfortunately for Aristobulus his cause was much pre-

judiced by the allusion of Nicodemus to the bribes which Scaurus and Gabinius had received,

whereby he provoked the resentment of two persons whose influence with Pompey was very

great. As ordered, Hyrcanus and Aristobulus appeared at Damascus in the spring of 63 b.c.

to plead their own cause before Pompey, and each attended by multitudes of witnesses to prove

the justice of their respective claims. A third Jewish party, uninvited and undesired by either

of the others, also appeared, in the persons of many Jews of high consideration, who were

prepared to plead, and did plead, against both the brothers, that in order to enslave a free

people, they had changed the form of government from pontifical to regal, contrary to esta-

blished usage and precedent. Hyrcanus on his part, rested on his rights as the elder brother,

and complained of the usurpation of Aristobulus : the latter pleaded the necessity which the

imbecile character of Hyrcanus had imposed upon him. This was precisely the worst plea

he could have made ; for imbecility of character was, for their own selfish ends, far from being

esteemed a disqualification by the Romans, in the princes under their control. However,

Pompey did not openly declare his sentiments, but left the matter undecided, until he should

have leisure to come in person to Jerusalem and settle it there. But Aristobulus, perceiving

clearly that the decision would not be in his fiwour, withdrew without taking leave, in order to

make the requisite preparations, and he thus rendered his case still more desperate.

Pompey was occupied for a time in reducing Aretas and his Nabathaeans to subjection. This

being effected, he marched against Aristobulus, ofwhose hostile preparations he was well apprised.

He found him in the frontier fortress of Alexandrium (which was situated upon the top of a

high rock) and well prepared for an attack. On his arrival, Pompey summoned the Jewish

prince to his presence; and Aristobulus, afraid of irritating him by a refusal, and relying on

his honour, came down and had several interviews with the Roman general, who, in the end,

refused to let him go until he had signed an order for the surrender of all the fortresses to the

Romans. But, resenting deeply this imposition, Aristobulus was no sooner dismissed than

he fled to Jerusalem, and there prepared for a siege. But when Pompey approached with

his army, his resolution forsook him, as well it might ; and he went forth to meet the Roman,
to whom he tendered his submission, and ofi'ered a sum of money to prevent a war. His pro-

posal was accepted ; and Gabinius, one of Pompey's lieutenants, whom there has been previous

occasion to name, was sent with a body of troops to recover the city and to receive the money.

But when Aristobulus returned with the Romans, his own party shut the gates against him

and them ; on which the captive prince was put in chains. Pompey then himself marched

to Jerusalem, and the party of Hyrcanus being the most numerous in the city, and well aware

of his favourable dispositions towards them, opened the gates to him. The party of Aristobulus

now withdrew into the temple, which was by this time a strong fortress, fully resolved to abide

the result of a siege. They held out for three months, and might have done so much longer,

but for the remaining superstition respecting the Sabbath. Pompey being apprised that although

that on that, as on any other day, they would stand on their defence if actually attacked, they

• Among tlic kings present at Damascus was Ptolemy Alexander tlie king of Egypt, who liad been lately deposed by his

subjects. Heapi)lied to l)e re-established on his throne, but as his request was neglected, he withdrew to Tyre, where he soon
after died, beiiueatliing his kingdom to the Romans. The Egyptians had placed on the throne Ptolemy Auletes [' the piper'],

also called Neos Dionysius, [' young Dionysius'] an illegitimate son of P. Lathyrus ; and he also sent ambassadors to Pompey
at Damascus, with a golden crown valued at four thousand pieces of gold. He aciiuired the Iricudship of Pompey, which stood
in great stead afterwards: for after he had lircn expelled by tin- Egyptiaus, to wliom he had reuilend himself odious by his

vices and low habits, he was restored by tlu^ Romans, chielly through the inlUiencv of that powerful fiieuil. 55 n.r. lie illed in

51 B.C., leaving two sons, both named Ptolemy, and two daughters, Ci.eoi'ATua an<l Arsinoe, the former famous for the pait she

bears in the history of Julius Coesar and Mark Anthony.
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would not on that day act on the offensive, or disturb any operations short of actual assault,—
he sagaciously made use of every Sabbath in filling up the ditch, and planting his engines, in

which he experienced not the least opposition, and this enabled him to make his attacks with

more effect on the other days of the week. At last, the temple was taken by assault in the

first year of the I79th Olympiad, ending in 63 b.c, the same year in which C. Antonius and

M. Tullius Cicero were consuls, and on the very day observed with fasting and humiliation

on account of the conquest of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar. These dates fix the year from

which the direct rule of the Romans over Judea may be dated.

Pompey violated the sanctity of the temple, by intruding with his principal officers into the

holy of holies. He was not stricken as Ptolemy Philopator and Heliodorus had been, but

it has been remarked, by some, that he never prospered in any of his subsequent undertakings.

By the Jews, of course, this act was deeply resented. Pompey, however, spared the sacred

treasury, although it contained 2000 talents ; and the sacred utensils, and other articles of

great vahie, wei"e left for the sacred uses to which they had been devoted. But he ordered the

walls of Jerusalem to be demolished. Hyrcanus he appointed to be high-priest and prince of tlie

country, on condition that he should submit to the Romans, pay tribute, not assume the crown,

nor seek to extend his territory beyond the ancient limits of Judea. All the places beyond

those limits, which the Jews had conquered, were also restored to Syria, which was made a

Roman province, and left under the rule of Scaurus as prefect, with two legions to preserve

tranquillity. Thus the Jews, from being old allies of the Romans, were at once reduced to

the condition of a subordinate principality, and were compelled to pay large tribute to the

conquerors.

Pompey returned to Rome laden with the spoils of conquered nations, and with a long

train of royal and illustrious captives to grace his triumph. Among them were Aristobulus,

his two daughters, and his two sons, Alexander and Antigonus. Alexander escaped by the

way, and returned to Judea. The rest were among the three hundred and twenty-four noble

prisoners who graced the triumph of Pompey in 61 b.c. Pompey was the first to discontinue

the barbarous custom of putting the captives to death in the capitol after this public exhibition.

They were all liberated and sent home at the public expense, with the exception of Tigranes

and Aristobulus, who were detained lest they should excite disturbances in their respective

countries.

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.

(') Jewish Coins, p. 701.—There is no in-

dication that the Jews had any coined money of

their own before the Captivity. The earliest

coin mentioned is tlie Persian gold coin called

the daric* not, as is often stated, from the

proper name of a king, but from the Persian

name for a king. In other words, it answered

to the name of our gold coin, " a sovereign.'^

[Darics.]

* 1 Cliron. xxix. 7.

4 Y
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During the Captivity, Babylonian and Persian

coins were vised, and afterwards tliose of the

Greeks and Romans. TIic Jews had no mint

of tlieir own vintil this concession to Simon.

Tliat personage delayed not to exercise this

privilege, by striking off a currency in shekels

of silver and gold and copper, with smaller

divisions in the same metals. Copper was

never before used as money by the Jewish

people. The shekels were equal in weight

to tliat much circulated coin the stater, or as

F. Mersenne computes, to 268 grains, which

would make the silver shekel worth 2s. Sr/.f

and the gold one \l. 16*. Gd. Many of the

coins of Simon and the other Asamonean

])rinces still exist. There arc several in the

British Museum. Those only are genuine the

inscri])tion of which arc in the old Hebrew, a

Samaritan character ; and some of these may be

suspected to have been struck off at a compara-

tively recent date in imitation of those that were

really ancient. The inscriptions on one side are

' Shekel or Half-shekel of Israel " according to

the quality of the piece ; and on the other the

year \, 2,3, 4 or 5 of the Freedo7n* of Zion, or of

Jerusalem. These coins are distinguished from

those of all other nations, by the entire absence

of the representation of any living thing, in ac-

cordance with the Jewish understanding of tlie

Law : which however appears to have been

thought not to preclude the representations

of inanimate objects, seeing that the coins are

charged with various emblematic figures, and

representations of sacred utensils ; for example,

a vase, a cruse, a cup, a lyre on one side ; and

on the other a vine leaf, an olive branch, a

sheaf, ears of corn, a palm tree, or some similar

objects, apparently designed as emblems of

the principal jiroducts of the country. The
name of the prince or king is sometimes intro-

duced.

TJiere are some facts which suggest inquiry

and afford room for conjecture. One is, that the

inscriptions arc in the old Hebrew or Phoeni-

cian (-haracter (since called the Samaritan),

the use of which had been superseded among
the Jews during the Captivity : another, that

there are no coins of Simon later than his fourth

or fifth year ; and none pertaining to the long

reign (twenty-seven years) of his successor

John Hyrcanus ; but after that they are re-

sumed. Upon these facta two conjectures have
been founded—that the fabrication of repre-

sentations of even inanimate objects being con-

sidered open to objection, the coins were struck

in some city of Samaria, and hence acquired

Samaritan inscriptions. In so far as this

accounts for the old Hebrew character and lan-

guage being on the coins, the conjecture may
be good, but is not in the slightest degree ne-

cessary. We cannot see that the fact is in any

degree more wonderful, than the one daily before

our eyes, of Latin inscriptions upon our own
coins. From the intermission of the coinage^

it has also been presvuned that objections were

raised to the figures on the coins, and it was
argued that the Law as much excluded the re-

presentation of inanimate as of animate ob-

jects ; and that thus both Simon and his son

John were deterred from further operations,

which were, however, resumed by their less

scrupulous successors. This is ingenious, and

not altogether without foundation : but we are

inclined to think that since we have coins of

each of the five first years of Simon, he worked

under the stimulus of his new privilege so

vigorously, that, by the time it had subsided,

he had struck so much coin that no more was

found to be wanted for many years.

We shall now present the reader with some
specimens of these coins, with such explana-

tions as they require.

[1. Shekel of Silver.]

* The woril in the legend, Frcrdiim (D/i^^ or /Tin-
which some translate Lrherty, and others Dclivcrrince), a^ipears

to us to be foiindi'd on that passage in the s^rant of Antiochus

Sidetes:
—"And as concornintj .leriisalem and the sanctuary,

let them he free "
(1 Mace. x\t. 7)-

1 . A shekel of silver, having, on the obverse

a vase, supposed, no one knows how truly, to

represent the pot of manna preserved in the

old tabernacle and temple, with the legend

—
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Shehel of Israel: the aleph over the cup

denotes the first year of Freedom. On the re-

verse, an ahnond branch in blossom, in memory
of that of Aaron : inscription, Jerusalem the

Holy. These are repeated on numerous coins

of various sizes. There are half, thii'd, and quar-

ter of shekel pieces, which differ from this only

in size and in the denomination of value, and

which, therefore, we have not deemed it worth

while to copy.

2. This is from a copper slekel. It exhibits

[2. Shekel, Copper.— Simon.]

the front of a building with a row of columns,

and, as it answers to the description, is sup-

posed to represent the magnificent family

sepulchre which Simon himself built at Modin.

The word is " Simon ;"' on the obvei-se is a sheaf

bound up, with the common legend, " For the

Freedom of Jerusalem.'" The cut at p. 699 is

from a similar coin of silver in the British

Musevim.

3. This is from a copper coin. Obverse, a

hekel, Copper —Simon ]

palm-tree and fruit with the:" name of Simon.

Reverse, a vine-leaf, the legend partly oblite-

rated, but apparently the usual—" For the

Freedoin of Jerusalem.^'

4. A half-shekel of copper : the obverse two

[4. Demi-ShekeK Copper.]

sheaves of corn, with a vine-leaf between, with

the words Demi-shekel. The reverse a palm-
tree, with a measure of corn (some think a

tower) on each side, with the legend, For the

Free . . . the rest obliterated.

5. This is a very curious, and we believe

[5. Kennicott's Quarter-Shekel, Copper.]

unique, quarter-shekel of copper, purchased by
Dr. Kennicott in the East, and figured in his

Observations on the 1st Book of Samuel, vi. 19,

p. 49. 1786. The figures it is difficult to make
out, unless that on the reverse be the ephod

;

but the legend on the obverse is Thefourth year

;

on the reverse/;-o??z the Freedom of Zion.

6. A quarter shekel of copper, having on the

Quarter- Shekel, Copper.—Simon.]

obverse a very elegant urn, or ancient pitcher,

and on the reverse, a knotted laurel-crown,

joined above by a collar of pearls, and enclosing

the name of Simon. The legend on the other

side is, "For the Freedom of Jerusalem.''''

7. Another quarter-shekel with an urn of a

[7. Quarter-Shekel, Copper.—Simon.]

different shape from the last, on the obverse,

and a vine-leaf on the 'reverse. On this we
read, The second year— of Zio?i's Freedom.

This is in the British Museum.
8. Another copper quarter-shekel, with an

[8. Quarter Shekel, Copper.]

4 Y 2
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obverse like No. 1. and a reverse like No. 2.

Legend, The fourth ijear—ofZkms Freedom.

9. A silver quarter-shekel of peculiar in-

[9. Quarter-Shekel, Silver.—Simun.]

terest, as the obverse exhibits the form of the

ancient Hebrew lyre. Legend, the name of

Simon partly effaced, and, For the Freedom of
Jerusalem.

10. Another quarter-shekel of silver, dis-

[UL Quarter-Shekel, Silver.—Simon.]

tinguished by the two curious pillars on tlie

obverse, which may very possibly represent

the pillars to which were attached the tablets

of brass on which were inscribed the services

of Simon to the nation, and that in conse-

quence he had been elected to be its pontiff

and prince. The cluster of grapes on the

reverse occurs on many Jewish coins.

The three following are of later date, but
may be introduced here to obviate the ne-
cessity of returning to the subject.

11. This is one of the coins of Alexander
Jannaeus which have been noticed at p. 70G.

[11. Coin of .MexaiiiU'r jMiina-iis.]

12. This coin is of copper. On the reverse

is a helmet with a tuft of horse-hair, after the
ancient fashion, and on the other the usual

grape cluster. The inscription is in Greek,
with the name Herod, and the title Ethnarch

;

and Calmet doubts whether to refer it to Herod
the Great or to Herod Antipas. But as neither

of them was an Ethnarch, it seems more pro-

bably to belong to Archelaus, who alone bore

that title, and who appears from other intima-

tions to have taken the name of Herod on his

accession.

13. This is a copper coin of king Agrippa,

[12. Coin of Arohcleus ? Copper.]

[13. Coin of Agrippa, Copper.]

with that name and title in Greek. It is

curious, and has nothing in common with any
others. The obverse exhibits a kind of pa-

vilion, or umbrella of state, and the reverse

three eai's of corn, standing in a sort of lamp.

C) The Pharisees, p. 705.—The history of

the Pharisees has always seemed to us of even

greater importance than has been ascribed to

it. It is not the history of a sect, but the

history of a principle, which in its operation

has substituted another law for the law of

Moses, and has made the religion of the Jews

a very different thing from the religion of

David or of Ezra. The modern religion of the

Jews is no more the religion of the old thco-

cratical Jews, than the bird is like the egg

from which it springs. This principle took

its existence before the period which this

chapter embraces ; but within this period it

acquired high predominance, and already in

the time of Christ, the law of Moses had been

made of no effect by the traditions which this

principle elevated to more than an equal

authority with the v^ritten law : but the ex-

hibition of the full and monstrous effect of

these combinations has been left to later times,

in wliich the text and comment of these

traditions, embodied in twelve jionderous folios,

have become the law and religion, the science

and literature of the Jewish people.

We can just indicate, but cannot afford to

develop a view which seems necessary to a

right understanding of the position which the

Jews had by this time taken:

—

It has been frequently remarked that the

Jews, who had been constantly lapsing into
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idolatry before the Captivity, never had the

least inclination towards it after that time, but

evinced on all occasions the most intense

abhorrence of all idolatrous tendencies. This

is not quite true ; as in, and before, and after,

the time of Antiochus Epiphanes, there was a

very wide spread apostacy among the people.

It should not be forgotten that the great

struggle of the Maccabees was as much against

domestic apostacy as against foreign tyranny

and superstition, and much more so, probably,

in fact, than appears in the somewhat partial

narratives of the books of Maccabees and of

Josephus. However, admitting the alleged

fact as, at least, comparatively true, it appears

to us that the previously active constitution of

mind, which was constantly bringing the Jews
into idolatry before the Captivity, was not

extinguished or merely subdued, but only took

another and — we almost believe— a worse

direction after that time. Before, these acti-

vities had taken a divergent operation, leading

them to wander far from the law into the

practices and follies of their neighbours ; now,

they acquired an introverted and equally fatal

operation—within and upon the law,—and the

perverted ingenuity and microscopic acumen
displayed in torturing, analysing and elucidat-

ing things, in themselves simple as the day,

forms one of the most monstrous births of the

human understanding which the world has

ever seen. With such intense activity were

the hands of the Traditionists employed in

heaping clay, straw, and stubble upon the

stone foundations of the law, that at the date

to which the next chapter will bring this his-

tory, what still passed for the fabric of Moses

had become a fantastic deformity which, apart

from all other considerations, it behoved the

honour of God to disavow, by some strong

manifestation of his wrath, quite as much as it

behoved him to Y^^ioish by the Babylonish

Captivity, the idolatrous tendencies which had

previously been displayed. Indeed, inasmuch

as the evil was far greater,—inasmuch as it

rottened the very heart of the system, it com-

pelled from God a stronger disavowal, a severer

and more enduring punishment—a punish-

ment which yet endures, together with the

evil which brought it down. Yet we know
that God hath not utterly cast off his ancient

people ; we know that a time is coming, and

perhaps is not far off, when the punishment

shall be remitted, when the Jewish mind shall

cast off its heavy load—not, as before, by

digging down, through the incumbent mass,

to the old stone altar of the law, but by learn-

ing that the law, even in its purest state, was
never intended to be a final or master system,

but a servant merely to bring them, and many
others, to the school of One who was meek and

lowly in heart, of whom they might learn

lessons of which no people had ever greater

need. Every one who has read their later

history will bear them witness,— as Paul did,

many ages back— that they have a zeal for

God

—

although not according to knowledge,

and will feel such interest in their welfare as

will lead him earnestly to desire the coming of

that glorious time when they shall look to him
whom their fathers pierced, and cry—" Thou
art the Son of David ! Thou art the King of

Israel !" Tlien only can they find rest to their

souls.

These remarks will not seem too large or too

general to those of our readers who are aware
that the name of Pharisee is but another name
for Truditionist, and who recognises that the

complete change (for it is nothing less) which
has taken place in what still claims to be called

the Mosaical system, has been produced by a

vain reliance upon traditions.

It is difficult to find the beginning of this

sect : we are of opinion that, as is usual in

such cases, the principles of the sect floated

loosely in the Jewish atmosphere, long before

they aggregated into that tangible and bodily

shape which appeared in the time of the

Asamoneans. Notwithstanding the scantiness

of the materials, it is possible that their re-

moter origin might, by diligent search, be

traced up to the age immediately following the

Captivity. At p. 675 we have taken occasion

to declare our belief that the origin of the

Sadducees, or Anti-traditionists, must be taken

to intimate, not only that the principles of the

Traditionists already existed, but that they had

been largely promulgated, and had come into

such vogue as to lead to the formation of

another party of opposite views. Since, there-

fore, the sect of the Sadducees may be taken

to have originated in the time of Simon the

Just (whether the story about Sadoc and

Baithos be true or not), we may believe that

the Pharisees existed as a party, in and

before that time—perhaps at first merely as

traditionists ; for the ultimate system of the

sect, which enthralled the whole nation, was
the luxuriant growth of after years, as the

traditions multiplied. They are not mentioned

in the books of Maccabees ; but Josephus, who
was likely to be well informed on the subject,

mentions the Pharisees, Sadducees, and

Essenes, as distinct sects in the time of

Jonathan.

In turning to the tenets of the sect, it is of

far more importance to notice the origin of the

authoritv claimed for the traditions and
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customs, than even the practices which re-

sulted from them ; for it is a marvellous thing

that an avowedly oral tradition should come to

he regarded of fully equal authority with the

originally written law— and in some respects

of higher authority; for in any case of irrecon-

cilable difference, the expository tradition is

preferred to the sacred text.

It was pretended, and has for ages been

firmly believed, that Moses, in descending

from his frequent witlulrawments to the

Mount, delivered the written law, and its in-

terpretation to Aaron. The interpretation was

not written, but coming from the same source,

was of equal authority with the text, and

became the Oral Law. They tell what pains

were taken to impress this oral law upon

the memories of the people; and minutely

report the process, and read the names of the

agents, of the transmission, until the precious

legacy came into the fortunate hands of the

Pharisees and Rabbins, Under this process

of affixing to the written law an oral comment

of equal authority, every fable, every tradition,

every superstitious custom, set forth by the

Rabbins, is made to rest upon some phrase or

single word in the Scriptures, from whence,

of course, the most fanciful expositions and

most monstrous inferences may be drawn.

" The Jews," observes an eloquent writer,*

"had incurred the solemn reproach in the days

of Jesus, of having annihilated the'vvord of God

by the load of their Traditions. The calamity

became more fearful, when, two centuries after,

they received the fatal gift of their collected

traditions called Mishna, and still more fatal,

when, in the lapse of the three subsequent

centuries, the epoch of the final compilation,

was produced the commentary, graced with

the^title of Gemara, Completeness or Perfection.

It was imagined that the human intellect had

here touched its meridian The children

of Israel, always children, were delighted as

their Talmud increased its volume and their

hardships. The Gemara Avas a third law to

ehu'idate the Mishna, Avhich was a second law,

and which had thrown the first law, the law of

Moses, into obscurity.''

Having given so much attention to these

larger matters, the smaller, being the particular

tenets of the Pharisees, may be the more briefly

noticed.

The Pharisees presumed themselves pecu-

liarly acceptable to God on accoiuit of their

professedly more intimate knowledge of the

Jewish law and religion.f They were rigid

• The elder irisiwli, 'Genius of Judiusm,' ji. 90.

t Luke xi. 52; xviii. 11; .losei)li. Aiitiii. xvii. 2, 4; l)e

liello, ii. 8, 14.

predestinarians, or perhaps fatalists, believing

in an immutable order of things fixed by the

decree of God. " Perhaps it may be more
agreeable to some,*' says Jahn, " if we should

denominate their opinions in this respect the

doctrine of Divine Providence, i. e. that super-

intendence of the Supreme Being, which rules

and co-operates with all events in such a

manner, as to prevent at least their being left

entirely dependent on the will of man, since

the actions of man himself are dependent upon
the eternal purposes of God." It is clear to

us that they pressed the doctrine of a Divine

Providence to an extreme, as it led them to

take so low a view of a man's responsibility for

his own actions, that they were indisposed to

visit crime with severe punishment. Of actions

injurious to society they were more tolerant

than of opinions adverse to their own.*

They taught that the souls of men were im-

mortal, and dwelt after the present life in some
subterranean abode. +, They further taught

that the spirits of the wicked were tormented

with everlasting punishments, and that they at

times reappeared on earth to vex men with

epilepsy, mental derangement, madness, and

melancholy ; that the good, on the other hand,

received rewards and at length passed into

other human bodies.% It appears also from the

New Testamento that the Pharisees believed

in the resurrection of the body, although this

is nowhere intimated by Josephus.

The Pharisees believed in the existence of

angels, both good and bad. The angel that

held the highest class among the former they

believed to be uncreated. They taught that

the angels are the ministers or agents of God
upon the earth, and that some one of them was

assigned not only to every kingdom, but to

every individual
;
and that at times he made

his appearance.
1

1

With them it was also a favorite tenet, that

God was under obligation, and bound injustice,

to bestow peculiar favours upon the Jews, to

render them partakers of the Messiah's king-

dom, to justify and render them eternally

happy, and that He could not condemn any of

* .loseph. Antiq. xiii. 5, 9; xviii. 1, 3; De Uello, ii. S. 14;

Acts V. 38, 39.

f '^IJi^tt^,
sheo!, ILides. Tliis is the word so often unfui-

tun;xti?ly veiideiod " HoU" in our xjublic version of the Scrip-

tures. It means, 1. The grave, or idace of the dead. 2. The

state of the dead, or state or place of departed spirits, wliether

of the good or wicked. 3. Any great depth.

t Joseph. Antiq. xviii. 1—3; De Hello, ii. 8, 14; iii. 8, 5;

Matt. xiv. 2 ; xvi. 14; John ix. 2, 34.

§ Matt. xxii. 24—34 ; M;irk xii. 18-23; Luke xx. 27—36;

John xi. 24. See also 2 Mate. vii. ii— 11. 14, 23, 29, 3G ; xii.

40—45.

II
MaU. XX. 10; Luke iv. 10; .Vets xii. 15 ; xxiii. 8.9; Heh.

ii. 1.
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them. The ground of these arrogant preten-

sions was alleged to be, the merits of Abraham,

the knowledge of God which existed among
them, circumcision, and tlie offering of sacri-

fices.*

The Pharisees professed to live according to

the strictest rules of moral integrity ; but the

principles by which their conduct was guided

in this respect were exceedingly lax and

erroneous. Many things which were reluct-

antly permitted by the law of Moses, were

regarded by the Pharisees as morally right, as

the law of retaliation, and the divorce of a w-ife

for any cause.t In many cases they adhered

too closely to the letter of the law, while they

perverted its spirit. Tlius they considered

that the law whicli bade them love their neigh-

bour, limited their love to him, and left them
at liberty to liate their enemies.^ They at-

tached but little importance to those natural

laws which Moses had not enforced by

penalties : and gave a decided preference to

the ceremonial, as if these were the weighter

commands.^ Causeless anger, impure affec-

tions, and the like, they deemed matters of

small moment-ll They were anxious to make

* Joseph. Antiq xvii.2, 4; De Bello, ii. 8, 4; Justin's Dia-

logue; Pirke Aboth ; Heb. x. 1, 18.

t Matt. V. 3), &c. ; xix. 3, &c.

jMatt. V.43; Luke x. 33. See further instances under this

class in Matt. v. 33; xii. 1, &c. ; Luke vi. 6, &c. ; xiv. 1, &c.

§ Matt. V. 19 ; XV. 1, et seq. ; xxii. 34—40.

II
Matt. V. 21, 22, 27—30.

proselytes, but more for the profit and credit

of the thing, than to make the converts wiser

or better men.* Greedy of money, for the

sake of the pleasures and honours of the world

Avhich it could purchase, they resorted to any

means of acquiring riches.t Their ostenta-

tion and vain-glorious display of their superior

ceremonial piety and purity is frequently men-
tioned by Christ, in terms of strong reprehen-

sion—such as their long prayings in the public

places, their ostentatious alms " to be seen of

men," their scrupulous and minute ablutions

of their hands, and of the vessels from which

they ate (the neglect of which they judged

to be a sin equal to fornication, and worthy of

death), their svipererogatory fastings twice in

the week (Monday and Thursday), and the

unusual enlargement of their phylacteries, and

of the fringes of their garments.

Upon the whole, the unpleasant picture

which the New Testament gives of the

practices and principles of this sect, is fully

corroborated by the facts and statements of

Josephus— himself a Pharisee. Of their

doctrines, as far as they went, and as far as

they are noticed, Christ and his apostles appear

to have thought more favourably—or, at least,

they are much preferred to the opposite doc-

trines of the Sadducees.

* Matt, xxiii 15.

+ Malt, xxiii. 4; James ii. 1—8
Antiq. xiii. 3, 4, 5.

Luke xTi. 14; Joseph.

GENEALOGY OF THE ASAMONEAN FAMILY.

John

.

Asmonseus.

I

Simon.

I

John.

Mattathias.

Judas Maccabseus.

Judas. Mattathias. John Hjtcanus. a daughter, married to Ptolemy, Governor of

I Jericho.

Aristobulus, married
to Salome.

Hyrcanus II.

Alexandra.

Mariamne, married to

Herod the Great.

Alexander .Tanuaeus,

married to Alexandra.
Autigoniis; and two other sons.

Aristobulus III.

Aristobulus.

Alexander. Antigonus.



CHAPTER V.

THE ROMANS.

[Roman Soldiers.]

Although Hyrcanus II. had again become the nominal head of the reduced and dependent

princedom of Judea, Antipater was the actual governor, and managed all things as he would.

In the year 57 b.c. Alexander, the eldest son of Aristobulus, who had escaped on the way

to Rome, reappeared in Judea, and soon succeeded in collecting an army of ten thousand foot

and fifteen hundred horse. He seized and garrisoned the strong fortresses of Ale.xandrium,

Machaerus, Hyrcania, and several others ; and from thence ravaged the whole country. Hyr-

canus was not in a condition to make head against him : but for the protection of Jerusalem

he was desirous of rebuilding the walls of that city ; but this was forbidden by the jealousy of

the Romans, and the prince was then obliged to apply to them for assistance. Gabinius (the

same who had before been in the country with Pompcy), who had lately become proconsul of

Syria, sent some troops into Judea xmder the command of Mark Anthony, the commander of

the cavalry—who afterwards took so conspicuous a part in the affairs of Rome, while he
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prepared to follow himself with a larger army. The Roman general, being joined by Antipater

with the forces of Hyrcanus, defeated Alexander near Jerusalem, with the loss of three thousand

men, and compelled him to seek refuge in Alexandrium, to which siege was immediately laid.

Gabinius, who had now arrived, perceiving that the reduction of so strong a place would

require time, left a sufficient force to invest it, and with the rest made a progress through the

country. Many cities which he found in ruins, he directed to be rebuilt, according to the

intentions of Pompey :* among these was Samaria, which, after his own name, he called

Gabiana, which was not long after changed by Herod to Sebaste. When he returned to the

camp at Alexandrium he was visited by the mother of the besieged Alexander, who had already

offered to capitulate, and now, by her address and mediation, was allowed to depart on condition

that the fortresses which he held in his power should be demolished, that they might give no

occasion for future revolts.

Gabinius then went to Jerusalem, and confirmed Hyrcanus in the high-priesthood : but he

took upon him to change the government to an aristocracy, undoubtedly at the request of the

Jews themselves, who had formerly much desired such a change from Pompey. Hitherto the

administration of public affairs had been managed, under the prince, by two Councils, or

courts of justice; the lesser, consisting of twenty-three persons, was instituted in every city,

and each of these lesser councils was subject to the control of the great council, or Sanhedrim,t

of seventy-two members, sitting at Jerusalem. Both were suppressed by Gabinius, who divided

the country into five districts, appointing in each an executive council for its government.

These districts will be sufficiently indicated by the names of the cities in which the respective

councils sat :—Jerusalem, Jericho, Gadara, Amathus, and Sepphoris. This, in fact, changed

the government into an aristocracy, for all real power rested in the hands of the several councils,

composed of the principal persons of each district, and the power of the prince was completely

nullified. This form of government continued to the year 44 b.c, when Hyrcanus was restored

to his former power by Julius Caesar.

About this time Aristobulus contrived to escape from his captivity at Rome, with his younger

son Antigonus, and returned to Judea, where his presence excited a revolt. But he was ere

long defeated, taken captive with his son, and sent back again to his former prison. The report

which Gabinius sent, however, of the services which the wife of Aristobulus had rendered in

suppressing her son Alexander's insurrection, procured the release of all the family except

Aristobulus himself.

In 56 B.C. Gabinius undertook to restore Ptolemy Auletes to the throne of Egypt. He and

Mark Anthony succeeded in this object, in which they received no slight assistance from

Hyrcanus, or rather from Antipater, who eagerly laid hold of every opportunity of serving

and ingratiating himself with the Romans, through whose favour alone could he hope that

• Those were—Scythopolis (Bethshan), Samaria, Dora, Azotus or Ashdod, Jamnia, Gaza, Authedon, Rapliia, Gamala, ApoUonia,

Marissa, and some others.

t This is the first historical notice of such a council. The Jews deem that the council of seventy elders appointed to assist Moses

was afterwards constantly maintained, and that with it we are to identify the Sanhedrim of tlieir later history. But if such a body

had existed, it is impossible but that its presence must have been indicated, in the long intervening period, on some of the many
occasions which would have called for the exercise of its functions. That the Sanhedrim was intended as an imitation of tlie council

of the seventy elders, is very possible and likely ; but scarcely any one who has examined the matter closely imagines that it had

any earlier existence than the time of the Maccabees.

The High-Priest -was usually the president of this tribunal ; and there were two vice-presidents who sat the one on his right hand

and tlie other on his left. The members were—1. Those who are called " Chief Priests" in the Gospels. These were partly priests

who had previously exercised the olTice of high-priest, and partly of tlie heads of the twenty-four classes of priests, who were called

honorarily, high, or chief-priests. 2. Elders, being the heads of tribes and of lai-ge groups of allied families. 3. The Scribes, or

men of learning. It is to be understood, however, that altliough all the chief priests had a seat in the Sanhedrim, only those of the

elders and scribes sat there who were elected to fill up vacancies.

There is no reason to doubt the assertion of the Talmudists, that the Sanhedrim had secretaries and apparitors. The place in

which tliis great council sat in .lerusalem cannot with any certainty be determined. The Talmudists inform us that the council

sat so as to form a semi-circle, of wliich the president and two i ice-presidents occupied the centre. We learu from other sources

that they eitlier sat upon the floor, carpets being spread under them, or upon cushions slightly elevated, with their knees bent and

legs crossed, as is still the fashion in the East.

Appeals from the municipal councils, and other matters of importance were brought before this high council. Its powers were

much limited by the Romans ; but in the time of Christ it still possessed the power of trying offenders and of passing senteuce!

although when the penalty was high or capital, it was necessary that it sliould be confirmed by the Roman governor, who also

assumed the right of executing as his own the sentence which he had confirmed.

VOL. I. 4 z
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his ambitious dcsi2;ns would ever be realised. By his means the Roman army was most

bomitifuUy furnished with provisions, arms, and money ; and measures were taken to dispose

the Jews of Egypt to forward their cause, which they had large means of doing. While the

substantial force of the Romans was absent on this expedition, Alexander, the son of Aris-

tobulus got together a large army, with Avhich he contrived to make himself master of Judea,

and massacred all the Romans who had the misfortune to fall in his way. Several fled to

Mount Gerizim, and were there besieged by Alexander, when Gabinius returned victorious from

Egvpt. The proconsul endeavoured, through Antipater, to make peace with him; but as,

althoui,^h many had abandoned him on the approach of the Romans, he was still at the head of

thirtv thousand men, he refused to listen to any terms of accommodation. In a battle, which

soonfoUowed, near Mount Tabor, ten thousand of his men were slain, and the rest dispersed.

Gabinius then went to Jerusalem, and settled affairs there according to the views of Antipater,

who had much influence both with him and Anthony.

In the year 55 the proconsul Gabinius was recalled, to answer for the venality and extortion

of his government. Yet he is regretted by Josephus as one who was friendly to the Jews ; who,

however, had to pay a high price for his friendship. They certainly gained nothing by the

exchange for the new proconsul, who was no other than the wealthy and avaricious Crassus

(the colleague of Pompey and Julius Csesar in the triumvirate) who procured himself to be

invested with unusually large powers, and who, being consul for that year, embarked for Syria

[Roman Consul.]*

before his consulship expired. Crassus was bent on an expedition against the Parthians :
and

he failed not, before his departure, to phmder the temple at Jerusalem of all the treasures which

Pompey had spared. He took everything that he deemed worth taking, and the value of his

plunder is estimated at ten thousand talents. In the war against the Parthians, which was

entirely unexpected and unprovoked, Crassus was at first successful ; but in the end, he and

his son were slain, and tlie Roman army disgraced, B.C. 53.

Cassius, who had commanded a wing of the Roman army in the battle, conducted a body of

five hundred horse safely back to Syria, the government of which devolved on him until a

• We iiitioduce this cut. not so much tecause it e.xliibits a Roman consul in paiticular, as b<-cause the costume of the Roman

proconsuls, of wliom we have more occasion to speak, (Urered liUlo from that of the consuls.
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successor to Crassus should be appointed. Having, with much ability, so organised the broken

resources of the province so as to defend it successfully against the Parthian invasion of

52 B.C., he afterwards marched into Judea and forced Alexander, who began raising fresh

disturbances as soon as the news of the defeat of Crassus arrived in Syria, to terms of peace.

In the civil war which broke out between Pompey and Csesar, Syria and Palestine were

variously involved. When Csesar passed the Rubicon in 49 b.c,

and made himself master of Rome, he thought that Aristobulus

might be viseful to his cause against that of Pompey, which was

strong in the East; and therefore sent him into Palestine, with

two legions under his command, to keep Syria in awe. But

Pompey 's party contrived to poison him on the way, and thus

frustrated the design. His always active son, Alexander, had

raised forces in expectation of his father's arrival ; but Pompey

sent orders to his son-in-law, Q. Metellus Scipio, whom he had

promoted to the government of Syria, to put him to death. He
was accordingly taken, brought to Antioch, tried, and beheaded.

In the midst of all the causes of agitation in Judea,—from ~^ ^-^

the contests of the Asamonean princes—from the different cha- " *"^ ^"•'

racters of the governors of Syria—from the march of armies

—

from the intrigues which divided courts and people in the quarrel between Pompey and

Csesar—Antipater never slept, was never found wanting to himself. He had availed himself

of his power over the feeble Hyrcanus to make for himself a personal influence and reputation,

through the services he was thereby able to render to the various parties and persons whose

friendship might be useful to him. He was moreover the father of four sons, who understood

and concurred in his views— all of them brave, ambitious, magnificent, full of spirit and high

hopes. One of them, Phasael, was already governor of Jerusalem, and another, Herod,

was governor of Galilee. These, it will be perceived, were two of the five districts

into which the country had been divided by Gabinius. Thus the family went on gathering

strength from day to day, while the Asamonean family—through the imbecility of Hyrcanus,

and the reverses of Aristobulus and his sons—sustained a daily loss of power and influence.

In the contest between Pompey and Csesar, Antipater, who was under obligations to the

former, was in a critical and difficult position. But such men as he are never wrong. Their

felicitous instincts enable them to discover the falling cause in sufficient time to make the

abandonment of it a merit with him whose star is rising. Thus Antipater turned in good

time to the side of the new master; and in the Egyptian campaign rendered important

services to Csesar by bringing to his aid the forces concentrated in Judea, Idumea, and part

of Arabia, while in action he displayed great abilities and courage, which no one knew better

than Csesar how to appreciate and respect. On his return from Egypt, the croAvn of which

he had fixed on the head of the too-celebrated Cleopatra, the eldest daughter of Ptolemy

Auletes, he went to Jerusalem, and there employed the absolute power he possessed quite in

subservience to the views and wishes of Antipater. In vain did Antigonus, the surviving son

of Aristobulus, appear, and plead that the lives of his father and brother had been lost in his

cause : he was heard coldly, and dismissed as a troublesome person. Csesar abrogated the

aristocratical government which Gabinius had established ten years before, and confirmed

Hyrcanus in his full powers as high-priest and ethnarch. He ordered the remission every

sabbatic year of the annual tribute payable to the Romans : he further conceded that the

Jews should not, as formerly, be obliged to provide winter quarters for the Roman troops, or

to pay an equivalent in money ; and he granted such further privileges and immunities to the

Jews throughout the empire, that the Roman yoke became very light upon them for a time.

Antipater himself was appointed procurator of Judea for the Romans. The decree in

which these privileges were embodied was engraved on brass, and laid up in the capitol at

Rome, and in the temples of Zidon, Tyre, and Ascalon. Hyrcanus afterwards ventured,

by ambassadors sent to Rome, to solicit permission to fortify Jerusalem, and to rebuild the

4 z 2
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walls which Pompey had thrown down. This was granted by Caesar, and immediately

executed by Antipater.

Julius Caesar left the government of Syria in the hands of Sextus Caesar, his relative, who

was also well disposed towards the family of Antipater. The promotion of his son Herod to

be governor of Galilee has already been noticed. He displayed great activity and daring in

clearing his province of the robbers by which it had been infested. But having put the

leader of these banditti, with several of his associates to death, by his own mere authority,

without any form of trial, the jealousy of several of the leading Jews was awakened, and they

obliged Hyrcanus to cite him to Jerusalem to answer for his conduct before the Sanhedrim.

He came arrayed in purple, with a numerous retinue, and presented to Hyrcanus a letter from

Sextus Caesar, commanding him to acquit Herod under pain of his highest displeasure. The
prince, who liked Herod, was well enough inclined to this before, and the accusers were so

damped by the young man's audacity, as well as by the letter, which also intimidated the

Sanhedrim, that they all sat in awkward silence until one firm and honest voice, that of

Sameas, was heard rebuking the members of the council for their cowardice, and predicting

that the day would come when Herod would refuse them the pardon which they were then all

too ready to extend to him. This was verified in the end. When Sameas had spoken, the

Sanhedrim exhibited some inclination to act ; but Hyrcanus adjourned the sitting, and gave

Herod a hint to quit Jerusalem. He repaired to Sextus Caesar at Damascus, and not only

obtained his protection, but received from him the government of all Ccele-Syria, on condition

of paying a stipulated tribute. On this Herod collected a small army, and was with difficulty

dissuaded by his father and his brother Phasael from marching to Jerusalem, to avenge

himself for the insult he considered he had received in being summoned before the

Sanhedrim.

The assassination of Sextus Caesar in Syria, by Bassus ; and of Caesar himself at Rome, by

Brutus, Cassius, and their confederates, rekindled the flames of civil war, and might have

prostrated the hopes of one less ductile than Antipater. Cassius passed over into Syria to

secure that important province for the republic, and was compelled to exact heavy contributions

to maintain the large army he had raised. Judea was assessed at seven himdred talents, one

half of which Antipater commissioned his sons Phasael and Herod to raise, and entmsted the

collection of the other half to Malichus, a Jew, one of the chief supporters of Hyrcanus.

Herod won the favour of Cassius by the promptitude with which he produced his quota ; but

Malichus, being more dilatory, would have been put to death, had not Hyrcanus redeemed

him by paying one hundred talents out of his own coffers. There was something in this affair

to kindle the smouldering jealousy with which Malichus and the heads of the Jewish nation

were disposed to regard the concentration of all the real power of the government in the

hands of an Idumean and foreigner, as they regarded Antipater ; and they plotted to destroy

him and all his family. Antipater was poisoned by a glass of wine given to him at the very

ta])le of Hyrcanus : in revenge for which Phasael and Herod procured Malichus to be put to

death by the Roman garrison at Tyre, in obedience to an order which they obtained from

Cassius.

The influence of Antipater over Hyrcanus being now withdrawn, the adverse party soon

succeeded in bringing him over to their views, by directing his fears towards the overgrown

and increasing power of the sons of Antipater. Felix, the commander of the Roman forces

at Jerusalem, was also led into the same views; for by this time (42 b.c) Cassius and Brutus

had been defeated and slain at Pliilippi by Anthony and Octavius. This party was, however,

soon mastered by tlie brotliers, who recovered Massada and all the fortresses of which it had

obtained possession ; and even dared to expel Felix from Jerusalem, as the change of affairs

produced by the battle of Philippi, rendered it unlikely that the now dominant avengers of

Caesar would resent the insult offered to one employed by his slayers. They upbraided

Hyrcanus for favouring a party which had always sought to curl) his ])o\vcr, which liad been

on all occasions supported by the sagacious and firm counsels of Antipater. A reconciliation

Avas, however, soon cfi"ectcd, as Herod greatly wished to strengthen his pretensions by a
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marriage with Miriam, or Miriamne, the beautiful grand-daughter of the high-priest, to whom
he was accordingly espoused.

But although the adverse party had been repressed, it was not extinguished ; and it soon

found a new head in the person of Antigonus, the surviving son of Aristobulus, whose

unsuccessful application to Caesar has lately been noticed. Nothing less was now professed

than an intention to restore him to the throne of his father, his claims to which were strongly

supported by some neighbouring princes, and even by the Roman governor of Damascus, who

had been won by a sum of money. But when he arrived in Judea with his army, he was

totally defeated by Herod, and compelled for the present to relinquish his purpose.

This was the state of affairs (41 b.c.) when, after the battle of Philippi, Mark Anthony

passed into Syria, to secure that important province for the

conquerors. The discontented party sent a deputation to him

soon after his arrival, to complain of the sons of Antipater. / (^f

-jooaooooo,

But Anthony who had been already joined by Herod, and had 6^®<^ v^ ,ivn.-.

accepted presents from him, was indisposed towards them, espe- / £y %V%i''|<

cially when Herod reminded him of the services, well known

to himself, which Antipater had rendered to Gabinius in the

expedition to Egypt. About the same time Anthony received

an embassy from Hyrcanus, toucliing the ransom of the inha-

bitants of Gophna, Emmaus, Lydda, Thamma, and some other,

places, whom Cassius had sold for slaves because they refused [Mark Anthony.]

to pay their portion of the seven hundred talents which he

exacted. Anthony granted the application, and notified his determination to the Tyrians, who
had probably purchased most of these persons. Tyre being a great mart for slaves.

Nothing discouraged by the former neglect, one hundred Jews of the first consideration

repaired to Anthony at Daphne near Antioch, to renew their complaints against Herod and

Phasael. Anthony gave them an audience, and then turning to Hyrcanus, who was present,

asked him, in their hearing, whom he esteemed most able to conduct the affairs of the govern-

ment, under himself. Influenced, probably, by the recent contract of marriage between his

grand-daughter and Herod, he named the two brothers, on which Anthony conferred upon

them the rank and power of Tetrarchs, committed the affairs of Judea to their management,

imprisoned fifteen of the deputies, and would have put them to death, had not Herod in-

terceded for them. So things were managed in those times. With the usual pertinacity of the

nation, the discontented Jews renewed the complaint at Tyre in a body of a thousand deputies

;

but Anthony thought proper to treat this as a tumultuous assembly, and ordered his soldiers to

disperse it, which was not done without bloodshed. Anthony was then on his way to Egypt.

Summoned, on his first arrival in Syria, to appear before him to account for the part she was

alleged to have taken in assisting Cassius, Cleopatra had not in vain exercised upon him the

fascinations by which Caesar had before been subdued. The story of Anthony's thraldom to

this charming but most unprincipled woman, is too familiar to need more than the slight

allusions which the connection of this history requires. Lost in luxurious ease and dalliance,

Anthony wasted much time at Alexandria, leaving the affairs of Syria and Asia Minor to get

into a state of confusion, satisfying himself that by and by he would rouse himself to some
great effort which would set all right.

In the spring of the year 40 b.c. the news from both Syria and Italy compelled the warrior

to break off the enchantment by which he was bound, and to look closely to his affairs. In

Syria, the people disgusted and exhausted by the successive exactions of Cassius and Anthony,

refused to bear them any longer. The people of Aradus kindled the flame of opposition, by

openly resisting the collectors of tribute, which example was soon followed by others. They

united themselves with the Palmyrenes, and the princes whom Anthony had deposed, and

called to the Parthians for aid. They gladly responded to the call, and entered the country in

great numbers under the command of their king's son Pacorus, and of a Roman general

(Labienus) who had belonged to the party of Pompey. The king with one division of the
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army took possession of Syria, -vvlule Labienus with another performed the same service in

Syria. Anthony was made perfectly acquainted with this when he reached Tyre; but the news

which he also received from Italy so much more nearly concerned his personal prosperity,

that he immediatelv embarked for that country. On his arrival, affairs between him and

Octavius wore, for a time, a threatening aspect. But the opportune death of Anthony's wife

Fulvia allowed an opening for intermarriages between Anthony, Octavius, and Lepidus, and

peace between the triumvirs was for a time restored. They then divided the Roman empire

among thepiselves. Anthony received Syria and the East, Lepidus obtained Africa, and

Octavius all the West. 40 b.c.

Meanwhile the Parthian?, having made themselves masters of Syria, as related, began to

take part in the affairs of Palestine. Pacorus was induced by the offer of one thousand talents

in money, and jive hundred wo7nen, to undertake to place Antigonus on the throne of Judea.

To put this contract in execution he furnished a body of soldiers, under the command of his

cup-bearer, who also bore the name of Pacorus, to assist the operations of Antigonus. The

vmited force found no effectual resistance until it reached Jerusalem, where the struggle was

protracted without any decisive results. But at length it was agreed between the real belli-

gerents to admit the Parthian commander within the city, to act as umpire between them.

Phasael (the governor of Jerusalem) invited him to his own house, and allowed himself to be

persuaded that the best course that could be taken would be for him and Hyrcanus to go and

submit the matter in dispute to the arbitration of Barzapharnes, the Parthian governor of

Syria. Tliey went, notwithstanding the dissuasions of the less confiding Herod. Barza-

phares treated them with great attention and respect, until he supposed that sufficient time had

elapsed to enable Pacorus to secure Herod at Jerusalem, when he immediately put them in

chains, and shut them up in prison. But Herod, suspecting the treachery of the Parthians,

withdrew with his family by night from Jerusalem, and repaired to the strong fortress of

Massada, situated upon a high mountain west of the Dead Sea. On finding that Herod

had escaped, the Parthians plundered the country, made Antigonus king according to their

contract, and departed, leaving Hyrcanus and Phasael in his hands. Phasael, feeling assured

that he was doomed to death, dashed out his brains against his prison walls. Tlie life of his

aged uncle was spared by the nephew ; but he cut off his ears to disqualify him from ever again

acting as high-priest, and thus mutilated, sent him back to the safe keeping of the Parthians,

who sent him to Seleucia on the Tigris.

In this seemingly desperate state of his affairs, for to the great body of the Jews themselves

Antigonus appears to have been more acceptable than he, Herod repaired to Egypt, and took

ship at Alexandria for Rome. He was warmly welcomed by Anthony, by whom he was

introduced to Octavius, who was induced to notice him favourably by the report of the very

great services which Antipater had rendered to his grand-uncle (and adoptive father) Cassar,

in the Egyptian expedition. The object of Herod's journey was to induce the Romans to raise

to the throne of Judea Aristobulus, the brother of his espoused Miriamnc. Tliis Aristobulus

was the son of Alexandra, the daughter of Hyrcanus, by Alexander the eldest son of Aristo-

bulus, so that he seemed to unite in his person the claims of both branches of the Asamonean

family. For himself, Herod purposed to govern the country under Aristobulus, as his father

had governed it luider Hyrcanus. But Anthony suggested the startling idea of making Herod

himself king of Judea; and noticing the eagerness with which he grasped at the glittering

bait, he undertook, on the promise of a smn of money, to secure this object for him. He
easily induced Octavius to concur with him; and tlieir joint representations secured the

appointment from the senate. Accordingly, during the consulship of Demetrius Calvinus

and Asinius Pullio, in the one hundred and eighty-fourth Olympiad, in the year 40 B.C., the

man who had a few weeks before been on the point of destroying himself from sheer despair

of his fortunes, was conducted to the Capitol between the two foremost men in the world,

Anthony and Octavius, and there consecrated king, with idolatrous sacrifices. All this was so

soon accomj)lished, that Ilerod departed from Rome seven days after his arrival, and landed at

Ptolcmais onlv three mouths after his fiiffht from Jerusalem. If the Partliians had still been
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in possession of Syria, it would have availed him little to have been made a king at Rome ; but
by the time of his return they had already been driven out of Syria by the Romans, and had
withdrawn beyond the Euphrates.

Herod diligently applied himself to the collecting such a force as might enable him to relieve

the friends he had left in Massada, who had all the while been closely besieged by Antigonus,

and were at one time reduced to such extremities for want of water, that they had fully

intended to surrender the next day, when an abundant fall of rain during the intervening night

filled all the cisterns and enabled them to hold out until Herod came to their relief.

Three years elapsed before Herod can be said to have obtained possession of the throne

which the Romans had given to him. The assistance which the Romans themselves rendered

is of questionable value, as at first the generals appointed to assist him would only act just as

money induced them ; and under pretence that the forces wanted provisions, ravaged the

country in such a manner as was well calculated to render his cause odious to the Jews. One
good service to the land was performed in the extirpation of the numerous bands of robbers

which infested Galilee, dwelling chiefly in the caverns of the hill country, and which were

so numerous as sometimes to give battle to the troops in the open field. They were, however,

pursued with fire and sword in all their difficult retreats, and after great numbers had been

slain, the rest sought refuge beyond Jordan.

The arrival of Anthony in Syria enabled Herod to obtain more efficient assistance than

before ; and after having subdued the open country, he with his Roman auxiliaries, sat down
before Jerusalem. During this siege he consummated his marriage with Miriamne, to whom
he had four years before been betrothed. He was not only passionately attached to this lady,

but he hoped that the affinity thus contracted with the Asamonean family, which was still very

popular among the Jews, would conciliate the people to his government. The city held out

for six months, whereby the Romans were so greatly exasperated that when at last (37 b.c.)

they took it by storm, they plundered the town and massacred the inhabitants without mercy.

Herod complained that they were going to make him king of a desert ; and paid down a large

sum of money to induce them to desist. Antigonus surrendered himself in rather a cowardly

manner to the Roman general (Sosius), and, throwing himself at his feet, besought his cle-

mency, with so much abjectness, that the Roman repelled him with contempt, addressing him
by the name of Anluiona, as if unworthy a man's name. He sent him to Anthony, who at

first intended to reserve him for his triumph ; but being assured by Herod that while Antigonus

lived the Jews generally would not acknowledge himself as king, or cease to raise disturbances

on his behalf, and this representation being backed by a sum of money, Anthony put him to

death at Antioch, by the rods and the axe of the lictor—an indignity which the Romans had

never before inflicted upon a crowned head. Thus ignominiously ended the dynasty of the

Asamoneans, one hundred and twenty-six years after its glorious commencement.

Herod commenced his reign by cutting off all the heads of the Asamonean party, not only

to secure himself in the throne, but by the confiscation of their property to enrich his coffers,

which were well exhausted by his profuse expenditure, and by the rapacity of the Romans.
In this process all the members of the Sanhedrim perished, except Pollio and Sameas, which

last, it will be remembered, had predicted this result. The ground on which tkey were

spared was, that they alone had counselled submission to the course of events, by surrendering

the city to Herod; whereas the others were constantly encouraging each other and the citizens

in the now vain expectation that Jehovah would, as of old, interpose for the deliverance of his

temple.*

* This PoUio and Sameas of Josephus are the famous" Hillel and Shammai of the Rabbinical wtiters—two of the most eminent

of tlie ancient doctors of the nation. Hillel was of the royal line of David, being descended from Shephatiah, David's son by Abital

(1 Chron. iii. 2). He was born in Ualiylonia, and came to Jerusalem in the fortieth year of his age; and for his eminence in the

study of the law, he was appointed president of the Sanhedrim, forty years after, in the eiglitieth year of his age. and held that

high station for forty years more ; and it continued in his family to the tenth generation. He was succeeded by Simeon (supposed

to be the same who took Christ in his arms when he was presented in the temple. (Luke ii.23—35.) His son Gamaliel was president

of the Sanhedrim when Peter and the Apostles were summoned before them (Acts v. 34.) ;
" at whose feet" the Apostle Paul

was " brought up," or educated, in the sect and discipline of the Pharisees (Acts xxiii. 3). He lived uutil within eighteen years

of the destruction of Jerusalem, and in the Jewish writings is distinguished bv the title of Gamaliel tlie Old. He was succeeded
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Herod, sensible that the Jews would not tolerate his own assumption of the high-priesthood

in the room of Antigonus, designed to render that office politically insignificant, and therefore

appointed to it Ananel of Babylon, an obscure priest, although descended from the ancient

high-priests, and who was entirely without influence or connections to render him dangerous

(36 B.C.)- This appointment occasioned confusion in his own family; for Miriamne his wife,

and Alexandra her mother, took umbrage at the exclusion of her brother Aristobulus—the

same vouth for whose brows he had originally designed the diadem which he had himself been

induced to assume. Miriamne was constantly harassing him on the subject ; and her mother

Alexandra, a woman of great spirit, went much further, for she complained to Cleopatra

queen of Egypt by letter, and had begun to engage the interest of Anthony himself in the

matter, when Herod saw that it was necessary to his domestic peace and public safety that he

should depose Ananel and promote Aristobulus to his office, who was then but seventeen

years of age. He was, however, so seriously displeased at the bold step which Alexandra had

taken that he ordered her to be confined in her own palace, and placed around her some of his

confidential servants to watch all her movements. She wrote to Cleopatra, complaining of this

treatment, and in reply was advised to make her escape to Egypt. Accordingly, she arranged

that herself and Aristobulus should be placed in two coffins, and carried by attached servants to

the sea-coast, where a ship was waiting to receive them. But their flight was intercepted by

Herod, whom, however, the fear of Cleopatra prevented from treating them with harshness.

He, however, secretly resolved to put Aristobulus out of the way, as a person whose influence he

had great reason to dread.

This intention was strengthened when he perceived how dangerously the discharge of his

functions brought under the admiring notice of the Jews this beautiful fragment of the

Maccabean race, in which they were delighted to trace out the noble qualities and

lineaments by which that race had been distinguished. At the Feast of Tabernacles,

Aristobulus officiated at the altar in the splendid robes of the high-priest, which set oflf

to such advantage the angelic grace and beauty of his youthful person, that the Jews could

not contain themselves, but gave vent to the most lively demonstrations of their admiration

and love. This sealed his doom. Soon after, Herod engaged Aristobulus, with suitable

companions of his own age, in a variety of sports and entertainments at Jericho. Among
other things they bathed in a lake, where the young men kept immersing Aristobulus, as if

in sport, until he was drowned. Loud were the lamentations of Herod at this most unhappy

"accident." By these, and by the grand funeral with which he honoured the remains of

Aristobulus, and by the trophies with which he surcharged his tomb, he sought to

disguise from the people the real character of this transaction. But they were not deceived.

The deed inspired the whole nation with hatred and horror, Avhich even his own family

shared. As to Alexandra, her emotions were so overpowering that only the hope of vengeance

enabled her to live.

Old Hyrcanus was at this time in Jerusalem. He had been, and might have remained,

very happily situated at Seleucia, where he was treated by the Jews in that quarter, ivho were

more numerous and more wealthy than those of Judea, as their king and high-priest ; in which

point of view he was also considered and respected by the Parthian king. But when the fears

and suspicions of Herod extended even to him, and, desiring to get him into his own power, lie

sent, and invited him to come and spend the evening of his days in his own land and with his own

% Simeon II., wlio peiishod in tlic dostnictioii of Jerusalem. His son was Gamaliel II , and his again Simeon III. He was
succeeded by his son, Uie celebrated It. Judah Ilakkadosh, or " the holy," who committed the Traditional Law to writing, in the

Mishna. His son and successor was Gamaliel HI. ; after him Judah Gemaricus ; alter him Ilillel II., the ingenious compiler of

the present Jewish Calenilar, 358 a.d.

Shammai had been a disciple of Ilillel, and approached the nearest to him in learnins; and eminence of all the Mishnical doctors.

He was vice-president of the .Sanhedrim, and disagreed in several points witli his master. Ilillel was of a mild and conciliatory

temper, but Shammai of an angry and fierce spirit. Hence proceeded violent disputes and contests between the two schools, which

at length i-nded in bloodshed. At last they were allayed by a fictitious liat/i Vnl, or voice from lieaven, deciding in favour of Hillel,

to which the school of Shammai submitted. See Hales, ii. 593. Persons acquainted with the mattei-s in controverey between the

schools of Ilillel and Shammai will Hud various miirked allusions to them in the Gospels, and, although less frequently, in the

Epistles.
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family, and engaged the Parthian king to permit him to do so,— Hyrcanus, who liked

Herod, and had great confidence in his gratitude, could not be dissuaded by the earnest

remonstrances and entreaties of his eastern friends ; but returned to Jerusalem, where he

was well received, and, until a more convenient season, treated by Herod with attention and

respect.

Anthony was now again in Syria, and on his arrival had invited Cleopatra to join him at

Laodicea. Alexandra again applied to Cleopatra ; and she took much interest in the matter

—

not from any strong natural feelings—for she had herself committed crimes as great, but in the

hope of inducing Anthony to add Judea to her dominions if Herod were disgraced. She

tlierefore brought the affair under the notice of Anthony ; and as he could not but remember

that Herod had originally sought for the murdered youth the crown he now wore himself, he

was induced to summon him to Laodicea to answer for his conduct. Herod was obliged to

obey, and was not without anxiety for the result. He however took care so to propitiate

Anthony beforehand by the profusion of his gifts, that on his arrival he was immediately

acquitted, and the avarice of Cleopatra was in some degree appeased by the assignment of

Coele-Syria to her, in lieu of Judea, of which she had always been, and soon again became

covetous, 34 b.c.

Before his departure from Jerusalem, Herod, uncertain of the result, had left private

instructions with his uncle Joseph (who had married his sister Salome) to put Mariamne

to death in case he was condemned, for he knew that Anthony had heard much of her extreme

beauty, and feared that he might take her to himself, after his death. Joseph had the great

imprudence to divulge this secret to Mariamne herself, representing it, however, as resulting

from the excess of her husband's love to her. But she rather regarded it as a proof of so

savage a nature, that she conceived an unconquerable repugnance towards him. Soon after a

rumour came that he had been put to death by Anthony ; on which Alexandra, who was now

also acquainted with the barbarous orders left with Joseph, was preparing to seek protection

with the Roman legion stationed in tlie city, when letters from Herod himself, announcing his

acquittal and speedy return, induced them to relinquish their design. The fire-brand of the family

w-as Salome, the sister of Herod, and she failed not to apprise her brother of this intention, as well

as to insinuate that too close an intimacy had subsisted between Mariamne and Joseph. Salome

had been, it seems, provoked to hatred of this high-born lady, by the hauteur with which she had

been looked down upon and treated as an inferior by her. Although struck with jealousy, the king

allowed his deep love for Mariamne to subdue him, when all her beauty shone once more upon

him. He could only bring himself to question her gently, and was satisfied from her answers,

and from the conscious innocence of her manner, that she had been maligned. Afterwards,

while assuring her of the sincerity and ardour of his love towards her, she tauntingly

reminded him of the proof of that which he had given in his orders to Joseph. This

most imprudent disclosure rekindled all the jealousy of Herod. Convinced that the charge

which he had heard was true, he flung her from his arms ; Joseph he ordered to be put to

death, without admitting him to his presence ; and although his love for Mariamne at this time

restrained his rage against her, he put her mother Alexandra into custody, as the cause of all

these evils.

The disgracefVd history of Anthony in Egypt is familiar to the reader ; and it is only

needfvil to advert to one or two points in which Herod and Palestine were more or less

involved.

In 33 B.C. Jerusalem was " honoured" with a visit from Cleopatra, on her return from the

banks of the Euphrates, whither she had accompanied Anthony on his Armenian expedition.

Before this she had succeeded in persuading Anthony—although he steadily refused wholly to

sacrifice Herod to her ambition—to give her the fertile territories around Jericho, the celebrated

balsam afforded by which, together with the palm-trees hi which it abounded, furnished a

considerable revenue, the deprivation of which could not but have given great offence to Herod.

The means which this abandoned woman used, during her stay at Jerusalem, to bring the king

under the spell of those fascinations for which, more than for her beauty, she was celebrated,

VOL. I. ^ A
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added, in his mind, disgust and contempt to the sense of wrong ; and although he received and

entertained her with the most sedulous attention and apparent respect, he had it seriously in

consideration whether, seeing she was wholly in his power, he could safely compass the death

of one who had more than once endeavoured to accomplish his own. The dread of Anthony's

vengeance deterred him, and he conducted the queen with honour to the frontiers of her own
kingdom, after having endeavoured to propitiate her cupidity by ample gifts. But nothing

could satiate her thirst for gain and aggrandisement, and her plots to gain possession

of Judea were continued, and could hardly have been defeated by a less accomplished

master in her own arts than Herod " the Great." One time she engaged Anthony to

commit to him a hazardous war on her account with the Arabian king reigning in Petra,

calculating that the death of either of them would enable her to appropriate his dominions.

Herod gained one battle ; but he lost another through the defection of the Egyptian

general at a critical moment of the conflict. Herod was however ultimately successful, and

won great honour by a signal and effective victory which brought the Arabians of Seir under

his dominion.

The same year (31 b.c.) had opened with an earthquake so tremendous as had never before

been known in Judea : it is said that not fewer than thirty thousand persons were either

swallowed up in the chasms which opened in the earth, or destroyed by the fall of their houses.

The confusion and loss which this calamity occasioned greatly troubled the king, and not long

after he found (as far as his own interests were concerned) a more serious matter of anxiety in

the result of the battle of Actium, (Sept. 2nd, 31 b.c.) when Octavius obtained a decided

victory over Anthony, who fled to Egypt, as his last retreat. Herod did not exhibit any

blameworthy alacrity in abandoning the patron of his fortunes. He sent by a special

messenger to exhort him to put to immediate death the woman who had been his ruin,

seize her treasures and kingdom, and thus obtain means of raising another army, with

which either once more to contend for empire, or at least to secure a more advantageous

peace than he could otherwise expect. But finding that Anthony paid no heed to this

proposal, and neglected his own offers of service, he thought it was high time to take care

of himself, by detaching his fortunes from one whose utter ruin he saw to be inevitable.

Therefore when Octavius early in 30 b.c. had come to Rhodes, on his way to Egypt, he went

thither to him.

But before his departure he made such arrangements as showed, after his own peculiar

manner, the sense he entertained of the serious importance of the present contingencies. He
placed his mother, sister, wives, and children in the strong fortress of Massada, under the

care of his brother Pheroras. But seeing that Mariamne and her mother Alexandra could

not agree with his mother and sister, he placed them separately in the fortress of Alexandrium

under the care of a trusty Idumean named Sohemus, with secret orders to put them both to

death, if Octavius should treat him harshly ; and that, in concurrence with Pheroras, he

should endeavour to secure the crown for his children. And, fearful that the existence and

presence of Hyrcanus might suggest the obvious course of deposing himself and restoring

the original occupant of the throne, he was glad of the opportunity of putting him to death,

with the faint show of justice which might be derived from the detected design of the old

man (instigated by his daughter Alexandra) to make his escape to the Arabian king Malchus,

the most active of Herod's foreign enemies, and the son of that king Aretas who had formerly

invaded Judea for the purpose of restoring Hyrcanus to the throne which his brother had

usurped. Hyrcanus was eighty years of age when he was thus made to experience the

heartless ingratitude of the man who owed life and all things to his favour.

On his arrival at Rhodes, Herod conducted himself with the tact of no common man.

When admitted to an audience he frankly acknowledged all he had done for Anthony,

and all he would still have done had his services been accepted. He even stated the

last counsel which he had given to that infatuated man ; and having thus enabled

Octavius to judge how faithful he was to his friends, he ottered to him that friendship

Avhich the conduct of Anthony left him free to offer. Octavius was charmed by this manly
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frankness; and, mindful of Antipater's services to Julius Caesar, and of the part which he
had himself taken in placing Herod on the throne, his overtures were received with pleasure,

and he was directed again to take up and wear on his head the diadem which he had laid

aside when he entered the presence. By this significant intimation he was confirmed in his

kingdom ; and then and after he was treated with a degree of consideration not usually paid

to tributary kings.

Meanwhile Mariamne had, by her address, managed to extract from Sohemus the acknow-
ledgment of the last directions concerning her which he had received from Herod. The
consequence was that although she concealed her knowledge of the fact, she received him on
his return with coldness and dislike, which offended him highly; and, presuming on the

depth of his affection for her, she continued long to maintain a degree of haughtiness and
reserve which greatly aggravated his displeasure. After Herod had been fluctuating for a
whole year between love and resentment, Mariamne one day brought matters to a crisis by
her pointed refusal to receive his love, and by her upbraiding him with the murder of her
grandfather and brother. Enraged beyond further endurance, Herod immediately ordered
her confidential eunuch to be put to the torture, that he might discover the cause of her
altered conduct ; but the tortured wretch could only say that it probably arose from some
communication which Sohemus had made to her. This hint sufficed ; as he concluded that

Sohemus must have been too intimate with her, or that he would not have revealed the secret

with which he had been entrusted. Sohemus was immediately seized and put to death •

Mariamne herself was then accused by Herod of adultery before judges of his own selection,

by whom she was condemned, but with a conviction that their sentence of death would not be
executed. Neither would it, probably, but for the intervention of Cypros the mother of

Herod, and Salome his sister, who, fearing he might relent, suggested that by delay occasion

for a popular commotion in her favour might be given. She was therefore led to immediate
execution, and met her death with the firmness which became her race, although assailed on
the way by the violent and indecent reproaches of her own mother Alexandra, who now began
to be seriously alarmed for her own safety. She, however, did not long escape ; for when
Herod fell sick the next year (28 B.C.), from the poignancy of his remorse and anguish at the

loss of Mariamne, she laid a plot for seizing the government ; but it was disclosed to Herod
by the officers whose fidelity she endeavoured to corrupt, and he instantly ordered her to be

put to death.

We must return to an earlier year, to notice that Octavius passed through Syria on his way
to Egypt, and that Herod went to meet him at Ptolemais, where he entertained him and his

army with the most profuse magnificence. Besides this he

presented the emperor with eight hundred talents, and fur-

nished large supplies of bread, wine, and other provisions, for

the march through the desert, where the army might have been

much distressed for the want of such necessaries. He accom-

panied the army himself through the desert to Pelusium. On
the return of Octavius the same way, after the death of Anthony

and Cleopatra, and the reduction of Egypt to the condition of a

Roman province, he was received and entertained with the same

truly royal liberality and magnificence, by which he was so

gratified that, in return, he presented Herod with the four [Cleopatra.]

thousand Gauls who had formed the body-guard of Cleopatra,

and also restored to him the districts and towns of which the principality had been divested

by Pompey and Anthony.

In 27 B.C., four years after the battle of Actium, Octavius received from the flattery of the

senate the name—or rather the title which became a name—of Augustus, and with it all the

powers of the state. That he might not, however, seem to assume all the authority to himself,

he divided the empire into two parts, the quiet and peaceable portions he assigned to the senate,

to be governed by consular and praetorian officers ; these were called senatorial ; but the

5 A 2
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[Augustus.]

turbulent and insecure

provinces which lay on

the outskirts of the

empire, he reserved for

himself; these were called

imperial, and were go-

verned by presidents and

procurators. This was

one of tlie strokes of deep

statesmanship which dis-

tinguish the history of

Augustus Csesar, for un-

der the appearance of

leaving to the senate the

most settled and easily governed provinces, he secured in his own hands the whole military

power of the empire, which was necessarily stationed in the comparatively unsettled imperial

provinces to retain them in subjection—such as Egypt, Syria, Phoenicia, Cilicia, and Cyprus,

in tlie east, and Spain in the west.

In the year 25 b.c. Herod found an opportunity of cutting off the last branch of the

Asamoncan race. His turbulent sister Salome, having fallen out with her second husband

Costabarus, the governor of Idumea and Gaza, she took the liberty of sending him a bill of

divorce, in conformity with the Roman customs, but contrary to the Mosaical law and usage,

Avhich confined that privilege to her husband ;* and she then returned to her brother, before

whom she cunningly ascribed her conduct to the fact that Costabarus, in conjunction Avith

some chiefs of the Asamonean party, had entered into a conspiracy against him. In proof of
this, she stated that he kej)! in concealment the suns of Babas, whom Herod liad, at the taking
of Jerusalem, entrusted to him to be destroyed. The sons of Babas were found in the retreat

indicated by Salome, and put to death; and, taking all the rest for granted, the king ordered

Costabarus and his alleged associates to be immediately executed.

The Asamonean family being now extirpated, root and branch, and no person being in

existence Avhose claims to the throne could be considered superior to his own, Herod ventured

to manifest a greater disregard for the law of Moses, and more attachment to heathenish customs
than he had previously deemed safe. He began by abolishing some of the ceremonies which the

former required, and by introducing not a few of the latter. He then proceeded to build a

magnificent theatre in the city, and a spacious amphitheatre in the suburbs, where he insti-

tuted public games, which were celebrated every fifth year in honour of Augustus. In order

to draw the larger concourse on these occasions, proclamation of the approaching games were
made, not only in his own dominions, but in neighbouring provinces and distant kingdoms.
Gladiators, wrestlers, and musicians were invited from all parts of the world, and prizes of

great value were proposed to the victors. These games, and more especially the combats
between men and wild beasts, were higlily displeasing to the Jews ; who also viewed with a

jealous eye the trophies with wliich the places of pvdjlic entertainment were adorned, regarding
ihem as coming within the interdiction of idolatrous images by the Mosaical law. In vam
did Herod endeavour to overcome their dislike. Connected with otlicr causes of discontent,

old and new, it increased daily, and at last grew to such a height that ten of the most zealous

malcontents, including one blind man, formed a conspiracy, and assembled, with daggers con-

cealed under their garments, for the purpose of assassinating Herod when he entered the theatre.

They had brought their minds to a state of indifference to the result; f)r they were persuaded
that if they failed, their death could not but render the tyrant more odious to the people, and
thus equally work out the object they sought. Nor were they quite mistaken. Tlieir design

n-as discovered; and they were put to death with the nu).'<t cruel tortures. But when the mob

* Ileut. xxiv 1, e. Sec. ; M;vH. v. 31 ; xix. '

.
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indicated their view of the matter—their hatred of himself, and sympathy with the intended
assassins—by literally tearing the informer in pieces, and throwing his flesh to the dogs, Herod
was exasperated to the uttermost. By torture, he compelled some women to name the principal

persons who were concerned in this transaction, all of whom were hurried off to instant death
together xoith their innocent families. This crowning act of savageness rendered the tyrant so

perfectly detestable to his subjects, that he began very seriously to contemplate the possibility of

a general revolt, and to take his measures accordingly. He built new fortresses and fortified

towns throughout the land, and strengthened those that previously existed. In this he did

more than the original inducement required ; for Herod was a man of taste, and had quite a
passion for building and improvements, so that in the course of his long reign the country
assumed a greatly improved appearance, through the number of fine towns and magnificent

public works and buildings which he erected. In this respect there had been no king like him
since Solomon ; and if he could have reigned in peace, if domestic troubles, opposition from
his subjects, and the connection with the Romans, had not called into active operation all the
darker features of his character, it is easy to conceive that his reign might have been very
happy and glorious.

He rebuilt Samaria, or rather completed the rebuilding of it which Gabinius had begun.
His attention seems to have been drawn to its excellent site, and strong military position ; and
from the magnificent scale on which it was restored, we conceive that he contemplated the

possibility of withdrawing his court to it, in the very likely contingency of being unable to

maintain himself at Jerusalem. He gave the completed city the name of Sebaste, the name,
in Greek, of his great patron Augustus. He also built Gaba in Galilee, and Heshbon in

Perea; besides many others which he called by the names of the different members of his

own family, as,—Antipatris, from the name of his father Antipater ; Cypron, near Jericho,

after his mother Cypros (who was descended from an Arabian family, although born at

Ascalon in Palestine) ; and Phasaelis, in the plains of Jericho, after his brother Phasael.

In most of these cities he planted colonies of his foreign soldiers, to hold the country in

subjection.

To extend his fame, Herod even built numerous splendid edifices, and made large improve-

ments in cities beyond the limits of his own dominion—such as gymnasiums at Ptolemais,

Tripolis and Damascus ; the city walls at Bibulus
; porticoes, or covered walls at Tyre, Bey-

rutus and Antioch ; bazaars and theatres at Zidon and Damascus ; an aqueduct at Laodicea on

the sea; and baths, reservoirs, and porticoes at Ascalon. He also made groves in several

cities; toothers he made rich presents, or furnished endowments for the support of their

games ; and by such means his fame was widely spread in the Roman empire.

At Jerusalem Herod built himself a splendid palace, on Mount Zion, the site of the

original fortress of Jebus, and of the citadel which had so much annoyed the Jews during the

Maccabean wars. It was in the Grecian style of architecture, and two large and sumptuous

apartments in it Herod named Cassareum, in honour of the emperor, and Agrippeum, after

his favourite Agrippa.

We receive a better idea of the largeness of Herod's views, however, by his building the

town and forming the harbour at what he named Csesarea. The site had formerly been marked

by a castle called Strato's tower, on the coast between Dora and Joppa. Here he made the

most convenient and safest port to be found on all the coast of Phoenicia and Palestine, by

running out a vast semi-circular mole or breakwater, of great depth and extent, into the sea,

so as to form a spacious and secure harbour against the stormy winds from the south and west,

leaving only an entrance into it from the north. This soon became a noted point of departure

from and entrance into Palestine, and as such is often mentioned in the Acts of the Apostles.

It also acquired a new importance, as the seat of government, after Judea became an imperial

province; Ceesarea being then the usual residence of the procurator.

In the year 22 b.c. the want of the usual rains in Syria and Palestine produced a severe

famine, which was followed by a pestilence that carried off great multitudes of the people.

Herod behaved nobly on this occasion. He exhausted his treasury and even the silver plate of
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his table in purchasing provisions from Egypt ; and in buying wool for clothing—as most of

the sheep of the country had been slaughtered in the dearth. This bounty was not confined to

his own dominions, but extended to the neighbouring Syrians. By this conduct so much of

gratitude and kind feeling towards him was produced, as only the continued and growing

tyranny of his subsequent reign could obliterate.

The next year Herod contracted a marriage with another Mariamne, the daughter of tlie

priest Simon. To pave the way for this alliance, the king removed the existing high-priest,

Jesus the son of Phabet, and invested the father of Mariamne with that once high office.

Herod next began to build a castle, which he called Herodium, on a small round hill, near the

place where he repulsed the Parthians, under the cupbearer Pacorus, when they pursued

him on his flight from Jerusalem. The situation and the protection which the castle offered

were so inviting, that numbers of opulent people began to build themselves houses around, so

that in a short time the spot was occupied by a fair city.

About this time Herod might be deemed to have attained the summit of all his wishes.

Strong in the favour of the emperor, he was feared, if not loved, by the people under his rule, and

respected by the Roman governors and by the neighbouring princes and kings. Of the favour

and confidence of Augustus he received proofs which were of high value to him. As a reward

for his services in clearing the country of robbers, the valuable districts of Trachonitis, Auranitis

and Batanea, beyond Jordan, were added to his dominion ; and, what was perhaps more for his

personal influence and honour, he was soon after named the emperor's procurator in Syria,

and orders were given to the governor of that great province to undertake nothing of import-

ance without his knowledge and advice. Herod also procured from the emperor the dignity of

a tetrarch for his only surviving brother Pheroras ; for Herod himself had given him a territory

in Perea beyond Jordan, with a revenue of one hundred talents, in order that he might live in

a style suitable to his birth, without being dependent on the king's successor. As some

acknowledgment for all these favours, Herod built a temple of white marble at Paneas (Banias,

the sources of the Jordan) and dedicated it to Augustus. But this act, and others of a similar

character, were so highly offensive to the Jews, that to pacify them, Herod was obliged to

remit a portion of their tribute.

It seems likely that the reflections made upon his conduct, in building heathen temples,

first drew his attention to the condition of Jehovah's temple at Jerusalem, which in the

lapse of time had gone much out of repair, and had sustained great damage during the civil

wars. He was then led to form the bold design of pulling it down and rebuilding it entirely

on a more magnificent scale. To this he was induced not only from the magnificence of

his ideas, his love of building, and the desire of fame, but also to conciliate the good opinion

of his discontented subjects, and create a new interest in the continuance of his life and

welfare.

Herod made his proposal in a general assembly of the people at Jerusalem, probably at the

passover, in the year 19 b.c, the eighteenth of his reign. The people were much startled by

the offer. They recognised the grandeur of the undertaking, and the need and benefit of it;

but they were fearful that after he had taken down the old building, he might be unable or

unwilling to build the new. To meet this objection, Herod undertook not to demolish the old

temple until all the materials required for the new one were collected on the spot; and on

these terms his offer was accepted with as much satisfaction as the Jews were capable of

deriving from any of his acts. Herod kept his word. A tliousand carts were s])eedily at

work in drawing stones and materials, ten tliousand of the most skilful workmen were brought

together, jukI a tliousand priests were so far instructed in masonry and carpentry as might

enable them to expedite and superintend the work. After two years had been spent in these

preparations, the old temple was pulled down, and the new one commenced in the year 17 b.c.

And witli such vigour was the work carried on that tlie Sanctuary, or, in effect, the proper

temple, was finished in a year and ji half, and the rest of the temple, containing the outer

buildings, colonnades, and porticoes, in eight years more, so as to be tlicn fit for divine service,

according to the king's intention, 7 b.c. But the expense of finishing and adorning the whole
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continued to be long after carried on from the sacred treasury, until the fatal government of

Gessius Florus, in the year 62 a.d. Hence during the ministry of Christ (28 a.d.) the Jews

said to him, " Forty and six years hath this temple been in building, and wilt thou erect it

in three days?" (John ii. 20.)

By the first Mariamne, Herod had two sons, Alexander and Aristobulus, whom he sent to

be educated at Rome, where they remained three years, under the immediate inspection of

Augustus, who had kindly lodged them in his own palace. Two years after the foundation of

the temple, Herod went to Rome himself, to pay his respects to the emperor, and take back

to Judea his sons, whose education was now complete. He was received with unusual

friendliness by Augustus, and was entertained with much distinction during his stay. Soon

after his return he married the elder of the brothers to Glaphyra, the daughter of Archelaus,

king of Cappadocia, and the younger to Berenice, the daughter of his own notorious sister

Salome. Now it happened that both the young men inherited a full share of the pride and

hauteur of their mother Mariamne, and were disposed to look down upon all the connections

of their father. That they ever entertained any designs against him is not probable, but it is

very probable, from their conduct, that apart from their respect for him, they deemed their

right to the crown irrefragable, derived from their mother rather than from him, and, in point

of fact, much greater than his own. By corrupting her own daughter, who was married to one

of the brothers, Salome made herself acquainted with their more private sentiments, and learned

that their sympathies leaned all to the side of their murdered mother, and that in their own

domestic circles they spoke with strong abhorrence of the authors of her undeserved and

untimely death, and lamented the various acts of cruelty of which their father had been guilty.

This was enough to determine Salome to accomplish their ruin, as she saw clearly that if ever

they possessed power, she was likely to suffer for the part she had taken in compassing the

death of Mariamne. She was also envious of their popularity ; for the very same feeling

which inclined them to rest upon their connection with the Asamonean dynasty, inclined
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tlie Jews to regard them with peculiar interest and favour as the last relics of that illustrious

house. Salome therefore took every occasion of prejudicing Herod against his sons, and

of turning his paternal love and pride into jealousy and dislike. To this end indeed, little

more was needed than to make known to him, with some exaggeration, the true state of their

feelings.

The first measure which Herod took to check the pride of the two brothers was, three

years after his return, (13 b.c.) to bring to court his eldest son Antipater, whom he had by his

first wife Doris, while he was in a private station, and whom he had divorced on his marriage

with Mariamne. But this measure, intended to teach them wholesome caution, only operated

in provoking Alexander and Aristobulus to greater discontent and more intemperate language

than before. In fact, they had almost insensibly become the heads of the Asamonean i)arty,

still very powerful in the country, and were urged on by the necessities of that position, and

by the conviction that the popular feeling was entirely on their side. As to Antipater, he had

all the ambition of his father Avith all the artfulness of his aunt. Openly, he seemed to

advocate the cause of the brothers, and to extetmate their indiscretions, while he took care to

surround the king with persons who reported to him all their sayings with the most invidious

aggravations. By this means the affection with which Herod had regarded the brothers, not

only for their own noble qualities, but for their mother's sake, was alienated from them, and fixed

upon Antipater. Him, the father at length recommended to Augustus as his successor, and

obtained from him authority to leave the crown to him in the first instance, and afterwards to

the sons of Mariamne, 11 b.c.

The curious reader will find in Josephus a full account of all the various plots which were

laid by Antipater, assisted by his aunt Salome and his uncle Pheroras, to bring about the

destruction of the young princes. This they at last effected by a false charge that they designed

to poison their father. On this, he brought them to trial before a council held at Beyrutus,

at which the Roman governors Saturnius and Volumnius presided, and where Herod pleaded

in person against his sons with such vehemence that he, with some difficulty, procured their

condemnation, although nothing could be clearly proved against them but an intention to

withdraw to some foreign country, where they might live in peace. The time and the mode of

putting the sentence into execution was left to the king's own discretion. This was not

until he came to Sebaste, where, in a fit of rage, produced in the same manner, and through

the same agencies as his previous treatment of these unfortunate young men, he ordered them
to be strangled, 6 bc. In these two unfortunate brothers the noble family of the Asamoneans
may be said to have become utterly extinct.

It was somewhat before this time that Herod, being greatly in want of money, bethought

himself of opening the tomb of David, having probably heard the story of the treasure which
the first Hyrcanus was reported to have found there. As might be expected, he discovered

nothing but the royal ornaments with which the king had been buried.

In the spring of the year 5 b.c. the birth of the great Harbinger, John the Baptist, announced
the approach of One greater than he, whose sandal-thong he, thereafter, declared himself

unworthy to unloose.

At and for some time before the date to which we are now arrived, the relations of Herod
with Rome had become more unpleasant than at any former period. Not long before he put

Alexander and Aristobulus to death, Herod had a quarrel with Obadas king of Arabia, which
led him to march some troops into that country, and to the defeat of the banded rcjbbcrs,

against whom chiefly he acted, and of a party of Arabs who came to their relief. This affair

was reported to Augustus in such a manner as raised his wrath against Herod ; and attending

only to the fact that Herod had marched a military force into Arabia, which Herod's friends

could not deny, he, without enquiring into the provocation and circumstances, wrote to Herod
a very severe letter, the substance of which was, that he hud hithciio treated him as a friend,
hut should henceforth treat lam as a subject. Herod sent an embassy to clear himself; but

Augustus repeatedly refused to listen to them ; and so the king was o])ligcd for a time to

submit to all the injurious treatment which the emperor thought proper to inflict. The chief
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of these was the degrading his kingdom to a Roman province. For soon after, Josephus inci-

dentally mentions, that " the whole nation took an oath of fidelity to Caesar and to the king

jointly, except six thousand of the Pliarisees, who, through their hostility to the regal govern-

ment, refused to take it, and were fined for their refu&al by the king ; but the wife of his

brother Pheroras paid the fine for them." As this was shortly before the death of Pheroras

himself, it coincides with the time of this decree for the enrolment of which St. Luke (ii. 1)

makes mention ; and we may therefore certainly infer that the oath was administered at the

same time, according to the usage of the Roman census, in which a return of persons' ages and

properties was required to be made upon oath, imder penalty of the confiscation of the goods

of the delinquents. And the reason for registering ages was, that among tlie Syrians, males

from fourteen years of age and females from twelve, until their sixty-fifth year, were subject

to a capitation or poll-tax, by the Roman law. This tax was two draclimce a head, or half a

stater, equal to fifteen pence of our money.*

Cvrenius, a Roman senator and procurator, or collector of the emperor's revenue, was

employed to make the enrolment. This person, whom Tacitus calls Quirinus, and describes

as " an active soldier and rigid commissioner,"t was well qualified for an employment so odious

to Herod and to his subjects, and probably came to execute the decree with an armed force

Bv the wary policy of the Romans, to prevent insurrection as well as to expedite business, all

were required to repair to their own cities. Even in Italy the consular edict commanded the

Latin citizens not to be enrolled at Rome, but all in their own cities. And this precaution was

of course more necessary in such turbulent provinces as Judea and Galilee.:]:

The decree was peremptory, and admitted of no delay : therefore, in the autumn of the year 5

of the popular era Before Christ,§ a carpenter of Nazareth in Galilee, by name Joseph, journeyed

with his wife Mary, although she was then large with child, to Bethlehem in Judea, that being

their paternal city, as they were both "of the race and lineage of David." They were not

among the first comers, and the place was so thronged that they could not find room even in

the lodging-rooms of the caravanserai of Bethlehem, but were obliged to seek shelter in the

stables of the same. Here the woman was taken in labour, and gave birth to a male child.

That child, thus humbly born, was the long-promised " Desire of Nations," the " Saviour of

the World"—JESUS CHRIST. Nor did he come sooner than he Avas expected. The Jews

expected anxiously, and from day to day, the Great Deliverer of whom their prophets had

spoken ; and the precise fore-calculations of the prophet Daniel had given them to know that

the time of his coming was near. This indeed partly explains the uneasy relations between

Herod and his subjects; and the distaste of the latter to the kingship which he had taken.

For they wanted no king, until their king Messiah should come to take the throne of his father

David, and lead them forth, conquering and to conquer, breaking the nations in pieces as an

iron rod breaks the vessels of the potter, and bringing all the Gentiles to their feet. Full of

these magnificent ideas of their king Messiah, they failed to recognise the promised Deliverer,

in One who came to deliver them, not from the Romans—but from their sins ; whose kingdom

* See the case of Christ, and Peter afterwards, where " a stater," the amount for both, was procured by miracle. Matt. xvii.

24—27.

f Impirjcr militiee et acribus ministeriis.

% For this clear view of the somewhat perplexed subject of the Census alluded to by St. Luke, we are indebted to Dr. Hales,

from whose excellent ' Anahsis of Chronology ' we have, indeed, obtained much and various aid in the present book of our

historv.

§ xiiat the birth of Christ is ihus given to the autumn of the year 5 before Christ, is an apparent anomaly, which may require

a few words of explanation. Tlie Era of the Birth of Christ was not in use until 532 a.d. in the time of Justinian ,
when it was

introduced by Dionysius Exi<,'uus, a Scythian by birth, and a Roman abbot; ;ukI which only beyau to prevail in the West about

the time of Charles' Martel and Pope Giegory II., 73D A.n. It has long been agreed by all chrouologers that Dionysius made

a mistake in placing the birth of Christ some years too late ; but the amount of the difference has been variously estimate<I, at

two, three, four, five, or even eight years. The most general conclusion is that which is adopted in our Bibles, and which places

the birth of Christ four years belore the common era, or more probably a few mouths more, according to the conclusion of Hales,

which we have deemed it proper to adopt. The grounds of this conclusion are largely and ably stated in the 'Analysis," vol. i.

p. 83—93. As to the day,—it appears that the 25th of December was not fixed upon till the time of Constantine, in the fourth

century, although there was an earlv tradition in its favour. It is probable that it really took place about or at the Feast of

Tabernacles (say the autumnal equinox) of 5 B.C., or at the Passover (say the vernal equinox) of 4 B.C. The former is the opiwioii

of Hales and others, and the latter of Archbishop Usher and our Bibles.

\mr T OB
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was not to be of this world,—and whose reign, not over lands and territories, but in the hearts

of men.

Nor was he expected only by the Jews. He was the " Desire of Nations. ^^ There were

strong pulsations of the universal heart, in expectation of some great change, of the advent of

some distinguished personage who should bring in a new order of things, of some kind or

other, and who should work s^uch deeds and establish such dominion as never before existed.

It was even expected that this great personage should issue from Judea ; an expectation which

was probably derived from the more distinct anticipations of the Jews, if not partly from a

remote glimpse at the meaning of those prophecies which referred to Messiah, and which

many educated persons must have read in the Greek translation of the Hebrew Scriptures.

But the expectations which the nations entertained were, like those of the Jews, connected with

dreams of a universal temporal empire, which the expected Messiah was to establish. As,

however, they liad not the strong national interest in the expectation of a conquering king,

they clung with less tenacity than the Jews to this notion of his functions, although, blinded

by it, they were for a while as unable as the Hebrews to recognise the Anointed of God in

the infant of Bethlehem.

Tlie prevalence and character of this expectation accounts for the watchfulness of Herod,

and for the horrible promptitude with which he ordered the massacre of all the infants of

Bethlehem as soon as the enquiries of the Parthian magi gave him cause to suspect that the

King of the Jews had been born there.

The object of the present work is not the history of Jesus Christ, or of his ministry,

or of the introduction of the Christian system ; but the public history of the Jewish

people. There are points, indeed, to which it will be necessary to advert ; and the coincidence

of events will be indicated by the chronological table (taken, with some improvement, from

Hales) which we introduce below.*

But we must throughout assume that the reader is familiar with the circumstantial details

* .Tolin the Baptist horn about Spring .... 5

Rom m enrolment by Cyrenius. .... —
Nativity of Jesus Christ about Autumn . . . .

—
Cliii>t presented in the Temple ..... —
Visit of the Parthian ma^'i to Jerusalem .... 4

Fliglit of the Holy Family to Ejjypt . . . .
—

Massacre of the infants at Bethhhem . . .
—

Death of Ileiotl about Spring ..... —
Archelaus ethnarcli of Judea ......—
Passover, April 12 ...... .

—
A.D.

Archelaus deposed, and Judea made a Roman province . 6

The assessment, or taxing, made by Cyrenius the f;o\ernor

of Syria ........ —
Ananus or Annas made hi';h-priest . .... —
Coponius, the lir-.t procur.itor of Judea ... —
Clirist visits the Temple iu his twelfth year ... 8

Marcns Ambivius, the second procurator ... 9

Tiberius, joint emperor with .\ugustus ... .12
Aunius Kufus, third procurator ..... 13

Deatli of Augustus, Aug. 19 14

Valerius (iratus, fourth procurator, eleven years . , —
Ishmael, high-priest ....... 21

Eleazer, son of Annas, high-priest .... 22

Simon, sun of Camitli, higli-priest . , . . .23
Joseph Caiaphas, high-priest, eleven years . . , 24

Pontius Pilate, liftli procurator, ten years . . .25
John the Baptist begins his ministry about Autumn . 26

Christ baptized near autumn, being about thirty years of

age 27

Temptation iu the wilderness forty days ... —
Disciples chosen—John i. 37—52 —
First miracle at Cana in Galilee —
I. Passovku ......... 28

Christ visits and purges the Temple . . . ,
—

Opens his ministry iu Judea ..... —

John the Baptist imprisoned by Herod Antipas . . 28

Christ's ministry in Galilee ...... —
Sermon on the Mount ....... —
II. Passover . . . . . , . . 29

Twelve apostles sent to proclaim Clirist ... —
John beheaded ........ —
III. Passover ........ 30

Seventy disciples sent to proclaim Christ ... —
Christ's Transtiguration ..... . .

—
IV. Passover ,,...... 31

Christ's Crucifixion, Resurrection, Ascension . . —
Church of Christ founded at Pentrcost . . . . —
Martyrdom of Stephen, about autumn . ... 34

Paul's Conversion and ministry . . . . .35
Marcellus, sixth procurator ...... —
Marullus, seventh procurator . .... 36

Jewi.sh embassy to Caligula...... 40

Ilerod Agrippa, king of Jnilea...... 41

Martyrdom of .Tames the Elder ..... 44

Famine in Judea in the reign of Claudius , . .
—

Cnspius Fadiiis, eighih procurator .... —
Tiberius Alexander, ninth procurator . . .46
Ventidius Cumanus, tenth procurator .... 47
First Christian Council at Jerusalem . . . .49
Felix, eleventh procurator, ten years .... 52

Paul imprisoned at Jerusalem . . . . .59
Porcius Festus, twelfth procurator .... 61

Paid 's first visit to Rome . . .... —
Albinns, thirteenth procurator ..... 63

Gessius Florus, fourteenth procurator . . . .64
Paul's second visit to Rome...... —
The Jewish war begins ....... 65

Martyrdom of Peter and Paul ..... —
First Riiniau persecution of the Cluirch . . . .

—

.

Vespasian invades Judea ...... 68
Titus destroys Jerusalem ...... 70
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which are embodied in the simple and authentic narratives of the holy Evangelists, and in the

supplementary accounts which St. Luke has supplied in the Acts of the Apostles.

The census, which was begun by Cyrenius, was not completed to the extent originally

contemplated, for Herod found means to disabuse Augustus of the impression under which he

had acted, and was restored to the imperial favour and confidence. To make him some

amends the emperor was disposed to have consigned to him the forfeited kingdom of the

Nabathgeans ; but the painful disagreements and atrocities in the family of Herod were about

the same time brought so conspicuously under his notice, that, with his usual sagacity, he

doubted the wisdom of committing the conquest and government of a new kingdom to an old

man who had proved himself incapable of ruling his own house.

We have before incidentally mentioned the part which was taken by the wife of Pheroras, in

paying the fines of the Pharisees, who refused to take the oath required of all the people. In

consequence of this, many of that powerful body began to whisper that God would give the

kingdom to Pheroras ; on which account Herod caused several Pharisees and some members

of his own family to be executed. Further, regarding the wife of Pheroras as the cause of all

this trouble, he very peremptorily required him to divorce her. His brother replied that

nothing but death should separate him from his wife, and retired in disgust to Perea, in his

own territory beyond Jordan. Thus was quite destroyed the good imderstanding which had

for so many years subsisted between the two brothers. Blinded by resentment, Pheroras

readily came into the plans of Antipater : and between them it was settled that Herod should

be taken off by poison ; that Antipater should sit on his throne ; and that meanwhile he should

contrive to be sent to Rome, to preclude any suspicion of his part in the transaction. This

plot would probably have succeeded but for the death of Pheroras himself, which led to the

discovery of the whole, and even made known to Herod the part which Antipater had taken in

compassing the death of the two sons of the first Mariamne. It appeared also that the second

Mariamne was a party in this conspiracy, in consequence of which she was divorced, the name

of her son was struck out of the king's will, and her father, the high-priest Simon, was deposed

from his office, which was given to Matthias the son of Theophilus. On these disclosures,

Herod managed to get Antipater back from Rome, without allowing him to become acquainted

with what had transpired. On his arrival he was formally accused before Quintilius Varus,

the prefect of Syria, who was then at Jerusalem, and was imprisoned until the affair should

have been submitted to the judgment of Augustus.

Meanwhile Herod, then in the sixty-ninth year of his age, fell ill of that grievous disease of

which he died, and which, by some singular dispensation of Providence, appears to have been the

peculiar lot of tyrannous and proud sovereigns, and which rendered him wretched in himself and

a terror to all around him. A report got into circulation that his disease afforded no chance of

his recovery, in consequence of which a dangerous tumult was excited by two celebrated

doctors, named Judas and Matthias, who instigated their disciples to pull down and destroy a

golden eagle of large size and exquisite workmanship, which had been placed over one of the

gates of the temple. Scarcely had this rash act been completed, when the royal guards

appeared and seized the two leaders and forty of their most zealous disciples. Some of them

were burnt, and others executed in various ways by Herod's order. Being suspected of

having privately encouraged the tumult, Matthias was deprived of his high-priesthood, and the

office given to Joazar, the brother of his wife.

In the mean time the disease of Herod became more loathsome and intolerable. It appears

to have been an erosion of the bowels and other viscera by worms, which occasioned violent

spasms and the most exquisite tortures, until he at length became a mass of putrefaction.

Experiencing no benefit from the warm baths of Calirrhoe beyond Jordan,* he gave up all

hopes of recovery, and after having distributed presents among his attendants and soldiers,

he returned to Jericho. His sufferings were not likely to humanise his naturally savage

disposition. He was convinced, by the recent outbreak, that his death would occasion no sorrow

* See them noticed in the Phvsical History, p. Ixwiii.

5 B 2
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in Israel, anrl therefore, to oblige the nation to mourn at his death, he sent for the heads of the

most eminent families in Jiulea, and confined them in prison, leaving orders with his sister

Salome and her hushand Alexas to put them all to death as soon as he should have breathed

his last. This sanguinary design was, however, not executed bv them.

At len"-th Herod received full powers from Rome to proceed against his son Antipater. At

this intelligence, the dying tyrant appeared to revive; but he soon after attempted suicide, and

although prevented, the wailing cries, usual in such cases, w^ere raised throughout the palace

for him, as if he were actually dead. When Antipater, in his confinement heard these well-

known lamentations, he attempted by large bribes to induce his guard to permit his escape ;

but he was so universally hated for procuring the death of the sons of Mariamne, that the

guard made his offers known, and Herod ordered his immediate execution. On the fifth day

after, Herod himself died, shortly before the Passover, in the seventieth year of his age, and the

thirty-seventh from his appointment to the throne. Before his death was announced Salome,

as if by his order, liberated the nobles confined in the hippodrome, whose death she had been

charged to execute, but dared not, had she been so inclined. His corpse, under the escort of

his life-guard, composed of Thracians, Germans, and Gauls, was carried with great pomp to

Herodium, and there buried.

Herod had ten wives, two of whom bore him no children, and whose names history has not

preserved. As it is of some importance to understand clearly the combinations of relationship

among his descendants by these different wives, the dctnils in the note below will not be

unacceptable to the reader.*

By his final will, Herod (who had formerly obtained the permission of Augustus to

dispose of the succession as he pleased) divided his dominions among his three sons,

Archelaus, Herod Antipas, and Philip. To Archelaas he bequeathed that which was dis-

tinctively considered the kingdom, comprising Judca, Samaria, and Idumca. Antipas he

appointed tetrarcht of Galilee and Perea, and Philip tetrarch of the territory comprised

* Tlie wives of Herod " the Great'" wore :

—

1. Doris, the mother of Antipnfer.

II. Mari.\jine, the daughter of Alexandra. She had—1. Alexander, who married Glaphyra the daughter of the king of

Cappadocia, by whom he ha.i\ -Tigriaies, king of Armenia; and Alexander, v.\\n married a daughter of Antiochns king of

Comagene.
2. Aristohulus, wlio married Berenice the daughter of Salome, the sister of Herod, by whom he had

—

a, Herod, king of Chalcis,

who married, first, M iriamne, the daughter of Olympias (sister of Archelaus the Ethnarch) ; and afterwards his niece Berenice,

by wliom lie had Arittobulua , Bcrenicicus, and Ht/rcnnus. The eldest of these, Aristobulus, married Salome (she whose dancing

cost .John the Baptist his hcnd), then the widow of the tetrarch Philip, by whom he had Agrippa. Hciod, and Aristobulus.

b, Agrippa I., king of the Tews, who married I'ypros the daughter of (Mariamne's daughter) Salampso, by whom he had Drusius;

Agrippa H., who was at first king of Chaleis, and afterwards tetrarch of Trachonitis; Berenice, whose second husband was her

uncle Herod, king of Chalcis ; il/aitV/mne, married first to Archelaus son of Chelcias, and afterwards to Demetrius, alaliarch of

the .Tews at Alexandria, by whom she had Berenice and Agrippa ; Drunlla. who was first married to Aziz, king of Emesa, and

afterwards to Felix the Roman procurator of Judca, by whom she had a son named Agrippa, who, witli his wife, perished in the

flames of Vesuvius, r, the third son of Aristobulus the son of Mariamne, was Aristobulus, who married .Totapo, daughter to the

king of Emesa; and there were two daughters, d, Herodias, who married, first, Herod (called Philip in the Gospels), son of

Herod the Great by the second Mariamne, liy whom she had Salome (the dancer), and afterwards to his half Inuthcr Herod .\ntipas,

the tetrarch of Galilee,—both her uncles, e, Mariamne, who married her luicle Antipater.

3. The third son of Mariamne was Herod, who died young while at his studies in Rome. Mariamne had also two daughters :

—

4. Salampso, who mairied her cousin Phasael, after having been promised to Pheroras.

5. Cypros, who married .Antipater the son of Salome, sister of Herod the Great.

III. Herod's third wife was Pai.i.as, by whom he had a sou, Phasael.

IV. Pn.T.nnA, who ha<l a daughter called Roxana, married to a son of Pheroras.

V. Mariamne, daughter of the high-priest Simon. Herod had by her

—

Hcrod-rhilip, the first husband of Herodias, by whom
lie had Salome (the dancing lady), whose first husband was Philip, and her second Aristoliulus, the sou of Herod king of Chaleis.

VI. Mai.thace, a Samaritan woman, who was mother to 1. Archelaus, the etlm.arch of Judea ; ami 2. Herod Antipas, the tetrarch

of Galilee, who married first a daughter of the .\rabiau king Aretas ; whom he put away, and took Herodias, tlic w ife of his brother

Herod -Philip, who was still living. Malthace had also a daui;hter, 3. Ohjmpias, who married .losepli, a nephew to Herod the

Great.

VII. Ci.FOPATBA, who was the m.othcr of Herod and Philip, tetrarch of Trachonitis. which last married the noted Salome,
daughter of Herod-Philip and Herodias.

VIII. Er.FHis had a daughter c;dled Salome, married to a sim of Pheroras.

+ The title and olfice of Tetrarch had its origin hum the (iauls, who h-iving made an incursion into .Vsia Minor, succeeded in

taking from the king of Bitliynia that part of it which from them took the name of Galatia. The Giuls who made this invasion
consisted of three tribes ; and each tribe was d.vided into four parts, or tetrarcliatcs, each of which obeyed its own tetrarch. The
tetrarch was of course subordinate to the king. The appellation of tetrarch, which was thus originally applied to the chief

magistrate of the fourth part of a tribe, subject to the authority of the king, w;is afterwards extended in its application, and
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in the districts of Trachonitis, Gaulonitis, Batanea, and Paneas. The respective value of

these territories may be estimated by the amomit of yearly revenue which each of these

princes derived from his portion. Archelaus obtained six hundred talents from his kingdom,

Antipas two hundred talents from his tetrarchy, and Philip one hundred talents from his.

The will was of no force until confirmed by Augustus; and this confirmation was ultimately

obtained, although most of the other parties interested disputed the pre-eminence which

it assigned to Archelaus. But although the territorial distribution was approved by the

Roman emperor, he declined to give to Archelaus any higher title than that of Ethnarch until

he shoiild show himself worthy to be a king : this he never did. But the Jews, heedless of

these distinctions, looked upon him as a king, and gave him the regal title. Having obtained

this recognition, Archelaus paid little heed to the promise of good government, which, at the

beginning, he had made from the golden throne in the temple-court. He proved as tyrannical

as his father, without any traces of those splendid qualities which gleamed through the darkness

of Herod's character.

In one thing he complied with the general wish of the people, by deposing the high-priest

Joazar, who was highly unpopular in consequence of having superseded the former high-

priest Matthias, who (as we have seen) was deposed on account of the encouragement he

was supposed to have given to the rioters in the celebrated affair of the golden eagle. In the

room of Joazar, his brother Eleazer was raised to the pontificate, and, soon after, Jesus the

son of Sia. In the end, the people became so completely worn out with the tyrannies and

disputes of the Herod family, that they sent a complaint to Rome on the subject; and

renewed an application which they had previously made—that an end might be made
of this paltry game of sovereignty, and that the territory should be made in form, as

well as in fact, a Roman province. The strong and urgent representations of the

principal Jews and Samaritans at length secured the attention of Augustus, who, having

by inquiry satisfied himself of the mal-administration of Archelaus, deposed him, con-

fiscated his property, banished him to Vienne in Gaul, and declared his territory a Roman
province. 6 a.d.

The census or enrolment which had been commenced, but was suspended, at the time of

the birth of Christ, was now carried into effect. The same Cyrenius who had acted on the

former occasion, and who had now become president of Syria, entered the country with an

armed force, to confiscate the property of Archelaus, and to complete the census. This was

submitted to by the nation generally, as formerly it had submitted to the enrolment ; and

Cyrenius having completed his mission, returned to Antioch, leaving Coponius as procurator

of Judea. Joazar, who was very favourable to the new order of things, and had done much

to forward its introduction, was restored to the high-priesthood ; and his influence, together

with the presence of the procurator, maintained the nation for a time in a state of peace and

subordination.

It was not long, however, before the country was again thrown into a flame by the

appearance of Judas the Gaulonite—or the Galilean, as he is called by Joscphus elsewhere,

and by St. Luke (Acts v. 36), (who had made himself terrible in the early part of the

reign of Archelaus as a daring and successful captain of banditti) in the character of a patriot

—which character long continued to be taken by the robber chiefs of ensuing years, as it gave

them a sort of excuse for allowing their men to exercise tlieir real vocation upon those who

refused to adopt their view of public affairs. The ground taken by this man, and by a

turbulent Pharisee of the name of Sadok, was well chosen, and sure at all times to rouse the

sympathies of a large proportion of the people, and more especially at this time, when the

expectation of the speedy appearance of a native king, the Messiah, was prevalent. Although,

given to any governors, subject to some king or emperor, without regard to the proportion of tlie people or tribe whicli they

governed. Thus Herod Autip:is and Pliilip were denominated Tf:trnrchs, althougli tliey did not rule as raucli as tlie fourth part of

the w liole territory. Alihough tliese rulers were de|iendent upon the Roman emperor, they nevertheless governed the people

within tlieir jurisdiction according to their own choice and authority. Tliey were, however, inferior in point of rank to the

Ethnarchs, who, although they did not publicly assume the name of king, were addressed with that title by their subjects, as was

the case, for instance, with respect to Archelaus. Matt. ii. 22 ; .Tos. Antiq. xvii. 114.
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therefore, Jiulas was slain, and his adherents dispersed, the principles took deep root among
the Zealots, as they called themselves. These were, that the payment of tribute to the

Romans was not only downright slavery, but was unlawful in itself, and utterly repugnant to

the theocracy, since God was their only king. It was certainly rather late now to fall back

upon this first principle of the theocracy ; and at this time it had been produced less by
anything else than by the Pharisaic pride which had infected the mass of the nation, and

which made them look down upon the rest of the world as idolaters and slaves, and themselves

as the special favourites of heaven, the only free people, and as alone destined for ultimate

greatness, and to rise very soon upon the wreck of other nations, which their eagerly expected

Messiah would put under their feet. It was owing mainly to the prevalence of this state of

feeling, that the Jews were not only blinded from recognising in Jesus Christ the Messiah they

expected, but were led into those extravagancies which produced the troubles of subsequent

years, and the ultimate overthrow of the nation. Undoubtedly the sentiments entertained by
these persons were, in the main, founded on the sound principles of the old theocracy ; but

they were not now under the old theocracy, neither were they the Jews of the old theocracy

;

and the views now produced and acted on were not such as they—or perhaps any Jews since

the Captivity—had a right to entertain.

It is necessary now to regard Judea as a Roman province ; being one of the provinces on

the oiitskirts of the empire, which the emperors reserved under their own jurisdiction, as was
the case with the whole of Syria, to which it was now attached. Tiie procurators were
appointed by them without any reference to the senate. Tliey had not only the charge of

collecting the imperial revenues, but also had the power of life and death ; and on account of

their high dignity they are called " Governors " (vyf/zoVfe) in the New Testament. Their

duties chiefly consisted in collecting and remitting the tribute, in the administration of justice,

and in the repression of tumults. In many respects they resembled the really dependent
pashas of the modern Turkish empire. Some of them held independent jurisdictions, while

others were subject to the nearest proconsul or president, as those of Judea were to the

president of Syria. The procurators of Judea resided principally at Csesarea, which became
the civil and military, as Jerusalem was the ecclesiastical, metropolis of the province. Tiiey

occupied the splendid palace which had been built there by Herod. On the great festivals,

however, they repaired to Jerusalem, that by their presence and authority order might be

maintained among the crowds which assembled on such occasions at the holy city. For this

purpose they were attended by cohorts or regiments of soldiers (each consisting of about one

thousand men). The usual force at the disposal of the procurator was ordinarily six cohorts,

of which one was permanently stationed at Jerusalem, and the other five at Csesarea, where
they Avere ready for any service which might require them. This force sufficed generally to

keep the province in order; but if an increase were at any time needed, it could be procured

from the governor of Syria.

The ])ayment of taxes to the Romans was, as we have seen, considered by the Jews as an

intolerable grievance, although not greater than under previous conquerors, and in a different

state of the national mind, they had endured with patience. From this it happened that those

natives whom the Roman procurators employed in collecting the taxes were detested as

plunderers in the cause of the Romans, as betrayers of the liberty of their country, and as

abettors of those who had enslaved it. From the odium attached to the office few men of

character would accept it ; and hence the Publicans (as they were called) were in general a

loose princijjled set of men, whose conduct in taking every means of turning their position to

their own advantage greatly increased the ill repute in which the body was held. Apart from
the grievances connected with the tribute, the Jews enjoyed under the Romans a very fair

degree of freedom. They were perfectly unrestrained in worshipping God in their own way,
following their own rites and observing their own customs ; and they were to a considerable

extent governed by their own laws. The administration of religious ceremonies was, as before,

committed to the high-priest and to the Sanhedrim, which last tribunal was still permitted to

adjudicate in matters which may be called ecclesiastical, although its penal sentences could
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not be executed until they had been examined and confirmed by the Roman governor, -who

then committed its execution to his own officers. But with all this, there was the tribute, and
there was the equal annoyance, to so exclusive a people, of the constant and domineering

presence in their cities of the Romans, whom they could not but regard as an unclean and

idolatrous people, and who were not at all celebrated for their forbearing or gentle treatment of

the subject nations in which they were quartered : and when to this we add the avarice and

cruelty of the procurators, and the frauds and extortions of the publicans, we may find no

difficulty in accounting for the state of feverish irritation into which the nation soon fell, and

which was the precursor of the maddened outbreaks which ultimately ensued.

It was not, however, from the Romans that those calamities of the nation proceeded

which made the record of their remaining history to be, like the roll of Ezekiel, " written

within and without, with mourning and lamentation and woe," Their own rulers multiplied

their vexations, and debarred them from the enjoyment of the comforts and immunities which

were still left to them by the Roman magistrates. The leaders of the people, and the chief

priests were, according to the testimony of Josephus, profligate wretches who purchased their

appointments by bribes and other acts of iniquity, and who maintained their ill acquired

authority by the most abominable crimes. The inferior priests, and those who possessed the

least shadow of authority, had, for the most part, become in the highest degree abandoned and

dissolute. Excited by these corrupt examples, the multitude ran headlong into every kind of

iniquity, and by their endless seditions, extortions, and robberies, soon armed against them-

selves both the justice of God and the vengeance of man.

The tetrarchies of Antipas and Philip were not affected by this new order of things. They

ruled their states with the usual power of tetrarchs, and without the immediate interference of

the Romans. Antipas sedulously culti-

vated the favour of Tiberias, who suc-

ceeded Augustus in 14 a.d. With him

Antipas, who is the " Herod " of the

Gospels, was in high favour. Hence he

gave the name of Tiberias to the fine

city which he built on the western border

of the lake of Geimesareth, and from

which the lake itself soon acquired the

name of " the Sea of Tiberias." Earlier

in his reign, Antipas had enlarged and

strongly fortified the town of Sepporis,

and made it the capital of Galilee. The other tetrarch, Philip, was by no means backward in

this sort of stone and mortar adulation ; for he gave the name of Julias (after the empress) to

the ancient fishing village of Bethsaida, which he improved into a fine city, and which lay on

his portion of the lake's border. The old town of Paneas, about the source of the Jordan, he

also much enlarged and adorned, and then gave it the name of Ccusarea, to which Pliilippi

was soon added, to distinguish it from the other Caesarea.

Meanwhile the Roman procurators in Judea followed, without hesitation, the example set by

Herod of removing the incumbents of the high-priesthood at their pleasure. Hence the changes

were frequent in an office intended to be for life. In the changes in this office under the Greek

kings of Syria, some regard was paid to the real pontifical family; but in these later days any

priest, and ultimately any Levite, might aspire to the high-priesthood, if he could contrive to

recommend himself to the favourable notice of the governor. It thus happened that there

were often living several persons who had been high-priests. These enjoyed for the remainder

of their lives privileges and distinctions beyond other priests—the rather as they generally

found means of enriching themselves during their turn of office. Joazar, who had been

restored by Cyrenius, it was soon after found necessary to remove, on account of the

unpopularity he incurred by the part he took during the insurrection of Judas of Galilee.

The office was then given to Ananus (the Annas of Luke iii. 2), the son of Seth, who

[Tiberius.]
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coTitinued to occupy it until the year 21 a.d., Avhen Valerius Gratus, the first procurator

under Tiberius, deposed him, and promoted Ishmael the son of Phabus to that dignity. Not

satisfied with this choice, the procurator removed him the next year and appointed Eleazer,

the son of the former high-priest, Ananus, in his place. But in the course of the year

Eleazer, in his turn, was compelled to give place to Simon the son of Camith; who, in the

following year, was also deposed, and Josepli, surnamed Caiaphas, son-in-law to Ananus, was

appointed in his stead. 24 a.d.

The procurators themselves were frequently changed, as may l)e seen by the table at page

138, and the change was seldom for the better. The undisguised disgust of the Jews at

idolatry—and therefore at things which the Romans held sacred,—and the pollution which

they attached to the presence of idolaters—and consequently to their Roman masters,—was

highly irritating to those proud and not naturally intolerant conquerors. They repaid in kind

what must have seemed to them the unsocial intolerance of the Jews, and took frequent

opportunities of exhibiting a marked contempt for their reHgion and law, and of subjecting

them to much oppressive treatment. Of the jjrocurators who governed Judea, Pontius Pilate

is the best known, and the most frequently mentioned in history. He is supposed to have

been a native of Italy. He was a tyrant—cruel and vindictive when left to the undisturbed

exercise of his power, but timid and pusillanimous when opposed. He made the tribunal of

justice the instrument of his avarice, and hence the seat of government became a general

scene of extortion and corruption. When not acted upon by any selfish or guilty feeling, his

conduct appears to have been determined rather by fear or by expediency than by any fixed

principles of duty, as in the well-known example when our Saviour was brought before him.

From the first, his conduct excited extreme dissatisfaction in the country. It had not been

[Rom III Mandirds ]

usual for the Roman soldiers to carry their standards into Jerusalcn), as it was well known
that the Jews felt the strongest objections to them on account of the images whicli tliey Ijore,

and which they considered idolatrous. This forbearance was very remarkable, under all the
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circumstances, and considering the reverence with which the standards were regarded by the

Romans themselves. Pilate resolved to discontinue it : and when therefore a body of soldiers

were sent from Samaria into winter quarters at Jerusalem, they were directed to carry their

standards into the city by night. On this, many of the Jews repaired to Caesarea to entreat

the governor to order the removal of the standards. At first they were treated with neglect,

and then with insult; but behaved with so much temper and resolution that they ultimately

carried their point. It is also stated, on the authority of Philo, that Pilate set up shields with

idolatrous inscriptions at Jerusalem : on which the Jews sent a complaint to the emperor,

and obtained an order for their removal, accompanied by a rebuke to Pilate for his conduct.

It was perhaps in resentment for this, that the governor undertook to construct an aqueduct to

bring water to Jerusalem from a fountain twenty miles off—not from any real desire to benefi.t

the city, but that he might drain the treasury of the temple, by demanding funds for the

work. On this account, when on his throne at Jerusalem, he was beset by the most earnest

entreaties by the citizens ; but he sent disguised soldiers among the multitude, armed with

daggers and bludgeons concealed under their garments, by whom several were slain, and
others trampled to death in the crowd.

It was in the year 26 a d., about aAitumn, being the second year of Pilate's administration,

that John the Baptist appeared from the wilderness, announcing himself as the promised

Harbinger of the promised Deliverer. He was heard with much attention, and was followed

by crowds, to whom he preached, and whom he baptized in the river Jordan. He was
highly in favour with the people, as every one expected a Deliverer, and John's mission was

in consonance with that expectation, as he did not at first define the spiritual nature of the

Deliverance, although to the discerning it might have been intimated by the burden of all his

preaching—Repentance.

The year following, among those who came to be baptized in Jordan by John was Jesus,

who had hitherto abode with his parents, hi obscure and humble circumstances, at Nazareth, of

which place he was popularly supposed to be a native, although really born in Bethlehem of

Judea. Ttie prophet of the wilderness recognised Him as he walked, and cried in the

audience of the multitude,—" Behold the Lamb of God, that taketh away the sins of the

xoorld .'" A grand declaration,—comprehending a clear intimation of the character of the

salvation He was to work

—

from sin; and its extent

—

the world! That He should come to

be baptized of him, astonished John—" / have need to be baptized of Thee, and comest Thou
to meV^ But he submitted, and after the baptism, the testimony of John was confirmed by

the voice from heaven, which cried "This is my beloved son, in whom I am well pleased !"

John soon after had an opportunity of preaching to the troops of Herod-Antipas the tetrarch,

then on their march into Arabia Petrsea, with the king of which, named Aretas, a quarrel had

arisen on account of the conduct of Herod to the daughter of that prince, to whom he had been

married. On a journey to Rome, Antipas had visited his brother Herod-Philip (son of the

second Mariamne), and had there commenced an intrigue with his wife Herodias (daughter of

Aristobulus, the son of the Asamonean Mariamne), and promised that on his return he would

put away the daughter of king Aretas and marry her. The Arabian princess, coming to the

knowledge of this, fled to her father, to Petra, and complained to him of her wrongs. Herod
on his return performed his promise to Herodias, by taking her from his brother and marrying

her himself. This was so deeply resented bv Aretas that he raised an ostensible question

about boundaries, and a war commenced. Herod, betrayed by deserters, was beaten and the

whole army dispersed. According to the testimony of Josephus the whole nation joined in

attributing this loss to the Divine judgment against Herod for the murder of John the Baptist.

For while the military operations were in progress, John had in the most unreserved terms

condemned the conduct of Antipas in taking away the wife of his living brother ; and his

influence with the people was so great, that Herod dreaded the consequences of his reprobation,

and put him in prison ; where, contrary to the first intention of the tetrarch, his death was

compassed by the vindictive Herodias, in the manner known to all our readers.

Meanwhile Jesus had commenced his great mission, confirming it by many miracles. His

VOL. I. 5 c
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own mission was confined to the Jews, because it was necessary that their acceptance or

rejection of him slioukl be completed, before the fuhiess of his doctrine could be opened to the

Gentiles. We all know how he was rejected in his proper character, although there were
times when the mass of the people would have acknowledged him as the Messiah, and have
made him their king, if he had not refused to sanction the delusion under which they acted, or
to be received in any character but that which he claimed. " He came unto his own, and his

own received him not." That rejection of him was formally completed (31 a.d.) when thev
cried aloud for his blood—and had it ;—and had, too, its dread penalties, which they invoked.—

" His blood be on us and on our cliildren I" It was merely tbat tlieir peculiar mission as
a nation, should be accomplished, by their recognition or rejection of the Christ of God, that
their existence as a nation had been prolonged to that time. After this their peculiar vocation
was at an end—" the veil of the Temple was rent "—" the middle wall of partition was
thrown down," the nation was cast loose from the special mercies of God, and left to work out
its own destruction, by its own imaginations and devices. This was what Jesus himself
predicted, just prior to his final rejection :—" O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest the
prophets, and stonest them which are sent unto thee, how often would I have gathered thy
children together, even as a hen gathereth her chickens under her wings—and ye would not.

— Behold, your house is left unto you desolate."—Desolate indeed.

It may very safely be said that, apart from the history of Christ altogether, no impartial

reader of the concluding portions of the Je'A'ish history can fail to recognise that the conduct
which was produced in the Jews, by mistaken notions and expectations regarding the promised
Messiah, was the primary cause of their ruin as a nation.

In the same year in which Christ was crucified, the mild and just government of the tetrarch
Phihp was terminated by his death; and as he left no sons, his territories of Trachonitis,
Gaulonitis, Batanea and Abila were united to the Roman province of Syria.

Pilate's oppressive administration in Judea continued to the year 35 a.d. At length, bavins-

caused the slaughter of a great number of Samaritans, who had no warlike intention, but had
been induced to assemble in large numbers on Mount Gerizim by the promises of a pretended
Messiah, strong complaints of his conduct were forwarded to Vitellius the president to Syria,

who ordered him to proceed to Rome,
t(j give an account of his administra-

tion to the emperor. Tiberius was

dead before he arrived, but his suc-

cessor, Caius Caligula, banished him

to Vienne in Gaul, where he is said

to have committed suicide. Vitellius

had been at Jerusalem, early in the

same year, at the Passover, and was

received with honour and distinction
;

and out of compliment to the inha-

bitants for their respect and obedience,

he remitted, for that year, the duty
upon all the fruit exposed for sale in the city. He staid only tliree days, but before his

departure, he deposed the high-priest Caiaphas, and appointed in his place Jonathan the son
of that Ananus or Annas avIio has already been mentioned. Vitellius again went to Jerusalem
soon after the transaction which occasioned Pilate to be sent home ; and was on this occasion
accompanied by Herod-Antipas. He then took the high-priesthood from Jonathan, whom he
had so lately appointed, and gave it to his brother Theophilus. He was still at Jerusalem
wlien intelligence arrived of the death of Tiberius and the succession of Caligula ; on which he
took from the people the oaths of allegiance to the new emperor, and returned to Antioch.

Caligula appointed Marullus to be procurator of Judea, in the room of Pontius Pilate ; and
his arrival superseded the governor (Marcellus) whom Vitellius had appointed to act tem-
porarily. At the same time the new emperor conferred the vacant tetrarchy of Philip, and the

[tViligula.]
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adjoining tetrarchy of Abilene, upon Agrippa (called Herod in the Acts of the Apostles), the

son of Aristobulus, and grandson of Herod the Great and the Asamonean Mariamne,
Agrippa had experienced many changes of fortune. He had been sent to Rome before the

death of Herod the Great, and had there been brought up with Drusus, the son of Tiberius.

By his profuse generosity he soon squandered his property, but gained, as he supposed, many
friends at the imperial court. But on the untimely death of Drusus, Tiberius removed all

the associates of the young prince, as their presence would only serve to remind him of his

loss, and of the disappointment of his hopes. Thus finding himself speedily reduced to the

utmost distress, he returned to Judea, where he received some assistance from his relations,

but not sufficient to supply his extravagant expenditure. After some misfortunes and some ill

conduct, he returned to Italy, where he was cast into prison, and laden with chains, by order

of the emperor, because the charioteer who drove Agrippa and Caligula betrayed that he had

overheard the former express a wish that the old emperor would die and make room for the

latter. When, soon after, Tiberius actually died, one of the first acts of Caligula was to release

his friend from his prison, to clothe him with purple, to place a diadem upon his brow, and to

exchange the iron chain, which he had worn on his account, for one of the same weight in gold

;

he then bestowed upon him the two vacant tetrarchies which we have mentioned, with the

title of King.

This exaltation of one whom he had treated as an inferior and dependent, was wormwood to

Herod-Antipas, and still more so to his notorious wife Herodias, who was devoured with envy

at the advantage gained by her brother (for such he was), and ceased not urging her husband

to endeavour to procure for himself also the royal title : they accordingly went together to

Rome. But Agrippa, having learned their design, sent his freedman Fortunatus with a letter

and verbal instructions, to prejudice the claim of Antipas—and that with such success that in

seeking what he had not, he lost what he had, being deposed from tetrarchy and banished to

Vienne in Gaul. Herodias voluntarily shared his disgrace, declining the pardon and favour

which was offered to her on the ground of her relationship to Agrippa. That fortunate person

received his uncle's tetrarchy of Galilee and Perea as an addition to his kingdom, together

with all his treasures.

Caligula began to reign well, but soon became insane, under the consciousness of unlimited

power. Among his lunacies was that of deeming the Jews disaffected, because they were the

only people who would not render to him the divine honours which he claimed. He therefore

issued imperative orders that his statue should be set up in the very sanctuary of the temple of

Jerusalem. Foreseeing the determined opposition of the Jews, Petronius, the governor of

Syria, delayed the execution of this order, under the pretext of procuring the best materials

and most eminent artists for the wurk. Meanwhile, the emperor was induced by the humble

remonstrances of the Jews, and still more by the timely and judicious intercession of Agrippa,

who happened to be then at Rome, to relinquish a purpose which had filled Judea with such

consternation, that the business of life was for a time suspended, and the fields left un-

cultivated.

Agrippa was still at Rome, when Caligula was assassinated in 41 a.d.; and his influence,

Avhich was very considerable at Rome,

was employed with such effect, as to

help to induce the senate to recognise

the act of the soldiers who had dragged

Claudius, the uncle of Caligula, from

his retirement, and proclaimed him

emperor. The senate and many in-

fluential Romans had indulged the

dream of re-establishing the republic.

This service was gratefully acknow-

ledged by the emperor, who relin-

quished to his government Judea,

5 c 2

[Claudius.]
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Samaria, and Idumea, with the title of king of Judea. The hroken kingdom of Herod the

Great was thus re-united in the person of his grandson—whose dominion was indeed larger,

by the tetrarchy of Abilene. Claudius also entered into a solemn alliance with the new king,

and issued several edicts in favour of the Jews: moreover, at Agrippa's request, the emperor

bestowed the kingdom of Chalcis on his brother Herod. Soon after, Agrippa obtained even

the honour of the consulship, and Herod was appointed praetor, and both became entitled to

enter the Roman senate, and were allowed to pay their compliments to the emperor in Greek,

although Latin was usually employed. Nor were these honours so empty as some may

imagine.

On his return to Judea the king was well received by all his subjects, not only on account

of the benefits which his influence at Rome had already procured, and afforded the means of

procuring, and his obvious desire to make his government beneficial, but on account of his

descent from the Asamonean family, the memory of which was still cherished by the Jewish

nation with affection and respect. One of his first acts was to depose Theophilus, the high-

priest, and others were appointed and changed in such quick succession, as to suggest that in

those evil days the king had great difficulty in finding persons suitably qualified for that

distinguished office. On his arrival at Jerusalem, many thank-offerings, and many acts of

beneficence evinced his gratitude to God for the favour shown to him ; and the golden chain,

with which the emperor Caligula replaced the iron that had once entered into his soul, he

hung up conspicuously in the temple, as a votive offering, and as a monument of the mutations

of human affairs.

Agrippa appears to have been sincerely attached to the Jewish religion as he found it : but

he endeavoured, as far as he durst, to lead the Jews into greater accommodation of manners to

the Romans than had yet prevailed, feeling probably, that it was only by this that their relation

to the Romans could become tolerable. The grant to the Jews, by Claudius, of perfect liberty

to follow the customs of their own religion and law in every country, had been accompanied

by the significant hint to themselves, that they were expected to be peaceable, and that while

they claimed so much respect to their peculiar religious opinions, they would henceforth

refrain from treating the religion of others with contempt. The Jews, however, could not be

induced to take any interest in the bloody games of the amphitheatre, to which Agrippa endea-

voured to conciliate them, and for this singularity they are entitled to our respect. The king

had an insatiate craving after popularity, which made him anxious to do whatever might please

the Jews, -whether right or wrong in itself. Hence, rather than from any innate intolerance or

cruelty of nature, he persecuted the Christians, who since the persecution with which the

conversion of St. Paul (35 a.d.) is connected, to this period (44 a.d.) of Agrippa's reign,

appear to have been unmolested in Jerusalem. The first who fell a sacrifice to Agrippa's

zeal for popular favour was the Apostle James, one of the sons of Zebedee and brother of

John, who was beheaded. Perceiving how pleasing this act was to the Jews, he proceeded

also to imprison Peter, with the intention of destroying him after the Passover. The mira-

culous deliverance of the Apostle from this danger is known to all our readers.

It was not long after this that Agrippa celebrated games at Csesarea in honour of the

emperor. On the second day of the solemnity he appeared in the theatre to give audience to

the Tyrians and Zidonians. At the close of his oration, the sun so shone upon his jewels and

his robe of silver, as to give him a peculiarly radiant appearance, whereupon, the heathen

multitude, according to the customs of that time, hailed him as a god. The king did not

repel this idolatrous homage, but received it with complacency, and almost instantly he was

striken with a painful and humbling disease of the intestines, very similar to that by which

Herod the Great had been consumed. During his illness all the people were in tears, praying

God to spare the life of their beloved king. But he died in the fifth day after the attack, in

the fifty-fourth year of his age, the seventh of his reign, and at the close of the third of his rule

over all Palestine, 44 a.d. He was deeply lamented by all his Jewish subjects : but the Greek

inhabitants of Caesarea and Sebaste testified the most indecent joy, and the Roman soldiers

behaved in a very disorderly manner.
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Herod Agrippa left two daughters, and a son, Agrippa, only seventeen years of age.

Claudius was inclined to have given him his father's kingdom ; but by the advice of his

friends, he deferred it for a time on account of the youth of the young prince. Judea was

then again made a Roman province, the government of which was given to Cuspius Fadius.

A difference, soon after, between the Romans and Jews, about the custody of the sacerdotal

dress and ornaments of the high-priest, involved so many points of difficulty to a Roman, that

Claudius was induced, for the sake of peace, to place Herod, king of Chalcis, over the temple

and treasury, with the power af appointing the high-priests.

The famine in Palestine, which is alluded to in Acts ix. 27, &c., as being foretold by

Agabus, commenced during the administration of Fadius (45 a.d.), and continued under that

of his successor. It was very severe. While it continued, the Jews were most bountifully

assisted by Izates, the king of Adiabene, and by his mother Helena—both proselytes to

Judaism. The Christians at Jerusalem were also most liberally relieved by the churches in

foreign parts, especially by that at Antioch, whose bounty was taken to Judea by Paul and

Barnabas. Under Fadius there arose a false Messiah, who persuaded a great multitude of

people to take their property and follow him to the Jordan, promising that, as Joshua did of

old, he would stop the course of the river by his word, and lead them over on dry ground.

But the infatuated crowd was overtaken by a body of Roman horse and foot, by whom they

were dispersed. Some were killed, and some taken prisoners. Among the latter was the

impostor himself, who was beheaded, and his head sent to Jerusalem to be exhibited to the

populace, to refute his pretensions to divine power. Josephus calls this impostor Theudas,

but he is probably mistaken as to the name ; for, according to Luke (Acts v. 36), Theudas

made his appearance before Judas the Gaulonite, and had a party of only four hundred men,

by whom he was at last forsaken.

Fadius resigned his troublesome office in 46 a.d., and was succeeded by Tiberius Alexander,

an apostate Jew, son of the Alabarch* of Alexandria, and nephew to the celebrated Philo-

Judeeus.t He did nothing remarkable save crucifying the two sons, Jacob and Simon, of the

notorious Judas the Gaulonite, doubtless for spreading the opinions of their father, and for

attempting to excite the people against the Romans.

In 47 A.D. Herod of Chalcis died, just after he had deposed Joseph, the son of Camus, to

whom he had given the high-priesthood two years before, and raised to the pontificate Ananias,

the son of Nebedeus. Claudius gave the dominion of Herod and his authority over the temple

to Agrippa, but still maintained Judea as a Roman province. In the same year the procurator

Tiberius was recalled, and Ventidius Cumanus appointed in his stead, from whose adminis-

tration may be dated the beginning of those disturbances -which ended in the ruin of the

Jewish nation.

According to custom, Cumanus was present with his cohorts at Jerusalem to keep the peace

during the Passover of 48 a.d. These were the same disorderly cohorts w-hose disgraceful

conduct at Caesarea, on the death of Agrippa, had induced Claudius to determine to send them

out of the country, which intention he was unhappily led to abandon. A general tumult was

produced throughout the city by the conduct of one of the soldiers stationed at the gates of the

• The Jews who were scattered abroad, and had taken up their residence in countries distant from Palestine, had rulers of their

own. The person who sustained the highest office among those "ho dwelt in Egypt was denominated Alabarchus ; the magis-

trate at the head of the Syrians was denominated Archox ; while tlie numerous and powerful Jews who abode in Babylonia

called their chief ttie Prince of thk Captivity.

t PaiLO-JuD.m's, or Philo the Jew, was a native of Alexandria, of a priestly race, and brother to Lysimachus the Alabarch, or

chief, of the numerous Jews inhabiting that city. He was a man of great accomplisliments and learning, well versed in Grecian

literature, and his mind so deeply imbued with the philosophy of Plato, that he accpiired the name of the Jewish Plato. His rank

and character pointed him out as a suitable leader of^ the deputation sent by the Jews of Alexandria to Caligula to exonerate

themselves from the charge of disaft'ection which the Greek inhabitants of that city had eagerly founded on their refusal to

worship the emperor, or to receive his images. Tlieir right to the citizenship of Alexandria was also questioned. At Rome they

were better received than they expected, and appear to have conducted themselves with much tact and discretion. The emperor

gave them an interview, wliich left the imi)ression upon his mind that they were rather mad than wicked in thiir refusal to worsiiip

him; but he dismissed them without announcing any decision. Philo himself wrote a very^ interesting accoimt of this mission,

which we still possess, together with a portion of his other works, which were numerous. He wrote in Greek : and an edition of

his works was first printed at Paris in 1552. But the best edition is that of Dr. Mangey, printed at London in 1742 in two folia

volumes. None of Philo's works have been translated into English except the narrative of his mission to Caligula.
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temple to preserve order, who disrobed himself and indecently exposed his person during the

holy solemnities. Taking this obscene act as an insult upon their God, the feelings of the

Jews were highly excited, especially when they found that the soldier was not punished at

their demand. A tumult ensued; and every reader of the New Testament knows the peculiar

wildness and frenzy of a Jewish tumult : and Cumanus, finding it impossible to restore

tranquillity by gentle means, ordered all the troops to the scene of the commotion. On this,

apprehending probably a general massacre, the multitude dispersed in such haste and

confusion that they crushed and trampled one another to death ; and it is said by Josephus

that not less than ten thousand persons perished.* Not long after this, a servant of the

emperor having been murdered by robbers on the road near Beth-horon, a body of soldiers

was sent thither, who plundered all the villages in that neighbourhood, and made prisoners

of the principal inhabitants. At this time one of the Roman soldiers seized a copy of the

Pentateuch, and tore it in pieces before the people, witli words of insult and blasphemy. On
this the Jews repaired to Ca3sarea to demand the punishment of the soldier ; and Cumanus,
to put a stop to the growing excitement, ordered him to be beheaded.

The reader of the Gospels is aware that the Jews of Galilee " must needs pass through

Samaria" whenever they " went up to Jerusalem to worship." But as the Samaritans held

that, not Jerusalem, but their own Mount Gerizim, was " the place where men ought to

worship," they were much disposed to molest and insult the Jews who, at the time of the

great festivals, passed through their country to Jerusalem. Soon after the transaction just

recorded, one of the Galilean Jews, thus journeying to worship at the temple, was murdered

by the Samaritans. Justice being refused by Cumanus, who had been bribed by the

aggressors, several of the more disaffected Jews conspired together to take vengeance for the

murder with their own hands. They effected this by placing themselves under the command
of two celebrated robber chiefs, led by whom they began to ravage the villages of the

Samaritans. But Cumanus came upon them with his troops, and slew many of them, and

took the rest prisoners. This increased the ferment to the highest pitch. It extended to

Jerusalem, where the principal men of the nation went about clad in sackcloth, and with ashes

on their heads, entreating the people to remain quiet. But their efforts were only partially

successful ; for many of the younger and less engaged members of the community, collected

themselves into bands of robbers, and distressed the whole country by their depredations. The
reader must remember that, as we have formerly intimated, the robbers of whom we read so

much in this age, called themselves patriots; that is to say, they made the profession of holy

zeal against the dominion of the Romans, a cloak for their depredations against all who were

suspected of being content to enjoy peace under the Romans. Hence, as there were large

bands of men, which collectively would have formed a large array, under the command of

l)ersons who, from their experience in operations which partook of a military character, were the

only efficient leaders to which the discontented could look, it happened that all those who from
warmth of temper or the force of circumstances were excited against the Romans, and against

those who submitted to their rule—that is, to all the peaceable part of the nation—joined bands
of robbers already existing, or formed new bands under old robber chiefs. This accounts for

the immense numbers, the organised character, the large operations, and the peculiar pretensions
of that i)oTtion of the Jewish population to wiiich history gives the name of robbers, but to

whom the term of guerillas would probably be now considered more applicable.

The Samaritans now, in their turn, went to Tyre to complain to the prefect of Syria (H.
Quadratus) of these proceedings ; and the Jews recriminated by stating the origin of the
quarrel, and the refusal of justice by Cumanus, whom they charged with the acceptance of
bribes from the Samaritans. Quadratus, on inquiry, was inclined to decide against the

Samaritans ; but on becoming better acquainted with the part the Jews had taken in conse-

quence, he turned against them, and treated them with great severity. In the end, however,
he resolved to submit the whole affair to the emperor, and accordingly directed that some of

* T\\e text of .loseplius iipiiears to be so much corrupted in its numbers, that it is open to conjectiu-e thnt lie wrote one thousand.
It may, however, be well to remember what a prodigious multitude assembled at .Teriisalem on such occa^ieus.
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the principal Jews and Samaritans should proceed to Rome, whither also the procurator and

his tribune Celer (whose conduct had been particularly offensive to the Jews) were ordered to

repair. Agrippa, who was still at Rome, exerted himself with great earnestness on behalf of

the Jews ; and the emperor did them justice. The principal Samaritans he ordered to be

executed, Cumanus was banished ; and as to Celer he was sent back to Jerusalem, and was

there dragged through the streets, and beheaded, by order of the emperor. This mode of

pacifying people, by allowing them to slake that thirst of blood which has itself been created

by the practice of rendering barbarous justice for barbarous wrong, was in that age much

resorted to, and this history offers frequent examples of it. 52 a.d.

It was about this time that Claudius gave to Agrippa the former tetrarchy of his uncle

Philip, comprising Gaulonitis, Trachonitis and Batanea, instead of the kingdom of Chalcis

which he had before received. Agrippa, about this time also, gave his beautiful sister Drusilla

in marriage to Azizus king of Emesa, who submitted to the rite of circumcision in order to

obtain her.

The new procurator of Judea was Claudius Felix, originally a slave, and afterwards a freed-

man of the emperor. It is an observation at this day in the East, that no persons make such

hard masters or rigid governors, as those who have themselves been slaves. So it was in the

time of Felix, who ruled with all the tyranny ascribed to the despots of the East. It is true,

however, that he found the country in a state which rendered strong measures necessary ; but

severe or tyrannous measures are not necessarily strong, although they are usually called such.

The whole country was infested by robbers, professed assassins* and banditti of the worst

description. The embers of sedition were still alive in the bosoms of the Gaulonitish party ;

and the imagination of the credulous multitude was kept in a state of dangerous excitement by

a succession of daring impostors, who pretended to prophecy, or to have received the divine

commission to deliver the nation from the Roman yoke. So numerous were they, that many of

them were apprehended and executed almost every day ; the people also who followed these

deceivers were massacred by the Roman troops without mercy. Felix, although he acted

with vigour in putting down these incessant disorders as they occurred, failed not to avail

himself of the occasions which they offered of gratifying his avarice and his private resentments.

And even while putting down the assassins with one hand, he hired their services with the

other. If there was any man in Palestine to whom Felix was under more obligations than to

another, that was to the high-priest Jonathan, who had greatly promoted his advancement to

the distinguished post which he occupied. This venerable person he, however, caused to be

murdered by the Sicarri, for no other cause than his frequent remonstrances with the governor

about the acts of injustice and tyranny of which he was so often guilty.

Agrippa, as we have seen, had married his sister to the king of Emesa, who was devotedly

attached to her. But Felix, who already had two wives, saw her, and was so struck by her

extraordinary beauty that he induced

her to forsake her husband and to

marry him. When the nature and

variety of this man's offences are con-

sidered, it is not wonderful that his

guilty conscience was moved, when the

eloquent apostle, a prisoner before him
" reasoned ofrighteousness, temperance

(chastity), and judgment to come."

(Acts xxiv. 25). Ultimately the rule

of Felix became so intolerable to the

Jews, that after he had misgoverned
[Nero.]

* The clandestine assassins of this unhappy period were called Sicarri, which name they received from their usinsf poniards

curved like the Roman Sicee. It was their practice to mingle with tlie crowd, having the poniards concealed under stieir garments.

Tl\ey were quite as ready to hire their murderous services for money as to act on tlieir own account in matters of public or private

WTong.
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the province for ten years, they, in 59 ad., sent a deputation to Rome, to complain of his

conduct to the emperor. Tliey obtained his recall ; and he was only screened from further

punishment bv the influence of his brother Pallas with Nero, who had succeeded Claudius

in 54 B.C.

Porcius Festus, the new procurator, was a much better man than his predecessor. He

found Judea full of robbers, who devastated the country with fire and sword ; the Sicarri also

were verv daring and numerous. The priests of the different orders had also found or made

causes of quarrel among themselves, and acts of great and disgraceful violence had become

common. The occasion of this disturbance appears to have been afforded by the frequent

depositions of the high-priests, and by their persisting to claim the pontifical tithes after their

deposition, whereby, as the number of deposed high-priests was very considerable, the inferior

priests were left without adequate maintenance. The rigour with which these tithes were

exacted, and the obstinacy with which the claim was resisted, led to the most scandalous

outrages. The respective parties, not content to assail each other by force of arms, hired

robbers and assassins to espouse their cause, so that Jerusalem and the whole country

was kept in a continual ferment, and the temple itself was sometimes stained with blood.

Against all these parties Festus acted with much vigour, by which, and the severe examples

which he made, some degree of quiet was temporarily restored. Agrippa had no concern in

the aflfairs of Judea, but such as arose from his being recognised as the principal person of

the nation, and from his rule over the temple, and his power of appointing the high-priests.

But these were circumstances of much importance. This is that king Agrippa, who, with

Festus, heard Paul's defence at Csesarea when the apostle declared his conviction that the

king believed the prophets ; and, in reply to. the declaration, "Almost thou persuadest me to

be a Christian," replied, with that force and delicacy peculiar to him, " I would that thou wert

not only almost , but altogether such as I am

—

except these bonds."

Festus died at the latter end of 62 a.d. The newly appointed high-priest, Ananus, a proud

Sadducee, took advantage of the interval between the death of one procurator and the arrival of

another to call a council of the Jews, which, at his instigation, condemned to death the z\postle

James, the cousin of Jesus Christ, who had long presided over the Christian church at

Jerusalem, together with some other Christians, and stoned them to death. This act is

mentioned by Josephus with much reprehension ; for it appears from him the apostle had won

the respect of the more sober-minded Jews, whose representations to the new procurator

Albinus (63 a.d.) produced an angry letter to the high-priest; and similar representations to

iVgrippa procured his removal from the high-priesthood.

Albinus was a bad man, and thought only of turning his office to his own advantage. He indeed

exerted himself to seize the robbers ; but he immediately released those from whom he could

obtain monev, and punished only such as were unable to gratify his avarice. The rich secured

his favour by presents, and the turbulent among the people attached themselves to some one

who was rich enough to protect them. In the end the robbers acquired perfect impunity ; for

if a number of them were taken prisoners, they had only to seize some opulent person, whose

friends, for his ransom, would pay the governor for the liberation of as many of the captured

robbers as were required. Such was the operation of the practices of this procurator, that he

acquired the reputation of being the real head of all the robliers of the country.

It was during his administration that the Herodian temple was completely finished in all its

parts. The prospect of throwing eighteen thousand men out of employment, seemed so

dangerous, that various plans were considered for affording them work ; and it was in the end

decided by Agrippa to employ them in paving the city with white stone. This, however, did

not last them long, or was discontinued : and in the time of the next procurator, they were

thrown out of employment at a difficult crisis, the dangers of which they greatly aggravated, by

joining themselves to the robber bands by which the country was devastated.

Albinus was recalled in 64 a.d., and Gessius Florus appointed in his stead. This man was

the last, and probably the very worst, Roman governor the Jews ever had. There is scarcely

a crime of which Josephus does not accuse him : and all his crimes were committed openly,
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without concealment or shame. He oppressed the people by all kinds of rapine and extortion :

pillaging whole districts, robbing the sacred treasury, and encouraging the plunder of the

robbers for a share of the booty. Thus, instead of endeavouring to assuage the gathering

storm, he did his utmost to hasten it on and to augment its rage, in the hope that the public

confusion might prevent complaints against his iniquitous conduct from being heard, and that

a wider field of plunder might be opened to him. He succeeded but too well. It is, however,

idle to attribute the war which speedily ensued to the misgovernment of Florus. We have

written the preceding pages in vain, if the reader does not perceive that the elements of this

warfare against the Romans had existed long before, and had been gathering such strength

that the mutual strife could not long have been retarded had Gessius Florus never lived, or

never governed in Judea. His proceedings may have hastened by a few years the progress of

events, or other measures might for a few years have checked their operation ; and that is all.

The government of Florus became so intolerable that many of the Jews emigrated to foreign

countries, being no longer able to endure the miseries they were doomed to suffer at home.

Cestius Gallus, the president of Syria, attended at Jerusalem at the Passover in 65 a.d.

He was there surrounded by multitudes of Jews, who, while Florus stood laughing by, prayed

him to have mercy upon the country. Cestius, instead of instituting proper inquiries into

affairs, dismissed them with the promise that he would advise the procurator to govern more

mildly in future. But this recommendation had no effect whatever on the plans and conduct

of that unprincipled man. Cestius, struck by the immense concourse to Jerusalem at the

Passover, endeavoured to form some notion of the numbers, by causing an estimate to be

taken of the number of Paschal lambs which were slaughtered. This calculation was founded

on the practice that not fewer than ten persons could sit down to eat the passover together. It

is said to have been thus found that the Passover population of Jerusalem could not be less

than two million five hundred and fifty-six thousand, and might be three millions. One may

at first view suspect these numbers to be a cipher too high ; but it must be borne in mind that

it was imperative on every adult male to repair to Jerusalem at that season, and that devout

Jews then resorted to the holy city from countries far beyond the limits of Palestine.

There had been a quarrel of some standing between the Jews on one side, and the Greeks and

Syrians on the other, respecting a claim of property to Caesarea. The Jews asserted that the city

belonged to them, as it was built by their king Herod, and they had been oppressed with taxes

to pay for its buildings and its expensive mole : but it was contended on the other side, that it

had always been considered a Greek city, and that the intention of the founder was manifested

bv the numerous temples and statues he had erected there, in conformity with the usages

and mythology of the Greeks, but were utterly abhorrent to the Jews and to their religion.

The matter was so hotly contested, that the parties had armed against each other in the time

of Felix, who, however, succeeded in allaying the ferment for a time, by persuading each party

to send a deputation to plead the matter before Nero. Up to this time the result had remained

in suspense ; but now, at the worst possible time, the decision arrived in favour of the Syro-

Greeks, who were thereby raised above the Jews, and became entitled to the first rank as

citizens. This has been considered the signal of the war which almost immediately after

broke out in every quarter; and it is rightly so considered, for the gross insults which the

Jews and their religion now received from the heathen inhabitants of Caesarea, which insults

were not avenged but aggravated by the governor, blew into a devouring flame the embers

of mortal strife, which had been smouldering so long. That flame was soon extended

to Jerusalem, by fresh insults from the procurator. In vain were all the efforts of the

peaceably disposed among the Jews ; in vain were all the remonstrances of king Agrippa, who

forcibly represented the madness of opposing the conquerors of the world ; the sword was

drawn, and the scabbard cast too far away to be found again. The peace-making king was

compelled to withdraw from the city, and to take his part with the Romans, hoping to moderate

the horrors of the war he could not stop.

The refusal of Eleazer, the president of the temple, to offer the usual sacrifices in the

temple for the prosperity of the Roman empire, may be taken as one of the marked points in

VOL. I. ^ D
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this sad history, since it amounted to a renunciation of the national allegiance to the Romans,

and as such was opposed by the earnest remonstrances of many of the chief priests and nobles.

At Jerusalem, where the popular party greatly predominated, the Roman garrison was put to

the sword ; the palace of king Agrippa, and the public offices, were destroyed with fire ; a son

of Judas of Galilee, by name Menahem, made himself king in the city, and the barbarities

committed by him and his robbers added new aggravations to the horrors which raged within.

The high-priest Ananus, who had been driven to seek concealment in one of the aqueducts of

the royal palace, was slaughtered by them, together with his brother Hezekiah. But the

usurping king, with most of his adherents, was soon after cut off by the opjjosing fiictiun of

Eleazer.

The example of Jerusalem gave such encouragement to the discontented, that the declared

and open revolt was soon extended throughout the country. In everything that looked like a

regular engagement, the Jews were constantly beaten by the Romans, but nothing could quench

their fury or abate their indignation ; and a scene of rapine, cruelty, and bloodshed opened,

which extended far beyond the limits of Palestine. Everywhere the popular party—now joined

by the robbers, who took the name of Zealots, and who flocked in great numbers to take a

leading part in the fray—massacred the Romans wherever they could master them, and

plundered and devastated the cities and villages of the Syrians; and neither Romans or Syrians

were slow or measured in their retaliations. In every city, whether occupied wholly or onlv

in part by Jews, there were, so to speak, two hostile armies, which glared with deadly enmity

on each other; and no man anywhere found safety but in the local predominence of the

party to which he belonged, nor always then. The reader will not expect us to enter into the

details of the atrocities and unmitigated horrors of this period. We must conscientiously

abstain from taking any part in familiarising the mind with more than the general idea of

—

Blood—the life of man—poured out upon the ground like water, to be gathered up no more,

and of atrocities which rend violently aside the veil, which, from all but tlie individual, should

hide the mysteries of man's worst nature. The antiquarian and the scholar will always turn

for these details to the original and authentic narrative of Josephus, which is easy of access,

and which no secondary narrative can ever supersede.*

Upon this general revolt of the Jews, Cestius Gallus, the governor of Syri.i, marched a

powerful army into Palestine, which committed great ravages on its way to Jerusalem.

Cestius encamped before the city for three days, hoping that the display of his forces would

intimidate the inhabitants into overtures of peace. This result Agrippa, who was with

Cestius, and the more ])eaceably disposed inhabitants of the city, endeavoured to bring about

;

but finding the expectation hopeless, the Romans set fire, on the fourth day, to Bezetha, the

northern suburb of the city. Josephus assures us that if they had then attacked the city itself,

during the consternation of the seditious, they might easily have taken it, and have put an end

to the war at once. " But," adds the historian, " for the wickedness of the people, God
suff'ered not the war to come to an end at that time." In fact, Cestius was dissuaded

from the course indicated by the emissaries of Florus, who was anxious to prolong the

war, and by whom he was persuaded to withdraw from the city. This strange procedure

emboldened the previously panic-struck insurgents, who sallied forth, ])ursued Cestius in liis

retreat, harassed, and finally routed his army with great slaughter on the 8lh of November,

65 A.D. This victory supplied the Jews with many engines of war and arms, which after-

wards enabled them to prolong the defetice of the city.

All thinking men among the Jews perceived that this victory would i)rove far nuire ruinous

than any defeat which could have been sustained, being well assured that the Romans would not

be content until rivers of blood had washed out the stain which their arms had incurred. The
Christians in Jerusalem clearly recognised the signs which Christ himself had long before

pointed out, and, in obedience to his injunctions, they hastened to quit the devoted city. A

• We of course speak exclusively of the " Jewish War ;" for wliicli lio is the original and sole autliority : «liere:is for tlie

history contained in Uie " Antiquities," \vc are familiar with tlie original authorities of nearly all the authentic information he

supplies.
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great proportion of them withdrew to Pella, beyond Jordan, whence they could watch the

progressive fulfilment of their Lord's predictions, without being themselves involved in the

dread consequences.

Cestius delayed not to send to the emperor an account of the disturbed state of Judea, and

of the loss he had sustained, laying the whole blame upon Floras ; and soon after he died,

either from disease or from chagrin. Nero was in Achaia when this intelligence reached him.

He immediately sent into Syria with the quality of president, and committed the conduct of

the war in Palestine to Vespasian, an able and experienced commander, who was then with

him, and had lately returned with a high reputation from his victories in Germany and

Britain. His son Titus was at the same time sent to Alexandria, to conduct the fifth and

tenth legions to the aid of his father. When he had been joined by these and by the

auxiliary forces of the tributary kings Antiochus (Comagene), Agrippa, Sohem, and Malchus

(Arabia), Vespasian found his army amounted to sixty thousand men.

In the spring of 67 a.d. Vespasian led this great army from Ptolemais into Galilee. He

recovered all the fortresses which the insurgents possessed in that province, in particular

Gadara and Jotapata, the last of which was defended by no less a person than Josephus, the

Jewish historian of the war, a priest of Asamonean descent, who had after the defeat of

Cestius been appointed governor of Galilee by the provisional Jewish government. The place

was defended with bravery and skill by the soldier-priest, but was in the end betrayed to the

Romans. Josephus found refuge in a cavern, but was betrayed, and obliged to surrender. He

was at first put in chains, but afterwards, when (as he says) he predicted that Vespasian would

become emperor (then a very unlikely circumstance), he was treated with distinction and

respect, especially after his prediction had been verified by the event. Throughout Galilee the

Roman troops ravaged and destroyed cities, towns and villages, showing no mercy, at first, to

age or sex, that the defeat of Cestius might be avenged. Vespasian next chastised the

Samaritans. Then he invaded the fortresses of Joppa, Tarichaea, and Gamala. The last-

named place, taking its name from the camel-like outlines of the cliffs on which it was situate,

offered a most obstinate resistance; enraged at which, the Roman army massacred the

inhabitants, and even slung the infants from the walls. Of all the inhabitants only two

women survived ; for those who escaped the Romans destroyed themselves.

Meanwhile the Jews in Jerusalem quarrelled among themselves ; and the city was oppressed

by three turbulent and conflicting factions. The first, under John, held possession of the

lower city, containing the ancient quarter of Salem and Mount Acra, westward ; the second,

under Eleazer, occupied the temple-quarter and Mount Moriah ; and the third was in the

upper city, " the city of David," on Mount Zion, southward. These factions were ultimately

reduced to two; for at the last Passover, 70 a.d., John, under pretext of sacrificing in the

temple, sent a band who destroyed Eleazer and his faction, and possessed themselves of the

temple-quarter. These factions, however they disagreed in other things, and wasted their

strength in conflicts, agreed perfectly, from the beginning, in harassing, plundering and

massacreing the nobles and richer inhabitants, as well as numbers of the middle class who

were peaceably disposed, and wished well to the Romans. To spite each other, they also

wantonly wasted the stores, and destroyed the storehouses containing corn, provisions, and other

necessaries which might have enabled the

city to sustain a siege of several years. But

such are the suicidal acts of which the

madness of faction is always guilty.

Meanwhile Vespasian tarried quietly at

Csesarea, giving rest and refreshment- to

his troops, and when urged by his im-

patient officers to hasten his attack upon

the city, he prudently refused, remarking

that " It was far better to let the Jews

destroy one another."
[Vespadan.]

5 D 2
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[Titus.

J

While he waited, there were troubles

at Rome. Nero, after a cruel and de-

tested reign, which disgraced the pro-

mise of its commencement, destroyed

himself, after having been condemned
to death by the senate. Galba, Otho,

Vitellius, followed in quick succession
;

and at length, contrary to all previous

grounds of calculation, Vespasian him-

self was invested with the imperial pur-

ple by the legions in Judea. (July 3,

()9 A.n.) Upon this, the new emperor departed from Palestine, to establish himself in Italy,

leaving his son Titus to carry on the war.

About the middle of April the next year (70 ad.), at the time of the Passover, when
Jerusalem was, more even than ordinarily at that festival, thronged with people, Titus, with an

army of sixty thousand Romans and auxiliaries appeared before its walls. He probably made
choice of this season with the view, that the immense number of useless persons, who would

be shut up within the walls, might, by the vast consumption of provisions, the more speedily

enable him to take by famine the city which strong fortifications and a triple wall now rendered

almost impregnable. Nor was this expectation disappointed ; for the miserable crowd had

not long been shut up within the walls before famine, and its attendant pestilence, was experienced

in forms so horrible, that no one- who has ever read the minute details contained in that history

of the war which Josephus has given, forgets them as long as he lives. These we gladly pass

over. Neither is it our intention to describe the operations of the siege, which can be of little

interest save to antiquarians and military men, and which may be found at large in the ample

narrative of Josephus. It was the anxious wish of Titus to spare the city and its inhabitants
;

but they were determined to defend it to the uttermost, or perish in it, vainly expecting that

God would not allow his city and his temple to be overthrown. Alas, they were no longer His!

Throughout the siege, which lasted four months, Titus adopted the policy of Pompey,

employing the Sabbath days in constructing military machines, raising mounts, undermining

the walls, without molestation, previous to his attacks on the following Sundays. Having

employed the Paschal week in making preparations, he made his first assault the day it ended,

Sunday, April 22, 70 a.d. A breach in the first wall was made, and possession of a part of

the lower city on Sunday, May 6; and the rest of it was taken in the ensuing week. In order to

confine the multitude, and prevent their escaping, Titus found it necessary to build a wall of

circumvallation all around the city, fortified with towers at regular intervals. This stupendous

work was finished in three days, without molestation from the besieged, advantage being taken

of the Sabbath and two following days of" the feast of weeks," or Pentecost (June 2, 3, 4).

The temple was burnt on Sunday, Aug. 5 ; and Titus, having prepared his machines on the

Saturday (Sept. 1) for the attack of the upper city, took and destroyed it the day after, being

Sunday, Sept. 2.

It is remarkable to notice how Titus was driven against his will, through the desperate

defence made by the besieged, and their obstinate refusal of every offer of mercy and compromise,

to work out the intentions of Divine Providence, and fulfil the predictions of Christ, l)y the

utter destruction of the city and temple of Jerusalem. The temple he was most anxious to

save ; but in spite of his most earnest efforts, it was fired by the soldiers, and burned with

Tnextinguishable fury until reduced to a mere heap of ruins. While the flames were raging,

the soldiers lost no time in plundering the sacred fabric of its costly ornaments, and of its

numerous vessels of silver and gold. Some of these, including the golden candelabrum, the

table of shew-brcad, and the silver trumpets, were displayed in the triumph of Vespasian and
Titus at Rome, and were figured on the triumphal arch erected on that occasion.*

As copied in the cut nl p. 251, wliich see.
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A horrid massacre followed the taking of the city ; for the Romans, instigated by their fury

at the unwonted opposition, and by revenge for the losses they had sustained, put to the sword

all who came in their way, without respect to age, sex, or condition. It has been calculated

from the aggregate of the numbers given by Josephus that the number of the persons who
perished, during this calamitous war, at Jerusalem and in other parts of the country, amounted

to no less than one million three hundred and thirty-nine thousand. Then the captives were

sold for slaves in prodigious numbers, until the slave-markets were so completely glutted that

no one would buy them at any price. Large numbers of the least valuable were sent to work

in the mines, or to labour on the public works of Egypt and other near countries.

As to Jerusalem, the practice among the Orientals, with Avhich the Roman soldiers were

well acquainted, of burying money and valuables under ground in troublous times, induced the

avaricious conquerors, after the capture of the city, to obey with alacrity the orders they had

received to raze it to the ground. They even ploughed up the ground, in order to discover the

hidden treasures. Thus was accomplished the old prophecy of Micah :
—" Therefore shall

Zion, for your sake, be ploughed as a field, and Jerusalem shall become heaps, and the mountain

of the house (the temple-mount) as the high places of the forest."

[Roman Medals, struck to commemorate the Conquest of Judea.]

From the point which we have reached, we pause a moment to cast one rapid glance upon

the scene which lies before us. We behold the seed of Abraham, a sullen and solitary people,
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walking through the earth, as beings in it, indeed, but not of it : existing in all parts of the world,

but finding no home in any of its continents and isles ; crushed everywhere, but not broken
;

cast down, but not destroyed : despised, until they became despicable : depressed, until their

hearts and character lost much of their expansiveness and wealth, and became small and poor.

Never was there a race whom all men, differing in all things else, have equally concurred to

hate, afflict, press down, destroy ;—never a race of whom all men have in the same degree

concurred to doubt that they had human hearts. But they had them—although their genial

feelings were not allowed to expand in the broad sunshine of the world, beyond those thresholds

which the foot of no stranger ever crossed. The garb by which, in the land of which they

were once the lords, and in other eastern countries, they are obliged to distinguish themselves

as an unprivileged race, is not now required in the countries where the real distinction between

them and the privileged inhabitants is the greatest. However much they may avail them-

selves of the appliances, and adapt themselves to the outward circumstances of high civilization,

it is impossible not to perceive that they have themselves remained stationary in their principles

and habits of conduct,—but more, far more, in the habits and intellections of their minds.

We know not that the world ever offered so marked an instance of intellectual stagnation

—

petrifaction. Surely the Hebrew race is, in its mind and habits, as tnily and purely the

fragment of a former world, as are the dry bones of primitive creatures which, from time to

time, men dig from the embedded rocks. The analogy is almost Scriptural; and the Scriptural

question forcibly recurs
—" Can these dry bones live ?"—" Lord God Thou knowest !" And

what He knows he has thought fit dimly to reveal, and to open the partial prospect of the

coming time when the dry bones shall start into activity of life proportioned to the deepness

of that death in which they have lain so long. But this is a matter on which we may not

touch. The glimpses of hope and glory in the distant view, after the dreary and desolate

regions through which we have passed, is beheld with feelings which can only be adequately

intimated in the simile of the poet :

—

' As when a scout

Tliiough dark and desert ways with peril gone

All night, at last, by lireak of cheerful dawn.

Obtains the brow of some high-climbing hill,

Which to his eye discovers unaware

The goodly prospect of some foreign land

First seen,—or some renown'd metropolis

With glist'ring spires and pinnacles adorn'd,

Which NOW the rising sun gilds with his beams.'

End of the Bible History.
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[V The star (*) placed after the figures denotes that the reference is to the note at the foot of the page of the work.]

Aaron, his coming forth to meet Moses foretold, 160; goes
forth by the Divine command, and meets Moses, 161 ; they
proceed to the land of Goshen, id.; he and Moses display
their marvels to the Hebrews, 162 ; demand the release of
the Israelites, id.; throws down his staif, which becomes a
serpent, 164 ; which swallows those of the Egyptian wise
men, id. ; smites the Nile, whereat its water changes into
blood, 165, 166 ; smites the waters of the Nile, and pro-
duces the plague of frogs, 166; he and Moses abate tl.e

plague, id. ; he and Moses smite the dust of the earth and
produce tlie plague of mosquitoes, 167 ; abate the fourih
plague, the plague of various insects,) id. ; permits the
setiing up of the golden calf, 201, 202; consecrated high-
priest of the Israelites, 205 ; his family consecrated to the
higher offices of the priesthood, id. ; offers up sacrilices on
the altar—they are consumed by fire from hea\en, 205;
he and his sons forbidden to drink wine when officiating

in the tabernacle, 206 ; his inauguration as high-priest, 231 ;

he is anointed, id. ; rod of, placed in the tabernacle, 2-17 ;

endeavours with Miriam to supplant Moses, 307 ; he is

rebuked by the Lord, id. ; arrests the plague amongst the
Israelites, 31-i ; confirmed in the office of high-priest by a
miracle of ihe rod, 315 ; dies and is buried on Mount Hor,
317 ; the Moslems offer sacrilices at his tomb, id.

Ab, a name of the fifth monih, 302*
Aljba, or outer dress of the Arabs of Syria and Arabia, 238,

239
Abdeel, one of the twelve sons of Ishmael, 69;* becomes

founder of an Arabian tribe, id.

Abdon, a judge of Israel alter Elon, 398
Abiali, one of the sons of Samuel, his irijustice, 419
Abiathar, the only one of the sons of Ahimehch saved, 454;

and Zadok jointly high-priest, 473 ; reason for, id. ; he is

degraded from the office of high priest, 494 ; banished from
court, and deprived of the office of priest, 505

Abib, the first mouth of the sacred year, 171, 301*
Abigail allays the wrath of David, 457, 458 ; is married to

him, 458
Aliihu, one of the sons of Aarou, killed by fire from the Lord,

206
Abijah, or Abijam, succeeds to the kingdom of Judah, 556

;

harangues the army of .Teroboam, id., 557; deieais the
Israelites near Mount Zeraarim, 557 ; his speech lo the
Israelites considered, id.; retakes some 'places from the
Israelites, id. ; he falls into sins, dies, and is succeeded by
his son Asa, 558 ^

Abimelech, the official title of the kings of Gerar, or of the Phi-
listines, 71

king of Gerar, sends for Sarah to his harem, 58; is

smitten by the Lord, id.; restores Sarah, 59: forms an
alliance wiih Abraliani,60 ; enters into a covenant of peace
with Isaac, 72 ; the spurious sou of Gideon, 392 ; he goes to

his mother's relations in Shechem, id. ; marches to Ophrah,
and puts all his liretliren to death but jotham, who escapes,

393; returns to Shechem, and is anointed king, id. ; is ex-

pelled from the kingdom of Shechem, id. ; re-captures

Shechem, and destroys the town, 394 ; besieges 'I'hebez—is

slain by a woman, id.

Abinadab, a son of Saul, is slain at Gilboa, 4C2
Abiram joins the conspiracy of the Israelites against Moses and

Aaron, 313
Abishag demanded in marriage by Adonijah, 504
Abishai wishes to slay Saul, but is prevented by David, 459;

defeats the Edomites in the Valley of Salt, 475 ; rescues
David from Izbi-beuob, the Philistine giaut, 491; his rela-

tionship to David, 4S5*
Abishua, a high-priest of Israel. 414
Abital, one of the wives of David, 466*
Abner proclaims Ishbosheth king of Israel, 464; marches

against the king of Judah, id. ; slays Asahel, the brother

of Joab, 465 ; abandons Ishbosheth, 466 ; invites David to
take the crown of Israel, 467 ; is slain by Joab, id. ; is

buried l)y David, 469
Abomination of the Egyptians, 167, 185*
Abraham, or Abram, 21, 51 ; his birth , 23 ; the third son of Terah,

43 ;* marries Sarai, 24 ; traditions of his sagacity and superi-
ority of mind, 26; of liis preaching that the heavenly bod:e3
have no power of themselves, id. ; of his expulsion by theChal-
deans, id. ; sojourns in the land of Canaan, id. ; departs from
Chaldea with his family, and arrives at Harau or Charran,27

;

receives the divine command, id ; receives the second divine
command, id., 28; departs from Harau accompanied by
Lot, 28 ; promised the Land of Canaan, 29; builds an
altar to Jehovah, id. ,• arrives in Samaria, and encamps in
the Valley of Moreli, id. ; journey of, not necessarily across
the desert, id. ; his second removal—pitches his tent in
Luz, afterwards called Bethel, 31 ; builds an altar to
Jehovah, id.; proceeds to Egypt, id.; requires Sarai to
p.iss as his sister, id. ; ordered to quit Egypt, 33 ; his re-

turn to Canaan, 35 ; is wholly isolated from his kindred,
36 ; is commanded to traverse the Promised Laud—is pro-
mised a posterity, id.; encamps near Arlia, in the Valley of
Mamre, id. ; his terebinth tree, id. ; with the Amoritish
chiefs Mamre, Eshcol, and Aner marches against the
Assyrian kings, 38 ; defeats the five Assyrian kings at
Dan, and chases them as far as Hobah, id.; is met in the
King's Dale Ijy the king of Sodom, 39; is feasted by
Melchizedek, king of Salem, id.; releases the recaptuied sub-
jects of the king of Sodom, 40 ; promises to, renewed, id.

;

falls into a deep sleep—ratification of the covenant, 41 ;

takes Hagar, who conceives, 42 ; his son Ishmael born,
id.; his first call, 46;* his second call, id.; the Lord's
manifestation to him, 52 ; his name altered from Abram
to Abraham by the command of God, id. ; is promised a
son born of Sarah, 53 ; is visited by three strangers—the
Lord announces that Sarah shall bring forth a son, 54, 55;
intercedes for the city of Sodom, 55 ; beholds the smoking
ruins of Sodom, 56; sojourns at Gerar, 58 ; requires Sarah
to pass as his sister, id. ; his son Isaac is born, 59; forms
an alliance with Abimelech, khig of Gerar, 60; his riuht to
a well he had dug disputed by the servants of Abimelech,
61, 62; builds an altar at Beer-sheba under a grove of
trees, 62 ; his tenth and last trial, the sacrifice of Isaac, 62,
63; removes back to Mamre, 64; purchases a burial-place
for his race of Ephron the Hittite, called Machpelah, 64,
65; sends Eliezer of Damascus to fetch a wife for Isaac
out of the family of Nahor, 65 ; marries Keturah, and has
six sons, 68; his death, 69; burial in the cave of Mach-
pelah, id. ; Ishmael attends his burial, id. ; his birth-place
considered, 43;* Arabian history of liira, 45,* 4(5;* his
early history only traditional, 24; Jewish traditional ac-
count of his destroying images in his father's house—con-
demned to be burnt, and mhaculously saved, 25 ; is said
by some to have been the sole worshipper of God, id ; first

called "the Heljrew,"38; his equivocation, 31, 50 ;* the
number of his home-born servants, 283*

and Isaac, 52, 90; the similarity of their dealings with
the Philistines, 72

Abram, see Abraham
Absalom, one of the sons of David, 466;* procures the death

of his half-brother Amnon, 480 ; takes reluge with Talmai,
king of Geshur, id ; returns to the court of David, 481

;

conspires to dethrone David, -182 ; raises a rebellion at

Hebron, 483; marches to .Jerusalem, 484; defiles the con-
cubine wives of David, id. ; pursues David to Mahanaim
with an army, 485; is defeated liy the forces of David in
the forest of Ephraim, id. ; is caught up into a tree by his
hair, id. ; is slain by Joab, id. ; his burial-place, 486 ; the se-

pulchre raised in the King's Dale, id.; described, 500,* 501*
Abyssinian queen, journey of an, 541
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Abyssinians, rite of circumcision among, 81*
Accoucheurs, Egyptian, mostly women, 142*
Achsali, (lauf^hter of Caleb, maiTied to Othniel, 351*
Achar stoned to death for sacrilege in secreting some of the spoil

of Jericho, 344
Adar, a name of the twelfth month, 302*

the second, the intercalary month, id.

Adjeroud, supposed to be the ancient Etham, 176
Adonai, or Jehovah, 5U*
Adoni-bezek, king, is captured and mutilated, 366 ; he dies at

Jerusalem, 367
Adonijali, eldest surviving son of Da%id, 466;* is proclaimed

king at Ain Rogel, 493 ; submits to the new king Solomon,
id.; forms a plot against Solomon, 503; demands liis

father's wife Abishag in marriage, 5u4 ; is put to deatli,

505
Adoni-zedek, king of Jerusalem, heads the league against the

Israelites, 346 ; he wiih the Amorites besieges the city of

Gibeon, id.; is repulsed by Josluia, and the Amorites slain,

id.

Adoption of heirs, ancient custom of, 40
Age of tlie world, discussion on, 16,* IV*
Aggie-stone, the, 599*
Agriculture, made the basis of tlie Hebrew state, 292
Agrippa is made king of the tetrarchy held by Philip and that

of Abilene, 747 ; obtains the tetrarchy of Galilee and Perea,
id. ; is made king of Judea l)y Claudius, 748 ; is made
cousul at Rome, id. ; bel'.eads James the apostle, id. ; per-
mits idolatrous homage to be paid to liim, id. ; is afflicted

with disease and dies, id. ; copper coin of, 716*
son of king Agrippa, appointed l)y Clautlius over the

Temple and Judea, 749; is made tetrarch of Gaulonitis,
Trachonitis, and Batanea, 751

Aliab, tlie son of Omri, becomes king of Israel, 564; becomes
an idolater with his wile Jezebel, id. ; erects an image and
consecrates a grove to Baal, id.; delivers up his most pre-
cious things to Ben-hadad, 568 ; his soldiers defeat Ben-
hadad, id. ; again defeats and forms an alliance with him,
id., 569 ; wishes to purchase the vineyard of Naboth, id. ;

takes possession of it and meets Elijah, id.; receives an
iutimatinn of his doom, id.; humbles himself, id., 570;
imprisons Micaiah the prophet, 570 ; is defated and slain
by the Syrians, id. ; is buried at Samaria—two pniphecies
fultilled, id.; the seventy sons of beheaded by order of
Jeliu, 579, 580 ; their heads are sent to him in a basket, oSO

;

the remainder of the house of destroyed, id.

Ahasuerus of Ezra iv. 6, the same as Xerxes, 646
Aliaz succeeds Jotham as king of Judah, 596; becomes an

idolater, is overthrown by the Israelites and Syrians, id.,

59/ ; becomes a vassal of Tiglath-Pileser, king of Assyria,
597 ; dies, id.

Ahaziah succeeds Ahab as king of Israel, 570 ; sends to consult
the god Baiil-zebub, 5/1 ; his death foretold by Elijah, id.

;

sends a guard to apprehend Elijah, 5/1; he dies, id.;

is succeeded by his brother Jehoram, id.

I., king of Judah, is wounded by the followers of Jehu,
579 ; liies at Megiddo, id, ; another account of his death,
id. ;* his forty-two sons are slain by order of Jehu, 580

II. succeeds to the throne of Judah on the deaih of
Jehoram, the son of Jelioshaphat, 591

Ahijali the prophet foretells the destruction of the race of
Jeroboam, 551

Ahimaaz, the son of Zadok, carries the news of Absalom's def'at
and death, 487

Ahinoam, one of the wives of David, 466*
Aliithophel abandons David and goes to Absalom, 483; his

cliaractev, id. ; his counsel, 484 ; his suicide, 485
Aholiab, one of the artificers of the tabernacle, 205; whence lie

and Bezah'el obtained their knowledge, 255
A i, city of, attacked by the Israelites, who are repulsed, 344;

cause of the failure disclosed to Joshua, id. ; is captured
and destroyed by the Israeliti's, 3-14, 345 ; the slaying of its

king considered, 345
Ain Mousa, or the wilderness of Shur, 190 ; the supposed place

of the Israelites coming from the bed of the Red Sea, 183
Alabarehus, 749*
Albiims, procurator of Judea, 752 ; is recalled, id.

Aleimus, or Jachimus, is made high-priest, 691 ; is expelled,
692 ; is again appointed and again expelled, 693

Alexander yEgeus, one of the two succssors of Alexander the
Great, is murdered, 665

Balas, an impostor, is acknowledged at Rome king
of Syria, 690 ; appoints .louathan liigh-priest, fd. ; mounts
the throne of Syria, 697 ; marries Cleopatra, daughter of
Ptolemy Philometor, id.; is expelled fiora the throne of
Sjria, 697 ; is murdered, 698

the Great succeeds his father Philip, king of
Macedon, 659; invades Asia, 660: passes theGranieus, id.

;

pursues his conf(uests, id.; defeats Darius Codoraaiius at

Issus, id. ; overruns part of the Persian dominions, id.

;

besieges and captures Tyre, id., 661; claims triliute of
Jerusalem, whicli is refused, id.; sacrifices in the temple at
Jerusalem, id.; grants to the Jews the enjoyment of their

laws and exemption from tribute every seventh year, id.

;

becomes master of Egyjit, 662 ; is a<-knowledged son of
Jupiter Ammon, W. ; founds the city of Alexandria, 663 ;

removes the Samaritans from their citj', id. ; finally over-
comes the Persians, id. ; punishes the murderers of Darius
Codomanus, 664 ; commences rebuilding the temple of
Belus, id. ; dies at Babylon, id. ; his conquests divided, and
how, id., 664*; his generals assume the title of kings, 667

Alexander Jannaeus succeeds as king of Judea, 706 ; is defeated
by Ptolemy Lathyrus on the banks of the Jordan, id. ;

again makes war in S\ ria, 707 ; slays 6000 Pharisees, id.

;

invites Greek troops into Judea, id. ; cruellies 800 Pharisees,
and murders their wives and children, 7 08 ; reduces the rebels
to submission,—dies, id. ; coin of, 716*

Zebinas deposes and slays Demetrius, and be-
comes king of Syria, 705; is defeatedand slain by Ptolemy
Phy.-cou, id.

sonof Aristobulus, raises an army, and ma!; es some
conquests in Judea, 720 ; is besieged in Alexandria by the
Romans—departs, 721 ; again invades Judea, massacres all

the Romans he can (ind, 722 ; is defeated by Gabinius, id.

;

is beheaded at Antioch, 723
and Cleopatra become king and queen of Egypt,

709* ; he destroys his wife and reigns alone, id.

Alexandia succeeds Alexander Jannseus in the kingdom of
Judea, 709; appeases and gains the friendship of the Pha-
risees, id. ; dies, 710

mother of Mariamne, is put to death by order of
Herod, 731

Alexandrian Era, 666
Alienation of land, not allowed beyond fifty years, 2/4
Alliance, first, between Israel and Judah, 507
Allotment of the land, 353
Altars used by the Patriarchs, 30

groves, stones of memorial, 241—243
Alush, (me of the places of rest of the Israelites, 195
Amalekites, a people of Palestine, 13, 333* ; origin of their

name, 14 ; ihe situation of their possessions, l4, 15, 18*
;

they inhabit Wady Feiran, 196 ; they resist the progress of
the Israelites, 197 ; are overthrown by the Israelites, id.

;

are doomed to destruction, 198; and extermination, 444;
they are frequently n.imed as the Canaanites, 18*

Amasa made capiain of the host in the place of Joab, 488, 490 ;

is slain by Joab, -i90 ; his relationship to David, 485*
Amaziah, son of Joash, succeeds to the throne of Judah, 593

;

punishes the murderers of Joash, id. ; hires some Israelites

as auxiliaries against the Edomites, id. ; disliands them by
Divine command, 594 ; overthrows the EJomites in the
Salt valley, id. ; he falls into idolatry, id. ; is defeated .and

taken prisoner by Joash at Beth-shemesh, id. ; is liberated
and returns to Samaria, id- ; is murdered by conspirators,
id.

Aramon, site of, 477, 499* ; its desolation described, 500*
Ammonites, the, 333* ; are defeated by Jephthah and brought

under subjection, 396 ; besiege Jabesh Gilead, 4.j9 ; de-
m.andthat the right eye of every one of the inhabitants be
put out, id. ; are routed by Saul, 440 ; ihey and their Syrian
allies routed at Medeba by Joab and Abishai, 477 ; are
reduced to laborious servitude under the Israelites, 479

;

and the Moabites invade Judah with some Arab tribes, 5S9 ;

they (luarreland slay each other, 590
Ammonius destroys all the royal family of Syriahe isable, 697 ;

plots against the life of l4olemy, id. ; is slain, id.

Amnon, the eldest son of David, 466* ; defiles his half-sister,

Tamar, 47 9 ; is slain by order of Absalom, 48u
Amon succeeds Manasseh as king of Judah, 609; revives

idolatry, id. ; is slain by conspirators, id.

Amorites, a tribe of the Canaanites, 9, 11; situation of their

country consiiiered, 10; tlieir original possessions investi-

gated, 10, 11; independent tribes ol', on each side of the

Jordan, 10 ; expel the descendants of Lot from the nortli

bank of the Anion and occupy the territory, 319 ; are con-
quered by the Israelites, id.; defeated and slain befoie
Gibeon by Joshua, 346 ; destroyed by a shower of stones at

Azekali, id. ; two nations of are diiven out by the hornet,
349 ; are sometimes named in Scripture for the C.iuaanites

collectively, 10

.\mosis, ihe first Egyptian monarch of the Theban dynasty, 149 ;

supposed " the king who knew not Joseph," id.

Amram, the father of Miriam, Aaron, and Moses, 152
Amulets, discussion upon, 109,* 110,* 111;* used by Jewish

physicians, 112;* forbidden to be used on thes.ibbath-dav,
!d.

Amun-in-gori II., the last Egyptian king of the Tanite dvnastv,
149

Amunneit-gori, a queen of Egypt, discussion concerning, 158
Amunoph I., his accession as king of Egypt, 153; issucceedeil

by Ameuse, id.

Ananel is appointed high-priest by Herod, 728; is deposed by
him, id.

Ananus becomes high-priest, 743 ; he is the .\nnas of Luke iii.

2, id. ; is deposed, 744
Anaxagoras, his doctrine of the construction of the wor!d by

some mental being, 218
Ancient customs. 295, 296; not abolished by Moses, 295
Aner, the .'Vmoritish chief, assists Abraham against the five As-

syrian kings, 38
Angels, food of, 54, 83*

.\nimals for sacril'K^e, what, 2.)7
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mode auJ time of cock-

iest.

Animals forbidden for food, what, 293
food, use of, in tlie East, if2*

;

ing, 80*
Anointing of the Jewish kings, 503,5-15;* of the high-pr

231 ; for ihe war, custom of, doubted, 326
Antiaonus takes Palestine, Plicenicia, and Coele-Syria from

Ptolemy Lagu-, GG6; sends a foice to reducL- Peira, 667
Socho, or Sothaius, the lirst president of the new

synagogue, li75
• son of Aristobulus, eiideavoui'sto recover the throne

ol Judea, 725 ; is defeated by Herod, id. ; is made king of
Judea by the Parlhians, 7^6 ; is put to deaih by the
Romans, "27

Antioch built by Seleuciis, 6/0
Autiochus Soter succeeds Seleucus in the Asiatic Empire, 672— II. (The<is) succeeds Antiochiis Suter, 672

III. succeeds to the throne ol Syria, 675; reconquers
nearly all that his predecessors lost, id.; contests with
Ptolemy Pliilopatcr tlie possession of Coele-Syria and Pales-
tine, 676; takes Coele-Syria and Palestine, 678; grants
many favours to the Jews, id. ; plants colonies of them in
Phrygia, Lvdia, &c., id. ; betrothes his daughter Cleopatra
to tlie king of Egypt, 679 ; is deleated by the Romans at
Thermopyto, id. ; is defeated by the Komans in Syria, id.

;

obtains )ieace by ceding vast territories, id. ; is .slain by the
natives of Elymais, id.

IV. becomes king of Syria, 681 ; deposes the high-
priest Onias III., and appoints Jrsus,or Jason, trf. ,• condemns
three Jewish deputies to death, 682 ; deleats the Egyptians
at Pelusium, 683; overruns Egypt and takes Ptolemy Phi-
lometor captive, id. ; takes Jerusalem by assault, destroys
the iiihabitmts, and plunders the Temple, id. ; again
invades Egypt, but withdraws his forces by order of the
Romans, 684; orders the massacre ol the Jews at Jerusalem,
id. ; orders all persons in Syria to worship the heathen
gods, 685; dedicates tlie Temple at Jerusalem to Jupiler
Olympius, 6b6 ; falls ill and dies, 689 ; is nicknamed Epi-
manes, id.

• V. (Eupator) succeeds to the Syrian throne, 690

;

invades Judea—is repulsed—makes peace, id. ; lays siege
to Bethsura—his army defeated—captures Bethsura, id.

;

he and Lysias are slain, 692
Vi. (Theos) is crowned king of Syria, 698
VII. (Sidetes) assumes the title of king of Syria

—

marries Cleopatra, his brothers wife, 700, 701 ; puts Try-
phon to death, 701; obtains possession of Syria, id. ; invades
Judea—is rejivilsed by Hyrcaniis and Judas, sons of Simon,
702 ; marches against the Parthians—is slain, id., 703

VIII. (Gryplius) becomes kingofSyiia, 705; divides
the Syrian dominions with Antiochus Cyziceuus, 705

IX. (Cyzicenus) becomes king of Coele-Syria and
Phoenicia, and fixes his residence at Damascus, 705 ; is de-
feated by Aristobulus before Samaii.i, id.; defeated and
put to death by Seleucus, son of A. Gryphus, 708*

X. (Eusebes), son of A. Cyzicenus, drives Seleucus,
who had slain his father, out of Syria, 708 ; defeated by
Philip, third si n of Gryphus, and enters into Partlda, id.

XI. (.\siaticus) becomes King of Syria, 711 ; is de-
posed by the Romans, id.

Antipater aids Caesar, "23; is poisoned, 724
Apis, or the golden calf, 201
Aphek, the walls o', full down and kill the Syrian?, 568
Apries and Vaphres, or Pharaoh-Hophra, 615
Arab of Edom, 594
Arabs and Tartars, their relative habits, 49*
Aradus, island of, where situate, 8 ; inhabited by the Arvadites,

according to Jose]ihus, id.

Area, city of, its situation, 7
Archelaus becomes possessed of Judea, Samaria, and Idumea

by the » ill of Herod, 740 ; he is deposed by Augustus, id.

;

supposed copper coin of, 716*
Arclion, 749*
Areopolis, Kir-haraseth, or Rabbath-Moab, 572*

Arida?us, one of the successors of Alexander the Great, is mur-
dered, 665

Aristobulus succeeds Hyrcanus—assumes the titles of king and
high-priest, 706 ; nuilveswarin Syria— incorporates Iturea

with the Jewish uatioii— commands his brother's death

—

dies, id.

Aristobulus, son of Queen Alexandra, obtains possession of
some ol the fortresses of Judea, 7ti9; deposes Hyrcanus,
710; is besieged in tile Temple Mount liy Antipater, /rf.;

is relie\ed liy the Romans, id. ; pleads for the crown before

Pompey, 712; is taken prisoner by Pompey, id. ; is carried

to Rome and detaine<l there, 71:,'; escapes from Rome— is

retaken, 721 ; is sent by Julius Ca?sar w ith two legions into

Palestine, 723 ; is poisoned on the way, id.

, the brother of Mariamne, is appointed high-prie.st,

728 ; is drowned by order of Herod, id.

Ark of the covenant, description of, 246; is captured by the

Philistines, 415 ; is deposited in the temple of Dagon at

Azotus, 416; is removed by the Philistines to Gath, 416;
is carried to Ekron, id. ; is returned to the Israelites, 417 ;

is deposited at Bethshemesh, id.; is removed to the house
of Abinadab, one of the people of Kirjath-jearim, 418; is

carried from the house of Abinadab, 473 ; is left at the
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house of Obed-edom, id ; is removed on the shoulders of
the priests to Jerusalein, id.

Ark, Egypliaii, borne by priests, 249
Arkites, a tribe of the Phoenicians, 8
Armies, mode of levying amongst the Israelites, 325
Aimlets, Eiiyptian, Indian, and Persian, 498,* 499*
Arsaees succeeds to the throne of Persia, 657 ; ass'imes the name

of Artaxerxes Memnon, il.

Arses is made King of Persia— is murdered by Bagoas, 569
Artaxerxes Longimanus succeeds Xeixes as king of PersLi , 646

;

divorces his wife Vasliti, L'47 ; marries Esther, >d.; reduces
Egypt to submission, id. ; sends Ezra with great powers to

•lerusalem, id. ; commamis tribute to be colIecte<l for the
Temple, id. ; decrees the massacre of the Jews in the
Pirsian dominions, t;49 ; endeavoure to counteract its effect,

650; dies, and i.s succeeded \>\ Xeixes, 657 : his permission
for building the walls ot Jerusalem considered, 652

Memnon succeeds as khig of Persia, 65. ; his former
name was Arsaees, id.; attempts the reduction of Egypt,
but fails, td. ; dies, 658

Arvad and Arpliad, scripture names for Aradus, 8
Arvadites, a tribe of the Phoenicians, 8
Asa succeeils Abijah as king of Judal), 558 ; his virtues, id.

;

removes his grandmother Maachah from the place of queen,
id. ; upr.iots idolatry and all traces of its worship, id.; re-

places part of the precious hings taken from the Temple,
id.; enioys ten years' peace, id. , defeat.s the Cushites at
Mareshah, 559 ; . hires the assistance of the king of Syria by
gifts from the Temple, id ; is rebuked by the jirophet
Hanani, whom he serds to pris' n, 560 ; dies, and his body
is burned, and the ashes are buried on Mount Z'nii, id.

Asahel, the brother of Joab, slain by Abner, 465
Asamonean princes, 692—7l9 ; last'of the race destroyed, 732

family, g< neaUgy of, 7 19*

Asher, a son of'jacub, by Zilpah, 94;* number of the adult
males of the tribe of, 206

Ass, Hesh of the, forbidden to the Israelites, but eaten in famine,
576 ; ancient and modem mode of saddling, 321, 322*

Astrology forbidden to the Hebrew priests, 2»8
Assyrian conquests in Syria, 37

kings, Chedoriaomer and the four, defeated by Abra-
ham, 38

Athaliah, the daughter of Ahab and Jezebel, is married to

Jehoram, 567 ; causes her husband to re-establish idolatry,

590; becomes queen ol Judah, 591; causes the sons of
Ahaz ah, except Joash, to be murdered, id. ; is slain out-
side the Temple, 592

Atonement, day of, an annual fast, 271 ; ceremonies of, id.,

272
Augustus orders an enrolment to be made in the cities of Judea,

737
Azariah.his name altered to Abednego, 630 ; he and two others

are appointed scribes, 529
: see Uzziah, 594

Azooma, or feast of the Eastern nations, 140*

B.\AL the impeisonatii n of the sun, 566 ;• openly worshipped in

Israel under Ahab, 5(i4
; priests of, destroyed by order of

Elijah at the brook Kislion, 566
Berith, temple of, destroyed by Abimelech, 394; the tem-
ple mentioned in Scripture, id.

Baalath, supposed to be Baalbec, built by Solomon, 529
Baalpeor, an obscene god of the Moabit.^s, 323 ; all Israelites

wearing his Ijadge destroyed, 324
Baalzebub, the name under which the hornet w as worshipped at

Ekron, 349
Baaiha slays Nadab and seizes the crown of Israel, 552 ; he

performs various military exploits, id.; his destruction

foretold by Jehu, id.; dies, 552 ; is succeeded by his son
Elah, Id.

Babas, the sons of, the last of the Asamonean race, are murdered
by order of Herod, 732

Babylon, its site, 671 ; fortress at, 588
Babylonians and Medes reduce the Assyrians to subjection, 612
Babylonish captivity, tlie, 630—636
Bacchus, Jews onlered to celebrate tlie feast of, 686

Bagoas poisons Ochus king of Persia, and all Ids sons but Arses,

659 ; places Arses on the throne—murders him and the

rest of the family, id. ; jlaces Codomanus on the throne of
Persia, id. ; plots his death, but is put to de.ith by him, id.

Baking, 194, 210," 211 ;• among the Persians, 1-5*

Balaam, a Mesopulamiau dn iner, proceeds to the king of Moab
and the emirs of Midian, 321 ; is stopped by an angel—his

ass speaks in Ihe human tongue, 322; by divine command
blesses the Israelites, id. ; foretells the triumph of Israel

over the whole land of Canaan, id. ; his prophecy, 322,

332 ;• gires advice to draw the Israelites to the worship of

native gods, 323 ; is slain with tlie Midianites, 324

Ban, or curse, 224
Banishment, unknown to the Mosaical law, 298

Barak, instructed by Deborah, conquers Sisera and the army
ofHazor, 379

Barlev-sheaf, olTering of, 269

Baruch writes out the prophecy of Jeremiah, 614 ; reads it to

the people, id. ; re-wrhes the prophecy, id.

Barzillai lirings refreshments and other aid to David, 485
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B;i,sheniatli, a Hiltite \vora;m married to Esaii, 'i'2

Basins lor the altar. 253
Bathsheba, the wife of Uiiah, is seduced by David, -l/S ; is

married to him, id. ; becomes the mother of Solomon, 479

Beard, tiitnming the, why ordered, 223

Bedea, plain of, the place of the Israelites' encampment, 178

Bedouin marria^'es, customs of, 67, 68

shepherds, their tlociis and herds, 48*

Bedsteads, Oriental, 332*

Beef the favourite animal food of the Egyptians, 129 ; that and
goose their principal animal food, 140*

Beer-sheba, tlie origin and meaning of the name, C2 ; discovery

of the site of, 9u*

Beheading known to the Egyptians, 298

Beit-itj, tlie present name of the site of Bethel, 108*

Bel and Dragon, apoer>phal history of, 635

Belshazzar succeeds Evil-Merodach, 632; profanes the sacied

vessels of the temple of Jerusalem at his feast, id , 633 ;

dies, 6;^4

Ben Ammi, the son of Lot's younger daughter, 57 ; becomes
the progenitor of the Ammonites, id.

Benaiah slays .loab before the altar, 505 ; is made commauder-
in-chiel', id.

Ben-hadad, liiug of Damascene Syria, besieges Samaria, 5G8

;

leceives the valualdes ot Ahab, id. ; is defeated by a few

Israelites, id. ; is a;.'ain defeated, id. ; takes refuge in

Aphek, ill.; yields himself prisoner to Ahab, who forms

an alliance with lum, id., 569
Benjamin, his liirth, 103; is sent to Joseph into Egypt, 128;

is sent to Egypt, 130 ; a cup found in his sack, iii. ; number
of the adult males of the tribe of, 20U; tribe of, extermi-

nated, excepting six hundred, 370; tribe of, and of Judah,
restored, 6o8, 055

Benjamites, some of the, assault a Levite of Mount Ephraim,
3ti9 ; kill his wife, id. ; the tribe of, refuse to give up the

offenders, 370 ; twice defeat the othertribes, id. ; are wholly
exterminated, except six hundred, id. ; seize women in the
vineyards of Shiloh at the feast of the Tabernacle, 371 ; they
rebuild tlieir cities, id.

Benoni, the name originally given to Benjamin, 103
Beracliah, Valley of, or of Sliaveh, or Jehoshaphat, or King's

Dale, 590
Bethel, the name of Luz changed to, 92
— ", the altiir at, rent by fire from heaven, 551; site of,

account of, by Professor Robinson, 108*

Bezaleel, the son of Uri, one of the artificers of the Tabernacle,
205 ; whence he and .'Vholiab obtained their knowledge
considered, 255

Bezer, one of the cities of refuge, 296*

Bilhah, the liandmaid of Rachel, bears two sons to Jacob, 94 ;

is corrupted by Reuben, 104

Birds allowed to be eaten as food, 293 ; exceptions not speci-

fic illy stated, id.

Bir Seba, the modern Arabic name for Beersheba, 90*

Bir Suez, by some suppo.'ied to be the ancient Etham, 176

Birthright, its value considered, 70
Blasjihemy, punishment of, 224
Blessing, custom of, by a father when dying, on his sons, 72
Blind, laying stumbling-blocks in the way of the, forbidden, 295
Blinding, tlie first instance in history of, of a captive, 402
Blood of animals sometimes used in cookery by the Egyptians,

141*; forbidden to the Israelites and Moslems, id. ; for-

bidden to be used for food, 293 ; reason for, considered,

294
the plague of, the water of the Nile, 165, 166 ; avenger

and revenge, 295 ; instance of, in the case of Joab, 46/, 468 ;

instince of, in the case of the seveu members of Saul's

family, 491 ; law of, modified by Moses, 205
Bloodless offerings, 261

Boaz sees Ruth gleaning in his fields, 375 ; marrias her accord-

ing to the duty of the Levirate law, 378
Body-guard of Solomon, their dress, &c , 534, 535
Bondage of tlio Hebrews, 14.^—160 ; motives for, and mode of

tlieir occupation by the Egyptians, 149
Bonnet or mitre of the high-priest, 236
Boundary -stones, law relating to, 295
Bracelet, its early use by men, 107
Brass, utensils of, amongst the spoils of Jericho, 344
Brazi'n altar, 253

serpent i rocted by Moses, 318 ; an emblem of Jesus
Christ crucified, id. ; serpent destroyed by order of Ilezekiah,
318

'Bread, making from manna, 194, 210,* 211*
Breast\ilate of the high priest, 2i0
Brick-field, Egyptian, labuurin, 652
Bruce, his opinions concerning the passage of the Red Sea, 189*
Bukki, a liigh-priest, the successor of Abi.sluia, 414
Bui, the name of the eighth month, 302*

liurckhardt, his discovery of ruins supposed to be those of
Area, 7

Burdens, modes of bearing, 508
Burial-places, regulations concerning, 64; in the sides of hills,

356
Burnt-olfering, or Holocaust, 202*, 258 ; altar of, 253
Burning bush, Moses is spoken to by God from the, 158;

chapel of the, 159

C.MRN and Kist Vaens, 341
Caleb obtains possession of Hebron and Deljir, and the land^ of

the Anakim, 351
Camp, the, sacrcdness of, 2.>5

Canaan, posterity of, settled in Palestine, 4
, undistributed part of the land of, surveyed by oider

of Joshua, 353 ; land of, called the land of Jehovah, 222
Canaanites, land of the, how diiided,4; their states, com-

parison betwern, and modern boroughs, 5 ; not idolaters in
the time of Abraham, id. ; lived in walled town?, 6 ; tribes
of, enumerated, 7—15 : what tribes are included in the word
used in Scripture considered, 7 ; were originally settled on
the Arabian coast of the Red Sea, 4, 18*; their st.iture

al.arming to the Israelites, 309 ; repulse the first attacks of
the Israelites, 311; attack the Israi-lites and c.irry olf
captives, 81/ ; combine against tlie Israehtes, 345 ; many
of them quit their lands and retire to distant places, 3i9 ;

they and the Perizzites are defeated by the tribes of Judah
and Simeon, 366

l>v the sea, or Phoenicians, their probable mode of
life, 6

Canopy of state, 539
Cape of Deliverance, 183

of Moses, id
Capital punishments, how inflicted, 298
Captain of the guard, his office, l-'W*

Captives, law of the Desert relating to, 40 ; treatment of, by the
Egyptians, 367, 368 ; treatmenjt of, considered, 388,* 389*

Captivity, the, 625—63?
Cars drawn by oxen, 427*
Carts amongst the Egyptians, whence they were procured, 142*
Cassius arrives in Judea, 724
Casting lots to discover guilt, 34-1—3G0*
Cavalry kept by Solomon, 534
Celts, religion of the, 86*
Censers, Egyptian, 510
Census of population originally taken by the Egyptians, 175

oidered to be made of the people of Judea by Augustus,
736; is delayed by Herod, 739; is completed, 741

Ceremonial law, observations on, 278, 279; its burdensomeness
considered, 280, 281

Cestius Gallus marches into Palestine, 754 ; is defeated by the
Jews, id.

Circumcision appointed, 53; history and general account of,
77*, 82*; a perpetual token of the covenant of God with
Abraham, 53 ; rite of, renewed, 342, 343 ; use of, ?'2*

; by
what nation first performed, 78*; reference to works treat-

ing of, 82*
Cities of the plain of Siddim ravaged by the Assyrians, 27
Chain of gold, anticjuity of, as an ornament of honour, 119, 120
Clialdeans the earliest idolaters, 22; besiege and e.ipture

Jerusalem, 615
Chaldee language generally spoken by the Jews, 653
" Chamber in the wall" nf Scripture, 573*
Cliariots used against the Israelites, 3:i8 ; burned by Joshua, id.

Charms, 112*
Charran, or Haran, its site considered, 47*
Chedorlaomer defeats and makes tributary the kings of Sodom,

Gomorrah, Admah, Zebo'im, and Bela,37; he and the
four other Assyrian kings defeated by Abraham, 38, 39

Cherem, the vow called, 277 ; or the accursed thing, 2'i8 ; the
vow of destruction pronounced by the Israelites against the
Canaanites, 317 ; vow of, devotes everything to destruc-
tion but metals, 343

Cherith, tlie brook, 565; is dried up, id.

Cherubim, the, on the mercy-seat, 247
Chief marshal, his ofiice, 139*

Chileab, otherwisi" Daniel, one of the sons of David, 4CG*
Chisleu, a name of the Hinth month, 302*
Clirist, prefigurement of, as a. sacrifice, known to few of the pro-

phets, 261

Chronology adopted in this work explained, 15, 18*; of the
Bible, 16*; variations in, between Hales and Wilkinson,
pointed out, 147; from Jo.shua to Saul, 436*; correspond-
ent, of the kings of Judah .and Israel, 548; from the liirth

of John the Baptist to the destruction ofJerusalem by Titus,

73a*
Church of the Hebrews, an external system, 279
• and sttitennder the Mosaical system identical, 279
Claudius becomes Emperor of Rome, 747; grants immunities

to the Jews, 748; makes Agrippa king of Judea, vl.

Cleopatra, daughter of Antiochus III., is married to Ptolemy
Epipkanes, 679

, the wife of Demetrius, marries liis brother, 701 ;

slays her son Seleucus, 705; attempts to poison her son
Antiochus VIII., id. ; is poisoned herself, id.

, the celebrated, her birtli, 712* ; is made queen of
Egypt by Julius C8esar,72;}; visits Jerusalem, 729

Clothes, leprosy of, 276; how to be understood, id.

Cloud, column of, and column of fire, 176 ; the signal for the

removal ofthe Israelites, 207

Cock-crowing, its periutl, 30U*

Collins, Egyptian, described, 14.3*

Collectors of provisions, twehe appointed by Solomon, 532
Ccdonies originally independent ot the parent state, 10

Column of cloud, and culuinu of fire, i;C, 181
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Commerce of the Hebrews establislied by Solomon, 524, 526

;

the subject cinsi'lered, 52ti, 527
Concubines ol' Solomon, 5Jli, "^'37

Conquest, the, 335, 364
Consecration of the high-pri'st, 231
Convention tent of Moses, £0/
Copts, rite of circumcision among, 81*
Corn-storing, mode of in E<,'vpt, 123
Couches of the Egyptians described, 166, 185*
Council of seventy elilers appointed to assist Moses, 306 ; their

office and jiower died with Moses, id.

Counsellors, royal, their functions, 530
Courier, Tatar, or Turkish, 6^9
Court of a king frequently called the Gate, 519
Covenaut with God, renewed at Ebal and Gerizim, 352

between Jacob and Laban,97, 9rf

or agreement, ancient mode of, 40
of salt, 25S«
sacrifice, 259

Cow reverenced by the Egyptians as the representative of Isis,

185; its flesh never eaten by them, 140
Crassus succeeds as Proconsul of Syria, 722 ; plunders the

temple at .lerusalem, id. ; is slain in the Parthian war, id.
Creation of the world, believed in by the Isr.ielites only, 218
Creeping insects, except locusts, forbidden as food, 293

"

Cromlechs and Kist-vaens, 429,* 435*
. 429,* 431* thiir origin, use, &c., discussed, I'rf. ;

one at Plas Newydd, 342
Crown-lands of the king of Israel, observations on, 531, 532

property, managers of the, under king David, 531
Cup of blessing, 269

bearers, Persian, 650, 650*
Cushanrishthaim reduces the Israelites to sub;ection, 371 ; is

defeated liy them and driven back beyond the Euphrates, id.

Cyaxares, or Darius the Mede, 632, 634, 635
Cyrus besieges and takes Babylon, 635 ; prophecy concerning

him by Isaiah, 635*
;
gives permission for the departure of

the Hebrews, 636; dies, 644; is succeeded by Cambyses,
id. ; his decree for the building of the second temple dis-

covered, 645

Daoon, idol of, overthrown and broken bi-fore the Ark of the
Lord, 416

Dalilah, a woman of the Vale of Sorek, 401 ; betrays Samson to

the Philistines, 402
Damascene Syria, foundation of, 542, 543
Damascus, view of, 564
Dan, a son of .lacob by Bilhah, 94* ; number of the adult males

of the tribe of, 206
Daniel and his three friends, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariati,

sent to Babylon, 613, 630 ; his namealtered to Belteshazzar,
id.; interprets the words wriiten on the wall, 633; is

clothed in scarlet, and made third person in the kini;doui,

634 ; is cast into a den of lions, id. ; is preserved, id. ; his ac-

cusers are cast in and devoured, id. ; interprets the pro-
phecies of Isaiah and Jeremiah to Cyrns, 636 ; remains at

the court of Cyrus after the restor.ition, 643
Daniies expelled Irom the plain by the Amorites, 11

Daric described, its value, 713
Darius the Mede, or Cyaxares, 632, 634, 635; succeeds to the

empire of Babylon, 634 ; elevates Daniel to honour, id.

;

prenonnces a rash decree, id. ; carries into effect the decree
of Cyrus for the building of the second Temple, 645 ; pro-
vides for the expenses, and for the sacrifices, id.; his

military operations, tlieir effect on the Jews, 646
Hystaspes is elected king of Persia, 644
Nothus slays .Sogdianus, and becomes king of Persia,

657; his previous name was Oclius, I'rf.; dies, and is suc-

ceeded by Arsaces, 657
Codomanus, his descent and early history, 659 ;* be-

comes king of Persia, 659 ; his former name Codomanus,
id. ; begins his reign the same year as Alexander the Great,
id.; is overcome by Alexander, 663; is murdered by some
of his subjects, id.

Darkness, plague of, 170

Dates, fresh and dried, a favourite fruit with the Egyptians,
141*

Dathan joins the conspiracy of the Israelites against Moses and
Aaron, 313

David, his birth, 445 ; is anointed by Samuel, 446; goes to the

court of Saul to play music, id. ; pleases Saul, and is

appointed armour-bearer, 447: slays Goliah, 4-!8 ; is ad-

vanced by Saul, 449; is married to Michal, a daughter of

Saul, !!i. ; escapes to llamah, 451; is taken Ity Samuel to

Naioth, id. ; returns to Gibeah, and swears peace and love

with Jonathan, id. ; proceeds to Gath—feigns to be mad,
453; goes to the territory of his tril)e of Judah, id.; be-

comes the chief of an armed party, 454 ; leaves his

parents in Moab, and returns to the land of Judah by order

of the prophet Gad, id. ; retires to the forestof Hareth, id.

;

defeats the Philistines and goes to Keilah, 455; escapes

from Keilah and takes refuge in the wilderness of Ziph,
id. ; is visited by Jonathan—renews his vow with him, i'rf.

;

escapes to Moan, id. ; spares the life of Saul in the cave of
Engeddi, 456; is reconciled to Saul, id. ; promises to spare

the posterity of Saul, id. ; retires to tlie wilderness of

Pa ran, 456, 457; is insulted by Nabal, 457; is appeased
by A.bigail, i'rf., 458; marries Ahinoam of Jezieel, 458;
marrirs Abigail, the widow of Nabal, irf.; returns to the
" ilderness of Ziph, 459 ; carries the spear and water-vessel
from the camp of Saul, id. ; spares the life of Saul, id.;
is again reconciled to him, id. ; retires to Gath, amongst the
Philistines, irf. ,• receives from Achish tho king the town of
Ziklag, trf.; slays the Amalekites,Geshurites, and Gezrites,
460; liis cruelty and ;al«ehood, id.; his city of Ziklag is

destroyed—the inhaliitants and his two wives taken cap-
tive, i'rf. ; he retakes the captives and overthrows the Ama-
lekites, &c., i'rf. ; receives inlormaiion of the death of Saul,
463; slays the messenger, id.; hiss<ing on the death of
Sau' and Jonathan, 164 ; removes to Hebron, id. ; is made
king of Judah, i'rf. ,• sends Joab against Abner at Gibeon,
i'rf. ; reigns prosperously at Hebron, 416 ; has sons by all

liis six wives, i'rf.; becomes king of Isr.iel. 469; makes a
covenant with the Lord, 471 ; reduces the fortress of Jebus,
on Mount Zion, irf. ; lixes Ids metropolis at Jebus, and calls
it Jerusalem, 471, 472; takes retuge in the cave of Ad ul-
1am, 472; makes a libation to the Lord of the water ol the
well of Bethleliem, i'rf.; removes the ark to Jerusalem,
472, 473; dances and sings before it, 473; establishes
regular services of religion, i'rf. ; proposes to build a temple
to God, 474; receives the promise of an eternal kingdom
to his posterity, i'rf. ; is successful in all his wars, irf. ; com-
pletes the limit of conquests allowed, 475; reduces the
kingdom of Zobah. i'rf.; brings the Syrians of Damascus
under subjection, i'rf. ; exacts tribute from his conquered
states, 475 ; dedicates the spoil of his victories to the liiture
Temple, id. ; forms an alliance with Hiram, king of Tyre,
i'rf., 476; sends for and kindly treats Mi'pldbosheth, the
lame son of Jonathan, 476 ; sends an embassy to Haniin,
king of Ammon, i'rf. ; defeats Shobach at Helam, and sub-
dues the Syrian nations, 477 ; seduces Bathsheba, the wife
of Uriah, 478 ; causes the death of Uriah, i'rf. ; marries
Bathsheba ,'d. ; is'reproved by Nathan—confesses his guilt,
i'rf , 479 ; his punishment foretold, i'rf. ; accompanied by
Zadok and Abiathar, flies from Jerusalem, 483 ; leaves ten
of his concubine wives behind, i'rf. ; is insulted on Mount
Olivet by Shimei, 484 ; his meekness, irf. ; crosses the
Jordan and establishes himself at Mahanaim, 485; his
army defeat the rebels in tlie forest of Ephraim, irf ; grieves
for the death of Absalom, 487; recrosses tlie Jordan in the
ferry-boat, -{88

; pardons Sliimei and rewards Barzillai,
489; liis restoration is opposed by all the tribes except that
of Judiih, 490; engages in combat with Izbi-benoh, the
Philistine giant, 491 ; is succoured and saved by Abidiiii,
id. ; numbers the people, 492 ; has a choice of punishment
offered him, i'rf. ; submits himself to tlie Divine will, and is

forgiven, i'rf. ; erects an altar on the tlireshing-floor of
Araunah, ',92; sends Solomon to Gihon to be anointed
king, 493; addresses the assembled piople, 494; advises
Solomon his successor, dies, and is buried on Mount Zion,
i'rf., 495; his character considered, 495, 496; view ot his
operations, civil and military, .9S), 497, 498

David, citv of, 472
, shield of, 112*

Day, part of, computed as the whole, 302 ;* parts of the, 300 ;*

cool of the, its period, i'rf. ;* heat of the, its period, irf.

Deaf, speaking reproachfully of the, forbidden, 295
Death, power of inflicting, first instance of a kind's claim to the,

71
punishment of, how inflicted, 298

" in the pot," 574
lake of, the site of Sodom, 56

Debir captured by the Israel tes, 348 ; captured bv Othniel for
Caleb, ,S51

Delwrah, the nurse of Rebekah, dies, 103
the prophetess, 3/9; directs the Israelites to assemble

at Mount Tabor, irf. ; foretells the deliverance of the
Israelites, irf. ; that Sisera, the general of king Jabin, shall
be slain by a woman, irf.; song of, 380

Decalogue, delivered on Mount Sinai, 199, 200
Dedication, the feast of the, established, 646
Defilement, ceremonial, of the priests, what, 231*
Deliverance, the, 161—190
Demelri'is Nicator asserts his right to tlie throne of Syria, 697 ;

overthrows Alexander Balas, and mavries his wife Cleo-
patra, irf. ; is defeated l)y Tryphon, 698 ; is restored to the
throne of Syria, 703 ; again marries his former wile Cleo-
patra, "04

; is dei'osed and slain by Alexander Zebinas, 705
Poliorcetes, 666; his notice of the asphalt of the

Dead Sea, 667
Soter becomes king of Syria, 693 ; re-appoints .\lci-

mus high-priest, irf. ; his letter to the Jews, 696;* contends
with Alexander Balas, 696, 69/ ; is slain in battle, 69/

1 1, is made prisoner by tlie Parthians, 700 ; marries
Rhodognna, daughter of Arsaces V., otherwise called Mith-
ridates, irf. ; dies in Parthia, 708*

Dinah the onlv daughter of Jacob, 94;* is defiled bv Sliechem,
101

Dinner amongst the Egyptians described, 141,* 142*
Diodorus, his account of the maladies of the Egyptians, 143*
Division of the Land of ^Promise, first, 350, 351 ; second and

final, 354
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Doctors, Egyptian, their practice, 1-^2 ;* tlieir payment, 142,*
561'

Documents, early historical, 24, 44 ;* written, earlier than the
sicred writings, 24

Doeg, an Edomile, Saul's ehief shepherd, slays Ahimelech and
the priests of liis family by order of Saul, 454 ; he slays all

alive in Noh, id.

Dogmas of the Mosaical religion, 218—221
Dophkah, one of the places of rest of the Israelites, 195
Doors and doorways, Egyptian, 513; mode of hinging, id.;

pins of metal, Egyptian, id. ; sometimes improperly called
hinges, id.

Drawers of linen worn liy the priests, 234 ; of the high-priest,
236

Dreams and magic, the last resource in sickness among the
Egyptians, 143*

Drink-Jlfering, 2111

Drugs of Egypt, 143;* mentioned by Homer, id.

Druidical, the sense in which the word is used in this work,
92;* religion, 86;* circle, 341; circle in Jersey, 342:
erections, 356*—360;* circles, 410*—412'; remains (404—
-:05) 42?*, 435 ;* in Phoenicia, 428,* 429* ; stone at IJarab
in Persia, 411 ;* circle at the same place, 411,* 412;* re-

mains and stones of memorial, authorities upon the subject
of, 435*

Drusilla, sister of Agrippa, married to Azizus king of Emesa,
751 ; she abandons him and marries Felix, id.

Duniiih, one of the twelve sons of Ishmael, 69;* becomes
founder of an Arabian tribe, id.

E.4U-FEN0ANTS and other superstitious ornaments buried by
Jacob, 102
rings, 202*

Earthquake happens in Judea, 730
Eating, Egyptian customs of, 129 ;* adopted by the Hebrews,

139*
Ebal, the covenant with God renewed at, 352
Ecbatana, its situation discussed, 628
Edom, the name given to Esau, 70

, the king of, refuses to allow the Israelites to passtlxrough
liis dominions, 316

Edomites, 333;* the descendants of Esau, 70;* supply the
Israelites witli water, 319 ; reiluced to subjection to Israel
by Al)ishai,475 ; spoken of by the Rabbins as still exist-

ing, 703*
Ed-I)raa, the present name of the site of Edrei, 327—3;!3*

Eelauls oT Persia, their similarity of condition to that of the
Hebrews in Egypt, 150

Eels, sacred w ith the Egyptians, 29

1

Eglah, one of the wives of David, 466*
Eglon captured l)y the Israelites, 348

king of Xloab, reduces a great part of the Israelites to
subjection, and establishes himself at Jericho, 371 ; is slain
by Ehud, 3/2

Egypt, state of, in the time of Abraliam, 32, 33, 34 ; dynasties, of,

34 ;* Lower, the only Egypt of the early Scriptures, 30 ; in
ancient times subject to pastoral noraades, 34 ; Upper, in
ancient times subject to native sovereigns, 34; is finally

humbled by Ochus king of Persia, 658 ; the last of her
native kings Hies into Ethiopia, id. ; the granary of Western
Asia, why, 31 ; property of land in, 124

Egyptians sell their lands and liberty to Pharaoh, 123, 124 ; sell
themselves and their lands to Pharaoli, 12 J; liow this is to
be understood, 124 ; the, are engulfed in the Red Sea, 181 ;

tli>-ir destruction, when it took place, 186 ;* nnder Shishak,
invade J lulah and carry off great spoil, 555; become inde-
pendent of Persia, 657 ; make Amyrta;us of Sais king, id.

;

their stature, 309 ; fc^cundity of their women, 184 ;* kings
of the, their dynasties discussed, 148, 149; priests of tiie,

and of the Hei)rews, the similarity of their dress, 233—24 1 ;

when they exercised tlie rite of circumcision, 78, 79 ;*

some of their customs of eating adopied by the Hebrews,
139 ;* eating of the, discussion on, id , 140,"* 142 ;* palan-
<|uiu of the, 535

Ehud the Beujamite slays Eglon king of Moab, 372; tliis

action considered, 373 ; he destroys the whole of the Moab-
ites, id.

Elali, son of Baasha, succeeds as king of Israel, 552 ; is assas-
sinated by /,imri, wlio assumes the crown, id.

El Mi, a desert plain, 191

Elders, the, amon;; the Hebrews, 162, 283 ; seventy are ap-
iwiuted l)y the Almighty and receive the spirit tliat was
upon Moses, ;>06 ; they demand of S imuel the appointment

" of a king, 419
Eleazcr, one of the sons of Aaron, a priest, 230; made high-

priest of the Israelites, 324; dies, and is succeeded by his
son Pliiueas,356; is buried in a hill of Mount Ei)hvaim,(rf.

, the son of Abinadab, appointed to tike charge of the
ark of God, 418 ; is martyred for refusing to eat swine's
flesh, 686

, the brother of Judas Maccabeus, slain, 690
, the liouse of, completely rotorcd in the i-erson of

Zadok,.'.06
Elephants, use of in war, 6i'i8

Eli is commanded to repress the misconduct of his sins, 414
;

he neglects to do so, id. ; his succession as high-priest

considered,?;/.; his death, 415; eighty-five priests of his
family slain, 454; the house of, finally degraded by the
disgrace of Abiathar, 505

Eliashib succeeds Joachim as high-priest of the Jews, 656 ; dies.
657

Eliakira, or Jehoiakim,612
Eliezer of Damascus goes to bring a wife for Is;iac from tlie

family of Nalior, (i5

Elijah tiie prophet, the Tishbite, .')65
; foretells a drougiit and

famine in Israel, id ; retires to a c ive, is fed by the Arabs,
the " ravens" of the English version, id., 581 ;* is com-
manded to go to Sarepta, id. ; is divinely supported—the
miracle of the widow's cruse, id. ; restores the widow's
sou to life, 566 ; returns to Ahah, id. ; his sacrifice is
burnt on the altar, id. ; commands the destruction of
the priests of Baal, id.; flies into the wilderness by
Beersheba, 566 ; is visited by an angel, id.; hears the voice
of Jeliovahon Mount Horeb, 567 ; is commanded to return,
id. ; to anoint Elisha, id. ; to anoint Hazael as king of
Damascene Syria, and Jehu as king of Israel, ;rf.; iiiaces
his mantle on Elisha, 'rf.; foretells to Ahab his doom and
that of Jezebel, .'(69 ; foretells the deaih of Ahaziali, 571;
his dress described, iii. ; ascends to heaven in a chariot id. ;

the wondi-rs performed by him stated, id.; and Elisha, com-
parison between ihe wonders performed by tliem, .)72

El m, the twelve wells, and seventy palm-trees at, 192
Elisha, the son of Shaphat, when ploughing, receives the

mantle of Elijah, 567 ; follows the prophet, id. ; Hazae land
Jehu the c'nosen instruments of Divine vengeance on the
house and people of Ahab, id. ; is consulted by the kings
of Israel, Judali, and Edoni, 571 ; procures water for their
camp, 572; multiplier the nil of the widow to pay lier

husliand's debt, 573; foretells the birth of a son to the
Shuuemite, id.; raises the sou of theShunemite from death,
573, 574 ; dissipates the poison of the pottage, 5'4

; cleanses
Naaman of leprosy, 575; afflicts his covetous servant,
Gehazi, with the same, id. ; smites the Syrians with blin<l-
i^ess, 576; foretells the staying of the famine, 577; anri
Elijah, comparison between the wonders performed by
them, 572

Elohira, sometimes substituted for Jehovah, 50*
Elon, a judge of Israel after Ibzan, 398
El Gnoeyr, the supposed " king's highway " named by Moses,

316
El Roy, David, the false Messiah, 642
Ethanim,tlie name of the seventh month, 302*
Elul, a name of the third and sixth months, id.

Emigration in early times, 10
Emim, a name lor giants, 330*
Einims, a people of Palestine, 13
Emir, or prince, the head of a tribe of Bedouins, 283
Encampment of the Israelites regulated, 206, 207
Endor, the witch of, is consulted by Saul, 462
Engraving on stone, the earliest specimens. 111*
Ephod, robe of the, or mantle of the high-priest, 238, 239, 240
Ejjliraim, one of the two sons of Joseph by Asenatli, 121 ; trilxj

of, joins the Hebrews in Goshen, 146; and Manasseh
adopted by J.icob—their share of the promised land, 285,
286 ; inimber of the adnlt males of the tribe of, 206 ; tribe
of, receive an allotment of the eoniiuered country, 350

Ephr;iimites, their situation, 10; they attack the Philistine
I'eople of Gath, are repulsed and their leadeis slain, 146 ;

are defeated by the Gileadites under Jephthah, 398
Ephrath, the ancient name for Bethlehem, 103
Epiphania, the Greek name for Hamah, 9
Er, one of the threr sons of Judali, 107 ; is married to Tamar.

id ; is slain for his wickedness, id.
" Era of Contracts," 666
Esirhaddon, king of Assyria, reconquers Bain Ion, 608; con-

quers Judah, and sends the principal inhabitants avptive io
Bibylon, id.

Esau, biith of, 68 ; he and Jacob born before Abraham's death

,

69*; becomes a hunter, 69; begs the pottage of Jacob, 70 ;

sells his birthright for it, id.; marries Judith and Bashe-
math, two Hittite women, 72 ; resolves on d>stroying Jacob,
75; marries one of the daughters of Ishmael, 76 ; the pro-
priety of this considered, id.

Esdras, apocryphal book of, 637
Eshbaal, the youngest son of Saul, made by eleven tribes king

of Israel, 464 ; is nicknamed Ishbosheth, id ; see further
Is/tbiis/ieth

E^iCdl, the Amoritish chief, assists Abraham against the five

Assyrian kings, 38
, the spies bring grapes from, 303

Etham, tlie resting-place of the Israelites on their second day,
176

Ethiopia, rite of circumcision in, 81*
Eumenes king of Perg;imos, founder of the library at Pergamos

and reputed inventor of parchment, 681*
Eunnch of the harem, 536
Evenius, .3011*

Evil-Merodach succeeds Nebuchadnezzar, 632; releases Jehoia-
chim from i>risi)n, id.; is slain by Cyrus in battle, id. ;

Jewish tradition concerning him, id.

Excommunication, 298
Executioner, chief, a high oflice in Eastern courts, 139*
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Exode of the Israelites, its period, 165, 186*
Ezek, tlie name given by Isaac to a disputed well, 71
Eiekicl sent captive to Clieliar (Cliaboras), 615
Ezra, his extensive commission from Artaxerxes, 6 17 ; appoints

judges and other officers at Jerusalem, id. ; annuls tlie
marriages of Jews with heatlien women, 648, 649; collects
and revises the sacred books, 653; exchanges the character
from Hebrew to Chaldee, id. ; reads the law, whicli is in-
terpreted by Levites, 654 ; his alleged tomb, 655

Faoius, Cuspius, appointed governor of Judea, 749; crucifies
the two sons of Judas the Gaulonite, id.

Fair of Hebron, 271
Fairs, origin of, id.

Famine in Canaan, 31, 71, 126
Egypt, 123
Israel, 576 ; its staving foretold by Elisha, 577
the reign of David, 49u, -.91

Palestine, 733, 749
Fast of the Atonement, the only one enjoined by the law, 271
Fathers, houses of, 283
Fauteiiils, Egyptian, 521
Fecundity of Egyptian women, 184*
Felix, Claudius, appointed procurator of Judea, 751; marries

Drnsilla, id. ; is recalled to Rome, id.

Fellah, a land tenant in Egypt, 124
Felling trees in Lebanon, inode of, 507
Ferry-boat on the Jordan, tlie first and only mention of, 488
Festivals, male population required to assemble on three in the

year, 270, 271 ; motives for, id.

Festus, Porcius, appointed procurator of Judea, 752 ; he reforms
abuses—dies, id.

Fiery serpents, the Israelites afflicted by the bite of, 317
Figs and grapes, favourite fruit with the Egyptians, 141*
Fines, 298

^

Fire of the altar, 253
pans for the altars, id., 254

, column of, and column of cloud, 176, 181
, hallowed, commanded always to be used on the altar, 215

Fires, portable, 63, 86*
; used by the Orientals, id ; difficulty

of l.indliiig, discussed, jrf., 8",*; generally kindled by the
Bedouins at all seasons on a halt, id

First-born of Egypt destroxed, 171, 172; of the Levites, by
right a priest, 228 ; of men and animals consecrated to God,
and why, 262; of men, how redeemed, id.; of unclean
animals, how redeemed, id.

First-fruits, wiiat they were, 262 ; for what offered, id. ; day of,
or Pentecost, 269

Fish allowed as food, 293 ; exceptions, id. ; reasons for, 234
Flint knives of the Egyptians, 81*
Flock-towers, or watch-towers, 103
Flocks and herds of the Bedouin shepherds, 48*
Flour and oil, offerings of, 261
Food of the Hebrews, 294 ; distinctions of, why enjoined, 292;

animals for, 293
Foreign relations of the Hebrews, 285
Fortitications of the Hebrews described, 619,* 624*
Fortress at Memphis, 587 ; at Babylon, 588
Friend or companion of the king, 530
Frogs, the plague of, 166
Fundamental law of the Mosaic institutions, 284
Furniture of the Egyptians, 166, 185*

Gabinius, proconsul of Syria, arrives at Jerusalem, 721 ; con-
firms Hyrcanus in the high-priesthood, id ; suppresses tlie

councils and Sanhedrim, id.; divides Judea into five
districts, id. ; restores Ptolemy Anletes to the throne of
Egypt, id. ; is recalled to Rome, 722

Gad a son of Jacob by Zilpali, 94* ; number of tlie adult males
of the tribe of, 206 ; and his tribe, settle in part of the laud
taken from Sihon and Og, 326 ; people of the tribe of,

allowed to return to their heritage beyond Joidan, 354
the prophet, commands David to return to Judah, 451

Galeed, or the » itness heap, 97
Galilee inhabited by the tribes of Naphtali, Zebulon, Issachar,

and Asher, 354
Garments mingled of linen and woollen, why forbidden, 223
Gate, modern Oriental, •51
Gates, business transacted near the, of Canaanitish to^vns, 5, 6
Gathites attending on David, what they were, 483*
Gaza is fortilied by Solomon, 529
Gazaia, its probable situation, 695*
Gazelle-hunting performed on foot, 69*
Gedaliah, a Hebrew, made governor of Judah, 616 ; is mur-

dered by Ishmael, 617
Gehazi, the"servant of Elisha, 573; takes the staff of. Elisha,

and lays it on the face of the Shunemite woman's cliild,

573, 574 ; is afflicted with leprosy for his covetousness, 575
Genealogical registers, 284
Genealogists, or Shoterim, duties of, 286
General law, 291, 299
Genesis, no account in, of Abram's journey to Canaan, 29
Gerizim, the covenant with God renewed at. 352

, Mount, a temple built there by Sanballat, 655 ; the
altar there demolished by Hyrcanus, 703

ershon, the name of one of the families of Levi, 230

Gessius Florus appointed procurator of Judea, 752
Ghurkud or Pegauum retiisum, 192
Giants, considerations on their existence, 329,* 3,%*
Gibeah. people of, guilty of the same offences as the inhabitants

of Sodom and Gomorrah, 369
Gibeon. city of, is attacked by the Araorites and relieved by

Joshua, .346

Gibeonites procure a treaty with Joshua by stratagem, 345 ; are
reduced to slavery, 3^6

Gideon, of the tribe of Manasseh, guards the threshers, 382
;

an angel of Jehovah appoints him to del iver Israel , j'rfT
,

•

the sacrifice—the miracle of the fleece, ;«2; destroys the
altar of Baa) at Ophrali, id. ; marches against the Midi-
anites. 383; his army reduced to three hundred, id.; he
visits tlie Midianitish eamp,irf. ; hears the interpretation
of the solder's dream, id. ; routs most of the Midianites at
Gill)oa, 384 ; slays the remainder on tlie otlier side the
Jordan, 385 ; kills the emirs of the Midianites with his own
hand, id.; punishes the chief persons of Succoth with
death Iw scourging, id ; beats down the fortress tower of
Peniel, id. ; refuses the crown of Israel, id. ; erects an altar
at Oplirah and sacrifices to God, 386; he rules Israel tbrty
years, and difs, id. ; he leaves seventy sons besides Abime-
lech. an illegitimate one, 392

Gilead, mountains of, why so named, 98
Gilgal, in the plain of .fericho, the place near which Joshua

erected one of his monuments. 341 ; the first place ol the
Israelites' encampment in tlie land of promise, 342

Girdle worn by the priests, 235
of the Epliod worn by the high-priest, 240

Girgashites a tribe of the Canaanites, 11; their supposed
country, id.

Gleaning, right of, 296, 297*
Gnats or mo-quitoes, plague of, 167
" God's land, " 532
Goel or blood avenger, 75
Golan, one of the cities Of refuge, 296*
Gold mentioned amongst the wealth of Abraham on his return

from Egypt, 35
;
jewels of, 172

Golden calf set up by the Israelites, 201; destroyed by Moses,
202 ; its destruction, 216*

candlestick, described, 251
Goose and beef, principal food of the Egyptians, 140*
Goshen, its siiuaticm and extent, 134; the Hebrews become

numerous in, alter the death of Joseph, 146
Government of the Israelites under Moses, 283, 291

, form of the Hebrew, 289, 29u ; discussed, id., 291
Governor of the palace, 532
Grafting of trees of various sorts, why forliidden, 223
Granaries, Egvptian, construction of, 122, 123
Grapes of Eshcol, 308
Great officer on a journey, 575
Greediness of uncivilized man, 88*
Greek language cultivated by the Jews, 674
Groves, worship in, 62, 85,* 86*
Guenee, Alibe, his ' Lettres de quelques Juifs, &c., a M de

Voltaire," 29*
Gurgestan, in Africa, said by the Jewish writers to be peopled

by the Girgashites, 11

Habor, its situation discussed, 627*
Hadad, of the royal family of Edom, establishes himself in

Syria with Damascus as his capital, 543; acquires the ter-
ritory of Rezin, id.

king of the Syrians of Damascus, reduced to subjection
by David, 475

Hadadezer king of Zobah, reduced to subjection by David,
id.

Hadar, one of the twelve sons of Ishmael, 69* ; becomes founder
of an Aral)ian tribe, id.

Hagar proposed to Abraliam as a substitute for his wife, 41 :

flies from Abraham's house, is met by an angel of the
Lord, returns, 42; and Ishmael, depart from Abraham's
dwelliug, 60; they are succoured in the Desert of Beer-
sheba, id.; Jewisli tradition of the birth of, 51*

Haggai prophesies the glories of the second Temple, 644
Haggith, one of the wives of David, 466*
Hail and rain, plague of, 168, J69

stones, 361*
Hiilah, its situation discussed, 627*
Hales, Dr , his ' Chronology of the Bible,' 16*; his opinion

concerning the blessin? of Isaac, 89*
Half-shekel of copper, 715*
Hallel, the lesser, sung at the Passover supper, 269
Ham, posterity of, first authors of arts of civilization, 4
Hamah, town of, its situation, population, Jtc, 9
Hamaii, the Amalekite, plots the massacre of the Jews, 649; is

defeated, and himself destroyed, id.

Hamathites, land of the, its situation, 9; sometimes counted
amongst the Phcenieian tribes, id.

Hamon ami Shechem and the Shechemites slain by the brothers
of Dinah, 102

Hananiah, his name altered to Sliadrach, 630
Handwriting on the wall, the, 633
Hanging and exposure, the mode of punisliment amongst the

Egyptians, 117
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Haniin king of Animon insults the ambassadors of David, 476
Hara, its probable siliiation considered, 62ii*

Haran, a son of Tcrali, 23; Jewish traditional account of his

death, 25
Ilarem of Solomon, 536
Harems, their pernicious elfects considered, 539, 540

Harlots, their dress, 107 ; their imnisliment, id. ; their wages of

sin, id.

Harvest, feast of, or Pentecost, 269 ; of the Egyptians, 375, 376
Havoth-.iair, 394
Hazael king of Syria plunders Jerusalem, 593
Hazeroth, one of tlie places of encampment during the wander-

in;,', :j07

Hazon, city of, captured and burnt by Joshua, 349; the only
city on hills destroyed by Jo^hua, id.

Head-dress of Persian w umen, 538*

Head-stools of the Egyptians, 108*

Heads of families, 2yt) ; their duties, id

He.ive-olVerings, 25S
Hebrew, meaning of the word, considered, 51*; Abraham first

called the, 38
race, its first possession in the land of Canaan, 65 ; a

general review of the principles developed in the history

of the, 625—627
women, their strength at and after delivery, 152*
tabernacle, and Eg}ptian temples, similarity of, ob-

ser\ed on, 247
—

"-50

Hebrews in Egypt and the wilderness, 11-}—144; bondage of,

motives for, and mode of their occupation by tlie Egyptians,
149 ; whi'ther they made any stipulation for services to the
king of Egy])l discussed, 150; their charactev in Egypt,
151 ; duties imposed on them liy the Egyptians, id. ; male
children of, onlered to be destroyed by the Egyptian mid-
wives, 1 52 ; ordered to be thrown into the river, id. ; em-
ployed in manufactures and other ser\ices, 153; their con-
dition after the birth of Moses to the time of his declaring
himself a Hebrew, 153— 155 ; their degradation when Moses
arrived among them, 156 ; condition of, during the absence
of Moses, 158 ; iheir mode of government on the arrival of
Moses, 162 ; why forbidden to cut or maim their persons,
224; relations of the, to other nations, 285 ; magistrates of,

285, 286 ; learned class among the, 287, 288 ; their right to

invade the laud of Canaan and exterminate the inhabitants
discussed, 335—310. (See further, Ishaelites, Judahites,
and Jews.)

Hebron, one of the cities of refuge, 296*; captured by the
Israelites, 348 ; fair of, 27i

Heliodorus enters the Temple of Jerusalem to seize the trea-

sure, 680; falls down speechless, id.

Heliopolis, or On, the seat of the Ei;ypti;iH sacred mysteries,
121; earliest temple probably at, 30 ; temple to Jehovah
bidlt there, 691 ; view of, from the Mosaic pavement at
Pra;neste, id.

Herod", sou of Antipater, is made governor of Galilee, 723 ; is

cited before the Sanhedrim, 724; is appointed ),'Overnor of
CoeleSyria, id. ; marries Miriam or Miiiamne, grand-
daughter of Hyreanus, 725; defeats Antigonus, son of
Aristoluilus, id. ; goes to Rome, is consecrated king of
Judea in the Capitol. 7^6; he obtiins possession of the
kingdom. 727; executes the Asaraonean party, 727 ; mur-
ders all the Sanhedrim but PoUio and Sameas, id. ; appears
before Antony .it Laodicea, 729; orders the death of
Joseph his uncle, id. ; puts Hyrcanus to death, 730 ; goes
to Rhodes to meet Ou-tavius, id. ; is acknowledged kin" of
Judea, 731 ; introduces mmy heathenish customs, 732

;

niurd(!r3 the families of some conspirators, 733 ; rebuihls
Samaria and calls it Sel)aste, jrf. ; makes great improve-
ments and rebuilds several cities, 733 ; forms the harbour
at Ca'sarea, id. ; buys corn in the time of famine, and gi^ es
it to the people, 7'i3, 734 ; deposes Jesus the high-priest,
and appoints another, 734 ; marries Maiiamne the daughter
of the new high-priest, id. ; builds llerodium, 734 ; rebuilds
the Temple at Jerusalem, I'rf., 735; pleads against his two
.sons belore the Roman governors, 736 ; causes them to be
strangled, id ; commands the murder of all infants in
Hethlehem, 738 ; orders the execution of his son Antipater,
7-i0 ; dies, anil is buried at Herodiiim, 740 ; his wives and
children, account of, 740*

Antipas, one of the sous of Herod, obtains one-third of
Judea and its dependencies, 740 ; he is the Herod of the
Gospels, 7-4 h builds the city of Tiberias, 74.S; marries
Herodias, his brotlier's wife, 745

king of Chalcis receives from Claudius power to ap-
- point high-priests at Jerusalem, 749

Heshbon. the capital of the Amorilish country, 319; its site

still reco-uisable, 333*
Heth, children of, a tribe of Canaanites, 9
Hewers of wood .iinl drawers of water, 228, 2.30, 346
He/.ekiah succeeds his f ither as king of Judah, 604; restores

the true religion and abolishes idolatry, irf.. 605 ; restores
the festivals and invites the Israelites to attend the Passover,
605; refuses to |)ay tribute to the Assyrians, (iOG ; oRers
to submit and pays a large tribute, id.; Ins kingdom is

overrun by the Assyrians, id. ; he is promiseil deliverance
by Isaiah, irf.; falls sick, 607 ; his life prolonged, id.; re-

ceives ambassadors from the king of Babylon, 608 ; is told

by Isaiah the fate of his kingdom, id. ; he dies, arid is suc-

ceeded by Manasseli, id.

Hiel of Bethel, his children all die for his attempting to rebuild
Jericho, 343

High-places, meaning of the term discussed, 598,* 599*

High-priest, his sacerdotal duties, 235, 236; regulations as to

his marriage, id. ; his dress described, 236—241 . of the

Jews, becomes the administrator of affairs under the pro-

vincial governors, 656
Hillel and Shammai, 727,* 728*
Hills, burial-places usually in the sides of, 356
Hinges not used in the time of Solomon, 513
Hiram king of Tyre forms an alliance w ith David, 475, 476

;

furnishes cedar-timber for the Temple, 507 ; sends his

namesake to Solomon to aid in the work, id.

of Tyre, his vast attainments, 50/
Hittites, a tribe of the Canaanites, 9
Hivites, or A vim, a tribe of the Canaanites, 11 ; their original

settlement, id.; where they afterwards settled, id.

, a people of Palestine, 13 ; supp(jsed to be denoted by
the name of Kadomites, 12

Hobab consents to remain with the Israelites, 203
Holocaust, or bui-nt-offering, 258
Holy of Holies, 245
Homer, his mention of the driigs of Egypt, 14.3*

, a measure containing about live and one tenth pints,

194
Homicide, punishment of, 295
Honey forbidden in bread and cakes for offerings, 261
Hophni, one of the sons of Eli, his iniquities, 414 ; is slain, 415
Hor, Mount, Moses, Aaron, and Eleazer ascend, by Divine com-

m.ind,—Aaron dies and is buried there, 3l7
Horam Gezer, king of, and all his people, destroyed before

Lachish, 348
Horeb and Sinai, their situations discussed, 195
Horites of Seir, their situation, 14
Hormah, tlie place where a people of the Canaanites were

dcsiroyed by the Israelites, 317
Home, Rev. T. H., his opinion of the early histurical docu-

ments of the Jews referred to by the sacred writers, 4-.*

Honiet, supposed to be the insect zimb, 349
Horses, not used in war by the Israelites, and why, 348, 349;

kept by Solomon, 534
Horse-riduig, Egyptian, only instance of, 534
Hosea becomes king of Israel, 602 ; is reduced as a tributary to

Assvria. id. ; is sent in chains to Nineveh, 603
Hours, 300*
" House of the forest of Lebanon," 518—520
House-leprosy, the, 277 ; bow to Ije understood, 276

— tops, ancient and modern Egyptian, 29^, 295; parapets
commanded on Hebrew, 294

Howdah of an Indian prince, 535
Huldah the prophetess foretels the captivitv of Judah to king

Josiah, 610
Human sacrifices forbidden, 262 ; considered in relation to Jeph-

thah's daughter, 397, 398; of the Egyptians, 184*; ob-
servations on, 572 ; 582,* 585*

Hushai goes as a spy from David into the councils of Absalom,
484 ; secures the safety of David, 485

Hyrcanus becomes high-priest, 7 02 ; is besieged in Jerusalem
by Antiochus VII., id. ,- obtains a peace with the Syrians,
id. ; makes many conquests for Antiochus \\\.,id.; enter-
tiins the Pharisees—separates from them, 706*; makes
many conquests of the Syrian territories, 7 03; takes She-
chem, and demolishes the altar on Mount Gerizim, id.;

sends ambassadors to Rome, and procures favourable de-
crees from the Senate, 704 ; besieges Samaria, 705 ; becomes
master of all Judea, Samaria, and Galilee, id.; dies, id.

'

, son of Alexander Jannaeus, is appointed high-priest,

709; succeeds Alexandra, 710; is deposed by Aiistobulus,
id. ; is replaced by Antipater, id., 711; pleads for the crown
before Pompey, V12; is appointed high-priest by Pompey,
and agrees to pay tribute to the Romans, and not assume
the crown, 713; is restored to the high-priesthood by Julius
Caesar, 723; obtains permission to fortify Jerusalem, 7 24

;

is captured by the Parthians, and has his ears cut off, 726;
comes to Jerusalem at the invitation of Herod, 728; is

murdered by (uvler of Herod, 730
Hystaspes becomes master ot the magians, 645*

loHABon, the son of Phineas, his birth. 416
Ibzan, a judge of Israel after Jephthah, 398
Idolatry, repression of, the chief object of the Mosaical law, 222 ;

punishment of, 224 ; is established in Jerusalem, 686
Idols, lorbidden to be recei\ed into houses, and why, 224
Idumeans are incorporated with the Jews, 703, in.*

Images, worship of, not meant by the earliest mention of idola-
try, 22; not lorbidden to be m.ade by the Hebrews, if not
for idolatrous imrpises, 514

Imilkon and Amalikon, Arabian names for the Canaanites, 18*
Imprisonment, unknown to the Mosaical law, 298
Impurity, eh'ven species <if, 275
Inauguration of kings, ceremonies of 545,* 546*
Incense-alUir, described, 252, 253
In-gathering, feast of, 270
Injunctions, Mosaical, 221, 224
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manv com-
Intercaliiry month, 302*

Interregnum in Israel of t\veiity-t\vo years, COl

motions during this period, id.

Invest and Investiture, origin of the words, 120

Iron not mentioned in the utensils for the Tabernacle, 254;

tools of, forbidden to be used in makin galtars, id. ; utensils

of, amont'st the spoils of Jericho, 344

Isaac, his birth, 59 ; offered up in sacrifice by his father, 63,

64 : marries Rebekah, 5, 68 ; is forbidden to go into Egypt

by the Lord, 71 ; the promises made to Abraham renewed

to, id. ; goes to Gerar, id. ; digs wells, in Gerar, id., 72

;

removes and settles at Beersheba, id. ; the Lord appears to

him in a dream, id.; builds an altar at Beersheba, id. ;

enters into a covenant of peace with Abimelech, id. ; his

blessing bestowed on Jacob, JS ; object of, considered by

Dr. Hales, 89* ; his death—he is buried by Esau and

Jacob, 104
Isaiah receives the prophetic office, 506 ; offers deliverance to

Ahaz, 597 ; foretells the captivity in Babylon, 608

L-hbak,one of the six sons of Abraham by Keturah, 68; be-

comes a founder of an Arabian tribe, id.

Ishbosheth, the youngest son of Saul, made king of Israel by
eleven of the tribes, 464; is abandoned by Abner, 4C6

;

returns Michal to David, id. ; is slain by two ofhis officers,

id.

Ishmael, birth of, 42; is married to an Egyptian wife, 60;

attends the interment of his father, 69 ; he dies in the

presence of all his breihren, id. ; leaves twelve sons, who
found Arabian tribes, id. ; considered by the Jewisli

writers the founder of the Arabian nation, but erroneously,

69 : the opinion of, confuted, 87,* 88*

Israel, the name of, added to that of Jacob, 99

, kingdom of, from 990 to 931 b.c , 547—563; from 931 to

895 B.C., 564—585; from 895 to 719 B.C., 600—603; of its

extent after the death of Solomon, 54.'—545 ; is conquered

by the Assvrians, ti03
;
population of, 3J4*

and Judith, correspondences of the years of the reigns of

the kings of, ^48
Israelites: for their earlier history see Hkbbews.
Israelites commanded to go three days' journey into the wilder-

ness to sacrifice to the Lord, 162; Pharaoh refuses to

release them, I rf.; they are farther oppressed, id.; forced

to find straw for making bricks, id. ; they reproach Moses

and Aaron for their increased miseries, 163 ; the, are suffered

by Pharaoh to depart, 1/2 ; they borrow jewels and rich

dresses of the Egyptians, id , 185* ; their conduct discussed,

id., 186* ; their departure from Egypt, 173—174 ; their

numbers, id. ; the line of their march considered, 175—176
;

encamp in the plain of Bedea, 178 ;
pass the Red Sea, 181

;

their probable sojourn at Aiu Mousa, 191 ;
proceed across

the desert El Ati, iU ; ihey encamp at Elim, 192; enter

the wilderness of Sinai, id. ; they murmur against Moses

for hunger, id. ; they are fed with meat and bread and

quails, 193; murmur against Mo es and Aaron for thirst,

196 ; are relieved by Moses striking the rock in Horeb, td. ;

set up the golden calf, 201 ; the idolatrous, are slain, 202 ;

are forgiven their idolatry, id. ; they make offerings of their

valuablesfor the tabernacle, 204; a census of thera taken

by Moses and Aaron, 2UR; formed into four divisions, each

containing thre.' tribes, id. ; relation of the tribes to each

other, 288, 289; period of their sojourn at the foot of

Mount Sinai, 304; proceed on their march to the Promised

Land, id.; they murmur and have many of their tents

destroyed by fire, 305; and Egyptians in the camp are dis-

contented with the manna, 305, 306 ; arc again provided

with quails, id. ; many of them are destroyed by a plague,

307 ; they arrive at Kadesh Barnea, 308 : send twelve spies

into the land of Canaan, id. ; determine to return to bond-

age in Egypt, 310 ; thev conspire against Moses and Aaron,

id.; all above twenty years old on leaving Egypt, except

Caleb and Joshua, cut off from the Promised Land, id., 31 1

;

condemned to wander and die in the wilderness, >d. ; make
war on the Canaanites, and are repulsed, id.; con.spire to

deprive Aaron of the priesthood, and Moses of the civil

power, 312, 313 ; the conspirators are engulfed in the

earth, 314 ; are struck with the plague and die suddenly,

314; it is arrested by Aaron, id. ; return to Kadesh at the

close of the wandering, 315; encamp in the Valley of

Arabia at the foot of Mount Hor, 317 ; are attacked by the

Canaanites and some taken captive, id.; are again dis-

contented, id. ; are afflicted by the bite of the " fiery

serpents,' id. ; encamp at the brook Zared, 319 ; enter the

land of Moab, and encamp on the banks of the river Arnon,

id.; defeat the Amoiites at Jahaz, slay their king, and

take possession of his territory, id.; defeat and slay Og
king of Bashan and take possession of his territory, 32l) ;

falllnto iilolatrv bv tie seduction of the women of Moab
and Midian, 323;' are smitten witii a plague, id., 324;

make w.ir on the Midiauitesanddesiroy the men, 324; their

miraculous passage of the river Jordan, 340, 341 ; their

first encampment in the Land of Promise at Gilgal in the

plain of Jericho, 342; are all circumcised at Gilgal, 343;

celebrate the Passover at Gilgal, td. ; enter Jericho and

destroy the inhabitants and beasts and burn the city, id.

;

are repulsed in their attack upon Ai, 344 ; cause of, dis-

closed to Joshua, td ; capture and destoy Ai, 344, 345

;

form a treaty with the Gibeonites, 345 ; destroy the Amo-
rites before Gibton, 346 ; capture the city of Makkedah,
;-<47 ; capture tlu' cities of L'bnah, Lachish, Eglon, Debir,

and Hebron, 3^8 ; defeat and slay Gezer king of Hoiam,
and slay all his people, id. ; defeat the Canaanites at the

waters of Merom, MH ; capture and burn Haznr, 349; the

seven unprovided tribes of, receive their allotments of the

Promised Land, 354 ; beyond Jordan erect a great altar, 335

;

its object explained, id. ; after the death of Joshua extend
their conquests, 366 : fall into idolatry, 368 ; are reduced to

pay tribute to Cushaniishlhaim, 371 ; they are freed by
Othniel and drive the Mesopotamians beyond the Euphrates,

id. ; fall again into idolatry, 371; a great portion are re-

duced to subjection by the Moabites, id. ; are delivered

from the yoke of the Moabites by Ehud, 373 ; northern
fall into crime and are punished, 378 ; are oppre.-sed by
the Canaanitish king, Jabin of Hazor, id.; are delivered

by Deborah and Barak, 381 ; again fall into idolatry, id.

;

are u\erriin by the Midianites, .-Vmalekites, and other tribes

of .\rabia, id. ; are delivered by Gideon, 3.^2—384 : offer to

make Gideun king. o85 ; return to idolatry, 394 ; are brought
under servitude to the Ammonites, id- ; are delivered from
servitude by Jephthah, 396 ; again relapse into idolatry,

398; are subjected to servitude by the Philistines, 399;
make war with the Phil'stines, 415; are defeated, id.;

send for the ark, it is taken ty tlie Philistines, id. ; promise
obedience to Jehovah, 418 ; they overthrow the Philistines

at Mizpeh, 418 ; drive them back to their own land, id.

;

demand from Samuel the appointment of a king, 419 ; their

degeneracy under the judges accounted for, id , 420 ; aban-
don the worship of Jehovah, 564 ; are afflicted with drought
and famine, 565 ; return to the worship of Jehovah, 566

;

liberate the Judahite captives by order of the prophet Obah,
596; most of them are lemuved to Halab, to the river

Habor, to Gozan, and the cities of the Medes, 603 ; the only

nation who believed in the Creation, 218 ; their degenerate

character accounted for by tl eir former slavery, 305; their

svstem of warfare considered, 325,326; their relations to

neighbouring nations (326), 330*, 332*; their right to

invade tiie laud of Canaan and exterminate the inhabitants,

discussed, 335—340 ; their captivity, 627, 630 ; capt.viiy

of— their condition and location discussed, 628, 629;
tlieir non-restoration considered, 639, 6-l2. See further,

Jews
Issaehar, a son of Jacob by Leah, 94* ; number of the adult

males of the tribe of, 206
Ithamar, one of the sons of Aaron, a priest, 230

Ithream, one of the sons of David, 466*

Ivorv palace, the, of Aliab, 570

Izbi-benob, the Philistine giant, is slain by Abishai, 491

Jabfsh-Gii-ead, the men of, are exterminated, their virgins

saved and given as wives to the six hundred Benjamites,

371
Jabin king of Hazor, organises a league of the northern kings

of Palestine against the I>raelites, 348; they are joined by

other princes, id. ; are defeated and slain at the waters of

Slerom, id.

Jachimus,(]r Alcimns, is made high priest 691 ; he is expelled,

692 ; is again appointed and again expelled, 193

Jackals used hy Samson to destroy the harv-est of the Philistines,

400
Jacob, meanings of the word, 74

, birth of, 68 ; takes to a shepherd's life, 69 ; buys Esau s

birthright for a mess of pottage, 70 ; receives Isaac's bless-

ing, 73 ; declaies to his sons the distribution of tlie heritage

of'promise, id. ; goes to Mesopotamia to marry a daughter

of Laban, 76 ; bis dream—he is recognised heir of the

promises. 91 ; meets Rachel at the well of Charian, 92 ;

marries Leah bv Laban's stratagem, 93; marries her sister

Rachel, id ; agrees to serve Laban seven years for each in

lieu of the price for them, id.; becomes by his wives and

their handmaids father of eleven sons and a daugliter. 94 ;

a"rees to remain with Laban upon ha\ing for his share the

parti -colonred goats and dark sheep, id. ; his device for

procuring partv-colonred goats, td. 95 ; his craft in the

transaction considered, 95; with his wives and children

and flocks and herds, returns to Canaan, 96 ; halts at

Gilead, id. ; enters into a covenant of peace with Laban,

97 ; his vision of the camp of the angels, 98 ; contends with

an angel by the river Jabbok, 99 ; is struck in the hollow

of the" thigh, td. ; is blessed by the angel, id. ; the name

Israel added to that of, id ; liis message to Esau after his

return Irom Padan-.\ram, 99" ; meets Esau, 100 ; tiirries at

Succoth near the Jordan, 101 ; crosses the Jordan and

enters the land of Canaan, id. ; purchases land atSliechem,

td. ; builds an altar at Shcchem called the altar ot Llelohe

Israel, and digs a well, id ; his daught-r Dinah .leliled by

Shechem.id. ; his sons revenge Dinah and slay the She-

chemites, 102; Imries all superstitious oruamcuts, id ; the

Lord appears to him at Bethel and renews the promises

made to Abraham, 103 ; he sets up another memorial-

stone, id. ; encamps at Ephrath, id. ; his wife Rachel gives

birth to Benjamin, dies, and is buried, id. ; returns to his

ftither at Mamre, 104 ; sends his sons to Egypt to buy corn,

126; goes with his family into Egypt, 133 ; meets Joseph,
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id.; the number of Jacob's family stated, 133*; and his

family, are settled in Gos en, 13i'; blesses Manasieh and
Evhraim, the sons of Josepli, 13.i ; be dies, id. ; is embalmed,
and burieii in the cave of Macbpelah, 136, 1^7

Jacob's pillar, lOrt*

Jadflua, or Jaddus, becomes hifjh-priest of the Jews, 659

Jael slays Sisera, 380 ; her conduct considered, id.

Jahaziel'i'oietellsllie destruction of the invaders of Judah, 589
Jahn, piofesjor, his'Histoiy of the Hebrew Commonwealth,'

18* ; his observations on the justice of Jehovah, 219, '^20
;

his views of tlie obedience ilue from the Hebrews to Jehovah
as their temporal kiii;;, 222

Jahoh-Jireh, the place of Abraham's s.-icrifice, 64
Jair, a Gileadite, jud^'es Israel after Tola, 394 ; his wealtli, id.

James stoned to death at Jerusalem, 752

Japhet, descendants of, 3

Jason becumes hi^di-priest, 681 ; does many acts injurious to

the leligion of the Jews, id. ; dies, 682
surprises Jerusalem and massacres the citizens, 683

;

dies in Laceda>nionia, id.

Jebus, a city of the Jel)usites, 9

reduced by David and called Jerusalem, 472
Jebusites, a tribe of the Canaanites, 9 ; appear to have been the

founders of Jerusalem, id.

Jeconiali (otlierwise Jehoiachim and Couiah) made king of

Judah—is deposed by Nebuchadnezzar, and with all the

principal inhabitants of Jerusalem sent lo C/hebar, 615
Jegar-sahaduiha, the witness heap, 9/, 98
Jelioahaz succeeds Jehu as kins,' of Israel, 601 ; he loses almost

all his kinjjdom to the kinj; of Syria, id. ; dies, id.

Jehoahaz, or Sliallum, the younger son of Josiali, made king of
Judah, 612 ; he is taken prisoner to Jerusalem by Phaiaoh-
Necho, id. ; is carried to Egypt and dies, 612

Jehoram, the son of Jehoshaphat, married to Athaliah, 567
JehoiaUa preserves Joash from destruction, 591 ; becomes re-

gent for Joa-h, whom he anoints, 592; destroys the temples
and altars of liaal , 593 ; reforms the state, and re-establishes

tlie religious duties of the Temple, id. ; he dies, id.

Jehoiakim, or Eliakim,made king of Judah by Pharaoh- Necho,
612; becomes an idolater, {<<. ; is reproved by Jeremiah,
id.; renounces his allegiance to Nebuchadnezzar, Oly ; is

again reduced to submission, id. ; again re\olts from Ne-
buchadnezzar, id ; murders the prophet Urijah, id.; his
own doom foretold by Jeremiah, id. ; burns the prophecy
of Jeremiah written by Baruch, 61-1 ; is taken captive by
the Babylonians, id.; dies at Jerusalem, id.

Jehoram, or Joram, succeeds Ahaziah as king of Israel, 571 ;

overthrows the images of Ba.al, id. ; with the king of
Judah, marches against the Edomites, id. ; orders the death
of Elisha, but repents, 576 ; and Ahaziah king of Judah,
besiege llamotli, 5.8; he is wounded, and retires to

Jezreel, id. ; is slain by Jehu, 579
, the son of Jehoshaphat, becomes king of Judah, 590;

destroys his six brothers, id. ; restores the worship of idols,

id.

(of Judah) is warned by a letter from Elisha, 591
;

loses the dominion of Edom . id. ; dies of a virulent disease,

and is refused regal burial, id.

Jehoshaphat, the recorder under Solomon, 530
destroys the groves and high places, 5f6 ; sends

teachers of religion amongst the peo|de, 587 ; reforms the
various departments of the state, )'(/. ; appoints judges in

all principal cities, 588; is delivered from the iuvaders
from Amnion and Moab, 589 ; builds a navy—his ships

are destroyed, 590; assists Ahab in his expedition against

the Moabites, id. ; dies, and is succeeded by his eldest son,

Jehoram, id.

, Vallev of, or of Sliaveh, Beraclial, or King's
Dale. 590

Jelioshebad carries Joash to the Temple, 591
Jehovah, the name i f, various words usrd for, 49,* 50 • Nissi,

the altar erected liy Moses after the defeat of the Amale-
kites, 198; his power and attributes, 219; his justice, 219,
220 ; acknowledged as king of the Hebrews, 222; the
king of the whole Hebrew nation, 288

Jehu i> proclaimed king of Israel, 578 : slays Jehoram at the
field of Naboth, 579 ; enters Jezreel—commands the death
of Jezebel, I'rf. ; is left in comuiand of the Israelite army
before Ramoth, 578; is anointed by a son of tiie projihet,

id. ; orders the beheading of the seventy sons of Ahab, 5.9,
580; orders the death of the forty-two sons of Ahaziah,
580; entei-s Samaria in company with Jonadab, id.; de-
stroys the priests, idols, and worsliippcrs of Baal, id. ; is

^ promised the tluone of Isr.iel to the fourth generation, id.

;

dies, 601

Jephthah, his birth, 395; withdraws to the land of Tob, id.

;

assemldes men, and lives by plunder, id.; is souglit by
the chiefs of Gilead to lead the people against the Am-
monit'-s, id. ; defeats them, and reduces their nation to
subjection, 396; his vow, 397; his grief, t'd ; performs his
vow, id ; the performance of liis vow considered, id.; de-
fe.ats the Ephraimites, 398; his death, after judging Israel

six years, id.

Jeremiali writes an elegiac ode on Josiah, 612; reproves Jehoi-
akim, id. ; is tried tor sedition and accpiitted, id. ; foretells

the tate of Jehoiakim, 613; he is cast into prison, 614

;

directs Baruch to write out his prophecy, id. ; is released
from prison, 616; is taken to Egypt, and is believed to

have been slain there, 617; his prophecies concerning
Zedekiah fuiliiled, 616

Jericho, its fall foretold to Joshua by Divine message, 343 ; the
Israelites march round it daily lor seven days, id. ; on the
seventh the «alls of, fall down, and the Israelites enter,
id ; forbidden to be rebuilt, 343

Jeroboam, an Ephraimite, recfives intimation of the fate of
Solomon, 542 ; is met by the prophet Abijah, who rends his
mantle, id. ; ilies to Sldshak king of Egypt, id.; returns
from Egypt on Solomon's death, 544; is made king of
Israel over all the tribes except Judah and Benjamin, id. ;

appoints Shechem the metropolis of Israel, o49 ; directs
the attendance of his subjects at two places of his own
kingdom (Dan and Bethel), instead of at Jerusalem, 550 ;

erects images of gokb n calves, id. ; alters the time of re-

ligious meeting, id.; the Levites abandon Israel, and go to
Judah, 551 ; appoints priests, and oilers sacrifice himself as
high-priest, id.; is rebuked by a prophet from Judah, id.;
the dtstrnction of his race foretold, id. ; invades Judah,
is defeated by Abijah with enormous loss, 55. ; the death
of his son Abijah foretold, id. ; dies, and is succeeded by
his Son Nadab, id.

II. succeeds Joash as king of Israel, 601 ; recovers
the former dominions of the state, id. ; dies, id.

Jerusalem, lormerly Jebus, the chief city of Israel, 472; en-
closed with new walls, and lortilied by Solomon, 529 ; its

rebuilding commenced by the Jews, 646 ; is prevented by
the intrigues of the Samaritans, 647 ; walls of, permission
given by Artaxerxes for their being built, (i50, 651 ; are
built by Nehemiah, 651, 652 ; abandoned by the surviving
.Tews after the massacre of Apollouitis, 685; is captured by
Bacchides, 693 ; captured from the Syrians and apost.ate

Jews by Simon, 7 0U; is besieged, and taken by the Romans
for Herod, 7 27; is besieged by Titus, 756; captured, and
the people massacred, id., 757

J( shua, 637 ; lie and Zerubbabel lead the Remnant home, 642
Jesus Christ is born in a stable in Bethlehem, 737 ; the date of

this event reconciled, 73'. *

, a priest, is slain by his brother Jonathan, 658
Jethro the Midianite, and his son Hobab, take to Moses his

wife and two sons, 207 ; the lime and place of this visit

considered, 207;* presents bui-ut offerings and other sacri-

fices to Jehovah, 2u7
Jetur, one of the twelve sons of Ishmael, 69 ;* becomes founder

of an Arabian tribe, id.

Jewels of gold and silver, 172
Jewisli nation, tl.e, a nation of priests, 2-8 ; coins, 713,* 716*
Jew, the general name given to the restored Hebrews, 641
Jews, for matters relating to, before the restoration, see Hebkews,

IsK.iF.i.iTEs, JuDAHiTEs; number of, restored, 642 ; erect an
altar at Jerusalem, and offer sacrifice regularly, 643; lay
the foundation of the second Temple, id.; are protected by
Darius, Xerxes, and Artaxerxes, 645—647 ; decree for their

massacre procured by Human, 650; they repel the attack
of the Persians, id ; establish the Feast of Purim, or Lots,

id. ; renew their solemn covenants with God, 654 ; commit
many crimes, and are again reformed by Nehemiah, id.

;

their privileges restored by Ptolemy Soter, 665 ; at Alex-
andiia are enclosed in the Hippodrome to be crushed by
elephants, 6^8; are massacred at .Urusalem by order of
Antiochus IV.—the women and children spared to be sold
as slaves. 684; the survivors abandon Jerusalem, 685;
their national independence acknowledged by the Romans,
7 00; break out into revolt against the Romans, 753, 751

;

their abstinence trom pronouncing the name of God, 5U*
Jezebel, the wife of Ahab king of Israel, 564; maintains

priests and prophets of Baal, id. ; procures the destruction
of the prophets of Jehovah, 565 ; causes the death of
Naboth by false witnesses, 569; her death foretold by
Elijah, id.; paints her e\es, and gazes on Jehu, 579; is

cast from a window and killed, id ; her body is devoured
by dogs, id.

Joab slays Abner, 467 ; is made chief commander of the armies
of Israel, 471; besieges ilie city of Rabbah, or Rabb.ith-

Ammon, •t77 ; with David captures it, and reduces the
Ammonites to sen'itiuie, 4'.9; Abi-hai, and Attai the

Gathite, defeat Absalom and the rebels at Ephraim, 485;
kills Ab.>alom, id. ; slays Amasa,490; crushes the revolt

of Slieba, id. ; joins in a plot with Adouijah against

Solomon, 505; flics for protection to the sanctuary of the

altar, id. ; is there slain by Benaiah, id. ; his relationship

to David, 485*
Joachim and a council of elders conduct the government of

Joash during his minority, 609 ; succeeds Joshua as high-
priest of the Jews, 656

Joash is preserved from deslruclion by Jelioshebad, 591 ; is

concealed six years in the secret chambers of the Temple,
592 ; is anointed, and crowned king of Judah, id. ; restores

idolatry, 593 ; permits the murder of the high-priest

Zechariah, id.; he is wounded in battle by the Syrians

under Hazael, and murdered by his servants, id. ; a royal

burial refused to his remains, id.; defeats and takes

Amaziah prisoner at Beth-sheniesh, 594; restores Amaziah
to liberty, id. ; succeeds Jehoahaz as king of Israel, 601;
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visits Elisliii on his death-bed, id.; recovers many of the
possessions of Israel, id. ; he dies, id.

Joi-hel)ed, the mother of Moses, 152
Joel, one of the sons of Samnel, his injustice, 419
John, the son of Simon, obtains the name of Hyrcanus, 701

the Baptist is born, 736 ; announces himself tlie harbinger
of Christ, 7-i6; baptises Christ at the Jordan, id. ; is killed,

id.

Joiada the high-priest dies, and is succeeded by Jonathan, or
Jochanan ( Jolin), 658

Jokshan, one of the six sons of Abraham by Keturali,68; be-
comes the founder of an Arabian tribe, id.

Jonadab enters Samaria in the chariot of Jehu, 5b0
Jonah the prophet, his mission to Nineveh, 6U1
Jonathan, eldest sou of Saul, overcomes the Philistine gainison

in Gibeah, -141 ; with his armour-bearer enters the camp
of the Pliilistines near Michmasli, and puts ihem to the
rout, 443 ; is preserved from death by the people, 444

;

saves the life of David, 4a2 ; visits David in Zipli, and
renews their vow of fidelity, 455 ; is slain at Gilboa, 462

;

his body buried by David at Kelah, 491
appointed high pries', elhnarch, or prince, of Jiidea,

and commmander, or meridardi, of Judea, 606, 607
, or Jochanan (John), liecomes higl'.-prie.>t of the Jews,

658 ; slays his brother Jesiis in the temple, id. ; dies, and
is succeeded by Jaddu^i, or Jaddus, 659

, brother of Judas Maccabeus, api ointed leader of the
Maccabees, 694 ; puts to death fifty conspirators, 695

;

defeats Bacchides before Bethliasi, 695; makes peace witli

him, id.; sends another embassy to Rome, 698 ; is en-
trapped to Ptoleraais, and murdered, id. ; his character
discussed, 699

Jordan, the miraculous passage of the river, by the Israelites,

340 ; the period of its overflowing, id. ; provinces beyond,
severed from the kingdom of Israel by Hazael king of
Syiia, 600

Joseph, a son of Jacob by Rachel, his birth, 94 ; the admired
of Christians, Jews, and Moslems, 104; has a coat of
many colours, 105; excites the hatred of his brethren,
id. ; Ids dreams, 105 ; he is cast into a well, id ; is

sold into slavery to the Ishmaelites, 105, 106 ; his bloody
coat sent to Jacob, 106; sold by the Islimaelites to Puti-

phar in Egypt, 114; is made steward to Potipliar, 115;
resists the temptation of Potiphar's wife, irf. ; his "outer
garment" descril>ed, id. ;* is sent to prison, 116 ; has charge
of the chief butler and cliief cook ol the king, id.; inter-

prets the dream of the chief butler, 117; also that of the
chief cook , )rf. ; interprets Pharaoh's dream, 118; is made
commander over Egypt, 119; has the name of Z:iphiiath-
paaneah bestowed on him by Pharaoh, 121; marries Ase-
nath the daughter of Potipherali, an Egyptian, id.; his
conduct in buying the lands and liberty of the Egyptians
explained and defended, 124; his provision against the
famine, 122; constructs granaries, id. ; removes the Egyp-
tians into cities, and why, 125 ; pays the priesthood their
due, and why, id., 126 ; his brethren bow down to him as
governor of the land, 127; imprisons his brethren, 128;
releases them all but Simeon, whom he keeps as a hostage
for the coming of Benjamin, id. ; feasts his bretliren, 129 ;

tries tlie conduct of his bretliren by the cup in the sack of
Benjamin, 131; makes himself known to his brethren,
id. ; embalms the body of his father, 136; dies in Egypt,
137; his body embalmed, t'rf. ; his coffin described, 143;*
his embalmed body buried at Shechem, 356; Arabian
account of his body, 144 ;• situation of his family after his
death considered, 146; a king who knew him not, his
dynasty and race, discussed, 147; and Jndah, tribes of,

rivalry between, 288, 289
, the nepliew of the high-priest Onias, pays the tribute due

to the king of Egypt, 674
travels from Nazareth to Bethlehem, 727 ; his wife

Mary gives birth to Jesus, id.

Josephus defends Jotapata, 755; he is captured by Vespasian,
td. ; his chronology of the Bible, 16;* his history pro-
bably contains many of the oral traditions reduced to

writing, 24, 25 ; does not mention the traditional account of
Abraham, 26

Joshua and the Judges, 335—436
to Gideon, 365—391
defeats the Amalekites, 197; remains with Moses on

Mount Sinai, 200; commissioned by Moses to conquer and
divide the land of Canaan, 328 ; delivers divers injunctions
to the priests and others, id. , receives a confirmation of his
appointment to lead the chosen people to the conquest of
the Promised Land, 3-^0 ; sends spies to Jericho before the
passage of the Jordan, 340 ; erects monuments to comme-
morate the passage of tlie Jordan, 341 ; receives divine
information of tlie fall of Jericho, 343 ; fixes his quarters in
the plain of Jeiicho, 344; sends spies to Ai, id. ; attacks Ai
and is repulsed, id. ; cause of the failure disclosed to, id.

;

captures Ai, and destroys the inhabitants, except the king,
and burns the city, 344, 345 ; slays the king, and hangs
him on a tree, 345; is deceived into a treaty with the
Gibeoniles, td. ; commands the sun to stand still, 346

;

how the passage of Scripture is to be understood, id , 347,
362*—364 ;• captures the city of Makkedah, w hither he
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removes his quarters, 347 ; slays and hangs the five kings
who escaped from before Gibeon, 34^, b48 ; defeats the
allied kings of Palestine at the waters of Merom, 348

;

overruns the south of Palestine, id. ; returns to the
camp at Gilgal, id- ; takes the city of llazor, burns it, and
destroys the inhabitants, 349 ; divides the conquered lands
bj- lot, 350 ; orders a survey to be made of the undivided
)iart of the land of Cana;in, 353 ; receives as an inheritance
the city of Timn.ith-serah in Mount Ephraim, 351 : .jd-

dresses the people for the last time. 355, 356 ; he dies, 356 :

is buried in the side of the hill of Gaash, id.

Josiah sncceeds to the crown of Judah, 009 ; represses idolatry,
id.; defiles the altar at Bethel, id. ; represses idolatry I'u

Israel, 609 ; receives forewarning of tlie captivity of Juciali,

j'd. ; marches to (irevent the Egyptians invading Assyria,
611 ; motives fa- this act considered, 610, 611 ; is wounded
in battle at Esdraelou, and dies, 612; his death is lamented
by Jeremiah, id.

Jothani addresses the people of Shechem— flies and settles at
Beer in the tribe of Benjamin, 393

king of Judah succeeds Uzziah, 596; reigns sixteen
\ears, and dies, id ; Rome founded during his reign, 596*

Journey, great officer on a, 575
Jozadak, 637
Jubilee, the year of, held every fifty years, 273; regulalioiis

during the, id.; objects of, id. ; political nlijects of, 2;4
Judah, a son oi Jacob by Leah, 94;' marries Shuah, 106 ; visits

Tamar, who conceives, 107 ; ofl'ers to become bondsman to
Jose

I
h for the release of Benjamin, 131

, tribe of, number of the adult males in, 206 ; rivalry
between it and the tribe of Joseph, 28?, 2b9 ; the tribe of,

receive an allotment of the conquered country, 350; and
Simeon, the tribes of, defeat the C'anaanites in Hezek, 360 ;

mutilate king Adoni-bezek, id. ; many of the tiibe of,

deliver S.imson bound to the Philistines, 401
inhabited by the tribes of Judah, Benjamin, Simeon,

and Dan, 354 ; kingdom of, its extent, 54-1, 545; kingdom
of, from 990 to 929 s.c, 554—503; Irom 929 to 725 b c,
586—599; from 725 to n86 b.c.,C04—624; is invaded by
the Egyptians under Shishak, 555; is made desolate, and
the predictions of Moses and Jeremiah fulfilled, 616 ; and
Benjamin, tribes of, restored, 638— 655 ; and Israel, corre-
spondencies of the years of the reigns of the kings of, 543

Hakkiidosh commits the traditions to writing in the
Mishna, 675

Jiidahites : for their earlier history see Hebrews : they are sent
captive to B^ibylon, 608 ; are released, 609 ; many of them
fly to Eg>pt, 017; the remainder are sent captive beyond
the Euplirates, id. ; their Babylonian captivity, 630— 636.
(See further, Jews.)

Judaism, locality of, 291
Judas Maccabeus establishes the independence of Judea from

the Syrian kings, 687—691 ; the supposed origin of the

word Maccabeus, 687 ; overthrows and kills ApoUonius,
688 ; defeats Seron near Betheron, id. ; overthrows (ior-

gias, and burns the camp of Nicanor, id.; defeats Lxsias
in Idumea, 689 ; becomes master of Judea, id. ; again dedi-
cates the Temple and sacrifices to Jehovah, id.; defeats ami
slays Nicanor, 693; sends an embassy to Home, id.; is

slain in battle, id., 69i
the Gaulonite, and Sadok, a Pharisee, ravage Judea

—

his followers assume the name of Zealots, 741
Judea, the name given to the country of the Jews at the Resto-

ration, 643; a province of Persia, id.; from -.20 to 163
B.C., 656—691 ; annexed to the irovinceof Coele-Syria,636;
subdued by Ptolemy Lagus, 605 ; its independence acknow-
ledged by the Romans. 7i)0 ; becomes tributary to Rome,
713; and its dependencies divided between three sons of
Herod, 740, 741 ; is made a Roman province by Augustus,

741 ; is again made a kingdom, 747, 748 ; again made a
Roman province, 7-.9

Judges, number of, 20.-i, 286 ; duties of, 286 ; review of the
condition of the Israelites under the government of the,

424—120; the office of the, id.

Judith, Apocryphal book of, \iccount of Abraham in, 26 ; the

earliest Jewish tradition which exists in writing, id., 27
, a Hittite woman, married to Esau, 72

Julius Caesar places Cleopatra on the throne of Egypt, 723 ;

restores Hyrcanus to the liigh-\ riesthood, id. ; grants many
immunities to the Jews, id.

Jupiter Olj mpius, 085
Jyar, a name of the second month, 302*

Kadesh B,\RNEA,the Israelites return to, at the close of the

wandering, 315
Kadmonites, meaning of the word discussed, 12, 13

Kedar, one of the twelve sons of Ishraael, 69 ;• becomes founder
of an Arabian tribe, id.

Kedemah, one of the twelve sons of Ishmael, 69;* becomes
founder of an Arabian tribe, td.

Kedesh, in Galilee, one of the cities of refuge, 290*

Kenites, a tribe of the Canaanites, 12 ; descended from the

family of Midiau the son of Cush, 12, 19*

Keuizzites, a tribe of the Canaanites, 12

Kibroth-huttaavah, the place where many of the Israelites were
destroyed by plague, 307

5 F
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King, the proper and limited understanding of the word in e;irly

Scripture history, 39 ; " that knew not Joseph," of what
dynasty or race, discussed, 147; his head-drciS, 180;*
the first election of, directed by the Lord, 421

Kings of the Canaaiiites, their powers, 4 ; their power of life

and deatli—first instance of, 71 ; of Israel, their powers
defined, 438 ; succession of, id. ; inauguration of, cere-

monies of, 545,* 540 ;• sons—how brought up in the

East, 579 ;* friend or companion, his office and duties, 53u ;

of Juilah, sepulchre of the, 609, 618 ;• described, 618;*
the five, wlio escaped from before Gil)eon, slain and hung
upon trees by order of .loshua, 347, 348 ; Dale or Valley of
Shaveh, Beraehali, or Jchushaphat, 590

and Chronicles, boolis of, probably compiled from the

writings of the recorders and scribes, 530 ; colemporary, of
Israel and Judah, 553, 560, 580, 597

Kir haraseth, Rabbatli-Moab, or Areopolis, 572
Kist-vaen, its origin, use, &c., considered, 431*—435*
Kitchen, Egyptian, 140
Kit's Cottv-liouse, 433*
Kneadiug'biead, process of, 194—210*
Koliath, th.' name of one of the families of Levi, 230
Korali heads a cons])iracy against Moses and Aaron, 313

and his party are struck dead by lire from heaven, 314

Laban gives his sister Rebekali to Isaac to wife, 67 ; receives
Jacob with kindness, 92 ; cheats Jacob into marrying Leah,
95 ; overtakes Jacob at Gilead, 97 ; enters into a covenant
of peace witli Jacob, 97 ; pursues Jacob, 27 ; is warned by
God in a dream not to hurt Jacob, id.

I^aborosoarchud succeeds Belshazzar, 634 ; dies, and is suc-
ceeded by Daiius the Mede, id.

Lacliish captured by the Israelites. 348
I^amb without spot for the l\issover, 171
Land, properly in, in Egypt, 124; payment for, 65; maiks,

law relating to, 295 ; of the crown of I»rael, observations
on, 5;], 5;i2

Laver, the l)razen, descrilied, 234
Law, the, of Moses, 217—303 ;

gi-neral, of the Israelites under
Moses, 2i)l—299 ; humanity of the, 296; the, promulgated
aud sworn to at Ebal according to tlie direction of Moses,
353 ; of the Hebrews—authorities upon the subject of, 302,*
303*

Laws, the smaller, 294, 295
Leah bears four sous to Jacob, 92 ; gives' Zilpali to Jacob, 94 ;

bears two sons and a daughter to Jacob, id.

Leaven forbidden in bread and cakes for offerings, 261
Legislative assemblies, how formed, 286 ; described, 289
Lentile pottage, that which tempted Esau to sell his birthriglit,

70*
Lepers, pvirification of, 275 ; regulations concerning, 276
Leprosy of clothes, 276 ; house, 277 ; nioasires taken by Moses

for clu'clving the, 275; hereditary, iufectious, and incurable,
id. ; common now in Syria, id.

Levi, a son of Jacob by Leah, 94;* the whole tribe made
sacerdotal, 228 ; number of the males above a month old
of the trilie of, 206; how provided for in tlie distribution
of ihe Promised Land, 854

Levite, a, of Mount Ephraim, is attacked in Gibeah by some
Benjamites, 369 ; he puts forth his wife to his assailants, id. ;

she (lies, id. ; divides her body into twelve parts, 369 ; de-
clares his wrongs to a meeting of the Israelites at Mizpeh,
id.

Levites, the, 223 ; the Icained class of the Hebrews, 287 ; are set

apart as a sacerdotal caste, 205; their share of titlies, 26,3,

264; their right to, how grounded, 264, 265 ; divided into
three families, the duties of each, 230 ; their duties in

and aljout tlie Temple and Tabernacle, 230 ; period of tlieir

service in the Temyde, 230; and priests— regulations con-
cerning, made by David, 515—517

Libnah cajitured liy the Israelites, ;!48

Liver, one lobe of, forbidden to be eaten, 294 ; motive for, con-
jectured, id. :* of sheep, eaten raw !)y tlie Uedouins, id.*

Linen garments commanded to the pi iests, 234
Lions, fountain of tlie, at Granada, 514, 5 15

Idtter, or pal.inijniu, .535

Locusts, plague of, 169 ; allowed as food, 293
Longevity, primitive, considered, 47,* 48*
Lot the son of Haran, 23; Abraham and, settle in the plain of

the Jordan, 36 ; is taken captive by the Assyrians, 37 ; is

released from captivity, returns to Sodom, 38—40 ; is visited

by two ,ing<ds, 55 ; is warned to depart from Sodom, 5()

;

flies to Hela or Zoar, id. ; his wife destroyed Ijy tarrying in

the plain, 57; he removes from Zoar into the mount;iins,
id. ; takes refuge in a cave, id. ; unconsciously l)egets

children on his daugliters, id. ; his daughters, how many,
83*

Lots, ca-sting, to discover guilt, 344,360*; feast of, or Purim,
establislied, 650

Luz, the name of the place changed to Bethel, 92

Maaohah, one of the wives of David, 466*
Maccabees are persecuted, 694; they elect Jonathan their

leader, id. ; are defeated by Bacchides, id.

Machpelali, the field bought by Abraham as a burial-place for

his family, 64

Magic forbidden to the Hebrew priests, 288 ; and dreams, the
last resiurce of the Egyptians in sickness, 143*

Magisterial ofiices unpaid amongst the Hel)rews, 28/
Mahanaim, the pl.ace of the two camps, 98
Makkedah, city of, captured l)y the Israelites, 347
Malachi the prophet, where he prophesied, 654; is supposed

liy many to be Ezra, id, , the last of the prophets, id.

Mamie, the Amoritish chief, assists Abraham against the four
Assyrian kings, 38

Manisseh, one of tlie two sons of Joseph by Aseuath, 121 ; had
no children by his wife, 146; his heir the son of a Syrian
concubine, id. ; trilw of, joins the Hebrews in Goshen, id.

;

number of the adult males of the tribe of, 206; half the
tribe of, settled in part of the land taken from Sihon and
Og, 326, 327; half the tribe of, receive an allotment of the
conquered country, 350 ; people of the half-tribe of, allowed
to return to their heritage beyond Jordan, 354

succeeds Hezekiahas king of Judah, 6U8; becomes
an idolater and a tyrant, trf. ; is defeated and sent in chains
to Babylon, id.; repents, 609; is released and sent home
from Babylon, id. ; reforms the institutions of Judah -

dies, id. ; is expelled from Jerusalem by Nehennah, 654 ; is

appointed high-priest of the temple on Mount Gerizim, 655
Manna supplied to the Israelites, 193 ; its miraculous qualities,

194 ; miracle of the, considered, 211,* 212*
; placed in the

Tabernacle, 247 ; the miraculous supply of, ceases, 343
Manoah, the wife of, is promised a son, who is to begin tlie

deliverance of Isr.ael from the Philistines, 399 ; she brings
forth Samson, id.

Mantle of Elijah placed on Elisha, 567 ; of the high-priest, 238
Marah, a well, now called Howara, 191
Marchesvan, a name of the eighth month, 302*
Mariamne, grand-daughter of Hyrcanus, is married to Herod,

725, 727; is put to death by order of Herod, 731
Mark Antony, with Antipater, defeats Alexander, son of Aris-

tobulns, near Jerusalem, 721; marches into Syria, 725;
appoints Herod and Phasael tetrarchs of Judea, id.

Market established at the gate of Samaria, 577
Markets held at the gates of towns for wholesale, id.

Marriage allowed to priests, 231
Marriages usually celebrated on the eve of the Sabbath, 296*
MaruUus is appointed procurator of Judea, 746
Massa, one of the twelve sons of Ishmael, 69* ; becomes

founder of an Arabian tribe, id.

and Meribah, the names given by Moses to the place
where he struck the rock in Horeb, 196

Mattathias of Modin slays a Jew who is about to ofler heathen
sacrifice, 687 ; escapes witli his four sons and other followers

to the mountains of Judea, id. ; overthrows many of the

heathen altars and restores the worship of Jehovah in

many cities, 687 ; dies, id.

Meat offerings, 261
Mecca, pilgrimage to, itsorigin, 271
Medaii, one of the six sons of AliraliMra by Keturah, 68; be-

comes a founder of an Arabian tribe, id.

Medical science in the East, state of, 563*
Medicine studied by the Levites, 287 ; amongst the Hebrews,

560,561*
Melchi-shua, a sou of Saul, is slain at Gilboa, 462
Melchizedek, 5

king of Salem feasts .\braham and his men, 39
Meleks, or kings of tlie Canaauites, 5

Memorial, stones of, 341, 342, 356, 404,* 412* ; their design and
objects discussed, 356*—360*

Memphis, fortress at, 587
Men forbidden to wear the dress of women, why, 223
Menahem becomes king of Israel, 602; obtains peace from

Pid, the king of Assyria, by tribute, id. ; raises the tribute

by a poll tax, id.; dies, and is succeeded by his son Pe-
kahiah, 602

Menclaus, or Onias, succeeds as high-priest by force, and pro-

fesses a conformity lo the religion of the Greeks, 682 ; pro-

cures seveial of the sacred vessels of the Temple to be stolen,

682; c.iusi-s his brotlier Onias III. to be murdered, I'rf. ;

procures the murder of three Jewish deputies, id. ; is

smothend, 691, 691*
Mcphibosheth the .son of Jon.athan, 469 ; becomes lame, id.

;

is sent for and kindly treated by David, 476; declines to

take back hair of the land of which he was defrauded by
Ziba, 489

Meraioth, a high-priest, the successor of Zerehiah. 414
Merari, the name of one of the lamilies of Levi, 230

Mercenaries, the first example of, in history, 477
Mercy-seat, the, described, 247
MeriOah, one of the names of the place where Moses smote tin;

roek, 196
Merodach-Baladan, king of Babylon, sends an einb.assy to

Hezekiah, 607, C08
Merom, the allied kings of Palestine destroyed by Joshua at

the waters of, 348
Meslia king of the Moabites sacrifices his eldest son on the

\\ alls of Kir-haraseth, 572
Messengers, race ol^ 487
Metals, precious, most probably obt.iined from Egypt, 35; first

mention of, in history, id, ; value of, among the Hebrews,
492*
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Mibsham, one of' the twelve sons of Ishmael, 69;* becomes
loundev of an Arabian tribe, id.

Micah makes an idol and lias a piiest, 3fi8, 369 ; his idol and
jniest are carried away by ilie tribe ot D-an, 300

Micaiah the prophet imprisoned l)yAhab, 570
Michal, riaugliter of Saul, is miirried to David, 4-9; saves

Davids life, 450 j is married U) anutlier husband, 451
Mid-day, 300*
Midian, one of the six sons of Alualiam by Ketuvah, 6S ; be-

comes the founder of an Arabian tribe, id.

Midianites, 333 ;• and Moabites, combine against tlie Israelites,

320
Midianitish and Moabitish women sent to tempt the Israelites,

323; women of the former, except youn-; virgins, and male
children, put to death by order of Moses, 334, 325; this

order considered, 325
Midnight, 30U*
Midw ives ordered to destroy Hebrew male children, 152
Migration, pastoral, described, 2S
Milcah, daughter of Haran, 24; marries Nahor, id.

Military works of the Hebrews described, 619,* 024;* triiimpli,

Oriental mode of, 347, 348
Minisier, chief, of the king, his functions, 530
Miracle of Aaron's almond rod, 315
Miracles, investigaiiou of, 211,* 212;* of fact, time, and cir-

cumstance, id.

Miriam eudeavoms with Aaron to supplant Moses, 307 ; she is

smitten with leprosy, id.

Mirrois of metal, 204
Mishael, his name altered to Meshach, 630
Mishma, one of the twelve sons of Ishmael, 69;* becomes

founder of an Arabian tribe, id.

Mishna, the, 675
Mitre, or turban, or bonnet, worn by the priests, 235, 236
Mizpeh, the watch or watch-tower, 97, 98, 103

Moab, the son of Lot's eldest daughter, 57 ; becomes the pro-

genitor ol the Moabites, id.

Moabites, 333 ;* with the Ammonites and Amalekites, reduce

a great part of the Israelites to subjection, 371 ; destroyed

by Ehud and tlie Benjaraites, 373 ; are subdued by David,

and half the armed men put to death, 474 ; revolt against

Ahaziah,571 ; are reduced again to submission, 572; throw

off tlie yoke of Judah, 591
_ '— and Midianites combine against the Israeliti s,

320
Moabitish and Midianitish women sent to tempt the Israelites,

323
Mogul seated on his throne, 522
" Molten sea, the," described, 514

Money of the Canaanites, early, 6; coined, antiquity of, dis-

cussed, 112,* 113*

Monkeys mentioned amongst the products of the first expedition

of Solomon's ships, 524

Months, table of the, 302* ; and vears, 301,* 302*

Monuments of stone, (353), 404*—412*
Monumental pillars, 405*

Moons, new, and Feast of Trumpets, 267 ; sacrifices on the day

of, why instituted, id.

Moral tendencies of the law of Moses, 298, 299

Mordecai saved from destruction and promoted to the place of

Haman, 649
Moriah, Mount, tlie scene of Abraham's sacrifice, and site of

Solomon's "Temple, 63

Morning, 300*

Mortar, use of, in making bread, 194, 210*

Mosaieal religion, 218—'283 ;
government, 283—291 ; law, 21/,

303 ; system was national, 279 ; institutions, fundamental

law of, 284; general law, 291—"299; law, autlioiities upon

Ihe subject of, 302,* 303*

Moses birth of, 152 ; is committed to Ihe waters of the Nile, id. ;

is'preserved bv the king's daughter, and given to nurse to

his mother Jochel)ed, id. ; is taken to the house of the

king's daughter and adopted as her son, id. ; is educated in

the Egyptian manner, 154; attains forty years of age at

the accession of Amense and Tliothmes I., id. ; refuses to

be naturalized, and repudiates the name of the sou of Pha-

raoh's daughter, 155; goes from court to the Hebrews, 156 ;

shiys an Egyptian and buries him,!(i. ; endeavours to rouse

the Hebrews to resistance, id. ; flies as far as Midian, 157 ;

waters the flocks of the daughters of Jethi-o, id. ; marries

Zipporah, one of the daughters of Jethro, id. ; has two sons,

Gershom and Eliezer, id. ; dwells forty years witli the

Midianites, id. ; lives a shepherd life, id. ; sees the buru-

iiif bush near Mount Horeli, 158; receives the commands

of"the Almighty, 159; receives miraculous powers, 160;

has permission frt.m Jetbro to go to Egypt, id. ; proceeds

on his journey with his wife and two sons, 161 : is met by

his lirother Aaron, id ; they proceed to the land of

Goshen, id.; the journey of, fd., 184;* and Aaron display

their marvels to tlie Hebrews, 162; they demand the re-

lease of the Israelites, id. ; receives renewed promises from

the Almighty, 163; and Aaron abate the fourth plague, the

plague of various insects, 167 ; they again appear before

Pharaoh, 164 ; they change the water of the Nile into blood,

165, 166; thev p'loduce the plague of frogs, 166; tliey

abate the plague, id. ; they smite ihe dust of the earth, and

produce the plague of mosquitoes, 10/ ; lifts up his rod and
causes the storm of hail and rain, man and b( ast and all

tlie flax and barley destroyed, 168; delivers his last mes-
sage to Pharaoh— the death of the first-born foretold, 170;
retires from Pharaoh's court, and rejiins liis people in Go-
shen, 171 ; leads the Israelites to the Valley of Bedea, 175

—

178 ;
parts tlie waters of the Red Sea, and tlie Israelites

pass over, 181 ; song of, on the deliverance, 182 ; sweetens

the bitter waters of Marah, 192; strikes the rock in Horeb
and produces water, 196 ; receives the law on Mount Sinai,

199 ; builds an altiir at tlie fort of Sinai, and sacrifices, 200

;

receives from God the tablets of the laws, id. ; remains forty

days on Mount Sinai w ilhout food, id. ; breaks the tablets,

202 ; destroys the golden calf, and forces the Israeliti's to

drink of it in water, \d ; the means he used to render the

golden calf potable, 216;* orders the slaughter of the

idolatrous Israelites, 202; intercedes with the Almighty for

the forgiveness of the Israelites, id. ; removes his tent from
tlie camp, 203; makes new tablets and takes them by Di-

vine command to the mount, id. ; reni.iiiis forty days, and
then receives back the tablets «itli the ten commamlments,
id. ; receives a glory in his countenance, id. ; is com-
manded to construct the Tabernacle, id.; has fre(|uent

communications with the Almighty in the convention tent,

207 ; settles the disputes of the people, id. ; summons the

Israelite conspirators to the Taliernacle, 313 ; and Aaron
are commanded to strike the ruck, 3)5 ; they are told they
shall not enter the Promised Land, id. ; is promised a view
of the Promised Land, but told he shall not enter it, id. ; re-

(luests leave to pass through the land of the Edoraites,

which is refused, 316 ; erects the brazen serpent, 318 ; re-

quests of Sihoii king of the Amoritcs permission to pass

through his territory, which is refused, 319 ; his la.-t acts

described, 327, 328; his exhortations to the Israelites

(Deuteronomy), 328 ; makes a farewell address to the ma-
gistrates, 328; commands the erection of pillars of stone,

with the law written thereon, at Shecliem, id. ; causes the

w hole people to swear obedience to the law, id. ; commis-
sions Joshua to conquer and divide the land of Canaan,
id.; views the land of Canaan from Nebo, and dies, id.;

his character as a prophet and a man, 297; discussion on
his Divine mission, 213—215;* his laws for monarchicargo-
vernment, 421 ; his measures for checking leprosy, '275,

276; orders groves consecrated to idols to be destroyed,

86 ;• receives the Divine command concerning the succes-

sion to lands, 351, 352; the original copy of his law dis-

covered, 810 ; it is read to the people of Judah by order of

Hilkiah, id.

Moslems, rite of circumcision among, 82*

Mosquitoes, or gnats, ]ilague of, 16?

Mother of the king, her authority, .^36

Mummy, description of the various coverings of, 143*

Murrain on cattle, and ulcers on men, infiicied on the Egyptians

—the sixth plague, 168
Murder, punishment of, 296 ; Egyptian laws concerning, 150*

Music, cultivated by the Levites under David, 28/ ; early cul-

tivated by the Hebrews, 446
Musicians and singers of Solomon's Temple—their dress, 230

Muslin the vestment of royalty in Egypt, 119, 120

Mutton not eaten by tire Egyptians goiierally, 140*

Naam AN, the leper, is sent to Jehoram for cure, 5/4 ; is directed

by Elisha to bathe in the Jordan, 575; is cleansed, and be-

lieves in Jehovah, id.

Nabal insults David. 457; is saved by his wife Abigail, id.;

dies of a troubled heart, 458
Nabonadius appointed viceroy of Babylon, 635 ; he becomes in-

dependent, id. ; the citv is taken by Cyrus, td.

Nabopokissar founds the 'Chalda-Babylonian Emjare, 612

;

dies and is succeeded by Nebuchadnezzar, id.

Nadab, one of the sons of Aaron, killed by fire from the Lord,

206 ; he ami Abihu are buried by Moses, id.

succeeds Jeroboam as king ot Israel, 551 ; lays siege to

Gibbelhon, id. ; is slain by Baasha, id.

Nahor, a son of Terah, 23
marries Milcah, 24

Names, most ancient, of perse ns, still given to the cities and

places of Palestine, 14

Naphish, one of the twelve sons of Ishmael, 69;* becomes

founder of an Arabian tribe, id.

Napthali, a son of Jacoli by Bilhah, 94;* number of the adult

males of the tribe of, '206

Nathan the prophet reproves David, 478; foretells his punish-

ment, id. ; prophesies that the wives of David shall be

publicly dishonoured, id.; his prophecy fulfilled, 484

Nazal ite vow, a tow of abstinence, 278; unshorn hair the

symbol ol, 399
Nebajoth, one of the twelve sons of Ishmael, 69;* becomes

founder of an Arabian tribe, id.

Nebiichaduezzar overcomes the Syrians and Phoenicians, and

takes from the Eirvptians the city of Carchemish, 612 ;

succeeds his father in the ChaldavBab> Ionian Empire, id. ;

takes Jerusalem and tiespoils the Temple— takes hostages

to Babylon, 613 ; orders the debtruction of the Temple at

Jerusalem, 616 : his further conquests, 617 ;
becomes mas-

ter of .'Vmiiion, Moab, Edoni, Aral ia, Sidonia, Tyre. Phi-

5 F 2
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listia, and Egypt, I'rf., 618 ; has a dream, C30; commands
tlie massacn- of Uie magi and astrologers, id. ; his dre^im
iuterprt'ted by Danifl, id.; he makes Daniel chief of the
magi and governor of Habylon, 6Jtl ; erects a great figure of
gold, id.;* commands all people to worihip it, id.; the
three frienils of Daniel refuse, and are cast into a furnace
and come out unliurt, id.; has a second dream, id. ; it is

interpreted by Diniel, id. ; lie is addresssd by a voice fiom
heaven, C32 ; becomes mad—lives like tlie beasts, id ;

recovers, praises God—dies, id. ; is succeeded by Evil-

Merodach, id.

Necromancy forbidden to the Hebrew priests, 288
Ncctanebo II.. the last of the native Egyptian kings, is de-

feated hy Oclius and flies into Ethiopia, 058
Nederim, or affirmative vows, 277
Neliemiah, cup-b'arer to Artaxei-xes, builds the walls of Jeru-

s.iIl'mi, 651, 652; is appointed Tirshata, or civil governor of
.Tudea, 651 ; causes the city of Jerusalem to be peopled,
t>52, G53 ; organizes the Temple service, <J53 ; reforms abuses,
and refuses his salary, id. ; returns to the I'ers an court,

651; again becomes governor of Judea, aud reforms the
new misconduct of the Jews, id. ; expels Manasseli, the
grandson of Eliashib, from Jerusalem, 65-1

Nethinims, servants devoted to the service of the Temple, 230
Nicanor is defeated by Judas Maccabeus at Capharsalama— is

again defeated, and slain, 693
Nicolas, of Damascus— his account of the migration of

Abraham, 29
Niebuhr, his opinions concerning the passage of tlie Red Sea,

188,* 189*
Nile River, its water changed into blood, 166; water, its pro-

perties, 184;* overflowings of, 31 ; festival of the, 184;*
worship of the, id., 185*

Nimrud mentioned in the Rabbinical and oriental accounts as
Cdtemporary with Abraham, 26

Nineveh is besieged aud taken bv the Babylonians and Medes,
612

Nisan, a name of the first month, 302*
Noniades, cultivation by, 89*
Nurses usually attend liedouin wives to their husbands' home,

C8*
Nuuil)cr of the Israelites, 557; rule adopted as to statements

of, id.

0.\THs, vain, forbidden, 224; forbidden to Ite taken in the
name of any but the Lord.t'd.

Obadiah, steward of Ahab, saves some of the prophets of Jeho-
vah, 565

Obed the prophet commands the release of the Judaliite cap-
tives, 596

Obedience to God's laws enforced as a duty, 224
Obelisks in front of an Egyptian temple, 512
Ochus slays Sogdiauus and becomes king of Persia, 657; as-

sumes the name of Darius Nothus, id.; swi-ars Artaxerxes
Memnon as king of Persia, 658 ; reduces the Sidonians,
Phoenicians, Cyprians, and Egyptians to obedience, id.

;

sacrifices the ox-god Apis to an ass, 658 ; suljdues Jericho,
659 ; and all his sons but Arses are poisoned bv Bagoas.
569
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Offerings made by the tribes, 205, 206 ; burnt, 253 ; sin, 259 ;

trespass, id. ; peace, id. ; thanks, id. ; bloodless, 261
;

drink, 2t>2

Og, a giant, king of Baslian, is defeated and slain by the Is-
raelites, 319, 320; his bedstead, 319,* 330,* 331 ;*" his sta-
ture, id.*

Oleah, a summer-house of the Arabs, 573*
Omens, forbidden to tlie Hebrew priests, 28i
Omri, after a contest with Tibni, becomes king of Israel, 552 ;

builds Samaria, and makes it the capital of Israel, id. ; lie

dies, id.

On, or Heliopolis, the seat of the Egyptian sacred mysteries, 121
Oiian, one of the three sons of Judali, 107 ; marries Tamar,

his brother Er's widow, id.; evades his duty aud is slain,
id.

Onias, the liigh-priest-, withholds the triliute due to the king of
Kgvpt, 673

Ill, tlie high-priest, succeeds Simon 1 1., 680 ; a quarrel
occurs lietweeii his partis;ins and those of .Simon, a Benja-
niite—many li\es are lost, id.

, son of ()iiias 111., builds a temple to Jehovah at Heli-
opolis in Egypt, 691

Onions mucli eaten by the Egyptians, 140 ;* said by Juvenal to
be forbidden to tlie Egyptians, id.; said by I'iutareh oulv
to have been forbidden to priests, id.

Ophir, region of, its situation, 523
Oral tiadilions of the Hebrews before the scriptures, 21 ; pro-

bably reduced to w ritiug, id. ; tradition aud w ritten state-
ment—dilVereiice lietween, as historical authority, less im-
portant in the East than in Europe, 25

Or<iered bread, 252
Oriental sUite dinner, 533
Osirtasen, tin- founder of the Egyptian temple, 30; builds a

temple at Crocodilopolis, id.

I-, king of Kgypt, conquests of, 34 ; monarch of Upjier
and Ix)wer Egypt, 14.S; the Pharaoh of the history of Jo-
seph, id. ; his dynasty, id.

Onrtasen II., the first Egyptian king of the Memphite dynasty,

Othniel defeats the Mesopotamians, 3/1 ; becomes judge in Is-

rael, id.; dies, aui the Israelites return to idolatry, id.

Ox-goads, 3/4

P.icoRUs commands the Paithians in Syria, 726 ; offers to place
Autigonus on the throne of Judea, id.

Padau-Aram, or Mesoj)otamia, 7 6
Palace, first, amongst the Israelites, 472 ; of Solomon, 518—520 ;

of David, of cedar, at Jerusalem, 472, 476; the ivory, of
Ahab, 570 ; goveriun- of the, 532

Palanquin, or litter, 535
Palestine, first inhabitants of, ,?—20 ; divided into thirty-one

kingdoms when ac((uired by the Hebrews, 10 ; its name de-
rived Irom the Philistines, i5; falls under the authority of
Ptolemy Lagus, 61)9

Palmyra, or Tadmor, built by Solomon, 525; ruins of, id.

Pans for carrying the ashes from the altar, 253
Parapets to flat-roofed houses commanded, 295
Parchment, said to have been invented bv Eumenes king of

Pergamos, 68i*
Parthian Empire, its commencement, 6^2
Partition, second and last, of the Laud of Promise, 351
Paschal laml), the, 171 ; mode of roasting, 268

supper, description of, 268, 269
Passover, institution of, and its meaning, 171; its cerenioiiies,

id.; feast of, what, 269; kept in remembrance of what,
268 ; feast of the, regulations of, 267, 26S; renewed and
celebrated at Gilgal,343; celebrated iu the new Temple,
646

Pastoral wealth, instance of, 99
Patriarchal government, 283
Patriarchs, their rank, consequence, and power, id.

Peace otlerings, 202,* 259
Peuicocks mentioned amongst the products of the first expedi-

tion of Solomon's ships, 524
Peganuni retusum, or ghurkud, 19:2*

Pekah king of Israel overruns Judah, 593; takes many cap-
tives, who are liberated by the command of the prophet
Obed, id.

becomes king of Israel, 002 ; is slain by Ilosea, id.

Pekahiah succeeds Menahem as king of Israel, 602 ; is slain

by Pekah, id.

Pentecost, feast of. its period and regulations, 269
People, meetings of the males required three times a-year, 270
Perfumes, 538
Peri/.zites, a tribe of the Cauaanites, 12; a name supposed to

denote Cana;inites who dwelt in villages or in open countrv,
id., 13

Perpetual bread, 252
Persian sohliers, ancient, 638

baking and weaving, 145*

Pescennius Niger, his reply to his soldiers who wanted wine,
185*

=
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Pestilence rages from Dan to Beersheba, 492 ; is assuaged by
the submission of David, id.

Phoenicians, or " Cauaanites by the sea," 6, 7
Pharaoh, or Pluah, meaning of the word, 34

demands Sarai for his harem, 32; is afHicted by the
Almighty, and returns Sarai to Abraham, 33; his dream

—

interpretation of, 118; another, exalts Joseph, 119—121;
another, promises to let the Israelites depart, 167 ; refuses
to keep ids promise, id. ; again promises to allow the Israel-
ites to depart, and again refuses, id., 168; again promises,
aud again refuses, to let the Israelites depart, 1 69 ; agrees to
allow tliemen of Israel to go, id.; agrees to let iill but thecatile
go, 170; liberates the Israelites, 17 2; follows the Israelites
to the Valley of Bedea, 178. 180; his approach to tlie

X'alley of Bedea discussed, 189,* 190 ;* aud his host are
engulfed in the Red Sea, 181

Hophia, his re-conquest of the Egyptian territories
in Syria, 615; the Apries and Vaphres of profane authors,
id.

Necho invades Assyria, 611 ; defeats and slays Josiah
on his march, 612; defeats the Assyrians, and captures
Carchemish, id.

Pharaoh's daughter mariied to Solomon, supposed to be the
' bride' in the Canticles, 537

Pharisees obtain the power in the kingdom of Judea, 709

;

history and description of the, 710,* 7 19*
Phasael is taken prisoner by the Paithians, 72C ; dashes out

his liraiiis, id.

Phiehol, the oflicial title of the military commanders of the Plii-

li.stiues, 7i

Pliili]), one of the sous of Herod, obtains one third of Judea
aud its dependencies, 740 j builds Ca-sarea I'hilippi, 743

Pliilistines not originally a nation of Canaan, 15; settled in
till' land of tlie Hivites, 11, 15,34.35,58; who and of
what nation or race they were, 83,* 85 ;• established in
(^lnaan, o-i ; discu.ssion concerning the early hiatory of the
Philistine people, S3,* >S5 ;» their first attempt to subject
the southern tribes of the Israelites, 3^3 ; are repulsed by
Shamgar, 374 ; the, reduce the Israelites to subjection,
39); destroy the wife of Samson, 400 ; are routed and de-
stroyed by Samson witii the jaw-ljime of an ass, 401 ; bribe
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Palllah, irf. ; they bind Samson, 402; blind him,—and
many are slain by"the fall of the temple, id. ; they capture

the ark of the covenant, 415; are smitten with hemorrhoids,

or piles, 4Ui ; they return the ark to the Israelites, id., 417
;

defeated and driven back to their own country, 419 ; in-

vade the territory of Judah, 447 ; they are overthrown, and
Goliah killed, 448 ; overthrow the Israelites under Saul at

Gilboa, 4G2; capture Bethlehem, 472; are repulsed Ijy

David, and driven out of Israel, id. ; are brouglit under
subjection to Israel, 474 ; try to throw off the yoke of the

Israelites—are defeated and reduced to submission, 491

;

revolt, invade Judali, ravage the country, and plunder
Jerusalem, 591

Vhilo-Jiidaeus, account of him,7-i9*
Pliineas, one of the sons of Eli, his iniquity, 41 ! ; is slain, 415
Phrah, or Pharaoh, meaning of the word, 34
Physicians, Egyptian, their practice regulated, 142,* 143;* em-

balming a part of their art, 142 ;* tlieir payment, 142,

561 ;* Jewish, 560; modern oriental, id.

Piha-hiroth, the place wliere the Israelites were commanded
to encamp, 178

Pillar of the covenant between Laban and Jacob, 98 ; of
Rachel's grave, 103

Pillows of stone and wood, 108*

I'incers, Egyptian, 511
Pithom, one of ttie places, or " treasure-cities, of Pharaoli,"

151
" Place," meaning of the word, 266
Plagues of Egypt, the, 165—172 ; the period of the year of

their occurrence, 165; the three first, inflicted as well on
the Hebrews as the Egyptians, 167

Plato, his doctrine of the organisation of the world, 218

Plutarch, his notion concerning the institution of the SabUith,
265*

Policy of the law of Moses shown, 299

PoUio and Sameas, the two members of the Sanhedrim, spared

by Herod, 727 ; they are the Hillel and Shamniai of tlie

rabbinical writers, 727*
Pompey comes into Syria, 711 ; receives twelve kings at

Damascus, id.; again visits Syria, 712; is attendeil at

Damascus by the competitors for the crown of Judea, id.

;

hesieges and takes the Temple at Jerusalem, 713 ; violates

the sanctity of the Temple, id. ; appoints Ilyrcanus high-

priest, id.

Pontius Pilate, a procurator of Judea, 744 ; his extortions and
injustice, id., 745; is banished from Judea, 746; kills

himself, id.

Poor, protected by the law of Mos's, 296 ; tithe of the, id.

Population, census of, originally taken l)y the Egyptians, 175:

of the adult males of the Israelitisli tribes, taken, 206 ; of

the Israelites before entering the Promised Land, 327; com-
parison of the same with that taken in Sinai, id ; of Israel,

ordered by David for the purpose of foreign conquest, 492;

of the people of Judea ordered by Augustus, 73o ; is de-

layed by Hirod, 739 ; is completed, 741
. of Israel, 314; • Professor Jalm's opini.iu upon its

increase, id.

Pork, not eaten by the Egyptians, 140*

Porte, Ottoman, whence so called, 519

Potiphar, chief of tlie royal police to Pharaoh, 114, 138,* 139 ;*

his office, discussion on, 138,* 139*

Pounding manna in a mortar, 194, 210*

Presence-bread, 252
Price of a wife, meaning of the term, 93*

Priest, the father of a family, or the elder amongst brethren, 30

Priests, first mentioned amongst the Egyptians, 30 ; not men-
tioned in patriarchal history except in the case of Melchize-

dek.irf. ; all who ministered at the altar were of Aar(m's

family, 230 ; must be descended from Aaron and free from

bodily defects, 231 ; regulations concerning their marriage,

id. ; their civil duties, 232 ; when performing their duties

wore a peculiar dress, id. ; their articles of dress, 234, 235 ;

regulations relating to their daughters, wives, &c., 232;

their share of tiilies, 263, 264; their duty in attending

armies in war, 325, 326 ; how provided for on the distribu

tion of the Promised Land, 354 ; and L-vites, regulaticnis

concerning, made by David, 515—517 ; the physiciansof tlie

Hebrews, 5)0—562'; of the Egyptians, a separate caste,

287*; the cultivators of all learning, id.; dresses of the

Hebrew and the Egyptian, their similarity, 233

Primogeniture, its value considered, 70

Prince of tiie Captivity, 749*

of a tribe, his duties, 286

Procurators of Judea reside at C«sarea, 742
Proi, the period of the night, 300*

Propagation of sheep and goats, considerations on, 95

Property in land gained l)y digging wells, 61 ; iii lanJ in Egypt,

124; private, of the ciown, 5>1

Prophecies concerning the restoration, whether fulfilled, 640,

641
Prophet, the coming of a great, foretohl to Moses by the

Almighty, 199; from Judah, the, destroyed by a lion, 551

Prophets, their appointment, Slil ; schoolsof the, 423, 565

Prudhoe, Lord, his opinion on the word " Urim," 241*

Psalms of David composed, 473

Ptolemy Alexander bequeaths Egypt to the llomaiis, 712*

683

Ptolemy Anletes is placed on the throne of Egypt by the
Romans, 712*; dies leaving four children, one of them the
celeljrated Cleopatra, id.

II. is restored to the throne of Egypt bv the Romans,
721

Epiphanes becomes king of Egypt, 678 ; is poisoned,

Euergetes is poisoned and succeeded by his son
Ptolemy Philopator, 674

Euergetes II.. or Physcon, proclaimed king of Egvpt,
684; becomes king jointly with Ptolemy Philometor, id. ;

marries his sister Cieoiatra, the widow of Philometor, mur-
ders her son, repudiates her, and marries her daughter
Cleopatra, 704 ; is driven from the throne of Egypt, wliich
he regains, dies, 701, 7o5

III. (Euergetes) succeeds to the throne of Egypt, 673;
sacrifices at the Temple of Jerusalem, id.

Keraunus becomes king of Maccdon, 672 ; is slain by
the Gauls, id.

Lagus, or Soter, subdues Ji)dea, Samaria, Phoenicia,
andCu;le-Syria,'6G5; restores the privileges of the Jews, iJ ;

makes Alexandria the metropolis of his empire, t')69.

Lathyrus becomes king of Egypt, 705 ; is expelled
from Egypt, 706 ; defeats Alexander Jann^us on the banks
of the Jordan, id. ; is restored to the throne of Egypt,
709* ; dies. id.

Philadelphus becomes king of Egypt, 671 ; favours the
Jews, 672; orders the Hebrew Scriptures to be translated

into Greek (the .Septuagint), id.

VI. (philometor) becomes king of Egypt, 683 ; is de-

feated, his kingdom overrun, and he talien captive by
Aiitiochus IV., id.; becomes king jointly with Ptolemy
Euergetes II.. 681

Philopator defeats AntiochusIII. and retains possession
of Palestine and Coele Syria, 676; visits Jerusalem, and
sacrifices in the Temple, id ; enters the Temple and is car-

ried out speechless, id. ; returns to Egypt and persecutes
the Jews, id. ; encloses all the Jews in the Hippodrome at

Alexandria to be killed by elephants, 677 ; orders them
to be liberated, 678 ; dies, id.

Publicans the collectors of taxes, 742
Purification, 274—277 ; first recorded instance of, as a religious

rite, 102; of lepers, 275
Purim, or Lots, feast of, established, 650

Quails supplied to the Israelites as food, 193; again provided
for the Israelites, 306

Quarter-shekel of copper, 715*; of silver, 716*

Queen, her degree of intlueuce, 536, 537 ; her dress, &c &c ,

538 ; import of the word in oriental states, 503, 504

Rabbath MoAB, Kir-haraseth or Areopolis, 572*
Rachel is met by J.icob at the well of (^liaiTan, 92 ; is at first

barren, gives IJilhah to Jac.ib, 94 ; conceives and gives
biitli to Joseph, id. ; her fraud in concealing the Sera-

phim, 97; gives birth to Benjamin, at first called Benoni,
103 ; dies and is buried, id.

Rachel's Sepulchre, 103*

Rahal), the Canaanitish woman who gave information to Joshua's
spies, 340 ; she and her family are saved from the destruc-

tion of Jericho, 313
Rameses, one ofthe places or ' treasure-cities of Pharaoh," 151 ;

the point whence the Israelites started on the Deliverance,

175
Ramoth, one ofthe cities of refuge, 296*

Rams and other male victims allowed, and vhy, 268*

Ransom, the law of, for injuries, 297, 298

Ras Mousa, 183
Ravens, Elijah fed by, the question discussed, 581*, 5rl2*

Rebekah gives water to Elieicr at the well, 66 ; departs to be-

come the wife of Isaac, 67 ; is married to Isaac, 68 : remains

barren for twenty yeai-s, id ; conceives and brings forth

twins, Esau and Jacob, id. ; is told tliat two uaiions are in

her womb. id. ; passes as Isaac's sister at Gerar, 71

Record-cliamber at Constantinople. 6)5*

Recorder, duties of, 530 ;
probalily furnished materials for the

Books of Kings and Chionicles. id.

Red Sen, the place of the passage of the Israelites discussed
,

L-<a*, 18t;*— 190* ;'passage of, its place discussed, 187,* lilO* ;

breadtli of, 188* ; name ofthe, reasoirs for, discusseil, 209*
;

its apparent colour, id

Red-haireil persons sacrificed by the Egyptians, 184*

Red heifer, ashes of, how prepared for sacrific •, 275*

Refuge, cities of, 296 ; why apjKiinted by Moses, id.

Register-Ixioks, allusions to, in .Scripture, 202*

Reholioam, the only son of Solomon mentioned in history, 544 ;

by his rashness' loses the kingdom of Israel, becomes kiug

of Judah over the triljcs of J udali and Benjamin, 5 i-i

;

attempts to exact tribtite from the ten tribes, they refuse,

he threatens them, 545; is commanded by the prophet

Sheraaiah to desisi, he di>\>aiids his army, id.; jiuts his

kingdom in a state of defence, 554; builds and fortifies

strong places, id. ; permits and is guilty of idolatry an.l

abominations, 555; is chastised by tlie iuviision of tlie

Egyptians, id. ; is panloued, id ; makes provision for his

ma'uv sous, 550; dies and is succeeded by Aliijali, id.
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Rchobotli, the name given by Isaac to an unilisp\ite(l well, 72
Religion of the Israelites under Moses, 218— 283; dogmas of,

21i^—221; regulations of. 221—283
Religious service, the first, of Abrara, 30 ; of the Canaanites,

what, id.

Remnant, the, G25, 758 ; of the Hebrews, its return to Pales-

tine, 6-12

Rents, tithes originally strictly in the nature of, 265; to the
crown, reservation of, by William the Conqueror, 264*;

Rephaim, situation of the, in the time .of Abraham, 13 ; a
word used for giants, 329*

Rephidim, the last resting-place of the Israelites before they
readied Mount Sinai, 195

Restoration, the, of the .Tudahites, 638—655—— prophecies concerning, whether fulfilled, 6.0, 641

Retail dealings in bazaars witliiu towns, 5^ 7

Retaliation, the law of, 297 ; not earned into practical effect,

but a compensation paid for injury, id.

Reuben, a sou of Jacob by Leah, 94*; corrupts Bilhali, 104;
intercedes for Joseph, 105; his tribe joins the conspiracy
of the Israelites against Moses and Aaron, 313 ; settles

in part of the lauds taken from Og and Sihon,326; num-
ber of the adult males of the tribe of, 206 ; people of
the trilje of, allowed to return to their heritage beyond
Jordan, 354

Revenues, sacred, intrusted to the Levites, 230
Rewards and punishments, future state of, not mentioned in

the books of Moses, 220 ; believed in by the Jews before the
time of Clirist, id.

Rezin king of Syria, with Pekah king of Israel, overruns Jndah,
597 ; is defeated and slain by Tiglath-Pileser king of
Assyria, and his kingdom annexed to Assyria, id.

Rhages, its situation discussed, 62b*
Ring-money of the Egj ptians, 6
Rites anil institutions of Mosaical religion, 224 ; similarity of

the same to the Egyptian ceremonials, I'rf, 225; which the
original, discussed, 225—228

Ritual of the Hebrews, an accommodation to the prejudices of
the people, 227

Robbers, cause of them in Judea, 750
Robinson, Rev. Prof. E., and Kev. E. Smith, their account of

the discovery of tlie site of Beersheba, 90* ; his account of
the site of Bethel, 108* ; his opinion concerning the jxissi-ge

of the Red Sea, 189*
Rod of Aaron buds before the ark of the covenant, 315
Romans, the, 720—758
Rome, founded in the reign of Jotham king of Judali, 596*
Kound tower, the royal prison of Egypt, 139*

Rulers appointed over the people, 208
Ruth, with Naomi, returns from Moab to Bethlehem, 374 ; gleans

in the fields of Boaz, 375 ; visits Boaz, and claims his pro-
tection, 377; is married to Boaz, 378; book of, its chro-
nology, 374 ; story of, 374—378

Sabb.\th, preparation of the, 266; a day of rest, 300*
; some-

times understood as the whole week, <rf. ; regulations for
its observance, 266; political ground of its institution, id. ;

its institution considered, 265, 267
breaker stoned todeath, 266,312

, breaking of the, puuislimcnt for, 265
Sabbatic jear, the, 272, 273 ; neglect of, its consequences,

273; first general, probably B.C. 1589, id.

" Sabbatism," there is no, in tlie Temple, a proverb, 266
Sacred acts, 274—277 ; persons, 228

; places, 241—255; things,
255—265 ; times, 265-274

Sacrifice, 255, 256
place of, 256 : ceremonies of, 257 ; covenant, 259 ;

meaning of, 260 ; altar, probably only offered on extra-
ordinary occasions, 30 ; not forbidden, b>U religious ser-

vices commanded to be made to the Creator alone, 226

;

diflerence between, and oblations, 256 ; various kinds of,
id.; bloody, described, 256

Sacrilege, punishment of, 3-14

Saddiu-i-cs. rise of the, 6';4, 675
SalMthicl,637
Salem, considered to be the original of Jerusalem, 39
Salt used in bread and cakes for oll'erings, 261

covenant of, 258*
Saltpetre, use of, for cleansing liouse leprosv, 277
Samaria inhabited Ijy the tribe of Ephraiin, and half tliat of

Manasseh, 35 i

city of, 547,552, 553*; built by Omri king of Israel,
552; .siege of, Ijy the Syrians, 576; supplied witli food

^ from the aliandoned canip of tlie Svrians, 577; markit
established at the gate of, id.; besieged and taken by
Shalnianeser king of Assyria, 603; made of colony from
Babylon, Cuthah, Ava, Ilamath, and Sepharvaim, id.; or
Sebaste, remains at, 547

Samaritan character, the old Hebrew letters called, 653; chro-
nology of the bible, 16*, 17*; women, dispute between,
aljout the slaying and eating their children, i)i6

Samaritans, the people, how composed, 643 ; wish to join in
the erection of the second temple, 644 ; obstruct the
erection of the second temple, 644 ; again obstruct the
building of the second temple, 646; have a temple to
Jehovali at Mount Gerizim, 655; are driven from their

eity by Alexander, 663 ;' they make Shechem their metro-
polis, id. ; many of them ordered to be executed by Clau-
dius, 751

Samson, his birth, 399; his beginning of the delivery of Israel
foretold, id. ; slays a lion. 399; marries a Philistine woman
of Timnath, id. ; proposes the riddle, 400 ; kills thirty
Philistines, id. ; returns to his home without his wife, id.

;

desh-oys the harvest of the Pliilistines by fire, id. ; consents
to be bound and delivered to tlie Pliilistines, 400 ; bursts
his bonds and destroys the Philistines with the jaw-hone
of an ass, id. ; carries away the gate of Gaza, 401 ; becomes
enamoured of Dalilah, id. ; is betrayed by her, 402 ; is

captured and bound by the Pliilistines, id. ; is bliuded
ly them, id.; pulls down the temple and buries 3000
Philistines and liimself in the ruins, 402; the last military
deliveier of Israel, 413

Samuel, his birth, 414; is consecrated a Nazarite, id. ; receives
the Divine announcement of tlie doom of Eli, 415; succeeds
Eli as judge, 418 ; at what period, considered, id.

;

assembles the Israelites at Mizpeh, 419; sets up a stone
named Ebenezerin memory of the defeat of the Philistines,

id.; builds an altar at Ramah, 419; appoints his sons to
act for him at Bethel and Beerslieba, id. ; points out to the
Israelites their folly in requiring a king, 420 ; agrees to the
appointment, 421; continues to judge Israel to his death,
notwithstanding the election of a king, -|39; invites the
array of the Israelites to confirm the appointment of Saul
as king, 440 ; calls down thunder and rain Irom heaven,
440 ; warns Saul of his rasliness in not consulting the
Divine will, 443; commissions Saul to exterminate the
Amalekites, 444; pronounces his rejection as the founder
of a royal house, 445 ; commands the execution of Agag,
king of the Amalekites, id ; is rebuked lor his repining,
id. ; is commanded to go to Bethlehem to anoint a more
worthy man tlian Saul, id ; goes to the family of Jesse
the grandson of Boaz and Ruth, id ; is rebuked Ijy the
Lord, id. ; anoints Da^ id, the youngest son of Jesse, 446;
dies, and is buried at Hamah, 456

Sanballat, builds a temple at, on Mount Gerizim, 655 ; appoints
Manasseh, liigh-priest, id.

Sanctuary, the, 245
Sanhedrim, the, not a perpetuation of the council of elders, 306

;

first historical notice of, 721 ; its constitution desciibed, 721*
Santon, application to a, 5()7—574
Sarai or Sarah, daughter of Haran, 24 ; marries Abraham, id. ;

passes as Abraham's sister in Egypt, 32; is seen by the
irinces of Pharaoh, id. ; is demaiuled Ijy Pharaoh for his
harem, id. ; is returned to Abraham by Pharaoh, 33

;

proposes Hagar as a substitute to Abraham, 41 ; her re-
lationship to Abraham, 43* ; declared to I'e the mother of
the heir of the promises of God to Abraham, 5.'5

; her name
changed from Sarai to Sarah, id. ; gives birth to Isaac, 59;
she dies, 64; is buried, 65

Sarcophagi, Egyptian. 144*

Saris, Hebrew for eunuch, chamberlain, courtier, &.C., 139
Saul, the son of Kish, seeks stra>ed asses, 421 ; visits Samuel

at Riimah—receives notice of his di'stiny, 422; is feasted
and anointed by Samuel, id. ; returns on his way home,
423 ; joins in the praises to Jehovah, 424 ; is elected king
by lot, id.; defeats the Ammonites and saves the eyes of
the people of Jabcsh Gilead, 440 ; acknowledged king by
the Israelitish army, id. ; dismisses his army all but 3000
men, id.; declares war against the Philistines without con-
sulting the Divine will, 442; offers sacrifice without
waiting for Samuel, id. ; is warned by Samuel, 443 ; his

army desert—he retires to the fortress of Gibeah. id. ; Tails

upon the Philistines and routs them, id ; commands a fast,

id.; devotes Jonathan to death, 444; wages war against
Moab, Ammon, and Edom, Amaiek and Philistia, id.;

is commissioned to exterminate the ."Vnialekites, id. ; he
collect.', the army and routs the Amalekites, id.; disobeys
the Divine command, id. ; erects a monument at eastern
Carmel, id. ; is rebuked by Samuel, and rejected from
being the founder of a royal house. 445; falls into melan-
choly, 446; sends tor David to play music to him, id.,-

appoints liiin armouiMji arer, 447 ; commands the death of
David, 449; throws a javelin at him, id. ; again commands
hisdeath, 450; sends messrngers to retake David, 451 ; liis

messengers and afterwards himself " prophesy," :d. ; falls

into a trance, id.; sends Jonathan to slay David, 452; coni-
iiiauds the slaughter of Ahimeleeh. and the priests of liis

family. 454; is reconciled to David, 4.')6; follows David
again to sl.iy him, 459 ; is saved by David, id. ; is again rc-
concilid to him, id ; consults the witch of Endor. 461 ; his
doom foretolil, 462 ; he is defeated and slays himself, id.;

his arniht and crown Viroiight to David, 463, 498*; seven
niembei s of his family given up to and slain by the Gibeon-
ites. 491 ; his body buried by David at Kelah, id.

Savary, his opinion on the water of the Nile, 185*
Scaraba'i, Egyptian, the earliest talism.anical figur<'s extant,

HO* ; the earliest specimens of engraving on stone, 1 1
1*

Schools of the prophets 423, .565, .574

Scourging, 2'.)8; its degree of ignominy, id.; not more than
forty stripes allowed by Moses, id.

Scribes, their duties. 529. 5:in
; probably furnished materials

for the Books of Kings and Chronicles, 530
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Sdur, the present name of tlie wilderness of Shur, 191

Seah of wheat, measure, its quantity, 577*

Seats of the Egyi>tiaiis, i'Zu*', of tlie Hebrews, little noticed in
the Scriptures, id.

Sebaste, or Samaria, remains at, 547
Secondary punishments, 298
Seeds, minglina; of, why forbidden, 224
Seething pottage, 574
Seleucia, the city of, its foundation, situation, &c., 670
" Seleucida;," era of the, 66G
Si-leucusNicanor, GOG; builds Autioch and other cities, €70;

is killed at the battle of Ipsus, 669
induces many Jews to settle at Antioch, 671 ; obtains

nearly the wliole of Asia, 6/1, 672; dies, 672
Callinicus succeeds Antiochus Theos, 673 ; is captured

by the Parthians, 67 -t

III.,succeed»SeleucusCallinicus,i(J. ; he is poisoned,;!(i.

IV., surnamed Pliilopator, succeeds to the tlirone' of
Syria, 680; sends Heliodorus to Jerusalem to seize the
treasure in the temple, id.; is poisoned by Heliodorus, who
usurps the throne, id.

Sennacherib, king of Assyria, overruns Judah, 606; compels
Hezekiah to pay large tribute, id. ; a great part of his army
are destroyed by "the blast," 607; ret\irns to Nineveh,
id. ; is slain by two of his sons, id. ; is succeeded by Esar-
haddon, id.

Septuagint, the, 672 ; universally used by the Jews, id. ; quoted
by the Evangelists, Apostles, and by Christ, id.

Serbal, Mount, the supposed Sinai, 196
Servants of the temide, menial, not necessarily Israelites, 229,

230
Sextus Caesar is appointed governor of Syria, 724
Shadrach, Meshech, and Abednego are admitted amongst the

Chaldean magi, 630; are cast into a furnace and come
out unhurt, 631

Shallum succeeds to the throne of Israel, C02; is defeated and
slain by Menivhem, id.

or Jehoahaz, 612
Shamgar and other husbandmen repulse the Philistines with

ox-goads, 374 ; succeeds Ehud, id. ; he dies, id.

Shaveh, or the King's Dale, or valley of Berachah, supposed to

be the Viilley of Jehoshaphat, 39, 590
Shaving the head and beard, Egyptian custom of, 118*; reason

for its being ordered, 223
Sheba heads the revolt against David's restoration, 490 ; is de-

feated by Joab, id.

the queen of, her visits to Solomon, 540, 541
Sliebet, a name of the sixth and eleventh mouths, 302*
Shechem is slain by the brothers of Dinah, 102

one of the cities of refuge, 296*; appointed by Jero-
boam the metropolis of Israel, 549

Shechemites, the, consent to circumcision, 102
Shechinah, or miraculous light, 247; the symbol of the Divine

presence, appears at the door of the tabernacle, 314
Sheikh, or Elder, the head of a clan of Bedouins, 283
Shekel of silver, 65, 106; its value, 393*, 401 ; half a, of silver,

levied on every male above twenty years of age for the
tabernacle, 204 ; of copper described, 715* ; half, of copper,
id.; of silver, described, 714*; (juarter, of silver, 716*;
quarter, of copper, 715*

Shem, descendants of, 3
Shephatiah, one of the sons of David, 466*
Shepherd kings of Egypt, 34 ; when they were expelled, 35

;

whether they were Assyrian viceroys, 36
race, their expulsion and settlement in Palestine

under the name of Philistines, 34, 35, 83*—85,* 127
Shibboleth, the pass word, 398
Shield, Egyptian, its shape, 180*
Shimei is executed by Benaiah, 505
Shishak, king of Egypt, invades Judah, and carries off great

spoil, 555 ; portrait of, id. ; of his daugliter, 505, 506*

Shoe, drawing off, a token of relinquishment of right, 378
Shoterim, or genealogists, the keepers of the registers, 284, 286
Shovels for the altars, 253
Shower of stones, their nature considered, 361,* 362*

Shrine, Egyptian, in its sanctuary, 248 ; Egyptian, with idol,

2^*9; Egyptian, carried in procession, 250 ; and ark, Egyp-
tian, borne by priests, 249

Shunemite woman, birth of a son of, foretold by Elisha, 573;
her son raised from death by Elisha, id., 574 ; her lands
restored to her by Jehoram, 577

Sibboleth, the Ephraimitish pronunciation of Shibboleth, 398
Sicarri, or assassins of Judea, 751

Siddim, vale of, contained tive states. 4
Sidon, the eldest son of Canaan, chief of the PhcBnician tribes, 7

city of, is burnt by the inhabitants, 658

Sidonians, a tribe of the Phcenicians, 7
Sigilla planetarum, a talisman. 111*

Signet ring, its early use, lOT, 119, 120 , ancient Egyptian, 1'20
;

description of, 120*

Silver in use by the Canaanites for money, 6 ; mentioned
amongst the wealth of Abraham on his return from Egypt,

35 ; jewels of, 172 ; shekels of, 65, 106

Simeon, a son of Jacob by Leah, 94 ;* number of the adult

males of the tribe of, 206

Simon the Just, the high-priest, 671 ; repairs and fortifies Jeru-

salem, id. ; said to have added the books of Ezrai, Haggai,
Zechariah, Nehemiah, Esther, and Malachi to the Old
Testament, id. ; counted the last of the (dd synagogue, 671,
675

Simon II., high-priest, succeeds Oaias II., 676; he dies, 680
the brother of Judas, becomes leader of the Macca-

bees, 699; is appointed high priest, irf. ; seTids an embassy
to Rome, id. ; gains great privileges from Demetrius, 700 ;

obtains possession of Jerusalem, id ; his answer to Antio-
chus Vll. considered, 701, 701' ; he and two of his sons are
murdered, 702

Sin-offering, 259
Sin, wilderness of, 195
Sinai, 191-216; and Horeb, their situations discussed, 195;

the law delivered to Moses on, 199
Mount, what the true one of Scripture, Lord Lindsay's

opinion on, 213*
Singers and musicians of Solomon's Temple, their dress, 230
Sinites, a tribe of the Phcenicians, 8

Sisera is defeated by the Israelites and Hies—his army over-
thrown, 379 ; is slain by Jael, id.

Sitnah, the name given bv Isaac to a disputed weU, 71
Sitting, mode of, 474, 499*
Sivan, a name of the third month, 302*
Slaughter of animals for food by the Egyptians, 129*
Slaughtering oxen, manner of, 129, 140*
Slavery, 295 ; existed in Egypt in the time of Abraham, 31 ; in

Egypt, 138*
Slaves, killing, 295

;
power of their masters over, id.

Sleeping, hours of, amongst the Orientals, 478*
Smerdis. the Magian, usurps the thnuie of Persia, 644 ; is slain

by Darius Hystaspes and others, id.

Snuffers, Egyptian, 511
So, or Sabaco, king of Egypt, 603 ; w ho and what he was, 003*

Sethos, or Sabaco, 607
Socrates, his doctrine of tlie organization of the world, 218
Sodom, its destruction foretold to Abraham. 55; ten righteous

men to save it, id. ; its destruction foretold to Lot, 56; and
the other cities of the plain destroyed, id.

Sogdianus slays Xerxes, and usurps the throne of Persia, 657;
is slain liy Oclius, id. ; the manner of his death, 657*

Solomon, his birth, 479; is anointed king at Gihon, 493; is

again anointed at Jerusalem, 494 ; becomes king in the
life-time of David, I'rf. ,• his reign, history of, 502—516;
extent of his dominions, 502 ; number of his subjects, 503 ;

discovers the plot of Adonijah, 504; orders him to be put
to death, 505 ; orders Joab to be slain before the altar, Cd.

;

marries the daugliter of Pharaoh, king of Egypt, id.; he
is lodged in the city of David, id. ; repairs to (Jibeon and
sacrifices on the altar of Moses, 506; has a dream and
receives the gift of wisdcHn, id. ; his judgment between the
two mothers, id. ; forms an alliance witli Hiram, kin^ of
Tyre, 507 ; engages to furnish him with wheat and oil, id. ;

sends labourers to cut timber for the Temple, 508 ; and
others to bear burdens, id. ; lays tlie foundation of the
Temple, 509; dedicates the Temple, 517, 518 ; builds a
palace for himself, another for Phaiaoh's daughter, and the
house of the forest of Lebanon, 518—520 ; contracts a debt
with the king of Tyre, 522 ; his mode of payment, id.;

turns his attention to foreign commerce, 522 ; hires ships
of the Phoenicians, 523 ; sends a fleet on a commercial
expedition, id.; monopolizes the caravan land trade be-
tween Egyi)t and Syria, 524, .525 ; builds Tadmor, ur Pal-
myra, 525 ; his motives considered, id., 526 ; his revenues,
whence derived, 527 ; tributes paid to him, id., 528 ; en-
closes Jerusalem w ith new walls, 529 ; fortifies Gaza and
other towns, id. ; builds Baalath, suppus^'d to be IJaalbec,

id. ; permits idolatrous services near the Temple, 542

;

ofi'ers idolatrous sacrifices himself, id ; receives divine
intimation of his punishment, id. ; the loss of Israel fore-

told to him, but that his house should reign over Judah,
542 ; his repentance, whether he felt any before his death,

considered, 543; he dies, tW ; his wisdom discussed, 540

;

he is visited by the queen of Sheba, id , 541 ; seal of, 112;*

song of, 535
Soothsaying forbidden to the Hebrew priests, 283
Soter, a name of Ptolemy Lagus, 665
Soul, future existence of, not mentioned in the books of Moses,

220 ; believed in by the Jews before the time of Christ, id.

Spies, ten of the twelve struck suddenly with death, 311

Spoil, mode of division, 326 ; division of by David, its prin-

ciple, 460
Spoons, Egyptian, 511
Sprinkling of trees, why forbidden, 223
Spuah, one of the six sons of Abraham by Keturah, 68; be-

comes the founder of an Arabian tribe, id.

Spy, the office of, considered himourable, 308
Standing army of David, its number, &c., 496
Statue of gold erected by Nebuchadnezzar, 631, 631*

Steps to the altar not allowed, 253
Steward, Egyptian, dress of, 115
" Still small voice" heard by Elijah, 567
Stone engraving, the earliest specimens. Ill*

Stone, chiefs of the Irish appointed by standing on a, 434*

that from Scone in Westminster Abbey, 435*

Stones, origin of their erection as temples, 92
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Stones of memorial, 341, 34'2, 336*—3C0,» 404*—412,* 435;*
their ilesi^'ii and objects discus-ed. 350*—3C0;* authorities
on, and on DruiJical remuius, 435*

sliowers of, of what nature, considered, S61,* 362*
Egyptian mode of transporting', 518

Stoning to death, a mode of (Capital punishment, 293
Stringed Instruments, Egyptian, 516
Stuml)liug-block, 295
Succession, law of, relating to females, 351 ; collateral law of,

id., 352; of the throne of Israel l)y di%ine appoint ment, 503
Succoth, or bootlis, the place near the Jordan where Jacob tar-

ried, 101 ; the end of the Israelites' fir»t day's journey, 176
Sun, the, the earliest object of idolatry, 22; commanded by

Joshua to stand still over Gibeon—how to be understood,
346, 347, 362.* 364*

Survey of land, first recorded instance of a, 353, 354
Sword of Gideon, 384
Synagogue, old and new, 671, 675
Syria reduced to subjection by David, 4/5; becomes a Roman

province, 711 : is assigned to Antony, in the liivision of the
Roman Empire with Lepidus and Octavius, 726

Syrians subdued by David at Hilam, 477

Taberah, the place where the Israelitish tents were burned
305

Tabernacle, or portable temple—visionary pattern of displayed
to Moses, 203 ; it is completed with 'its furniture, the dress
of the high-priest, and robes of the other priests, in six
months, 205 ; it is erected, id. ; the column of cloud rests
upon it, id. ; it is described, 243—245; the, removed from
Gilgal to Shiloh in Ephraim, 352; the court of the, 253;
only one, and one altar of sacrifice, allowed in the Mosaical
system, and why, 254 ; value of the materials of in
modem money, id , 255 ; personal attendance at required at
the passover, 207 ; the, a type of the body of the Messiah,
2S2 ;* considered to be also the kings palace, 246 ; and
Eg\ ptian temple, similarity of form and arrangement, 244,
245

Tabernacles, feast of, its institution, duration and regulations
of, 269, 270 ; its eighth day, the feast of in-gathering, 270 ;

feast of, celebrated, 654
Table of shew-bread described, 251, 252
Tables^ those of the ten commandments deposited in the ark,

247; called the Tables of Testimony, id.; modern oriental,
573

Tachos, or Teos, king of Egypt, seeks refuge in Persia, 657
Tadnior, or Palmyra, built by Solomon, 526; ruins of, id.

the name improperly given to a palm-tree instead of
Timor, 525

Takht ravan of Persia, 536
Talismans, discussion upon, 109,* 110;* their several kinds,

111*

Tamar is married to Er, and afterwards to Onan, 107; con-
ceive< by Judah their father, id.

the daughter of David, 466;* is defiled by her half-
brother Amnon, 479 ; is revenged by Absalom, 480

Tamor, the proper word for a palm-tree, instead of Tadmor,
525

Taphath, the only daughter of Solomon mentioned in history,
544

Tarshish, ships'of, 523; region of, its situation, id.

Task-masters appointed over the Hebrews, 151
Tax imposed by Solomon, 533, 534; raised in Israel for a pub-

lic oliject, 602 ; laid on the lambs of sacrifice by Bagoses.
658 ; remitted Ijy Ochus, 659 ; imposed by the Romans on
the Jews, 742

Tcbeth, a name of the tenth month, 302*
Tema, oueof the twelve sons of Ishmael, 69 ;* becomes founder

of an Arabian ti ibe, id.

Temple commande<l to be built by a man of peace, 474
of Solomon, its foundation laid, 509; style of its archi-

tecture, 509 ; and estimate of, id. ; descri] tion of, id., 510,
511, 512; dedication of, 517; miiacles at, id., 518; de-
spoiled by the Et:ypiians under Shishak, 555; the, burnt
down by order of Nebuchadnezzar, 616

the second, foundation laid, 640 ; its building ob-
structed by the Samaritans, 644 ; is discontinued, id.; its

glories prophesied by IIa;.'gai an.lZechariah, id. ; itsbuild-
ing resumed, f45 ; the decree of Cyrus for its building dis-
covered, id.

; is completed, 646 ; is dedicateil, id. ; is pulled
down, and rebuilt by Ilerod. 734, 735

the third, built by Herod, 735; is burned by Titus,
756

691

• a rival, built upon Mount Gerizim, 655
built by Ouias, at Heliopolis, for the Jews of Egypt,

" there is no sabbatism in the," a provrrb, 266
the first mentioned in Scripture, 394
open, in Phoenicia. 435*

Temples to God not built whilst men were a wanderins; neoide,
243

^11'
probably the first were in Egypt, 30

Ten Triljes, the, their non-re>toration considered, 6.39—642 ; re-
mains of the, mentioned by Benjamin of Tudela, David
D'Beth Hillel, and Major Rawlinson, ti42

Tenth devoted to God liy Jacob, 92

Tents, the Israelites worshipped at the doors of their, 207
Tenure of land in Egypt, 124*, 125
Teos, or Taclios, king of Egypt, seeks refuge in Persia, 657
Terah, the father of Abraham, an idolater, 22 ; his three sons,

Haran, Nahor, and Abram, 23 ; dies in Haran, 27
Teraphim supposed to take their name from Terah, 22; Rachel

takes the, with her to Canaan, 96; discussion on, 109*;
works relating to, referred to. 1

12*

Terebinth-tree of Mamre usually rendered "plain" in our version
of the Scriptures, 51*

Testament, canon of the old, its conclusion, 420 n. r , 654
Testimony, ark of the, 247 ; tables of, id.

Test\ido, the use of in attacking fortresses, 622*, 623*
Tetragiammaton, or quadrilateral name, 50*
Tetrarch, origin and powers of the office, 740*
Thammuz, a name of the fourth month, 302*
Thanks-olfering, 259
Thar, the law of, or blood avenging, 75
Tlieocracy, the form of Hebrew government, 290
Therm uthis, the daughter of Pharaoh, 152
Tlieudas, the false >Iessiah, 749
Tliigh, sinew of, not eaten by the descendants of Jacob, and

why, 90, 100
Thothmes I , king of Egypt, exercises the sovereign power in

right of his wife Anieiise, 154 ; his reign, 158
n., id.

— HI ,- — id.

III., supposed to be the Pharaoh who reigned at the
deliverance of Israel, 158

Throne of Solomon, 520 ; of the Mogul, 522
Tlirones, Egyptian, 520; with steps, 521
Tibni is elected king of Israel, 552; is defeated by Omri and put

to death, id.

Tiglath-Pileser, or Pul-asser, king of Assnia, takes Damascus,
and puts an end to the Damascene-Syrian monarchy, 597 ;

carries away the tribes of Reuben, Gad, and Manasseh, and
plants them in Halah, Habon, and on the River Gozan in

Media, id.

Tigranes, king of Armenia, becomes king of Syria, 709*
Timl.er, cutting of, for building the Temple, 307, 508
Timbrel, the, 182
Time, division of, 267, 300*, 301*, 302* ; computation of, by

the Orientals, 302*
Timrath serah, in Mount Ephraim, allotted to Joshua for an in-

heritance, 351
Tirhak.ah, king of Eg\^lt, 607*
Tishri, a name of the seventh month, 302*
Tithes, appropriation of, 263 ; origin, nature, and motive of,

264, 265; of grain, its proportion to the whole produce,
263, 264 ;

poor man's, or third tithe, 263 ; of the poor,
296; second, 263; of tithes or tithe of holy things, I'rf.

Titus appears before the walls of Jerusiilem with an army of
60,000 Romans and auxiliaries, 756 ; made his first assault,
April 22, A D. 70, id. ; takes possession of a part of the
lower city. May 6, id. ; builds a wall around the city, id.

;

attacks and destroys the upper city, Sept. 2, id. ; horrid
massacre follows, 757

Tobias is sent by Tobit to Rhages, 629 ; removes to Ecbatana,
630

Tobit buries his captive brethren at Nineveh, 629 ; escapes, id ;

returns to Nineveh, id.; becomes blind, id.; removes into

Elymais, id ; sends his son to Rhages to claim his property,
id. ; returns to Nineveh, id. ; foretells the fall of Ninev»h,
630 ; dies there, id. ; apocryidial book of, 629

Toi, king of Hamah, sends his son Joram to salute David, 475
Tola, of the tribe of Issachar, governs the people after the death

of Abiraelech, 394
Torture unknown to the Mosaical law, 298
" To your tents, O Israel !' 490
Tradition, its value to the historian, 24 ; how far available, id.

the earliest Jewish, existing in writing. 27
Travelling, rate of, 91 ; forbidden on the Sabl)ath-flay, 266
Treaty, the first known, between men, 61

Tree, the unknown, by which the waters of Marah were made
sweet, 209* ; disc\ission on its properties, id., 210*

Trees, lo\eof the patriarchs tor, 62
Trespass ofl'ering, 259
Tribes, the twelve, how counted, 3.54; of Israelites, relation of,

to each other, 288 ; heads of, 233
Tribute-bearers. 523

oflicer over the, his duties, 531
Trumpets, silver, the sound of, the signal of battle, 326 ; blow-

ing, day of, 267 ; feast of, id. ; silver, used to announce a
new mo(m, id.

Tryphon usurps the Syrian throne, 698 ; is defeated, and put
to death, 701

Tudela, Henjimin of, his mention of the Jewsof Amaria, 642
Tunic of the high-priest, 236 ; of the priests, 234
Types, whether there are any in the laws of Moses, 281, 282;*

Professor Jahn's opinion on, irf.,282; Wait, Dr., his opi-

nion on . 282
Tyre, the city of, its commercial importance, 476; siege of, by

Nebucliadne/.zar, 617, 618; siege of, by Alexander the

Great, 660, 661 ; kings of, order of succession of, 581*

Umbrella, its ancient use, 338 ; Indian, 539
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Unclean food, what, 293; causes of some animals being so con-
sidered, discussed, id., 294

Uncleaiiness, 274
Unleavened bread, feast of, the Passover sometiines so called,

268 ; feast of, regulations of. 269
Unshorn hair the symbol of the Nazarite vow, 399
Unity of God, the fundamental dogma of Mosaical religion,

218
Unknown tree, what it was, discussed, 209,* 210*
Ur of the Clialdees, or Mesopotamia, the dwelling-place of

Terah, 23
— signilies fire, 26
Uriah, his death is caused by David, 478
Urim and Thummim, taking counsel by, 236 ; what it is sup-

posed to have been, 240, 241 ; consultation of the Almighty
by, 288 ; Lord Prudhoe's opinion on the word Urim, ^41*

Usher, Archbishop, his clironologj-, 16*

Uzzi, a high prie-t, the successor of Bukki, 414
Uzziah, or Azariah, succeeds to the throne of Judah, 594; is

early instructed by Zechariah, 595 ;
promotes the arts of

peace, and exti'uds the possessions of .ludah, id. ; subdues
the Ammonites to tribute, id. ; attempts to officiate as

high-priest, and is smitten with leprosy, id. ; is forced to

live apart as a leper, id. , 696 ; his government is adminis-
tered by his son Jotham, id. ; he dies, after a reign of
tilty-tno years, id.

Vaphres, Apries and, or Pharaoh-Hophra, 615
Vegetables much eaten by the Egyptians, 140*
Ventidius Cumanus appointed procurator of Judea, 749; is

banished by Claudius, 751
Vespasian and Titus march into Judea, 755; make a variety

of conquests, id.

Vine, tlie, known in Egypt, 303
Virgins of Solomon's harem, 537
Voltaire confuted by the Abbe Guenee, 29
Vows, 277, 278 ; affirmative, what, 277 ; negative, what, id

Wady Boodra, spring of water at, 193*
Gharendel, supposed to be the ancient Elim, 192
Naszeb, a well near the Rocks of the Pilgrims.. 195*

AVages paid to the Israelites for tlieir long services to the

Egyptians, 172, 185*
AVahabees, their rules relating to homicide, 295*
Wandering, the, 304—334
War, Israelitish system of, described, 325, 326
Warfare, ancient, discussion on, 386*—391*
Watch, or watch-tower, tlie stone Mizpeh, 97, 93

towers in tlie desert, 103
Water of the Nile, its properties, 184;* how greatly prized,

instances of, 185*
Wave offerings, 258
Weaving among the Persians, 145*

Week, 300*
of weeks, 30l»
of years, id

of seven sa\)batical years, id.

Weeks, feast of, or Pentecost, 2G9
Wells, the riglit to dig, and property in, 61; digging of, gives

property in the soil, 61,71 ; right to, disputed with Isaac

by the Philistines at Gerar, id. ; also those which Abraham
had dug, id.

White robes worn by the singers and musicians in Solomon's
Temple, 230

___
Wliolesale dealings in markets at gates of towns, 577

Widows cruse, the, miraculouslv supplied, 566 ; son restored

to life by Elijah, id.

Wilkinson, his 'Ancient Egyptians,' 30 ;* his chronology of

Egypt examined, 147, \-iii; his opinion on the Exodus of

the Israelites, 186*

Will, oral, custom of making, or giving a blessing, 72, 73

William the Conqueror, his reservation of rent to the crown,
264*

Winding yarn, mode of, 204*, 205

Windows of the Temple, 514

Wine, litiation of, or drink offering, 262 ; forbidden to priests

when ministering at the altar, 2:^2 ; used at the Passover

supper, red, 269 ; and mixed with water, id.

Wisdom of Solomon discussed, 540
Wise men of Egypt, their arts accounted for, 165; imitate the

miracle of Aaron of the Nile water, 166 ; and the plague of
frogs, id. ; fail to imitate the plague of musquitoes, 167

Witches, whether men or women, ordered to bo put to death,
223

Witness heap, or Jegar-sahadutha, 97, 98, 358*

to the covenant between parties, what, 98
stone, erected by the Israelites dwelling lieyond Jordan,

as a memorial tliat thev l)slonged to the tribes in Can.aau,

355
Woollen never used in the burial of the Egyptians, 234
Women, their right of succession to lands, 351, 352 ; their

social rank influenced by, 352 ; social rank of, a test of
moral civilization, id.

singers, 519
Wood, various kiuds of, use of, in Solomon's lime, 524, 546 ;•

imitations of, by' the Egyptians, 5-l6*

Worship, not necessary in the Temple, 266

Xenophon, his account of Cyrus, and the retreat of the 10,000

Greeks, 658
Xerxi's confirms all the grants of his father in favour of the

Jews, 646; is the Ahasuerus of Ezra, iv. 6, id.

, son of Artaxerxes, succeeds to the Persian throne, 657

;

is slain by Sogdianus, id.

Years, part of, computed as the whole, 302* ; of jubilee, 273

;

the Sabbatic, 272, 273; week of, 301*
Yearly feasts, 2t)7—272

Zabad, the sixth in descent from Ephraim, 146 ; all his sons
slain, id.

Zadok attends at Hebron to salute David as king of Israel, 470 ;

and Abiathar jointly high-priest, 473; reason for, id.;

recognised as sole high priest, 494
Zamzumroim, a name lor giants, IWO*
Zaphnath-paaneah, the name bestowed upon Joseph by Pha-

raoh, 121

Zared, the brook, the last place of the Israelites' encampment
in their wandering, 319

Zealots, rise of the, in Judei, lAl. 742
Zebulon, a son of Jacob by Leah, 94;* number of the adult

males of the tribe of, 206
, the fourth in descent from Jehu, becomes king of

Israel, 601 ; is slain by Shallum after reigning six montlis,

602
Zechariah prophesies the glory of the second Temple, 644
Zedekiah (Mattaniah) made king ofJudah by Nebuchadnezzar,

615 ; he renounces his allegiance, id

is taken prisoner, and his sons slain, and he blinded,

by order of Nebuchadnezzar, 616 ; he dies at Babylon, I'rf.

Zelophehad dies, leaving daughters onlv, who succeed to his

lands. 351, 352
Zemarites, a tribe of tlie Phoenicians, 8

Zerahiiih, a high-priest, the successor of Uzzi, 414
Zerubbabel, 6^7 ; and Joshua lead the Remnant home, 642 ; he

is appointed governor of Judea, 643
Ziba, tlie steward of Mephibosheth, his treachery, 484
Zif, the name of the second month, 301*

Zilpah, the handmaid of Leah, bears two sons to Jacob, 94
Zimram, one of the six sons of Abraham by Keturah, 68; be-

comes a founder of an Arabian tribe, id.

Zimri, and Cozbi a Midianitish woman, are slain by Phineas,

324
assassinates Elah, and seizes the crown of Israel, 55'2

;

is attacked by Omri, sets fire to his liarem, and dies, id.

Zion, Mount, view of, 554
Zipporah circumcises lier youngest son, 161 ; she returns witli

her two sons to her father, td.; her departure from Moses,

where and when the occurrence took place, 161;* her return

to her father, 184*

Zoar said to have been destroyed a year after the destruction of

Sodom, 57*

Zumrah, the site of the ancient town of Zimra, 8

Zuzims, a people of Palestine, 13

supposed to be the Zamzummim, 13, 14
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